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FISHING AND CANOEING IN
ALGONQUIN PARK

WALTER THORNTON.

Indications are that a very large

number of tourists, canoeists,

campers and anglers will visit the
Algonquin Park of Ontario this year.

Many inquiries have already been
received by the authorities regarding
the prospects fir spring fishing, which
are considered excellent, indeed good
sport is anticipated throughout the

year—while many reservations have
already been made at the Highland
Inn, which opens June 15th, and
at the log cabin camps, Nominigan
Camp and Camp Minnesing, which
open June 29th., also at Mowat
Lodge and the Algonquin Hotel.

The growing popularity of the
great reserve shows that the action

of the Ontario government in pro-
viding a virgin wilderness within
striking distance of civilization and
city life, as a national playground,
has been widely appreciated. The
Dominion has several beautiful na-
tional parks, but for the most part
they are in the far west, a considerable
distance from the large centres of

population. The Algonquin Park, on
the other hand, is in the very heart
of the Dominion's most populous
province, and yet it is as wild and
as unspoiled as any of the parks in

the Rocky Mountains. Here the
tired business man—and his wife
and daughter, too, for the ladies

go with him to the wilds nowadays

—

can get out into the big open space,
brush away the mental cobwebs
and feel the red blood course through

the veins once more.
When you step from the train

at one of the little stations in the
park you feel at once the "bite"
in the air—redolent with balsam,
pine and spruce. The area of the
park is roughly four thousand square
miles, and it has been a reserve
since 1893. The whole area is heavily
wooded and the wild life within
its borders has increased so wonder-
fully that it- is hardly possible to
walk a quarter of a mile along the
bush road without sighting red deer
or other forest denizens. Beside al-

most evei-y open lake or stream one
comes upon busy beaver colonies,

either at work or at play. Mink
scurry busily about on rock ledges,

while little red squirrels flit warily
from tree to tree and are so tame that
they will come to your camp and
pry off the lid of your biscuit tin.

There are birds of almost every
species from the ocean seagull to
the timid robin, the loon and the
hermit thrush. If one penetrates
well into the wilds one may hear
the howl of the wolf and feast one's
eye upon an occasional moose or
otter. From the reserve, the province
has been obtaining, during the past
few months, a large supply of venison
and beaver meat.

One feature of the park which
marks it out from other national
playgrounds on this continent is

Its great system of natural waterways.
There are actually, by the count.
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The whole family goes into camp in Algonquin Park now-a-days Courtesy 6.T.R.

over a thousand beautiful lakes within

this one reserve and these are joined

together by streams navigable by
canoe or are connected by short

and easy portages over good trails

blazed through the forests. These
lakes furnish the angler with the

finest fishing the heart could desire.

In the evening at the Highland
Inn ,or Nominigan or Minnesing
Camps, when the day's catches are

exhibited, you may look upon trout

and bass and other fresh water game
fish such as the angler dreams of,

and many of these have been caught
by visitors who never cast a line

until they entered the park a few
days before.

The waters of the lake are deep
and translucent, filled with the gam-
iest of the game species of fish, black

bass, three and four pounders, and
salmon trout tipping the scales at

10 and 12 pounds are plentiful in

the waters south of the railway line,

while north of the railway bass are

not found. The rivulets and streams

are alive with the gamiest of speckled
trout, the co5l waters giving them
fighting tendencies which delight the

heart of the most ardent angler.

Salmon and speckled trout are found
in the lakes north of the railway,

and excellent fishing is assured in

any of these waters. During the

months of May and June, the trout

fishing is at its best, the speckled

beauties rise to the fly, and are

most voracious for the "Parmachenc

Belle," "Red Ibis" and "Montreal."
During the month of June and the

first ten days of July, black flies

are rather troublesome, and anglers

should provide themselves with any
of the many preventives against

this pest. After sunset the flies

do not bother, but during the day-
time they are active and annoying.

The excellent fishing, however, that

awaits the keen sportsman offsets

any discomforts of this nature. In

mid-summer, successful still-fishing

in these cool waters is assured,

the salmon and speckled trout being
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freely taken in twenty to thirty

feet of water, and the black bass
in their customary haunts. " In the
months of July, and August, when
the majority of people take their

holidays, the fishing is good in these

waters, but other bait than the
fly must be used for the bass and
salmon trout, though the speckled
trout rise to the fly in the streams
and shallow brooks. Copper wire
lines, a couple of hundred feet long
with live minnow bait and a good
heavy reel on a steel bass rod, seem
to be the most effectual tackle for

killing salmon trout, and no difficulty

is experienced in landing the number
allowed each fisherman under the
Government regulations. The very
best fishing months in this region
are May, August, September and
October. Bait is plentiful, and
can be procured readily in almost
all of the lakes with a dip net or
small hooks.

Probably the best point for the
canoeist and camper who wish to

"do" the Park is to go in at Joe
Lake station, where the route through
the chain of lakes, running north
and south properly begins. Another
point of ingress is Algonquin Park
station, where is situated the "park
headquarters" and the Highland Inn.
These are on the shores of Cache
Lake, one of the prettiest sheets
of water in the reservation. This
is within easy distance of many
small lakes where good fishing is

found, and a capital place to start
in for Lakes Porcupine, Bonnechere,
Ragged, Louisa, Pen and many others,
outside as well as in the Park, where
the scenery is grand, and where
the fish grow to big proportions.
In the early summer—May and
June—the fishing in Cache Lake,
the Madawaska River, Cranberry
Lake, White's Lake, Source Lake,
Hillyard Lake, Head Lake and many
others pools and streams within a
few minutes walk of headquarters,
is unexcelled. From Cache Lake
many excursions can be taken into

L.OW

There are ideal camping sites for the canoeist and fisherman in Algonquin Park.

Courtesy G.T.R
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the forest wilds. One of the best

is to the south of the district, pro-

ceeding westward through Cache Lake,
entering a branch of the Madawaska
River, navigable for some little dis-

tance into White's Lake, a beautiful

body of water which is crossed to

the first portage—a short trail to

Beaver Pond. A quarter of a mile

paddle across this pond brings you
to another portage 100 yards long,

at the end of which lies Little Island

Lake, lovely in its natural beauties

and picturesque in all its surroundings.
One mile across this lake a portage

Our director of supply and transport

of 200 yards to a small pond is found,
after crossing, wjiich another portage
of one-quarter of a mile is taken
to reach Smoke Lake. This lake
is quite large, comparing it with
the- other lakes in the district, and
is about four and one half miles
long, with a width averaging from
a third of a mile to two miles in some
places. The bosom of Smoke Lake
is beautified by the islands, and the
shores of the mainland are high and
well wooded. The fishing is good,
and magnificent camp sites are found
at many points and on all the islands.

This lake offers a good location for

a permanent camp site for a few
tlays, and many trips of not more
than a day's duration can be made
from camp, leaving in the morning
and returning at night. Here is

located the well-known Nominigan
Camp Hotel. From Smoke Lake
a very interesting and profitable

trip is south into Ragged Lake,
thence into Porcupine Lake. Bear
Lake, the three Bonnechere Lakes,
Crooked Lake, Lake Louisa, Bound-
ary and Head Lakes, into Cache
Lake, the starting point. The most
enthusiastic fisherman will find sport
to his heart's content. From Ragged
Lake, a portage of about one-quarter
of a mile into Porcupine Lake is

over a lumber slide, which makes
the task easy, and when you know
that at the end of the slide, where
the rivulet leads from one lake to

another, capital speckled trout are

caught in goodly numbers, the short

distance to traverse is not considered.

Ragged Lake is very beautiful, and,
as "its name suggests, the contour
of its shores is irregular and made
up of innumerable bays and inlets.

Good salmon trout fishing is its

attraction.

There are scores of trips to be

made in Algonquin Park equally

as interesting as this. Months may
be spent in this region with new
trips over new lakes each day.



ANOTHER RECORD OF A CRUISE ON
THE KAWARTHA LAKES

GORDON H. GRAHAM

FROM the thriving town of Lind-

say, on the Scugog River, to

the 'Store' at Juniper Island,

Stoney Lake, is, by water, about 40
miles; The route traverses the most
beautiful part of the Kawartha Lakes
and with good weather is an ideal

day's trp for a small, medium-speed
launch.

Being a water enthusiast and the

proud possessor of a small motor-
boat I decided one day to take ad-

vanl age of the first holiday that

came "along and avail myself of the

pleasure of the trip. I had not long

to wait and one cloudy morning in

July the lockmaster at Lindsay, with

many a warning as to the rough
weather that the day held in store,

let me through the lock. I had
occasion to wish later that I had paid

more attention to the lockmaster's
prognostication of evil weather but

as I judged that I was as good a

weather prophet as the next fellow

I set sail from Lindsay with a light

heart. My reputation as a prophet
got a severe jolt before the trip was
finished and the wife said—but that

is irrevalent. My wife, who is as

keen a boatman as myself, insisted

on bringing with us her little Pek-
ingese spaniel and the little dog
yapped at everybody and everything
we passed on our trip down the Scu-
gog. " Believe me, for a continual

outburst of sound a Ford has nothing
on a Peke. The pup had a grouch
engendered no doubt by the fact

that, in the hurry of preparation,

we had forgotten his breakfast. I

tried to remedy the omission by
surreptitiously slipping him a oit of

compression grease but friend wife

happened to glance around and the

attempt was a failure. I don't know
what eflecL the grease would have
had on the dog but I was hopeful.

The little launch behaved wonder-
fully. Built of cypress, 19 feet in

length by 5 ft. beam and engined
with a Fairbanks-Morse single cyl-

inder, 5}^2 H.P. motor, she was an
ideal small family cruising launch
and but for her seaworthy qualities
this literary gem might be lost to
the world. Good little 'Tomigee.'
She wasn't much to look at; her lines

while safe and comfortable were more
those of a floating bath-tub than those
of the Gold Cup winner, 'Miss De-
troit', but her reliable little engine
shoved her along at about 7 M.P.H.
with an occasional spurt of perhaps
a mile per hour faster each time she
struck a stump. I never had a sat-
isfactory explanation as to why the
boat accelerated her speed each time
she struck an obstacle but it never
failed unless we ran high and dry.
I know she ran faster on account ot

the revolutions of the flywheel. I

counted them. They were rather
speedy, being about 400 per minnte
normally and increasing to 450 per
minute on the stumps. My method
of counting is as follows:

—

Selecting a clear stretch I take out
my Ingersoll and wait till the second
hand is at zero. Now the speed
with which the wheel turns over will

not perrait of my counting above
the single numbers so I divide the
revolutions into units of ten and
count in this manner. "One, two,
three, four, five, six, seven, eight,

nine, one—one, two, three, four, five,

six, seven, eight, nine, two,—one,
two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight, nine, three,'' etc., etc. \Vhat
I have just counted would be thirty
revolutions—three units of ten. Do
'you get the idea? The wife never
could understand the system at all

and I guess it made her mad because
she always found some interesting
object like a crane, a bunch of weeds
or a dead fish to point out to me every
time I had got decently started count-
ing. Of course this would throw nae
out and I would have to wait until
the second hand covered zero again.
Perhaps, while I had my eyes off

the course, 'Tomigee' would run into
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the weeds or strike another stump,
thus throwing my calculations all

out again.
But to get back to the trip. Friend

wife seated herself in a small wicker
chair w^hich I had bought for the
occasion and she put 'Jimmy' the
Peke, in her lap. AH went well until

we had passed under the C.P.R.
bridge which spans the Scugog about
a mile below Lindsay, and then the
wife remembered that she had for-

gotten our lunch. She put 'Jimmy'
down and started a search among the
ha 'gage in the faint hope that she
may have put the grub there by mis-
take. The dog, left to himself, start-

ed on a tour of investigation and land-
ed up against the fly^vheel.

He started sniffing at it and then,
apparently satisfied that it was harm-
less, wandered around the back of

the engine. I was very disappointed
to see the pup leave the flywheel
as I was expecting interesting de-
velopments. But the dog found some
right away. There was a muffled
yelp, a squeal and a dull thump.
Friend wife dropped the bag she was
holding and the contents littered the
floor. She shrieked at me to save
the dog, who, she was sure, was killed.

(Isn't thau logic?) I left the steering
wheel to itself and made a dash for

the back of the boat. The Peke,
covered with grease and dirt, but
more scared than hurt, lay beside
the pump with every particle of wind
kftocked out of his fuzzy little body.
It took him some time to get his wind
back but when he did he was in

excellent voice.

Satisfied that 'Jimmy' had wander-
ed on some whirling bit of the ma-
chinery and was not hurt I picked
him up and started back to the wheel
but in passing by the engine I in-

advertently rested my hand on the'

spark plug. I removed it right away
and then—sat down. The wife also

sat down, hard. "Tomigee' had
struch a 'dead-head.'

. To the uninitiated the word 'dead-

head' will mean nothing but to any-
one who knows the Kawartha Lakes
the word has a sinister and ugly
sound. A 'dead-head' is an outlaw
among logs. Among the millions ol

feet of timber that is floated down the
Kawartha lakes each year in the big
boom, a certain number of the logs
become water-soaked. They sink be-
low the boom and float around the
lakes until their heavy end strikes

bottom. Then they commence their

career as a menace to navigation.
The lighter, or floating end, sticks
either just above the water or just
below it and woe betide the luckless
craft that" strikes one of these pests
'dead on.' Given sufficient speed a
launch will poke a hole right through
her bottom and even with a launch
of only moderate speed the jar is

apt to be severe. "^Tomigee' swerved
off to one side and came to a stop, in

the weeds her propellor, a round mass
of vegetation, slowly revolving.

A hasty examination of the bow
disclosed the fact that a large patch
of paint had been scraped off but no
other damage had been done. I

turned off the 'juice' and the wheel
stopped revolving. Then ensued a
scene which fills passing boatmen
with glee. I. rolled up my sleeves

as far as they would go (and it wasn't
far enough by a matter of about six

inches), leaned over the stern and
pulled weeds off the wheel in hand-
fuls. The ubiquitous passer-by ap-
peared, turned off his motor so that

I could better hear him scoff, and
then pursued his malevolent way.
That was the only portion of the
trip in which I found my wife's pres-

• ence an encumbrance. I had a lot

of things to say to that fresh boatman
but Friend wife's presence forbade
it. Besides, one lacks the dignity
essential to repartee when one is

standing on one's head in the back
of a small boat.

With the wheel cleared 'Tomigee'
started serenely on down the Scugog.
But I had to stop every once in so

often to remove more weeds, the

lower river being simply a channel
cut between two banks of weeds. As
a consequence the channel is more
or less overrun with patches of float-

ing vegetation which add neither to

the beauty of the river nor te the
state of one's temper.
Below the C.P.R. bridge the high

banks which line the stream give
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place to acre on acre of flat marshy
ground and the channel winds in

and out through a mass of weeds
which stretch for miles on either

side. At each turn in the channel
a small pyramidical light-house is

situated and one can see the whole
fourteen lighthouses from almost any
part of the river. It gives one a
curious feeling to sail down the lower
Scugog as the weed beds appear like

a huge green field and approaching
steamers seem to be sailing on the
dry land.

Seven or eight miles below Lindsay
the river widens into Sturgeon Lake
and it was blowing mightily when we
struck the open expanse of clear
water. The wind was behind us
however, and I anticipated no diffi-

cwlty in arriving at Bobcaygeon,
eleven miles further down.
Now in these shallow waters it

does not take much of a wind to kick
up a sea and before we reached Pleas-
ant Point there was quite a roll on,
the wheel starting to race between
extra large waves. At a point oppos-
ite the third concession of Verulam
Township I had to turn into shore as
I was afraid of having the ever-
roughening water climb "in over the
back of the boat. My intention had
been to make straight down the lake
to a large island that lies out about
a mile from Birch Point but the
condition of the lake precluded this
possibility and I ran down along the
southern sh:re, keeping as close to
shore as I could.

There were no other launches on
the lake and our pitching and tossing
created quite a commotion among the
people who saw us from the shore.
Fortunately for us, my wife and I are
good sailors and the only discomfori
we experienced was from the gasses
from the exhaust being blown into
our faces by the following wind. The
Peke, however, was frankly ill and
he lay, dirty and wet, a little bundle
of concentrated wretchedness, on the
floor a+ our feet. I knew how he felt.

I crossed the Bay of Biscay with the
First Contingent and was afTbcted
with 'mal de mer' for the first and
only time in my life.

Rounding Birch Point a wave,

larger than any we had yet strucK,
threatened to overturn us, but by
good fortune I managed to get the
boat clear and we sailed into the com-
paratively calm waters of the upper
Bobcaygeon River without having
shipped a drop of water.
Our spirits rose as the waier grew

calmer and, as the sun came ouu from
behind grey clouds, we became posi-
tively exuberant. Even the dog gave
a dispirited yap or two at a passing
C.P.R. train.

We pulled in to the wharf at Bob-
caygeon just in time for dinner and
we did wonders with the food thai
was set before iis. Had we kn^wn
what was in store for us before food
again passed our lips we might have
been able to dispose of a bit more
grub.
The lock at 'Caygeon is a bad one

and the lockmaster certainlv deserv^es
all the money that goes with the job.
I don't know what his salary is but
it is not enough. I wouldn't take
on his job for the profits of a pork-
packer.

The current above the lock is so
swift that several men with the aid
of a large block and tackle are re-
quired to open the gates. Some time
during the past summer one of the
large, squared posts by which the
lock is opened and closed was broken
in two by the pressure. And these
posts are of .solid wood, eighteen
inches thick.

There were a number of 'lumber-
jacks' around the lock when we went
through who were very much in-
terested in the Peke. They had a
scrubby bull-terrier with them which
they 'offered ti match agains^ my dog
and it was only when we had safely
cleared the lower gates and were
well on our way down the river that
the wife's breathing returned to
normal.

The afternoon promised to be ideal
for motor-boating as we sailed down
the lower 'Caygeon. Hidden by tall
limestone banks we scarcely felt a
pufT of the gale that was blowing up
Pigeon Lake. The sun shone from
a practically cloudless sky and ail

seemed to auger well for the con-
tinuation of the trip, though as we
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cleared the light-house and sailed

out into Pigeon, I knew that there

was a more than ordinary swell run-

ning.

It grew rapidly rougher as we crept

out into the lake. We had the waves
against us this time, but, content with

Tomigee's' performance of the morn-
ing, I anticipated no trouble.

A mile or so down the lake from
'Caygeon, along the west shore, are

a little group of islands and it was
my intention to make for them and
from their shelter make a break across

the lake to Gannon's Narrows, but

long before I reached the islands I

was exerting every muscle to keeping
the little boat top-side up on the

waves.

The wind blew with such force

that I dared not turn the boat's nose

from a direct course to windward
and I decided to keep on down the

middle of the lake, expecting the

waves to get smaller as we neared
their starting point. 'Tomigee' was
by this time doing all sorts of fancy
nose diving. At times her bow rear-

ed like a bucking horse and the entire

stern deck would be under water,

drowning the exhaust. Then down
she would come kerwallop on a wave
and the sea would pour over the

deck until it reached the combing.
Sometimes it continued on over the

combing and sal down in my lap

or spread itself affectionately over

my entire person. At such times,

the screw would be out of water and
racing like an electric fan. The wind
lifted- the entire tops of waves ofT

and threw them into the boat leaving

us both gasping for breath and
drenching everything in their path.

When this performance started, my
first thoughts were for the spark-

plug, but I need not have worried.

Throughout the entire trip the little

Fairbanks motor never missed a beat
although coil and battei-y were, at

times, quite submerged.

Meanv/hile my subdiied partner
sat shivering under a raincoat with a

half-drowned dog in her lap. Under
her feel aheterogeneousmass of maga-
zines, cushions and oil cans sloshed

back and forth with the motion of

the water in the boat. At times her
ankles were buried in water and I

noticed with alarm that the boat
was not responding lightly to the
running swell. She would dive into

a wave, hesitate, and then attempt
another dive as the water in her hull

caught the bow deck.

The water rose until it reached
the level of the fly wheel but above
this point it never rose. As soon as

a wave struck the rapidly revolving
wheel, the engine would act as a

centrifugal pump and the wheel just

simply scooped that water up and
sent it over the side. It resembled,

at limes, a watery fire-works.

After about half an hour of this

and with the sea showing no signs

of settling down, I decided to make
a break for the eastern shore and
between larger waves I covered a

large part oi the distance. Eveiy
lime I saw a 'sockdolager' coming,
I quartered it and so prevented a

large part of that particular wave
from continuing down the lake with
us. It would have been madness
to have attempted to take some of

these waves head-on. We would
have been swamped to a moral cer-

tainty. Friend wife was all this lime
exerting all her strength to keeping
in the middle of the boat. At limes
she attempted a suggestion but the
remark was invariably choked at its

inception by a playful bit ot wave.
Poor Htlle Jimmy was a \ev\ frighten-

ed dog. I was a bit uneasy myself
but I overheard my wife say to a
friend, a few days later, "My dear,

we had such fun coming down Pigeon
Lake." And yet some people would
hold the vole from them!

By judicious steering I was enabled
to get to leeward of a small, rocky
island about a mile north of Jacob's.
This rock lies about one hundred
yards from shore and behind it, for

the ilrst time since leaving 'Caygeon,
I was able to draw a full breath.

It was 'A Little bit of Heaven'
after what we had come through and
we retired behind a convenient clump
of bushes and changed our clothes.

Everything in the launch had been
pretty well soaked and the only
articles that 1 foimd dry enough to
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put on were a pair of bedroom slippers

3nd a bathing suit. The wife found
an entire dry outfit in her bag and,
after arranging her hair and donning
the new clothes, she said she felt

'^reat.' The remainder of our wet
things we placed on a flat rock where
the sun could get at them but where
the wind was not powerful enough
to blow them into the lake.

We had to wait on that rock for

three long hours before the lake look-

ed calm enough to tackle again and
during the period of waiting I pumped
out several barrels of water from the
launch and dried the coil and batter-
ies in the wind and by sundown
things were ship-shape again. It was
getting dark as we entered Gannon's
Narrows and as we swung around a
bend and came in sight of the floating

bridge the bridge tender was busy
taking in some laundry olT a line

swimg between his shack and the
end of one of the bridge supports.
I gave two loud toots on a tin whistle
that I had bought in Lindsay for

just this use and the bridge tender,
at the signal, came down the path to
open the floating draw. Just as I

was about to turn off the switch,
preparatory to stopping at the draw,
ray wife clutched me by the arm and
gasped "Gordon, we have left all

our wet clothes on that island." I

looked around the launch. Sure
enough we had come without our
clothes and must perforce turn back
to the island.

I forgot about the bridge tender as
I turned the boat's head up Pigeon
Lake again. I don't know what
land of a trick the old fellow thought
I was placing on him but I left him
there on the bridge winding on the
cable that opens the draw. What
kesaid, when he finally had the bridge
open and was waiting for me to come
through and then found that I had
retraced my course— I leave to the
reader's imagination. And I think I

would have said the same had I been
in his place. It was dark when we
reached the island and stowed aboard
the missing articles and as we turned
towards the narrows again, it started
to rain and the bridge tender was in

a vile temper when I routed him out

a second time to open the bridge.
It certainly required a lot of ex-
planation on my part.

When we left the floating bridge
it was very dark and the rain appear-
ed to have set in for the night. Be-
fore us stretched the devious, channel
through' Buckhorn Lake; nine miles
of weeds and stumps before we could
reach Hall's Bridge at the other ex-
tremity of the lake. The prospect
was not alluring particularly as I had
been lost in Buckhorn before and
in broad daylight. The boat channel
through this lake is not properly
marked at all, and, unless one is

thoroughly conversant with the route,
one is bound to go astray somewhere
along its tortuous length. However,
no amount of buoys would have help-
ed me keep the 'Tomigee' on the
proper course this night. I would
never be able to see a buoy unless
I were to run slap bang on it and sa
I had to just trust to luck and plug
along.

But I guess my luck was out. It
wasn't fifteen minutes from the time
we left Oak Orchard, at the Buckhorn
end of the Narrows, before we were
hopelessly lost and then commenced
a long series cf mishaps. How m^ny
times I had to stop to take weeds
from the wheel, I cannot say. We
ploughed through solid masses of
wild-rice and thick clusters cf snake-
weed. Many a submerged stump in

Lhat bnely lake, bears the marks ct
'Tomigee's' blunt bow and n three
or four reefs we left a quantity of
white paint from the old boat's rnuch-
battered hull.

It grew very cold and the rain
changed to a thick drizzle, which was,
if anything, more uncomforiable than
a real down-pour. The little dog
whimpered to me to take him up
on my lap where he snuggled in
under my bathing suit top. Friend
Wife kept humming, 'Where do we
go from here. Boys?' which irritated
me and I only had enough energy
to cuss my luck for not having had
the loresight to wrap some tobacco
and matches in a waterproof cover.
We were very fortunate, however, in

having a flashlight, but its battery
was weak and I never have learnt
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how to light a pipe full of soggy
tobacco from a pocket flash.

We went on for hours, changing
our coarse every time a, shore line

loomed up ahead of us and it must
have Decn aiound ten o'clock when
we came to an old wharf through
which I very nearly ran the 'Tomi-
gee.' By unanimous consent we de-

cided to tie up here and search for a

house as we were both heartily sick

of wandering around that miserable
mud-puddle of a lake.

A muddy, little-used path led from
the wharf to higher ground. I sup-

pose that at one time it had been a

corduroy road but now, in places,

large holes, half filled with rotting

vegetation, trapped our weary foot-

steps. It was bordered on either

side by a jungle of small poplars and
other trees and a faint breeze shower-
ed their night's accumulation of rain

down on us as we wearily made our
way from the wharf.
At a distance of about 100 yards

the road opened onto a clearing and
in the middle of the clearing stood a
house. But such a house. Doors
and windows gone, some of the latter

half boarded up, a pair of tumble-
down steps leading up to what must
have been once the front door, and
its indescribable air of desolation gave
the old ruin a very 'spooky' appear-
ance.

It was not a very inviting place
in which to spend a night but I judged
that it would be a great deal drier

inside the shack than it would be in

the launch and so we gingerly climbed
up the ancient steps and entered
the house.

"Jimmy" took a decided dislike to

the place at once. He walked around
poking his nose into all corners with
the hair on his back all bristled up
like a cat's and he accompanied us

on our tour of inspection grumbling
all the while to himself.

There was not a stick of furniture

in the place, upstairs or down. An
old stove in the kitchen and a bundle
of rags in the loft at the head of a
rotten flight of steps were all the

house contained and we decided to

settle down for the night in the driest

corner of the main room.

I had read somewhere that one
could start a fire by rubbing two
pieces of wood together. I tried it.

I got two pieces of wood from be-
hind the stove and, with a piece of

unsavoury cloth from the pile in the
loft, I endeavoured to start the stove
going. Well, I worked at those two
pieces of wood until the flash threat-

ened to burn out and all I got for

my pains was a sliver in the finger.

But the exertion of rubbing th* sticks

together had made me a great deal
warmer and we two humans and the
dog curled up in our corner and grad-
ually dozed off into an uncomfortable
sleep, the rain diipping from the roof

and the soughing of the treeze in

the trees outside being our lullaby.

I awoke with a shiver. The rain

and wind had ceased and the air was
vibrant with the thrilling of innumer-
able night insects. The Pckc was
growling and bristling with excite-

ment right at my ear. It was prob-
ably the dog that had awakened me.

"Hist! Yoi- little Drute!" I whisoer-

ed, but he wouldn't hist worth a cent.

I started to pull him in toward me so

that the wife would not be awakened
by his growls when he suddenly let

out a frightened yap and started to

chmb right through me. Somerne
was walKing around in the 1 )ft over-

head! '

The wife gave a sigh, stirred around
a httle and then went to sleep again.

Sleep f")r me was out of the question
until I had solved the mystery of

our midnight visitor.

"Halloa," I said to myself aiter

a little thought, "someone has come
in while we were asleep and gone
upstairs." But the idea wouldn't
hold water. I would certainly have
heard anybody walking across the

creaky floor and if I had not, those mus-
ical stairs would most assuredly have
given him away. I knew the lofl

had been empty, because, in our in-

vestigation of the house. I had turned
the pocket flash on every nook and
cranny upstairs.

The footsteps ceased for a moment
and then continued their wandering.
The dog made a dive over my body
and promptly awoke my wife by his
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frantic efforts to hide.

"For goodness sakes, Jimmy, keep
quiet you little pest," expostulated
the wife, "Now you have wakened
me up and 1 never will get to sleep

again. Lie down and— goodness
Fred, what is that!"

'That' was our restless friend up-
stairs who had started on his rambles
again. There was no mistaking the
sound new. The footsteps crossed
the room, hesitated at the top of the
stairs and then started down. Friend
wife had a strangle hold around my
neck but il didn't matter. 1 was
not breathing then anyway.
The old stairs creaked and groaned;

behind the house a whip-poor-will
called and the bird's plaint sounded
sibillant and ghastly. If there is any
sound more lonesome than the call of

a whip-poor-will in the dead of night,

I want to know.
The thing reached the bottom of

the stairs- and appeared to be moving
towards the door. I turned the Hash
in i*s direction but there was nothing
to be seen bu. the empty stairs.

For two tired oeople, my wife and
I made remarkable time getting out-
side that house. Poor little 'Jimmy's'
legs were so short that he was at a
disadvantage but it would have taken
a ghost in the pink of condition to

catch even him.

1 don't remember noticing the holes
in the road on our way boatwards.
I fancy we were going so fast that
we must have floated over them. I

never even took the trouble to untie
the painter, but, giving the boat a
vigorous shove, I yanked oiT a large
section of that wharf and it was not
until we were some distance out in

the lake that I cut loose from it.

The engine was cold and required
several turns of the wheel befsre she
would start but when she did the
music of that motor sounded very
sweet to our ears.

The expression 'to have one's hair
stand on end', is verj' descriptive of
the sensation I experienced in my
lazj' saunter from the house to the
wharf. It felt as though thousands
of little needles were prickirLg the
scalp and the same scalp felt very
tight.

We must have gone a mile from
the house when the engine suddenly
stopped. I fussed around with the
priming cup and timber and turned
the wheel over several times with no
result. I primed her, tightened the
compression cups and turned her over
again. Still no result. I examined
the tank and found it more than
half full of gas and then started turn-
ing the wheel again. Friend Wife
said, from the bow, "Perhaps there
is something wrong with this little

button." I was in the act of turning
over the wheel when she said it, and
then something happened. My arms
were nearly wrenched from my body
as the engine 'caught.' I had evi-

dently touched the switch button
and opened it and Friend Wife, in-

vestigating, had turned on the 'juice'

just when I wasn't looking for it.

"Well, you needn't be so mad about
it," said F. W. "I made your old
boat go."

It was providential that the engine
stopped when it did, for in the silence
of the night, I heard the roar of Buck-
horn dam miles away to the left and
if I had continued the course I was
steering, I would have landed up
around Chemong somewhere.

I turned the boat's nose in the
proper direction and soon had the
satisfaction of striking the proper
boat channel opposite the Chemong
Indian reserve.

It was now plain sailing and only
one event occurred to mar the smooth
order of our going before we reached
Hall's Bridge.

About a mile and a half above
Buckhorn there is a white buoy, on
the inner side of which there is a
long granite reef, about a foot under
water at high water. I knew of this
reef and was on the lookout for it

but I accidentally went on the wrong
side of the buoy and struck that
reef like a ton of bricks, bounced
and banged a bit and then continued
serenely on.

"Fred!" gasped the wife. "Do you
think we have punched a hole in the
boat'?"

"Why no," I replied, "the old tub
is just as sound as when she started."
"But that rock must have done
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some damage," she persisted.

"What rock? I never felt any
rock," I blandly lied. - "The excite-

ment of the evening must have gone
to your head."

,

F. \V. said nothing further but I

could almost hear her thinking, and
it will not be until she reads this that
she A\ill really know that w^e did rim
on that pesky rock. (It bent the
skeg a bit but did no other damage.)
We were both stiff with the cold
when we finally arrived at Buckhorn
and lied the boat up for what re-

mained of the night. Mine host
Laplante of the Windsor Hotel was
much surprised at being wakened at

3 o'clock in the morning by what
looked like a masquerade party, but
the genial Frenchman and his wife
soon had a hot meal ready for us, to
which we did full justice. I never
will forget that meal as long as I live

nor the comfortable bed which fol-

lowed. Suffice it to say that neither
of us awoke until nearly noon and
when we did tumble out we found our
wet clothes of the night before, all

dried and ready to wear again. An-
other appetizing meal followed and
then we set forth on our way again.
A blazing sun was shining and the ter-

rors of the previous night well-nigh for-

gotten in the br.-^ad light of day.
We had no further trouble and

enjoyed to the full our sail down Deer
Bay, Lovesick and Stoney Lakes.

By good fortune we found all the
locks 'with' us, which means that
they were ail ready for a down-going
boat and consequently we were spared
the necessity of waiting" till each
lock was filled up and the gates open-
ed for our entry.

The lockmasters had been expect-
ing us the day before and were quite
frankly worried when we failed to put
in an appearance. In Lovesick, I

was told that a man had been lost

all the previous night and had been
found in the morning back of Wolf
Island half dead from exposure. We
arrived at Juniper Island store in

mid-afternoon and there the 'Tomi-
gee's' trip came to an end.
A friend took the boat over from

me and I left it in his hands, coming
back to Lakefield on the Stoney Lake
Navigation Company's 'Empress'.
From Lakefield we got the afternoon
train to Lindsay, arriving at the
latter place only fifteen minutes after

the Grand Trunk timetable told me
we should have arrived. That, to me,
is the outstanding feature of the whole
trip.

I never have found out just whal
was in that house in Buckhorn but
some day I am going back to clear up
the mystery. Most people to whom
I have related the events of the night

have said "Rats" and I am puzzled
to know how to take that expression.

They may be right.

BEAR HUNTING ON PEACE RIVER
HARRY W. LAUGHY

Years ago I read an article some-
where which stated that the best
bear hunting in the world was to

be found along Peace River and
later, when business interests drew
me into the north I went there
with pleasant anticipation of the
bear hunts I should enjoy. Mine
was a nomadic existence while there
and I travelled, by canoe or river

boat from Hudson's Hope, where
the river breaks from the mountains,
to Fort Vermillion, a distance of

nearly seven hundred miles, but

I failed to see a single bear in the

wild state, though they were plen-

tiful enough as pets.

Travelling on foot through the

heavy timber along the Smoky River
I was told by my half breed com-
panions that the rotten logs which
were strewn about had been torn

to pieces by the bears in search
of worms and bugs. Along the Hart
they told the same tale when I

asked about the ant hills that were
level with the ground, and always
the talk about the camp fire re-
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volved round tales of moose meat
and bears stakes. But, though the

moose meat was to be had for the
asking the bear stakes were never
forthcoming.
Thus my first couple of years passed

in the north and I had come to

class the stories of the bears with the

many other doubtful yarns that had
drifted to the outside world regard-
ing this, the last stamping ground
of Canada's ever dwindling stock of

old time pioneers. But, sitting one
day upon a big spruce saw log

beside the river, watching a crew
of halfbreeds load a Hat boat for

the Hudson's Bay Co., a prospector
named Dell Waugh came along and
we fell into easy conversation. We
had not talked very long when
he said to me, "Say, how would
you like to go on a bear hunt?"

'
I looked at him a moment to

see whether he was joking and then
answered him in the words of the
old darkie, "No bear hunt for me
Boss. I ain't lost no bear nohow."
He laughed at that and said, "So
you still think those bear yarns
are all rot? Well you just pack
up your bed roll and come up the river

with me and I'll show you that
there really are bear along Peace
River."

I was not easily persuaded but
Dell knew what he was talking about
and soon made me see the logic

of his yarn and here it is, just about
as he gave it to me. The valley
of the Peace River is much broken
generally and covered with a growth
of timber ranging from diamond
willows and small poplars to spruce
and Cottonwood, four feet on the
stump and the country adjacent
is clothed with brush that in some
places reaches the dignity of a heavy
growth of poplar. Scattered through
this tangled moss are prairies, either
natural or caused by recent fires

and in all these open places pea
vine and vetch and other luscious
grasses grow in profusion furnishing
a summer diet that the bears are
very fond of. Hence it follows that
from early spring until early fall,

when the grass grows dry, and
toughens, the bears are always in

the uplands, far back from the

river.

Now to-day, as in the days of

Sir Alexander McKenzie, the river

is practically the only avenue of

travel, although the settlers are rap-
idly opening up the country from
the Crossing to the West; and voy-
ageurs along this mighty waterway,
for the last hundred years have
dotted the rivers' margin with their

camp fires with the result that
many of the islands and narrow
spits of land that lie between the
water and the rising hills have
been burned off year after year
and in the fall reproduce a crop
of berries such as I have seldom
seen equalled anywhere. Rasp-
berries, gooseberries and Saskatoons
grow in profusion and high bush
cranberries are to be found on every
flat.

Just at the time the grasses toughen
this crop comes on and the bears
swarm down into the valley to

enjoy their dessert before denning
time, for the berries last until the
rose apples are ripened by the early
frosts and the rose apples are plen-
tiful until the first fall of snow.
But, -by the time the berries are
ripe the water is low and river
navigation is practically over for

the summer and it follows that
at the time the bears are feeding
in the valley there is very little

travel along that route, and a stranger
may travel the river, summer after

summer, as I did, and never dream
of the teeming game that infests

the islands in the early fall.

All this Dell pointed out to me
and proposed that we take our
canoe, load it onto a small river
boat that was making a late trip

upstream, have her take us up to
Hudson's Hope, the extreme of

navigation, and canoe back down
with the current, hunting bears on
the berry laden islands as we came.
This ' plan caught my fancy at once
and within an hour we were ready
for the trip. In making our prepara-
tions we did not go to any of the
extremes that seem to be essential

to a hunting trip. We each took
a sleeping bag wrapped in a piece
of waterproof tarp and a piece of

canvas 10x12 to be used as a leanto
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in case of rain. A small box of

grub and another of camp kit with
a camp axe clamped i"> its back
were also taken along. For armament
we took what we had, Dell a .30-

.30 Winchester and I a .303 Savage
brush gun, while a nondescript old

shot gun we claimed in common.
On the trip up we enjoyed our-

selves immensely for Captain Smith

—

now serving in the transport service

in Mesopotamia—was the soul of

courtesy and the scenery along the

river is as beautiful as a poet's

dream. We passed many points of

mterest, most important among them
being a post established at the
mouth of the Smoky River by Sir

Alexander McKenzie about 1792 and
the early post of the Hudson's
Bay Co., at Dunvegan. In speaking
of Dunvegan, rich with the memories
of departed years we cannot pass

unnoticed, the famous picture that

hangs over tha altar in the abandoned
Catholic Mission church. Many
years ago there came into the north

—

thousaHids of miles by canoe and
bull teajn—an ambitious young
priest \^Al^o founded a church at

Dunvegan, the old church that still

stands there, a monument to his

memory. When the church was
built it did not seem fitting to the

young priest that the altar should
rise, unadorned, a simple form within

the sanctuary, and so he cast about
for means of decoration. Sculpture

was beyond him so he turned his

mind to painting but, being hundreds
of miles from the nearest source

of supply, and having none of the

materials at hand except a scant

supply of paint, he had almost given

up in despair when an Indian hunter
heard of his predicament and came
to ask him what it was he needed.
When he learned that it was the

canvas on vvhich to work, he said

nothing to the priest but went away
into the woods and was seen no
more until he returned with two
moose skins, kneaded soft as silk

by the hands of his patient squaw
and so cunningly joined that t) this

day the seam cannot be detccticd.

Delighted, the young priest went
to work and the result of his labor

may be seen today, hanging over

the altar of the abandoned church,
gazing down upon the crumbling
ruin the replica of that impassioned
Christ, who gazed down 'upon hu-
manity from the cross on Calvary,
while the youthful artist is now
the famous Bishop Grouard, of the
town on Slave Lake that bears
his name.

Arrived in Hudson's Hope we
spent very little time in the village.

In fact we only just paused long
enough to purchase the few things
that, as usual, had been forgotten
in our hurried packing, though right

here I want to say that anything
Dell Waugh overlooks in a camping
kit is not worth going back after.

We completed our purchases and
about four o'clock launched our
"Ship." as Dell called our big Peter-
boro, for the three hundred mile
trip back down to the Crossing.
We paddled along for a couple
of hours that first evening and
then went into camp at the mouth
of a little spring water creek where
a green bank above a cove, invited

us to rest. Now all the way up
and so far down, we had seen no
sign of any bear, and having nothing
in the grub box but bacon, I said

to Dell, "What will you have for

supper, bear steak or venison?"
"Neither," he replied, "I think

I'll have a cut of Jackfish"
"Glory be, man, you never forget

anything" I cried in admiration,
as he commenced to dig a fishing

tackle from a pocket inside his mack-
inaw. He looked me over with com-
passion before he replied, "Well
one thing I never forget is to provide
for the frying pan when I'm on. the
trail with a tenderfoot" and then
he proceeded to load his two inch

hook with a chunk of bacon the

size of my thumb. His first jerk

brought forth a silvery squaw fish

and he muttered a word unprintable
and in a moment landed a squirming
ling that was half the length of

a paddle. He unhooked the ling,

spat in its face and chucked it back
into the river with the remark "It's

all right to gnaw on a scavenger
like you if there's nothing better

in sight, but tonight we dine off

Jackfish" and his patience was soon
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rewarded as he landed a smooth
three pounder.
As he unhooked the fish he asked,

"Did you ever eat a "mud bake"?"
"No, I didn't. Neither do I want

to," I replied, for I had heard about
these campfire orgies, and always
with distaste.

"They're good," he said, sitting

on one knee and holding the fish

while he looked up at me with a

dare in his eye.

"Did you ever eat one? Or, what
is more to the point, did you ever
cook one?" I asked.

"Sure I did," he replied, "I et

a yard uh white fish every day
all one summer, and they were
mostly mud bakes.

"All right, "I said, "You prepare
your barbecue and I'll tell you
in the morning whether I ever ate
one."

I watched the operation as he
proceeded to dig a hole a foot deep,
a foot wide and three feet long.

Into this he moved the fire, using
only the driest sticks, and built

it up until it roared and crackled.
Then he took the fish and went
down to the water's edge where
he found a patch of sticky clay

i HHKIC CUBS

in the bank. He mixed some of
the mud with water until it was
of the consistency of soft dough
and with this he daubed the fish—
just as it was when it came from
the water—putting on a coating
an inch or more in thickness. Keep-
ing the fire going until the sand
had been thoroughly heated and
the bottom of the hole a glowing
mass of coals, he raked the fire

away and laid the fish in the bottom
of the trench, covering it with coals
and heated sand. He then built
up the fire again, put the coffee
on to boil and set to work making
a bannock, Indian style, and when
his bannock'and the other essentials
were all prepared and cooked to
his satisfaction, he dug his elongated
brick up out of the ashes and com-
menced tc scrape the mud away.
Now for the first time I commenced
to take an interest in that fish—as
as article of food and I was sur-
prised to see that, as the mud was
cleared away the skin and scales
came with it, exposing clean, white,
well cooked meat beneath, and when
the entrails had been removed, in
a small compact lump, the head
cut off and the fish laid out upon
a piece of bark and seasoned, I

thought that I had never tasted
sweeter fish. That night, lying
wrapped in our sleeping bags beneath
the willows, Dell told me about the
mighty herds of caribou that swarm
by thousands during their migrations
in the north, and of a lake in the
Caribou Mountains which the
Indians had always kept secret from
the white men where he had seen
a trout caught that they guessed
to weigh forty pounds, and as he
talked, I wondered, for he seemed
to know the vast wilderness of the
northland even as a farm boy knows
the cow paths of the old home
pasture.
But this is a bear story, not

a yarn about fish, or prospectors.
Next morning, we were early afloat
and had not gone more than a couple
of miles when my companion, who
seemed possessed of that seventh
sense which aids an Indian in the
discovery of game, drew my attention
to what I had subconsciously noted
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as a chunk of driftwood. On second
glance I saw that it was moving
and as Dell swung the canoe toward
it, it quickly resolved itself into a

swimming cow moose with a husky
calf swimming close to her shoulder
on the down stream side. She show-
ed little concern as we paddled
along beside her and when she

reached the gravel bar on which
she landed she paused to shake
herself and take a good long look

at us before she started across the

beach toward the underbrush. As
she neared the brush, Dell picked
up the old shot gun and fired both
barrels in cjuick succession. I

expected to see h(r leap away at

the report but was surprised to

see her stop as though shot, turn
as though to retrace her steps and
gaze back over her shoulder to where
the report of the shot gun was
reverberating through the hills with
a roar like distant thunder. A mo-
ment she stood there irresolute, every
instinct on the alert, then swept
down the bar at race horse speed
and disappeared in the fringe of

trees at the lower end.

A few miles further down we
shot a prairie chicken, picking berries

FISH FOR DINNER

on the top of the river bank and
fried with thin sliced bacon, we
ate him for our dinner and while
we ate with ready relish I said

to Dell, "Did you ever hear that
story about the bear that killed

himself eating blueberries while
the fellow starved to death hunting
him?" But sublime in his greater
knowledge, he just grinned and took
another bite of chicken but later

he told me that the bears were
usually sleeping at this time of day
and as soon as we found a suitable

place we would tie up and wait
until they came out to feed in the

evening. We drifted along until

rather "late before we found a spot

that suited Dell but at last he swung
the canoe into the wake of a brush
clad island and laid her side on
against a little spit of sand. Care-

fully we stepped ashore, drew up
the canoe and picking up our rifles,

slipped into the underljrush. The
setting seemed ideal, for there were
berries in abundance, growing
amidst a tangle of old spruce tops,

for the island had been recently

burned over. Dell stepped up onto

an old down stick and started to

say something about bears enough
to stock a menagerie, when there

was a swirl among the berry bushes

beneath the top on which he stood

and a bear, as big as a cow, went
crashing away through the under-

brush. I forgot my rifle and my
object—everything except the pro-

portions of that vanishing bear

—

and when I came to myself a moment
later and found Deli indulging in

a hearty laugh, I broke out angrily.

"Why didn't you shoot him, you
fool, not stand there and laugh?"

"I didn't shoot him because he

was a her," he answered, continu-

ing to laugh, "But Holy Nelly,

did you see her go? There wont be

a bear left within six miles."

We decided that there would be

no use trying to hunt before the

excitement had died down, so Dell

proposed that I go atid pick some

berries for supper while he boiled

the kettle, down by the canoe. I

took a little lard pail and started

off into the brush, disgruntled, for
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I was sore over the way we had
bungled our first bear. There were
berries everywhere and it was only
a few minutes until I had my kettle

full and sat down upon a log to

eat out of my pail, kid fashion.

After a few minutes of perfect quiet,

I was attracted by a peculiar snuf-

fling and grunting at a little distance
and curiosity getting the best of

my discretion, I knelt in the brush
and crept softly toward the sound.
Having got the wind right, I wormed
my way in under an old top where
the berry bushes grew thick as

grass, and parting my leafy screen,

peered down into a little glade
among the underbrush, and never

will I forget the sight. Seated with
her back against a stump in the
little clearing was an old mother,
bear and cuddled up in her arms
she held a fat little cub which she
was nursing as a mother might
nurse her child. I lay there in my
concealment watching them and
from time to time the mother stooped
to lick her baby's face, emitting
the -caressing little grunts which
had first attracted my attention,
and as the wonder and the beauty
of it all broke in upon my mind
I thought of HIM who marketh
even the fall of the sparrow. But
when I told Dell about it on my
return to camp, he grunted, "Huh,
that's nuthin, I've seen an old
she bear a-nursin'twins—one on each
arm—an' singin' to them too."

After supper he proposed that
we go after bear again but, thinking
of that old mother bear and the
baby at her breast, I persuaded
him that it would be no use and
inveigled him into lying on a deep
moss bed among some big boled
spruce and spinning yarns about
the Slave Lake countiy, and the
lishing there. But in the morning,
with the first peep of dawn, he was
astir, and would hear of no more
nonsense, but jacked a shell under
the hammer of his rifle and started
into the brush. Not to be a piker,
I followed suit and was soon as
ardent on the trail as my blood-
thirsty companion. Hunting a
hundred yards apart we worked

our way carefully up the island
with a faint wind in our favor, and
had got about a half a mile from
camp when I noticed a slight agita-
tion in the bushes a little way ahead.
Working carefully up toward the
spot it was not long until a' little

bear—a spring cub—exposed him-
self, standing awkwardly upon h's
short hind legs, industriously picking
berries. At a distance of a hundred
feet there was no chance of missing
and waiting until the little fellow
reached up his nose after a high
hanging limb of fruit I fired for
his throat, killing him instantly and
bleeding him at the same time.
We carried him back to camp on a
pole and the savor of his frying
steaks soon mingled with the smefl
of our boiling coffee.

Having now all the meat that
we could use we had no further
interest in killing bears, so wandered
along the cliffs and beaches, gathering
up chunks of mica, gypsum, coal
and fossils all of which arc plentiful
along the Peace and I was as much
amused by Dell's search for 'colors"
as he was at my collection of 'rocks.'
On the third day of our trip down

stream, we came upon the nearest

A TROPHYaOF THE /rRIP
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thing to a sensation that we enjoyed
on the whole trip, when we came
upon a grizzly crossing the river.

There were no cubs along and by
this and other indications we knew
him to be a male, so Dell said,

"Here's where we get a bear skin, for
them damned grizzlies are a nuisance
anyway," and swung the canoe to-
ward him, but kept at a safe dis-

tance until he scrambled out upon
a sand bar, for any man who knows
the grizzly always gives the bear
the benefit of the doubt and takes

no chances. He struck the bar in

easy water, and Dell laid the can )e

with her ncse upstream n:t fifty

eet from the shore as he paused
on the beach to shake nimself and
look us over—frr a grizzly is atraid
of nothing. He looked us over for
a long drawn out minute, while Dell
held the canoe stationary m the
eddy and I knelt in the bow with
a dead bead on a spot over his

eye. A couple of times he raised
his head and wriggled his nose in

a funny manner as he tested the
scent and each time he raised his

lip in the suggestion of a snarl
which exposed to view a set of

gleaming fangs as thick as a man's
thumb. Then he turned lazily,

insolently, and started to walk away.
Dell laughed softly at the cool ef-

frontery of the brute and then,
before I had any idea of his intention,

he picked up his rifle and drove
a bullet into the sand between the
bear's hind feet. Never have I seen
such an exhibition of agile force

as that bear gave. With the spat
of the bullet and the spurt of sand
beneath his belly, he wheeled like

a flash and the blow he hit the
gropnd with his fore paw sent the

sand spouting ten feet high. One
loose jointed leap carried him back
to the water's edge and he paused
crouching there—ready to launch
himself into the water after us

—

a picture of fury that had never
been portrayed, except in real life.

The snarling roar that he gave
drove the cold chills chasing up and
down my spine while he banged
his teeth together- like a clashing
bear trap and the best illustration

that I can give of Dell Waugh's
nerve is to say that, though he
dipped his paddle quick as thought, he
never altered the position of the
canoe—simply waited, fully prepared.
A moment the tableau lasted, then
with a rumbling growl the bear
turned toward the woods again,
a challenge expressed in every move-
ment. As he turned the second time
Dell said, laughing as usual, "Give
it to him this time, for if you fool
him again he'll come out after us

"

so I took a line on the back of his
head and got him just at the base
of the brain. Now a big gun

—

one that will kick and roar—may
be the ideal gun on a bear hunt,
but when that little old .303 hit
that bear he just stuck his nose into
the sand and stiffened out—that
was all.

Well now we had the bear, and
we set to work to skin him, and
may the Lord provide that I never
have to skin another—not a big
one, anyway—and to make the mat-
ter worse, just as we got the job
finished along came a canoe load
of Indians, who would have done
the whole job for a pound of cheap
tobacco. We gave them the meat
for casing the hide and it was an
easily earned carcase—clean and
white and fat—the way they went
about it. They lashed the hide
into a sciuare frame of poles with
thongs of 'shaganappi' and a couple
of squaws attacked it with 'fleshing

bones.' These are made from the
shin bone of the moose, sharpened
chisel fashion on one end, and with
a pair of these the squaws just

pounded the layer of fat off that
skin in no time, leaving it perfectly

clean. In the meantime some of the

others started cutting up the bear
meat and getting it into shape
for drying, and beautiful meat it

was, as far as looks went, but Heaven
protect me from any old bull bear
meat, even in berry lime.

Endless material might be written

about our trip, for the scenery along
the river is a poem all in itself,

while the woods adjacent are a

hunter's paradise, but I shall content
myself with just one more incident.
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One evening, just before we re-

ached the Crossing—perhaps litty

miles upstream—Dell stramed a

point to reach a certam island, tor

he said it was a favorite haunt

for bear. We made it about b

o'clock, which is only mid-afternoon

in this land of perpetual sunshine,

and having eaten supper, as we
paddled down we went into the

timber at once. The island had
been stocked with heavy spruce

which had been burned over re-

peatedly and the big boled trees

lay scattered about rotting, over-

grown with berry bushes and under-

brush. The going was very bad
but we picked our way carefully

along, having got the wind in our
favor as usual. After about a half

an Tiour of careful work, we saw
the top of a lone young spruce
swaying drunkenly in the slight

breeze and working around to where
we could get a view of what was
going on, we saw an old she bear
as tall as a man propped up against
the tree luxuriously scratching her
back. We watched her until she
had satisfied her feelings and strolled
away toward the water, evidently
to either drink or bathe. We then
resumed our silent stalking and a
little later—led by a scrambling
and tumbling in the brush—we came
to a little open space where a couple
of half grown cubs were mauling
each other around in friendly play.
If there is anything more funiiy
than a couple of fat little cubs
wrestling, I have yet ti see it and
these little rascals with their droll

antics had us both on the verge

of giggles in a moment, while the

old mother bear lolled, propped up
against a fallen tree with as near

a grin upon her face as it is possible

for a bear to assume. Thanks to

Dell, I learned that a bear has very

poor sight and that, if the wind
he right, and one make no noise,

he may stand in open view of a

bear at moderately close range and
not be seen, as we stood and watched
these funny little fellows until we
wearied of their antics.

On our way back to camp by an-

other route, we came upon another
half grown cub, and him we shot,

making, in all, five bears that we
had seen upon that one island.

Now much has been said, and
written, about the 'pot hunter' and
the 'game hog' and a short time
ago I read a long winded article

in a leading magazine, deploring the
slaughter of the game in the north
and laying the blame at the door
of the prospectors and settlers but
I can safely say that I never met
clean sportsmen until I went into

the northland and this modern
"Leather Stocking" of mine is a

fair example of the others whom
I met along the mystic trails through
the wilderness. No shot of his was
ever wasted and no game killed

except for food and at the end of
our lengthy trip I left him, just
one bear ham richer than when
we started out, for the grizzly skin

—

our only trophy—he insisted on
giving to me.

Up Stream,
As in a dream,
I wade,

That big one (fickle jade).

Jumps high,

Beyond thefl\-, I

Sigh,

And cast once more,
To the pool's placid floor.

Zip,

Backward flip,

And out,

<ril get you, mister trout)
He's struck.

A SPRING FANTASY

What great good luck.

And pluck?

The test begins.

Now who the battle wins'?

Whirl,

Then a swirl.

He's beat,

The reel chants his defeat.

To strain.

Is vain.

His measure's ta en,

I land him at my feet,

He weighs just six pounds neat.

—N. Milton Browne



ON THE TRAIL OF OGARSE
JACK LIVINGSTON

Bein" a narrative of two enthusiastic disciples of the whirring
reel and the primitive solitudes in the depths of the Timaijami Forest
Reserve. Ogarse is the Ojibwav name for pickerel. -

Sparkling lakes, surrounded by
mountains of green, resembling sheets
of sky-blue, pale-green and amber-
hues; verdant islands of unsurpassing
beauty, standing up in sharp sil-

houette against the horizon like the
delicate tracery of an Eastern minaret,
threatening shores of rock, grsen-
coated reaches of land and a solitude
and universal calmness that brought
a heavenly peace and contentment,
made up that part of "The Kingdom
of the North" that "Sam" ^ and
"I" had invaded for the purpose
of luring the pickerel to our baits
and forgetting the cares and worries
of a turbulent world.
Tiny furrows of foam-tipped waters

had- rolled gently past the bow of

our "17-foot canvas" all that after-

noon as we had leisurely paddled
our way from the old Hudson Bay
post at Bear Island, where the con-
genial factor Harry Woods had out-
fitted us, for a two week's fishing

trip up the north-west arm of Lake
Timagami.
As the first leg of the trip was

accomplished and a panorama of

beauty unfolded, Sam's amazement
increased to admiration, to be fol-

lowed by repeated remarks of: "Jack,
did you ever see the like?"
As Devil's Mountain, a tall frown-

ing rock, thickly coated with jack-

pine and whose shadow falls across

the Keewaydin Club, an American
canoe club, loomed up a few miles

on our left, we began to feel a desire

for something more substantial than
nature.
A . low long narrow point, dotted

here and there by a runted jack-pine,

showed up on our left as an excellent

camp groimd. Swept by a west
wind that rustled down the lake.

it appeared to have all the indications

of a flyless-camp. That this sup-

position was entirely wrong will be

proven further in the narrative.

We did not need the lengthening

rays of the sun, whicK was now flash-
ing in spears of gold through the
tree tops and coloring the water
into a sheet of bronze, to tell us that
it was time to "grub up." Certain
bodily instincts did that, and at the
conclusion of a supper of bacon,
beans, bread, syrup and coffee, we
both modestly remarked that the
hard afternoon's paddling, with the
wind on our backs, had increased
our appetites tremendously.
The night that followed will live

long in the memory of us both and
resulted in "Sam" being initiated

into the "Order of the Society for

the Extermination of Flies." The
point turned out to be the head-
quarters of all the flies in the reserve.

They were of every variety and some
felt as if they were armed with six

inch needles with which they pierced

the tenderest part of one's anatomy.
Others contented themselves with

merely biting out a small piece of

flesh and burying themselves in the

cavity.
'

Both our precious lives, we firmly

belifive, were saved by a small fly-net

which I had been wise enough to

bring along and rig up in the tent.

We "will go on oath that neither

had a wink of sleep the entire night,

and when dawn broke with a sultry

dull morning, we hailed it with as

much elan as shipwrecked sailors

would cheer the topsails of the res-

cuing ship as they peered over th*'

horizon.
,

Breakfast was a wild scramble

between food and flies, after which

we hurriedly threw the dunnage

into :he canoe, tied towels around

ou. heads, covered our hands and

the exposed portion of our fac-es

with fly dope, and set out for Lady

livelyn Hotel shack, our destination.

As we glided out into the broad

waters of Granny Bay and the flies

lessened, the world assumed a more

cheerful aspect and "Sam" said:
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'What shall we call that point,

.lack?"
"How about Fly Bite Point. I

replied.

"Couldn't be beat," said "Sam.
As Fly Bite Point, we \vill always

remember it, though later we found

it on the map under tlie mis-represent-

ing title of Squirrel Point. I suppose

the name was given it owing to the

A .SQl'ARi; MILM. FOH IWO

many squirrels that inhabit the point
lo wait for the "nuts" that are
nutty" enough to camp there.
Our canoe was now heading into

the broad waters of Devil's'^ Bav
and looking into Granny Bay, I

l)ointed out to "Sam," Granny Island,
which is connected with a very un-
usual Objibway legend.
Hundreds of-years ago a Timagami

*

u u " sfU'aw named Kolvomis.
who, besides having a weakness to
talk too much, was said to be in
partnership with Manitou. During
the years that Kokomis had been
with the tribe, pestilence and star-
vation had scoured the Indians.

Desiring to rid himself of his uncanny
spouse, but fearful of her power owing
to her supposed relationship with
his Satanic Majesty, the chief issued

a decree that no member of the tribe

was to hold conversation with her,

that all heads were to be coverecl

when she passed and that even the
howls of the dogs were to be stilled

upon her approach.
During the days that followed

Kokmis was unable to bear the silent

reproach of the members of the tribe

but being of a vindictive frame of

mind, asked her master to turn her
into a stone statue on Granny Island,

so that she would never be out of
their sight or thoughts. This was
done, and like Lot's wife, Kokomis
today lo >ms up bodily in stone, a
silent and forbidding monument of
the evils which may occur from
talking too much and associating
with the devil.

Seven o'clock found us opposite
Keewaydin camp and just in time
to hear the sweet and clear notes of
the morning reveille float across the
broad waters of Devil's Bay, through
which we were passing, and echo
and re-echo among the many wooded
ranges that fence in as it were miles
and miles of the purest crystal waters.

"There are a couple of canoes,"
shouted "Sam."
Round the corner of the island

which we were heading for, two reel

canoes, the familiar color cf the
ranger's water vehicles', pulled into
sight, the paddles flashing in the
inorning sunlight with a machine-
like regularity that told of practice.

I received an agreeable suri)rise
when we pulled up to the canoes
for in the front one were Joe McCart
and Victor Stevens, the former, a
French-Canadian who made his home
in Timagami and the latter a voung
English boy, whose father runs a
string of restaurants through the
north and is very well known." Both
of the boys I had met when ranging
on the reserve in 1912-1913 '^and
1914. Stevens, although a mere
youth, had the proud distinction
of d^ing his "bit" at the front and
bore on his forehead a vivid scar
received in battle in France. The
latter c>noe bore two typical
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old northerners, men who had pros-

pected, trapped, lumbered, mined
and were splendid types of the brand
of hardy men who inhabit the north.

Roy Little of Haileybury, was in

the bow and George Pillion of North
Cobalt, stern paddling.

After handing them over their

mail, which I had picked up at

Bear Island, we separated, the boys
going on to the Hudson Bay post to

purchase provisions.

"Hurrah" shouted "Sam" and
"hurrah" I echoed, as the canoe slid

around Deer Island, where the Lady
Evelyn hotel used to be before it

^gik^l!;- ' -
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Gesticulations, articulations, surges

of excitement, jerks, splashes, very

pointed remarks as to the proper

reeling in ti fish from me and much
more "pointed remarks from Sam to

remind mc that I was not domg the

fishing, passed in a friendly sort of

repartee during the few seconds that

Sam and the fish were separated

by fifty yardri of line. Suddenly

there was a tug which bent the pole

in a graceful rainbow arch and dipped

ihe tip under water. The line slack-

ened.
"Reel in quick, I shouted, and

Sam reeled with might and main
but he was taking in a slack line.

The worst had happened. The fish

had left for parts unknown.
"It's gone," groaned Sam, with

a woe-begone face. Deep depression
wrapped us both in its mantle and
the world never looked so dark and
gloomy.
"Have a smoke, Sam, and give

her another ride," I suggested.
"Naw, I don't want any more

of these ropes," he gruffly replied,

taking the eighth cigar of the day
from between his teeth and hurling
it viciously into the water, where it

sizzled and steamed as if remonstrat-
ing against the sudden immersion.

Finally I persuaded Sam to throw
in the little red bait once again and
swinging the canoe back over the
spot where we had secured the first

strike, we prepared for business.
There was a tug and a splash

at the end of the line.

"Yee-ooo." shouted Sam, "Got
another, Jack."
The battle raged fiercely. Sam

played that fish with as much care
as he would a shark. He gave line
and reeled line. Ho shouted personal
remarks at me and at the fish but .

when 1 leaned over the stern and
tossed into his lap a five pound pick-
erel, its dark bodv glistening like
polished metal in the rays )f the
fading sun and its needle like back-
fin waving in danger, peace reigned
over all.

"By golly, isn't that a dandy,
chuckled Sam, as gingerly slipping
a linger under a bony gill, he dangled
It at arm's length. "Can't get them
like this in Hamilton bay. Wouldn't

this one make the dock-anglers turn
green with envy. Bet you the food
controller wishes he had a carload
like this one to pan off on inoffensive

meat caters."

A remark about eating the entire

fish himself I am passing over as

one's appetite is a personal affair

and a delicate subject to discuss

with the very curious public.

The story of .lonah and the whale
may grow dim in our memories,
Custer's last rally may fade from the

pages of history, Ty Cobb's batting

average may be reduced and a thou-
sand and other weird and terrible

Alter L.lnding Three Lake Trout Sam Insisted On
Having His Picture Taken

happenings may occur in' this world
and the next, but the memory of
that night will remain with Sam
and me as the end of a perfect day.

Fish followed fish into the now
slimy bottom of the canoe, and,
after we had landed seven shining
beauties, and lost as many more,
we decided to call it a day.
The canoe was turned towards
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our Hi lie shack on the low stoney
point. I paddled slowly and Sam,
now just distinguishable by the red
glow of a cigar, cuddled up in the
bow, a picture of peace and con-
tentment with the world and its

inhabitants.
Under the golden rays of a now

fast disappearing sun the canoe push-
ed its bow through a placid sheet
of burnished water, gently rolling

behind it sun-tinted furrows. Then
with a final burst of glory, that
awe inspiring moment when twilight

fades softly into darkness, the sun
dropped beneath the horizon and
Gray's beautiful words came to me:
"Over all a solemn stillness reign-

ed."
The wharf was reached and after

placing the fish in a box, the canoe
was turned. The bed was then
sought and snug under the welcome
shelter of the mosquito net, the

events of the day were reviewed.
"Isn't it a glorious life," Sam

sleepily muttered, after which he
appropriated three-quarters of Ihc
bed.

"It's the life, Sam," I replied,
using my knees qnd nose to gently re-
cover the lost territory.
"Coming up agaiii next year?"

drowsily asked "Sam,'' qs he made
a counter-attack and puslKwl bic
into the wall.

"You bet your life," I replied^
blessing the fact that I was sleeping
on the inside and therefore could
not be done out of some portion
of the bunk.

The last I recollect "Sam" had
five-eighths of the bed, outside a
pair of loons were sending their

weird cries through the still night

and beneath the shack a "porker"
was chewing on a board "post-cured"
with salt.

Ready-Made Eats For The Camper

The call of the camp is heard in the land.

You who love the outdoor life are restless to

be on your way. You overhaul your equip-

ment with a keen sense of expectation. You

are thinl<ing of your guns, your tackle, your

tramping and sleeping outfits. Are you also

thinking of your food?

Of course you know you must eat—but

eating, you decide, is a mere detail.

But after a day or two in the open you

discover that eating is the big, vital thing and

everything else is a detail. You hear men sa>

they would rather hunt or fish than eaf , but no

man ever said that on an empty stomach!

This matter ot food—this thing you call y

detail at home but which becomes the bit;

item in the camp—need give you no concern.

Just leave it to Heinz. The most delicious

food your hungry imagination can picture is

included in the 57 varieties. Go to yeur

grocer and pick them out—Baked Beans,

•Soups, Ketchup, Pickles, Peanut Butter,

Worcestershire .Sauce—the choice is almost

endless.

-'/V^, v.-,-^,.<5,^-jj
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DAYLIGHT saving? Why it's

one of the best things that has
come from the war conditions,

gets you started that much nearer
sun-up. You miss the best part o'

the day when you lose the first three
hours after sun-up. Ask any of the
little wild folk, from the robin who
has just returned from the sunny
Southland to the little black capped
chikadee who has put in the whole
winter dodging Jack Frost, or ask the
Cottontail family over in the next
wood.
A poor millionaire pacing up and

down a gravelled path in front of his
beautiful home, a mansion that cost
thousands to build, out in front on
the asphalt drive a wonderful "Gas
Wagon" with servants awaiting his
pleasure, while the man who owned
summer and winter homes in different
sections of the country, ignored every-
thing about him, as with hands
clenched behind his back and head
bowed he paced back and forth, back
and forth. He was on the march
when we came in sight and as we
passed a turn in the road a half mile
further on the big car passed us, but
it was empty save for the chauffeur,
and at an opening through the trees

we could see the stout figure of the
man of millions moving forward and
back as if lost to the beauty around
him. "No sun shining for him,"
remarked pardner. "It's a wonder he
wouldn't take time to watch that pair

of wrens down there by the gate, in

the little bird house, why say, that
fellow don't know he's living." We
were at the lake, and pardner's flow

of philosophy came to an end as we
each untied a flat bottomed skiff and
tumbled in, each wishing the other
luck and taking a different direction.

Five a.m. of a June morning, the dip of

the oars leaving a dimpled surface on
the bosom of the lake fifty yards
astern. Rest on your oars a bit and
listen to that white throated sparrow
over there in the thicket, ever hear
any sweeter music than that? Per-
haps you have but we doubt it, and
as the boat slowly loses its way you
see a long ripple in next the weeds
and a brown head with two beady
black eyes peering curiously in your
direction. This head moves out a few
yards into the lake to make a short
cut across to the big patch of lily

pads. It is Mr. Muskrat going for

his breakfast. You arrive at the weed
bed and work along both sides of this
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particular place with the result of one
strike and no fish. As we lose our fish

we hear a splash inshore and turn in
time to see a blue coated Kingfisher
emerge from the water and return to
a convenient snag. He did not miss
his strike, for he sits there and whacks
the life out of a goodly sized chub
before attempting to swallow it.

Right here is a likely looking spot
in the weeds; one cast, two, three,
nothing doing, nothing whatever.
You decide however, that this is a
good place. It looks fishy, that's what
it does, and you decide to do a bit of

still fishing. A half hour passes, you
note the purple haze where the low
hills meet the sky in the distance, a
bit closer the open country stretches
away to meet them, then a clump or
two of heavy foliaged trees, a small
bit of lake sparkling in the morning
sun, then the heavj' fringe of weeds.
Right here your attention is taken
by a gorgeous dragon fly that stops
for a moment, actually resting on the
agate tip of your rod. Gracefully
and without effort he sails ajvay,a few
feet to the right over the lily pads.
There's a bunch of reeds right there,

and just beyond your dragon ily
there's a splash in the water and the
next instant a large frog hurtles into

the air with a gleam of green and
white behind him as a three pound
bass endeavors to catch him in mid
air. The bass strikes the frog with
his nose and throws him off balance
but evidently does not succeed in

injuring him as there are two separate
and distinct splashes where they
strike the water. Anxiously you
glance toward the spot where your
line enters the water, but it lies there

as slack as if there were not a bass

within a thousand miles, now and
then a bit of a jerk or sideways
movement shows you that your bait

is still alive and moving about. You
are watching for signs of a strike, and
also filling up with the beauty of the

early morning and wondering, as you
drink it all in, how the boys over there,

facing the Huns, are making it this

samemorning, and how you'd like to

just hand some of those same fellows

who are facing the savages of Europe,
a little of the peace and quietness of

this spot, and just perhaps old man,

while you're thinking, youll find a
way to help some one of them to a bit
more comfort or cheer in som(> little
individual way, if you haven't got
riches to spend. Then you think of
the "poor rich man." Possibly he
has a son "over there" but do you
suppose his worries this morning were
caused by his giving so much of his
wealth away that he feared going
broke? It takes money to win wars.
Possibly this poor rich man had given
his "all" to the cause of freedom, but
we With a spasmodic grab you
pick up your rod as the reel shrieks
in protest to the, whatever it is,

that's taking line out by the yard,
faster than you can think. Finally,
with a vicious jerk the line slackens
and your heart almost stops beating
as you wonder if that fellow got
away. In four seconds by the clock,

you are undeceived as a shining
white and green body shoots into the
air out there among the lily pads, the
morning sun giving a lustre to the
colors of the fish that make it a
picture not to be forgotten. Oh he
is a general, this fellow, and a

scrapper from the word go. You
begin to realize this as you endeavor
to recover your length of line from
the lily stems, for he has twisted and
turned among them a half dozen
times and it takes you a half hour to

get your line free, but he is securely

hooked and almost exhausted and is

soon landed,—a four and a half pound
bass. You have seen larger but none
more perfect than this fellow, and
after you have cpiieted his struggles

with a sharp blow across the head
from the handle of the landing net,

and you gaze on the powerful, firm

fleshed prize lying before you, ad-

miring every little bit of him, from
the tip of ' his tail to where the

mangled bait hangs from his heavy
jaw, you would not change places

with the biggest millionaire in the

country. Of course you wouldn't,

and neither would any of the follow-

ers of the Rod and Gun. At mo-
ments such as these, you even marvel

at the "Vanity of Riches" as you
think of the glorious morning and the

clean sport that is to be had by most

of us who care to interest ourselves

enough to follow it.
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And then you hear pardner call- has built a wee fire to boil some coffee,

ing, and glancing shoreward you see and realize it is time to go ashore for

the smoke curling up from where he the eats.

A FISHING EXPERIENCE
Ireland and Nova Scotia Contrasted

WILLIAM STRONGE CAMPBELL

All my trout fishing experiences

had been in Nova Scotia before

visiting Ireland and I was curious

to know what sport was like in that

tight little Island. Down in Guys-
Ijorough County we did not run up
against many "educated" trout, but
I understood that in Ireland, where
the rivers and lakes were extensively

fished, it was not so easy to fill

big creels. The following experience

may therefore be interesting but
of course it is an isolated one and
not absolutely characteristic. That
both salmon and trout fishing in

the Green Isle is excellent is well-

known and many a good day I spent
on the northern waters. Trout in

Lough Neagh, the largest sheet of

water in the United Kingdom, run
to a very large size but they are

netted and do not take the fly, while
in the rivers running into the sea,

sea trout afford the best and most
exciting sport. The contrast between
the character of the fishing in the
two countries is striking. We had
rougher times in the Nova Sctian
woods but got big catches. In Ire-

land, sport is more accessible, but
the fish are more wary, more difficult

of approach and more sophisticated.

Jack Hamill and I had been
fishing the Finn river in Donegal
for about a week, but with indifferent

success. For .one thing, the river

was in flood and the sight of acres

of farm land inundated for hundreds
of yards along the banks of the
stream gauge little promise of sport.

The Finn is a fine, river running
from a lake of the same name and
joining the Foyle after a sinuous
course. It is well stocked with sal-

mon, but we were after trout and all

things considered did not do badly

But our maledictions were for the
guide wished on us by some enemy.

"Glory be to God," said this

worthy, when he met us at the train,

"the fish is that thick they'd ate ye.

It's the foine sport ye'll be havin'
wid th' trouts and O'm th' bhoy
that'll see ye pick th' foinest spots."

Later in the day, when mellowed
with some old Irish, for which he
had an amazing storage capacity,

he was even more optimistic, but,,

like the Irish peasant, always told

what he thinks his hearer really

wants to believe regardless of ter-

minological inexactitudes. With a
good working thirst, partially as-

sauged, his tales of fishing along
the Finn became even more "roseate
and he attached himself to us like

an Old Man of the Sea, manifesting
a fidelity as touching as it was worth-
less.

However, we fished early and
late and killed some fish, mostly
in the early mornings. Although
we borrowed the local priest's boat,

we did nothing on the lake and
after a fruitless and Ashless afternoon,
stuck thenceforth to the river. The
game was not worth the candle,
however, and we determined to go
to Glenties at the end of the narrow
gauge line which has done so much
for the poor farmers in this part of

Ireland. Our guide saw us depart
with deep regret. His thirst was
still, unlike the railway, of the broad
gauge type, and we poured a final

libation into his system ere departing.
We tried the river at the Glenties

end for a day but here also the trout
showed no cannibalistic tendencies.

There were any amount of small

fish but nothing worthy the Hunter
rods we wielded and they made
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Jack swear at the mess they made
of his best flies. Prowling around
next morning early, I hailed a native
busily employed at the local industry
—loafing—and doing it artistically.

"It's a brave day, yer honor," he
opened with and his next remark
anent the dry spell was a master
touch, suggesting that so far as he
was personally concerned, O'Don-
nell's hotel was not far away and
that the bar was open, even at that
early hour. His loquacity haying
been stimulated according to ancient

and immemorial custom, he suggested
going to a lake on the top of a neigh-

boring mountain about four miles
from the town. Now I had caught
fish in many unlikely places but
this I thought was too much.

"Be me sowl an' if it's fishin'

ye want ye'll get any amount of

sphort," said the man. "Shure th'

priest has a boat on th' lough

—

every sheet of water in Ireland is a
lough—an' for phwat wud he be
havin' th' boat there if there was
no fish?"

This seemed to be an unanswerable
query and Jack and I ordered a car

of the Irish jaunting variety, to be
in readiness after breakfast. It was
a toilsome climb up the mountain
side but sure enough there lay Lough
Annah cradled in the emerald bosom
of the summit. It was a glorious

view. Far away shone the broad
Atlantic, shimmering in the autum-
nal haze like a gleam of silver. In

the distance towered mountain after

mountain, while seemingly at our

feet, there ran two lovely rivers

moving slowly in serpentine course

through the meadow lands. His
"riverence's" boat was snugly locked

in a rude boathouse roofed with

sods, but the door had a lock about
the size of a horseshoe and apparently

a relic of the Brian Boru period.

Jack and I tried to break open
the door but failed and after giving

up the attempt put our rods up
and tried a tentative cast. We rose

a fish or two but they came short
and the day was very bright. At
last I found a turf boat, a clumsy
contraption like a miniature scow
and we embarked on this medieval
craft, rowing against the wind to

the end of the lake. From this

point we allowed the boat to drift

with the breeze while we fished from
each side. Soon I was into a likely

pounder which fought like a little

demon. He was a real Lough Leven
trout, beautifully marked and full

of ginger. In quick succession I

netted another couple while Jack
never had a strike. He tried fly

after fly but with equal non success.

I noticed that my fish took one
fly only of the three I had on the
cast. I had another in my fly book
and giving it to my partner he was
soon busy, too. It was a glorious

bit of sport and on the deep margin
of the Lough, where the side was
simply the towering mountain, we
had the best luck.

Later in the day we found a local

worthy, named Gallagher, to row
for us and after a lunch of fried

trout and bottled Ambrosia we re-

sumed operations. A dense fog came
on with startling suddenness and
we had to stop for the day. We
scrambled and tumbled down the
mountain side in almost Cimmerian
darkness and would have found the

trip perilous and difficult but for

the leading of our gillie. Tired but
satisfied we "tramped the four miles

to Glenties to a good supper and a
welcome bed. I never heard how
the trout happened to get to that

Lake, but I expected it was stocked
at some time. But better or gamer
fish for their size I never encountered,

and I have the kindliegt recollections

of Ould Donegal and its mountain
trout.

It Seldom Happens
It is easy enougn to be pleasant.

When life goes along like a book,

But the man who is rare,

Is the one who won't swear,

When a bass wriggles off from the hook.

It is easy enough to be pleasant,

When your creel is both heavy and bright;

But the fellow worth while,

Is the chap who can smile,

After fishing all day and no bite. R.P.L.



The King of

The Rockies

WITH his back broken by a lucky

or unlucky shot the big moun-
tain billy of a section of the

Rockies in the headwaters of the

Kootenay River, sits awaiting the

dogs, the first of whom can be dimly

seen in the background, scouting

cautiously to learn if it is judicious

to fly at the bearded throat of the

crippled denizen of the heights.
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It all came about through his im-
perious temper and a long, successful

warfare waged against opponents. No
sympathy ever stirred the old buck's
life. From his infancy, when his

mother taught him to dash to the

rocks and turn his sharp little horns
skyv\ard when the shadow of an eagle

flitted across the sun-kissed rocks on
high he had battled, fearless, and with
profit, as testified by his beard and
his magnitude. In time he became
the biggest and most sought-afler

,
mountain goat in the reaches of the
westward peaks above the stretches

of beaver-dams that go to assist in

starting the Kootenay River.
Bears and mountain lions he had

escaped in his youth, through his own
^ agility, and the watchfulness of his

mother and other relatives. When
maturity came he met other dangers,
the fighting fury of older bucks who
saw in him a coming interloper in

the happy home circle. These he
fought, and won or lost or drew.
Then he became lord of a band.

Their cares were his cares. Other
and more selfish interests also called

him. More than once he had ripped
the life out of ambitious bucks, or
had tossed them over sheer preci-

pices to perish on the jagged rocks
hundreds of feet below. At dawn he
led his band down to the first grass
flats of the upper meadows, at night
he headed them back. Frequently,
according to judgment, he took them
to the lower plateaus at nightfall and
fed them during the dark hours, slip-

ping back in the safety of dawn and
sleeping in safety on the sun-warmed
pinnacles.

Tourists and hunters sought him
eagerly and earnestly, for he was a
fine specimen. Sometimes they lost

him in the rubble of a great slide,

sometimes he went down a precipice

like a fly down a wall, sometimes his

short tail flicked around an edge of

granite as the steel-rimmed bullet

chipped splinters from the face of the
ledge.

But finally he met dogs. First it

was the trail-male of a trapper that
had gone on a foraging trip of his

own. The dog charged boldly. The
goat received him on his sharp

black spikes, and then trampled him
to pulp. Again it was a group of

distant hunters, led by a pair of

Airedales. These he shook off by
slipping up the face of a sheer
height, and then down the further
slope, leading his band to more in-

accessible peaks ten miles further

south where the higher peaks gave
view as far as the entrance to the
Vermillion Pass.
One day a man from New York,

skilled in hunting in all big game
countries, arrived at Leanchoi! sta-

tion, on the C. P. R., with a pack of

six powerful dogs. He was going
after bear, and anything else that
the Canadian Rockies had to offer.

His guide knew the Kootenay coun-
try like his favorite book, and the
prospects were bright for a big hunt.

The bears were on the slides, the

sheep and goats were working down,
and the fish were jumping in the

river.

Forty hours later the dogs were
baying as they scrambled over the

loose rubble on the trail of the big
goat. Two miles behind and below
toiled the men—the dogs had gone
beyond control. The goat band
scattered, and the big billy, surlily

loitering, was pinned in a corner of

rocks where even his sure feet could

find no way out except through the

dogs. So he waited. He spitted the

first and tossed him aside, he ripped

the second wide open, he drove his

spikes deep in the shoulder of an-

other. The other dogs sheered aside

like water from a rock, and the goat

rushed away through the gap by
whence he had come.

Two dead dogs and a wounded one
was bad medicine for the hunting
pack. The hunters doctored the in-

jured one and in a few days it was
able to take its place again. Then
the men decided to make another try

for the big goat. They took the dog
who had been hurt and turned it

loose, holding the others in leash.

They climbed the heights. In an
emerald gem of grass, flanked by the

grey clift's of the summits they first

spied the wliite dots of the herd. The
baying of the loose dog started the

goats toward the rocks, all excepting
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the leader. He loitered aaain, for

he had hcaid the sound before and
knew he could treat it with contempt.
The dog came up, and the goat stood
with lowered head, making short,

angry rushes. But the canine had
learned. He ran around tlie white
figure, and did. not come to grips.

Meantime the men drew nearer.

From out of the clear sky something
struck the goat just in front of the
hips witii numl)ing force. He sat

down. No sotmd was heard. A white
man hunLt'r had lircd, and wind and
distance iiad annulled the report, but

a vagrant fortune had guided the

bullet. The dog crept nearer, the

other dogs were loose, and still the

goat sat helpless, his head armed
with its needle-pointed daggers be-

ing still an active menace from which
all the dogs sheered as they circled.

Then the men came, and a merciful

bullet put an end to the biggest

mountain goat in the upper east

Kootenays in the history of the guid-

ing fraternity. Another king now
lords it Over the band of nannies, and
kids, and growing young males.

Lake Baptiste
N. 1>.

Oh Lake Haplistel Oli Lake Baptiste!

Fond fanry painls w itli imicli caprice

Thy beauU'Ous slioics and waves so free,

Where sunsets ling'iing lovingly,

Caress thy bosom teiideily.

My LakeBaplisIc!

Oh purest gem girt round wilh hills,

Whose rich dark beauty ever thrills,

With strange delight the soul of him,

Whose eyes across thy surface skim,

Wiio thinks thy liills Ihff gical world's rim.

Oh Lake Baptiste!

Ne'er seen, and yet my much loved lake,

Not for tliine own l)ut for her sake,

Who, reared beside they fairy shores

Has blossomed till my heart adores,

And envies thee the love she pours
On thee Baptiste.

Her maiden face so sweet and fair.

Is all aglow with love so rare",^

What time she fondly pictures thee

And tells thy praises unto me.

Till in her deep, blue eyes 1 see

Her Lake Baptiste.

Some day, some day oh pretty lake!

A happy journey-I shall take.

To thy blest shores where breezes sweet

My fevered brow will kindly greet,

Whisp'ring of cliffs where fairies meet
By thee Baptiste!

Some day—when she my guide will be

:

And share her love 'twixt thee and me;
Then with her little hand in mine.

Seeking thy beauties to divine

Her subtle charms shall add to thine

Our Lake Baptiste.

Author's Note.—Lake Baptiste is one of the

very pretty lakes of the Highlands of Ontario,

being in the Township of Heschel in the

northern part of the County of Hastings and

is noted for its beauty.

The use of airplanes and gas as the most
practical solutions of the difficulties of

forest protection was advocaled at a recent

meeting of the Quebec Forest Protective

Association at the Windsor Hotel by J.

B. Harkin, Dominion Parks Commissioner.
Mr. Harkin said: "I may be a visionary

but I think that it is possible to manufacture
a gas that could smother the fire. I have
visions of airplanes dropping gas bombs
on forest fires in the not far distant future."

The Royal Society for the Protection

of Birds on March 12 bestowed the society's

gold medal on Doctor W. T. Hornaday

of New York, in appreciation of the treaty

between the United States and Canada

on the subject of bird protection. Ambas-

sador Page received the medal on behalf

of Dr. Hornaday.



A DAY ON THE BRAS D'OR LAKES
MABEL BURKHOLDER

We might have missed it; we had
not time for all the wonder spots
of the Maritime Provinces, when

we "did" them in a hurried two
weeks last summer. Of course we
wanted to see Evangeline's land,
and the tidal "Bore" "at Moncton,
and the reversible falls at St. John's.
But we didn't even know how to
pronounce the name of this beautiful
arm of the sea—Bras d'Or—gulf of
gold—but persisted in inserting the
"s," long after we were told that
it sounded like the same letters

in the word "Labrador."
The Maritimers, however, had no

notion of letting us miss it.

"Of course you'll take the Bras
d'Or Lake trip," we heard more and
more frequently as we approached
Sydney.
"What's it like? Muskoka, per-

haps?"
"Perhaps. Wait and see!"

So one morning we arrived in

Sydney with letters of introduction
to the skipper of the good ship
"Marion," the steamer which makes
the Bras d'Or lake trip tri-weekly.

Everybody we met down by the
sea gave us letters of introduction
to everybody else—so we were never
without friends to point out the
beauties of the way.

The "Marion" makes the one-
way trip in a day, starting from
Sydney and ending up at Whycoco-
magh. All day long the traveller

views new scenery, without having
to double a mile of it; and at the
end he is assured of good railroad

connections with Halifax, Truro, or
any other city of the east.

We sailed out cf Sydney Harbor
on a beautiful August morning. The
silent ships, lying to left and right,

scarcely discernible through the mists
in their coats of "battle-ship gray,"
spoke of war as a near and real thing.

So did the submarine net, stretched

across the mouth of the harbor.
Aside from this the scene was one
of commercial activity. The great
Sydney mines lay to the left, and

many small boats darted hither and
thither across the bay on peaceful
errands.
We had an hour on the open sea.

Always on our left lay the land of
Cape Breton Island, and to our
right a string of ocean going vessels
headed for Newfoundland and old
country ports. That is one of the
beaten tracks across the Atlantic,
and seldom is the horizon bare of
ships.

Gradually there came into view
the gap which forms the entrance
to the Bras d'Or lakes. Both sides

are guarded by rocks worn to a
honeycomb by the waves. Between
them sailed the "Marion."

It was not like Muskoka: it was
not like any other place. That is

the charm of the Bras d'Or lake
region. The hills along the shore
were large and rolling, and in the
distance they resembled the Lauren-
tides, bfg and sleepy, lost in blue
haze. And the water of these lakes

—

which, of course, are not lakes at

all, but arms of the sea—was the
bluest water one ever sees, the deep
sapphire of salt water at rest. All

the scenery was on a generous scale

—

magnificent distances—broad valleys;
while from the back of the boat the
Great Bras d'Or looked like a wide
river running back and back until

bst in the ocean. No wonder they
named it "Arm of Gold" if the western
sun was on it when its discoverers
sailed it first!

At noon we reached Baddeck,
a summer resort made famous by
the lovely summer home of Dr. Alex-
ander Graham Bell, inventor of the
telephone. Here he spends several

happy months of the year, -carrying

on war experiments of interest to

the government. Baddeck invites

a longer stay than we gave it. It

is a quaint place, girt about by pro-

tecting hills. All sorts of sports

are there; sailing, fishing, huntmg:
and it has good hotels, full of summer
guests. But if you would make the
trip in one day you must stay with
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the "Marion."
All afternoon we sailed between

lovely hills, past green islets, and
through various straits and narrows.
It led us to quote poetry: at first

stirring sea stuff and war poetry

—

then as we got farther inland we
went over all the dreamy, idyllic

things we ever knew.
At six o'clock the "Marion" tied

up at Whycocomagh, the end of

her run, and we walked up the village

street to seek our supper at a Scottish
inn that hung over the edge of the
water in a very picturesque fashion.

It was truly Scotch, for this part of

Cape Breton Island was settled by
Highlanders. There were scones, and
shortcake with raspberries, for sup-
per, and a sweet and wholesome
Scotch lass to serve them to us.

We might have been in the Tros-
sachs. Beyond the inn window beau-
tiful sleepy hills threw their shadows
into the water. Along the winding
road that followed the bay, the
natives made hay and hauled it

home on one-horse carts. At the
door stood a sight-seeing waggon,
ready to start for its nightly run over
to Orangedale to connect with the
railroad there. All that was needed
to complete the illusion that we were
in Scotland was the sound of some
bag-pipes in the hills.

The coach drove up promptly.

and we wound away down the semi-
circular road. The drive to Orange-
dale was the most enjoyable I ever
took. We had all the joys of coach-
ing—moonlight, spirited horses, good
company, and a garrulous driver.
When half-way there we alighted to
get a drink at a well of healing, or a
sacred spring— I forget which, but
such things add much interest to
any trip. All I got was a bedraggled
white shoe, where I sank to the
ankle in the ooze beaten soft by other
pilgrims to the spring.

It was one of the dream-days
of my life. It seemed unreal in
its swift change from the bustling,
war-like Sydneys to the sleepy Scotch
hamlets nestling along the hillsides.

Some people might have felt broken-
hearted at having to rush through
it in a day, when there are sufficient
attractions for a whole summer

—

but I was grateful to see it even for
so short a time, and I think to many
busy people, its very accessibility
is its charm.
Cape Breton is one of the many

places in Canada made expressly
for play. Intricate waterways pro-
vide all manner of aquatic sports,
and furnish a recreation ground not
only for the Canadian people, but
for hosts from other countries, who
invade it in increasing numbers every
year.

THE MASTER KILLER OF THE
VEDDER RIVER

A. P. CUMMINS

Three years, winter and summer,
I had seen his tracks and at different

times met him at work. He was
the largest male mink on the river

and travelled the main stream and
small tributaries for miles around,
being here today and miles away
tomorrow. The first time we met
was in summer away up the river.

The blue jays were chattering and
a grouse, putt-putting. Something
was wrong and I went to see. There
he was with a young grouse in his

mouth. Like a flash he was gone
over a log across the stream. There
and then I scooped out a bed for a
trap on the log and filled it in with
sand, ready to get him when the
winter came around. Once again
that summer, close to the silent pool
he had cornered a big trout in shallow
water and killed him. That time he
just melted into deep water. Not
long after this, a farmer's wife lost

eighteen young ducks after they
had been shut in for the night, all
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bitten through the back of the head
and piled up in a corner. Some
black glossy hairs had stuck on the

rough board when he got in and
there were to be seen his large tracks

in the mud and here he was again,

MacDonald on another small creek

lost twenty-two half grown chickens

all killed in the same manner. When
the Winter came around I trapped

in earnest for him and from many
sets got one of his front claws. A
trap was carefully set in the bed
oft the log over the creek where I

had seen him first, a wad of cotton

wool put under the plate and the

trap covered with fine sand. If

frost or snow came this trap should

work and it did. A bob cat was
using the log, when I went around
on the next" trip. Everything was
all cut up, the cat was skinned and
that finished that set. That winter

I had to trap some live pheasants

on the reserve to send to Vancouver
Island for restocking. Looking
through a screen of dead sticks,

at my trap one day, I saw a fine

cock in the wire pen and four hens

outside. Give them another hour
I thought and the ladies will be in

with their lord and the whole lot

can be shipped together to start

some sport in another district, but

it was not to be, for when going back
the trap was empty. A trail of

bright feathers and blood led to a

big log. There was the cock pheasant
warm and partly eaten and the

Killer's tracks.

The following summer I was
talking to a "farmer, who was
eating his lunch by the side of

a stream. He had been mowing
grass all the morning. \Miile I sat

there he said, "I saw three young
pheasants come floating down fresh

killed." I went up the bank to see

what was doing it, and the biggest

mink I ever saw was running around
with one in his mouth. When the

duck season opened in September
we were camped along the river.

As the boys came in to breakfast,

they threw their ducks down in the
shade under some bushes. While
discussing the sport, and eating, I

saw something move near the ducks.
Some one asked me what was moving
and before an answer could be given
another grabbed his gun and shot,
the biggest mink I ever saw, and he
was trying to sneak our ducks.
However, he got away and there
were his tracks as big as life on the
sand bar."

This winter a big raccoon had
been disturbing the pheasants on
the reserve and I started out with
two strong traps Lo get him. There
is a high bank along the creek and
the coon would travel the shallow
water under the bank. Here I set

one trap in the water covering it

with wet leaves. The other was
set at the foot of a tree and after

a couple of days when the trap was
stale, some wild duck entrails and
feathers were thrown at the back of

the pen. This got the coon all

right. It was a Sunday morning
I found him and having no gun, had
to kill him with a stick. Some
little blood was spilt and this led

to the undoing of the Killer, as he
happened along the next night smell-

ing the blood. He went to inves-

tigate, and easily detected the trap.

By his tracks he left in a hurry,
meaning to take the water route
for a while. This led him straight

into the other trap and when I came
around in the morning there he
was caught high up in the shoulder.

A\'hen I put him out of pain, he

looked at me as if to say, "you did

not catch me fairly, just a dirty

trick." Taking off his pelt there

was a No. 4 shot: sticking in the
bone of his skull and two more
in his back. His hide, along with
the coon's, was shipped to F. C.

Taylor, St. Louis, and the killer's

skin was graded No. 1 large, dark,

and fetched the top market price.

The money went to the Prisoners

of War Fund.

^:r^m



ALGONQUIN PARK: SOME OF ITS

RESOURCES
MARK ROBINSON

JUST now when every effort is being

• made to produce greater crops from

farms, gardens, etc. and also to raise

more live stock and poultry to meet the de-

mands made upon Canadian resources, it

kecomes necessary' for every branch in every

department to make an effort to keep down
the high cost of living. At the time of writing

the fuel supply of many towns and cities is

•inadequate and many persons turn their

minds to Ontario's big forest and game re-

serve, Algonquin Provincial Park. Here
there are millions of cords of wood, the

people's own wood. Thousands of cords of

this wood is to be found right along the rail-

roads which run through the Park and there

are a number of unused sidings near splendid

hardwood forests where it could be loaded.

Thousands of these trees are ripe timber and
many of them are dying of age and would be

better cut. If I may make the suggestion I

would advise the cutting out of whole blocks

of forest, however, taking every tree from four

inches up and letting an entirely new forest

grow up. I think I could take out the most
sceptical person and convince him that this

is the better plan by showing him the new
forest growing up where all the timber was
removed. Thus in their own forest the people

of Ontario have an unlimited supply of wood
for fuel to meet the shortage sure to come with

the winter of 1918-19.

Already there have been (February 1918)

670 red deer killed in the Park, this amount
being secured during 1917 and 1918 to date

and sent to the cities to be sold. Had every

ranger gone into the work with a will this

number could have been more than doubled.

Some rangers killed over 70 deer and several

over 50 deer. Recently I travelled through

a section where some of the heaviest killing was
made and there appeared to be as many deer

as ever. Evidently they had come in from
other sections that were overstocked. Almost
all the deer killed were taken in the south-

western corner of the park but there is no
reason why other sections could net have
done as well and it is to be hoped that the
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1918-19 season will find every ranger doing

his bit and that the number taken out will be

three times what was taken this year. That
the killing of the deer is in keeping with the

spirit of the times is the feeling of all loyal

citizens. It is rough work and much of it has

to be done in weather that is both cold and

disagreeable. The travelling through the

hiding places of the deer is very hard on foot-

wear and clothing and as there are no roads

worth mentioning it means many deer have

to be dragged or carried a considerable dis-

tance to get them out. The argument may
be advanced that a ranger cannot hunt deer

and at the same time keep out poachers, yet

we have rangers who not only killed deer

last season but who also put out poachers as

well.

Another source of revenue is the fur taken

in the Parii and there is every reason to be-

lieve that three times the amount could be

taken out each year. There is an almost

unlimited supply of beaver provided care is

taken to weed them out all over the Park.

That is to say, suppose a ranger brings in

twenty beaver pelts and as many other pelts

as possible (some would bring in two or three

times that amount of beaver pelts.) This

would be distributing the catch all over tke

Park and the depletion would not be notice-

able in any one quarter. Many more mink,

otter, fisher and marten could be taken. In

many sections of the Park they are very

plentiful and perhaps would be all over the

Park were it not for the indiscriminate placing

of wolf baits which destroy many of our fur

bearers. In the trapping of furbearers, as in

the killing of the deer, this part of the work
falls on the shoulders of perhaps less than
half the staff. It means getting out after

the traps in all kinds of weather and at day-

light, if possible, and is cold disagreeable

work though interesting in many ways. I

fully expect to be taken to task for expressing

the above opinions but offer no apology for

doing so as in every other branch of work
men, women and children are doing their best

and I see no reason why every member of this

staff should not make every effort in their

power to assist superintendent Bartlett to

bring the resources of this big Park into full

play at this critical time.

HEIGH HO! THE CROW
J. D. ATHELNEY EVANS

A bill of indictment stands against the

crow, its charge sheet marked with divers

offences for which a plea of guilt in some

instances cannot be avoided. Concerning

certain of the alleged crimes, evidence in

rebuttal of the crow's misdemeanors may
be tendered.

The crow, Canada West's first Springtime

feathered visitor, is a member of the carrion

species of that numerous family. A British

ballad of early century authorship, describes

the crow as a traitor towards the smaller

denizens of the air. The claim is made
that a crow's epicurean propensity demands

toU of the barn yard chickens and eggs,

together with much prairie chicken, part-

ridge and wild duck. Is it not possible the

weasel is responsible for more damage among
the nesls than is accorded that blood-thirsty

animal? The rat is not without guilt in

this respect, also. Another and most capable

thief is the skunk, which can devour more
hen eggs during a single night than a crow

could demolish in two weeks. The crow

is not, however, immune from purloining the

contents of a wild duck's nest; neither are

the eggs of prairie chicken and partridge a

despised diet. The weasel ct al, are likewise

guilty and possess no good traits, whatever.

The crow does; as a destroyer of certain

vermin, its services are highly valuable.

Watch a crow's actions on the recently

ploughed field; grubs and other farm pests

cannot escape its vigilant eye. At the

same time, weasel and rat will be skulking

around in search of the farmer's poultry,

a crime for which the crow will be accused.

Any dead fish washed upon the water shore

by a spring freshet, will be devoured by the

crow; but the cunning rodenf'will seek the

life of chickens in the barn yard. As a

destroyer of potato bugs, the crow is the

sole representative of animal or bird life,

and he is likewise responsible for the riddance

of many gophers and field mice. The crow

retires to its roost at an hour when the weasel's

opportunities for mischief become shielded

through approaching darkness, when its

body will be wedged through any small

aperture into hen houses. However, rest

assured the crow will be given the blame.

Observers of the habits of the crow claim

that the useful qualities of the bird when
placed against its crimes, will produce a

balance in its favor.



IN WHICH THE LIMELIGHT IS TURNED UPON
CYPRINUS-CARPIO

lieing a consideration of the Carp, its history, its introduction into this country, and numerous

other aspects of a troublesome question.

Robert Page Lincoln

To say the very least, the carp, the well-

known, widely distributed German carp

is one of the best knov\ n fish to be found

on this continent. The trouts, the charrs, the

pikes and all the others may be familiar to all,

but the German carp is just as familiar every

bit, and though its reputation may be that of

a blackguard, and though some people con-

sider it the roughest, coarsest and most
worthless of all the fishes, nevertheless it is

the best known of the whole lot. The carp

is here to stay. It flourishes right here in our

midst, its numbers knowing no decrease, but

ever increasing as newer waters are entered

and new numbers are brought forth to fill

ponds, lakes, rivers and brooks. All this in

spite of all sorts of precautions at the hands of

fish commissions, anglers and other well

meaning people. Every sort of method of

exterminating the carp has been tried, but

as a general rule, unsuccessfully. Lakes have

been seined with the result that everything

but carp has been netted. I recall one in-

stance where a large lake was netted to remove
the carp and suckers. Besult: four carp and

a handful of suckers, but a horde of game
fish. By some special Providence, these

fishes seem to hunt out the deep holes, pock-

ets and springs and there keep away from the

contrivances of man. Thousands of pounds

of copper-sulphate are distributed over lakes,

strong enough to kill carp, but no others.

Result: some kills, but generally the carp get

away. Call it what you may, it may be
cunning, or it may be just sheer luck, at any
rate cnrpio has survived to fill the lakes and
continue their kind according to the rules of

nature. The object of this monograph will be

to consider the life of this fish, and its history,

in a complete form.

The trouble with a great number of the

people is they are more or less lacking in

knowledge regarding this fish. They heap
burning condemnations upon the carp when
there is no true justification for their ire.

The people who are habitually prone to dub
the carp worthless, a wholesale menace, and
the most useless as a food fish are generally

the ones who know the least about the fish

in question. Those who know the fish, its

good and its bad traits are more lenient. They
now realize that many of the bad things that

are said about the carp are not wholly true.

Some mistake when they say it is a fish of no
importance, for it is; it is a commercial unit

of immense importance, and to say that this

year well over 100,000,000 pounds of carp w^ill

be mads use of is a conservative estimate.

In the present day of meat saving, the

necessity of judiciously sparing the beet and
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pork supply means that more^fish must be

used. Here the carp comes in, a fish, that, if

well prepared, and rightly, is not the un-

palatable, filth-tasting specimen careless

people hold it. But so intense has the aver-

sion for the carp been that only a little en-

lightenment on the subject can bring forth

good results, and a proper appraisal.

From the name applied to it, German carp,

the idea naturally has gone abroad that it is

a fish originally native to Europe, and to the

country which gives it its name—Germany.
This is not true, though something like three

hundred years ago the carp was brought to

northern Europe and planted; its original

home, however, was China, where it abounds
and has there been cultivated and reared as

far back as records go. In Germany, the carp

however, found a welcome home, for, owing
to the extreme scarcity of fish of various

species the carp took the lead as a rare "game
fish." The distribution was great,—the

specie? was cultivated in ponds; so that it

became in Germany a delight and a sen-

sation.

The publicity agents were abroad of course

booming loud and sonorously lor the carp.

It reached the shores of America as might
have been expected and the curiosity of the

people was aroused. A fish so highly spoken
of and commended, the people thought would
surely make a fine fish for our ponds and in-

land waters, not to mention our lakes and
streams. The first specimens of the carp

were brought into this country by one Mr'
Robert A. Poppy in the year 1873. He more-
over stated that the carp would grow and
flourish in the most muddy and otherwise

useless of waters. Later on, about 1878, the

United Slates Bureau of Fisheries introduced

the carp to the United States in great num-
bers and the installing of the waters began.

These carp were distributed free of any
charge. It was not long before a carp craze

swept the country. If a farmer had a mud-
sink in his barn-yard, reeking with filth, or

if he had a duck-pond filled full of excrement
that had been gaining height lor two or three

-hundred years (?J, a bright idea filled his

brain. Why, he would plant it to carp and
have fish ever after. Every available pond
and ditch was slocked in some places. The
carp craze swept steadily westward. In the

prairie-country, the fish Tnet with wide ac-

claim, and lakes and streams that had never
before known fish life were planted. By the

year 188'), the streams of very nearly the

whole Pacific Goasl of the United States

were slocked with carp.

Now as time went on, the carp were indus-

triously growing, feeding on sewerage and
excrement and mud in places. The time came
to test their culinary virtues on the table,

a la Pepys. It is related that nine thousand

four hundred farmers choked and spat carp;-

what was said about the boche fish jvould fill

five dictionaries. Then and there the aver-

sion for carp originated and it has lasted till

the present day, with modifications and ad-

ditional showers of condemnation. Some
farmers seined their ponds and used the fish

for fertilizer; others opened gates and let

them out into the ^reams and in this manner
all the waters niore or less were stocked.

Being prolific the carp increased; new streams

and lakes were entered and the "menace"
went on apace. But not in all places were the

people disgusted with the importation. In

the prairie country clean waters had been

stocked and clean-tasting fish had been pro-

duced. Even today the loudest praises for

the carp are sung by the prairie people. Just

as distance lends enchantment to the view, so

does a scarcity of fishes conduce to the ad-

miration of that particdlar species. The
loudest resentment was voiced in California

and that voice has not died down to this very

"day. The carp soon got into the clear-water

trout lakes of that stale, much to the indigna-

tion of anglers and olners. By nature the

carp is a bottom- loving fish and roots in the

mud and among the weeds and aquatic

vegetation. This naturally roils the water, a

condition that may be helpful to some fish,

but certainly not to the trout. Such a roiled

condition became prevalent in the famous
Clearwater, Merced Lakes of Calitornia.

How to trim down the carp supply, Cali-

fornian anglers wanted lb know? Sea-lions,

were suggested, and so sea-lions were placed in

the lakes Tliis nelped some, but later it was
found necessary to place nuiskallunge therein,

also. Says Ilornaday:

"In Cajifornia tne carp is now ranked with

the introduced calfish as an unwelcome guest.

It is claimed that carp consume lo a serious

extent the wild rcler>- and grasses on which

wild ducks feed. The duck supply is dim-
inished thereby The chances are as ninety-

nme to one that the choke-bore shotgun is the

real and tlie only cause of the decrease in

wild ducks.'"

Chief among the ol),iertions lo the carp has

been its habit of roiling the water. This is,

perhaps, one of his miost harmful traits. But
one cannot begin to enumerate what he is
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actually accused of. Says Meehan:

'Had it not been for over-enthusiasn-,

carp-farming would probably now be a ver>'

large and valuable industry in the United

States, and the fish generally regarded with

friendly eyes. Instead, it is undoubtedly the

most execrated and unjustly accused fish

swimming in American waters. The intro-

ducers of the "German" carp have been

likened to Benedict Arnjld. Many men have

advocated laws putting a bounty on the death

of the fish with a view to its extermination.

There is not a fish-crime on the calendar that

has not b^en charged against the German
carp; some rightly, many move wrongly. It

is accused of being a spawn-eater, probably

with justice; also of destroying water plants,

which are almost as necessarj' to the well

being of fish-life as the water itself. This

charge is undoubtedly true. Wherever there

has been a decrease in game fishes it has been

accounted responsible. There is little, it any,

foundation, however, for tnis last accusation.

In many instances where carp ha\e been

pronounced the offenders, the decrease has

been traced to other agencies, cfiief among
them, man. The most wide-spread condemna-
tion is that it is unfit to eat, as its flesh has a

strong muddy flavour due to its habit of root-

ing in the bottom of a pond or stream."

As to the carp eating spawn and destroying

other fishes ! am of the belief that what the

carp does kill makes not a bit of a figure.

Numbers of our game fishes kill ten times more
and are actually barbarians, a menace to

their own offspring, as, for instance, the bass.

That the carp kills many Aoung fishes I do
not believe, for it is a notorious fact that the

carp is a lazy, indolent fellow who would
rather starve apparently than endeavour to

chase down a fish. Furthermore it roams
around mostly where the young fishes arc

not: dose to the bottom, and often in deep
water while the minnows are up around shore.

It is a herbivorous fish, partaking of water
vegetation, water insects and small crus-

taceans. Furthermore, were they such
nameless spawn-eaters and fish-killers as some
people would have us believe there would not
be a fish left in our waters. As a matter of

fact, I know of a lake where any number of

carp are to be found, and yet the other fishes

flourish to the same extent as ever. As for

the muddy flavoured fishes; if a fisli has
been raised in filth it may be expected to taste

filthy. Raised in clean ponds, a clean-tasting

fish is produced. One writer remarks that in

the high-class cafes in New York City one
pays a dollar a portion for carp. Often

ignorant of what he is partaking, a person

may be served with carp, bi lieving it to be

red-snapper, whitefish or even lake trout.

Three species of carp are found in this

country, each species practically differing

from the other. The most common species is

the Scale carp, whose whole body is thickly

covered with large scales. Th^ Leather carp

(Lederkarpfen) is almost devoid of scales,

save perhaps a small number on its back.

Its skin is very soft and agreeable to the

toach. The third species is the Mirror carp

(Spiegelkarpfen), which may be told from the

other species, just named, by the presence of

some three or four rows of scales in the

neighborhood of the lateral line. These rows

are separated by a skin that has no scales.

The Mirror carp often goes the highest in

weight and will attain to fifty pounds, though

it may grow even greater. However, thirty

pounds is considered a pretty high weight for

the carp, though it cannot be said to be the

maximum. As is well known to those who
have studied the carp it grows quite fast,

especially if conditions are the best suited for

it, and if the waters are warm. The colder

the water the slower the growth of this fish.

The carp averages in igrowth about one pound
a year. The warmer the water, the faster

it gains, under which conditions it will attain

well over a pound a year in weight. The carp

is said to attain maturity at the age of three

years, at which time it will be about fifteen

or eighteen inches in length. In rare cases

the carp spawns when one year old, but this

is rare—an exception to the rule.

The carp is exceedingly prolific. One
writer states that a carp fentale of about
seventeen pounds may carry as high as

2,000,000 eggs. Jordan states that some-
thing like 700,000 eggs have been taken from
the ovaries of a female. A five pound female

will produce about 60.000 eggs. It is the

exceptional fecundity of the carp that has
served to keep the waters of our continent

well filled even though this fish is the most
preyed upon by all the powers of land and
water. Most of the predatory fishes kill the

young of the carp. "The carp, either native

or in domestication has many enemies. In

America, catfish, sunfish, and pike prey upon
its eggs or its young, as well as water-snakes,

turtles, kingfishers, crayfishes, and many
other creatures which live about our ponds
and in sluggish streams." (JORD,\N).

Having come so suddenly info the lime-

light of public favour, it is of course interesting

to a great number of people to know how the

carp may be rai.sed in ponds. This may be
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especially interesting to the people of the

plains region of mid-western Canada, where

species of fish are few and far between. It

would never do, in my opinion, to stock

waters with carp that have superior species of

game fishes in them. But as is the case in

some western lakes, bearing only perches,

etc., (one or two species of more or less inferior

note), the introduction of carp would not be

amiss. Small, private lakes or ponds on

farmers land would be especially desirable if

planted to carp, both as a paying proposition

and as an economic feature. The ponds for

carp culture should be made something like

ponds for other fishes, that is to say, having

a low water and a deep-water, or a kettle, as

it is known in fish culture parlance. One
would naturally think that for carp a very

muddy bottom would be necessary, but such

is not the case. The bottom should be more
or less hard, as muddiness produces a mud-
tasting fish. As may be expected there is

nothing tasty or exact about the spawning

habits of the carp. It makes no nests, but

spawns more or less hap-hazardly wherever

it happens to be in low water, say of three feet

depth. The eggs being of an adhesive nature

attach themselves to roots and grasses, and,

if impregnated, fulfill their duty. The carp

eggs hatch in a very short time. At a water

temperature of 70 degrees they hatch some-

times in five days. In Canadian waters the

extreme time required for hatching may be as

high as fifteen days. At the time oi spawning

the male and the female swim side by side;

the spawning takes place while the fish are in

motion. The eggs are voided in numbers of

about four hundred, though it all depends

upon the size of the fish, and cannot be taken

as a rule. When these eggs are voided and

the milt flows from the male both fishes keep

up a boiling disturbance of the water that

many have characterized as violent. The

reason of this is evidently to discharge the

eggs and milt proportionately.

While it is not necessary in the case of the

carp to have nursery ponds into which the

various sizes of the young may be distributed

still it is a very good idea. This prevents

over-crowding in the pond, especially if it is a

small one. If the pond is a large one, natural-

ly things would be better suited to caring for

a large number. The carp is not, however, a

cannibal, whatever else may have been said

against him; and save for over-crowding,

that would be the only reason for sorting into

other ponds. Separately sorted they grow

faster. Their growth is relatively slow in

over-crowded ponds.

The presence of aquatic growth for cacf)

is of course more or less a necessity, and oy'-h

as has been recommended for other fishr/ in

previous articles may be considered as filling

the bill in this instance. Says one writer:

"The rearing-pond (for carp) should be

supplied not only with water plants but also

with large quantities of small crustaceans, a

favourite food of the tarp. They are es-

pecially fond of daphnia, hence the growth
of this minute creature should be encouraged.

But the carp is an omnivorous feeder and
may be given almost anything that comes to

hand. They will eagerly devour bread,

partly-boiled potatoes, turnips, grain, or even

chopped young corn-leaves. They will not

disdain flesh, as they vd\l eat both lungs and
liver." The fact that the carp can be fed

almost wholly upon such materials as the

above, to which I might add a great number of

other vegetables that have been tried out,

makes the proposition more than ever pre-

sentable in the eyes of the amateur culturist.

A food supply of this sort is generally easy to

procure and without any trouble or expense.

Under good feeding the carp grows rapidly.

So much for the pond culture of the carp.

Do you say that the carp is not a fish

worthy of the angler's tackle? It should be

remembered that the immortal Walton
angled in pleasure for such fishes as the carp

(known to the English as tench), dace, chub,

roach, bleak, etc., all of which belong to the

same family as does the carp, namely: the

family Cyprinidae. The carp is fished for, it

is true, and there are those who believe it

best of all forms of fishing, though this is of

course their own private opinion. Louis

Kurtz, in the Spoilsmen's Review has stated

the case of carp fishing fairly when he t^ays:

"It is surprising to state, but I venture to say

that there are fewer successful and expert

carp-fishermen using hook and line than

there are past masters with rod and reel

landing only the game fish." The truth of

this is well known. How many of our anglers

can really say that they can go out to a

common everyday river and bring home a

mess of rarp—using hook and line. Some
would be successful but the average would

not. They would find that there is need of

using skill and selection in this form of fishing

as well as in any other.

"The carp bear much the same relation to

trout and bass that pigs and chickens do to

wild game and game-birds." (JORDAN).
But says an enthusiastic carp fisherman:

"Bulky in shape, beautiful in appearance and

sluggish in movement is the king of our
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fresh water streams, the despised German
carp." Later on he speaks of baiting the

hook with sweet mush "to tempt the delicate

palate of the cunning carp."

Says another enthusiast: "Carp was al-

ways my favorite fish, and for this reason I

always choose to match my wits against their

cunning."

Of course these assertions may arouse

amusement in some anglers, as much as the

article-heading in one magazine which read:

"Angling For The Lordly Catfish," yet

nevertheless remember that these fishermen

found a world of pleasure in the performance.

And this is true in the prairie regions where

species of fish life are few and far between.

Presuming that your worldly wise angler were

to attempt carp fishing what would come to

his mind, to be used for a bait for this same
fish. Angleworms? True; and yet nothing

excells sweet corn kernels cut fresh from the

cob, or such a thing as the lowly dough-balls.

The jigging method for catching catfisb, eels

and carp is very common to the people living

along rivers containing these fish. A line is

stretched across the stream with a slack to it

of about ten feet. Branch lines are tied to

this main line, about four feet apart. These
branch lines are sometimes one foot in length

and each has a hook at its end ranging all the

way in size from No. 3/0 to 10/0. The
sweet corn kernels are slipped onto these

hooks and they are dropped down. The
reason, it is said that the carp bite so well on
dough-balls and cornUernels is that they seem
to resemble the spawn oi some fish fioating

down. There may be a whole lot in that idea.

Whatever it may be, it is a fact that the

kernels of corn and doughballs take the lead

as carp bait and will win when all others fail.

One places about three or four of the corn

kernels on a Number 4/0 hook; the barb of

the hook need not be covered. Your average

fisherman may think that he may fish three

feet up in the water and procure carp. Not
so. One must go down for them, and the

carp is a bottom hugging fish. If fishing with

a single line, the bait is allowed to roll down
with the current. A large carp on a light

rod often furnishes quiet sport; something
like playing a three or four pound sucker when
the strong current is in the sucker's favor.

{Note: The jigging line I have spoken of

above is sunken in the water with suitable

weights along its middle so that the current

will not belly it downstream).

A night out jigging with the "common,
everyday people" is certainly one that is

enjoyable; as enjoyable in fact as a raccoon

hunt in November. There may be three or

four in the party. You all row up the river

to certain places you know to be the very

best. It is a calm, beautiful night with the

moon shining brightly in between the clouds

and now and then coming out to reveal its

full face. Expectations are of course of the

highest and that this night of nights should

be a "jim dandy" is decided by all. In due
time, the scene of the opening of the fishing is

reached and driving the boat to the bank we
leap out upon the shore. Here, close to the

water's edge, a stake is firmly driven down.
This stake is to hold the jigging line

—

likewise one on the other shore to hold the

other end of the line. Once the line is

fastened all hands get busy With the hooks,

baiting them. Now a fifty foot line may have
as many as thirty hooks upon it, but of course

not all of these are for carp. You expect to

catch other fish as well, especially catfish, not
to mention eel. The hooks are baited with
doughballs, angleworms, dead minnows and
sweet corn kernels and then the line is taken

to the other shore and fastened to a stake

driven into the bank. Then on up the river

to another good place, where another line is

dropped into the stream to do duty. Usually
two hours are spent in waiting for the lines to

receive visitors, some of which, though trying

to leave, yet remain. At the end of two hours
the lines are worked up and inspected. The
most alarming anticipations of the old-timer

may be fulfilled. It may be a monster carp,

or a monster catfish that will make the village

gossip for days, and no doubt it is as great an
exploit to capture a twenty or thirty pound
catfish, or a large carp, as it is to capture a
record tuna off the Caiifornian coast. Some-
times the luck will be good, and sometimes
bad, depending upon weather conditions.

Does the jigging enthusiast appreciate catch-

ing a carp. Listen:

"With one mighty effort to free himself he
leaps clear above the water, but only to return

again with the sharp hook still piercing the

soft, spongy membrane of his wide opened
mouth. The landing net is now held beneath
his body, but the opening is too small to

receive his bulky form and the only possible

thing to do is to meet him head first. This is

finally done and our first carp, a splendid

specimen of his kind is lifted into the boat."



THE NEEDS AND DEMANDS OF WILD LIFE

PROTECTION
ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

A great conservation man has said:

"The introduclion into a country of any

new form of wild animal life is fraught

with considerable risk and uncertainty, not

only in regard to whether the creature will

itself thrive under the new conditions, but

also in respect to the elTect its appearance will

have on indigenous species."

For instance many clamor for the intro-

duction of the pheasant, etc., I am just offer-

ing this as an example, though my remarks

have no bearing on the introducing of any

special animal or bird into a certain region

save that I shall comment later on in this

article about the introduction of the English

sparrow. What I am figuring on is this: if it

is a danger to the balance and proportion of

nature to introduce some bird or animal in

her domain, that she has not placed there, is

it not, in the other extreme, equally as

dangerous to withdraw an animal or bird,

and still keep up the required balance and

proportion. To this, after so many years of

devoted study I say: yes. Nature's plan will

be disturbed.

Now I am not particularly a friend of the

great American crow. We have nothing in

common. I have gone out after him in the

corn-fields myself with the shotgun when he

and his mates have been picking up the new-

planted corn. I know that he is capable of

harm, sometimes great, sometimes small.

But I am not so prejudiced as some, who,

having suffered a little loss, at once call the

crow the worst robber unhung or unshot. I

have sized this person up from all sides, and

angles. And I am not so sure that the crow

is so bad a fellow after all, and I am not

sure nature did not put him here on earth for

some purpose. Having said that, if the

Delegation with the Hot Oil and the Sizzling

Pitch will just stand by for a few moments

—

Thanks!
What I want to know is: in those localities

where committees ol men have gotten logeth-

her to offer a bounty on the crow, or where

State, or County or I-'rovince (if so it be)

has offered a bounty on the crow, why has it

been that those bounties have been stopped in

a short time, owing to the fact that certain

insect pests have increased in enormous

quantities, out of keeping with all natural

proportion. It is then that a luminous idea

fastens itself on some village wit; he lights his

corn-cob pipe and muses over whether killing

of crows is such a good idea after all. At thia

writing (January IGth, 1918) the Department
of Agriculture, I am told, is conducting a
campaign to find out the exact truth about

the crow; as to the examination of stomach
contents, etc. Probably that august body at

last has found out that the crow is not so bad
a fellow after all and will sometime in the

future present us uith the information as to

what their round-up of crow stomachs from
all quarters of the continent afforded them,

I do know that where the crow has one friend,

it has nine enemies. But I say, go ahead; kill

off the crow. Inaugurate a strenuous drive

against the "black robber," the "thief of the

fields," etc., etc., and then when you have

finally laid him low do not be surprised to find

added insect pests by the billion rise up to

retard the progress of man, on the face of the

continent. This reminds me that a certain

community said to be infested with crows,

offered a bounty, as a result of which

thousands of these birds were massacred, a pile

of crows containing one thousand five hundred

specimens being secured. Great was the-

jubilation; at last a great pest was being

circumvented. But lo! all was not well in

Denmark. Suddenly a white grub worm
pest swept through the region, and other pests.

vied with the pestiferous grass and grain,

cutter in setting man a fearful task. Ug^

then sprang a village wit and it was said that

no more crows should be killed because they

were beneficial to man. And then a student

of birds, an Audubon Society man came along

and said that the reason the crows gathered

in such numbers in that territory was because

the grub worms were there in such numbers,

and the crows were engaged in putting the

quietus on them when man, lord of all spec-

tacular and only intelligence got busy to.

destroy them, with the result that with

Nature's balance disturbed, the grub worms
increased overwhelmingly. Since that time

the crow has not had such bad friends in this

particular territory. I happen to know the

place of which I speak.

The trouble with many writers who attempt

to do their bit for conservation is that they

are not in the least capable of taking up the

subject. They claim to be observers, but

are not. They view the surface of the matter,

believe a certain condition of affairs to be.-
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true, and, believing, they put that down as a

fact they have discovered. For instance, it

looks to man as though the prairie chicken is

being killed out by the crow. He cannot

perhaps prove that he ever saw a crow robbing

a prairie chicken's nest, but he believes or

has heard it said that such is the case. Result:

a sweeping, final, condemnation: the crow is

killing out the prairie chicken. Down with

him; down with him! After all who knows

anything particular about the crow and his

alleged desolation of prairie chicken nests'?

Facts: that's what we want. We hope that the

Department of Agriculture will find out many
useful things as it already has done. Let us

not lay the crime of the decline in the number
of prairie chickens to the crow.

Take the blackbird for instance. There are

old grandmothers of men who have said the

blackbird was the cause of (?) tornadoes and

whirlwinds; and the fall in the price ot wheat.

WTiat these wits have not thought of to lay

at the door of the blackbird need not here be

mentioned. The crow blackbird, for instance,

was primarily listed as a destroyer of birds'

eggs, but that charge has been withdrawn in

the face of facts extracted by observers,

capable of understanding these things. Over
27 per cent, ot the bill of fare of the crow

blackbird is composed of insects of the most
destructive sort. But at that the uselulness

of the blackbird is not half told.

Then there are the hawks and owls.

But then it is a pleasure to note that the

reception now given these two species of

preying birds is of the ver>' best. Every now
and then the outdoor publications and the

other papers, especially some farm papers are

calling the attention of the agriculturist to the

importance of safe-guarding the life of most
of the members of these two species. Both
species are the dreaded foes of rats and mice,

gophers and moles, etc. Take the case of

rats alone. Says my good friend Hornaday;
"IMen who never have fought a numerous

and aggressive population of rats and mice

do not know the bitterness of that unequal

warfare. The rat works while men sleep; and
everything that he can chew is open to

destruction by him. When grain, fruit and
vegetables fail or pall upon the murine

palate, the rat joyously attacks eggs, poultn,'

and meat supplies generally. The making
of farm products safe from hungry rats is a

maddening proposition. What, then, should

be the attitude of every farmer toward a bird

like the barn owl, that lives almost wholly on

mice and rats, and is abundantly able, by
nature, to beat the noctural destroyers at

their own game? In the eyes of the farmer

the barn owl should be his patron saint."

Hornaday relates the following of a pair of

barn owls: "Conditions were such that the

pellets of indigestible animal matter dis-

gorged by these two birds were accidentally

preserved for an entire year, and thereby

yielded a valuable record. Two hundred
pellets were collected, consisting of bones,

hair and feathers, and it was found that they

contained 453 skulls which represented the

following mammals: 225 meadow mice, 179

house-mice, 20 rats, 2 pine-mice, 20 shrews, 6

jumping mice and 1 mole. The collection

contained the skull of one bird only, a vesper-

sparrow."

I will not here attempt to go any further

with the discussion of the usefulness of the

hawk and the owl, as the subject has been

carefully covered by various writers many
times in Bod and '"'Un, more than to call the

attention of the readers to one thing: the

killing of hawks and owls for taxidermy

purposes. How many thousands of owls are

annually killed, to stuff, to set up in dens, etc.,

I do not know, but I imagine it goes into the ,
hundreds of thousands. These are not killed

because they are believed to be destroyers,

but because they will look good, stuffed.

(Of mummy-worshippers there is no end).

I note that one company that offers to teach

you to be a taxidermist for ten dollars—or

more—impresses upon your mind that you
are doing the world a service by killing off the

"destructive" hawks and the owls, at the

same time providing for yourself beautiful

specimens. If the fad could be carried to its

limits this same company would suggest that

you should not bury your nearest and dearest

but have them stuffed, to be set up in high-

chairs, in your front-room as a "constant

reminder." But then—anything to make
money!
The value of our birds to the forests can

-hardly be estimated. Perhaps some of their

greatest service is done here. Among the

hosts of insects that attack the forest trees,

the most prominent is the pine beetle. The
pine beetle is the pioneer and is speedily

followed by other parasites that speedily

infest the worked-upon tree, and, like the

vandal Huns, soon contrive its destruction.

It is notable of the beetle that when they once
have attained the upper hand they continue

on from tree to tree, making a clean sweep of

it. A ravaged tree is sure to make way for

others in its neighborhood. Thus the annual
loss through the work of this insect and its

trusty followers is of staggering proportions
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to say the very least. I remember the

assertion of a well known entomologist who
holds that insects do away Nvith more timber

each year than do the destructive forest fires.

It is roughly estimated that the loss through

insect pests to the timber amounts to one

hundred million dollars.

The pine beetle goes about his work
thoroughly. They attack a tree in swarms

and at once begin to bore into it. Once they

have attained to the outer surface of the wood
they deposit their eggs whicn in a short time

vvill hatch to grubs. As soon as these grubs

have vitality enough to proceed about their

business they eat around the tree, feeding

upon the fine inner bark until the tree dies

because of the circling pathways resulting

from their depredations.

"Some of the western States, particularly

Washington and Oregon, have been flooded

with admirable fire-alarm circulars and

posters; but has any state lumbermen's

association, or any organization of forest

protectors eyer made a whirlwind campaign
foi the better protection of forests from insects.

Fires are spectacular and tragic, and it is

natural that they should fix public attention

far more than the bark-beetles, wood-borers

and leaf-destroyers that work so silently, and

yet so fatally. The fire-watchers of the great

forest regions of the far West are ceaselessly

diligent in watching for smoke from peak
summit and lofty tower, and telephoning the

news of every fire observed; but no one is

able to exercise any such protective vigilance

against the ravages of insects. In the general

slaughter of wild life, the most valuable of

tree-protecting birds have rapidly been fading

away ." (Hornaday.)

Nor are the pine trees alone attacked.

Ever>- tree that grows on the earth is assailed

by insects. The various hardwoods are beset

by some of the thousands of insects known as

the ravages of tree growth. The weevils and
the borers attack the oaks, hickories, elms and
birches with disastrous results. Nor is the

work of these agents of destruction reserved

for the old trees; the young shoots and sap-

lings are the centre of attack as well and one

often sees a stunted and deformed tree that

was early be-ridden with insects. There
would be millions more like some of these

grotesriue specimens you see were it not for

the help of the birds who are daily, year in and
year out, drilling out and picking up des-

tructive tree insects.

A tree is hampered in its growth by insects

from the time the sprout breaks from the seed

through the earth, to the lime of its mature

growth, or, one might say, from the cradle

to the grave. That the majority of the trees

survive these onslaughts we know to be the

truth, even though countless thousands of

these wood monarchs die. There are multi-

tudes of parasites in the ground and they do
their best to kill the tree roots. The borers

and beetles are busy on the trunk itself and
if there is a gash or injured place on that

trunk it is sure to form the "base of supplies"

for an extended and powerful drive against

the life of that tree. While the root worms
and the trunk borers are busy the leaves of

that tree are preyed upon by moths, worms
and caterpillars and were it not for the birds

cleaning the branches daily the woods would
be defoliaged, and so would die. The leaves

are to the tree what lungs are to a human
being, remove them or hamper them from
their purpose and there will be a ceasing of

life in that body. It has all been gauged very

well in Nature's scheme of things. While the

woodpeckers, creepers, etc., attend to prydng

out trunk insects, larvae and eggs, the foliage

birds are busy in the tops. What one bird

does not take the next one will, and though"

the insect production goes on, and on, without

end, the birds are there to keep those pests

from attaining their purpose.

As though to allow the insects no oppor-

tunity to get ahead of her, nature keeps her

woodpeckers in the woods in winter to dig

out the deposits left by those insects in the

summer. They are tireless workers, "digging,

gouging and drilling until the enemy is finally

brought to bay, impaled on a tongue that is a

living spear of many barbs and dragged forth

to its doom. Almost 80 per cent, of the food

of the little downy woodpecker is made up of

insects. The hairy woodpecker is a close

second with almost 70 per cent, of destructive

insect fare to his credit. And whjre the large

woodpeckers, the plicated and the red-headed

woodpeckers do not reach with their heavier

bills, there nature has set another crew to

working to clean out the galleries and Hinden-

burg lines hidden away in the bark. This

calls for fine work. Therefore the tireless

nuthatches, creepers and chickadees. They

comb a tree from ground to branches going

over it sometimes daily. "Their slender

beaks are like tiny foreceps for all crevices,

but they are totally unfit for the gouge and

gimlet work in which the woodpecker excells."

Speaking of valuable and destructive birds,

what of the sparrow? II is significant that the

Government of the United States, through tne

Department of Agriculture, has advocated the

destruction of the English sparrow on the
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ground that these sparrows have proven

themselves two thirds useless or completely

useless in the scheme of things. Ten million

dollars the Government estimates is the

annual wheat loss through sparrows; what

they destroy of other grain may be in pro-

portion. Since the Government advocated

the destruction of the sparrow many protests

have come in. It is said that the farmers out

in the Dakotas are against this in that they

claim the English sparrows kill off certain

insects verj'^ dangerous to the wheat. If this

be true it is strange that the Government
investigators have not discovered the fact,

searching as are their investigations, even

down to the minutest details. And if there

were any redeeming qualities in the English

sparrow these men would surely be impartial

and do all they could to prevent the killing

ot it.

As is well known the English sparrow is not

a native of this continent but was brought

to our shores from England, in the year 1870

to be exact. The reason for bringing the

sparrow over was a spread of destructive tree

moths in New York City and other cities in

the East, which bade fair, if not brought under

subjection, to eat everything in the line of

plant-life to be found. Just how true this is

, I do not know. At least the English sparrow

was introduced to kill off the pest. They were

scattered all along in the east, and, as it is

related, they did what was demanded of them.

They put down that moth plague. But when
the insects were gone the sparrow took to the

streets and the buildings and soon evinced no

desire to live on insects, becoming grani-

vorous in a short time. The descendents of

the English sparrow among us today are often

pitiful specimens of bird life; a depraved lot of

worthlessness wrapped up in a bundle of

feathers, dirty and harsh, ruled entirely, it

seems, by a spirit of meanness that will

not down. ,,The fact that they destroy the

nests, eggs and young of other birds that are

of value and help to rnan in the destruction

of insects is the most severe count against

him. The sickening aggressiveness of the

sparrow is well known. Let there be a wren
or bluebird nesting on the premises and the

sparrow will make it his duty to search them
out, destroy the nest and young, time and.

time again, if the bird should persist in its

procreative work. One writer has said of the

sparrow:

"His introduction was affected in part by
people who ought to have known better, and
would, doubtless, if the science of ornithology

had reached its present status as long ago as

the '50s. The maintenance and prodigious

"

increase of this pest is still due in a measure
to the imbecile sentmientality of the people

who throw out crumbs for the dear little

birdies, and then care nothing whether honest

birds or scalawags get them. Such people

belong to the same class as those who drop

kittens on their neighbor's doorsteps because

they would not have the heart to kill them
themselves. The increase of this bird in this

country is, to a lover of birds, sunply frightful.

Their fecundity is amazing and their adapti-

bility apparently is limitless. A special report

prepared under the direction of the Govern-

ment estimates that the increase of a single

pair, if unhindered, would amount in ten

years to close on three hundred billion birds.

As to its range we note that the subjugation

of the East has long been accomplished and
that the West is succeeding rapidly. It is

only a question of a few years before it becomes

omnipresent in the land."

Besides being destructive and harmful to

true valuable birds, the sparrow litters up
houses and buildings with their ridiculous

nests; some buildings look like avian lava-

tories, and are blots on a city that otherwise

is cleanly and good to live in and boost.

Again it has been said that the sparrow carries

disease, which may or may not be true. The
fact remains that he is unwelcome and has

few redeeming qualities.

It is really difficult to exterminate the

sparrow without doing harm, however, unless

the work is entrusted to reliable men who
know what they are about. For instance, a

certain village that was over-run with sparrows

placed a bounty on them and something like

five thousand sparrows were killed, but when
ah experienced student of birds went over the

lot it was found that every variety of sparrow

had been killed, useful and destructive. Now
there are six or seven distinct varieties of

sparrows and all, sa\e the English sparrow, are

useful to man in that they kill off insects in

immense quantities. Yet here, inexperienced

men had killed everything that looked and
acted anywhere near like an English sparrow

with the result that more harm was done than
actual good. Now a situation such as this is

not pleasing to view. If the sparrows are to be
killed off, experienced men should do the

exterminating or it should not be done at all.

Of course at the present time people are prone

to look upon the sparrow as being not such a

bad fellow. Fools making a how 1 over nothing.
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they say, but sooner or later this menace must

be curbed. One community has hired a man
to kill their sparrows with a small-calibered

rifle. This is a good idea. Poisoned grain and
sparrow traps have also been used with

success.

THE PIKE IN ENGLAND AND OTHER NOTES
BY R. B. MARSTON

Editor, Fishing Gazette, London

We are sad in England at this terrible news
of the'Halifax explosion JTist come to hand.

I have been liaving a smoke over your

capital November issue of Rod and Gun in

Canada, and thought I would like to ask a

few questions and perhaps remove a wrong

impression or two. For instance, in his

interesting article "Holding the Lens Over

Things Piscatorial," Mr. Robert Page Lincoln

quotes from an article that appeared in the

British Sportsman, in which pike shooting

is described as "really good sport." Mr.

Lincoln deduces from this article that "the

pike does not fare very well in the considera-

tion of the English sporting and angling

fraternity." In shedding a little light on

the situation I may say that it is often nec-

essary in salmon and trout waters to destroy

pike, even by shooting them, when they are

up in ditches, spawning, if you want to save

more valuable fish, but I really never met
anyone who called it really good sport and

there are many thousands of keen pike

anglers scattered here and there throughout

the Empire who call it mere butchery; they

consider the pike, by the way as a bold, game
fish and will only fish for it in its best season,

in the autumn of the year and in the winter.

I have had many a delightful pike fishing

excursion, especially with my old friend, the

late Mr. Alfred Lardine—the best pike

angler I have ever met. His best brace of

pike weighed, one of them 3fi pounds and

and one 37 pounds, (he always fished with

fine tackle) are still on record for lair angling

in this country. There is also quite a good

literature of pike fishing, including Lardine's

"The Pike and Perch" and another old

friend, the late Mr. Cholmondeley Pennell

produced another volume, "The Book of

the Pike," but this latter work is out of date

now. I hope to meet those other keen pike

anglers in the happy fishing grounds of the

"Beyond." Personally I prefer salmon and

trout fishing when good, but good pike fishing,

especially spinning from the reel when fishing

a good streaming river is as old Izaak would

say, "choicely good" fishing; and I know
anglers who prefer it to trout and salmon
fishing.

{Angling Editor's Note: Numerous ref-

erences in the English papers had led me to

the conclusion that pike and pike fishing

was not one of the favorite sports, nor the

pike one of the best-liked fish found in the

Empire. I was of the idea that the pike

in England was increasing rapidly so as to

be something of a menace and that with this

commonness the sport of pike fishing was on
the decline. I was aware of the fact that

pike fishing was at one time the favorite

sport of- many anglers. Mr. Marston's

letter advises that it is yet a sport that is

participated in by many of the Waltonian

school. As Mr. Marston says, the pike .is

a "bold, game fish," which assertion I am*
quick to second, as I have often done. A
pike taken in the autumn is a very raging

demon for fight, and one cannot help but

speak highly of it as a fighter. During the

hot sumnier days the pike may be lazy and
over-fed; but when the heats of summer
have passed into the beyond and the cool

days of autumn have fallen upon the land,

the pike is in his element. Only last fall

in October I had one of my best fights, out

of a ten pound pike; a fish, that, as the line

tautened, leaped well out of water like a

rainbow trout, much to our surprise. The
thirty-six and thirty-seven pound pike taken

by Mr. Marston's friend on light tackle must

have been a performance to tickle the eye-

sight. We would like to know just how
light this tackle could be. Spinning for pike

I take it is much like using the spoon in this

country. I know what casting for the pike

with a spoon happens to be.' Give me a

Skinner spoon and a day on good pike waters

and I want no more. I will fish for pike

solely. Mr. Marston speaks of pike fishing

on a good streaming river. A pike taken

in such waters, (and there are hundreds of

swift pike rivers in Canada) has double the

energy and viciousness when (taken on the
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hook) of the still-water lake pike. Any
angler would be enthusiastic over stream

fishing for the pike, and I have no doubt

there are thousands of anglers in this country

who prefer pike fishing to any sort of fishing.

We thank Mr. Marston for his correction

of this mistake on our part, a belief that

pike fishing has fallen from grace in the

British Isles.—Robert Page Lincoln.)

Continuing Mr. Marston writes as follows

of the Culture of Atlantic Salmon :-

I am a member of our Government Fresh

Water Fish Committee which is promoting

the increase of fresh-water fish as food—and
there is an agitation for the establishment

of State Salmon hatcheries in this country.

In this connection I would like to ask you:

are you convinced of the success of the cul-

ti->'ation of the Atlantic Salmon (Salmo Salar)

in Eastern Canada? Many millions of

Salmon fry have been hatched in private

hatcheries in this country ; they began in

the middle of last century and have never

been able to prove that these artificially

bred fry ever came back as grilse, or salmon.

Doubtless many of the readers remember
the late Mr. Wilmot, Canadian Fish Com-
missioner; he hatched millions of Salmo
Salar fry and turned them out and for years

was an enthusiast in the matter—but he told

me afterwards that he had been forced to the

conclusion that it was a work of wasted energ>'.

This result is also our own in this country
with the hatcheries on the Spey, the Taj',

the Tweed, etc. It is a profound mystery
to me why our trout culture chould be so

successful and our salmon culture such a

failure. I believe that in Canada of late

years you have resumed cultivation of Salmo
Salar and that success is claimed by the

hatchery officials. Obviously it is to their

interest to claim results, which may be due
to better protection of the spawning fish

and the stopping of over-netting. Wherever
this is done in this country the salmon crop

increases and improvement has often been
claimed tor artificial cultivation, which is

really due to protection of natural conditions

essential to the increase of the fish. The
River Wye, Shakespeare's Wye (you will

remember delighlful Captain liuellen's ref-

erences to the Wye at Monmouth and its

salmons) is a splendid example of what mere
protection for the fish will do; it had sunk
to the position of our poorest Salmon river.

Some keen salmon anglers took it in hand,
bought up rights of netting and put watchers

on in the spawning season and in ten years the

Wye had taken almost the lop jilaco among
the Salmon Rivers of the United Kingdom.

Not a single artificially bred lish was put

in that river. If we had "stocked" it with

artificially reared fish I am certain the splendid

results would have been attributed to the

artificial stocking:

I am an enthusiast for fish culture, but

not a blind one. I have seen far too much .

disappointment connected with it; and of

the dangers of relying on artificial breeding

in the production of a race of fish which grad^

ually deteriorates. I have had over forty

years experience of trout culture and stocking

waters with artificially bred fish—and I

know what a difference there is between

really "wild" trout and the product of the

trout hatchery. For this reason I was led

many years ago to urge on trout breeders

to get their eggs from wild trout and not

to breed, year after year, from their "domestic'

pond bred trout. The Germans breed trout

and other fish, mainly lor the market, and
they found that after a generation or two
the fish became almost sterile, due to fatty

degeneration. For this reason they period-

ically got over from California fresh supplies

of eggs from wild fish, from the Rainbow
trout species, to be exact.

I have known many of our trout streams

when they contained only their original race

of wild trout; gradually as the anglers in-

creased they were fished out—the streams

were re-stocked annually with fish from our

hatcheries. They are trout, certainly, but

as compared for gameness with the original

stock—well—only those who have had ex-

perience with both can appreciate the differ-

ence. And the artificially bred fish rarely

increase, or multiply, as one would expect

them to. This deterioration has, I am glad

to say, led some of our lish breeders to return

to Nature as much as possible for their sup-

plies of eggs, also to bring up their fish in

streams instead of stews, and to rely on

natural food in place of liver and horseflesh.

Can you tell me why it has become nec-

essary to establish salmon hatcheries on

such fine salmon rivers as the Restigouche"?

In our small island, overfiowing with pop-

ulation, it is not surprising the rivers suffer

from being made the receptacles of all the

waste products of great towns and manufac-
turing districts.

I wonder if any of your angling readers

know Marble Lake (Lac du Marbre)? I

ask because some thirty years ago a new
trout was discovered in it. It was named
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after me—a great compliment, I assure you.

It is said to be a beautiful and game fish and

I have lived in hopes that before I die I may
get some reliable information about it. I

have even hoped to catch one some day, on

my way out to see two nephews in British

Columbia—but they hurried home when

the War broke out and have been with the

glorious Canadian Army ever since. I can

tell you ,we do appreciate fully all Canada .

has done and is doing. It is most difficult

to show our appreciation, but it is there

in our hearts—and your boys are also our

boys—they are all fighting for liberty and

right against the German lust for World

toominioni

Angling Editor's Note: In regard to the

success or non-success of the artificial culture

of the Atlantic salmon in Canada, as far

as I know it is yet a questionable "quantity,"

although hatcheries have been instituted

here and there. Just what their success

has been I do not know. As Mr. Marston

states this has always been a ticklish proposi-

tion with little or no success to the adventure.

There is great need of protection of such

waters and perhaps where waters are thus

guarded some success has been bad. Taken

as a whole the artificial propagation and

release (with success) of the Salmo Salar

has been successful to a moderate degree

but nothing as compared with the artificial

propagation and release of other tishes. Mr.

Marston's question asking why it has been

found necessary to institute hatcheries on

some of the large Canadian rivers, world

famous for their angling, is simply answered

by stating that it is a guard against decrease.

I have never been able to find out if these

hatcheries do any good; or if they can prove

that their output swells the numbers in the

streams. It would be interesting to know

the truth about this.

The Eastern Salmon {Salmo Salar) yet

remains a fish clothed in mystery; its move-

ments have not definitely been ascertained,

and it is doubtful if its movements are rational

that is to say, definite along set lines. There

are really two definite, simultaneous runs of

the salmon: the early summer run and the

fall run, but then salmon also come into the

rivers in the early spring and at other times.

Some hold that the salmon run in the rivers

every month of the year. Obviously the

stopping of over-netting and better protection

of the fishes will do more than the hatcheries

possibly can do. Give the wild fishes a chance

and everything is possible. Mr. Marston

points out a case in particular.

The barrenness that is the result of breeding

and rearing fishes from domestic stock is

the main reason for the need of using wild

fish as the parent stock. Mr. Marston is

certainly correct in his assertion, with forty

years of experience behind him. In this

country the process of using only domestic

fishes as brood fishes has not been over-done;

and it is pretty well an established rule to

introduce wild fish. Not only is barrenness

thus guarded against but a better fish is

produced; a gamey fish that is a credit to

the stream. On all points, too, the wild

fish are the healthiest; the domestic

fishes are the most easily beset by diseases

that prey upon them.

The artificial propagation of fishes, and

especially of trout has long been a successful

proposition in England. In this country

we still have wild fishes, and, generally speak-

ing, wild streams which afford good fishing.

But speedily this is coming to be a thing of

the past. What we need is re-doubled pro-

tection, and, as time goes on, a good practical

system of artificial propagation. As long

as possible, however, it is well that the wild

fishes should be protected and encouraged.

Unless our brook trout are valiantly protected

it is only a matter of time before they will

have passed into the beyond.

It is a sub-species of the Rangeley trout

{Salvelinus-oquassa-marsioni) that Mr. Mar-

ston has reference to, and some brief mention

was made in a recent number of this magazine

to this fish. Although called the Lake

Marble trout, it really owes its name to Mr.

Marston after whom it was christened. The

Marston trout is also known as the Canadian

Red Trout, and is found in various lakes

throughout the Province of Quebec. The

present editor is not familiar with the fish

in question and would esteem it a great favour

if any reader, who is familiar with the fish

and its capture, would send this information

for use in this department. Mr. Marston

especially would be highly pleased at receiving

such information. Unlike the Blueback. or

the Rangeley trout, its sub-species, Oquassa-

marsloni, the Red Trout is said to be a nip

and tuck fighter when taken on the little

feathered barb. It speaks well to say that

it is of the brook trout (or charr) family,

and the charr has always held first place

in the hearts of the great American (which

is also the Canadian) angling fraterrity.

Fohert Page Lincoln.
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ANGLING QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Robert Page Lincoln

No. 122.—\Miat sort or caliber of line

does the Light Weight Tackle Club of Cata-

lina Island use in their fishing, and how
large fish have been taken on this tackle?

WTiat calibre of line does the (Three Six)

club use in their fishing, and how large fishes

do they take on their tackle? Another
point I would like to have you tell me about

the meaning of the term "Cotton Thread
Fishing Club" of America. Is it true that

they catch fish with ordinary cotton thread,

—

ordinary spool thread, or is the line heavier.

I should be very thankful to you for any
information about this.

Sincerely yours,

Charles S. Holmes,
Wisconsin.

Ans.—The line that the Light Weight
Tackle Club of Catalina Island use in their

heavy fishing for tuna, and which has made
this club world famous is about the same
in calibre as the bait-casting lines used in

catching bass on our inland waters. It

has twenty-one threads in its make-up.
With this line and a rod that must not weigh
over sixteen ounces, the fisherman must
go up against the tunas. If you have caught
a tuna of one hundred pounds, or more,
with such tackle you quahfy as a member
of the club, receiving a Uttle blue button
telhng of the event. There are upwards
of seventy members in the tackle club men-
tioned, all of them having caught fish (tunas)

over one hundred pounds in weight. Charles

Fredrick Holder, the famous angling writer,

now deceased, was the founder of this club

and himself caught a tuna, (thus establishing

a record), which weighed one hundred and
eighty-three (183) pounds. In comparing
tliis tuna with the tarpon, the far-famed
"silver king," Mr. Holder once said: "With
high appreciation of the silver king, I think
this tuna could have towed and drowned
several tarpons of like length!" Mr. Holder's

record tuna measured six feet, six inches

in length. This and all the others taken by
the club members were the result of using
the twenty-one thread line and the sixteen

ounce rod For fish that go up to sixty

or seventy pounds this club uses a nine ounce
rod and a nine thread line, known as Number
9 The Three Six Club you mention,
is, by the way an adjunct of the Tuna Club;

but this idea has spread into the Gulf of

Mexico region and following the plans of

the Catalina Three Six Club, was formed

the Aransas Pass Tarpon Club. The Three

Sbc Club uses a rod that is made especially

for this work and which weighs no more

than six ounces. It uses a very light calibered

line that is known as the Number SLx. This

line, by the way is tested to stand a breaking

strain of twelve pounds. On tackle such

as this fish, up to thirty pounds in weight

are played and won, strange as it may seem,

as some of these are strenuous fighters and

are exceedingly persistent.

The Cotton Thread Fishing Club of America

owes its existence to the founder, a New
York angler by the name of James L. Jordan.

Mr. Jordan had, for a long time ofTered it

as his opinion that fish such as striped bass

and weakfish (ocean fish) were possible of

capture by means of a cotton thread, such

as the Number 60 brand or the Number
100. This was laughed down as a fool theory,

no more, no less. But James L. Jordan was

not of the kind to let things go at that for

he put his theories into practice with the

result that he proved ever>'thing he had

said as true. He did catch striped bass

and weakfish on cotton thread lines,

and before a large body of anglers

down at Jamaica he fished, and before

their eyes landed ocean fish, which,

though not of excessive weight were sizeable

enough and vicious enough to break a heavy
fine. The body of anglers in question were

properly amazed at what Jordan found

possible with such ease; then and there was
founded the Cotton Thread Fishing Club of

America, with Jordan as the president. This

club and its methods were not to enjoy a

minor position in the fishing world, for its

fame spread and now the cotton thread is

used from Maine to South America, and

has found a place on the Pacific. On our

inland freshwater lakes many anglers are

trying out the spool thread proposition and
the last I knew an enthusiast was showing

befuddled inlanders how to catch leaping,

head-shaking four and five pound black

bass on black spool thread. It can all be

done, and no doubt about it; but it is a matter

of angling of the gentlest sort. Says a

writer in the now well-known and well-
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established all-angling magazine, the American
Angler:

"What the dry fly has done for promoting

the art of angling in sweet water, the cotton

thread and light tackle is doing for salt-

water fishing. By adopting this method of

angling the salt-water angler can realize

all the thrills of the trout and salmon angler.

It is the means of developing a commonplace
pastime and forging it to the front rank of

sport. The ulterior motive, to give the

fish a chance and fight fair, to conserve the

. supply of game by taking fewer fish in a

day's fishing, is a step in the right direction.

There has always been a tendency on the

part of outdoorsmen to go light. Through
the natural course of events the angler has

acquired the habit and adopted it in his

outfit. Every year has seen some improve

mnet along these lines. The old one-piece

pole of solid timber has given way to the

lighter, more delicate and elastic rod, and

changes have been made in substituting

lighter reels and lines for the old windlass and
its cable. Tackle makers have noted the

changes of thue and the demands of the new
school, for lighter equipment has not fallen

on deaf ears." Even the cry "cotton thread"

has been warmly received. It is only a

matter of a short time before reel makers
will be making stock reels for the cotton-

threader, and then the sport of the thread

enthusiast will lake on thousands of recruits.

•My personal contention is, cotton thread

angling is ideal sport for any salt water

angler, at any time, and on any tide. There

is a spirit in every strike and a thrill in every

struggle. Cotton thread, if properly handled,

is sufficiently sitrong to capture most any of

the fish that frequent our bays, and a ten

or fifteen minutes' play is ample enjoyment

and satisfying enough to a gentleman angler,

while a two, or three, or even four pounder,

is not an uncommon reward for one's dex-

terity As laymen begin to recognize

the fascination and thrills obtained in angling

with light tackle, cotton thread will be quite

generally used in bay and estuary fishing

by such men as angle for the love of the

sport and make no count of numbers. It

will not be at all surprising to see cotton

thread and light tackle used at the "banks"

by those men who favour excitement. The
idea is thoroughly practicable, and the

principle is right. Surely no step has been

taken in recent years that leads to more

ideal methods of sportsmanship and a truer

recognition of the first principles of conserva-

tion than cotton thread angling."

So much for cotton thread angling. It

has its bright and its fantastic sides. One
cannot help but think it a fad pure and
simple. But

—

R. P. L.

No. 123.—Could you tell me where I

could get a book on trout fishing, covering

tackle to use, and how to fish the trout,

etc.,—in a word, a volume covering the

subject in a good manner—a book that a

boy could read and find useful and instructive.

I intend giving my boy such a volume.

Hoping that I may hear from you through

the columns of Rod and Gun, I beg to remain,

Minn. Harvey McGowan,

Ans.—At seventy-five cents you can get

a book from the Outing Publishing Company
of New York City, called "Fishing Kits

and Equipment," by S. Camp ^ that tells

all there is necessary to know about out-

fitting for the trout. A more recent volume

covering the entire subject, called "Trout

Lore" and which is written by the well-known

angling-writer, O. Warren Smith, can be

obtained of that author at Washburn, Wis-

consin. The price of the volume I think

is one dollar and a half. A postal to Smith

would bring you a reply. The book, "Trout

Lore" is an exceptionally good one, and

embraces practically a life-time of experience

and study of the trout, and how to catch

him and what to use, by this author. This

book, too, is not difficult to understand and

is one of the best for the purpose that I know
of.

R. P. L.

No. 124.—I should like to know where

I could obtain the following books: "The
Book Of The Black Bass" by James A.

Henshall," and "Lake and Stream Fishing"

by Dixie Carroll. If I do not mistake they

are both published by the same company.

Is the book by Carroll a good one? Is it

worthy of including on my shelf. I h.ave

practically all the well-known outdoor pub-

lications, that is, books.

J. .Johnson,

Columbia City, Ore.

Ans.—Both the volumes you mention

are to be had from the Stewart and Kidd

Company, Publishers, Cincinnati, Ohio. The
Henshall book is, of course, a classic, and

no more need be said about that. It is

well worth the price to any angler. It

.should be on every angler's Ijook shelf. The
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book by Carroll is another good one covering

fishing in many phases, what tackle to use

and how to use it; for such fish as the basses,

muscallonge, pike, pickerel, wall-eyed perch

and the trout. These are treated in a thor-

ough manner as to habits and peculiarities.

Mr. Carroll is said to have a long experience

in the fishing game and besides being the

fishing editor of the Chicago Herald, is also

the editor of the National Sportsman. Both
these volumes, above-mentioned, sell for

one dollar and seventy-live cents, net. I

do not know the price for Canada. A postal

will bring this information from the pub-

lishers.

R. P. L.

No. 125.—I would like to ask a few ques-

tions that perhaps you ^^ould care to answer

through your columns. If so I would be

very thankful to you. First is this—is it

against the law in Canada to bait a fishing

hole before the opening of the season thus to

lure in fish and make it easier to catch them
when the time comes. I note that there is a

law against this in the State of Maine. It

is there known as "advance baiting" and
consists of depositing meats, bones, parts

of fish, etc., in the fishing holes. I was
wondering if this was a law in force in Canada,
also. Second, can you tell me how to make
the dough bait that I heard you mention
in these columns some time ago? You
merely mentioned the dough bait, but perhaps

you know how to make it also, and if so

I should like to try it. Third, is there any
truth in the assertion that by tickling a large

fish on its belly, when you have it captured

and close up to the boat it will turn over on its

back and in this condition it can be speedily

gotten into the boat? This sounds unreason-

able to me, though I have never attempted
to try it, and know of no one who has heard
of it. Let me know through your columns.

E. H. Morris,

Ontario.

Ans.—As to whether there is a law in

Canada against advance baiting I do not
know but have never heard that such is

the case. Will the authorities please answer
this. It would seem to the writer that the

method of advance baiting is a despicable

one and should not be countenanced. A
method such as this belongs to the list of

destructive ones, and surely has nothing
in it to commend it to the true angler. If

Canada has no such law it will be well to

include it in the future as I am of the belief

that it yearly does away with countless

numbers of game fish In regard to

the dough bait you mention. Personally

I have not much time for it. In one of my
scrap-books I note a way how to make these

dough-baits, which may be what you want.
I re-print it herewith:

"There are several ways of making dough-
bait, but all of them aim at one result—the

preparing of a flour dough that will hold

together when put on the hook. About
the simplest, although not the best way of

accomplishing this is to take some of the

soft inside of a newly-baked loaf of bread,

place it in a cotton cloth or handkerchief,

and wet for a minute or two. Then squeeze

out as much of the water as possilsle and
knead until it is reduced to the original consis-

tency of dough, stilY enough to stay on the

hook. Better results can be had by taking

some dry bread crumbs and mixing with

them fine threads of cotton. When well

mixed, place in a cloth, dip in water and
knead into a dough. The cotton holds the

dough together in the water; without it the

bait would soon be washed off the hook.

If one wants to go to even more trouble

in making his dough bait, he can get very

good results by making a dough of about
one part flour and four parts corn meal,

'seasoned' with fine threads of cotton. When
well-mixed this should be put in the oven
and baked. Later remove the crust and
work the insides into a stiff, putty-like mass.

While this kind of bait will keep for some
time if baked enough, it is best to keep it

in a can or jar, as it is worthless when sour."

The use of dough-baits was quite common
in England till some months ago when an
order was given out by the Government
forbidding the wastage of flour and dough as

baits. The editor of the British Sportsman
valiantly defended the use of these baits,

saving that the fish taken on these baits

more than ofl-set any possible loss accruing

through the wastage of dough or flour.

About tickling the muscallonge. I have
heard it said that such a thing is possible,

but have yet to try it. No doubt it can
be done. No doubt even a fish likes to be

tickled, but it must be a very unwary fish

that will let itself be tickled in the manner
you have mentioned. However, such a

thing is not impossible.

R. P. L.

No. 126.—I should like to know if, in

dry fly fishing, the fly is floated down-stream
over the rising fish or whether the fly is

cast upstream and then floated down over
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the fish. I should think that the presence

of the line in the water, coming down, would
frighten the fish if seen. There are many
places I know of that cannot be reached in

casting where a fly might be floated. I

speak of streams over-hung with branches

«f trees and brush, where it is hard to do

any casting. I remember your mentioning

in your dry-fly articles that on such streams

it is possible to float the dry-fly and as I

understand it on these brushed-in streams

the flies must be floated down the stream.

I have often thought that if insects could

be floated on some of these small streams

attached to a hook many a capture could

be made. Is there any preparation, i.e.,

oil, that can be put on these insects to float

them. Otherwise, naturally, they sink in

a short time. If you know of any way to

float these flies, let me know.

Another question: will small-mouth bass

rise to the dry fly. I know where there

is a very good stream and have often wondered
if they would not take well on dry flies. It

seems to me that if trout will rise to them,

the small-mouth bass surely will, especially

when they are feeding, and in a mood to

rise for flies.

Trusting that you may care to give these

questions a few spare moments of your time,

I beg to remain,

Seymour T. Jennings

Ontario.

Ans.—^The dry fly is cast up-stream and

is floated down over the rising fish. The
point to remember is that the fly is not cast

ten feet ahead of the flsh, but is cast a few

feet above the fish. In this way there is

not a large amount of line to Irighten the

fish. True, the bellying of the line in the

water, works no good results; and at the same
time a poor cast, in which the line falls loudly

to the water cannot do any good, nor promote

a successful turn in the very least. When
one has come to the stage where he can put

a fly as lightly and as naturally on the water

as possible he has gained the first valuable

point in dry-fly work. The trout is deceived

by the naturalness. A clumsy dry-fly caster

will have little luck, that is to say, with

so-called "educated" trout, or trout that

have been angled for a great deal. Very

rarely does the trout fisher face downstream,

and thus float his fly down, save of course

in fishing the small streams you mention when
this seems the only method that is open to

one. The difficulties that attend one in

fishing the branched-in streams are many.

though there are limes, on certain spots at

least, on these streams where the dry-fly

will give a good account of itself. Fish along

these streams are liable to be very keen, and
wary. To make much noise along the banks
will send them to cover. If you are able

to creep up to the stream and cast your fly,

and so float it without having made any
noise you will at times be surprised at your
luck. Small streams of this sort that are

bare of trout-life may be stocked and fine

fishing always attend you.

You ask about floating real flies. Now
as to that I may say I know little. We have
of course used flies of the live sort on the

hook but never in floating or casting them,

and I do not know of any oil, or anything

else that will keep them up. If this could

be done I have no doubt but that they would
help to bring in a mess of fish. Certain it

is that a live insect of the sort would never

stay put on a hook when casting it.

Both the large mouth and the small mouth
bass rise to the dry fly and you can count

yourself fortunate if such a stream is near

at hand. You follow the same sort of tactics

as in trout fishing, though it may be followed

up even though no bass be seen rising. You
fish around the likely-looking places; the

sunken logs, banks, stones, etc. Cast above

these and float the fly around them or even

drop the fly right in between them. It

should be remembered that large mouth
bass that live in the streams take up a life

much like that of the small mouths and they

learn to feed much the same as the small

mouth,—on insects. Therefore they can

be interested in flies generally better on the

streams than on the lakes. One of the very

best places to fish for these two basses, when
they occur in streams, is below falls, dams,

etc. Search out the calmer places by stones

and there float your flies.

You will find that the very best time to

use the dry fly or even the wet fly on the

bass, large mouth or small mouth is directly

after a shower, or even during the course of

the shower. Float your flies in the likely

places. It will be found a very good idea

to float the fly and as it submerges, from

being wet, pick it up and play it wet a brace

of times, then try it dry again. In this way
you will be trying out two methods. Espe^

cially when there is a hatch of insects, on is

the dry fly good, both for the basses and the

trout.

R. P. L.

No. 127.—Is it true that bleeding a fish
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as soon as it is captured improves the taste

of the fish? I have also seen it mentioned

that nol to bleed the fish is proper. Perhaps

you can answer this for me.

S. A. Creveling,

Manchester, N.H.

Ans.—Fish should be bled directly on

being captured. It is not only the most

humane thing to do, under the circumstances,

but it greatly improves the taste of the fish

as you have stated. If you have read a

statement to the effect that it is best not to

bleed the fish that statement was certainly

erroneous. Animals slaughtered are bled;

then why shoul(f the fish be an exception to

the rule. By simply thrusting a knife into

the gills of the fish the blood vein that feeds

the body is opened and the fish dies. Many
sever the head of the fish; others break the

neck merely. This idea of allowing fish to

die in the boat is a bad one. Often fishermen

will have three or four large fellows in the

boat flopping around, and will worry con-

stantly for fear they will leap out of the boat.

This could be humanely remedied by opening

the large blood vessel in the gills. Fish,

in this state, undoubtedly feel much the

same as a human being drowning. Fish

that die in a boat are said to be killed by

parasites, and though it may not be harmful

to partake of them, at least the fish is not as

savory as if the blood were drained from it.

R P. L.

Ques.—Your esteemed contributions to

Rod and Gun have largely been responsible

in converting me from a fisherman to an

angler. The old notion of "the more the

merrier" somehow does not appeal to me any

longer. Yet, in these days of necessary iood

conservation it strikes me that the angler

should again turn fisherman. In our Lake
Erie district, the fisherman has a wonderful

chance of distributing fish to his friends be-

cause he really can make some wonderful

catches. Last September, from a boat a mile

from shore, my wife and I caught about 150

blue pike in three hours. After our return

home I cleaned and then distributed the

entire catch in the neighborhood, each friend

receiving an equal share. As much as I hate

to see the fellows return from a day of fishing

on Lake Erie with hundreds of pike, perch

or pickerel, yet it seems to be a logical way of

somewhat relieving the food shortage. In my
humble opinion a word from you regarding

the advisability and the necessity even of

going out after all the fish one can catch,

seems to be timely and obvious. Or, if I am

wrong, kindly correct my error giving your

reasons why even in these days of food con-

servation the real angler should stick to a

modest catch. May I not take the oppor-

tunity, while I have it, to suggest a necessary

correction in your answer to Question 106

on Page 1140 of the March Rod and Gun.

You say there that "the last two weeks in

June should find good fishing all along the

Great Lake bass holes, though the first part

of July is also good." We know this to be

true but our State laws do not permit the

catching of black bass with hook and line

from the middle of May until the middle of

July. I remember well the arrival of a party

of enthusiastic fishermen from Tennessee on

one of the islands of Lake Erie during June

1912, where my wife and I spent the summer.

They came for black bass fishing—and

didn't get it. They had supplied themselves

with all the necessary and unnecessary fishing

paraphernalia for bass but had forgotten to

study the fish and game laws of Ohio. Result,

pretty strong language and a hasty departure

to some inland lake in Canada. Your answer,

therefore, may be misconstrued by fisher-

men not residing in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New
York and Michigan. Some ot your readers

may think that black bass may be caught in

Lake Erie during the time you mentioned

which is not the case, at least not in Ohio.

The other three States mentioned and

bordering on Lake Erie protect, I believe, the

black bass during the same period.

Paul Teichert.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Angling Editor's Comment.—You flatter

me, Mr. Teichert, in stating that my con-

tributions "have largely been responsible"

m converting you from a fisherman to an

angler. If my writings have had any such

effect then it is payment in superabundance

for the time and labor I have spent in directing

my energies toward preservation of our fishes

and waters. You may believe, therefore,

my dear sir, that your words have found the

right spot: a love for and protection of

Nature, that is what we are working for. \Vc

have seen what is possible in the way of

destruction of our forests, our wild life, both

game and otherwise. All that must cease;

and every hand must help along that Nature

may be kept at the height of her attraction,

to be enjoyed by future generations when the

great world problems may be straightened

out and a new order find itself in the ranks

of men. Let it go down the pages of time

that we worked hard against a thousand
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various agencies of destruction and yet-

triumphed over all; that we preserved Nature;

and so committed ourselves to a labor of love

that must rank among the truly great efforts

of this day.

I am sincerely sorry that I cannot agree

with your method of helping along in the

campaign for food conservation. The idea

may be a laudable one, to a certain extent,

but undoubtedly you have not stopped to

consider that if Nour method were general it

would not take long before every fish and even

every spawn egg were extracted from the

streams and lakes—in the interest of food

conservation. When a condition such as this

becomes general, every man out to catch and
distribute fish among the populace, it soon

comes to be a mania and each person will

want to beat the next fellow to it. When a

man goes out with the intention of angling

he angles for the pleasure there is in it, keeping

enough for himself, and his own table. When
a man goes out to fish for the populace he

becomes a commercial fisherman, no matter
what the satisfaction accruing through the

generous motives in supplying fish to the

neighbor's table. The Government should

have charge of supplying fish to the people

and in this manner keep it within the bounds
of the law, taking only a certain set amount
and no more. The extremes in food con-

servation are illustrated in your case. With
the best intentions in the world you went out

and caught 150 pike, cleaned them, too, and
delivered them to neighbors and otherwise.

The verj' week perhaps that you caught and
distributed those fish, some five large £;''''in

ships, containing millions of dollars worth of

food-stuffs went down ofT the coast of France
somewhere. Mere it ,s in a nut-shell: When
such a mighty menace as the U-Boats exist,

conservation of food-stuffs is a mockerj-

—

just that: a hollow mockerj-. And fish won't

v.in the war. Nine people out of ten never see

the glory oi a piece of fish on their plates.

We have what is known as Fish Trusts. Fish

Trusts profit off the misery of the masses,

just as other profiteers and capitalists in

general use a nation's peril to sate themselves

and their avid greed for more—and more.

The profiteers care not a whit what happens

so that they are able to accumulate profits.

Just how sadly this has been held up to the

attention of even the least discerning, in the

past two years, I need not here call attention

to.

How will the use of fish help in the matter

of food shortage? 1 ask: how can it—as long

as the profiteers are in between. Two days

before I received your letter I read in a paper

(March 23rd, 1918) that thirty tons of fish

had been dumped in the harbor of San

Francisco to keep the prices on fish sky-high.

Take that information with you to-night to

your study. Thirty tons of fish dumped to

keep prices up, and then look at your own
innocent endeavours in trying to help things

along by catching and distributing fish to the

neighbors. Compare that with thirty tons

rotting in San Francisco Harbor, and thous-

ands of grain ships lying on the" bottom of the

ocean, and then see if you can see the light

in the dark.

R. P. L.

Bait For Wolves
X. Y. Z.

I was much interested in Mr. Gorman's
letter in your April issue where he refers

to his trip to .Jackfish as I well knew the

friend at the mine with whom he hunted.

This man, who was caretaker at the mine,

was verj- successful in securing any stray

wolves that wandered into his neighborhood

and I think his method ol catching them will

be useful to anyone who desires to make
war on the pest.

The bait he used was a dead squirrel

placed in a likely position to attract a wolf's

attention with a capsule containing str>'chnine

inserted in the mouth. The first impulse

of a wolf on seizing this bait was to bite off

the head and bolt it, with the result that

a dead wolf was usually found not very

far from the scene of his' last meal.



WATERPROOFING CAMP EQUIPMENT
GEORGE ROBERTS HUNT

THE sportsman will often find it neces-

sary to treat various parts of his

equipment with a preparation not

only to waterproof it but to prolong the life

of the equipment.

For the waterproofing of tents and other

articles of canvas the following are excellent

methods.

Two quarts of pale linseed oil, eight ounces

of resin and two ounces sugar of lead. This

is sufficient to waterproof a fair sized tent.

The sugar of lead should be dissolved with

a little of the oil. then the remainder _of the

oil and resin melted together and added.

Apply with a wide brush while still warm.
Dissolve one half pound powdered alum

in four gallons ol boiling soft water. Then
in another dish dissolve one half pound sugar

of lead in the same amount of water. When
the sediment has settled pour all into a large

container and leave to stand a day. Then
immerse the tent or canvas and soak it thor-

oughly. After a thorough soaking wring
it lightly and hang up to dry. This method
makes the tent spark proof. In using sugar

of lead use ordinary caution as it is poison..

For persons 'desirous of waterproofing

any of their hunting clothes, the following

will be found excellent especially for woollen

goods. Four ounces of powdered alum,
lour and one half ounces of sugar of lead

dissolved in three gallons of soft water,

stirring several times a day for two days.

AVhen perfect subsidence has taken place

pour off the clear liquid only and add to

this two drams of isinglass previously dis-

solved in warm soft water, and mix very

thoroughly. Steep the garments in this

mixture for six hours after which hang out

on line to drain and dry. Do not wring.

This covers the waterproofing of the

hunter's or camper stent and his clothes, and

now for his footwear which is the most im-

portant part of all or nearly so. No matter

how good a boot you buy or how much the '

makers of it claim for it as being waterproof,

no boot is really waterproof in itself for the

simple reason it is not natural for leather

to be so. Therefore to keep leather soft,

make it shed water and to prolong its life

it must be given occasional treatments of

some preparation to make it turn water.

The oldest form of waterproofing for shoes

is a mixture of beeswax and tallow, about

three parts of the tallow bone of the beeswax.

An improved receipe is:

One part beeswax, one part tallow, one

part each of olive and neatsfoot oil all melted

together, (or two parts of either one of the

oils.) If the boots are black add one half

part of lamp black to this to blacken them.

When applying have both the mixture and
the leather warm.
Be sure you get a goodly quantity in along

the seams and it is also well to give the sole

a good dubbing with this.

FISH BALLS
The American Canadian Fisheries Con-

ference opened on April 24th at Seattle.

The program included a discussion of plans
to protect Pacific Coast halibut and salmon
in Puget Sound and Fraser river; the use
of American and Canadian ports by fishing

vessels of both countries, and questions
relating to the whale industry and Canadian
rules governing the purchase of bait and
landing of fish by foreign vessels at ports
in British Columbia. After hearings at

Vancouver, Prince Rupert and Ketchkan,
Alaska, the conference will be concluded
at Ottawa.

Canada's Food Board has completed
arrangements whereby fresh frozen Pacific

fish arc to be retailed through the usual trade

channels in the four western provinces at ten

cents per pound. These fish will include

flounders, brills, soles, and other varieties

of flal fish so highh prized as food in England,
Preparations to ensure a supply of (ish so

highly prized as food substitute for beef and
pork have been under way for some time.

Consumers are required to co-operate b\
placing their orders for weekly consumption
in advance, in order that dealers may arrange
for regular supplies, ' and to prevent over-

stocking.

A whale, weighing around sixty tons, yields

abotit six tons of oil valued at S450; 3H tons
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of body bone worth $175; 3H tons of guano
valued at $105, and 300 pounds of whalebone

worth §48, making a gross value of $778. The
expenses in connection with the undertaking

would be estimated at $206, giving a net

profit of around $572. The humpback whale

which is smaller in size, averaging about

twenty-seven tons, should yield in the vicinity

of $140, while the fin-back, whose general

weight is fifty tons, yields its captors a gain

of 5338.

A luncheon was recently held at the

American Museum of Natural History at

New York, at which food administrators and

many prominent personages were present,

when the big mammal of the deep was served

in the form of steak and in three other dishes

on the menu. To get whale meat for this

feast the New Yorkers had to send to the

Pacific Coast to get their samples, which were

suppHed by the Victoria WTialing Company.
The menu included "Planked Whale Steak a

la Vancouver."

The sale price of canned salmon depends

more on the color of the meat of the fish than

upon its flavor, writes Dr. E. E. Prince, chair-

man of the Biological Board of Canada.

Because the color is pale, the best flavored

salmon on the Pacific coast is least in demand
upon the market. The inferior salmon, of a

rich red color, brings the best price, and takes

the lead because of its color, this having no

relation to excellence of flavor or edible

superiority.

The salmon pack of the B. C. province for

1917 totalled 1,557,485 cases, according to

the report of the chief inspector of Dominion

fisheries. The pack exceeds 1913, the pre-

vious year of the big "run" in the regular

four-year cycle, by 203,584 cases. The value
of all Canadian fisheries for the year is given
as $39,208,378 which is in itself a record and
greater than 1916 by $3,347,670. Of the
year's total, sea fisheries contributed $34,-

386,013, while those of the inland waters
were valued at $4,822,265. British Columbia
with a total value of $14,637,346 in fish and
fish products leads the whole Dominion.

The prediction of Fisheries Commissioner
Babcock, made in 1913, that the failure of the
salmon to get to their Eraser River spawning
beds that season would bring an end to the
big seasons every fourth year, has been
proven correct. From now on, no big years

need be looked fo- and. as a result, there i^ill

be a heavy loss every fourth season. It is

claimed that in 1917 the loss of the Fraser

River and Puget Sound cannerymen—the

fish of the latter being Fraser River bred—
reached twenty-five million dollars. That is

to say they would have packed twenty-five

million dollars' worth additional had the year

been the big sockeye season the canner^Tnen

hoped for.

Figures readily show how the Fraser fell

ofT in sockeyes last season. The big run of

1905, gave a pack on the Fraser of 877,136

cases of salmon, principally sockeye, as the

fourth year big run is confined to that varie-

ty. The big year of 1909 showed 567,203 cases

on the Fraser and that of 1913, 732,059. In

1917 the Fraser River pack was 377,988 cases.

While the run of salmon on the Fraser

River last year \^as most disappointing to

fishermen and eanners alike, the fishermen

on the river were paid a total of over two

million dollars. The Fraser River canneries

packed 123,614 cases of sockeye as compared

with 823,059 in 1913, the last year of the big

run.

There's a slice near the Pickerel's pectoral tins.

Where the Thorax leaves off and the Venter

begins;

Which his brother, sur\'ivor of fish-hooks

and lines

Though fond of his family, never declines.

He loves his relations; he feels they'll be

missed;

But that one little tit-bit he cannot resist-

So your bait may be swallowed, no matter

how fast

For you catch your next fish with a piece

of the last!

—Oliver Wendell Holmes
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SHARPSHOOTING IN THE TRENCHES
M. G. O.

In your March number, the Editor of this

Department asked for articles on Sniping

by one who has been there, but not an article

for a lady's paper. This may, or may not,

be what the editor requires, but such as it

it is may be of use to the riflemen of America

and I hope that it may be the means of

starting a movement for the instruction of

the American riflemen through the sporting

magazines.

Perhaps I had better say right off that

1 was not a professional sniper, and never

had the advantages of a sniper's course,

but during over eighteen months in the

line I had plenty of opportunity to see both
sides of the game, or rather the game as

played by both sides, and to make a side

bet myself occasionally.

In the early fall of 1915 when we first

went into the line we were not equipped
for sniping in any way to compare with the

Boche. We learned this by bitter experience.

To begin with he had the choice of ground,
and in nearly every instance was not only

above us but could shoot into almost any
trench, or section of trench, from either

flank, and from a higher plane. This must
be felt to be "appreciated." Needless to

say it was felt, but not appreciated. Then
too, there is no doubt about it, he had expert

shots who were thoroughly trained for this

particular type of warfare. These men
were armed with long barreled telescopically

sighted rifles.

The Hun still uses the long barreled

Mauser, which is a very accurate weapon,

even with open sights. As marksmen, it

is very doubtful if his experts were any
better than the Imperial and t olonial marks-

men, but he had the bulge in sights artd

firing positions' at the start. This super-

iority was so marked at that time that the

British organized special schools for the teach-

ing of picked men from every unit in the

"gentle art of sniping."

A battalion would be warned to send

say, one N.Cl.O. and <5ne man, on a certain

date to the sniping school. A rifle with

telescope sight attached would be supplied

them there. Each man to bring his full

kit, 48 hours rations and unexpended portion

of his day's rations, and field glasses in addi-

tion, if possible.

On arrival at the school each man would
be put through a musketry course at the

school to see if he had the necessary qual-

ifications as a shot, pure and simple. (Ed.

Note—This refers to his qualifications, I

have an idea that he would remain neither

pure nor simple very long under those cir-

cumstances). After that he would attend

various classes in the lecture rooms, or out-

doors on the range.

In these classes a certain amount of the

theory of musketry would be taught, lectures

and demonstrations given on how to judge

ranges, ditto, on concealment, natural color

schemes, artificial cover; how to detect an
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enemy, either by his presence or by his

firing, etc. Hosv to mount and adjust several

types of telescopic sights, magnifying sights,

and to generally smooth up the sighting

and trigger pull ot the service rifle. Lectures

would always be followed by a practical

demonstration on the subject under dis-

cussion. It would also be illustrated by

firing on the ranges. The latter would be

deliberately for groups, rapid for groups,

and snapshooting, with open sights and

telescopic sights.

It was a point of honor lliat any officer,

N.C.O., or private, who found out any new
wrinkle, or thought one out, after rejoining

his unit in the line would at once commun-
icate the information to the commandant
for the benefit of the whole school.

On going over the school in the summer
of 1916 we were shown different classes at

work. The range work does not interest

us here.

We were led into a trench by an instructor

and shown numerous loopholes, some of

them with the large end in, some with the

large end out, some shaped like an hour

glass. In almost every case the holes were

<lisguised on the outside of the trench either

by dummy sand bags, curtains that raised

by a string, rods that opened like a trap

door, old tin cans, old boots or bunches of

grass, or were even hidden by the shadows

of the adjacent irregularities in the parapet

itself. These loopholes varied in position

from the top of the parapet, where the man
using it would have his head in a sandbag

as cover from view, to the foot of the parapet;

in which case there would be a regular dugout

built right into the inner face of the parapet.

In using any loophole of tlie above types

the sniper must be very careful before opening

the trap door, or removing his cover, that

he has a screen or other means of blocking

light behind him so that a sudden light will

not appear in the parapet where a minute

before everything was dark and apparently

quiet—of which more anon.

On leaving this trench and the lecture

thereon, we were invited to walk outside

another trench, at some thirty >ards distance

from its face, and to count up the number
of loopholes that it contained and concealed.

Out of some eleven holes I doubt if fi\e

different ones were spotted by the tiventy

of us. This was all of the work of the men
attending the classes and each new class

had to go through tne same course of in-

btruction.

CAMOUFLAGE was then a word in

its infancy, but we were given a specimen

of it too. Two men were stationed in the

edge of a wood some 250 yards away, and
between two points pointed out to us, about
a hundred yards apart. These men were
in a shapeless canvas dr'ss, rather like a

di\ing dress, and of no particular color

scheme or to be exact lightly colored in

daubs to fit the terrain. The majority to

spot these two men did it due to some slight

movement that gave them away.

Here men were taught to select natural

cover or to build up cover for themselves

in such a way that it would not be conspicuous,

in order that they might get out of the trenches

and remain concealed in safety either to the

front of the trench or to the rear of the trench

—tnis trench being their own front line.

One's Own front line is not to be recom-

mended for various reasons.

The above is simply a rough sketch, and
in all probability by this time otTicial hand-

books may be obtained from the military,

by anyone in the service, on application.

The weapons used were either the short

Lee Knfield or the Ross, either with or without

telescope attached. The Ross was used with

the regulation peep sight as it was a good

target rifle owing to the long barrel and the

long intersight distance. The telescope (make

forgotten) issued with these rifles was not

a success as it jarred loose, and even with

an elastic band (a nice thing to expect a

man in active service to have about his

person) it generally managed to jar loose

just about the time you thought you had

it tuned up right.

With the regulation peepsight, one of

our outfit "got" a German lying in a turnip

field, first crack out of the box at 700 yards,

and was only just too late to get his mate,

who pulled him back by the feet into the

communicating trench, (some shot that

—

Ed.)

The snipers always worked in pairs

—

one shooting and the other spotting with a

field glass or telescope—so that the number of

kills can be checked up by each before report-

ing to the olTiccr commanding the snipers.

Snipers are very jealous of their good nam«
(reputation as snipers) and accuracy is

reporting kills is just as essential as accuracy

in shootiny.

The Lee Enfield is used with open sights,

or generally with a telescope fitted to the

left of the frame. The "ADLIS" is the

only make of sight I have used on the rifle.
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It is a short telescope with adjustable eye-

piece, and is adjustable to ranges up to 800

yards, by turning a marked milled disc on

the top of the scope.

In using this sight, and the German Mauser
similarly sighted, I found the most conven-

ient method of aiming was to hold the

rifle in the ordinary way lo the right shoulder,

and to use the left eye for the scope. This

is really very simple and does away with

the strain of carrying your head over to

use the right eye on sights fixed clear off

the left side of the rifle.

At one time we had magnifying sights

supplied us that would clamp onto

the open sights of the Lee Enfield. These

were very useful up to three or four hundred

yards, as with them you got . your target

magnified, and your sight appeared to be

made smaller. This was a great help at

the shorter ranges as until you have tried

it you cannot conceive how easy it is to lose

a man's head over your sights Avhen he has

a good background, or is just showing in

a piece of broken parapet.

The great drawback to this sight was
that being tubeless, the light would get

into it and either cause a shadow or a glare,

that made it impossible to see either the

target or the sights. There were just certain

lights that it would work in, and in con-

sequence, it was condemned by the fraternity.

As a general rule the sniper removes the

woodwork off the rifle barrel as much as

possible, in order -that the muzzle may slip

through loopholes in steel plates or other

cover.

The next things of interest are periscopes

and periscope attachments for rifle shooting.

Periscopes range from the periscope-

telescope, with fancy prism glasses and
fancy prices, to a piece of looking glass held

up on a bit of stick or bayonet.

What interests us in "THE FAMILY"
is the periscope rigged to a rifle with false

stock so that a man may fire over the parapet

and yet expose nothing more than the muzzle
of his rifle, yet shoot wth deliberately aimed
fire.

This device is a regular TRENCH STORE
and is kept in the trenches and sniper's

schools: By its use a man can rest his rifle

on the parapet top, place the dummy butt

to his shoulder, aim through the periscope

over his sights in the regular manner, and
fire the rifle with the trigger attachment
connecting the triggers of dummy and rifle.

This attachment is generally used for front

line work, and a good shot can become pro-

ficient in a very few rounds. The recoil

feels shghtly heavier than would be the

case if your shoulder was to the rifle butt.

There is one more item of instruction at

the school that may just as well be mentioned

here. That is the papier mache dummy
head. This is the head and bust of a man,
life size in the regular uniform of his country.

It is mounted on a stout stick and is used

to draw fire from a sniper that you cannot

locate, or from one already marked down.
In the former case if your dummy is hit,

you carefully measure and study your angles

and directions of bullet holes, and get your

location from these. If one observation

does not give it to you, cross check with

another dummy. If you already have your

man located, use your dummy to draw his

fire while your partner lies in wait for him.

You may get a direct aim and shot at your

man, or you may have to shoot between

his rifie muzzle and the sides of the loophole

just where you figure his eye is back of the

rifle sights. In either case it calls for quick

and very accurate shooting and he will very

seldom give you a second chance in case

you miss. (Naturally not—Ed.) '

These dummies, when properly manip-

ulated, are extremely hard to tell from the

genuine article, especially in a poor light.

If in a good light and badly handled, they

look too suspicious and a man is a fool to

fire at them, as it simply gives away his

position.

Like machine gun emplacements, sniper's

posts must be used sparingly and always

have at least one alternate position. Three
or four is safer. Other snipers may get onto

you and "do you in" or failing in that they

go you one better and get a trench mortar
or an artillery shell to put you out of business.

Shoot sparingly, and always to kill, from
your best posts; and always have at least

one other post to cover the same ground.

A safe ingress and egress is also advisable,

but often impossible.

As in all hunting, the best time by far

to catch your game is at dawn or dusk. Men
get very careless during the half lights. A
good shot with patience and good eyesight

can nearly always pick off one careless Hun
if he is out before dawn, and on the job the

last thing in the evening.

With good glasses, luck, and a full moon,
a little sniping may be done. That is really

the perquisite of the machine gun or an
automatic rifle of the Lewis type. The
rifle is a little too light in its volume of fire

for that game, though many aMucky shot
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has been made into a careless working party

on the other side of NO MAN'S LAND.
At this end of the game probably the rifle

shot will be figuring on how much shooting

he will be getting when he arrives in France.

No doubt he figures on getting time oil to

go and bag a Hun before breakfast occasion-

ally.

Actually he will get no such chance.

(Somebody is always taking the joy out

of life and here you go and spoil day dreams
for some of us, Ed.) Certain bodies of troops

are in the front line trenches for definite

periods. No one not on duty in or near the

line is allowed up there at all. Another
point against the would-be sportsman is

that when he is not actually engaged in the

front line, his superior olTicers will find quite

enough for him to do about his own station

or billets, to keep him very busy—and later

—

he will have all the excitement he wants in

the line without going back to it voluntarily

except on specific duty.

The main obstacle to the infantryman

doing garrison duty in the trenches, getting

any shooting, is the fact that he may go for

weeks and never even see a Hun at all. This

is an actual fact. There were four months
at a stretch during which time I never missed

a turn in the line with my company, was on
duly day and night on my regular shifts,

and during that whole time I only saw one

German. This was a sentry some six or

seven hundred yards away, and well off

to the side. If it had not been for a good

pair of glasses, he would never have been

seen- at all, as only his shrapnel helmet and
shoulders were visible through an aperture

in the parapet. By carefully describing his

position, and with the aid of glasses to show
him up to my neighbour, we made him hunt

cover by "browning" his locality. No sniper

was available to point him out to.

Almost the first precaution to take when
on "The snipe" is to make sure that the

position you are taking up does not lay

you open to enfilading fire. There is nothing

more aggravating than to have just gotten

nicely into position for a prospective good

shot and then have a bullet from quite another

direction land into you or chase you back

to cover.

Trench shooting teaches you one lesson—
no matter whether you are the marksman
or the mark—and that is

—
"that all shooting

is done diagonally between trenches." The
reason for (his is that it is so very much
safer to shoot across at an angle, and also

that one almost always spots a target off

at an angle. Again, where trenches . are

close together, as in the "stalemate" stage,

a rifie barrel coming directly out of a loophole

and pointed to the front would have drawn
a bomb from the nearest sentry who would
have spotted it in his periscope.

Fixed loopholes are generally arranged,

therefore, to fire to a flank or else have an
alternate opening to the front for night

firing or during an attack. It must always

be borne in mind, though, that in case of

an attack a loophole in the parapet is a

regular trap. A man must have his bayonet
handy to meet an attack and the only way
to have this is to have the bayonet fixed,

and to fire directly over the top, or from
between two sandbags, over the top.

In firing through holes in the parapet,

the greatest care must be exercised not to

let the light shine through. A perfectly con-

cealed hole may be used scores of times with-

out being spfttted, but one day a careless man
comes along and lets the light shine through.

The result is that one or two snipers on the

German side are told off to "fix" that par-

ticular hole. You put your rifle muzzle

through to aim—WHANG! and the stretcher

bearers or the burial squad finish the jot)

for you.

The greatest care must be taken to never

use any permanent or well concealed post

when there is any mist hanging between

the lines. On a misty day the hot blast

of the gas from the ri^le muzzle shows up

as clearly as a charge fired from an old black

powder rifle. When attempting to spot

where an enemy sniper is concealed who
has been bothering you with impunity for

a long time, have some sharp eyed fellows

on the lookout for him on a misty morning.

Give your mate a dummy, or an old coat

or something to draw his fire, and you will

get him every time. We several times located

men this way who up until then had been

a mystery to us. One in particular had

been getting away with it for a long time

by shooting from about half way down
the parapet. A misty morning, an intelligent

man with the periscope, and a trench mortar

bomb did the trick nicely.

Another point to remember is that when

firing you may be given away by light sand

and dust jumping into the air, or by grass

and weeds waving, as the gas blast leaves

the muzzle.

Right here is a sound piece of advice.

"Never fire more than two shots from the
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same place." It may be necessary to fire

two, and you may get away with it. MORE
THAN TWO IS NOT SAFK. This is advice

that I preached and practiced for months.

Funnily enough, the first and only time

that I did not follow it—/ C^r MINE.
When shooting through or over the top

of the parapet, be sure that your head does

not show against the skyline from any part

of the opposing trenches. If possible select

a ragged piece of parapet, and then get

your rifle in position quietly and slowly,

followed by as little of your head as you
can possibly expose. For this type of shooting

it is just as well to have a pal with a periscope

watching any known sniper's post, and
if you have time, pull an empty, dirty, sand-

bag over your head as a cover from view.

It is no possible protection from a bullet,

but helps out as a disguise.

In Flanders, the German trenches had
their parapets made of various colored sand-

bags, uneven and rough contours, and simply

covered with old clothes, rags, blankets,

mattresses, and any old debris that would
stick onto them and give them a rough,

uneven finish. When you finally marked
down a head in this confused jumble of junk
through your glasses it was almost impossible

to locate him with the naked eye, or over

the sights. As a general rule it would be

one of the garrison that you saw, for the

professional sniper would not expose himself

to view, or would be so dolled up in a silk

mask, sandbag, or coat of paint, that he
would almost pass notice, even with good
glasses.

The old British trench was a marvel of

white sandbags, and precise workmanship.
We have learned better now. (And paid

the terrible price of unprepared ness and
ignorance in doing so too. Ed.)

As a general rule, a careful man can always
find a niche between sandbags, a hole under
a sandbag, or a fallen limb of a tree or other
loose piece of cover, to slip his rifle muzzle
out of in order to get in a good shot. He
then made a quick getaway. Get away
as smoothly and as quickly as you can or

you may draw a snapshot in return, from a

professional, before you have reached safety

and then you get
—

"the wooden cross."

After you have built two or three little

posts of the above nature "play hog" with
them. The other fellow will only get spotted
when using them and you will get shot to

a certainty. He NEVER DOES.
Never amuse yourself by breaking the

box periscopes of the festive Hun from one

of these caches, as he has a nasty trick of

using dumrpies for the very purpose of obtain-

ing your position in tnis manner.

The box periscope so used appears about

the size and shape of one of the old lashioned

telephone boxes tor hanging on the wall.

About half of it protrudes above the wall.

It is a lovely mark. And Oh—so tempting.

Especially if you can see the reflection of

the pipe sucking German in it.

Thig is what happens if you pull—you

put a bullet into the box. He pulls it down,,

sizes up your direction from him by the

holes in it, runs up a smaller periscope at

the back of the old one, and spots you. You
are then due to get yours.

These periscopes are run up and down
a grooved frame on the principle of a window
and its sash. One is used to draw the fire,

and the other to spot you through the bullet

holes. If you have to shoot at box periscopes

do it with a rifle with periscope attachment.

Two of our snipers always used to tour our

company front every morning after coming

off the "dawn shooting" simply to break

periscopes this way. They got a lot of amuse-

ment out of it, and incidentally we learned

which were the regular fixtures and which

were the dummies, on the German side, in

this manner.

Remember that at dawn and at dusk are

the very best times for a shot, and that one

has to be on the job in plenty of time, and

to take all the necessary precautions for

our own safety. We now come to a safe

and saner method oi front line shooting.

This consists in locating your post in a

communicating trench, any disused trench,

or support trench if the latter is not too long

a shot. You will find the snipers on either

side rarely fire from a front line or its immed-
iate vicinity. Be very careful to avoid any

sniper's post, and do not patronize the

vicinity of a trench mortar, rifle grenade

battery, or trench junction. These are

all too liable to be heavily STRAFED to

be healthy for you.

Old shell holes, with grass or rubbish

around the craters make very good posts;

but are often hard to reach or retire from

without exposing yourself.

One of the very best shooting boxes I

ever used was from a shell hole slightly in

advance of an old disused trench just back

of the firing line. They both had tall grass

on the enemy side. By climbing into the

shell hole with rifle, cartridges, and field glass,

one could lie up for hotirs at a time and
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shoot whenever an opportunity occurred.

The old trench made a ver>' convenient

shelter for the spotter. All he had to do
was to train his glass—a telescope in this

case—on the target and mark your shots.

When not so employed he would be searching

out targets "on his own." We were in easy

talking distance of each other and in the

three or four days we used this place only

one rifle bullet—and that a stray—came
anywhere near to us.

Avoid all outstanding features, or any
spot easilj' picked up, either by the eye or

by verbal description. Your own sense

should tell you whether you are in a spot

liable to be riflfe grenaded, trench mortared,

or shelled.

In the attack, or after the attack, snipers

and company shots are generally given

specific instructions, and as this article is

simply intended to be a few hints from one

non-specialist—to other enthusiastic Hun
hunters—we will not attempt to describe

the duties either in attack or defense.

As in a woman's letter—so now—we
come to the postscript—which is the most
important of all—BEFORE STARTING
OUT TO SHOOT A MAN, MAKE PER-
FECTLY CERTAIN YOU KNOW EXACT-
LY WHERE YOUR OWN TRENCHES
RUN AND THAT YOU ARE NOT SHOOT-
ING ONE OF YOUR OWN MEN." This

sounds, not funny, but foolish. As a matter

of fact it is the soundest advice that caa

be given any man on first going into the

line. Remember it, laugh now if you like,

but when you first look over a new piece

of trench in the morning, tal^n over the

night before, remember it, and see if you
want to laugh at an absurdity told you in

good faith by an old M.G.O.
Editorial note.—I consider the above

article to be the most practical, the most
sensible, and the most carefully written

article that I have yet read of this nature.

I wish to thank this gentleman most sincerely

for his interest in the instruction of the readers

of Rod and Gun in Canada. I would be

very glad to have other articles of a similar

nature. I believe that this war is only just

begun and if we are to win it we must pay
a great deal more attention to teaching our

soldiers to shoot to kill than has been done
in the past. It takes time to make a rifleman

just as it takes time to make a man proficient

in any other profession. It not only takes

time, but it takes money and very efficient

coaching, and we hope to be enabled to

fufnish part of this coaching through the

columns of Rod and Gim in Canada by the

help of the men who have made rifleshooting

—their lifework.

Therefore, Our Department will always

be open for good sensible, practical, and

truthful, articles of this nature. C. S. Landis.

Editor.

MORE CONCERNING THE LARGE
CALIBER REVOLVERS

ASHLEY A. HAINES

To begin with permit me to impress on
the reader's mind that this article isn't in-

tended to start anything of a controversial

nature—it will be written more to correct

wrong impressions evidently received by
one of Rod and Gun's contributors than

anything else. Before proceeding further,

however, I might say that I believe a more
careful reading of my answer to "C. G.

"

by Mr. Maxfield would convince him that

in many respects we agree almost perfectly.

For fifteen years or more I have advocated,

through various magazines of the Rod and
Gun type, cocking the Colt single action

revolver by dropping the thumb around

the hammer spur and making the weight

of the gun practically cock itself. So far

as I know to the contrary, I was the first

through the magazines to bring this method
of manipulation to the attention of the gun
cranks; though this manner of cocking was
undoubtedly practiced by users of the Colt

revolvers running back to the appearance

of the first of the revolvers of Col. Samuel

Colt's creation. In my opinion, due to the

high hammer spur, the Colt single action

cannot be readily manipulated by cocking

with the end of the thumb. Also, in my
opinion, the Colt New Serv'ice cannot be

readily cocked by any other method. And
if Mr. Maxfield will use a few minutes t«

re-read my answer to "C. G. " I think h«
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will readily agree •with me that these points

were plainly stated therein.

Also I beheve he will find, if he has followed

my trail very closely in various sporting maga-
zines, including Rod and Gun, that my pre-

ference for a big belt gun is the single action

Colt, but, if choosing a large caliber double-

action revolver my choice has been, and very

likely always will be, the swing-out cylinder

Smith & Wesson. My reason for advising "C.

G," to select the New Service Colt was solely

due to his having stated in his several letters

that that revolver suited him better than

any other large caliber double-action. The
New Service didn't suit me as well as the

Smith & Wesson but believing the only way,
for him to satisfy himself would be to get

and try out one of the New Service guns

induced me to hand him the advice as printed

in the October number of Rod and Gun.
I can hardly agree with Mr. Maxfield

when he says the Colt single-action is the

only big-caliber gun that is any good. Nor
that it should necessarily be of- .45 caliber.

The single action Russian model Smith
& Wesson (no longer made, of course) which
could be had for the .44 Russian cartridge

and the .38-40 and .44-40 Winchester rifle

cartridges, were certainly most excellent

weapons. True, some of us would have
preferred these same arms with the single-

action Colt grips and longer hammer spurs;

but taken just as they were made, when
properly understood and handled, they were

arms of exceptional merit. The .44 Russian

was not a very powerful arm, of course,

but it has probably never had a superior

for target purposes. Where power with

good accuracy was required the .38-40 and
.44-40's were among the best. Then we
have the New Service Colt, and the swing-

out cylinder Smith & Wesson large caliber

revolvers, which are certainly good arms of

their typfe. While I prefer the single-action

Colt for a large caliber revolver, I am hardly

prepared to say that it is the only big-caliber

gun that is any good. 1 might say this

but it would only represent my individual

opinion and might not be shared by others.

And we must admit that there are many
others who prefer, and have adopted, the

big caliber double- actions; and, there are,

without doubt, many of them who are fully

convinced that they are the only big revolvers

worth having. Let's give ther" the privilege

of so believing though we might at the same
time claim the right to b 'lieve that our pet

single action Colt is the only big gun of value

on this green earth.

While, as a rule, I prefer revolvers using

straight shells, still I altogether cannot
agree with Mr. Maxfield where he says "a
bottle neck shell such as the .44-40 and .38-30

has a tendency to spread
back in the cylinder and to press against

the frame so hard as to jam the gun." Take
the three calibers, the .38-40, the .44-40

and the .45 Colt single action revolvers,

and I am often undecided which of the three

I really like the best. My opinion, based

on personal experience with all three calibers

and after having lired thousands of shots

from all of them, is that all are good but
that none of them when used with the regular

fully charged shells can be considered fine tar-

get arms though I beheve all will show better

accuracy than many target shooters imagine.

Giving an opinion, based on my experience

with Colt and Smith & Wesson arms using

the .32-20, .38-40 and .44-40 Winchester

rifle cartridges, all of these cartridges being

more or less bottle-necked, I am of the opinion

that most of the trouble complained of by

Mr. Maxfield has been with deformed cart-

ridges most of them swollen in the process

of reloading. Now if such cartridges are

not fully pressed into the chambers of the

c> Under, the rims will rub against the breech

plate and the arm will function wdth difficulty.

If fully shoved in the chambers so the rims

of the shells rest against the end of the

cylinder, I should expect no trouble from

the gun working hard provided the arm was
a single-action Colt. In the single action

Colt the space between cylinder and breech

plate is uniform but in the Smith & Wesson
arms (at least all that I happen to remember

examining in this respect) there is a raised

portion directly in rear of the chamber to

be fired which is bevelled at the edges which

serves to force the shell fully in the chamber

as it is brought in alignment with the barrel.

Now if the shell happens to be loose fitting

the arm functions as easily as though the

cylinder was empty but if the cartridge be

a deformed one, and not fully pressed in

the chamber, the head of that shell is certain

to rub against that bevelled raised portion

of the breech plate and cause the arm to

work more or less stiffly as the arm reaches

full cock and until the cylinder is revolved

a short distance alter the cartridge has been

fired. This may happen with straight or

bottle neck shells though the bottle neck

ones are likely to cause trouble more fre-

quently than the straight ones. Using prop-
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erly reloaded cartridges, or the best of the

factory ones, I should expect no trouble

with any Smith & Wesson arm in any caliber

such as has just been mentioned.

But in the single-action Colt: I can re-

member many times using reloaded cartridges

which were not properly prepared but were

more or less imperfect due to having been

deformed, that gave trouble when not fully

inserted in the chambers due to the heads

of the shells rubbing against the breech

plate. This was so long ago that I had

nearly forgotten about it until it was brought

to my mind by Mr. Maxfield's statement.

Much of our trouble, you know, years ago

in reloading was due to not cleaning our

shells (this, of course, back in boyhood days,

years before Ideal catalogues could be had

for a few stamps). After using the dirty

black powder and our reloaded cartridges

which were "buckled" and otherwise de-

formed, (not to mention a generous slice

of lead showing outside of the shell at the

muzzle) and often it was with considerable

difTiculty the cartridges could be forced into

the chambers; and if not fully inserted, as

has been intimated, the arm would function

with difTiculty. And this, mind you, often

with the straight shells as well as the bottle

necked ones.

Black powder is just as good to-day as

it ever was, I presume, when used in a revolver

but with DuPont No. 3 and No. 80 within

reach, this crank will avoid it as much as

possible in future. It ceased to attract

years ago as suitable smokeless is so much
more satisfactory. But my curiosity got

the better of me just before beginning this

article and I shall now record an experiment

made to determine to what extent badly

deformed and imperfectly loaded .44-40

Winchester cartridges would tie up a Colt

single-action of that caliber. I could have

made the experiment with my practically

new Colt of this caliber but preferred to

make the test as severe as possible so used

a very rusty and much abused Colt in my
possession, but the property of another,

for I figured that if the old Colt (judging

from its appearance it had long ago passed

the coltish stage) would digest the fodder

I intended feeding it with, the new Colt

of a certainty would.

To begin with, I dug up twelve of the

poorest .44-40 shells that have been dished

out to us since the war started. (And you

know we have been getting some very inferior

shells the past two or three years— I mean
for re-loading purposes). These had been

fired in several other arms of this size and
empty, entered the chambers of the old

Colt with difTiculty. The shells had never
been cleaned and I purposely omitted opening
the mouth of the shells and set the Ideal

measure for the full 40 grain black powder
load. Then, to deform the shells as badly
as possible, I placed the lower lever of the

Ideal set on a chair and threw my whole
weight on it quickly getting results very

similar to the cut of the deformed .44-40

shown on a front page of our old Ideal cat-

alogues. You know what that shell looked

like; badly buckled and a slice of lead show-

ing at the side of the shell. (1 am not ex-

plaining how to load cartridges perfectly this

time; others have gone into details concera-

ing all this; just permit me to explain

how to ruin every shell with unerr-

ing certainty). In one of the cartridges

thus re-loaded one half of the shell

was doubled back underneath the bullet,

the side of the latter showing its entire

length, but all were badly deformed and it

would have been an utter impossibility

to have forced any one of those twelve shells

into the chambers of that old rusty Celt

by any other method than a hammer-and-
tongs one. And that, as had been planned.

I adopted. It required patience and care

but at last six of these deformed cartridges

had been hammered home, care being takes

to always strike the edge of the shell fritb

the end of the hickory hammer handle until

the rim of the shell rested against the end

of the chamber. Then we turned her loose.

The heads of two of the shells were blown

completely off, the loading gate was blown

wide open once, and once the gun cocked

a trifle hard due to the thin No. 6 U.M.C.
primer bursting and bulging back slightly

into the firing-pin hole. Cylindej; had to

be removed and half an hour devoted to dis-

lodge the headless shells after which the

other six deformed cartridges were hammered
home and fired. This time three cartridges .

lost their heads and the loading gate was

blown open twice, while twice the arm cocked

somewhat harder than usual, but at no time

for the twelve shots did the arm work so

hard but what one hand could cock it per-

fectly. After firing each of the six cartridges,

the arm was half-cocked and the cylinder

revolved by hand without difficulty. If

the heads of the shells were ever going to

rub against the breech plate to cause trouble

it would have been then.

Just a few words in conclusion concerning

this test with the full forty-grain black-powder
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deformed cartridges. Had the shells not

been forced entirely home, the probabilities

are that the arm would have worked very

stiffly for every shot. By having cartridges

fully hammered in, there was practically

no trouble. They had been driven back,

«pf course, by the force of the explosions

but did not rub against the breech plate

sufficiently to cause the arm to function

with difficulty-

For reloading purposes, 1 consider the

.45 caliber superior to the .38-40 or the .44-40,

especially if the cartridges are to be used

in either Colt or Smith & Wesson swing-out

cylinder arms. In the single-action Colt,

provided I am permitted to do my own re-

loading with' my Ideal tools, I never antic-

ipate any trouble provided good shells are

within reach. Here are my reasons for hold-

ing the above views: One can reload any of

the three cartridges mentioned (and we
might as well include the .32-20 also) and

though every shell might enter the chamber
of a single-action Colt just a wee bit tight,

still this might not be a sufficiently close

fit to prevent shoving every shell fully into

the chambers. We'll say we have six such

shells in the single-action Colt. There is

but one way to remove them—and that

is one at a time and the rod-ejector will

knock them out practically as easily and

quickly as though they had been factory

shells. Now had those same slightly tight-

fitting cartridges been fired in a swing-out

cylinder gun it would have required just

six times the force to have removed them
simultaneously as one at a time in the single-

action. Being in less danger of getting over-

size shells in reloading the .45 I'd prefer

that caliber for the swing-out cylinder arms

but for the single-action Colt would about

as soon have in the .44-40 or .38 40 a, in the

.45 and for the reasons which have been

mentioned. (It has just occurred to me
that years ago I did own one, single action

Colt in .38-40 that gave me quite a bit of

trouble when reloading shells for it was
due to the fact that the shells were enlarged

badly when fired, this enlargement being

about halt an inch from the rims of the shells

and extending back to the rims. This enlarge-

meht of the shells was so great that the

shells fired in this particular revolver were

too large to be readily primed in the reloading

set that handled similar shells, but tired

in other arms, perfectly. An Ideal re-sizer

for sizing the shell its entire length would
have been the remed> had one been in my
possession). '

But a few words concerning the comparative
merits of the .38-40, .44-40 and .45 revolvers

might be in order here. Any one inclined

to differ from me now will kindly bear in

mind that I am considering these three

calibers when all are loaded to give results

they were originally designed to give which

would be from 900 to 945 f.s. velocity for

the .45 with its standard weight bullet (at

first 260 grains now 250 to 255 grains), the

.44-40 with velocities running from 900 to

1000 f.s. and the .38-40 with velocities around
1000 f.s. The two last calibers with their

lighter bullets but which have flatter points

than the .45, are generally supposed to have
advantages over the .45 from the killing

power standpoint, but considering the .45

has the larger and heavier bullet, I am not

so sure but what it would be the choice of

the man who would be in search of the gun
with the greatest smash and one giving the

most uniform penetration. As for myself,

however, there seems so little difference in

the advantages possessed by any one of the

three over the other two that in making a

choice I'd not be a bit fussy if suitable carl-

ridges for the arm selected were within reach.

I have just learned of a new Smith & Wesson
which has just been brought out for the

U.S. Army which seems deserving of mention
here though I might add that I have not

as yet been fortunate in seeing one ef thpse

revolvers which I consider the best in the

large caliber double-action revolvers. From
the little I have been able to learn concerning

it, I should call it an improved Model 1908

Smith & Wesson though it is to bj known,
I believe, as the "U.S. Army Revolver Model
1917." Knowing from considerable use the

merits of the 1008 Smitn & Wesson, but

in the «44-40 caliber, and recognizing in the

new arm all the valuable features of the old,

with some new features, leads me to predict

that this new S. & W. creation will meet
with a ready reception from revolver enthu-

siasts. It is made to handle the .45 automatic

Service ammunition which is calculated to

be loaded into the chambers in clips, the

latter being expelled with the fired cartridges

though, lacking clips, single cartridges may
be loaded in the cylinder but, due to being

rimless, would have to be removed by hand.

There is one point concerning the big

caliber revolvers I should very much like

to know more about and that concerns the

greatest possible accuracy they will give

with fully charged cartridges ,under the

very best possible conditions. We gel reports

of the finest groups made with strictly target
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OUR EXPERT CASTING LINE
Hard Braided of the Highest Grade of Silk. The
Strongest Line of its size in the World. Used by
Mr. Decker in contest with Mr. Jamison Nuf sed.
Every Line Warranted. 50 Yard Spools. $1.25.

Trout Flies

For Trial—Send Us
assorted doz.
price 36c.
assorted doz.
price 72c.

assorted doz.
price 96c.
asforted doz.
price 96c.
assorted doz.
price ,$5.00

Quality A
Quality B
Quality C
Bass Flies

English

J&. -=aj

""""" "••^' ^'"' '•«- Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS. 8 or 9H feet I $1.00
BAIT RODS, 5, 6)^ or 8 feet 1.25
CASTING RODS. 4H. 5K or 6 feet 1.50
BAIT RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip 2.25
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip 2.75
CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings 3.50

ORIGINAL ana GENUINE

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

16 to 19 ft.

The H. H. KIFFE CO. "»"~|;^"^;^
Illustrated Catalogue Free on Application

«ss= =^X

Engines at a Bargain

One 22 h.p., 3 cylinder, 4 cycle

Engine.
manufactured by the Hamilton Motor
Works. High tension magneto and
driving gear, timer, oil and grease cups.
Approximate weight 800 lbs.

One 18 h.p., 2 cylinder, 2 cycleJ
Engine.

manufactured by the Hamilton Motor
Works, with similar equipment to above.
Weight 400 lbs.

Both the above engines are absolutely
new and we are offering them at a bargain.
Write for particulars.

Box H. M., ROD AND GUN IN CANADA,
Woodstock, Ontario.

6a!= r-ss,w^ -- v..p;^-

Going Fishing?

Certainly

!

Then buy your rods, reels, Rush tango
minnows, Dowagiac minnows, crab wigglers,
AI Foss Pork Rind Baits, spinners, lines,

flies and other fishing necessities of us. We
can supply you with just what you want.

GILL NETS
HOOP NETS

DIP NETS
TRAMMEL NETS

SEINES or DRAG NETS
POUND NETS
STURGEON NETS

Floats, Side Lines, Seaming Twine, Leads
and other fishing necessities.

GILL NETS mounted with leads and floats

ready for the water—2.5c per yard. Give
size of mesh desired, stretched measure.

NO. 44 JUSTRITE HEADLIGHT gives a penetrat-
ing light and will not blow out. It burns ten hours
on one charge of cirbide. It has a lens for dilTused
light for camp purposes and a special long distance
lens for hunting. Weiglit 1)4 lbs. Price; $4.50
Cap 30 cents extra. Give size desired.

^O 11 D^ For all animals from a

I ^\ j\ 1^^^ weasel to a grizzly bear
ready to ship at a

moment's notice. We sell the traps and
buy the furs.

Descriptions and prices of Traps, Guns, Sights,
lUinting Knives. Hunting Axes, Camp Stoves*
Tents, Acetylene Headlights, Camp Lamps, Flash-
lii^hts. Bicycles, Compasses. Fishing Tackle and
other s[>orlsmen's supplies shown in our .January
191S edition of HALLAM'S TRAPPERS' A
SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLY C.\TALOGUE
MAILED FREE

Jblmpall
No. 939 Hallam

3.1TI
Building

Limited TORONTO
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rifles and target revolvers made from machine

rests, the arms being tested with the finest

ammunition possible to produce. In view

of the fact that so many thousands of the

large caliber revolvers are sold (I refer espj-

cially to the .38-40, .44-40 and .45 calibers)

wouldn't it be interesting—^yes, exceedingly

interesting—if we could have reports of

machine-rest-tests of these big guns but

made with best fully charged cartridges?

The author of "Gould's Modern American

Pistols and Revolvers" gave accounts ot

some very • interesting experiments with

the big revolvers then in use but these results

were secured from ordinary rest which, believe

me, is anything but infallible. These tests

of his must have been made something like'

30 years ago but, of course, with fully charged

black powder cartridges of that period.

Results of his tests gave slightly better

accuracy for the .44-40 caliber over the

.45 Colt, the difference being attributed

by Mr. Gould to the difference in recoil

between the two arms. I believe tests

made to-'day with these two calibers, but

with best fully charged ammunition, would

show the .44-40 the superior of the .45 from

the accuracy standpoint. I dislike to base

an opinion on results I have secured with

the.se two calibers as my tests, especially

with the .45, were not of an exliaustive nature,

but judging from results secured I should

say that with ttje best fully charged ammuni-
tion in these two sizes the .44-40 will show

at least slightly better accuracy than the

.45; but, remember, please, this isn't saying

the .45 cannot be loaded with lighter loads

to show the greatest possible accuracy for

we know that this caliber, in the New Service

Colt model, has made an enviable record

on the target range with specially prepared

ammunition.

In my tests with the .45 from rest (not

machine rest, remember) I secured as small

as three inch groups for six shots at 50 yards

but nothing under three inches. But keep

in mind that but a comparatively few trials

were made with the .45. With the Colt

and Smith & Wesson .44-40 many more
trials were made and several six-shot groups

ol under two inches were made. The smallest

group happened to be with the S. & W.
This group measured \H inches, while one

group for the Colt measured 1 3-8 inches,

all groups measured from inner edges of

bullet holes farthest apart, exactly as Mr.

Gould measured his groups. Groups of

two inches and under are certainly small

groups and should satisfy any of us when

we consider they were made with heavily

charged revolvers at 50 yards, but when it

is remembered that in the same tests, and
possibly just before or immediately after

the making of the small groups, one of six

inches might be made, it is then we wish

for a machine rest where more uniform results

could be expected. __

The short distance between sights which
prevents as uniform sighting as with the

longer rifles, the light weight of the revolver

and the heavy recoil are all factors to be

reckoned with even in rest shooting, not

to mention the fact that with such a light

weapon it is much moi'e difficult to hold

perfectly steady, for often I have noticed

that when applying the last quarter-ounce

pressure to the trigger a slight but neverthe-

less uncontrollable movement would be

responsible for a large group. And, ag-

gravating though it may be, this one wild

shot might be the sixth, the previous five

perhaps baing well under two inches. Then
along comes the wild one and the group

enlarges three times and we feel for just

one awful minute, like abandoning the

shooting game altogether.

There is one feature about bullet moulds
I should like to have the Ideal people consider

seriously and that is the bringing out of-

new moulds with crimping grooves for all

the large caliber revolver cartridges. One
may have the Ideal tools with the shell-

muzzle sizer and with the poor shells now
too often offered us find a cartridge in which

the bullet will jar loose when a shot is fired;

—

this, of course, with smokeless loads which
do not fill the shell. With good shells re-

loaded in the Ideal tools, the muzzle of the

shells re-sized and crimped, I have no trouble

from bullets jarring loose, still I would be

much better satisfied if the bullets had crimp-

ing grooves which would be a positive preven-

tive against bullets loosening due to the

heavy recoil. \Mien full charges of black

powder are used and the shells properly

crimped, we have a cartridge in which the

bullet cannot recede within the shell due
to the full charge of powder behind it while

the crimp prevents its jumping forward.

With the smokeless loads which do not fill

the shells, and providing the shells are of

the inferior sort now so plentiful, the bullet

occasionally will jar loose even though the

muzzle be re-sized and heavily crimped..

Mr. Ideal Man, please give us new moulds
with crimping grooves, not only for the big

caliber revolvers but for the tubular magazines

cartridges as well.
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Are You Reloading?

Send Us the Name and
Caliber of Your Rifle

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

The PARKER Single Barrel

Trap Gun!
(A Chip of the "Old Reliable" Block).

Price $150
THE GUN WITH A PEDIGREE ! ! !

The grealesl scores ever recorded were made with PARKER GUNS.

For further particulars address:

PARKER BROS., '^Sefs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
Sales Rooms, 32 Warren St., New York City. - Write for free catalogue.

Resident Agent, A. W. duBray, P. O. Box 102. San Francisco, Cal.
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I have noted with interest Mr. Maxfield's

method of manipulation of the single-action

Colt which, as I understand it, is to let the

hammer slip from under the thumb as the

hammer reaches its rearmost position. This

method of firing the old Peacemaker, we
are told, was much in vogue back in frontier

days but while I have heard much concerning

this method of shooting, as well as "fanning"

the hammer, I am still in the dark as to the

accuracy actually to be expected when the

arm is fired by an expert at either style of

shooting. Can Mr. Maxfield, or any other

enlighten us? Personally I never considered

either method of any practical value though

I am aware of the fact that frojntiersmen and

Bad Men practiced it to a certain extent

if all that has been written concerning it

is to be taken seriously. (Ed. note— I do

not believe one-quarter that I raad of the

exaggerated accounts of the skill of Hu'se

so called "bad men." I do not believe that

any of them could shoot with Dr. Snook,

Dr. Quicksall, T. K. Lee, A. M. Poindexter,

A. H. Hardy, Geo. Cook, Al. Lane and

others of their calibe", and I am ver>' certain

that they could not shoot with Ashley Haines).

Manv, I have understood, tied the triggers

back to their Colts, others filed the point

of trigger off, and still others removed the

trigger entirely while others held the triggers

back, as Mr. Maxfield advises. Man\/
or possibl> the majority, of those who adopted

this method of handling the old Colts filed

away the checking on the hammer spurs

smoothing the hammer spur with sandpaper
to improve the arm for either method of

manipulation. "Fanning" was accomplished

by holding the revolver firmly pressed against

the side with the right hand, the barrel point-

ing in the general direction of the target while

the hammer was struck rapidly with the

palm of the left hand. Some claim that

this way of managing the old Colt enabled

it to spit out the bullets faster than an auto-

matic. But how about the accuracy? But
not considering the "fanning" method, what
average accuracy could be expected from

the old .45 when shot as suggested by Mr.
Maxfield? That is by letting the hammer
slip from under the thumb as the gun was
thrown down on the target. Let's suggest

a practical illustration: How often, shooting

this way, would one expect to clip a grouse's

head at say. ten yards? Or how many shots

out of say fifty would one expect to place

in the eight-inch bull's eye at 50 yards?

Let us hear from anyone v,ho can give us

absolutely reliable information concerning

the accuracy to be expected under these

practical conditions. What can be done

on a man-sized target at a few yards shooting

under either method and what would be

the result if we had to clip a grouse's head

at ten or fifteen yards or go hungry are,

I imagine, quite widely different propositions.

SHOOTING FROM REST
C. W. SENSEMAN

I was very much interested in Mr. Landis'

article, in March number of Rod and Gun,

on testing animunition for accuracy, more

especially in that part in which he speaks

of rest shooting, and the illustrations that

accompany the article.

I was interested mostly because I was

the Inventor, so called, of one of the rests

in use. A drawing or sketch of which I

am enclosing in Fig. No. 1. It is the one

mostly used by our club members, hence

I concluded it the best one at the range,

to be used at the 500 yard firing point,

photographed on page 1148.

I think the ideas of Mr. Landis very good,

but our firing point at 500 yards was on

top of a building covered with concrete

where it was impossible to fasten any rest

sucli as Mr. Landis describes, hence we were

compelled to look for something else.

The rest to be used at this firing point

must be portable so as to be gotten out of

the way if any one wished to shoot without

using a rest, and adjustable for the use of

40 or 50 members that frequented the range;
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MARBLE'S
SAFETY AXE

If you go camping, fishing, bunting or trapping, or travel
much ia the woods you ought to have a Marble Safety Axe.
Without experience you cannot realize what a handy, valuable
tool it is. The axe is practical, perfectly balanced, tough and keen
—capable of withstandingtheseverestusage, yet can easily be carried
in pocket or belt, it serves all the purposes of axe, hatchet and ham-
mer. A perfect axe for setting a tent, blazing a trail, or cutting ganibrel
sticks or a pole for carrying a big buck. A stream can be bridged—a raft

easily constructed. With it the fisherman can quickly release bis hook from
a snag. Caught far fromxamp at nightfaU, the hunter can quickly provide
himself with firewood and a bed of boughs. Several men have informed us of
how the Safety Axe saved their lives oq similar occasions.

Marble Safety Axes are quality tools. They are but U or 12 inches long and
weigh only 16 to 27 oz. Nickel plated sprine hinged guard is lined with lead and folds
into handle. Blade of tool steel, carefully tempered and sharpened. Metal handles are
drop-forged and will never break. Side plates are of rubber. Wooden handles are of
selected hickory and have nickel plated steel guard and lining—for groove in handle.

PRICE With Wood Handio $1.50. With Steel Handle $2.50 and $3.00.
For sale by dealers everywhere. Orders filled direct where we have no dealer. Write for catalog No.

READY FOR WORK
Metal Guard folds into

Handle whca Axe is in use '

18 showing entire line.

Marble's Famous Hunting Knives
^m

Like Marble's Safety Axes. Marble Knives are knowo
the world over. Quality is the feature that has made them
popular with men who know. Every Marble knife is made
from the finest cutlery steel, and utmost care is taken in
tempering and testing. Handles of leather or genuine
stag—put on to stay on. No matter which one of the varied
assortment you may select, you will get the most perfect
knife that best materials, skill and ample facilities cao
produce. We fully guarantee each knife.

The "Ideal" and "Woodcraft" here illustrated are but
two of the many styles of Marble Hunting Knives. Write
for complete catalog No. 18 showing entire line.

THE IDEAL
Tbi Jdtal—the first knife designed by Mr. Marble. Its

quality, combination o£ excellent features and beauty of
design and finisii, won for us a world-wide reputation as
makers of the hichest quality of hunting knives. Blade is
adapted to sticking and skinning. Oval-ground at back of
point for chopping bone. Handles are stag slabs or leather
discs with discs of red and black fibre and brass, driven
on the strong tangs and held by stag tip and flush nut.

Sent by mail, postpaid, at following prices, if not at
your dealers. Either style with or without hilt as desired.
Price includes sheath.
lEATHER HANBLE-Sln. blacl8S2.25i 6 In. $2.50; ;in. $2.7S; 8 In. M.OO.
SIA6 HANDtE -5 In. blads S2.75: 6ln.S3.00; 7ln.S3.2S: 8 In. M.5I).

The
Woodcraft

AT $1.50
is the biggest value everofifered ia a hunting knife. The
Woodcraft embodies the ideas of many hunters and sev-
eral expert knife designers. It meets evry need. Adap-
ted for sticking, cleaning, skinning, slicing, chopping'
bone, etc. High-grade steel—bevel blade thick at back,
tapering to a fine point. Blade 4^^ in. ; leather handle 3%
in. ; weight 6 oz. Absolutely guaranteed. Price $1.50 in«
eluding sheath; with stag handle $2.00. At your dealer's, or
direct by mail, postpaid, upon receipt of price.

Write Today for Catalog No. 18
Every sportsman should have a copy of catalog No.

*8, showing entire line of Marble's Sixty Specialties for
Sportsmen. Write for your copy today. Fri$ sampli Mar-
ble's Uitn-Solvent Oil if dealer's name is mentioned.

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
581 E>eltaAve. Gladstone. Mich.. U. S. A.
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for no body of men are able to use the same
rest in shooting and get good results.

We had several rests made by different

members of the club but I found them all

rather shaky and found it difficult to hold

my rifle steady, due to them not having
base enough, and not being braced to stand
the recoil of high powered rifles. I then
made the one shown in sketch, using a piece

of 2 X .3 white pine 3 feet long for the bar

and 7-8 x 3" white pine for legs, bracing

it well so that it was not easily upset. The
notches are made using 1 in. radius for the

half circles which does not cause so much
lateral pressure as the V notch, spoken of

by Mr. Landis, and al?o illustrated on page
1146 of the March issue.

'

This rest is low enough for a 14, or even a

12 ysar old boy to use, and high enough for

any man shooting proiie, to use, the first

notch being 10 inches high and the highest

23 inches. Most of the men used the 14"

and l.S" notches, some few using the 16".

in^)
Y^ou will note that the aTfangement of the

rest places each notch one inch higher than

the preceding one. This rest seemed to

3e very near to being suitable to all, and was

lot hard for the membirs to find the height

for their individual use, for to give 15 or

20 men a chance to shoot using one rest in

m afternoon, not much time could be lost

ii arranging a rest for each one.

This rest could be made higher to be used

it 300 and 400 yards in the sharpshooter

lour.se, shooting, kneeling and sitting, but

voiild need to be larger in proportion all

hrough.

If one man wishes to lest out ammunition,

ind has plenty of time, the stake and bar

est is O.K. It is entirely too slow for 15

ir 20 men to qualify over for the sharpshooter

ourse in one day, or where you wish to do

ither shooting from time to time; hence,

i/e must have a rest which is sturdy and

ubstantial, over which accurate shooting

an be done.

I have made another sketch founded on
Mr. Landis' principles, and at the sam«
time portable and adjustable, which caa
be taken out of reach of those hunting kind-

ling, and which can be used indefinitely.

See Fig. 2.

My idea is to make a carpenter's trestle

of 2 X 3 lumber having the legs of 7-8" x 3"
material and fasten on top a number of

pieces of M x 1 %" white pine, with bolt*

at each end to hold them in place. The one
bolt to be loose, so as to lift out easily and
quickly.

The trestle should be low enough for tht

fellow with the shortest neck and the other*

padding it by swinging one or more top
pieces into place. After using the rest once,

the different individuals could remember
the number of pieces required for their shoot-

jug and it would not require much time to

gdjust it to^their needs.

The while pine would not dent the gun
stocks and allow free recoil for the rifles

over tbe rest.

I did not have any chance to try out the

last style of rest, in fact it only occurred

to me to make one like it since reading the

article in the March number, and also thinking

some one else would wish to try it out on

the different ranges this summer.

Editor's Note—I have done considerabl*

shooting with Mr. Senseman's rifle rest

and found it very practical in every way.
In fact I nearly always used it at 500 yards

but I believe it could be considerably im-

proved by having a succession of perfectly

flat' steps, each succeeding step to be Vi"
to ^" higher than the next lower one—than

to have a succession of "U's" to shoot from.

As Mr. .Senseman states "that nearly

ever>'one shot from the 14", 15 or 16" heights."

it was, therefore, useless to make any higher

or lower U's than these. (This, however,

could not be foreseen when the rest was
made).

The principle objection to these U shaped

rests is that if the rjile is rested in the "Up,"
or left side of the U, it will shoot to the right,

if rested on the "down" or right side it will

shoot to the left; if it is rested in a perfectly

flat bar it cannot possibly shoot to either

side, due to defects in the rest or to carelessness

on the part of the rifleman in not paying

attention to these things. This is why I

prefer the flat bar rest.—Editor).
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Every Country Club Needs
a Trapshooting Squad

npRAPSHOOTING is a sport for "out-of-doors" people

seeking a recreation embodying fascination, health and
instruction.

The element of uncertainty of targets' flight retains the interest while
the angles and speed introduce situations demanding in§tant decision ,

and unerring shooting. Every flying clay is a challenge to your gun-
skill. Every target smashed is an incentive to "get the next."

k-.

Write for Free Booklets

We have illustrated booklets descriptive of trapshooting as it is

staged at country clubs, camps and summer resorts. Tell us where
you desire to shoot the furtive "clay" and we will send booklet. Offi-

cials of country clubs should request "Trapshooting Equipment
for the Countrv Club."

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Wilmington, Delaware.
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GUNS AND AMMUNITION QUERIES
AND ANSWERS •

The .250-3000 and the 7MM Mauser com-

pared for use on Moose and Elk.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Depl.:

I would like lo have a man with experience

give a comparison of the .250-3000 Savage

and the 7MM Mauser for big game such as

moose and elk. Also a comparison for

prairie shooting where long range and accuracy

are required.

G. C. Leidy

Cadillac, Sask.

Answer—The .250-3000 Savage is a very

fine rifle for 200, 300 and possibly 400 yard

work on the prairie but it is by no means
a 500 yard gun, being practically converted

into a .25-20 class ctg. when the bullet gets

to !j00 yards. This means equal to the

.25720 at the muzzle. Mr. Charles Newton,

who designed this cartridge, classes it as

a deer cartridge but no more. I believe

it to be the very best strictly deer shooting

cartridge on the market. The trouble with

using a .250 on moose and elk is that so

many must be shot from the rear and this

requires a rifle and cartridge giving more
penetration and less excessive tearing for

a short distance.

The VMM loaded with the spitzer bullet,

either weight, is in the same class as the

Springfield, is in fact better than that rifle

so far as flat shooting and extreme range is

considered but I do not believe it is quite

so accurate as the Springfield.

It should be perfectly satisfactory for

either of your purposes. I would be glad

to have comments on this matter.— (Editor).

on the Mauser.

C. J. Brady,

Box 10. Minburn. Alta.

The 8MM Mannlicher & Mauser and the

.250-3000 Savage Compared for Bear
and Mountain Sheep. Also for

1000 Yard Shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

Which of the above guns is the better

for shooting bear and mountain sheep?

I have both of these guns and intend lo sell

one of. them. Which is the hardest shooter?

The 8MM only shoots 300 yards with the

sights it has on. I want a rifle to shoot

1000 yards. Please advise sights to use

Answer—The previous inquiry answers
this as well. The 7MM and.SMM Mausers
and Mannlichers are in practically the same
class when both are used with the Spitzer

bullet cartridges. Both are very fine long

range rifles. I would not worry about killing

bear and mountain sheep at 1000 yards with
any rifle if I wer' you. It is very improbable

and almost impossible. The 8MM Mauser
is very much more powerful than the .250

Savage, especially at long range. It also

kicks a confounded sight harder and is

much harder to shoot accurately for that

reason. Get a Lyman wind gauge receiver

sight on the Mauser and a higher gold bead
front sight to go with it as the Mauser will

be sighted for about 300 yards with the

Lyman receiver sight and the standard front

sight. I would not advise you to use the

.250 Savage for this kind of shooting unless

you limited your shooting to about 300
yards. Incidentally I , think you will kiU

about 95 per cent of the game you kill with

any rifle, inside of that range, provided the

300 yards are measured.— (Editor).

Trouble with shells sticking in a .22.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

What makes the shells stick in my "little

scout" rifle? It is getting worse and some-
times I have to Jtake a knife to get them out.

I am using Rem. UMC Lesmok cartridges,

and cannot detect any marring of the barrel.

Are Marble bi color front and ivory rear

sights a good combination when a :jhooter's

tendencv is to shoot high? Would they

show in results? How far apart should

they be placed?

What do you know of the imitation Schofield

model Smith & Wesson revolvers? Are they

accurate and reliable?

E. D. Clifford. Canada.

Answer—The most common cause of shells

sticking in a .22 caliber rifle is due to shooting

shorts in a barrel chambered for the long

rifle or the long shells. This is the inevitable

result of this mistaken practice, a practice

that is never economical for /the reason that
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RUNABOUT ""- -

TOURING . . .

COUPE . . . .

SEDAN . . . .

CHASSIS - - -

ONE-TON TRUCK

1575

$595

$770

$970

$535

$750

Over The Hills
The sportsman needs a car that tops the

hills with ease, and that, for one thing is

just why you will most often find him
driving a Ford.

Ford Motor Company of Canada, Limited, Ford, Ont.

Pleasure, Plus Absolute Safety

Women and children and persons who cannot swim, may iiidui^'. n: ihc healthful,
pleasant sport of canoeing with perfect safety in

The Unsinkable Chestnut Sponson Canoe
These canoes are made with capacious air chaml)crs extendins; full 'length on

each side. They cannot be capsized and even when filled with water will support the
weight of several persons. The Chestnut is the lightest, strongest, easiest handled
canoe built. The lining and wide ribs are made oi tough Newi3runswick Cedar and
the whole framework is covered with one seamless sheet of specially woven
canvas made waterproof by our special preparation.

SEND FOR BOOKLET.—Our handsomely illifttrated booklet contains important
canoe facts tljat every prospective buyer should know. Write for a copy to-day

—

mailed free.

CHESTNUT CANOE CO., Limited, Box 445, FREDERICTON, N. B.
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sooner or later the barrel is ruined. The
remedy is a new barrel.

The sights you mention are a benelit on

a shotgun to those who 3ee the sights on their

shotgun when they shoot. I do not, and

therefore they are no benefit to me except

in lining up a gun in trapshooting previous

to calling "pull." In field shooting I never

see anything but the bird and I usually

can get my share of quail. I never use a

dog either.

I would not advise you to purchase any

revolver except a genuine Smith & Wesson
or Colt.— (Editor).

Concerning a .25 Cjjiber automatic rifle

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept..

In the November number there was a

report of a .25 high power automatic^ rifle

that was a harder hitter and shot a swifter

bullet than the Springfield. I believe this

rifle was supposed to be manufactured and

sold for $15.00. Who makes it and where

can I get one''

It is olten amusing to note the different

opinions regarding the killing force of bullets.

One writer in the June, 1917 numl)er claims

a ground hog will stop a soft nose .30-30

bullet. I have shot hundreds of them and
never knew a ground hog to stop one. I

do know that H. Naylor, who lives 5 miles

North of Enderby B.C. shot at a deer with

a .45-70 rifle and killed three full grown deer.

The first time th;it I shot at a deer with a

.30-30 Marlin I killed two deer. But like

Mr. Naylor, I only saw one when I shot. ~

Mr. Hayes, near Armstrong B.C., went

out plowing and took his .22 rifle, shooting

a five grain powder charge, and some hunters

chased 5 deer into the field and the deer

ran to the team for protection and Mr. Hayes
shot and killed two of them with that .22

rifle.

I knew of a coyote that was shot seven

times by a .45-70 before he was killed. My
fa\ orite cartridge is either the Lee Enfield

or the .30-1906 Springfield with the 220

grain soft nose bullet.

John Johnson.

B.C.

P. S.—I live within 10 miles of Ashley

Haines and we often meet and talk about

rifles and shooting.

Answer—^The rifle you refer to is the

.25 Adolf automatic which I believe has

never been manufactured. If it was success-

ful and could be made and sold for $15.00

at the present time it would have absolutely

no competition whatever. This rifle has

never passed the experimental stage. The
closest rifle to it that can be purchased is

the .256 Newton and that costs $50.00 in

the States. Evidently there are still a

FEW deer in British Columbia. Editor.

Concerning the .303 Ross.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

I recently purchased a .303 Ross, as I

wanted a good bolt action rifle for use on

moose and deer. I have not had the opportu-

nity to try it out but one of my friends had

one and he claims that he practically gave it

away because it blew out on him several

times. A sporting goods dealer in London
told me that he had heard of the same thing

happening. Do you think this is liable to

happen? Is it possible and safe to carry

the rifle loaded but with the action closed

on a cartridge in the chamber and the cocking

piece in the forward position?

A. R. BodeU.

West Torontrf. Ont.

Answer—I only know of one case where

a Ross rifle blew open and that happened

to one of the most experienced long range

rifle shots in America. He was riding on

a horse and took a shot at something and

the explosion knocked him off the horse.

He was somewhat used up around the face

and as a result has no use for Ross Rifles.

This happened with a .280 Ross and I do

not know the reason of this occurrence.

However, I do know of one man who has

fired about 18,000 shots from Ross rifl2s

and he has had no trouble. This same man
has been knocked out by the explosion of

a Springfield so you see it is mostly luck.

I do not know of many rifles of any make
that have exploded or blown out behind

except the Springfield rifles. I prefer the

Springfield to any other high power rifle

and would not hesitate to use any standard

high power rifle with ammunition that I

had loaded myself. The only considerable

kick that I have heard about Ross rifles

was due to sticking shells. This was due

to shooting shells that were not GREASED
in the .280, I never heard of this trouble

in the .303.—Editor.

Loads for Quail Shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

WTiat loads do you prefer for use in quail
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CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right.
"

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS. "IT'S GOOD.

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

The three words that
tell the >¥hole ^ory of
a perfedt cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In K, 1 and 2 pouad tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. 137

CHASE & SANBORN. MONTREAL.

I
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shooting? I have used most even,'thing

and get some with all of them but have

always preferred the smaller size shot like

7's or 8's. Do you prefer soft or chilled

shot?

What style bore do you prefer for this

work in a 12 gauge gun?
A. B.

Answer—My favorite load is 3 drams of

bulk smokeless or 24 grains of dense, and

1 l-8th. ozs. of 7H chilled shot: I have

shot quail ever since I was a kid, about 20

seasons, and for clean kills without mangling

I have never found the equal of this load.

I prefer a gun bored to shoot 50 to 55

per cent, with the right barrel and 60 to

65 with the left. I hunt altogether without

a dog and therefore prefer to have the gun

to shoot a littje closer than if using a good

retriever.—Editdr.

Information on the .32 Remington Rimless.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

Mr. H. T. in your March, 1918 issue asks

if any of your riflemen readers have found

anything wrong with the action of the Rem-
ington Repeater.

I presume that the .30 or larger calibers

are referred to in this query and since personal

experience is desired I can give first hand

advice. I have used a .32 Remington since

1915, in the woods for deer shooting, and

am thoroughly satisfied with it.

During the season of 1915, of the 15 or

more hunters in our camp, 8 of them had

Remington model 14 rifles, in either .32 or

35 calibers.

The .32 which is my ideal for deer shooting,

requires but two things from the shooter,

i. e., to draw a bead on the point you want

to hit and then pull the trigger—and I'll

wager, if you have chosen right, Mr. Deer

is your meat. As evidence of this, one of

our fellows put a deer down to stay at 425

paces, with one shot* in the heart, from his

.32 Remington.

I brought one down with a high shoulder

shot at 10 yards. The bullet first passing

through about 514 inches of dead chestnut

timber. Of course this bullet was well nmsh-

roomed but it still had enough force to grind

the backbone to powder and to smash the

shoulder bones.

The breech block in this rifle is, to my
mind, a model of simplicity. It has one

dangerous piece, however. Dangerous, be-

cause it may drop out unnoticed and then

your gun will not eject. This particular

piece is about one and one eighth inches long,

with a groove cut about half way through,

beginTiing about one eighth inch from the

rear end.

If you ever do lose this piece do not become
alarmed and give up your hunting trip but
dig up a ten penny wire nail from any place

that you can find one, and use that.

It will fit exactly. Cut it through with
the groove in the same place as the sample
piece taken from some brother sport's Rem-
ington. Put it in place and put the gun
together and you will be ready for any game
that you may have to tackle.

If you have a model 14 Remington, pin

your faith to it and you will bring home a

trophy when your chance comes.

W. C. Enterline,

Camp Hill, Pa.

Wants Information on a. 22 Revolver.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

I am going to ask you a few questions

concerning some sporting arms.

I have lately purchased a new Harrington

and Richardson .22 caliber revolver with

a 5 inch barrel. I bought it to be used for

small game and targets and to be used in

company with the single barreled shotgun

when trapping skunks, weasels, minks, etc.

I tried to get a Stevens single shot target

pistol but was unsuccesful. Tell me what
you think of the gun I mentioned for this use.

What shell, the short, long, or long rifle,

would you advise and the kind of powder,

black, semi-smokeless or Lesmok, or smoke-
less?

In regard to shotguns, what is the difference

between a solid frame and a takedown,

and which is the better?

What is the difference between a double

and a single action revolver? I asked a

man once and he said a single action means
a single shot and a double action a repeater.

Lawrence Schwardfager

Rainy River, Ont.

Answer,—I do not advise the purchase

of any other revolver but a genuine Colt

or Smith & Wesson. The Stevens pistol

is splendid. The revolver you mention is

fair and as good as can be expected for the

price but it will not shoot with a Smith &
Wesson or a Colt.

I use the long rifle shell e.xclusively in a

weapon chambered for them. You can

wear a number 2 shoe on a number six
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NORTHERN

ONTARIO I
This vast new land of promise is one degree

South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of

the American Union.
Aside from its immense resources in timber, mmeral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN

ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had m some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREE.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's

web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For free descripHce literature, write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

I
\ COATED

I
\ LINEN I \

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slitHave shown the greatest miprovements ol any collars oiierea lo me iraae since 'o'^- ^"c =ni

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom

in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,

automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact.by everybody. Sold

by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - - - HAWULTON, CANADA

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from

16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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foot but most people would prefer a shoe
that fits better. Same way with cartridges.

The black powder is the easiest on the

gun the Semi smokeless and Lesmok are

the easiest to clean, the most accurate and
satisfactory. The smokeless has absolutely

nothing to recommend it for this caliber

and a great many things to condemn it.

A shotgun with a solid frame is more durable
than one with a takedown frame. It is

also much more unhandy to carry and clean.

Very few people can afford to purchase
ammunition enough to shoot a good takedown
gun loose so why worry about it? The
takedown gun usually takes a part at the

rear end of the barrel, whether single shot,

double, or repeater.

A double action revolver is one that can
be fired by simply pulling the trigger. The
single action must have the hammer pulled

back by hand before it can be fired. Both
are all right.—Editor.

"Request for Information."

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

I wish information concerning a rifle

known as the .375. What do you know about
the .375 cartridge and could you give its

charge? I am led to believe that this rifle

is made especially for big game in Africa.

Can you tell me where I can purchase a
rifle of this caliber?

A. N. D.
Halifax, N.S.

Answer,—This probably refers to one of

the single shot, or repeaters made on a Mauser
action, high power rifles made for African
trade by the various English firms. Seems
to me that I once heard of a Bland Mauser
of this caliber. I cannot supply this informa-

tion as I have never been interested in weai>-

ons of this kind. I would thank some of

our readers to supply this information.—Ed.

Information Concerning the Ifi Gauge.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

^\^lat is the killing range of a 16 gauge
shell loaded with smokeless powder and
No. 5 shot?

Could a boy of 16 use a 16 gauge, 30 inch

barrel, single shotgun?

E. Stanford.

Port Arthur, Ont.

Answer,—! would consider that 35 to

40 yards was as far as you could expect this

chargeitOj^kill 'prac/ica//i/ everu shot. You

would kill game as far with this charge

as the norma! charge of no. 5 shot from any
other gauge but you would not kill so reg-

ularly as with a larger gauge, at the longer

ranges. I would advise 2% drams bulk
smokeless powder and 1^ ounce of shot.

A boy of 16 years of age could most cer-

tainly use a 16 gauge single gun. I used

a 12 gauge single when I was 11 years of

age, switched to a 16 when I was about

14, and by the time I was 16 there were

very few men in my locality who could kill

more quail than I could, although there

was one boy of 14 who could easily outshoot

me. This 16 was a light Manton with a

34 inch barrel. This weapon was the most
perfectly balanced and the most perfectly

fitting weapon I ever handled, bar nom.
It only weighed about 6 pounds and was
not a particle muzzle heavy.

I do not believe that you can purchase

a more generally satisfactory weapon for a

16 year old boy than a three quarter choke

16 gauge single gun.—Editor.

The Lefever Gun.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

In the February Rod and Gun your answer

to Reginald Paul—-re Shotguns has been

worrying me for some time.

Now I have had some few guns in my
time and have obser\'ed in my t/avels and

shooting expeoitions all over North America,

that the high priced English gun is ab-

solutely right in ever>' respect; howevif,"

1 would like to have the owners ot tne several

good American guns give their experience?

as to the lasting qualities of the average

priced gun costing up to say ,$100.00 net.

Now come right out with all the defects

that you have found. The makers of the

guns would be glad to discover any weak-

nesses as they are always trying to produce

the best possible gun that they could devise

and would welcome a fair comparison with

any gun in the world.

First of all I would like Mr. Paul to tell

us what is wrong with the Lefever. My
experience is that the Lefever is the equal

of any gun in the world and at the price is

equal to if not better than any gun sold in

America.

Next, I would like the Editor, Mr. Landis,

to say in what particulars he finds the Fox

gun to conform to his choice.

Now I am going to knock the "Old Reliable

Parker." I have come across numerous

instances where good Parkers, costing over
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TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Resutatee to Step and Reg^lsters Exact Dis-

tances ; Simple. Aomirate, Durable.

Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be
cause of value in determining
distances; a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-

1
ther you walk for

I health, business or

I

pleasure—anywhere,
f everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
metei tells the whole
story of just how
far -you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 BHAPEL ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

E. & A. GUNTMER 00. Toronto, Canada

Agents for the Dominion of Canada

THE CAMPER
will appreciate a

supply of

BORDEN'S
EVAPORATED MILK

(Unsweetened)

"Sl.Cliarles","Peerless"or"Jersey"

It serves all the purposes of milk
fresh from the cow. It never
curdles even in the hottest
weather. Sold in convenient size

packages. Send for our recipe
book, "The Borden Way."

Borden Milk Co , Limited
MONTREAL

Moose Heads
of exceptional size were secured in the

Province of Quebec

in September and October, 1916, several

of thejn with antlers having a spread of

five to six feet.

The Bull Moose which attacked Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt was killed by him
within fifty miles of the City of Quebec.
Mrs. H. dr. Campbell, of New York, has
a record of a black bear and a large bull

moose at Lake Kiskisink.
The big bull moose of ex-Mayor Carter
Harrison, of Chicago, was killed in

Northern Quebec.

Caribou and Deer

are abundant in parts of Quebec Pro-
vince, as well as moose and bear.

R,
THE BEST TROUT FISHING

in the world is in the Province of Quebec,
and so are the best Guides both for

_ fishing and hunting. Read Henry van
5 Dyke's description of some of them in

'Little Rivers."

Would you like to own

A Summer Camp
for your family, by a forest-clad stream
or mountain-surrounded lake?

You can build one of your own, by leas-

ing a fishing and hunting territory, from
the Government of the Province, whether
a resident of it or not, or by joining one
of the many fish and game clubs.

Write for all particulars concerning fishing

and hunting rights, fish and game laws,
guides, etc., to

Hon. Honore Mercier^

Minister of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries

Quebec, Que.

!
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$100.00 net have shot loose in a few years.

The factory, however, promptly adjusted

this.

The elaborate engraving on a gun is certain-

ly beautiful. Personally I -want a good plain

gun and so have ordered a Lefever duck
gun of eight pounds weight and feel that it

will be well made and last me a lifetime.

Now Mr. Landis, I want your criticism

as to my choice and remember that I want
a good knockabout gun that will not need

to be "nursed."

K. E. Naftal.

Answer,—I have no criticism at all to

make of the Lefever gun. However, you are

mistaken in believing that "all" manufac-
turers will welcome criticisms of their guns,

They will, BUTNOT IN THE MAGAZINES,
I came very near to buying a Lefever in

place of the Fox I now use. In fact I tossed

up a nickle to see which I would buy, and
the Fox won. The reasons that led me to

purchase the Fox were that it had the Smith
cross bolt, without having the clumsiness

of the Smith, the balance of a good Sauer
or Ithaca, without the excessive cost of the

Sauer and an interior finish that I preferred

to that of the Ithaca. I also prelerred the

bolting to that of the Ithaca. I had two
Ithacas and neither shot loose so I had no
kick coming in that respect.

Possibly it will surprise you, but the gun of

good grade that was the worst case of shooting

loose that I ever saw was a 9 lb. Francotte

Pigeon gun costing $250.00 net.

It had the Greener round cross bolt, double
under bolts, and side clips, and it was so

loose that it could be rattled like a five dollar

single gun that had 20 years' use.

This Fox gun is the best field gun FOR
ME, though half and full choke, of any gun
I have used. That is, I can kill more game
on the wing with it than any other that I

have used. It fits me perfectly and shoots

high enough so that it corrects my 'natural

inclination to shoot low. Possibly a result

of so much rifle shooting. However, I cannot
break nearly as many targets with it as with

one of two Ithacas that I owned or with
either of the pair of Winchester repeaters

that I owned. I have broken 22 out of 25
with it several times but I cannot make a

good average with it.

It is a deadly gun on live pigeons shot

from the trap. I had an Ithaca gun that

I killed 2-4 straight gray squirrels with,

before I began using the rifle on squirrels,

and if I would kill half a dozen straight

with this Fox it would be an accident. This
is due to the fact _that I had it made to

shoot high. , in

You will make absolutely no mistake
a Lefever gun, provided it fits you perfectly.

I would welcome more articles on shotguns

and shotgun shooting for this Department.
Editor.

Revolver Dope.

Ed lor. Guns and Amniunition, Depf.:

I have a .30-30 Winchester carbine. I

think it is a great gun and very handy in

the brush. What is the ring on the .side

of the receiver for? Is it for a sling and
how is the sling used in this case?

A friend has a .38 Colt single action in a

.44 caliber frame. Can you use smokeless

powder in this revolver?

Do all revolvers have that ugly up jump
when fired? I had one .38 Hopkins and

Allen revolver and I doubt if I could have

hit myself with it as it jumped all over the

place.

•Where can I secure powder to load these

revolver cartridges? Can I use blasting

powder? What tools will I need to reload

this .38?

Trigger.

Answer,—I guess I might as well confess

that I do not know why the ring is placed

on the receiver of the Winchester carbine.

I would prefer regular sling swivels on forearm

tip and bull. This is where they belong.

You can certainly use smokeless powder
in the Coll. However, use the right powder
and do not exceed the recommended charge

a particle. Write loT. G. Samworth Co., care

of The E. I. Dupont De Nemours Powder
Co., Dupont Bldg. Wilmington, Del., U.S.A.,

sending a sample shell (empty) and state

what you will use the revolver for, and he

will tell you the proper charge i and where

to obtain it. I could tell you several charges

to use but could not tell you where to get

it locally. Do not use blasting powder.

Your better plan would be to get the

Ideal tool with double adjustable chamber
for the cartridge your revolver takes. I

suppose that it is the .38-40 shell.—Editor.

A Revolver for Rabbit and Owl Shooting

Editor, Gitns and Ammunition, Dept.:

Will you kindly give me your opinion on

the .22 caliber, 6 inch barrel H. & R. target
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Out ontHe Oia
riSliii:!^ Gi*om*n€l$
THAT'S where your Evinrude ia going to take

you, first chance you get. Fishing Season takes
oa new pleasures when you have an

EVINRUDE
DETACHABLE ROWBOAT& CANOE MOTOR

Just a tug at the flywheel and the lake is yours. You can
really "cover" Eilf the good fishing grounds— without
toucnmg oar to water.

Special method of balancing gives the 1918 Evinrudewon-
derfully smooth. vibrationles3 running. Evinrude Mag-
neto, Built-in Flywheel Type and Automatic Reverse.

Write for new catalog today.

Over 90,000 sold. Used by 25 Governments.

EVINRUDE MOTOR COMPANY
877 Evinrude Block, Milwaukee, Wis,

'Also manufacturers of the Evinrude Oil Engine^
Distributing Branches:

New York, Boston, Sao Francisco, Portland, Ore.

IISIULLiilM

umisra^iM
I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—Rev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach. ,

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

Highlands^
Ontario

Canada
Embrace millions of
acres of virgin pine and
spruce, broken by thou-
sands of lakes and
streams. Is it any won-
der that the Highlands
of Ontario is the mecca
for out -door men and
women.

Algonquin Park
Muskoka Lakes;
Georgian Bay
Lake of Bays
Timagami

are all famous playgrounds.
Modem hotels afford city

comforts but many prefer
to live in tent or log cabin
—your choice at reasonable
cost. May we help you plan
your trip? Write or call

for illustrated literature.
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grip revolver for shooting owls and rabbits,

taking into consideration its price?

A. C. G.

British Columbia.

Answer,—Put the same money and as

much more as possible into a good .22 caliber

rifle equipped with peep sights, and used

with .22 long ride Lesmok or Semi-smokeless

cartridges loaded with hollow point bullets.

The extreme deadly range of the outfit you
mention when used on owls and rabbits

would be about ten yards in the average

man's hands.—Editor.

Wants Information on a .22 Revolver

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.;

I want a revolver of .52 caliber to be used

for target shooting and small game shooting

and which can be carried concealed on the

person.

How is the Tver Johnson revolver in .22

caliber for accuracy?

Please give the addresses of the Coll and

Smith & Wesson revolver companies.

L. Birkett,

Brantford, Ont.

Answer,— I advise you to purchase a

.22 , Smith & Wesson target pistol with a

ten, or an*eight inch barrel.-j. If you are

not satisfied with a single shot (the Stevens

single shot pistols are also fine) purchase

a .22 Smith & Wesson Bekeart model heavy

frame target revolver, a .22 Colt Target

revolver, or a .22 Colt Automatic pistol.

That Colt automatic is'absolutely all right

as a targefweapon^and' has a fine pull. I

would prefer the single shot_or the heavy
Smith & \\'esson revolver.

.\ddresses you desire are. Smith & Wesson,
Springfield. Mass., U.S.A. Colt Patent Fire

Arms Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn., U.S.A.

I would not advise you to purchase any
revolver but a Colt or a Smith & Wesson.-Ed.

The Path of a Rifle Bulltt.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept..

"A" claims that with a rifle bore set ab-

solutely dead level, the bullet will start to

drop immediately and will not rise above
the level of the bore. "B"'. claims that

the bullet will rise above the bore. Will

youghe a decision regarding this matter

TiTari early issue.

Fred J. Brandon,

Lashburn, Sask.

Answer,—Basing my decision on known
experifiients performed by the late Dr. F.

W. Mann, I would say that in exceptional

cases of very badly balanced bullets, bullets

that tipped very badly immediately after

leaving the muzzle, and also in cases where
the path of the bullet as it left the muzzle

was immediately and very slightly ABOVE
a plank or other solid obstruction: that in

these two cases PART of the bullet miyht

rise above the level of the bore, when the

bore was set on a dead level.

Under ordinary circumstances, and with

accurate and correctly designed ammunition,

I see no way in which this could occur.

Therefore, generally speaking, considering

usual cases and proper conditions^—the

bullet would not rise above th& line of the

bore unless the rifle were so sighted as to

cause it to do so.—Editor.

EDITORIAL.

The editor of this department is not a

fisherman. He can see no reason why the

Guns and Ammunition departments of the

sporting magazines should be allowed to

dwindle to practically nothing each spring,

simply because fish and other suckers are

biting at this time of the year. This depart-

ment is not being run under that kind of

an idea and the shooting public is invited

to compare the contents of the Guns and
Ammunition department of Hod andji,Gun

in Canada, for April, May, and/June, with

the same departments in other sporting

magazines during these issues.

C. D. Landis, Editor.
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Two Floori—Agents'
Sample Rooms.

NewHOTEL TULLER e

DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Center of business on Grand Circus Park. Take

Woodward car, i^et off at Adams Avenue.

ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.
»0 Rooms. Private Bath, $1 50 Single, J3 00 Up Doublem " 2.00

''^ 4o« '^ •

ID* • " " 2.50
• 4.50

"

IM " • "S.SOtoS.OO" 5.00 •

lolal 600 Outside Rooms.

ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

»=

New Unique Cafes
and Cabaret Excellente

8(

When You Visit Buffalo

Modern
Fireprool ^.st^uiLiiii^ r„„™.

Make your trip doubly pleasant by staying

at the Hotel Lenox. Service and cuisine

are unexcelled. Location convenient to all

points of interest.

European Plan—$1.50 per day and up

Send for "Free Guide o( Buffalo and Niagara Falls"

HOTEL LENOX
C. A. MINER, Managing Director.
NORTH St. at DELAWARE AVE.

BUFFALO. N. Y.

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or Eur«pe>a Han

t^ouseop

Well, who doesn't ? When you come to
Toronto stop at a house whose di)iingroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
businjess. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious traveler can require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station
brings you to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors



SPECIAL RIFLE SHOOTING ISSUE FOR JULY
The Editor of this Department has arranged

a special rifle shooting edition for July.

Among the items contained therein are

the following—iTow to turn down a rifle

barrel, how to finish the muzzle of a rifle

barrel, how to test a barrel to see if it is

straight INSIDE, how to take a kink out

of a rifle barrel, the effect of a loose takedown
on a rifle's accuracy; making a 6.5IVIM

(.256) Oberndorf Mauser, Newton rifle shoot

average 4 inch groups at 200 yards; Sniping

in France-written by a professional; special

loading tor the .44-40; cleaning up a rusty

.22 caliber rifle so that it made M consecutive

bulls after it was considered worthless; Guns
and Ammunition Dept., queries and answers.

This will be SOME issue for the rifle cranks.

We would like to run a special issue for

shotguns and shotgun shooting—also a

special issue for revolver and automatic

pistol cranks. To do this we will have to

be favored with suitable material by our

valued contributors. If our contributors

will send in sufficient articles of this kind

the editor will run these special issues.

3 C 3 1=1 C

MATTERS PERTAINING TO
:-: :-: CONSERVATION. :-: :-:

giaii iisji

THE ESSEX COUNTY WILD LIFE CONSERVATION
ASSOCIATION AND THE ROBIN

E. R. KERR

I did not believe it possible that Ontario

possessed a good citizen opposed to pro-

tective legislation in behalf of the robin

(I refer to Mr. Ware's letter in a recent

issue of Rod and Gun) and f feel disposed

to say that those utterly ignorant of the

over-balancing value of the robin and other

SAeet-songed insectivorous and rodent eating

birds should not speak too hastily. Tlie

economic value of the robin ramains un-

disputed and far outweighs its consumption
of a few of Mr. Ware's sour cherries and,

in my opinion, if he does not feel disposed

to accord to this valuable songster a much
merited desert for its labors, he should grow
something more profitable.

This Association is composed of sportsmen,

naturalists, ornithologists, zoologists, horti-

culturists and farmers. Down at that pretty

little village of Kingsville we have a Game
and Song-Bird Sanctuary comprising upwards
of ,'5,000 acres of private owned lands. The
owners of these lands comprise the Kingsville

Game and Song-Bird Sanctuary Association

which is composed of thirty- seven farmers

of the district who grow cherries only to

feed the robins after a hard season's toil in

behalf of their crops. The farmers of Essex

County, and they are very intelligent farmers.

prefer to expend $100 on cherry trees to con-

serve S2,000 crop of tomatoes from the rav-

ages of the cut-worm and these up-to-date cit-

izens were partly responsible for the comple-

tion of the Migratory Bird Treaty between
Great Britain, United States and Canada for

ten years protection to the robin and other

insectivorous and valuable depleted species of

game birds. This Association is seriously

linked up with that same movement and
each member of it is proud of his and her

attitude toward the wild creatures of nature

that cannot speak out in behalf of themselves.

Of all the birds mentioned by Mr. Ware,
the crow alone can be classified as predatory;

the others enjoy reputations beyond dispute

and far beyond the influence of Mr. Ware,
and are entitled to all the protection our

governments can legislate for them and this

Association will continue to contend to that

end. The predaceous birds are: great-horned

owl, goshawk, sharp-shinned hawk, cooper

hawk and crow. This Association will con-

tend for the destruction only of these birds

and will suggest beneficial legislation in

behalf of the species entitled to protection

only after careful study and discussion by
its English, American and Canadian author-

ities.
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A GAME SANCTUARY IN EASTERN
ONTARIO

W. H. ALLISON

Some twelve years ago I gave the readers

of Rod and Gun an account of a visit to the

Main Duck Islands located about sixteen

miles west of Cape Vincent in Lake Ontario.

This was the last visit I have been able to

pay to that historic spot but on the 6th of

October last I made an attempt to enjoy an

outing there for the purpose of a hunt. The
island is 1,000 acres in extent and is used by
fishermen for net fishing during the summer
season. The owner, my nephew, Mr. C. W.
Cole, has a fish boat, hauling fish between
the Main Ducks and "The Cape" every second

day—mostly white fish and grey trout con-

signed to the Booth Fish Company.
The weather during October was so bad

that I was held up at Point Traverse, twelve

miles west of The Ducks. As no small boat

could make the trip during the week I waited,

and owing to my time being limited, I was
obliged to return home disappointed. How-
ever, I give herewith a letter received from
one of my nephews who was able to cross

over to the Island in November which speaks

for Itself. The letter is dated from Milford,

Ont., December 2ad.

"You missed a good time by not staying,"

he writes. "I went out the week after you
left and was gone two weeks. I tried to

get the big buck I saw one day and took a

long shot at his head for fear of only wounding
him in the body, but missed. I ran on an-
other bunch of eight and as there was no
buck with them I knocked down a yearling
doe. Claude shot one the week before. We
killed twenty-two foxes and some ducks on
Yorkshire Island.

"While we were at the cape we heard of a

barge ashore on Point Peninsula, took '<5vt

the tug next day and went alongside and
loaded her. We got about two hundred
bushels of wheat (dry) and as much wet.
So we made a pretty good haul. I cut some
wood and brought it home. Alta went with
me the last week. Claude was sorry you had
not waited longer so you could have been
with us. He has been here this week, his
last trip this year and went to the Island

yesterday. He will remain there a day or
two and then he goes home and puts up his

boat for the winter.

"We had a good rabbit hunt on Friday
last. Claude lost all his ducks a. week ago

—

thirteen of them either drifted away or were
taken by foxes."

When I visited this island twelve years

ago there were only six deer on it and last

summer my nephew counted thirty-five.

He generally kills off the old bucks each

year, probably two or three each year.

Yorkshire Island lies about a quarter of a

mile east of the Main Ducks. On this island

of about 100 acres/ my nephew keeps the

foxes. Last winter or spring he purchased

a few and calculated he had about forty.

They are all reds and he kills off about twenty-
five each season.

I know of no place that is better for a week
or ten days' sport than these two islands.

No dogs are allowed for hunting the game.
On the Main Island there are hundreds of

raccoons, red, black and grey squirrels. Mr.
Cole is now trying to purchase a few buffalo

and I believe that in time this will become
one of the finest game sanctuaries in Canada.
The muskrats are there by the hundreds as

also the English Pheasants placed there a few
years ago, which are thriving splendidly.

There is no communication between the

island and the mainland during the winter

months but two men are employed during
five or six months of the year to' look after

the stock, generally 25 horses and as many
young cattle and sheep. Alex. Taylor has
had charge for the last twelve years and has
proved a faithful servant.

We were pleased to read the report of the

meeting held at the farm of Mr. Miner on
January 24th last. The resolutions and
recommendations are good and necessary and
I trust the secretary will mail us a fevv of the

publicity cards. We have no association

in this vicinity bi^t would be willing to rendeV
all assistance in the rearing and preservation

of game.
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CITIES OF REFUGE AND GAME
PRESERVATION

E. R. KERR

I thoroughly enjoyed, and keenly appreci-

ated, that splendid letter by Six Cylinder Bill,

on page 1366 of your May number. There
is absolutely no doubt in my mind that each

and every one of Bill's cylinders are capped
with the very best spark-plugs and I defy any
living man to locate any defects in his various

cylinders. He is a thoroughbred of the first

water. It all of us were more closely in

touch with the game hogs we would be better

able to discii^s them. Bill pictures them to a

nicety.

The gr atesl need in Ontario to-day is

complete organization of true sportsmen of

the type of Bill. If all men like Bill could get

together and work unceasingly toward one
goal we need entertain no fears for the villain-

ous enemy who is too much of a coward to

organize and oppose sound and sane prin-

ciples of wild life conservation.

Game Conservation Associations should
not be misrepresented or misunderstood and
in the establishment oi Cities of Refuge for

the unmolested breeding and rearing of wild

fowl and animals on our National Forest

areas I believe I enjoy the unqualified en-

dorsement of everj' true sportsmen and every
clean citizen in the Province in a declaration

that we are attempting to conserve and in-

crease game, both animals and birds, so that

they may be killed by sportsmen, to the

greatest number possible, considering the

future of the species, and not simply retained

to be looked at or photographed.
To secure an increase in game, if I interpret

Bill correctly, we beueve thav Ihc future of

many kinds of game in this Province depends
upon the enactment and strict enforcement of

drastic laws, because we are in touch with
existing conditions, and know the need for

immediate energetic action if our game birds

and animals are to be perpetuated, much less

increased.

Each and every one of us realizes the many
and varied benefits that come through hunt-
ing, and are doing our best to advance the

interest of sportsmen we represent. We hold

that hunting is a national necessity not

simply recreation or a waste of time. We
believe that the presence of game in any Pro-

vince according to i^s quantity is an asset to

be prized.

The presence of game is an incentive to

outdoor exercise that means better health,

and, therefore, better citizenship for many.
The man who hunts acquires a knowledge of

the territory covered, of the flora, of the fauna,
of the waters, of the minerals, of the general
topography and of the people, that can be
acquired to the same extent in no other way.
We further believe that the ability of the
hunter to traverse the woods, the lields, the

marsh or the waters of any Province, either

by day or by night, to camp or to shoot

straight, make him with limited discipline

and drill the equal of any regular on the face

of this wonderful earth.

Furthermore, not only does the quantity
of game taken constitute a very considerable

portion of the meat supply in various homes,
particularly the settler in those far and re-

mote districts, but the value of the life-work

of birds protected continuously is an aid to

the farmer and fruit grower in keeping down
and destroying the larvae that affects the

cherry and other fruit trees.

In this beautiful Province of Ontario

with its interesting and studious

people, almost every cent used for the pro-

tection of game and wild birds, for the pay-

ment of large bounties, for the purchase and
releasing of game for propagating purposes,

for the creation of game sanctuaries or cities

of refuge, for the feeding of game during the

winter time comes through the resident big

game hunter's Ucense. Even the farmer

who derives the most benefit from the work
of birds, does not contribute one penny to

their benefit unless he goes hunting on lands

frequented by those of the antlered colony.

One or two humanitarian and well thinking

farmers have contributed a life's savings to

the cause of migration.

There are many good citizens and sports-

men in Ontario. There are many bad and

indifferent citizens and sportsmen in Ontario.

We appreciate what the good sportsmen ot

Ontario have done, and are doing, to benefit

humanity through the increase of game te be

killed and sport with shot-gun and rifle. .lust

how we can best secure that increase is the

question.

I presume that very shortly, and in sym-

pathy with the suggestions of the Essex Coun-

ty Wild Life Conservation Association, the

Province will receive authority tocreategame
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presen'es or sanctuaries on lands owned by the

province. I presume that individuals will be ac-

corded the privilege of creating cities of refuge

on their privately owned lands. The lands de-

signed for National Game Reserves or priv-

ate Cities of Refuge should be selected con-

sidering the food supply, the water supply,

and the topography of the land. We know
that the snows of winter usually disappear

first on the steep hillside of a southern ex-

posure, upon which our game animals that

graze may find grass and our birds the gravel

and sand, necessan,^ to their well-being.

Large evergreen timber and deep ravines arc

found beneficial because of the shelter they

afford from the cold and storm.

Our preserves to be laid out in Northern

Ontario should be laid out considering the

po,ssibility of travel around them, and of no

lixed form. They should be each one about

nine or ten mUes in circumference, arid enclose

about five square miles, of 3,200 acres. I

consider a tract of this si'ze large enough for

the purpose intended, (.that of providing

safety and food and peace and rest to gam^
creatures that may retreat to its confines)

and ndt too large, as are some of ^ur Provin-

cial preserves, which permit animals to

breed and live and die in them without

benefitting anyone.

Our preserves should be surrounded by an

open space from ten to fifteen feet in width,

from which the underbrush has been cut.

This clearing would be known as a fire-line,

because over this line we would travel Xo

meet and extinguish occasional forest fires.

On the inner side of this fire-line should be

stretched about waist high, a strand of wire

as thick as a telegraph wire, to mark the

boundaries of this fixed area, and to give

notice that it is more than an ordinary

tract of land.

Along the wire at intervals of a hundred

yards or so should be posted notices printed

on cloth, calling attention to the fact that the

wire encloses a Provincial Game Reserve,

upon which no hunting by any person is

permitted at any time, and asking those who
read to keep out and help to keep others out.

Game is not enclosed, but comes and goes a

pleasure. No dog should be permitted on

these lands, or on hunting lands', at any time.

Each preserve should be under the super-

vision of a keeper, who would live in a house

for his use. He should be provided with a

stable, a horse and suitable fire apparatus.

During the open season he would travel

around this city of refuge at least once a day.

During the elosed season he would go

around as necessity required.

It should be the duty of this keeper to

protect and feed game in the preserve, to

kill vermin, and to see to it that any animal

mortally wounded by hunters during the

open season is captured and delivered to the

men who first wounded the animal. The
hunter, following the wounded quarry, find-

ing it has gone under the wire, would immed-
iately report the fiact to the keeper, who, if

he finds the game mortally wotinded or hurt,

shall kill it and deliver it to the hujiter to

whom it belongs.

In the killing of vermin, wild cats, foxes,

weasels, mink, hawks, owls and cpws, wolves

and coyotes or oth«r such predatory beasts,

he should be permitted the use of traps,

poison and guns as ^11 three are absolutely

necessary to the work. Strychnine can be

used because while it will kill any of these

vermin or a dog, duck or blackbird, and

many kinds of song and insectivorous birds,

it will not kill a chicken, grouse, cjuail, tur-

key, pheasant, bear or hog, but it would des-

troy a "game-hog." Experiments have bjeen

made with quantities sufflcientjto kill several

men, on a common chicken, on quail in cap-

tivity and on birds of the gro^ise family and
pheasant family, without injury to the birds.

In many cases strychnine is utilized in

chicken foods to kill hawks.

With the establishment of such sanctu-

aries or cities of refuge I do not believe there

is a sportsman in Ontario that would violate

the area. I have discussed the question

among many hunters and they fully concur in

the proposal. The big antlered deer, as well

as the fawn and mother, are safe inside the

wire, and both left to serve the purpose in-

tended by Nature.

When the plan becomes thoroughly under-

stood that the creation of these hard and fast

breeding centres is for the purpose of supply-

ing the open hunting areas where all good

citizens may go and sparingly partake of a

heritage, and not for the purpose of creating a

monoply for the double-chinned gentry,

those who at this lime entertain pessimistic

opinion will change very decidedly. I now
frequently meet good citizens who tell me
that they were opposed to this plan or idea

in the beginning because they did not exactly

ap[)reciate what was intended but now that

they understand better the purposes in view

they heartily support the plan.

Recently while discussing various wild life

conservation matters with sportsmen from
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various portions of the Province, I learned

that recent legislation permitting the taking

of two deer next fall under an increased

license fee of $3.00 is very unpopular, and the

majority express the opinion that the gov-

ernment has made a serious mistake. No
one complains of paying $3.00 for one deer

and would be glad of the opportunity to

assist the government to increase its revenues

for the purpose of establishing Cities of

Refuge for Game and I have been repeatedly

urged to utilize my influence with the sports-

men throughout the country and with the

heads of the Game and Fisheries Depart-

ment for reconsideration of a decision be-

lieved to have been hastily made. All

appear to appreciate the good intentions of

the legislators in this increased allottment in

war time to accord to citizens an increased

amount of meat, but all just as keenly appreci-

ate and realize that such excess killing would

spell ruin to the future supply of hunting in

this well-known Province of Ontario. Many
of our best sportsmen are to-day loyally

serving the nation o;i No-Man's Land and it

is the general opinion that all game should be

resolutely safe-guarded until they return to

assist in the direction of future game legis-

lation.

To those good, true and humane citizens

and sportsmen of Ontario who have so kindly

accorded to me such a gener-

ous hearing on vital questions of

this nature; who are in sympathy with the

plans promulgated on this page of our valu-

able little Canadian sportsman's mouth-
piece, I would say, "Come over into Mace-
donia, and by dircting a personal appeal

to Honourable F. G. Macdiarmid, Minister of

Public Works and Highways, Parliament

Buildings, Toronto, Ontario, assist to have his

Department reconsider this serious quebtion

pertaining to the Deer of Ontario."

NEW PROTECTIVE|REGULATIONS
Regulations which promise to have a far

reaching effect on bird life have recently been

passed by the Federal Parliament at Ottawa.

In accordance with an order in Council just

passed, under the provisions of the migratory

birds convention, the old and often cruel

sport of boys in robbing birds' nests and mak-
ing rival collections of birds' eggs, is now
officially put on the list of national crimes,

this sport now being banned.

The regulations provide for the protection

of migratory game birds, migratory insec-

tivorous and migratory non-game birds,

which inhabit Canada during the whole or

any part of the year. New close seasons are

established for ducks, geese, brant or rails, and

other edible wild fowl, from December 15 to

August 31, both days inclusive. The killing

capturing, injuring or molesting of insec-

tivorous birds, their eggs or nests, is prohibit-

ed throughout the year, except where special

permits are granted to recognized museums
or for scientific purposes. These insectivor-

-ous birds include robins, woodpeckers, wrens,

meadow larks, humming-birds, whip-poor-

wills, thrushes, and "all other perching birds

which feed entirely or chiefly on insects." A
close season for ten years is proclaimed for

cranes, swans and nearly all shore birds, and

a close season for five years on wood-duck and

eider-duck.

Reminiscences Of iVly Coon Hunts Of Over Fifty

Years Ago

W. HIGKSON

AWAY back in the early sixties before

the heavy forests were cut away by

the woodsman's axe; before there was

such a thing as a breech loading gun; before

it had even entered the mind of the farmer

that he would reap his grain with a self reap-

ing harvester, much less a self-binder; before

he had even dreamed of rural telephones,

and before the genius of man had even mused

on such a vehicle as an automobile; then

the ruffed grouse drummed in the innumerable

thickets and fed on the fall wheat stubble

in the autumn; then the black squirrel set

up his "crake! crake! crak-e!" in the beech
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woods almost incessantly; then huge flocks

of passenger pigeons fluttered in the beech

tree tops, keeping up their familiar "tate!

tate! tate!" as they often disputed which

would perch on a certain branch. Then deer

would accompany the cattle home from the

field, and only lope off when man appeared

on the scene; then you could hear the gaily

dressed wood ducks call "coeak! coeake! co-

eake!" as they proudly floated along the

densely wooded streams; then too, there were

coons "to burn" in the large elm and black

ash swamps in the county of Durham.

Nearly all these conditions have changed
during the past half century, and where once

these heavily wooded forests waved in the

breeze, and made an excellent home for nearly

all kinds of game, there now waves the golden

grain and the dark green of the meadows

—

man has changed the whole landscape by
clearing up the forests, draining the low

landa, stoning and stumping where it was
needed, so that now this once excellent game
district is under the plough of the agricultur-

ist.

The writer's well remembered and oft en-

joyed coon hunts took place when only small

portions of these forests were cleared. At
this early period the farmer's staple crops

were fall wheat, some oats, a little timothy

hay, a patch of Indian corn, and a few rows
of cup potatoes, all grown on the virgin soil

called ".new land"—many of these worthy
pioneers of this fertile district lived and died

here and never saw a potato beetle or paris

green. Small clearings, small bank accounts,

if any; small social circles, small ambitions,

but happy lives, were the rewards this new
country held in store foi those early inhabit-

ants.

The farmer's patch of Indian corn was what
the coons dearly loved, and although they
were rudely driven from these corn patches

one night, yet they would return the next

nTght. My brother and I soon discovered

the great liking the coons had for Indian

corn, so we always managed to get a nice

piece planted along side of the potato patth

and as near the woods as possible. We
always set up a very poitentious scarecrow,

for the crows loved corn then as they do
yet, but we invariably managed to get the

corn to grow for the autumn ccon hunts, and
coon hunts we had

—
"Caesar" and "Nettle"

were our two dogs that seemed to delight

if possibh, more than we, in these hunts, and
were ever ready for the fray.

WTien the time for potato digging came

round in October our task for our day's

work was to dig and pick a waggon load of

the tubers. "Work while you work and hunt
coons after the task is finished," was our

riiotto. "Nettle and Caesar" lay on a pile

of potato vines each day till we were ready

for the hunt at about two p.m. Then off to

the elm and black ash swamp we hied and were

never long till we had a coon "treed"—of
course we never thought of shooting coons,

as powder, shot and caps were too precious to

be wasted on them, and moreover, it seemed

rather a tame way of ending an afternoon

coon hunt, so one of us climbed the tree,

if possible, while the other with Nettle and

Caesar sat at the root ever ready to take a

hand in as soon as Mr. Coon struck the ground.

In these afternoon hunts some rather daring,

some rather amusing, and some rather sad

incidents occurred. Space will only permit

me to state a couple of these episodes.

On one bright October afternoon we struck

what was usually termed "the big black ash

slash," at about 3 p. m., and soon we saw

the dogs hustling a large coon along the

fallen timber, towards a grove of large spread-

ing swamp elms and up one of these he went

till he seated hiniself comfortably between

one of the wide crotches near the top. To
climb this elm seemed a hard proposition,

so the writer hastened to the little tool house

where the sharp a-xe was kept, and was soon

back making the chips fly out of the swamp
elm, but to our great disappointment, when
it started to fall, it lodged in one of the grove,

but at the same time it was given quite a

slant, so that my brother clambered up it

quite readily, while I and the dogs stood

below, where we thought the coon would fall.

As the climber got near the coon it moved
out of its nice seat along one of the spreading

branches of the elm

Out went the climber and out and out

went both, the coon keeping at a respectable

distance from his pursuer, till the limb started

to bend down with the combined weight,

and the trunk of the elm tc^ turn on its stump.

Then, to our horror and amazement, down
came the tree with both coon and climber

—

the writer made an instant retreat to a place

of safety, and on turning quickly, I saw my
brother getting up out of about two feet of

water, in which he had fallen and which was
in the swamp from recent rains. Needless

to say, this gladdened my boyish heart, as

he was not hurt at all. Next I looked for

the dogs and soon discovered Caesar to be

all right, but poor Nettle was not so fortun-
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ate, as he had been struck by one of the

limbs and was considerably hurt. In the

confusion the coon made his escape and we
returned home rather downcast with the

result of the afternoon's hunt.

At another of these hunts the dogs "treed"

a coon up a very tall balsam and my brother,

who was an expert as well as a fearless climb-

er, was soon up after it, but as on the former

occasion, the coon kept moving up as the

climber neared him, till it reached the very

slender top of the tree that was too slender

to carry the weight of a stout fifteen year old

boy; so we decided to remain where the tree

was strong enough to bear his weight ana\

where he had comparatively good footing

on moderately strong branches. He thought

that by a sudden shaking of the tree he could

throw the coon off and down to us. But

no, that coon had not the remotest idea of

being thrown down to a pair of savage dogs

that would guzzle him to death in a couple

of minutes, for although my brother shook

and shook, till he was completely winded,

that coon held on to the top with his fore

paws and teeth, for the greater part of an

hour. We held a consultation, while both

boy and coon rested, and we decided that

the former should go up as far as he dare,

and with might and main shake that coon

off—this time he succeeded, for Mr. Coon

was seen to fly off from the top, through air,

till he struck the earth with a bound. Before

he could recover from the shock the dogs

were upon him and all was over in a few

seconds, and we were wending our way
homeward with the coon.

The third and last coon hunt I shall nar-

rate has quite a touch of sadness in it—at

least it had to us, as coon hunters—on ac-

count of the way it terminated. With our

two faithful old coon dogs, we penetrated to

the heart of the big elm swamp one beauitiful

afternoon. In a short time the dogs were

baying at the bottom of a giant elm and we
were on the scene in a few moments, and
discovered at once that there were several

coons up a large hollow in this tree, whose
diameter would be, at the butt, about four

feet. To chop it down was a hard after-

noon's work and to climb it was out of the

question, but on a fuller examination there

appeared to be a large hole between the

large crotches of the tree, near the top, so

we concluded we would start a fire in the

hollow at the bottom, to drive the coons up
it and out at the top. We quickly collected

an abundant supply of dry limbs and pushed
them into the hollow, and in less time than

it takes to pen this, the fire was started and
off it went with a roar up the flue of the

hollow elm. To our profound amazement,
instead of the coons appearing out of the hole

in the top of the tree, we heard them drop

down into the roaring flames, and poor old

Nettle overheard them too, and being over-

eager to get at them as they made a squealing

noise, he dashed past us into the fiery furnace,

and perished with the coons amidst the de-

vouring flames.

We started for home saddened and de-

jected at the tragic outcome of this hunt.

For some days we did not make known the

tragedy of "Nettle's" death to our parents,

but nobody in our family regretted the sad

incident more than we two boys.

The three accounts I have related of my
coon hunts in my boyhood days, must suffice,

though I could give many others. I have

not mentioned the night sallies we had to

the corn patches, to cut off the coon's re-

treat, while the dogs scuttled through the

corn, till they found their victim and a tussle

ensued.

As these heavy forests of elm and ash have

been cleared away, coon hunts have steadily

decreased, till it is now a rare occurrence

to hear of one.
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THE JOY OF THE MOUNTAINS
F. W. GODSAL

The charm of mountain-rlimbing is often

a& great a mystery to those who have not

tried it as is the attraction of golf to those

Who have not handled a club. But those

who have not played golf admit that it has

fascinations from the moods and devotion

of their friends. But Alpine climbers will

claim a higher place for th^ir favorite pastime.

In the first place, while golf, like other mun~
dane pursuits, is of the earth only, and more
or less level earth too, mountain-climbing

takes one above the earth, as it were, and
nearer heaven: out of the world with its

strife, tempers and sordid aims, to close

communion with Nature and its Creator.

From the top of a high mountain, looking

around on peak beyond peak, on vast ice-

fields, forests, lakes and stream.s, with clouds

floating below one, and only space above,

one seems to be, though on the world, yet

not of the world; and thus, looking down
over the world and its glories. Heaven seems
nearer.

And to reach this vantage point, as in

one's struggle through life, has not one had
to endure manfully, climbing patiently,

overcoming many difliculties and dangers,

resisting temptations, ordering our steps

carefully and obediently to our guide, ever

lookiiig upwards.

The use of the rope, too, in dangerous

places tends to develop the best spirit in man,
unselfishness and thought for others. It

helps one to realize how much one's life

is bound up with the lives of others, and
theirs with ours, we do not live for ourselves

only in this world :^thc course of our lives is

knit together and interwoven in a marvellous

way. It is most striking to a thoughtful

observer how this brotherly unselfish spirit

per\ades the meetings of the Alpii>e Club
of Canada: in no other gathering together

of one or two hundred people for ten days is

this Inore noticeable, and in this direction

alone, apart from its healthy exercise, and
bodily and mental training of young Canad-
dians, and its other aims and objects, the

A.C.C. is doing a good work for Canada
that is little known to the outside world.

1 his spirit may be described in Moira O'Neill's

line hnes on the North-West of Canada:

—

"But could ye know and forever know
The word of the young North-West!

A-^'ord she breathes to the true and bold,

A word misknown to the false and cold,

A word that never was spoken or sold.

But the one that knows is blest."

But have not mountains had an influence

for good tlirough all lime? Was it not

on a mountain top that God spoke to his

people through Moses, and there all that was
good was taught to men, and was not Moses
a better man for his climb? And when we
descend from our mountain peaks to the"

plains below are we not also struck as Moses
was with disgust at the sight of the worship
of the Golden Calf, the money-grubbing
pursuits of the people in the plains below?
Was it not on a mountain that our Lord
spoke His wonderful sermon of love and
unselfishness? And the top of a high mou-
tain was the scene of the Transfiguration,
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when Peter said:
—

"It is good for us to be
here." And was it not to a mountain He
was wont to repair, when He wished to get

away from the world and be nearer to the

Father in prayer? But text upon text,

incident upon incident in the world's history

might be quoted showing the close connection

between mountains and all that makes for

good.

The effect and influence of scenery on the

human mind is well known, and ten days
among the finest of our mountains, and their

eternal snows, and glaciers, camping in their

lovely valleys, in gardens of Alpine shrubs
and flowers, communing with Nature in

her grandest forms and most sublime moods,
cannot but work good on even the hardest

mind. One evening the fun around the

camp-fire was arrested by a most wonderful
vision of departing sunlight on the peaks of

Mt. A'ictoria and Mt. Huber and all instinct-

ively rose as before the majesty of Heaven
and gazed in silence. Such are some of the

joys of .\lpine climbing.

THIRTEENTH ANNUAL CAMP
Objects

The Camp is beins held m order to continue, as fully
as may be possible the activities of the Club on behalf
of its absent members on Military Service for the
Empire; to prevent a break in the chain of annual camps
that have been held since the Club's inception; and to
maintain intact the traditions of the Club until its

Welcome Home Camp at the end of the War.
Camp — Date

The Main Camp will be placed in Paradise Valley
on the site of the 1907 Camp. A Subsidiary Camp
will be placed in Consolation Valley on the site of the
1910 Camp.
The Camp will be known as the Paradise-Con-

solation Camp. It will open on Tuesday. July 16th
and close on Wednesday, July 31st.

Railway Station
Lake Louise Station on the Canadian Pacific Railway

will be the point of arrival by train. All arrivals should
be by the earlier day trains, so as to reach the Camp
before dark. The most comfortable way to do is to
start from the Alpine Club House at Banff and go to
Lake Louise by the morning train.

Transportation
The Canadian Pacific and other Canadian Railway's

are this year unable to give the Convention, Certificate
Rates to members attending the Camp. This privilege
is withheld at the request oi the Canadian Government
as a War measure. It is possible that reduced summer
rates may be in force of which advantage can be taken.
The Camp will be reached as follows: Passengers

and baggage to Lake Louise Chateau by C. P. R.
Traction Railway (three miles); Lake Louise Chateau
to mouth of Paradise Valley by Brewster Transfer
Company's Tally-Hos (five miles); four mile walk to
Camp. Tally-Hos will leave the Chateau twice a day
for Moraine Lake; they will drop passengers at
Paradise Valley en route.

Who May Attend
All members of the Club who have returned from

Active Military Service Overseas will be most heartily
welcomed as guests of the Club.

All members of the Club in good standing, that is,

who have paid their dues for the current year, are
privileged to attend the Camp.

Active and Associate members may each bring two
friends, provided the Secretary-Treasurer is notified
by the 1st of July.
Duly accredited representatives of literary and

scientific bodies, of standard magazines, and profession-
al photographers will be given accommodation at the
same rate as members.
Members and their friends desirous of attending the

Camp must notify the Secretary-Treasurer not later
than July 1st; otherwise accommodation will be not
available.
Owing to the exigencies of the present War Time,

the Director reser\'es the right to cancel all arrangement
for the Camp should contingencies arise to make it

impossible or inadvisable to hold one. In such case
prompt notification (by wire if necessary) will be sent
to all who have made application for accommodation.
The Director will not be responsible for any dis-

arrangement of plans through failure to apply for
Camp accommodation.

Baggage
Baggage for Camp must oe packed in dunnage bags

Or soft bundles.

Forty pounds of baggage will be allowed each person.
All excess over that amount will be charged double
price for transport as a separate lot.
No baggage will be received for delivery at the

Camp unless clearly inscribed with the owner's name
and the words '^Vlpine Club of Canada's Camp."
Official labels can be had from the Secretary-Treasurer
on application. Secure these before youstart from
your home. They prevent baggage getting lost.
No heavy baggage can be taken care of while at the

Camp, The best plan is to make the Alpine Club
House your headquarters and start for Camp from
there in Camp outfit.

Charges
The charge for accommodation at the Camp will be

two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) per day. This does,
not include transportation.
For transportation of passengers and baggage

between Lake Louise Station and Lake Louise Chateau
it is understood the fare is fifty cents (50 cents) per
head, which includes baggage.
For transportation from Lake Louise to Paradise

Valley the Tally-Ho charge is one dollar ($I.()0) per
head each way, including baggage.

For transportation from Paradise Valley to McM^ine
Lake by Tally-Ho, the charge is one dollar ($1.00) per
head each way, including baggage.
For tranportation of oaggage between the driving

road at Paradise Valley andMainCamp by pack-train^
the charge will be one dollar ($1.00) per lot of forty
pounds and two dollars ($2.00) per lot exceeding forty
pounds, each way.

For transportation of baggage between Moraine
Lake and Consolation Camp by pack-train, the charge
will be one dollar ($1.00) per lot of foWy pounds ^ad
two dollars ($2.00) per lot exceeding forty pounds,,
each way.

Outfit
On application the Secretary-Treasurer will send a

circular containing detailed information of a suitable
outfit for Camp.

All ladies climbing must wear knicker-bockers. with
puttees or gaiters. Skirts and bloomers are a distinct
source of danger when climbing and cannot be permit-
ted.
Members are advised to come supplied with snow

glasses and pocket drinking cups. There will be no
supply of these articles at the Camp.
The soles of climbing boots should be well set with

nails before leaving home. Swiss edge-nails cannot
now be obtained and there will be no supply at camp.

Annual Meeting
In accordance with Clause 14 of the Constitution,

the Annual Meeting of the Club will be held duriag
the Camp, for the presentation of reports and the
transaction of business.

Location
The two camps are centrally situated in the great

froup of peaks of which Mts. Hungabee, Victoria,
.efroy and Aberdeen are the dominating massifs.
Lake Louise, Moraine Lake and Lake O'Hara, renown-
ed the world over, are within easy reach. The sub-
sidiary camp is on the shore of Lower Consolation
Lake. Consolation and Moraine Lakes are well stocked
with trout and will provide good fishing. Seve«
glaciers and six mountain passes are close at haad.
Paradise Valley Camp is directly below Mt. Aberdeen;
Mt. Temple is immed.atcly across the valley: both are
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acccpcable graduatinp climes, but any other climb
filling the requirements will be accepted.
The region is well known by report to be one of the

very finest t^at can be found in the Ganadian Rockies
from mountaineering and scenic points of view, and
needs no description to testify to its worth.

Address all correspondence to
S. H. MITCHELL. Secretary-Treasurer, The Club

House, Banff, Alberta.
BANFF CLUB HOUSE AND CAMP

1918
The Club House at Banff will be open on Monday,

June I7th.
As accommodation is limited, application should be

made at the earliest possible date to the Secretary-
Treasurer.

All members will be accorded the privilege of putting
up one or more friends. A letter from any member to
the Secretary-Treasurer will be suflicient introduction.
Ample notice should be given.

Quarters
There will be a "Ladies' Quarters'* and a "Gentle-

men's Quarters," as at the Annual Camp; also what
may be termed a "Married Quarters," where husbands
and wives can tent together. Each tent house will
accommodate two and is provided with two cots,
mattresses, toilet arrangements and chairs. Occu-
pants should bring their own camp bedding and toilet
articles, such as towels soap, etc.

Trunks cannot be taken to the tent houses. Special
quarters are provided for them.

Those who cannot conveniently bring bedding, may
obtain two pairs of blankets, one "comlortable* and a
pillow at the Club House, for which a small additional
charge will be made.

Guests may bring sheets and pillow-slips if desired.
Meals will be served at regular hours in the dining

room. Afternoon tea can be had when desired; a
charge of twenty-five cents (25 cents) per service will
be made.
The Club House is two miles from the railway

station. A special livery will be operated in connection
therewith.
The Alpine Club Livery will meet all parties arriving

by day trains, provided they give sufficient notice of
the train by which they will arrive at Banff to the
Secretary-Treasurer, whose headquarters for the
summer months will be at the Clun House. Parties
arriving by the night trains must go to one of the
hotels.
The rates for members and members* guests will be

two dollars and fifty cents per day.
Every person driven to or from the railway station

and the Club House will be charged 50 cents each way.
The charge for baggage of persons driving to or from

the Club House will be 25 cents _per piece. For those
not driving a minimum charge of oO cents will be made.
One piece of hand baggage allowed free.

Address all correspondence to
S. H. MITCHELL. Secretary-Treasurer. Alpine

Club House, Banff, Alberta.

We invite any of our readers desiring information on doggie matters to send in their

queries to this department. Are you buying a dog; importing one; do you understand the
new registration requirements? .^^ you in doubt as to what breed of aog would suit your
requirements best? Is your dog ailing? Any breed' you want information on, no matter
what it is you wish to know, we will try and satisfy you and to the novice we might say that
we may save you a lot of trouble.

RESUME OF THE FIELD TRIAL SEASON
Last season, when pointers were winning the major-

ity of field trials from all-age stakes to championships,
the more pessimistic among the breeders of English
setters be^an to see dark days ahead oi them lor their
lavorite bird dogs, and many were of the opinion that
the long-haired variety was on the wane as a field

trial possibility, at least temporarily.

The season that has just closed, however, has placed
the setter in a decidedly brighter light, for they have
not only held their own, but have shown conclusively
that there is no immediate danger oi their b^ng unable
to compete with equal success w;ith the- fast coming
pointer.
The season of 1917 and 'IS which began on the

prairies early last September with the AU-American
ckicken trials and closed on February 12 with the
Louisiana meeting at Winnfield, La., discloses the

fact that the setter has been the most successful in
the championships and long heat races, while the
pointer accounted for the majority of the derbys and
'breeders* events.

There were five championships this season and one
subscription stake, all of which were won by English
setters. The first championship stake was the All-
America chicken trials, at Denbigh, during the early
part of September. This was won by tne English
setter. Candy Kid. Next in order was the Continental
Subscription stake at Hayneville, Ala., which was also
won by Candy Kid. Next came the All-America
Amateur Championship, the first week in January,
which was won by the black, white and tan setter.
White Sox, owned by J. S. Spear, Of St. Mary's, Pa.
This was .followed by the Free-for-all Championship,
at Calhoun, Ala., which was won by Candy Kid.
Following, was the amateur championship of the
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^^ ^^^^

won the race. His hird-work never n
^^.^^

intense variety that one 'ooks lor
^^

nor do his Po-nts possess real character D^
^_^|^^^ j^

a fast, wide dog, and^^e goes as lo^g
^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^^

fi°le°ove7h"n«r* brilliant competitors.

^''Thed.nnerwassettoreight-thi^rty.andpr^^^^^^^

on the hour, Mr. Weil led h^. gues s to the
g^^^^ ^^_.^

on the mezzanine "oor of the hote_i
appropriate

ISi'throc'clsil^nlnd 'hc^ nfeX^ards were also specially

^''fre^tstivities oc.up.d {he entire evening, and

Champion Joe Muncie was toastea m
^^^ j_.^^^^

those from his home town, ana also uk
^jyncie a

abro*l. for not .only
^f^

h^hampmn Joe M
^ ^_^.|_

favorite on the cucuit but hs owner l^..^^
^^_.|j_

has made hosts of friends .^n tne
'^j ,|,c,,an.|uel

extending from Manitoba to
^
exas

^^^^^ „
was over, the hero of

'ff """^gs placed upon the
these fes.tivi.es were giv^n, was

; ^^^these festivaies were- giv^n, wa ^..^..^ ^^.

ru^;ou"n';i1n;/rhe''^faL^.on"of'l9.8
-Hochwalt ,n

DOGDOM

^J



TOURNAMENT DATES
Jane 6th. 7th and 8th, 1918. Dominion of Canada

Trap Shooting Tournament at Hamilton, Out.
June 28, Juiy 1st. and 2nd. Canadian Indian Shoot.

Niagara-on-the-Lake Onl.
July 29, 30 and 31st. Three days' Tournament at

St. Thomas. Ont. W. J. McCance. Manager,
TO GUN CLUB SECRETARIES

Secretaries of Gun Clubs who wish the scores of
their weekly shoots to appear in Rod and Gun
should send them in as soon after the shoot as
possible. If enclosed in an unsealed envelope
and marked "printer's copy" they will come for
one cent postage.

DOMINION TOURNAMENT
The Dominion Tournament will be held at Hamilton

on June 6th, 7th and 8th. under the auspices of the
Hamilton Gun Club. It looked for a time as if this
shoot would be dropped this year as the programme in
the past has been so expensive to handle, besides the
lime and ener^ expended but at the solicitation of the
shooters on Good Friday at the tournament held in
Hamilton it was agreed to carry it on and to keep the
events down to two days and a half.
The Tournament will open on the afternoon of June

6th for practice events. On the two days following, the
individual and team championship events will be held
and also an innovation, the championship at doubles.
THREE DAY*STOURNAMENT ATST. THOMAS
"We intend to offer fifteen hundred dollars, added

money and trophies at our three days' tournament."
writes W. J. McCance, St. Thomas. Ont., manager
of this shoot. "We have decided to discontinue all

winter shoots and live bird shooting, having had
several requests from the Canadian and American
shooters to change the dates of our winter shoots to
summer months, as it is the opinion of the shooters
that these dates will be the most suitable for this big
International affair. The Dominion shoot is held 6,
7. and 8th of June, and the Indian shoot is the first
of July at Niagara-on-the-Lake and our shoot coming
July 29. 30. 31st makes matters very satisfactory for
the shooters from the east, and as the following week is

the Grand American Shoot it makes it nice for the
shooters from the east, as they can attend our tourna-
ment on their way to Chicago to the grand American,
this was information furnished me by some of the
shooters."

Hamilton Gun Club
Ideal weather conditions prevailed at the shoot of

the Hamilton Gun club on Saturday afternoon. April
27th. The second event of the President and Vice-
President handicap was the feature, and resulted in
M. E. Fletcher getting the lead with 49 out of 50.
Nelson Long. E. Harris and R. D. Metcalfe are tied
IB second place with 17. and B. Smyth is third with
45. As the handicap will not be given out till the last
event thcro is mucH conjecture as to the final standing.
M. E- Fletcher and E. Harris tied for the spoon

given for the high score in the second event with straight
scores of 25. and Fletcher eventually took the prize.
An event of doubles proved interesting. Nelson

Loag broke 47 out of 60, J. Jones 30 out of 50, and R. D.
Metcalfe 16 out of 24.

Nelson f^ong was in rare form and had the high total
of the afternoon with only one down in 75. E. Harris
was next with 48 out of 50. M. E. Fletcher put on 70
out of 75, which included 50 straight in the last two
events. Bert Smyth was most consistent with 69 out
of 75, getting 23 in each of the three events.
The program for the Dominion shoot to be held here

in June is lieing rounded into shape by the cpramiltee
and will be issued very shortly.
The scores were:

Shot at. Broke.
M.E.Fletcher.- . 75 70
J.CIine 50 32
Dr. Wilson , 50 39
Dr. Behm 25 19
R. Lisson ,50 31
H. Smith 75 65
J.H.Newton 100 86
N.Long 75 7i
I.Smith 50 41
G.Stroud. 100 80
J. Jones 85 73
M.Goodale 85 76
R.Metcalfe 75 61
A.Smith 50 32
R.Branda 110 83
B.Smyth. 75 69
F. Overholt 25 18
A. Garner 25 18
E. Harris 50 48

Hamilton Gun Club
At the Hamilton Gun Club on Saturday afternoon.

May 11th, the members indulged in a lively shoot
although a cold east wind with rain at times did not
improve the shooting conditions. The third event of
the president and vice-president series was shot off

and resulted in M. E. Fletcher keeping the lead with
72 out of 75. Nelson Long is in second place with 70
and John Hunter is third with 66. This series will be
finished at the next shoot, when the handicap will be
announced and which will change the present standing
of the contestants.
John Hunter and M. E. Goodale tied with 44 out

of 50 for an A.A.T.A. spoon, which Goodale finally
won in an extra event with 20 to 19. W. P. Thomson
was runner up with 43.

Si. Long and M. E. Fletcher tied with 23 each for the
club spoon, and on the shoot-ofi'. Long won out with
24 to 21. Fletcher, however, had the satisfacton of
having the high total of the afternoon with 68 out of
75. while Long had 110 out of 125. Both of these
members are snooting in good form and will be strong
contenders in future events.
The scores were:
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H. Smith lOP
B.Smith i-}

B. Branda "
A. Smith 75

H.B.Lurvey ,4g
G. Stroud 125

Dr. Green. 25

80
63
58
56
18
95
19

Toronto Trapshooting and Game Protective
Association.

The Toronto Trapshooters and Game Protective

Association held their weekly shoot at Lakeview Park
on Saturday, April 27th with a Rood attendance of

members and icfeal weather. Some good scores were
made. , cu * .Shot at.

W. R. Fenton - 50
Dr. Jordan lOo

J. Leedham 60
A. Glover 100
E. Coate.
J. Dunbar
C.Smith
J. Monkman..
C. Richardson

.

G. Sharp
J. Turner, jun.
C.Clarke .

Col. Curran.

.

J. Turner
F. Cockburn
J. Stauffer..

25
25
25
25
50
30
30
20
30
15
25
15

Broke.
42
89
50
89
25
22
21
15
44
23
21
15
22
8

17
15

J. Murphy 75 68
J.Leedliam 92 77
C.Jenning 97 76
Col. Curran 53 47
J. Monkman o3 o4
J.B.McGrath 75 57

J. Turner, jr 51 44
W.McKcand 59 34

F. Cockburn 54 43
W.McKcand 59 34

F. Cockburn 54 43
C.Richardson 60 48
J. Stauffer 50 46
J. F. Murphy 78 52

N.Buchanan 75 48
C. Smith 50 37

A. Glover. 52 44
W.R.Wood 42 27

Dr. Jordan 80 67

F.Mathews 65 50
G.Draw 67 58
E.T.Hutchinson 41 37

Major Cotton 44 22

G.Mason 25 10

E.Coath 26 22

W.R. Fenton 50 42

Dr.Scott 50 48

C, Clarke 27 15

R. Waterworth 25 lb

J.Harrison , 26 21

C. Harris / 25 9

B. Pearce 50 4b
J.Dunbar 27 la

The Toronto Trapshooters' and Game Protective

Association held their weekly ahoot at Lakeview Park
on Saturdav, May 4th. In the prize events at 25 birds,

handicap 16 to 20 yards, shoot No. 1 was won by H.
Cooey with C. Jennings second. Shoot No. 2 was won
by H. Cooey with J. Turner, jun., second. The
^''°^'"^-

Shot at. Broke
J. Murphy 120 107

Dr. Jordan 100 82
G.Vivian 100 89

H. Cooey JOO 95

G.Dunk." 100 88

Dr. Scott 50 44

W. R. Fenton 50 43

V. Thornton 125
J.Nutson 40
J. Monkman 40
J. Leedham 105
C.Smith 40
Col. Curran 50
J.Dunbar 25
C.Jenning 100

W. McKeand 45
A. Glover 50
C.Richardson 5U

C. Clarke ^f>
V. Cockburn ./•.. 25

G. Sharp '

%%
J.Turner, jun 75

A.Spiller - 50
G. Mason.
W.Laurie.

23
28
86
31
41
21
67
26
40
33
19
17
45
59
39
52
14

Thr Toronto Trapshooters and Game Protective

Association held their weekly shoot at Lakeview Park

on Saturday May llth, with a record attendance of

shooters' fn the prize event at 25 birds, 16 yards

with added birds 1 to 4, Col. Curran broke 25. winn.na

first money. Dr. Scott being second, J. Draw third

and J. Harrison fourth.

The scores:—
Shot at. Broke.

G.Vivian l^J
1^9

W.S. Lansing ^' '

The Toronto Trapshooters and Game Protective

Association held their weekly shoot at Lakeview Park

on Saturday, May 18th, with a large attendance o)

shooters. In the prize shoot five shooters broke 2a

straight, and in the shoot oft Richardson again broke

25, winning 1st, C. Jennings 2nd, J. Turner, jr., 3rd,

and F. Cockburn 4th.

The scores:— „, ^ . i>,„i,.Shot at. Broke.

C.Richardson 85 82

C.Jennings 129 11^
G.Sharp 35 27
G.Wallace 97 73

H. Albert 78 54

J. Leedha,m 6° %i
W.Joselin 85 7«

W.S.Lansing 65 ai

G.Mason 77 b^

G.Vivian., 140 131

J. Turner, jr 100 92

J. Murphy 100 9b

A. Glovir 76 69

Dr. Serson f2 St
H.Ruck 50 3/

C.Smith 48 3/

Col. Curran 47 ^
1- Cockburn Igl 83

H. Cooye 10" »°

W.R. Fenton 75 bM

G.Draw %% 5X
J. E. Murphy 53 J»

J. Monkman ^d ^o

W.McKcand ., 44 ^3
James Douglas f^ 'S
J.Turner '^ S
G. Turner '"

of,
Dr.Jordan °g 2^
S. Rowe ^\ j9
J.Harrison S; ,c
C.Clarke. 28 13

J.JelTers.. in 6
J. Sullivan.. 1"

Trapshooting
Canadian Averages For 1917 _ , „„isiered

tournaments, is to hand
averaged 90% or better. Amateurs

S.A

Onl.Barnes, W., Hamilton,
Bates, A. D ,

Bcattie, Geo.,
r> V"

Biner, D. P.. Grtenwood, B. C.,.

Boothroyd, J.. Sy. Cent. B. C.,..

Carr W. E., Winnipeg, ^^an

Comiis. R. H., Toronto, Out..

Cowderoy, G., Edmonton, Alta.,

Dill, Ralph, Saskatoon. Sask.,..

BK.
100
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Eastthorn, R., N- Gabriola, B. C
Edwards, W. S., Toronto, Ont. . .

Ellis, E. E., Manitou, Man-. 1230
Evans, Albert, Armstrons, B. C, .

""'

Fletcher, M. E., Hamilton, Ont
Gammage, C. E., Ridgctown, Ont.
Glovcir, H. W., London, Ont.
Harris, E. L., Hamilton. Ont
Hart. J. W., Dresden, Ont
Hoggan, W., Nanauno, B. G.,
Homiess G. E., Saskatoon, Sask
Jennings, J. E., Todmorden, Ont
Kinnev, Paul C, Edmonton, Altja.,

Lewis. C. A., Gait, Ont
Logan. A., Edmonton, Alta.,
Mannix Geo., St. Thomas, Ont....
McLaren, W. B., Calvary, Alta
McNeil, Dan., Florence." Ont
Oliver. T. H., Ladner, B. C
O'Loane. G.. Chatham, Ont
Page, Col., Brantford, Ont
Passmore, John, Hensall, Ont
Payne, .las.. Tillsonbiirg, Ont
Pearcc, B. J., Toronto. Ont
Perdue, M. B.. Windsor. Ont
Pomnicrenke. H., Dundurn, Sask...
Bobinson, R. G., Calgary. Alta
Schwager, P. G., Dundurn, Sask
Short. G. A., Coronation. Alta
Singer, Maj., Niagara-on-the-lake, Ont.
Smith, W. A ., Kingsville, Ont
Smith, Harry, Chatham, Ont
Smvth, Bert. Hamilton, Ont
Stotts. \V. F., Essex. Ont
Vance, S. G., Tillsonburg. Ont
Watson, Percy, Champion, Alta...
Young, A., Kenora, Ont ,

Cadham, J., Vancouver, B- C,
Day, Roland, London. Ont
Morris. F. H.. Edmonton, Alta...
Simpson. F. Gr. Winnipeg, Man...
White, Ed, F. G , Ottawa. Ont

Professionals

300
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1 guess the shooting is about over for this

year. I think I'll go into town with this last

bunch. You stay here and be ready to close

up when I come out for you"; He intended

to live in town for the winter as all the stock

were running at large. As I saw the tail-end

of the last car disappear over the hill I de-

cided that now would be my chance to obtain

a well earned rest. I had only one team of

horses in, so did not have much to do but eat,

read, and sleep.

After finishing the chores one night I made
myself comfortable before the fire and was

reading' a magazine, when the exhaust of an

automobile lifted me right out of my story.

I rushed out to see who was there. It proved

to be three railroad men out to get some of

the game that they heard were so plentiful

on the lake. I made them welcome and

prepared supper. After supper and when
the dishes were washed I had time to size up

the three men. There was Phil, an engineer,

rather small, with twinkling blue eyes and

witty enough for the proverbial Irishman.

He was continually poking fun at Bill, who
was a conductor, big, fat, and good-natured.

Then there was .Jim, some kind of an official

with a serious air and way with him that

meant business. (Probably he got this from

his red hair). When we had finished our

cigarettes and pipes after supper, Phil said:

"Come on. Bill, let's wash the dishes" "All

right!" said Bill, "I'm the finest little dish-

washer you ever saw." I endeavored to

dissuade them but it was useless, Phil saying:

"Young fellow, show me the dish-pan and
give Bill the towel and go and sit down.

Don't you know that we came out here for

sport and what better sport would you want
than this?" He then slammed the dishes he

was carrying on the kitchen table hard enough

to break every one of them. I thought it

best to let him have his own way oi we'd have

to eat breakfast the next morning out of the

frying-pan and drink our tea out of tomato
cans.

Jim and I formed ourselves into a com-
mittee of ways, (we had the means), and
after much discussion decided to shoot off

the shore if the wind were south and go to

the Island if the wind were north. After

the dishes were cleared away they got out

their guns and oiled them up for the morrow.

We soon went to bed for we had to be up early

in the morning as it was three miles to the

point where we kept the canoe.

Wlien I got up there was a regular rip-

snorter »f a north-west wind blowing. I lit

the fire then ran out and fed and harnessed

the team. By the time I got back to the

house the kettle was boiling merrily. Soon
breakfast was ready. The boys pulled in

and ate a hearty meal. We each made up a

lunch to take with us for we did not intend

to come back before night, then hooked the

team up to the democrat and were away
before daylight for the lake. ^_The wind show-
ed no signs of dropping but knowing that if

we stayed on shore there would be notliing

doing in the shooting line we started for the

Island. We had a twenty-two foot Chestnut

canoe and she could easily carry the four of us.

I had always been in the habit of taking the

stern seat, and had a very broad paddle, so

no matter how the rest of the boys paddled

I could keep her on her course. Experience

taught me that the only way to do with a

bunch of shooters was to take them for green-

horns with regard to a canoe until such time

as I found out differently. It took quite

few ducklings to teach me this valuable

lesson.

I pushed the canoe out a little distance and
called on the boys to get in. Bill clambered
in and walked up to the bow. Immediately

the canoe reared up like a broncho for as I

have said, Bill was quite a size. "You better

get in the middle," said Phil, "or else the

rest of us will have to get in this end to hold

her down, and we won't have room to paddle,"

Finally all got placed, and paddled out, Phil

cautioning Bill to be sure and keep her on an
even keel Phil, who was in the bow, turned

around and remarked to me: "There is no

danger of disturbing her equilibrium now,

not as long as we have all that ballast in the

centre."

The Island lay due south of the point and
the windj being from the northwest we fairly

fiew. I had to watch the crests carefully and
did manage to get some water in at that.

We reached the north side of the Islaad,

beached our canoe, and soon had all our time

taken up with the birds. They were beating

up the north side of the Island against the

wind and we were concealed in little huts

made of wild celery that had drifted in on

the shore. When they were over us we would

shoot. It was impossible to niiss them. We
ate our lunches with the gun in one hand,

and continued our sport till along about four

o'clock when I called the boys to get ready

to go. It was hard to leave but we had to

reach the shore before dark in order to find

our landing-place.

Soon the birds and guns were loaded up and
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the canoe launched. We had been very busy

and had not noticed that the wind was rising

again. Wien about half a mile from the

Island it was blowing a regular hurricane and

ice began to collect on the handles of the

paddles. It was terrible work, and it seemed

that every time we took our paddles out of

the water we were drifting back t-Ao-thirds of

the distance gained on the stroke. The flying

spray covered everything with a sheet of ice,

and our clothes were so stiff that we could

hardly work the paddles. The canoe began

to take in water at an alarming rate. One

9f the bovs stopped paddling to bail out the

water -with his hat, and while he was bailing

we made practically no headway. A mile

and a half north of the Island lay the sand-

bar, tliree-quarters of a mile long and about

forty feet wide at its broadest part. The

canoe had quite a lot of water in it by this

time and was very slow in obeying the paddle

with the consequence that we were shipping

more water all the time; however, after a lot

of back-breaking work we managed to get in

the lee of the bar and out of the way of the

hea^^' rollers, so the paddling was much easier.

We beached tne canoe and dragged it up on

the bar where we turned it over to empty the

water out of it. Looking towards the shore

we decided that it was impossible to make
Jand before dark, although the boys wanted

to trj'. We were almost swamped coming

a mile and a half, and there were four and a

half to go yet, besides we were all played out,

and the wind was still rising. The spray

was going over the sand-bar and freezing a

glaze of ice on everything. We were all wet

through but did not mind that while paddling

as the exertion kept us warm, but now stand-

ing on the bar with no shelter from the winds

we .soon began to feel the effects of the cold,

and decided that if we did not get some pro-

tection we would freeze to death. There was
lots of celery along the bar so we made a long

oval hut the shape of the canoe and placing

it on top for a roof crawled inside. My teeth

were doing a hornpipe and I was hungry as

a bear. With the darkness came more frost

till everything was coated with ice. That
night was the longest night I ever spent. I

must have looked at my watch fifty times

altogether. I had some matches in the

pocket of my shirt that happened to be dry.

Drying the butt of my gun with my cap lining

I struck them on that to see what time it «as.

I'd keep quiet for what seemed like an hour

and then look at the watch and it would only

be fifteen or twenty minutes. I will never

forget it, four of us huddled in that hut, built

of wet celery and trying to keep together so

that none of the heat would escape. Those

railroad men were game to the finish. They
made no complaint and I am sure that they

must have felt the cold twice as much as I

did for they were not used to being out in all

kinds of weather.

Next morning the first grey streak of dawn
found me trying to run up and down the

bar but it was a miserable failure. I could

not go any faster than a walk. The other

boys got out and we all walked miles before

we had loosened our joints enough to think

of starting out in the canoe. The wind was

not quite so strong as it had been and showed

signs of dying away with the sunrise so we
started for the shore. After having gone a

couple of miles we ran into ice and Phil had

to sit astride the bow and break it with his

feet so as not to cut a hole in the canoe.

When we reached the shore we found another

party, and they were beginning to get uneasy

about us as they knew that something was

-» wrong. They drove us back to the house,

and beside the hot stove we soon forgot our

troubles and tried to drown them in hot

coffee. I did not get warmed through that

day.

Next morning Phil said: "How about

going to the Island for some more ducks?"

"Nothing doing," says Bill, "I've had enough

shooting to do me for another ten years."

So far as I know he really believed he had for

he's never been out here since. This happen-

ed six years ago but I'll never forget that

night and if you were to ask those railroad

men I believe they would say the same.

They were satisfied though, and had good

reason to be for they counted out a hundred

and forty ducks to take to town with them as

a souvenir of the night on the sand-bar.

®bituariT

The Parker Gun Company, of Meriden,

Conn., announce the death of a trusted and
faithful employee of thei r firm, Mr. S. A.

Tucker, who has served this company con-

tinuously for forty-two years.
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Modern

Sporting

Gunnery

A manual of practical inform-

ation for sportsmen of today

With Over 250 Illutttation*

Containing Chapters on the following:

A Retrospect, Modern Shotguns, Shotgun
Ammunition, Modern Sporting Rifles, The
New Accelerated Express Rifles and Axite

Powder, Ball and Shot Guns and Their Dev-
elopment, The Sighting of Rifles, Sporting

Bullets, Miniature Rifles For Match, Target
and Sporting Purposes, Gun Fitting, Game
Shooting in Great Britain, Wfld Fowl Shoot-

ing in Great Britain, The Sportswoman; Her
Rationale in the Field and Her Equipment,
Ladies in the Field, Shooting Abroad.

Will be sent postpaid on receipt of price, $2.00

ADDRESS:

BOOK DEPT., ROD AND GUN IN CANADA, WOODSTOCK, ONT.

By HENRY SHARP
Author of '-The Gun Afield

and Afloat," "Practical

Wildfoivling," Etc.

ot>inBOYS! Double Your

Pleasure Outdoo rs This Spring

—

Get one of these splendid little Rifles—FREE. It isn't going to cost you any money—all

we want is a little of your spare time, and you have surely lots of that after school or on
holidays. Just think of naving a real accurate-shooting .22 cabbre Rifle of your own.
And here's your chance.

$5.00 BOY SCOUT RIFLE—FREE
This Rifle is .22 caUbre, shoots .22 short,

long or long rifle cartridges. Guaranteed for

either black or smokeless powder. Barrel

22 in. long. Weight 3Ji pounds. Hammer
breech block, trigger, extractor, and three

springs of tempered steel, are all the work-
ing parts. Barrel and action detachable

from stock for convenience in carrying.

All you have to do is to send us

Five New Yearly Subscriptions To

"Rod and Gun in Canada"

at $1 .50 per year, and w* will ship Uiis handsome
little rifle, all charges prepaid to any address in

Canada or U.S.A. Ask your dad for the names of
some of his sportsman friends. Call around and see

them. Get them interested and they will be only
too glad to subscribe to Canada's Leading Sporting
Magazine. Begin at once and send for Sample
Copies, Subscription Blanks, etc., today.

ADDRESS: PREMIUM DEPT.

W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publishers, Woodstock, Ont.
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July, the vacation month, is ahnost upon

us.. If you are going to a summer resort

where all you have to do is to pay the bills,

why you may not be specially interested in

the announcement of our new department,

ROD AND GUN MECHANICS. But if,

on the other hand, you are interested in any

kind of a proposition that will take you away
from civilization, away with a tent to some

place where you will be largely dependent

upon your own resources, why then you
should be specially interested to learn of our

new department. And even if your vaca-

tion this year has to be limited to an occasional

hiking trip a few miles out of town, you will

bo interested, for in this department we
purpose publishing from month to month
descriptions and illustrations of just such

articles as you will want to make and take

with you on just such trips. Hundreds,

yes thousands, of Rod and Gun readers and

subscribers are practical woodsmen. Scarcely

one of them but has worked out for himseJf

some special kink, some original idea which he

has put into concrete form, and which his

experience has shown him to be adapted for

his special outdoor requirements. It is these

ideas which we wish to secure for this depart-

ment and which we must secure if the depart-

ment is to be the success we expect it to be.

In our July issue we will publish a few kinks

that out of doors men have found to give

them satisfaction and we now invite our

subscribers to contribute to this department

any idea or rough sketch—it doesn't matter

how rough it may be so long as it gives a

clue of what is meant, our editor will put it

into readable form and our artist will put

the designs sent into good shape,—of how
to make traps, fishing rods, fishing tackle,

camp utensils, etc., etc.,' things which the

handy man may make for himself, that he

may enjov making and that he may find of

special use on his outings. At the end of

July 1919, we shall offer to the subscriber who
has sent us in the best collection of these

kinks throughout the year, one of our cover

paintings. This will be an original oilpaint-

ing, not a print. Let us have your ideas.

Our July number will show you what we mean,

as a number of kinks will appear therein,

but we would ask for this department the co-

operation of all our subscribers who have

original ideas along the line of home-made
outing equipment, articles that may be made
at home and which will contribute in any way
to the enjoyment of the outdoors man.

SaSSESHSJSenSSEeSSHSHSHKKEHEKECSSSHSEHSSSHSHSHSSEESSSHSSSJHSESHSHSHSHBESJSSSHSHSSHSHKJE^SSSESSS
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MAKE YOUR OWN

LAGER BEER
At home—ao special equipment—from our

pure and popular

Hop-Malt Beer Extract
Conforming to Temperance Act.

This is a Food Beer, more delicious, nourishing
and better than any malt beverage you can buy in
boftJcs. Drink all you want of it. Easy to make.
The drink that "cheers but docs not inebriate."
Rich, creamy foam, natural color, snap and sparkle.
Your friends will confirm your opinion—"The best
I ever tasted."

Large can. nyikes 7 gals..... $1.75
Small can, makes 3 gals 1.25
Sample can, makes 1 gal. 50c
Send money order or postal note. Prepaid

throughout Canada. Agents wanted everywhere.

HOP-MALT COMpCCnY, LTD..
Dept. L-3. 92 King St. West

Hamilton. Canada.

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
I'HEMIEK MALLAia', Kc^ L ^. Titonl Oflics

On your hunting trip take along Mason's Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for lUuslrated Catalogue—It's Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M. R. R. Detroit. Mich.

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted.
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SiUIUEL H. THOMPSON. PreprtetM

++ +++

!
-

Get Away For a

FewDays' Fishing
YOU'LL ENJOY IT AND FEEL BETTER

HUNDREDS OF GOOD SPOTS FOR GAMY
TROUT, BLACK BASS AND MASCALONGE

IN ONTARIO OR QUEBEC—IN FACT THE FIN-
EST FISHING IN EVERY PROVINCE; AND FOR
REAL MOUNTAIN TROUT, TRY VIRGIN HAUNTS
IN THE CANADIAN NORTHERN ROCKIES.
As.k for new book "WTiere to Fish and Hunt." con-
tains concise description of everv' worth-wtiile place
on the line. aJso other valuable information—Any
C.N.R. Ai?ent. or Cleneral Passenger Supt., Montreaj,
Que. Toronto, Ont. Winnipes. Alan.



DEER HUNTING AT MYER'S CAVE
CAPTAIN W. HENRY

TO a green horn this new sport was going

to be a real novelty. Our party of

nine were already at least a week before

the appointed time and more anxious than

a buiich of school kids for Santa Claus.

The night before starting we arranged how
we should go, old George, Sam, Fred, Eddie,

myself and one dog in the Overland, and Joe,

Marshall, Ed, Hank and one dog in the Ford.

In George's truck were Mike, the speed

King, Geo. Gus, the cook, and two dogs and

the provisions which were many and num-

erous.

Sharp at 6 a.m. we were all ready for the

road; then when they cranked the tin Lizzie

there was no response, so the truck and our-

selves left without them.

As it had rained for the previous two weeks

we rather expected bad roads and were not

disappointed in any way. The first twenty

miles were lovely and made in about two

hours, then we commenced to get lost and

into the mud. When we were not stuck the

truck was, so all the deck hands had con-

tinuous exercise. Our first bad break was to

get mired on a boundary road between two

counties. We finally met a drover who put

us right and told us after we had gone ten

miles we could go as fast as we liked, he cer-

tainly was some joker as we never beat ten

miles an hour after that.

Our first stop of any duration, (I mean

when not stuck), was when one of the hounds

got seasick all over the poor Cook, who was

wedged in between two boxes in the back of

the truck and didn't have any chance. After

a slight shower bath for his coat at a village

pump we proceeded on again. Things went

well for a while till we got oil the road again

and had to turn around. As I was backing

up to allow the truck to turn I managed to

get stuck myself high and dry on a big rock.

A couple of fence rails dislodged the car and

we started again. After that one or the other

was getting stuck every few minutes. The
roads were not roads, thex were rivers, lakes

and sloughs and the monotony was varied

by a multitude of" hills in each mile, at the

lop of each, of which was a horse shoe turn

or a hairpin turn or a Devil's Elbow. Talk

about high gear, it was an unnecessary en-

cumbrance.

At 12 o'clock we stopped for a bite of lunch,

or I mean more lunch, as lunch was a coi»-

tinuous performance, as somebody generally

had something to eat or drink at all stops.

The temperament of the party was not really

as ardent now as when starting out and some
one had the kindness to suggest that perhaps

the Ford had passed us. After lunch we had
the pleasure of breaking a front spring on

the Overland and a hind one on the truck,

still we continued. Just before dark as we
were feeling as if we might get some place

the same day we started out we met a thresh-

ing outfit hopelessly stuck in the centre of

the road and there was nothing left for us to

do but to take to the field. We managed to

get into the field all right, but when going

over a soft spot the Overland got stuck. We
hitched the truck on to it and pulled it out;

then the truck got stuck. After many at-

tempts to pull it out we gave it up and de-

cided to go on and send bank some horses.

Right here I must say that tanks and airships

have got nothing on an Overland car with a

broken spring, for when I went through that

fence the second time I certainly only hit

one or two spots and the third was the next

farm house. This was MacGregor's Post

Office at Myer's Cave where our mail came.

We told them to send back all the horses

available and went on to the guide's house

two miles further. His name was Bill; he

was a gentleman and as decent a backwoods

guide as I ever met. He may have been glad

to see us but not half as glad as we were to

see him. Being a convalescent, I was on the

Indian list but right here I certainly did have

one big drink, the milk had just come m from

the cows, so I had a brand new drink, call it

what you like, warm milk and whisky. Cock-

tails and absinthe frappes may be invigorating

but this new one of mine was certainly all

to the merry. I was here informed that we
had a mile and a half to go across the lake

to the camp.

The guide invited us to his house for some

supper and as his wife was kind enough to

offer us rooms tor the night you can bet 1

jumped at the chance for I was all ready for

the feathers. After some substantial repast

I asked to be shown the boudoir. I managed

to get my boots and hat off but still retained

my share of mud and oil, etc. from the trip.

I crawled in between two wholesome blankets

which you know were wool for you could

smell the sheep. Woollen underwear always
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The Camper's Own Book

1918—SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1918

This is that BIG little book of the open—America's new
outdoor manual. It comes to you bound as you see here. It is

"woodsy" from cover to cover—stirred by lake-breezes and
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere.

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Eralyn
M. Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. E. H. Forbrush

—

these and others join this camp fire council. They say their

ay about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they
pin a yarn or two by the way,

"The Camper's Own Book" measures 8x5^5 inches over all. It is a goodly gener-
ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you've ever seen.

,

Everybody should have a copy who beUeves that a day under the free sky makea the
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you're one—you know you are.

PRICE PER VOLUME
In the appropriate green T-cloth

Post-paid

$1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED WOODSTOCK, ONT.

"GARAGES AND HOW TO
BUILD THEM"

Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine.
The most convenient place is on your own property in a private garage, the
architecture of which is in keeping with your house.

This large 15S-pagebook is the only one of its

kind and shows a standard collection of New,
Original and Artistic designs for up-to-date Priv-
ate and Public Garages adapted to Frame,
Brick. Stone, Cement, Stucco, or Concrete Con-
struction, together with Efttimates of Cost.

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per-
spective views and floor plans giving dimensions,
etc. Also remarks on Garage Construction,
explaining the advantages oi each form of con-
struction and giving details about the manner of
erection, selection of materials, hints on super-
uion. etc.

There is also an extensive chapter on Garai^e
Equipment and Accessories in which is des-

cribed the construction and operation of turn
tables: gasoline storage and pumping; oil cabin-

ets; constructing a repair beach and tool cabin-
ets; lockers: rules to prevent freezing of water
in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus;
lighting apparatus: etc.

It is just the book to give you important points

and ideas if you are about to build a garage. Its

information will save you money.

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated, Artist-
ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address:

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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kept me warm for I never could keep quiet

long enough to get cold, but between these

two clean heavy weights I slept like the babes

in the woods. The truck arrived at 10.30

and the Ford at 1? o'clock but I slept peace-

fully on.

We had taken from G in the morning till

fi.30 at night to go seventy-five miles in an

automobile, you could have driven a team

of oxen and a waggon the same distance in

kalf the time.

Early next morning big F"red, the human

dray, was over to see if I felt any ill effects

from our trip through the mud. He informed

me that the truck had been pulled out of the

field and that the Ford got in all right also.

The whole party were up early and had taken

all our luggage across the lake to the camp so

after the Guide's wife had given mea good

breakfast consisting of a fresh egg, some

home-made bread and butter and some wild

raspberries and lea I was ready for anything.

The row across the lake was very enjoyable

a.s all the lakes in that country are clear and

deep and surrounded on all sides by big hills,

making the scenery very pleasing to the eye.

From the top of one hill you can see five

different lakes. There are lots of salmon,

bass and herring in these lakes and we en-

joyed them very much. Arriving at the

camp I heard the story of the Ford which

was similar to ours, except that it wasn't in

very good trim after they got it fixed, and it

stalled on all the hills which necessitated a

lot of shoving and some language.

The Driver, Hank the human Hog, was

given much advice on how a Ford should be

driven, being advised to keep her in the rut

and they would not get stuck so often. To

end up their journey they passed a woman
four limes with a lantern or I guess she passed

them four times, for on being asked to have a

ride, she said, no, that she was in a hurry.

The camp was well settled when I arrived

with everything in its place and everybody

getting their guns and ammunition ready

for execution on the morrow. This camp

house was originally built by the Big Dipper

Gold Mining Co. now defunct and it was well

laid out to accommodate twelve men easily.

There were beds enough upstairs for eleven

of us and big Fred slept downstairs in his

Eiderdown of North West mining fame.

After a good dinner of beefsteak, fried

potatoes, home-made bread and jam, the

chips were counted out for the King of in-door

sports. As Mike was leaving to return home

next day the boys did the best they could to

relieve him of the burden of carrying back
any extra change. First his place was un-

lucky, then his chair was worse, then he

couldn't win with three hooks (sevens) and
three Kinks (Kings) were just as bad, after

parting with five or six dollars at five and ten

cent limit he gave it up as no game, for a bum
driver.

Everybody was ready for bed before ten

o'clock as Bill, the guide, said we must all

be on our watch at sunrise. Sharp at five

o'clock the alarm went off and of course the

first morning everybody wanted to light the

fire but as we had Gus, our orderly, with us

he did it. Sam who was always Cook and a

real one at that, (he's wasting his time in his

own business), gave us a fine breakfast.

Then it was Bill where will you put me,

and Bill where will I go, etc. Everybody

was anxious to be on the best run way.

If you ever do any deer hunting be sure

and go in twos, for when the guide leaves you

alone on a rock and you have to wait till he

comes for you again or get lost, deer hunting

is no fun. Everything is so quiet and still

that you can sit and listen to your heart

beating and think it is a herd of deer going by.

This same performance went on for two or

three days. I understood before we went

out that all you had to do was sit on the front

steps and shoot the deer as the dogs drove

them by. After two or three days I knew we
were deer hunting not deer shooting. Then
after two or three more days I concluded it

was sight seeing deer as the nearest I had

been to one yet was with the field glasses.

You sat on your watch, I do not mean "your

wrist watch or your pocket watch," that is a

hunter's expression for where you keep still.

You preside in that spot all alert till the dogs

stop barking, providing they do bark, and

even then they might have been chasing a

fox or had a porcupine up a tree. Still you

imagined it was a deer, and when they stopped

barking you went back to the camp for dinner

and my goodness, everybody was ready with

his face and hands washed to eat at 10 o'clock.

The weather was most beautiful all the time

we were there, and I had to carry my sweater

most of the time. Eddie and I joked poor

Bill, the guide, so much he didn't have mueh
fun. After dinner there were m«re chips

and more poker. Fred, Eddie and I varied

our games a little by plaj'ing cribbage, seven

up and rummy, but being somewhat modest

I'll not relate the result. 0ur man Gus, who
did all the cleaning-up was really the best

hunter of the party as he was always out with
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Crab'
08 Vc
W»dless

Heddon
Carter-Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

_

k1^ "^^^ Heddon's Sons^
liac, Mich.

ItHooks'em EveruTime

!

The position of the HOOK is the reason. Hook releases when fish strikes
and sudden stop when hook teaches end o t slot sets t he hcuk

firmly into jaw. Darts ant!

di\es just like a real (ish

;aiches mote than any
other spoon or wooden
minnow. Great for all

Bass, Trout. Musky, Pike, Sal-

sizes. Ask your dealer lor
Rame fish such
nion. Cod, Tarpon, etc. Made in six
Knowles Automatic Striker or we willsend it postpaid. Fully guaranteed
Calaloe free. Finishes: SILVER—SILVER AND COPPER—BRASS.
Length 1^.&" 2\&'' 2-";4" SVi" iVh" SV^"
PriceeacK 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25
S. E. KNOWLES, 79 Sherwood B!dg., San Francisco, Cal.

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand louded shells are almost invariably used by eipert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving in cost is considerable. Every evening you ttpend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rHle or
revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEAnoW STREET NEW HAVEN. CONN.

The TRADE MARK is on every genuine

PETERBOROUGH
CANOE"

aod Is backed by a guarantee

t win pay you to get our
catalogue and investigate.

We make a , complete line of

CANOES, ROW BOATS,
SPECIAL OUTBOARD

MOTOR BOATS,
DINGYS'& LAUNCHES

*
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Ihc shot gun, hunting rabbits, wild ducks, etc.

His best stunt was when he tried his hand at

wood peck," as he called it, "one of those

birds which knocks its head on a tree," and a

iilue jay. He cleaned all these one day and
when we came in had them on cooking. Being

asked what they were he said it was rabbit.

Well, the party ate the whole mess without

a murmur. I tried to bile a leg on the owl

but couldn't get through it so gave up and
took something else. Next day when told

what they had eaten there were some very un-

complimentary remarks passed. Gus thought

he would like to play poker, it seemed so

easy to make money so they allowed him to

play a couple of times, which was very detri-

mental to the work he was supposed to do.

I saw he didn't know anything about it so

.concluded I'd cure him all at once. I was
considerably ahead of the game at the time

he came in so every time he stayed I raised

it, Eddie got on to my manoeuvre and kept

lilting back till finally poor Gus had lost

all his money and decided he didn't want to

Isarn any more about that game. The next

day when we gave him back his money he

certainly was very grateful and he couldn't

do enough for us two, everything he shot

he kept for us to take home.

The third day there was a good joke on

me. I had a near watch and Joe and Sam
always went by me to theirs. I had just got

to mine when I heard a racket behind me.

I yelled: "Is that you Joe, what's your

hurry?" Not getting any answer, I looked

around and saw a yellow streak with a waving
white flag disappearing behind me. I shot

twice with no result so I ran after it in the

same direction, but our relative speeds were

BO dissimilar I didn't get another shot. When
I got back to camp and told my story I was

presented with a cake ot salt to put on the

next one's tail. The next day we did manage
to get one, both big Fred and Bill the Guide
claimed shooting it, but I'm glad I didn't for

I could have caught it with the salt if they

had only given me a chance as the poor thing

already had two broken legs and had no

.
chance to get away.

By now you will have concluded that the

aine of us were all good deer hunters. In

four days we had caught one deer With two

broken legs. After that episode Eddie and

I to stimulate hunting, formed a syndicate

to take all bets on the deer. Even rroney

that the crowd couldn't get a deer and five

to one individually. We had two takers on

t*e crowd, Sam and Fred bet us a dollar

each that somebody would bring in a deer

next day, but personal confidence was sure

lacking in that bunch, as none of them would

risk one dollar to five on himself. Right

here is where the smallness of some men is

shown up. We were minus one dog that day

and Sam and Bill, the Guide, went across the

lake "after dark ' to find the dog and get

bread and milk, etc. They arrived home at

ten-thirty with a deer, what do you tnink

about that. Nobody knows yet how they

got it, whether it was caught in the fish net

or got scared to death or whether they traded

the dog for it. It certainly was good news

to get anotner deer but Fred and Sam both

clamored for their dollar, as they said we
had not stipulated how the crowd were to

gel the deer so we had to pay. You can draw

your own conclusions of what you think

about men who would go out in the dark to

get a deer just to win a dollar bet. After

that Eddie and I decided we could hunt just

as well together if we took the Eiderdown

and the cribbage board for amusement.

We were really law-abiding hunters, no

shooting on Sundays, you could sleep or

walk or eat and we had the eaters with us

all right. Did you ever admire a real live

consumer of food. Well, if you did, you

should have been along to watch Hank, the

human hog.

How is this for breakfast, two slices of ham,

two slices of bacon, five eggs and four po-

tatoes with numerous slices of home-made
bread and butter and jam galore. Some
man, eh?

Poor old George would go fishing, so a

cheap sport bet him he'd catch a heavier fish

first. They both got one about the same

time but poor old George didn't have an\

show as the other fellow slipped some shot

down his fish.

Monday Bill and the guide said if we'd

only get a little snow we could still hunt.

Eddie replied: "Aren't we still hunting?"

"Oh no'" said Bill, "we are hunting still

but not'istill hunting yet."

Perhaps that deer talk is familiar to moose

hunters but not to duck shooters like Eddie

and me. We now had two deer to our credit,

one killed in daylight witn two broken legs

and one caught after dark.

Early in the second week Eddie and I were

doing our Swedish exercises on shore when

I happened to pick up the glasses and look

down the lake and then both of us almost

fainted as sure enough there was a deer swim-

ming across the middle. Talk about excited
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No Motor Boatman Should Be Without a Copy
of This Reference Book, Price $1.25

If you own motor boat or ever expect to, you should not be without a copv of thU
book. It costs Duly $1.25. but its worth cannot be estimated. It is endorsea by the
leading boat and engine manufacturers; motor boating publications and boat clubs. The
largest firm of marine engine builders in the world, after reading a copy of Motor Craft
Encyclopedia, said: "We never expected that such a useful jjpractical book.
be published,
is invaluable.

Instead of $1.25 you ovght to charge $5.00

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA

. would ever
The information it contains

The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Engines
Written in popular language from a non-technical standpoint. Contains over 160

Eagcs of valuable information. Twenty-seven chapters, covering every phase of motor
oating. Tells a thousand-and-one things every motor boatman snould know. Helps you

to overcome all motor boat and engine troubles. Handsomely illustrated and bound in

attractive three^olor stiff board cover. A useful reference book.for any library.

The evolution ofBthe motor boat.
Various types of motor boats in

common use.
The Built to Order. Stock and Knock

Down Boat.
How to select a motor boat.
Pointa to be observed in buying a

second-hand boat.
How to build a motor boat.
Smoothing off and calking.
How to ).aiDt a motor boat.
How to mstall a marine motor.

SUMMARyiOF CONTENTS.
The history of the internal combus

tion motor.
Explanation of two and four-cycle

motor.
Internal combustion motor auxiliar-

ies and their functions.
How to operate an internal combus-

tion motor.
Engine trouble
Propeller wheels.
Reversible equipment.
Furnishings and fittings.

Navigation rules.

Distress signals.
Harbor regulations.
U. S. Life Saving Service Signals.
National Motor Boat Bill.

What to do in case of accident.
Rules for determining horse power.
How to lay up boat and engine for

the winter.
How to remove carbon deposits, and

other useful receipts.
How to build a motor ice boat.
Dictionary of Motor Craft terms.

TROUBLE CHART—Enables you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch

"WHERE TO GET WHAT YOU WANT" SECTION
This is a very useful feature for anyone interested in the purchase of a motor boat or equipment. It givea a

•laaaified index of manufacturers and supply houses of everything needed by the motor boatman. Tells where t«
get what you want. Describes and illustrates many of the latest and best things on the market.

Address Orders to Book Department W. J. TAYLOR. LTD., PUBLISHER, Woodstock, Ont.

CAMP KITS AND CAMP LIFE

•<

By CHARLES STEDMAN HANKS "NIBLICK."

Author of "HinU to Golfers'*

A practical handbook for the woods, founded on many camping trips with a varied assortment of
midev ana after many kinds of game and fish. The veteran sportsman as well as the neophyte will read the
book with pleasnre and profit. It takes up camp cooking, outfit, iUneas in camp, shooting, fishing, trapping
and general woodcraft.

There are cross-headings for each topic, and in addition there are conspicuous running head-lines giving
the subjects of each page. The index is also full and definite; moreover the chapt«^ classify the information
in exactly the way the sportamen is apt to need it. The book is the sixe and shape to slip conveniently into the
pockeL

*'A valuable manual of every phase of out*deor life. Oflera a thousand and one suggestions.*'—Boalon Transcript.
"A complete encyclopedia of the requisites for camping, practical and helpful, and should

drivo all who can get there to the woods."

—

N. Y. Sun.

CONTENTS:
Prefiminary Canter
The Man Behind the Gun
The Wangan
Camps and Camp Fires
Camp Cooking
What to Do if Lost in the Woods

Some Lake Fish that Played with Me
Some Deer that I Have Met
Some Moose that I Know About
Some Geoae and Ducks that Flew Away
Some Partridges that Taught Me a Thing or Two
Some of the Pleasures of Trapping

Some Trout that taught me something about Angling Some Suggestions About Camping Out
Some Black Bass, Sir, that I Didn't Get Some Remedies for Sickness or Accidents in Camp.

With 52 Illustrations in Tint 8vo. $1.62 Prepaid

W. J. JAYLOR, Limited

WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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worren ot a race trnrk, they had nothing

on us, .with Eddie rowing and me Cox. He
had everything on but the kitchen stove and

the perspiration just dropped off his chin,

but I urged him to it and I had old trusty,

my gun. all ready to shoot. We did fairly

well but our handicap was too great and we
arrived just about four hundred yards too

late. Of course I could have shot it easy

enough but I hated to strain a borrowed gun.

Eddie was overjoyed as it had been the first

real live deer he had ever seen. He was with

Vs just for the outing as he didn't know the

bow from the stern of a gun. The second

week everybody was so friendly, talk about

your grouches, well we had them all with us.

Eddie and I were given the devil for blowing

our noses on our watch. There was one

really good lesson to be learned out there,

that is how easy it is to make money out of

a gold mine, providing it is a real gold mine.

There have been many thousands of dollars

sunk all around that country which have

failed to return as yet in the shiny metal.

On the second Sunday I went over to see

how the Overland and Ford would run. The
,battery in the Overland was absolutely dead

and she would not run at all. The Ford
would run all right but had two flat tires, a

very pleasing situation indeed. On reaching

ranip I persuaded Marshall, the hard worker,

to row me up to MacGregor's so I could

phone to town for another battery as it would
only take about three days to come and I

wanted to have it for Thursday. Did you
ever try to phone some place where they have

a municipal phone of their own in every

county? If you haven't just try it once.

All the farmers in all the counties are all

listening especially on Sunday as that is their

rhief source of amusement when not working.

\\'e tried for two hours to get connections a

distance of seventy-five miles and finally had
to leave our message with a sweet maid who
said she would send it through next day.

Marshall was a handsome big fellow and his

winning ways secured us some pies from Mrs.

MacGregor. A youth of fourteen lighted us

l>ack to our boat with a lantern and we had
some sober country humor. He told us he

rould have got that dog wc lost only for old

Charlie, the horse, he was driving. That
horse was so slow he said that every time you
would say Hello 'to anybody he would slop,

thinking you wanted to talk to them.

The last few days around camp were most
enjoyable as the air was as incendiary you
<lidn't need a match to set it olT, leaving a

door wide open would do it any time.

About this time Hank, the food consumer,

decided he must be home a couple of days
before the end of the hunt and then everyone
wanted to go. Talk about kids squabbling

over marbles, well they had nothing on this

bunch as to who should go first. The deer

hunters were anxious to get out but they

certainly were in some hurry to get home
again. As my new battery had arrived I was
so relieved and the weather was so pleasant

I didn't care when w;e started. The day the

Ford left was a most beautiful one. Eddie
and I perched on a point overlooking the lake,

enjoying our cribbage game, when it was
riKlely interrupted by a deer jumping into

th?\j'ater right close to us. Right here

Eddie had another marathon rowing race

but the odds were on us as the deer was not

counting on Eddie as an old sculler and had
no chance to escape.

That made our third and last deer and if

the Jonahs had only gone home sooner we
might have had a lot more game.

That day we got everything packed, Mar-
shall and-Ed decided to go by train with the

luggage so all was peace in camp for the last

night. There was some argument as to who
should carry down all the luggage but big

Fred settled that. Talk about a human
dray, say he made a tump line for himself and

moved all the stuff down to the boats in two
trips and some of the party were ashamed to

walk down carrying nothing but their rifles.

Just for example, on one trip he had a big

dunnage bag with all his bedding etc., and
two deer, some load all right to carry a quar-

ter of a mile.

The next morning there were only f'\e of us

left to go in the Overland so we had a good

breakfast and made lots of sandwiches for

our lunch on the way. We put on fifteen

fresh e.ggs to boil hard to take with us. I

guess they are still boiling for when we
stopped for lunch we had the pepper and

salt but no eggs.

The ride home was fine; the ro^ids were

dry and we had no trouble at all.

Our first stop was Harley, six miles away.

Three of us knew the road so well we spurned

asking anybody the way. When we finally

got there we had only gone sixteen miles

to go six and had taken three hours. After

that we never missed asking everybody we
met if wc were on the right road to Kingston.
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The Culture of Black

and Silver Foxes
By R. B. and L. V.

Croft. B.A.. M.D-

W. J. Taylor Ltd., Publishers T
WOODSTOCK - ONTARIO !

CANADA'S leading sporUman'i masazine. "Rod and
Gun" is bein^ besieged by requests for informatioa^ the
result of the interest created by the splendid articles

that have appeared in recent issues.

To meet this demand, the publishers arv issuing the articles
In book form, in which enthnsiasU are given valuable and
hitherto unknown information about foxes, under the tol-

lowing heads; Introduction, Heredity. Origin. Breed-
ing, Mating and Gestation. Pens and Dena. Pood and
Feeding, Food and Care, Value.

The volume is profusely illustrated with pictures taken
from life, and will doubtless be eagerly received by everyone
interested in the profitable raising of this valuable animal.

Mailfd to any address apon receipt ol price—60c postpaid.

Preserve Your Outing
In an Oil
Painting

An Ideal Decoration For

Your Den or Office.

AND in after years, you and your friends

will take great delight in this permanent
reminder of that pleasant sojourn you

spent in the Canadian wilds—or wherever you
went. Your camera snap-shots have possibly

not done your trip justice. At any rate, they

missed the vivid colorings of the woods, the

sky and the water.

Rod& Gun's Artist Can Reproduce Your Trip True to Life

In Oil, Pen and Ink Sketch, or Wash Drawing.

He can illustrate that incident which stands out prominently in your
memory, just as it actually happened—full of life and action.

F. V. WILLIAMS
You know his work—you see it every month
on the cover of this magazine. He excels in

reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing,
Mountain Climbing, Fishing—any and all of
the vast number of subjects offered by the
great Outdoors.

Send us the details and photos; we'll turn them over to the artist. He'll work for
you just as well as he does for us. And the price will be moderate. Address

—

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA
WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO

Painter of the Out-of-Doors, Designer

and Producer of Rod and Gun's Covers

He will do this, either from descriptive mat-
ter furnished by the sportsman, or from his

snap-shots, or better still, from a combina-
tion of both. You'll be delighted with the
result and number the picture among your
Den's treasured articles.
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The last thirty-eight miles frona Tamworth got tiome, so on the whole I would not have
were perfect and we took two hours. missed that trip for a whole lot, but I would
Our broken spring held up all right till we hate to have another like it.

BRUIN AND THE BUCK
lAGO

Bruinl stopped, sniffed the air and then

hearing a faint noise slipped behind

the sheltering boughs of a hemlock

tree.

Then all unexpectedly a young four point

buck stepped out into the open space and

began to browse the chaparral.

Although bears are mostly vegetarian,

this one was not averse to a taste of venison.

The buck was only ten feet away but as the

bear made a movement to get into a better

position the buck raised his head and sensing

an enemy circled to get wind of it and when
he did up went his flag and he disappeared

in great bounds.

The bear, discomfited, continued on his

way and after crossing a sandy field he des-

cended into the creek bottom and ate some
of the skunk cabbage along the creek and

then climbed up the farther side. The blue-

berries were not ripe yet but green ones are

not left when a bear is hungry and so he did

not have to wander far to get a meal.

Some years before a man had bought three

five acre lots running east and west. The
southerp lot was a meadow while the second

was a piece of burnt stump land and the

third was cleared land and had a sandy soil.

On the second he had built a tent roofed

cabin and was starting a log house. The
tent got burnt because a man put some powder
in the oven to warm and forgot it, with the

result that the tent was set on fire when the

powder exploded. After that the man left

and rented the meadow while the second

piece yvas left to grow up to brush. A road

ran through the second and across the creek

that separated the second and the third lots

and joined them to the settlement.

The sun was setting and a cowbell tinkled

faintly. A robin was heralding the approach
of darkness while the sparrows and the

j uncos chirped in the alders and soapberry

bushes and an inquisitive chipmunk ran

from one pile of logs to another and eyed
the bear as he lay in the road sunning himself.

He was dozing when he heard footsteps

coming up the road. Around the bend came
a woman from the settlement who was
hunting her cow. When she saw the bear

she stood stock still while the bear beat a

hurried retreat through the bushes. When
the woman got home and told her story one

of her boys became enthusiastic over the

idea of a bear hunt. Early next morning
nis father wakened him—he it was who had
rented the meadowland referred to—and
together they went over to this meadow.
As they were walking along the road they

saw the bear browsing off a shrub. They then

ran down a path to obtain a shot. The boy
carried a .303 British Winchester and his

father a .38-55 Winchester. They stopped

at a certain place and when the bear stood

up upon his hind legs they shot and he fell

but recovering himself ran away through

the bushes. Just before he disappeared two
rifles cracked and he staggered against a

sapling but kept on his way. They hunted

through the swamp but bruin was not there.

Some days later hearing shots on the meadow
the boy went over and found that a deer

had been in the field, eaten the mangels and
tramped through the potato patch. Follow-

ing up to the burnt stump piece, he lost the

track but as he was standing on a log sur-

veying the place, he heard two heavy thumps
behind nim. Turning not three rods away
behind a bush he saw the deer. He raised the

gun and fired, hitting the deer in the forehead.

It lay as it fell and then as he had no knjfe

he put the gun to its throat and blew it^ff.

Thus did the four point buck come to its

death.
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PREMIUMS FOR NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
We are desirous of adding 1000 new subscriptions to our lists and in order to ac^

complisli tliis we make the following generous offers.

For One New Subscription

A single action, raised pillar, rivetted
brass reel with click, 80 yds.; A Standard
waterproof Bass Line, 10 yds.; A Mackerel
waterproof line, 25 feet; A Kelso Pearl
Spoon Bait; A Sullivan Hook and Reel
Guard; A Williams' Battery Switch; A
Finger Grip for fishing rods; A Fish Hook
for Frog Bait; Two Rubber Grips for fish-

ing rods; A Matchless Cigar Lighter.

For Two New Subscriptions

A Betzler & Wilson Fountain Pen; A
copy of "Radford's Garages and How to
Build Them"; A Vest Pocket Flashlight;
A Stag Brand Landing Ring; A copy of
Deadfalls and Snares, a book of instruction
for trappers about these and other home
made traps; A Copy of Canadian Wilds,
tells about the Hudson's Bay Co., Nor-
thern Indians and their modes of hunting,
trapping, etc.; A Copy of Steel Traps,
describes the various makes, and tells how
to use them, also chapters on care of pelts;
A copy of Camp and Trail Methods; A copy
of Science of Fishing; A copy of Fox Trap-
ping—Tells how to trap, snare, poison and
ihoot; A copy of Mink Trapping—Gives
many methods of trapping; A copy of WoU
and Coyote Trapping; A copy of Science of
Trapping—Describes the Fur bearing
animals, their nature, habits and distribu-
tion with practical methods of their
capture; A copy of Fur Farming—A book
of information on raising Furbearing ani-
mals, telling all about enclosures, breeding
feeding, haBits, care, etc.; A Grease Gun
manufactured by Miller & Starr; An Oil
Gun manufactured by Brown Co.; A Gem
Razor Safety; An American Pedome-
ter—Regulates to step and registers exact
distances; A copy of The Camper's Own
Book (cloth); A copy of "Motor Craft
Encyclopedia"; A copy of "The Culture of
Black and Silver Foxes"—Contains chap-
ters on Heredity, Origin, Breeding, Mating
and Gestation, Pens and Dens, Food and
Feeding, Food and Care, Value.

For Three New Subscriptions

A Landing Net manufactured by All-
cock, Laight & Westwood; A Line Drying
Reel; A Pair of Elliott's Ear Protectors for
Trap-Shooters and Sportsmen; Three
Crow Decoys, A New Wonder Flashlight,

Address

manufactured by Canadian Electric No-
velty Co., Toronto. Case made of metal
covered with leatherette; One half dozen
Stag Brand Rubber Frogs or Froggies;
One of Walter's hand-made axes, handled.
Length of handle, 14 inches; A copy of
Camp Kits and Camp Life.

For Four New Subscriptions
A pipe—HBB brand; An Automatic

Razor Stropper; A copy of Modern Sport-
ing Gunnery.

For Five New Subscriptions
A Tobin Boy Scout Rifle—22 calibre,

short, long or rifle cartridges. Barrel 22
in. long, weight 3Ji pounds.

For Six New Subscriptions
A Minnow Pail manufactured by AU-

cock, Laight & Westwood; A Thermos
Bottle.

For Seven New Subscriptions
A 10 ft. Fly Rod; A Younger Willow

Chair.

For Eight New Subscriptions
A Conklin Fountain Pen.

For Thirteen New Subscriptions
A Bait Casting Rod.

For Fifteen New Subscriptions
A Marvel Petit Camera.

For Seventeen New Subscriptions
A Pair of "Witch Elk" Hunting BooU.
A Stevens Favorite No. 17 Rifle

For Twenty-five New Subscriptions

^ Handy Tent Cot, manufactured by
Cutten & Foster, Toronto; A Korona
Petit Camera, size 3}4x5J4, manufactur-
ed by the Gundlach-Manhattan Co.

If you are interested write for sub-
scription blanks, sample copies, etc.

The subscription price of ROD AND
GUN it $1.50 per annum.

sabI^?ptionDept., Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.J
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WANTED—Old Muzzle loader pistar gauge 20. Apply
to 45 Hamilton Avenue. Ottawa. Ont. IT

WANTED—Ilanimerless .shot gun. Also repeatinfi

rille. 22. .2.') or 2f)-20 calibre. Both must he in good
working order, dive price and description in first letter.

R. Long. Elmira. (Int. S-IT

SPECIALS

The Best Fishing Reels on the Market

at the Price

Tripart $6.00 Takapart $7.00

Reels can be adjusted instantly for

any weight of casting bait, absolutely

avoiding back lash.

BROCK'S, The Sporting Goods Store,

OF LONDON, ONT.

OLD l\^NEY WANTED
$We pay CASH jDc&miums on hundreds of old coins dated

before 1895. Keep ALL old money.You may have coins
worth large premiums to collectors. Send'TEN cents

for New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x6. Get posted
at once. It may mean vour Fortune. Clark Coin Co.,
Box 134. LoRoy. N. Y. 3 2T

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
Box ."iSe. Oakland, Calif. 3 IT

FOR S"ALE— In the Bay of Quintc a farm comprising
74 acres, all under cultivation, warm clay loam soil, 8 to
10 feet deep, free of stones, well fenced, no hills, fronting
on the north shore of Big Island. There is a .solid brick
house, 8 rooms, frame barn 30' x GC, 1 14 acres orchard
mixed fruit, onc-haif mile from church and school, 4 miles
from Demorestville village, 12 miles from Picton, daily
R. R. service and also travelling store three trips weekly.
This property would make an excellent summer resort as
it has the best tishing grounds in the Bay. Any person
/buying same for a summer resort could rent farm and
*.hus get a revenue. Price $4,000. Write W. G. Wright,
R R. No. 1 Demorestville. Out. 5-2T

FOR SALE—One share in "Altadore" Club owned
A controlled by leading business & professional men ot
Woodstock. Located at Mouth of Rice Bay, Long Point,
Lake Erie—one of the greatest bass fishing grounds in
America. Information & price. Box 375, Woodstock 6 T F

WHEN DO FISH BITE BEST?
f.et the 1918 OLD FISHERMAN'S CALENDAR.
It tells WHEN. A man in Canada writes. "Sendme a 1918 Calendar. I believe there is something
to It I am going to a lake shortly where I have
caught twelve trout ten to twenty inches long in
ten minutes and on a better dav have not been
able to get a bite." He believes it will help him
It may help YOU. Send 2.'ir to -dav In

OLD FISHERMAN'S CALENDAR
Box 1462 H Sta. Springfield, Mass.

""''olu'-edtothelakM.pondaandrivors
%, uear you. IjyproviJ.ug natural tecdini!

. „ ...,.._..
lEKHKLL.S wild3\, Sfounda la'p'them

i.'^/,. widely known
'P^^iy, "''ZJ\''°'" "^'^^ '"' lieriveir and

Depeudablp seeds.
- own in I!, s. and Can-

ada. Booklet (reo. Dopt. HIM
C B Terrell, Matutaliat. Oshkosh Wia

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. Box L. ROD AND GUN.
Woodstock, Ontario. TF

GUN CLUBS.—See that your traps are in good shape.
Start season right. Let us supply you with Canadian
Blackbird targets. Western Automatic and Bowron.
Expert traps and parts. Nelson Long, Hamilton, Ont.

31T

FOR SALE—Several Beers Thermostats. This is an
automatic apparatus for opening and closing the dampers of
your furnace, hot water heater, or steam boiler, at exactly
the moment when they should be opened or closed, thus
keeping the temperature of your house uniform through
every hour of the day and night. Saves coal. Saves worry
These Thermostats can be installed by anyone who can
handle a hammer, screw driver and auger. Write for fur-
ther particulars to Box L.. ROD AND GUN, Woodstock.
Ont. TF

TAXIDERMY AND TANNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L.. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock,
Ont. TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.
Oliver Spanner & Co., 26 Elm St., Toronto. We buy raw
furs. 3 1'2T

HOTEL ALGONQUIN !

Joe Lake, Algonquin Park, Key to all
|Canoe Routes through the park. Out-
|

fitting store, good fishing. Opens May
|

10th. Booklet. !

J. E. COLSON, MOWAT P.O., ONT. i
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I

Canoes, Rowboats, Sailboats,
j

inboard and Ontboard iViotors I

and Accessories. J

J

Life Boats a Specialty
|

i

i

Walter Dean Boat and Canoe Co., j

TORONTO CANADA !

I

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE R.

MEN WHO LOVE THE WOODS
AND STREAMS

have only recently been offered the opportunity
to give their children the chance they need and
long for to KNOW THE JOY OF REAL CAMP
LIFE IN CANADA, thoroughly supervised yet
unrestricted as to perfect freedom of A SEASON
IN THE OPEN. The supervised camp idea has
proved its worth to our American cousins, and
Canadian parents interested in the most healthful,

wholesome vacation possible for their children

should write immediately for illustrated booklet

of C.\MP WESKAWENAAK FOR GIRLS-
(situated at Petite Riviere. N.S.). (Miss) J. Edith
Taylor, 125 Spring Garden Road, Halifax, N.S.

j

j

i

i

i

i

i

j

j

j

I
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Best Books Published

For Automobilists

And Motorcyclists

Five Complete and Distinct Works

breipective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of their kind

on the market

Works are almost indispensable to

—

OWNERS. STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BiAlDERS, SALESMEN or REPAIRMEN.

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of

reference. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United

States. Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers

and their agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of

these works.

The A. B. C. of Motor Car OperaUon 50c

The A. B. C. of Internal Combustion Engine, Mainten-

ance and Repairs 25c

The A. B. C. of Magneto Ignition Systems 15c

The A. B. C of Battery Ignition Systems 25c

The A. B. C. of Aerial Navigation, a work that is

Up-to-Date 50c

(In this book, the Engineering Science as applied to Construction

of Aerial Craft and the Essential Principles Governing Aviators are

Summarized)

.

Address all orders to

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, Woodstock, Ontario
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FISHING will do forYOU what
the Araiy does for the Recruit

In bait casting, fly casting, or almost any kind of fishing, you get the same exer-

cise of the muscles of the side, back, abdomen, legs, arms and neck that you get in

the Army and Navy "setting up" exercises? You also get the outdoor life. The air

ie always clearer and more wholesome—less dust and smoke when you are out on the

water.

EAT FISH
and save meat
and wheat. Catch
your own fish.

Make your vaca-
tion patriotic.
Grow strong and
healthy while you
are saving food.

MEEK-BiuEGmssREELS

Any fisherman who knows fine

reels knows that there are no

others as fine as Meek. No one

will even argue the question. Men

are known by their fine dogs, fine

horses, fine guns, fine cars—and

by their Meek Reels. Prices run

as low as $7.50. If your dealer

cannot supply y»u, you can buy

direct from us at catalogue prices

plus a nominal war tax.

SteelFishingRods

are the best known rods in tfae

world. More fishermen use

them, more praise them. Tney
ratch more Tish than any other

rods. They have the right bal-

ance, strength, elasticity and
convenience to make them
favored above all other rods.

Your sporting goods dealer

will show you "Bristol fly

rods, trolling rods, bait cast-

ing rods, adjustable tele-

scopic rods, silk wound De
Luxe rods, muscallonge
and tarpon rods—in fact

a rod for any kind of

I fishing They are all

I
shown in the catalogue.

Catalogue Mailed Free

It vour dealer doesn't

have what you want and
doesn't want to accom-
modate you. you caa
buy direct of the factory

at catalogue prices (pl»s

a 3 per cent, war tax.)

The Horton Mfg. O.,
32Horton St.Brrelol,

Pacific Coast Bra»c*
Phil. Bckeart Co..

717 Market St.

i San Francisco, - Cai.
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JONAH IN THE OJIBWA
TRULY A FISHY TALE

BONNYCASTLE DALE

The Biological Department, Memoir
71, collected by F. G. Speck tells

a bigger yarn than I can, really

one of the old folks' tales' handed
down from father to son among the
Ojibways. There is no doubt in

my mind that the following tale,

and many like it, are adaptations
by native story tellers in the tribe

of Jesuit Bible stories told beside
their camping fires in the early days.

THE GIANT PIKE
"So these two boys used to play

around, shooting bows and arrows
for fun just as the Ojibwa boys do
now. They used to play near a lake.

Then their grandmother would say
to them: 'Don't swim in that lake.
There is a big pike in there and he
might swallow you.' The elder boy
believed his grandmother, but the
younger one did not, so one day
while they were playing, the younger
boy by mistake shot his arrow out
into the lake. He could see it floating
on the surface so took off his clothes
to swim out after it. But his brother
said: 'You know what grandmother
told you, the big pike might swallow
you. Nevertheless the boy started
to swim saying, 'Kogamikow (swal-
lowed in the water) with each stroke
that his arms took. When he called
this out the big pike came and swal-
lowed him.

"His brother began crying and
ran back to his grandmother in the
wigwam, saying: 'My little brother

IS Koga'miko (swallowed in the
water)." Then his grandmother
began crying and the two were
crying together. Soon after this they
again set their night lines (a hook of

bone set into a shank of wood tied to
a small bait fish and anchored by a
stone and buoyed up by two wooden
floats). When they looked toward
the lake three days later they saw
the floats together and the boy
said: 'We have a fish' and they
paddled out and pulled in the line.

At the end was a very large fish and
they could see that his stomach was
full of something. He was so large
that they could scarcely pull nim
into the canoe. However, they man-
aged to get him in and then they
paddled to the shore and dragged the
fish to a place where they could
conveniently clean it. They cut his
belly and out jumped the younger
brjther. 'I am scaled with the in-

testines (nin-babe'has) he cried. 'I

am scaled, I've been here three days.'
He was already beginning to be
digested. The grandmother was
very glad to get her grandson back
again. That is the end."

I have always hesitated to give
my readers any of the folk-lore I

have gathered about many a distant
camp-fire. The creation, the flood,
the conception of the Virgin—all

these, more especially the latter,

bear the trademarks of the early
missionaries, simple words suited to
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HE SEIZED THE KILLING STICK AND STRUCK AT THE HEAD

simple minds, but I told you Mr.
Speck's tale to show there were
great fish in the waters before our
time, for I caught my largest "ginat
pike" or maskinonge in the season of

1917. No, it had not swallowed an
Indian lad, but if it had been a

clever catcher it might have caught
my heart for that organ almost
jumped out.

Ever since the ice had gone out we
had been trying by all means to

study the 'longe in its native element.
I have been used to studying fish

in the clear waters of the coastal
rivers and in the translucent arms of the
Pacific where during the whole tide

one could' study every action of

every fish that passed beneath our
rude floats. I well remember the
clowns of tnis performance— the

grebe, or divers as we commonly
call them. It was ridiculous to see

them with their bills poking inquis-

itively under the rocks and pebbles
on the bottom, fifteen feet below, all

the while Ihcir feet above them
were most vigorously kicking to

keep them down. Once the three
quarters of a minute was almost
elapsed up they woidd come like a

cork, straignt for our noses and

pop out buoyantly on the surface.

But the water of these inland
Ontario lakes is usually a bit muddy.
Still we have seen hundreds of these
great fish feeding, playing, mating,
spawning. I always think of a shark
when I see the long snout and glazed
looking eyes of the maskinonge peer-
ing out from some thick, green,
weedy sedge. I know the fanning,
balancing fins are keeping him delicate-

ly poised and the great caudal fin,

the tail, is rejifi,^ to urge the long,

green, slimy body out upon the first

passing, living thing. And remember
to injure this slime as little as pos-
sible when you return the smaller
'longe ta the water, the removal ?of

this cover-all, this strange mucous
coat, allows all the parasites that
infest fresh water to obtain a lodg-

ment and breed ulcerous sores.

As the weed beds nearcd the
surface of the lake in June tl\e mask-
inonge swam out from the livers

and marshes and hid in the coontail,

.water thyme, wild celery and the
ever thinning wild rice beds. It was
possible, especially just after sunset,

to paddle slowly along these beds
and see the big maskinonge swimming
out from cover in pursuit of Ihe
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swarms of suckers and chub and
shiners a swirl in the water, a swift

turning motion and another live

bait has disappeared down that dark
cavern, te suffocate under pressure

of the lining of the digestive tract.

Closer to the marsh they were hidden
in the true rushes and wapatcs and
nut-grasses. Here, especially at

sharp bends, these greedy fresh water
sharks take up their solitary posts,

refusing after the first mouthing and
ejection every artificial lure. I knew
oae old foxy chap years ago that
lived at a bend in. deep water and
mouthed many a bait I offered him,
escaping unscathed during the whole
fishing season but, foolishlv, one
evening in late fall he was swimming
on the surface lazily urging his prey
to dart off and make the chase a bit

more interesting, when a duck hunter
came along and seeing a dark swim-
ming object and evidently mistaking
it for a wounded waterfowl he prompt-
ly filled it full of number six and to

his astonishment retrieved a fine

big fish.

Now comes the sixteenth of June,
the opening day. The great jack
pike as the maskinonge really is,

are by noV swimming along every

shore and island. The harried swarms
of shiners have sought the shal-

low warm waters and here the
great fish pursue them and my main
camp is right in the centre of this

fishing ground. Having had no luck
all morning 1 say to Laddie junior:

"Well if you are going to take all

day at lunch I'll just paddle along
shore."

Pushing my 16 foot Rice Lake
canoe off I threw out a single copper
Buffalo bait, made a short swift

turn to get under way up the island
and struck something. I knew it

was not bottom although my bait
was sinking swiftly and the strike

was so powerful that it must be a
huge chap. In rattled the paddle
into the canoe and I gave one good
healthy tug. Yes, thank you kindly
that woke him up very much indeed
as he started cff with the bait and
line, not forgetting the canoe and
me. The now thoroughly aroused
fish, finding he could not swallow the
first un-swallowable thing he had
ever encountered, decided to take
it away with him and he towed mc
in fine shape, luckily out into water
about twelve feet deep.

COMING IN'
I GOING OUT! REMARKABLE UPSET. ALL THE FISH AND NONE OF THE
LAKE IN THE CANOE—ALL OF THE BOY IN THE WATER
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NOW. LAND HIM !

"Coo-ee!" was all I had time to

yell but as that is our danger call

it brought the lad in a hurr>'. He
has too much fish sense to advise
another chap so he just stood there

and enjoyed the scene.

By this time the canoe was regular-

ly and steadily following every mo-
tion of the great thing below. I

had not yet seen the fish. Now it

turned and went shorewards, at a

very good pace toe, considering the

mouthful he had. I should thinlc

he could do two miles an hour bur-
dened this way. As it was fully

five minutes since I had hooked him,
I just wondered what I had on.

Suddenly he came up towards the

light and I saw just a long yellowish

gleam in the water. "It's a 'longe

all right," I cried out. Now I began
to wish for a shorter line and managed
to pull in a couple of yards, but he
tooK it all out and more too. He
would have had a better chance on
the long salmon rod but I am too

busy to keep it rigged up, so I just

hung onto my hand line and he
towed me some more. Towards the

ten minute period, the noble fish

began to weaken. I slowly but
surelv headed him mv wav and kept

him coming. At last I saw the
great greenish, silvery thing tugging
at the end of ten feet of very stout
trolling line, and he kept my arm
fully stretched I can tell you. Time
after time I got him within striking
distance and slid my hand down for
the big Ojibway "killing stick," but
he always made me give him some
line. Finally, as I feared I would
lose him, I forced him right in at
the end of a straight line and struck
at his plunging head, and hit it too.

Poor thing I soon put it out of misery,
but it was 19M pounds of war time
production.

"Oh! Say! "called Laddie junior,

"We never took a picture."
He was right. In the hurry and

bustle of thefight I too often forget

the camera. "Never mind," I told

him," we can duplicate the scene."
And this is how w^e did it.

"We will, first of all, change
places, you get into the canoe and
I will go on the shore. Wait until

I take the hooks out and make sure
the big chap is out of all pain. I

think i had better just tie the other
end of the trolling line to a slit ia

his low'er jaw, then you can't hook
yourself."
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FINISH—THE LAD SLIPPED THE FISH OUT AND BROUGHT THE EMPTY
DRY CANOE ASHORE

We excnanged places and the lad
pushed the canoe out into deep water
and slid the great slimy body of the
raafikinonge over the gunwale, pulled
it up, seized the killing stick and
struck at the head—just as the
Reflex curtain clanged.

"Now! Land him," I yelled.

The boy pulled with might and
main. I want you to very carefully
notice the position in picture two,
of the fish sliding over the gunwale.
You will see that the lad is almost
overbalanced. Now came the sur-
prise of the summer. In slid the
fish. I rapidly adjusted the camera
and snapped the fish and boy again,
and, as the curtain fell with that

metallic "clang" I heard a great
splash and saw l.addie junior in the
water and tne empty canoe floating
away from bim! If you look closely
at the picture you will find that he
is completely overbalanced and is

actually falling out. I had, unfor-
tunately shot a moment too soon,
at least I thought I had until the
finished prints came back from Roy's
excellent studio in Peterborough,
then I saw the time was correct—^for

the floating canoe held the fish and
never a cupful of water—and good
old Rice Lake held the venturesome
kid. But how he ever slid out of
that canoe while the fish was sliding
in, without shipping water puzzles
me.



F. V. WILLIAMS.

'Oh it's fine

mcrning
to get up in the

In the good old summer time;

At four or five or six o'clock,

V'hen the sun begins to shine,

When the dew is dewin'

And the sun shines overhead—

GUESS that song hits it about
right. At least that particular

part of it, hey? We often

wonder how the 'sun dodgers' ever

got it figured out that they were
missing something unless they stayed

up half the night two-thirds of the

year and began their day about the

time the birds are filling up on their

third breakfast.

Just can't toll the tinsel from the

real thing, that's all. The old world

was sure made a beautiful place

—

is a beautiful place, but man has

made an awful mess of part of it. If

you don't believe us go take a peek

at some of the big cities early in the

morning, 'long abcut the time the

'sun dodgers' are getting back home
to rest up for the next night's jam-
boree and the people who slave, t
starve, are just starting to work in

droves. Yes siree, droves. Watch
the subways spew them out any-
where down town in New York.
Watch the rush and crush when the

ferries dump their loads over on
Manhattan Island for the day's work
to begin, or shift to Chicago. There
at "five or seven o'clock" the aroma
from the stock yards is lying over

all. Watch the crowds on a hot

day come tumbling into the Loop
to win their daily bread. "God
made the country and man made
the town." No, we're not knocking
your place of abod^, Mr. City Man.
Cities are wonderful in their way,
but they don't weigh enough when
put in the balance with the country.

Take your choice. Which makes
for the happier life, the clang of a

street car gong or the whistle of
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"Tom Peabody" over there on the
edge of the woods?

No, you're all wrong. This isn't

a sermon, it's just a comparison
and a back-to-nature story.

"Oh, it's fine to be up .in the
morning in the good old summer
time." We're down here at the
little boat-house, not a very elab-
orate affair this boat-house but it

has a flag-staff a top it and on the
top o' that at this moment sits a
swallow, nicely balancing himself
against the light breeze blowing off

the lake. A big dragon fly swings
in over the platform, his gauzy
wings glinting in the bright sun.
The swallow spies him and gives
chase. Talk about your aeroplanes,
or the Huns' baby killing Zeppelins,
why these two make all the other
air acrobats look tame! Such man-
oeuvring! Why man alive, watch
them dodge and duck. Between you
and me we don't believe this swallcw
is after anything to eat. It looks as
though he wanted exercise, that's
what, and he is sure getting it. The
swallow^ makes a dart "and the
dragon fly swerves to one side and
as the swift bird gracefully turns and
like an arrow from a cross bow
continues the pursuit, the big insect
twisted, turned, volplaned, banked
and was out of danger again in a
second.

We get the little old skiff afloat
and row slowly "ver t'^ the edge ^f
the lily pads, casting as we go.
Somewhere away out, over ( n the
far side of the lake we know there is

a sand-bar and once able to locate

this we have located the feeding

ground cf seme mighty fine bass.

Pondering how best to go about
this locating business and still

casting without any reward for our
efforts we are suddenly aware cf a
something flying lew over the water
over toward the farther shore.

Duck? No. Hawk? Guess again.

This time we hit it—a big blue

heron. He's closer now and sudden-
ly he swings inshore a trifle and
stretching down his gawkv legs he
lands square on that bar we've
been looking for the last week.
This bird on stilts straddles delib-

erately along this lake as if he
knew just where he was going and
what he was going after. We "mark
down" the place which is about
two hundred yards from the nearest

point on the shore, and we have
the exact spot where we line up the

two birches and that old pine stub

back a piece in th|e bush. Finding
the bar will be a simple propositioa

now.
We're retrieving our last cast wheil

there's a swirl and a yank and our
reel starts a-singing as a good-sized
small-mouth does a double flip flop

and tries his level best to bust
things up generally. However, we
carefully manoeuvre that bass along-
side and—lose him within three feet
cf the bait.

We decide to do a bit of exploring
and incidentally a bit of trolling. A
spinner is substituted for our casting
bait and we proceed. Half way down
the lake there is a long stretch of
rushes and in season brother "Mus-
quash" builds his house here. Just
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now we can see a few o\d ones. The
former owners' hides are probably
stretching now in some trapper's
cabin, or possibly they're packed

- away in some fur establishment.
What the deuce is that in there?
Two black objects rise and fall

above the water. Occasionally
there's a tremendous . splash. We
recall all the stories we ever heard
of enormous muskallunge being caught
in shallow water, of huge water
snakes and what not, and believe
me we sure reel in that trolling line

in double quick time. Little pardner
sitting in the stern does the same.
The splashing continues and once
we caught a gleam of something of a
yellowish tint.

"If that's a snake as big as that
we're not going in there" says pard-
ner, and I quite agree.

•However, we paddle the skiff silent-

ly as possible to the edge of the

rushes, using the oars as paddles,

and then proceed to push in toward
the spot of excitement. Say, what
do you think? Two of the ugliest

orneriest snapping turtles you ever
saw, one with his neck torn open, the
other with a part of one claw-like

foot chewed half off. These two
repetiles, with a bulldog grip on each
other, were rolling over and over
making the mud and water fly.

They paid not the slightest attention

to the boat,, being two much
interested in one another. We took

a double loop of our twenty-five

foot test line and slipped it under
one of the fighters off hind feet.

We don't know how many pounds
of turtle there were there but one
.-strand of the line parted and those

two horny, bony, moss-backed sons

of Satan fell back into the lake half

•drowning us with a deluge of mud
and water. At last they were alive

to the fact that there were others

on the job besides themselves and
they let go their grips, the one with
the torn "neck going under the skiff

and he of the mutilated foot striking

out through the reeds in the direction

of the lake at a surprising rate of

speed. Carefully we pushed the boat

to one side. We would capture

one of them at least, but the big
turtle thought otherwise. Evi-
dently safety to him meant staying
under that skiff, and stay under it he
did, for some five minutes, and then
as we were craftily working our
boat into shallow water the turtle
bolted lakeward and was lost. Some
old mossback he was. The gash
in his neck evidently had not slowed
him up one particle, judging by the
way he lit out.

Well, we were plastered with mud
and soaked to the skin. We were
so wet that we decided to get back
to the ledge and dry out.

Did we get any fish that day?
No son, we did not, but we had a
bunch of simple little adventures
that always give a charm to these
fishing trips, a charm that gets
right under the skin and stays with
one. We like to bring in a record
breaker or the Boss of the Big Pool
occasionally. We can even enjoy
coming home with epough for a
good feed, but days like this last

one, would you call them wasted
days? I guess not. It's a pity
that the big majority don't get out
for more of just such and believe
us there'll be more join the out o'

doors crowd every year. Some of
the boys 'over there' that never
camped out in their lives, perhaps,
before they hit the army. Why
say, when that horde of Huns are
cleaned up we'll have more sports-
men to deal with than ever.

"Oh it's fine to get up in the
morning in the good old

summer time,"—and go fishin';

catching fish is only incidental. Ever
remember the long ago dewy morn-
ings when you travelled down the
road, the sun-warmed dust bursting
up ticklish like between the toes of

your bare feet, an alder pole over
your shoulder, furnished with a cot-

ton or linen line, a few extra 'bait'

hooks stuck in your hat and perhaps
the angle worms were just carried

loose in your pocket? At any rate

your heart was thumping big in

anticipation of the string of fish

that would fall prey to your marvel-
lous skill with hook and line.



ALONG THE MAGNETAWAN
AFTER BASS AND PICKEREL IN THE LAKE

W. S. CAMPBELL

The same query arises every year in

the mind of the fisherman. Where
shall I go this time? I took a sport-

ing chance when I had a spare week
and although knowing nothing of

the ground, selected Doe Lake, a few
miles south of Burk's Falls. The
Magnetawan river runs out of the

little lake but my enthusiastic friend

and I found the river unprofitable.

A few greedy perch were a poor reward
for our trouble and we turned our
attention to the lake. It was quite

a voyage of discovery when on a

beautiful July morning we set out,

like the poor but honest lad in fairy

tales, to seek our piscatorial fortunes.

The smaller area of water is a

fascinating sheet, timbered to the
water's edge with second growth
in varying tints oi green, shaded from
brilliant emerald to the gloomier and
darker tones of spruce and hemlock.
While not oblivious to the beauty
of the scenery we were naturally
anxious to get some fish and while
I rowed the comfortable beat, built

on something like the lines one sees

in Norway, my partner slipped a
Devon minnow over the side and
it was not long before the singing
of the reel indicated a strike. It

was Mr. Pickerel number one, a poor
fighter but still with some kick and
vim in him. When I slipped the
net under his writhing body I said

to myself "there must be something
more and better in this little bay."

There was not, however, and as a
matter of fact pickerel were the
spoils of the first day. Still we had
lingering hope of bass and on the
following morning we determined
to go further afield—or afloat, to be
more accurate. When it came time
for lunch we selected a large and flat

rock and while loafing and eating I

made a longish cast with a worm
baited hook. In a few minutes the
float bobbed like a debutante at a
Court presentation and I was fast

to a large and lusty tass who fought

with the vigor of his tribe until I

had him landed. This was the begin-
ning of our luck and my vis-a-vis

was greatly elated.

Taking toll as we went along,
bass and pickerel were duly in receipt

of what they call in Ireland "the
priest," or the order cf the knock.
Pushing on we came to the big lake,

rowing through a miniature canon,
narrowing to the greater sheet of

shining water. It was a lovely scene
full of striking contrasts in color and
beauty, a picture to be remembered
forever and more particularly re-

called in the grime and bustle of a
big city. The glancing sunlight
through the trees irradiated in daz-
zling sheen little clearings, making
them almost a poet's dream and not
a sound broke the stillness, the Sab-
batic calm of the noontide, except
the noisy telegraphing of an indus-
trious woodpecker, who hammered
away as if his life depended on his
labors.

Quartering along this lovely reach
we creeled a few bass and pickerel
and when we went ashore for a rest

and a comfortable smoke, the biggest
fellow of the day rewarded us as we
were making the landing. He was
indeed a lusty and voracious bass,
full of ginger and most unwilling
to give in. I passed the rod to my
partner, who handled him like a
fisherman of parts and was not a
little proud when the prize came
aboard. One day was very much
like another in regard to the sport
we experienced. Bass and pickerel
were all that we could get and tne
flies at this time cf year were too
lively to make trout fishing in the
neighboring small streams worth
borthering about. But the beauty
of these nT-thern waters is indes-
cribable. The sluggish and brown-
colored waters sif the Magnetawan
threw into bold relief the vari-colored
tints of foliage fringing the banks
and the eye was constantly delighted
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by ever-changing vistas, charming
and kaleidoscopic in their garb of

summer.
But a day that shall ever live in

memory is the one on which we
travelled to Burk's Falls and took
the little river steamer on the Mag-
netawan as far as the town of that

name. A tortuous and sinuous
stream, it seemed at times as if the
bow must bite into the bank as we
steamed along. Magnificently tim-

bered banks rejriced the eye; color

rioted in the luxuriance of wild flowers

Dn the grassy ;pen spaces while the

sky was daintily flecked with mack-
erel backed clouds at one arc of the

expanse and with dense masses of

cumuli at another. A high clifT

at one point was in wonderful con-

trast tc the flatness of the country
through which we had passed and later

we entered Lake Cecebe, flanked with
meadows, flecked with splashes of

gold and crimson.
As we passed pretty islets, har-

boring summer cottages, there were
evidences of Titanic and excoriating

fingers on the reck formations. Som-
bre greens attempted to dominate
one's sense of color but thrusting
through this tons were all the colors

of the rainbow as Nature herself

seemed to rebel at the continuity

of tone and urged brighter hues frcrii

every vantage point on wave washed
print and tree fringed "landing."
The narrows at times reminded one
of the Bras d'Or Lakes in Cape
Breton, while the sunlight played
on the surface of the water so that
the most charming effects greeted
the eye. It was indeed a glorious

day, a never to be forgotten exper-
ience. At Magnetawan, where we
lunched and waited for the steamer
in the evening, (Tie picture was
typical of these north Ontario lumber
towns. Here I bought a weird-
looking minnow to replace the lost

Devon and next day after we had
motored to Katrine from Burk's
Falls, having missed' the evening
train, it did notable execution among
the pickerel, although bass would
not look at it.

Fishermen are saying now that
railways and steamers are making
sport too accessible and that one
must pusii still further afield in order
to enjoy the wild in its pristine fresh-

ness and beauty, but there are still

many spots easily reached whose
charm and beauty have not been
exhausted and contaminated and a-

long the Magnetawan the lover of

nature and the fisherman can still

find much that appeals alike to his

sporting instinct and his eye for the

beautiful.



LOCH ALVA'S CALL TO AN OLD
TIMER

A. S. COSGROVE

SITTING in my arm chair

watching the sputtering fire die

out in the grate, I found my
mind wandering back to the days,

when with younger blood coursing
through my veins, I was wont to look
to the forest and streams for my
pleasure and pastime; and being an
old timer, perhaps a few lines would
not be amiss.

It was on "the lakes and streams of

New Brunswick that I spent the most
joyful days of my life and it is of

these I will write. My first trip to

New Brunswick was unexpected. A
friend of mine persuaded me that
there was no place like this province
for the true sport, and that if I did
not leave Boston with him the follow-

ing day I would miss the treat of my
life, consequently the following night
found us asleep in the Pullman car

dreaming of camp fires, trout and
bear. When we awoke we found
ourselves already in New Brunswick,
and just had time to dress, wash and
breakfast, when the train slowed
down at Westfield Beach, and we
transferred from our Pullman to a
conveyance called a Buckboard. Here
my friend had a surprise for me for I

soon found that instead of two our
party consisted of two other gentle-
men, their wives and daughters. After
loading our baggage on one buckboard
and us on another, we started for
Loch Alva, a drive of six miles over a
road that for the most part was
crosslaid with poles, and as the
waggon bumped over this the woods
rang with good natured jokes and
laughter.

I have always rememb«red the
feeling of delight which came over
me when we emerged from the deep
woods onto the open gravel beach of
Loch Alva where the stream from the
Robin Hood and Little John empty
into their bigger brother with a
tumble and roar that was a delight
to all.

At the beach we were met by a
guide whose name I do not recall, a
huge man he was who seemed to have
the power of a giant.

After a three -mile row down the
lake, past sandy beach and gravelly
bar, each one lovelier than the other
we arrived at the camp, or rather, I

might say Club House, which was
owned by a club of Boston men of

which my friend was a member.
Everything here was perfect, boats,
canoes, ice house, big fireplace, cot
beds with lots of blankets, which
were needed here, though New York
and Boston were meantime swelter-

ing in the heat.

Across the cove, from our club-
house was the sporting lodge of Mr.
Cobb of Boston. Here as at the club
house was a sportsman's paradise.
Nestled in a birch grove with a gravel
beach in front, it was a spot to make
a man's heart glad.

From this cove trails radiated
through thick wood and rocky ravine
to many smaller lakes and streams,
any one of which yielded its quota of

speckled beauties. One of these
lakes, the Labrador, was my friend's

favorite, and the next morning after

an early breakfast we set forth, arriv-

ing at the lake just as the first breeze
stirred the first ripple into action.
Sitting on a flat rock (apparently
built for the purpose)—we landed
some of the most perfect specimens of
trouthood it has been my pleasure
to see. This lake, like most of its

neighbors, was a paradise in itself,

bold, rocky shores with here and
there a sandy beach, and thickly
wooded hills or rocky crags as a back-
ground.

Each morning we started on a new
trail for a new lake, sometimes the
whole party going together, the ladies
enjoying themselves equally as much
as the men. Sunday found us well
tanned, a few sunburned and all ready
for a rest ; however, everyone wanted
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to see a newspaper, so the guide and
I started for civilization. The guide
thought we could secure papers at a
little back settlement about half way
out to the village; in this we were not
disappointed. One of the four homes
in the lonesome little settlement
showed signs of refinement unusual
in such spots. A beautiful cedar
hedge on either side of the road made
a nice walk from the waggon road to

the house, flowers already in bloom
clustered around the doors, and on a

rustic seat enjoying their fragrance
and his pipe, sat the owner, a Mr.
Caulfield, who gladly gave us his late

papers and invited us to remain for

lunch. This invitation was so warmly-
seconded by his wife who like the
home, showed every sign _f refinement
that we gladly accepted and I soon
found that our host was a scholar of

no mean order, discussing any topic

in a most intelligent and interesting

manner. I remember introducing
astronomy into the conversati ;n, that
being one of my strong points, but
soon found that my knowledge was
of the kindergarten species compared
to his. He gave me a book on the
subject, which he said was of no
further use to him and perhaps it

wasn't for he knew it from cover to

cover. The guide told me his advice
on legal matters was sought in pre-

ference to a lawyer's by people
living in Westfield, and 1 have
wondered why he should remain in

the wilderness. But this is getting

away from my story.

On our way back to the lake we
visited one of the guide's bear traps

and to our great surprise found Mr.
Bear waiting for us much against his

will and looking very defiant. The
guide had nothing with him but a 32
revolver and creeping up as close as

he dared, he drew a be&d for bruin's

eye. 1 was surprised to see how still

the bear kept while we were moving
around him, scarcely moving a hair,

he simply kept his eye on the guide,

whom he evidently knew was his

source of danger. One shot was
sufficient and Mr. Bear was no more.
We did not wait to skin him, but I

have a suspicion that the guide broke

the Sabbath by returning that night,
as the following morning we found the
hide nicely stretched on the side of
the ice house, and it is now serving
as a rug in front of me.

Our outing was a huge success and
each June found us on Loch Alvia
until fire destroyed the buildings.
After that I did not again visit Loch
Alva until seven years ago, to find

that the fire fiend had again been at
work destroying the whole country
for miles and miles, changing the
green of the hills to a graveyard of
ghostly rampikes through which the
wind was moaning and sighing as
though in sympathy for my great
sorrow. Even the lakes looked sad,
with their shores sentineled by a
hundred army corps of barkless ram-
pikes looking grey and ghostly in the
moonlight.

With no partridge drumming, no

whip-poor-will calling, no owl hooting

(they too having become a victim of

the careless match) the whole country
seemed but a shadow of its former self

and with a heavy heart I bade good
bye to, as I thought ,a lost Paradise.
Not so. Last fall the call of Loch
Alva again became so insistent that,

although I am no longer young and
like my fire beginning to "sputter
out," I had to obey the call and to my
delight found a vast change. The
ghostly rampikes had become a vic-

tim of the winter winds and above
their grave has risen a beautiful
growth of birch, maple and cherry,

their different shadesof autumn leaves
reflected in the lake making a picture
beyond description. The moose and
deer have returned in great numbers,
the partridge again drums en the log,

the whip-poor-will calls to his mate
and the owl hoots in the tres and while

the club house is gone and the chim-
ney alone stands as a grim sentinel

over the ruins of Mr. Cobb's lodge,

other camps of a more humble nature
are nestled among the groves, show-
ing that nature has readjusted her-

self and that Loch Alva will reign in

her old splendor, when I, like the fire

in my grate, have sputtered out.

But here's hoping that the coming
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boys and girls may hie to the lakes turns to nature's play grounds for

and streams in increasing numbers as his Or her pastime will not go far

the years go by. The boy or girl who astray.

A FISHING TRIP ON THE NORTH
SHORE

NIMROD

"Ting a ling a ling."

"Hello!"
"Is that you Tommy? Sure 111

go. Who else is in the party? Mack
eh? Good. I'll catch the 10.10

train this evening. You'll look after

the eats eh?"
10.10 p.m. found the station plat-

form- crowded with nimrods bound
for a week end outing after the wily

trout, and Tommy (he of the habitant
accent) and Mack were awaiting me
on my arrival with broad grins and
anxious inquiries as to fly oil, as it

was June and the Uttle pests were
abroad in countless millions.

Making ourselves comfortable in

the smoking compartment. Tommy
soon had the air ruined for human
use, by lighting his old wood burner
and performing the operation, as he
termed it of "fogging up." In fact,

one old gentleman, who had been
reading his paper and enjoying a

comfortable smoke, coughed a couple
of times, changed his seat, and then
.with a final glare removed himself

from the compartment. A ride of

one hour brought us to our jumping
off place, a small summer colony on
the shores of a picturesque Northern
Lake across which we had to proceed
to reach the trail to our fishing lodge,

on another small lake among the

hills. Securing the services of "Hans"
as a boatman we were soon landed
on the opposite shore where our
"hike" through thewoods commenced.

Jack-o-lanterns, consisting of can-
dles fastened inside almost any old

tins available, were produced, and
away we started, Tommy in the lead.

The trail, even in the daylight is

none too good, but at night, to one

unaccustomed to its vagaries, it

is a fearsome and wonderful operation

to follow the many windings and
turnings. The first half mile lay for

the most part through an old burn,

and has a persistent upward trend

ending in a hill of perhaps 100 feet

in height, up which the narrow path
zig-zags and twists like a goat trail.

Upon reaching the top. Tommy,
whose legs are short, persisted m
calling a halt, so a rest of a few mom-
ents ensued, during which time Tom-
my again attacked the old pipe.

The cool night breeze with its odor
of fresh green things, (Tommy sitting

to leeward) soon cooled our brows
and, shouldering our packs again, we
were away on the last lap of the
trail to camp. From this point

on the path led us through a burned
country through which the second
growth birch, poplar and cherry is

again springing up. At one point

the trail makes a sharp ascent to the

banks of a small creek which the

industrious beaver have dammed,
making a pond of some extent,

necessitating a detour. Here, Tom-
my who was some few feet ahead
suddenly disappeared, light and all.

Coming to the spot at which his

light had last been seen we waited
a moment on the edge of a sharp
drop in the path. Soon a rustling

sound below drew our attention and
flashing our lanterns down, we could
see Tommy with his packsack astride

his neck and feet uphill, vainly trying

to extricate himself from a raspberry
bush. Seeing our lights he called

up "Watch out Joe, she's trip his

foot on dam big hole." After a

careful examination he declared him-
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self sound of limb, but refused to

lead the way any longer saying he
would do something once, "but she's

only got one neck." From now on
the going was rather rough, but soon
the glimmerof water among the trees

ahead announced that the hard work
was over and our destination reached.

From where the trail reached the

lake, it was only a few moments' tramp
to the log cabin, nestling below a

protecting cliff on the west end of

the lake. As the last occupants
had left a supply of dry wood inside

it was the work of a few moments
only to get a fire started in the cook
stove, and soon the delicious odor
of coffee filled the air. The inner

man satisfied, packs were unrolled

and we all rolled into the bunks
filled with fresh balsam boughs. No
trouble about sleeplessness tonight,

and with hopes for the morrow in-

fluencing our dreams all was 'soon

still except for the regular breathing

of three tired but happy nimrods.

Tommy had us out at five a.m.

with a wild yell that it was "daylight

on the swamp" and that the trout

were trying to get out of the lake

after us. I had volunteered to cook
breakfast but after frying a pile

of bacon and eggs that I corisidered

would feed an army Mack, insisted

it was not enough, and I had to go
back at it again, but at last all were
filled to capacity and away we went
with all equipment aboard in the

Iron Duke, our punt. Paddling slow-

ly along a rocky shore Tommy soon

had a strike and landed a fine trout

of about a pound weight after a

wicked fight of five minutes. Mack
was the next lucky one, and although
his fish was not so large as the first

one, there was a smart battle before

we had him in the landing net. I

had been using flies and the others

live minnows, but after half an hour
without a strike I decided they did

not care for my lures so switched to a

"Devon." We had moved slowly

along and anchored on a

bar with some five or six feet of

water under our keel. Tommy had
caught another fine large trout and
Mack two smaller ones. On my

second cast with the "Devon" I felt

a fierce jerk, and knew I had some-
thing good on the business end of
my line. In a second or two he came
to the surface with a rush, and Tom-
my gave a yell of joy. "By Gosh
Joe she's good wan." Mr. trout had
me guessing for a time, and took
out about one hundred feet of line

before I stopped him. Slowly- reeling
in I had regained some fifty feet be-
fore he started away again on a
wild career. Slowly but surely the
weight began to tell and after many
weaker rushes he gradually allowed
himself to be netted and brought
safely into our clutches; What beau-
tiful markings he had, and how firm
and fine the muscular flesh. The
weight was not so much in com-
parison with those caugfit in some
of the streams of the Nepigon region,

but good enough to satisfy an ordinary
mortal—just three pounds, but three
pounds of life and sinew. It seemed
almost too bad to kill such a beau-
tiful fish.

The sun having risen to a good
height, we decided it was a little

bright and warm for further angling
so hied us back to camp for a rest

and smoke. During the early after-

noon we climbed the clifi' back of

the camp and received for our pains
a beautiful view of the country to the
south and east. Far in the distance

could be seen Thunder Bay, on the

north Lake Superior, and here and
there a small lake dropped in between
the hills, almost all containing trout,

some both trout and bass. At our
feet lay the lake on which the camp
was situated, looking like a crescent

of diamonds with the sunlight spark-
ling on its small wavelets, while

below the surface lurks the biggest

one of all that I am hoping some day
to land.

The evening fishing proved the

best as the trout were rising to flies,

the Silver Doctor and Brown Hackle
being the favorites. No large fish

were brought to the landing net,

but none of them were less than a

pound, and we had eight of these.

At 9.30 the shadows were becoming
ver>' black so as ever^'one was sat-
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isfied, the anchor was lifted and we
were away for camp.
Mack had a pleasant surprise for

us on our arrival, s^omething that

usually makes the heart of man £?lad-

den after a hard but joyous day's
fishing. It conies in a feottle and
nas a large black label with the name
Kilmarnock in a prominent place.

It took Tommy some time to yell

"When?" as Mack tilted the afore-

said receptacle, but he did not have
much on the ether two at that.

We built a fire outside the camp and
sat round and told yarns and enjoyed
my lady Nicotine for an hour or so

before ciimbing into the fragrant

boughs for another night's repcse.

As our train left at 9.30 a.m.
we were up and about at 5 a.m.

to enjoy the last breakfast in camp
in comfort without having to hurry

at the last moment on the trail in.

The day proved a beautiful one, and
promised a warm party before the
station was reached unless we took
our time on the trail.

Leaving a pile of dry wood and
kindling in the camp and all the
dishes washed and stacked away, we
regretfully closed up and bade good-
bye to our forest home. The tramp
back was delightful, and, being for the
most part down hill, was made in

good time and allowed us plenty if

time to call on a few envious friends

at the summer colony, and display
our trophies. As we neared Port
Arthur on our return, the spoils were
divided and we went our various
ways to home, a tub, and work, until

the phone should ring again and that
cheery voice ask if I thought the
fish Would bite next week.

THE QUAIL SICKNESS
EDWARD T. MARTIN

For the past year or two, upland game,

particularly quail has had a hard lime of it

the country over, the trouble being not so

much from man and his gun as from the storms

of winter in the north and in the south and
west, the quail disease, which also in a less

degree perhaps affects the grouse family.

This sickness is wonderfully fatal where
attempts are made to raise quail in captivity

and from necessity ground once devoted to

poultry is used.

It is really a chicken disease but while

barn yard fowl continually carry the germs

with them they are either immune, else strong

enough to throw the disease off without ill

effect. No cure has been discovered, no

means of checking the sickness when it once

appears in a pen of quail. Various remedies

have been used that for a time promised well,

but in the end the result was always the same.

the quail died. Ground used by poultry

holds the infection for years; even wild quail

seeking food in a fanner's barn yard contract

the sickness and carry it to their kind in the

brush and hills where its effect may be noticed

by the occasional finding of a bunch of feathers

and bones, all remaining of what was once a

quail and the disappearance of the birds from
locations where there should be many and
there has been no shooting to thin them out.

On a game farm the results of the disease

are more apparent among young birds, those

feathered, than with the old. In some places

these partly grown birds have died by dozens

at a time when the game farmer was con-

gratulating himself upon having made a

success of his quail raising. They do not

waste away and die slowly as do the old ones,

but die almost before giving any evidence of

sickness. Well at night, dead in the morning.

Out of fifty or sixty sometimes not one escap-

ing. This too when the ground had been
cropped for several years since used for chick-

ens and every effort made to disinfect it,

but the germs lived and the quail died, which
puts a dampsr on quail raising and is why at

present so few game farmers are attempting
it, and also why in places the wild quail are

decreasing so rapidly.



AMERICANS IN CANADA.
WILLIAM J. MUNRO

On the twenty-first day of August,
a party of four comprising Mr. Ed
Cummins and son William, Mr.

Metzendorf and myself, all ardent
fishermen, left Chicago for what is

rightly named Fisherman's Paradise,

though it is called Canada. In my
opinion there is nothing to compare
with the deep quiet pools or sparkling

sunlit streams of Canada. And fish?

Well, is there any place where they
are more abundant or where they
taste better?
We made our exit from this work-

a-day world via the Northwestern
Railway, arriving in Sault Ste. Marie
after an all night ride and, after hav-
ing had our baggage examined, etc.,

we bought our grub and waited im-
patiently for morning. We left early

in the morning by horse and wagon,
arriving at our haven, about thirty-

five miles north of the Soo, at 5 p. m.
We took no cook with us and each

one was expected "to do his bit" and
it devolved on me to make the first

fire and cook supper, while the others

put up the tent.

We turned in early that night so

that we could get an early start in the

morning, being determined to get all

the "whales" in the vicinity. Though
it had been very warm in Chicago
when we left, it was very cold in the

tent and we realized we would have
to change things a trifle.

In the morning we looked around
and finally found an old log cabin

partially filled with hay and my sug-

gestion that we make it our resting

place evenings was adopted instanter.

We named it "Hotel de Olson" for the

man who owned it, and it sure was
a god-send.

After having breakfasted we divided

our party in two and started for the

first day's fishing. Metz. and I went
to a trout stream and the others went
up the river away. We were having

fairly good luck, having caught about
twenty trout of good size, when
suddenly on looking around there

was no sigiT'of Metz. I started to

look for him and in my excitement

lost the stream and we were both lost.

It is impossible to describe the feeling

that came over me when I knew I was
lost in that wild country where one
might wander for days to say nothing
of the wild animals that might be
encountered. I started, however, and
though the brambles and underbrush
left me very little of my clothes I

finally hit a deer trail and following

that arrived at camp about 9 o'clock

\vith no further mishap, though at

one time I was badly scared at what
I thought was a bear, and which
turned out to be two innocent deer.

Metz. had not arrived and though
tremendously worried we decided
we could do nothing until morning.
At daybreak we were up and out
looking for Metz. and found him
about 11 o'clock. He said he was
"all in" and he looked it. He had
had presence of mind enough to make
a fire and had eaten the fish he had
caught the previous day. After a

few hours' rest he was all right and
as pert as the rest of us, but I don't

think either of us will ever forget

that little experience.

The next day we started down the

river and we had a very successful

catch, consisting of muskies, pike

and black bass. The young boy
caught the largest bass, it weigning

MR. CUMMINS. SON WILLIAM, MR. METZEN-
DORF.
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over five pounds, and was very proud
of himself.

The next few days we did no fishing,

having plenty on hand to eat. One

"YOURS XnULY" PREPARING APPETIZING
DINNER.

morning, however, Ed. said that in

the night some animal had awakened
him by licking his face. He thought
it was a bear and considered it good
policy to lie still. We laughed at

him, but on looking around we dis-

covered all our bacon and bread gone
and saw large tracks around outside.

After that it was a case of fish and
keep on fishing or go hungry.
There is a gentleman up there by

the name of Bob Robinson, whom
we have the good fortune to call

friend, and a mire jolly and good-
hearted fellow it would be hard to

find. He is a clean sportsman at

all times and always ready with a

helping hand.

Bob, Ed. and myself decided to

try another stream in the mountain
and we came home that night with
as fine a mess of speckled trout as

you would care to look upon, and
during the remaining days we visited

several streams in the vicinity and
had the usual good luck at all times.

As we had only two weeks to spend
in Canada we were compelled to

curtail our intended jaunts, and
much too soon for all of us, we said

goodbye to Bob and hied us back to

old Chicago to wait and dream of

the fish we would get the next year.

LEFT TO RIGHT. "YOURS THl'l.Y," SON
WILLIAM. .METZ. .MR. PYKTTI;, BOB

Mr. Hugh Mackenzie, Assistant General

PassengerAgent of the Pacific Steamship

Company, now of San Francisco and formerly

of Woodstock, Ont. wrote some time ago

to Rod and Gun giving some particulars

of conditions in the state in which he now
resides. He says: "The duck and quail

shooting season is in full swing and the

veriest amateur experiences little trouble

in getting a bag to feel proud of. In the

rice growing sections of this state the ducks
have increasisd to such an extent as to ser-

iously threaten the rice crops, and the rice

interests are now advocating an open season

throughout the year, also demanding thai

the shooting preserves be thrown open to the

public, but I hardly think they will gain

their point as there is strong oppositioB

to this. Personally I consider a rice fed

duck about as fine a delicacy as one may
ask for. If you happen to make a visit

to this section during the fall or winter

months I intend to find out whether or

not your hunting abilities are in keeping

with some of the stories I read in your mag-
azine."



LOST IN NEW BRUNSWICK WOODS
C. B. FISHER.

WAS I lost? No, I was at Deer
Lake, the camp was lost. I

had gone with two companions,
Mr. F. F. Bell of St. John, N.B. and
Mr. R. J. Selfridge, of New York, on
a hunting-fishing trip to Parker Lake,
situated in the New Brunswick woods,
about thirty-five miles from St. John.
We went part way by steamer, on

the St. John River, then chartered a
horse, an express wagon and a driver
who knew the way to Parker Lake.
We drove several miles over a

rough road, and the last ,few miles

we covered on foot, through the
woods.
As we had not been to the lake

before, we were obliged to have our
guide accompany us all the way.
We reached the lake about noon

and at once had dinner.
Before leaving us to return home,

our guide told us that if we found the
fishing poor, we could go and try
Deer Lake, which he said was about
two miles away and pointed out the
general direction.

He also mentioned that there was
an old boat on the lake, and the re-

mains of an old camp on the shore.

That afternoon was spent in fishing

Parker Lake, with poor success.

We tried again early the next
morning, but found the trout few
and far bev.\veen.

We felt that if we were at Deer
Lake, we would get some fish, so

decided tc have an early dinner and
try to find it.

'My friend Bell and I Look our guns,

while brother Selfridge carried a

couple of fishing rods.

Thus equipped, we started over
the hills in search of Deer Lake.
When we thought we had gone far

enough to have reached the lake, we
mounted a hill and sent Brother
Selfridge up a tree to report on the
surrounding country'.

From his lookout, he reported, no
sign of the enemy, or the lake either.

We r'^amed around through the

woods for a while and then our friend

Bell was sent aloft to^the "crow's
nest."

We had either come closer to the
lake, or he was possessed of a greater
range of vision or a better periscope,
for he quickly announced the lake
visible to the West.
A short walk brought us to the

water's edge, where the fishing rods
were soon fitted up.
We were unable to find any trace

of the boat, neither did we see the
old camp, but we managed to wade
out to a large rock, from which we
were able to fish off in deep water.
Through the greater part of the

afternoon, we took turns fishing, but
did not see a fish.

We decided to go back to camp
and return next morning, prepared
to build a raft.

The walk back to camp was accom-
plished without much difficulty,

where we had supper and gathered
up all the old nails we could find,

with which to build the raft.

Bright and early next morning we
started, with an axe, a handful "f

rusty nails, two fishing rods, a gun
and some grub.

I always did like hunting better
than fishing, so I thought the other
two could do all the fishing and I

would do all the hunting.

Brother Seltridge carried the rods
and grub, friend Bell the axe and
nails, and I carried my gun.

Our tramp to the lake was unevent-
ful until we had climbed the last hill

and were gcing down the other side,

which sloped to the water, when we
fiushed a couple of partridges.

I shot one of the birds and started

to look for the other.

My companions waited a few min-
utes, and then as we were close to

the lake they said they would gc on
down and start the raft and I could

come down when I got ready.

After hunting for some time, with-

out finding any trace of the other

partridge, I strolled down the hill
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toward the lake to see how the raft

was coming along.

When I reached the foot of the

hill, I was much surprised to find that

the lake was not there.

I knew in a moment what I had
done. In hunting for the partridge,

I had unconsciously climbed over
the top of the hill and had gone down
on the wrong side.

I at once tramped back up over
the hill again and down the opposite
side, only to find no lake there.

My troubles had commenced. The
country was all hills, nothing but
hills, and they all looked alike.

I thought I knew where I had gone
astray. I had been climbing up and
down the wrong hill.

Selecting what I thought was the
right hill, I went over the top of it

and down the other side.

Nearing the bottom, I was much
relieved to see the blue water of the
lake showing through the trees.

Pushing my way through some
scrubby growth near the water, I

stepped out on the gravelly shore.

My first impulse was to pinch my-
self, to see if I were awake or dream-
ing.

What lake was it? It was not
the one we had fished the day before.
I had never seen it before in my life.

A short distance from me was a
boat and the remains of an old camp.
What our guide had told us, all

came back to me now. This then
was Deer Lake.

I was very much pleased to think
I had found the lake, even if it was
by accident.

I smiled as I thought of my two
friends laboriously building a raft
on the wrong lake.

All I had to do now, was find my
companions and bring them with
their fishing tackle to the right lake.
From where I stood, I was able

to get a very good view of the sur-
rounding country.

Over across and about half a mile
beyond the lake in front of me, was
a flat depression, which I thought
must be the location of the lake on
which my companions were building
a raft.

The boat close to me was full of

water and it was a considerable dis-

tance to walk around the lake. I

figured I could bail the water from the

boat, and row across the lake, quicker

than I could walk around.
Finding an old tin can, I set lo

work baiting out the boat.

After working for some time with-

out making any change in the level

of the water in the boat, I began to

look for the cause.

I discovered a sort of perpetiial

motion. There was a large crack
in the side of the boat bel )w the

water, through which the water was
pouring in as fast as I was bailing it

out.

With a long pole, I managed to

raise the side of the boat enough to

bring the crack out of water, and
soon had the boat bailed dr>'.

The craft had -the appearance if '

having been made from old boards
which had seen service before they
had become a boat.
Two slabs with handles whittled on

the ends, served for oars.

The outfit looked as though it

might at any moment, follow the
example of the "one boss shay."

^ Rowing across the lake, I landed on
the opposite shore without mishap,
and started at a smart walk toward
the spot where I expected to find my
companions.

I was becoming more in need cf
them every minute. We had had an
early breakfast, it was now past noon
and my friends had the grub. Was
it any wonder I needed them?

I walked far enough to have reach-
ed the place half a dozen times, but
no sign of the lake could I see.

Changing my course, I walked
another mile or two with the same
result, nothing but thicklv wooded
hills.

I roamed through the woods, up
and down, back and forth, until three

Tin the afternoon.

As the sun was already on the
descent, I decided it was time to
give up hunting for my friends and
try to find the camp.
Heading in the direction which I

thought would be about right for the
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camp, I walked about a mile and a

half and suddenly emerged from the
woods to find myself on the shore of

Deer Lake, within a hundred feel

of where I had left it, three hours
before. .

I was in a pretty pickle, knowing
exactly where I was but could not
seem to get anywhere else.

I tried to figure out where the sun
was when we left the camp, how much
it had shifted during the day, and
how I had traveled to reach my
present hiding place.

From these calculations, I decided
on the direction of the camp.

Tightening my belt up a few more
holes in a vain efTort to deceive my
stomach, wdiich had long since given

up all hope of ever seeing any more
.food, I started off once more.

It was now four o'clock and the

sun was sinking at an alarming rate.

Earlier in the day, I had been
going around any obstacles, but now
I went over the top of everything

I came to, lest I should get off my
course.

I mounted "hills so steep, that I

had to climb a few steps and then
pull my gun up before going higher.

After forcing my way through this

sort of country for a couple of miles

I sat d jwn.
Tramping steadily from early morn-

ing over boulders and windfalls with-

out food, was beginning to tell on me.

The sun had dropped so low it was
only shining on the tops of the highest

trees. There was certainly not more
than another hour of daylight, and
I had no more idea where that camp
was than I had had all day.

The thought of spending the night

in the woods alone, did not cheer me
any.

I was hungry and completely tired

out. I thought some of roasting the

partridge that I had been carrying

all day, but that would take time and

there was very little of that left be-,

fore dark.

I felt that I had been tramping in

the wrong direction, so after resting

for a few minutes, I started off again,

at jight angles to the course I had
been "following.

I found myself stopping very fre-

quently to rest and felt that I could
not go much farther.

Coming over a rise in the ground,
I was much surprised and overjoyed
to find stretching away in front of me,
the lake which I had looked for earlier
in the day.

I gave a loud whoop, but got no
answer. My friends had gone.
As I hurried around the edge of

the lake, I felt much relieved, as

with care, I could now hope to reach
camp before complete darkness set-

tled over the land.

Reaching the place where my com-
panions had built their raft, I started

for camp with my nose almost on the

ground, watching for any tracks

which my triends had left.

I forgot that I was tired or hungry.
I had but one desire, and that was,

to reach camp before dark.

There was no time to lose, the light

was failing fast.

Pushing rapidly on for some time,

I finally came to the conclusion that

I had gone too far.

I was l)eginning to feel uneasy,

when I faintly heard, running water.

Ah, I thought, the outlet of Parker
Lake.

Hurrying through the gathermg
dusk, I soon reached the brook.

Turning upstream, I stumbled

along over the stones, and after a

short walk, came in sight of the

camp.
Here I found my two friends com-

placently smoking, as if nothing out

of the ordinary had happened

Thev said they thought if I could

not find the camp which was stand-

ing still it was not much use for

them to look for me, when I was con-

tinually changing my position.

I was "all in," I was a sight. My
face and hands were scratched, and

my clothes were torn. I was a wreck.

After having a bite to eat, I went

to bed.

The next dav, I stuck pretty close

to the camp. I w^as so stiff I could

hardly walk.

On' the following day. we left the

camp and started on the return home.
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We had arranged with our guide

to meet us, so that when we reached

the road, we found him waiting for us.

Driving slowly over the rough
road, we related our experiences.

The guide confirmed my belief that
I had been to Deer Lake, and said

the other was Lyons" Lake.
When asked if there were any trout

in it, he rephed, "No, nor never were."

WHERE THE SPECKLED TROUT LIE
HARRY MOORE.

AMONG the innumerable little

lakes that dot the region which
includes Algonquin Park, is

Trout Lake. This little body of

water is reached by a path that fol-

lows the Madawaska River about
one mile north of the village of the
same name, then turns northwest
through a dense shrubbery and up-
hill for a like distance. The top of
the mouiTtain attained one looks down
into this, hole which is encircled with
a heavy woods. All around is moun-
tain—the feeding place of the deer,
the hunting ground of the wolf, the
black bear and—the hunter!

Arrived at Trout Lake for the first

time, the writer found a small, old
raft that is common property and is

used to fish from. Indeed it is the
only way. There are no banks,
strictly speaking, to Trout Lake, and
the lake bottom along shore is shallow
and full of snags. While there are
places where the rock forms the bot-

tom, the bigger portion of that to be
seen, is of a black mucky, sticky sub-
stance, which gives the lake a dark
appearance. Beaver colonize here,

and there were traces of their "recent
offensive" on the poplar.
Trout Lake shows more thari any-

thing the peculiarities of the fish

it is named after. One day, you
may reel in dozens of the prettiest

speckled trout you ever laid eyes on,
then, again, you may fish day after

day and never get a bite. My ad-
vice to anyone trout-fishing is to
have two or three kinds of bait. A
trout that may not take to a "shiner"
—a chub—might jump out of the
water at a patent fly.

And should iyou ever go to Trout
Lake in fly time, take a big supply
of smoking tobacco, or if you don't
smoke, rub some fly ointment on
the exposed parts of your face and
hands or you will have something
to remember.

THE SOOTY (OR "BLUE") GROUSE OF THE PACIFIC COAST



SEVENTEEN DAYS IN THE WILDS.
G. T.

We all have our ideals for holi-
day-making as well as the more
serious things in life. To my

mind the most delightful way is to
take just necessities, and away to
the wilds

—
"far from the maddening

crowd," and the cramp of civiliza-

tion; so when my brother-in-law
asked me what would give me the
most pleasure, I at once voted for
an old-timer's camping trip.

We didn't decide till late on
Sunday night , which meantleavmg the
following Wednesday; that would
give us seventeen days for our. trip,

and it would, take all of that to cover
the country, through which we wish-
ed to hunt and fish. Have you ever
tried to get together an outfit in

two days? If not you will have no
idea what it means. I was given
control of the "grub-box" while the
two men were to find horses and
two Indians as guides. In these
later days it has not been as easy to
procure Indian guides; several times
we thought the trip would have to
be "called off," but finally things
shaped themselves, or were forced
into shape, for a little determin-
ation goes a long way. By Wednes-
day noon we were ready. To make
things easier we took our supplies in

lh,e democrat with our own horses
and Dominique, an Indian lad to

drive. It seemed like luxury to me
as we always had done former trips

with pack horses, in which case one
has to be satisfied with bare neces-
sities. My good brother, however,
thought otherwise, like most Eng-
lishmen he believed in giving all

women the best that is possible. I

was rather indignant at having any
difference made for me, as I was an
old hand at the game. They say
"wilful woman will have her way"
but I mentally reversed the order
and like the Tar Baby said nothing.

We started off on a glorious after-

noon in late September, free to enjoy
ourselves to the utmost. I left my
five children under a competent

woman and meant to enjoy to the
full everything that came my way.
Our first camp was only twelve
miles out of town, where our guide,
Tom, was to meet us. He did so,'

and we camped on a hill-side sur-
rounded with pines and firs. The
first night is always a difficult one.
It was dark before we sat down to
supper, but we managed, and I do
not think I will ever forget thai
first night out. It was some years
since any of us had had a similar
trip, and as we sat by the fire and
watched the moon come over the
hills on the other side of the valley,
we all felt that awe which nature
alone can inspire and which Robert
Service so aptly describes* in the
following lines:

—

"It's the great, big broad land 'way
up yonder.

It's the forests where silence has
lease;

It's the beauty that fills me with
wonder.

It's the stillness that fills me with
peace."

Our camping ground was beauti-
fully situated, except for the fact

that it was on a hillside (for old

timers this was a shocking mistake).

Have you ever tried to sleep on the

side of a hill? It is not one of the

most comfortable things, but that
is what we had let ourselves in for.

We spent most of the night trying

to keep ourselves from slipping down
out of the tent, and were all ready
to turn out at 4.30 a.m., the only

morning I succeeded in getting the

men up in good time.

We had to keep to the main road

for the present, as the land was all

taken up by small farmers, nor was
there any 'chance of game. That
night we chose our camping ground
wi\h more wisdom, and got per-

mission to pull into a meadow,
where we had level ground and
beauty combined, we tried for some
fish but with no success. That night
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at supper I was voted as camp cook; stiff and weary. Tom told us there

my brother did not like it, as he was good campmg ground ten miles

wanted me to have a complete rest, on, so we let the two Indians go

but as we could not eat ourguide's ahead, and we followed at our leisure,

mixtures, grease being the main Alas! that day we were to find that

ingredient, I was really glad to be Tom could be classed with all men

CAMPBELL
MKADOWS

GETTING
READY TO
MOVE
CAMP

allowed to take my share of the
work.

I called out to the men at 4.30,
but they would not move, so we
were late getting away. However,
it did not matter as we meant to do
a short day, I had not been in the
saddle for seven years nor had my
brother, so we were both feeling

that David spoke of, for Tom, as a
guide, fell far short of what he pro-
fessed, and we did not put our trust
in him again. It was a scorching
day. We were still on the main road,
and the dust was thick, but we
could take our time. We always
carried our lunch with us, biscuits,

apples and chocolate and generally
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found some cool nook near water for
our rest. That day the fates were
against us, for there was no shade.
Still worse we could find no water,
so we ate our lunch on the sun-
parched hillside and hoped for
better luck. The men had filled

their flasks with whiskey and water,
so they did not fare so badly, but I

would not touch the stuff. After
lunch we put on speed in the hope of
finding water, but mile after mile
went by and no water. Houses
were few and far between, and it was
not till 4 p.m., that our hopes were
raised. We reached a house and
then begged for a drink, but disap-
pointment again awaited us for the
creek was half a mile from the
house. The men were all threshing
and the water bucket was empty. I

felt like collapsing, but the women
offered us some milk, I hate milk,
but that cool drink was like nectar
and we all felt refreshed. We en-
quired of the woman where the next
camping ground was and learned it

was five miles distant. We were
to have gone ten miles that day and
already we had covered fifteen and
there were still five to do. My
heart sank, but we started on again,
feeling better, only tired, and oh! so

saddle sore! I was riding an Indian

horse, a little brute! that did little

but "pig jump," till I borrowed a
spur, then 1 got a little more satis-

faction. We met a party ef Indians
about three miles o n and
asked if they had seen our outfit

—

"five miles on," I thought I would
drop. Just after this we got some
grouse, and felt better, but still

there was no sign of camp. We
were now going into the creek canyon.

This road was bad and the valley
very narrow, so that the men got
down and walked, but I knew if

I once got off I'd never get on again.

We next met a party returning from
the point towards which we were
making. They told us that we
would have good sport when we got
to Fish Lake next day! I wondered
if wc would ever get there. We
asked them about the camp, but I

knew I couldn't last another two

miles but wemoved on silently, I for one,
didn't care if we reached our destina-
tion or not, but I grit my teeth
determined not to "squeal." My
brother rode ahead, I don't think
I ever welcomed any call as I did the
"hello" that greeted us some fifteen
minutes later, as we rounded the bend.
There lay our camp below us, tents
up, fire goinit;'! My brother had a
cup of hnt Bovril ready for me,
another of my pet aversions, but
very welcome that night. We all

helped get supper, but I was too
tired to eat. After that I went to
make up the beds, and presently
heard a yell, followed by "Who in

the— are you, and where in —are
you going?" I thought it wise to
come forward before any more fol-

lowed. If ever you saw a man
taken aback it was that one. He
apologised for his speech, saying he
had not expected to see a lady in

these parts, and then beat a quick
retreat. That night we slept like

logs and woke up nearly frozen.

Being in the canyon on the creek
level, it was like a cold storage place,

and even the poor horses were shiver-

ing. We were none of us sorry to

start our climb and get thoroughly
warmed up. It was a long dusty
job, but we got to the top by 2 p.m.
and had a good rest before locating

our permanent camp, as we intended
to remain here some days. We
got permission to camp in one of

the meadows near the lake and were
most comfortable.

We turned our attention to fishing

and shooting, and had excellent sport;

we were lucky enough to find a

spare "dug-out,"and appropriated it

for the time. The Indian dug-out
is part of a large tree, the bark being

removed, and the centre gouged
out. It is averv rough and unsteady
thing but answers the purpose.

There were scores of Indians fishing

for their winter supply. This is all

done bv the old squaws, who sit in

their dug-out, fishing by the hour,

then split, clean and hang the fish to

dry in the sun. My brother bought
some for me to try, but I could not

induce my family to eat them In.
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fact ttie odour when cooking them
was most unpleasant. The old

squaws on the lake got very vexed
with us. They said the guns made
the fish think it was thuntlering,

and that they would not bite. ' How-
ever, we put in three days and had
very good sport.There was excellent

flight shooting to be had, which
the men did not neglect.

Our next move at the end of three

days, was to a large ranch, managed
by an old friend of mine, where we
hoped to get a permit to hunt. By this

time we were quite rested and [so

were the horses. Having said good-
bye to stiffness, we could do our
twenty-five miles with no fatigue.

The weather had been ideal up to

that day, but before we got to the
ranch it came down in torrents. The
men did not fare badly, as they had
slickers, but I got drenched through.
My friends were very much aston-

ished, when we rode up. They had
not met the men before but made us
very welcome and insisted on our
spending the night with them. The
next day we moved on. It was
beautiful again and we had permis-
son to shoot all we liked, which we
did, having splendid sport. We mov-
ed our camp each day just as the
spirit prompted us. We had ducks
and geese galore, and very good
they tasted. The country through
which we were travelling was rolling
prairie with innumerable small lakes,
and it was great sport stalking around
them.
We came in for one bad storm

which came on suddenly one after-
noon accompanied by such heavy
hail that the horses refused to face
it. We managed to get shelter near
some empty buildings, and that
night took up our quarters in an old
house, long since given over to the
rats. We were glad, however, to
have a roof over us. The next

morning was dark, though it was not
raining, and we set off as usual. We
intended taking a short cut over
the mountain, letting the Indians
and wagon on round by the road.
We found it a very steep climb. In
fact the men walked to ease their

horses. The trail was rough and
very greasy from the rain the night
before, which did not help matters,
but we got up all right. We had
been told that one could not mis-
take the trail but we found there
were several trails, running in dif-

ferent directions. These we followed
up in turn but they did not lead to

anything satisfactory and we were
nonplussed. I declined to go down
the mountain again, and to make
matters worse, a steady fine very
wet rain began to fall. I had joked
about the fun of getting lost some
days before, under more favorable
conditions, but faced with the pro-
ability of it now, it looked decidedly
gloomy. We has just decided that
we had better return to the summit,
where there was an old log cabin, and
hope that someone would chance to
pass that way, when my husband dis-

covered fresh tracks, which we fol-

lowed and soon saw that our diffi-

culties were at an end. We made
our camp right on the edge of a lake,

and spent three days there, I had to
keep camp for two days, as I had
got a chill, but had one day out with
the guns, when we were lucky enough
to get a coyote with buck shot.

We also had more ducks than we
could get through; that finished the
shooting, as the next day we were
back on the public road. We made
our last camp on the same ground as
our second out, and were very re-

luctant to go back to town, but my
brother had to continue his trip, so
we had to return and console our-
selves with the memory of our
seventeen days' trip.



BILLY MINK'S DIARY
FRED CLARKE

BEING rather restless and hun-
gry, I managed to crawl to the
mouth of our den, which was

under an old stump some few yards
from a large stream. My head
seemed so large that I could not
walk without sprawling all over
and I seemed to have a dozen feet

in which to get mixed up. My
mother had not been at home for

two nights and as I scrambled out
of the mouth of the hole I was roughly
caught by the neck and yanked
back to the nest. My mother seem-
ed very vexed and kept looking out
through the mouth of the hole and
making a hissing sound.
Some few hours later mother told

us that when she was going through
a hollow log the night before, she
had stepped over a stick on to a
big leaf, and suddenly there had been
a snap and a cruel steel trap had
caught her by the left front foot. She
tugged and pulled until but one toe

remained in the trap, then when she
had tired herself out chewing on the
trap, decided there was only one thing

to do and that was to bite the toe off

below the jaws of the trap. Having
done this she took a big leap and as

the trap chain tightened, the weight
of her body pulled the rest of the

toe out of the trap and she was free.

We all learned a lesson from this ex-

perience, namely, to avoid a place

that smells of steel, and to avoid
running through a hollow log with-

out taking precautions, as mother
told us some trappers were careless

and left their traps out all summer.
Nothing of importance happened

until a few weeks later, when I was
going around a bend in a small stream
and ran across one of my sisters eat-

ing the head of a fish that she had
just caught. She stood looking at

me for some time. Then her tail

bushed out and she began hissing

at me. This made me mad for I

had expected a welcome instead of

such hostility as she showed. I

bounded up to her but she slipped

past me into the deep water and I

didn't follow as I saw the fresh fish
and was just going to go up stream
when I heard a loud noise and the
sand and gravel flew up before me.
In a second I had hit the water, but
a second report and a spout of water
told me I was none too soon. Swim-
ming under water I thought of the
man that owned the chickens and of
how mad he must be at iv.a for having
had fun at his expense.

After a few days spent around the

old den I got restless again and away
I started for Farmer John's hen house.
In going up the larger creek I found
the mink still absent from the old
bridge, and further up I found that
the old musky with the large teeth
had plugged up the hole that had
been made by a cow or horse breaking
through to the hole below. This
hole was stuffed up with roots and
grass and it was some job to force my
way through to the hole below. In
a few minutes I had got in but the
nest was empty though still warm.
No doubt the musky had heard me
trying to get in and bolted for safety.

Going out again I crossed the pond
and on up by John's chicken coop.
Looking up the larger stream I saw
something that looked like a mass
of logs all tangled together, so decided

^

that John's chickens could wait un-
til I investigated further. As I

slowly made my way along I noticed
quite a few animals at work or play.

Some were cutting the wood into

lengths, others were cutting down
trees, while still others were swimming
about and shoving lengths of wood
towards the pile of logs that held the

water back. Everything went on
smoothly for about ten minutes, then

I noticed a large animal lying on the

dam, some few yards from me. He
kept looking and listening for some-
thing and now and then he would
sniff, sniff, sniff. I supposed that

he could smell me and was worried

for fear I might kill some of his
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family. I felt brave when I saw
such a large animal as this fear me,
and I was j,ust going over to relieve

his mind, when he slipped silently

into the water and faced the other
bank. Looking up on the bank I

saw a man crawling towards a large

bank. Looking up on the bank I

saw a man crawling towards a large

stump, and was just going to squeal
to these animals, when the large one
in the stream raised his tail and hit

the water an awful slap. Every-
one of them made for the water and
dived below. However, I heard
John's gun go off once, twice, three
times. Then all was silent. The
water however was all ripples and
muddy and I knew that these ani-
mals had not all got to their den
yet. As for myself I felt safe for I

had jumped into a hollow log that
slanted down into the water. In
a couple of minutes the dog came and
tried to get in at me and I was greatly
frightened. However I heard John
say:

"Come away from there. A
beaver could not get into that."

The dog however did not pay any
attention, but kept on biting and
clawing at the log. Soon a large
stick was shoved down on me and
I was poked down into the water.
Swimming down the log to the bottom
I was relieved to see a hole which I

crawled out of and then made for
the bank under water. In doing
this I bumped up against a beaver,
for that was what John called these
animals. I lost my bearings how-
ever here, and it seemed ages that
I swam about trying to find my way.
At last I was obbged to go to the
surface for air. Looking out I

could see no one moving, so I started
swimming to the shore on top of
the water. Having gone only a few
feet I was surprised to see a splash
of water beside me and then a bang
from the gun told me I had been
shot at again. Down I went and
made straight for the bank. Luckily
for me I came up a few feet from the
bank and swam right into a musky
hole. As I was going in I was met

by a muskrat coming out. After
looking me over for some time he
made a run for me and I screamed
and jumped back. In doing this I

lost my footing and was surprised
to feel the animal pass over me with-
out stopping to fight. In a minute
I was up and back to the nest I went.
There I found half a dozen rats as
big as myself. Having killed one
I was just going to kill another when
I heard the gun again. I gave a

hiss and started to eat the one I

had already Killed.

We had great times catching mice
and frogs and sometimes we would
get minnows cornered in the ponds
but we could not catch the larger
ones.

Summer wore away and Septem-
ber came. Then I decided to hunt
on a stream that I had seen while on
a run with one of my brothers. A
few nights later I left my home on
the main stream and wandered up
this creek. There were plenty of

hollow logs, wood jams, and low
brush on this creek and I was very
pleased with myself for having elect-

ed to leave home.

Some distance up the creek I came
to an old bridge in the stone work
of which was a hole just large enough
to squeeze myself into. I smelt
mink and decided that it was one
of my brothers or cousins. How-
ever, in turning a corner I saw a nest
in front of me and on going up closer

I wakened a small sized mink which
came at me with the fury of a tornado.
We hissed and bit and scratched un-
til he managed to get away. I did
not see him again until January,
but as that is ahead of my story I

will not here stop to describe the fight
that then ensued.

Having decided to make this one
of my caUing places later on, when
I started my weekly trips up this
stream, I caught a few fish and
stored them in one corner of the den.
Next morning I woke up hungry and
decided that I wanted blood, not
fish. In going up stream I took a
a short cut across t© a pond and ran
across a hole that had been made
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by a cow or a horse. Breaking
through this hole, I found that it

smelled musky, and right here is

where I got the rest of my nerve.

Diving down in the hole I was soon
upon a nest of young muskies which
I killed for the love of killing. I

then lay down for a rest but %\'as soon
up, as "my instinct told me danger
was near. In a few moments the
hole was darkened and I saw a large

animal coming into the den. She
had four great teeth in her mouth
and was showing them, meantime
trying to smell what kind of a visit-

or was in her den. As she came
closer I lost all my courage and let

out two piercing squeals. Where-
upon the strange animal right about
faced and beat it. I followed, to

the hole that was broken through
from above, and then went out and
up the stream until I came to another
branching stream. Following this

for some short distance I came to an-

other old bridge where I stayed
over night.

Early next morning I decided that
I would take a short cut back to the
larger stream. In doing so I ran
to a coop or box and as there was
the smell of game in it I managed
to scpieeze under one end and found
in the box some thirteen dead chick-

ens. In a few minutes I had piled

tliem up in one corner for future use.

I then decid-ed to tackle the old hen.

She made a great noise and flapped
her wings and an animal came nin-
ning up to the outside of the box
and started making a noise, mean-
while trying to get in at me. This
must be a dog, thought I. Mother
had taught us to be careful of places
where dogs were kept, as a dog, she
said, was usually followed by a man
with a stick that made a great noise

and meant death to anything it hit.

Taking my courage in my hands
I squealed at the back of the box
and ran out the front part, and then
there was a race for the biggest coop
in the yard which later proved to

be a hen-house.

Diving In through a hole I made
for the other side of the floor and
there before me was a nest of feathers

and in it about seven black animals
with white stripes running down
their backs, They were all huddled
up together and seemed to take no
notice of me at all. Not trusting
them, however, I went behind a post

and waited to see what the dog
would do. as he was clawing and dig-

ging at the dirt, trying to get in at

us. Now and then one of the striped

animals would rise up on its front

feet, look around and then lie down
and go to sleep again. In about
ten minutes I heard a man say:

"Mary, fetch the gun. A weasel
has killed the chicks and the old
Minorca hen."

I wondered what a weasel might
be, but hoped I would run across

his path some day and explain the
trick I had played on him.

In a few minutes I saw a face down
at the hole the dog had enlarged.

It was a funny looking face with
hair above its mouth, while below the
mouth the hair was six or seven
inches long. In a few seconds it

disappeared and I heard its owner
say "there were some pesky skunks
under the floor of the coop, and to

run over and get some traps from
Smith's." Right then I learned two
things that I had not known before,

namely: I learned what a skunk
was and what a man looked like. I

was sadly disappointed in the man
as he only had hair in bunches on his

head and walked on his two hind
legs. As I was thinking this over
I fell asleep but early in the evening
was wakened by a snarl and a snap.

Peeping around the post I saw a

skunk fast in something from which
it was trying to pull away. This
must be a trap, thought I, and I

was just going to tell him how to get

out when the largest skunk of all

went up to him and started making
a noise like a mouse squeaking. In a

few minutes the trapped skunk bit at

the larger one and his tail went up
with a 'jerk. In a second they had
grabbed each other by the throat,

and then the air under that coop

was fierce. My eyes smarted and
I was thinking of how I could slip

away when I heard the man's step
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coming again. I wondered what
woiild happen then, but soon heard
the man say:

" Fetch the gun and lantern."

In a few minutes a hght was
brought and a less harsh voice said:

"Don't go too near, John, it is one
of the skunks that has been caught
in the trap."

"Judging from the perfume," re

torted John, "there must be about
, half a dozen in the trap."

A loud report followed this remark
and the skunk doubled up in a heap
and lay still. The man pulled him
out and reset the trap, covering it

up with leaves.

In about two hours the skunk got
restless again and .he largest one,
which had two large white stripes

running down his back, walked over
and right into that trap!

Such a brainless an-mal, that
skunk—why I would no more think
of staying round a place where one
of my brothers had been caught
than I would of letting a chicken or
a bird live. However it is just as well
that all animals do not think alike.

Just then I decided that I was hungry
and in a few minutes I was in the
hen house. I could not get near
the hens on the roost however, as

they were too high for me to reach.
In going around the place looking
for something onto w'hich I could
spring up, I noticed a' box in the
corner, but it was empty. On the
other side of the coop, however was
a row of them. Crossing over I

saw a hen in the first box and grabbing
her by the head I pulled her out on
to the floor. All the time she kept
flapping her wings and trying to
squeak or squall. I had just killed
her when I heard the dog come around
the coop and give a savage growl.
Then I heard noises like sticks break-
ing and then some one said:

"Sic him Jip!"

I bolted then for the hole in the
floor. Just then the door opened
and in came the light. Then I heard
some one say:

"Here is our old Rock hen dead
on the floor. These eggs would
have been chipped tomorrow. How

foolish of you to have left the hen-
house open" the voice went on to

say, and continued to berate him
for his carelessness.

Finally he said:

"Fetch the light here Mary. I

think the dog has him. Then they
pulled the skunk out of the trap

and set it again. I felt like laughing

at their belief that anything would
be foolish enough to walk into that

trap after it had killed two skunks.

To think that I had been the cause
of all the uproar and that no one
suspected me. It was certainly

amusing.
Early in the morning, anticipating

a feast, I started to go after the hen
but saw the light on the floor of the
coop. Ducking down again I dug
my way out through the other side

of the coop and bolted for the old

bridge. When about a hundred
feet from the bridge the dog nearly
had me. Then I jumped over a log

and landed right beside a newly
dug hole or perhaps an old one that

had been freshly cleaned out. Div-
ing down into this hole I followed
it to the end and found the way
blocked by freshly dug gravel. On
hearing the dog digging at the mouth
of the hole, I went out far enough
to see and hear what was going ©n.

Soon I heard heavy steps coming
and then I heard the man say:

"You old fool, that's a ground hog
hole. Come away from there or

I'll kick your slats in."

After a while I ventured out and
got on to the bridge. I found that

some low down thief had stolen my
fish but in a few minutes I had caught
another and as I lay down and at-

tempted to sleep I reflected that with-
in a few days I had learned a heap
and that life away from hontle on
one's own account was all to the good.

Two days later I left the bridge
and went down stream to the larger

creek, then down it to the maift.

stream where my old home was.
Visiting the old hon;e den I found
it completely deserted and was pleas-

ed to think that my brothers and
sisters had followed my lead and
left home too.

To be continued.



A MICHIPICOTENWOLF STORY.
ANGUS GIBSON.

I
have often heard it remarked

that wolves were never known
to attack a man in this northern

country. By northern country I

mean those parts of the United
States and Canada bordering on
Lake Superior. They might howl,
follow and criss cross his tracks
but always avoided actual contact.
I knew better but sometimes thougnt
it hardly worth while to refute the
"doubting Thomases" who discredit

anything out of the ordinary which
does not come within their actual
observation. I could multiply in-

stances of men being attacked by
wolves—in two cases fatally. Many
of your readers can doubtless do the
same. Those of them who have
read Dillon Wallace's "Lure of the
Labrador Wild" will recall the re-

markable incident which occurred
when Wallace was returning )n the
ice, down the Labrador coast after

his ill-fated expedition. He observed
ahead an old man on the shore
chopping wood. Before Wallace and
his dogs came up a lone wolf suddenly
emerged from the timber and sprang
at the old man's throat. The man
struck at the wolf with his axe and
scared it off. Running into his cabm
he came out with his rifle and shot
the wolf before it got out of range.

Wallace was amazed at the whole
proceeding especially at the non-
chalant manner of the old man who,
by the time the former arrived on
the scene, had examined his trophy
and merely remarked, "I thought
it wur a she," evidently associating

the female with aggressiveness.

Whether the wolf in the story

which follows "wur a she" I cannot
say but I can vouch for the veracity
of my correspondent who hirnself

is the hero of the tale. He is a

friend of many years standing, a
blacksmith by trade and a hunter
by proclivity. He is over military

age—more's the pity—so he is barred
using the strangle hold on the Hun.

It just struck me that instead of
embellishing the story it would he
more interesting to give the writer's
own unvarnished narrative which
bears truth on the face of it. The
letter was only received this morning
and reads as follows;

—

Michipicoten River,
March 2nd. 1918.

Dear old Boy;-
I went up to the Grace Mine this

niorning. At the hill where that
little spring is, a wolf jumped out
in front of me. He jumped at my
face. Then came three more behind
me. Had no gun nor nothing. Got
one of my snowshoes off. Then I

kept them off behind me. I threw
the one in front of me 3 or 4 times
while jumping into my face. At
last I caught him by the left side of

the ear and I fell on the top of him.
I had a Death holt. The others
charged me once then jumped into
the wood. Then I caught his wind-
pipe. I had a bit of rope in my
pocket and I passed it round his

neck, slip knot. Then I put it to

him. Strangled himi. Then I cut
a club and finished him. He was
very poor. He is a pretty good
size, very fine fur. My left hand
is all swelled. That made it bad
for my rheumatism.

I don't get excited. That counts
Boy. Then be game. No flies on a
Scotchman if he does say it. Mor-
rison wants to get the skin if it suits

him. He will give me $15. If he
don't take it I will send it to you,
then have Judge Mackay make out
an affidavit, send it to me and I will

sign it. That should be all right.

If I had had my gun I would have
done the trick. My left hand is

very bad—paining fierce so I must
close.

"Joe Ball"

Joe refers to the wolf in the mas-
culine gender so will take it for

granted that it "wur a he."



THE COMPASS.
GEORGE ROBERTS HUNT.

Every sportsman is, or ought to be, fam-

iliar with that little instrument known as

a compass, and means of telling a direction

by the woods, should he be without a compass.

Few people seem to know why the needle of a

compass points north.

The earth itself acts like a huge magnet,
with magnetic lines passing through the air

from pole to pole. It is these lines of force,

acting upon the magnetized steel needle of

the compass, that cause the needle to point

north and south. The needle always points

to the north magnetic pole—a place near

Hudson Bay, discovered in 1831 by Sir

James Ross, where the dipping-needle (a

magnetized needle suspended so as to swing

in a vertical plane) lacked only the one-six-

teenth of one degree pointing directly to the

centre of the earth.

The usual compass consists of a round case

with a glass cover, beneath which is a highly

magnetized steel needle, delicately poised at

its centre on the sharp point of a metal post,

swinging over a dial secured to the bottom of

the case; the needle being very free to move
under the influence of the earth's magnetism.
In the higher grade of compasses the needle

has an agate bearing which adds much to the

long life and satisfactory workings. There
are several different models and many makes ,

some so you can see them at night, others to

wear on your wrist like a wrist watch, others

that fasten onyour coat, but the most of them
are made to carry in your pocket. The one
that fastens on the coat with a double safety-

pin device is becoming quite popular and is

indeed handy, as you can wear it on your
coat and see the direction at the same time.

MoreoN er, this type is very inexpensive and
at the same time reliable, costing only $1.25.

The compass should be waterproof, dust-

proof and have a removable top, for if the

post that holds the needle gets broken or

bent, a removable cover makes the matter of

repair easy. Do not, however, just because
the compass has a removable top, be taking
it off and be fabling with it. Moisture will

rust the dehcate bearings, and dust will also

injure it. Never under any circumstances,

place oil on the needle, it requires none and will

only put it out of business.

And lastly as dealing generally with com-
passes never give the compass a jar

or let it fall. This is not only apt to break

the glass but it will put the needle out of true.

You can use your watch as a compass in

the following manner.

It is supposed, of course, your watch is

going and has the right time. Point the little

or hour hand directly at the sun and turn

half-way back and the hour hand points

north. For instance, it is six o'clock; half

of that would bo three, then three is north,

say, it is eight-thirty, then half of that would
be four-fifteen. After you found the direc-

tion, set your watch again, allowing for the

time taken for the purpose.

You can also tell the directions by Nature's

signs. For hundreds of years one means of

telling directions is by the north star. Most
people know its location, and those who do
not should have someone point it out for

them. The big dipper is easily distinguished

and the two stars that form the outer rim

point towards the north star, no matter at

what hour it is seen. Then another means
of direction at night is by the northern

lights, which can often be seen very brilliant-

ly-

Trees standing apart have bark, harder,

drieT and of lighter color on the south side,

while the tops lean to the north. Down near

the roota, on the north side, moss and mould
may appear. Cedar» almost invariably have
their tops bending north. On evergreen

trees, the gum, which is always forming

where the sap seeps through, is hard and
tinged with yellow on the south side, dry,

powdery and grey on the north side. Spiders

build their webs on the south side of trees.

All hardwood trees such as ash, oak, elm, etc.,

have moss and mould on the north side,

while the leaves on the north side are darker,

with lighter and longer veins. On the south

side the leaves are smaller, lighter in colour,

with darker veins.

Trees that have been sawed off and the

^jtumps left show the direction if the rin.gs of

growth are still visible. The heart will be
found nearer the north side,

the rings being thicker on the south side.

Plants in bloom turn their blossoms towards
the sun which is always in a southerly

position.
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Stones that have moss on at all will be

found to have it on the north side, the south

side being baie. Or if there is a heavy
growth on the north side a very hght growth
will sometimes be found on the south.

And again the direction can be told by the

lay of* the land, mountains, hills, hollows

which way they run, etc.

A person should know which direction the

streams run in his locality, for by following

the stream you know you are going some di-

rection and not in circles, and if you know
nhich way it runs, you can go whichever

way suits you best—up or down. If the lost

person finds a stream and has no idea in

which direction it goes he can at least follow

it, and it will eventually lead him to a settle-

ment or houses of some sort.

And when you do get lost, don't get excite*

and begin running in every direction, for

in your wandering attempts to get outjyeu
are sure to get in a circle, sit down and
think it over, endeavoring to remember if

you have ever seen the place before or if

you can figure out the directions. Then, when
you want to go on, look as far ahead as y»u
can, find a tree and keeping your eye on it,

go straight to it, when you get to it select

another as far away as you can see, and

again move on to it. In thij way you are

sure you are going in a straight line, and ar«

not circling aimlessly arovnrl.

A MIXUP WITH A PRAIRIE WOLF.
N. B. N.

Passengers on the Turtleford-North Battle-

ford train one Saturday in February last

had the good fortune to -witness an exciting

bit of prairie sport on their way back to the

latter city. Wolves have been very plentiful

during the past winter and as the value of

their pelts ranged from $10 to $12 each,

besides the bounty of a dollar or more per

hide, the average sportsman has in the rural

districts been inspired to secure as many
skins as possible. In the Mervin-Edam
portion of the north country there have been

many exciting chases and scraps usually

with seriou^ results to Mr. Wolf. Many
made good money out of the wolves besides

clearing the country of a marauding type

of wild beast that is considered a handicap

by the settlers.

One of these exciting encounters between

a coyote and dogs was staged in the vicinity

of Mervin, Sask., on the day referred to, the

fight taking place a little west of the watering

place between Mervin and Edam.
Just before the return train arrived at

Mervin, Mr. Alex Cousins of the latter place

got information of a wolf being in the vicinity

of the village and with his two dogs determined

to go out and do his best to get him. He,

therefore, jumped on the train at Mervin

and when he arrived where his anticipated

prey was he was let oil and the fun began.

The wolf was watching things from a near-

by bluil. The dogs were looked and soon

the chase commenced. Around the bluff

went the wolf with one of the dogs close

upon him. The other dog took a different

direction presumably to head off his expected

victim, so the fight really took place between
the first canine and his wild brother of the

plains. On catching up with the latter a

tussle took place with the wolf having a

little of the advantage, the upper part of

the limb of the dog being firmly clenched

between his ktcerating teeth, while the dog
managed to grip his opponent solidly by the

throat. In the struggle that ensued and
which was witnessed by the passengers and
crew of the train the prairie wolf succeeded

in freeing himself after which he hit it f«r

all he was worth towards the railway track.

On nearing the fence along the track the

dog, every inch a fighter, having finished a

wolf alone only the week before, jumped •n
his back and had his enemy going when tke

train backing up scared him, whereupon the

wolf got away and soon was lost in the dis-

tance down the railway.

Whether Mr. Cousins got the wolf or net

we do not know. However, he did not give

up or take the count simply because he did

not round him up on the first try. Whether

he did or did not he got his money's worth of

fun out of his experience as well as furnish-

ing something worth seeing to the occupants

of the train. Perhaps the most outstanding

thing about the whole affair was the silent

doggedness with which the two animals

went at each other. There was no barking,

no waste of time. At it they went and fought

hard while it lasted. That is the right way
for ,man or beast.



EDITORIAL COMMENTS
Progress in Forest Conservation.

In emphasizing the need for scientifically

trained men in Canada for dealing with such

technical problems as those involved in the

proper conservation of our forest resources,

Sir Clifford Sifton in his annual address as

chairman o^ the Commission of Conservation

recalled the fact that seventeen years ago

when he took charge of the establishment of

the Foreslrj' Branch of the Department of the

Interior there was not known to be a single

trained forester in Canada.

Now, on the contrary, we have schools of

forestfy at Toronto, Quebec and Fredericton,

while the Dominion and provincial govern-

ments and the lumbering companies and other

institutions connected with the industry have
in their employ upwards of 150 trained forest-

ers and the number is steadily increasing.

Seventy-three forestry students have en-

listed which goes to show that but for the war
there would have been upwards of 200
foresters in Canada. In the matter of forestry

inaprovement the various organizations at

work' have succeeded in bringing about

possibly the greatest degree of improvement
observable in connection with any depart-

ment or branch of natural resources. In this

<-onnection the Canadian Forestry Association

and its capable secretary, Mr. Robson Black,

are worthy of special mention.

"Camping Out."

The enthusiast in outdoor life will find

"Camping Out" by Warren H. Miller, re-

cently published by the George H. Doran Co.,

of New York City, interesting and informative

reading. Mr. Miller has included in the

various chapters, into which his book is

divided, much practical information as to

camp methods and equipment and there is

something here for every kind of camp
enthusiast from the millionaire camper with

his de luxe equipment to the explorer with

his pack. Mr. Miller believes that camping is

a fine art, one of those things that are worth

doing well if done at all, and he describes ways
and means of doing it well in a clear and
convincing style that is sure to be enjojed

particularly by the amateur camper-out who
is in search of authoritative information on

how to make his outing the success he would
wish it to be.

"Fore" by Charles E. VanLoan, who has

to his credit books dealing in a masterly way
with various forms of sport, is an entertaining

series of golf club sketches dealing with the

"royal game" and the men who play it and
holds the attention of the reader throughout

even though he be not a golf enthusiast. The
book is issued by the George H. Doran Co.,

New York City.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS—Continued

Mr. Donald McDonald, who has been acting

in the capacity of Deputy Minister of Game
and Fisheries for Ontario since the death of

Mr. Alfred Sheriff, was recently appointed

Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries by

Hon. F. G. Macdiarmid. Before acting as

Deputy Minister, Mr. McDonald was Super-

intendent. In the latter office he has been

succeeded by Mr. George H. Rapsay of Port

Arthur.

Food Conservation and Game Protection.

At the fourth national conference of the

American Game Protective Association held

March 4th and 5th at the Waldorf-Astoria

hotel. New York City, the stand taken by the

United States Food Administration against

the proposed wholesale slaughter of the

country's game was endorsed in a strong

resolution. The meeting was a most success-

ful one. Among the Canadians present were

Jack Miner who showed his splendid flight

pictures of geese and Mr. James White,

chairman of the Commission of Conservation,

who gave an address at the dinner which con-

cluded the memorable gathering, the subject

being the progress of the conservation

movement in Canada. We are printing here-

with Mr. Herbert C. Hoover's memorandum
on the use of game as food in view of the

discussion th^t has taken place and is taking

place in Canada as to the advisability of

relaxing the game laws in view of the food

shortage brought about by the war. Mr.

Hoover, who has accomplished so much during

his term of office, has no illusions on the sub-

ject of relaxation of the game laws:

"The problem of providing for the country

a maximum supply of game as food has been

carefully considered by the Food Commission.

It has reached the conclusion that this

maximum supply can best be obtained by
constantly increasing the breeding reserve

of game under present and even more pro-

gressive laws directed toward that end.

Up to a short time ago no fact is more clear

than that the game of the country has been

decreasing, some species even approaching

the point of e.Ktinction. That the energies of

the whole country have been directed toward

increasing the stock of game is demonstrated

by the fact that many state legislatures have

decreased the amount of game to be killed

by individuals, and shortened the seasons in

which game could be killed. Notwithstanding

these efforts, the decrease in game became so

serious that a universal demand throughout

the country persuaded Congress to pass a law

placing the jurisdiction of migratory game
birds under federal supervision. Canada
passed through the same experience, as is

proved by a treaty negotiated with the

United States practically incorporating the

terms of the migratory bird law passed by
Congress. The result of better state laws and
the migratory bird law has been a positive

increass of waterfowl and a wide extension

southward of its breeding. It is perfecty

clear that this increased breeding reserve

gives more individual citizens the opportunity

to kill game for food, which opportunities

must necessarily increase each year pro-

portionately to the increase of the reserve.

Any effort to weaken the present laws or in

any way relax them in one locality would
immediately lead to a demand for such re-

laxation of laws in all other localities insuring

a rapid breakdown of the whole legal structure

of present game protection erected after

efforts extending over many years. Once
the perfected laws were relaxed to the point

where game could be killed more freely,

notwithstanding the fact that numerous
gunners have gone to war, the game would be

quickly destroyed by largely increased num-
bers of local gunners using modern methods

of transportation, such as automobiles, motor

boats, trolley roads, and improved firearms.

The present game supply of the countrj'

should be constdered in exactly the same way
as that of domestic stock and fowls, the

breeding reserve of which should be increased

to insure increased supplies for food. This

is even more necessary for much of the' wild

game, since once it is destroyed to a certain

point it will decrease under natural conditions

to extinction and can never, as in the case of

domestic stock, be restored.

To advocate the relaxation of state game
laws would not ^ecure uniformity in;; action

or results since state legislatures can not be

brought to exactly the same views, and most

of the states will not have regular sessions for

another year. Since an attempted relaxation

of laws would tend toward a rapid destruction

of game, no emergency has as yet arisen

sufficiently acute to warrant the Food

Administration advocating the destruction

of game, which forms a valuable national

asset.



MOUNTING A FISH
A Simple Lesson That the Amateur Will Be Able to Understand And Profit By; Tel-

ling How to Mount His Own Catch, With Illustrations Showing The Process

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

Most people are of the notion that the art

•f mounting animals, birds and fish is a magic

art and that only certain persons possessed of

aa artistic temperajnent can become anywhere

ear proficient in the business. This is not

true, for anyone with a little study can mount
his own specimens and have very good luck,

doing the same if he will only use care. With-

out care, attention to details and a constant

watchfulness only ill results will accnle, and

one's efforts will go for naught. The pleasure

of mounting one's own specimens admits of a

satisfaction that is, of course, far and away
above that of merely possessing specimens

mounted by professional men, but which you
have procured. Just how true this is in the

case of the mounted fish may be imagined

.

We will say an angler has been out on the

streams and has caught a large brook trout.

At once he sees that fish mounted, hanging in

his study as a constant reminder of stream

days and the gentle art. And if he has done

the work himself how pleased indeed he will

be, for true taxidermy is art pure and simple

.

If one uses care and follows directions care-

fully no trouble should result in producing a

fine specimen, worthy of being hung in any

den. There is nothing so beautiful as a good

piece of fish mounting, providing that the

specimen is a good one, the fins perfect and the

body unmarred. A great number of the

specimens annually mounted, are, in my opin-

ion, quite useless for the reason that they are

battered up, scarred, and the fins and tail dis-

figured badly. Of course this is not the fault

of the taxidermist, for the fish generally are

that way in life, especially if they are large

battle-scarred veterans. To my way of think-

ing no specimen should be mounted that is not

perfect, even though it be a forty-five pound
muskallunge, etc. A perfect fish, with per-

fect, unmarred fins and not one scale out is a

joy to the eye and a treasure worth having,

even though it be not the^largest fish taken in

your section of the world within \ the last

twenty-five years.

Every year a great number of large, perfect

fish might be saved and mounted if the angler

were aware of the simple rules of the case-

He could skin out the fish in camp, place it in a

brine solution and take it home with him to

mount. However, so few people do this,

simply because they do not know how that

this article may be of value. If going on an

extended trip into wild territory it may be a

good idea to bring along some formaldehyde,

a five percent solution forming an excellent

bath for the skin of the fish. It may be kept

in this for a long time—at least covering the

length of your trip. A five per cent, solution

contains one part formaldehyde, (or formalin),

andjtwcnty parts of water. Ordinarily a
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strong brine solution will keep the skin in

condition. The receptacle in which the skin

is laid should not be too small, as it is not good

policy to fold the skin too many times. The
skin is kept in this solution, and when you are

ready to go home it is taken out wet and

TIG I

TIG H

FIG JH

placed in a jar and covered over very well.

The idea is to keep the skin wet witli this

brine solution, though none is left standing

over it. It is a good idea to salt in and around

the fins, and inside the head before putting it

away the last time. Great care must be used

in handling so that no scales are marred.

In spite of any other manner of mounting a

(ish the method most in favour is the panel

method. Only rarely, I may say, is any devia-

tion made from this method. The method
of having fish hai)ging up, say two, three or

four on a string, in any one of many ways,

is not to be given countenance here at all.

Wc will consider here the panel method, the

method that is used at least nine times out of

ten. To my way of thinking it is the most

artistic, and the best work can be done follow-

ing thi» method.

The skinning out of a fish demands care and
especial patience; it is a job that cannot be

rushed. Usually, (if the fish is not by nature

tender-scaled and easily given to marring) no
trouble will be had. Such fish as the trouts,

the basses and the salmon skin out in excellent

shape. In skinning a fish il should constanlly

be. kepi wet, and should lie on a wet cloth. Now
and then as you work with the skin wet the fins

and the body: this will prevent any dryness

from coming on. Now, having laid out your
fish on the wet cloth you are prepared to begin

work. It sometimes happens that one side is

more flawless than the other. In that case

this side should show, while the other side will

be the side worked on and which will butt

against the panel. Turning to Fig. 1 of the

illustrations is shown a fish, and its lateral line,

which extends from the gills to the root of the

tail. Oft most fish this well-marked or dotted

lateral line is found. Along this line you
open the skin. To work with, you use either

a surgeon's scalpel, a pair of sharp-pointed

sdssors or else a good grade of pen-knife, the

blade of which is very sharp. With one of

these tools you cut along the lateral line.

This cut extends from the gills to the root of

the tail. -When this has been accomplished

you begin to gradually skin the fish, beginning

around the middle, working up or down as the

case may be. As you get the skin started, you
will find that using a spoon handle you can do

better than just using the fingers. If you
have done the work well thus far and have
worked toward the bottom, you will have ar-

rived at the stage shown in Fig. II.

You will now begin to work the skin up to-

ward the back and then 5'ou work toward the

tail. Arriving in the neighborhood of the tail

great care needs to be taken. Work the skin

to both sides, then insert the scissors or the

knife and cut the bone off close down to the

tail. Care must be taken so as not to cut the

skin on the other side of the body as is often

done. If the tail bone is cut then you will ar-

rive at the stage shown in Fig. III.

It often happens that some fish do not skin

as well as others. In fact on some fish the

flesh has a tendency to stick to the skin. In a

case of this sort of course the flcsli must, to

some extent, be left clinging to the skin, and
this will later be taken oft when the sldn is

gone over for a final cleansing. The question

of the fins I have not touched on. When
you arrive at the paictoral fins (the fins near
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the gills) carefully work the skin down around

either side of them and then insert the scissors

down and cut it off. The same is done to the

two belly fins (the ventral fins), care being

taken not to hurt the skin. The largest fin

is the anal fin, which is near the tail.

TIG HC

r-IG V

TIG -yn

During this process be sure to keep the skin

wet.

Once the body is free at the tail, turn the

fish fleshside to the bottom on the wet cloth

and then begin to work the skin toward the

head along the side. In due order you will

have the skin down to the head and you will

then be ready to begin work in the head. The
skin is brought down as shown in Fig. Ill, and

then the backbone is cut right up to the head
and the body laid aside. You now have the

skin free, with the head attached to it. Keep
the body and fins wet.

The tongue of the fish and its gills are now
taken oul; then the eyes and the brains follow.

The work in the head is slow and one must be

painstaking here to a great degree. All this

time be careful of the skin so as not to crush

against it, which will breUk up the scales in

patches. Keep the skin wet during the entire

work. Having finished cleaning out the head
you will now have arrived at the stage shown
in P^ig. IV. The skin is now spread out and
gone over carefully with the knife, and the

fragments of flefeh arc removed. When the

skin seems to be in good shape it is transferred

to a receptacle containing water. It is to be

vastly preferred in placing this skin in a
receptacle that it be not doubled too many
times as this has sometimes the effect of

wrinkling and so disturbing the scales of the-

fisji. While on a trout's skin the scales are-.

vdry small and the loss of a feW will do no.

harm (since they may be touched up with the:

brush later on), still on a large-scaled fish

the loss of a few scales mars the whole and
even the skillful use of the brush cannot give
the desired correct ajipearance. While the
skin is in the water, attend to making the
body for your specimen.

A great number of taxidermists make the
body of the fish out of tow, to which is added
clay as an outside covering, or plaster. Some
ta.xidermisls believe oakum to be far better
for the purpose in view, and because it has a

strong tar odor it serves also to keep the
insects at a distance. For genera! work, how-
ever, there is nothing that can be so well re-

commended for the amateur to work with as

the wooden body—that is to say, a body cut
out of a solid piece of wood the exact size

to fit the body of the fish. Says one authority
on taxidermy:

"In the days of the old school of taxidermy,

fish were regarded as the most difficult objects

to 'stufT'.^At the present day most of the

difficulties have been overcome, but still a

fish represents one of the nicest pieces of work
that a taxidermist can undertake. A bird

has its feathel^ and an animal its hair to hide

defects in the making of the body, h\it the
skin of a fish will only sejrve to magnify them.
Years ago, fish were 'stuffed' with tow and
then sewed up; after that they were sewed up
and filled with sand through the mouth. We
have, by the way, seen some fair fish mounted
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by this nielhod, too. The next forward step

in fish mounting was the forming of a body out

of tow, and coveting it with clay. This meth-

od is largely used today, but the results ob-

tained by some taxidermists are only awkward
caricatures of the original, and far, far, from

being satisfactor>'. In 1&85 we first intro-

duced the method of making a solid body of

wood, and we mount them the same way
todiay, without change. Other taxjdermists

are gradually adopting this method, which is

reall/ the only one that has ever been wholly

satisfactorj' Fish not more than three

feet in length we always mount with solid

wooden bodies. Fish of more than that

length are best done by making a wooden
centre board, winding it with tow, or excelsior,

and covering with either plaster or papier-

mache, the same as in -making a mannikin for

a large animal. This mannikin, when dry,

should have one or two coats of white lead the

saute as the wooden one."

In making the wooden body one must have

the exact marking Or pattern of the fish. It

is therefore best to mark out the shape of the

fish on the block of wood before you begin

skinning it. In this manner you get the exact

jmeasuremejils. The fish is laid out on the

wood and with a pencil tiie body is traced out.

Tilts shoiWd be as correctly done as possible;

,it should not be larger than the fish, nor

ymaller, but so that when the skin is stretched

over it and drawn tight it will just exactly fit.

A block of pine wood is generally best. It

works down easily and if straight-grained it

will give no trouble. Begin to whittle down

the shape, beinc careful to get the right thick-

ness throughout, at all point-; The thickness

of the fish is just as essential to get right as

the width and the lengtn.. If this work is

done well you will get a body something like

that shown in Fig. V, which is just a sketch

to give you an idea of how it is done. It

should already have been decided upon just

how the body should appear on the panel,

whether in more or less of a straight linev or

whether the tail is to curve outward to give it

the illusion of action. In (a) of Fig. VI, is

shown the ordinary maoner of preparing the

body to fit the fish. The dotted lines in

back show how the tail lies more or less Hat

to the panel, in near to a straight line with the

rest of the body. In (b) of Fig. VI, the tail-

end of the wooden body curls outward and the

dotted lines show how the tail will curve out-

ward. While the latter mentioned method is

llie most difficult and takes a little more time

it gives the best appearance on the panel as it

shows action.

However, for ordinary purposes the body
that causes the fish to lie close to the panel, as

shown in (a), of Fig. VI, is recommended, es-

pecially if you have had no previous exper-

ience in the art of fish mounting. When the

bo^dy is finished give it a coat or two of while

lead paint, rather heavy.

Before drawing the skin over the wooden
body, a mixture of clay is rubbed into the

pits left by the fins, also in the hollow of the

head and the cheek of the fish. The skin is

then fixed over the body, and the skin is drawn
down on the cut side, the two edges meeting

as shown in Fig. VII. If the body has been

made accurktely, the two edges should neatly

meet, all the way from the gills to the root of

the tail. When this has been accomplished,

tack the skin down along each edge as shown

in Fig. Vli. Press the head into shape and

adjust the tail. At this stage of the work it

is desirable that the fish be temporarily

screwed to a rough panel. The fish should

now look as shown in Fig.VIII, where th{6)

fish has been turned, the uncut side showing;

the cut side being against the wood. Presuming

that you are to have the fish lie close to the

board as shown in (a) of Fig. VI, the tail is

therefore brought close to the wood. Unless

the fins are now taken care of they will look

unlifelike when they become dried. In Fig.

VIII, is shown how the fins should be attended

to. Clip a piece of isinglass to rcTch across

the tail. Spread the tail against the wood
and insert a pin at each end to hold the tail

:fig "vnT

spread. Now tack down each end of the

isinglass as Vihown in the illustration. The

anal fin should also be stretched to normal.

Two pieces of isinglass cover it, and wire

clips are inserted at each end to hold them in

place. The ventral fins, (especially the one

that shows) should stand, at rest, lifelike.

This illusion can be gained by driving a pin

in from the fin into the wood, though not so
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as to show. The fin is then spread and fixed

with the isinglass and clips as the other fins

have been treated. Generally the forefins are

allowed to lie close to the body. On the

panel only one of these forefins show, and it

should lie close to the bod>'. By inserting a

fine, small size of pin lengthwise into this

fin, and thence into the wood it can generally

be kept in position. However, it must be

spread, and the same process is followed, with

the isinglass as shown in the other fins. A
pin may liltewise be inserted down through

the dorsal fin, first stretching it on high. The
clips and isinglass also serve to hold this spread

while it dries.

During all this work it must be emphat-
ically remembered that the skin and the fins

must he wet. If allowed to dry, trouble and
poor work will result. This is just a hint, as

in the interesting work at the time you are

liable to forget dabbing on the highly neces-

sary water.

When the work has been finished up to this

point, go over your workand see to it that

it appears in a finished state. If it docs, with

the skin tight stretched over the wooden body,

set the panel and the fish away to dry.

At the end of two days Ihe skin should be

dry enough to work on, but if it is not dry,

allow it to stand till it is dry. \\'hen ready

and dry paints are brought out for the re-

touching process. This is by far the most
difficult, l>ut by using care no trouble should

occur. The colors, the spottings or the

stripes on the fish will be found to have faded.

These must naturally be brought out by the

use of thinncd-oiil oil paint. In all cases use

the thinned "paint, for if the paint is heavy it

makes a bad looking affair, with dabs and
streaks, as often seen on paintings and par-

ticularly on work done by a poor taxidermist.

While at a distance this may not be noticed,

still ciose up to it, defects will be seen. How-
ever by thinning the paint, smooth, even work
is to be had and that is eminently to be de-

sired.

It is necessary, of course, to know the

colors jour fish bore in life. Some have sug-

gested having two fishes, one unskinned spec

imen to show you tJie colors and markings.
In the case of the brook trout, colored draw-
ings in books will give you the right idea.

Excellent work can be done with the brook
trout as their coloring is fine, the red spots

within the circle of gray proving very tasty.

Naturally such a fish looks the best and is the

hardest to do up, while the pikes and musky

and the basses are much easier. In the case

of the bass the one hue of greenish-yellow, or

bronze, will make a finished job. As all

know the belly of the fish is light in coloration

and the gradually darkening colors of the

sides meet with that ol the dark hue of the

top-sides. In blending the belly color with

the top color care must be used or amateurish

work will be instantly noted. The fin mark-
ings or colors must also be shown. The retic-

ulations, or wormtracks on the back of the

brook trout, and on its dorsal, or top. fin,

permit of some skillful work being done.

Only quit work on the painting part, of the

deal when you feel that you have done your

very best. Survey your work from all angles

to see how it looks at a distance. I have
known several men to be proficient in skin-

ning out a fish, and mounting it correctly,

but they have made a botch of the painting

part of it, perhaps because of carelessness,

and not attending to details. When the

painting is done set the fish away and in two
days or so it should be thoroughly dry and
ready for the finishing-off coat of varnish.

Now take the fish from its temporary panel

and paint the back-top-part, some part of

which will show; also attend to the belly-

toward the board. The back of the fish that

does not show may be painted one color.

Try to fill the cut along the tacks well.

In varnishing use the best grade that you
can lay your hands on. Lay the varnish on
evenly, touching up all parts within the reach
of the eye. You will find the gloss that is

produced most winning. Not only does the
varnish give vividness and brightness to .the

colors, but a deceiving appearance is produced
making it look as though the fish was just
lifted from the water.

For ordinary work the amateur will do well
to use the oval-shaped oak panel, with his

fish screwed fiat to the panel. These panels
come in various styles, some comparatively
cheiip and some costly. Basses are generally
placed on light colored oak or golden birch
panels. The most axcellent form of fixing

out a mounted fish is behind an oval-convex
glass. A sliitable background can be painted
in back to represent the fish leaping, or just
making his descent again into the water, with
a fiy in his hp, the end of the line entering at
the edge of the panel. Such work as this is

for the practiced hand. The amateur (unless
he is a natural born expert and artist) will do
well to stick by the ordinary panel form.

A^o/c.-Mention has not been made of the
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eyes. In the wooden form, holes are made for

the eyes. When the skin has been stretched

over it, and the eye-holes fit with those in

the wooden form, fill the holes with clay and

insert the glass eyes in this. Your leading

ta^cidermist should be able to supply you with

these eyes, if you will name the species you
are working on.

ON GOOD WATERS.

THE LURE OF THE TROUT STREAM
Being a discourse on She Aftracliteness of Trout Fishing, The Spirilual Message of

Growing Things, With a Few Notes on Proper Tackle.

BY REV. WARREN SMITH, ANGLING EDITOR, OUTDOOR LIFE,

AUTHOR OF "trout LORE."

I ajn known as a man more or less

acquainted with fish and their ways, with

tackle and its manufacture and all that goes

to make angling attractive. While it is true

that I spend long hours over the body of some

ichthyic specimen, scalpel in hand, and it is

also true that I possess some skill in the

manufacture of tackle, writing more or less

illuminating articles upon both subjects, yet

it is simply as a lover of God's great Out-o'-

doors that I know myself. "Angling editor,"

forsooth! If ever a man paraded under an

ambiguous title it is the writer of this paper.

I am weary unto death of "practical" men

and women; of "practical" articles. Take

up the average so-called outdoor magazine.

I\ine-tenths of the articles are "practical,"

telling how to do things, all stiff and dead

and dry, not one breath of life animating

them. Every Tom, Dick and Harry must
rush into print and tell us how to do things,

from making a sinker to building a rod.

What has become of the Adirondack Murrays,

the Nessmucks, the Frank I-"orestcrs, and

men of that school, who wrote so entertain-

ingly and are remembered even today, and

looked up to by the younger generation. Is

there no angler writing to-day just because

he loves the music of the birds, the heart-song

of the trout-stream, the spiritual message of

the growing things? Some day I am going

to blot the word practical from out my lexicon.

I am going to write for the sheer fun of

writing; as the song-sparrow outside my win-
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dow this moment is singing—just because lie

i-annot help it. If the editors will not take

my material I will pay them advertising rates

and have it appear where I want it, and how
1 want it. Parenthetically, the ad-

vertising pages of some magazines 1 know

aimless, meandering woodland path and the

other is a sinuous, whimsical trout-brook.

Both are as irresponsible as I would be had
not the Divine fate been pronounced upon
man, "In the sweat of thy brow shalt thou

eat bread." One favorite path of mine leads

REV. MR. SMITH ANU HIS PISCATORIAL TWO THIRDS.

are the most interesting of all Reader, if

I have not said enough to convince you that I

am impractical, just read on. If you are

disgusted, quit, it will not bother me in the

least for I will not know it.

j,- Sometimes I sit down and ask myself; why
do I fish? I know it is not befcause I need fhe

fish for food- it comeb cheaper at the market.

It is not because I make money out of my
fishing, sell fish, you know. Bless you, I am
hard put to catch enough for my own use,

there are so many things to do and so much
to see along a trout-strfeam in May or June.

No, there is a Something within me that

reaches out to a Something without me, and
I tell my friends, "I am goin' fishing," when
I am answering the insistent call of Some-
thing. Fishing, true fishing, is correspond-
ence of the soul with its environment. This
may be a puzzle to many, but it certainly

should not be to the angler who is in perfect

harmony with the forces of the earth.

There are two earth-born things which
fiirt with my imagination and whose subtle

blandishments I cannot resist. One is an

me to a merry widk through thicket and field

only to jilt me on a rocky hill-side. So many
times has she played the trirk. I know the

path is feminine, and have come to look for

the jilting and so accept my farewell phil-

osophically. The unimaginative person says

the path begins on the rocky hill-side, and
that is all there is to the matter. How little

these people know abotit it. By the way,
how do they, how does aiiybodj' know which
end of the path is its beginlning? All de-

pends upon the direction in which you travel

how things look to you—a statement which
is true of some other things beside paths. To
me a trout stream is but a liquid path, ir-

responsible and frivolous—so crooked some-

times that a trout almost overtakes himself

as he rounds the sharp bends. So anxious do
I sometimes become to know what lies

around the next bend that I all but forget that

I am fishing for fish. Just the same,

when I want fish I fish the pool before me as

though I knew it was the best in the stream,

for I am not one of the fellows who think the

next bend will olTer better opportunities and
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more well-rounded numbers to my creel,

which is, after all, only one of the interests

in the game of angling.

I love the little streams not because of

what they are, but because of what they

suggest.

I have always found the music of a whisper-^

ing rapids upon a baby stream more thought-

compelling than the deafening roar of the

lordly Ni^ara. The former invites me to

take oil my shoes and stockings and wade as

in childhood, while the latter commands my
respect and admiration, withal warning me to

treat her with the uCmost consideration lest

she reck vengeance upon me. I do not seek

out the vocifofant cataract when weary from

the noise and hurly-burly of twentieth-cen-

tury life. Rather I sit me down by the side

of some lazy rapid whose gentle murmur slips

in under thoughts of mart and pelf, of cares

and worries and brings me peace. It is not

noise but quiet that we need. So from

choice I iish the little companionable streams,

not that I have never fished the great and

mighty waters, for I have, catching some
record-breaking fish. I have caught my
eight and ten pound trout, but I sometimes

say I will never angle for such fish again, for

the magnitude of the game caused me to for-

get and fail to respond to the blandishments

of Nature, Any vocation or avocation

which causes me to forget the journey,

through thinking of the destination, should be

avoided. It is not the fish but the fishing

that makes angling worth while. It is not

the victor's wreath but the warrior's battle

that makes the struggle of moment. It is not

the City of Gold, l)ut the journey thereto that

renders the pilgrimage of utter value.

I fish the little streams because when so

doing I can gratify my desire for.

light and lady-like tackle. I

would not think of fishing the Nipigoii

say, with a two-and-one-half-ounce-rod—to

do so would be to court disaster. The rod

should always match the stream and fit the

man. For the whimsical, meandering brook-

let, always employ as light a rod as you know
how to handle. Be it said, however, not

every fisherman can employ a three ounce

rod, for some seem to think the tool is for

lifting fish from the stream instead of playing

them in it. I fish for fun so I desire a rod

that will respond to the tug of the smallest

trout, even as a reed by the river's bank

behds beneath the weight of a red-wing

black-bird. Then the reel must needs be the

lightest that I can procure, and the line must
fit both reel and rod, not too heavy nor yet

too light for casting. Furthermore, reel,

line and rod must "fit" me. This last may
all be imagination, but just the same there is

something in the old-fashioned theory. Such
an outfit as I have outlined may cost in the

neighborhood of half a hundred dollars orr^it

may be secured for five. Believe me there^is

joy pure and simple in possessing the best of

tackle, and if you can alford it, lavish your

money on an autfit, but do not think that

because you are not so forlunale as to possess

a large bank account good tackle is denied

you. You can get a satisfactory outfit for

five dollars, providing you do not expect too

much. Never forget that it is the man back

of the rod that counts. I had rather be a fifty

dollar man using a five dollar outfit, than a

five dollar man using a fifty dollar outfit.

Though 1 spend long days and nights writing

articles upon Oackle, I try to keep the parapher-

nalia where it belongs, a means to an end and

not the end itself. If I were a millionaire I

r-'

" THE SMILE AND THE REASON

would keep the millions under my feet. (I.will

never be a millionaire). The tragedy of this

day and age is, we do not own things—things

own us. When a man's tackle becomes of

utmost importance to him, to my mind, he
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ceases to be an angler. Izaak Walton, the

founder of the craft, could tackle and catch

fish, too, but it was neither the fish nor the

tackle that made hini an angler.

One would be possessed of temerity indeed,

who would attempt to write of trout fishing

without touching upon the age-old subject

of bait uersiis artificial files. How much
has appeared in print on just this subject.

Just as though it were"more spoitsmanlike"

to use one than the other. I have seen a

fly-iishenr.an using three files on one of'my"
streams, taking sometimep two fish at a cast,

all of which, small and large alike weht into

his basket. He was a fly-lisherman, there-

fore a sportsman ('?). Says Charles Dudley
Warner in his inimitable way:
"No sportsman, however, will use any-

thing but a fly, e.xcept he happens to be

alone."

He also remarks

:

"The unsophisticated, uncultivated trout

in unfrequented waters prefers the bait."

Most trout fishers will agree with Mr.
Warner. I am a maker of artificial flies and
a usar of them: also I use worms and grass-

hoppers on occasion, neither bo I consider

myself one whit less than a

sportsman when using the latter than when
using the former. I do not vary the tackle

one iota, therefore I must needs play and
handle the hooked fi,sh with the same circum-

spection, employ the same tactics. Why all

this bother anyway? As I have said a thou-

sand times, more or less, it is neither the

tackle nor yet the fish that takes us a-field

when the south wind blows softly and the

willow-cats arch their furry backs—but the

call of the open. Some men honestly think

they fish for fish, count the day lost when
they return at night with an empty creel, but
this is because they do not know themselves.

But speaking of success:

One day my piscatorial better two-thirds

accompanied me to my favorite stream, a

noisy, tumultuous white water brook hurry-

ing to its death in cold Lake Superior—^just

because "she didn't want to stay alone,"

though I think the lure of the trout stream
had something to do with it. Well, be that

as it may, together wc fared forth, and togeth-

er we whipped quiet pool and singing rapid.

It was one of those "seldom" days, when the

trout were, (as described by Kipling) "Jump-
ing crazy for the fiy." Every pool, shallow

and rapid held fish. All we had to do was to

flip the fuzzy-wuzzy lures out upon the sur-

face. Up-stream, down-stream, wet-fly, dry-
fiy, it was all one to the fish. Big, medium
and small, all were feeding. It was a verit-

able saturnalia of greed. I am not fish-wise

enough to explain it. So we accepted what
the gods sent, and enjoyed ourselves. N\et-

ting our hands so as not to break the pro-
tecting slime w^e carefully extracted the hook
from the lip of every under-sized trout

and bade him, "Go and grow up." Our bask-
ets grew accountably heavy, though wc were
very circumspect in the selection of fish, and
as mid-day drew on we both knew that we
should quit, but oh, it was woefully hard to

stop.

Finally I resolutely leaned my rod against

an upturned stump, exclaiming: "Right
here is where I quit."

Well," replied my companion, "you build

a fire and I will try a cast or two in the pool
at the foot of those rapids, and be back here
in a short time."

I hunted birch bark and dry sticks, paying
no attention to the wife, indeed for once I

was weary of taking trout. Soon a thin

spiral of pungent smoke advertised that I

at least, was ready for dinner. Making a

trumpet of my hands I shouted in the lang-

uage of the lumbermen, "Come to- grub!"
Then I noticed that the pardner of my pisca-

torial joys and sorrows was having troubles of

her own. Dropping the skillet iai which 1

was frying bacon preparatory to trout, I

rushed over to oiler advice and aid if necessary.

No, I am not going to tell of the battle. Time
and again I have attempted that impossible
task. No man can dapcribe a battle with a

trout. It is like love—one must experience

it. I w^ill onlV say that the struggle was long

and wen contested on both sides, but at the

last the little three ounce split-bamboo con-

quered and a four pound rainbow trout came
to my net; the fish of the day, of the season,

in fact, for our streams shelter few four pound
fish.

Then came the dinner there by the stream
and we ate, casting blase glances out on the

foam-flecked water where lusty trout were
rising continually, yet our rods lay unre-

garded and mipotenl. As 1 look back it all

seems a dream, an utter impossibi'lity, yet

I know it did happen. A few weeks later,

the Great Day I visited the same streams,

whipped the pools and the rapids, securing

barely enough trout to odorize the skillel.

But, as the stork which visits our hon^es for
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the first time, whispers: "What happens
once may happen a second time."

But then:—
I do not suppose it so much matters what

the excuse is that takes us to Nature so long

as we give her a chance at use, but I honestly

those retiring songsters, the thrushes and
warblers, pay little attention to the intent

angler.

The other day I met a sour-visaged angler

on the evening train. "What luck, pard-

ner?" I queried.

REV. MR. SMITH'S DAUGHTER ALSO ANGLES.

believe there is no excuse equal to that of

fishing; that no other form of recreation will

do so much for a weary houseling. True, it

is that no other form of sfort brings us into

so close and intimate a touch with Nature.

Many and many a time have I forgotten rod,

basket and fish for long hours, so enraptured

have I become with the multitudinous life

all around me. In May and June it is almost

impossible to hear things grow. And the

birds, where do they sing as they do in the

moist thickets along a trout stream? Even

"Nothing," he growled. "I wasted the day."

Nothing," I repeated, in astonishment,

"nothing?"

"No, look here!" he exclaimed, opening his

creel which lay beside him and was guiltless

of fish.

"But," I hazarded, "but did you not get

anything here?" touching my forehead.

For a full minute he gazed at me in wide-

eyed astonishment, then muttered in disgust

:

"You're as batty as they make 'em," and
crawled into himself.

Angling Editor's Note:—-Elsewhere in this

number of the magazine will be found an

advertisement of Louis Rhead's Nature

Lures for trout, bass, and other fishes. Al-

though the author has not tried out these

lureg, we have it on the word of the well-

known maker of them that they afford great

success. Mr. Rhead is one of the leading

writers on fishing in America, being the

author of some six books on fish and fishing.

The result of his experience of some twenty-

five years at fishing have been these lures.

Mr. Rhead's entomological researches, par-

ticularly as regards trout stream insects, have

been surprisingly complete. He has added

much to our store of knowledge regarding

fish and fishing.
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I.

—I would do my best at least. That was
certain. I felt it in my bones.

It was not enough that I should suffer at
the hands of my friends, enduring their

smiles, their aside remarks, and their uproar
of laughter, when, day after day I came in

without a fish to my credit—and I, a man
of might in the World Piscatorial. It was
not enough, I say

—

I never did like James K. Parmetter. And
he was the cause of it all. James K. Par-
metter came into camp one day and the eyes
of the camp were upon him only. He
stepped out of the automobile with the
mien and gesture of an autocrat. His was
a snow-crowned dignity, and from his in-

surmountable summits, he looked down
upon the mere ants of the earth—including
such an ant as myself. I felt at the beginning
that we, the common herd, were being
thrust into the background to make way
for the king. It was very irritating. The
very entrance of the king filled our fellows

with awe, and when, in due course of time
I was brought forward and introduced, it

irritated me all the more to know that
James K. Parmetter had a handclasp like a
vice. Now why should this all be? A man
such as he—rich, brought up among lace

and frills and clubs and cocktails—by all

the laws of civilization his hand should melt
like butter in my own, but there he was
breaking my poor knuckles in his hand.

He smiled, too, O so sweetly, looking down
upon me from the frosts of his mountain-
peak.

Naturally the camp outdid itself in taking
care of Mr. James K. Parmetter, Esquire.

Talk about bees clustering around a Queen
Bee. If anyone had anything to say, it

was James K. Parmetter who said it, and
what anyone else had to say, (if they did

manage to get a word in edgeways,) was
uttered with caution and unobtrusively

so as not to hurt the dignity of James K.
Parmetter.

That this person was a well-known angler

had been advertised by the boss of the
camp. There was no doubt about it. Look
into the magazines, ah: there was James K.
Parmetter catching tarpon down ui Florida,

standing at ease beside a silver king large

enough to tow a chain of freight cars. Pick
up another outdoor magazine, a few months,
later, and you see James K. Parmetter at

dazzling Catalina, off the Californian coast

busy with a tuna of the one hundred pound
class, light-weight tackle and all that And
now

—

James K. Parmetter had come to Island

Camp to test its \irtues and to write up its

glorious fishing opportunities so that all

the world might know the Island Camp
region, but which should melt into the

background as this same odious James K.
Parmetter crabbed the view by hiding it all
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with his prideful smile and air of superiority.

I had a record all my own, though a common
.guide, I was known as a man of might among
the anglers of the north. James K. had no

doubt heard of my record and was out to

beat it.

"Your largest muscallonge, I believe, Mr.
Guide, "he said, (it would have hurt his

marble dome to use my name) "is a forty

pounder. Well—that's a very good fish.

But if these waters are ajl that is said of

them I think there are better fish to be

taken. Say, now for instance, a fify pouhd-

er."

1 gasped! A fifty pounder, and I had one

of about that size picked out in a particular

spot down the chain all ready for the pisca-

torial elTorts of the President of the Limber
Bed-Spring Company who was coming ten

days later. It was as though the fellow had
read my thoughts, lifting his eye-brows in-

quisitively as though saying: "I know just

what you know, so make a clean breast of it

for I am out to beat 5'ou!" One thing I

made up my mind to, and. that was, I would
not guide James K. Parmetter. Not by a

long shot I wouldn't, and when the boss

gently indicated that I was up to do it I

balked like a mule. I had guided all the

celebrities thai had come up there, but never

would I guide this fellow and I told the boss

so, without winking an eye. "All right,"

he says, "we'll have to let Injun Pete do it."

"Let Injun Pete do it," said I. I knew
that Injun Pete was in to get a lot of cold-

cash for his efforts, provided this James K.

Parmetter could land an excessively large

fish, no matter^ how, even if it were to be

speared. And I knew that there was a

Iiossibilily that Injun Pete had an inkling of

the fifty pounder that I had spotted

—

To get that fish became my sole hope and

consolation even though I knew it meant a

possible money loss on my part. But I had a

record to keep up and thai meant a great deal

in itself. I would catch that fish, I felt it in

my bones. I would do niy best al 'east.

That was certain.

So now I was starting out for Pine Tree

Cove. It was early morning, the sua

peacefully silvering the water, a very light

breeze ruffling the surface of the lake; an

ideal morning this and about the lime the

big fellows are stirring abroad in search of

a morning meal. I felt that I would supjily

a counterfeit meal to a certain fifty pounder

I knew of, and that, ere noon had come, I

w'ould hang that fellow up in camp, much
to the eternal mortification of a certain

James K. Parmeter.

As I now rowed quietly along I thought of

James K. Parmetter. Suppose I would be his

guide, then; just suppose that for one minute.

I would work my arms off the while he

would sit in back of the boat in his arm-chair

holding the rod and smiling superciliously at

me, as though to say: "you poor fool you
think you are wise but I am wiser." Then
the magazine article would appear, saying:

"And finally the noon-hour came and we
landed in a delightful little bay where my
guide, (intelligent as guides are intelligent^,

made a fire and cooked the dinner fish. As
he sat there by the fire I thought how wild

and free a life he led, etc."

I was out to get my fish, but I was using

no rod and reel or such gim-cracks. It was

a handline I relied on, for remember I was
out for iish. Upon that staunch Japanese

silk line I tied the skinner spoon

a spoon that was brand new and

had never been used before. To the

hook-gang I attached some streamers of red

yarn and was ready then for the big fellow.

As an after-thought I rigged up another line

and to this I attached a trifie larger spoon,

though this was of a white-enameled colora-

tion, not nickle as was the other. Line

number one I tied across my left shoulder

down across my chest, under the right arm,

and the knots I tied were safe and sure.

Line number two I lied to my foot with four

knots of the non-slipping variety. Why not?

Line number one went to seventy-five

feel. Line number two stood at fifty feet;

and slowly, cautiously in the still of morning

I entered Pine Tree Cov£.

—How beautiful it all was The
birds were singing sweetly. Here and there

^long the shores the bass were rising, and as I

approached, a fish hawk rose from a dead tree

and circled away. A porcupine stolidly

moved along the shore as though, for all the

world, he alone was in it. I lit my pij^e

and w^ith all my senses on the alert awaited

the strike that I felt in my blood would

tell the talc. After me they trailed—two

lines. They lifted and fell, lifted and fell

with each new onward sweep of the oars.

Bight there the bar began I was reaching

the grounds!!!
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Along a certain part of the bar I knew my
old musky kept himself. For years he had

kept himself there, and in security too, for

he was wise, and strode not far nor was he

interested to go out of his way for spoon-

hooks and all the other wiles of man. But
that I could interest him I was certain.

It happened suddenly, much as the

meeting of a cow with a passenger train, so

suddenly that I was taken quite unawares.

I remember that I had leaned sideways to look

behind me and so was not prepared. The
hne that was tied around me snapped tight

like a bow-string and before I could catch

myself I had lost my balance and over I

went into the water. There was a rush

—

the cold water covered me and down I went,

and forward. When I finally got my bear-

ings, I saw that I was some fifteen feet from
the boat, the line around my chest puHing
like fury and myself being carried along

irresistibly. I felt instinctively that I had
snagged with the big fellow.

All had happened in a twinkling. My
first tliDught was to make for the boat

which was floating there on the water sur-

face like an autumn leaf on still waters.

Could I make that boat? I was weighed
down by my clothes and when I finally

started to swim and the line tautened the

muscallonge came alive again and made a

metoric rush lakeward. Down I went with

my hands wildly hitting out, choking and
spitting

It now came to my mind that I was in an
awful pickle. Good Lord, the boat was
drifting, drifting, drifting away from me and
I was being borne lakeward, farther from
shore. Lord help me, I breathed, as I came
up blowing water, I will be drowned. What
to do what to do now

I must cut that line. My knife; my knije

where is it?—in which pocket of those sodden
clothes? But then I remembered. I had
left the knife there in the boat, jabbed into

the seat.

Frantically I turned over and endeavoring

to swim with one hand and so keep above
water, I endeavored to untie the line. It was,

however, as taut as a bowstring and soaked
with water, the knots having tightened under
that added strain. Evidently the first

plunges of the huge musky had made the knots

a very Chinese puzzle hard enough to solv*

on land and with a whole day before one.

Paddling to keep up with my hands, I looked

at the knots.

A cry broke from me I

There were eight hard knots And the

shore was far away!

During all this rumpus,—for it had allj

happened in a twinkling, I had forgotten the

line that was tied to my foot. The thought
of this line electrified me. Here was another
tenacious demon that held on to me like the

tentacle of a devil-fish. What if, whal ij

that line hung up in the weeds? But as far

as I knew and could feel it was coming along

with me, as yet a-float. At least so it seemed.

Suddenly the line that held the musky
slackened and I knew the big fellow was
sulking. A sense of relief came over me
and swimming along as best I could, I sought
to get all the loose line I coidd. I would
then endeavor to disengage myself from it.

—No sooner had I come to this discussion,

than something happened that shattered

my anticipations like a soap-bubble in a

clay pipe. The line connected to my foot

was felt to jerk out and a moment after I was
pulled under the water like an arrow leaving

a fifty-pound bow All I knew was that

I came to the surface after a moment, but

onlij Jor a moment. A burning thought came
to my mind. Ano'ther fish had seized the

spoon-hook on the other Ijne. Here I was
between two fires. Thr fish on the leg-line

set up an awful fuss. He bored forward
with the speed of a submarine. At the same
time the chest-line came taut with a whanq\ so

that the beads of water shot far into the air.

The sulking fish jnust have been turned
around and insulted beyond name for now
he too came alive and bore olT lakeward at

another angle.

And here I was, one fish pulling one way
and one the other. As best I could, I tried

to keep on my back. I could see my boat,

now a dim spot in the distance. I cried

lustily for help until the echoes awoke all

over the lakes. Bu/ not a soul was in sight.

As yet I had seen no hide nor scale of the

fi.sh I had on the line on which I had made my
first capture, but when I again felt that line

slacken, I knew that he was coming my way.
He was coming my way—this I felt certain

of. He was coming in to see what in the

world was holding him. And presently the

water began to give way; there was a ripple, a

swash and near me loomed up that massive
shape, but not the shape of the muscallonge,

the giant muscallonge I had expected, but.

Continued on Page 16S
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James K. Parmetter. His shape loomed
larger and larger. I saw his face; his snow-
crowned summit

It was very still. Still as a tomb!

Some spoken word fixed itself on my
consciousness.

"Spit!" said James K. Parmetter. Simply
that and nothing more—"Spit!"

So I spit out the blood in my mouth and my
tongue folt cautiously around in the cavities

in my jaws. The teeth were finally out

—

those rebellious teeth. I groaned. The
kindly little bit of a nurse drew a cup of

water for me and I took it, and spit more
blood.

"I have never seen anyone take gas or

come out of it as easily as you," said James
K. Parmetter.

/ was safe and sound nn shore al kis!\

A PET DEER
J. R. KERR

Were "Minnie," the subject of this

sketch, endowed with the power of speech

she could tell of her mother being ruthlessly

killed by a band of Indians who were trapping

muskrats on a small Stream north of Tisdale,

Sask. This was toward the last of .\pril and

after days of hunger and sulTering from the

cold nights, Mr.A. Craig accidentally found

the young deer when it was almost at the

point of death. Its state of exhaustion helped

in the taming process and soon the pet fawn

was the talk of the neighborhood. During

its convalescence the animal was given an

old sofa to lie on and to this it clung even

when it was full grown. Mrs. Craig scolded

in vain when "Minnie" tracked mud across

her freshly scrubbed floors having been chased

from a nearby field into the house by some

dog.

When about a year and a half old, al the

mating season, the fawn disappeared for

some days and in the following spring she

became the. mother of a beautiful pair of

fawns. Instead of being proud and fond of

her olfspring Minnie would have nothing to

do with them. One she killed by striking

it with her front feet, the other died soon

after being rescued from the crazed mother.

Early the following October she disappeared

and some pot hunter could probably tell

what finally became of her. The bell and

neck strap which she wore were, however,

never returned to Mr. Craig.
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No. 128.—I understand it to have been

said that sal non taken during the period

of spawninj,', or after the period of spawning,

are unseasonable fishep, in the foul, or unclean

stage and that if partaken of during this

period that they are liable to cause disease,

and I have heard that in Ireland cases of

leprosy have been known to arise as the result

of consuming spent, or foul fish. Now I want
to ask: is this true; and just when is the stage

of uncleanliness in a salmon. Is it unclean

before spawning, or after spawning? It would
certainly seem to be after spawning, and
surely not before. The salmon before spawn-
ing, while some of them present a bad shape,

do not seem harmful, and as far as I know
there does not seem to arise any trouble here
from partaking of them. As you probably
know the sajmon of the Pacific coast are made
use of in the commercial fisheries when they

are in the so-called uncl«ton stage. They are

sold in the niarlvcts all over the west and are

canned. I have never heard of people getting

sick from using these as an article of food.

If that were so why are not the Indians af-

fected and as you know they consume immense
quantities of these unclean, or spawned fishes.

I have eaten of spent fish, or kelts, and think

them just as rich in flavour as the salmon when
in its best condition. Perhaps not so rich in

oils, and a little dryer, but nevertheless a fit

article for food. I understand that it is

against the law in Canada to catch this fish

commercially. And yet millions of pounds
are made use of when in this condition. And
individuals make use of great quantities.

Why does the law not prevent this if it were
felt that unclean or foul salmon are destructive

to the welfare of the people.

Burt La Salle

Vancouver, B.C.

Ans.—The^terms "unclean" and '"foLil"

solmon originated in England, and are em-

bodied in old fishery laws. Practically the

same has been incorporated in the Canadian

fishery Jaws but I doubt very much whether

the law, in this particular case, has ever been

enforced. It may be said to be a dead issue

on all counts, and perhaps it is as well so.

Personally I have never heard of any harm
cbming through the use of unclean salmon as

a table fare; and am aware of all the condi-

tions that you name. The unclean salmon

are commercialized; the Indians and the white

natives partake of it and none are the worse

for the experience. I have never heard of

any particular disease ascribed to the use of

foul salmon, though, personally, I do not

think the unclean fish as palatable as the

thoroughly clean fish. When is a salmon
considered unclean? Some consider it un-

clean when it is full of spawn, and also after

it has cast its spawn and is lying idle in the

rivers, or descending the rivers to the ocean

to mend up. The sahnon is then known as a

kelt. Of course the western salmon, as a

rule, die after spawning, at least most of

them. To my mind there is a particular

time when the salmon is really unclean, and
not fit for food. That is when it is soft,

and on the pomt of spawning. But in my
mind when they have just entered the rivers

and have been there some few days I do not

think thejn unclean. The fungus-ridden,

tattered, blotched, discolored specimens found

weakly making their way along in the water
after spawning, I think may also be classed

as foul and unclean, and certainly if in this

bad condition they are not fit to eat, though
I do not suppose any particular harm would
come from partaking of them. The fish

that are marketed afe not in this bad condi-
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tion by the way, as you will notice. They
may be torn from contact with rocks, and
they may be slightly off-color, but certainly

not in too bad a way. If the marketing of

these fish would stop, many millions of pounds

would naturally go to waste. However,
there should be no harm in taking sparingly

of the fre.sh-iun salmon. Too great a con-

centration on the fishes at this stage, however,

would harm the depositing of spawn and the

bringing forth of progeny, which is bad.

Unlike the Pacific salmon, the Atlantic

salmon {Salmo salar) does,not die after spawn-

ing, but return to the sea as a kelt, and,

reaching the ocean mend up well and are

really fine fishes. Some of these kelts, how-
ever, remain in the fresh water, and while

not completely mended are in good condition,

or, rather, one would say, fair condition.

Nevertheless they are considered at this

stage, (directly before spawning) as being

foul and unclean. Anglers at this stage have

great sport taking the kelts on the artificial

fly. Where kelts remain in the fresh water

for quite a lime before returning to the sea

there is no doubt that they destroy unlimited

quantities of young salmon and trout, etc.,

and one wonders if it is not a good idea to net

. them, as is being done. If the netting of

these kelts that refuse to go down is followed

up I have no doubt it would be safer for the

young Sainton, and really a means to conserva-

tion. However, this is not true of the Pacific

species where the salmon, through one reason

or another, that is a profound mystery, die

after spawning, or at least never seem to

reach the ocean and tide over.

Personally I believe that salmon Vhen in

a ripe stage of spawning should not be netted

.

The law should prevent this, but as to the

netting of the fresh-run salmon I do not

know. The netting of the ripe salmon is a

blow at conservation, and further they are

then unclean.

R. P. L.

A'o. 129.— I notice in a past issue of Rod
and Gun, the best outdoor magazine in Am-
erica, it is mentioned that the whitefish does

not take the baited hook, and that it cannot

be taken by means of hook and line. These

allusions are not equal to my experiences for

I have captured whitefish in great numbers

ever>' winter in the west and hundreds of

other winter anglers have done the same on

our western lakes. I do not know if the

western whitefish is any different from the

eastern whitefish in this respect, but if the

eastern whitefish does not take to the bait,

the western whitefish certainly does and forms

a means to good sport, through the ice in

the winter. Of course there is a knack to

catching this sly fellow. He does not bite

and dart away with the bait as some of the

eastern fishes. You have got to know when
to pull when the tender-mouthed fellow just

nibbles at the bait. This nibble is so weak
and delicate that some cannot detect it.

That perhaps is the reason many fail in

whitefish fishing. The Rocky Mountain
whitefish {Coregonus WiUiamsoni) sure can

be taken on the hook and I would like you
to give a few words on the subject in your
columns for perhaps that will bring some of

our western birds out of cover with their

findings. There's a Doctor over in Sand-

point, Idaho, who has written on fishing our

mountain whitefish through the ice—his

name is Chas. Stuart Moody, a well-known

outdoor writer, a top-noteher. He wrote

an article in Outdoor JAfe that so well covered

the situation that I am inclined to send it to

you, some parts of it, regarding whitefish

fishing, you may care to insert.

Hoping you may care to use this clipping

I remain,

W. Warner
British Columbia.

Ans.—It is a subject that 1 am not very

well up in and for this reason it is very inter-

esting to me, as I have no doubt it is interest-

ing to our many readers scattered all over

America. Without further comment I will

print passages from Moody's article. Where
is he who is not familiar with the silver pen

of Charles Moody?

"When the whitefish comes back from the

spawning in the tributary streams it proceeds

to seek sustenance from the oozy bottoms of

the bays and inlets. In summer the white-

fish seeks the middle of the lake where the

water is some hundreds of feet in depth and

there remains until late in the fall when they

reappear in immense schools and proceed up
the streams to spawn. In the streams the

fish are protected by law and it is only after

their return that they may be taken, and

then only with hook and line. For some
weeks the fish linger about the mouths of

the streams and a certain number may be

taken before the ice forms. Indeed, on cer-

tain years the ice does not form, and then

fishing from an open boat and in open water
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'is the only thing left. But it- is when ice

forms on the bays (the main lake Lake Pend
Oreille, Idaho never freezes) that the fishing

is at its best Whilefish angling on Lake
Pend Oreille is quite an industry, the fish

having a considerable market value, and
many people engage in the labor every winter.

The capture being limited to hook and line

many people are required to supply the

demand. Those who make a business of

iisning take measures to protect themselves ...

by having huts on the ine Now, angling

for whitefish is an art and unless you approach
his highness in the proper spirit he refuses to

have anything to do with yoin- lures. If you
remember it was some lime before you ac-

quired the art of striking at the eiact psycho-

logical moment when the trout rose to your
fly. Well, in whitefish angling you must
acquire a touch that is very sensitive or you
will never catcti one of the fish. The white-

fish really docs not walk up and take a bite

at the bait like any respectable fish might
be supposed to do; he gently sidles up to the

bait and sort of feels of it, in a cursory sort

of manner, and it is at the exact moment
when this feel comes that you are supposed
to hook him, for he will never oblige himself

by hooking himself. You must be educated
up to the feel or you will never detect it at

the further end of the line. That is why so

many fishermen have gone mad^and chased
around in circles, biting at themselves because
they fished through a hole not ten feet from a

man who was pulling up a fish every time he
raised his line while they did not get a bite ..

The tackle is peculiar to the angling and has
been developed by years of experience, and
no other has proven satisfactory. The hooK
Ls a plain-snelled one of Size S or 10, about the
shank of which is wrapped neatly a body of

red yarn. This is attached to a three-foot

mist-colored leader, a rather heavy leaden

sinker is attached, and the whole connected
up with some 200 feet of silk enamel line.

The whitefish is taken with bait, and here,

too, he proves himself an epicure. Nothing
seems to suit his appetite quite so well as a

fat maggot, though grub-worms, steel-wire

worms, and even fat bacon have been used
with success. The whitefish is a dainty fish,

and his bill of fare must be served up to him
just right or he scorns it. The modus operandi
is as follows: Select a cold day, the colder

the better; get an axe and chop an oblong
rectangular hole through the ice. Select a

fat maggot, impale it on the hook, exercising

particular care to see that the point is covered.

Lower the baited hook through the opening
in the ice and pay out line till the hook touches

the bottom. Begin and recover the line nand
over hand, a foot at a time, gi\ing it a scries

of slight twitches. The fish lie usually about
fifteen feet from the bottom, and if your
efforts are rewarded that fact will be indicated

by the very slightest pressure on the line, so

slight in fact that the angler is often unaware
that a fish has nibbled. The whole secret

and art of angling for whitefish is knowing
when that nibble comes. The whitefish takes

nis food as daintily as a maiden's first kiss

and it requires nice discernment to know
when to pull. A sharp twitch on the line

and thi fish is hooked through the daintiest

mouth imaginable, so small and tender that

care must be exercised or the hold will tear

out. The fish must be landed as rapidly

as possible and never permitted to get any
slack line, or it will twist the hook out. It is

quite the usual thing for expert trout anglers

to fish for days for whitefish without hooking
a single fish, thougn beyond question many
fish had bitten the hook. Persistent elTort,

however, brings its reward and in time the

angler fearns the feel; then there are meaner
sports than whitefishing. When you finally

get your fish up to the hole in the ice comes
the delicate part of the whole performance
for the fish is as reluctant to come through
that hole as a bull calf to shove out of the

milking corral."

Tnis is very desirable information and we
gladly make use of it, as we feel that many of

our readers will be pleased to know the truth

about fishing for the whitefisn. Mr. Moody
speaks of fishing with a line one hundred feet

down. It surely must be difficult to feel the

nibble of a whilefish at that depth, but by
education to the feel, as the Doctor says,

it can, no doubt, be detected. The same is

true in fisning for the croppie, or strawberry

bass, in the winter, something I have tried

out in all its phrases. The out-and-out

amateur waits for the savage jerk and run
with the line, and croppies will often do this;

but usually there is a slow pull down on the

line, as though something heavy was on.

This indicates that a fish is mouthing the lure

and the line should then be pulled up. Hun-
dreds of men, fishing for croppies through
the ice, are not educated to this feel and
therefore get returns of zero when the wise

angler gets the limit. However, even more
so is it necessary, it seems, to be educated up
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to the feel in fishing for Coregonus, what with
one hundred feel of line down, where, in

croppie fishing, we often consider it deep at

twenty and thirty feet.

The Doctor has not spo,ken of catching the'

white fish during the summer season. We pre-

sume that the same tactics may then be used.

Hunting out tne deep places wnere the white-

tish betake themselves. We thank Mr.
Warner for the information he gis'es, and
trust that it may be of use to our readers.

R. P. L.

No. 130.—I have always been an enthus-

iastic brook trout angler, with an experience

of something like twenty years to my credit

but tnere is something I have never witnessed

which some anglers assert is done namely,
that brook trout (and I presume, other trout)

often rise to the surface for an insect that

has fallen to the water and disable it by
slapping it with the tail, and then, the insect

drenched and helpless, tne brook trout turns

around and nabs that insect. It appears
all the more of an exaggeration to me when
a writer says, "The trout who uses its tail

as a flail to disable the fly is frequently hooked
hij the /ml. If he be a trout of size, he will,

when hooked, in any other place than the

mouth, put up a most ferocious battle."

Nothing in all my experience has ever come
up to this, so do not wonder that I am skep-

tical. I leave it to you; have you ever known
anything such as this to happen or am I so

unobservant that I have missed something
of the wisdom that comes from years of study

of a fish and the ways and means of Skillfully

capturing the same? Perhaps, but I doubt
it. Again 1 see it written down that men
should wear green clothing when fishing on

trout streams that are in close contact to

civilization, that are well-fished, and where

the trout are extremely wary. Even allowing

for a peculiar, even abnormal keenness of

trout eyes is it not an exaggeration to say

that green clothing is necessary in fishing the

streams.

R. A. Preston,

Wisconsin.

Ans.—As to the brook trout slapping the

insect to disable it, if you ask me personally

I will say, in the words of the street, "you

can't prove it by me." But I do know that

it has been said, time and time again, that

the brook trout will do this very thing.

Charles Bradford, late deceased, vou will re-

member was a staunch supporter of this

theory which he proclaimed a fact. He stated

often that he had seen this done, and knew
many anglers who had seen it done. It is

my opinion that a brook trout will do this,

but I do think that it really happens rarely,

and so it may pass the attention of even

a careful observer: just so perhaps, with all

your experience, it may have passed you by,

which does not, however, disqualify you by
any means. The writer you quote as saying

that brook trout try to slap an artificial fly

and are hooked in so doing, and so put up a

strenuous fight certainly must have had that

experience, and certainly we would all like to

fight a fish so hooked, for here surely the fish

is given a more than equal chance with many
an opportunity to get away. Now that you
bring it forcibly to mind I recall that many
have scoffed at the idea that a trout will

leap fair and dry out of water and coming
to water in a beautiful curve will drop, head
down, and mouth open on an insect and so

seize it. Now this I have seen done many
times. If you will station yourself at a van-

tage point during a hatch of insects you will

see it done—but then perhaps this is nothing

new to you, as this is seen done quite often,

and on all waters. The rainbow trout will

often practice the same stunt, but it is allied

to the tactics of the fontinaUs. Most of the

time the trout rise directly under a fltj to seize

it from the surface, and sometimes by a switt

gliding motion along the surface.

Your mention in your letter about a writer

having suggested the wearing of green clothes;

upon reflection, does not seem to be a bad
idea at that. I will admit that 1 have never

worn green clothes in trout fishing, but «ome
to think of it now, isn't that a very good idea?

It may harmonize with the prevailing green-

ery, and, providing the trout do have such

keen eyes as they are credited with, one may
be the more lost to their view. But, as I can

prove nothing by it I can say no more against

than I can for it. If I had caught more
trout using green clothes than wearing the

old yellow-brown togs I would be won over

instantly and would always wear the emerald

isle habiliments. I do not, however, think it

so much a matter of clothes as the care one

goes about in his fishing. If a person hide

himself as much as possible, and use "barrels

of caution," without splasning and crashing

through the water he will have all the success

necessary.

R. P. L.
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No. 131.—Some lime ago I read with in-

terest your articles on tne art of fly-making,

your dry-fly articles and ttie letters between
Dr. Gove and yourself. All of these 1 gained

much knowledge from and have been looking

forv\ard to the time when you would write

some more about your findings. Anything
about flies and fly-making 1 am interested in,

so if you would come ahead with more on the

subject 1 would consider these articles alone

more than worth the price of the magazine.

It has come to my mind that it would be a

very good idea to make a dry fly with wings

spread straight out, flat, so that it would float

flat on the water like a spent fly. Has this

been done, do you know, or am I the sole

possessor of this idea? In the first place, it

would be natural, wouldn't if? Then,
too, the fly would float so much the better

than if the wings were cocked in the usual

way I have heard that Three in One
oil is a good preparation to oil flies so that

they will float. I low about it? Will it not

leave a grease spot on the water around the

fly? If not it would be a good thing to use.

Another question you may perhaps be able

to help me with:— I want to know how to

keep fishing frogs. You know a matter of

three or four dozen on hand is always a good
tying, for there are some times when the

right size of frog is plentiful, and then again

at other times they cannot be obtained

.

Then, too, it is a handy thing to have some
on hand when one has not the time to go out

and catch a suitable number for the day's

fishing.

Axil Swanson,
Michigan.

Ans.—Thank you for your kindly reference

to my articles on fly-making- these are ap-
preciated, I assure you. 1 shall at some later

date take up flies and fly-making again, and
if you will follow future numbers of this mag-
azine you will perhaps find some new hints

and methods set down, with illustrations to

go by. About the flat-winged fly. This is

not a new idea, and it is a good one. I shall

not take up space here to go into the details

of making it, but will, in some future number.
1 understand that Thri'e in One oil makes a
good solution with which to oil flies, so as to

float them. But, since I have never tried

this I cannot say anything definitely, although
I do know that it is the best gun-oil, type-

writer-oil and reel-oil on the market. (Note:

Since writing the above I have read their

iolder and actually find that they recommend

it for dry-fly fishing. They state that a well-

known angler has recommended it as being

one of the best dry-fly preparations he has

ever used!) Of course the trouble with

many oils, as you say, is that they leave a

circle of grease on the water and this cer-

tainly does not promote success in the dry-

fly branch of fishing, especially on waters

where the trout are "educated," as some
say.

In regard to keeping fishing frogs. If you
will dig a hole in the ground in some sheltered

leafy, or grassy, spot, about four feet across

,

and about four feet, or three and one half

feet deep, you will be able to put in a great

many dozen frogs, to keep a long time.^ They
need not be fed, as hordes of insects will find

their way into the hole and on these the frogs

will feed. It is, however, advisable to place

water, in a pan, in the hole, low enough so

that the frogs can get to it. In rainy weather

the hole should be protected so that it will

not be flooded. You can keep frogs here all

through the fishing season, and have frogs,

too, when they are not to be obtained any i

place around. Especially in hot weather will

it be found difficult to get hold of frogs.

Then the hole you have made will prove use-

ful.

While I, personally, have quite ceased

using frogs as a lure in fishing, still there' are

thousands who do use them, and a little hint

as to getting them in hot weather may be

welcomed by many. In hot weather the frogs

seek the cool, wet places, and burrow down
in the mud. In going to the meadows you
will find these holes everywhere, but through

the day not a frog will be seen. If you will

go to the meadows, or the low places, around

water, creeks, etc., about twilight you will

find them out of the noles and near to them.
A suitable number can then be otained', as

they come out at night, and lie in the holes

by day. A lantern, in the daVk will aid you
in your quest; and you will be surprised to

find them numerous at night. One must
needs be swift to capture them, else they will

get back in their holes as they do not go far

from them.

R. P. L.

To the Angling Editor— An old frequenter

of the woods told me the following story of

suspended animation in trout, although he

did not name the incident. His story was
that on a certain cold day in the winter he

went in to get. as he termed it: "A mess of
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trouts." Knowing well where to go he soon

had a dozen fine fish secured, having had to

cut a hole in the ice of the pond. In a few

minutes he had the fish, and throwing them
on the ice as he caught them, they were soon

frozen hard. He gathered up his catch and
wallied to his home, some two miles away.

On his arrival he placed the iish near the

stove in the kite-hen, and got himself some-
thing to eat. Soon the fish thawed, and he

got frightened when he saw the trout show
signs of life. As they thawed they jumped
about, but only for a short time. Then they

became inert and dead. I am not aware
that such a thing could happen, but the man
was in earnest when he told the story, and
I have no reason to disbelieve him as I have

always found him to be truthful—in no way
given to spinning "tall" fish yatus.

The same man told me that on another oc-

casion he cut trout alive from the ice where
they had been driven by a freshet from a

brook. He saw the fish, some dozen or so,

between the layers of ice, and cu^t them out.

At first they appeared to be dead, but as

they thawed from their frozen state they be-

came alive and remained so till they suffocated

or perished for want of water.

This old man was a noted woodsman, and
many a time while resting in camp getting a

smoke after -a day's fishing has he told of

strange happenings in the woods and on the

barrens. I never knew him to tell anything

but the truth.

Anon.
Harbor Grace, Nfld.

Angling Editor's Comment —The two oc-

currences related, are, in no sense of the word,

new, nor are they startling. The woodsman
here spoken of no doubt told the exact truth.

If I am not mistaken I have taken this matter

up before. As to whether fish froizen in the

ice and again revived will live anij length oj

time, I cannot say, as I have made no ex-

periments along that line and know of no

man who has, and come out of it successfully.

Bui as for fish, when thrown on the ice, being

frozen slilT as a board, and later in thq.warmth
of a room, coming alive—thi^ we have ex-

perienced countless times. In croppie fishing

we often throw our catch on the ice: and
later, in a half-tub of water in the kitchen,

at home, we witness them (jome to life, though

they do not appear to live any length of time.

One professor states that a live fish gradually

frozen in a cake of ice does not die; it merely

suspends all life processes. Whpn the ice

melts, if it does so slowly, the fish takes up
its vital activities again as if nothing had

happened.

"There is no reason why a fish," says Prof.

Victor Smith, "if frozen slowly in a cake of

ice should not be revived even at the end oJ

ten years. Cases of frozen, cold-blooded

annuals are not uncommon. Frogs are many
timco frozen for long periods of time and

turtles will live even under ordinary circum-

stances without food. The process of freezing

fish must be accompanied by the greatest care.

The temperature of the water must be re-

duced slowly in the freezing process and must

be gradually raised in the tha-wing part of the

experiment."

R. P. L.

To The Angling Editor:—

In Angling Queries and Answers, No. 113

by E. N. Beach, in April issue I note what he

says in regard to enamels for ba'ts.

I have never tried enamelling baits, but

an enamel which I use with success in making

photographic trays, of cardboard or wood,

and which is absolutely waterproof but,

which I cannot say would be durable for

baits but which would cast very little to try,

is made by dissolving old celluloid, such as

old rubber collars, etc., in methylated spirit.

This makes a white enamel which can be

colored as desired with any dye such as

Diamond Dye or Dyola. It is a little hard

to apply evenly, but dries in a few minutes.

Yours truly,

W. Decker.

Ontario.

CONTENTMENT
—A lake beyond the village span.

Within the deep- woods" thrall,

A boat, a pipe, a rod and line.

And silence over all.

A moment tense I'm standing there.

And then—with swish of steel:

The joyous chant I love rings out

—

The song of rod and reel!

R. P. L

J*



A CHALLENGE!
Angling Editor's Nolice:—Walter Greaves

and Joe Welsh do not seem to be able to

make two and two make four, there being a

slight hitch, apparently, in the Greaves

belief in the capabilities of the Telarana Nova

leader, whether through mistakes made in

print, or otherwise, the angling editor does

not know. If there have been mistakes it

is our desire to correct them so that the true

value of the material may be established.

Were the Telarana Nova leaders inferior in

grade and quality, and no better than any

ordinary leader that you would pick up, the

angling editor would, under no circumstances,

inveigle anyone of the readers of this depart-

ment into buying them. We have always

been sincere in this matter. We have given

space to exact truths as we have found them.

We have deceived no one, and will deceive

no one at any time in this matter. The
angling editor personally tested out the

Telerana long ago on the streams and has

found them just what he has said of them,

and, naturally sticks by that statement.

We have no desire to enter into any contro-

ersy in the matter, at least until we have made
certain that Mr. Greaves has not made a

mistake in his statements in print. There-

fore we will reprint the statements made
by Mr. Greaves and the challenge by Joe

Welsh, just received. In the February

Number of Rod and Gun, Mr. Greaves

wrote:

"I have given the Telarana Nova, nine foot

cast. Number 2, a thorough tejt on the black

bass and I found it to be perfectly satis-

factory. I am glad to be able to tell you this

as the one I tried before (purchased from
William Robertson of Glasgow, Scotland)

would not stand a strain of four pounds
when wet. This was a disappointment to

me, as I intended to use it for salmon. It

was also a surprise, as I had read many
testimonials about these casts. I wrote to

Mr. Robertson, asking for an explanation,

but he did not favour me with a reply. I

am not going to New Brunswick this season,

so cannot try it on salmon. I, however, con-

sider the test I have given it, quite satisfac-

tory, having found it free from knots, and
almost invisible in the water, to say nothing
of its strength. These are strong recom-
mendations."

Mr. Greaves' lett°r was sent to the printer

as it stood. However, Mr. Greaves alleges

a mistake was made, and therefore he desired

a corfeictiom to be printed, which correc-

tion appeared in the May Number, on

Page 1420, as follows:

"In referring to my letter to .loe Welsh, on

Page 1015 of the February ssue of Rod and
Gun, re Telarana Nova, gut casts. I notice

an error is made in stating that I found the

cast I purchased from William Robertson
would not stand a strain of four pounds
In my letter I said a quarter of a pound—not

four pounds. If a cast will stand four

pounds, it certainly is strong enough for

large fish I mean if it will stand a test of four

pounds on a steel-yard, etc. I am sorr>' Mr.
Welsh made this errors as it makes it look as

though I did not know what I was talking

about!"

Having read Mr. Greaves' correction as it

appeared in the May Number of Rod and
Gun, the Telarana Nova representative,

Joe Welsh, wrote as follows regarding the

matter:

"In your issue of May, 1018, I note, on
Page 1420, under the head of, "A Correction,"

an article written by Mr. Greaves. He
states that a leader he got from Scotland
broke at J^ lb. pull. I sent Mr. Greaves
a Number 2 leader a genuine Telarana Nova,
Joe Welsh leader, and wrote him a nice letter

askmg him to test it out and after the most
severe test he could put it to, to kindly let

me know the result. He has never rnade a

report to me on this Telarana Nova leader.

Now, in all tairness, I demand this test made
by your angling try-out and test depart-

ment and if th s Number 2 Telarana Nova
leader breaks at 300% the breaking strain

Mr. Greaves states it broke at, I will send
you a draft for the Canadian O.S. Tobacco
lund for $100.00. Gentlemen, you be iudge.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating.

All I want is for you to set this thing just as

you find it, and tell the angling public the

whole thing just as you find it. If that

Number 2 leader should break as Mr. Greaves
states it does, it would not be used as a leader.

I will await your report with great pleasure.

I will take your honest judgment, be it pro
or con, and will still raise the "correction"

and stand by my 4 lbs. against Mr. Grcaves's

}4 lb. Your Mr. Robert Page Lincoln

should be one o f the judges.

Mr. Greaves has made a horrible mistake, as

he never can say he got a genuine Telarana
Nova leader from me—that is to say, a Num-
ber 2 that broke at any such breaking strain
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as he says. True, all things manufactured
are not without flaws, and possibly the

leader he got from Scotland was faulty, but

the least he could have done after my sending

him what I knew to be a genuine Telarana

Nova, Joe Welsh leader, with my name on it,

was, after all this time, to have told me the

outcome of the test. But he never replied. 1

want to state that there is no such leader on

the market tl^at will stand salt and fresh

water and last as long as the genuine Telarana

Nova leader, registered in Canada, the

United States, and Great Britain.

"There are 20,000 anglers using Telarana

Nova leaders to-day, and this is the first

complaint I have heard of in the past 4

years. Again, I have had the sale ol Telar-

ana Nova leaders for the past four and one-

half years so that the leader Mr. Greaves

reports as having had Irom Scotland must
have been at least four and one half years

old, as neither he nor anyone else can send

to Scotland and get leaders direct from the

manufacturer, Mr. William Robertson. Yes.

there is a bad blunder somewhere, and I

want only a good square deal, a test on the

scales, and if the leader breaks at Mr. Greaves'

version, I «ill gladly send you my cheque for

SIOO.OO for the boys' smokes in France.

After this test, I want you (as holder of my
advertising) to treat me without stint. All

I want is for you to set your anglers right

and tell them how you found this leader after

your own test and tryout. Then as you found

refer back to Mr. Greaves' article, stating

date and page of the publication in which

it appeared. Gentlemen, I write this in all

fairness, open and aboveboard. A wrong

has been done that your test "should make
perfectly right. When you make your own
proofs just exactly as you find them, I will

be satisfied and when I said four lbs. I

meant it, not \i lb. as Mr. Greaves says

it should have been.

"And further, to go Mr. Greaves a little

better, lest it out at 10 lbs., I am sending

you a bent book for lifting test. Weigh a

flat iron or some dead lift from the floor.

This is a better test than a spring scale, as

the spring vibration and give are an advan-

tage to the leader. Let it be a dead weight

from floor with a steady lift."

Angling Editor's Positive Report

In all honesty and above-board, as Mr.
Welsh desires, I must state that my findings

have been of the verj^ best.

Tt.e leader tested: Telarana Nova. Size

Number 2. Length (according to tag at-

tached to leader), 6 feet. Actual measure-
ments, however, proves this leader, now
tested, to be 56 inches in length, though
tagged, 6 feet.

Test of the above leader in its dry state:

The bent test hook sent was attached to the

end loop of the leader and a large-size flat-

iron was hooked in and easily lifted from
the floor—flat-iron weighing well over three

pounds. A second flat iron of the same weight

was threaded on, with the handle to it, and
both were lifted quite easily from the floor.

Positive test: Witnessed.

Test of the above leader when soaked

twenty minutes in lukewarm water: Flat-

iron readily lifted, and beginning with light

jerks the leader was put under excessive

jars; a wear and tear performance. Leader

stood up . exceedingly well without breaking

or showing any signs of breaking, being as

strong as ever. It was thought to try

lifting two irons on the wet leader but this

was decided unnecessary. Positue test: Wit-

nesses.

Comments: These tests were conducted

with a leader of 56 inches in length, though

I understand Mr. Greaves to have said he

was testing out the nine-foot length. The
angling editor must state that while he has

used the nine-foot length of Telarana, actively

in fishing, he has not tried any dead-weight

lifts with it, as so far no trouble has been

encountered with the fish gone up against.

As stated, our dead weight lifts have been

tried on the leader of 56 inches.

We are sending the Number 2 leader

tested (also the bent hook) to Mr. Greaves

that he may try out the same tests as we
have, and report.

Walter Greaves Replies

Your letter enclosing the Telarana cast

received.

I am sorr>' if I have done Mr. Welsh an

injustice by omitting to report to him the

result of the success of the Telarana cast he

sent me last year.

I used this cast entirely when fishing for

black bass and found it to be first class,

landing a few bass up to about three pounds.

I did not, however, weigh them.

The cast I mentioned as received from

Mr. Robertson of Glasgow, a few years ago

was tested by a guide and myself simply

by pulling it with our hands. It broke

off without much effort and I saw it was
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enlircly unfit for salmon fishing. When I I have tested wet on my balance up to 10

mentioned this fact I had no intention of ii,s without it showing anv signs of breaking,

entering into any controversy and I am
r dare.sav it would stand much more but that

sorry if I have unintentionallv done an injury _ .' , ,. . , .

. »"t 1-iT 1 I Ti . xT„ o „„„» ™„ is suliicient for any ordinary lishinc.
to Mr. Welsh. The cast, No. 2, sent me, ' .> > s

A MATTER OF OPINION
Editor, Rod and Gun.

Allow me to congratulate you on the

interesting and useful articles appearing in

Rod and Gun; each issue seems to be getting

better.

Your fishing notes are splendid. I enjoy

every one so much. Mr. Haddon's articles

are very interesting. They remind me of

the years I spent in Northern Ontario,

up till two years ago. Eight years ago one

could travel for miles without coming across

any signs of man's operations-. It was
real sport to hunt and trap then for game
was really very plentiful. A year and a

half ago I went north for my health and
1 could see a big difference in some of the

sections that few years before were covered

with game.-' Weasels were my hobby but

foxes came in for a good share of the

catch to say nothing of muskrat and
the other fur bearers. Taking it all

around Northern Ontario has any place

(1 tliink) beaten a mile when it comes to

being in a sportsman's paradise.

I have done a lot of canoeing and fishing

along Georgian Bay and the hundreds of

rivers that flow into it and to read Mr.
Shaw's article on "The Civilizing of Split

Rock" makes me feel homesick for tne old

spots. There are some really choice fishing

spots in some of the bays and the writer

lias pulled out many a bass from them.
Keep^ up the good work, Mr. Editor.

Merc is hoping you may give us some
morf good stories from Northern Ontario,

Yours truly,

M. G. W.
Sherbrooke, P.Q.

Edit. Note. —Thanks M. G. W. Your
statement that you enjoy the fishing notes
articles, every one, is parliculariy inter-
esting in view of the fact that iiy the same

mail we received a letter in which the writer

slates that to him long winded articles

on fish known and unknown are of no interest

but the meat of the magazine in hisopir-

ion is itsstories of hunting, shooting and fish-

ing e.Kpericnces, and he asks for more ol

these at the expense of the regular depart-

ments. What do the rest of our readers

say? We would like to have an expression

of opinion on this subject.

Mr. Henry R. Rainsford, of Fredericton'

N. B., writes urging the necessity of giving

a larger bounty for the killing of bob cats

which he says are very destructive on both

deer and partridg .

"I noticed in one of our locals," continues

Mr. Rainsford, that the Goverment are

talking of having a game commissioner
appointed and advocating a close season

ol a number of years for partridges. That,
in my opinion, is a mistake. What is needed
is a good bounty on bob-tails or cats for

until they are got rid of you cannot expect

partridges or deer to increase and there

is not the slightest use in passing a law to pro-

tect birds and deer in order that there may
be something tor owls and hawks, in addition

to the bob-cats, to fatten on. Remove
thp cause is my motto."

Readers, particularly those from New Brur
swick, are invited to discuss this questio'.

in our columns.

"While the logging industry along '

coast is attracting many Indians who n

otherwise be trapping, this is not the

in the interior," says a dispatch from Prin-

Rupert, B. C. In the Burns Lake country

a busy season was carried on by the

white men as well as the Indians.

In January and February twenty silver

foxes were trapped, as well as many beaver
marten, ermine and otter.



The Weedless Bait Wobbler
A really wobbly wobbler may be made

by cutting a round bodied fish through the

centre, as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration. The angle at which the- fish is cut

will determine the motion of the bait. Cut

at the angle .shown in the illustration this

wobbler will appeal to a bass, while for rain-

bow trout, a wobbler about one and a half

inches long and cut at an angle not so steep.

\ HOOKED FROM

INSIDE

HOOKED FROM Ol/TSIDE FOR WEED FISHING

has been known to work well. For weed

fishing, or where there are liable to be snags,

hook from the outside, as shown in illustra-

tion.

pail into a camp stove, first cut in the

bottom of the pail (which is to become the top

of your stove) a round hole six inches in

diameter. About two inches from the top

of the pail cut a hole five and a half inches

wide by three inches high. This makes the

draught for your stove. On the opposite

side of the pail a couple of inches from the

bottom, cut another hole, about three inches

square, for your ventilator. When cutting

these holes for the ventilator and draught, it

is, of course, wise to avoid cutting into the

seams of the pail, as the latter are very hard

to cut. The cuts can be made with a sharp

chisel and it will facilitate cutting if a round
stick with a smooth surface is fitted into the

opening in the pail and the culling done b>

pressing the side of the pail asiainst the slick

and then using the chisel. When you wish to

use this stove, place the pail on the ground

upside down with the draught to windward.

Only a little wood is needed to build a fire

under this contrivance.

Stove Made from an Old Pail

A discarded metal pailis the foundation of

a useful camp-stove .over which you may
boil water for your camp coffee in five min-

utes and which you can also use for fr>-ing

bannocks, eggs or fish, bacon of course, being

tabooed according to the Food Controller's

dictates, and one's patriotic conscience.

This stove has the advantage of being cheap,

light in weight, and as it requires only a

small firearea to produce the required heat, and
as this fire is confined within the small area

covered by the pail, lessens the danger of

fire spreading, an ever present danger when
using the ordinary open camp-fire method of

cooking. To metamorphose your discarded

A Good Home-Made TroU

From a sheet of bright metal cut a curved

strip similar to that shown in the illustration

(which resembles the Abalone shell wobbler)
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rounding the ends of this strip with a file. In

each end of this strip bore a hole, into which

spHt rings are then inserted. Next give your

V SHAPED CUT OF PORK RIND.

strip of curved metal a coat of polish which

will prod nee a brilliant surface. Procure a

long shanked eyed hook and attach to the

split ring, then get a small lip iiook and as

shown in the illustration wind a bit of wire

about this to hold it solidly, in place, with the

bark in line with the bark of the larger hook.

Next cut a triangular strip of pork rind

one-quarter of an inch wide. -Hook the

middle of the strip to the small hook as

shown in the design. This arrangement

makes a practically -weedless bait and also

has an attractive motion in the water. The
device is similai to that used by Pollack

fishermen in the Bay of Fundy and has also

been found a good killer on bass and pickerel.

Try iti

The Canoe for Trolling

Try the method used by the man in the

illustration for trolling from a canoe, and you
will find it very satisfactory. You will

notice that he has placed his rod across the

gunwhales and under his right knes so that

the reel just clears the right gunwale, allow-

ing it to run freely when the strike comes.

The other knee is pressed against the left

gunwale and the rod resting against it is held

rigid. The trolling line on the left, which
would naturally pull the canoe around, only

serves to keep it straight in its course when
the canoeist uses his paddle on the right side

of the canoe.The writer of this paragraph has
coaxed many a wily bass from his hiding-place

when trolling in this manner all by his lone-

some and when a companion to paddle or

fish was not available.

Float for Casting

Have you ever tried casting with a float on
your line? You have, hey? Well, then, you
know the results, nine times out of ten.

Here's a good way to overcome some bad
tangles and sa^ e wear and tear on your temper.

SMALL CORK

BAMBOO TUBE

Get an ordinary, good sized cork float. Pull

out the round piece ofwood that goesthrough

the centre and replace this with a hollow

bamboo tube. Trim the ends so there will

be no rough edges to chafe the line. Pass

the line through, fit hook and sinker on line

and fasten a small cork on the line at the

depth you want to fish. Your big float will

slip down your line to the sinker. Now
make your cast and as the weight is all prac-

tically at the end of the line, you will not be

troubled with tangles, for when your bait

strikes the water your line runs through the

float and is slopped by the small cork coming
in contact with the larger float and your bait

will be the ?equired distance from the bottom.



TION
THE ART OF MAKING A RIFLE SHOOT

STRAIGHT
F. M. WOODS

a;
few months ago, in an article published

in Rod & Gun in Canada, I mentioned
what happened to a .25-35 Winchester

single shot rifle after I had lightened it for

hunting purposes by turning down the heavy
No. 3 barrel and cutting it off to 28^8 inch-

es in length. The result was the develop-

ment in the barrel of a spiral kink causing

three distinct cui-ves of direction to the later-

al direction of the bore. It also resulted in

a total loss of accuracy.

I also mentioned that a letter of inquiry

to the Winchester people brought the reply

that "There was no way in which such a

barrel could be straightened." A few weeks

ago I started in to make this barrel shoot

straight and as I had no experience in taking

the crooks out of a nickel steel barrel, all the

work had to be done by such methods as I

was able to devise.

I had originally wished this rifle to be

strictly a featherweight to weigh about six

pounds, without the telescope sight. As I

cut the barrel down slowly in the lathe I

decided that the balance would sufTer too

much and so had compromised on a barrel

28J-8 inches long and about the same outside

thickness as the .30-10 model 1895 \\'incliester.

This had never been a real featherweight by
a pound and seven ounces, so after many
calculations and trial weighings of the various

parts, I decided on 25 inches for the length;

a muzzle diameter of }4 inch, (which is the

same muzzle diameter as the old 8 Smith

& Wesson .22 calibre single shot pistol) and a

Straight s^vell back to the breech where the

diameter would be % inch; proxided that

the cut was carried clear back to the head

of the shell.

As the turning down of the barrel was
stopped just ahead of the rear telescope sight

base ring, which is a driving fit on the barrel

at this point, and so could not be cut down.

The diameter at this point, 25^ inches ahead

of the breech, is nearly a thirty-second of an

inch less than three-fourths of an inch. To
further reduce the weight and to fulfdl the

theoretical idea that the barrel should have

no uns>Tnmetrical stiff points to interfere

with its whip and free vibration, the centres

of each of the tapered seats, onto which the

front and rear telescope sight base rings drive,

were cut away so that they resembled spools

with flanges about one eighth inch wide re-

maining full diameter, which position and

hold the base rings the same as the solid

tapered sections of the barrel did before.

The butt stock had been previously light-

ened by boring out nearly four ounces from

the large shot gun style stock, and in order

to bring the scope to a more comfortable

position for the eye, and also to give a better

proportion with the light 25 inch barrel, the

stock was cut from 13^4 inches to 12 J-s inches.

When finished and without sights, the rifle

with the steel butt plate, weighs just a trifle

less than 5 poimds and fifteen ounces.

The next proiiosition was to [lerform the

impossible (according to the stalemenl of the

l)arty in the Winchester factory) and this

impossibility was satisfactorily performed

after just twelve hours' work. Not all at one
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time, but in five separate sessions. The
longest session was 4 hours; and the other

four times consuming 2 hours each. While

no full record of my method of straightening

the barrel will be given here on the grounds

that such a method will neither be useful.

tightly as it could be drawn and thoroughly

niled with shellac, and in this way I obviated

the refitting of the forearm, the bluing of the

barrel, and also secured a far better protected

barrel, and one giving a better grip to the

hand.

practical, or possible, to Ihe average "crank,"

I will say briefly that the method employed

was to place the barrel on fitted centres in a

17 inch lathe (which means a lathe large

enough to turn a circular object just twice

17 inches in diameter; or in other words, a

34 inch wheel or cylinder can be turned on

it; and then to force the point where thf

crook was greatest out of line with the cross

feed until the barrel took a set of as many
thousandths of an inch as the^crook was
estimated lo be. The set given could be

road off in thousandths of an inch from the

graduated collar on the cross feed, and every
time the barrel took a set (or was bent) it

had to be taken from the lathe, carried back_

ten feet, balanced across a step ladder, and
carefully scrutinized for straight ness.

To show the "stufl" in these Winchester
Nickel steel barrels, I will mcnlion that the

worst crook in this barrel required the centre

to be pushed out of line 2^8 inches before the

barrel yielded The outside surface of the

barrel is no guide at all of the interior i,lraight-

ness of it, and while this is of course an extreme
case owing to the successive turnings without
proper straightening in between, I will men-
tion that this barrel while now straight as to

bore, is ver>' close to one-twentieth of an inch

thicker on one side than on the other, at about
the centre of the barrel—that is from end to

end.

The apparent diameter of the bajrel in the
photo is almost the same as it was before this

last turning down. The string is large braided
fish line, such as is used here for hand use in

fishing off the beach. It was wrapped as

The front sight is not shown on the barrel

and is only held as of use in the event of

injury to the scope. It is in the form of a
milled ring having a standard sized slot in it

and driving onto the barrel at the proper
distance from the muzzle.

The accuracy of the rifle is now all I could
desire for game shooting purposes; it being
capable of better than one inch groups at

30 yards. The barrel is, however, extremely
sensitive to variations of powder charge, as I

find that while a charge of 20 grains of Dupont
No. 20, with the standard Winchester 117
grain bullet, may be shooting to centre at 50
yards; 23 grains of the same powder causes
the bullet to strike 9 inches higher on the
target.

A cafeful test of three cartridges loaded with
23.5 grains of the same powder, showed that

at 17 yards, the one half grain extra powder
made the rifie group }^ inch higher.

The telescope is the Winchester 5A, but
I have fitted it with an objective of 2^ inch

focus, which I generally use. This reduces
the magnification to approx. 2^ times, in-

stead of 5 times, but it gives about 3 times as

much light, and increases the angle 254' times

over that of the standard scope. (The angle

of the 5.'\ scope as sent from the factory

covers 17 feel at 100 yards, while my shorter

focus objective covers approx. 38 feet at 100
yards.) This is of immense advantage for

hunting purposes, as the surface area on a

plane, at right angles to the line of fire, is

five times larger than that of the 5A standard
scope.)'
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This short focus objective can be inter-

changed with the regular one in a minute or

so, and I succeeded in getting it centred so

that the horizontal alignment is the same as

the 5 times objective, and only a change in

the sighting of about two inches elevation at

100 yards. The placing of this lens in its

holder is so as to bring the micrometer sleeve

to the same 200 yard mark on the scope with

either lens.

This reduces magnification, increases light

and field. The scope is much better for olT-

hand use on game, it also possesses much more

depth of field, objects at very short range

not suffering from lack of sharpness, as with

the longer focus objective. The lens holder

is much the same as the factory one, being

grooved to pass the raised rib crimped up in

the bottom of the Winchester tube. It is 4

inches iong. Any good optical house ought

to be able to make one, but the secret of its

proper fitting lies in two small dents made

inward on the bottom of the telescope tube

with a steel ball of M inch diameter. These

must he distant one sixth of the circumference

of the tube on either side of the crimped

groove, and be deep enough to hold the "rear

end" of the lens holder rigid against the top

of the tube. The reason for this is that the

Winchester scope tube is not cylindrical,

being smaller at the front end, and if these

two dents arc not made to hold the rear end

of the lens holder from motion, there will be

constant change of sighting owing to the lens

moving to different positions in the tube

body.

To those who would like to know how to tell

if their rifle barrels are crooked or straight,

I give the following directions of the method

I have worked out. I have read the state-

ments and looked at the plates contained in

the British test book of small arms, but will

say that as far as I can see, these statements

and cuts were apparently made by a person

who did not have the faintest idea of the sub-

ject. The apparatus needed by the experi-

menter is a .22 calibre cleaning rod, one eighth

of an inch in diameter, and possessing at

least six inches of straightness at a point to be

looked at.

This rod is to be hung or propped up vertic-

ally in a window against a clear sky, or other

brightly illuminated background for a space

of about a clear foot circle around the joint of

straight rod to b« looked at. This is a fair

statement. It is absolutely simple, and im-

possible for the amateur to go wrong.

Next we must have a barrel in a condition

still fairly bright so far as pits etc., go, and
this barrel must be CLEAN. It must be

wiped out with not only a single rag, but

with at least three large tight rags, as evary

particle of grease in the bore will interfere

with the accuracy of the test nearly as much
as grease on eyeglasses will spoil the clearness

of vision.

If the rifle is not a takedown, the breech

must be removed from the barrel; and if

viewing from the muzzle, no part of or projec-

tion from the receiver must extend across the

line of the bore, as this will destroy the reflec-

tion of the rod.

Now the cleaned and oilless barrel is taken

back ten feet from the cleaning rod in the

window, it is propped up or held motionless

against some object, with the bore pointing

at the cleaning rod so that the rod exactly

divided the barrel into two equal halves. The
eye of the operator must not be close to tke

breech of the barrel, but from ONE TO TWO
FEET FARTHER BACK and here is the

main part of the whole secret.—There must
be held over the eye, either by old spectacle

frames or the hand, a piece of dark paper With

a clean cut hole through it of not more than

3-64th. of an inch in diameter. For my eyes I

find a hole one half of one sixty-fourth of an

inch larger than one-thirty-second inch to

give the best results.

This hole in the paper should be held as

close to the eye as possible, and is an absolute

necessity in order to give depth of focus to the

eye, and sharpness to the image shown in the

barrel. The operator will now see a straight

black line in the bottom of the bore, if the

barrel is straight, or a slightly curved line if

the barrel is crooked; as about five out of

six barrels are. The eye will have to be moved

back and forth, and up and downr until the

best view is obtained; and at any given in-

stant, when judging if the black line is straight

or crooked, this line must always be dead in

fine with the short portion of tlie rod seen

directly through the barrel.

The experimenter should understand that

the part of the rod which is seen as a reflected

black line in the bore, is not that.portion seen

directly through the barrel, but a portion of

the length of the rod about one or two inches

above this point, hence the caution above

that the background must be clear for about

a foot the part of the rod "viewed."

The barrel must be tried at afl points of

its circumference by revolving the barrel be-
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Quality
The next time you buy shot shells ^sk your

dealer to show you the inside of a

Canuck
Slice down the side of a Canuck shell -see the shot,

the wads, the clean, uniform grains of powder and the

firm texture of the body paper.

Then put the Canuck in your gun and test its pattern

and penetration. These are the things you have a

right to know.

A Canuck Stands All Tests

And all Dominion Shot Shells are made up to this

high standard.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited
Montreal.
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tween each test, and when the point of great-

est crookedness is decided upon, the barrel

should be turned a complete half circle.

Now if the eye was not mistaken the crook

will show in the reverse direction, which
serves as a proof that the curve was not an
accident, such as a crooked cleaning rod, etc.

There are many phases touched upon here

which the experimenter will work out for

himself, the idea being to start the tyro out
so that he can obtain results at once on a

subject that took me several years to work
out.

On the subject of accuracy of straight or

crooked barrels I am not able to give any
definite comparative results. (Ed. Note—

I

have seen some crooked Krag barrels that

when heated up with rapid fire would shoot

almost 20 inches low and to the left, at 200
yards. I saw one Springfield barrel that

would walk right out of a 20 inch target at

200 yards at slow fire going high and to the

right; another that walked right across an
8 inch bull at 300 yards moving the shots

about 15 inches during the string—and so on.

A crooked barrel may be accurate when cold,

but it will not shoot into the same place n-hen

it gets heated up—therefore for all practical

results it is not accurate.)

My tests so far have shown that several

relatively accurate barrels have distinct crooks

—these include a .256 Newton, a .250-3000

Savage, six out of seven .22 high power
Savage barrels, a Stevens .22 long rifle, a

Star gauged Springfield barrel, two .25-35 bar-

rels, a .25-20 model 1892 Winchester barrel,

two Marlin .22 calibre barrels etc., all of

which show crooked bores. To-day I have
found only four barrels which were put out

straight so far as the above test can deter-

mine. These were a .30-30 extra light weight

Winchester, a Star gauged Springfield, a .22

high power Savage, and a .22 Stevens pocket
• rifle. (Interested readers should read Dr.

F. W. Mann's Bonk, "The bullets flight from
powder to target" and turn to the chapter on
the rotation tests of various barrels to test

the same thii;ig, practically, in a different

manner. He found one Pope barrel that

would shoot its shots around a perfect cir-

cumference (practically speaking) at 100

yards.) This was done by rotating the barrel

in his V rest and firing the barrel during this

rotation. The shots were caught through

screens at dilTerent points in their path. Ed.)

In estimating the point in the barrel length

where the greatest crook lies, my method Is to

count the grooves crossing the reflected black

line. Knowing the twist, it is fairly accurate

to approNiniate the position of the greatest

bend by this method. Remember that this

point is generally about two inches BEYOND
the point estimated by the eye.

I found that the above .25-35 single shot

Winchester rifle had been giving large up and

down groups, both before and after straighten-

ing the barrel, and this I accidentally-dis-

covered was due to a loose takedown. This

looseness was not evident by shaking in the

usual way of testing a shot-gun but could be

felt by pulling up and down on the muzzle

of the barrel, and when the takedown was
tightened ven,^ tight so as to require both

hands and the thighs to put the gun together

and to take apart, all vertical idiosyncracies

vanished.

The plot of three groups made by this bar-

rel is self explanatory. The only regret is

that I did not discover that the vertical devia-

tion was due to the takedown being loose

before I had straightened out the curves in

the barrel. The groups one and two seem

to show that the crooked barrel, with loose

takedown, shot as well as the straightened

barrel with the same looseness in the joint.

(Rd. Note— I believe this proves nothing.

What we Should have is at least five ten shot

groups made with both the crooked and the

straightened barrel, with a TIGHT joint.)

(Even at that, the barrel instead of being

straight at present might have two small

reverse crooks and be less accurate than ever

when heated up. This is not necessarily a

fact, merely a supposition.)

Grou'p three is the first accurate group

that this barrel ever made since I first turned

it lighter. Before cutting it' down I only

made one ofT hand test at 10 yards. Four of

the shots can be almost covered with a ten

cent piece, (^4 inch circle.) The fifth being

off the group about an inch, due to my own
fault.

This barret, originally weighed close to

6 pounds, while at present it weighs 1 pound

14 ounces. It being understood, of course,

that about ten ounces of this reduction of

weight results from cutting five inches off

the front end of the barrel.

Group nujnber one was nuide in 1915.

It- was made with Winchester full metal

patched factory loafled cartridges. Groups

two and three were with dgs. hand loaded

with Duponl No. 20 powder, using 20 grains

of It, and Peters full metal cased bullets in
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Heinz Outdoor Rations

_^ Picked from the 57
When you land in camp at dinner time with
an appetite you can't torget lor a mmute, you
want lood— real, wholesome, filling lood, and
you want it quick. You get it, if you
thought to take along a supply of

HEINZ 57 VARIETIES
Prepared in the careful Heinz way, thoroughly

cooked, ready to eat, deliciously flavored, good to eat.

HEINZ BAKED BEANS—
Four kinds—all oven baked.

Good hot or cold. The
camper's standby every-
where.

HEINZ PICKLES— Many
kinds, sweet and sour. Add
zest to the meal.

HEINZ CREAMSOUPS—
Tomato, pea and celery. A
stimulating get-away for any
camp-fire meal.

HEINZ PEANUT BUT-
TER—It keeps sweet and
fresh. A delicious spread for

your bread.

HEINZ TOMATO
KETCHUP—Made from
choice, ripe tomatoes. Gives
an appetizing touch to cold

meat and fish.

Heinz Preserves, Prepared
Mustard, Vinegars, Apple
Butter, Olives, Worcester-
shire Sauce, etc., etc.
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47 AND 48 YARDS
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o
CROOKED AND
TAKE-DOWN
LOOSE.

DEC 30.1915

NO 21

STRAIGHT
AND TAKE-DOWN

LOOSE.

N03,

JAN 19.1918

, STRAIGHT ANB

;
TAKE-DOWN LIGHT.

I

I

I JAN 2^. 1918 .

group two; and 23 grains and Peters soft

point metal cased bullets in group three.

Tlie photograph shows the rifle with scope

complete, single set trigger, cord wound and

shellacked barrel, and without the rear sight-

which is a Lyman No. 15 rear wind gauge tang

sight.

On the table below the rifle is shown the

front sight ring carrying the solid milled

standard sight slot and next to it are shown
the short and long focus objectives used

interchangeably in the scope. On the other

side is shown the section cut off of the slock,

showing how it was lightened by boring into

it with different sized augers.

The following notes on how to finish the

muzzle of a rifle in the most perfect manner
will be found to be of almost universal benefit

to the gun crank, and so far, I have found no

gunsmith who had any method as perfect

for the purpose.

Refinishing the Muzzle of a Rifle.

How many know how Lo rofinish the muzzle

of a rifle barrel? I have tried Ihree gunsmiths

and not one of these knew that almost any

person, anywhere in tlie world, can do a belter

job than that ordinarily turned out from the

American factories.

It is possible to do this work in the woods
without other tools than can be improvised

from materials furnished by nature, v In

this case one will require a more or lessjconical

pointed stone, the dimensions of which^ehould

be on the point about the size of the normal
cartridge for the arm, but the angle of poiat a

good deal wider than that of the bullet.

A split twig lashed straddle of this stone,

the shank to be about ]/i inch diameter for

comfortable twirling between thumb 'and

finger. A little hard sand and some liquid

such as cedar sap to hold the sand om .the

stone while grinding. To perform the re-

grinding of the inner edge of the rifle muzzle

with such tools, the sand should firtt be

finely pulverized by rubbing betweea two
smooth surfaces such as an a.xe blade and
hammer face.

The cedar sap (not pitch but this sap)

being added to make a thin pa,ste about as

thick as good maple syrup. This eutting

paste would then be smeared on the pointed

end of the stone and the whole works spun
back and forth in the muzzle between the

thumb anf finger. The barrel should be held

between the knees (with stock removed for

convenience) and in order to get an even

surface, the barrel should be eonsta«tly ro-

tated 54 turn between each spell of grinding.

The operation will require between 15 and

30 minutes, depending upon how hard the
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The PARKER Single Barrel

Trap Gun!
(A Chip of the "Old Reliable" Block).

Price $150
THE GUN WITH A PEDIGREE ! ! !

The greatest scores ever recorded were made with PARKER GUNS.

For further particulars address:

PARKER BROS., ''^ilefs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
Sales Rooms, 32 Warren St., New York City. - Write for free catalogue.

Resident Agent, A. W. duBray, P. O. Box 102, San Francisco, Cai.

Are You Reloading?

Send Us the Name and
Caliber of Your Rifle

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

ma^Bsmm
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abrasive is, and the amount of bevelling nec-

essary to restore the evennessof the muzzle.

(Also upon the hardness of the barrel.-Ed.)

On one occasion at Truckee, California a

boy brought me a .38-55 Marlin repeater

which he claimed no longer shot straight, as

he called it. He said that at a distance of

about 30 yards the rifle now shot 3 inches

to one side, but that the gun used to shoot

fine a short time before. ^
I looked at the barrel and found it in fine

shape, the sights also seemed to be not far

from their proper place, so I looked closely

at the muzzle. There was the evident trouble.

The barrel had been knocked against some-

thing hard and while no very evident dent had

pressed into the bore, a careful comparison

showed the circle was no longer quite true, so

I sent the kid up town to get some emery flour

(fine emery powder) and while he was gone I

went out to the tool room to see what I could

get to grind with. The only thing available

proved to be the head of a large wood screw.

With the screw part cut oiT this afforded a

small cone of about 60 degrees angle and a

screw driver fitted into the slot served as a

turning handle. The emery turned out to be

about the size of rice. It had come from the

blacksmith's shop, but this was easily rubbed

fine with oil, and in about 20 minutes' work
the metal sprung into the bore, had all been

cut away, leaving a deep smooth cone shaped
bevel and of course the rifle had to go back

to its old grouping again.

I have since then performed this muzzle

grinding operation on a .25 calibre barrel by
using a .32 calibre Colt Auto pistol cartridge

(full cased bullet) as a grinder. For one

operation the soft copper jacket of the bullet

serves to hold the emery and oil very well but

cuts away too fast to be used on several jobs.

\\'here it is desired to have perfect muzzles

it is most convenient to have a mechanic

(or anyone operating a lathe) to turn up a few

cone shaped points with stems on them like

long-stemmed tops. These serve to cut the

P
MUZZLE GRINDING TOOL

bevels on the inner edges of the muzzle f«r

more perfectly than can be done with reamefs

of any kind such as I have known gunsmiths

to use. They will work best and fastest for

one job if made of brass, as this holds the

emery better than the harder metal would.

When grooved they may be either returned

in the lathe or filed roughly smooth with a file

using a circular motion. In fact, they will

cut faster and quite as perfectly when filed

than wheda turned perfectly smooth and true

in the lathe.

No special angle is necessary in their grind-

ing bevel, though I consider a 60 degree angle

as being most serviceable. Do not use undue

pressure as this will round the edge of the

rifling by grooving (he grinding tool, also the

work will not be greatly acceflerated by in-

creasing the pressure.

Never attempt to make such grinding tools

from hard steel as they will not hold the emery
grains and hence no satisfactory rate of cutting

will result. Also those who use emery cloth

lied over some form will get poor results with

rounded edges instead of a true bevel. In

case of a badly battered muzzle, file same

roughly flat and then use the bevelling grinder

and the shooting will be as good as ever.

EXPERIENCES WITH 6.5 M.M. OBERNDORF
MAUSER-NEWTON RIFLE

M. de W. HEMMEON

Mr. Charles Askin's article on his exper-

iences with the .256 Newton impel me to

inflict on your readers some of my own exper-

iences with this arm.

First, however, let me warn the prospective

readers that this article will be discoursive

and that I shall take up all sorts of detail

connected with the actual performances.

such matters as the rifle itself, bullets, pow-

ders, sights, and the hundred and one things

that obtrude into such a theme.

Those who wish to side-step matters of

this sort will find the groups and accur«f.y

results at the end of the article.

Let me deal at the start with the rifle itself.

My .256 Newton (6.5MM Obcrndorf-Mau^ef-
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Newton) was not made, where so many of us

have gone for help and teaching, at Buffalo.

It was built at Oberndorf, Germany, and is

really a 6.5MM Mauser, made and chambered

there according to Mr. Newton's specifica-

tions; imported along with others by the

Newton Arms Co,, in the last days of July

1914, and sold then for $55.00. If the other

rifles in the shipment are as accurate as this

one, which they probably are, favored are

those who have them.

Now a Mauser is a Mauser, and except

for superiority or inferiority of materials and

workmanship, what matters it where it is

made? The Springfield is a Mauser and the

Enfield Model 1914 is a Mauser. The latter

in some ways harking back to the 1893 model

bolt. In each action there are a few trifling

changes but no improvements. Rather the

other way.

Until about a year ago our beloved Uncle

Samuel paid royalties on all the Springfield

actions he made. He paid them to the holders

of the Mauser patents. Mr. Newton has

surely improved his Mauser.

To judge by the one which I have, and

those that I have seen and shot many times,

his rifle is a thing of beauty and is without

flaw in its functioning. The only fault in

the action, to my eyes, is that extraction

begins the moment the bolt is started. With

other Mausers the lugs are freed and the

bolt handle is horizontal before extraction

begins, during which movement friction be-

tween the base of the shell and the face of

the bolt is negligible.

If the shell sticks one can then easily put

one's strength on the bolt handle, for it is in

exactly the right position to be thumped.

To return from this digression to my own

rifle:—its general description and appearance

must be known to most of your readers for

they have appeared in most of the U.S. sport-

ing magazines and in the early catalogs issued

by the Newton Arms Co. The .256 Newton

made in Buffalo is about the same in general

appearance. Weight, without sling and Ly-

man rear sight, is IVi lbs. The barrel is

'23.5" of Krupp hard steel and it is hard, and

-also tough.

The style of rifling is quite different from

our American sort and is about half way be-

tween the common square shouldered type

and the Newton sdfemental rifling. It appears

as if the four grooves had first been cut equal

in'width to the lands and then that each land

had been bevelledjuntil it made an angle of

150 degrees with a tangent to the groove

circumference at the bottom, and to the bore

circumference at the top. That is, land angle

and groove angle are each 150 degrees.

The grooves are 0.005 inch deep and the

twist is one turn in 7.86 inches. A very sharp

pitch, but I had not had a cut bullet jacket,

no matter how hea\-\' the powder charge, in

more than' 2000 rounds.

As received, the foresight was a dull silver

bead slotted into a matted fin. The rear

sight is three leaf with U notches, or rather

a two leaf, for the short range sight was a

fixed bar. This bar I filed down flush. I

further fitted a Springfield blade foresight

and a Lyman receiver sight as made for the

Mauser. It took some time to get the last

to suit me. When I was through it had lost

about half its weight. In addition the small

aperture in the gate had been reduced by

brazing a disk on the gate and re-drilling.

I did this after a year's use, and found my
groups much improved thereby. The fore-

sight I keep, and shoot hooded. These are

the sights I used in making the groups here-

in-after to be described. I had tried other

sorts of foresights, among them a V.M. ap-

erture, which for target work was the worst

of the lot. It took in too much scenerj'.

(Ed. Note—You should have tried a regular

aperture front sight—such as is made by

Thomas Martin, Dorchester. Mass.)-

The first shells were the .30 U.S. model

1906—necked down. Would I had gotten

more at that time, for they lacked faults.

I still have some which I have fired more than

30 times. Though tight in the chamber they

seem as strong as ever. More than a year

ago, however, I needed more new shells.

The Newton Arms Co., could no longer get

the Government shells and sent me those

made by the U.M.C. Co. Never before had

I known that brass could be rolled so thin.

Splitting one, I found that instead of being

oval in cross section at the base, as in the .60

U.S. government shells, the lines of the inside

followed those of the outside. All who have

seen the Newton Arms Go's, full page adver-

tisements will know the appearance of the

.256 Newton cartridge. The shell in fact is

exactly the shape of the shell of the picture,

slightly shorter than the .30-1906, and with

far more batter or taper. That is, before

firing. After firing it is the same shape as the

.30-1906, neck excepted, and one thirty-

second inch longer than before,
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When filled to the neck, but not to the

base of the bullet, the Government made
shell holds 55 grains No. 15 Dupont powder.

The U.M.C. shell holds 57 grains. Both

sorts expanded by firing.

I must say that I distrusted these shells

from the first. Loading a few I found that

I could make the cartridges rattle in the

chamber—so loose were they. Of course

accuracy was nil. Then I tried the plan of

seating the bullet far out, so that the cart-

ridge would be held firmly between

bolt and lands. So loaded the cartridges

would not work through the magazine,

but accuracy was fine. Also even,' shell blew

out its primer. Load was 46 grains of No.

15. Dropping the charge back by degrees to

42 grains, the primers kept their seats.

When through with this, about two thirds

of the shells were fit to use; the rest had

expanded pockets. Then I started out again.

I have used all sorts of Ideal tools for more

than 20 years with never a cause for com-

plaint. My No. 10 tool fell down on the job

for the muzzle resizing die had been made for

the honest Government shell, and was too

large for those now being praised. The Ideal

people made me an extra die, .25 calibre at

the neck, and even this is none too small.

No fault of the die, fault of the thin brass

and poor temper. And yet I have always

used No. 9 U.M.C. primers and have never

had one defective. (Ed. Note—The 1917

issue of Government shells were far from

being what the earlier ijsues were—both

poorer brass and worthless primers.)

The first powder used was No. 10—always

in 46 grain Ichads. It seemed to be too slow,

for shooting near twilight showed a large

muzzle flash and this can only come from

burning powder, burning outside the barrel.

As soon as No. 15 powder came out I turned

lo that, and found it much better than No.

10. As but one weight of bullet was used,

loads were almost always the same, 46 grains.

With smaller charges of both No. 10 and No.

15, accuracy-seemed to be less.

I have, however, tried No. 15 up to 50

grains, with the 125 grain bullet, of .264

calibre Newton make. In these experiments

I had no fear for the rifle. Krupp steel, with

a tensile strength, even when hardened, ol

over 200,000 lbs. per sq. inch, is not likely to

be jarred by such a load. I':spccially when,

as is always the case with Mausers made in

continental Kuropc, though never the rase

W4th Mausers made in America; both lugs

have been set into full bearing by a proof

charge.

What I feared for was the shells, even

though they were made by our Uncle Samuel.

They were not damaged in any way. In

addition, accuracy was if anything, slightly

bettered.

I did not try it again for the metal fouling

was too great and I see no advantage in such

excessive velocities anyway.

Working from 2950 FS with a 24 inch

barrel. 46 grain load, and the EK formula,

I calculated the velocity to be over 3150 FS.

It may have been worse and it may have been

better, for nothing can keep a line on smoke-

less powder excepting the chronograph. For

one thing, I have some Frankford Arsenal

figures that tell me that 46 grains of powder

(No. 15) will not give 2950 I<"S, more like

2900 FS.

My next and last powder was No. 16. It

is quicker than No. 15, but otherwise there

seems little to choose between them. Begin-

ning with a 40 grain charge I worked up to

43 grains. With this powder and the 129

grain bullet I stopped here as I now use

U.M.C. shells mostly and deemed it sufficient

for them. •

My first bullets were the .264 calibre copper

jacketed, but not heat insulated, 125 grain

sort. Then came the 125 grain, .266 calibre

core wrapped kind. Then the 129 grain .264

calibre of the same sort.

All of these are good, but I cannot get what

I want—a full jacketed bullet. Soft points

are for game and for 1 shot at game I fire 100

at the target. Neither have I been able to

get any of these 140 grain bullets.

I hear that the Norwegians have a 6.5MM.
metal cased 139 grain spitzer, but that bullet

is unobtainable while the war lasts. After-

ward ?

Do these bullets expand enough to seal the

bore? Judging from recovered fragments,

for I have not yet found a way to get a bullet

back undamaged, they do.

I thought that my "MM .175 grain bullets,

at 2300 FS. and 4300 Ft. lbs, chamber pres-

sure, sealed the bore, but found that they did

not.

The W.R.A. Co. makes this bullet with a

copper jacket, and then nickels (tins?) it.

Do not ask ME why? Nor yet the W.R.A.

Co. It is THE CUSTOM.
This piece of stupidity served one useful

purpose, for bullets recovered after having

been shot through snow, showed this nickel
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all scraped off the copper, except a thin strip

opposite the shoulders of each land. There-

fore, there was no contact at these points and

the bore was not wholly sealed.

The 10,000 lbs. greater pressure of the

Newton cartridge may cause greater expan-

sion. This makes little difference, but the

great flexibility of the Newton bullet jacket

is, or so it seems to me, enough to insure the

sealing, and any .jacke\will seal the bore in

segmental rifling. \Miile on this subject, let

me suggest that the combination of a too

stiff bullet jacket, with too much under

ealibration is the cause of the inaccuracy

which Mr. E. C. Grossman and others find

in the .280 Ross, when using the 145 grain

bullet. Another cause lies in the extremely

short bearing surface of the bullet.

My shooting has been done mostly in fall

and spring, for I am commonly in the city in

summer, and, flying high velocity bullets

are out of place in a community of over a

million souls, so called. I find my average

«ff all groups always better than my average

spring groups. (Ed. Note—I am exactly

•pposite— I shoot best in the Spring, but

then, I shoot the whole year through.)

A rifleman should shoot -very day in the

year. (Now you said something. Ed.) Even

two rainy days will cause a jump in the group

curve. All the groups mentioned below were

shot on my private range which belongs to

no one. It is across a shallow cove having a

low sandspit on one side, and a rocky point

en the other.

The former provides an excellent mound

and the latter a stop butt. The distance

between, carefully measured at low tide, is

260 yards. I should prefer 200 or 300 yards,

but nature forbids. A high bank gives pro-

tection from prevalent winds.

The chief fault of this range is mirage

due to refraction over the beach, and partly

to reflection from the water. Often to the

naked eye. the bull appears to be quite steady,

a little nazy around the edge, but nothing

more. A look through the glass shows that

'I is in rapid motion, "over a space of nearly

double its own diameter in width.

How many have found themselves on a

hot dav, shooting badly, knowing their hold-

ing to be good, equipment in the usual order?

Let them get good glasses, then they will

see why.

In all shooting of this kind I have for years

used the Swedish position. I call it this

because the Swedish team used it at the

Olympic games in 1910. It is much like

that followed by the U.S. Marine Corps.

Flat as one can get, loop of sling tight around

left elbow and held by keeper, but the toe

of the butt nests on the ground.

This position gives steadiness but als»

eye strain, and is poor for continued and
fairly rapid fire. According to a writer in

the Arms & The Man, the Canadian Army
uses it, the soldier being instructed to make
a hole for the butt and so let the ground take

the recoil.

My own experience in this matter is that

the ground gives way at the third shot and

one's nose takes the recoil, either that or

one's right cheek; in my case BOTH.
Until Mr. Askins article suggested it, I

had never kept a consistent record of my
groups. So, last September and October, I

noted each day the size and character of 43

groups made in the same number of consec-

utive shooting days. Five of these I have

rejected. Two, because shot on days of much
mirage and therefore scattering. One be-

cause a piece of brass from a frayed shell

stuck in the shoulder and spoiled the group.

Two, because they were so small that they

were freaks, one being 3 and five-eighth

inches, and the other two and seven-eighths

inches.

Data—as follows—A target (8 inch bull)

load for all groups 43 grains of Dupont No.

10 powder; all charges carefully weighed.

Bullets, 129 grains, shells, .30 U.S. necked

down, Mobilelubricant used always and rifle

cleaned ^th Ammonia solution as soon as

cold.

I have seen it stated that Mobilelublicant

increases the chamber pressure. It pro-

bably does so if one lubricates all of the pro-

jecting part of the bullet. Then about half

of the grease will be forced back onto the

neck of the shell in loading. Lubricate a

bullet in the usual way, load, extract without

firing. Then lubricate on the front half of

the bullet. Repeat the loading and extrac-

ting—and THEN note the difference.

To return to the groups—The average size

of the remaining 38 groups w^as 5}4 inches,

centre to centre of bullet holes. Groups ran

from 41^8" to 6^-" 1 might have sent photos

but they would prove nothing about the

sizes. They would, however, show that may-

be 9 in 10 of my groups are better in align-

ment than in elevation. That is, high an«l

narrow. To wit—my last group—shot tn

Oct. 30th. and still on the target, bullet h*lM
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unstuck; measures 5 inches up and down and
"lii" acrqss; from nine o'clock to three o'clock.

I stopped writing to measure it this moment.
Perhaps I should add that three of the bullet

holes are in the white. (Out of the bull).

And now to compare these groups with the

groups made by Mr Askins.

His average was 5 inches at 200 yards.

Mine was bl4 inches at 260 yards, or equiva-

lent to 4 .i-13"at 200 yards. My ammunition
was no better than his. ^^y shooting position

was as good. lie is a better shot than I.

My only advantage was in having a set trig-

ger.

I therefore concluded that I have the more
accurate rifle.

SNIPING IN FRANCE
W. G. M.

Being a reader, I noticed your request in the

March number for an article from a returned

soldier who has been a professional sniper on

the Western battle line. As I have spent

twelve months on active service and was a

member of my battalion snipers section, I

may be able to meet your request.

THE RIFLE—
First, the rifle used by the Canadian Snipers

is almost exclusively the long Ross service

rifle. No other rifle can compete with it for

this work. Its speedy action, its wonderful

simplicity and great accuracy, have made it

the premier weapon for the sniper's work.

It has established an overwhelming superior-

ity over every other rifle on the Western
front.

It not only holds all the record scores in

the sniping schools, but at medium ranges

has vanquished even the telescopically sighted

rifles. ,

The sights used are the regular service

sights, square front block covered with a

hood and a W'indgauge peep sight of about
3-32 inch diameter, supplemented when pos-

sible by a telescopic sight.

The service Hock sight in combination with

the rear peep sight is beyond doubt the simp-

lest combination for all general requirements.

The peep sight is attached well back over

the breech of the rifle and close to the eye,

which automatically finds the centre of the

peep in taking aim. It is only necessary to

cover the target with the front block to do
excellent shooting. I have seen a group of

six shots made by a Service rifle and service

sights, at the sniping school, that measured
but 1 J^ inches in diameter, at 100 yards."

Care must be taken not to shoot too rapidly

if extreme accuracy is desired. The first

shot is always the highest owing to a cool

barrel, and each succeeding shot tends to

heat the barrel and the result is a gradual

falling down of each shot if rapid fire is per-

sisted in.

One of the greatest helps to marksmanship
is constant daily snapping practice with the

empty rifle. Aiming and pulling the trigger

and endeavoring each tim.e to spot the exact

position of the resulting imaginary shot when
the firing pin drives home. I n other words
learn to spot your shots.

TELESCOPIC SIGHTS—
The Winchester telescopic sight has proven

very popular and highly efficient on account

of its clearness and its powerful lenses. The
telescopic sight is not conceded to produce

greater accuracy at any plainly visible target,

but at the longer ranges its magnifying power

tends to reveal many targets that could not

be seen by the naked eye. At the medium
ranges, up to 300 yards, the aperture sight

has no equal. Statistics play li_ttle part in a

sniper's work except in rifle batteries which

will be explained later.

There are sixteen men chosen for snipers,

one from each platoon, generally the best all

around shot. They are put through a course

of instruction in the Sniping school. The rifle

sights are carefully adjusted to the utmost

accuracy, and to suit each man's individual

eye. Each candidate must then be able to

make 3 inch groups of 6 shots at 100 yards or

be rejected as inefficient.

Ranges are then gradually increased up

to 600 yards, and proportionate percentages

must be made at all ranges. For buUseye

shooting, the prone position is used and the

rifle rests of sandbags are provided. The
next step is at moving targets, representing

the head and shoulder) of a man. There

are also many kinds oS disappearing targets,

which only lemain in view for 3 or 4 seconds

at a time, thus giving good practice in snap

shooting. Great care must be taken to assist

the student to become efficient on moving
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targets; as quick shots at moving men, who
only remain in view a very short time, re-

present the greatest number of the Sharp-

shooters opportunities.

Instruction is given in judging distance and
injestimating ranges. We are taught, not

to shoot at a spot where targets appear, but

to find the exact range by firing a few shots

at some other point which is approximately

the same distance away. Absolute know-
ledge may thus be acquired for shooting up
or down hill, and a range card is kept in the

sniper's possession.

Not the least of the sniper's duties is that

of observation, for which telescopes are pro-

vided. Sometimes field glasses are also used.

Very often a battery or a machine gun em-
placement is discovered by the sniper in this

manner, and such information is very val-

uable, as the enemy guns can be put out of

action when most needed, and when they are

mostly depended upon. Trench mortars,

ammunition and supply dumps, railways

and roads, new works, mining operations,

saps and improvements are often discovered

by the sniper; and it is considered a very

important part of his work.

The art of concealment is another mos*
important matter, and here is where the

back-woodsmen make good. Harmony of

surroundings is taken advantage of at all

times. Quick movements must be avoided

as they attract attention. A good back-

ground is a far better protection to the sniper

than a screen in front. Shining buttons and

badges must be removed or discarded. Ser-

vice hats and caps are discarded and a head-

gear of sandbags, grass, hay, straw, bushes or

twigs, feathers or painted canvas are adopted

to harmonize with the surroundings.

Painted canvas suits have been found to

be ver\' valuable. The rifle barrel is also

covered and disguised, generally wound
around with old puttees or canvas to stop any
glitter.

The sniper does not always work in the

trench, only there when the conditions are

the most favorable. He prefers to get out

in front, or behind, in natural surroundings

where he can disguise himself and see without

being seen. High ground behind his own
lines is often taken advantage of for observing

enemy's lines. Positions which allow the

sniper an enfilading fire are much smight.

Concealed posts and deep holes in the ground

are made at night. Concealed posts in front

of the trenches are sometimes connected by

tunnels. They are protected by bullet proof

shields and disguised so as not to be easily

discovered. They are never used except

when the real thing in the line of targets

appear.

Very often a shell hole is occupied out

near the enemy's lines where at early dawn or

late evening the skyline will disclose the sharp

outline of many a sentry's head above the

parapet. In these cases it is a close range

shot at 50 or 60 yards and must be a sure

hit so that no tales of discovery can be told.

The report of a rifle does not betray a

sniper's position, if not repeated too often, as

the tremendous bullet crack at the target

drowns the report. Smoke is the greatest

enemy and great care is always exercised in

the selection of the ammunition so that the

same grade and quality may be obtained at

all times. As much as 3 inches difference is

elevation at 100 yards will result from using

different grades and lots of ammunition.

RIFLE BATTERIES.
Rifle batteries are a number of rifles fixed

to a solid frame, all in the same alignment,

and adjusted to shoot at long range upon the

same principle as indirect fire by artillery.

They are used to harrass working parties at

night. In these cases a few dozen surprise

shots may do great damage.

SET RIFLES.—
These are single rifles set in a frame having

a horizontal radius of movement and are

aligned to just skim the tops of the enemy's

parapet at night when an accurate aim cannot

be taken in any other way. All emplace-

ments are disguised to escape the closest

scrutiny.

After all is said and done, the greatest

deciding factor is the human material. The
sniper must have a cool head, steady nerves,

and the ability to act quickly when the oc-

casion arises.

Co-operation among snipers is very valu-

able, especially in drawing the fire of the

enemy from a point, while other members
of our own squad locate his position and from

another point of vantage, stop his activities

by a well placed shot from ilnsuspected quar-

ters.

In conclusion, I might say that this is a

rery hard matter to write upon as no set

rules can be observed. Every plan of action

must be based upon the locality where it is t»

be performed. There is one rule, however,

that never varies, it is

—

keep your head down
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"Lazy Days with an Evinrude

WHEN midsiimmer heat says "No" to all

exertion, an Evinrude is worth its weight
in gold, almost. Don't go through this

summer's "lazy days" without an

EVINRUDE
DETACHABU ROWBOAT 6 CANOE MOTOR

When you go fishing with an Evinrude you can
really cover all the likely spots—and you have
to do that to land many in midsummer.

Send for new
Dlustrated
Catalog
and
nearest
dealer's
name.

Special method of balancing-
cives the 1918 Evinrude won-
derfully smooth, vibrationless
running. Evinrude built-in-
flywheel Magneto. Automatic
Keverse.

Evinrude Motor Co.
903 Evinrude Block

llwaukee. Wis.

I^^SI
Bimsra^H
I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—Rev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kauibach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

The SCHULTZE Gunpowder Co., LTD.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

SCHULTZE & LIGHTNING
GUNPOWDERS

The Company desire to inform the Sporting
Public that the constitution of the Company

IS ENTIRELY BRITISH.

The Shareholders are ALL BRITISH
The Directors are ALL BRITISH
The Employees are ALL BRITISH

The Schultze Powders were the first smoke-
less sporting powders made in England,
and have been manufactured since 18C9 at
the Company's Works in Hampshire.
Sportsmen may therefore continue to use
the Schultze Gunpowder Company's pro-
ducts with the knowledge that by so doing
they aresupporting a purely BritishI ndustry

Works: EYEWORTH & REDBRIDGE
Hants, England. '<> \,ti

Head Offlces:ir<0, New Broad Street, London,
England, E. C. 2.

4.

i

Forests in Battle! I

There's an appealing little brochure

awaiting your request. It is called "The

Forests of Canada in Peace and War."

It is yours for the asking. \Mien you read

it, you will realize the wartime and peace-

time strategy of the forest possessions of

this Dominion—The British Empire's only

limber supply.

If you have ever met a forest, you'll want

this little publication. Send in a friend's

name while you're at it.

Canadian Forestry Association

206-7 Booth Building, Ottawa

Sir R. L. Borden, Hon. President.

Lt.-Col. J. S. Dennis, President.
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er you will sureig (id it. Dead men never

win future battles.

The greatest service a soldier can do his

country's cause is to keep fit and well, strong

and in trim; in order that he may be ready

to give a good punch when most needed.

The smallest service is to GET KILLED,
as it represents a lost investment in training,

time, and money spent. Getting wounded

is almost as bad because one becomes a nui-

sance to be cared for.

My left arm is broken and crooked from
German shrapnel on the Somme battlefield,

and were this not the case I would certainly

go back to see the finish.

I can still hold a gun well enough to use in

th e bush and I expect to go back to my trap

line, which is about all I have left.

Sniping is a great sporting game, the great-

est of all that a rifle shot can participate in.

MORE CONCERNING THE ACCURACY OF
REPEATING AND SINGLE SHOT .22's

\
R. H. DAVIDSON

The article by Editor Landis in April "ROD
AND GUN IN CANADA" regarding the

accuracy of single shot and repeating .22

calibre rifles has opened an interesting sub-

ject.''-. This might be taken up as regards

other calibres also and much information

gathered. Mr. Landis deals with the .22 and

asks for articles covering experiments with

these two types. He also mentions testing

at 50 or 100 yards for accuracy. Personally

I would not undertake this at either distance

and expect to get results that either rifle was

capable of delivering, except with a telescopic

sight, as there is too much room for variation

in sighting. And, unless a sheltered range is

used, weather would have to be perfect with

no wind. At 25 yards with good light (sun

light preferred,) sighting for accuracy can be

carried out, leaving very little room for sight

variation.

The problem as I see it when testing for

accuracy of any arm when a machine rest

is not available, and using ordinary metallic

aperature sights is to get even,- shot not only

pulled correctly, but sighted correctly, and

the moment you wander from this you are

not giving your rifle a square deal. Major

Whelen's method as shown in figure 6 in his

article in "OUTDOOR LIFE" October, 1917.

would bean ideal method of sighting, i.e., u.sing

cross hair telescope on a hea\'y black circle

with white center. The idea being to divide

the inner white area into four equal parts by

the cross hairs.

The following tests were made at 25 yards

for reasons as stated above, and needless to

lay were carried out with the greatest of care.

Shooting was done by using sling and sand bag
rest, each shot spotted with a 30 diameter

telescope. The rifles used were a Savage
1914 model repeater, 24 inch barrel equipped

with Lyman tang peep with disc and com-
bination Globe front sight. 29 inches sight-

ing radius. Cartridges worked through the

magazine in 10 shot groups. The single

shot rifle is a Ross .22 with 213^ inch barrel

having a rear peep or aperature sight mounted
on rear of bolt and a small square block fore-

sight, sighting radius 27 inches. This

rifle is used by the Canadian School Cadets

in this country, and by them in competition

against Cadets of the British Empire in Eng-

land. Both rifles chambered for the .22 Long
Rifle. Ammunition used, U.M.C. .22 Long
Rifle, Lesmoke powder.

The Ross .22 could not be classed as a

heavy single shot rifle such as some target

shots use for this class of shooting. In fact

it is a trifle lighter than the repeater due

mostly to having a round barrel while the

repeater is an octagon barrel. Targets 1-2-3-

4-5 shot by the Savage as follows, 98-98-98-

96-94, total 484, average for 10 shots 96.8.

It will be noticed the performance of the

repeater compares favorably with Mr. Landis'

testing with the Marlin, a dilTerence of 6

points. It might be pointed out here that

both tests have apparently brouglit out all

the average repeater is capable of doing, when
using metallic sights. Target No. 5 shows a

rather bad dispersion of the sluit group. The
total number of shots hitting tlie >^ inch ring

or 10 ring, 34 or 68 per cent. The longest

consecutive string of lO's being only 8.
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i000 Island
House

ALEXANDRIA BA Y, NEW YORK

In the Heart of the

Thousand Islands. . .

The MostEnchanting Spot
In the U. S.

Large Cool Rooms. - Highest
Class Cuisine and Service.

O. G. STAPLES - - - Proprietor.

N. Y. Booking Office, at Prince George Hotel,

James Runciman, Manager in Charge.
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Targets numbers
1, 2. 3, 4. 5, made
with a Savage.

Targets numbers
6, 7. 8, 9, 10.;made
with a Ross.
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THE CAMPER
will appreciate a

supply of

BORDEN'S
EVAPORATED MILK

(Unsweetened)

"Sl.CharIes","Peerless"or"Jersey"

It serves all the purposes of milk
fresh from the cow. It never
curdles even in the hottest
weather. Sold in convenient size

packages. Send for our recipe

book, "The Borden Way."

Borden Milk Co , Limited
MONTREAL

B2=

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Reffulatos to Step and Regristers Exact Dis-

tances ; Simple. Accurate^ Durable.

Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-

cause of value in determining
distances; a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful lo SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from var-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promoter
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you wajjt for
health, business or

I pleasure—aaywhere,
( everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
metei tells the whole
story of just how
far vou have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1 .7ii

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
e02 CHAPEL ST. NEW HAVEN. CONN.

C ft A. CUNTMR 00. Toronto, Canada
AjeDtt f<^ the Dominion of Canada

Moose Heads
of exceptional size were secured in the

Province of Quebec

in September and October, 1916, several
of lhe;n with antlers having a spread of

five to six feet.

The Bull Moose which attacked Colonel
Theodore Roosevelt was killed by him
within fifty miles of the City of Quebec.
Mrs. H. G. Campbell, of New York, has
a record of a black bear and a large bull

moose at Lake Kiskisink.
The big bull moose of ex-Mayor Carter
Harrison, of Chicago, was killed in

Northern Quebec.

Caribou and Deer

are abundant in parts of Quebec Pro-
vince, as well as moose and bear.

I

THE BEST TROUT FISHING

in the world is in the Province of Quebec,
and so are the best Guides both for

- fishing and hunting. Read Henry van B

5 Dyke's description of some of them in
f

"Little Rivers."

+ 3

Would you like to own

A Summer Camp
for your family, by a forest-clad stream
or mountain-surrounded lake?

You can build one of your own, by leas-

ing a fishing and hunting territory, from
the Government of the Province, whether
a resident of it or not, or by joining one
of the many fish and game clubs.

Write for all particulars concerning fishing

and hunting rights, fish and game laws,
guides, etc., to

Hon. Honore Mercier,

Minister of Colonization,
Mines and Fisheries

Quebec, Que.

Sg'-?' -.J**
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The Ross showed up as follows. Targets

6-7-8-9-10, score 94-99-95-96-95-total 479,

average for 10 shots 95.8. Total number
10"s 32 or 64 per cent. The Ross run the

Savage a close race, losing out by only 5

points. The result if tried again under the

»ame conditions is just as likely to be reversed

as not.

The writer is fairly convinced after con-

ducting these tests that the average repeater

is able to hold its own with any single shot

rifle except those of very heavy barrel and

stocked for target shooting. Also that the

average repeater when using the Long Rifle

cartridge will more than hold its own with the

average shot who imagines he can hold better

than it will group its shots. Try a string of

50 shots on targets of the above dimensions

at 25 yards, 10 shots to a target from the

prone position with a sHng, and if you cannot

score 475 or an averalje for each ten shots of

95, don't blame the rifle, and don't look for

something more accurate until you can. The
writer has had no experience on a trap line

where a small calibre rifle is used, but any
arm that shows accuracy to the extent target

shooting calls for. is accurate enough for the

game trail, and the little .22 repeater has this

in abundance.

SPECIAL LOADING FOR THE .44-40

W. A. LINKLETTER.

The note which the Editor of the Guns &
Ammunition Depl., attached to the article

of C. R. Maxfield encourages me to believe

that what I am about to write anent capers

^'hich I have cut with a Colt .44-40 revolver,

and a Winchester Model 1892, .44-40 rifle-

will be able to "get by" without being stabbed

to death by the Editor's blue pencil.

First, I wish to say a few things about Mr.

Maxfields excellent article "concerning the

perfect one hand gun." Right here please

allow me to remark "that there ain't no such

animal" for though you should take all the

praiseworthy qualities of all of the one hand
guns which have ever been produced and
combine them all in one gun, yet we would
fail to have a perfect one hand gun.

What Mr. ^raxfield says about the .38-40

and the .44-40 cartridges and the capers that

they cut when used in a revolver are true and
being well aware of their shortcomings I got

by without any difficulty for I knew w-hat

was needed to be done, and ' being able to do
the necessary gunsmithing, I proceeded to

rechamber a ..38-40 revolver by reaming out

the front part of the chamber so that when a

cartridge was fired in the revolver the shell

would expand to just the correct size for a

shell to be loaded with a bullet of .41

calibre.

Having previously learned that such size

of bullet was the correct size for the groove

diameter of that barrel I took steps accord-

ingly. Of course I was compelled to have

special loading tools made, also a special bul-

let mould. Because I refused to exploit the

rifles of the maker of the tools he in his "cus-

sedness" made the bullet mould to cast a

228 grain bullet, instead of the 240 grains called

for in the specifications, and also made it

.40 calibre instead of .41.

Editor's Note.—I believe this statemeni

to be entireij' in error as I believe this error

in the making of the bullet mould was simply

another case of the very poor workmanship
found in some of the older Ideal bullet moulds
and Ideal tools. I know of one case where a

fiiend of mine had to have three .25 calibre

bullet moulds made before he received one

that would cast a round bullet. The others

have the opposite sides or halves of the bullet

skewed ofT centre. It might also cast a lighter

Inillet due to errors in design or to casting

the bullet of a harder and lighter alloy.

I did not perniit this to keep me from doing

things so I made an upsetting die and trans-

formed that condemned bullet mould to a

.41 calibre, and with 14 grains of black pow-

der in the bottom of the shell and 4 grains of

bullseye smokeless powder on top of the

black, and wadded with a card wad: I had a

load which not only looked all right and work-

ed all right but which had double llic power

of the factors' black powder load.

If I had not sold the gun I would have

transformed the mould to cast a 210 grain

bullet. However, I sold the so called .38-40

and bought a .44-40 with the avowed inten-

tion of cutting such fierce capers with it and

its ammunition that the devil would stop and
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Get Away For

a Few Days'

Fishing—
Enjoy It and
Feel Better

Ask for List o) " Simmer H«telt

tnd Boarding H*um." with rates, and for freat 6aK-

ing and canoeing get "Where t© Pt«h and Hunt." Any
C>I,R. Agent, or Gen'l Paw. Dept . 230 St. TaiMi

St.. Montreal; b8 King St., E., Toronto.

CANADIAN NORTHERN

Get into Line

and Play

'ShootheKaiser'

Greatest Card Game
of the Age

"Shoo the Kaiser" is a game
full of thrills from start to

finish. It is easily learned and
will produce more genuine
pleasure than any other game.

Full Pircctions With Every Pack

Order yonrs to-day—only a
limited number on hand. Mail-
ed postpaid on receipt of 25c,
stamps or coin.

Rod and Gun in Canada
Woodstock, Ont.

OUR EXPERT CASTING LINE
Hard Braided of the Hishest Grade of Silk. The
Strdbacst Line of its size in the World. Used by
Mr. Decker in contest with Mr. Jamison, Nuf Bed.
Every Line Warranted. 50 Yard Spools. $1.25.

Trout Flies

For Trial—Send Us
9yli> for an assorted doz. rinalShr A^4C Regular pri-e . 36c. VfUaUiy A
Alk. for an assorted doz. niiahtv R^W: Regular price 72c. VUaHiy O
£n. for an assorted doz. nuaKfr CWC Regular price 95c. VUaUIJ I*

fiC« (or an assorted doz. Da«« Fli*«
*«>C Regular price 95c. **** ^UCS

3.00 k"eVTar"pric'e'='j5.'io Ellglish

/& -^
___^ ^

m-— —
t

.im i-tt-. Steel Fishing Rods

FLY RODS, 8 or 9H feet $1.00
BAIT RODS, 5, 6H or 8 feet 1.25
CASTING FtODS, 4H. 5H or 6 feet 1.50
BAIT RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip 2.25
CASTING RODS, with Agate Guide and Tip 2.75
CASTING RODS, full Agate Mountings .^.50

ORIGINAL and GENUINE

OLDTOWN CANOES
Introduced and made famous by us.

J6 to 19 ft.

The H. H. KIFFE CO. ""•Tllt:'^;.^.
Illustrated Catalogue Free on Application

+^

Engines at a Bargain

One 22 h.p., 3 cylinder, 4 cycle

Engine.
manufactured by the Hamilton Motor
Works. High tension magneto and
driving gear, timer, oil and grease cups.
Approximate weight 800 lbs.

One 18 h.p., 2 cylinder, 2 cycle

Engine.
manufactured by the Hamilton Motor
Works, with similar equipment to above.
Weight 400 lbs.

Both the above engines are absolutely
new and we are offering them at a bargain.
Write for particulars.

Box H. M., ROD AND GL.M IN CANADA,
Woodstock, Ontario.

•{•e^=
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take note. All of which I did without even

stopping to spit on my hands.

Ed. Note.— I hope that "W. A." doesn't

spit on his hands and start something while

this war is yet going on for we gunmen have

trouble enough to get what we want.

I rechambered the .44-40 revolver so that

when Winchester ammunition was fired in it

the shells expanded to just the right size to

hold bullets whose cross section was .4375.

whereas, the Winchester bullet is only .424

in size of cross section This size fits no gun

which I have ever inspected and I have

calibered nearly all the models of guns that

have, ever been made to handle the .44-40

cartridge.

My special bullet for this transformed shell

weighs 275 grains and has a flat nose of 0.33

inch cross section.

The powder charge that I use behind it is

7 grains of coarse grained black powder in

the bottom of the shell, and 5 grains of Bulls-

eye smokeless powder on top, and wadded
with a snugly fitting card wad which is seated

with the assistance of a loading funnel which

enables me to compress all of the air, which

is in the airspace above the powder down
into the powder; and, the space above the

powder being greater than the space which

the powders occupy. Thus the density of

the air which is in the powder being more
than double the normal air pressure.

Lately I had an argument with one of my
correspondents who disputed the correctness

of my claims that the excess airpressure added

greatly to the power of my loading .so I

loaded a half dozeu shells in which the primers

were left out and after loading, of course I

seated the primers. Though the shells were

charged with just the same powder charge

and the same weight of bullet, yet tjiose with

the excess air pressure in the powder produced
slightly more than 25 per cent, greater pene-

tration than those with the normal air pressure

in the powder.

The loads with the normal air pressure

send the bullet through 4 one inch dry hem-
lock boards, while the other loading sent

them through 5 boards and several bumped
the sixth board, which I deem to be "going

some" for revolver loading.

Editor's Note.—The above is very inter-

esting. Naturally the driving out of the air

throuf/h the powder would tend to cause the

kernels to lie with their long axis parallel to

the length of the shell, especially if the wads
were stamped in suddenly. It would also

tend to cause the powder to compress tighter,

to crush the kernels more, and to cause them
to burn at a different rate. Penetration

alone is a ver>' poor guide for judging either

energy of the bullet, or, what is far more
important. Chamber PRESSURE. It

.would be very interesting to have this matter
tested in a pressure gun.

I have a Winchester, model 1892 .44-40

rifle, and I have rechambered it to take the

transformed .44-40 shell, such as I use in the

builtover Colt revolver; and it sure is a fine

outfit with which to hunt deer with in a thick

brushy country. The groove diameter of

both guns is .4355, so that there is never any
gas leak, for the shells fit the chambers so

completely that no gas can get by the bullet

while it is leaving the shell, like it does in our

roughly chambered rifles.

.\n overwhelming majority of all rifles pos-

sess this fault.

I also load the .44-40 shell for the rifle wilk

a 300 grain bullet, and 12 grains of black

powder in the bottom of the shell and 7 grains

of Bullscye powder on top, and wadded the

same as the revolver loading. This loading

gives greater penetration (about 9 per cent.)

than the blackpowder loading in the Win-

chester .45-90 shell.

Although the .44-40 model 1892 Winchester

rifle weighs only 7 lbs., yet the recoil from my
loading in it is much less than the recoil of

the .45-90 rifle, which weighs 8?4 lbs. and the

loading in the .44-40 shell does not make
nearly so much noise as the .45-90 blackpow-

der loading.

To guard against ever getting a cartridge

which was especially loaded for the ride, into

the revolver; I always load the revolver shells

into U.M.C. shells and the powerful load t»

be used exclusively in the rifle, into Winches-

ter shells.

I have used such loading, as previously

described, for 14 years in the revolver, and

for 10 years in the rifle, and both are in finer

condition now than when they were new, for

the graphite which goes into the lubricant

which fills the grooves of the bullets, gets

worked into the pores of the steel of the bar-

rels so that the guns shine like riuicksilver.

The black powder priming and the use of

black powd<'r primers makes cleaning very

easy.

There is no damnable gun destroying resi-

due left in the bore so in cleaning a

that is needed is a swab of cleaning cloth w«t

with cold water and a single application of it.
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HQTEL TULLER
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Offers

Special inducements to Out-of-Town

Guests during the period of the war.
$1.50 up. single, $3.00 up, double,

600 OUTSIDE ROOMS
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two^Floors—Agents' New Unique Cafes

Sample Rooms and Escellent Entertainment

X.

Ma,y we send you
this guide hook?

An illustrated ijuide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo
including Niagara Falls. F.ie.
on request.
Wfien in Buffalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox, Buffalo's ideal
hotel for motorists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts ana Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

Kitropeanplan. Fire-
proof, modern. Un~
excelled cuisine Kvery
rootn an outside room.
$1.50 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running direction
free.

C. A. MINER.
Managing Director,

North St. at
Delaware Ave.

.X

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

Well, who doesn't? When you come to

Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious travelercan require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station

brings >ou to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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WTien that is worked dn,' the gun is ready
for the grease and then it needs no additional

attention until it has been used again.

Contrast this with the attention necessary
if straight smokeless loads and nitro primers
have been used. After doping with metal
fouling dope and nitro solvents galore, why
it's only a matter of time until the bore is

only fit for the scrap pile.

Editor's Comment-The above article of Mr.
Linkletter's is very interesting in very many
ways. He is exactly right in his contention
of the benefits derived from the use of black
powder Primers and black powder priming
behind some smokeless powder charges. I

have used this same principle in a .25 calibre

rifle for 7 years. It gives greater accuracy,
more regular shooting in light loads, and is

certain to clean CLEAN.
Some years ago Mr. Linkletter became

involved in a controversy regarding the above
loads due to the fact, to a large extent at

least, that some people did not read very
carefully and used his rifle load in revolvers.

Then there was trouble.

Get this one thing straight. These loads
are ALL used in RECHAMBERED arms.
The revolver load is —Bullet diameter

—

.4875—flat nose .33 across, weight 275 grains,

temper not given—powder charge is 7 grains

of coarse grained black powder plus 5 grains
of Bullseye, card wad.

Rifle load—300 grain bullet, 12 grains of

black powder in the bottom of the shell and
7 grains of Bullseye on top, card wad. He
al.so uses the revolver loading in the rifle.

He NEVER uses the RIFLE LOADING
IN THE RP:V0LVER.

Undoubtedly this series of loads would get
results on deer in the brush. That flat nose
bullet would tear a grand hole. It would be
useless in open country due to its lack of

range.

There are three things that I would like

to publish about these loads. I would like

to know the chamber pressures developed by
them. I would like to know the bullet alloys

used in these bullets. I would like to know
the velocities of the bullets at the muzzle, at

100 yards, and at 200 yards. I would exceed-
ingly like to be able to reproduce targets

showing grouping of both rifle and revolver
at 50 and 100 yards showing, of course, the
revolver load in the revolver, and BOTH
loads in the rifle.

Readers desiring to experiment with these

loads should remember that Mr. Linkletter

is an amateur gunsmith of considerable ability

who has reloaded shells for years and who
could load and use powerful loads success-

fully, where an amateur who did not under-

stand reloading might gel into all kinds of

trouble by trying the same powerful loading

without practice in the fundamentals of re-

loading. In just the same way an amateur

reloader has no business to try to reload

shells for the Ross or the Springfield with

loads that give a chamber pressure of 55,000

to 60,000 lbs. pressure per square inch. He'
should always begin with light loads and
progress as he becomes proficient. One
studies Arithmetic before Calculus, Geometry
before Surveying, and Strength of Materials

before he designs an aeroplane, an engine, or

a steel bridge.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION QUERIES AND
ANSWERS

Editor, Guns anil Ammunition, Dept.:

Having been a reader of your magazine for

the last three years I would be grateful for a

little advice from you. I intend, during the

coming year, to take up a farm in central

British Columbia along the Grand Trunk
Pacific, somewhere in the vicinity of Vander-
hoof.

Can you advise me regarding the hunting
in this vicinity, and also what would be the

best rifle for same? I have been thinking of

pinning my faith to the .30-30 but hardly

think it will be powerful enough. I do not

want anything in the "crank" class but a

good reliable arm that does not need to be

kept in a glass case.

I understand that there are deer, moo.se and

occasionally an elk. J would be grateful for

any advice you would give me.

A. Bailey,

St. Catharines, Ont.

Answer I do not know anything at all about

the hunting in the immediate vicinity of

which you ask. I referred the matter to
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Ashley Haines an,d he docs not know any-

thing about it either. Will one of our readers

who has been there please reply direct to Mr.

Bailey.

I would advise you to purchase a model

1895 Winchester rifle for the .30 Springfield

shell if you know how to clean such a rifle.

If not get a M'inchcstcr for the .30-40, .303

British, .33 Winchester model 1886, or a .32

Special, or .30-30: a Savage .303 or .30-30;

a Reijiington .32 or .30 Rimless. If you
mean a high power bolt action sporting rifle

by a "crank" gun, you will find that it is far

easier to keep such a gun clean than to care

for a lever action with solid frame, provided

they b"&th use cartridges of the same intensity.

It is much harder to keep the bore of a solid

frame, model 1895 Winchester, for the .30

Springfield shell, in perfect order, than to

keep a sporting Springfield in the same con-

dition.—Editor.

Editor, Guns and Amwiinilion, Depl..

Do you consider that old rifle and revolver

ammunition is accurate and reliable? In re-

loading such ammunition do you advise that

the shells should always be thoroughly clean-

ed? First, when using smokeless powder.
2nd, when using smokeless with black pow-
der priming. 3rd. when using black powder
loads?

Have you had any experiences that would
seem to actually prove your conclusions?

A news stand reader.

Answer—The reply is a little like the reply

to the question—Is the water cold? Some
is and then some is not.

i. Possibly I have had unusual opportunities

to observe the action of old ammunition in

the use of the government loaded Krag am-
munition (.30-40) which as sold to civilian

rifle rhibs is about 10 to 14 years old. This
ammunition will alway give good results at

200 yards. That is. fair results. I have
seen a score of 46 made on the 8 inch bullseye

at 300 yards with it. I have also seen men,
who could average 45 at 500 yards with a

Springfield, who could not average over 35
with this old Krag stuff. The trouble is this—
a splendid shot may make 4 or 5 straight
bulls and then miss the target completely
with an apparently perfect hold. Possibly one
third of these old shells will split at the neck.

Generally speaking, moderate age does not
effect smokeless rifle and revolver ammuni-
tion provided the same ammunition has been
kept in the right kind of a place. In reloading

shells with smokeless powder, 1 do not clean

the shells. In reloading with smokeless and
a black powder priming charge, I clean about
once in three reloadings to ward off corrosion.

In reloading black powder I ALWAYS clean

the shells.

For illustration I will give a few illustra-

tions of things that I have seen that will

fit in on bolh sides of the argument.
Last winter, I had a supply of .25 calibre

rifle ammunition that was about 9 months
old. It had a smokeless charge of Schuetzen
powder on top of a small black powder prim-
ing charge. The shells had not been cleaned.

First trial 100 paces, about 15 mile wind
blowing, temperature about 5 above Zero
and damp. Rifle rested on a bridge that was
vibrating with the wind. Hands cold. Tel-

escope sight. Fired one five shot group.
Group measured

1 J^ inches vertical by 14
inch horizontal. Was 1 inch off centre of

bull.

Second trial. Same ammunition. Temp,
about 15 degrees above Zero, calm, no wind,
distance 225 paces. Aimed at edge of white
envelope. Group pf 7 shots, all I had to fire,

measured just under 5 inches, with 3 of them
inside of 2 inches.

.22 Rim fire, Ammunition in my possession
over 5 years. 50 yards rest shooting with
telescope sight. Only had 20 shells to try.

First group— (shot by G. M. Oves,) of ten.
shots, could have been entirely covered by a
dime {% inch circle). Eight out of the next
ten would have also hit that group and the
other two enlarged the second group to about
214 inches. •

Hopkins &. Allen .30 calibre single action
revolver-ammunition and revolver very old.

Ammunition rim fire and loaded with black
powder. About one third of the bullets
would not stick in a soft pine board. About
one third of them would stick in the board,
and the remaining third would penetrate the
board. Lubricant badly disintegrated.

Springfield .30 calibre rifle. Ammunition
hand loaded and about 6 months old. Shells

not cleaned. First ten shots fired at 300
yards on the 8 inch bull. Score 46. Second
attempt at 500 yards. Sight set correctly.

First shot hit the mud below target pit,

possibly ten feet below centre of bullseye.

Apparently perfect hold. Rifle had loud
report but very light recoil. Next 9 shots,

same sighting, scored 40 out of 45; with one
bad pull that gave a 3 and was called. Rifle-

man was shooting for expert rifleman's rating
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and was considerably "riled." Could not

explain cause of defective shot unless it was a

defective bullet. Never had it happen but

once before in lOOOshots, of same ammunition.

A frequent cause of defective revolver cart-

ridges is oil working into cartridge around

primer or around head. Cartridges left in

oily chambers or cylinder for any length of

time will usually fail ^o explode.—Editor.

Reloading the .25-20 Stevens single shot

Rifle.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

I intend to do some reloading for my .25-20

single shot Stevens rifle. I dislike black pow-

der for several reasons and the barrel of this

rifle is not what is known as a "smokeless

steel" barrel. Would you advise me to use

Ammonia in cleaning this rifle?

Anything that you could advise me that

will help me to get results from this weapon

will be appreciated.

A. G. Morris

Sherbrooke, Que.

Answer,—I would suggest that you use a

load of 2 grs. FFFG or FFG black powder in

the bottom of the shell, and 7 grains by weight

of Schuetzen smokeless powder on top. Use

a 1 to 12, to 1 to 15, tin and lead cast bullet

No. 25720 86 grs. wt., and seat the bullet

two bands out of the shell. Use only black

powder primers. Clean the rifle as soon as

possible after firing with Stronger Ammonia;

or failing to secure that, use several applica-

tions of Hoppe's No. 9. This will make an

extremely accurate load and when cleaned

in this manner 1 have never had the least

possible trouble from pitting with this style

of loading.—Editor.

Small calibre rifle dope.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

I have a model 190,3 Savage 22 clip loading

repeater. I would like to have your opinion

of this repeater. Also the .22 Winchester

automatic. How far will these rifles carry?

Could either or both of these rifles be

chambered for high power ammunition, pro-

vided the action would take it? If so how

much would it cost to have the work done and

who would do it.? What are the best sights

for the Savage?
W. C. Schafer.

Pittsburg Pa.

Answer,—I have used the 1903 Savage
very extensively and the .22 Automatic Win-
chester to a limited extent. The Savage
usually has a hard trigger pull and the clip

magazines will fail to function properly after

hard use. New magazines can be purchased
for 25 cents each so that this matter is not of

much consequence. This rifle is a splendid

weapon in every way and the one I used for

thousands of rounds had the very finest

finished barrel (inside) that I have ever seen

on a .22 repeater, the best sights for all

around use in my opinion would be a small

size gold bead front sight and a Lyman tang

rear.

The Winchester is a very nice little rifle

but has the disadvantage of shocri,ing a cart-

ridge that is considerably more expensive

than the .22 long rifle cartridge without hav-

ing any particular advantages over the cheap-

er cartridge.

Either of these rifles will shoot at least a

half mile or more if aimed high enough. I

nearly shot a fisherman at a range of 700

yards some years ago and the line of profanity

that he let out in retaliation was very con-

vincing evidence of the carrying power of a

.22. He was very effectively Iiidden from

sight by trees along a river shore but this

camouflage in no manner affected the carrj-ing

power of his langiuage.

Neither of these rifles could be used with

any high power cartridge. The barrel steel

would not stand more than a very few rounds,

the actions could not be arranged to handle

the long shells, and the actions are not

designed to staAd up with anything but very

light breech pressures.—Editor.

Information concerning .32-20 and other

revolvers and some automatic pistols.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

Will you tell me what game a 32-20

Army special revolver would kill? Would

it be small for black bear and cougar? How
would this gun and the Colt automatic .15

compare in accuracy?

Can you tell me if accurate shooting can

be done with a Luger automatic? What is

your general opinion of the .32-20 Army
Special?

A Reader.

Vancouver. B.C.

Answer,—Ihe .32-20 Colt Army special

will kill any game in America if you hit it

just exactly right. This gun is more accurate

i
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than the .45 automatic and is very much
more accurate in the hands of the average

shooter. Few men that I know of can shoot

the .45 very accurately. The Luger is a

good gun and generally liked but I would
much prefer the Colt or Smith A Wesson
revolvers.

I do not consider that any revolver is adapt-

ed to the shooting of large game when used

in the hands of the average shot. If you can-

not stop game with an accurate hard hitting

high power rifle you most certainly cannot

do so with a revolver. Under ordinary cir-

cumstances I consider that the large calibre

revolver is the most absolutely useless weapon
that a man can lug along on a hunting trip.

Kditor.

The .250-3000 Savage and the .280 Ross
compared.

Editor, Guns and Ammiini/ion, Depl.:

Would you kindly tell me which is the best

all around big game Rifle for deer, moose,

bear, etc., the .250-3000 or the .280 Ross?

R. J. McCombe.
Dorval, Quebec.

A nswer.—This is a matter of personal taste.

They are both excellent. I would prefer the

Savage for shooting deer and small bear in

the brush, or even up to 300 yards in the

open. For Moose and big bears, especially

at the longer ranges, I would prefer the Ross.

The Ross is considered by some to be un-

necessarily powerful for deer and the Savage
is not all that it might be for moose, especially

if they must be shot from the rear.—Editor

Purchasing a rifle for Tiger and large Bear.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

I wish to purchase a rifle for tiger and large

bear. What model and calibre would you
advise me? I do not like Newton, Ross and
other bolt action rilles.

Can you recommend a .401 Winchester
automatic or a .30 calibre carbine model 1S95

Winchester? Which do you think the better,

the .401 or the .30? I4as the .30-30 Winches-
ter model 1894 energy enough for tiger and
brown bear?

Which would you prefer for tiger and bear
shooting where you would have to stop charg-

ing game, the .401 or the .35 Remington
automatic?

What rifled and calibres are principally

used by Canadian hunters for moose and

grizzly? What model and calibre of side arm
do you advise for tiger and large bear hunting?

Matabei Masuei,

154 Shin Maclii Dori 2, Osaka, Japan.

Answer,— I take it that you will hunt your
game in a rather brushy country and may have
to stop a charge occasionally.

In this case you will need a gun that will

hit a powerful blow at rather short range,

will tear a deadly wound and tear through

thick muscles, a tough hide and possibl^' con-

siderable fat, ,every shot. You cannot take

chances on a weapon that will tear a six inch

hole at one shot and shoot around a corner at

the next.

I would advise the 1895 Model Winchester

shooting the .405 Winchester, the .35 Win-
chester model 1895 cartridge, or the .30-45-

220 cartridges. Charles Cottar has stopped

considerably more than his share of lions and
he usually uses a .405 Winchester, when in a

tight corner. Two friends of mine have used

a pair of the .35 Winchesters all over America,

from Mexico to Nova Scotia, and up to Alas-

ka; and have killed some 40 head of all kinds

of large game with these rifles. They have
lost but one animal they hit. - This bag in-

cluded 8 Kadiak bear. Such a record is not
open to argument.

I would not purchase any automatic rifle

for such shooting. I do not believe that any
of the present sporting automatics are suf-

ficiently powerful for this work if a man must
hunt alone ad must stake everything on
a single bullet. Some few years ago W. A.

Hillis and D. W. King killed 4 Kadiak bears

inside of a few seconds with a pair of .35

Remington automatics but you might not be
so fortunate, either in shooting ability, luck,

or open space to do the shooting.

There are other things to consider. They
are whether you can do the most accurate

rapid fire snap shooting with an automatic
or with the slower working model 1895.

Some men will lose their heads with an auto-

matic and shoot too fast to hit anything,

others get balled up working a lever action

and jam theit rifle when they could shoot an
automatic very succcssfuly.

Then there is the matter of ammunition
supply in your locality, a matter of which I

know nothing whatever. It would be useless

to advise you to get a rifle for which you
could not obtain ammunition.

I would not advise you to place a particle

of confidence in any sidearm for stopping tlie
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charge of a tiger or big bear. If possible

under such circumstances I would have a

companion always beside me with a spare

.405 Winchester or a double hammerless ejer-

torC(!rditc big bore rifle. An ordinary Winchester

12 gauge pump gun, using cartridges loaded

with solid ball, would be no slouch of a weapon

for just this kind of work at short range.

Howevet, I would much prefer a rifle.

Canadian sportsmen use most all kinds o'

American rifles and a few foreign ones. The
most popular being the .30-30 .303 Savage,

.303 British, .30-40 Army, Winchester, .45-70,.

It should be remembered that the most pop-

ular and the most widely used weapons are

not by any means always the best obtainable

for the purpose. The big expense is not the

cost of the weapon but the cost of continually

shooting it. The important thing is the

sights. Get an Ivory JACK front sight, a

flat top folding rear sight with a U in it, and

a receiver or tang peep sight with large open-

ing. Be sure to gel a jack or semi-jack front

sight of Ivory or Gold color as a man is lost

with a black front sight in the woods.

The prime necessities that one must have

in a rifle for this work are big sights that a

man can see in the woods in poor light, a

perfectly fitting stock for snap shooting,

especially in poor light, and a perfect trigger

pull.—Editor.

and will be both more accurate and kill better

than the load you speak of.—Editor.

Reloading a .44 shotgun and a .30-30 rifle.

Editor, Guns and Ammuniiion, Dept.:

I own an Iver Johnson .44 gauge shotgun.

Would you kindly inform me what make of

shells fit it best. Where can I get a reloading

outfit for it?

Can I load No. 1. buckshot in a ..30-,30

rifle to shoot gophers and muskrats? Said

.30-30 is beginning to show wear in the rifling.

Thanking you, I am,

Ray Maynard,
Sedalia, Alta.

Answer,—Write to The Remington Arms,

U.M.C. Co. Broadway, New York City, N.

Y., for information on getting cartridges for

your little shotgun. I do not know where

you could buy them in your locality.

I do not know the size of No. 1. buckshot

so do not know if you could use them in a

.30-30 but as the bore is wearing out you better

depend on getting a .22 rifle and use the hollow

point bullet cartridges. It would cost you no

more than a full reloading set, be much less

work, cost as little or less for ammunition.

The .30-40 Winchester as a Coyote gun.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

Father being a subscriber to Rod & Gun,
I have been a reader for several years, and
find nothing wanting in it.

I have a .30-40 Model 1895 Winchester

rifle and I do not like this rifle very much.

It is too high powered for a high power rifle

and too low powered for a low power rifle.

I would like to know how I could increase the

velocity to about 2800 ft. per sec. Would it

do to reload the .30-30 bullet in the .30-40?

What powder charge should I use and could

I use the powder charge now in the shell?

Would the .30-.30 bullet fit in my rifle and

would it harm the rifle in any way?

The reason I would like to have the velocity

increased is for shooting coyotes up to 300

yards. Up to 300 yards a man needs a high

power rifl.e—don't you think so? If one

would get the right kind of a fellow on a

.30-40 he might be able to set his sights and

hit a coyote up to 300 yards but I cannot, for

I do not know much about setting rifle sights

and so maybe you could give me a better

load that you know would be good.

Could you give me the address of some
company that handles bullets, powder and

primers? Same on reloading outfits?

Alberta.

August Dagcforde,

Answer,—Judging from your letter I be-

lieve that you had better sell your .30-40

and buy a .250-3000 Savage or a .256 Newton
rifle for those coyotes. Get a Lyman front

sight No. 5 having a pin head in a hood and a

small ivory bead to be both on the rifle at once.

Use the peep sight adapted to the rifle on the

receiver or bolt. I think from your letter

that what you need is not so much- a new
rifle or a new load, as a good course of target

shooting at known ranges.

Suppose that you try this stunt with what-

ever rifle and load you use.

Get two of the largest sheets of white paper

you can secure. Get two saplings and a

supply of tacks, preferably thumb tacks, and

half a dozen sheets of ordinary lila(k type-

writer carbon sheets. Then make a little

can of flour paste or get a can of mucilage.

Besides these you will need one companion,

a tape line and your gun and ammunition.
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Go out somewhere, where you can shoot

in safety for 300 yards. Then fix up your

two saplings sohclly into the ground just far

enough apart so that the large sheets of paper

will stretch between them. Tack one sheet

of paper ABOVE the other. Then paste a

sheet of black carbon paper in the middle of

this target frame. Have the longest side of

the carbon paper from side to side. This will

do up to 1.50 yards. From 150 to 300 yards

shooting, paste another sheet of carbon paper

directly above or below the other sheet so

that you have a rectangular bullseye .just the

size of two sheets of carbon paper.

This bullseye looks awful big when you

are close to it but you will find it is pretty

hard to hit back of 200 yards. Now then

take the tape and measure off each 50 yards

from 50 to 300 yards.

t Stick sticks at each 50 yards so you will

remember them.

You will now need a good sized box or

barrel, the barrel to be on its side and propped

with stones, and a horse blanket or other pad
to rest your left hand on.

Sit down and begin shooting at 50 yards.

Aim always at the BOTTOM of the bullseye

and make your shots hit the bottom of the

bull. Change your sights until they do hit

that point. NMien you are satisfied with

your 50 yard group move back to 100, BUT
NOT BEFORE.

After you have shot back to 300 yards you
will be poorer about $3.00 to $5.00 but you

will now know just exactly why you missed

those coyotes. Then in the future you can
know where to aim to hit them.

A very good load for your Winchester

would be to use the 172 or 180 spitzer bullet,

for the .30 Springfield cartridge, in the .30-40

shell, and use a charge of No. 16 or 21 powder.
You could also use, 18. You can buy these

cartridges already loaded from the Reming-
ton U.M.C. Co. Broadway, New York City.

N.Y., who will tell you your nearest dealer

that handles them.

I would not advise you to try to hand load

cartridges for this Winchester to give 2800
Ft. per sec. velocity until you have done
considerable reloading of cartridges of lower

velocity.

Last evening I shot 10 shots from a .30

Springfield rifle, shooting without sighting

shots, and nine of the ten shots would have
killed a coyote. The range was 500 yards.

The Remington Arms U.M.C. Co. Broad-
way, New York City. N. Y., or the Winches-
ter Repeating Arms Co,. NewHaven Conn.,

can tell you your nearest dealer to get their

make of 172 or 180 grain spitzer bullets,

primers and empty shells from. The E. I.

Du Pont De Nemours Powder Co.. Rifle

Smokeless Division, Wilmington, Del., can
tell you the nearest dealer that handles the

Dupont powders that you will need. Write
to all of them.

If I were you I would get a .250-3000

Savage rifle for those coyotes.—Editor.

TRADE NOTE
The camper should remember before

setting out that there are no corner groceries

in the woods, and he should provide himself

with the requisite nourishing food which a

life in the open demands. With the famous
"57 varieties" from which to select one's

supply of camp food this is a matter that can

be very quickly and conveniently attended

to. Heinz Baked Beans are ijoth nourishing

and satisfying and are good either hot or

cold. Heinz Cream Soups are in a class by
themselves and are appetizing and easily

got ready for serving. Their peanut butter

is tasty and nourishing and spread on bread
or biscuits is an excellent food. Its keeping
qualities are unsurpassed and it will remain
sweet and fresh during the outing. Relishes,

such as pickles, sweet and sour, catchup,

Worcestershire sauce, etc., give pep to the
dish of beans or other more solid foods which
the camper's appetite requires. You'll find

Heinz apple butter especiall> inviting as

a spread for bread or as a side dish for the

meat or fish course.
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WILD RICE PROPAGATION FOR DUCK FOOD
FOREST CONOVER

The importance of wild rice as a food for

wild fowl and the interest in its artificial pro-

pagation are indicated by the large number of

enquiries that are made regarding it. These
enquiries have come from many different lo-

calities widely separated, thus showing that

the interest in this plant is not confined to any
particular section.

The most general demand has been to know
where viable seed can be obtained, and where
and how it should be sowed to ensure sat-

isfactory results. Interest has also been mani-
fested in the possibilities of preparing from
this seed a commercial food as a cereal.

While by far the greatest demand for in-

formation regarding this plant has come from
men or organizations wishing to secure viable

seed for planting near shooting grounds and
marsh areas to attract and maintain the wild

ducks, the possibility of preparing from the

seed a large and regular supply of nutritious

and highly flavored cereal food has also re-

ceived considerable attention.

The importance of maintaining good feed-

ing grounds for the wild fowl in which the

propagation of wild rice is a very important
factor, needs no discussion and the desirabil-

ity of propagating a plant which will make
otherwise waste water areas of the country to

yield a valuable cereal for man as well is also

evident.

The wild rice plant occurs naturally over a

wide area in the United States and in Southern
Canada. It finds its most congenial environ-

ment on the shoal bottoms of the lakes and
along river sloughs and in mud bays and
marshes. It requires fresh water that is not

brackish and that while not being stagnant is

not too swift moving. While it thrives on a

wide variety of soil under such waters as

those described it does best on bottoms that

are soft and muddy.

The change in water level is an important
item. For instance the rice will frequently

fail to do well or to grow at all in some of the

northern waters, especially if the annual „

change in watc- levels in these waters is more
than two or three feet. On this account there

exists in the minds of some obserx-ers an
opinion that wild rice grows only in alternate

years or at any rate that it does not gro\v

consecutively in any given locality. This
idea, however, is without foundation and its'

existence is probably due to the fact that

occasional years of high water prevent the

development of wild' rice for that year wliile

a normal level the following year permits the

regular growth.

This suggests the peculiar vitality of the
seed of this plant for it is evident tha* if the
growth of wild rice in a given locality is

-wholly prevented for a year by high water
and there is an abundant growth the next

year when the water level is normal, there

must be a large proportion of the seed which
remains dormant and viable for at least

eighteen months after it reaches maturity.

In streams affected by tidewater, however,

where the daily change of water level some-
times amounts to three feet or more wild

rice may grow vigorously. The plant in this

case has become adapted to this frequent

change of water level but if for any reason

high water were retained over these beds for

any considerable length of time during the

early spring the plants would scarcely develop.

The wild rice plant is an annual and bears

abundant crops of seeds which fall directly

into the water as soon as ripe and lie buried

in the mud below until spring, when if condi-

tions are favorable, they germinate and pro-

duce new plants. In the northern waters the

long ribbon like leaves appear floating upon

tiie water late in May.
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Almost all the wild rice seed now harvested

is gathered by Indians into canoes and the

period of ripening extends over nearly two

weeks and the harvesting of wild rice is not

regarded by the Indians as a particularly

arduous task though attempts by white men

short as possible so as to eliminate fermenta-

tion and the drying of the seed. The storage

room should be maintained at a temperature

just above freezing or what the storage men
usually designate as the temperature of the

"chill room" which is about 34 degrees Fah-

to do the same work have not proved very

successful.

.Se«d should not be allowed to dry when it

if to be used for propagation purposes. Under
no circumstances should wild rice seed which
is intended for planting be allowed to become
dry as dried seed is worthless

The man> failures in the propagation of

rice seed ma\ be attributed to the use of seed

that has become dry before sowing, or to the

fact that the seed when sowed fresh in the

autumn had been eaten by ducks or anima's-

or was Carried away by heavy floods before

germination took place.

The bulk of seed remains dormant through
out the winter, germinating in the spring.

Conditions are generally against fall sowing,

Miuch of the seed being too deeply covered
with the mud that washes over it and suf-

focates the young plants.

Orders for seed should be placed before the
harvesting season is on so that the seed may
be shipped immediately after it is gathered,'
care being taken that it has not been allowed
to becon^e drs-. It is very important that
the period between harvesting and the time
when it is put into cold storage should be as

renheit. It should be stored in tank or barrel

receivers and submerged in fresh water as
soon as quick transit will permit. Prior to

the evaporation of the nioisture or fermenta-
tion after the seed is taken from cold storage

in the spring ready for sowing it should under
no circumstances be permitted to become dry.

The vitality is easily destroyed, even more
quickly than is the case with fresh seed.

Care should be taken in selecting the place

for sowing the seed. Care should also be taken
to get the proper depth of water, a good
depth being from one to Ihree feet with
a good depth of soft mud underneath and the
spread of cast being much greater than when
using field grain. Live germs take root

twelve to fifteen inches apart

The seed from the harvesting direct to the
storage plant should be carried in small
amounts in loose burlap bags which permit
of good air circulation and cool, speed^' transit

and it should nevfer be permitted to get dry.

Where practicable autumn planting is recom-
mended and to some extent eliminates the

labors of storage throughout the winter.

The sowing of wild rice for wild duck food

should be encouraged by all Canadian sports-
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men and conservationists. Thousands of

ducks pass from the recuperating grounds
into line flight for the south early that other-

wise could be retained for local use if the food

were provided for them. Thousands of acres

of available marsti and other suitable areas

are adapted to the propagation of rice and
other food plants and if seeded would reveal

to sportsmen and to private game breeders

what can be accomplished in the ^^av of

augmenting our resources. Rice beds are

discernible to the flying ducks in the autumn
at almost incredible distances, and the golden
rice is a certain lure that beckons them on to

the haven of food and rest where they will

remain for a long period until forced onward
by the frigid conditions of the north to con-

tinue their migratory llight.

A
^ A ^
^

THOSE THAT TILT OVER AND REACH DOWN FOR FOOD: THEY HAVE TAKEN
A CAREFUL SURVEY.

GOPHER POISON AND PRAIRIE CHICKENS

Editor, Rod and Gun:
I am sending you an advertisement which

is appearing in Western papers, advertising

Gopher poison. The advertisement speaks

for itself.

Many people have wondered at the dis-

appearance oi the prairie chicken from the

Western plains and have attributed the

cause to the indiscriminate shooting of

the female bird. I have been in the West
for twenty years and have "always been
somewhat of an enthusiast in the protection

of game birds and have no hesitation in

stating that the killing of the female is not

the cau.se. These birds at their annual

dance, select their mates for the season,

and as I have watched these dances I have
noticed the fact, that generally the sexes

are about equally divided. If a cock bird

was like a polygamist, and went in for a

harem, we could understand that a pre-

dominance of the female species would
increase propagation, but on the contrary

these birds are not polygamists, and therefore

I argue that this is not the cause of their

decreasing numbers.

The real cause in the writer's opmion,
is the indiscriminate use of those poisons

which are put out for the destruction of

the Gopher. If legislation could be put

through to stop this putting out of poisoned

wheat we would soon have an increase

in our game birds. At dilferent times

I ha\e found dead birds on the prairie,

with their crops filled with wheat, which,

I have no doubt, if analyzed would prove

to be gopher, wheat.

Protection from poison for the Prairie

chicken, in my opinion, spells multipiication,

and inulliplication belter sport.

H. Ambrose,



We invite any of our readers desiring iRformalion on doggie matters to send in their
queries to this department. Are you buying a dog; importing one; do vou understand the
nsw registration requirements? Are you in doubt as to what breed of clog would suit your
requirements liest? Is your dog ailing? Any breed you want information on, no matter
what it is you wish to know, we will try and satisfy you and to the novice we might say that
we may save you a lot of trouble. \\e also solicit artirles on the different types of sport-
ing dogs and oxpericnrcs wilh lunUing dogs.

MONTREAL KENNEL ASSOCIATION SHOW
Held at Montreal, May 24th and 25th, 1918

The following conimenls on the M. K. A. show are
rontributed by Mr. K. C. Howard of Montreal.
The Show at Montreal this year was a great success

all round. Jud^e Thomas' decisions were very well
received and the quality bf the dogs exhibited in most
breeds was the Liest seen here in a long time.

In the sporting dogs section (barring cockers) the
good old Irish setter headed the list with eleven dogs
entered. The quality in nearly all instances was
exceptionally good. Lismore Kennels of Brooklyn
sent up one of their best dogs in Champion Lismore
Freedom, who went to winners. He is a big dog, very
typical, shown in beautiful condition !>ut shows slight
unsoundness behind and is g bit out at the shoulders.

Reserve winner's dogs went to Tyrone Larry, a
youngster^. He is by Cn. Tyrone 'I>rry ex Ch. Sonera
Norma and he looks like th'c makings of a real llyer.
but just now he lacks that finish an^ showed a bit on
the thin side. He was greatly admired by all and had
he been just a little fatter he would have had a more
mature aiijjearance and think he would have annexed
"winners."

There were some ver>- classy bitches entered. The
winners turned out to be Sonora Lileen owned by A.
Trudeau who also showed three very line youngsters.
Reserve winners bitches went to Nliss L.' Bowman's
"Tyrone Molly" a pup bred by E. C. Howard and a
liller sister to "Tyrone Larry." She is a very sweet
little biteh, sound, splendid color but on the small side
and very timid, needs a good handler in the ring.

Airedales furnished the surprise on opening day.
when Silver Birch Banker, a Canadian-bred was placed
over the famous importation, Ch. Polam Maxim, "the
dog with three pedigrees." Silver Birch Banker/who
made his debut in Niontrea! last fall defeated Nlaxim
in the ojien event and later went to best of breed.
The following review of the various classes exhibited

is given by the Montreal Herald Kennel editor:
Silver Birch Banker, which could not be bought

to-day, probably, under from §750 to $1,000. once sold
for something like S30. He was bred in Toronto, but
showed so little promise as a puppy, that he was sold
by no other than that astute breeder Joe Perkins, for
the small figure mentioned. Shown in a puppy class
he did a little winning for his new owner, who in turn
sold him to the Wards, who now own the dog, for i^GO.
He won in sensational form in Montreal last fall, and
set down yesterday in splendid condition, was placed
over the imported star. Birch Banker had more bone
and substance than the imported star, and the dogs
were even on condition.

Airedales were a big class, with plenty of quality.
Morning Admiration wasa contender in the dog events
while in bitches. Broomiiill Betty went to the top.

DUSKV BOUNCE SCORES.
Making his last appearance in a show ring, the vet-

eran Champion Dusky Bounce, from the Maiden ken-
nels, set down in line shape by Alf. Lepine, went to
the top in this big class, the largest of the show, and
annexed the Skinner trophy outright, having won it
three times.

Lady Hasty, making her first appearance in a show-
ring, swept through her classes to reserve winners to
Bounce. This daughter of Hastv Homage, owned by
11. B. Giltrap. wa.s in fine fettle. H.^E. Whitley's
Wircboy Bob scored among the puppies.

The toys, notably Pomeranians and Pekingese.
judged by Miss C. D. McGill. brought out a brilliant
lot. Miss Camille Laviolette, who was represented by
a beautiful string of Pekes. goretrousiy kennelled,un-
covered the winner in her fine cloddy specimen. Prior-
wood Pagan, which achieved the points necessary for
his championship. Miss O. Hosmers. Wee Toy got
reserve i n dogs. In bitches, a popular win was scored
by Mrs. J. A. Pitt's Tito of Munday, with the "war
dog" Yum Yum. reserve. In Poms, a notable victory
was scored by W. McFadden's Little Trixie, in defeat-
ing the Ward's champion. Charm of Beauty.

Cockers produced a good entrv and some large class-
es. Competition in black cockers finally narrowed
down to a novice and a seasoned campaigner, and the
novice won. J. A. Campbell's Oakley Jackdaw won,
with Trudeau's Sonora General Joffre reserve. A. T.
Payette's Sonora Lorrain was best of the black bitches
with Dr. Macuse's CZhloe reserve. In parti-colored
dogs. M. W. Rose won with Drumclaniph Baronet,
Alf. Oesrosiers being second with Pompon, while J. H,
Enright's Sylvia was best of the parti-( ( lorcd bitches
with W. H. Parkinson's \\'clsh dueen reserve

In English setters. J. A. BrauH had tl c I est dog in
Figaro, while in pointers, E. Beauchamp scored with
Pedreau, now a champion, while A. Trudeau had the
best bitch in Sonora Jess.
Wallace M. Sheehan came all the wav up from Dal-

housie. N,B , with his imported bloodhound. Prince
Sandy, but didn't make the trip in vain, as he rot first?
and winners, defeating Wanda Belle, a well J red I itch.
Prince Sandv is a good type of En-ilish bloodhound, and
if shown in better coat than at present, should do well
for his owner.
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E. C. HOWARD AND HIS IRISH SETTER, CH. "TYRONE TERRY".

That grand collie from the Verdun kennels of Dugan
and Smyth, Knocklaydc Joe, scored over a high-class
lot, Jas. D. Strach&n's good one Goltness Commander
getting reserve. Inarryhrae Colleen got winners bit-

ches, triumphing over Verdun Oriole, from the Dugan
C. Smyth entry, which was second.
The noted Ottawa bull-terrier, Ch. Haymarket

Faultless, was present, and attracted much attention.
Russian wolf-hounds itvere few in numbers hut strong

in quality. H. B. Houghton's Noble Brussiloff was
winners dogs, and R. W. Ashton's Ina of Moscow
best of the bitches. In another large breed, New-
foundlands. Rastus Rex was the only doe. and Jos.
FoucauU's Duchessc Kioto was best of the Ditches.
Three dogs completed their championships by get-

ting winners. These were Miss Camillc Laviolelte's
Pekingese Priorwood Pagan, E. Bcauchamp's pointed
Pedreau, and A. Trudeau's Old English sheep-dog
Sonora Billy, the only one of the breed shown.

Silver Birch Banker, the cast-off Airedale from H.
Clayton's kennels topped the lot for the president's cup,
at the M. K. A. show on Saturday night, being an-
bestjjudge [>of all breeds. This dog was bred in Canada
and May 25th. the preceding day was placed over the
best of the high-priced importations. On Saturday
afternoon he won the variety terrier class and began to
loom up as a serious contender for premier honors.
His win was a popular one with the ringsiders .and

CHAMPION SONORA NORMA
Owned by E. C . Howaro Montreal.

TYRONE LARRY.
Breeder and owner K. C. Howard. By Ch. Tyrone
'i'erry ex. -ch. Sonora Norma, made his (lebut at M.K.
A. Sfirjng show Montreal 1918, and was nwarded 1st
Novice, 1st Junior, 1st Limit, 2nd Open, and Res.
Winners, being beaten by the American Ch. Lismore
Freedom.
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ttere is a rumor current that George S. Thomas, the
judge, has made a sensational offer for him on behalf of
the yichery Kennels of Chicago. It would not he a
surprise if Banker's next appearance is under the Vic-
hery Kenneis' colors.
The contention for best of breed Saturday night was

furnished by Ch. Dusky Bounce, the locally owned
wire, which was placed second to Banker, and Gh.
Lismore Freedom, owned in Brooklyn and considered
the best Irish setter in America, and Gh Auburn I lappy
Jr., probably the best Boston terrier ever seen in
Canada. Behind these dogs were the best collection of
cannie stars of all breeds ever seen in a local ring.
Included among them were over thirty champions,
many of them with International reputation. The
Pomeranians and Pekes were the best ever seen there
and other breeds were well up to standard require-
ments. Over forty dogs were in the ring competing
for this honor and all breeds were represented.
Mr. Thomas handled this record class in the same,

capable manner thai was a feature of the breed judging.
lie went over the entrants and began by culling the
undesirables first. He placed likely candidates at one
end and dogs that did not stand out at the other end
of the 10 foot ring until he had them all sorted. Then
the real work began, and after another culling out, the
cx>mpetition settled down to the above dogs with the
result quoted.

CHILDREN A FEATURE.
The children's class was the feature of the after-

noon's judging in Mr. Thomas' ring. The conditions
of this class called for dogs of any breed to be shown in
the ring by children under sixteen years. It brought
OMt a large entry of good dogs and spick-and-span child-
rea. Miss P. Whilty, piloting Lady Hasty, the win-
ning wire for terrier bitch, made sure the judge would
have her pet a share of attention at least, as she placad
her charge on the judging stand and refused to take it

off. She won the class with Miss Powesland second
with Wire Betty.

With over 700 cUosses to be judged in two days, in
addition to an imposing array of specials and most of
the work falling on one judge, the work of Mr. Thomas
was remarkable. He expedited the judging, and the
awarding of the breed specials in a remarKable .t anner
and his wonderful memory for a dog was of great as-
sistance in awarding breed specials, as in only a few in-
ances did he require the dogs to be brought in again.
There is hardly another judge in America that would
have got through such an entry in the time allotted.

^The presentation of the prizes to the winning owners
took place after the judging and was finished up in
good time.

Theoarnerof Silver Birch Banker needed an express
car to take home his trophies, as in addition to the pre-
sident's shield for best in show, he won a leg on the
Whitley Cup for best Canadian breed, any breed, a

special for best Airedale dog, and numerous othc
crophics.

I'here were some surprises in the English buU-do
section, awards in which were made Saturday morning
Paul Malevilz's recent importation, Alban Darkie
which has beaten many good ones on the other side
was sent to the top, with R. Scott's Wilson's Gleve-
lock Molly in reserve, this one running through the
bitches' divisions, defeating Alban Nora, and Ch
Hefty Mischief, whose best effort was a third. There
was plenty of contention among the dogs, Alban Darkie
going over such good ones as Ovcrgreen Marquis and
Kersal King. Judge Thomas made soundness an
essential in bulldogs as in all other breeds, which ac-
counted for most of the awards. Alban Darkie is a
neat, compact little dark brindle dog, with good wrinkle,
nice under-jaw, and a well-turned body. He had little
difficulty in disposing of Glcvelock Molly in the final.
H. L. Phillips' Buller won several classes, having im-
proved considerably, while Dr. .1. II. Villeneuve showed
a neat little bitch in Kinderhook Dazzling Lady, which
was best of the lightweights.
W. B. Levack's trappy little Boston Count Gee Dee

triumphed over a big field of Bostons, awards in which
division were followed very keenly. Frank W. Lamb's
Burley's Some Favorite, one of Auburn Burley's get,
was the best of the bitches. H. M. Jackson's Sensa-
tion scored in the puppy and novice classes.

Ch. Haymarket Faultless, although not in the best
of condition, had not much difficulty in scoring over
the bull-terncrs, while the best bitch was a Fredericton,
N.B., dog. Miss C. P. McCaffrey's Haymarket Jessie.
Faultless did not compete in the best-of-all-breeds
final. Walter Houde's youngster. The Wizard, swept
through the novice and junior divisions, this locally
bred dog showing much promise.
There were some absentees, including the Drum-

clamph Kennel entries, from the Scottie division, and
competition was not so keen as had been expected.
G. L. Cains' Atholl Brag was best of breed, this cloddy
littlcjrcllow. a very typical specimen, scoring over W.
R. Aftken's good puppy bitch Rantin Jean. J. F.
Stewart showed a very compact little terrier, Heather
Flora, in the novice classes.

"There was plenty of competition among the "Micks,
which IS still a popular local breed. The best of the
Irish terriers was Henry S. Jacques' Galtimore Pat, a
good-headed and sound-bodied one, which was set
down in first-rate condition.
Jack Almon, of Auburn Burley fame, came up fromNew York for the show n

Mrs. Charles Ward's good little home-bred King
Charles (Vernon Castle), had an exceptionally good
day, going to best of breed in that division, and scoring
quite a notable victory over Gh. Ivanhoe, the trump-
card of the Gelmo Kennels. Vernon Castle was set
down in good shape, and Miss McGill sent him right
through. LIST OF AWARDS ON PAGE 222.

LONDON CANINE ASS'N. DOG SHOW, MAY 24th
The London Canine Association's eighth annual

dog show was easily the best in the history of the club.
The out-of-town exhibition, like the London fanciers,

carried off their share of ribbons. A summary of the
prize winners is as follows;

BLOODHOUNDS.
Bloodhounds—Glass 1 (open), dogs and bitches

—

1. Champion Undine, owner J. R. Tennant, Princeton:
2. Champion Pauline, owner, J. R. Tennant., Winners,
dogs and bitches— 1, Champion Undine; 2, Champion
Pauline, reserve.
Newfoundlands—Novice bitches— 1, Queen, R.

N. Insell, London.
Limit bitches— 1, Queen. Winners—Bitches, I

Queen.
Great Danes—Open dogs— I, Paddv, John Monk-

house, Woodstock.
Russian Wolfhounds—Open dogs and bitches

—

Etrofski. of Addlestone. owner. H. C. Nichols, King-
ston. Winners—Etrofski of Addlestone.

English Foxhounds—Open dogs— I, Harry, J. R.
Tennant, Princeton. Open bitches— 1, Evelyn, J. R.
Tennant; 2, Pacy, J. R. Tennant. Winners—Dogs,
Harry. J. R. Tennant. Winners—Bitches, Evelyn, J.
R. Tennant.
American Foxhounds—Novice dogs and bitches

—

1, Flossie, H. Hazelgrove, London; 2, Hattic, J. Keays,
I-ondon: 3, Brownie, Homer Smith, London. Lirnit
dogs and bitches— 1, Vanguard, J. Keayes,; 2, Jean,

F. Ilier. London; 3, Hattie, J. E. Keays. Reserve—
Bally, Homer Smith. Highly recommended—Brownie
H. Smith. '

Canadian-bred dogs and bitches— 1, Jean; 2, The
King, O. Gunderson, London; 3, Brownie. Reserve
1, Driver, F. Lizmore, London. Open dogs—Van-
guard; 2, Bally; 3, Driver. Open bitches— 1, Jean-
A 1-lossie; 3, Hattie. Winners—Dogs. 1, Vanguard
Reserve— 1, The King. Winners—Bitches, 1, Jean
Reserve—Flossie.

English Setters—Novice dogs— I, Destiny's Nuki
Iheo. Malin, Toronto. Limit dogs— 1. Destinv's
Prince, O. L. Walper, London: 2, Destiny's Nuki
Canadian-bred dogs— 1, Destinv's Prince: 2,'Desfinv's
Nuki. Open dogs— 1, Destiny's Prince; 2, Destinv's
Uki. Novice bitches— 1, Fancy Whitestone Jewel, "C
S. Ireland, London. Limit bitches— 1, Dell's Lady FW. Gray. London; 2, Fancy Whitestone Jewel. Cana-
dian-bred bitches— 1, Dell's Lady. Open bitches—

1

Lady Park F. W. Gray; 2, Fancy Whitestone Jewel.
\\inners—Dogs, 1, Destinv's Prince. Reserve—Des-
tiny s Nuki. Winners—Bitches, 1, Dell's Ladv
Reserve—Lady Park.

Irish Set/ers—Novice dogs and bitches—1. Lord
Roberts, Mrs. II. Stevenson.
Cocker Spaniels—Puppies, dogs— 1, Wipers, Lieut.

Harold Lawson, London. Novice does (other than
black)—!, Corncy. Mrs. Woolley, London; 2, Wipers.
Limit dogs (any solid color except black)—I, Corney;
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2, Clinch, F. Jones, London; 3, Wipers. Limit doRs
(part colored)— 1, Oakley Magpie. Dr. J. A. Campbell

.

Toronto. Open dogs (other than black)— 1, Oakley
Magpie; 2, Cornev; 3, Clinch. Puppy bitches— 1,

Bessie, Geo. Bowman. London. Novice bitches

(black)—Bessie. Limit bitches (black)—Bessie.

Canadian-bred dogs and bitches— 1. Oakley Magpie,
Dr. Campbell, Toronto. Winners—Bitches (black),

Bessie. Winners—Dogs (any other color than black),

Oakley Magpie; 2, Corney.
. ^ ,.

Collies (Rough Coated)—Novice dogs— i, Colt-

ness Duskv Lad, Mrs. C. Collins. Welland; 2. Dannie.
E. V. Little, London. Limit dogs— 1. Coltness Dusky
Lad; 2, Dannie. Open dogs— 1. Coltness Clinker,

J. D. Strachan. Toronto; 2. Coltness Dusky Lad; 3.

Dannie. Canadian-bred dogs— 1, Coltuess Clinker;

2, Coltness Dusky Lad; 3, Dannie. Puppy bitches— 1,

Leitch Lassie. D. Soper, London; 2. Lassie Mack, K
McCrea, Bothwcll. Novice bitches—2, Lassie Mack.
Canadian-bred bitches— 1. Leitch Lassie. Donald
Soper, London. Winners—Dogs, Coltness Clinker.

Reserve—Coltness Dusky Lad. Winners—Bitches,

Leitch Lassie.
Dalmatians—Open dogs—l^Pnnce Loreden. J. L.

Constantino, Montreal. Winners—Dogs. Prince Lore-

English Bulldogs—Puppies— 1, Hillsborough Mike,
C Webber; 2, Jersev Monarch. Novice dogs— 1,

Wardeifih Brilliant, C."S. Webber; 2. Jersey Monarch.
C. S. Webber. Limit dogs— 1, Regal Rascal, H. 1.

Gubb, Toronto; 2, Toronto Lad, N. Renwick, Toronto.
Open dogs. 15 pounds and over— 1. Wardeigh Brilliant.

C. S. Webber; 2. Jersey Monarch. Webber. Under
45 pounds— I. Regal Rascal; 2, Toronto Lad; 3. Hills-

borough Mike. Puppies, bitches— 1. Wonneta. h

.

McCrea. Bothwell. Novice bitches— 1. Pudge. Mrs.

J. Graburn. Toronto; 2, Wonnela; 3, Palnolia. !•..

McCormick. London. Limit bitches— 1. Little Hilda,

C. S. Webber, 2, Killarney Girl, S. M. Stevenson,

London; 3, Pudge. Open bitches 'under 10 pounds)

—

1, Chestnut Ginger. H. T. Gubb. Toronto; 2, Blue Dia-

mond, N. Renwick, Toronto; 3, Little Hilda, C. S.

Webber, London. Canadian-bred dogs— 1, Hills-

borough Mike. Canadian-bred bitches— I, Blue Dia-

mond; 2. Killarney girl; 3. Pudge. Winners—Dogs
1, Regal Rascal; 2, Toronto Lad, Winners—Bitches,

1, Chestnut Ginger; 2. Blue Diamond
Airedale Terriers—Limit dogs— 1. Rosecroft Jersey

Lightening, J. W. Bain, Toronto.
Canadian-bred dogs— I, Goldie. Miss Marion Coles,

London. ^ „ , _,

Puppy bitches— 1, Patsy. L. E . S. Polls, London.
Novice bitches—Patsy. Limit bitches— 1, BirchcliHe

Perfection, J. W. Baiii, Toronto. Open dogsi— 1. Rose-

croft Jersey Lightening; 2. Narrowdale Nimrod, N.
McKenzie, Winnipeg; 3, Goldie. .

Open bitches— 1, Birchcliffe Perfection, J. W .
Bain,

Toronto. Winners dogs— 1, Rosecroft Jersey Light-

ening' Reserve—Narrowdale Nimrod. Winners, bit-

ches— 1, Birchcliffe Perfection; 2, Patsy.
Bull Terriers—Limit bitches—3, Jessie, R. Brand

London. Open bitches—3, Jessie.
, ,

French Bulldogs—Puppies, dogs and bltches-^.l

Dundee Patricia, J. A. Meadows, Oakville. NoyKe
dogs and bitches— 1, Dundee Patricia; 2. Rostand Nig,

F Palme, Toronto. Limit dogs and bitches— 1, Dun-
ra PalJ-iria; 2, Madam Gamin, Mrs. S. A. McCallum,
London; 3, Marmont Pearre, Mrs. S. McCallum. Lon-

don. Open dogs— 1. Marmont Pearre. Winners
dogs— I, Marmont Pearre. Open bitches—-!, Dundee
Patricia; 2. Ma,dam Gamin. Winners bitches— 1,

Dundee Patricia.

Boston Terriers—Puppies dogs— 1, General Byng.

A. Gordon Caldcr, London; 2, Blighty, Lieut. -Col-

H. L. Milligan; 3, Nobby Boy, Mrs. W. Lane, Londo^.
Novice dogs— 1, General Byng; 2. Goldina Boy. R.

Collins, I^ndon; 3, Buddhism, V. Perry, London.
Limit dogs— 1, General Byng; 2, Buddhism; 3, Blue

.Mound Candy, A. E. Ingij. London. Canadian-bred
dogs— I, General Byng; 2. Buddhism. Open dogs,

under 17 pounds— 1. General Byng. Open dogs. 17 to

28 pounds—r.oldona Boy. Puppies— Bitche.s— 1.

Manic Rallies. IC. T. Decker. London; 2, Matz Maloy,
F R. Anderson, London. Novice bitches— 1, Goldona
<"iirlie, R. Collins. London; 2. Mazie RafTlcs; 3. Vimy.
.Mex. Innes. London. Limit bitches— 1. (.oldona

Girlie; 2. Mazie Raffles. Open bitches— 1. Goldona
Girlie. Open bitches, 17 to 28 pounds— 1, Vuny.
Winners—bitches— 1, Goldona Girlie. Reserve

—

Mazie Raffles.

Fox Terriers (Smooth)—Puppy dogs— 1, Warsaw
Emblem, H. M, Whitsitt, London. Novice dogs— 1.

Sabine Raider, H. M. Whitsitt, London. Limit dogs-

1, Advent, F. H. Wcstbury. London; 2, Alert, F. H.
Westbury; 3. Sabine Raider. Canadian-bred dogs

—

1. Advent; 2. Alert. Open dogs— 1, Sabine Reflex.
H. M. Whitsitt; 2, Sabine Rifleman, F. H. Westbury,
Winners—Dogs— 1, Sabine Reflex; 2. Sabine Rifleman.

Puppies bitches— 1. Warsaw Radiance. H. Whitsitt;
2. Altonian. F. H. Westbury. Novice bitches— 1,

Sabine Footlights. H. M. Whitsitt*
Sabine Footlights. H. M. Whittsit; 2. Altonian. Limit
bitches— I, Sabine Footlights; 2, Altonian. Canadian-
bred bitches—Altonian. Open bitches— 1, Sabine
Footlights; 2, Altonian. Winners—Bitches—Sabine
F"ootlights. Reserve—Warsaw Radiance.
Fox Terrier (Wire Haired)—Puppies dogs— 1,

Forest City Wireless, W. H. Short, London. Novice
dogs— 1, Red Boy, James Murphy, London. Limit
dogs— I, Walnut Mickey's Model, Sam Bamford,
Lamblon Mills; 2, Forest City Lucky Jim, W, H.
Short. Canadian-bred dogs— 1. Red Boy; 2, Forest
City Lucky Jim. Open dogs— 1, Walnut Mickev's
Model; 2. Milton Magpie. G. A. G. E. Ward. Toronto;
3. Forest City Lucky Jim. Winners—Dogs— 1. Wal-
nut Mickey's Mo^lel. Reserve—Milton Magpie.
Puppy bitches— I. Forest City Melody. W. H. Snort.
Novice bitches— 1. Tango Girl. G. ct G. E. Wanl.
Toronto. Limit bitches— 1. Oldcliff Biddy. W. H.
Short; 2. Miss 'Topnoteh, W. H. Short; 3, Tango Girl,
Canadian-bred bitches— 1. Forest City Melody; 2,
Miss Topnoteh; 3. Tango (iirl. Open bitches— 1,

Oldcliff Bidd^'; 2. Miss Topnoteh; 3, Tango Girl. Win-
ners—Bitches— 1, Oldclifl' Biddy. Reserve—Forest
City Melody.
Scotch Terriers—Novice dogs and bitches— 1.

Bonnie Lassie. H. Gowdridge London. Canadian-
bred dogs and bitches— 1. Bonnie Lassie. Limit
bitches—Bonnie Lassie. Winners—Bitches— 1. Bon-
nie Lassie.
Manchester Terriers—Open

_
bitches—Gipsy. E.

W. Girvin. London. Winner's bitches—Gipsy.
Harriers—Novice, dogs and bitches— 1, Gyp, W.

Burnett. London; 2. Duke. J. E. Reid. London. Open.
bitches'— 1. Gyp. Winner's dogs—Duke. Winner's
bitches—Gyp

Specials—Terriers, including Bostons— 1, won by
W'. H. Short's wire-haired fox terrier. Oldcliff Biddy.
Nonsnorting dogs, other than toys— 1. won by J. D.
Stracnan's rough collie, Coltness Clinker; 2, J. L. Con-
stantino's, Prince of Lorendeii. Dalmatian; 3. won by
N. W. Renwick's bulldog. 'Foronto Lad. Sporting
dogs, other than terriers— 1. won by O. L. Walper's
English setter. Destiny's Prince.

Poodles—Limit dogs and bitches— 1, Toodles Mas-
ter, Robert Simmons, London. Open, dogs and bit-

ches—Toodles.
Pomeranians—Novice, dogs and bitches— 1, Beau-

ty Goldlinder. Miss Jennings. London; 2. Haughty
Gold Queen. Fred r. Simmons. London; 3. Pat, G.
Kelly, London. Limit dogs— I. Pat; 2. Teddy. I. Pat-
terson. London. Open, dogs— 1, Pat; 2, Teddy.
Limit bitches— 1. Beautv Goldfinder; 2. Frossie. Mrs.
J. W. Soutare. Wilton Grove; 3. Haughty Gold Queen.
Open, bitches— 1, Beauty Goldfinder; 2, Frossie; 3,

Daphncy Laureola, Mrs. Soutare. Winner's dog

—

I'ol. Winner's bitch—Beautv Goldfinder.
Pugs—Open, dogs and bitches— I, Katrina. Mrs.

Geo. Sancton. Beaconsfield. Que ; 2. Master Twist.
Mrs. Sancton Winner's dogs and bitches— 1. Katrina.

Specials—Chestnut ginger bulldog bitch, owned
by H. T. Gubb, won R. Oke's $2 special.

'Graburn stein, donated by Mrs. Graburn. of Toronto,
was won by C. S. Webber's Hillsborough Mike for best

puppy shows.
Bulldog breeders cup for best bulldog—Won by

11. T. Gubb's Regal Rascal.
Novice cup. donated by a friend of the breed f«r the

best novice over 12 months, was won by Mrs. J. Gra-
ijurn's Pudge.

Cheatham bulldog trophy, for the best bulldog, open
to members, was won by H. T. Gubb's Regal Rascal.

Airedale Club of Canada donated silver medal to

best Airedale dog—Won by Rosecroft Jersey Light-

ning, owned by J. W. Bain. Toronto.

Silver meilal for the best Airedale bitch—Won by
Birchcliffe Perfection. J. W. Bain. Toronto.

I'". Wcstburry's $2 ilonation for best Boston terrier

was won by R. Collins' Goldona (Jirlie.

Mr. John C. Lunan offered S3 fur the best Boston
terrier puppy, owned by a resident of London—Won
by E. r. Decker's Mazie Raffles.

Mr John C. Lunan offered $3 for the best noiye Bos-

ton terrier, owned by a resident of London—Won by
II. Collins' Goldona Girlie.

Mrs Wm. Gray donated $2 ."iO for the best fox terrier

(wire), bred bv exhibitor—Won by W. R. Short s

Forest City Melody.
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Mrs. Wm. Gray donated $2.50 for the best fox terrier
(smooth), bred by exhibitor—Won by F. Westbury's
Advent.
Mr. James Murphy donated S3 for the best fox ter-

rier puppy dog—Won by Mr. W. H. Short's Forest
City Wireless.

Mr. H. M. Whitsitt donated .S3 for the best fox ter-
rier puppy bitch—Won by W. H. Short's Forest City
Melody.
Mr. "W. H. Short flonated $2 for th^best collie—Won

by J. B. Strachari's Coltness Clinker.
Mrs. O'Rouke donated silver rup for the best English

setter bitch—Won by F. W. Gray's Dell's Lady.
Mr. F. Weslbury donated $2 for the best English

setter dofi—Won by O. L. Walper's Destiny's Prince.
Mr. L. Munro offered McCIary's model teakettle for

best Pomeranian—Won by Miss Jennings' Beauty
Goklfindor.
McCiary Manufacturing Company offered oil heater

for the best nonsporling dog or bilch exhibited—Won
by Mr. H. T. Gubb's (Toronto) English bull Chestnut
Ginger.

Controller E. S. I^ittlc donated S5 to the best Fporting
dog or bitch exhibited—Won by Mr. Sam Bamford'.s
wire-haired fox terrier Walnut Mickey's Model.
W- J. Clark donated walking stick for best FOnglisb

or ATnerican fox hound—Won by .J. E. Keays' yVmericai*
fox hound Vanguard.

KENNEL NOTES
Mr. Bawden advises the Kennel editor that he has

what he considers a record litter in numbers. If) puppies
8 of them males, whelped May 8th and from Caer-
philly Betty and sired by his good dog rack Performer.
He is certainly upholding his name.

Claude Faux of Lindsay got from the Pikes Peak
Kennels, Colorado a bitch pup, 5 months, old. of

Primrose blood that is the acme of modern Airedale
breeding, short, solid, cobby body, lopped with a
nicely arched neckanda long lean head that is just
right. Owing to Mr. Faux leaving Lindsay to reside

in Toronto, he parted with this pup to Mr. Blake of
Almonte, who gave a good price to get it. Should Mr.
Blake show this pup at Toronto, the Toronto breeders
will have to sig up something extra to beat it.

Setters with the exceptiun of best Pointer dog. which
went to E. T. Cole's "Ferris Manitoba Rap," who
eventually took best gun dog in the show.

Champion Tintern Tip Top. the great show and
stud dog that was imported from England a couple
of years ago by Mrs. Anita Baldwin to head her Anokin
Kennels. Pasadena Cal . has been purchased by Mr.
Quetschki of the Caswell Kennels, Toleda, Ohio. This
gives eastern breeders an opportunity of using this

great dog. Tip Top in all probabibty will be shown at
Toronto Exhibition dog show, so there will be some-
thing interesting when he stands alongside the great
Airedales that are in Toronto.

Geo. Goodwin of the Canuck Kennels, Lindsay, was
so taken with the fine appearance of Ch. Clipstone
First shown at the last Toronto Exhibition show:
his grand legs, short back, splendid lean head with
intense lire and action, that he has ever since been
on the hunt for a good son of his and just recently
has scvured one from Western Canada. This dog
has the same substance, short back and action as his
sire. While his head is not quite as classical as his
sire's yet it is not so bad. being 9}'i inches long with
small well set hazel eyes, nice ears, strong muzzle
and flat skull. Hjs " dam is by Ch. Woodball
Bobs, who is by Tintern Desire and his grand dam is

Rocky Rachael. who is the dam of Vesper Bell who
took winners at last Toronto Exhibition and at Detroit.
Mr. Goodwin says his new dog is veiy similar in
appearance and action to Powder Plot, the sire of
Ch. York Ryburn Swell.

We expect to publish in our next issue pictures of the
dogs described in the above notes.

By the time this appears in print the "Canuck Ken-
nels" will have bred their Ch. Normanton Tipit

—

Elmhurst Edith, bijch to Ch. Tintern Tip Top, as
Tipit, who was awarded best Airedale at the last big
N. Y. show, is a son of Tip Top and as I'^lmhurst Edith
is a producer of winners and is also a winner herself
and is by the great Pikes Peak Swiveller, there should
be some real good Airedales from this up to date line
breeding.

At the recent Long Island K. C. Show, Ch. Polam
Maxim (of Toronto) took 1st in dogs and Elms Primus
of Mass ,1st in bitches and special for best in show.

In Irish Terriers "Billy" Livesey had John E. Botis'
"Parkton My Lady" and of course secured winners.
My Lady was put down in best of shape as Billy knows
how to place a terrier, in the ring and out.

In Wire Fox terrier bitches, "Renard Oldcliff Chick"
was the runner up to Miss Collarnut of Paignton.
Sam Bamford of Lambton Ont., imported and sold

to the U. S. both My Lady and Oldcliff Chic.

At the Dallas (Texas) show. E. W. Barrington,
whose dogs are known as "those Barrington dogs"
had a field day winning everything in Pointers and

"WESTERN CANADA NOTES"
Calgary is holding a big show on July lst-3rd. F.

Gill, of Winnipeg will have a carload of dogs in atten-
dance; Geo. Kynocli will have another carload from
Winnipeg. It was Kynock and Fletcher who brought
down the carload of fine dogs to the last Canadian
National Exhibition Show and cut such a swath in the
Krize list. Archie Semple and Jack Newman will
ave a carload from Regina while dogs from Medicine

Hat. Moose Jaw, Edmonton and Vancouver will help
make this some show, a report of same will appear in
our next issue.

The Regina Kennel Club will hold its annual bench
show July 29-31 and Aug L Bob Ross of Montreal
has been engaged to judge all breeds.

Walter Scott of Calgary is purchasing from W.
Ormsby of E.n§. a good snow and stud Airedale, which
will arrive in time for the big western shows.

N. McConnell the well-known Airedale expert of
Vancouver has a couple of fine litters by Tintern Tip
Top and also by Whitebirk Tyrant and out of his
champion home grown bitches which he sent to Cali-
fornia especially for these matings.

Newman of Regina. states the young Airedale. Tin-
tern Boy. arrived in very fine condition after his long
journey from En^. in the r ecord time of twenty days.
He is delighted with his purchase and Boy will be sure
to lie heard of as soon as he is given the opportunity.
He is bred on similar lines as Cl>. Tintern Tip Ton and
holds one of the best possible heads on an Airedale.
Mr. Newman is also having a bitch shipped to him

that has been served by a brother to the above cham-
pion so that he means to get on the right winning strain.

Two thousand dollars and two other dogs given in
exchange was the price paid for the Lethbridge Chi-
nook Kennels' famous Bulldog, Master Penfold, only
recently imported from the famous Penfold Kennels of
England. This dog is certainly the best ever seen in
this country, and was sold through the Calgary Her-
ald, I3ert Finch actin/3 as agent I>etween the two par.ies,
who writes, the dog, if given a fair deal, will easily beat
Ch. Mike O'Flannigan, a dog that I have written of
before, possessing body properties and high on leg of the
worst kmd. head being all he has that is good. Mv old
friend, J. llorax, now deceased, owned him, and for
this reason I never wrote of him while in his possession.
The champion at last will find his kennel niatesuperior;
his front is better, and M. P. is a perfect shower. He
is a duplicate, only bigger, of that good little one. Coun-
try Model, who beat all of the best on the Pacific coast.
Alberta fanciers will watch with pride the success of
this dog in the future.

One of the most useful and necessary books for
breeders is the C. S. R. Blue Book of Dogdom, which
gives the calendar whereby one can keep track of the
show and club fixtures, matings and whelpings and
other such kennel matters. This book is issued in
three parts, each with complete calendar; part one in-
cludes the Collie standard simplified; part two includes
the Airedale standard simplified; part three includes
the^Boston terrier standard simplified.
Each part is profusely illustrated, price each part

55c postpaid, with Rod and Gun one year $L75. When
ordering this book address vour letter to Kennel De-
partment. Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont.
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MONTREAL SHOW AWARDS
Continued from page 219

The foUowins awards were made in sporting dogs at

the Montreal Show held on May 24th and 23lh.

Airedales—Open to all. S5.00 prize for best Airedale

terrier dog won l)v Silver Birch Banker, owner G. and
G. E. Ward; S.'i.OO for best Airedale bitch. BroomhiU
Betty owner Mat. Grarey; $5.00 for best Canadian
bred Airedale terrier. Silver Birch Banker, owner, G
and G. H. Ward .

, ,

Cocker Spaniels—S5.00 for best cocker spaniel dog
or bitch won by Sylvia, owner, Mrs. J. H. Ennght;
$2.50 for best cocker spaniel puppy. Duchess, owner,

J. Neville. . ,

Irish Setter Dofts—S5.00 for the best Irish setter

dog or bitch, won by Champion Lismore Freedom,
owned bv Lismore Kennels; S2.50 for best Irish setter

puppy dog or bitch. Champion Lismore Freedom.
Lismore Kennels.

Sporting Variety—$7.00 sporting variety class.

Sqnora Peggy, owner. A. Trudeau; $3.00 Sonora Jess,

owner. A.^l'rudeau. .. , . ,

Unclassified, best sporting dog or bitc.h ui show,

open to all. Champion Lismore Freedom, Lismore Ken-

Airedales—Medal for best Canadian or American
bred dog, MorningAdmiration, owner, E. W. Billinger;

medal for best Canadian or American bred bitch,

Betty Briergate. owner, W. Holmes;SterIing silver cup

for best Airedale dog or bilch, Canadian owned and
bred, property of Montreal K. A. to be won three

times. Newbotd Commander, owner. C Leonard Mor-
gan; cup for best Airedale bitch, open to all. donor not

competing. BroomhiU Betty, owner Mat. Gracey;

S2.00 for~best Airedale puppy, dog or bitch, open to

all. Moorside Princess, owner. Frank Wood; $5.00 for

best novice dog. Caesar, owner. R. Marchant; $5.00

for best novice bitch in Airedale class, donor not com-
peting, open to all. Claycliff Beauty, owner Joseph
Russell; Field and Fancy subscription for current year,

best in novice classes. Claycliff Beauty; Melrose cup
for best Airedale dog or bitch. Canadian bred, open to

gll Silver Birch Banker. G. and G. E. Ward.
Irfsh Setters—Best dog in novice class. Tyrone

I^rry. owner E. C. Howard; best in limit class, Tyrone
Larry; best dog in open class. Champion Lismore-

Freedom; best dog in show. Champion Lismore Free-

dom; best dog bred by exhibitor. Champion Lismore

Freedom; Ice cream freezer for best Irish setter in

novice class, Tyrone Larry; the Tyrone trophy for

best Canadian "owned Irish setter puppy, to be won
three times, open to all. Sonora Peggy, owner .A. Tru-

deau; Enlargement of photo of best Irish setter dog or

bitch. Champion Lsimore Freedom.
Airedales—cup for best Airedale bitch, open to all.

to be won three times, BroomhiU Bettv; bronze medal
for best Airellale puppy dog. Claycliff Prince, owner,

Joseph r^ussel; bronze medal for best Airedale puppy
bitch. Moorside Princess, owner Frank Wood; silver-

medal for best Airedale dog in show. Silver Birch

Banker; silver medal for best Airedale bitch in show.
BroomhiU Betty.

Pointers—Open. Pcrdreau. E. Beauchamp. Per-

dreau also won in Canadian bred, winners dogs and
bitches and local; Novice bitches. Miss, owner, Henry
Fourmeaux; Limit bitches, Diane, Henry Fourmeaux;
Open bitches. Sonora Jess. A. Trudeau; Winners, bit-

ches. Sonora Jess; Reserve winners bitches. Diane.
Engllsli Setters—Puppies, dogs—Mousse. D. A.

Lafortune; Novice dogs. 1. Figaro. J. A. Brault; 2.

Mousse; Winners dogs. Figaro, reserve winners dogs.

Mousse: Open dogs. Figaro; Canadian bred dogs. Fred,

owner .Joseph Hacala; Brace class. D. A. Lafortune s

Brace.
Irish Setters—puppies, dogs. Sonora Shamrock, A

Trudeau; Novice dogs, 1, Turonc Larry, 2, Tyrone
Tim O'Shea, owner, R. J. A. Chalmers; Junior dogs.

Tyrone Larrv. 2. T\Tone Tim O'Shea; Limit dogs. 1.

Tyrone Larry. 2. Tyrone Tim O'Shea; Open dogs. 1.

Champion Lismore Freedom. 2. Tyrone Larry. 3.

Tyrone Tim O'.Shea: Winners dogs. Champion Lismore
Freedom; Reserve winners, dogs. Tyrone Larry; Cana-
dian bred dogs. TjTone Tim O'Shea; Local docs. T>'-

ronc Tim O'Shea; Maiden dogs. Tyrone Tim O'Shea;
Puppies, bitches. 1, Sonora Nancy. Mrs. A. Trudeau. 2.

Sonora Peggy; Novice bitches, Tyrone Molly. Miss L.

Bowman; Breeders docs. Tvronc Larry. R. C Howard;
Juiinr Bitches. Tyrone Mollv; Limit Bitches. I.Tyrone
Mi.llv 2 Lady McCrea; Open Bitches. 1, Sonora
I".ilceii. A. Trudeau. 2. Tvronc Molly. 3. Lady McCrea;

Winners Bitches. Sonora Eileen; Reserve winners bit-

ches. Tyrone IVlolIy.

Airedule Terriers—Puppies, dogs, 1st, Claycliff

Prince, 2, Rarebit, Mrs. F. E. Waticr, 3, Togo, Miss
Muriel Wells; Reserve. Derry, Joseph S. Fleming;
Novice dogs. 1st. Caesar. 2nd, King Monk, Joseph W.
Lampton, 3, Harvie Oorang, E. A. Murby; Reserve,
Claycliff Prince; Junior dogs. Morning Commander,
2, Caesar. 3rd. Harvie Oorang; Reserve. Claycliff

Prince; Limit dogs, 1. Claycliff Tenacity. Joseph Rus-
sell. 2, Morning Commander. 3. Newbold Commander;
Reserve, Wallaton Preparedness, E. J. Berry; Open
dogs, 1, Silver Birch Banker, 2, International Ch.
PoTam Maxim, Norman McKenzie, 3, Morning Ad-
miration ;~Reserve, Claycliff Tenacity; Winners dogs.

Silver Birch Banker; Reserve Winners, dogs. Int.

Champion Polam Maxim; Canadian bred dogs, 1st.

Silver Birch Banker. 2nd. Morning Admiration. 3rd.
Claycliff Tenacity; Reserve. Morning Commander;
Breeders Dogs. 1. Morning Admiration. 2nd. ClaycUIT
Tenacity. 3. Morning Commander; Reserve, Caesar;
Maiden'dogs, 1st, Caesar, 2, King Monk, 3rd, Claycliff

Prince; Reserve, County Prince. R. Theberge; Local
Dogs. 1. Newbold Commander. 2. Wallaton Prepared-
ness. 3. King Monk; Reserve. Cracksman. H. J. Wells
and A. Ward; Puppies. Bitches. 1st. Moorside Princess.

2. Clayclift Princess. 3, Metropole Fascination, Vil-

leneuve ajid Drerinan; Reaerve. Nell, W. F. Fawcett:
Novice bitches, 1 Claycliff Beauty, 2, Northeliffc

Julia, P.J. Cornforth,3, Newbold Bunty, J. V. Duguid;
Reserve, Bettv Briergate; Junior Bitches, I, Claycliff

Beauty, 2, Moorside Princess, 3, Betty Briergate.
Reserve, Clavciiff Princess; IJniit Bitches, 1, Broom-
hiU Betty, 2. Claycliff Pilgrim, Joseph Russell. 3. Clay-
cliff BeauU-. Reserve, Northcliffe Julia; Open Bitches,

1, BroomhiU Bettv, 2, ClavclifT Pilgrim, 3, Claycliff

Beauty, Reserve, Northcliffe Julia; Winners Bitches,
Broonihill Betty, Reserve Winners bitches, Claycliff

Pilgrim; Canadian bred bitches, 1, BroomhiU Betty, 2,

Claycliff Pilgrim, 3, Claycliff Beauty; Breeders bitches.

Clavciiff Princess, Canad,ian bitches, 1 ,Better Brier-
gate, 2, Clavciiff Princess; Local Bitches, 1, North-
cliffe Julia. "2, Newbold Bunty. 3, Betty Briergate;
Veteran dogs and bitches. Int. Ch King Nobbier.'
Double, Norman McKenzie; Pair Class, I, Normat
McKenzie's pair. 2, Joseph Russell's pair; Brace class,

1. Joseph Russell. 2nd. Norman McKenzie; Trio class.

Isl. Joseph Russell. 2. Norman McKenzie: Team
Class. Joseph Russell.

Cocker Spaniels—Novice dogs (black). 1, Oakley
Jackdaw, owner J. A. Campbell, 2, Welsh Knight,
owner, A. Hirst. 2, General Nivelle, Joseph Boibin:
Limit dogs (black), 1, Oakley Jackdaw, 2, Welsh
Knight. 3, General Nivelle; Reserve, Black Thorne,
O. W. Bradley, owner; Open dogs (clack), 1, Oakley
Jackdaw, 2, "Sonora General Joffre, A. Trudeau, 3,

Welsh Knight, Winners, dogs (black), Oakley Jackdaw,
Reserve Winners dogs (black) Sonora General Joffre;

Novice dogs, red, Welsh Kins, W. H. Parkinson.
Novice dogs (any color other tnan black or red), 1,

Pompom, owner. Alpha. Desrosiers, 2 Thorough
Sport, J. A. A. Avotte; Limit dogs (anysolid colorother
than black), Welsh Duke; Open dogs (any solid color

other than black), Welsh Duke; Limit dogs. Pompom:
Open dogs (parti colored), Drumclamph Baronet,
owner, M. W. Rose; Winners, dogs other than black,

Drumclamph Baronet; Reserve winners other than
black. Pompon; Canadian bred dogs, any color, 1,

Blackthorn, 2. Pompon. Puppies, bitches, any color.

Duchess; Junior bitches anv color. 1. Chloe. Boctor
Otto Marcuse. 2. June Caprice. Mrs J. II. Ennght:
Novice bitches, black. 1. Chloe. 2. Leicester Nellie.

W H. Windram: Limit bitches, black, 1, Sonora Lor-
raine, A. T. Payette, 2, Chloe. 3rd. Leicester Nellie;

Open bitches black. Sonora Lorraine: Winners bitches

black. Sonora Lorraine: Reserve- winners, bitches,

black. Chloe; Novice bitches any color than black or

ed. 1. Braeclough Peep o'Day. A. Trudeau. 2. June
Caprice- Limit bitches (anv .solid color other than

black) Montreal Winnie, R. M. Fisken; Open hitches

(anv solid color other than black). 1. Welsh Queen. W.
II. "Parkinson, 2. Montreal Winnie: Limit hitches

particolor. Sylvia; Open bitches, narticolor. 1. Sylvia-

2. Braeclough Peep o'Day; Winners bitches other than
black. Sylvia: Reserve Winners bitches other than
black. Welsh Queen; Canadian bred bitches, any color.

1, Chloe. 2. Montreal Winnie; Maiden bitches any
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color, 1st, Chloe, 2, Leicester Nellie. Local bitches

any color, 1. Sonora Lorraine, 2, Chloe; Brace class,

W." H. Parkinson.

Field Spaniels—Open dogs, Cb. Lord Bertie. R
H. L. Morris; Open bitches. Wardleworth Mollys

R. H. Morris; Winners dogs, Ch. Lord Bertie; Winner
bitches, Wardleworth Molly. '

The prize for the best decorated stall was secured
by Miss Laviolette and the $5.00 prize for the largest

number of entries received from any one member of
the M. K. A. was won by Aitken and Silver.

DOMINION GAME PROTECTIVE AND TRAP
SHOOTING ASSOCIATION TOURNAMENT

, AT HAMILTON, JUNE 6, 7, 8

Broke.
91
94
92
90

At the preliminary workout at the traps on Thurs-
day afternoon in the 100-bird race W. H. Gooderham
of Toronto was high with 94. E. G. White, of Ottawa
and Sam Vance, of Tillsonburg, tied with 92. Frank
Wright, of Buffalo, was third with 91. A nine-man
team race made up of shooters chosen by the president
and the vice-president resulted in the former piloting
his selections to victory bv 199 to 194. Nelson Long
got ofi to a great start Dy breaking 100 straight, which
was the best run. The scores were:

Shot at.

F. S. Wright 100
W. H. Gooderham 100
E. G. White 100
N. Gooderham 100
J. Vance 100
S. G. Vance 100
G. M. Dunk 100
C. Graham 100
W. Pow 100
W. Marshall 100
J. W. Hart 100
M. Goodale.. 100
J. H. Newman 100
J. Dillon 100
W. Barnes 100
E Harris 50
G. Coshmore 50
H. Lennox 50
N. Long 50
T. Gardiner 50

92
80
81
84
87
90
80
80
79
89
48
46
41
50
40

Team race. 25 birds—
F. S. Wright ; 24
E. G. White 24
N. Gooderham 24
S. G. Vance 23
C. Graham 22
W. Hart.

J. Newman . .

.

G. Cash more
J. Hunter- . . .

22
16
20
24

199

W. H. Gooderham. .. ..., 2.'i

W.Marshall ' 21
J. Vance 9J
G. Dunk 21
W. Pow 16
M- E. Goodale 20
T.W.Barnes 23
E.Harris 24
N. Long 25

194
The opening day of the tournament brought out

fifty of the best shots in Canada. One of the main
events was the individual championship of Canada,
which wa.s won by Sam Vance, of Tillsonburg, with
96 out of 100, and who repeated his success last year,
which makes it the third time he has won the honor.
R. Day, of London, was runner-up with 95. The two-
man team championship was won bv E.Harris and
E. Sturt, of Hamilton, with 40 out of 50. Thomson
brothers, of Hamilton, and A. McRobb and D. McNeil,
ol Brantford. tied with 48 out of 50 for second place.
The eight-man team championship was very close,
the Brantford Gun club winning by one bird, with 179;
Hamilton in second place with 178, and Toronto in
third place just one bird down. IS the regular 100-
bird race. Bert Smyth, of Hamilton, won with 97.
Sam Vance was runner up with 96. This made a
grand total of 192 out of 200 for Mr. Vance, which was
remarkalile on account of the high wind which pre-
vailed. The special event—miss-and-out—was won
by George Vivian, of Toronto with M " E. Goodale and
E. Hariis both of Hamilton tied fcr second place
The best long run was made by S. Vance with 59
straight, and E. Harris was ne.xt with 58.
The scores were:

Regular Event
Shot At. Broke.

S.G.Vance 100 96
J. Pavne 100 84
J. Vance 100 89
W. Pow ino 77
E. Sturt 100 91
R. H. Coombs 100 87
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S. G. Vance, winner of
Amateur Championship
of Canada.

W. P. Thomson, winner
Grand Canadian Handicap.

Score 94 x 100.

Chas. Summerhays, Bert Doherty, Parker Matther,
Re?. Lambden, Dan McNeil, Alex. McRobb, John Den-
ni5. Colonel Page, winners eight-man team.
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W. H. Gooderham 100
E. G. White 100
N. Gooderham 100
F. A. Healey 100
R. Day 100
Dr. TenEvck 100
J. W. Hart 100
W. H. Joselin 100
George Dunk 100
J. R. Serson 100
M. E. Goodale 100
\V. Dillon 100
J. B. McGrath 100
A. A. Baird 100
S. Griffin 100

100
100
100
100
100

.1. Hunter 100

G. H. Funnell.
N. S. Braden.
\V. Seacer. . .

.

D. KonKle
i-:. Harris.

1£. S. Nichols.
C. T. Thomson. .

B. Smythe
C. Summerhayes.
J. Murphv
W. S. Edwards....
W. P. Thomson .

.

1>. Mather
G. L. Vivian
W. Barnes
W. J MacCance.
\V. Marshall
C. Graham
Dr. G. Y. Jordan.
B.J. I'earce

A. A. Glover
Col. Page

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
40
100
100
100
40

93
84
92
92
90
77
85
80
77
94
89
87
76
78
86
Si
69
68
81
92
91
82
88
97
84
84
90
87
76
80
89
87
86
.32

92
76
87
32

Broke
96
94
90
89

Amateur Championship
Shot At.

S. G. Vance 100
J. Pavnc 100
J. Vance 100
!•:. Sturt 100
R. H. Combs 100 83
W. H. Gooderham 100 87
E. G. While 100 90
N. Gooderham 100 92
F. A.Healey 100 87
R. Dav 100 95
J. W. Hart : 100 91
W.H. Joselin 100 88
George Dunk 100 68
J. K. Ser.son 100 88
M. E. Goodate ,.. 100 76
W. Dillon , 100 88
J. B. McGrath 100 87
S. GrilTin 100 87
G. H. Funnell 100 71

W. Seacer 100 63
D. Konkle 100 90
E. Harris . 100 92
J.Hunler . 100 85
C. r. Thomson , 100 85
B. Smythe . 100 91

C. Summerhayes 100 82
J. Muri>hv 100 86
W. S. ICdwards .100 84
W. I'. Thomson 100 82
G. L. Vivian -100 81
W.Barnes 100 ' 87
W. J. McCance. .. 100 87
W. Marshall .100 76
C. Graham .100 77
D. G. Y. Jordan 100 67
B.'J. Pearec 100 80
A. A. Glover 100 78
Col .Paee 100 90
J.H.Newman 100 64
D. McNeil 100 91
J. Dennis... 100 87
A. McRobb. . 100 82

Two- Man (ihampionship
Twenty-five birds per man

—

W. II. Gooderham 24
N. Gooderham 2.3—^17

M. E. Goodale » 22
W. Dillon ., 22—44
C. T. Thomson 24
W. P. Thomson 24—48
R. Stun 24
R. Harris 2.5—49
I.Vance 22
S.Vance 24—46

W. Pow 19
J. Payne '„'„[ 22—41
P. H. Coombs 23
W. S. Edwards 19—42
J. Murphy

\ 24
G. L. Vivian 22—46
C. Summerhayes. - 18
Col. Page ',"_,." 24—42
A. A. McRobb 24
D. McNeil 24—48
Dr. Serson 22
Dr. Jordon 25—47
R. Lambdcn IS
B. Doherty. . 21—39
W. Barnes. ,,, 22
B. Smythe 23—45
J. Hunter 21
A.Bates 22—43

Eight-Man Championship
Twenty-five birds

—

Hamilton
C. T. Thomson 20
B. Smythe 24
E. Sturt .24
J. Hunter 23
E. Harris.. 22
W.Thomson 22
W.Barnes . 20
A. Bates

Dr. Serson
G. L. Vivian.
J. Murphy
Dr. Jordan. . .

.

W. H. Joselin..

.\. W. Glover.
B. J. Pearce. .

.

Dr. TenEyck.

Toronto

C Summerhayes.
Col. Pa.ge
A. McRobb
P. Mather
.1. Dennis
D. McNeil...
B. Doherty...
R. Lambden

Brantford

23

23
23
21
24
21
*2
19
24

177

21
23

179
Saturday Was The Closinji Day of The Shoot.
The Gran>_ Canadian Mandicap was won by W. P.

Thomson, of Hamilton, who won this event in 1906,
and on four other occasions lost it by one bird. His
score was 91. C. A. Lewis, Gall; F. A. Healey, Wind-
sor, and N. Gooderham, Toronto, tied for second with
93. and J. Vance. Tillsonhurg; Col. Page and D. Mc-
Neil. Brantford. scored 02 each.
Wm. Edwards. Toronto, was high wHh 97 in the

100-bird event, Sam Vance scoring 96, while W. H.
Gooderham, Toronto, qnd M. K. Fletcher. Hamilton.
had 95 each. Manor Farm Club of Clarkson. won the
five-man team championship of Canada with 233 out
of 250. W. H. Goddcrham was high on the team with
50 straight. Hamilton lost this event by one bird.

-_- C. Graham won the miss-and-out with the score of
39. J. Vance was second with 29. and M. E. Goodale,
of Hamilton was third with 17. Sam Vance ,of Tillson-
burg won the Grey Cup for the grand aggregate of the
regular events with a score of 192 out of 200. The
Ford Trophy was won by W. H. Gooderham, who had
the longest run. of 81 birds. W. S. Edwards and J.
Pavne each had 53 of a run.
G. H. Cashmore, of Toronto had charge of the ofTicc,

and gave general satisfaction. The scores:

—

Regular Gr.and
event. Canadian

S. G. Vance.
J. Payne
J. Vance
C. Graham.

.

E. H. Sturt..
R. H. Combes.

96 90
83 87
89 92
79 91
87 85

_ 93 91
W. H. Gooderham i 93 JS4
J. E.Jennings 95 88
N. Gooderham 93 93
F. A. Healey 90 93
R. Djiv 90 90
M. E. Goodale .79 82
J. McCausland 86 85
W. S. Edwards 97 84
G. L.Vivian 94
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f Have You ^Made UpYourMind '

As to the Canoe for that trip,

as no matter how the fish are

biting or how many ducks are

flying, unsuitable equipment will

take the edge off the pleasure

of your trip.

LET US TELL YOU ALL
ABOUT THE CANOE FOR
YOU

Each length of our four models is

designed for a particular purpose and
we are in a position to advise you,
whether you are merely going camping
near at hand, fishing in larger waters,
after the ducks in September or out
with the decoys in the cold winds of

the autumn. ,

I

The Lakefield Canoe
Company, Limited

Lakefield, Ontario, Canada

+,—..

500 Miles
from a Cow
When you're away back in the bush
where cows are as scarce as the fa-

mous Phililoo Bird, you'll find it

mighty convenient and comforting
to have a supply of Klim to take
"old bossy's" place. Klim is clean,
light in weight, easily packed, con-
venient, and will not spoil.

Dissolve in water for use as liquid.
Mix dry with flour, sugar, corn-
starch, etc., for making bread, flap-
jacks, coffee, etc. .\dd water to
make baiter, fallow directions on tin.

KLIM is pasteurized sep-
arated milk in powderform.
IVs genuine — the flavor
protef it. Get a tin to-day
trom your grocer. It's as
convenient and satisfac-
tory in your City or Sum-
mer Home as it is in the
wild country.

CANADIAN MILK
PRODUCTS

LIMITED
TORONTO, - CANADA

1

Trout Fishermen!
LOUIS RHEAD
NATURE LURES

If you want good sport, big fish, try

NYMPH-CREEPER 30c

GQLD or SILVER TERROR 50c

RED or BLUE DEVIL HACKLE 50c
WHITE and SILVER MINNOW. .50c
2 or 3 HOOK MINNOW 75c

Write for complete list of pictured lures for muscallonge,
: LOUIS RHEAD, 217 OCEAN AVENUE,

Have No lLqual\ No H'orrj/1

Easy, simple to use, give
better result at less cost ' in
every place lor all game fish.

Bass Fishermen
Try GREEN or BROWN FROG.Sl.Oo
HELGRAMITE (Also winged) 75c
GRASSHOPPER. ...50c. Large 75c

CRAWF ISH 75c. Large $1 .00

CRICKET 50c. Large 75c

pike, wall-eye, pickerel, trout and bass.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

"NEWTON" =£2a Highest Power
Rifles

In The World

OWN FACTORY WE HA^-n.We have installed a com-
plete Cartridge Factory
and there will be no _ ^

lurther shortage of cartridges. Capacity 40 -,»,,,_-,, ....a ma ^« aa ^ a rr • & t*

:^X'^^r'''''''
""""^ '^''"'' NEWTON ARMS CO., 74-80 E. Jewett Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.

w^̂*a

AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM
Pocket size, 266 pp.. blue flexible leather, fully illustrated

CONTENTS—The interaal combustion eugine. Principles and construction. A
typical modern motor, The centrifugal governor. The hit-or-miss governor. Car-
buretors, The float feed principle. The float chamber and jet. Various types of modern
construction. Quality of mixture. Flooding the carburetor. Carburetor troubles and
adjustments etc., Gear or Gearing, Belt and Chain Gearing, Friction gear. Spur on
tooth gearing. Differential or balance gear, Shafts and their functions. The crank-
shaft, naif speed shaft, countershaft, etc., Lubrication and Lubricators, Pumps and
their purposes. Motor misfiring, causes and remedies. Noises in the Motor, causes
and remedies. Motor overheating, causes and remedies. Electric motors, principles

and operation. Steam cars. The engine, generator, reverse gear. etc.

Jiiccb; Flexible Leather $1.50. Cloth Binding Jl.OO.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED Woodstock, Ontario
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No. 1. W. P. Thomson, Court Thomson.

No. 2. Dr. Geo. G. Jordan, W. J. Marshall.

No. 3. R. H. Coombs, shooting in the Special Mi., and Out..

No. 4. S. G. Vance, E. H. S turt in action.
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BOYS! Double Your

Pleasure Outdoors This Summer-
Get one of these splendid little Rifles—FREE,
we want is a little of your spare time, and you
holidays. Just think of having a real accura
And here's your chance.

$5.00 BOY SCOUT RIFLE—FREE
This Rifle is .22 cahbre. shoots .22 short,

long or long rifle cartridges. Guaranteed for

either black or smokeless powder. Barrel

22 in. long. Weight 3 Ji pounds. Hammer
breech block, trigger, extractor, and three

springs of tempered steel, are all the work-
ing parts. Barrel and action detachable
from stock for convenience in carrying.

All you have to do is to send us

It isn't going to cost you any money

—

all

have surely lots of that after school or on
te-shooting .22 cahbre Rifle of your own.

Five New Yearly Subscriptions To

"Rod and Gun in Canada"

at $1 .50 per year, and we will ship this handsome
little rifle, all charges prepaid to any address in

Canada or U.S.A. Ask your dad for the names of
some of his sportsman friends. Call around and see
them. Get them interested and they will be only
too glad to subscribe to Canada's Leading Sporting
Magazine. Begin at once and send for Sample
Copies, Subscription Blanks, etc., today.

ADDRESS: PREMIUM DEPT,

W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publishers, Woodstock, Ont.

No Motor Boatman Should Be Without a Copy
of This Reference Book, Price $1.25

If you own a mutor boat or ever expect to, you should not be without a copy of ibis
book. It costs O..IV $1.25, but its worth cannot he estimated. It is sndorsca by the
leading boat and engine manufacturers, motor boating publications and boat clubs. The
largest firm of marine engine builders in the world, after reading a copy of Motor Craft
Encyclopedia, said: "We never expected that such a useiul^racticalbook, would ever
be published. Instead of $1 .25 you ought to charge $5.00. Tne information it contains
is invaluable.

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA
The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Englnas

WritteD in popular lanRaase from a Doo-techDical standpoint. Contains ow 160
pages of valuable information. Twenty-seven chapters, covering every phase of motor
boatinfi. Tells a thousand-and-one things eveo' motor boatman should know. Helps you
to overcome all motor boat and engine troubles. Handsomely illustrated and bouna in
attractive three-color stiff board cover. A useful reference book for any library.

The evolution of^ the motor boat.
Various types of motor boats ta

commoD use.
The Built to Order, Stock and Knock

Down Boat.
How to select a motor boat.
Points to be observed in buying a

second-hand boat.
How to build a motor boat.
Smoothing off and calking.
How to ^sint a motor boat.
How to install a marine motor.

SUMMARr:OF CONTENTS.
The history of the internal combus

tion motor.
Explanation of two )iBd four-cycle

motor.
Internal combustion motor auxiliar-

ies and their functions.
How to operate an internal combus-

tion motor.
Engine trouble
Propeller wheels.
Reversible equipment.
Furnishings and fittings.
Navigation rules.

Distress signals.
Harbor regulations.
U. S. Life Saving Service Signals.
National Motor Boat Bill.

What to do in case of accident.
Rules for determining horse power.
How to lay up boat and engine for

the winter.
How to remove carbon deposits, and

other useful receipts.
How to build a motor ice boat.
Dictionary of Motor Craft terms.

TROUBLE CHART—Enables you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch

"WHERE TO GET WHAT YOU WANT" SECTION
'Ti\iM is a very useful feature for anyone interested in the purchase of a motor boat or equipment. It gives a

«4aaaifled index oi manufacturers and supply bouses of everything needed by the motor boatman. Tells wh«re to
get what you want. Describes and illustrates many of the latest and best things on the market.

Address Orders to Book Department W. J. TAYLOR, LTD.. PUBLISHER, Woodstock, Ont.
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C. C. Jennings
, 85

C. Richardson 83
S. Griffin 83
G. H. Funnell 87
C. A. Lewis 88
H. W. Hunsberry 85
M. Honsberger 77
W. J.McCance 88
W. Marshall 88
M- E. Fletcher 95
E. Hariis • 89
J. Hunter 89
W. P. Thomson 92
C. Thomson 92
B. Smythe 91
W. Hughes 83
A. W. Glover 88
W. Dillon 91
Dr. Jordan 81
B. J. Pearce 88
G. M. Dunk 81-

C. Summerhayes 88
E. J. Marsh 79
P. Mather
W. Doherty
W. H. Gooey
D. Konkle
Col. Page ,

H. B. Bozard
G. Stroud
D. McNeil
C. E. Canteelon ,

N. S. Braden

93

90
84

90
81
94
87
90
82
80
79
80
90

89
70
88
89
90
91
92
80
79
92
86
82

Five-man Team Championship) 250 birds each:
Manor G. Club.

n. H. Coombs 40
W. H. Goodcrham 50
W. S. Edwards 44
N. R. Gooderham 47

Ham. G. C. No. 1

E. Harris 45
E. H. Sturt 46
J. Hunter \ 45
M. E. Fletcher 47

J. E. Jennings 46 W. P. Thomson 49

233
Ham. G.C. No.2.

M. Goodale 40 W. Dohertv.
W.Dillon 45 ~ '

B. Smyth 42

232
Brantford G. C.

44
D. McNeil 42
A. McRobb... 42

C.Thomson 49 Col. Page 46
C. Graham 44 P. Mather 41

220 215

EDMONTON GUN CLUB TOURNAMENT
At the Edmonton Gun Club tournament, held on

the club grounds, government rillc range, there were

Iwenly-four competitors who shot through the whole
program as well as seven who participated in part of
the program. The statement on the program that
"the shoot will be held rain or shine" should be amend-
ed to read "rain, shine or snow" for all three degrees
of weather greeted t»he shooters, but nothing was able
to dampen the ardour of the followers of the "sport
alluring." Competition was keen in ail events, the
absence of wind during most of the day, tending to
help shooters make good scores.
Two professionals were present, F. H. Morris, Ed-

monton, representing the Dominion Cartridge com-
pany and C. L. Burtch, Vmicouver, representing the
U.M.C.-Remington company. Both shot in good
form, but Mr. Morris's acauaintance with the traps
stood him in good stead. He was in good form and
shot up to his average breaking 170 out of 175 targets
from the 16 yard mark. Mr. Burtch's break of 153
out of 170 was also good.

G. M. (Max) Cowderoy, of Calgary, was high ama-
teur with 164 out of 175. K. A. West being next with
158. Cowderoy also won the long run trophy with 82
straight. Other runs were made by both professionals,
Morris running 68 straight and Burtch 52. The miss-
and-out event provided much amusement, the "cracks"
nearly all being eliminated after scoring one or two
birds. Harry Simpson, of Calgary, was first with 16
and A. Allan second with 12. In the handicap event
five shooters tied with 21 out of 25. These were W.
McLaren, Calgary (21 yards), F. Lund, Red Deer (21
yards). J. Houston. Edmonton, (20 yards), G. Holman,
Edmonton (19 yards), and K. A. West, Leavitt, (21
yards). In the shoot-off, McLaren broke 24 and won.
West being second.

K. A. West won the championship singles with 25
straight. Scores of 24 were put up by A. Logan, P.
Bowen, W. Holmes, of Edmonton; and R. G. Robinsoy
of Calgary.

The program being completed in good time, a sweep -

stake event of doubles was got up. P. Bowen. Ed-
monton, won with 21 out of 24; W. McLaren, Calgary,
was second with 19 and G. M. Cowderoy, Calgary ,j

third with 17. Most of the local boys did not shoot up
to form in this event.

The merchandise prize winners were; 1st event.
McBain. Simpson. 2nd event, Simpson McBaiu.
3rd event, Pierson, Cowderoy. 4th event, Cowderoy,
Lund. 5th event, Allan, Irgens. 6th event .Clarke.
Lund. 7th event, Logan. Pierson. 8th event. Garden,
Logan. 9th event, Esch, Houston. 10th event,
Irgens, Hougan. 11th event. West, Logan. 12th
event. McLaren, West. 13th event, Simpson, Allan.

In all. about 5500 targets were thrown. The follow-
ing are the score.:;

Shot at—15
K. H. Morris (prof.) 15
A. Logan 10
W. L. Freeman 10
W. E. Clarke 14
A. H. Esch 12
C. L. Burtch, (prof.) 13
E. A. McBain 15
P. Bowen 12
F. Lund 13
W. Holmes 14
R. G. Robinson 13
H. Simpson 15
Pierson , a 14
W. McLaren 12
G. M. Cowderoy 14
J. Houston 12
B. C. Hav 10
G. A. Holman 11
C. Irgens 12
E. P. Mehus 7
K. A. West 13
A. Allan 12
Berry ; 1

2

P. R. Campbell _. 13
O. A. Hougan 12
Dr. C. A. Raver 11
J. Garden

I.'i
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WHEN DO FISH BITE BEST? I

Get the 1918 OLD FISHERMAN'S CALENDAR, f

It tells WHEN. A man in Canada writes, "Send |

me a 1918 Calendar, I believe there is somethins =

to it. I am going to a lake shortly where I have
|

caught twelve trout ten to twenty inches long in f

ten minutes and on a better day have not been |
able to get a bite." He believes it will help him. £

It may help YOU. Send 25c to-dav to |

OLD FISHERMAN'S CALENDAR i

Box 1462 H Sta. Springfield, Mass. $

can be lured to the lakes.ponds and rivers
'%. near you. by providing natural feeding

^%, grounds for them. TERRELL S wild
--^>^l/,. 'ice its now ready for delivery and
_^-^''/^ planting. Dependable seeds,
' --*^'%-,. widely kiio-nn in V. S. and Con-

"%..V Booklet free. Dept. S34

C. B Terrell, Naturalist. Oshkosh.Wi,

vi^iliilillilUllMllllIltilliiliiMniiiiiiiiiiiiMiimimi iiiiiiiNiMtiniiiiiiiuiMiiiiiiiKIUl^

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
I'hKMIKK MALLARP. H«e U S. Pate at Office

On your hunting trip take along Mason*s Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring- They bring down the
game evcrytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue—It's Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M.R. R. Detroit, Mich.

TheSoofliiMWltieii
Honn relf'ases when fish strikes and sudden stop at end of slot sets

hook firmly into jaw. Darts 3ml dives like a real (isli.

Caiches more than any

Siilmon, Cod. Tarpon, eic. Six

oi her spoon or wooden
minnow. Gteni lor nil

eame fish— Dlnck B:>ss.

Trout, Musky, Pikf.
r.cs. Ask your dealer for

Knowles Automatic Striker ir,amecr'''ca,aC':;.
l.engili: < V'U" 2'!," 2m" 3'.i" 4J^" \ S'z"
Priceeach 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c '$1.25
finishes; SILVKR — SILVER AND COPPER— BRASS
S. E. KNOWLES, 79 Shenvood Buildinc, San Francisco, California

Heddon
Carter- Built Reels

Jim Heddon 2-Piece Rods
Baby Crab and Other Minnows

'Ask ^/»e/>s/ir"*,^,^|^^
-'as. Heddon's Sonsjg^^Gra

OoNvagiac, Mich. ^t5»SJ!^PrV>ytj^}a

Going Fishing?
Certainly

!

Then buy your rods, reels, Rush tango
minnows, Dowagiac minnows, crab wigglers,
Al Foss Pork Rind Baits, srinners, lines,

flies and other fishing necessities of us. We
can supply you with just what you want.

GILL NETS
HOOP NETS

DIP NETS
TRAMMEL NETS

SEINES or DRAG NETS
POUND NETS
STURGEON NETS

Floats, Side Lines, Seaming Twine, Leads
and other fishing necessities.

GILL NETS mounted with leads and floats

ready for the water—25c per yard. Give
size of mesh desired, stretched measure.

NO. 44 JUSTRITE HEADLIGHT gives a penetrat-
ing liglit and will not blow out. It burns ten hours
on one charge of carbide. It has a lens for difTused
light for camr; purposes and a special long distance
lens for hunting. Weight 2H lbs. Price: $4.50
Cap 30 cents e.xtra. Give size desired.

^pn II R^ For all animals from a

I Kfll ^ weasel to a grizzly bear
ready to ship at a

moment's notice. We sell the traps and
buy the furs.

Descriptions and prices of Traps, Guns, Sights,
Hunting Knives, Hunting Axes, Camp Stoves,
Tents, Acetylene Headlights. Camp Lamps. Flash-
lights, Bicycles. Compasses. Fishing Tackle and
other sportsmen's supplies shown in our Januarv
laiS edition of HALLAM'S TRAPPERS" A
SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLY C.\TALOGUE.
MAILED FREE.

(Jolmpallam
No. 93S Hallam

Building:

TORONTO
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challenges in, so the holder will have lots of oppor-
tunities to defend his new honor.
John Hunter was high for the day with 79 out of 85.

M. E. Fletcher was next with 91 out "f 100. Nelson
Long had the nice total of 127 out of 145, while W. P.
Thomson had 65 out of 75.
For the next shoot a tiepin event has been scheduled

which should prove interesting.
The scores made during the afternoon were:

Shot at. Brokt.
John Hunter 85 79
H. D. Metcalfe 100 80
M. Long 145 127
B. J. Pearce 50 40
M. E. Goodale , 175 132
C. G. Choate 90 74
H. Lennox 50 38
M. E. Fletcher, 100 91
W. P. Thomson ... 75 65
Geo. Dunk 100 87
A.Smith 50 34
H. Smith 75 56
DriGreen . 50 41
J. tL Newman 75 62
C. Thomson .75 .59

J. Cline 50 35
G. Stroud 125 91
E. Harris 100 79

STATE ORGANIZATION PLANS OF THE AMER-
ICAN AMATEUR TRAPSHOOTERS- ASSOCIA-

TION.
The satisfactory growth of the American Amateur

Trapshooters' Association, of which the far-famed
bandmaster, John Philip Sousa, is president, has
made advisable the further formation of state divi-
sions as self-governing bodies having the same relation
to the national organization as the state in civic life

has to the federal government.
The introduction of this state division form of

government into this war sport marks an epoch in the
rapid development of regulated trapshooting. Each
state has at least one prominent gun club and Dunch of
members who are recognized as the initiative-lakers in

any trapshooting enterprise. From this body one or
two oificers of the state organization will be chosen,
with other officers chosen from the other gun clubs in
order to have full representation.

This state body will promote tournaments, draft by-
laws, hold conventions and banquets, arrange for
selection of champions—in fact every matter that can
be handled conveniently by it. The slate is already
the natural unit for tlie sport because of the many
state tournaments, because of the acoessibilily of any
shoot to all gunners within its boundaries, because of
the frequent compilations of records and champions
and professionals oy this unit. It will be the logical
thing for each state A.A.T.A. to hold a champion-
ship tournament, the winner to compete in the great
national tournament of A.A.T.A. members.

As popular as the A.A.T.A. now is, there is a certain
unwieldiness about the organization because its mem-
bers never really get together because of the immen-
sity of the territory which the bodv covers. There is

a lack of the persona! contact and spirit of hale fel-

lowship which will be fostered by the new divisional
gatherings. It will be more than a formal unity of
"birds of the same feather"— it will be a fraternity of
the best bunch of sporting men in America.

Trapshooting has been called "the patriotic sport"
and rightly so. It teaches in a general way marks-
manship, hitting the moving object, control of the
muscles. In a specific way it teaches the use of the
shotgun—and the shotgun is being used in the trenches
to-day. At the recent battle of Seichcprey, the
Americans used the shotgun in large numbers for the
first time. Hundreds of military men are realizing
the effectiveness of the scattering buckshot in warfare^

A.A.T.A. is the legitimate, logical child of the lusty
parent, trapshooting. The state division is the child
of the A.A.T:A., and the grandchild of "Patriotic
Sport." Besides the energetic Mr. Sousa at its head,
there is a creditable bunch of live oflicers pushing
forward the A.A.T.A. The vice presidents are Dr.
Horace Betts of Wilmington. Del., a man of many
friends and potent influence; Ralph L. Spotts of
New York, twice amateur trapshooting champion;
E. H. Morse, of Hartford, Conn., one of the most
prominent gunners of New England. The manager
is L. W. Hulchins of Philadelphia, Pa., former editor
of ALL OUTDOORS magazine who has a national
acquaintance among sportsmen; as secretary-treas-
urer is Harold A. Knight, former newspaper man and
publicist. ^

SCENE IN THE POINT PELEE MARSH
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The Camper's Own Book

1918—SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1918

This is that BIG little book of the open—America's new
outdoor manual. It comes to you bound as you see here. It is

"woodsy" from cover to cover—stirred by lake-breezes and
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere.

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn
\L Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. K. H. Forbrush—
these and others join this camp fire council. They say their

a^ about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they
•pin a yarn or two by the way.

"The Camper's Own Book" measures 8x5^8 inches over all. It is a goodly gener-
ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you've ever seen.
Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes th«
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you're orfe—you know you are.

PRICE PER VOLUME
In the appropriate green~T-cloth

Post-paid

$1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED WOODSTOCK, ONT.

"GARAGES AND HOW TO
BUILD THEM"

Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine.
The most convenient place is on your own property in a private garage, the
arcditecture of which is in keeping with your house.

This large 158-page book is the only one of its

kind and shows a standard collection of New.
Original and Artistic designs for up-to-date Priv-
ate and Public Garages adapted to Frame,
Bnck, Stone, Cement, Stucco, or Concrete Con-
struction, together with Estimates of Cost.

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per-

spective views and floor plans giving dimensions,
etc. Also remarks on Garage Construction,
explaining the advantages oi each form of con-
struction and giving details about the manner of

erection, selection of materials, hints on super-
isioiu etc.

There is also an extensive chapter on Garaft«
Equipment and Accessories in which is des-

cribed the construction and operation of turn

tables; gasoline storage and pumping; oil cabin-

ets; constructing a repair bench andtool cabin-

ets; lockers; rules to prevent freezing of water
in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus;

lighting apparatus; etc.

It is just the book to give you important points

and ideas if you are about to build a garage. Its

information will save you money.

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated, Artist-
ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address:

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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THE NIPIGON TROPHY ANNOUNCEMENT
Tlifi Canadian Northern Kailway Sysloiu is iltnuiUiiH

I Lropliy for annua) competition amonfi iishermun in
\'ipigon waltTS.
In (lays of peace, fishing always succeeded in throw-

iig a mantle of forKctfulncss upon tlic shoulders of lUi-

;ided and the restless among the world's workers that
iMight the solace and seclusion of the haunts of the

. Finy beauties.
How much more shouUl it do so now—when men

.l>our at high-pressure for long, long hours, and in a
. orld on fire!

I^om every railing holding the fishermen—and that
moans all vocations— tired, worn devotees look to the
sport of lh<' rod and line with an added intensity and a
hope born of the necessities of altered circumstances
in life.

To the l)usincss men, the bankers, the doctors, the
surgeons, the editors, the lawyers, the munrtion makers.
anaall people that have been undergoing the strain of
arduous work for longer hours than cv<t before, the
possibilities of rest and recreation in fishing appeal as
never before.

Continued on Page 236
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Buzzacott Says-

Those who seek to be trappers to-day must in a
measure, at least, emulate the old timers' ways,
and profiting by the experience of others, learn
even to avoid their failures yet achieve their
successes. Life is too short for universal per-
sonal experiment, the successful man of to-day
is the one who profits by the experience of others
—reaps a harvest or reward.
We are making you an oITer just as this world famous

hunter and trapper speaks of and any trapper who is

desirous of greatly increasing his catch of fur shouki
not hesitate an instant in sending. They are the
same formulae, which.when made up, sold for $1.00
per bottle so you will more than save the price of
formulae on the decoy you would buy.

The decoys attract from both a food and sexua'
standpoint and are especially valuable during the
running season. They are freeze-proof, also proof
against evaporating, something which cannot be said
of any other decoy.

They are as perfect as human ingenuity can suggest,
and the trapper who makes them up according to
formulae is absolutely assured of results. Failing*
to do so under ordinary conditions his money
will be cheerfully refunded.

This Is as good an investment as if you were
receiving 50So on your money in the bank.
These decoys cannot be resold, either the formulae

or compounded.

nODQSONS
LANTi ANIflALiCENT
fOR AU I^LfSM EATIfJO ANIMAL5

HABtFROn INBIAN RKIPEiANJ
USED flr HOI AN ANC> WHITE
TRAPPERb rOR QENERftTIOIW

PRICE. 1.00

/^AOE AND SOLD BY

You will want to yet

these formulae now to

make them up for the

coming season. This
is your first, last and
only opportunity to

secure these formulae.

Are you going to pass

this exceptional oppor-

tunity by and then next

season pay out several

dollars for decoys nol

nearly as good, or are you
going to snatch at a

golden opportunity for

the small amount of a

small mink, coon or

skunk, and increase your

catch for the coming

season, one hundred per

cent?

Robert Hodgson

Raglan Ontario
The Formalae of
Land animal scent, Muskrat and Beaver, Trail scent and Trap oil, as formerly manufactured and sold by

Robt. Hodgson Co., will now be sold on account of the Military Service Act, price for the four formulae, postpaid
$3.00.

They are improved recipes as used by the Indians and Hudson Bay Trappers for years withwonderfulresults and arc
strictly a natural composition, every ingredient entering into their composition being either an animal or vegetable
matter.

Ingredients are easily obtainable and more decoy can be made for SI.00 than you can buy from any firm for .^fj.OO.

GUARANTEED to be the equal, if not superior to any decoy on the market.

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving in cost is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN. CONN.

You want the best

value you can get

for your money.

We have it.

By exercising care and good judgment m the selection of your canoe you will add to the pleasures of

paddling. You owe it to yourself to investigate.

Let us tell you about "ENGLISH CANOES."
GET OUR PRICES Peterborough, Canada

WM. ENGLISH CANOE CO., Limited

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler, Ideal Canoe Trip

The countr> traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish

and same. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
connto' in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F.E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company. ST. JOH N'S, NEWFOUNDLAND
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So a peculiar interest attaches to the announcement
that the Canadian Northern has set u'p a new annual
trophy "for the largest speckled trout caught in Nipi-
gon waters".

The competitioin conditions are?

—

1. The Coritesl is open to all non-resident anglers.
The fish shall be a true speckled trout, not a
lake or gray trout-

3. The fish must be caught in Nipigon waters dur-
ing the lawful season

4 The fish shall be caught by rod and line with
either a fly or single hook with bait.

5 A regulation form of Affidavit as to the catch.
or an exact copy thereof shall be used in filing
entry and signed by the man who caught the
fish, together with the signature of two or more
responsible persons, who shall thereby vouch for
the facts of the catch as set forth bv the appK-
cant.

6 The Affidavit shall be filed with the Manager
of the Nipigon Lodge within two weeks, or
with the General Superintendent of the Cana-
dian Northern Hotels. Winnipeg, within one
month of the catch; such AfTidavit to include
the length, girth and weight, also weather con-
ditions, time and place of the catch; and, if

possible, the maker's name and particulars of
the rod, reel, line and fly-bait used.

7 The fish shall be weighed on tested scales, and
measured with tape measure, the length to be
taken from the enci of the lower jaw. with mouth
closed, to the tip of the tail.

S. The General Superintendent of Canadian North-
ern Hotels, Winnipeg ,shall be the final aribtrator
in case of dispute.

9. The Competition is to be known as the "Nipigon
Trophy" and the winner's name with particulars
of nis accomplishment shall be inscribed on
a permanent trophy in the Nipigon Lodge, and
on a miniature facsimile of the trophy, which
shall he the property of the winner, and con-
stitute the prize for this competition annually.

FORM OF ENTRY.

I hereby declare to the statement set forth hereunder
respecting my entry for the Nipigon Trophy, said
statement having been signed by two responsbilc wit-
nesses who saw the fish, and who vouch for my entry:
Kind of Fish: SPECKLED BROOK TROUT.

Weight Length Girth
Where Caught
When Caught
a—Rod TIsed
a—Reel Used. . .

a—Line Used.

.

a—Lure or Bait
(a—Manufacturer's name if possible, and full

specifications are to be given)
Caught by

(Signature)
Street
City State

We, the undersigned hereby declare that we saw the
above mentioned fish, and that it was a Speckled
Trout, and the weight, length and girth are set out
correctly above.

Signatures (1)

(2)

The trophy is to be displayed at Nipigon Lodoe,
Orient Bay, which is operated in connection with tne
Prince Arthur Hotel in Port Arthur. As evident from
the accompanying illustration, it is quite pretentious
and should suffice to spur on the competitors to be
listed on the silver name plates on the mahogany upon
which it is mounted. A miniature sterling silver shield
about 3J4" X 5" suitably mounted will be the property
of the winner.
To those who know the Nipigon and its fighting

trout, this added attraction will probably focus atten-
tion this season upon the wonderful stream pourinR
from the north into Lake Superior.

RESERVE AT POINT PELEE MADE A BIRD
SANCTUARY

During the past year or more the Advisory

Board of Wild Life Protection has taken

active steps with a view to the establishment

•f a game sanctiian.- at Point Pelee, Ontario.

From time to lime efforts have been made to

secure the permanent reservation of this uni-

que portion of Canadian territory- which is

the property of the Dominion Government,

being an old naval reserve, and it is now an-

nounced that this territorj' has been made a

Dominion Park and bird sanctuan,-. This

triangular point of land is in Essex County
and extends for about nine miles into Lake
Erie, measuring about six miles across the

base of the point. Not only is it the most
southerly point in Canada geographically and

in the character of its birds, trees and plants,

but it constitutes one of the concentration

points in the northern and southern journey

•f our migratory- birds. In the spring and

in the autumn enormous numbers of birds of

all species in their migratory journeys to and

from Canadian territorj' concentrate at this

point and its reservation will be an important

factor in ensuring the protection of our migra-

tory birds. The area includes a marsh several

square miles in extent which forms a favorite

resort and breeding place for wild fowd, but

excessive shooting has reduced its value as a

breeding place. Pine, oaks, red cedar, black

walnut and hackberry grow in profusion on

the narrow strip of land running down the

west side of the point and make it a tract of

singular beauty to the lover of trees and shady

groves. Its scenic value, the southern nature

of its birds and plant life, its importance as a

main route for migratori> birds and the excep-

tional opportunities it affords for the protec-

tion and encouragement of wild fowl, insectiv-

orous and other birds, all combine to make it

an ideal area for a national reservation.
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For Automobilists

And Motorcyclists

Five Complete and Distinct Works

Irreipective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of their kind

on the market

Works are almost indispensable to

—

OWNERS. STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN or REPAIRMEN.

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of

reference. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United

States. Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers

and their agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational "value of

these works.

The A. B. C. of Motor Car Operation 50c

The A. B. C. of Internal Combustion Engine, Mainten-
ance and Repairs 25c

The A. B. C. of Magneto Ignition Systems 15c

The A. B. C of Battery Ignition Systems 25c

The A. B. C. of Aerial Navigation, a work that is

Up-to-Date 50c
(In this book, the Engineering Science as applied to Construction

of Aerial Craft and the Essential Principles Governing Aviators are

Summarized).

Address all orders to

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, Woodstock, Ontario



FOR sale; want and

EXCHANGE DEPT.

Advertisements will be
inserted in tliis Departmoil
at 4c. a word. Send re-

mittance with order. Copy
sliould not be later than
the lOth of the month.

ANTIQUE FIREARMS
BUY. SELL, EXCHANGE old-time and modern Fire-

arras. Antiques wanted. Stephen Van Rensselaer, 80.S
Madison Avenue, New York. ~

8 12T

BIROS AND ANIMALS
WILD ANIMALS—Correspondence solicited with

parties interested in Fox Ranching or in purchasing; orni_.
_

TT
Georgetown, Ont. J.t.fselling stock. Blake Vanatter,

WE BUY 1918 hear cubs, the vounger the better, if
weaned. $10.00 each. Crates furnished; charges paid bv
us. Can also use a few red and cross toK pups. Portage
Wild Animal Co.. Portage La Prairie, Man. 4 3T

RED AND CROSS KOXES
Mitchell, St. Mary's, Ont.

WANTED — J. Q-
7-lT

DOGS.

THE HOMESTEAD KENNELS. GREENWOOD.
MISS.—Have for Sale Trained Hounds, for Fox, and
Cat, Wolf and Deer, Coon and Oppo.ssum and Skunk
Squirrels and Rabbits, good as live. Fine lot of young
dogs Trained dogs sent on 15 days trial. 10 cents
for illustrated catalog. 5-T.F.

IRISH TERRIER FOR SALE—Excellent female pup-
py, six months, by International Champion "Wrose Badg-
er. Also an unshown bitch, 22 months, by Ch.
Coast Native Prince. Dam of both bv International
Cnampion Vickcry Demon. Seen by appointment. Her-
bert Miller, l?.") Madison Avenue, Toronto. 7-lT

.
WANTED—2 pedigree male Fox Hound pups, about

six months Write E llargreaves. Box 717, Haileybury,
Ont. 7-lT

FOR SALE—Beautiful Boston Terrier Dog. Registered,
five generations pedigree. Apply E. A. Summers, 46
Yates St.. St. Catharines, Ont. 7-lT

FOR S.\LE—-Thoroughbred Female Toy Boston
rcrrier, .T Months' old Screw Tail Registered. Winchester
Repeating 12 Gauge Shotgun in good condition, 18<l
Model. H. J. Brown, Le Roy, N. Y. 7-IT

•CHESAPEAKE DOG FOR SALE— 14 months' old in
good health. Bred from finest registered stock, and
eligible for registration. All necessary papers with sale.
Sacrifice $30.00." Box 120, Rod' and Gun, Wood-
stock. Ont. 7IX

HANDSOME RED COCKER—Pup, male, 3 mos.old,
$20.00. Three females. .$15.00 each. All pedigreed
Rev. Ernest .M. Rowland, West Flamboro' Ont 7-IT

FpR S.\LE—The airedale "Canuck Desire" reg. C.K.
C., by the king of sires "Tintern Desire" ex a Ch. Abbey
King Nobbier dam. "Canuek Desire" is 17 months old, a
clean cut, classy, straight coated airedale that can win in
small shows. Won 2nd at .Montreal spring show and
V. II. C. at Toronto exhibition. Only reason for selling
we want one still better. Price $40.00. Canuck Kennels,
Lindsay, Ont. l-tf

BEAGLES! BEAGLES!
—Take notice that the American Beagle
Puhlishint^ Company of Youngstown,

I Ohio, publish the "American Beacle,"
the first Kxclusive Bengle Journal in
U. S. First Beafile Stud Book and first

Registration of Beagles combined.
Issued monthly. Priced si.00 a year.
Sample copy lOc.

.:i

U. R. FISHEL'S KENNELS
The best in Pointers, Pup-
pies, Broken Dogs and
select Brood Bitches for sale
at all times. Cham. Com-
andre Frank, Cham.Armand
Ham, in the stud. Write
me your wants. Dogs
Educated and Boarded.

U. R. FISHEL,
Box 44 Hope, Ind.

jln;erica's

Pioneer

Dog Medicines

UOOIC t)N

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address by
the Author

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31»t Street, New York

FOR SALE.—Splendid Llewellin. English, Irish, Gordon
setter pups and trained dogs, pointers, spaniels and re-
trievers in pups and trained dogs. Enclose stamp for
description. Thoroughbred Kennels, Atlantic, Iowa. tf

The Blue Grass Farm Kennels of Berry, Ky offer for
sale setters and pointers, fox and cat hounds. woH and deer
hounds, coon and opossum hounds, varmint and rabbit
hounds, bear and lion hounds. Also Airedale terriers.
All dogs shipped on trial, purchaser alone to judge the
quality. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.
56 page illustrated instructive and interesting catalogue for
ten cents in stamps or coin. 3 TL

CANUCK KENNELS— (reg) Lindsay, Ontario.
generally have for sale a few puppies and grown
stock of both hunting and show type. When want-
ing anAiredale just see what we can do for you. 7-IT

FOR SALE—Deerhounds. foxhounds, coondogs. trained
and partly trained, younaand grown stock. Fred. W.
Probst, Box 60, Linwbod. Ontario. 7-IT

BEAGLE PUPS—For sale from pedigreed field trial
winners. Haig Kennels, 41 Irwin St., Kitchancr, Ont.

7-IT

THE CAERPHILLY AIREDALE KENNELS, Ridgc-
town, Ontario, again to the front with a grand lot of Aire-
dale puppies, bred from imporled'stock and country raised.
Don't miss the chance to qf t n good one. 7-IT

ENGINES AND LAUNCHES.
FOR SALE—Marine Engines, two cycle, two, three and

four cylinder, also 2 cylinder 4 cycle. AH new. Write for
further particulars stating horse power required, to box L.
ROD AND GUN. Woodstock. Ont. ' T I

FOR SALE—23 ft. Semi-speed launch, beam 4 feel
3 inches, finished ready for engine. This is a new launch,
now ready for delivery. For further parliciyars. etc..

write Box F. Rod and Gun. Woodstock. Ont. / If

FOR SALE—Semi Si>epd Square, or Round Transom
and Compromise stern Hulls, finished ready for engine, up
to 30 ft. length. New. Will sell cheap. Box A. Rod and
Gnn in Canada, ^^oods^ock. Ont. TF

FISHING TACKLE

FLIES to catch the big trout. Try my cast and one
dozen assorted flics, only one dollar, twenty-five cents.
Taylor, 1075 6th street, tast Burnaby. B. C. 4-6T

i
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GUNS

YES— I WILL TRADE GUNS—Send 2c stamp for

complete list of second hand and shop-worn firearms.

Everything guaranteed. Tell us what you want in first

letter. Wm. R. Burkhard (Established in 1855). 143
East 4th St.. St. Paul. Minn. "The Original and Old
Reliable." 12-TF

CASH SALE— .30-30 Remington and Case new.
»26.00. .25-20 Marlin repealer, .516 00. SS-S.'i Winchester
repealer $15.00. 12-Rauge Stevens Hammerless S25.00,
all good condition. C. P. Goodman. Melaval, Sask. 7-lT

FOR SALE—".22 Savage Hi Power." Brand new, with
sling and swivels attached. Good Canvas cover, pull
through. Anti Rust Rope. Adapter and a box of shells.

Outlit cost $51.00. First offer for $35.00 lakes it. Guar-
anteed Perfect. Chas, Robinson. Box 211, Coleman,
Alta. 7-IT

FOR SALE—Stevens range model .45. 28" barrel, .28-30
cal.. (ittcd with Watson sights. Only used twice. ,$25.00,
or will trade for good shotgun. H. IC. Clark, Nairn Centre.
Ont. 7-IT

WANTED-
Ont.

-Sporting rifle. P. O. Box 727, Parrv Sound.
7-IT

J
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j
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SPECIALS

The Best Fishing Reels on the IViarket

at the Price

Tripart $6.00 Takapart $7.00

Reels Can be adjusted instantly for

any weight of casting bait, absolutely

avoiding back lash.

BROCK'S, The Sporting Goods Store,
OF LONDON, ONT.

I

i

j

j

j

j

j

i

i

j

j

FOR SALE—In the Bay of Quinte a farm comprising
74 acres, all under cultivation, warm clay loam soil, 8 to
10 feet deep, free ol stones, well fenced, no hills, fronting
on the north shore of Big Island. There is a solid brick
house, 8 rooms, frame barn 30' x 90*, 1 H acres orchard
mixed fruit, one-half mile from church and school, 4 miles
from Demorcslville village, 12 miles from Piclon, daily

R. R. service and also travelling store three trips weekly.
This property would make an excellent summer resort as

it has the best iishing grounds in the Bay. Any person
buying same for a summer resort could rent farm and
thus get a revenue. Price $4,000. Write W. G. Wright,
R. R. No 1 ncmorestvillc. Ont. 5-2T

FOR SALE^One share in "Altadore" Club owned
& controlled by leading business & professional men_ ot

Woodstock. Located at Mouth of Rice Bay. Long Point.
Lake Erie—one of the greatest bass fishing grounds in

America. Information & price. Box 375. \\'oodstock 6 T.F

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. Box L, ROD AND GUN.
Woodstock, Ontario. TF

GUN CLUBS.—Sec that your traps are in good shape.
Start season right. Let us supply you with Canadicn
Blackbird targets. Western Automatic and Bowron.
Expert traps and parts. Nelson Long, Hamilton, Ont.

3 IT

FOR SALE—Several Beers Thermostats. This i^ an
automatic apparatus for opening and closing the dampers of
your furnace, hot water heater, or steam boiler, at exactly
the moment when they should be opened or closed, thu?
keeping the temperature of your house uniform through
every hour of the day and night. Saves coal. Saves worry
These Thermostats can be installed by anyone who cbl
handle a hammer, screw driver and auger. Write for fur-
ther particulars to Box L., ROD AND GUN, Woodstock,
Ont. TF

TAXIDFRMY AND TANNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L., ROD AND GUN. Woodstock.
Ont. TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers,
Oliver Spanner & Co., 26 Elm St., Toronto. We buy raw
'-- 3 12Tfurs.

OLD MONEY WANTED f r g f$We pay CASH premiums on hundreds of old coins dated HChtO I
before 1895. Keep ALL old money.You may have coins .ixiytCl
worth large premiums to collectors. Send TEN cents

for New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x6. Gel posted
at once. It may mean your Fortune. Clark Coin Co..
Box 134. LcHoy. N. Y. 3 2T
MARRY IF LONELY: for results, try me; best and

most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
Box 556, Oakland, Calif. 3 IT

Algonquin Algonquin Provincial
Park

CAMP OUTFITTING A SPECIALTY. Good
Fishing. Write For Booklet.

J. E. COLSON, MOWAT P. O., Ontario.

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book o'f General In-forma.tion
Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners,
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the nov-
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than
the Airedale and of particular interest to
the Airedale fancier.

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE
[(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.

[,Mink,Skunk,"Coon,"Rabbits,etc
with

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappers'

Guide. It tells how. Giving
the first time in print the treasured secrets of
the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS'
BOX C. - •

SUPPLY CO.
OAK PARK, ILL.
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CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson Bay Company, Northern

Indians and their modes of Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7 inches, is printed on good

quality heavy paper and contains thirty-seven chapters.

The book is from the pen of a Hudson's Bay Officer (Martin Hunter),

who has had 40 years' experience with the Hudson's Bay Company

—

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was stationed at different

trading posts in Canada, Price, cloth bound, postpaid, 85c.

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd.,
publisher Woodstock, Ont.

NEW PREMIUM OFFER
An Opportunity to secure FREE a Beautiful Oil Painting

We have the originals of the oil paintings executed by our cover design

artist, F. V. Williams, during the past year and have decided to give our sub-

scribers the opportunity of securing one of these FREE. Mr. Williams excells

in reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing, Fishing, Camping, etc. and

his cover designs reproduce with skill and fidelity Canadian outdoor life in its

varied phases.

Your Den's Attractiveness May Be Greatly Enhanced by One of These

The paintings are of generous proportions being 19 in. deep by 14 in. in

width. The reproductions give a hint as to the coloring and quality of the

work but no reproduction can of course compare with the original painting.

The original of any one of the paintings which Mr. Williams has done for us as

well as the original of the May and subsequent covers may be procured

by you

For Twenty-Five New Subscriptions
Look through your fyles for the past year and choose the design that

appeals to you most. Then write us without delay of your selection and at

the same time ask for sample copies and subscription blanks which will be sent

you promptly.

Address your application for copies and blanks to

Premium Depl. Rod and Gun in Canada Woodstock, Ont.
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"Bill saw him comin', red eyed, straight for 'em.'
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THE SKUNK AND DOLPHUS
.TANE DILWORTH

THE door of the little country
store opened and a half breed
stepped inside. All eyes—and

noses—turned instinctively in his dir-

rection. He was short and fat but
his usually jovial face wore no smile
to-day.
"Morning, Dolphus," said the

storekeeper, "You look sick. What's
wrong, drunk last night?"

"Well mebbe I was a leetle dronk
but I sobered up mighty queek. I

keel a skonk." he answered.
"I sort of expected you had been

mixed up with a skunk. Funny
how quick I am finding out things,
guess I should have been a detective,"
and he winked broadly at the two
or three early customers whose par-
cels he was wrapping.
"Want me to tell you 'bout it?"

asked Dolphus, treating the last

remark with the contempt which it

deserved.
"Sure, fire ahead; only if you want

to buy anything tell me first

—

there's no stopping you, once you
get started. You can stay over
there by the door, I'd just a soon
you didn't come too close to the
groceribs."

"My ole Rosarma, she saj- 'Get
some bacon—dat cook queek on a
bonfire; an' some coffee an' some
sugar—dat warm us up good; an'
some bread, an' a bottle of dat green
pairfume he had 'long las' Christmas
tarn.'

"

"Why do you want to cook bacon
on a bonfire, Dolphus, going to a

picnic? And I thought Rosanna
made all your bread."

"Sure she does," said Dolphus,
"but our stuff is all in de shanty an'
we aint. I tell you now why we got
out. Say," and a slow grin spread
slowly over his round face making
him look more natural

—
"it seem

kind of funny now, wasn't funny
'tall in de night.
"You know my shanty down by de

crick w'ere me and my old woman
lives. I tell you, sair, dat's one
mighty fine place, snug an' warm,
an' my ole Rosanna, she work hard
an' fix dat shanty up purty swell.
She buy a new cook stove an' a leetle
rug an' a gran' ne%y rockin' chair.
Dat's a ver' nice place to live—near
de crick so Rosanna, she don't have to
go far to get the water an' near
nuff de bush so Rosanna she don't
have far to go for de wood.

"Well I keep some cheekens. In
de winter tam dose cheekens an
awful lot of bodder—dey haf be
feed every day—an' de water freeze

—

an' dere's lot of hMes in de cheeken
'ouse w'ere de skonks an' de weasels
get in an' keel de cheekens. So one
day I say to my ole woman, "Rosanna
I say, dose poor cheekens awful cold
^way out dere in de cheeken 'ouse all

'lone. Wot say if I feex up some
nice leetle roosts in de shanty for
dem? Huh? " Rosanna she have
quite a lot to say 'bout not wanting
dose cheekens in de shanty wit' her
gran' new rockin' chair and leetle
rug, but w'le she's talkin' I jest go
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out in de bush an' cut me two, free
poles. Wen I come in Rosanna not
spik to me 'tall so I put up two,
free roosts in dat end of de shanty
w'ere de rug an' de rockin' chair
ain't. Dat night I bring all de

"Dere is, sair" said Dolphus as he
obligingly opened the window a couple
of inches, "an' ^you'll hear 'bout
'im right now.

"Well las' night mebbe I was a

leetle bit dronk but I manage get

AN' I HOLLER BACK: ROSANNA I WOULD KEEL DAT SKUNK IF HE WAS IN DE BED."

cheekens in an' put dem on de roosts
an' still Rosanna not spik to me

—

jest sit in her rockin' chair an' rock
ver' scornful-like.

"Rosanna ver' mad at me an' de
cheekens for w'ile, but she soon get
used to dem an' not scold so mooch
'bout dem 'cept w'en dey go 'way
from deir own end of de shanty.
"If one of dose dirty cheekens walk
on dat rug I keel 'im" she say. And
^e t'row lots of I'ings at dem but
never hit any.
"We live purty peaceful dere, her

an' me an' de cheekens, till las'

night. Now I guess I never hear de
end of w'y did I bring dose cheekens
into de shanty."
He heaved a long sigh but before

he could resume his tale of woe, the
storekeeper broke in with "Here hold
on a minute, Dolphus, open that win-
dow before you start again. Seems
to me there's a skunk somewhere in

this story."

home a'right, only I guess I didn't
maneege get de door shut tight after I

get in. I was ver' sleepy an' jest roll

into bed an' go 'sleep. 'Long 'bout
free o'clock it was Rosanna shake
me an' w'isper, scared-like, "Dolphus,
Dolphus, wake up, dere's someone in
de shanty.'

"Oh, go sleep, ole woman" I say
"dere couldn't be anyone in de shanty.
Anyway dere's nofing for dem to

steal."

"Dere's my new rug an' rockin'
chair" she say, "you got up w'en I

tell you."
"S'posc you tink dey might steal

de cook stove too," I grunt, but I

get up to look 'cause I know she'll

keep on talkin' an' bodderin' me till I

do.
"Sure nuff de cheekens was makin'

an' awful fuss, such a squawkin' I

never did hear, an' dere seemed to
^

be somefing ronnin' roun' under
de roosts.
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"Light de candle, queek, Rosanna"
I say, "dere's a weasel aide cheekens
an' I'm goin' to keel 'im." So she
get de light goin' an' wen de cheekens
see de light dey all give a scrooch an'

jomp olT de roosts. An' I see some-
t'ing under de table as' dere was
Mr. Weasel but he had two white
stripes down his back. Rosanna see
him too an' she squeal "Oh Dolphus,
it's a skonk, it's a skonk, don't keel

it in here."
"Shut up Rosanna, I ain't goin' to

keel 'im, I'll just open de door wide
an' mebbe he'll ron out."

"So I begin to creep ver' quiet to
de door—an' I trip over dat leetle

rug: Dat scare de skunk an' he run
behin' de stove, I huri-y to chase him
out of dere 'cause it's Rosanna's new
stove—an' I fall over de rocker of
dat gran' new rockin' chair. A rock-
in' chair ain't a ver' nice t'itjg to
fall over in bare legs so I get awful
mad.
"Now I will keel 'im, by dam," I

say, an' though Rosanna keep hol-
lerin' at me not to, I reach in de
corner for my gun. Rosanna cover
up her head but she keep on yellin'
under the bed clothes. An' I fin'

my gun, I aim at de skonk but de
candle flicker just den an' I shoot
a hole clean t'rough de barrel of
swill we keep warm by de stove all
de tam for de pigs. It was full, too,
I guess it ain't now. Dat make me
mad some more, so I grab de gun an'
start out to club de skonk wit' it.

"Rosanna shout again, 'Dolphus,
Dolphus, don't keel de skonk in de
shanty.'
"And I holler back, 'Rosanna I

would keel dat skonk if he was in de
bed,' and I chase him.
"He ron roun' an' roun' I ron after

him, an' de cheekens get between my

feet, an' I fall over dat leetle rug
again an' de rockin chair free, four
tams. I just guess I was mad.
Rosanna say I swore a lot of words
she never heard before.

"Well I keeled de skonk, an' soon
as I did I began to wish I'd let 'im
stay live. We just grab our clothes
an' jump for de door; we got dressed
outside an' stayed dere de res' of de
night. Too bad skonks is so easily

offended, if he had just gone out
quiet by de crack he came in by
dere wouldn't have been no fuss 'tall.

Rosanna she say it's my fault for

leavin" de door open, I say it's her
fault—if she hadn't woke me up dere
would never have been nO argument
wit' dat skonk 'tall.

"Now, Boss, if you've got dose
parcels ready I'll get back to Rosanna
an' we'll have some breakfast. Wot!
seventy-five cents for dis green pair-'

fume. Well I guess it's worth it, I'll

try it anyway, here goes——" and
he pulled out the stopper and emptied
half the contents of the bottle on his

manly bosom."
"There was a precipitous move-

ment towards the door and everyone
seemed to arrive there at once.

"You darn breed," gasped the
storekeeper; "get your filthy carcass
out of here; smelling up my store so
I won't have a customer for a week.
Git, I tell you."

With an air of resignation, Dolphus
went to the door and stepped out
into the sunshine. Then he held the
green bottle up to the light and
patted it lovingly.

"Guess I'll keep de rest for Rosan-
na," he said, "She' needs it most as
bad as I did."

And with a satisfied smile he started
happily homeward.

M^



A WET BREAKFAST ON A DRY
STUMP

MARLOW A. SHAW

AS a canoeist, I relate this incident,

trivial and all as it outwardly is (to

the old camper a revelation, also, I

am sure, of my ignorance in wood-
craft), partly because of the influ-

ence it has had on myself and partly
because I like to think that Champ-
lain had a similar experience in the
identical region. For that matter,
what man, roughing it in the open,
has not known the like?

When Champlain made that ven-
ture by canoe the first time from
Quebec to Lake Huron, "the fright-

ful barren regions", from half way
up the Ottawa to the mouth of the

French, lay weightily enough upon
his spirit. Two things kept him
from thinking the whole a God-
forsaken place. He saw even here
"poor savages" (my quotations are

from his diary) "provided with fish

from the lake and game from the
woods". They had, then, the neces-

saries of life. But he saw more than
this. "There are along the rivers a

great quantity of blueberries ....
and a great many raspberries and
other small fruit, and in such quan-
tities that it is wonderful." So that

after all "God was in these frightful

desert regions," giving to the "poor
savages" not only necessaries but
even "refreshment in season"— a

sort of luxury thrown in.

More yet. As if to ram the truth
home, the experience touched him
closer still. On the French (he speaks
of it there, though it may actually
have been earlier), where the country
was "still more unpleasing than that
before it, for he did not see along
the river ten acres of tillable land,"
his own stock cf provisions, through
the early extravagance of his Indians,

began to fail, and "the blueberries

and raspberries helped us a great
deal: otherwise we should have been
in danger of want." It is not dilTi-

cult to imagine that if Champlain
had not done so before, he would
now, not by any dead heave, but by

an easy slip, come back again to faith.

Suddenly and sanely, to a half-
starved man, even a patch of blue-
berries may become the symbol of

an astjnisiiing beneficence
Three hundred years after Champ-

lain, aloDst to the very month, I

was in the Lake-Nipissing and.French-
River country voyaging by canoe
simply and solely for fun. I had
got the length of the Five-Mile
Rapids on the French, and for my
sin against the laws of voyaging,
which for me enact that a man shall

begin at four o'clock to look for a
place to camp and that he shall

set up immediately upon finding one,
I was forced at sunset to stop at a

hit-or-miss spot where the river took
a quick turn and set ofY down a

tumbling rapid.

As a mere site, a more unattractive
place one could scarcely fancy. Riv-'

ermen earlier in the year must have
been there by the dozens and for

weeks. The little clearing in the
spruce wood up the high bank was
covered with their debris; and had
not the sun been set, I should have
been tempted to risk a camping
place farther on. As it was, while
my companion got supper, I

carried the duffle a couple of hundred
yards beyond the clearing up an old

logging road and slung the tent

between two trees by its side. Un-
handy enough; but it had the fra-

grance of the woods; and the unin-
viting, messy place I had left at the
landing gave it the attractiveness

of clean quarters in a city after the

slums. The very moment I stepped
on the logging road, too, an odd
shoot of pleasure ran through me,
the origin of which I could not dis-

cover—like the partial fulfilment of

an old forgotten happiness of the,

imagination.
Ihe weather did not seem settled;

and when things were all squared
away for the night, I had just time
to look at the rapid. The wnile
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part was very swift and tumbly; the

noise, frightening enough; and in two
minds about risking a run next day
at all, I walked back through the

rapid-touched silence into the woods"

half shivered in the raw, wet weather,

it came in on me that I was not in a

pine forest at all, but in a spruce, and
that spruce wood did not fire easily.

If ever I wanted pine it was at that

A I'UUIl bAVALiL.

gloom of the logging road and went
to sleep.

When I awoke it was morning.
The usual faint lemon light of it

through the tent opening was intense
--almost yellow. I wondered why.
Tnen I saw it was raining. My day
to cook too; and I was scarcely up-
right from my sleeping before I had
nunger. Out on the logging road,

I had a momentary feeling, like the
previous night's, that I ought to

remember something fitting and plea-

sant. Only a moment. Full upon
me was the staring fact that every-
thing was soakedwith the rain of hours
and that although it was but late

August, the air in that northern
country was penetratingly cold.

I was not altogether a novice in the
woods. I knew that birch bark
would take fire fiercely, wet or dry,

that certain soft woods dry were
easily flammable, and especially that
hidden in a decayed pine stump
there was pitchy stuft with wnich one
could defy rain. Down the bgging
road that morning, though, as I

moment. All around the little clear-

ing I trailed, in a partial lull of the
storm, and on into the edge of the
woods, looking for it. There wasn't
any; and the only birch tree I could
find was small, sickly, and stunted.
With bark from this I coaxed a

flame to some spruce splinters out of

the heart of a log. It was a feeble
thing, and laid but a delicate and
halting hold on a tiny area of my
kindling. I watched it—those tense
moments when it's nip and tuck
between going and out; but a splash
v>f new rain beginning a4 that time
killed the thing dead. A thread or
two of smoke went up fc r a moment
and it too passed away.

"Its little smoke in pallid morning
died."

In a kind of defiant humor, I

changed the immortal line.

I do not know why but it came in

on me as I looked at the <lead-out
fire, that it seemed a pitiful thing in

a way—that little clutter of sticks

under the big and indifferent rain.
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There they were, white ahiiost like

paper in the wet, except where on
each the blaze had made a blotch of

black ringed with brown. This was
blacker and browner now; but so

hopeless had been my fire, that a

single thin shaving from each would
have taken every sign of it away. I

was to be hard put to it ior a hot
breakfast.

If the whole place had beeiv unat-
tractive in the twilight of the evening
before, it was utterly repulsive to my
downcast spirit now in the rain of

the slow-coming day. It was all

such a beastly litter there under the

near gray sky. A pair of thick old

trousers hung sopping from a log not
twenty feet off; and below them, half

buried in the summer's grass, blowsy
red stockings. The remnants of

hay looked black and half rotten;

the tumbled-about spruce logs were
all rain-soaked; and from the far

side of the clearing there popped up
an empty box with the staring letters

Canada First glistening in the wet.

"To Ihe devil with Canada," I

said, "if this is the kind of weather it

keeps"; and that very moment, I

heard for the first time that morning
the noise of the rapid. It was dull

and ominous; "never can run the

thing," I thought.

I found myself a grouchy knocker.

The "frightful barren region" didn't

need rain anyhow. If there was

anyone running the business, I could

not see that he had cocked other than

a malignant eye on my partner and

me. Here we were, twelve days out,

and already on seven of them it had

rained. It was an outrage verging

on the ridiculous. One with the

least insight into human nature would

have known that what we two

temporary savages wanted at that

time was breakfast—"hot, well cook-

ed, and plenty of it, b'goshl"—and

here I was, the cook, in a pouring

rain and no prospect even of a lire.

I know that all this went through

my mind and was a true expression

of one part of me. But there was
another part and I think it had set

my face to a look that said

all fight was not out of me yet. I

sat down on a log, took from the

inside of my oilskin a tin box, and

began zealously to grease my shoe-
packs; and when that job was dene I

got my axe—a tiny, hunter's one

—

and began again to search in the
forest for wood, something dry and
flammable. "If I only had a pine
stump! My kingdom for a pitch-
pine stump!" I kept thinking up
the logging road fWhat am I trying to
remember about a logging road?)
in the persistent rain, glad of the
grease on my packs as I sloshed
along. There was not the sign of
one in answer to my wish; nothing
on either side of the way but myriad,
slim spruce boles, and the sound of

rain on me, on the f :)liage of the road,
and on the woods around.
Ten or fifteen minutes inland and

just ofT the road, I gave up, and stood
a minute at the turning. In a kind
of desperation, I drove the axe
backwards into a little spruce stump.
It was probably a foot and a half

high and eight or nine inches thick,

all covered with brown punk. I

tell you it was a mere random
shot from which I expected nothing;
I tnought my axe would go through
it as througn a puff ball; but behold,

there came off a sliver, dry, sound, and
literally brown with gumf
The punk must have been nearly

an inch and a half thick, a wrapping
against the rain of decades. I do

j

not know whether the roots of the

thing went far into the ground or

whether they had long ago gone to

punk and earth again. I forget. I

was in too big a hurry for cocl exam-
ination; but i do not now remember
that it was much trouble to gather

every speck of it and start off down
the old woods road.

Glory be! that was a find of a wet
morning. I wanted to shout. And
indeed I did; for at that moment a

piece of song got into my mind—the

very thing that had been trying to

get through from the moment I

carried the duffle up the road the

night before. And so uproarously

enough I called out, "Robin down
the logging road

—
" but there I

stuck; for I remembered no more.

Nor could I all the rest of the way
down until I came to the edge of the

clearing where there stared out at me
first thing the box labelled Canada
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First; and with that the whole of my there was that in me which could

verse ran free and clear upon me. have poured itself out in gratitude.

It was all absurd, I admit; but I For I was simple enough to keep on

have come to think that sheer non- thinking that someone had wrapped

i^ense in some form or other always the punk about the spruce stump

TWO TEMPORARY SAVAGES

accompanies simple gladness ; at

any rate, hugging the bits

of stump like a weapon of defense, I

flung my song into the rain's face
that morning by the spruce forest,

and to the lilt of it marking time,
'sweet time', went lightfooted across
the clearing :

—

Robin down the logging road whistles

'Come to meF
Spring has found the maple grove the

sap is running free;

All the winds of Canada cull the

ploughing rain.

Take the flower and turn the hour, and
kiss your love again"

In the gray of that rainy morning
there was something extraordinarily
heartening about the flames of fire.

The root lighted almost from the
match. Rain could not put the
flames out. And as I saw them
swallowing the rain drops and
licking heat into the pails and com-
fort into myself, and when later the
smell of coffee and bacon was all about,

year by year, sealed gum in the
heart's pores of it, and kept it dry
and sound for me to make brep^fast
with in the rainy woods.
And because my miraculous find had
changed me, my world had also

changed. The gray colorless horizon
of it a half hour before took on a

brave hue. The trousers and stock-

ings were soppier than ever; but the
fun of it was now, I could see a

Frenchman in them ride logs on the
spring-flooded river and shout for

tha very joy of his peril. And as

for the bit of old hay, it began to call

up green fields; and I smelled clover
in the meadows of a kindlier region
beyond the Mississippi.

And so you may guess that after

breakfast—with appetite imperious
an unshamed we ate it, standing in

the rain—when the rapid sent its

sound to my ears again, I knew I

should risk it. The stuff was got
into the canoe; strung with the fun
of danger, we were sucked into the
wnite tumble and the noise.,.



WHEN GRANDPA JUMPED OVER
THE TRACES

JEAN STEVENSON

GRANDPA chuckled as he pared
the potatoes. He always pared
the potatoes, and picked out the

little ones first, but paring little

potatoes should not make him
chuckle so I looked up in surprise.

"Now, Grandpa," I said, "you've
got a joke."

"I was thinking," he answered,
turning his mild blue eyes rem-
iniscently upon me, "of this time
eighteen years ago. , They all said

I ran away, and I suppose I did."

"If going off against everybody's
wishes," chirruped Grandma, "and
leaving the whole summer's work
on the farm for me and the children
to do, were running away, you
certainly ran away. The wildcats
sat caterwauling on the fences that
summer, and hung from the boughs
of the trees. We might all have
been torn to pieces. They knew
Grandpa was away, all right."

"We were living in Prince Albert
then," Grandpa resumed, "and I

got the gold fever. It was the second
year after the Yukon stampede,
and big stories were coming our way."
"Humph!" said Grandma.
"I had to go," sighed Grandpa,

"I saw that yellow gold shining

night and day, and beckoning me
on. A bag of beans and a blanket

—

flapjacks, and the long trail for me!
That kept crooning itself over and
over. I guess I was crazy."

"I guess you were," said Grandma.
"Yes, and it was only the thought

of my feet under your table, and
one of your deep apple pies in front

of me again, that gave me strength

to hike back again and haul my
beans."
"That bump of firmness had some-

thing to do withit," Grandma replied,

looking at me. "A phrenologist said

once that I might as well try to stop

a glacier as to try to stop him when
his mind was made up, and it's so.

I've found this out, too. (Here she

dropped her voice to a whisper).

When an old man's mind is made up,
you might as well try to reason with
the devil."

"Mother!" gasped Grandpa.
"Well," he resumed, "it was eighteen

years ago today, on the first of April,
that I started off. I would have
gone sooner, but the winter didn't
break up until then. There were nine
of us in the brnich, and we went in
wagons as far as Green Lake. We
had three boats with us and seven
tons of provisions—rolled oats, flour,

bacon, beans, rice, dried apples, tea
sugar, and some other stuff. It
took us eight or nine days to get to
Green Lake, then we freighted the
wagons back and took to the boats.
We waited at the lake a week while
we made sails for the boats and got
the stuff aboard, then crossed the
lake to Beaver River, went down
stream and found twenty miles of
rapids, which we had to run as well
as we could. Beaver River empties
into He a la Crosse lake, a large body
of water, there we found a Catholic
mission, and about two hundred
canoes which had brought a large

body of Indians for religious instruc-
tion. They were mostly Beaver
River and Dog Rib Indians. We
stayed here three days, then crossed
the lake and went down the Narrows
into Clear Lake. Here we should
have crossed a little corner to the
Narrows into Little Buffalo^ Lake,
but we went to the right of an island,

instead of the left, and were in Clear
Lake a whole week trying to find

our way out. We got to the top
of the lake, and if we had gone through
the Narrows we were heading for,

we would have got into the Lake of a

Thousand Islands, and would never
have found our way out. We had
a nasty week of it, for it was very
hot, and the flies were awful, sand
flies and all kinds of flies. The lake
was full of beautiful little islands,

though, and we caught lots of fine

big fish—white fish, salmon, pickerel.
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and many other kinds. Luckily at

the top of the lake, just as we were
heading for the Narrows into the_

Lake of a Thousand Islands, we met
about a dozen Beaver River Indians
in two canoes, and they told us where
we were, coming all the way back
with us to show us the Narrows
into Little Buffalo Lake.'^' The chan-
nel was very small, and I don't

GRANDPA ANU GHANUMA

suppose we would have realized it

was the place even if we had seen it

by ourselves. From Little Buffalo
Lake we went to Big Buffalo Lake,
but had to lay off at Little Buffalo
Lake for two days, as it was too
stormy to navigate. We took a
guide into Big Buffalo Lake, for
we had lost enough lime moseying
around. I must say before I go
on that Little Buffalo Lake is always
rough and Big Buffalo Lake is always
smooth. We went from Big Buffalo
Lake to Melthy Lake, then down
Melthy River to its head, which
brought us to the Twelve-Mile Por-
tage, which is called the Heighth of
Land. From here all the waters
run to the Arctic, instead of to the
Hudson Bay, and the current is

very heavy. By this time there
were twenty of us in the crowd, and

we made wheels on rough axles to
take our boats across to Clear Water
River. The provisions had to go in
wagons, and so many gold-seekers
were ahead of us that we had to
wait over three weeks to

^ get our
turn. The wagons finally £ had to
help with the boats, too,'-,aslit was
too steep a climb for us to drag the
heavy boats. Across the Heighth
of Land we saw the graves of the
Indians who had raced themselves
to death some years before. They
were carrying their packs across
the portage, each pack weighing
a hundred pounds. The leader was
the best man, and they all wanted
to outdo the leader. It was a very
hot day, and they raced every step
of that twelve miles with their heavy
packs strapped to them. No one
could stop them. When they got
across they were so surfeited that
one after the other sat down just as
a person would sit in a row boat.
They leant forward, arms akimbo,
and swayed back and forth rowing
an imaginary boat, then dropped
over dead. Eighteen were buried
one day and twelve the next, and
there were the two graves, mon-
uments of folly. At last, after much
hindrance, we got into Clear Water
River, flowing down into the Arctic.
Our guide took us down as far as
White Mud Rapids. We had to
gel the boats ashore here and portage
to the foot of the rapids. We follow-
ed Clear Water River to Fort Mc-
Murray, where the Athabasca joins
Clear Water, then down Athabasca
River to Lake Athabasca, a good
stong current helping us along. A-
cross Lake Athabasca we went to

Fori Chippewyan, where I posted
letters home. The Mounted Police
brought them down to the nearest
post-office. We crossed Lake Atha-
basca and went down Little River
to the mouth of Peace River. This
was the furthest north we got. We
had to realize, when we arrived here,
that we could go no further, for the
winter was on us again. It was
November. "I've got" a home," I

kept saying to myself, "I've got a
home to go to." Some of the men
hadn't. We went four hundred miles
up Peace River to Vermilion, a Hud-
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son Bay post, and here we stayed
three weeks. Some of the men stayed
all winter. Seven of us went on
up to Peace River Crossing, which
was seven hundred and fifty miles
from the mouth of the river, and let

me tell you, there wasn't an inch
of the way that I hadn't enjoyed.
Three hundred miles up Peace River
we struck the huge ossified turtles,

and for a hundred miles further

they were sticking up in the banks
to a height of thirty or forty feet.

Slides had come down and washed
the mud away, and there they were
on the ground, huge petrified crea-*'

turcs, shaped like peeled oranges.
There jftas a double row of dots to

diXude the sections, and the grooves
wfere half an inch deep. There was
a big ring around the middle of each,
making a deep depression, as though
an opening there had been possible.

Some had been broken in a fall, and
the inside was like blue, fine-grained

oil-stone. They could be put to

some use, I am sure.

"Three hundred and sixty miles

from the mouth of the river we came
to a face of gypsum, from which
plaster of paris is made. This ran
along for eight or ten miles, near
to the Hudson Bay post. Then j'ou

pass sulphur springs coming out of

the bank, and think you are nearing
the home of the Old Harry, judging
by the smell.

"Thirty miles before we reached
Fort McMurray, where Clear Water
joins up with the Athabasca, we saw
black oil, slathers of it, coming out
of the banks and oozing down into

the water. Jove! how we wished
we had all that country harnessed
to a railroad, and deeds of the land
in our pockets. We didn't want
much, I tell you.

"We passed some rapids, too,

but in the spring flo'ods, we hardly
knew we were going over them.
We had trekked the boats all the

way up the river except when we
got a wind so we could use the sails.

The loads were too heavy to make
headway upstream with oars, but
we could trek as fast as two men
could walk.
At Peace River Crossing we had

to go ninety miles overland to Lesser

Slave Lake. We were going back
overland, for the freeze-up had come.
There was a boy with a wagon at
Peace River Crossing, and he took
our stuff to Lesser Slave Lake. We
walked. The others in the bunch got
a pony and two dogs, but I couldn't
get anything, and they couldn't
take my stuff or me. I was one
too many, so I had to take care of
myself. I bought a sled and walked.
In other words, I "paddled my own
canoe." Where Peace River crossing
is now there was only one log house
then, and it was only being built.

It is quite a place now. From Lesser
Slave Lake to Athabasca River it

took me eighteen days as near as
I can tell. I marked down the days,
but was so played out some nights
that I left some out. From Lesser
Slave Lake to Athabasca River I

did not see a soul, but at Pembina
River there was a settlement of
half-breeds. I looked at their lodges,
and said to myself again "I have a
home." We had walked and pulled
boats three thousand miles, the com-
pany of us. Now I was going back
alone, and hadn't even a gun. Going
overland may sound easy, but when
the whole country is like going up
and down the roofs of houses, and
you have a loaded sled like a Nemesis
dragging behind you up hill and
down, up hill and down, it takes
some star in the distance to lure you
on. At night I lay down in the snow
to sleep, and in the daytime

,
pulled

my toboggan up and down again.

Once I met a winded coyote, and
soon afterward a mountain lion.

He was only ten feet from me, but
he just looked at me and I looked
at him, and he went on. He was
after the coyote. After that I met
one Indian, and on the four hundred
miles overland from Lesser Slave
Lake to Edmonton I never met
another soul.

" Then you really had no hair-

breadth escapes?" I asked, disa-

pointed, "none except the mountain
lion?"

"Humph!" Grandpa muttered and
looked at Grandma. "One place

nearly saw my finish."

"What was that?"
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"White Mud Rapid. When we
left Fort McMurray and struck Clear

Water River, we went down with
the guide until we were clear of

White Mud Rapid. I say 'clear'

of it, but the clearing took longer

than the telling, for we were the

last boat, and got stuck on a big

rock in the middle of the river, at

the entrance to the rapids. The
river here takes a sweep of half a
mile, sir ping like the roof of a house
then drops sheer sixty feet, takes
another slope and drops tnirty feet

slopes again and drops forty feet.

It is an awful rush of water, and
there we were, helpless, our boat
stuck fast on a large, smooth rock.

"The other boats were tied at the
shore, and all saw our danger. ,We
had missed the proper channel and
now if we were swept off the rock
would go to our doom. The men on
the shore threw a cod line, but it

fell short. They threw again, but
the rope would not reach. Then
we thought of the cod Ime in our
boat, and threw it to meet the other
line as it came curling out, but they
both fell wide. We had hoped they
would tangle and hold, but time
after time we hurled line to line, only
to say "No usa." But when a
man's life is at stake he does not lie

down to wait for death, especially
if he is an Englishman, and we hurled
and drew in and hurled again, until
we had been working for an hour.
It \yas no use, we said, but we tried
again. Then the ropes touched,
twisted, snarled, held tight. A big
rope was tied on and we were drawn
slowly off the rock. The current
swept us down, but the ropes held.
We could feel the water pulilng on
the boat, drawing us down into the
rapids, as though strong giant hands

were having a silent tug of war for

the direction of the boat's passage.

But the rope led us slowly, surely,

in toward the shore. When we step-

ped out onto the bank I cut down a
tree and threw it into the stream.
In an instant it had swept down the
slope and over the drop. Nothing
was to be seen but splinters. I

shuddered then, and it seemed as

though icy fingers were drawn down
my back, for I imagined myself
in the place of that young sapling."

Here I looked at Grandma. She
was staring at Grandpa with wide,
horrified eyes. "You never told me
that," she said.

"They are terrible rapids," Grand-
pa shuddered, "more like a cataract,

and the falls roar like Niagara. But
I got back," he remembered brightly.

At Edmonton I took the train for

Prince Albert, spent one night at

Calgary and one at Regina, and got
home Christmas eve."

"Just in time for plum pudding,"
said Grandma, "and you should
have seen him eat. He had been
living on flapjacks for months, and
chewing dry beans to save time,
and I thought he should eat care-
fully, but I couldn't stop him. He
ate nearly everything we had in the
house."

"And it didn't hurt me," said
Grandpa.

"Of course~~not," said Grandma,
"and you never ran away again,"

Author's Note: The "miles" in

this story were "Hudson Bay miles,"
which were longer than our present
miles. The overland route Grandpa
took coming back was a succession
of hills "steeper than the roof of a
house."



F. V. WlI.Lt'AMS

It
was seven lonq blocks from
214th St. to 207th and the

lady from 225 West 214th on
her way over to the row of

shops along 207th and 10th Avenue
had lots of time to think over, her

prospective purchases before her ar-

rival at the place of barter and trade.

It was a bit foggy, and the weather
brought back memories of the long
ago. This white-haired, gentle old

lady had crossed the continent just

for a visit to those dear to her whom
she had not seen for five years. The
country, to uphold its honor, had
joined the Allies in the big world
struggle for liberty. The household
she had come to visit in one city

had become upset and they had all

come to New York. The terrific

heat had been almost too much for

her and now under the handicap of

assisting to reconstruct a new home
she was doing the marketing. Born
and brought up on the Atlantic

coast, she had spent the past twenty
years in the milder climate of the

Pacific coast cities. New York did

seem like being nearer her native

New Brunswick, and for that reason

she was trying to like it, for at home
she knew the younger folks were too

busy hustling to have time to con-

sider her likes and dislikes.

Arrived at the market, whew!
prices were high. One dollar and
twenty-five cents for a peck oi

potatoes! Codfish was twenty cents
a pound, haddock eighteen, "Sword-
fish steak, madam, fourteen cents a
pound, just in this morning, fine

fish. How much did you say?" The
other shoppers were buying it and
she took what she thought was
right. It looked good, and it was
the most reasonable thing in sight.

That evening at supper, well

—

everybody liked the swordfish and
although it was a trifle rich, it was
pronounced "great," and—it brought
back memories.

* + * + *****
It sure had been some months for

fog. The main island—Grand Man-
an—had been visible to the light-

keeper and crew on Gannet Rock
Light, just six days out of the

thirty-one, and this morning was
thicker than ever. The boont and
crash of the signal bombs every
twenty minutes was the only sound
to break the monotony of the mur-
murs of the sea as the tide ebbed and
flowed. It had been foggy so loiig

that a green moss had formed in

places on the otherwise dry rocks,

caused by the moisture that never

had a chance to dry out.

The keeper and the assistant sat

facing one another at the breakfast

table. They ate in silence. It was
two weeks since the mail and water

boat had been there and she was now
due, but they both knew there was
little chance of oV Cap'n Bill taking
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any chances while it was thick
weather unless the breeze moderated,
at any rate.

"Time to fire again," the assistant
announced, going to the window
where the batteries stood in place
with the wires leading through the
sash above. He brought the ends of

the wires down and holding one on
the centre connection he touched the
other at the side. There was a

"We'll have to get the old pump
horn out and answer that fellow"
and they both made for out of
doors. From the platform about
the station the blanket of fog was
complete. You could not see one
hundred yards off shore in any

resounding crash outside and the
assistant came back to his interrupted

"What' was that?" the keeper
asked suddenly, a heavy cup half
full of very 'able' tea poised in the
air. He set the cup back in its

saucer and both he and the assist-
ant listened intently.

"Pho-o-o-o-o-o." There it was
again.

direction. A light south-west breeze
was blowing but there was no sea to
speak of, nothing to warn the un-
suspecting craft, whatever it was, of
the nearness of the gloomy rock
thrusting its head out of the water
here like a gray snake awaiting a
chance to strike.

"Pho-o-o-o-o-o-o came the call

again. The assistant, red in the
face and puffing like a porpoise
appeared at the far end of the plat-
form half-carrying, half dragging the
unweildj' pump horn.

"That fellow's a lot closer this
time, 'bout half a mile off there to
the westward I imagine. He don't
know where he is and he's travelling
slow. Get her goin'

"—referring to
the pump horn—"as soon as you
can or he'll be bumping some of
those rocks in spite of us."

The pump horn was in position in

less time than it takes to tell and in
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a few seconds as the handle rose and
fell there was a steady roar from
its brass throat. The stranger in

the fog snswered, and presently it

was "firing time" again. The horn
was given a rest, the warning gun
fired and five minutes later one of

the unexpected liftings of the fog
' took place and three hundred yards

or thereabouts to the westward of

the "Rock" was revealed a staunch
bit of a schooner of some 80 or 90
tons just coming up in the wind.
The keeper examining her decks
through his telescope remarked:

"They're going to anchor, guess
they're comin' ashore" and then after a
long pause— "she must be a trawler
judging by the number of dories she
carries."

Like a big seabird coming to rest

and folding its wings the sails dis-

appeared and the little craft swung
her nose up to the wind, dipping
gracefully to the long Atlantic swell

that swung across the ebb tide eddy
of the Rock. Presently a dory was
lowered overside and three men
tumbled in, two taking the oars,

while a third sat in the stern, leaving
several others standing on the deck
looking after them. The two on the
Station walked to the landing or

boat-deck and signified by signs

where the strangers were to land
and in five minutes more the dory
was in the "gulch." Quick eager
hands hooked the dory onto the
waiting falls and the three occupants
scrambling up the ladders assisted in

hoisting her a few inches clear of the
water. The tide was on the ebT) so

she was safe at any rate.

I'm Cap'n Calder, Mr. Kent, I've

heard of you before, you see. This
is my brother John, and this is Bill

Smith, best little sword fisherman
you ever saw." Everybody laughed
and Bill got very red in the face.

"You see. Bill here, had a bit of ex-

citement with a big fellow yesterday
and we came ashore to see if you
could loan us a bit of tobacco to quiet

his nerves."
"Sure, rub it in," retorted Bill.

"Say, skipper, I'm sorry you wasn't

in that dory yesterday. I'd give all

this trip's pay to have seen you stop

him with a sheath knife."

"Oh you did very well, Yes, yes.

I'll admit that, judging by the hole
that fellow put in the dory. You
did d—d fine, I'll say, to get out
without having to swim for it."

This was all Chinese to the two
lighthouse men and they asked for
more information, and finally the
fellows from the schooner invited
them aboard. The fog had lifted to

a distance of some four miles which
did away with the necessity of the
twenty minute gun and ths five

men—-the fishermen with their prec-
ious supply of tobacco—started for

the schooner.
"Tell you what I'll do" remarked

Captain Calder. I'll give you some
swordfish steaks. Ever try one?"

"No."
"Well they think they're great*

in New York. That's why we're
here and yesterday Bill there, got
hold of a tough one. He and his

pardner went out to pick up a keg
that a big fish had been towing round
for an hour—he'd been harpooned
from the schooner. Well, they pick-

ed up the keg and this old boy
turned on them. Bill saw him com-
in' red-eyed, straight for 'em. He
yelled to his pardner to back water
and he threw the keg overboard but
the swordfish came right along like a

bat out o' H . He struck the
dory—the boat's there on deck, you'll

see it. Nearly threw Bill overboard
but he somehow could not withdraw
his weapon in time. Bill got hold
of the lance and killed him and they
came alongside just as they'd finished

the fight, all in a tangle. Say, talk

about sport. I'd like to see some of

those 'real' sportsmen get one of

these here 'spike mackerel" on a

line. They'd think they'd never seen

real sport laefore. I'll guarantee 'em
that. For a real down fightin' fish

I'll recommend these here critters.

Why say, they fight like they'd

always had a grudge agin ye and was
out to settle it."

Arrived alongside, the five scrambl-

ed aboard auiL spent an interesting

hour while the fisherman described

their various adventures and the

lighthouse men gazed in wonder at

the dory with the smashed planking.

It was hard to realize that a fish
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could smash the seasoned planking of

a boat like this big dory, but here

was the evidencee at first hand. Bill

rowed the visitors ashore and they
carried with them a choice selection

of swordfish steaks.

As the quiet little mother gazed
across the table that evening down

in New York, at the smiling faces and
listened to their comments on the
swordfish steak, she could not help
but think of one other day a good
many years ago 'way down in the
Bay of Fundy when she had come
down to the noon day meal and
tasted swordfish steak fresh from the
water.

FISHING AND HUNTING ON THE
LISCOMB RIVER, NOVA SCOTIA

W. F. MCKINNON

Some of the readers of the Rod
and Gun will no doubt, recall an
article that was printed in this

magazine some time ago, concerning
the organization of a Club in Piclou
County, N. S., called the Trenton
Rod and Gun Club. It might be
interesting to some of the readers to

know that we still exist and are pro-

gressing rapidly in all the lines of

sport, indoors as well as outdoors,
but the outdoor sport is the more
interesting to the most of us. I will

try and give you some idea of our
good luck during our first year.

In the first place, we had several

large camps built in different local-

ities, where moose hunting and fish-

ing could both be indulged in. We
had our first camp built on the
banks of the Liscomb River, Guys-
boro County, some twelve miles back
in the heart of the virgin forest at a

spot where it would be handy, sev-

eral large lakes and all the sur-
rounding country, an ideal place for

'hunting moose both in calling season
and for still hunting. Moreover, the
lakes in this vicinity abound with
trout of large size, as was proven by
our catch there last spring, and the
moose hunting in this locality has
proven even better than we expected,
of which I will tell you later on.

Now, for the other camp and our
boats and canoes. Right here, I

might say that we have too large
chestnut canoes, also two row-boats
for lake purposes, as the canoes are
not very serviceable for a number to

fish from, on the lakes. We use one
canoe and a row boat at each camp.
Our other camp we have built in our
own county of Pictou, in a place
called Glengarry and it is also an
ideal spot for moose hunting and
deer. Although not so favourably
situated for fishing, there are some
nice trout to be had in the lakes
nearby. " Some of our members don't
care for the hunting trips as they
entail- a lot of walking and they
prefer the fishing but the most of

our number are "on" when it comes
to going after the bull moose. This
is the only part of the sport in which
I take a real interest, so I. will leave
the fishing exploits to be told by
one of the other members of the club
who prefers that sport, while I will

try and tell you about our moose-
huating trips to the big camp at
Liscomb and Glengarry.
Our first trip of the season was

made to our camp at Liscomb and of

course this was the trip of real interest

to the most of us. We had our trip

planned and talked over for more
than a month beforehand and a date
set for the 25th of September, as we
always prefer the latter part of the
calling season for hunting, and, again,
the weather is not so warm, which
gives one a better chance to save his

moose meat from the flies. Our date
being set, we looked forward to it

with as delighted anticipation as a

schoolboy does to the close of school.

At last the time rolled around, and
on the twenty-fourth we all met at
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our headquarters and had our loads
all packed and ready for an early
start in the morning. We had some
forty miles to travel by auto to get to a
place called Caledonia, which is the
last settlement before we strike into
the woods. Here we leave our auto
and a team takes us into camp or
rather our supplies as nobody cares to

ride over the roads into camp. Any-
one who has ever gone to the woods
on a hunt will have an idea of the
roads we have to take our supplies in

on.

At the early hour of three a. m.we
left town for the wilds, arriving at
Caledonia by break of day. Of course
we had made arangements for a
guide early in the season and his

team was to take our supplies into
camp. I might say here that we
have one of the best callers and
guides in the province, as president
of our club, he acts in an advisory
capacity whenever there is any-
thing doing in the way of moose-
hunting. Needless to say he is good
hunter, of which I will tell you later on.
James McDonald was the name of
the additional guide we had hired for

the trip along with our own member,
Alex. Chisholm. It took the remain-
der of that day to get out to our
camp and get things fixed up so
everybody cleaned their rifies and
hilled their belts with shells. We all use
the same kind of a rifle the .280 Ross
sporting, and there is not a com-
plaint from any of our number about
them, as for myself I don't think
their eq'ual exists for moose hunting.
Everybody turned in at an early
hour that night with instructions
to our president and guide, Mr.
Chisholm, to sound the alarm at an
early hour in the morning, a thing he
never fails to do. At 3 a.m. we were
all arou.sed from our dreams of
moose to the fact that it was time
to roll out. The cook had ready a
breakfast of bacon and eggs, which
were steaming on the table so we
weren't long in dressing as toilet

preparations are to a great extent
done away with when in camp.
Soon everybody had eaten a hearty
breakfast and prepared himself a
smaiL lunch for his pocket, as the
smell of the pines and woods make a

wonderful change in one's appetite.
We divided up into two parties, one
crowd to go with Chisholm and the
remainder with MacDonald. Mor-
rison and Reid were the ones selected
to go with Chisholm and this proved
to be the lucky party this day, while
Logan, Murray and MacKinnon
went with MacDonald.
The two parties left camp together

and while Chisholm and his crowd
went north from the camp, the
other crowd went east down the
Liscomb River in the canoe along
what seemed to be good hunting
ground but although MacDonald call-

ed ih different sections along the
river, he got no reply as luck seemed
to have gone the other way. Chis-
holm and his party, meanwhile, had
gone on foot across country to an
open piece of burned barren about
two miles from camp and there being
a big bog on the farther side, Chis-
holm decided to make a try for the
moose he said was in there. Ac-
cordingly Morrison was placed at our
end of the high ground and Reid at the
other, while Chisholm stayed in the
centre. He got an answer to the
first call from what he said was a
young buck, that was with a cow
moose, as was soon revealed by the
mournful and plaintive sound she
set up when the buck started to
leave her to come .to Chisholm's call.

It proved to be a match between the
cow moose and the man moose
calling. Anyway, Mr. Buck per-
suaded his first iove to follow him
although she made a lot of noise
over it and tried her best to get
him to go the other way, and it

would have been better for him had
he listened to her. It was almost
as good as a play at a theatre to list-

en to the calling on both sides and
far more exciting to the man waiting
with a rifle ready. At last the cow
moose gave him up as a bad husband
and on he came, keeping himselt
hid however, amongst the low
trees all the time. It took a lot

of coaxing to bring him out to

where he could be sighted and luck
seemed to fall to Reid as the buck
walked out on his end of the log and
was soon brought down by two good
shots from the .280 Ross, one bullet
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entering his forward shoulder just

behind the heart and the second

completely severing his back bone.

Reid was certainly a proud man as

this was his llrst experience at moose
hunting, while the other two fellows,

Chisholm and Morrison were old

and experienced hunters, Morrison
having shot the finest moose that was
ever killed in Nova Scotia the year
before. Both were glad that Reid got

the shot. It didn't take long to

dress the meat and the rtext problem
was to head off the team that had
taken our supplies out the day before

and which was now on its way back
to th€ settlement. Chisholm decided
to try and head this off by taking a

direct course across counti-y through
the woods and sure enough he made
it and back came the team for the
first trophy. The teamster was cer-

tainly surprised when he heard we had
a moose already, Init soon we had the
meat all loaded on the truck wagon
and on its way back to town. This
ended Reid's sport as he had to beat
it back home. He says the next
time he goes out he will tie his moose
up and kill him on the last day in

camp, as he missed the whole week's
fun in camp. When the other party
came into camp, that very evening,
they were surprised to hear of the
good luck of the other crowd but this
was only the first day's hunting so

* as the chances were good for some of
r the rest, we all settled down to have

some sport and listen to moose
stories as told by both guides, while
some of the boys went out and
caught a nice lot of trout for tea.

Soon bedtime rolled around, as this
comes early when on the hunting trip.

It wasn't always safe, however, to be
the first one to drop asleep, as we
were liable to be suddenly awakened
l)y halving some cold water soused on
our face or some other worse trick
played by our comedian, Mr. Aiurphy,
who loves a good Irish joke or as the
boy's commonly call it "a dirty
Irish trick." The next day brought
no luck though we did not do very
much hard hunting that day, as some
of the boys wanted to set a bear trap.
Mr. Bruin, however, did not happen
to call. On Thursday morning, Mac-
Donald started out with the idea of

getting a moose or no supper that
evening and he is certainly a good
guide and hunter. Three of us went
with him this day and we travelled
through some very rough country,
until along about 4 o'clock in the
afternoon, when we heard a buck
and cow making love in the bog, we
were passing and determined to get
him if possible. MacDonald started
to coax him to our side but he didn't
seem to want to leave the cow, so Mur-
phy and I started in for him, while
MacDonald gave a low call. We
had not gone far in the bog when we
thought we heard him coming in our
direction, but the small spruce bushes
were so thick we could scarcely see
fifty feet ahead, but sure enough we
saw him pass broadside to us about
seventy-five yards ahead, but we
could not see any part of his body
except that he was a dark object and
was passing alo'ng, grunting as he
went, so we decided to fire at him
and run a chance of hitting him, so
we both fired at some part of his body
and down he came. Only for a
minute, though, as he got to his feet
and was off before we could see to get
a second shot. When we came to
where he has fallen, we found blood
all over the ground and on the bushes
where his side had brushed so we
started after him. He soon left

the bog and made for the dry ground
but we saw where he had been down
several times and there was blood
in all directions on his trail. Never-
theless, he seemed to be going strong,
so as the darkness was approaching,
we decided we must beat it for camp
or stay in the woods as it soon gets
dark in the bush at this time of the
year. As we did not wish to do the
latter, we were reluctantly obliged
to leave him until the next day,with
the hope that during the night he
would get so weak "that he would
stop travelling. Early Friday morn-
ing. Murphy and Chisholm and I

started for him and before long
found his trail of blood. Although he
had laid down a dozen different
places, he was still able to travel and
when he heard us coming made off

again. It was remarkable how he
could do it, as he had bled
all along the trail, not merely drops.
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but in some places blotches all over the

leaves. Though we heard him sev-

eral times, we did notcome up to him,
but along towards noon I heard him
ahead and started around the hill

while the other fellows followed him
and sure enough I succeeded in

heading him off. However, he was
still able to go faster than a man
could run but I got a good sight of

him this time and landed a shot at

his heart, which fortunately put an
end to his running and misery. He
was badly cut up, both of our first

shots having hit him in the shoulder
and broken the bone. For all that
he must have t ravelled six miles or more
but the last shot fired split his

heart in two, as though it had been
done with a knife, so when the other
two fellows arrived, I had him bled

though there was hardly any blood
in him. We started and butchered
him then and made for camp. We
certainly had some job to get him
out, but luckily the team was com-
ing in to bring, us out that day, so
thatmeant there would be no extra trips.

After some hard work we got him
out and next morning, broke camp
for the return trip with two mo9se
to show for our two weeks' hunt.
There were three or four of our mem-
bers yet that did not get a shot at a
moose, so after they had been home a
week they decided to visit our camp
at Glengarry and some four of them
started with Chisholm as their guide,
and on their second day out, got two
moose and two deer. The Rod and
Gun Club, therefore, have made quite
a name for themselves as hunters
so much so, that we have been asked
by several prominent citizens to ex-
tend the privileges of the Club to
more members, as we had it limited

to a certain number. Accordingly
at our last annual meeting we had
our membership extended to twenty-
five.

We have a shooting range set up
just a short distance from town,
where we have a few shots for prac-
tice and an occasional shooting match
for the public. We are having a
silver cup donated to us for prize
shooting and it will be open for
competition to men from all over the
province during the winter months
We meet in our Club rooms and have
an occasional oyster stew or a turkey
supper at one of the member's homes.
We intend building another large
camp in isome new locality this

summer, where we can take our
wives out to enjoy the hunt as well.

And now in closing, I must say a
word in answer to an article I read a
short time ago relative to the high
power rifle used these days and
the old rifle of a later type. The
article stated that with the high
power rifles, ussd now-a-days, the
game had no chance. I don't agree
with this writer for if a man goes
to the woods with a poor rifle and
sees a moose, he will fire at the moose
or deer or whatever it may be and
the chances are that if it's a long
shot with the old-fashioned rifle, he
will only wound the animal, which
will get away and probably suffer for

a few days and eventually die from
starvation and insects and thus the
meat be wasted. On the other hand,
with the high power rifle, the chances
are five to one that the sportsman
brings his game down with the long
shot, as it is very seldom that an
animal gets away when hit by the
high power expansion bullet. For
this reason I cannot see where the

old rifle is any easier on the game. A
man with a rifle is going to shoot

until he gets a trophy, so there is a

chance that the man with the old

rifle may hit several moose or deer

before he brings one down. I would
hke to hear more on this subject from
experienced men.



BILLY MINK'S DIARY
{Continued from Jiihj Issue.)

FRED CLARKE

I
went to sleep afterwards and
when I woke up was surprised to

find myself quite alone. I went
out to see how everything looked
outside. The beavers I noticed

were at work again as if nothing had
happened. Going on up the stream
I ran up to four animals on the bank.
All their hides had been taken off

and Is saw that three of them ha
been beavers and one a musky, but
they certainly did not look as they
had a few hours before. On going
up a little closer I noticed that each
one had a hole clean through their

bodies, near the front shoulder.
On up the creek I went until I

came to a small stream. Going up
this I came to another old building
which I thought must be a hen-house,
but it proved to be the farmer's
old mill. Entering this I ran about
for a few minutes then decided to
cut across the fields to the farmer's
hen coop first, to see if there were
anything left of the chickens. I

was disappointed however, so headed
for the large hen-house, and was just
going to dive in through the hole
when I thought of the two skunks,
who had been caught in the trap
there. Going around to the other
side of the coop I enlarged the hole
that was there and crawled in. Ex-
pecting to find the skunks in their
nest I ran over to it, but there wasn't
one left. Surely, I thought, they
hadn't been foolish enough, all of
them, to get caught in that trap?
Going up through a hole in the
floor, I could see the chickens sitting
up on their poles. Going over to the
side of the house I saw a board that
slanted up to the bottom pole. Climb-
ing this, I grabbed the first hen I

came to. She squealed, cackled and
flapped her wings until we both fell
to the floor. I just got her killed
when I heard heavy steps coming
on the run. Diving down below,
Uaited to see what they would say
this time. In a few minutes some

one came with the light and went
around to where they had caught
the skunk and I heard the man say
something about a mink and that
he was too foxy to get caught in a

trap even if it was covered with
snow. Going around the side of

the coop they saw where I had got
in. Sticking a piece of wood in the
hole, they came into the coop. Then
I heard the least harsh voice say:
"There is our best Rock hen dead.

Why didn't you go into the house
first and you might have saved her?"
They talked together for some

time, the woman doing the most of
it, then the man said:

"Shut up, Mary!"
After going about the coop once

again they went away.
In an hour or so I stole up again

and found a hen roosting on a box
in the corner. Going up to her
I stepped under her wing and took
a grab at her. All I got was a mouth-
ful of feathers and the way that hen
squealed I must have scared her
half to death. Summoning up my
courage again, I was just going to
take another spring at her when the
door opened and the man said:

"Sic him, sic him, Jip!"
I just managed to get down the

hole as the big dog's teeth snapped
at my tail. Mary came running
with the lantern and told John he
was a fool not to think about shutting
up all the holes in the floor. This
they did and went away after Jeaving
a light on the floor of the coop and
another outside. Soon afterwards
another man came to the coop and
blocked u^ all the holes outside. In
a few hours I woke up and heard a
voice saying:

"Say, these people have no more
feeling for a hired man than they
have for a pesky skunk."

In a few minutes I heard heavy
footsteps coming towards the coop
and the way that first man lit into
John was fierce. He ended by tell-
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ing him he was going to quit. John's
voice was not quite so harsh now,
and he explained to thft man that
there was a mink under the coop
which if allowed to get away would
give Mary an excuse for nagging
him for a year. "If we get this

mink," he promised, "I'll give you a
dollar." This seemed to make
matters better and soon they were
talking quite amicably about the
weather.

I lav down to sleep then and when
I wakened I could see daylight
tluough a couple of cracks in the
coop, and looking through one of
them I saw some men coming up to
the coop carrying a white animal
about the same size as myself. I

wondered what it was, and then i

heard one of them say:
"Our ferret will drive him out, or

else kill him in there."
I felt rather shaky until I saw him

come in through the hole. Then
I thought of the way I scared the
large musky, and I let the ferret

come up within a foot of me, then
I jumped and squealed at him and
he bolted back a few feet. Then I

repeated the performance. Out
through the hole he tumbled. I

heard a heavy thud, then some one
said:

"You have killed my ferret!"

All was quiet for a while then,
till two or three men got in the coop
and started jumping up and down
on the floor. I was just going to

bolt out through one of the holes
when they stopped and went out-

side. After setting two traps
at each hole, going up into the coop
that night I found that all the hens
were gone but the dead one was in
a corner with a lot of chaff before
her. Going over, I smelt steel so
backed up, gave a hiss and went be-
low.
Going over to one of the corners

I dug a hole out and went south,
in the direction which would take
me back to the second creek, higher
up than I had been before. Up
titere I found another barn but no
hens, also a few musky holes, but all

were empty. In a couple of days
I started on my return trip down
the creek and ran up to quite a few
musky bodies which were lying on
the bank, and, too, I found my
brother, but he had lost his fur and
hide. On closer examination I

-found a hole through his head. Then
I knew the gun had got him.

Right here I resolved that I would
not do any more daylight running
or hunting, no matter how hungry
I was. I had only gone down the
creek some hundred yards when I

crossed a log and made for some
open water in the ice. Seeing a

fish I dived in and then a shower
of something hit the water above
me and I heard a distant gun make a

noise. Dropping the fish, I made
for the bank under the ice, and
crawled under the shelving bank
where the water had dropped, and
made a space, where I lay until

night.
{To be continued.)

A BOOST FOR OUR NEW DEPARTMENT

Fdiior, Rod and Gun —
I am glad to see that you have wakened up

and opened your Rod and Gun Mechanics

department, and I hope your readers will

wake up too and do their bit to make this new
department a success. I for one intend to

help out as much as possible, not only on

account of the splendid prize, but mainly on

account of my interest in the Rod and Gun.

I think this department will help to arouse

interest in the magazine. Also I think that

your readers should send in more contributions

to the Guns and Ammunition department.

I can't see any reason w-hy they are shy or

whatever they like to call it. Let them send

in their experiences, ideas or anything like

that, which might help some readers.

I would like to suggest, if you don't mind,

that you get something funny, as for example

like what Newton Newkirk publishes in

Forest and Stream or Letters from Hank the

Guide in the Outer's Book. I send you some

foolscap kinks herewith.

Wishing you the best of luck.

"Chipmunk"



THE NOBLE BUCK
MARK ROBINSON

IN
my boyhood I was accustomed

to see the deer feeding quite close

to my father's farm buildings. Dur-
ing the early months of summer many
profitable and happy hours I spent

in watching them play and feed,

consequently I became acquainted

with a few of their modes of life and
became possessed of a desire to know
more of their life in the woods at all

seasons. From early in May until

July does give birth to their fawn
(most of them are Ixprn in May
though odd ones there are who are born
in August), selecting some quiet spot

hidden away from the paths fre-

quented by bears, lynx and wolves,

and usually near a lake or stream if

possible. Here the little fawns in

their reddish brown coats spotted
with white, lie quietly for the first few
days of their lives. Should a person
walk near to them they, will not move
but will lie close to the ground
among the dead leaves and grass.

Natui'e has blessed them in that she
gives them no scent until they have
shed their spotted coat and .the blue
coat, or winter coat, as woodsmen
call it, has appeared. Usually a fawn
will have shed its spotted coat by
the time it is four months old. At
this period they leave a scent that
wolves and hounds will follow.
When fawns are about two months
old they may sometimes be seen
feeding with their mothers close to
cover. Should danger, in the way of
wolves or other animals, appear, the
fawns will slip away quietly to the
water's edge and quite often enter
the water and swim quietly along
the bank for a short distance before
hiding themselves in a bunch of

grass and ferns. The mother deer
meanwhile, stands quietly on guard
awaiting events, ever ready to take
to the water. She, too, throws no
scent during the pregnant and nurs-
ing seasons. Here the great laws of
nature again protect the mother deer
in seasons of trial. After nursing
has ceased, the does throw a s|.rong
scent from the lime of shedding the

spotted coat of babyhood. When
about a year old bucks grow antlers.

These grow in what is known as the

velvet and are quite soft and covered

with a rind not unlike the covering on

a green walnut. When the antlers

are full grown they harden and
the bucks begin to rub them against

the soft bark of small trees to remove
the velvet covering. During the rub-

bing the antlers bleed slightly at

first. Day after day they keep rub-

bing until all covering is removed
and the points are quite sharp.

The buck is now ready to give battle

to any of his kind, and may often be
found standing pawing the ground
and snorting defiance. Many and
furious are the battles they have with

each other during the autumn months.
I have seen the early snow covered with
blood and hair where two bucks had
fought and a sound cedar pole four

inches thick, broken squarely off

by them. One of these bucks died

shortly afterwards from the effects of

the battle.

As soon as heavy frost sets in the

bucks shed their antlers, usually in

the latter part of December or early

in January in Northern Ontario.

It is not an unusual thing to see a

buck with one antler at that season.

Quite often they carry one a few
days longer than the other. I have
also seen does with small antlers

which were covered with velvet in

November. This, however, is rare.

A buck with full grown antlers is one
of the most graceful looking animals
found in our forests. It is also one
of the most slandered and least

understood of our wild animals. At
the same time it is, of course, one of

the most sought for animals. Many
times have I heard th,e cowardice of

the buck spoken of by men in all

classes of life yet had these same men
understood the nature of the animal
they would have been the loudest in

its praise. If does and fawns are

feeding along with a buck, and wolves
or hounds approach, the buck will

quite often snort as a warning and if
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time permits take a circular direction
or a direction exactly opposite from
the does and fawns and to himself.
During the time of the deep snows
of winter.deer gather into bands
in the deep swamps, usually
near rapids o r other open
water, This is called yarding and
the paths through a deer yard are
so hard and well beaten that they
would carry a man any place. Here
they live quietly together, feeding
upon the cedars and a moss that
grows on the balsam firs. The bucks

having lost their antlers, may be seen
feeding together, their old battles
evidently forgotten until April show-
ers melt the snows when they again
laecome combative and fight by rear-
ing on thier hind legs, striking with
their fore feet. It is on record in
Algonqum Park that a buck drove
a large wolf off the ice in a crippled

condition by striking it with its

fcrefeet. Hats off to the buck the

noblest and one of the bravest of our
wild friends of the forest.

FISHING ON VANCOUVER ISLAND
"spent spinner"

ALTHOUGH I had always looked upon
British Columbia as one of the very best

trout fishing countries in the world, it

was not until I came to Vancouver Island to

live, that I fully realized how superlatively

good it is.

Sport which would be considered excellent

in the best district of Eastern Canada may
be liad at any time in dozens of streams and

lakes on this island, and that, too, without it

being incumbent on the fisherman to travel

more than half a dozen miles from the railroad,

which, by the way, is now a branch of tlie

Canadian Pacific system, although still re-

taining its baptismal title of the Esquimalt

and Nanaimo Railway. At anyone of a dozen

points on this line, the sportsman who is not

ambitious to overcome some of the really big

fellows, can find excellent hotel accommoda-
tion within walking distance of water, which,

for the reasonably skilful fisherman may be

relied upon to yield daily Ijaskets of from

three to six dozen speckled beauties, running

all the way from ^ of a pound to two pounds

in weight, and withal full of fight and as game
fish as can be found anj'\\'here in the world.

There are many camping inns where the

best of accommodation can be secured, and

the ardent fisherman who is looking for sport

can make no mistake if he start out from

Victoria by train and drop off at any station

at which he spies a hotel.

Should he desire a somewhat more ela-

borate outing with an even greater diversity

of sport, let him take an automobile and

strike out boldly. The simplest of camp

equipment will suffice for such a trip during

the summer time, and no difficulty will be

experienced in obtaining frequent and ample

supplies of gasoline. Thus equipped our

sportsman may easily penetrate to lakes and

streams which are veritably an angler's

paradise. He will, however, find that on

some, if not most of the lakes, fishing with

a fly will be practically barren of results.

Here he will need to bring a small spoon or an

artificial .Minnow into play, and he will

be rewarded with fish running as high in weight

as three or even four pounds, monsters,

which, if he be fishing for the sport with light

tackle, will tax his skill and resource to the

utmost ere he is able to slip the net under

them.

From this it is but a step to the last and

crowning stage of trout fishing on the island.

This consists in the following up of some few

of the mountain streams, rivers would really

be a better word to use, which empty on the

west coast of the island and which are^ com-

paratively difficult of access, but in which

cavort the patriarchs of the trout family,

lordly fish which have been known to run as

high as 14 pounds in weight and which are

none the less as full of fight and sporting

qualities as the very gamest of their smaller

brethren. Here may the true fisherman taste

the sweetest of all earthly joys that of landing

a really big fish after a battle royal of perhaps

a couple of hours' duration, in the swirling,

icy waters of a rapid and difficult stream.

This experience is not, however, for the

many, unless one can cast a long line, light as
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thistledown and with unerring accuracy,

never a rise will one secure from the big ones.

Let us suppose that our sportsman makes

Victoria his starting point. Leaving the

capital he will soon come to some famous

grilse water where large baskets are caught

almost every day in the proper season. This

water, known as the Saanich Arm, is really a

land-locked arm of the sea, and provides

splendid sport for hundreds of fishermen

from Victoria. Just a little further along one

reaches another fine stretch of salmon and

grilse water known as Tod Inlet, and here also

excellent sport is to be had for the asking.

Leaving the Inlet behind and travelling some

half a dozen miles further up the line, one

comes to the Shawinigan Lake station, from

whence it is but a short ride to the lake itself.

Here while domiciled in comfort at either

one of the two excellent hotels to be found

on the lake shore, the verj' best of sport with

lake trout which sometimes run as large as

five and even six pounds in weight, may be

had, and that too in the midst of scenery

which will appeal to anyone with even the

mo!--t rudimentary love of the beauties of

nature.

Eight miles further up the line Cowichan

is readied, and here will be found one of the

most famous trout streams on the island

.

This may be most conveniently fished from

the town of Duncan, where the hotel accom-

modation is of the best. From this centre also

a run of an hour's duration will take the angler

to Cowichan Lake, where he is certain to find

ample opportunity of testing his skill to the

uttermost. Excellent fishing may also be had

in numberless small streams in this neigh-

borhood, still making Duncan one's head-

quarters. The next jump will be one of rather

greater magnitude, to Nanaimo, in fact, just

over thirty miles, though the angler who
has chosen to make the trip by car, will find

plenty of small streams occurring in the

intervening section which will well repay his

attention

Having arrived at Nanaimo, the Nanaimo
Lakes will first claim notice. They are not

exactly easy of access, lying as they do some

eight rniles from the town, but there is a good

road leading to them, though not as yet in a

fit state for motoring. There is no lack of

fish in this lake, and that, too, of goodly

size. While at the Nanaimo Lakes a tramp

through the woods of an hour's duration will

bring one to Echo Lake, a sheet of water

which is also well stocked with magnificent

fish, which will amply reward the aiigler for

his pains in arriving thereat.

Returning to Nanaimo itself, the Mill-

stream, which runs right through the town

holds many a fine trout, steelhead having

frequently been caught here running up to 8

and 9 pounds in weight. The bay surround-

ing the coal city also provides splendid sport

in the shape of trolling for salmon for those

who like this branch of the angler's art, and,

indeed, he who will indulge in a bit of sea

fishing, will find himself well suited here, for

the variety of fish to be taken is endless.

Excellent sport is also to be obtained in the

lakes and streams of the upper ^nd northern

end of the island.

MONQUART
WILLIAM MATHESON

There's a stream up in the mountains with

deep pools and flashing falls,

—

With boulders,—you can leap from one to

t' other in its bed,

And around their dripping bases, loud the

foaming water brawls.

There the trout are hungrj' waiting, they

will bite the sinker lead.

Dig your can of angle worms and we will go
at early morn,

—

I can lead you by the right way, well I

know its every turn,

For between its alder bushes oft my kettle I

have borne
.A.S I journeyed homeward laden, while the
sun would setting burn.

We will cut our rods from birches we will

find along our way,

Tall slim birches there are thickets that have
furnished rods for years, '

They are light and they are springy with the

branches cut away.

And you'll need no gilded joint rods and
you'll need no reeling gears.

You'll be wet and you'll be hungry ere you'll

come back o'er the hill,

And the flies perchance will leave you
blisters on your face and neck,

But for that you'll never murmur, nor be

satisfied until

You'll have fished again in Monquart and
brought home another peck.



^ ^T^

h. y. WILLIAMS

IT
is the 24th of May. As we pass down
the street at eight-thirty there is hardly
anyone stirring. An occasional fire-

cracker pops here and there, giving noisy
evidence that the small boj-s and girls are

soon to be on the job with a bit of a celebration

on Victoria Day.
After woodchucks with the camera! Bang!

A firecracker explodes directly at our feet

and after recovering from the shock we glance

up and see a mischievo\is little face, sur-

rounded by a halo of curls, quickl> withdrawn
into a second stor>' window. We are wide
awake now, however, and as is generally the
case when one is wide aw^ake, nothing ever

happens.

It's an hour's walk to the "red barn on the

left hand side of the road; turn up ihe lane

beside the barn and you can't miss the wood.'

'

These were the directions and they were
correct to the letter. A short distance to the

right was the river and it was well worth the

half hour spent there watching a party of

young Nimrods of the future plugging awa>
at a tin can with a .22 calibre repeater. They
were just naturally beginning the da> right.

Twenty minutes walk up the hill and we

were at the wood. Opening our camera we
got ready for business. A saucy red squirrel

scampered along the top of the old rail fence

skirting the wood, but he was here, there and
everj'where, and when he did stop to look it

was with but a portion of his rascally self

visible over the top rail.

There were chuck holes in abundance, most
of them disused, judging from appearances.

We skirted the edge of the wood to its further

limit and then discovering a trail leading down
through the centre of the bit of woodland we
followed it back to the open field. A crow

sailed past overhead and in a few minutes

another. Evidently they had a nest not far

away as their excitement was very evident;

they were not just advertising the presence

of an intruder but were plainly nervous.

At the lower end of the wood we focused

the camera and waited. We wailed perhaps

half an hour then there was a rustle in the

weed patch and looking carefully we could

di'stinguish a small brown head and beady

ej'e gazing fixedly in our direction. Five

minutes passed and then very quietly, so

quietly that there was scarcely a movement
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to the weeds about his observation post, that

ground hog went below.

A robin began to call in the edge of the wood
and then another. Their excited calls meant
either crows or squirrels and we left our

vigil by the chuck hole to investigate the

rumpus in the wood. After much gazing and
peering into the tops of some of the heavy
foliaged trees we discovered that red coated

bushy tailed rascal of a squirrel sneaking out

of a large maple hotly pursued .by the two
robins. Evidently he had made a mistake

in his raid judging by the way he was tra-

velling.

We walked back through the wood and
stopping just before walking out into the open

closed the camera. The road by which we
were to return to town was fifty yards out in

front and glancing at our watch we discover

it is 11 a.m. just about time for dinner as

there is the hour's walk back to town.

A few steps more and we emerge from the

shadow of the trees and step into the sunlight.

There's a short whistle and at a rustle in the

grass a bit to our left we glance down in time

to see a groundhog disappear into a very

conspicuous chuck hole.

Walking away from the spot with a good

hea\'y step for about fifty feet we retraced our

steps as quickly and as Ughtly as possible to

within fifteen feet of the chuck's front door

and sure enough in two or three minutes up

came his head, facing the direction from which

the sound of the receding footsteps had come.

But, we had made a mistake. The breeze

here had changed and it was plain to be seen

by the wrinkling of his stubby nose and the

manner in which he 'froze' that he was a
mighty suspicious chuck. The old fellow had
our wind. Well, the shlitter clicked and the

head disappeared and we immediately chang-
ed positions to leeward and perhaps ten

minutes afterward—it seemed like an hour to

the camera man—the head was slowly raised

again, this time directly behind a large leaf,

and we got number two. A few moments
of testing the air and he climbed out and
began feeding near the edge of the hole. Just

here some passers by on the road caught his

attention and just as we got the third picture

the noise from the roadway sent him scurrying

back to his refuge. There was another long

pause and then he climbed out and headed for

the little woodland trail we had travelled a

short time before. He would get some six

or eight feet away and then go scampering

back, sitting up from time to lime on his hind

legs. At times we believe he could hear the

shutter of the camera work as his actions

would lead one to believe he was inviting

pursuit almost, or even attack, by the manner
in which he would leave the entrance of his

lair and then rush back. This occurrence

took place four times, then at the fifth attempt

he paused on the edge of the trail, looked over

toward some cattle that were grazing quietly

a few yards away, and finally scampered away
into the shadows and away from that myster-

ious affair over by the tree that was getting

his nerves on edge by its sharp metallic click-

ing. We had put in one hour and fifty minu-

tes at that woodchuck or groundhog hole but

we considered it was time well spent.



SKOOKUM BILL
FRANK HOUGHTON

Come weak and hale and hear Ihe tale

Of the b'ar and Skookuni Bill,

Of true plucked grit that ne'er did quail.

Of a fight on a lone side hill.

Now Bill was rough and tall and tough.

But the b'ar was a grizzly b'ar,

Who'd starved through the winter with just

enough
I lis temper vile to mar.

'Twas spring, flowers out, he had inouched

about

But devil a bite he'd found,

Through swamps and ponds, in caves and out,

He'd tramped a weary round.

By the edge of the snow where trilliums grow,

By the slides where the whistlers hide,

He had hunted for grub to stop the woe
That gnawed at his starved inside.

At length by a rock, near a big hemlock,

In the moss o'er a muskeg ran,

A sight that made that b'ar take stock,

The fresh run trail of a man.

And the grizzly whiffed, and stared, and sniffed

At the trail in the ooze and mud
While down his back the hair did lift

As he thrilled to the rail of blood.

Then he followed that trail through swamp
find swail,

. O'er the slash of a big snow slid^ ^

A white-tail scared, away did sail.

Where the trail crossed the divide.

'Mongst boulders loose, through stunted

spruce

By alders in a draw.

The stink of bruised skunk-cabbage juice

Tickled his hungry maw.

Now comes the rub through devil-club.

He crossed a little rill

To reach a rise, or kind of hub,

.

To centre of. a hill.

Bound he did stare, his eyes did glare

On every hand, until

He saw before him seated there.

That lanky Skookum Bill.

Of ease not strife. Bill's mind seemed rife.

He smiled, he did, forsooth.

While with a glittering bowie-knife.

He picked a hollow tooth.

As he thought of a girl witli a flaxen curl.

Who waited on table at Joe's,

But recalled with a sigh how he once saw her

whirl

In a dance with one of her beaux.

Of her grey eyes so mild that smiled when he
smiled.

How entrancing she looked, the young miss.

And of how once he heard, it drove him near
wild.

A sound that resembled a kiss.

Arrived at this stage he looked up in a rage.

To see—Gee Whizz!—a b'ar!

Whose grim, hungry looks Bill's sight did

engage

With something akin to a jar.

From the case of his seat, he sprang to his feet.

And smiled a caustic smile;

Nor did the thought come to beat a retreat.

That wasn't William's style.

His gun he did reach, pumped a shell in the

breach;

"I've only two shots," he thought,

"But two ought to do the old sinner to teach.

Indeed I think one ought."

Alas! how vain to strive to attain

One's ends, weak man proposes;

Bill fired a shot and missed the brain,

Thus fate, we're told, disposes.

That shot ne'er scored, the grizzly roared.

And charged Bill, Hell for leather!

An ear the bullet merely bored.

But Bill ne'er showed white feather.

"I've one more shot, if this does not

Settle y'ur gol-derned hash,

I reckon, son, I've cooked my pot,

Me chips I soon will cash.

An' quit the game, but jest the same
I'll do me best, d'y'u see?

It don't seem right to lay down tame
And let v'u lunch on me."
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Ten feet from Bill, on that side hill,

There lay a fallen tree,

"I'll wait," thought Bill, "I'll wait until

He reaches it, d'y'u see?

"An" then, by James! I'll stop y'ur games,

Of"Xou'lI stop mine, ole son."

Bill called him, then, some shocking names.

And "hysted" up his gun.

He fired, 'twas well, the grizzly fell.

And tore the ground and roared.

"I've got y'u now," thought Bill, but
—

"Helll

'

That last shot had not scored.

That grizzly rose, like rain, blood flows.

And bit the ground and reeled;

Nor recked he then of death or woes,

He felt his fate was sealed.

A something cfueer, in his dulled ear.

Maybe said. "Life is done.

Kill, brother, kill, and never fear.

Your sands are almost run."

Whate'er it was. he bared his claws,

And reared him up and yelled,

Then staggered on with slavering jaws.

His life-blood suiely welled.

Bill drew his knife, saying, "Bet y'ur life,

I reckon a scrap thar'll be.

An' if the Good Lord don't help you.

I guess he won't help me.

^ "If he'll jest let the best man win,

I do not care a rap.

Jest stand aside, why, blast my skin!

I'll bet he'll see some scrap."

\Mth that they tell. Bill fetched a yell.

Would wake the slumbering eels.

And jumped quite five feet shouting, "Hell!

And clapped his big boot heels.

Then slung his hat. nor stopped at that.

But flung some words in heat.

And called him a black something fal,^

I'd rather not repeat.

Then round about and in and out.

They fought a gorgeous fight.

To kill or put that b'ar to rout.

Bill tried with all his inight.

Bill sure fought rough, grizzlies are tough,

A. bold thrust turned the tide,

And wnen that b'ar had had enough

He coughed and sneezed and died.

Then Skookum Bdl cheered with a will.

All smeared with blood so red.

Till down upon that lone side hill

He fell, ker-flop. stone dead.

Now in two rows, those gallant foes

Lie cahrh side by sid?;

The green grass grows between th jir toes,

'Twas marvellous how tlie\ died.

An Alberta paper, the Blairmorc Enter-

prise, is responsible for thefoUowingstory of

a Toronto tender-foot, who had read consid-

erable about the Canad ian Rockies and the

big game that tra^ crsed Uie great hills and

ravines of this part of Canada, and who was
led to believe that it was hardly safe to step

off a train unless one was armed with the

most powerfulland up-to-date repeater. He
landed at Frank, apd immediately stepped

into the waiting room, xrhere he unlocked his

special grip, and lifted therefrom his sectional

"peashooter." Other parties who detrained

with him, asked him what he was doing, and

he replied that although hungry, he could not

be satisfied to eat. until he had landeTI some
fresh trophy. Lea\ing his luggage at a

Chink's restaurant, with that gun firmly im-

bedded near his neck, he boldly ascended the

east side of Goat Mountain. On and on he

went with fast but silent strides until he be-

gan to grow weary, and looking the country

over and seeing nothing but the grim frame

of a horse that had quit its usefulne.ss years

ago, he in disappointment turned city wards.

On arrival in Frank, he went straight to a

restaurant and relieved his tired feelings by
consuming several new-laid eggs. After

lunch he visited a nearby house. Here he

noticed a wolf-skin, hanging on the wall and

asked the lady of the house what it was, how
it was caught and where. When told that

it was got but a short distance from the town

and by means of a fish-hook and line, this

bold amateur "Paul Hainey" reniarked ex-

citedly "Well, that's strange, and I travelled

all up that hill and didn't see any of

them I'
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II.

It
is purliriilarly interesting to note the

(ievelopment of the dog fan\ily from
the earlier days to the present time. In

tlie lirst stage, as with people, they were wild

and savage creatures that had to be subdued
by main force, controlled and made to know
one master and stand by him through Itiick

and Ihin. Those were the special character-

istics of the dog of centuries ago. For the

early peoples the dog fulfilled a mighty
service. If he was forced to obey a master
it was that he should work and win for that

master. The serving of a master became
ingrown in the dog and the worshipful

obedience that the modern dog yields us is

proof of a steadfast trait. Without a master
to worship apparently the dog is lost to the

work). He becomes and feels tiimself an
oulcaft. He rapidly goes down the scale

of sorrow and dies from lack of attention and
care. He becomes a hobo, as one might sa> ,

and as a hobo finds no place in the hearts of

men.

However, to-day we find a far different set

of dogs to uphold the traditions of their

savage ancestors. The modern dog is often

woefully lacking in usefulness and some
examples are fit onl>- to be pampered as toy-

dogs, to be used as ornaments. If the first

rave-man, who took a wild, ferocious creature

(about the size of a timber wolf) and gradu-
ally domesticated hin\ into the ancestor of the
modern dog, were to enter some flog show
and see the final-results of that act, he might
>\ ish he had never done it. or he might won-
der at the marvels of science. Here are two

pictures at the opposite ends of the evolution

of the dog:

In front of a roughly hewn hre-place, deep

in a crude cave, a shaggy creature lies,

tense-muscled, wild-eyed, gnawing on a bone

left over from the mammoth hunt in which

the whole tribe of cave men were engaged.

His surroundings characterized the ways of

the people of that early age. Pots and var-

ious utensils, wrought out of stone, may have

been seen near at hand, also a varied assort-

ment of spears and sharp-tipped arrows. A
pile of furs constituted the master's bed near

the hearth and was sufficient comfort for his

spare needs. The brute dog was unfeelingly

caressed with a pliant club until he learned

to love and respect his master, through /ear

and then became reconciled to his lot through

the juicy morsels dealt out to him after the

long and tiresome hunt. Then he learned

to guard and fight for his master—^a creature

almost as crude as himself. This dog of long

ago was ever ready to join in the fray, even

though the odds were twofold greater and the

chances of victory were hazardous in the

extreme. He bit and slashed and held on

with deadly tenacity and was likewise

treated in' the same manner. He lived in a

day particularly when the survival of the

fittest was a matter of main strength and

able fang. The jaw that could close like

an enormous vice on an antagonist and sink

cracking and crashing through flesh and bone

was a recommendation of ability and this

stirred to joy the heart of the cave-man

master. The looks of that dog mattered not.

The cave-man himself, was no doubt more
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horrible and fer-

ocious of visage

than his snarling

dog.

But to pass on

to a modern pic-

ture of the dog.

Here at the dog

show is a small

kennel with a glass

front and air holes

at the top and

sides. It is car-

peted with yellow

satin. The walls

are draped with

like material. On
the front is the in-

scription "Baby
Boy," and on the

satin cushions re-

poses a mite of a

fluffy creature
about the size of a

half-grown rabbit.

Its long hair shel-

ter? its eyes, poodle

fashion, and long

straight gray hair

covers i t s body,

trailing the yel-

low satin, even
when the "dog" stands up. That's a "Mal-
tese terrior" and the ladies think he is just

the cutest mar.shmellow and sugar-plum and
apple-dumpling that ever walked.

Between the first dog and the almost

last dog there are many graduations shown.
There is the pointer, developed perfectly,

and there is the setter, who can pick up a

snipe in his teeth and scarcely bruise the

bird's feathers. There is the spotted Dal-

matian, or coach dog, who does nothing

but trot after carriages. There is the bear-

hound, and the great Dane and the mastiff

—

massive, heavy, great-jawed, with long teeth

and heavy, slow-moving muscles. Each
ser\es his special purpose. The mastiff and
the great Dane are watch-dogs, or trot

after carriages; the bear-hound is used in

circuses, where trained wild animals are kept.

He will attack almost any animal. He has

lost his fellow feeling with the brute creation

and is man's protector. There are collies,

which would freeze to death out on the

Scotch and English moors in winter. Their

coats are long and soft as silk. Their

faces are narrow to an extreme and
surrounded with bushy hair. They are

HERE ARE TWO PICTURES AT THE OPPOSITE

nervous, delicate, with intelligent and
active brains. Perhaps none of their an-

cestors ever herded sheep; in fact one can
almost, with certainty, believe so.

The whole impression of a dog show is

that these dogs make their living by their

looks. The first dog had to make good
another way or be ruthlessly laid low with a

knotted, deformed limb that answered^thc

purpose of a war-club.

While it is true that some varieties of dogs

have gone down the scale in strength ;.nd

usefulness, this cannot be said of all dogs.

To say so would be making a very broad

statement of course. Tq say that the dog
is woefully dependent upon man, and that

without man there would be no dogs is

untrue, yet such statements have been made.

The dog is dependent upon man because

man wills it so, and the dog is obedient.

The dog waits for his meal because that meal

has been given to him throughout the ages.

He does not need to fare far abroad in search

of fiesh and blood. But were he to be

denied, the dog would, of necessity, turn

wild and become as savage as the earlier

specimens. Where dogs run wild now in
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the cities (if such are not relegated to the

dog-pounds) they are liable to live on garbage.

Even in the country, dogs gather round dead

horses and cattle and feast to repletion.

That some dogs would rather feast in this

manner than eat the well-cooked food man
prepares is well-known. Where this is the

case the dog is merely giving way to the wild

traits that haye been thought vanquished.

Apparently there is no animal that wins

such instant admiration and love as

does the dog. This, often passionate, im-

:pulse on the part of the human being is

perhaps instinctive. We may speak of

definite inclmations as recognized with the

dog. Perhaps our trait for loving the dog is

as firm of foundation. You see a dog, and at

once, if he appeals to your eye as being

friendly there is a comradely greeting, a

sizing up of each other and then the "hand-
shake." A dog long denied a friendly word,

a caress and a stroking of its fur will repay

your attentions with a boundless joy that

cannot contain itself. Some dogs will fairly

howl with delight, over-flowing, pouring out
all their trials and tribulations in one perfect

storm of whinings. The dog's love for his

master is usually

boundless. All
his hopes and
fears, joys and
sorrows are re-

posed in that
master. If the
master fails him,

the light of his life

apparently goes
out. He may ac-

cept the crumbs
from another
table and may
live on, but ths

book of that dog's

life is sealed' A
dog can go with-

out food, it would
seem,

,
but never

without the love

of his [master.
And as one free-

lance poet ^^has

stated^of his dog:

If there be nobler eyes.
More full ot honor and

of honesties.

In ifiner head, on
broader shoulders
lound.

Then I have never
met the man or
hound.

Here is the motto on my lifeboat's log:
"God grant I may be worthy of my dog!"

\ man who is loved by a dog is fortunate

indeed. He need not worry about friend-

ships since he will know one that is not

marred by time nor the misfortunes of

adversity. Human friendships we know,

but are we sure of them? Will they stand

tne blasts of time? If fortune smiles not

upon us, will those friendships remain the

same? True, some continue unfalteringly

the same; but the greater host of them are

forgotten and pass into the beyond. If the

master is levelled penniless, who remains

the same? His dog\ Wlip will step with

him from the mansion to the street and

follow him through thick and thin His

Jog\

He looks you squarely in the face

Unshrinking, and without a single trace

Of diffidence

A man may think highl> of his family,

but he never forgets his dog. To part with

the old family dog .is little short ot a

sacrilege. He grows old, we will say. He
may become blind, toothless and tottering,

yet the very thought of chloroforming that

poor creature pierces one like an arrow. Said
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an old acquaintance of mine: "I would rath-

er, I believe kill myself than kill mv old dog.

We have grown up together. He seems as

murh a part of mv body as mv very limbs."

Undoubtedly the reason of this regard of

man for his dog is the strict devotion and

undivided attention that animal pays him.

A lifetime that is made up of human betrayals,

and human shortcomings, a lack of brother-

hood when fraternity is desired, turns man's

attention to the dog and he constantly mar-

vels. That this animal can keep such a staunch

devotion, a devotion that exists throughout the

dog's life fills one's heart with admiration, and a

man must be a black-guard indeed not to

recognize and venerate that humble love.

No man has written so well of this peculiar

dog faith as did Bishop Doane of his dog,

Cluny, saying:

He had lived out his life, but not his love!

Daily up steep and weary staii he came.

His big heart bursting with the strain, to prove

His loneliness without me. Just the same
Old world of greeting beamed in his deep eye.

With a new look of wonder in it, asking why
"The whole world groans and travails."' He

And I there faced the mystery of pain.

Finding me dumb and helpless, down again

He went, unanswered, with the dawn to die.

And find the mystery opened with the key,

"The creature from corruption's bondage free!"

It has now and then been averred that

where a man is known to love his dog in a

very large measure, his love for women has

been of a shallow disposition. Says one

entertaining writer:

"Bobbie Burns, who wrote understandingly

about the rough shepherd's collies, which
were his constant companions, is said to

have come to dislike the very sight of a

petticoat. Sir Walter Scott, whose letters

abound in references to his bull-tcrrior Camp,
his greyhounds Percy and Douglas, and to

Maida, for whose sculptured form Lockhart
wrote the inscription, is written down as

hating women and children and as loving

only literary and canine sycophants. These
instances are doubtless exaggerations. 1

cannot believe them, to the full, at least.

These great personages might not have loved

women the less, but their dogs the more.

That at least, might be understandable

—

even though we may not sympathize with it."

In the case of Lord Byron, one of the

greatest of the English men-of-Ietters we have

a famous misogynist, whose hatred for

women fat least after his unfortunate mar-

riage and divorce from Lady Milbank) was

only ei]ualled by his love for dogs and es-

pecially for his dog. Boatswain. This particu-

lar Newfoundland dog has gone down to

immortality through the inspired words of

his master. When Boatswain died in 1808,

Lord By ron reared a monument on the dog's
'

grave, with an epitaph upon it, which is

perhaps the greatest tribute ever paid a dog.

"When some proud son of man returns to

earth,

L^nknown to glory, but upheld by birth.

The sculptured art exhausts the pomps of woe.

And storied urns record who rests below;

When all is done, upon the tomb is seen.

Not what he was, but what he should have
been;

But the poor dog, ia life the firmest friend.

The first to welcome, foiemost to defend.

AMiose honest heart is still his master's own.
Who labors, fights, lives, breathes, for him

alone,

Urihonored falls, unnoticed all his worth

—

Denied in heaven the .soul he held on earth

:

While man, vain insect! hopes to be forgiven.

Claims for himself a sole, exclusive heaven!

Oh, man! thou feeble tenant of an hour,

Debas'd by slaverj-, or corrupt by power,

Who knows thee well must quit thee with

disgust,

Degraded mass of animated dust!

Thy love is lust, thy friendship all a cheat.

Thy smiles hypocrisy—thy words deceit!

By nature vile—ennobled but by name.

Each kindred brute might bid thee blusii for

shame.

Ye! who perchance behold this simple urn.

Pass on—it honors none you wish to mourn:
To mark a friend's remains, these stones arise;

I never knew but one, and here he lies!

True, as many have said, the friendship of

man is wanting, and it cannot always be

relied upon. Changeable is man; changeable

with the mood, and as often as not, wanting

in the time of crisis. Friendship between

men is satisfactory as long as the "machinery"

is well oiled, and conditions are of the best:

but if misfortune should come would friends

still remain friends; would riches share its

meat with the beggarly? We need only to

look about us to see and to hear and know the

very truth of the inhumanity of man to man;

often a glaring miscarriage of friendship.

The dog is not actuated, as we are, by reason,

by the crowning intelligence that we are the

possessors of. Rather is the dog governed

almost entirely by instinct. He has a great

feeling of affection, and once he has formed
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ii friendship with a man it is notable of him
that he recognizes but that one master, and
will remain with him, through thick and thin.

The dog has the wonderful, sensitive attrib-

ute of friendliness inborn in him; mayhaps
through a feeling of dcpendenc> , but rather

we choose to believe that it is the someihiny

else we cannot state in cold black upon white

—but must rather feel through experience.

Show your love to the dog and he \\ill recip-

rocate by according you thai placid, com-
plete, unvexed friendship that constantly

grows and illumines his nature; and will not

falter as age creeps on; but will remain, lirm

as adamant, to the end.

The last time I left home the most heart-

learing thing of all I had to face was the

parting with the old dog. For da>'s I had

thought lioiv I could go and how that dog luusl

feel. But finally the day came around. I

felt half dizzy, and sick at heart. The trunk

was pulled out, and the cover thrown back.

Up rose the old dog from his bed by the stove

and came in the room, smelled the trunk,

sat down wearily and looked at me long

and earnestly. The eyes seemed to take on
a far-away look; a fdm seemed to steal over

them. Just as I had been numbed, so now
he was numb. He knjw what it all meant.
He knew thai I was going and that perhaps
he would never know my presence again. As
each individual thing was brought out and
placed in the trunk his eyes would follow me.
Twice he rose and went over and smelled

the trunk to make certain. Later when I

was gone he would go down to the cross-

roads and lie by the hour waiting for me to

come home, and would daily make a lour of

the places where we were wont to go, safe

and sure thai he could pick up my trail

somewhere or another.

Strange is the attachment of the dog for his

master. Remarkable instances have always
had a place in the various annals of the day;
and I shall relate one that seems to shine out
among them all, as an example of the fidelity,

the constancy of the dog in his friendship. A
bachelor in a certain town had a dog he had
reared from puppy-hood—and the two had
always been together. People rarely saw
this man save as being accompanied by the

faithful one. There came a day when the

bachelor went to the village to deposit some
money in the bank. As was usual the dog
went along. As also was the usual thing, the
dog lay down at the front door of the bank
to wait the coming of his master again; and
the master always came out by the front door.

He had never failed so long as the dog
could remember.

But this particular master had a weak^
heart. While transacUng his business at the

window he suddenly clapped his hand to his

breast and fell to the floor. Men rushed out

to catch him—but it was of no use. The
man was dead.

Instead of carrying the man out through
the front door, he was taken to a side door

and hurried away.

The dog waited. No master appeared.

Evidently delayed, for some reason or other,

he may have thought. Still he wailed.

Night fell. The dog lay there watchfully,

unstirring from his post, as he had always
done, obedient to the word of his master.

The day after the death of the man, the

dog was noticed and it was also observed tha(t

the dog would not budge from his place.

This seemed strange. A crowd gathered

and the reason why the dog would not leave

came up. And the reason was soon discov-

ered. The dog was waiting for his master

to come out. The dog could not be cajoled

away. Whenever he was pulled away, he would
again return to his place, and keep his eyes on
the door. In all that time that door had
been watched. But no master had come
forth.

For one year and one half that dog held his

place by the door of that bank in the little

Dakota town, fed by the town-people, until

the long wait over, old age getting the better

of him, he died. But, above all, with eyes

still directed to the door of that bank,

he waited for the master to come outl

In speaking upon the dog and his peculiar

greatness by reason of unequalled faithful-

ness it would be incomplete to forget the

famous words of Senator Vest, in behalf of the

dog. Senator Vest had been retained as the

attorney of a man whose dog had been

wantonly shot by a neighbor. It is said the

plaintiff demanded .?'200. When Vest finished

speaking the jury awarded $500 without
leaving their seats. This now-famous speech

follows

:

"Gendemen of the jury. The best friend

man has in this world may turn against him
and become his enemy. His son or daughter,

that he has reared with loving care, may
prove ungrateful. Those who are nearest

and dearest to us, those whom we trust with
our happiness and our good name, may
become traitors to their faith. The money
that a man has, he mav lose. It flies awav
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from him, perhaps when he needs il most.

"A man's reputation may be sacrificed in a

moment of ill-considered action. The people

who are prone to fall on their knees to do us

honor when success is with us, may be the

first to throw the stone of malice when
failure settles its cloud upon our heads. The
one absolutely unselfish friend that man can

have in this selfish world, the one that nevers

deserts him, the one that never proves

ungrateful or treacherous, is the dog. Gentle-

men of the jury, a map's dog stands by him
in prosperity and in poverty, in health and in

sickness. He will sleep on the cold ground,

where the wintry winds blow and the snow
drives fiercely, if only he may be near his

master's side. He will kiss the hand that

has no food to offer, he will lick the wounds
and sores that come in encounter with the

roughness of the world. He guards the

sleep of his pauper master as if he were a

prince, \\hcn all other friends desert, he

remains.

"When riches take wings and reputation

falls to pieces he is as constant in his love as

the sun in its journey through the heavens.

If fortune drives the master forth an outcast

in the world, friendless and homeless, the

faithful dog asks no higher privilege than

that of accompanying him to guard against

danger, to fight against his enemies, and
when the last scene of all comes, and death

takes the master in its embrace, and his body
is laid away in the cold ground, no matter

if all other friends pursue their way, there by
his graveside will the noble dog be found, fjis

head between his paws, his eyes sad but open,

in alert watchfulness, faithful and true,

even lo death."

HOW WE WASTE FISH IN WAR
TIME

Paradoxically enough, war is compelling

economy. If the conflict continues, it will

be difficult to avoid world hunger. Food
conservation is especially essential. This

implies greater production, the prevention

of waste in every form and the substitution

of hitherto unused products for those that

were formerly staples.

In the fishing industry, there is room for

considerable substitution. Many varieties

of excellent lood fish are not only not fished

for, but if caught with other fish, arc thrown
away and wasted. Prof. Prince stated

recently before the commission investigating

the salmon fisheries of British Columbia
that there must be forty or fifty varieties

of edible fish in British Columbia waters

that could be put on the market—but,

of those forty or fifty excellent fish, at the

outside limits, only eight or nine are utilized

and five or six of those belong lo the salmon
family.' Many 'flat' fishes, as well as va-
rieties of the cod family, have not been
utilized at all, and, as they abound in our
Pacific waters, they could be turned to

excellent account in relieving the food

shortage. In like manner, the herring fish-

ery' is capable of great expansion.

Concerning the fisheries of the Atlantic

coast. Prof. Prince has drawn attention to

the wastage of such fish as the tuna or

horse-mackerel, a fish greatly prized on

the French markets, but which is merely

thrown away by Canadian fishermen for

lack of a homemarket, and the failure to

cultivate a foreign one. One species of

this fish has been marketed to some extent

in the United States. The wolf-fish or

sea-cat is another fish of the Atlantic that

is caught in large numbers, and thrown

away as useless. The British market, al-

ways a fastidious one, has had a demand
for these fish for a number of years.

In brief, the Canadian market has confined

itself to a few of the well-known varieties

—

not always the best—and the greater num-
ber have been neglected or wasted. The
result has been a steady depletion and the

consequent need for artificial propagation

of the oyster and lobster and such fish as

the white»fish, shad and salmon. By using

more varieties of fish, the strain on the older

fisheries would be relieved and, at the same
time, great cjuantities of excellent food,

at present, neglected and wasted, would

be turned to good account at a tinic of nation-

al and international need.



SOMETHING ABOUT PORCUPINES.
WM. SWEENEY.

The New Brunswck Legislature has recent-

ly passed an Act, allowing a bounty of

twenty-five cents on each porcupine

killed.

Having read, at times, the different opinions

of persons, some claiming they should be

killed, others that they should not and having

had some experience with those animals I

thought I might write something about them
to the "Rod and Gun."

/ In the wilderness, no doubt, porcu|)ines

have been, in some cases, the only source of

food which could be obtained, by men who
were lost, thereby saving their lives. On
the other hand, near civilization, they not

only destroy the trees, but large quantities

of grain as well, though if a moose or deer

happens to make its appearance it is likely

to receive all the blame.

When you corner a porcupine which has

not had time to escape to its den, or climb

a tree, it will swing around keeping its back,

which is full of quills, towards you, raising

them and its fur on end. When attacked by
anything it will give its tail which is a mass
of these quills a quick stroke to one side

striking the object and filling it with quills,

I although'iin inch away is as good as a mile.

As rabljits were scarce, the past winten
I constantly used porcupine meat for baiting

Iraps^ for other animals. I have crawled

into their dens in the lodges, pulling them
out with a hooked stick, not a very comfort-

able position, I can assure you, if one of

them should take a notion to pass out by
you. Again I have climbed to the top of the

highest tree, knocked one oil then got down
as_ quickly as possible and slipped into my
snowshoes to overtake it before it would
reach its den.

Some time ago. I read where a large bob-cat

had been found dead, within a short distance

of St. John, N.B., with its head filled with

porcupine quills and having evidently had
an encounter with one of these animals.

To my mind a dead one is more dangerous
to most animals than a living one, if I may
except a foolish dog. When an animal
finds a dead porcupine it "looks good to him" .

and he will naturally start in to make a meal
of it. Beginning with the under part

where there are no quills he will eat his way
in, probably making repeated trips to feed.

Anxious to clear off all the meat, he will

commence feeding carelessly among the

quills, until getting his head filled with them;

in his greediness not bothering about them
at the time. These, however, keep working

in and after a time will likely cause death.

I have, sometimes, when skinning weasels,

found porcupine quills in them, and I have

taken them from the remains of one that

had been dead for a year, laid them on my
hand, starting the point, and they would begin

working in.

When hunting partridges, I have known
my dog, when young, to attack a porcupine

coming back to mc with the quills sticking

from the sides of its mouth. Having no

pincers, in order to save the dog, I have

caught him, lain upon him and holding him
with my hands removed the quills with my
teeth. Some of the quills having a good
start I have found it necessary to bite them
olT in my efTorts to extract them. As you
know, however, every dog would not submit
to this operation.

Wild animals seem to know one another

and what they can properly handle. I have
known raccoon and porcupine to den in the

same ledge each using the same entrance.

On following a skunk trail, after a light snow
storm, I have noticed on the way to its own
it would enter a porcupine den but in my
experience, I have never seen any track,

but its own, leading to a skunk den, as all

kinds give him the right of way. Still the

coon will feed on a dead skunk.

Porcupine dens are easily located as you
can see the newly peeled trees some distance

off. When I kill one I hang him to a tree

trunk by the hind leg, chop off its tail then

start to skin him at the hind legs, pulling

the skin .quills and all down over his body!

Then I put it with the tail in the crotch of

a tree, where perhaps a hawk or an owl will

get all that's coming to him. Like the

animals, too well have I realized, at times,

that I have been careless when skinning

one, for with the thermometer considerably

below zero I have on occasion had to take off

part of my imder clothing to extract a stray

quill that was beginning to work its way in.

Porcupine flesh is not bad eating when pre-

pared properly and on different occasions I

have eaten it at our lean-to in the woods.
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while my luinting friend, Frank McCormack,

and I have eaten the liver fried.

We had a pole over the entrance to our

lean-to and the feet nailed on it bear witness

to the number of these animals we have killed.

Had there been sutTicient bounty, we might

have made our initials with them but did

not wish to kill them all off. One porcupine

will bait a dozen weasel traps for a month.

One weasel skin is worth more than the

porcupine bounty and the trapper is wise

enough to leave a nest-egg.

EDITORIAL COMMENTS

Fishing on Sunday.

From time to timo the old question "Is it

illegal to fish on Sunday" keeps recurring.

The general opinion of those who write

to us for a definite statement on this question

is that fisliing on .Sunday if done at all must

be done "on the sly," but while holding this

opinion the writers can give no foundation

for their faith. There is a reason for this

indefinite state of mind, however, in the fact

that there is nothing in the Dominion Stat-

utes to prohibit Sunday angling, unless

it happens to be an angler's ordinary way

of making a livelihood, in which case fishing

on Sunday might bring the angler into

conflict with the Lord's Day Act. But

while it is true that there is nothing in the

Dominion Statutes prohibiting Sunday fish-

ing, the man who yields to the temptation to

fish on Sunday in a district where trout and

bass are plentiful is quite likely to run amuck

of the rural magistrate and to be fined for his

Sunday indiscretion. The truth is that

while there is nothing in the Dominion

Statutes to this effect an .\ct passed in 1845,

that is twenty-two years before Confederation,

prohibited fishing on Sunday as well as many
other forms of amusement, and this act

not having been repealed by the Dominion

Parliament which now has jurisdictioivin sucli

matters, still remains in force. The rural

magistrate, therefore, who imposes a fine for

Sunday fishing while he may not quote

chapter and verse has the meat of the matter

in him. This question came up a couple of

years ago in connection with the proposed

organization of a fishing club in Toronto,

which organization, however, was not pro-

ceeded with when it was ascertained that

Sunday could not be utilized for the sport.

A similar explanation to the above was printed

in these pages at that time but possibly a

reiteration will be appreciated by those who

did not see the former explanation.

"Delilah ' Calls on Jack Miner

Jack Miner's wild duck, Delilah, returned

to his preserse this spring, bringing with
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her twelve young ducklings about a week

old. This is the seventh season in succession

that Delilah has made her return to Mr.
Miner's pond. Delilah, it will be remem-

bered by Rod and Gun readers, is one of

four wild ducks hatched on the Miner estate

in 1912, their parents being a gray drake

and a black Mallard duck. An old Wyan-
dotte hen acted as step-mother for the quar-

tette, which were wing-clipped and fed first on

custard, then on cornmegl. Delilah and her

three companions, Susan, Helen and Polly

after they had been tagged with aluminum
bands, were set free in due course. Helen

was shot the day following at Mitchell's

Bay, Polly came home in 1913, as did also

Delilah and Susan. Susan was subsequently

shot by a Kentucky man in 1914, but for

lour consecutive years Polly and Delilah

returned. Polly being finally shot. Delilah

has so far escaped unscathed. There were

more geese at Mr. Miner's this spring than

since 1913.

Commission of Conservation Report

The Ninth Annual Report of the Com-
mission of Conservation was recently received

at this office. Of the information which it

contains, that relating to conservation of our

wild life—fish, game and fur bearing animals

—

isof particular interest to readers of a magazine
of the character of Rod and Gun in Canada.
Conservation in Canada in 1917 is the subject

of the address delivered by Sir Clifford Sifton

at the ninth annual meeting held in Ottawa
on November 27th and 28th, 1917, with
which the report opens. C. Gordon Hewitt
contributes a review of wild life-ronservation

in Canada during 1917 dealing with our re-

sources of wild life and what has been done to

conserve and protect them. He emphasizes
the fact that with the combined intelligence

and energy of the great nations of the world
centred on the task of devising and putting
into effect means of destroying life on one
hand aiid of sustaining it on the other, the

need of giving consideration to the welfare

of our wild life is not only warranted but
greater than ever before. At this time of vast

expenditures and increasing national debt
the maintenance of our country's productive-

ness is pre-eminently important. It is as-

serted that with adequate conservation and
barring catastrophes beyond human control
our northern fur bearing animals, which
constitute our chief and. most widely dis-

tributed natural product, will continue to

render productive those non-agricultural area

of the great north and to support the popula-

tion native to them. Turning to the insec-

tivorous birds Mr. Hewitt points out that

never in the history of the world has the

necessity of protecting our food crops from

destruction been more urgent. Expressed in

terms of wheat the value of the field crops

destroyed annually in Canada by insect pests

is sufficient to feed our entire population for

a year. We must, therefore, protect our

greatest natural allies, in crop production, the

insectivorous birds.

The provisions of the Migratory Birds

Convention Act and the Northwest Game
Act, are also contained in this report. The
enactment of the former measure constitutes

the greatest forward step ever taken in this

country in the interests of bird protection.

The enforcement of the provisions of the Act
so far as possible will be effected by means
of the machinery already existing in the

various provinces. J. B. Harkin, Superin-

tendent, Dominion Parks Branch, Depart-
ment of the Interior, has been appointed to

administer the regulations of the Act

The Northwest Game Act was revised to

meet the urgent need of increased protection

to the wild life in the north. In addition to .

providing for close seasons for game, for fur

bearing animals and for birds an absolute

close season is provided for buffalo thus en-

suring the continued protection of the herd

of about 600 buffalo which is still to be found

in the region west and northwest of Fort
Smith. The killing of musk ox and wapiti

is also prohibited except in such areas as may
be prescribed by order in council. One of the

most important features of this act is the

policy of licensing all persons engaged in

hunting, trapping or trading in game, includ-

ing fur-bearing animals, in the Northwest
Territories. This should enable the Govern-
ment to control the situation and prevent
undesirable exploitation of the game and
especially of the fur resources of the north.

The few remaining small herds of pronghorn
antelope are to be found in Saskatchewan and
Alberta and the latter province has extended
its close season on antelope to 1925. As a

permanent close season on antelope is in force

in Saskatchewan this animal is absolutely

protected by law throughout its present range.

In British Columbia the wapiti or elk is

absolutely protected and the same is the case
in Alberta while the new Northwest Game
Act establishes an absolute close season in the

Northwest Territories. Manitoba also has
an absolute close season on wapiti.
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Dill you ever catch that active and grace-

ful bird, the killdeer, in the act of playing

'possum? We did—this year in the merry
month of May, the month of apple blossoms

and lilacs in Oxford County, Ontario. It was
a glorious evening and a friend was giving us

a ride in his car along one of the most
delightful country roads in the County.

We were simply revelling in the fact that

the daylight saving scheme was giving us

several hours of sunlight in which to enjoy

the landscape and the country ride. You
see our garden at home had been hoed to an

almost pa.inful state of neatness and effic-

iency, and our conscience was temporarily at

peace. Suddenly we came upon a killdeer

running along the side of the road. Then
first thing we knew the bird had toppled

over by the roadside as though attacked by

a sharp and sudden spell of locomotor ataxia.

'".\h ha! exclaimed our friend, who was
driving the car, "it has a family near by,

doubtless."

After that we continued to go rather more

slowly along the road, th-- killdeer recovering

and flying ahead of us, low down with a

distinctly limping flight, creating the illusion,

or endeavoring to create the illusion, that her

wing was in a badly damaged condition. We
had not gone so very far when looking over
the side of the, car what was our surprise

and delight, to see four of the prettiest,

jauntiest little killdeer you could possibly

imagine, briskly running alongside the car.

Their manner was as nonchalant as that

of domestic chickens, who make the roadway
their playground, except that unlike chickens,

who usually run across the road at right

angles to the car, giving one the impression

that they are actually courting death, the

sedate little killdeer were keeping to the

straight and narrow path, or rut, that was
nearest to where the grass of the roadside

met the dusty highway. We watched the

little things, who had evidently been taken

out for an airing by their careful parent, for

a fewmoments and then continued on our way,

the parent killdeer accompanying us for some
distance but finally flying away across a field to

our right whence she would doubtless later

rejoin her quartette of babies.

The September number of Hod and Gun
will be a special game bird number, synch-

ronizing the opening of the duck season.

"Wild Duck Shooting" is the subject of-an

article by Bonnycaslle Dale; "When the

Goose Honks High" is contributed by George

R. Bolton; "Inherited Instinct" by Kdward
T. Martin deals with the migratory instincts

of our migratory waterfowl. Belle of the Big

Brule by George Gilbert is a talc of a French

Canadian maiden and two fishermen who
were rivals alike for her hand and the biggest

fish in the pool. Among other articles are

"The Wild Pheasant on Vancouver Island"

by G. D. Sprot, Moonlight "and Wild

Ducks" by F. V. Williams, "Three Important

Wild Duck Foods" by Hubert Ilutlon, etc.,

etc. Under Fishing Notes ICmlyn M. Gill

will contribute a second article, the subject

this month being "Ways of Dry Fly Fishing."



THE SWORDFISH
R. P. L.

It
is a mistaken belief that the swordfish

is common in the Pacific ocean; nor is

it common in the southern seas, the

Gulf of Mexico for instance. The swordfish

is found in its greatest numbers off the coast

of the Eastern States of the United States

and northward along the coast of the Prov-

inces, Nova Scotia and Cape Breton Island.

It is doubtful if there is a fish so well known
by name to the people, and so little known
about as to range, habits, etc.. Mainly the

swordfish is known to the people by reason of

its spearlike upper jaw appendage which has

won it fame throughout the whole world.

It is considered one of the dangerous fishes

of the world in that it will attack boats, will

run large fishes and men through with this

lance. One well-known fish and fishing

writer once look the trouble to find out how
certain it is that the swordfish attacks men
and boats and it is actually said that he dis-

covered that the swordfish was a menace to

navigation and human life. On the whole,

however, a great deal of what has been said

about the exploits of this fish may be set

down as untrue, being exaggeration pure and
simple. Yet it is true that anything may
happen if this fish should take the notion

into its head to go hunting down the watery
ways with blood in his eye. As one writer

has said, the swordfish of the north Atlantic

"is the real article, with all the dash, energ>',

and bad temper that a swordfish is expected

to have. His sword is the counterpart of the

Highlander's 'braid claymair' and is a mighty

and dangerous weapon when driven by a 400 '

pound fighting fish. While the fishermcr»

value them as a productive source of revenue:

they also have a wholesome respect for their

fighting ability, for many stout boats have
been pierced under the water line and there

have been some very narrow escapes from
disaster."

The swordfishes belong to the mackerel
family. The great swordfish of the Eastern
Atlantic coast leads in size and strength and
possesses the longest sword of the kind. The
swordfish belongs to the first, or greater

group. In the second group of lance-bearing

fishes we find the spearfishes. These are

very commonly found in the warm southern
seas, around the Greater and Lesser Antilles,

and the Gulf of Mexico, around Florida.

One of these spearfishes is known as the white
spearfisb, or the white needle, and reaches
a length of seven feet, sometimes more.
There is another southern spearfish, however,
that grows to be ten feet in length. In the
Pacific ocean, with a very wide distribution

is found another of tfie spearfish kind which
is known as the marlinespike fish that attains

to a length of twelve feet. In Japan it is.

known as Mazara, and is there in great de-
mand as a food fish. Telraplurus, the mar-
linespike fish is considered a game fish and
puts up a fight, it is said, that more than
gilds its title. In the third group of the

sword-carrying, mackerels is found the sailfish

of which we hear so much in print. They
are built much on the order of the spearfish-
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but their dorsal fin, being greater, it has been
named sailfish. The sailfish is easily told by
this dorsal fin, much as the grayling is dis-

tinguished by reason of its great dorsal. The
dorsal fin of the sailfish is blue in coloration

and is marked with blackish dots. The fish

succession, clearing the waves by manj' feet,

trying desperately to shake out the hook,

and finally varying their sporty tactics by
making long side dashes just under the water,

somewhat like a king fish, only these move-
ments are occasionally interrupted by low.

runs from eight to ten feet in length and is

a game fish of the first order, as hundreds of

sea fishermen will tell you, and as their stories

will relate.

Says a writer, Mr. John Cauldwell of New
York City about the sailfish and its capture:

"While they often strike at cut bait or

spoon in trolling, they are seldom well hooked,

owing to the peculiar character of their jaws.

As a rule they bite verj' quietly, and must
be given thirty or forty feet of line before

striking, as their mouths are small, hard and
bony, not unlike the tarpon in their internal

structure, and can rarely be captured unless

the bait is well swallowed. When once hook-

ed they become frantic and create a terrific

commotion, first endeavouring to peel the

most powerful reels in-4.heir mad rushes, then

making frequent perpendicular leaps in rapid

rapid flights just aijove the water, when their

immense sail seems to play its part in aerial

navigation. This sail is a remarkable develop-

ment of the dorsal fin in which the ribs

arexonnected by a sort of silken membrane,

thus giving, in large specimens of seven to

eight feet in'length, an equal number of square

feet of sail area and this in turn is balanced

by a long, narrow pectoral fin which, appar-

ently, plays the part of a centre-board. Their

powerful spears have been known to create

consternation among the occupants of a fishing

boat, as records exist of these fish having

jumped into small boats, and even charged

them under water line. It generally takes

half to three quarters of an hour before the\

can be brought to gaff and when landed in

a small boat pandemonium reigns supreme

for many moments, as both their powerful
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tails and dangerous spears are prepared for

instant retaliation. Like the tarpon they

have a common enemy in the large sharks

that abound in tropical waters, and when
4he latter appear upon the scene the excite-

ment and antics of these magnificent fighters

are greatly incensed."

The great swordfish (Xiphias) however,

should not be confused with the sailfishes,

the spearfishes, the sawfishes or the like. It

attains to great weights, sometimes three and

four hundred pounds and it is said that some
have been captured in the northern waters

that have gone to eight hundred pounds

weight. The average swordfish, however,

is nowhere near that mighty weight. Unlike

the tarpon and some others of the ocean fish

that have no place as a food fish, the .sword-

fish is a food fish of great prominence and

great deal of line. To the end of this line is

attached a suitable buoy. The harpoon goes

home and the buoy is at once thrown over-

board. The swordfish thus rudely awakened
from his siesta, rages around like a demon and
it is during this interval that anything may
happen should it spy an enemy near at hand.

Usually, however, the fish ir\Vears itself out,

and seeing that it cannot escape, owing to the

buoy that holds it up, it comes thrashing and

splashing to the surface. It is then approach-

ed with due care and is speared. There are

dangers in the undertaking and there are

.many escapes but the business, when there

is a good run of swordfishes along the Nova
Scotian coast, is good and pays well. There
is always the chance of picking up some ex-

ceedingly large specimens, and many of them.

.Some trips out have proven highly successful.

there is always a demand for it. The flesh

is reddish like the salmon and tastes well.

The markets in Boston annually take in' a

great deal of swordfish flesh sent in from

northern waters.

The swordfish is not fished for by the com-

mercial fishermen with hook and line, but is

harpooned. It is not to the credit of the

swordfish that it loves to come out of the

<ieep and lie lolling lazily on the surface of

the water in the sunshine. This is mainly

the cause of his undoing. When the fishing

boats are out, sooner or later the man in the

look-out will spy the sleeping or somnolent

fish and the word goes around that the time

has come for doing. The fish is cautiously

"stalked" and when the harpooner is above

the fish, the harpoon is cast. This harpoon

head is detachable and is connected to a

especially when the season has been favour-

able.

Fishing for the swordfish is something that

very few care to tackle in that the perform-

ance is fraught not only with many dangers,

but as is the case with the large swordfishes

taken in the north Atlantic waters they are

so large that they snap the tackle or at least

prove themselves more than a puzzle for the

man with rod and reel. I do not know that

a swordfish has ever been taken in the north-

ern waters with the rod and reel though

undoubtedly many have gone out and have

tried it. In the Pacific waters, around Cata-

lina Island, off the coast of California, a great

deal of fishing is done for the swordfish and
the Tuna Club of Catalina have made some
singularly notable catches of this mighty

fish. In the Pacific waters the great sword-
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fish is called both broadbiU and flatbill, as

against the roundbill, which designates the

spearfish. At Catalina the largest swordfish

taken on tackle and which holds the world's

record is a 36'2-pounder, and was captured by
Hugo R. Johnstone of Hamilton, Mass., at

Catalijia in September of 1916. It made a

forty-five mile run and it took two hours be-

fore it could be landed. A rather successful

method of trolling for the swordfish is related

by Fred Bradford Ellsworth:

"Sometimes a kite is utilized. It is an

ingenious device. The kite is sent up several

hundred feet into the air, according to the

wind pressure. Another line attached to the

kite line is tied to the angler's line, a short

distance from the leader, and {he kite let out

until the bait is about 150 feet from the boat

and parallel to it. The speed of the boat,

combined with the action of the kite along

the surface of the water, makes a most attrac-

tive lure 4or swordfish and tuna. A sled

is also used, and this seems to be more prac-

tical, for the bait never rises in the air above

the water and the wind direction is not con-

sidered as with the kite Many big game

anglers who visit Avalon, Catalina Island,

prefer swordfishing to anything else. There
is the thrill, excitement and element of danger

to it that m^es the sport enticing in the

extreme. The spearfish are quite common at

Catalina. The Atlantic swordfish are so

large it is impossible to handle them with

rod and reel, and 1 have never known of any
being taken in this manner, though attempts

have been made." t

Both the tuna and the swordfish reach

their greatest weight in the Atlantic waters.

The swordfishing in the coast waters of Nox'a

Scotia and especially around certain places

of Cape Breton are now well known. In the

last five or six years great numbers of sword-

fish have been garnered in the waters to the

south of the Straits of Canso; and St. Peter's

Bay is especially famous now for its sword-

fish, where, not so many years ago the num-
bers were exceedingly rare, or few and far

between.

A story on Hunting the Swordfish in

Nova Scotia, in which, as is unusual in

hunting this fish the harpoon is used, will

appear in our September issue.

THE DRY FLY IN AUGUST
EMLYN M. GILL

Truly, like the chattering brook, angling

and angling talk goes on forever. Some
years ago I paid a visit to an old friend

of mine who is the happy and proud possessor

of a beautiful rambling, tumbling mountain

stream, not full to the brim with trout, it is

true, but with enough to satisfy the wants o£

any angler worthy of the name. The fish in

that stream were all natives, whose blood

to this day has never been contaminated

with a strain of the blood of its relatives of

the hatchery variety. My main object

when starting off on this trip was not angling

per se, but rest. Therefore the first request

to the host was that I might be allowed to go

to bed at a good, old-fashioned hour, 8.30

o'clock. After dinner we sat in his study

and began discussion on angling. The
hours had sped by until midnight had come
and gone- then cheese, crackers and cider of

the host's own wonderful making. This

was the story of the next five nights, by the

way. So one if wound up may l^ep on

babbling forever with the pen, or until

brought to a sharp turn by the editor or the

make-up man, the foes of gabby writers.

The delights of dry fly fishing!

It is difficult to describe delights though

the various things that give more or less

pleasure to fishermen of various types may
be portrayed. There are those who dredge

the streams in which the appeal is made to

the stomach; or those who think only of th'e

full creel at the end of the day, to be followe<i

later by a photograph of the mass and mess

of fish with the attending pleasure of showing

the photo to admiring friends, not realizing

that most of them seeing the exhibit will

exclaim, perhaps under their breaths, "Fish

hog."

There are those who use legitimate methods

who get comparatively little enjoyment from

the beauties of nature. To some all angling

is simply a mass of dry facts; to others the

chinks between facts arc filled most elabor-

ately and delightfully with poetry. MTio is

so matter of fact that he could sit on the

bank of a lovely brook, contemplating the

beautiful panorama made by the ever-chang-

ing stream as it tumbles over the rocks and

not feel delights as he watches an otter, un-

conscious of his presence, as it comes into
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view and wanders slowly along the opposite

bank? Many days might well be spent

studying the ijeauties of nature alone, but

hundreds of delights may be absorbed by the

observing angler as he -attends to the real

Inisiness at hand, namely, luring the speckled

beauties from their hiding plares among the

rocks. Cold-blooded must he be. who in

EMLYN M. GII.L. AMKIUCA'S FOREMOST
EXPONENT OF DRY.FI.V FISHING. AUTHOR
OF PRACTICAL DRY-FLY FISHING."

angling, can think only uf the weight of the

creel at the end of the day.

At first, i,f an angler has been a wet fly

fisherman all his life, the dry-fly and the

methods of its use may seem somewhat
strange to him when he take,s them up; in

other words, he is apt to lack that confidence

ill himself and the dry-fly that he has when
casting the wet fly, to the handling of which
he has become thoroughly accustomed.
Many are wont to imagine, at first, that there

is something more difficult about dry-fly

angling than fishing with the sunken lure.

' This, I think, is not so when one has
acquired .the knack of it. It may be im-

possible for a bungling fisherman to mbet
with success in some wilderness waters, or

at times in the streams near civilization

when they are high and* discolored But
to be a finished wet fly angler one must
possess as much skill as the dry-fiy fisherman.

Nothing but experience can teach a man
where the trout lie irt the streams; if one

starts right, and is shown how, it is compar-
ratively easy to cast a Jlf? skillfully, as is

demanded. There are no insurmountable

obstacles in the way of becoming a successful

dry-fly angler that do not confront the user

of the sunken fly. But give the dry-fly a

chance; one without previous practice cannot

go upon the stream for one day, and meeting
with no success, rightfully condemn the dry-

fly as is often done. How many times have
not one but many anglers spent an entire

week fishing with wet flies on some well-

known trout stream, without taking alto-

gether more than a few small fish? My
advice to the beginner with the dry-fly

is to go ahead and make a success of it,

without being discouraged by real, or fancied,

obstacles. The first rise to the imitation

insect, as it floats down the stream in plain

sight of the angler, will give the beginner a
thrill he has seldom had, when he has felt

the tug of a trout taking the sunken lure.

The dry-fly game is worth while, and no
one should hesitate to make any efforts

necessary to overcome what may appear to

him to be difficulties in the way of becoming
an accomplished dry-fly fisherman. Dry-fly

enthusiasts are called fanatics. This we have
been told so many times. They are fanatics

in the same way that a iriajn who prefers

spending most of hip spare time in playing
golf instead of indulging in croquet, billiards

or bowling, is a fanatic. The finished

angler may be he who uses the dry-fly and
the wet fly indiscriminately, but it is the

writer's opinion that this is by no means
necessarily so. The finished angler is he who
uses the method that gives him the greater

pleasure and sticks to that method until he
achieves the highest degree awarded in the

angling world, to which his finished work
may entitle him.

Though the trout fishing season is now fast

drawing to a close (August) yet if the weather
gods are propitious "the best time is coming,"
in the belief of some. For the dry fly fisher-

man, at least, is not daun*ed by the lowest,

clearest water of the year, with the sun so

bright that every pebble on the bed of the

stream shows so sharp and clear through the

crystal liquid that at times it looks as if it

were almost magnified.

I have been told in books that such con-

ditions are the bane of the wet flv man, but
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as yet I have to see them keep the wielder of

the dry fly off the stream.

What is more thrilling than to wade up a

beautiful mountain stream, with the water

so low, (as it is in August in many localities),

that much of one's '"wading" is done on

rocks and gravel,, irom which the water has

receded to such an extent as to Jeave them

bare, and to cast the smallest of dry flies on

the runs and riffles wandering down between

the stones—places where one would swear

there was no hiding place even for a small

miimow—and then see 'a good-sized trout

take the fly the instant it alights on the

surface, apparently having come suddenly

from the land of nowhere.

Is it possible that such a moment provides

the greatest of all thrills in fly fishing? It is

difficult at all times to select the superlative

in any kind of sports, but to my mind the

luring of the trout to rise to the most delicate

of the insects floating on the surface of the

water, wherever the current chooses to take it,

the quick turning of the wrist or slight

movement of the arm that secures the fish to

the hook, constitutes the greatest delight

presented in any kind of sport.

The playing and subsequent capture of the

trout? Tush, tusM The loosening of the

pent-up thrills when the fish is finally put in

the creel, or returned to the water by the

humane angler, produces a feeling unknown
to any bul anglers; the excitement of landing

a trout, say up to two or three pounds cannot

be belittled in the presence of any who have

had the experience, but, after all, the mere

landing of a fish is more or less of a mechan-

ical proceeding. In water that is free from

logs and snags, the angler simply keeps a

uniform bend on the road, lets the trout do

the work, struggling for life until he is entirely

played out. and then in a complete state of

exhaustion is lifted by the net. Perhaps

this is the cold-blooded way of putting

things, but when one has in mind the taking

of a 150 pound tarpon with a six ounce rod, it

makes one stop to think whether the chief

charm of trout fishing really has come from

the playing and landing of fish, as is common-
ly contended by angling writers.

The dry fly! What a world of sport the

introduction of the use of this little artificial

insect has provided for American anglers.

Probably all angling readers now know that

dry fly fishing was a most common method
of taking trout in England many, many
years ago, but it was only seven years back

that a well-known tackle-dealer, (one of the

few carrying in stock dry flics from England),

told the writer that at that time in America
there were not more than about a hundred

devotees of the dry fly. But try to count

them now!
Then dry fly fishing was counted as an

English fad. To-day the method is well-

known in this country, and even outside

the pale of^the enthusiasts (sometimes called

fanatics) it is reckoned by all anglers as a

standard and useful method of angling.

One well-known writer on fishing topics

says that the finished angler is the one who
uses both the wet fly and the dry fly as

occasion requires. I by no means agree

with him, or with the sentimertt expressed

in the statement so often quoted from Mr.

Dcwar's book: "The dry fly is as clearly

out of place on the wet fly stream as the wet

fly is on the dry fly stream." It isthis

quotation that so many of our angling

writers have in mind when they refer to the

pools and slowly running water as being most

eminently fitted for the practice of the

dry-fly art. Again I am led to Say: ''Tush,

tushV Of the thousands of trout taken

annually on our streams by dry fly anglers, I

have no doubt that all finished users of the

floating lure will admit that by far the

greatest number are not taken from the

alluring, but deceptive pools, but from the

running water. For no matter how swift

the stream may be, the successful use of the

dry fly is not only entirely practicable, but

delightful.

The following experience, as it tends to

show the difference at times between the

comparative productiveness of a beautiful

still pool and fast-running water, may be

interestfng. At four o'clock one afternoon

three years ago the writer approached a pool,

after having been requested by his host to

"save all the trout he caught," as this host

knew well the writer's proclivity for returning

to the water all but a lew of the fish that

he managed to lure from the stream.

It just happened that that day the host

had many guests to feed. Starting on one

of the most beautiful of all pools and fishing

it carefully, the writer's efforts were rewarded

by one or two small trout. Directly above

the pool was a stretch of swift water, a series

of runs and riffles. From fifty yards of this,

water were taken twenty-four fish, all at

least a few inches above the legal limit;

perhaps fifty of less size were returned to the

water to live another year. A guess was

made that during tnis hour or two of fishing

there was on the average one rise to even.-

three casts. The stream must have been
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teeming with lish, you exclaim. Not at all;

there was a good rise on. When my host had

first invited me to fish his stream he had

apoloiiized for its "fished out" condition.

There is little water so swift that a well

made dry-fly may not be made to float, not

always in the centre of the fastest currents

but near enough to them to lure the fish. A
very long line out is often apt to be somewhat
bothersome to the angler, as all dry-fly

fishing is done upstream.

To the novice, especially, a long line being

driven down toward him by a swift current

is a puzzling proposition, and an angler of

many years' experience does not like it any
too well. Herein lies one of the beauties of

dry-fly fishing in swift water. It is well-

known that fish lie with their heads facing the

current; that is, with their heads facing

upstream. The broken surface of the water

also tends to make the angler invisible to the

trout. This provides an opportunity to

forget entirely Walton's, or rather Cotton's,

praise of "fine and far-off fishing."

In such water it is remarkable how closely

an angler may approach a fish without being

seen. The advantage of a rear approach, (with-

out any attending disadvantages), are mani-
fold; a short line may, and should be used. This

enables one to place his fly with the greatest

precision. As the fly floats down stream,

most of the slack may be taken in by raising

the tip of the rod and the rest of it by strip-

ping in the line wdth the left hand. One of

the writer's friends, (at ^lat time a stranger

to the dry fly game), who once watched some
of the close, swift-water fishing when the

trout were rising unusually well, remarked
that this method of taking trout was "just

like picking huckleberries."

The art of dry-fly fishing is now so well

known, and so much has been written upon
the subject that the writer does not consider

this an occasion for details as to equipment;
any good tackle dealer can furnish that.

But this was not always so. In 1912 the

head of a very prominent sporting goods
house asked the writer to call and inspect

his wonderful new dry-fly equipment. It

is well to say as little as possible about the

display. It consisted of flies many time? too

big and not so tied that they would float, un-

less supported by buoys of cork; leaders like

hawsers and lines so slender that they could

not be cast. At that time I could ftot

refrain from tendering to any possible user

my extreme sympathy for ever having heard
of dry-fly fishing.

But to-day all this is changed. Perhaps
to the sentence "to-day this is all changed"

should be added the words, in the interest of

exactness, "in a measure." In some cata-

logues are still advertised "dry-fly leaders

with dropper loops," and one is bound to

exclaim: "What in the world are the loops

for?" In some stores one may see dry-flies

"tiedtogut"'not a criminal olTence, but one in-

tending to remove one of the most desirable

and useful implements of fishing, namely, the

eyed-liook. Many, many dealers in tackle,

catalogue dry-flies tied on nothing smaller

than No 12 hooks. Here is a pitfall for the

beginner with the floating fly, and may
possibly put a stumbling block in the way of

the occasional old-timer, whose experience

on ver>' tow water may have been limited .

Many years ago the writer received from
England a large consignment of whirling

duns tied, by mistake, on No. 8 hooks. They
were unused for several seasons, except b\-

friends, to whom were given a few occasion-

ally with more useable flies. Finally one day
when the water was fairly high I thought I

would try one of these "giants." Never had
I had better success on a trout stream. This
success with the duns was repeated many
times afterward.

The first effect of this success was to

weaken some of my previous theories of the

desirability of the use of minute inutations in

fishing with the floating fly. The following

August furnished me with a Waterloo. The
water was beautifully clear, wonderfully low.

Arriving at the stream, opening my fl>,-box

disclosed the fa I that the smallest tly it

contained was tied on a No. 12 hook.
In fishing earlier in the season with a fly of

this size it had looke^ like the' tiniest kind
of an insect as it floated down the stieam;

to-day, on the low, crystal-like water it

resembled a torpedo boat as it sailed along
with the current. It was taken only by a

few reckless or near-sighted fish. Fishing on
the same stream, a mile above, was a friend

using the same pattern of fly, but en a No, 16

hook, and his success was great. The same
fly, tied on a sixteen hook, netted me many
fish that afternoon. Therefore a tip, only for

the novice: Do not trust tp flies tied on too

large hooks in August low-water fishing.

Another lip. A fly that wiH not float is an
abomination. That is to say, a dry-fly that

will not float is an abomination.

Much has been written about dry or

floating fly angling the past few years; some
cl this literature has been "so" and some
"so-so." The only thing for a puzzled
consumer of angling literature to do is to sift

the whole mass through his brain-hopper
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aiul make as judicious selection ai is possible

under the circumstances.

Now let us examine some of our artificial

duns, of which, tao, there aie many. We
find that while there are duns of many differ-

ent names they still bear a strong resemblance

to each other. We may select a dozen or

more duns easily all having in their artifi iai

form wings exactly alike, or maybe a shade

darker or a shade lightri as the case may be,

but all taken from the same species of biid;

the hackles are either exactly alike or similar

to each other except in shade; the whisks or

tails, (a relatively unimportant part of a fly's

make-up) are practically alike, while the

flies are precisely alike in shape and form.

The bodies alone differ in color, though as a

rule the bodies of the duns are usually of a

sombre hue, frequently with a dark-bluish

cast. Undoubtedly the most important

thing about a dry-fly is its action upon

the water. In the cases of the artificials

mentioned their action must be in all cases

similar when the flies are manipulated by

the same angler. The writer's great con-

fidence as he casts a whirling dun-upon the

water is undoubtedly born of the belief that

a trout seeing it will invariably exclaim

:

"Huh! There is a dun; me for it!" the fish

l)eing willing to overlook in the hurrj- of the

moment a close inspection of the exact

color or shade of the body that he may bestow

upon it its exact scientific name before eating

it. A vast majority of the dry-flies used by

anglers are tied in imitatiom of small ephem-

eral insects called duns. These ephemeridae

exist in large numbers and there are many
varieties, though the described species may
not be more than two hundred. A few of

them are large, such as the May-fly, March
Brown, and August dun. but most of them are

very small. Changes in color take place in

this species of ephemeridae as they advance

from spring to summer, and as they retro-

grade again toward autumn. In the summer
months their hues are warmer and lighter.

Species after species arrive, one after the

otherin never ending succession the individual

life of each iffsect, in its winged state,

being only a few hours, or at the most, a few

days. There is a wide dilTerence (in many
species) between the niale'and the female.

The author is intensely interes ted in seeing

the use of the dry-fly spread in Ameiica
(which includes Canada) for several reasons,

of which the principal one is, perhaps, that it

will give a greatly added pleasure to our
anglers. It is a delicate and artistic method
of taking trout, and I have found almost

without exception that dry-fly experts have
such a great love of the game that a heavy
creel at the end of the day is not the princi-

pal desideratum. In these days of depleted

streams it is necessary that the doctrine

should be spread broadcast that the one pleas-

ure of trout fishing, apart from the joy of

being close to nature is the matching of one's

wits against the cunning of the trout. He
alone deserves the title of sportsman who
returns carefully to the water all trout that

he does not need for food: as soon as the fish

is taken into the net, all the sport to be had
with that particular fish is over, and when
lalled and put into the creel it becomes
simply

—

meat.

Emlyn Gill's Book.

Perhaps one of the most delightful books

written upon the topic of dry-fly fishing has

come from the pen of Emlyn M. Gill (Charles

Scribner Sons, New York City, *2.00) and

should have a place on the book-shelf of every

angling reader, as it not only covers the topic

in a paintaking manner, but also in such a

way that the amateur can easily get under

the surface of it. Ordinarily in vTiting on

angling, and the ways and nieans to success

in this pastime, a dense and intricate lan-

guage is used and one is not a gainer even

after two readings. For this reason I believe

Mr. Gill's book to be one of the best ever

put out on dry-fly fishing, not excepting

Halford's works. As is well known, the means

and niethods of dry-fly fishing on American

and Canadian waters is somewhat difl'erent

from the conditions to be found in England

where dry-fly fishing found its inception

.

Mr. Gill writes primarily on American stream

conditions and has succeeded in a most

brilliant fashion, having produced a genuine-

ly valuable book that should not escape

notice. The man desiring some pointers

on dry-fly fishing, in order to make a good

start should not fail to purchase this book.

The Angling Editor.

^/IW
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ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

No. 132 — 1 \v;)s highly interested in reading

an article in the January Nunil)er of Rod and

Gun in regard to the preparation of fish flesh

for the table. There were some recipes there

that I have never used, and which my wife

has followed out with sufccess. You speak of

herring pickled, in \inegar, and that rerrind

me that there is a way of fixing up fish that

have numerous bones throughout their llesny

area—a method that may not generally be

known. As you kno^\^ many fish such as

the redhorse and even the dogfish can be
made use oi, and the reason many people

do not make use of these two last mentioned
fish is because they have so many bones in

them. However, it these fishnre cut up into

suitable pieces and put in a baling dish with

a mi.xture of vinegar and water over them,
and set in an oven to bake, you will find thai

the bones will come to pieces the same as

bones in canned salmon. The liquid to

cover the fish should be two to one- two cups
of water to one cup of \inegar. You bake
the fish portions forsix hours so that a thorough

job is done. I have found that many of our

despised fish, such as the sticker, the redhorse

and the dogfish when made up in this manner
taste just as good as any fish. If you or the
Rod and Gun readers have not tried this

method I wish you would as it is a good one.

^ Your articles on fish culture have greatly

intdrftsted nie and I am constructing some
ponds in which to raise bass, sunfish and
perch. I have a good fiow of water on m\
land and I have, to date, encountei-ed no
obstacles, and expect by next year to" have
things going in fine shape.

As 1 re;;d your article, the brood bass are

placed in the ponds in the fall, to be in there

o\ er N\ inter, so that their spawning will come
naturally and on time, as I believe you have
stated that the placing of the bass in the pond

just shortly before the season will delay the

spawning, and sometimes, being unacquainted
Xvith the waters they are in, they will not
spawn that season at all. Is this true, and
do I understand you right I should be glad

to know. ,

New York. Samuel E. Picrson, •*

Arts.—We are very glad to hear from you
with the recipe on how to get around the
bones in the million'boned-fish. This certain-

ly should be a good recipe, afid I will try it

out some time in the future as will many of

the Rod and Gun readers who have easy ac-

cess to redhorse. dogfish and suckers in the
common, ordinary home^ streams. I should
like to try the dogfish just to see if it is as
good as some of the other fish sold on the
market. Of course we know the nature of

vinegar in disintegrating the bones of a fish.

That recipe you have given should be a worthy
one. Thank you for your mention of my
articles both on preparing fish and on fi.sh

culture.

I am glad to know that you have made
ponds and that you intend to take a try at it.

If a person is careful and attentive to details,

and certain restrictions, he should have no
trouble in the world especially if he has a good
stream of water to his credit, on his land,

as you say you have. As has been stated,

if you have your ponds constructed by Oc-
tober then is the time to put in your brood
fishes that are to spawn in your ponds the
coming year. Really the later in the year
the fishes can be obtained the better, but in

the fall when the fish are near,to the shores

they may be obtained. Permission may then

be obtained to get all the brood fishes you
desire. In my articles I stated that it is best

to put the brood fishes in, in the autumn,
especially if you arc introducing small mouth
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b;iss. The large mouth is difTerent :iik1 if

introduced in the spring will, usually, without

liikh, spawn in the spring as though nothing

ii:i(l happened. The small mouth, however,

is more chary about things, and may not. if

introduced in the spring, spawn that >ear at

all. Therefore, to be sure it is best to intro-

duce your stock in the fall if at all possible.

R. P. L.

Xo. 133.— I understand it to have been

said in some magazine that the tarpon, other-

wise known to anglers as the silver king, is not

a food fish and that its food is absolutcK-

worthless. Is this true? If so then all of

these tarpon we see hung up in photos in the

niagazines go to waste, and only the savage
instinct to kill was the desire of the angler
who caught them. I cannot for the life of

me see where there is any joy in catching a

(ish that you know you cannot use. I feel

that half the joy of angling is to know that

you can serve it and make use of it on the

table, at least in part if not all. Further-

more, what is the attraction of ocean fishing.

an\-w ay? I fail to see where it has any strong
points, and su rely it is not the sport that Wal-
ton would have cared to write of or take his

pleasure in. If fighting these creatures of

the deep (like hooking a train and fighting it

from an automobile) is the height of the

attrac'tion of angling then the sport of our
streams is playing with toys. .\s it is the

joy of stream fishing has more in it than

merely catohing the fish. One has nature all

around him to enjoy and appreciate. I fail

to see the joys of ocean fishing.

Quebec. Donald McGregor

.-Ins.— .\s stated .tlie tarpon is not a food

(ish and has no value save its use as fertilizer

and as atlording sport to the thousands of

enthusiasts who annually go out for it. Of
<:6urse we can appreciate the stand you take

in this matter. The inclinations of people

do not run the same. The inland fisherman,

who has fished the streams is liable to look

upon ocean fishing as a fool stunt hardly wor-

th>- of giving countenance to: and on the

other hand the ocean angler no doubt thinks

the same about inland fishing. Each finds a

"orld of attraction in his chosen game—and

there you are. \\'hile it is true that the tar-

pon is not a food fish and that it is liable to

go to waste when caught, still there are laws

forbidding the capture of great numbers by
each individual. But then most ocean fish

are really food fish, and excellent at that, and

may be turned into account,—to be niade

food of. No doubt there is much wasteful-

ness on the part of ocean anglers but the same
is true of the inland fisher. The crimes of

the fnland fisher are many and the cause of

so much depletion of our waters may be laid

to him. Thousands of anglers yearly sap the

resources of the waters, and throw away im-

mense quantities of fish that cannot be used.

Anglers in waters far from civilization some-
times catch as high as ten muscallonge or

pike in one day, or even more, yet how much
of this deposit of fish flesh is actually made
use of? Very little!

As to the joys of ocean fishing, there are

many of these, and there are thousands who
will come forth with their praises of it, from

the thousands who yearly do most of their

fishing in the great deep. Ocean fish are

sometimes more than equal for the hook of

the human being, and where there are a few

captures there are a thousand losses. It is

true that th.e sport of Walton is more closely

allied to stream fishing, and it has its par-

ticular joys, but so has ocean fishing. I am
in no sense of the word an ocean fisher, but

I can appreciate the position the ocean fisher

takes. R. P. L.

NO. 134.—How can you say as you do in

one of your articles that with fish so cheap, it

should be used in preference to pork and beef.

or words to that effect If you were at

all in knowledge of the facts of the case you
would know that fish are higher in price now
than ever, and that fish costs sometimes more
than meat. If it were the case that fish were

cheaper, we, the common, ordinary herd,

the consumers, would gladly turn to-fish in

this day of food conservation but it is not

cheaper by a long shot—it costs more than

meat and so we cannot buy it. Even carp

and .such rough fish are up to ten and twelve

cents a pound. Think of ill It may be

cheaper in some places but in others it is as

high as meat. If the Canadian and the U. S.

Governments are so great on conservation,

why don't they get after the Fish Trusts and

pry the lid off of them? The Governments

all over are taking over and operating the

railroads and other monopolies. Why don't

they push the fish king off his throne and give

the people a chance at some common fish, at

a reasonable price? The fish are teeming in

our waters, yet here we are held up and forced

to pay outrageous prices. I know a place

where common catfish are selling for thirty

cents a pound. Just try to grasp that: Ibirly

ci'nls a poundl Will you try to explain to

me a situation that occurred down off the of
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coast of MassachuscUs. A big lish coiiipaiiy

had its boats loaded down with fish, good fish

that people were in need of. They did not

get the price they asked so the entire cargo

was dumped into the ocean to go to waste.

That happened not so long a time ago. The
stench from the rotting fish was so great that

the millionaire colony along the shore had

to move away. And this happening when
Governments are hollering for conservation

of our food supplies. Really it is to laugh!

Explain the situation. I'd enjoy to read

it.

Maine, Wallace B. Horn.

Ans.—My dear Mr. Horn, we live in a day
when powers are being overthrown and a new
system, right under our noses is being in-

augurated; ownership by the people of the

means of production and distribution—and

the taking over by the Governments, as you
say, of various public utilities is but one of

the forward steps. As has been proven we
can produce but we cannot distribute because

the monopolizers are in between to hold up

the people. The fish proposition is one of

these instances that fairly illustrates the case.

Our waters teem with fish, and yet the people

cannot get that fish at a reasonable price for

the simple reason that the fish trust hounds
are in between fattening on the misery of

the masses. Just as other profiteers are being

gotten after, so should the fish monopolizers

be brought to the wall of justice. It seems

inconceivable to the editor that men should

be allowed to profit off our misery, when we
are striving with labour and blood to make
this a fit place for human beings to live in.

Yet the powers that be, do not seem to shake

the profiteers from their footings. Only the

people it .seems are able to do the thing, and
when the people arc awake to the fact they

will soon accomplish their ends. You h;ive

mentioned a case of a fish company dumping
a cargo of fish into the ocean because they

could not realize a triple profit from their

garnering. Y'et this is only one instance.

I ktjow of three or four instances as bad. if

not worse. It is remarkable that things like

this can go on and not be attended to. Under
Government ownership and supervision we
would get ail the fish we would want at a

reasonable figure, even at cost, and the dis-

tribution would be so perfect that all would
have a share in the production. We are com-
ing to that and the people do not know how-

speedy that transformation is going to be.

I fear I am guilty of having said that fish

were cheap, and that more of it should he

used on the table. At the time that was writ-

ten down fish seemed to be cheap in com-

parison to meat, but later on the fish prices

went up, and up, even to the mark you have

stated. 1 remember an instance not long

ago, showing how the profiteers work. .\

lake was being netted for carp. It was to be

sold at three to four cents a pound. That

was at the time I wrote the article you found

fault with. The people wanted carp and

were more than willing to take it in place of

meat. As soon as it was seen that there was

a demand for it the price rose to eight, then

ten cents a pound. From ten it rose to twelve

and I suppose it is still rising.

It seems to the editor that people must be

forced and forced into all kinds of unhappy
circumstances, throttled and robbed by every

despicable means known to the game of rob-

bery before they will awaken.

H. P. L.

No. 135.— I don't believe I have ever not-

iced anything in Rod and Gun about tourna-

ment-casting. Are there any readers of this

magazine who are interested in this game,

and if so, give us a few articles in regard- to il.

I understand that there is an association in

the U. S. called the National Association of

Scientific Angling Clubs. Is there an as-

sociation of this sort in Canada? Could you
give me any information about the American

association mentioned above? Is it necessary

to have a special outfit for tournament-cast-

ing, or is the outfit used in bait casting all

right. I would be grateful to Rod and Gun
for any information about this matter.

Ontario. M. R. Patterson

Alls.—The pastime of tournanient casting

has reached far. It is a well-going institution

in the United States and is of course followed

up rjuite as energetically in Canada, though I

am unable to say whether there is an associa-

tion in Canada, such as that found in the

Stales. 1 imagine there is, however, and
would be glad to hear if such is the case. It

is not necessary to have a fifty dollar outfit to

succeed in tournament casting, and it is said

that many tournaments have been won with

low-priced rods and six-dollar reels. Of

course the majority of the tournament casters

have high-priced outfits, Ijut this does not

mean that they are necessary. In

regard to the rules, etc., of the National As-

sociation of Scientific Angling Clubs. A
tournament caster has sent me a clipping,

evidently taken from Forest and Stream, the

famous .American outdoor magazine, which
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he says covers pretty well and briefly the

main regulations of these clubs. Since I

know little or next to nothing about tourna-

ment casting I am taking the liberty of here

printing the marked portions of this article.

As follows:

'The latitude in equipment is great; as has

been said, the rod and reel used in ordinary

casting may be employed—the experienced

caster, however, recognizes the advantage

given by special tournament tackle, and

governs himself accordingly. The rod, by
general concensus should be a single-piece one

of split bamboo, in length between 5 feet and

.5 feet and 6 ins., mounted with agate guides

and top, and in weight not over five ounces.

The reel should, by preference, be one of

the special tournament type with large bar-

rel and jewelled bearings. Failing this, a

standard reel may be used, the barrel being

either fitted with an arbor of cork or wood, or

else wound closely with a number of coils of

hea\'y line. The advantages of this are that

by the increased diameter the outgoing line

is given a greater leverage to turn the spool,

more line may be cast with fewer revolutions

of the spool, and the comparatively slow

o<iange in line level makes spooling easy. The
hne is a special one made onfy for tournament
use. It is very light, soft and smooth, and

to prevent the breaking of this thin line under

the thrash of the rod when starting a cast,

ten or twelve feet of heavier line is usually

spliced to it to take up this strain. Under the

prevalent tournament rules, no limit is placed

either upon rod or Ime, the reel, however,

must have no device whatever either to re-

tard the spool nor to aid in spooling the line.

This, of course, rules out all the "anti-back-

lash" reels, as well as the self-spoolers."

"Four tournament events are recognized in

baitcasting by the N.A.S.C. : distance, one-

half ounce and one-quarter ounce; accuracy,

one-half ounce and one-quarter ounce. The
distance events are to be cast on a la\vn or

over water, the "court" being defined by two

line? drawn from the starting point at such

an angle with each other that at a distance ot

one hundred feet from the casting point they

shall be thirty feet apart. Five casts are

allowed to each contestant, the average length

of the five constituting his score. Casts pas-

sing outside of the bounding lines to be scored

zero. In accuracy casting, the target consists

of six concentric rings placed twelve inches

apart, the inner ring being thirty inches in

diameter. In one-half ounce events three

casts are made at this target at each of the

distances 60 feet, 70, 80, 90 and 100. In one-

quarter ounce accuracy contests, the target

is the same but the distances are respectively

60, 65, 70, ''5 and 80 feet. Casts within the

centre ring are scored perfect; for each foot

or fraction of a foot away from this ring, a

demerit of one shall be made. The total de-

merits divided by the numberof casts is the

merit per cent., and 100 less the demerit per

cent., constitutes the casting percentage.

These rules are taken from the hand-book of

the N.A.S.C, which also notes other penalties

and modifications."

"Two methods of casting are generally

employed in tournament work. The first,

known as the wrist cast, is the common over-

head cast of the fisherman. In this the rod

is drawn back straight over the shoulder until

it is a little more than parallel with the ground;

it is brought sharply forward by a movement
of'the forearm; the cast being finished by a

quick snap of the wrist which leaves the rod

pointing almost at the target—this method is

used almost exclusively in accuracy casting.

In distance work the so-called body-cast is

favored; in this the weight is balanced on the

right foot, often with the left foot in the air

—

the rod is dropped over the shoulder until its

tip almost touches the ground and is brought

forward with a full sweep of the arm, the

weight of the body being shifted to the left

foot at the same time. With this cast dis-

tances up to two hundred and forty-five feet

have been made with the one-half ounce

weight!"

Tournament casting occupies a position in

its relation to actual fishing as trapshooting

to actual hunting. There are excellent

tournament casters and there are finished

trapshooters; of the former there are some
who never fish, and of the latter there are

some who never hunt. It is a hobby with

them, much th* same as golf, a pastime my
friend, the Doctor, calls cow-pasture pool.

That tournament casting is a good thing for

the fisherman by which to keep in shape,

there is no doubt. Some bait casters are

notoriously poor at casting and half of their

lack of success comes through poor work with

the rod. By keeping at casting as identified

with tournament work he will find himself

well limbered up when he takes to the streams

or the lakes. Particularly in tournament

fly-casting does one learn a great deal, if he

does not know the art. While long distance

casting does not prove the ear-mark of a good

fisherman, or angler, still constant practice

makes it possible to place a lure at the right

spot without a great deal of disturbance.
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Many of us have followed practice casting at

home in the same manner. Tournament
casting may be enjoyed in places where trap-

shooting cannot be followed up. One is more

or less dangerous; the other has no danger

connected with it. Tournament casting has

IjeejJ recommended as one of the cleanest of

sports, which it goes without saying, is true.

If some of our readers will give us an article

or two on tournament casting we would glad-

ly print same.

H. P. L.

No. 136.—Believing you to be an authority

on things piscatorial, I am writing you for an

opinion as to the cause of a certain strange

condition with which our Club is face to face.

Nine years ago about seventy-five knights

of the rod formed an organization for the

purpose of stocking certain trout streams in

this neighborhood with fingcrling trout,

said streams having Ijccome depleted from

much fishing. The first fall, after taking

over one stream, we placed .'iOOO nine months'

old trout in the stream at different points

from one mile to three miles above the mill-

pond. The second year 3500 fingerlings were

put in; the third year, 4000; the fourth venr,

4,000; the fifth year, 4000; the sixth year,

2,000 fingerlings and 2,150 two year old

trout, many of whicli had attained nine to

nine and one half inches in length, after being

liver fed, varied with milk-curd and hard-

boiled eggs. The seventh year 578 three

year old trout were placed in the stream,

which ranged from eight and one half inches

to eleven inches in length, all pond trout

raised on the same food as the above. The
same year, in addition to these large fish, we
put in 2000 fingerlings, which ranged from

three to five inches at the hatchery we buy
our trout from. (Some do not get sijch

good results). The eighth and ninth \cars

we put in 2100 fingerlings respectively. Now,
then, the condition we are up against are these:

Notwithstanding the fact that the stream
in question is one of the finest to be found
anywhere, winding for four miles through
dense old forests, with magnificent beds of

water-cress, logs galore and piles of brush,

with wonderful hiding places along the banks
and in deep holes, with the finest of "quiet,

shady places," the fishing seems to have
grown steadily poorer each year even though
it is in all respects, in regards to the environ-

ment and the number of trout it should
contain, an ideal trout stream. The water
of this stream is clear, cold spring water and for

generarlions the stream was known to be one

of the best slreams in Ontario. It was no

trouble at all for me to run up there at noon on

the train and lie home for supper with a dozen

beauties, (anywhere from nine to twelve

inches in length. And this was only two or

three years before we began stock ing the

stream. A few years ago a wi.sc man put

a few hundred bass in the mill pond, and some

of our members have the idea that the bass

are eating up 'all the trout. Thc\ may get a

fewofthem, but the fart that the stream for

four or five miles above the pond is full of

small trout would seem to disprove that con-

tention, because the bass certainly could not

get the larger trout. Almost any day in the

summer, with a small hook and worm it

would be easy to catch thirty or forty fish

from five to six inches in length, but we throw

them all back. Last season, no good catches

were made. A few fine fish were taken early

in May, but that ended the sport. We are

bothered with a great deal of that green

material that hangs to the brush and extends

along the stream. It is called green flannel b\

some of the lads, but I do not think that

growth would have any bad effect on the fish.

An occasional fair trout was caught last season,

but no real catches were made. The
strangest thing about it all is that during the

spawning season hundred,? of magnificent

trout can be seen on the spawning beds

three or four miles above the pond, yet it is

seldom that anything like these are caught.

They must be somewhere in the stream, or

else they run all the w-ay back to the pond

and stay there. But before we began stock-

ing, we always caught trout of this kind all

the way up the creek, and fifteen to twenty

years ago it was a rare thing for me to have

a fish as small as eight inches. I always use

a small minnow (dead) or a minnow tail, for

bait.

Now, Mr. Lincoln, I am going to ask you
to give this question your conrideration, and
let me know as soon as convenient what, in

your honest opinion, is the reason why there

is no good fishing up in our stream during the

trout season. One can stand anywhere along

the stream and see every fl>^ that lights on the

water snatched by small trout, or pchaps
some of them are good-sized fish, but they are

not to be caught, or even located, by the

angler. We cannot fly-fish our stream owing
to the growth all around and the brush in the

stream.

My own opinion is that the pond is full of

trout, but why they do not run up among
the cress-beds to feed is more than I can
understand Would the fact that there are so
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many little fish in the stream have anything

to do with keeping the large fish from biting?

Or would it be that the fish are frightened on

account of so many fishermen tramping up
and down the stream? It is all a conundrum
to us. Hoping to hear from you soon, with

advice tis to what to do, I remain,

Brantford, Ont.. Fred C. Schuler.

Ans.—I find that in nine years \our Club
planted your stream with no less than 31,428

trout. If I were to tell the truth that would
iie enough trout to stock a stream a hundred
tiet wide and forty or fifty miles long. In such
:i case the thirty' odd thousand would
ha\e elbow room and the stream would no

doubt be the best in the Province.

Brothers, in your great desire to get good
fishing you have overdone a good thing. I

have an idea about how big your stream
may be. On a like stream planted \vith

several thousand fingerlings we have fished

for years and have no trouble at all. Good
fishing all the time. And the original stock

amounted toonlvtwo thousand. You have
overstocked your stream away above the

plan of nature. The only' remedy I can see

is to un-stock it.

That mill pond sounds good. What your
Club should do would ba to run a net through

that pond and have fish for dinner, supper and

breakfast every day_ this coming season.

Whv the pond, no doubt, is so totally full of

"pork-fed" trout that it would stagger you.

fhere is no reason why this supply should

not be tapped—the sooner the better. These
trout and bass have no doubt turned barbar-

ians, feeding one on the other, etc. Fear not

about the bass. Even though they are

gorging themselves on young trout they are

not making any inroads. I should say if

double that amount of bass were put in, or

even pike, Nature would soon adjust things,

by having her fishes kill down the suppl\'.

But don't do anything of the sort. Simply
use the net and make use of the supply you
have bred.

The large trout, as you suggest, are in the

pond.

They were hatchery-bred and raised in

ponds; therefore to the ponds they go.

They might have slay-ed in the stream, but

if they did they would starve to the thinness

of splinters. What your stream happens
to be IS a nui siTi/ stream. The litlh trout are

there, while the bin fellows are forced into the

pond. To make a rough estimate I should

say that for every sizeable trout in that

stream, or the pond, there are ten or fifteen

sin; II trout, which would not be a reckless

figure. The large trout, being less agile that

the darting fingerlings might never get a fly

—

the small trout are busy and ever near the

surface and would get all that come down
from the air, all that rolled down with the

stream, and the insect production along the

stream must be poor (which note next

summer) for these young trout will have grub-

l)ed out almost all the insects in their cases to

be found in the stream Finding tliemselves

poor competitors with the small trout the big

trout have all taken to the pond, to live as

best they may.
You did not state in your letter if the

members of your Club fished the pond, or no.

I take it that the pond has not been fished. If

it has not it seems strange. \Vhy not fish

the pond? Use live minnows. Flics used

along the shores should prove useful, and

spoons and buck-tails sunk deep with split

shot should prove successful. You are liable

to find the live minnow the best for the

simple reason that these trout have taken

mostly to feeding ^n live material, more
through practical necessity than desire—for

the brook trout is generally an insect-feeding

fish, most of the time at least. I take it for

granted that the species is the brook trout,

though this was not stated.

There- is no use in fishing the stream,

simply because it is a nursery stream, jam-

packed with small troutlets. Even if you
could use flies you would get nothing but

small trout: and this would be the case even

if a large trout now and then lay in between.

Perhaps in a hundred casts you would get a

fair-sized fish. The small trout would beat

the large ones to it. The large trout are

bottom -feeding in the pond; no doubt all of

them are barbarians, and therefore grow large

in proportions.

What are > ou to do? .\s I have stated

begin to trim down the supply. If you do

not use the net, then fish the pond; though

a vast number of these large fellows should

be left. There are enough trout in the stream

to continue the race of fonlinalis. As time

goes on and you continue weeding out and

weeding out Nature will adjust things and

when the supply in the stream is back to

normal the trout will again be in the stream

and the catch will be the average, as it

previously was on the wild water before you

stocked it—both large fellows and small ones

in between.

People slocking streams often make the

mistake of overstocking. This disturbing

of Nature's balance and proportion always

works ill. It is rather best to under-stock
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than to over-stock. I doubt very much
whether I would have placed more than

5000 nine month old fish you put in there in

the course of the first year. Had you paused

there you would now be fishing that stream

and getting good results; provided it was
fished normally. Of course where there is an

angler every foot of the stream it cannot be

expected that this supply would hold out.

Furthermore it would not hurt to catch off a

quantity of these small trout as there are too

many in the stream. .Judging by your letter

I should say there are four times too many.
The number in the stream must be got back to

normal somehow or other and your Club

might just as well start in and use fish, even

though the stream and the pond were cleaned

out and a new start made.

The green material that you speak of as

growing over the stream has no effect on the

trout, one way or the other. If this were

true then the trout (when the stream w-as in a

wild state) would have been affected, but as

you state you were always able to make
good catches of the wild trout.

^

You speak, 1 note, of seeing hundreds of

magnificent trout on the spawning beds.

As is the instinct of the fish they run up the

streams to spawn. In this case they come
up from the pond, cast their spawn and then

return to the pond to again take up their

bottom grubbing. -

There is no use trying for big trout along

the stream because they are not there.

The stream is an ideal one from every angle,

and if it had been normally stocked the

conditions for angling .vould also be normal.

R. P. L

A LATER COMMENT
Ar.yling Editor, Rod and Gun.—Many

thanks for the valuable information con-

tained in your letter of recent date. I guess

the joke is on us. However, we are not alone

in the matter of over-stocking streams. A
few years ago the government placed 3."),000
speckled trout fry in a small creek a few-

miles from here. The stream was closed for

five years and then opened to the public. I

have never heard whether the fishing is any
good or not in that stream, but taking that

act of the _government as an example, our
club membership did not see anything
wrong about putting the number in our
stream that we have, seeing that ".we have
a much larger, longer and better stream in

every way than that stocked by the govern-
ment. And two years ggo, go\ernment
offirjals placed upwards of 50,000 fry in a

stream not nearly as wide or deep as ours,

and less than two miles long, so we thought

we were not going beyond Nature's limits.

We have evidently overdone a good thing,

and yet the ofTicials of Caledon Mountain

Club, the swellest fishing clul) in Canada,

dumped 35,000 fingerlings in a stream near

their club house, at one lick, a few years ago.

It looks as if the tendenc\ is to over-do the

thing in all quarters. Our trout were all

red-speckled brook trout, but we got. them

from ditTerent places, so as not to have too

much in-breeding. We got them from Penn-

sylvania, Toronto. Paris. Ontario., ai.d

from Muskoka. I have instructed the lads

to fish the pond this year in the hope of taking

out some of the large fellows. In view of the

fact that the mill-pond has been there for

many, many years, it is a sure thing that the

trout we used to catch years ago came up
from the pond in the spring and .summer.

During the spawning season the beds used

to be crowded with them, some of them
reaching the length of 18 inches. They
certainly returned to the pond and ran up in

the warm season again. So far as that feature

is concerned the conditions now are just the

same as they were at that time, and why
there are comparatively few food trout in the

stream now during the fishing season is

what the boys cannot understand. My own
opinion is much the same as yours. If we do

not put in any more small fish, the others will

grow and eventually we shall have good

sport. That is the way I figure it out now.

Thanking you most sincerely for your

advice and most valuable information, I beg

to remain,

Brantford, Out. F. Schuler

Angling Editor's Comments.—To say the

least I am surprised at the over-stocking done
in the streams you mention and it is no
wonder that you were misled, since the

government oflicials have laid them-
selves open to question. This brings up the

question: Has any attention whatever been

given to the matter of stocking streams, as

regards the number to be placed in the

waters'? I think this matter has been left

in the background, and much hap-hazard
work has been the result. That the govern-

ment officials should make mistakes in this

line is more than I can understand.

I am glad that >ou b'ought this matter up.

As I previously stated it is rather desirable to
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understock than overstock for very obvious

reasons.

I shall give this topic further attention in

future.

R. P. L.

No. 138.—I have read with great interest

your articles in Rod and Gun in Canada on

Black Bass Pond Culture, and am taking

the liberty of asking a few questions. We
have a small lake near Beverly which we
should like to stock with bass. There has

not, to my knowledge, ever been a bass

caught there although there are a few pickerel

also perch in it. Would it be possible to

place baby bass in this lake and have them

live? Also where could we get the fry? Can
they be procured from the Fisheries Board in

Washington?

Of course we realize that it would probably

be some few years before they would be

large enough to fish but we are willing to do

so it we may be assured that the fish would

live and multiply if introduced.

Perhaps it will be better if you answer

through Rod and Gun in Canada, as perhaps

there are others who would like to be informed

about this matter as well as myself.

Trusting that you will continue to favour

us with your fine articles, which are so

delightful and instructive, and thanking you

for allowing me to take up so much of your

time, I am,

Beverly, Mass., Leland S. Wilson

Ans.— I see no reason in the world why
this lake you speak of would not make a fine

body of water for the installing of a supply

of black bass, though certain things have to

be taken into consideration. If there is an

inlet and outlet to the lake, it should, be a

proposition worthy of your attention. Water

is needed to make a lake worth while it it

is to be stocked—that is to say inflowing

-water. Perhaps your lake is spring-fed from

the bottom? Find out about this. If it is

a spring-fed lake it should be a good place for

Fmall-mouth bass. As I understand by >our

letter Ih.^rc are pickerel and perch in the lake,

though I would judge in limited numbers.

You did not state if the lake was weedy, if it

had pads, etc., You know without weeds

and pads a lake is of little use for any sort of

fish. They must have weeds and for bass

it is essential that pads be planted. In my
articles are given directions for planting

pads and weeds in lakes.

If you will get into connection with the

Fish and Game commission of your State

I am sure you can arrange for bass to be

planted in the waters you speak of. If you

would desire especially to go in for black bass

I would suggest that the lake be netted to

take out the pickerel. However, if the

pickerel are few in number it would not hurl.

I would not suggest putting in fingerling bass.

Rather I would obtain permission from the

State Fish and Game Commission to net Bome
large, mature bass from some other water.

These large bass will be let free in the lake to

breed the next spring. If this were done the

bass could be netted and placed in the lake

this fall, under which conditions they w»ul<l

spawn next spring. For further directions 1

am sure you can get them from your Fish and

Game Commission.

R. P. ]..

No. 137.—Through a sportsman friend of

mine, your journal reaches me quite regularly,

and I certainly enjoy reading the cleverly

written articles from the pens of its mnn>-

contributors. Especially interesting are thote

giving an account of fishing and hunting

trips in the back lakes of Peterboro county,

on the Otonabee river and Rice Lake. These

were old stamping grounds that I took much
delight in, during a residence of some eight

years, in the (then ) town of Peterboro, the

home of the Peterboro canoe, as well as a big

bunch of sportsmen who knew its jrreat

superiority over the clumsy old dug-out ©r

even the Indian birch-bark.

In the March issue of Rod and Gun, p;ige

1137, there is an excellent article from the

pen of Robert Page Lincoln, headed in large

type, Charles Hallock. Although I never

had the pleasure of a personal acquaintance

with that veteran sportsman, we became well

acquainted in a literary way. Shortly after

Mr. Mallock started the publication of I-'orCBt

and Stream, in 1873, I became a subscril)er to

that journal, and soon found myself on the

list of occasional contributors. At that lim«

Peterboro was the centre of as fine a fish and

game section, as any town or city in the

Pro\dnce of Ontario. Deer, bear, timber

wolves and lynx in the woods, and black basf,

maskinonge, pike, pickerel, perch and lake

trout in the lakes and rivers, with speckled

trout Salmo fnntinalis in the smaller spring-

streams.

Being a lover of the rod and gun, (with a

great fascination for camp life), I improved

every opportunity to bundle my camp outfit

intomy canoe, and with a congenial compan-

ion, hike down the Otanobee river if only
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for twenty-four hours, to have a go at the

small-mouth black bass.

These and sundry other jaunts, during the

fishing and hunting season gave me a starting

point for many articles which found their way
into the columns of Forest and Stream.

Continued and frequent correspondence with

Nfr. Hallock during his connection with that

sportsman's journal, gave me an insight into

his claracter and worth, to the extent that I

caa endorse every word Mr. Lincoln has

written in his article.

Mr. Hallock was a most pleasing A*riter, a

firm believer in, and a hard worker for, game
protection, and yet without an enemy, unless

it might be the game hog or the poacher.

Through the columns of Forest and Stream
and through personal correspondence, he

wrote and talked protection for our fish and
o*nie and practiced it when out with his rod

or gun.

I may say it was the articles he himself

wrote, and the continued and persistent

thorough fish and game protection that was
the means of starting a strong and active

Game Protective Association in the City of

PeterbojTO.

I believe the Peterboro Association was
tne third in the Province to organize, I'Or-

iginal being the first, Toronto the second and
Peterboro came a close third.

Mr. Hallock, at that time, rendered us ver>

valuable assistance in getting our Association

into good effective working order.

I am glad to know that he is still on this

side of the "Great Divide," hale and hearty,

in his eighty-three years. I feel that I am
not overestimating the man when I say that

I do not know of a gentleman sportsman in

our country to-day that is held in higher

esteem among the sporting fraternity than
that prince of the rod and gun, Charles
Hallock.

Patterson, Cal. C. A. Post
Angling Editor's Comment:—Mr. Post's

comments arc "well put" and we are glad
to give them fpace in the fishina department.
The man> angling readers of this magazine
will b? sorry to know that Charles Hallock is

dead. Mr Hallock died last December, at
Washington, D. C, in his eighty-fourth year,
honored and revered by all; one of the most
spectacular figures in our angling literature.

I did not find out uboul Mr. Hallock's death
until the end of February, which accounts for
na previous mention in this magazine, Ia his
memoir to^ the great angling writer, Freder-
ick E. Pond, the editor of the American
Angler, says:

"Fortunate are the appreciative anglers

and field sportsmen who possess Charles

Hallock's inimitable works on sport with

rod and gun, and his equally interesting books

of travel and incidental recreation. These

now fill an honored niche in many a library,

and the rarity ot several of his early volumes

will make them more precious in the future.

Brothers of the out-door life have given their

tributes to the memory of the talented

veteran—the Dean of American sportsmen

—

who has passed on. He leaves no successor,

and with the exception of William Henry
Herbert, {Frank Forester) he had no prede-

cessor of equal talent and versatility, yet, he

was unassuming and of simple taste—loving

the streams, the field and forest; equally at

home with the frontiersman and the profound

scientist." R. P. L.

No, 1.'58—In the May issue of "Rod and Gun
in Canada," under the caption of "A Correc-

tion," Mr. WalterGreaves says that aTelerana

Nova cast purchased from Wm. Robertson

would not stand a test of a quarter-of-a-

pound. Mr. Greaves is a fine angler and a

gentleman, and therefore his word is taken

that ho made a fair test with the result

mentioned. '

As I understand it was a Number 2 leader

that Mr. Greaves experimented with, and to

break such a cast with a quarter pound pull

is, to me, nothing short of an amazing feat.

Fishing for salmon and fighting grilse in

the streams of Newfoundland, and I always
use a Number 2 Telerana Nova, I have
found the leader everything that the distrib-

uter, Mr. Joe Welsh of Pasadena, California,

claims for it. Thi.*- cast will stand a breaking

strain of between seventeen and twenty
pounds.

Mr. Greaves says: "If a cast will stand
4 lbs, it certainly is strong enough for large

fish; I mean if it will stand a test of 4 lbs. on a

steel-yard, etc."

Taking Mr. Greaves at his word I haVe
just tested a Number 2 Telerana Nova leader

on a steel-yard, and it bore, without break-
ing, a strain of ten pounds, all that the

measuring instrument I used would carry.

I am enclosing this Number 2 leader with the

request that you be kind enough to submit
it to the test named by Mr. Greaves and
publish the result.

There are exceptions in leaders, as in

everything else, and it may be that among
the hundreds of thousands of Telerana Nova
leaders manufactured everv year, one mav
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have contained a flaw, and, no doubt, that

was the one Mr. Greaves was unfortunate

enough to have fall into his hands.

S>dney, N. S .May 22nd N. M. Browne

Angling Editor's Nolc:—We are exceed-

ingly thankful to Mr. Browne, whose letter

in commendation of the Telerana Nova
leaders we print above. Mr. Browne's

fmdings of course are exactly in line with our

own, and by the time this appears in print

tests, I have made, will have been stated in

Rod • and Gun at length. The tests Mr.

Browne speaks of are interesting. The
Number 2 leader I tested, when first soaked

in hike-warm water, bore the great strain of

a (lat-iron connected to it, which I jerked

unfeelingly to put excessive jar to it. I was

surprised to find that it held up entirely under

this most drastic of all tests, and having

passed that test I feel that it will pass most
anything.

\\"e trust that this gentle controversy will

be cleared up and that all sides concerned will

have no cause for ill feeling. It is our duty
to listen to other people's opinions aad we
try not only to give our own side, but the

other side as well—and in due measure.
Having tried the Telerana Nova leaders on
the streams in actual fishing. I know they are

.\-Number 1, and for that reason commend
them for all time to the angling public. As
has been stated now and tnen, a leader ma>
come out poor in its manufacture; that is 'to

say, a leader may have flaws and ma> not thus

stand the test, but inspected as the Telerana

Nova leaders are before they leave the hands

of the distributor, the utmost confidence may
be placed in them.

Robert Page Lincoln

A NATIONAL PARK IN NORTH FRONTENAC
C. T. Easton

It was a capital idea to set apart a portion

of the public domain as national park land for

sanctuaries and conservation of game.

Why not multiply them? In Northern

Ontario and in the West tncre are several.

Why not have one in Eastern Ontario which

people living in Kingston and other places

would have access to?

Why not have a national park in North
Erontenac and North Addington? These

localities are unrivalled for their picturesque-

ness, their turquise lakes abounding in black

bass—splendid lighters they are—and for

their hunting.

Such regions are not adapted for agricul-

ture and the settlers for the most part make a

.scanty livelihood from the sandy, rocky and

ungenerous soil, eking it out by hunting,

fishing and trapping, and so if not reasonably

preserved the fish and game will soon be

brought to the point of extinction. It is a

rugged land though not without a certain

charm, at least to the hunter and fisherman.

I lere flourished in the not very remote past

the grandest pinery perhaps in Canada. One

might traverse the forests for miles, the pines

rising in lofty grandeur above one's head while

underneath the feet was a carpet of velvet

moss. But the a.xes of the lumbermen, and

fire as well, have changed the scene from an

eye pleasing landscape to desolation. The
hills denuded of all verdure present them-

selves to the eye. rugged, angular, bare and

bleak looking. No drapery of foliage, grass

and mosses conceals their angularity and

coldness.

But that which strikes onQ.most in travel-

ling along Lake Massenauga and the Mis-

sissippi is the absence of life, especially bird

life. Here there is utter silence, not a crane

or duck or any sort of bird did I see. The
road, which is a fairly good one, skirLs the

lake shore. For hundreds of feet the cliffs

rise siieer from the water. There is an echo

here caused it may be by the waves rever-

berating from the cliffs, .^t eveni^ig the sun-

sets are gorgeous and the afterglow in the

sky on lake and mountain is etheresl.

Easy access will be afforded in the future to

these regions for the reason that a motor road

is in process of being built from Kaladar to

Denbigh. The most difficult portion viz.,

that over the mountains from Kaladar. will

be completed this summer. The village of

Cloyne which was once in the days of lumber-

ing a flourishing place, but now dead, lies al-

most central to these regions of hunting and

fishing. It is set in the midst of lakes, the

habitat of bass and the lusty lake trout, and

on the outskirts to the north of the village is

a pine grove odorous and invigorating and

about the distance of a stone's throw is a

delightful lake.

\yhat an ideal spot for "5 fishing and huating

club to have a lodge to which the members

could go for their holidays and enjoy thi^m in

comfort awav from crowded liotels.



An Emergency Frog Spear Then smooth the face of the break square

Have you ever had the aggravating ex- across. Next take a piece of wire, which

perience of seeing a nice juicy frog elude should be slightly larger than the interior

your grasp just as you were about to capture of the tube, and file this down till it exactly

him for purposes of bait, when the fish had fits inside the tube. Push it down for half

positively refused your artificial lures? If its length into the tube, first heating the

so, you will appreciate this particular brand tube which will make it expand slightly

—

of frog spear which you can make foi your-

self from seme stout wire bent and filed as i.- ---_.- -h^^' -.-a.
shown in the accompanying illustrations. ^_,^^___^ ^^^. ._.£.^^ ij^-^-aL

" -yj^ '-
'

sv\1 _
A vise and a pair of pliers can be conveniently

TO REPAIR THE STEfL ROD .

E
FIG 1

FIG 2.

FIG 3.

A. GOOD EMERGENCY FROG SPEAR.

used for bending the two pieces of wire (on

the ends of which you have filed barbs) into

the desired shape. Bind these two securely

(using fine wire and solder) to a piece of metal
of a size to slip readily into the tip joint of
your rod. This done, you have a frog spear
ready for any emergency. When not in use
the device may be removed from the tip.

To Repair A Steel Rod.
The accompanying illustration, showing

the cross section of a steel rod repaired
with a piece of wire, shows how a broken rod
may be renewed and made to do good service
for many more outings. If the ends of the
tube when broken are found to be somewhat
pinched or bent, insert the tang of a file in
the opening and rim this around and around

j
till" the circular cross section is restored.

do not, however, overheat as this may destroy

temper. Before inserting the wire in the

opening of the lube however, warm one end
of the wre and on this place a bit of solder.

This will hold the wire fast at the one end.

Then do similarly with the other half of the

w-ire. To smooth over the join run a drop
of solder around the opening where the two
breaks come together and this will complete
the mend in a satisfactory way.

To Recover the Hook
It sometimes happens when still fishing

for catfish or similar fish, that the finny one,

swimmimg about with the bait in his mouth
does not decide to let go till he has swallowed
the bait, hook and all. Then, alas, it is

NO 1

NO 2

TO RECOVER THAT HOOK.
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too late and the fisherman hauls him in. To
remove the hook from the fish's internal

workin's then heroines necessary and it is

here that the device, pictured in the accom-

panying illustration, will be found effective.

To make this, remove a small tree branch

and whittle into the shape shown in the

illustration, cutting out the wood along the

doited lines shown in No. 1. With this

simply made instrument the hook may be

easily dislodged.

SPINNER WITH PORK RIND ATTACHED.

Pork Rind Spinner .

The accompanying illustration shows how

one may make a pork rind spinner that will

prove attractive for bass. Cut a wedge of

pork rind about a quarter of an inch thick,

an inch and a half wide at the base and two

and a half inches long. Shave down the

under side of this triangular bait till it has a

true point. Slit the base of this triangle

into three equal parts and insert the three

hooks, one in each section of the rind. Then
pull out the rind and give it a little twist as

shown in the illustration. If a bit of red

yarn a couple of inches in length is added to

the eye of the hook, the lure is likely to

prove more killing than if this bit of adorn-

ment is omitted.

Serviceable Boat Raft.

Ever get stuck for a boat, coming out on

the side of a lake where you just knew there

must be a fish? An ordinary raft is a clumsy

affair at best, but you can make a very

serviceable craft, without a nail. The first

we ever saw was used by hunters for crossing

a fair sized lake in order to save the walk
around. A one incn and two inch auger and
an axe were the only available tools. The
augers had been borrowed from a neighbor-

ing lumber camp and the axe used was the

guide's regular camp axe. The pieces of

IJ^ inch lumber were discovered in the

driftwood along shore. The logs utilized

were also drift logs, pine in this particular

instance, although we imagine cedar would

be better. The logs were cut eight feet

long and trimmed off at an angle at each

end as this gives less resistance to the water

when rowing. Sweeps or oars were roughly

fashioned from other pieces of driftwood.

The following season this craft was used to

fish from and readily supported two persons

of ordinary weight. We do not of course

FIG 1. SHOWING ROWLOCKS
CONSTRUCTED OF SHORT STRAIGHT PIECES

OF POLES. *N NO 2 DIAGRAM WE HAVE ANOTHER:
IDEA OF OLD HORSESHOES USED FOR THE SAME PURPOSE.
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claim this craft to be a thing of grace and

beauty, and it surely is not built for speed,

but it Will turn the trick as far as trans-

portation goes and it never needs paint nor

docs it spring a leak. It will lie on the

the following spring without a week's prepar-

ation. Horseshoes may be used as row-locks

as in diagram No. 2, but our experience is

that the horseshoes are rather hard on the

oars, causing them to weaken where the

beach all winter and be ready for business strength is most needed.

A GREAT VICTORY FOR AMERICAN SPORT
JOHN B. BURNHAM

President American Game Prolcclive Association

BY A RECORD vote of 2,37 for to 49

against the Canadian Treaty Migratory

Hird iMiabling .\ct passed the House of

Representiveson.Iunc (5th. This almost five to

one vote was recorded at the termination of a

debate which occupied practically the whole

of the sessions of Tuesday and Thursday
marking the most m-cmorable fight that has

ever occurred oyi game legislation in the lower

house of Congress.

The opponents of the measure directed

their energies in an attempt to hamstring the

measure by destructive amendments, some
of which went so far as to endeavor to have

this treaty legislation approved by all the

states of the Union before it should become
effective. Other amendments were designed

to cripple the effectiveness of the administra-

tion of the law by reducing or nullifying the

police powers of the agents entrusted with its

enforcement. Every one of these hostile

amendments was defeated by safe majorities.

House Overwhelmingly Favorable.

As the deljate progressed, it was c\ ident

that the bill gained in strength. Congress-

man Elood, its introducer in the House, but

who. as chairman of the Committee on For-

eign Afl'airs, for tactical reasons had reported

from his committee a bill of similar import,

which had already passed the Senate, handled

the measure in a masterly way, assisted by

Congressman Stedman, Miller, Fess, Temple,
Pou, Piatt, Aathony, Snell, Cooper, Linthi-

cum, Kincheloe, Small and others. The long

debate was of great advantage in that it re-

sulted in sweeping away a great deal of mis-

conception as to the object of the legislation.

There can never hereafter be any uncertainly

as to the attitude of the House on this ques-

tion. It is worth noting that in addition to

the 239 votes counted in favor of the bill

there were at least fifty more members among
those not voting who are known to be favor-

able to the measure.

On account of the fact that the bill passed

by the House differs in some respects from the

original Senate bill it will be necessary to have

the measure rep issed by the Senate. A con-

ference committee has been appointed, con-

sisting of Senators Smith of Arizona, Lodge
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of Massachusetts, Shields of Tennessee, and

Congressmen Flood, Stedman and Cooper.

Messrs. Smith and Flood were the introducers

of the bill in the Senate and House, respec-

tively, and as all the other members of the

Committee are friends of the measure, it is

safe to assume that the Enabling Act will he-

come law in the ver>' near future.

History of the Legislation.

At the time when the Weeks and McLean
bills were before the houses of Congress in

1912 Senator Root of New Yorli made the

statement that in his opinion the proper way
to secure the protection of migratory birds by

the Federal Government was through treaty

negotiations with some foreign power. At
one of the conferences held with Senator Root
to secure his support of Senator Mcl.ean"s

bill, he went into the matter at some length

and stated that if a treaty were enacted the

constitutionality of the question would for-

ever be settled.

One of the gentlemen present on this oc-

casion asked the Senator if he would be willing

to introduce a resolution for a treaty. Short-

ly afterwards, on January 14th, 191.3, Senator

Root submitted the following resolution which

was referred to the Committee on Foreign

Relations.

"Resolved: That the President be re-

quested to propose to the governments of

other North American countries the negotia-

tion of a convention for the mutual protection

and preservation of migratory birds."

This was during the third session of the

sixty-second Congress, and too late for action

at that session.

Shortly after the convening of the sixty-

third Congress Senator McLean submitted

a resolution of similar purport. This was
on April 7. 1913. On April 12, the resolution

was reported by Mr. Root with amendments,
and on .July 7, 1913, it was considered, amend-
ed and agreed to in the following form:

'Resolved- That the President be re-

quested to propose to the governments of

other countries the negotiation of a conven-

tion for the protection and preservation of

birds."

This was the form in which the resolution

was passed by the Senate.

President Wilson Acts.

Later in tlie summer, Honorable John H.

Wallace of Alabama and Mr. John B. Burn-

ham of the American Game Protective As-

sociation secured through the Alabama
senators a conference with President Wilson,

as a result of wh(ch he wrote the State De-

partment expressing his approval of this

subject and asking the secretary of state to

carry on negotiations through Great Britain

with Canada, with a view to obtaining a bird

treaty. Mr. Wallace and Mr. Burnham, in

company with Senator McLean and Dr.

Palmer of the Biological Survey, also had a

satisfactory interview with Secretary of State

Bryan, who immediately took up the matter
of the treaty with thft British ambassador.

On January 20, 1914, Mr. William S. Has-
kell, counsel of the American Game Protective

Association, delivered an address on the

protection of migratory birds at Ottawa -en

the occasion of the fifth annual meeting of

the Commission of Conservation of Canada,
and a resolution was adopted requesting the

Dominion government to take action in favor

of the proposed treaty.

During the month of April 1914, Lord
Eustace Percy of the British Embassy made
an official visit to Canada for consultation

on the subject of the treaty and this Associa-

tion furnished him information of a technical

nature. The Association also aided in pre-

paring the treaty form.

Sir Robert Borden Favorable.

From the start. Sir Robert Borden, premier

of Canada, and his minister of External Af-

faiis viewed the matter of the treaty most
favorably. They were in doubt, however,

as to the proper method of sanctioning it.

While the respective rights of the Dominion
and provincial governments as regarded fish-

eries had been fairly well established, there

was absolutely no precedent in the case of the

birds. The central government had never

had occasion before to assert any authority

in this respect and the matter, tentatively

at least, was entirely in control of the in-

dividual provinces.

It was decided, therefore, to get an opinion

from the heads of the provincial governments

as to the desirability of conducting the treaty

negotiations which had been requested by the

United States. It was intended that no for-

mal or binding action should be taken by the

difTercnt provinces; the matter was never sub-

mitted to the proviiicial parliaments and no

statement was ever made to the effect that

the success of the treaty depended upon its

universal acceptance by the dilTerent pro-

vinces. The question was sent simply as a

feeler to the responsible heads of the provin-

cial governments.

War Makes Temporary Halt.

When the war broke out in .\ugust, 191 1,

fa\orable expressions had been received at
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Ottawa from all the provinces with the excep-

tion of two. One of these flatly rejected the

proposition, while the other took no action

whatever. These expressions of opinion took

the form of ordcrs-in-council. Generally the

minister who had to do with the protection of

fish and game, (Mines, Colonization and

Fisheries in Quebec, and Agriculture in Ont-

ario), etc., brought up the subject at a meet-

ing of their provincial council, which included

the premier- of the province and other admin-

istrative heads. On the roconimendation of

the minister directly interested tlie order was
passed and thus the Dominion Government
secured the desired expression of opinion.

Owing to the death of the minister having

to do with this subject in one of the provinces

which had expressed an unfavorable opinion,

the matter was later on reopened and a favor-

able opinion secured from his successor.

During all this time, the American Game
Protective Association, which includes Can-
ada as well as the United States in its field

and which has a large Canadian membership,
worked assiduously to secure favorable action

in Canada and but for its efforts at this time
the treaty might never have been negotiated.

The tremendous amount of work and respons-

ibility put upon the shoulders of Canadian
officials by the opening of the war made it

impossible for the time to continue the treaty

propaganda in Canada. The members of the

Association and its friends in that country
advised dropping the matter until the conclu-

sion of the war. The minister of external

affairs said that nothing could be done until

the war was over or victory assured. How-
ever, to the everlasting credit of the Canadians
and without for a moment losing sight of the

proper perspective of the great issues before

them, within a few months they returned to

the consideration of the treaty cjuestion.

Critical Situation Bridged.

On June 8, 1916, the most important act

of the drama as far as Canada is concerned

Jook place. Dr. C. Gordon Hewitt, dominion
entomologist, returned that day to Ottawa
from an unsuccessful trip to a province which
had not viewed the treaty favorably on ac-

count of the inevitable curtailment of its

shooting privileges, which would result if it

were enacted. A representative of this As-

sociation was in Ottawa to meet Dr. Hewitt,
in some way he missed him at the train, but
got him at his office on the telephone shortly

afterwards. Dr.Hewitttold hiscallerthathe

could not see him then, as he had to proceed
at once to make his report to Hon. Martin

Burrell, Dominion Minister of Agriculture.

He was askod what report he intended to

make and replied that he simply was going to

state the facts to the effect that his mission

had not befcn successful, to which the man oi^

the other end of the 'phone replied; "Do not

put it that way. This is the psychological

moment, tell Mr, Burrell that while British

Columbia has not acceded, the action of one

province should not be allowed to thwart the

desires of two great nations. Now is the time

to put the treaty over—it can be done."

An hour or so later. Dr. Hewitt called the

representative of the Association at the Cha-
teau Laurier and asked him to come over to

his office at once. On his arrival there, the

representative was told that the minister de-

sired to speak personally with him. During
this conversation the American Game Protec-

tive representative told Mr. Burrell that there

was an overwhelming sentiment in both Can-
ada and the United States in favor of the

treaty. He told him that it was not only a

matter of sentiment, but also of practical

common sense and that both in the interest

of successful agriculture and sport the big

men in the C. P. R. Railroad, the Grand
Trunk and Grand Trunk Pacific and Allied

Steamship Companies of Canada, who em-
ployed at that time one out of every five of

the men of the Dominion, were heartily in

favor of it. Mr. Burrell interrupted to say.

"But what has Canada to gain when you al-

ready, under your federal migratory bird law,

are protecting the birds on your side of the

line? We have in general good provincial

laws at the present time." To this the visitor

replied that the constitutionality of our Fed-

eral migratory bird law was in question;

that there was a possibility that it might be

lo^t through action of the Supreme Court or

even that it might be repealed Ijy Congress,

in which case it was conceivable that many of

the birds which had their breeding grounds in

Canada might be annihilated south of the

line to the great detriment of Canada and he

emphasized the point that only by mutual
action through a treaty could the future of

the supply ever be insured. Mr. Burrell

thanked the visitor for the information and
the interview terminated.

Treaty Ratified at Last.

The Association was not aware of the fact

that within a few days of this time the Domin-
ion Government gave its assent to the treaty

negotiation and so notified the British Em-
bassy at Washington. However, Dr. William

T. Hornaday of New York was notified of
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this fact by Dr. Hewitt and finding that no

immediate action had l^een taken went to

Washington and shortly after his visit the

British Ambassador sent the paper to our

state department ,which returned it to the

Senate where it was ratified in executive ses-

sion in the late afternoon of August 29, 1916.

In concluding the formality, the treaty was
signed by President Wilson and King Geroge.

No treaty is effective without the necessary

machinery to influence its provisions. It was,

therefore, necessary to pass enabling legisla-

tion and bills were accordingly introduced for

this purpose in the Senate by Senator Hitch-

cock and in the House by Congressman Flood.

It was too late, however, to get it through

that session of Congress and at the special

se.ssion which followed the measure was block-

ed by the caucus action of the majority party

by which nothing but strictly war measures

would be considered or those asked for by the

President. In the meanwhile, on August 29,

1917, the Canadian Parliament asked the

necessary legislation for Canada. Shortly

after the opening of the present session of Con-

gress, Senator M. A. Smith of Arizona, at the

request of Senator McLean, introduced the

enabling act in the Senate and it was passed

by that body. It is a peculiar fact that it is

more dilTicult to get legislation of this char-

acter through the Lower House of Congress

than through the Upper.

In most constitutional bodies, the reverse

of this situation obtains. Our House of Rep-
resentatives is one of the largest, if not the lar-

gest parliamentary body in the world. Its

very size hampers the transaction of business

and any measure which is not on the program

of the leaders, aside from trivial matters of

personal legislation, had hard sledding. For

this reason, many good obsersors familiar

with the situation were very pessimistic as to

the success of the enabling legislation and

many of them cited the ease of the Canadian

border waters fisheries treaty, which has been

a dead letter for more than ten years, despite

the fact that messages in its behalf ha\e been

sent to Congress by two Presidents, both of

whom had the support of their own parties in

Congress.

Wheel Horses In Congress.

It, therefore, required work of very con-

siderable magnitude to move the treaty en-

abling act and had it not been for the untiring

efforts of Mr. Flood, and Afajor Stedman, the

ranking member of the Foreign .MTairs Com-
mittee and the cordial support of Mr. Pou,

chairman of the Hides Committee, combined

with the final approval of the leaders of the

House, the measure could not have passed.

The sportsmen of the country worked for

the success of this legislation with a solidarity

never before achieved, and by letter, telegram,

and in person won added support every day.

The Federal Migratorv' Bird Advisory Board
called on the Chairman of the Rules Com-
mittee in a body and also t.alked with other

members in the Rules Committee. It was
frequently stated on the floor of the House of

Representatives that the sportsmen of the

country were behind the bill. As a matter of

fact, it was also approved by the national

farmers' organizations and credit should be

given them for this fact.

The Department of Agriculture will only

have the S50,000 which it has had before for

the work of enforcing, the Federal game laws

protecting migratory birds. Now that the

sportsmen have so clearly demonstrated their

strength and Congress has made such a splen-

did response we must at the proper time and

with due appreciation of our country's needs

in carrying on the great war, secure a larger

appropriation. It is simply a business invest-

ment. The more money put, into consenting

the wild life resources of the country- up to a

reasonable amount, the greater will be the

return. The present appropriation is too

picayune for consideration and the Depart-

ment of Agriculture should have at least

$250,000 per annum.

What The Treaty Means.

The treaty made effective by enabling leg-

islation for the first time provides ever\fi,\'here

absolute protection to migratory non-game

birds, both which are valuable to agriculture

and the others which add charm to the out-

doors. Secondly, it terminates forever the

selfish and spendthrift attitude of certain

sections of the country which, w'hile adequate-

ly protecting their localized game, exercised

no forbearance whatever where the migratory

ganic was concerned. Such sections acted on

the theory that it would only be a short time

before the migratory game was exterminated

and that it was better to let their citizens take

as mucTi of it as they could while the supply

lasted, without reference to breeding seasons

or the rights of others or any economic or co-

operative conditions whatever.

Federal Non-sale Law.

In addition to this, under the new law the

police powers of the agents of the Depart-

ment of .lustice are defined and made effective.
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The sale of mis^raton game will be prohibited

ani suitable bag limits establishe'l. Encour-

agement will be given to the propag ition of

wild game under suitable regulations and the

necessary permission for scientific study will

be granted. Any species of birds which in-

crease to such an extent as to be destructive

to agricultural interests may be reduced in

numbers by a regulation of the Secretary of

Agriculture.

Already under the niost unfavorable condi-

tions splendid results are apparent in this

country from the passage of the original mi-

gratory' bird law in 191.'^. Under the benef-

icent influence of this regulation practicalK

all species of birds have increased. Watei-

fowl in particular have responded to the added
protection to an amazing degree. Everyone
is so familiar with this fact that it is needless

to amplify its discussion.

As regards the game birds, it is the policy of

those having to do with the regulations to

equalize opportunity for all sections of the

countr>' insofar as natural conditions permit.

The flexibility of the new law is another

strong feature in its favor, as where any par-

ticular kind of game bird increases or decreas-

es the open season and bag limits can be in-

creased or decreased to suit the situation.

Closed seasons can be established where game
is in need of absolute protection.

The law is insurance for the future. Each

species is covered by a gilt-edge policy. Frank

Forrester's prediction made over seventy

years ago that the game birds of the nation

were doomed to extinction at the beginning

of the twentieth century, has, so far as the

migratory birds are concerned, been changed

at one stroke by an action which he could not

have forseen. The moral now is to find more

effective methods for preserving and increas-

ing our localized game.

A Little Girl's Experience.

Eilitor. ROD AND GUN.

r have been much interested in the stories

of animal and bird life appearing in Rod and

Gun and thought I would like to give you

an experience of mine if you thought it worthy

of a place in your magazine. One evening

about 5 o'clock I was sent on horseback after

our cows, which are allowed to run at large

and sometimes go into the brush to brouse.

This night I found them away back in the

brush and in bringing them home along an old

trail I saw a blue grouse rush from under the

horse's feet and go over in among the brush.

After passing it I noticed that it walked in a

funny way so I turned around and went back.

I got oil the horse and after running about a

little succeeded in catching it. Then I saw
what was the matter with it for all the skin

and feathers were torn off its breast and part

of one leg and this was hanging down so that

in walking the grouse stepped on it, thus

accounting for its funny walk. I took the

grouse home and mama took my picture with

it.
;

Your well wisher,

Thelma Winters.
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both full metal eased and soft point and the

tremendous demand for this cartridge, espe-

cially in light deer shooting rifles, would give

it in time the standardization and world wide

use of the .11-40, .15-70, .30-30, then the

.30-10 and last the .30-1900, and which will

soon certainly be given to some form of .2.5

caliber high power shell.

1 have always very keenly regretted the

fact that Charles Newton made ft is finest

cartridge i.e. the .256 Newton—a .250 instead

of a .250-3000 Newton E.\press. He evident-

ly did so thinking that it would be an advan-
tage to make it the odd size but war times

have changed a great many things, not the

least of which is the rille making industry,

and this odd .250 size has been quite a hard-

ship to some cranks who could obtain neither

bullets, bullet moulds, nor reloading tools for

several months. If the gun had been a .250

most any .25 caliber bullet could have been

uSed in a pinch until niatters adjusted them-
selves.

The .22 and .25 Calibre Special Mausers.

The end of this war will likely see half a

doaen or more of the very largest of our rifle

factories practically exclusively engaged in

the manufacture of bolt action military rifles.

Their machinery will be adjusted for that

work, their workmen will be experienced at it

and we will have millions of returned and
returning soldiers TRAINED in the use of

the bolt action rifles, rifles that were extreme-

ly accurate flat shooting rifles using rimless

cartridges. These men will demand that

kind of weapons for their sporting rifles.

With them, the day will have passed when
a cartridge like the .30-30 for instance, de-

signed some 26 years ago, will be considered

fit for a white ma'n to shoot. The poor old

relics like Uiose used in the model 1886 Win-
chester, designed over 30 years ago, will not

be considered at all. The fact that they have
made good in the past will be entirely over-

looked.

An aeroplane that was designed a whole
year ago is now considered a back number.
.\n automobile, especially a large touring car,

that was designed three years ago is generally

considered fit for the junk h^»p and few people

blow about the age of their cars. A man who
would drive an automobile designed about
the year 1905, through the streets of New
York City would be considered a fit subject

for an insane asylum.

If the Government of the United States

would place 100 new engines, of the type in

use about 1900, in service on the main lines

of the Pennsylvania Railroad the whole coun-

try would be dumfounded.

And yet, at least three of the four largest

firms making sporting rifles in this country

are selling thousands of rifles and cartridges

designed from 25 to 40 years ago and the pur-

chasers consider that they are getting the

best possible weapons to be had.

I believe that the end of this war will see a

tremendous change in this state of affairs.

The factories will have junked a great part of

this machinery used in making these old

niodel rifles. They will hardly niake new
machinery or readjust what they have todoso.

I believe also that the competition between

the competing firms will be very much keener

than it has been for years, each firm will wish

to keep as much of their manufacturing force

as possible, which will mean sal".'! to keep
them occupied.

In the meantime the shooting publiS, and
the SHOOTING PUBLIC will include thou-

sands more than was the case before the war,

will have been forcibly educated to the advan-
tages of the Mauser type of bolt mechanism
and they will demand that kind of rifles for

their sporting and target rifles. Even as it

was the sun nearly rose on a light weight bolt

action .25 calibre sporting rifle—-made in

America.

There are five rifles that I believe would
have a tremendous sale—they are;-

No. 1. \ %]/2 pound bolt action (Mauser)

sporting rifle with a real 2 1 inch barrel, stocked

to fit a real man, stock to be modelled after the

Newton, Ross and Sporting Springfield stocks,

rifle to be sighted with aperture or pinhead

and interchangeable medium size bead front

sight, and a double micrometer receiver peep
rear sight.

Rifle to be bored and chambered for the

22 short and the .22 long rifle cartridges.

No 2. The above rifle to a "T", bored and
chambered for the .25 Special cartridge de-

scribed in the fore part of this article, shooting

a 90 grain spitzer point soft point bullet, also

the metal cased spitzer and any of the blunt

point metal cased or lead cast bullets.

There are few deer hunters in America that

were accustomed to shooting a bolt action

rifle that would not lie awake at night and
dream about owning a gem of a rifle like that.

If this rifle appears, and I see no reason

why it will not appear, let us hope that no

manufacturer will be so short sighted as to

botch the whole works by putting a pipe stem
20 inch tooth pick on it and then calling the

blamed abortion a he-man's smoke stick.
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No. 3. An exact copy of the .30-1906

Springfield rifle, from muzzle to butt, EX-
CEPT THOSE MISERABLE SIGHTS, and

to be chambered and bored for the .22 short

and also for the .22 long rifle cartridges. Fit

such a rifle with real sights an'd there isn't a

bolt action crank in America who can beg,

borrow or steal the kale who will not own that

rifle. Speed the day when "she" arrives.

This rifle is needed worse than any other

model of rifle has ever been needed in the his-

tory of America.

No. 4. The .250-3000 Express. The same
rifle as No. 2, except to weigh 8 pounds and to

shoot the .250 adaptation of the .256 Newton
cartridge, shooting a 130 grain bullet. This

rifle to be bored with a ten inch twist and on

a pinch in ammunition it would handle prac-

tically any 25 calibre bullet in present use,

and it would do pietty decent shooting with

the whole works. This would become more
popular than any other rifle made in Americ?,

unless it be the .30-1906, excepting of course

the .22 rim fire rifle- which always outsell

everything else and with good reason.

No. 5. The number 4, adapted to the .30-

1906 shell for the United States trade, and
the .303 British for the Canadian trade.

No. 6. of course would be the respective

stantlard military rifles obtained from the

U. S. Government and the Canadian govern-

ment.

In the above of course I do not sec the dis-

appearance of the lever action high power
rifles, for they would speedily be made for

these cartridges, but I believe that their day

of greatest popularity has passed for I am
looking for a far greater interest in military

dllairs after the war than has been the rase in

the past and that means the use of the bolt

action rifles or automatic rifles to shoot the

military cartridges.

.22 Calibre Dope
While we contemplate the above as a pos-

sibility we must be content with what we have
for the present and qbout the only cartridge

that a very large percentage of us can afford

to shoot any more for target work is the .22

long rifle.

Last summer the National rifle association

of the United Stales put out a course for

qualification of the members of the National

J'ifle association that was designed to relieve

the ammunition shortage. As originally put

out any .22 calibre rim fire rifle under ten

pounds weight, equipped with any sights,

including the telescope, could be used. It

was shot on the reduced military targets.

The targets were rpHuced to \^ their normal

size for military shooting and the ranges shot

over were also reduced to normal. The
military course was what was known as the

'"Militia Course".

Late in the fall some changes were made as

the result of the sunmier's experiences, among
which were the reducing of the scoring bull of

the B4 target, used slow fire at 125 and 150
yards, from 5 to 4 inches.

They also did away with the silhouette, or

head and shoulders, rapid fire target and sub-
stituted the modified B4 target in its place.

This was principally due to the fact that the

D4 target was very hard to draw, while any-
one could draw a round bull (there being no
manufacturer of these targets and they had
to be home made) and also because they were
a little too large. Scores ran a little too high
with real target rifles having real sights. The
originals being designed for use with the so-

called battle sight that was deadly to nobodx
but the iiser of the rifle.

This spring I determined to try out thes.:

reduced silhouette targets with the .22 and see

if I could make real scores on them as I have
always been one of the very worst shots I

know of on the silhouette target at 200 yards,
shooting kneeling with the battle sight. I

always could do well on the same target at 300
yards prone, and could pound an 8 inch ull

prone at 200 in great shape, but would be al-

most certain to make less than 40 on the

silhouette.

Then there were other things to try. One
was the lime limit. Many people consider a

set triggered single shot rifle next thing to a

snail for speed, especially if equipped with a

telescope sight having a small field; and the

time limit in the rapid fire, especially with
the single shot rifle, came in for a lot of discus-

sion and criticism.

Being accustomed to shooting this kind of

a rifle—but slow fire and at game, and not

being a rapid shot at all, and a most miserable

failure at it at 200 yards with the Springfield,

I thought that if there was any possible chance
of my making decent scores with this outfit at

that game, a real rapid fire shark would there-

fore be able to do some very fast and accurate

shooting under the same conditions, if some-
one cfflled his attention to the matter.

Then again, some years ago there was quite

a discussion in some of the magazines as to

how rapid, rapid fire really was and the result

was some extremely rapid fire slioo'tlng at

large marks at very short range. However,
there is a tremendous difference in the speed

of fire one can use in hitting a large mark a I

15 1,0 50 feet and a mark the size of one's fin-
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SIDE arms are carried by many sportsmen in the

woods. Quick shoolini? at game Thirds or target

practice in camp adds to the interest of tlie

hunting trip. Personal and home protection requires a

dependable revolver and dependable ammunition.

Dominion
Revolver Cartridges

are the dependable brand. Quick action and accuracy

—

the main points in good revolver cartridges—are assured

in Dominion cartridges because' they are tested in all

k nds of revolvers, good and bad. They function per-

fectly and produce extreme accuracy.

Many revolver clubs in Canada are 'using Dominion
.455 with the gallery charge of powder and the "wad
cutting" bullet.

Dominion Pistol Cartridges are made for Coll, S. & W..
H. & R., H. & A., Webley, Savage, Browning, and many
ft her revolvers.

Dominion Cartridge Co.
Limited

Montreal
Canada
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gers at say 50 to 100 yards. Also one repre-

sents the shooting of charging big game and
the other represents the shooting necessary to

obtain a mess of partridges, ducks or rabbits

if one comes unexpectedly upon a collection

of them and needs that meal.

There has always been a tendency to judge

scores by points instead of "bulls" only. In

military work on charging troops this is the

proper manner to score, but for game shooting

it is most certainly not right, for the man who
will fire ten shots in a minute and score 5 bulls

is not doing a particle better game shooting

than the man who fires five shots a minute

and scores five bulls. Besides he has alarmed

a w'hole township and wasted about a dollar's

worth of ammunition.

The rifle used was a 9}4 pound Stevens

single shot equipped with a.3B Winchester

scope that has a small field. The rifle has a

set trigger and the trigger was set for each

shot. I used the reduced D4 targets repro-

duced herewith. I determined to allow my-
self exactly the same time as is allowed the

ueer of a Krag .30-40 repeating rifle in shoot-

ing at the same targets magnified 4 times at

four times the range at .')0 yds and the same

as the Springfield Clip loader at 75 yards.

The time necessary to get on the target would

naturally be the same with the two stylefe of

targets, the large and the small.

1 did absolutely no practicing at rapid fire

whatever, never fired this rifle at a target

rapid fire before this shooting, nor afterwards

for that matter, but I did sight it in at each

range slow fire beforehand. Same of course

being necessary.

50 yards slow fire, ten shots kneeling from

the standing position, reaching down and

picking each cartridge from a caitridge box

on the ground, setting the set trigger for each

shot and using a sling made out of am empty
canvas bandoleer.

Time used two minutes. Score 49. Nine
bulfs and one 4. Had plenty of time.

75 yards, prone position from standing,

time 2 minutes. Score 49.

Set the set trigger each time and loaded

from cartridge box.

10 SHOTS RAPID FIRE AT 75 YARDS.
TWO MINUTES.

TIME,

100 yards. Equivalent to shooting at 400

yards rapid fire with the Springfield. Not

part of the course, merely long range practice.

Time 2 minutes, 14 seconds. Score on same

target 48. Eight of these last ten shots would

have hit a robin or pigeon, all of them would

have hit a crow, teal duck or a large squirre I

if it had been sitting up.

10 SHOTS R.\PID FIHE AT 50 YARDS- SINGLE
SHOT RIFLE. K.NEELING POSITION. TIME
TWO MI.NUTES.

10 SHOTS AT 100 YARDS. RAPID FIRE TIME.
2 MINUTES, 14 SECONDS. SINGLE SHOT RIFLE

Possibly this proves nothing. To a certain

extent however, it proves that a man who
claims occasionally to have put two or three

bullets from a single shot rifle through a run-

ning deer, a rabbit running in the open, or a

flying turkey, or even a running squirrel is

not necessarily either a liar or a fool. I have

hit a running squirrel on the third shot from
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Great Expectations
SHOOTING is a keen, snappy

sport. It requires a quick
eye, a steady hand and en-

thusiasm. When you are "Out
on the ground" with great ex-
pectations that is the time you
are satisfied to know that your
shells are loaded with DUPONT
powder.
For considerably more than a
century DUPONT Sporting
Powders (Black and Smokeless)
have been shot by keen and
skillful hunters. They are held

in higher regard to-day than ever,
for it is known that DUPONT
Powders have the high velocity,
the speed, the penetrating power
and low recoil that enables a man
to do his best work with a gun.

DUPONT Smokeless and DU-
PONT Black Powders are load-
ed by all the leading ammunition
makers in America, and are
sold by the best sporting goods
dealers, hardware stores, etc.,
throughout the Dominion.

SportingPowders

£. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL.
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a single shot rifle, missing the first when he

was sitting quietly and shooting from one

spot, have hit one three times with a single

shot rifle by running after him, have hit one

five repeater before killing it (hitting it too

far back) and have missed a great many more
running ones than I have killed. Shooting

of this kind is great sport, but in many places

too dangerous.

Rapid fire target shooting of this kind is

great sport, and the very finest practice. It

is not very expensive, especially with a .22

short, and is very practical. One can easily

cut out figures of animals or birds if the round

targets get tame. In war times like this the

silhouette is usually more popular and at 100

yards can be very easily missed.

It is very easj- to dream about the rifle

that shoots five shots in five seconds or in two

seconds but it is another matter to hit game,

especially small game, at that rate at any

reasonable range.

At 500 yards, a very long game range of

fourse, it takes a very accurate shot and a

fast man, to score 22 to 25 as an AVERAGE
out of a possible 25, in less than 20 seconds.

On the same size target at 200 yards he will

cut ofT five seconds or so but speed a man up
to a shot a second or every two seconds and

see how much he hits at these ranges.

The fellow tl;at shoots faster than that in

the field will mi.ss more than his share of game.

This of course includes getting into position

and locating the target.

Discussion and experiments of this kind

are always interesting and I would welcome
such discussions in this department. How-
ever I would like to have any tests made with

small bore rifles made on targets the size of

game usually shot with such rifles, at at least

50 to 100 yards range. With big grime rifles

from at 200 to 500 yards range. What is

more, give the style of sights, rifle, and shoot

enough to get an average and tell about the

bad scores as well as the good ones.

It is very easy to increase the speed by
cutting down the accuracj' and I would rather

.see 8 hits out of ten shots in 60 seconds, than

4 hits out of ten shots in 30 seconds, for it

would take sixty seconds and some more,

counting reloading, to get the 8 hits.

I have, to start the ball rolling, done a little

shooting with the slowest possible type of

rifle and sights. Also notice that I would
have killed my game practically everj' shot.

It would be interesting to see what others

will care to do in this line.

This department is open for a good old

fashioned argument, and the two parts of

this article should provide plenty of ground

for discussion.

However, it is usually most convincing to

skeptics to take a look at the scores, and it is

generally possible to make a reduced drawing

or photo of them to be reproduced with that

article.

A WAR-TIME RIFLE
CHAS. ASKINS

In these war-times, with the high price of

ammunition and the expressed desire of the

United States and other governments to have

people economize in every possible direction

not to mention my own necessity for econ-

omizing in every possible direction too, T am
desirous of telling the readers of Rod and Gun
how I got a lot of pleasure and rifle practice

at a very small expense. ^

My one weapon wliicli fully filled specifica-

tions for the times is a .22 calibre B. S. A. air

rifle. This rifle is made in Birmingham, but'

is I believe no longer on the market, at least

not in this country. My object in writing

this is not to induce somebody to buy a sim-

ilar gun, for that cannot be done. Neither

am I writing through an inclination to tell of

my own doings, but I am hopeful of inducing

some American manufacturer to take up the

building of a similar gun, feeling sure that

there is a demand for it and that it would

prove a most useful weapon in training both

the civilian and the soldier.

The rifle, of .22 bore as mentioned, shoots

a little pellet that weighs but seventeen grains.

That pellet is the long and short of the entire

ammunition. No brass case is required, no

powder and no process of priming or loading

The pellet or bullet cost me this year one dol-

lar and fifty cents a thousand, used to be one

dollar, and if it were made in this country

could very possibly be bought for fifty cents

a thousand, for there are not many pounds of

lead in a thousand bullets. Compare this

with the present price of 22 shorts which are

selling here at fifty cents a hundred, aa4 it
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will be easy to see where the economy comes

in.

Speaking of the manufacture of an Ameri-

can air rifle, I am quite aware that plenty of

air guns are made in this country, but so far

as I know none of them are rifled, and a

smooth bore into which a round pellet is rolled

could not be expected to do better than shoot

around there somewhere. Such a gun will do

for a boy to learn to shoot with, but it is not

a man's gun. My air rifle is a real rifle,

rifled as carefully as the best .22 calibre pow-

der gun, and, up to a certain limit, very little

inferior to the firearm in accuracy. Firing

from any position except possibly with a fixed

rest the rifle shoots more accurately than I

can hold, and even with a rest, at the standard

seventy-five foot range, I suspect that a tack

driving Lee could still hit the tack—do not

pretend to having any such skill myself.

The accurate range of this gun is perhaps

fifty yards. At this distance I have placed

all shots in a three inch ring and nearly all

shots of a ten shot score in a 2 inch bull.

However, the bulk of my practice has been at

one hundred feet and under. The targets

with which I am illustrating this article were

all shot at fifty feet. They were all shot in

one day, for the purpose that I am using

them, and very few were lejected. They are,

therefore, not selected targets but show the

ordinary work of an ordinary rifleman. Al-

most anybody could improve on them some-

times, and some men could do better all the

time. One good reason why 1 did not u.'se a

larger bull at longer range was the need of

conserving space in the magazine, and the

desire to have the targets printed full size.

Target number 1, shows five shots at fifty

feet ofT-hand, fired deliberately and carefully.

1 didn't fire ten shots because that number
implies a good deal harder work to prevent

some shot from going out and spoiling tne

diagram.

Target number 2, shows five shots at the

same distance from a sitting position, back

to a fence without other artificial rest. Cer

tainls I could better this target with repeated

attempts, but time was pressing and this will

serve as a hint of what the gun is capable of

doing.

Target 3 is five shots rapid fire, that is 1

raised the gun quickly to the mark and pulled

as soon as the sights came on, never a second

sight. This is the kind of aim that is gen-

erally taken in big game shooting, and in

military shooting too, I suppose, when the
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other scoundrel is liable to let-off at you. Tar-

get number four was made from the kneeling

position—never as accurate as off-hand, with

me.

Shotgun Style of Rifl. Shooting.

The remaining targets illustrate a shotgun

style of rifle shooting. The air rifle has been

of great help to me in developing shotgun

form. I snap and swing with it at a station-

Target number 6 shows ten shots with the

gun swinging on from right to left, the swing

maintained past the target, just as would be

done in wing shooting at a passing mark. I

ary target just as I would with a shotgun al

flying game, the practice developing steadi-

ness and eradicating faults.

Target 5 was shot by gun-pointing, not

seeing or using either sight, in fact taking a

line-of-aim well above the sights, pulling trig-

ger when I JcU that I was on, and not because

I could see the sights were in alignment with

the target. This target serves to indicate

about w^hat a man will do in gun-pointing

with a shotgun, proving that so far as the

pointing was concerned he could strike his

game every time, and that where he falls

down is in not giving the correct amount of

lead. Usually in the .timber and often in the

open I shoot a shotgun in this way, without

any more sighting aim than a man would

take in throwing a ball.

endeavoured to pull trigger of course as the

sights intersected the bull, and lined up the

sights before starting the swing, which began

about two feet to the right of the target. No
doubt I swung slower than I would have done

with a shotgun at a duck flying a mile a min-

ute, but the work indicates that a man can

swing and let off pretty accurately while his

piece is still moving smartly.

Target 7, is precisely the same work except

that the gun was swinging from left to right.

The right swing is usually a little harder for

me than the other, but in this case I hap-
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pened to keep an even line except with one

shot.

A queer thing to me about this gun-swing-

ing practice is that I have to be careful not to

give too much lead when swinging from left

to right, and am just as liable to reduce lead

too much when swinging in the opposite direc-

tion. If you had asked me previous to mak-

ing this test with a rifle, I should have affirm-

ed that the left swing is both the smoothest

and at the same time about certain to au-

tomatically give a greater lead than when

moving the gun from left to right. This

might be true, yet, in actual shotgun shooting

at a moving mark, for I have always been

surer on my left swings, and always calculated

for a trifle less lead than when taking right

passing birds. It ma>' be that I have missed

many a bird on a right swing by giving more

lead than was demanded. I'd advise other

wingshots to tr\' this out with a rifle—might

be that some mysterious misses would be

eleaned up.

While on this subject, let me say that I have

the fault or tendency when firing at a straight

away bird of allowing the sights to move off

a bit to the right just as the trigger is pulled.

Rifle work indicates the same fault when snap

shooting, and the snap work has enabled me
the better to guard against the thing happen-

ing when game shooting.

Target number 8 illustrated the degree of

accuracy that can be expected when snapping

ahead of a moving mark. My method of

practicing in this way is to look fixedly at the

bull, keep the eyes on it and nothing else,

then snap an estimated distance to one side.

I never look at the spot where the bullets are

expected to strike, but nidge when the gun is

pointing so many inches ahead, or in this

ease to one side. With the targets here

shown, I endeavoured to throw the first five

bullets four inches to the left and the second

five a like distance to the right. Such work

is the simplest form of snap shooting with a

lead, the gun being thrown up some distance

beneath the target and then lifted smoothly

not to where the e> e is looking but to where

it is intended the missiles shall strike.

I doubt if anyone could snap as accurately

as I have here, if given a fast moving target,

but it seems that if the mark travelled with

perfect regularity, hitting it with a shotgun

would be easy enough. The trouble would

•ome in, as it does in wingshooting, when

with the eye fixed on the mark the shooter

attempted a lead of three or four feet at a

range around forty yards. T have tried that

•with a rifle too, but the editor could hardly

publish the targets on a page of Rod and Gub.

Still the principle is the same. In wing-

shooting, keep the eye on the target and never

shift it ahead to where tlie charge is expected

to go. If you do the stuff is off right then and

there, for you will lose all idea of how much
space there was between line-of-aim and the

bird. I know that trap-shooters advise a

contrary proceeding, but they have in mind

a mark with a uniform flight and a gentle

angle, while I have reference to the kind of

bird that may do a devil of a lot while your

eye is off him. It makes no difference either

whether you shoot with a siting or wth an

upward snap, keep your eye on the mark asid

lead by feeling and judgment.

Rookie Training With An Aii Rifle.

Where a man is full-grown, and cann«t

reasonably expect to live more than a hun-

dred years longer, we need not expect him to

take kindly to frittering away time by sight-

ing a rifle that is fixed on a Box while an of-

ficer decides whether or not he has "been on"

when he pulled the trigger. Neither will one

of these rod do-funnies, wherein a rod pro-

jects from the muzzle of the gun and strikes a

miniature target when he pulls the trigger,

satisfy his desire to hit something when he

shoots. Were I being trained, I'd much pre-

fer an air rifle with a standard, properly re-

duced target, placed an\-where from twenty

to a hundred feet away.

Having an air rifle like this B. S. A., I can-

not see why the recruit should not be trained

in every element of rifle practice, in all rec-

ognized positions, and neither would any in-

structor be required to tell whether he was

sighting correctly when he pulled the trigger.

The sighting of a rifle, so far as vision and

alignment of sights are concerned is no great

feat. Any man, woman, or child seven years

old can line up rifle sights with the target.

when the mark is plain and the rifle is ii a

rest—also he can pull the trigger and hit the

mark if not afraid of the gun. But rifle shoot-

ing includes a lot more than that.

The moment a rifle is freed from an arti-

ficial rest, held in the hands free from support

it doesn't matter the position whether off-

hand, sitting, kneehng, or prone, the muzzle

begins to wobble around. It covers the mark

for an instant and then moves off and swings

about until neither the Lord nor the shooter

can tell what point the sights will cover next.

What the shooter must learn is to govera

those movements which are at first invol-

untary. WTien he can swing his piece at will

to surely and promptly cover the mark, k»ow-
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ing from experience exactly when his sights

are "coming on", knowing to the fraction of

an instant the time it will take him to pull the

trigger, having such control of his trigger

finger that it will obey and not betray him,

he has acquired the rudiments of rifle firing.

Next to training muscles and nerves to

steady and control his piece, comes trigger-

poor chap cann,ot keep his gun pointed at

one s^bt long enough for his sighting ability

to do him any good.

A great deal of complaint is heard about
this sight or that sight not being good endugh,

but I am here to say that you can put an o'peB

relfir sight of any description on a gun, the

back of a tack hammer for a front sight, ar»d

puUing-time. The man who can time and

control his trigger can shoot a rifle well; it

doesn't matter much if his vision is away be-

low normal, he can still shoot quickly and ef-

fectively. It takes a world of time, though, to

develop perfection of trigger pulling, and I

doubt if anyone is going to acquire it by shoot-

ing exclusively from the prone or from any

rest position. In making tack-driving scores

like ten shots in a half inch circle at seventy-

five feet or keeping in a 2 inch circle at one

hundred yards, keenness of vision counts

(telescope is better) but the man who does

this from a rest wherein the rifle is so steady

that he is not forced to govern his trigger,

may be nothing more than a makeshift, one-

sided, partly trained rifleman whose skill will

prove a broken crutch the moment he comes

ioto actual service.

Trigger pulling, gun oontrbl, muscle educa-

tion, ner\e training, ao less sighting, can all

be acquired bj- the use of a good air rifle. I

know that inrifle shooting the greatest stress

is ofteft laid on vision and on sighting, but I

have seen manj' a man who could sight well

endHgh to strike a 2 inch cilrle at one hun-

dred yards who couldn't keep his shots off-

hand in Icsfe than a three foot circle. No use

dwelling on sighting in a case like this, for the

can then easily tell when you are less tham

two inches off the mark at one hundred yards.

It is neither sighting nor sights that make a

rifleman, but the ability to hold steadily ia

any position the marksman is obliged to take,

ancTto be able to pull the trigger at the precise

instant when the sights come on.

No man can sit still or stand still or lie still

without being trained to do so—he has been

fidgeting around all his life, and he keeps it

up after getting a rifle in his hands. Much of

the training necessary if any given position

is to be maintained with steadiness can be

acquired with an empty gun, and trigger pul-

ling can be learned by snapping the hammer.
But the proof of the pudding lies in the eat-

ing, and the proof that a recruit is acquiring

steadiness and learning to pull trigger is shown
beyond question by the pattern made by his

bullets. Here is where tiie air rifle ought to

come in in place of sighting devices and gun
rods—the little pellets tell a true tale and give

the marksman full credit for all he earns.

I enclose a rough drawing of a B. S.. A. air

pistol. I have long wanted such a pistol for

indoor practice. I am willing to bet that if I

had it I'd eveirtually make a good pistol shot,

and as much might be said for a lot of other

fellows.
^
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MAKING A TARGET RIFLE OF THE
HUNTING RIFLE

J. R. MATTERN

Several generations ago the hunting busi-

ness and the target business began to develop

in separate directions. The long, heav5' bar-

rel of the flint-lock gradually progressed into

the fourteen-pound Scheutzen rifle of toda\

as the finest instrument for throwing lead

with precision, while the hunting rifle became
the light, dainty lever, bolt or slide action

type, with a slim barrel that can be sprung in

the bare hands.

Now, there is no question but what the

Scheutzen rifle i)> the thing for target work.

It will make groups regularly that even the

best mihtary rifles can not duplicate even

once in a while. The man who has not shot

one can have no proper idea of the certainty

and fineness of their accuracy. Considering

these matters, it becomes plain that on the

target range anyone who uses a hunting rifle

for score points is badly handicapped, and
yet average riflemen can own but one gun,

which, since he both wants to hunt occasion

ally and lacks the hundred dollars now neces-

sary to buy and fit up a Scheutzen rifle right,

must be of the "practical", light and dainty

type. The question then becomes one of get-

ting the most in accuracy from the hunting

rifle.

The answer to the question is to make a

Scheutzen rifle out of the hunting rifle so far

as possible. The transformation can be ac-

complished, to an effective extent, without

altering permanently any feature of the hunt-

ing rifle so as to mar its hunting work.

The first consideration is weight, its amount
and its distribution. Scheutzen rifles of Win-

chester make, for instance, with the Winches-
ter No. 3 barrel, w-eigh about 12 pouiyjs, and
with No. 4 barrel about 13>2 pounds. Sport-
ing rifles weigh between (i ^nd 8 pounds, there-

fore they must have al ju 6 p mnds added.
The place for this weight .^ j.i the barrel,

distributed as well as it can be to resemble
the thick .heavy SchcJitzen barrels.

The accompanying illustraiion shows how
the weight was added in babbit metal to a

Mauser rifle with 26 inch barrel. The metal
is fixed to the forward part of the barrel only,

because it could not be secured to the rear

part with the wooden fore-end in place. The
balance is a little muzzleward for handling
compared to the solid heavy barrel, but in

shooting no difference is apparent. This ef-

fort is not put forward as the best obtainable.

Doubtless various worth-while modifications

could be worked out with some thought, but

the arrangement shown has the essential vir-

tue of delivering results at small cost in money
and trouble.

To make the weight a mixture of lead, tin

and antimony was used, the proportions about
45-45-10, which gave an alloy hard enough to

resist denting but not so brittle as to crack in

two easily. A little computing showed that

a bar an inch square weighed about 6 ounces

to the inch in length. The length of barrel

between the fore-end of the rifle and the front

sight band, about 14 inches, gave space for

bout 6 pounds of metal an inch square.

The mold used was of wood, smooth plan°d,

nailed in the form of a trough. The end
piece, were just high enough to hold the barrel
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of the rifle the required inch from the bottom

of the mold, and were cut out half round on

top. All fitting was done with care, as hot

metal finds its way through small holes. No
top pieces were used, reliance being placed on

pouring just enough metal and not too much.

The inside of the mold was rubbed with flake

graphite, though there was no trouble at all

from burning of the wood.

Into the mold were fastened wood plugs and

corps of clay supported by wires to make the

holes for two bands and screws. Where these

were placed, and their size, will be understood

from the method of fastening on the weight,

described farther along.

The barrel was wrapped with asbestos, not

as a protection against heat but to prevent

scratching or other marring of the finish.

The metal was allowed to extend forward a

little over the front sight band, to secure a

positive brace against recoil movement. For

rifles wth no such band, a screw possibK

might be inserted in the barrel, or a front sup-

port band might be placed against the front

sight base on top of the barrel.

The metal was poured in a steady stream,

fast enough to keep the flow unbroken but not

so ^ast as to pile up. It staved fluid for about

a minute, during which it was rocked gently

to release any imprisoned air and to fill any

crevices Ln the mold not occupied. Beginners

shoujd cast one oV more practice lots of metal

in the same mold before attempting the final

•ne with the rifie barrel in place. It is nfeces-

sary to pour the metal so that it goes down
into the cavity of the mold without first land-

ing on the barrel, to prevent a bridge of cold

metal forming.

Three methods of fastening were consider-

ed. The first and simplest was to cast the

metal more or less round the barrel. This

was abandoned, however, in view of possible

trouble from loosening due to heat expansion

and barrel taper, together with difficulty in

removing the weight. The best method,

finally used, is to tie the weight to the barrel

with two steel bands.

These bands were made from large hack

saw blades with teeth ground off and temper

taken out. They were bent hot to go round

the barrel, and seven-eighths the w.qy down
through the weight on both sides, then to

turn inward, the ends overlapping and being

drilled for a screw. The bands were in place

on the barrel when the metal was cast, and

where they'^'passed through the metal they

had clay equal to their own thickness iidhering.

which later was worked out, leaving them

loose.

A square depression about half an inch on a

side was cored into the under side of the

weight at two points directly under the dril-

led hole in the band ends, and a quarter inch

deep. Extending on in another quarter inch

a j^ hole was cored. When the weight was

finished, a square nut was placed between

the band ends and the metal, -in the square

hole; a bit of leather was tamped into the

small blind hole and well oiled; and a screw

was turned through the nut against the lea-

ther, shoving the weight toward the barrel

and pulling the nut, hence the band ends out-

side it, away from the barrel. Result: •

strong, rigid fastening that hardly showed.

The weight after casting was removed and

the edges finished with a sharp chisel and a

file. About the screws and at two or three

corners depressions were filled by dropping in

solder. This completed the weighting down
of the 1}4 pound rifle to nearly the "hang"

and recoil of a li-pound Scheutzen gun

—

and the weight could be removed at any time

within five minutes.

Single shot rifles and repeaters with remov-

able fore-ends perhaps would be better with

weights extending along under the barrels.

The wooden fore-ends can be taken off and left

olT. One band should be used for each six or

eight inches of length, and the size of the bar

of metal to cast of course should be calculated

carefully to give the required weight.

The Mauser was further Scheutzenized by

easing down the trigger, building up the cheek

point of the slock, and screwing on a new

long-pronged butt plate. Those rifles with-

out set triggers should have the pulls worked

down to a couple of pounds, may have any

desired padding on the stocks (it is easily

fastened with fine screws), and should be well

sighted.

The benefits to be expected were apparent

immediately. One could hu'd with such a

rifle. There was little necessity for mnppinn

at the bull as the sight swung by. The re-

coil was most noticeably softened. The bar-

rel could be rested, or the rifle fired off hand,

p-one or from any other position with prac-

tically no change of sights. The way that

Mauser slung the bullets into unbelievably

small groups at 100, 200 and 500 yards, would

have wrung tears of joy from any sniper o«

the West front.

The results with a hunting rifle of course

depend on the condition of the barrel and th«

worth of the cartridge it shoots. A 38-40 w
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44-40, for instance, would be benefitted little,

and the chances are that a 32 Special, or any
of the self loaders, would not be helped much.
But a 45-VO, 38-55, 32-40, 30-30, 25-35, 303,

.22 High Power and 250 should show decided

Krag or Springfield cartridge, including the

Kra.g itself, should respond greatly. The
Springfield has hollow places in the wood of

the stock along the barrel, which may be

filled with metal, adding a couple of pounds

improvement. Finally any rifle shooting the to the weight.

CLEANING AND CARING FOR A HIGH
POWER RIFLE

M. de'W. HEMMEON

Through Arms & The Man there has been

running of late a series of articks by Major
Smith Brookhart concerning the rifle, its uses,

and how it should be used. While these ar-

ticles contain practically nothing new to rifle-

men, Major- Brookhart's views as to how the

rifle should be used after shooting are so

exactly opposite to the views of us who are of

Major Whelen's school of riflemen that one

thereof at least must protest.

First what happens when a smokeless pow-

der cartridge is fired'? The powder burns,

for explosion is only quick combustion, set-

ting free water vapor and various gases. The
worst of these are acid in reaction, generating

nitric acid from the powder and hydrochlori

acid from the primer. If acids are not cleans-

ed from the barrel they will, in a few hours,

combine with the steel, in other words they

will corrode it. They and the steel which

they have affected form new combinations

neither acid nor basic but neutral. One shot

will, no cleaning being done, produce only so

much corrosion. (Rd. Note -this "only so

much corrosion" is easily enough to ruin the

barrel.)

In addilion to this deposit there is a metal

deposit from the bullet, whether in lumps or

a* a plating makes no difference in regard to

the effect, though the latter is the easier to

remove.

What IS this efl'ect? The metal sticks to

the barrel, welded thereto by heat, if it is

nickel, and prevents the removal of the acid

thereunder by cleaning with oils or pastes,

nitro solvents though they be called. Then
the acid under the copper or nickel gets on

the job, combining with the metal fouling

above and the steel below. The former then

falls off; the latter is pitied.

To remove the metal fouling and neutralize

the acid at the same' time we Whclanilcs use

the ammonia solulion given so often that 1

emit it here.

Ammonia is a gas, which at 32 degrees F.

or a trifle above, and normal sea level pres-

sure (30" mercury) will be dissolved in water

up lolOOO times the bulk of the water. Am-
monia Fortior is about 30% of that and can-

not hurt the barrel. For, as you all know, it

rtipidly escapes from the water at temper-

aturete above 32 degrees F. If you put it into

a hot rifle barrel the gas will be driven off at

once, leaving water, which can and will hurt

the barrel unless you dry it off the steel.

Ammonia is all you will need to use unless

you have lumpy metal fouling, which you

will never have if you use copper jackets, only

or unless you wish to clean in one third the

time. Then j'ou will use ammonium car-

bonate, ditto persulphate, ammonia and

water, in the way Major Whelen recommend-

ed long ago.

Note the words ammonia and- ammonium.
The former is a gas, harmless to steel but

destructive to copper and nickel. Chemists

call it NH3. Ammonium, which they have

not yet isolated, is NH4, a metalhc radical

and is destructive to both copper and steeJ.

The destruction is done by o.xygen in the am-
monium carbonate and ammonium persul-

phate, for which the other elements pave the

way. This solution will eat the metal fouling

off the steel. As long as an ample amount of

ammonia is present it will not harm the steel.

Let the ammonia be removed and the rest

of the solution is a destructive o.xidizcr. This

is why it should not be put into a hot barrel.

YoHi will see the same statement in th> marine

instruction book.

As to my own method. In a 6 oz. bottle I

mix 33 grs. ammonium carbonate and 75 grs.

ammonium persulphate with IJ^ ozs. Amm.
I'ortiot—no water. Then I lash the rubber

cork in hard and fast and stand the bottle

upside down. The bottle is a 6 oz. bottle

and has plenty of room for the gas. If any-

thing is forced out it will be liquid and not
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gas, but nothing is ever forced out and the

bottle is big enough never to blow up. All

bottles containing ammonia I always keep

upside down and so kept the solution will

remain unimpaired indefinately. Half this

solution goes at one time into my traveller s

bottle. This and a bottle of ammonia Fortior

(stronger ammonia) go to the range with me.

In hot w'eather I put them into cold water,

if I can gel it, before using to prevent the

escape of gas and clean as soon as the barrel

is cold. If cold water can be pumped through

the barrel on hot days, so much the better.

(Ed. Note:-This is to cool the barrel).

I use no guiding tube in the receiver and

need none, never getting any ammonia solu-

tion on the rifle outside the bore. Here is

why— I have patches running wet, of birdseye

linen (diaper cloth) as per Major Whelcn,

and cut round and to fit a little on the tight

side. Then I twist the patch around the

head of the rod. I use five patches for clean-

ing, two wet with ammonia Fortior and the

three between with the strong amonia dope,

above described If birdseye linen is not

obtainable I use ordinary linen well soaked to

get the sizing out of it.

Major Whelen tells us never to delay clean-

ing past the day of the shooting. An interval

of perhaps ten hours. To my mind one

should not let more than 15 to 30 minutes

elapse, if possible not more than ten minutes.

(Major Whelen vvas evidently cohsidering

the case of a hunter who could not clean t-he

rifle before returnjng to camp. Ed.) Chem-
ical activity does not begin at once, as a rule,

but oncb it begins it it works vigorously. So

stop it before it begiilp Then 1 oil the barrel

at onoe, and every day if not shooting, and

hang the rifle u'p by a c6rd looped behind the

pistol grip. (Do not hang the rifle up above

an expensive rug lest you very promptly get

in wrong with the boss of the family. Ed )

The common practice is to stand a gun butt

down so that the oil may run frdin the muzz,le,

where it is needed, into the action where it is

not needed. I prefer this process reversed.

In pultin^g the gun away for the winter I

scrub the oil carefully from the barrel, and.

using a .22 calibre rod, put in plenty of vase-

line so much that the lands go out of sight.

Then I stop worrying about that rifle. One
gun so treated, I did not touch, except to

look through it occasionally, for three years.

It went through more than 106 F. (Chicago)

but the vaseline remained. Vaseline is not

the onlv thing, but slifTcr grease should be

warmed well before applying. On the out-

side nothing. Keep free from dust and con-

tact.

And now after we have learned our lesson

so well comes Major Brookhart and tells us

not to clean at all. That is we need not clean

it we use Mobilubricant or some similar grease.

But we of the Whelen school have always

used Mobilubricant and cleaned too and I

think that we shall continue so to do. As
proof of the theory that the use of grease with

bullets obviates the need of cleaning Major
Brookhart ofTers the fact that matches have

been won with uncleaned rifles, notably sec-

ond place in the 1912 Palmsi match. Exact-

ly, and once a boat race was won at New
London, the winner having broken an oar.

Yet I have never noticed any unseemly haste

on the part of coach Wray to pick out flawed

oars for his crew.

If any one of those barrels shot 3000 times

without cleaning if examined it will surely

be found to be corroded. Looking through

will tell you nothing unless corrosion is very

bad.

My way, poor and inefficient no doubt, is

to clean the bore and examine the half inch or

so at the muzzle with a 6 power linen tester

light coming from the breech held on a window

casing. Another is to patch the cleaning rod

run it nearly to the muzzle, and inset a disk,

of bright tin foil to act as a reflector. This

way is not quite so satisfactory as the other.

Only a small part of the barrel is examined by

either method but it is the most important

part and the condition of the rest may be

judged from it.

In the case of the rifle which made 216 in

the 1912 Pahna, Major Brookhart says that

some carbon fouling had been removed from

it which showed no trace of acid. Of cxjurse

it did not, the acid had done its work long

before that on the steel of the barrel and the

result was a harmless neutral substance, and

if Ihe barrel had been tested 21 hours after

firing, or maybe 12 hours, instead of after

3000 rounds, there would have been no acid

reaction.

Major Brookhart seems to think that grease

neutralizes acids. Not so; only bases (al-

kalies) do that. .Vcid does not affect grease

and if a barrel could be kept greased behind a

bullet it would be unaffected by powder and

by primer arid and would need no antiseptic

cleaning. The advocate of no cleaning seems

to think that grease does this and also helps

to seal the bore. It does neither.

Mobilubricant, or any grease mentioned in

the aforesaid article, is a carbohydrate and

will burn, leaving little or no ash. Its flash
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test, or temperature at which combustion

begins is high for a grease, but it is not 2700

degrees F., the melling point of steel, nor yet

4500 degrees F., chamber temperature under

55,000 lbs. pressure, air at 70 degrees F. A
wave of grease runs ahead of the bullet. If

any is caught between bullet and barrel and

left behind, as it may be when the bore is not

sealed, it will be burned instantly. There is

no burnt grease remaining, by which I suppose

Major Brookhart means grease subject to

heat not great enough to o.xidize it. If that

first patch shows grease, that is from the

•hamber and neck and not frbm the bore.

Major Brookhart says that grease will

preveftt metal fouling. If he means fouling

in lumps, it will, but there is little of that with

modern bullets and none whatever with cop-

per jackets. If he means all metal fouling it

will not. I have used Mobilubricant with

each of about 2000 bullet? in my 6.5 MM.
Mauser Newton rifle and each bullet has left

its metal behind it in the barrel, visible very

plainly there before cleaning as copper and

afterward as blue copper nitrate on the clean-

ing patches.

The same is true for any high power rifle

I have ever shot. No grease can prevent

metal fouling, it can only minimize it. The
bullet cuts through the grease in places and

bears directly on the steel. No metal can

stick to another when there is grease between.

Major Brookhart may preach the gospel of

undeanliness as much as he wishes. He will

find disciples in plenty among the ignorant

and the lazy. As for us and our house we
shall serve chemistry and follow Major

Whclen.

Editor's Note:-The above article by Mr.

Hemmeon is a very able discussion of one

side of this argument; the first part of which

appeared in three issues of Arms & The Man.
I have sent acopy of Mr. Ilemmeon's article

to Major Smith Brookhart for his reply, to

appear, if possible, in the September issue.

Mr. Hemmeon is a graduate of Harvard
University, and has the knowedge of chem-

istry to know whereof he speaks. He is a

rifleman, as he says, of the "Whelen school of

riflemen", of which the editor is also an

humble member; a school that is inclined to

tackle the rifle shooting game from a scientific

standpoint and which believes among other

things that the one way to keep a rifle in good

condition is to clean it chemically clean.

I was very frankly astonished that Major

Brookhart should entertain such peculiar

ideas about the proper way to clean high pow-

er rifles. It has been my experienoe, and of

all those of my acquaintance, that he wh»
depends upon oil or grease, and nothing else,

to keep a rifle like the Spjingfield in proper

order is certain to ruin the accuracy' of that

rifle in very short order.

Some years ago Mr. Ashley Haines made a

series of experiments that went to show that

rifles of moderate power like the .25-35 and
the .3t)-30 would do ver> decent work at

short range when used with full charge am-
munjtion even if the barrels were badly rusted.

Also, some time ago I had a .22 rim fire barre!

that had been firtd at least 15,000 times and
had accidentally been allowed to rust very
badly upon a CLEAN bore. After it was
thoroughly cleaned out by the aid of ru-st

remover anfl a brass brush that rifle made 51

consecutive bulls on a }4 inch bull at 50 feet

and a score of 235 out of 250 over the original

Outdoor Qualification course that includes

shooting at 50,75,125 and 150 yards, but it

will not begin to show the accuracj' that it

once possessed at the longer ranges.

I have never ieen a rifle that was improved

by not cleaning or neglect while I have seen

vep»' many that were absolutely ruined there- -

by.

I have never seen a Springfield that would

not metal foul to some extent even when
Mobilubricant was used on the bullets, espec-

cially in hot weather. I have used 5 different

kinds ol powder in Springfield rifles, have

examined the bores of many of them that had

been fired with bullets coated with Mo-
bilubricant, and have not seen one that would

not show the presence of metal fouling when
treated to a dose of metal fouling solution

and practically all of them will show it to the

naked eye, especially when shot during hoi

weather.

My own experience is that the one way to

clean a Springfield chemically CLEAN is by

the use of the well known Whelen Metal foul-

ing solution.

"Hoppe's No. 9", plus a brass brush, or an

application of Motte's rifle paste will remove

most of it but the metal fouling solution will

prove without question that some still remains.

It is not the policy of the Editor of this

Department to take sides in an argument,

but the above mentioned articles by Major

Brookhart have caused so much discussion

among my fellow club members and amonc

the readers of the sporting press who have

called my attention to the matter that it i.s

apparent that either Major Brookhart is very

badly mistaken or has been very seriously

misquoted. We therefore suggest that he

favor us with his viewpoint.
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SOME SIGHTING TROUBLES
M. G. O.

There is one serious fault willi nearly all

American made sporting rifles as now sold to

the public, that probably has not been suffi-

ciently "kicked at" to make the manufac-

turers remedy the matter.

I refer to the extremely poor system of

elevation as now employed on both open and

peep sights. Granted that these are all made
by machinery, and are practically all inter-

changeable on nearly all makes, models and
calibres. This is all right from the maker's

standpoint—but is exceedingly inconvenient

In the shooter.

Let me give a few instances; I own a Mau-
ser, (WatTenfabric) that has an elevating open
rear sight, sighted by fifties to 500 metres,

and from there up to 1000 metres by hun-
dreds. This sight has a "U" (not "Y") back

sight, adjustable for windage. The nrark-

ings for elevation are sufficiently accurate

for rough work on the range.

It is a pleasure to use this sighting in the

field. Gauge your range elevate and lire.

I also own a .45-70 Winfchester light \\ eight,

sighted as bought. This is a very handy and
satisfactory rifle for brush shooting. The
rear sight, and here comes the trouble, is a

flat top sporting. The eye end is everything

that can be desired. The elevation is reg-

ulated by a series of steps, equidistant, and
conveying no meaning to myself or to anyone
else.

At 25 yards you can cut the head ofT a

grouse, with the sights down. To hit a tomato
can at one hundred yards you go to the fourth

step. This I found to be so by experiment,
at the local price of nine cents a shot, with
black powder cartridges.

One hundred and fifty vards goes clean
ofT the elevator, or else necessitates a full

foresight, bead and stem.

All the peep sights are regulated in the
same haphazard manner. You must find

your elevation by experiment.

The .:!0-30 W.C.F. carbine has a 3 leaf

back sight marked 50 yards, 100 yards, and
200 yards. So far I have only used the 50

at varying' ranges up to 100 yards, simply

allowing on the foresight.

The old Marlin.30-30 carbine had the mili-

tary tangent sight set off in hundreds up to

1000 yards. At short ranges the 100 yard
sight was used by allowing on the foresight.

Now why clutter up the .30-30 Winchester
carbine with a 3 leaf sight.?

A proper system of marked elevations

could easily be arranged for the more common
calibres and lengths of barrels and w-ould

save an awful lot of worry and bad shooting

at the medium ranges. Long range shooting
with accuracy, is impossible with these so

called elevating back sights.

On many English sporting rifles only one
backsight is supplied—and that stationary.

A bead foresight is used. At 100 yards, the
foresight is held with the top flush with the

top of the back sight. At 200 yards the
wiiole bead is taken. At 300 yards bead and
stem are taken in. (This is supposed to be
done just behind the shoulder of a deer.)

No doubt many otfier shooters have been
up against the same propos'ition, and will

endure this grouch against an obsolete sys-

tem.

Ed. Note:-These suggestions are very
timely. I have long been of the opinion

that the man who deliberately u,ses a rifle

equipped with the plain factory sights is

more to be censured than pitied. A rifle

that is not worth a good set of Lyman or

Marble sights is certainly not worth owning.
Dividing the elevator sleeve into 6 equal

divisions makes a micrometer adjustment
for Eki.ni'in possible, when this is done,

with an intersight distance of 30", one divi-

sion of this sleeve changes the elevation 1 inch

for each 100 yards.

Editor Rod and Gun.
Would some of Rod and Gun readers

kindly let me have a formula for dyeing a

leather hunting coat black. I would also

like to know how to make a set of lee boards
for a canoe. Any information on either

of these subjects would be appreciated.

John P. Freeman,
New Glasgow, N. ,S.
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Reloading a .25-20.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Depl..

In reloading for mj' .25-20 I have had some

trouble from the shells squatting in the load-

ing chamber of the tool. This deforms the

shells enough so that they will not chamber

in the rifle. I seem to get a few of these no

matter how carefully the shells are loadi-d.

Should all lubricant be wiped off the point of

the bullet before pWting it in the loading

chamber? This heavy grease might make
cartridges a little tight and cause some trouble.

I try to keep the chamber clean and oiled

when working and the tool is new and seem-

ingly in perfect order. I-Iave been using some

Western shells lately for reloading and it oc-

curred to me that these might be softer than

the others and might be the cause of some of

this trouble.

I have loaded some of both the Schuetzen

and no. 80 on tOp of 2 grs. of black and the

black powder primer as you had advised and

secured good results.

I used 2 grs. black and 7J^ grains Schuetzen

and this charge fills the .2.5-20 repeater shell

so that the powder is compressed about two

bands of the bullet, when seated with the

regular tool. Does this make any difference?

Sharon, Pa. B. R. Boyce,

Answer,—Your shell trouble may be due

to three causes or a combination of the three.

Too much oil in the tool may cause part of it

or more likely dents in the shell. Too much
lubricant may cause the same thing or what

is more likely cause the bullet to get started

at a slant and this will certainly either cause

the shell to cut through the bullet or squat

the shell. You might also be just dropping

the blillcl in the tool, sticking the shell in

afterwards and trusting to luck when closing

the jaws. This will not work with cast bul-

lets. Insert the bullet part way in the shell

neck with the fingers, being sure to remove

any remaihiug crimp before attempting to do

this. I tliink the latter is more likely your

trouble.

I have never reloaded any Western shells.

Always have lifeed U.M.C. and Winchester.

Do not think this is your trouble unless you

have dried the shells in an oven and spoiled

the annealing thereby.

Schuetzen powder should NOT be com-

pressed. The charge was given as being cor-

rect with the bullet TWO bands out of the

shells, the amount it is now compressed by

being seated the full depth of the regular

cartridge. Reduce the powder charge ac-

cordingly if you do not have an adjustable

loading tool.

I have not had success with no. 80 powder

m this style of loading as the charges will

hang fire for me. Some others have not had
this trouble. Possibly a wad on the powder
would remedy this matter. A smokeless

primer will be O. K. but make it harder to

keep the gun from pittini; afterwards.

The Schuetzen powder load is a splendid

load for any temperatures above Zero. Be-

low Zero I have had trouble from hangfiref

with this style of loading. I have never

found another load that was equally accurate

at ordinary temperatures.

Editor.

Concerning the .30-30, .32 Special and the

.38-55.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Depl.:

Will you kindly give the striking power of

the .32 Winchester special, the .30-30 and the

.38-55. Which one of these rifles would you
think was the best deer rifle?

Robert Picke.

Answer,—The rifles compare in muzzle

energies, and 200 yards, energies remaining,

as foUows:-

Muzzle 200 yards.

.30-30 1522 Ft. Lbs. 850 Ft. Lbs.

.32 W.S. 1684 816

.38-55 988 , 580

.38-55 High power 1635 ' 867

My preference would be for the .32 Winches-

ter Special if you have no trouble to get the

cartridges. Otherwise, as one is practically

certain to have this trouble for the duration

of the war, I would select the .30-30, The

difference between the three is more theoret-

ical than practical as these are all splendid

cartridges for this purpose. Editor

Purchasing a High Powet Rifle tor Gamt.

Edilor,Guns and Ammunition Dept.

As a subscriber to your valued publication

I wish to take advantage of your courtesy in

getting advice on a sporting rifle.

I have a Newton in mind as I understand

that it is the best, but is it the best for my

purpose? This is where your experience is

solicited. • I want a rifle that will answer for

deer, bear and moose, one that will hit hard

at 300 to 500 yards, and also have in mind

the elimination of ths allowing ofwounded ani-

nials to gel away. I feel that a high power rifle

is decidedly more humane than a lower pow-

er one. Am I correct, and what calibre do

I want—the 256?
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I 1 ive been using a .38-55 Winchester car-

bine but am ilot satisfied with it on the longer

shots as it leaves much to be desired.

I take four difTereA. sportinfj periodicals

and enjoy one uofl all but rather like the

intelligent direc'l replies jou give when asked

a straight question.

Montreal. E. A. Gerth.

Ansivei

,

— I belieVe that you have the right

idea on the humane question and the .256

bullet will certainly arrive at 300 to 500 yards

with plenty of the necessary punch. If I

were choosing a Newton rifle it would be a

.256 and if I were choosng a rifle for the pur-

pose you wished,and wantedte bolt action rifle,

which personally is what I would select, I

would either select a sporting Springfield or

else a .256 Newton.
The principal trouble with a .3.S-55 for

this kind of work is not that it lacks accuracy

so much as that it has such a very high trajec-

tory, necessitating an almost perfect know-

ledge of the exact range to land on the game.

I believe that you will be very well satisfied

with a .256 for your purpose. My one objec-

tion to this rifle is that it is not a .250 instead

of a .256 meaning by that a .250 in a shell of

the same size. These odd size bullets are

mean to get for reloading; same applies to

ideal tools. If the gun was a .250 it surely

would be the poor man's gun to shoot at the

present time, provided he reloaded.

Editor.

Sighting a .30-30 Winchester.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Dcpl.:

I have a couple of queries which I trust

that you will answer in the Guns & Ammuni-
tion Dept., in the next issue.

I own a .30-30 Winchester carbine, model
1894, but never liked the factory sights.

Last year I purchased an ivory bead front

sight and a peep sight, but am afraid through

my inexperience same were never adjusted

properly, with the result that my rifle is

somewhat inaccurate.

Now what I would like to find out is what
sights would you advise for this rifle, which
would be apt to give the most satisfactory-

results? I use the rifle almost exalusively

for deer shooting,^ those two weeks in

November being about all the time I have to

spare.

Where could I send the rifle and have such

sights as you advise properly adjusted and
tried for accuracy? I should like to feel that

if I would miss a buck this fall I would not
be able to blame it on the sights.

Customs, Canada. E. D. Martin.

Answer,—My choice of sights for the above
would be a good big gold or ivory bead front

sight, a semi jack; a folding leaf King no. 6

rear sight with the white diamond to the rear,

for the mid sight, and a Lyman micrometer

tang peep, with a large eye piece. For snap

shooting use the mid sight and the front.

For anything at 100 yards or oven, and all

standing or slowly moving shots use the tang

and the front sights.

You can get the sights adjusted at the

Lyman factory at Middlefield Conn, or I am
sure W. A. Brock, London, Ont., would be

glad to do the work for you.

However, bear this one thing in mind.

Someone else cannot sight your rifle in for

you correctly except by accident. You can-

not trade shoes with any Tom, Dick and
Harry you meet and be comfortably shod.

Chances are that of the next half dozen men
you would get to sight the rifle for you, that

their groups would vary at least 2 feet at

200 yards.

Rig up a good secure rest for yourself out

of a big box or a barrel on its side, double up
a blanket to rest your arms upon and sight

your rifle in good at 80 yards for snap shoot-

ing. Then try it out at the various ranges

with the peep sight for the steady shooting.

Do not rest the barrel but rest your both

elbows, your left hand, and as much of your
body as possible. Your groups may be a

little larger than some more expert shot would
get but they will show you just exactly where

your rifle is shooting in YOUR hands and
that is something nobody can show you.

Get some good mechanic or machinist to

put the sights on for you but depend on your-

self for the sighting—and do your short range

sighting first. It may save you considerable

ammunition. a.

'Editor.

Wants a Gun for Crows, Hawks and Deer.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Dept.

I have been reading your pages in Rod &
Gun for some time with much interest nad
would like some information regarding the

purchase of a gun.

I want something that could be used on
crows, hawks and fish cranes and would also

be heavy enough for deer. How would the

Winchester .30-30 be for this purpose? I can

buy a Savage .22 high power at a reasonable

figure from a local dealer. Would this gun
be suitable and can its ammunition be reload-

ed successfully? What do you think of a

combination gun, double barrel shotgun and
rifle, and where could such a gun be obtained?
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I own at present a no. 12 Remington 22

repeater. What is the best ammunition for

this gun? I am at present using Peters.

Sarnia, Ont. E. B. Pahner.

Answer,—The .30-30 Winchester would be

about the most satisfactory rifle the Winches-
ter company makes for this purpose except

the .35-35 which I would prefer. However,
the .22 high power or the .250-3000 would
both be much better for the crow, hawk and

fish crane shooting. The trouble with the

.30-30 would be that it would land an awful

lot harder than necessary and not have the

flat trajectory needed for the best work.

However it is very easily reloaded and is a

very good all around rifle.

The .22 high power can be reloaded success-

fully as a good many men use these for chuck
shooting, one of my personal friends reloading

it for them and he used to kill a great many.
I would prefer the .250 if you can still get

one. The .22 is a little harder to reload than
a .25, but has the advantage of being a little

cheaper to shoot, in some ways. The advan-
tage of a .250 is that one can use the 86 grain

.25-20 metal cased bullet, a reduced powder
charge, and get a good lively load with a very
low cost and no bother casting bullets and
these loads are most extremely accurate, in

a .250. These 86 grain metal cased bullets

are still very cheap but one can seldom get

either the spitzer. 25 or .22 calibre metal cased
bullets now and will not be able to do so while

the war lasts. So taking the matter all to-

gether if you want a Winchester better get a
.25-35 and if a Savage a .250 if you can still

grab one somewhere.
The only place that I know of that you

would be likely to get a combination gun
would be from Fred Adolf, Genoa. N. Y. He
makes fine guns by hand and the prices are

high accordingly.

The Peters semi smokeless cartridges are

as good as you can get for your .22.

Editor.

Rechambering a Parker Gun.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I have a Parker gun chambered for 2:5s

inch shells. Will this gun shoot 2^i inch

shells satisfactorily? They appear to fit the

chamber satisfactorily.

I have had dilTiculty in buying 2/^ inch
shells so would you recommend having my
gun rcchambercd for the 2^ inch size? Who
could do this for me in Canada?
The gun weighs 7}^ pounds and cost $1 15.00

before the war. How heavy a load will it

shoot with safety and without discomfort

to the average shooter?

Chatham, Ont. L. Montgomery.

Answer,— It is just possible that your gun
is really chambered for 2J^ inch shells, for

most of them are so chambered, but the one
sure way to find out is to write to Parker
Bros, giving the serial number of the gun and
they will tell you.

You could easily shoot 2% inch shells in

the 25'8 inch chamber as a great many live

bird shots that I know shoot 2l'i inch shells

in 2^^ inch chambers. I believe that you
would have a rather ragged pattern as a result

compared to the pattern made by the shell

for which the gun was really chambered.

I would go a little slow about having a gun
of this grade rechambered by a local gun-
smith and if same were necessary I would
advise you to return it to the Parker factory

for the change.

For the 25s inch chanrber you would likely

find 3M drams powder and 1 H ozs. shot about
the maximum for comfort and really good re-

sults or 25 grains and possibly then \}4 ozs.

shot, as the dense powder will require less

space.' This gun will undoubtedly shoot as

hea\Y a load in perfect safety as you will care

to take the recoil of.

Editor.

Information on Shooting Solid Ball in a

Shotgun.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

I notice your correspondent, Mr. Kelso,

making inquiries regarding the use of Eley's

lethal bullets in a 12 bore shotgun.

I have used these bullets a great deal in

the past in various guns and can assure Mr.
Kelso that he need have no fear about using

the 12 bore ball in a full choke gun. These
lethal balls are especially designed to allow

them to pass through any choke bored barrel,

the soft lead rings compressing and thereby

preventing injury to the barrel.

I did most of my shooting with a 12 bore

chambered for 3 inch shells, weighing 7 lbs.

10 ozs. My loading was as follows—44 grains

of smokeless Diamond powder, half inch felt

wad, card wad each side of the felt, and the

ball WELL P.\CKKD I\ WITH TALLOW.
I consider the lubrication given the bullet a

most important point; also ho great accuracy

can be expected except with the use of a full

choke gun. My gun used to shoot these balls

with considerable accuracy at 100 yards.

St. Johns. Newfoundland.

A. M. MacDermott
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Reloading the .250-3000 Savage.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.:

Coiild you advise me what metal to use to

reload shells for a .250-3000 Savage rifle for

the practice shooting. The load to be good

for l.'jO to 20O yards.

What smokeless powder shall 1 use so that

I shall not lead the barrel?

Norwich, Ont. G. E. M.

Answer,—The metal cased round nose 86

grain Winchester bullets for the .25-20 rifles

can be very cheaply purchased, so cheaply

that it really is not worth bothering to cast

bullets for this work. Besides tlic metal cased

ones will do better shooting as a rule. They
can still be obtained for S6.00 to S7.00 per

thousand. Use 10 or 11 grains of Dupont no.

80 powder behind these bullets. I have seen

plenty of 1 inch groups made with a pair of

.250-3000 Savages at 50 yards with this load

and sometimes a group as small as % inch

would be obtained. The gas check bullet no.

257312 or the spitzer .257388 can also be used

with a maximum, for the very finest accuracy,

of 10 to lOJi grains of 80. Cast bullets I

part tin to 10 parts lead.

At low velocities the wear of metal cased

bullets is not worth worrying about and at

the present price of tin and lead, of coal and
lubricant, H really does not pay to waste the

lead bullets.

Editor.

vSights (or a ;32-40 Marlin.

Editor, (inns and Ammunition, Dept.

I use a Marlin model 1893, special smeke-
less steel barrel, .32-40 calibre, principally for

reloading, but consider it a suitable cartridge

as well, especially using low pressure powder
for local work and the H.P.S. for larger game.

I have been using an ivory bead front sight

and a Lyman tang sight but being a long

geared person the peep sight came rather

close to the eye. I put on a Marlin combina-
tion receiver sight and find that it will take a

front sight about M inch high. Will this

high front sight be much of a disadvantage?

What do you think of a Marlin receiver

sight? Would a white triangular patch

placed under the notch be any advantage
especially at dark and how can it be put on?

Is the H.P.S. or the H.V. the better cartridge

for this rifle for deer etc.?

Pickering. Canada. "\V. H. W."

Answer,—The higher front sight would not
be any serious disadvantage at all and it

would for practical purposes flatten the

trajectory. This sounds inipossible but prac-

tically it really does that due to the fact that

it takes the bullet longer to get up to the line

of sight.

The Marlin receiver sight is a very good

hunting sight. You could put a white tri-

angular patch on with what is known as

CHINESE WHITE, a type of white paint

used by draftsmen, but it will very soon wash

off if it gets wet, either from rain or sweated

hands. It may be some help. I have used

it on black front sights to use in the woods.

Used to carry a little hunk of it in my pocket,

spit on it 3 or 4 times a day and rub a little

on the tip of the sight. This is just a little

homemade patent that works very well like

the stunt of making a sling out of an empty
Springfield bandoleer by wrappmg in two or

three times around the barrel at the end of

the fore-end. pulling the sides in'opposite di-

rections, tying It, and using the loop for the

sling. This works so well that once I scored

235 points out of a possible 250 on a target

range with such an arrangement, a i?rore that

is the highest to-day made over that same
course on that range. The same sling can be

made out of a strip of canvas or burlap cut

from a heavy bag. double it and sew together,

Have the canvas about 2}4 inches wide.

The high power cartridge is the more pow-

erful cartridge and will do the best killing for

that reason.

Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept,

Will you give me your opinion of the advan-

tages of a good telescope sight fitted on a .250-

3000 Savage -rifle, over a Lyman wind gauge

rear sight and an ivory bead front sight, used

on the above rifle, as far as accuracy alone is

concerned. Is much finer shooting possible

with a telescope than with the Lyman sights?

I have owned this rifle for some time and

for deer shooting I cannot find one that suits

me better. The virtues of this cartridge for

deer and for any smaller game, greatly out-

weigh any objections the .30-30 people have

to it. I have not used the rifle to any extent

on anything but deer and would like your

opinion on having a telescope fitted to the

gun for woodchuck shooting. Is anything

like quick shooting possible \\ ith a telescope?

What is the finest work the smallest circle,

I can expect the gun to shoot into regularly

at 100 and 200 yards?

T. G. MacDonald.

Answer,—I consider the .250-3000 Savage

the finest lever action high power rifle made
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for chuck shooting with a scope. You can
be certain of 3 to 4 inch groups with the high
power load at 100 yards, sometimes vou -will

get as low as ^J^ to 2 inch groups. Possibly

6 to 10 inch groups at 200 yards, but it will

not shoot with some other rifles of heavier

and more substantial construction, with the

high power load. It would be my favorite

deer rifle, if I wanted a light weight rifle,

which I do not care for.

The rifle will do the very finest shooting at

50, 100 and even up to 200_ yards with the

reduced load. It is the most accurate repeat-

ing lever action rifle I nave seen with such a

load. I have seen a great many 1 inch groups,

and some s^ inch groups made by .250-3000

rifles at 50 yards. The most accurate load
being 10 to lOJ^ grains of Dupont no. 80 pow-
der and the rounded nose full metal cased
Winchester 86 grain .25-20 bullet. The rifle

will do most surprising shooting, for groups,
with this load. However, it has one serious

drawback. As you know the rifle has a very
light barrel and it is, for that reason, very
hard to exactly center these groups and keep
them centered. This is not peculiar to this

one rifle but to every other rifle having a ver>'

light, thin barrel.

It is undoubtedly true that one can do good
accurate rapid fire shooting with a telescope

sight. However, one must be accustomed to

that style of sight, same as one must be ac-

customed to a peep sight to do fast work with
it. So far this season I happen to hold the

record for having made the highest rapid

fire scores on our range, made with a .22 rifle,

and they were made with a rifle equipped with
a 3 power telescope sight.

I believe you would have trouble however
to shoot running deer in the brush with a

scope. For that purpose I would select the

other sight combination. The telescope will

undoubtedly outshoot the Ivory bead and
peep on a target. Just how much depends
on your eyes. This is due to the fact, mostly,

that the ivory bead is not a good target sight

select an aperture or pinhead or flat top, black

bar front sight for purely target work, but
the ivory bead is the very finest woods hunt-
ing sight, while it is clean. '

If you select the peep and bead sights,

keep your rifle together, or other\vise, at least

for target shooting, you will find that the

sighting is going to vary after taking the

rifle apart and putting together. This is not
peculiar to the Savage rifle, but to all take-

down rifles I have tried.

Why not use both sets of sights at once?
You can easily remove the scope in a few
seconds.

Editor.

Information Concerning the Ring on a

Carbine—Also .22 Dope.
Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

In reference to your reply to "Trigger" in

the June issue regarding the ring on the side

of a carbine:—As a carbine was made prim-
arily for a horseman the ring was placed on
the side of the receiver so that the carbine

might be attached to the saddle-bag or the
holster. The sling swivels are entirely in-

dependent of the saddle ring and are placed
in the usual positions.

I would appreciate your opinion upon the

comparative merits and objections to the

Winchester and the Savage .22 pump guns, to

be used with the .22 long rifle cartridges for

target shooting. What is their point blank

range? Is the long rifle the best balanced of

the .22 cartridges? Are different weights of

rifles sold?

Montreal. T. R. Shay.

Answer,—Thank you for the information

concerning the saddle ring on the carbine.

The .22 long rifle cartridge is certainly the

cartridge to select for target shooting. The
principal difference between the Savage and
the Winchester .22 repeaters is that the stand-

ard Savage model 1914 has a 24 inch octagon

barrel compared to the 20 inch round barrel

of the model 1906 Winchester. Both actions

are reliable. The Winchester nearly always

has the better trigger pull, the Savage the

greater weight and steadiness in holding.

Also the Savage is hammerless while the Win-
chester is the regular hammer model. I

could never see why the Winchester Repeat-

ing Arms Co. would not listen to reason and

the appeals of riflemen and place the model

1890 on the market for the .22 long rifle shell.

Such a gun would outsell any other rifle they

make (My opinion). These 22's are usually

sighted for 40 to 50 yards.

Editor.



We invite any of our readers desiring information on doggie matters to send in their

queries to this department. Are you bu>;ing a dog; importing one; do you understand the

new registration requirements? Are you in doubt as to what breed of dog would suit your

requirements best? Is your dog ailing? Any breed you want information on, no matter

what it is you wish to know, we will try and satisfy you and to the novice we might say that

we may save you a lot of trouble. We also solicit articles on the difTerent types of sport-

ing dogs and experiences with hunlirig dogs.

CARE AND TRAINING OF BEAGLES
Martin L. Drake, Jr.

FIRST, if we are going to raise a litter

of Beagle puppies to make field dogs of,

we must select a dam and sire that come

from a line of hunters, a pair that show

quality, as the pups will invariably follow in-

quality and brain power from their ancestors.

Many have a bitch and would like to raise a

litter of pups to train, as it affords a lot of"

sport and amusement, and when the time

comes to have her bred, would study and

wonder to which dog shall I send her? Now
unless he has studied the blood lines of his

bitch and those of the dog he is to send her to

and finds that the combination blends well, I

would advise sending her to some reliable

breeder with her pedigree, a man that has

made this a study for years, and leave the

matter to his good judgment. After she is

bred, give her plenty of exercise and hunt her

as much as possible, nearly up to the time she

is due to whelp. This will put plenty of

starch and ambition in the pups. Fix a good

roomy box for her to whelp in and leave her

alone at this lime. After she is through

whelping put clean bedding in the box,

tobacco stems and rye straw are excellent.

If she is weak, try to induce her to lap a little

milk with an egg in it. Give her plenty of

good wholesome food from now on and plenty

of fresh water. After the pups are about

three or four weeks old, start teaching them
to lap a little milk which has been boiled and

slightly sweetened.

At six to eight weeks old treat them for

worms with some good puppy vermifuge.

After they get so they can lap milk and the

bitch starts to wean them, change their food to

something a little more solid, as beef broth

with dry bread and later porridge with meat

scraps in it. This they will like and it will

make bone and muscle. When feeding them
in the kennel, bang the feed dishes around,

make as much noise as possible. They will

soon get used to it and it will be their first

lesson towards the noise of the shot gun. At

about tour months of age, start taking them

for short walks. It will strengthen their

muscles and teach them to keep out from

under your feet. F*om now on start teaching

them to lead and come when you call. At

about eight or nine months old start taking

them afield with some good slow level headed

dog or alone. Try to get them in likely places

where they can jump Old Molly. If one is

started and they run by sight, on their

return take them back to interest them in

trailing. If taken out often from now on they

will soon start hunting and trailing in fine

shape. Now start hunting them separately

and only occasionally in a pack. This wjjj
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make independent hunters of them and later

when taken out in a pack or put down at a

trail, they will all start working to make a

start independent of one another till a start

is made, then all fall in for the chase. I

sometimes put my young dogs out in the

country on a farm. This does them good, but

I would not advise leaving them too long,

for later when you get them, and take them
out you will have to follow the dog instead

of them following you. I find it best to keep
them in a yard when not hunting them.

They show more interest and ginger when
you do take them out, and it also keeps them
from getting into bad condition.

A Beagle needs a variety of foods, they
relish a change the same as you or I. When
I am not working my older dogs and they are

in the yard, I feed them a little in the morning
with a good feed at night, and when hunting

them I give them three good meals a day.

Young puppies should be fed a little four or

five times a day, as they get older cut it down
to three.

In closing, let me say this, if you will make
a hunter and pal of your dog or pup, and
expect him to deliver the goods and show
intelligence, give him human treatment, use

him like a pal and he will do his best in return

to please you. Many a fine prospect has

been spoiled by the owner who showed far

less brains than the dog. When out with a

young dog and the gun, do not shoot too close

to the pup, and when you do shoot, shoot to

kill and let the rabbit lie till the pup comes
up on the trail so lie can see what all the

noise was about. -.,

As an old breeder once told me w^n I first

started hunting Beagles: "Do not spoil a

§25.00 dog for a 15 cent rabbit."

—

Hounds
and Hunting. ~

THE FOXHOUND: TRAINING AND
HUNTING

THE sport of hunting wild animals on
their native heath, whether with hound
or gun, is the natural recreation of man.

Love of hunting in its different phases is one
of the strongest characteristics of the human
race, the principles and methods of which were
instilled into our remote ancestors and rightly
inherited by us; and he who has once tasted
the sweets of foxhunting is its devotee for life.

When the system has once absorbed the love
of the cha.e it never can be eradicated

In this country, since the earliest day of
colonization, the sport of foxJiunting has
thrived with unflagging, in fact increasing,
enthusiasm.
Hunting in America requires an altogether

different hound from those used in England,
conditions being very dissimilar. Hounds re-
quire superior hunting ability, wide ranging,
greater perseverance and patience, and above
all a much better nose to enable them to take
an old and cold track probably made the day
before and work it out inch by inch for six or
eight hours if necessary.
No animal is called upon to perform hardjr

feats than is the Foxhound, and none excel or
equal them in ability and willingness to per-
lorm them. As proficiency in other arts is

attained only by close application and con-
stant practice, so the art, or surelyit is an
art, of breaking and training a Foxhound re-
quires not only these but a large fund of love
and a mutual bond of sympathy and under-
standing between man and hound.
The trainer having the requisite keenness

and perseverance, combined with kindness and

quick observance of the nature and disposition
of hounds, can produce surprising results.

Unfortunately few trainers ar hunters possess
sufficient knowledge of hound characteristics
or the unlimited stock of patience necessary
to perfect a hound to the proper degree of
efficiency. A successful hunter or trainer
should have intuitive knowledge bordering on
instinct of the ways and habits of the fox and
a well-defined idea, based upon practical ex-
perience, as to just what a fox is apt to do
under various circumstances over which he
(the fox; has no control. .\ fair knowledge
of the country to be hunted is of great service,
especially in "stj'iking off a loss," or ''making
casts," in the curlier "checks" of a run.

It is the judicious study of the individual
hound that distinguishes the successful trainer,

and his judgment must be called into requisi-
tion in training different hounds, as no iron-
clad rules can be laid down. In limited space
it is impossible to give the full detail neces-
sary to enable a novice to graduate a broken
trained hound. Only the fundamental princi-
ples can be touched upon. In fact, many in-

stances arise through idiosyncraries of in-

dividual hounds where no general rules can
apply. Common sense must be appealed to
and specific treatment administered.

In America we have no professional trainer,

every man is a law to himself, and few Ameri-
can hounds receive any except self-training.

The knowledge thev' obtain is b>- absorption
from contact with other hounds. Their nat-
ural instinct prompts them to hunt and trail;

manv bad habits arc contracted in this crude
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inelhod that, once instilled in the system, are
almost impossible to eradicate and are fre-

quently transmitted to their progeny. The
hound is gregarious by nature, preferring to

hunt in packs, but the undeviating persever-
ance and high courage of the American hound
makes it easier to train him to hunt alone than
is possible with the English hound, whose
training is generally in a pack. Pack training,

however, has a tendency to destroy the self-

reliance and independence so natural to the
American hound, which hunts independently
ef hound or man and seldom expects or re-

ceives assistance from either.

UilTercnt methods and conditions in hunting
are responsible for the widely divergent dif-

ference in hounds in the held, though practi-
cally of the same strain and breeding. Hounds
for use in the North and in New England,
where a single hound is hunted, require a far
more systematic training and education than
the pack hound of the South. The dog should
be taught by means of the check cord to fol-

low his master "at heel," become accustomed
to strange sights, to jump in and out of a
vehicle at command, and to ride quietly
therein. He should be broken to gun, chain,
and collar, and above all to know his master's
call. Faiuiharity should not be countenanced,
and any desire on his part to jump upon or
place his front feet upon his master should be
checked by gently mashing his hind foot by
stepping upon it when he rears.

Tne native New England hound, doubtless
through ancestral inlluence, is of a more
pliable nature and better adapted to the style
•f hunting used in that section than the
Southern hound, which has inherited the pack
instinct for many generations. Yet the
Southern hound, owing to his extreme speed
and brilliancy in driving his quarry, is rapidly-
replacing the native. English hounds are
undoubtedly more susceptible lo training and
handling, and in England much attention is

paid to manners and good behavior at walk,
in the kennels, and in the field. The thing
taught IS obedience and respect to the master;
such a thing as an unruly or riotous pack is

almost unknown.
Unfortunately in America the very opposite

IS true, a well-mannered, obedient hound being
a rare exception. The fact that comparatively
lew packs of American hounds are kept ken-
neled and the absence of "whippers-in" are
in a measure responsible for this unfortunate
condition, while the naturally free and inde-
pendent nature of the American hound renders
his education along this line more difficult
than with the English.
- There is little or no excuse for the harum-
scarum manner in which hounds are generally
fed, handled, and taken to and from the hunt-
ing ground. With the use of "couples" and
an energetic "whipper-in" desirable results
will soon be apparent, especially if hounds are
roaded and packed when not actually en route
to and from the hunting ground. Good man-
ners, when once acquired, should not be al-
l9wed to grow lax. By a display of resolu-
tion an unruly hound is readilv subdued, and
if he is mastered at the beginning of his train-
ing is usually submissive afterward. If taken
in time the desire to resist can be more easily

conquered than the actual resistance later
on. 5

Hounds, if properly treated, are capable of
great affection. Their confidence should never
be abused. The whip is the most dangerous
implement in most hands, especially in those
of the trainer whose temper is easily" ruffled at
some offence or breach of discipline on the
part of the hound. Firmness and considera-
tion appeal more to the sympathetic nature of
the hound than strength and cruelty. The
whip should be used sparingly with highly
nervous or excitable hounds that need re-
straint or correction. The voice, if properly
modulated, will generally have the desired
effect. Hounds will not readily forgive or
forget an undeserved blow, and when it is too
freely bestowed they soon learn to consider
man an agent of torture rather than a friend.

Never make a companion or pet of a hound,
and never offer to pet or caress one in the field.

This places them on a familiar footing and
"familiarity breeds contempt." The pamper-
uig and petting which many hounds are sub-
jected to by overindulgent owners lire respon-
sible for the ruin of many a promising hound,
if not a breeder, in selecting hounds attention
must be paid to cjualities and characteristics of
antecejdents, as ancestral infiuenceis certain to
crop out in later generations. While inherited
instinct may be more or less latent, it is always
present, and it is simply a question of develop-
ment' by proper handling and training. A
hound with bad qualities is more apt to per-
petuate them in his progeny than he is to
throw-back to better qualities which were
possessed by his blue-blooded ancestors.
Hunting and training quaUties are usually

inherited from the dam, while speed, endur-
ance and conformation are transmitted from
the sire. Even a superficial knowledge of the
subject indicates that speed and hunting in-
stinct are among the greater qualities a hound
should possess and they are much sought after.
But a hound lacking vital force, staunchness,
and endurance can never excel. During the
kindergarten course as far as possible pups
should be trained under the most favorable
hunting conditions, and the work made as
easy and light as possible. Later on harder
problems may be submitted for their solution.
An ideal hunting day is when the ground is
damp and moist (not frozen) with a heavy
atmosphere, a cloudy sky, and light southern
breeze.
At six months of age the average hound's

brain is sufficiently developed to enable him to
grasp the simpler rudiments of training and
to realize that he has a mission in life other
than the theft of everything portable he en-
counters. At this age his manners should re-
ceive proper attention. He should be made
acquainted with the sights and sounds of the
road, and no better method can be advised
than to couple him to a quiet, staid, dignified
old hound and road them through the country.
As soon as he iS disposed to behave himself
he should be uncoupled, at first only when on
the Wfiy home. At the first indication of lev-
ity on ills part recouple him promptly, giving
him to understand the why and wherefore.
Never allow hounds to visit farmyards un-

punished. Disabuse their niinds of the idea
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that they must make the acquaintance of

every cur of high or low ciegree tliej- meet on
the road. The first lessons in actual hunting
should commence when six to ten months of

...age, according to physical development. If at

this stage a careful study of the nature and
eccentricities shows faults too pronounced and
not easily corrected, it is far better to dispose

of the hound than to waste lime on him with
the liability of others contracting the same
faults.

It is a very common as well as pernicious

custom of the Lyro to allow hound puppies to

hunt or run rabbils. This is a serious mistake.

Why allow them lo acquire a habit that will

take weeks and months to break them of later?

It is only fair to say that ninety per cent, of

the hounds that are first entered to rabbit can
never be made absolutely rabbit proof. The
best plan is to enter them to fox cubs. If a

den is not conveniently near and old foxes are

scarce,' a captive tox taught to lead may be
utilized in the preliminary lessons, at least un-
til they can learn the intoxicating delight a

W'Cll-bred hound experiences in scenting a fox.

Great care should be exercised in using a

captive fox to keep it far enough away from
the pups so they may never see or smell it until

they run across the trail laid for them. In

other words, a captive fox should never be

kept an>-\vhere in Ihf vicinity of the kennels.

It is better to hunt puppies where a gray rather

than a red fox "uS-es." Should they strike an
old red it will not only take the heart out of

t^em, but his straightaway tactics will take

them out of your own field of observation.

The gray^w'ill dodge, twist, and make short
circles, thus enabling you to note the perform-
ances of the puppiefe and correct their faults.

The presence of an older and better hound
teaches the younger hounds how to circle for a
loss and checks the disposition of mahy young
hounds to back track when a loss is made. A
slow hound is best to train them with first, but
he must not be a potterer or a babbler. After
he has the fox up and the pup has taken hold
of the litie, if opportunity presents to take up
the old hound without the knowledge of the
pup do so. If the pup makes a loss or quits
for any cause replace the old hound, to assist

him. If a loss is made when hunlifig alone, do
not get excited and try lo rush him along.
There is less danger of becoming a pollerer
than rioter. Keep quiet: excitement is conta-
gious.

If-he shows no disposition to "circle" make
the cast yourself and gently coax him lo ac-
company you. When" he finally strikes the
line cheer him on. Never take a hound by the
collar or lead him and put him on the line; gel
him lo il naturally and let him think he has
"struck it olf." No matter how much time is

lost, let him work out his own salvation. This
habil of laying on the line has proved a curse
to the English hounds.
When a distant hound opens and the pup

fails lo "hark" to him, attract his attention
by n'peating the word "hark" sharply, then
start rapidly toward the sound, urging'him to
"go to him," slop, cry "hark," and repeat
this, gelling nearer all the lime until the pup
"goes in." Should he be "thrown out," re-

peal this later, as the £px is certain lo circle

and return within hearing distance. When
possible alternate hunting alone^and with pack.
If hunted always with a pack, especially of his
superiors, the young dog will soon acquire a
habit of waiting or holding back until others
make a strike and his usefulness will be much
impaired. When alone he soon develops con-
fidence in his own ability that will later stand
him in good stead.
Hunting with inferior hounds teaches him

lo go ahead, forge for the front, pick up a
loss, and lo depend upon his own efforts.Hunt-
ing with belter hounds teaches him through
observation how to accomplish these ends with
accuracy and more ease to himself. If covert
is close, swampy, infested with briars, or im-
penetrable, never hunt him alone, but with a
slow, painstaking older hound which will in-

duce him to enter and remain in the face of
adverse conditions; if inclined to babble or run
riot, he should be given five or six miles of
brisk road work behind a horse or vehicle be-
fore throwing him in. This will take off the
keen edge and subdue his spirits enough lo get
him down to business. One thus inclined
should never be broken with a noisy hound,
but a steady, reliable one, that knows just
when lo give tongue and how much of it.

Punishment for babbling and running riot

should be administered promptly and deci-
sively. Spare your voice with young hounds.
Remember silence is a necessary qualification

of a successful trainer and that hounds soon
become noisy babblers like their masters. Back
tracking is a grievous fault, one of the hardest
lo overcome as well as one of the easiest to
acquire. A hound showing a disposition to
back track should as far as possbile be given
opportunities lo run hot, fresh trails, even if

the aid of a captive fox is necessary. II is

far easier lo distinguish the right way of the
track when fresh than when cold. Great care
should be exercised in punishing a hound for
back tracking. He thinks he is right and can-
not understand the punishment. Il is far bet-
ter lo let him continue on a track until it

"peters out," for then he realizes that some-
thing is wrong, especially if in his next run he
gels near enough lo his fox to find the scent
increasing.

Training with a drag is very apt to make
back trackers of any hound. If in preliminary
lessons you are not fortunate enough "to
hole" a wild fox, the captive fox should be
brought into play, a half or three-quarter mile
trail laid by leading, and the fox securelv holed
at the end. Let the hound run the trail to the
hole alone; as long as he sliows a disposition

to slay and bay do not put in an appearance
but keep in viewing distance. At the first indi-

cation of leaving, come forward and maki
exaggerated efforts to dislodge the fox, urging
the hound to bay and get him out. Drop back
out of sight gradually and repeat your actions
several limes. Fiually dig him out. and if

foxes are plentiful allow him to "break" the
fox, this bcifig a good time lo blood the hound.

II when hounds arc thrown "in cover" a
'blank draw" results, do not take the bounds
up, but let them hunt along to the next cover.
Move slowly, indicaling the direction by a sm
gle shoi't blast on your horn every few hundred
yards lo enable the hounds lo keep in touch
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with you. Moving rapidly has a tendency to

make "roaders" of otherwise good hounds.
Should a young hound "come in" while others
are hunting, trailing, or driving, and you can-
not induce him to go to them, do not allow him
to lie around or follow you, but send him
immediately to the kennel; otherwise he will

soon become a confirmed loafer, in which case
he should be presented with an ounce of lead.
The practiced ear will readily distinguish a

hound's tongue when out of sight. When you
hear a hound "open" do not put spurs to your
horse to get to him unless you recognize his
tongue and know him well; he may fool you.
If other hounds are in sight, watch them
closely. They will "head up" at the sound
and listen intently, and if they are not thor-
oughly satisfied wdl resume their own hunting.
This may be repeated several limes. Then
without any apparent difference in tone the
hounds "will hark to it" and with bristles up
and tail lashing take high fences in their eager-
ness to "get in." They know the characters
of their hound friends better than you do and
can tell when they are bluffing or iii earnest.
Never force or hurry hounds in puzzling out

a cold trail. This is one of the most fruitful
means of spoiling sport, as well as hounds. If
you feel restless and impatient, sit on a fence
or slump. If you show impatience it willsurely
b^ romniunicated to the hounds and a check
will soon develop in a loss. Never go ahead of
the hounds; remember, no matter how great
the temptation is to be in front, you cannot
catch the fox yourself, but you can, and pro-
bably will, not only spoil the day's sport but
you also run the risk of spoiling the hound by
such tactics.

When "casting" never ofler to assist as
long as the hounds are diligently trying to
"strike off." The less they are interfered with
the better they understand finding a fox better
than you do. Hounds while fresh are very ex-
citable and unless you overrun the hue at the
first turn andmake a loss do not keep too close
to Ihom when driving. This is responsible for
spoiling more good runs than ail the bad soil,

high wind, and climatic conditions combined.
In hunting the hunter should stay with the

hounds and not allow the hounds to stay with
hi'm. They are supposed to do the hunbifig and
should not leaxn to rely upon the hunter to
select likely places to get up the fox or strike
a trail. N\ hen hounds are "thrown in" stay
perfectly quiet,. Hounds are easily rattled at
this stage, especially if they hipivc been ken-
neled for several days, and too much enthus-
iasm on your part may causte thejn to riot.

I-'requentiy, owing to the character of the
country in wooded districts, it is impossible to
keep the hounds within sight or hearing; then
the craft of the huntej- or trainer w'ith an
accurate knowledge of the habits of the ganae
comes into play. If sheep or cattle are in sight
he can tell at a glance if they passed in their
vicinity, c^n even tell the very direction taken.
Every flock of fowls, farm dog, or cur of low
degree is an indicator. If there is a band of
horses he can tell whether the hounds were
close or far behind the fox. If there is a crow
or jaybird in the -neighborhood he can locate
the fox, as both are inveterate enemies of the
fox and will not only "peach" upon him, but

do everj'thing in their power to advise the
world at large of the fo.x's presence. All ot

these signs are Greek to the novice and can
only be learned by constant observation.

While it is best to train in daytime, as the
work of the hound can be noted to better ad-
vantage, good results are obtained by night
hunting, especially in the South, where scent-
ing conditions are better at night and the fox
is more easily found, runs longer, and keeps a
more regular course. The trainer should fa-
miliarize himself with the tongue or voice of
each hound. An experienced hunter can tell

the feelings swaying a hound as each note re-

flected in the music of the mouth represents a
particular emotion, distinctly denoting eager-
ness, anxiety, uncertainty, joy, distress, or any
other canine feeling.

The number of times a week they should be
hunted at this stage of the game depends on
how they stand°up to the work. As much care
should be taken to see they do not grow stale
or sour from ovenvork as that they do not
become soft and indolent from lack of work.
Their feet should be examined on the start
from the kennel, also on the return to ij,. Place
the back of the hand to the hound's nose; if it

is cold and moist, he is all right. It it is warm
and dry he should not be hunted, but given a
dose of castor oil and light road exercise. The
nose is the only absolutely correct indicator of
condition in a hotind.
A bag fox can be liberated occasionally in

'

blooding young hounds. They never run'like
a wild fox, even when they are fresh and unin-
jured; they generally go "down wind," and
though hounds run them in a half-hearted way
the fox seldom, when turned down, under fa-
vorable conditions for trailing, gets his "ticket
of leave." With twenty minutes' license,
hounds should kill in about the same amount
of time after being laid on the line. Never
attempt to call or collect your hounds by a
false call to game. You may fool them a few
times, but they will soon find you out and you
will realize that 3-ou have cried wolf once too
often.

All hounds should be taught to swim, but do
not do it by throwing them into the water.
When the water is warm enough not to cnill,

take them out in a boat a short distance from
the shore, place them gently in the water, and
pull ashore fast enough to prevent efforts to
get into the boat. It is seldom that more than
a couple of lessons are necessary to make them
feel at home in the water.
The homing instinct is possessed in greater

or less degree by all hounds and should be cul-
tivated to the utmost. This should not be
done by leaving them in the woods or hunting
ground" to find their way home alone. Make
short excursions from the home and have them
confined for an hour after your departure.
Gradually increase the distance as well as the
time of confinement. Whenever a hound re-

turns voluntarily to the kennels he should be
given a morsel to eat, no mailer what hour or
how near feeding time.

If you leave a hound while out hunting, he
soon loses confidence in you and looks upon
you as a deserter. When you are ready to re-

turn call him with your horn, the tone of

which you should familiarize him with in the
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kennels. It is remarkable how readilv they
learn the tone of their master's horn and never
forget or confuse it with another. Use the
cow horn in preference to the brass instrument.
The latter has no individuality and is very
hard for a hound to distinguish. There is a
peculiar cliarin, a mysterious sweetness about
the tone of a good, well-blown cow horn that
no musictil instrument possesses. Its melody
fills the heart of the hunter and quickens his
blood as do the drum and bugle that of a
soldier.

One of the most important lessons to be

taught is that domestic animals are not legiti-

mate quarry. The worst habit a hound can
acquire is sheep killing; once acquired, no
earthly effort can break him of it. Young
hounds should be coupled and frequently
taken through sheep pastures. Should one
show a disposition to run or attack a sheep,
ride himdown, whip him thoroughly,and give
him the impression that you intend to kill

him then and there. Should he repeat the
offense, tie him with a short rope to a vicious

old ram who will take pleasure in cracking a

few ribs for him, and he will forevermore lose
his appetite for mutton.
To prevent gun shyness go to the keimals"

at feeding time and while the hounds are
eating, fire a few shots from a small rifie.

Should any of them show any evidence
of fright or alarm speak to and' pet them.
The next day use the twenty-two cartridges,
then a revolver and gradually lead up to a
shotgun. After firing lay the gun on the
ground for the dogs to inspect at their leisure.

Some hounds have a predi'ection for running
a dog track. This is almost as bad as the
"mutton habit" and calls for equally prompt,
heroic, anc) energetic treatment along tne
same lines.

Between hunting seasons, hounds should
have sufficient active and regular work to keep
them in discipline, muscles hardened, flesh

down, and pads well indurated. They will

thus be ready to resume their training on the
opening of their second season.

—

From "The
Foxhound" hy Roger T. Williams, the noted
breeder. This is a book nil joxhound fanciers
should have. Price 90c or with Rod and Gun.
one year $2.00.

NO GAME HOGS WANTED IN THE ORGANIZA-

TION OF ONTARIO SPORTSMEN
E. R. KERR

Up-standing, red-blooded out-of-doors men
are the kind that have made the Essex County

Wild Life Conservation Association the great

force that it is in the increased game move-

ment.

The attitude of true-blue citizens who do

not hunt and shoot coupled with unselfishness

on the part of sportsmen has resulted in draw-

ing closer together all citizens of Essex County

in the more game movement.

There is no room in the membership of this

organization for the market shooter, nor for

the commercial dealer in game, who, taking

advantage of the war, conducts propaganda

designed to break down protective game laws.

Space is lacking also for the thin-blooded

brethern who want all game put on the song

bird list.

If the person now reading this article be-

lieves in more game and continuance of game
shooting in Ontario and that such can only

be accomplished or secured through organiza-

tion and the strict application of practical

game breeding and preserving methods, if he

is the sort of sportsman who won't shoot the

last bird in the covey, even though the law

does permit it, then he is welcome in this

Association, or in any other Association for

the protection of wild life because that's

where he belongs.

Every County in Ontario should contain

a number of sportsmen sufficiently interested in

the preservation of sport with rod and gun to

be an active factor in the more game move-

ment and the time has arrived when such

sportsmen must resolutely take hold of game
matters in their respective counties and

through the establishment therein of small

and many hard and fast breeding centers

(Game Sanctuaries) conserve for Ihemsel^'es

and posterity the seed stocks of wild game
birds and animals.

^mim^
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A Favorite Rendezvous of the Women Spectators: Mr. Dunk in the background.

THE CANADIAN INDIANS' TOURNAMENT AT
NIAGARA-ON-THE-LAKE

The thirteenth annual tourney of skill of the

Canadian Indians was held at Niagara-on-the-

lake on the ideal shooting grounds of the

Queens Royal Hotel on Monday and Tuesday,
July 1st and 2nd. The shooting conditions

were not,ideal, the prevailing high south-west

winds the first day making good scores ex-

tremely difficult except for the most expert

of the shooters. However, it would take

more than high winds and low hanging clouds

to dampen the enthusiasm of the Canadian
Indians. The second day was beautifully

bright and clear and the wind, though still

doing duty, did not interfere to so great an
extent with the flying targets.

The annual meeting was held at the Queens
Royal Hotel, July 1st. 23 Chiefs were present.

The following new Chiefs were elected to

membership

:

II. W. Cooey, Toronto; \V. J. McCance,
St. Thomas; W. Hollingshead, Button; C. A.
Lewis, Gait; Rowland Day, London; Court
Thomson, Hamilton; R. W. Glover, L.)ndon;
T. H. Baker, London, J. M. AlcCausland'
London.

The following officers were elected for 1919:
High Chief, F. I. Fox, Chief Hill Climber,

Toronto; Vice-Chief, Dr. G. G. Jordan, Chief

Make Em Yell, Toronto; High Scribe, Geo. H.
Cashmore, Chief Mend-a-Musket,- Toronto.

COUNCIL OF CHIEFS
S. G. Vance, Chiei Moccasin Maker, Tillson-

burg; R. H. Combs, Chief Soan ge ta ha,

Toronto; N. R. Gooderham, Chief Big Canoe,

Toronto; W. H. Gooderham, Chief Wendigo,
Toronto; T. D. Palmer, Chief Great West
Felt, Gait; W. P. Thomson, Chief Iron Face,

Hamilton; E. R. Rolph, Chicl Wigwam Builder

Hamilton.

The Trophy winners at the Annual Tourna-
ment were as ioUows:

REGULAR EVENTS 1st DAY
H. W. Cooey, Toronto, S. G. Vance, Tillson-

burg; R. H. Combs, Toronto; W. P. Thomson,
Hamilton; W. Hollingshead, Dutton; Court

Thomson, Hamilton; Rowland Day, London;

R. W. Glover, London; F. I. Fox, Toronto;

T. Houghton, Flint, Mich.

AVERAGE TROPHIES LEWIS CLASS
Class A—S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg; H. W.

Cooey, Toronto; Class B— W. P. Thomson
Hamilton; N. R. Gooderham, Toronto; Class

C—W. G. Pow, Tillsonburg; W. J. McCance,
St. Thomas.
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HENRY BUTT TROPHY
S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg.

DOUBLE EVENT
R. H. Combs, Toronto; F. I. Fox, Toronto;

J. McCausland, London.

INDIANS SPECIAL IN COSTUME
Class A—T. Houghton, Dr. G. G. Jordan,

.7. Payne. Class B—W. R. Fenton, F. I.

Fox, H. W. Cooey.

REGULAR EVENTS 2ND DAY
J. McCausland, London; W. R. Fenton,

Toronto; W. G. Pow, Tillsonburg; G. L.

Vivian, Toronto; W. S. Edwards, Toronto;

S. S. Hopkins, Lewiston; C. A. Lewis, Gait;

E. Hariet, Hamilton; J. Vance, Tillsonburg;

H. W. Hunsberry, Jordan Station.

LEWIS CLASS AVERAGE TROPHIES
Class A—W. S. Edwards, Toronto; W. R.

Fenton, Toronto. Class B—R. H. Combs,
Toronto; H.W. Hunsberry, Jordan Station.

Class C—C. A. Lewis, Gait; M. G. Goodale,

Hamilton.

TORONTO CUP
S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg.

CANADIAN INDIANS SPECIAL CLASS
Class A—S. G. Vance, Tillsonburg; Class

B—W. S. Edwards, Toronto; Class C—W. R.
Fenton, Toronto; Class D—F. D. Palmer,

Xialt; Class E—W. G. Pow, Tillsonburg.

The following are the scores:

REGULAR EVENTS. 1ST DAY
DOUBLES. BUTT TROPHY

Shot
at Brk. 25 Brk. 50 Brk.

S G.Vanre 150 141 Prs. 27 Targets 47

H.W.Cooev 141 25 —
S.S.Hopkins 137 — —
W. Lawson 136 — —
R. Dav 136 —

-

—
R.W. Glover 136 28 —
T.Houghton 135 — 41

R.H.Comhs 133 35 32

Col.Paae 133 — —
W.S.Edwards...-. 131 32 44
F.I. Fox 131 34 42
Dr.J.R.Serson 129 29 37
W.P.Thomson 129 — 43
W.R. Fenton 129 — 41

N.R.Gooderham 129 32 44
J.Pavnc 128 30 40
Dr. G.G.Jordan 128 29 40
W.S. Niven 127 • — —
W.Hollinqshcad 127 — —
J. McCausland 126 33 —
C.A.Lewis 125 23
T. W.H.Taylor. .

1-':". — 40
C.Summcrheys . 122 26 —
A. W. Glover \SS — —
All. Palmeter 122 — —
G.L.Vivian 122 30 43
M.lv. Goodale 121 — —
W.G.Pow 119 — 43
W.J.MrCance 119 — —
P.J.Boothe 116 — 34

J. Vance 115 33 40
Col. A.J. Oliver 115 — 38
J.B. McGralh 113 — —
.\. Woodruff 113 — —
T II.B.ikcr 113 — —
C.C.Jennings 112 —

T. S. Conover 112 —
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Other trophy winners in the doubles were

F. I. Fox, Toronto and J. McC.ausland,

London.

charged his duties in a courteous and satis-

factory manner.

Among the most interested spectators, and

one who did not miss an event, was Miss

Noreen Combs, daughter of R. H. Combs,

s^Toronto. Miss Combs, who with her mother

is a frequent attendant at trap-shooting

tournaments, says she could watch the flying

- targets all day without becoming tired, and

seems to thoroughly enjoy seeing her "daddy"

distinguish himself.

Little Margaret Cashmore, daughter of

George Cashmore, was among the kiddies

present, as was also young William McCance
of St. Thomas. Margaret with the sang

froid of her sex was perfectly willing to have

her picture taken, but William on the ap-

proach of the camera lady became embarassed

and an attempt to picture the youngest shooter

on the grounds proved unsuccessful.

An adventurous swallow, feeling itself

secure, possibly, in the knowledge that it

belonged to a protected species, flew across

the firing line on Tuesday morning when a

squad of shooters were in action. One shot

from Court Thompson laid the swallow low

and almost simultaneously broke the clay

bird. Mr. Thompson retrieved this un-

expected trophy and a snapshot reproducing

him with the swallow in his hand appears

in this issue.

Chief Moccasin Maker (S. G. Vance)

was the winner of the Henry Butt Trophy
with 47 out of 50, breaking these from the

back line at 20 yards. He also tied with H.

Cooey of Toronto by breaking 141 out of 150

registered targets.

Professionals present were George Dunk,
Dominion Cartridge Co. and W. S. Jones,

DuPont Co.

Nelson Long, the target man of Hamilton,

was of couree on hand and his blackbird

targets were also there by the thousand.

Last year the club-house was the head-

quarters of the office staff, thus nec^ssitialng

a good deal of running backwards and for-

wards to the grounds with score sheets, etc.

This year Mr. Cashmore, who through the

courtesy of the Remington U.M.C. Co. was
again in charge, occupied a tant on the shoot-

ing grounds. As usual Mr. Cashmore dls-

On Tuesday afternoon the handsome

trophies were brought from the room in the

Queens Royal where they had been on dis-

play for several days, and placed on a table

immediately in front of the gayly painted

tepee shown herewith. Later in the after-

noon Chief Hill Climber (F. L Fox), the High

Chief for the past year, presented the trophies

to the luckv winners.

The Grand International Tournament to

be held at St. Thomas, was advertised at the

Canadian Indian Tournament to take place

on July 29th, 30th and 31st.

Among the spectators who partook of the

hospitality of the Dominion Cartridge tent

were : Mrs. Edwafrds, Toronto; Mrs. Thomp-
son, Hamilton; Mrs. Hollingshead, Dutton;

Mrs. Combs, and Miss Cohibs, Toronto;

Mrs. Houghton, Ft. Worth, Texas; Mrs.

W. J. McCance, St. Thomas, Mi.ss Hollings-

head, Dutton; Miss Huffman, Woodstock,

and Miss Hume, of Rod and Gun editorial

staff, Woodstock.

Tuesday, July 2nd, was the big day of the"

shoot and on Tuesday afternoon, responding

to the call of the High Chief, "Chief Hill

Climber" after what seemed to the anxious

spectators a considerable period of anticipa-

tion, not unmixed with trepidation, the

warriors with many a whoop and yell emerged
from the club house and spread out noisily

on tlje green. The reproductions of some of

the "heap big chiefs" which appear herewith,

will furnish an idea as to some of the fearful

and wonderful, as well as picturesque and
beautiful, costumes that were to be seen oa
that day. From a distance it was an awe
inspiring spectacle and the war paint with

which the faces of the erstwhile Indians were

profusely decorated, further served to create

the illusion among the spectators that they

had been thrust back to the days when the

North .\merican Indians roamed and reigned

supreme in the land of the maple.

Chief Signmaker's magnir;cent head-dress

made him a distinguished figure among the

other chiefs while Chief Dah-Bon-Kek-Wa-
Win-ne-ne in his splendid outfit called forth

many enthusiastic comments of admiration.

Chief Big Canoe was also distinguished by
his headgeai while that "big gun," Chief

Moccasin Maker of Tillsonburg wore a blanket
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that marked him as a conspicuous

among the rest of the tribe.

figure

Among the other chiefs, recognized, despite

their war paint and picturesque disguise were

:

Chiefs Malce 'em Yell, Little Sunshine, Silver-

locks, Overland, Soam-de-ha-ha, Hill Climber,

Highball, Hit and Miss, Medicine Man,

Domcarl, etc.

From the coy manner of the chiefs the day

before the tribe shoot, when they "did not

think they felt like dressing up"—merely

camouflage of course intended to temporarily

distress the enquirer—to their confident and

noisy manner on the afternoon of the 2nd

of July, was a far cry, and one was led to

repeat the bromide that after all "men are

only boys grown up''—and not so very much
grown up at that, at times like these.

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.
There was a good attendance at the shoot of the

Hamilton Gun Club on Saturday afternoon, June If).

A fifty-bird handicap for a scarfpin was marked by a

great "finish. A. Parmenler. H. Smith, C. Graham and
W. Br^dshaw all tied with 50. It was necessary to

go fifty birds more before Parmentcr beat the field by
a couple of birds. He was the dark horse in the race,

but his steady string of breaks enabled him to win out

in the finals.
" H. Smith was second, and took the club

spoon.
The \ A.T.A spoon was won by C. Graham with bO.

Geo. Stroud had 49 and W. Dillon 48.

Myles Goodale did the unexpected when he took the

challenge medals away from C. Graham with a straight

score of 2.) against 23.
, , ,

E. Harris had the high total of the afternoon with
95 out of 101, and is shooting in superb form now. J.

Hunter broke 69 out of 75 and M. E. Goodale 115 out

At "the next shoot M. E. Fletcher will put up a nice

prize which should attract a large entry.

W. Bradshaw was on hand to bid the members good-bye
before he went overseas, and gave a good account of

himself at the traps.

The scores were:
Shot at. Broke.

166 127
. . 107 89

132 115
170 114
1,50 123
130 1U2
100 79
75 51
91 57
66 48
25 18
157 133
101 95
84 72

A. Parmenter. .

.

W. Dillon
M. E. Goodale
H. Newman. . .

G. Stroud
H.Smith.
H. B. Bozard
R. Lisson. .

B. Branda
A. Smith
Dr. Wilson
C. Graham.
E. Harris. .

W. Bradshaw. .

Capl. Overholt
M. E. Fletcher
J. Hunter 75

23
69

prize, with five, and Miss Lutz the fourth, with four.
Two of the prizes were donated by the club and two
by M. E. Goodale.

Tickets were distributed among the ladies with the
names of the contestants in a twenty-five bird event,
the holders of the names of the winners to get the prizes.
M. E. Fletcher and C. Graham tied with 25 straight
for first and H. W. Huneberry, Bert Smyth and D.
Konkle tied for second with 24. On the shoot-off
Fletcher was first, C. Graham second and Smyth third.
Their names were held by Mrs. Goodale, Mrs. D.
Price and Mrs. M. Honsberger, who received - the
respective prizes.
A strong dele.qr.tion came up from Jordan, the place

famous for the fall peach shoot. Instead of telling about
the fine fruit and vegetables they grew, they most
thoughtfully brought along three crates and two baskets
of their finest ctierries, strawberries and asparagus,
which were donated as prizes in a consolation drawing.
The gift was very much appreciated by the club, but
more so by the winners, who were Miss Schoan, Mrs.
G. Stroud, Miss Long, Mrs. R. Mcintosh and Mrs.
Choate.

In a twenty-five bird race for a handsome silver vase,
donated by M. E. Fletcher, .lohn liunter emulated the
feat of his daughter in the ladies' race, by winning with
24 from 20 yards. H. W. Hunsberry, Bert Smyth and
C. Syer tied for second place with 23, and on the shoot-
off Smyth won out with a perfect score, thereby getting
the club spoon.

In the fifty birds, for an A. A. T. A. spoon, John
Hunter was again high with 47, while C. Graham was
second with 45.
M. E. Goodale retained his hold on the challenge

medals with 24, as C. Graham was two down.
M. E. Fletcher had the best total of the afternoon,

with 94 out of 100, of which the first 50 were straight,
J. Hunter had 70 out of 75. E. Harris 91 out of 100.
H. W. Hunsberrv, the enthusiast from Jordan, had 113
out of 125, and while he figured in all the shoot-offs, he
just lost out.
At the close of the shoot the prizes were gracefully

presented to the winners bv Messrs. Goodale, Lennox,
and Hunter. Crawford added to the pleasure of the
afternoon with wartime refreshments.
The scores were;

Shot at
J. Hunter .'. 75
N. Long 125
C. Graham 200
M. Goodale 100

Ladies Perforitftd at Hamilton Gun Club.
That the popular ladies' day at the Hamilton Gun

club has lost none of-Hle attractiveness of the past was
evinced by the large turn-out of the members and their

friends on Saturday. July 13th. The weather was
idea! and the club prounds never looked better. Ex-
tending back of the traps is a fine field of grain, and with

the bay and beach as a background, it made a pretty

sight.

The five-bird event for ladies had seventeen entries,

and all acciuilied themselves admirably, although some
had never handled a gun before. Miss IIunt>T won
the first iirize with four birds, having missed her second

bird Mrs. II. Lennox took thesecond prize, with three.

.Mrs Lutz Mrs. Taylor. Miss Gorman and Miss Martin
tied with two for third. On the shoot olT it was neces-

sary to go six birds before Mrs. Taylor won the third

E.Harris ^... 100
J.Jones 100
M. Honsberger 75
H. W. Hunsberrv 125
D.Price

'

75
W.Nicholson 75
H.Lennox 100
G.Stroud 125
J.Cline 75
B.Smvth 125
M. E. Fletcher 100

Broke.
70

111
177
88
91

R. Lisson.
H.Smith
M. Rasberr>' ,

A. Parmenter. . .

W. Wark
E. Sturt
I. Smith
J. Sutton
C. Thomson. . .

.

W. P.Thomson.
A. Smith
H. Bozard
G. Syer
W. Parmenter. .

R.Bullock
G. Brown
Dr. Green
D. Konkle
C. Briqgcr
H. Lutz. .

75
100
75
50
75
75
75
50
100
50
25
50
100
25
25
50
.50

50
25

58
113
60
59
86
107
60
118
94
56
83
53
37
63
65
58
36
85
44
18
44
80
16
16
36
44
45
23
18

TOURNAMENT DATES

GRAND INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT AT
ST. THOMAS, JULY 29, 30, 31

This tournament will be conducted under the Lewis

class system, three classes, which gives the 80% shoot-

ers a chance to win some money and trophies. 1 lie

program is so arranged that the 80. 85 and 90% shoot-

ers have a splendid chance to win trophies and money,
phies and moncv. In fact they will have .lust as niiich

chance to win trophies at this tournament as the high

average shooters. A number of shooters east of Bullalo

have indicated their intention of taking m the St.

Thomas lournamenl on their way to the Grand Amen-
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A handsome squad: Court Thomson and his

swallow.
'Viswil;

^«. K <

The office tent, presided over by Mr. Geo. Cashmore: Miss

Combs standing beside him.

IV3r. R. H. Combs makinp, himseif useful: A view of
the Club-house.
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can which takes place the week following the St.
Thomas shoot at Chicago. Nothing is being left un-
done by the St. Thomas shooters to make everything
as pleasant as possible for the trapshootcrs who attend
the St. Thomas shoot, and a hearty welcome is extended
to all to attend this tournament.

GRAND AMERICAN HANDICAP TOURNAMENT
The Nineteenth Grand American Handicap Tourna-

ment of the Interstate Trapshooting Association, the
great annual trapshooters' eveni takes place this year
on August 5th, 6th, 7th and 9Lh, under the auspices
of the South Shore Country Club, Chicago, Illinois,
Programs may be secured Irom the Interstate Trap-
shooting Association, 219 Coltart Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

Here are the averages of Ontario amateur trap-
shooters with a percentage of 85 per cent, or better.
The figures include shoots up to June 15:

—

.I.E. Jennings. Todmorden,Ont. 1330 1241 .9330
S. G.Vance, Tillsonburg, Ont. .. 2100 1944 .9257
N. R.Goodexham. Toronto, Ont. 1450 1321 .9179
A. F. HealvTwindsor, Ont 1255 1 113 .8868
J. Vance, Tillsonburg, Ont 1000 882 .8820
W. H. Goodcrham. Toronto, Ont. 1890 1625 .8597

The following statistics showing the extent of trap-
shooting in America have been compiled:

Number of shooters 675,000
Number of clubs 5,000
Yearly cost of ammunition $12,000,000
Yearly club dues and travelling expenses ....$40,500,000
Value of guns in use $27,000,000
Valueof equipment of gun clubs $5,000,000
Number of clay rocks used yearly $36,000,000
Yearly cost of clay rocks $270,000

In these days when conservation is being preached in
every department of life the attention of trap-shooters
and trap shooting clubs is drawn to the waste that is
permitted by them, a waste which has probably not
occurred to many of them. This waste is to be found in
the gold mine of lead that lies underground some
hundred yards distant from the traps. Tons of this
may be buried in the earth before the traps if a club has
shot at the same place any length of time. It ;s said
not to be a difficult matter to have this mined and any
progressiye dealer in lead should grab at the oppor-
tunity if it is pointed out to him how this may be clone
and how rich will be the yield. One large club is said
to put hundreds of dollars in its treasury by having
the lead removed annually. The recovery of this lead
means the recovery of material that may be used by the
companies loading shotgun shells. Left under ground
this means a serious loss. The matter deserves the
attention of every gun club.

NO DIFFICULTY IN AMERICAN TOURISTS

ENTERING CANADA

THE volu'me of tourist traffic from the

United States this year has been con-

siderably lessened by misleading press

dispatches appearing in Canadian and Amer-
ican papers regarding the Canadian Regis-

tration Act. In the4e it was unwarrantably

stated that visitors to Canada from the

United States would be compelled to register

at a post ofTice before they could secure ac-

commodation at a hotel, that passports were
absolutely necessary and more recently the

absurd rumour was widely circulated that

women from the United States would not be

allowed to return home. This latter rid-

iculous report is specifically denied by Mr.
W. D. Scott, Superintendent of Immigra-
tion, who officially designated it as "abso-

lutely without foundation in fact." Senator

Gideon Robertson, a member of the Dominion
Cabinet and chairman of the Registration

Board, is equally positive in his denials of

the olhel- mischievous reports. The actual

facts are, according to the official state-

ment of the Registration Board, that the

Registration Act applies only to people per-

manently resident in Canada, and does not

affect even remotely anyone living in the

United States; that no registration at a post

office is necessary, and that no passports are

required. The possession of papers showing

the holders to be American citizens is all

that is necessarj to cross into Canada. At
the International Boundary line the holders

of these papers are given an identification

card by the Immigration Officials which
enables the visitors to travel freely where
they wish without any interference.

Neither in the instructions issued nor the

regulations for Canadian registration is there

anything that would indicate desire or inten-

tion to impose restrictions upon Americans

or aliens entering, travelling in, or leaving

Canada. The experie^nce of those American
visitors who have already come to Canada
is proof of this assertion but for those who
may not have jeen this announcement and

may still be influenced by the false reports

to stay at home, spoil their vacation and

cause a mutual loss to themselves and to

Canada, we are publishing this article and

would at the same time urge our American

friends to come and enjoy a holiday along

the streams and in the ,woods ofithe great

sportsman's playground (of North ^America.
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Pack an IverJohnson

AGOOD revolver natur-

ally belongs in every

camping and fishing outfit.

Naturally also, a camp re-

volver gets knocked about a
great deal. It gets mixed

up in the dunnage and has many falls and bumps.

So you need an Iver Johnson. It is absolutely

safe. It cannot go off until you want it to. •

The only way to discharge it is by pulling the

trigger 'way back.

The same reasons that make the Iver Johnson
the ideal camp revolver, make it the ideal revolver

for the defense of the home.

Three Iver Johnson Booklets Free—write mentioning the ones

t^ou want: A—"Firearms";]}— "Bicycles" ; C—"Motorcycles,"

IVER JOHNSON'SARMS &. CYCLE WORKS
167 River Street, Fitchburg, Mass.

99 Cbamberi Street, New York 717 Market Street, San Francisco

IVER JOHNSON

S

AronoBunmasl!

AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM
Pocket size, 265 pp.* blue flexible leather, fully illusimted
CONTENTS—The internal combustion engine. Principled and constructloB. A
typical modern motor. The centrifugal governor. The hil-or-mias governor. Car-
buretors, The float feed principle. The float chamber and jet. Various types of modern
construction. Quality of mixture. Flooding the carburetor. Carburetor trouble* and
adjustment* etc. ( G«ar or Gearing, Belt and Chain Gearing, Friction gear. Spur on
tooth gearing. DifTerential or balance gear. Shafts and their function*. The crank-
shaft, naif speed shaft, countershaft, etc.. Lubrication and Lubricators, Pumps and
their purpose*. Motor misfiring, cauaes and remedies. Noises in the Motor, causes
and remedies. Motor overheating, cauaes and remedies. Electric motors, principles
-nd operation. Steam can. The engine, generator, reverse gear. etc.

I rices: Flexible Leather $1.50. Cloth Binding 11.00.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

Woodstockt OntarioW. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED



Wants to Make His Own Snuwshoes
Editor, Rod and Gun.

I would be obliged if some one would advise

me through your columns the way to make
and weave snow-shoes.

Yours truly,

Headingly P. O., Man. A G. Matheson.

A WATERPROOF TENT
Editor, ROD AND GUN:—

In March Rod and Gun Mr. A. A. Jessop

of Toronto wants to know how to make
his tent waterproof. My experience is

that there is only one satisfactory article

for this purpose, it is "Preservo" made
by The Preservo Paint Co. of Port Huron.

Mich. It comes in several colors and is

brushed on like paint and is absolutely

waterproof.

I imagine if Mr. Jessop were to call up
or see John Leckie Co., of Toronto (the

sail maker.s) he would no doubt be able

to procure "Preservo" in the city.

I have used "Preservo" on tents, tar-

paulins, hunting coats, etc., and it is O.K.,

in fact some fifteen years ago I got hold

of a tent that was leaking so it was useless.

Two coats of "Preservo" one outside and
one inside and it is in use yet and water-

proof.

K. E. Naftel.

Goderich, Ont.

PANTHER HUNTING
Editor, ROD AND GUN:—
"We have had a very mild winter here

and snow only during the last few weeks.

For the last ten days of March the Panther
hunters have been busy and bounties were
paid out on tentof these big cats at Duncan's.

There are more bounties paid out here for

panther than anj^vhere in B.C. It was
not far from here that the two children

"Ashburnham and Farrie" were badly mauled
by a savage old panther last year. They
have since recovered and are now quite

well. Mr Albert Holman, a famous panther

slayer, lost his best dog here a few days

ago when he came to grips with a large

specimen of "felis Concolor." Holman's

dog had nearly reached the century mark

in tracing panthers, all of which were brough
down by his master's rifle—a .30-30 Carbine
at that.

The closing act of life of this famous
dog happened on the 3rd of March, 1918.

He had tracked a big panther to his lair

and charged lj,im there. The crafty feline

sprang over a log and crouched waiting,

and the big 'Irish-^irdale landed on top.

The panther seized him, the two rolled

down the mountain side, locked in death
grips. Holman arrived on the scene as

the big brute was sneaking away from where
the dog was lying with his skull crushed

to a pulp.

His master was wild with rage for he

knew that the old veteran was done for

as he had never failed him before. The
carbine cracked viciously three times in

succession as the panther fled across the

hillside, and every shot told (one was enough
but Albert was mad).

Then he went over and caressed the remains

of his faithful old dog which was reverently

interred.

The dog was the result of crossing the

Airedale and Irish terriers and was fully

as big as the former, with plenty of hunting

scents; had over 90 scalps to his credit

when he was ambushed by this panther.

As a rule, this dog was very wary and would
never close in with one at any time and
during many years of hunting had several

close calls. He was only saved by his master's

skill with the rifle a year ago, when a large

female panther turned on him several times.

Various instances of people being attacked

and followed by these brutes are on record

here and I have had some experiences in

this line myself. Once while homeward
bound in a lonely trail at dusk, I met a panther

and he did not want to give me the right-

of-way at all.

I had no gun, not even a knife, but I have

fairly good lungs, so I leaped toward him
and yelled! Yelledl I certainly did. Why
an Indian War whoop was nothing compared
to it and the panther fled. I don't wonder
at him either "I was nearly scared myself"

Robt. D. Young.
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Your Vacation is a Necessity
Not a Luxury

Make it a water trip this year—the kind of holiday that

promotes health and refreshes the mind.

Extravagant pleasures are not to be encouraged—but

there's real economy in taking the kind of vacation that keeps

one's efficiency above par.

There is no congestion on the mighty rivers that flow from
Niagara to the sea.

The boats of the Canada Steamship Lines will take you
through the most delightful scenery of Canada—at very mod-
erate cost.

The high standard of efficiency, which has always distinguished "Can-
ada Steamship Line" service, will be maintained on all the Company's
steamers.

After enjoying the 1000 Island scenery—after you have "shot" the

Rapids of the .Sli Lawrence River and visited Montreal—then linger awhile in

Quebec, the city of tradition and enchantment.

From Quebec it is but a short trip to tne world-famed Shrine of St-

Anne de Bcaupre—where the pilgrims come in thousands everyiyear to renew
their faith in miracles.

From Quebec the route continues east and north, touching Murray Bay
and Tadousac (where fine hotels arc operatediby the Canada Steamship Lines)

—

and then up the River Saguenay, compared with which the Rhine and Danube
are insignificant. In all, a trip of a thousand miles at a cost so low that all can go.

SEND 2c. FOR ILLUSTRATED MAP AND GUIDE.

Canada Steamship Lines, Limited
Victoria Square, Montreal. Adel. 4200 Toronto. Hamilton



A subscriber wrote us recently in regard to

the privilege which Ontario hunters have of

taking two deer this Fall, He states that he fears

there will be considerable waste of meat unless

there is some provision for taking care of it

and mentions the fact that last Fall he and
his wife both got their count and that a lot of

the meat went bad notwithstanding they sold

one and gave a lot of the other one away.

He adds that he tried to put it in cold storage

but the dealer said he had no game license and

would not take it in as in doing so he would
be liable to a fine. The license the dealer

stated was too high to warrant him taking one

out. Our subscriber suggests that some one

should take this matter up with the Govern-

ment with the idea of saving some of this

meat and that if the Government would take

out the license for the cold storage plants and
charge the hunter, say, $1.00 or so for every

deer stored there it might be a good thing.

Even without the intervention of the Gov-
ernment the hunter who is fortunate enough
to secure his full quota of deer need not waste

any of the meat.

Deer meat can be preserved very well we
understand from those who have tried it,

by the following plan. Secure a barrel, cut

up your deer, place it piece by piece in the

barrel and as you put in each piece sprinkle

lightly with salt. Keep this up, a layer of

meal, followed by a layer of salt, until the

meal is all in the barrel. The salt will pickle

the deer and you will have an excellent sub-

stitute for the domestic corned beef.

[I^On June 6th last the bill for carrying into

effect the terms of the Migratory Bird Treaty

with Canada for the protection of 1022 species

of North American birds from the Mexican
boundary to the North Pole, the world's

greatest measure for bird protection, was
passed by a vote of 216 to 131. The Cana-

dian half of the treaty and its corresponding

enabling act have been in active operation for

some months and this action on the part of

CoagrcM T:3dc,rj 'h.t triuacph of the

international bird treaty campaign complete

and forever disposes of the question of the

constitutional right of the federal govern-

ment to take an active interest in protecting

the birds of the nation from unjustifiable

slaughter. ^

Some of the worst forest confiagrations in

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia this year

have been traced to unextinguished camp
fires. In two instances, p irties of picnickers

cooked their tea on blazing fires carelessly

built on drj twigs and pine needles instead of

on rocks or gravel. Having enjoyed them-
selves, the campers returned home without
any thought of the smoking embers loft be-

hind. Within two days, the Province of

New Brunswick had lost $60,000 because of

those two camp fires. Many settlers sac-

rificed their barns and hundreds of workmen
were taken from their regular employment
and hired at public expense to put out the

flames. The "deadly camp fire" is one of the

worst menaces with which the fire ranging

staiT of this province has to deal this summer.
The directions are so simple that no child

could fail to understand them and no patriot

could fail to put them into effect:

fireBuild a small camp fire; a small

cooks better.

Build it on rocks or gravel, never on

leaves or needles, never on a dry bog,

never against an old tree.

A\Tien through with the fire, put it out

completely wilh two or three pails of

water or a few shovels of earth.

Look out for lighted tobacco and match-

es. They don't look dangerous but

they cost Canada millions of money
and many lives every year.

The mailer of game protection has been

rightfully placed in the United States in

the hands of the Department of Agriculture.

This interest is inseparably connected

wilh the men who till the soil. The days

1.

3.

4.
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The CROWNING EFFORT

IT
is a fitting culmination of successful years that

today the full energies of the Savage Arms Cor-
poration are devoted to helping win the war.

We are thus serving you more fully than has ever

before been our privilege.

None of the peace-time Savage products will be
made until every governmental requirement of us
shall have been met.

I

i^SMsE JION

TEMISKAMING and NORTHERN

ONTARIO RAILWAY

ONTARIO GOVERNMENT RAILWAY
Hon. Sir Wm. H. Hearst, Premier

Toronto, Montreal, through sleeping and
dining cars to Temagami, Cobalt, Engle-
hart. Elk Lake, Cochrane, Porcupine,
traversing the far-famed Temagami Lakes—
The Sportsman's Paradise.

Through the Silver and Gold Fields pro-
ducing over one-third of the world's product.
Through the Great Clay Belt where
20,000,000 acres of rich agricultural lands
await the settler.

New through Train Service between Tor-
onto and Winnipeg—Leave Toronto,
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving
Winnipeg, Thursday, Saturday and
Monday.

Further Particulars may be had on appli-
cation to-

GEO. W. LEE,
Commissioner,
North Bay, Ont.

J. PARR
J. f. & P. A.
North Bay, Ont.

I

ITHACA WINS
WITH HARRY LORENSON

POINTING IT

PACIFIC COAST long run record and
U. S. record for past 10 years, 345 targets

without a miss, also high over all, 491 x

500 at California-Nevada State shoot. The
Caliiomia-Nevada State championship was
won by Fred Bair with 100 streiight. He shot

un ITHACA.
Anyone can shoot an ITHACA better.

Catalog free.

nmthle Hamtnerless Guns. $32.50 up.
3ins!« Barrel Trap Guns. $100.00 up.

Address Box 13

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N. Y.
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of hunting on "no man's land" are over

in most parts of the country'.

The farmer is the man on the ground

and the game is as much his to raise and

protect as his other crops. And in many
cases it is of as much value to him, if he

knows how to market it, as any of the others.

He would not let his own or his neigh-

bors' boys tramp down his half-grown

wheat or set the dogs on his sow with a

litter of suckling pigs.

But he will say nothing to them for rob-

bing nests, trapping half-grown coveys

of partridge, running the dogs the year

'round on rabbits, chasing to death a brood

of flappers in the nearby marsh where the

local ducks nest, or pot shooting before

the season is open, or a thousand other

things that are fatal to the game, and he

will very often even go so far as to partic-

ipate in these "sports" himself.

The Jovial Fish and Game Club, Ottawa,

Ont., had the'ir usual successftil fishing trip

in May.
The prebident, Mr. Norman Macdonald,

Montreal, landed a very fine Speckled Trout

of 5 lbs. in Bark Lake. This is the largest

trout reported in the Otta^'a district for some
time and the members are all very proud of

their president's success, as Mr. Macdonald
is a fishing man of high art and has many fine

specimens to his rod.

.•\nother incident which added to the trip

was when Dr. Scott and Mr. A. H. Fitz-

simmons of Ottawa ware fishing on the same
lake. Mr. Fitzsimmons had captured a trout

on his line, and Dr. Scott was about to use

his landing net when he discovered Mr.
Fitzsimmons' trout was being pursued by
another trout. He drew back his net and

allowed the trout to pass, then shot his net in

front of the pursuing trout and in an instant

had him landed without rod or line, weighing

Sj^lbs.

The Bev. Major Xhomp^on, Ottawa and
Dr. Dorion, Montreal, placed Forked Lake
on the map as a fishing lake again by catching

five fine Grey and several Speckled Trout.

Mr. Wm. Page of Ottawa also secured a

fine SJ^ lb. grey trout.

In order to develop interest in fish culture''

and related subjects, and to stimulate expres-

sion regarding them, the American Fisheries

Society has through its President and Ex-
ecutive Committee, decided to offer three

prizes of SI 00 each, to be awarded at its meet-

ing in New York City on September 9, 10

and 11, 1918, as follows:

1. For the best contribution on fish cul-

ture; either new or improved practical fish

cultural appliances, or a description of methods
employed in the advancement of fish cul-

tural work.

2. For the best contribution on biological

investigations applied to fish cultural prob-

lems.

3. For the best contribution dealing with

the problems ol the commercial fisheries.

1. Any person who is a member of the

Society, or who duly qualifies as a member
prior to September 1, 1918, may compete for

the awards; Each competitor is to notify

Mr. John W. Titcomb, Becording Secretary,

Albany, N.Y., before September 1, of the

particalar prize for which he intends to com-
pete; Each paper or exhibit offered in com-
petition to be in the custody of the Secretary

of the Society on or before September 3, 1918.

How a Vancouver airman brought down
from the clouds the most pleasing portion

of his Christmas dinner, and incidentally

the manner in which he enjoys the new form

of sport in England, is told in a letter re-

ceived some time ago from Plying Instructor

G. A. Whalley, who was stationed at a Boyal
Flying Corps depot in Norfolk.

"I caught a goose on Christmas Eve,"

he writes. "A flock flew over the aerodrome

and three of us went up in machines and
chased them. I was lucky enough to cut

one down with the wires of my under-car-

riage. Tw'o of the wires were broken, but

that did not matter, seeing where it was.

I was mighty glad I did not get him between

my planes, as he was so heaw he would
have taken enough wires away ^ to have

so weakened 'one wing that it would have

come off and I might have been the ''goose."

Not only did he secure the central dish

for the Christmas dinner from the skies,

but he made an aerial delivery of his game.

Flying low over his home he dropped the

bird down into his own garden, where it

was recovered and plucked ready for cooking

by the time he had stabled his machine

and returned on his bicycle to the house.

"I also go catching pheasants more or

less the same way," he continues. "The
only difference is that I dive at them, then

fly about a few feet off the ground straight

at them. When I am about 25 to 50 yards

away I open wide my engine and the noise

frightens them, so up they get, just in time

for me to go flying through the flock.

"I seldom miss getting one, two or three

of Ihcm. I got nine one day. It's about
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Forests in Battle!

There's an appealing little brochure

awaiting your request. It is called "The

Forests of Canada in Peace and War."

It is yours for the asking. \\Tien you read

it, you will realize the wartime and peace-

time strategy of the forest possessions of

this Dominion—The British Empire's only

timber supply.

If you have ever met a forest, you'll want

this little publication. Send in a friend's

name while you're at it.

Canadian Forestry Association

206-7 Booth Building, Ottawa

Sir R. L. Borden, Hon. President.

Lt.-Col. J. S. Dennis, President.

Wherever You Go

Prospecting, fishing,
canoeing, hunting—
when you leave the
haunts of cows and
dairies takS Klim with
you. Klim is pasteur-

ized separated milk in

powder form—will not
sour or spoil in any
climate—easy to car-

ry—light in weight

—

small in bulk.

Get a tin to-day and
try it. You'll find that

Klim is Genuine. The
Flavor proves it.

Get It At Your Grocers

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242

Trout Fishermen! LOUIS RHEAD Bass Fishermen
If you want good sport, big fi8h, try

NYMPH-CREEPER 30c NATURE LURES
GOLD or SILVER TERROR 50c Have No Equall No \Vorry\
RED or BLUE DEVIL HACKLE ..50c Easy, simple to use, give
WHITE and SILVER MINNOW ...50c better result at less cost 'in
2 or 3 HOOK MINNOW 75c every place ior all game fish.

V/rite for complete list of pictured lures for muscallonge, pike

LOUIS RHEAD, 217 OCEAN AVENUE

Try GREEN or BROWN FROG. .»1.Op
HELGRAMITE (Also winged) 75(;

GRASSHOPPER. .50c. Large 75c

CRAWF ISH 75e. Large $1.00

CRICKET 50c. Large 75c
wall-eye, piclcerel, trout and bass.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them
By CHARLES P. ROOT

CONTENTS—Baclt firing, Blow-baclc of gas into carburetor. Popping noises. Buzz in
coil (other than contact brealter buzz), clatter and grind in ^ear box. Compression, faulty,
Compression, none. Explosions. Irregular or uncertain running. Metallir or puffing noises.
Misfires, Resistance slight when operating starting handle. Start, failure to. Steering er-
atic. Stoppage of engine. Water escapes. Air lock. Batteries, Bearings, Bent axle, Brakes,
Carburation, Change Speed gear. Clutch. Coil, Connecting rod or crank shaft broken.
Contact breaker (High tension magneto). Contact maker, Knock in bearings generally or
in Transmission system. Leaks: Loss of power. Gear, Governor, Hunting, Ignition. Lub-
rication. Misfires. Muffler troubles. Noise, Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured.
Piston troubles. Popping in carburetor. Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre-
ignition. Short circuits. Spark plug. Steam t)ound or air lock. Steering, Supply pipe
choked. Tining. Tires, Valves, Valve springs. Water circulation. Wheels.
Prices- Flexible Leather $1.50 Cloth Binding $1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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the best sport I know. All my pupils and

mechanics beg me to take them pheasant

hunting."

Donald Phillips, big game hunter, mountain

climber and outdoor man generally, recently

of Jasper, Alta., writes from Petawawa as

follows :

—

"I got in a couple of weeks ago from one of

my hardest trips. Three months with dog

teams on the headwaters of the Wapiti river.

We were doing a little exploration and bio-

logical survey work. We got about half way
out by the middle of April and then the ice

broke up and we oould go no farther with the

dogs and had to raft it. We were two weeks
behind the ice and ran out of grub so had to

eat roots and squirrels for a while. Finally

the ice ran out and we reached a cache and
made the last 100 miles in twenty hours down
the Wapiti river to Grand Prairie. I went
straight to Calgary arKi joined the 78th Bat-

tery and came down here. I did not have

lime to see my folks but turned over my out-

fit to my brother-in-law, Bert Wilkins of

.lasper, and he will run it while I am away.

He knows the north country well."

"\A'hat's in a name?" is a modern question

implying a negative answer. There are

instances, however, where a name is of prime

importance. For example, take such a

common product as fish. More than 560

species, including sub-species, of fish are

found in Canadian waters, but only a few
dozen are used for human food. Some, of

course, are not suitable for food, but in

many cases only the name that has been given

to the species prevents them from being

utilized. In such instances, the obvious

thing to do is to discard the bad name and
apply a good one. Dog-fish, for food as

dog-fish, was quite impossible in the United

States, but it was re-named 'gr.ayfish' and
cleverly advertised and was soon in demand.
In Canada, about the only use that is made
of these "ocean pests" is to reduce them for

their oil and for fertilizer. Such "trade

names" have long been applied to other more
commonly used fish. Thus, ling are sold as

cod, and the bulk of the canned sardines .sold

in Canada are really not sardines at all, but
small herrings.

Again, there arc certain fish that have
"made names for themselves." This is one
reason why such a comparatively small num-
ber of .species of fish arc used as food. Every-

one knows that salmon and halibut and fioun-

der have the name of being good fish and so

everyone buys them. It would be to the

advantage of consumers to remember that

dogfish or catfish, or other ill-named fish, are

not necessarily objectionable as food. At
the same time, dealers might profitably

apply new and more attractive names' to

hitherto unused food fish as a step toward

making them more attractive to the consumer.

The Alpine Club of Canada has received

an official invitation to participate in an

Alpine Congress of the Allied Nations,

to be held at Monaco, after the war. This

will afford an unexampled opportunity

to bring the claims of Canada's magnil-

icient mountain region before the civilisei'

world. While it is of course too early to

make any definite arrangements it is suggested

that the two Vice-Presidents, Col. C. H.

Mitchell and Col. W. W. Foster who are

fighting for the freedom of the world respect-

ively in Italy and France would be most

suitable representatives; Col. Foster is the

conqueror of Canada's highest mountain,

Mt. Robson, and Col. Mitchell has also

distinguished himself among our mountains.

Both know well what the Alpine Club has

done and will do for Canada.

Dr. E. W. Nelson, Chief ot the United

States Bureau of Biological Survey, one of

the speakers at the convention of the Amer-
ican Game Protective Association, held in

New York recently, attacked the Louisiana

law which permits the killing of wild geese

and ducks for market. This law has long

been the object of bitter attack from Canada

to the Gulf.

Interrupting M. I,. Alexander, Game Com-
missioner, of Louisiana, who was explaining

motion pictures of migrating fowl feeding in

the marshes of that Stat(>, Dr. Nelson, asked:

"If you slaughter hundred of thousands

of these fowl in Louisiana in Winter for food,

why wouldn't it be just as fair for Canada

to put hundreds of thousands of their eggs

in cold storage for food in nesting time?

At that rate how long would it be for every

other State in the Union to be without these

migratory game birds?"

Mr. Alexander defended the law of his

State by saying that the number of wild

fowl killed this season has been reduced to

200,000 from ,300,000 last season, and that

Louisiana was figliting hard to turn its resi-

dents from the belief of generations "that

they have a right to kill and cat the game."
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'Shoo theKaiser

Greatest Card Game
of the Age

"Shoo the Kaiser" is a game
full of thrills from start to

finish. It is easily learned and
will produce more genuine
pleasure than any other game.

Full Directions With Every Pack

Order yonrs to-day—only a

limited number on hand. Mail-
ed postpaid on receipt of 25c,

stamps or coin.

Rod and Gun in Canada
Woodstock, Ont.

Catch Big Fish!
So can YOU ProfeSBionala. amateurs, women and

rhildren KVERYWHEKE are making HECOHD
catcheaofallkinds of game fish, trolling or cast-

RusH
REr.iSTHRKn Trade MArk

—the liveliest bait that tloate. It wigcles. dives

and swims like a minnow in action. A. sure

k>ller tor nasa. Pickerel. Pike and and Muscallunge. There's a thrill, a

splash, andthe game is yours. The lango gets the big ones If thoy re

At^your dealers s or sent direct, postpaid- stamps or ^'""^V
<?'"'l?j::

My"Kegular.' 'Munior. or -'Weedless Midgef models, each «1^UU
Four ol assorted colors and models, S4. 00. ^

Accept no substit-
utes, There is

only one Tango
Minnow. I own
the patents.
Dealers: 3end
today for my gou'
erous Selling Plan.
Ask your jobber
for b ea ut i 1 u 1 ly
lithographed
Counter Display,
FREE.

J. K RUSH, 944 Rush BIdg., Syracuse, N. Y.

Buzzacott Says™
Those who seek to be trappers to-day must in a
measure, at least, emulate the old timers' ways,
and profiting by the experience of others, learn
even to avoid iheir failures yet achieve their
successes. Life is too short for universal per-
sonal experiment, the successful man of to-day
is the one who profits by the experience of others—reaps a harvest or reward.
We are making you an oiTer just as this world famous

hunter and trapper speaks of and any trapper who is

desirous of greatly increasing his catch of fur should
not hesitate an instant in sending. They are the
same formulae, which when made up, sold for SI.00
per bottle so you will more than save the price of
formulae on the decoy you would buy.

The decoys attract from both a food and sexua*
standpoint and are especially valuable during the
running season. They are freezc-proof, also proof
against evaporating, something which cannot be said
of any other decoy.

They are as perfect as hirtnan ingenuity can suggest,
and the trapper who makes them up according to
formulae is absolutely assured of results. Failing
to do so under ordinary conditions his money
will be cheerfully refunded.

This is as good an investment as if you were
receiving 50% on your money in the bank.
These decoys cannot be resold, either the formulae

or compounded.

The Formulae of

noDQsojsrs
LANDANUTALiCENT
FOn ALL FL£5n eATiritj ANIMAL5

flAOE fROn IN5IAN RtCIPE3AW
USEDBriNDIAN AMD WHITE
TRAPPERi FOR QENtBATIWtt

PRICE. 1.00

r\ADE ^ND SOLD BY

ROBIGHObWl^lMI

You will want to get

these formulae now to

make them up for the

coming season. This

is your first, last and
only opportunity to

secure these formulae.

Are you going to pass

this exceptional oppor-

tunity by and then next

season pay out several

dollars for decoys not

nearly as good, or are you
going to snatch at a

golden opportunity for

the small amount of a

small mink, coon or

skunk, and increase your
catch for the coming
season, one hundred per

cent?

Robert Hodgson

Raqlan Ontario

Land animal scent, Muskrat and Beaver, Trail scent and Trap oil. as formerly manufactured and sold by
Robt. Hodgson Co., will now be sold on accoant of the Military Service Act, price for the four formulae, postpaid
$3.00.

They are improved recipes as used by the Indians and Hudson Bay Trappers for years with wonderful results and are
strictly a natural composition, every ingredient entering into their composition being either an animal or vegetable
matter.

Ingredients arc easily obtainable and more decoy can be made for $1.00 than you can buy from any firm for $5.00.

GUARANTEED to be the equal, if not superior to any decoy on the market.
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GUNS

YRS_I WILL TRADE GUNS—Send 2c stamp for

fomplclc list of second hand and shop-worn lircarms

Everything guaranteed. Tell us what you want in lirst

letter Wm R. Burkhard (Established in 1855) 143

East 4th St. St. Paul. Minn. "The Original and Old

Reliable."
12- IF

WANTED.—303 Savage Rine. solid frame and 22 barrel

a checked extra full pistol grip and forearm checked

stock, must be in good working order. Give price in_lirs_t

letter. Box 20, Barss Corner. Lunen Co., N. S. 8 IT

WANTED.—:
to pay the price.

!80 Ross sporting ammunition. Willina

P. O. Box 45. A. Aylmcr, East Quebec.

WANTED.—To exchange a $35 double barrel shot gun

'"English" for high power or large bore nlle. -State rnakc

and condition. Address, Post Office Box 675. Westville

Nova Scotia. 8 IT

GUN REPAIRING
W. A. Brock

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Restocking, Barrel Boring, Stock-Bend-
ing, Barrel Browning, etc.

All work guaranteed.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Goods Store of London, Ont.

OLD MONEY WANTED
$Wc pay CASH premiums on hundreds of old coins dated

before 1895. Keep ALL old money.You may have coins

worth large premiums to collectors. Send TEN cents

for New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x6. Get posted
at once. It may mean vour Fortune. Clark Coin Co.,

Box 134. LeRoy. N. Y." 3 2T

SPECIALS

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker": hundreds_ rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club".
Box 556, Oakland, Calif. 3 IT

Trapshooters Canadian Blackbird targets, six fifty

per thousand, yellow bands seven. Western Automatic
traps, single, forty, double, forty eight dollars. Bowron
expert six dollars. All f.o.b. our plant Hamilton, Ont.
Nelson Long, manufacturer. 8 IT

™ Wealthy young widow would marry trustworthy, home-
loving man, old as 60 considered. Mrs. M. Box 584. Los
Angeles, Cal. 8 IT

FOR SALE—Set of Electri? automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. Box L. ROD AND GUN.
Woodstock, Ontario. TF

TAXIDERMY AND TANNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L., ROD AND GUN. Woodstock^
Ont. TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.
Oliver Spanner &. Co., 26 Elm St., Toronto. We buy raw
furs. 3 12T

OUTDOOR BOORS
By Warren H. Miller Editor Field and Stream

The Outdoorsman's Handbook
Everything for the hunter, wing shot, fisherman,

camper, canoeist and dog owner, condensed into

compact, handy reference form. In canvas binding.

$1 50- with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
$2.25.

Camp Craft
, , „„„

The latest and best of camping books. 282 pp..

profusely illustrated. .\ll the modern cantping

equipments that you do not find in earlier works
are described in this work. Cloth, $150; with a

year's subscription to Rod and Gun, $2.25.

Rifles and Shotguns
Military rifle shooting, big game rules, and how to

learn shooting at big game; sights, targets, nlle

mechanics, trap-shooting, wing shooting, patterns,

snap shooting, etc. A complete and authoritative

work for the big game and feathered game hunter.

Special chapters on the U. S. Springfield. Cloth,

$2 00; with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
$3.00.

^he Boys' Book of Hunting and Fishing
With ten chapters on camping for boys. How to

catch trout, bass and muscallongc. and the tackle

to get that a boy can buy. How to learn wing shoot-

ing and rifle shooting. How to make your own
camping outfit. Cloth, $1.25; with a year's sub-

scription to Rod and Gun. $2.00.

The Boys' Book of Canoeing and Sailing
Has also chapters on the motorboal. besides many
on canoeing, oanoe cruising, how to build a decked
canvas sailing canoe; boat-building and rigging for

sail batleaux. dories, skiffs, duckboats, catboats
and knockabouts. 350 pp., 127 illustrations. Cloth,

$1 25; with a year's sub.scription to Rod and Gun,
$2.00

Airedale, Setter and Hound
With a char>ter on the pointer and Irish setter.

All about raising and training the principal breeds

of hunting dogs. A thoroughly practical work.
160 pp., 50 illustrations. Paper, $1.00; cloth, $1.75;

with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun, $1.75.

The Medicine Man in the Woods
A pamphlet in waterproof packsack binding, cover-

ing emeigency, first aid and woods' medicine. 50
cents' with a year's subscription to Rod and Gun,
$1.60.

SEND CHECKS DIRECT TO
W. J. TAYLOR, LTD.,

Pub. Rod and Gun In Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

i;MlDk,Skirak,*'Coon,"Rabbits,e(e%

At% I aa* A '"'f'Ss Illustrated Trappers'

U I m C Guide. It tells how. Giving

the first time in print the treasured secrets of

the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS' SUPPLY CO.
BOX C. - - - OAK PARK, ILL.

Mounted Mooise Heads

in excellent condition

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and

Gun, - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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I For Your Summer Outing
Provide Yourself With

PIKE EQUIPMENT
And Insure Its Success

We are Headquarters for the Sportsman's Every Need.

TENTS AND CAMP GUNS, RIFLES AND
EQUIPMENT AMMUNITION

All kinds -of tents, strong and We carry a large and well assorted
durable. Sleeping Bags, Folding stock of guns and ammunition, as
Cots, Blankets, Tarpaulins, Cook- well as the best in FISHING
ing Utensils, Camp Furniture. TACKLE.
TRAP-SHOOTERS SUPPLIES are a specialty with us, also boat hardware

WATERPROOF COATS, PANTS, BREECHES AND CAPS, MACKINAW CLOTH-
ING, HUNTERS' BOOTS AND SHOE PACKS. Quality and Price Both Right.

123 KntO St. 1&^
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CanadianNational Exhibition
August 26—Toronto—Sept. 7

GREATEST ACHIEVEMENT IN 40 YEARS EDUCATION AND RECREATION
OF EXHIBITION EFFORT. ON A COLOSSAL SCALE

The Heroes of Britain

1200 BRILLIANTLY ATTIRED PARTICIPANTS.

The militant spirit of Empire translated into flesh and

blood. All the colorful paraphernalia of romance and '

/

history in the making. Simple, inspiring, dramatic, made

supremely worth while by superb musical treatment .

A SPECTACLE EVERY CANADIAN SHOULD SEE .

Creatore's Band; Allied exhibit of fine arts; gigantic live stock and agricultural display;

acres of "Madc-in-Canada" manufactures; Government food conservation show occupying
\

one entire building. A WORLD OF SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS.

Your local aycnt has inlcrcsiiivi infnrnuilion rvgardiny niilrond fares.
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that takes.
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MOST men. no matter how busy, simply
have to take a holiday occasionally to

renew their vigor and keenness. So did

the razors they used to depend on.

Not so the Gillette Safety Razor! Its keen-
ness is renewed in ten seconds—by slipping in

a fresh blade. The thousandth shave is as

good as the first - and no time is lost in honing,

stropping or "resting it up."

Its lucky for the millions of Gillette owners that this

is true, for when they take vacations— leaving home con-

veniences behind—their beards grow lustier than ever.

Here's where the Gillette is at its best. For it no beard

is too stiff and no shaving accessories too primitive. Nor
does any other shave feel so good as the Gillette shave you
revel in as you clean up after a strenuous day in the open.

Even if you haven't yer used a Gillette at home, take

one with you the next time you travel: and tell your tour-

ing friends about it. If you've a friend on a journey to

Europe—in khaki—see that he has a Gillette Razor too.

He'll get even more good out of it than you
will yourself.

Gillette Sets cost $5.00 and up—
everywhere.

Gillette Safety Razor

Co. of Canad

Limited
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Exercise as the Soldiers do
Fishing is a necessity because good liealth is a necessity. Soldiers exercise outdoors

until they can stand anything. You must fish and get your outdoor exercise or you

cannot stand the extra work which is piling up on you.

Exhaustion lowers the digestive powers and upsets your health, makes your brain

act slowly, keeps you from sleeping, reduces your efficiency and makes you an unin-

tentional slacker. Right now your family, your profession, your industry, your boys

at the front, your country,—the world—every patriotic impulse is calling you to be

at your best so that you can do your full share in winning the war. Take your rod

and reel and tramp the banks, whip the streams, climb the mountains, troll the lakes

—

fishing mornings, rfights, holidays,

vacations, week-ends, always with two ^^^^^^_ , t. • . i,, a* . n t t ^
fixed purposes-first, to build up your ^^BK^ ^"^*°' ^^^^ '^^^^'^^

health—second, to catch your own fish ^K^^^^ FREE
to cat, therebx saving meat for the
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WILD DUCK HUNTING IN 1917

BONNYCASTLE DALE

H ERE it was July; we had been
counting the days ofT since
May the first, now some eighty

stood between us and the first of
September. We try to make it a rule
to do all important work a full

month ahead of the date il is really
needed. Our great need for the
coming camp .was sJielter and the
question was, as tents are now so
dear, would it be advisable to build
another shanty? We have the head-
quarters camp on an island in mid-
lake and lately purchase^d another
island in the Hiawatha Reservation.
After close comparison of prices
between lumber and tent we decided
it would be almost as cheap to build
a sectional hut and move it down the
lake before September. Now, if any
one would care to follow our plans,
the work is very simple. Building
our sections on a ten by five foot
basis, we found them very easily
hatidled, ahd the hut can be any
dimension—ten by ten, ten by fifteen,

fifteen by fifteen—and upward. We
found that by building the roof of
flooring or siding, and covering it

with asphalt ready roofing we secured
dryness and warmth. As our four
windows look out upon the great
wild rice beds, we are able to see
all the migration at aU hours of the
day. As regards cost, six to seven
dollars a dimension foot will cover
everything, the smallest size, ten by
ten, thus costs from sixty to seventy-
five dollars and includes freight. This
cost is provided you do all the
work yourself.

I cannot guarantee you the results

we obtain in scoring, as ours is cer-
tainly the strangest shooting I have
ever had. Often not a bird is to be
seen until after mid-day and then,
when the lad is busy at his lessons,

and I am writing on this old machine,
I hear the familiar "Look!—I've got
it marked down if we need another
one?" It all depends, the need does,
on the mosquito netting covered
duck box and the day of the week.
If the larder is empty, or we are
using our wee motor launch to go to
headquarters on this day or the
next, we sally forth.

Now, before I have the pleasure of

telhng you of our observations of

the migration and shooting I want
to say that I have noted with deep
regret that writers who have con-
servation in their hearts have, in

many cases; only abuse upon their

lips. This will not, in my opinion,
win the man we are after, the one
who selfishly breaks our good laws
and takes too many of the web-
footed ones. It has been my great
privilege to shoot and hunt in many
Provinces and States and I tell you
most decidedly, the fair average
sportsman is a good law observer.
In all the clubs and shooting grounds
I have visited, the greedy hunter
hunts alone and is a rare animal.
The chief cause of certain of our
Eastern shooting grounds being de-
pleted of birds is the ever North-
western trek of the settlers and the
consequent alteration of the migra-
tion of the wildfowl. From the
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Great Lakes to the Atlantic was the
regular route but it is now down all

the rivers that empty into the Pacific

and down along the Pacific coast.

The next main cause of the decrease

in numbers, counting the gunner as

the selfish writer, keep the law and
we will all have fair sport.
Our wild rice bed hunting grounds

had been solitary -and untenanted all

the summer months of nineteen sev-
enteen except for a few Hiawatha men
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with the weight of his big Gunner
brother, who is now convalescing in

England, that I had to put twenty-
five pounds of good Rice Lake rock
in the stern. On, on, we crept, out
around the corner of our own Migra-
tion Point, across the open bay some
fifty yards and "slush" into the
soft, silky, waving wild rice. I could

get his "hush!" when, as I laid down
my paddle I struck the thwart ever
so lightly, right through my back
into the very centre of my being.

It sounded to me loud and rough,
though truly it was but a half whisper.
On and on we crept with paddle
strokes from the stern light as thistle-

down. Rustle! rustle! sounded the
green stalks of the growing rice.

Once I looked back to see by his eyes
if he thought we had passed them.
No, he stared straight ahead. I

grasped the camera firmly, my thumb
trembling on the trigger. They must
be in this bit . No! I felt sure
they were in the next, when "Quack !!!

Quack!!!" sounded right beside me,
and up they jumped. The camera
clanged at the same instant, I got
them, I felt sure of that, but later
found they were a bit close for clear

focus. Then we unlimbered our
breathing apparatus, adjusted our
hearts, and paddled triumphantly
back.

^ Now'comes the most delightful, if

slightly provoking, time of the year.

It is the last week in August. Not a
hunter or fisherman is to be seen in

the wild rice beds. The 'lunge are
biting up near the Otonabee, not here,

and none of the Indians ever creep
out arid take a duck before season.
We seem to possess it all. The sun
is just sinking, a tremendous globe of

red in the west, when Laddie, Jr.,

hisses into my ear:

"See those three?"
—

"Swish! swish!
Swish! We can hear those great
white-lined silky wings sing as they
sweep by overhead. With only one
small circle they settle down into

the bed and their contented guttural
"quacks" tell of spatter dock, and
lily sprout, rare celery and wee, as

yet, wapato, torn up last night by a
roving muskrat. "Peet!" "peet!"
"peet!" sounds clearly in the gloam-
ing and two wood ducks, last year's

bachelors, swoop and curve into the
wild rice. More "peets!" and a
wood duck and herj brood sweep
swiftly in and settle without that
watchful overhead searching curve
we both expect.

"I'll bet they wont drop in like

that on the First night" sighs Laddie,
Jr.

"Now look at that "he continues
as a whole family of blacks, the
the duck and some ten young ones
drift by and splash in. None save
the mother have ever heard the

"ping" of the smokeless.

EVENING FLIGHT OF BLUEBII.LS
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"How do you know it's the mother?"
asked the lad.

"Too noisj' for the male and the ten
followed her every motion." Until
the dear little wildfowl that nightly
gather on Migration Point to sing

their buzzing melody—at least, Lad-
die, Jr. says "they are as big as ducks

—

drove us into the incomplete man-
sion, the flight continued. Fully a

hundred ducks were using this strip

of wild rice and we had high hopes for

the first, and the first only, for one
rally, if they were unfortunately all

in, would drive them out for the en-
tire fall, as a body. Oh, the beauty
of those moonlit nights when the
rail and plover and duck made the
wild bay echo with their calls.

"Do you want to come out with
me this morning?" I asked a very
sleepy lad about two p. m. on the
morning of the first.

'You just bet!" he peeped before
his eyes were open.

All the ducks were in the rice, as we
could hear them splashing like a lot

of boys in bathing, so we darkened
our windows and worked silently with
the breakfast. Then we crept down.
Remember the nearest birds were
even then within a long shot of our
point, lifted the canoe clear up in the
air, turned her without a rattle, and
loaded her. I entered the bow,
Laddie, gunless, too young to shoot
yet, crept into the stern. I taught
him over the decoys later in the fall.

I consider that it is very unwise to

let a youngster ramble about with a
death dealing shotgun, until he is

able to care for the business end of it.

We flared the birds that were near
the rice straw covered hide we had
hastily thrown up. Silently I drop-
ped the six black duck decoys out in

front and silently we took our place.

Several times before it was light

enough to clearly distinguish them, I

made out the dark blurred lines of

black ducks winging past over the
decoys and plainly heard them settle

in the rice bed. Now came the
faint brightening of the horizon line

into a lighter grey then "Ping!"
No! the Rice Lake fool was not dead.
There he was firing before one could
see the bird or the end of the gun.
This shot was fired about 4.20, so he

was fully an hour late this year.
Strange what a big family tl\is Fool
family is, I have heard relatives of
his in every hunting ground firing

long before daylight.
"That one was in shot." whispered

Laddie, Jr., in a blood-curdling man-
ner. He coolly counted this "one
missed bird" and lapsed into silence.

I had not seen it.

"They're all dropping in above
us!" he hissed complainingly. Too
true, we had "jumped" this end of
the bed and the ducks were all decoy-
ing to the other end, where the
undisturbed ones sat.

"Best let me paddle you up the
bed?" he queried.

As there was not another hunter
in this bed I agreed and off we started,

so silently. With a nerve-racking
"quack" a big black duck leaped
right up beside me and started off to

the right. Curving back I did as near
the "rubber man's" act as mv bdy
would let me and fired dean behind.
The lad did not say anythmg but I

could fairly feel his thoughts.

LADDIE JUNIOH'S FIRST BLUEBILL
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"You missed that one clean, shot
under it!"he exclaimed, as I failed

to connect with the next right quar-
tering, back curving duck, the hard-
est shot of any flying bird for me.
Then to prove just how consistent a

times, all undiscovered ourselves,
although our beating hearts sounded
like pumping engines to us. Then
we had pictured the active swift

beauties as they flew to their feeding
grounds. But the best picture we

TWO BIG BLUK BILLS DRINKING

shot I am, a left quaterergot up and I

hit it with both barrels in just the
same place that I struck the other
two. Laddie's silence could now be
felt.

I was using Laddie Sr's. gun, at

his written request but my misses
were awful, nevertheless. Along came
a glorious young wood-drake. Ping!
I centered him and he wavered.
Ping ! I centered him again and down
he splashed— dead. My wrathful
young guide gave me a kindly word
and I bucked up and we irtade the
string five black and the one wood-
drake before the sun set that night.
You have offer seen the title "My
First Duck," well! look at him coming
up through the flags with his first

biuebill in late September, but let me
tell you how I got mine this year.
We had been photographing the

early scaup (the big bluebills in this

case). I enclose a couple of the
results. The swimming flock was
many times within the fifty yard
line and we snapped them a dozen

got was of two birds, a male and a

female that came swimming along
the shore and obligingly stopped to
drink right in front of our inquisitive
camera. But as to how I got that
first biuebill this year.

It was one of the hottest days in

September, not a ripple showed on
the oily surface of the lake. Even
in under the basswood trees, the
heat was most oppressive. We had
sought the shade and were loUing
like dogs in its meagre comfort,
when "Splash!" went something into
the lake. I crept to the bushes and
searched with the binoculars and
there—a full hundred yards outside
the outer rice bed sat a "little blue-

bill" drake as stiff as though carved
there. Satisfied, finally that all was
well, it dived and brought up a celery

sprout and swallowed it, again it

went down and I timed it—thirty
seconds—-again, a bit longer this

time.
"Guess I can get it," I whispered

to Laddie Jr. The bird was two
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hundred and fifty odd yards away
(we have all this ground measured
for results).

"How?" he questioned. It did
look a pretty slim chance to get it.

"Come and see" and I beckoned
him down to the canoe which was
hidden from the duck by the bushes.

scene our long canoe darted. Half way
across I slid my paddle in and seized
my gun. Laddie Jr. now redoubled
his efforts—and still that unruffled,
calm, unmarked glaring lake lay
before us—then the surface seemed
to split apart—up instantly lifted that
small, fat body, out flew those

WKKSSSSH^^^



BELLE^OMHEIIGIRULE

GEORGE GILBERT

GROSJEAN Barleau came strid-

y jng up the path from his landing
'"on the Big Brule to find Pierre

Laduc and Paul Tourlon facing each
other in the moonlit space about half-

way between the Barleau cabin and
the murmurous stream that was
slipping away through the early

summer's dusk to the Saguenay far to

the southwest.
"You may not have Marie," Gros-

jean had heard Pierre say. He knew
what it meant. The jealous rivalry

between the two good guides had
broken out afresh. Each desired to

wed Grosjean's pretty, red-cheeked,
black-haired, black-eyed daughter,
who was the best little cook, seam-
stress and best everything else of all

the girls in the Brule regioa. Belle

of The Big Brule she was, in the
common speech of the people, which
is apt to be correct, world without
end.
By authority of his standing as

leader of guides thereabouts and as

father of the girl, Grosjean shouldered
in between blonde and slender Pierre

and dark and stocky Paul.

"You make of my filly a gossip's

plaything," he stormed at them.
Both of you are good guides, good

men, good friends. In the name of

blood, then, why not agree, one to

wed the girl, if she will, the other to

wed another and so be happy and
satisfied! Two can not have her."

"I want no quarrel with Pierre,

my friend," admitted Paul.
"And I want no quarrel with Paul,

my friend," admitted the other.

"I like you both," said Grosjean.
"If Paul is better with the paddle,
Pierre is the better shot. Each is as

good as the other as a guide for the

fishers for trout;, each knows the tricks

of the ounaniche, the native trout,

the grayUng. Well, then, agree with
me, friends of my heart.

"It is now the beginning of June.
I will give you till mid-month and the
one who brings to me, fair caught with
the fly, the largest speckled trout,

shall have A'larie. It is a bargain?"
He had his answer when the two

men shook hands and went off down
the path together, chatting and laugh-
ing. The very drollery and fairness

of the plan had captivated them.
Nothing pleases your habitant so
much as a chance to risk soijiething

in sportsmanlike fashion. If he risks

so little, year by year, it is because he
is poor and has it not to risk.

In her little room over the cabin's
main room, Marie pounded her bal-

sam bud pillow with her clenched
rosy fist and stuffed a corner of its

huck-toweling cover into her pretty
mouth and chewed it with rage,

driving her teeth into the tough
fabric.

"Yes," she stormed to herself,

"I am a prize in a fishing contest
between two boobies who know not
enough to press me for an answer,
but must needs stand off like moon-
calves, gazing solemnly on me,
afraid to say the needed word.
Bah!"
From her tiny window up under the

high-peaked eaves, she had heard,
first with malicious pleasure the
beginnings of the quarrel, then, with
rising disgust, her father's conclusion
of it.

But no sign of her anger was to be
seen en her pretty face as she tripped
about the cabin early next morning,
helping her mother with the day's
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new tasks that were ever old. As if

by accident she stopped her father

when he was about to go to the

Brule to repair a canoe, saying:

—

"Papa Grosjean, in the great pool

below our landing I did see yesterday
while down there for new winter-

greens, a trout of a size truly mon-
strous. Thrice did I see him break
the water jumping for flics behind
the huge rock at the foot of the pool."

Grosjean regarded her curiously,

but she gave no sign of embarassment
and turned to smile cheerfully at

Langedoc Charleroi, who came whist-

ing up the path with his axe on his

shoulder. He was an earnest search-

er for aromatic barks and berries and
herbs in summer, a gatherer of

spruce gum and a trapper and bark

peeler in the winter. And along

with that he fiddled for parties and
weddings. His even white teeth

showed between full red lips and his

brown beard rippled as his face

yielded into a smile in answer to hers.

"I come, suppliant," said Charleroi,

gaily, "for a needleful of thread to

sew the rip in my herb bag," exhibit-

ing a torn corner of it."

"Marie, regard," ordered Grosjean,

acknowledging the herb finder's salute

"for M. Charleroi the thread get."

"On the log's end be comfortable,"

said Marie, going nimbly toward the

door;"and I will both the thread

procure and sew the rent in your
herb bag."

Half an hour later when Charleroi

went down the path toAvard the Big

Brule, he saw Grosjean, seated in his

big canoe, smoking his pipe, while

he watched two men fishing the pool

below. He knew them both.

"How comes it, Grosjean," he

asked, "that Paul and Pierre are so

busy fishing near home, when they

'might be guiding the, monsieurs of

much money from the Etats Unis?"
"I saw them fishing together and

told them that in this pool is a

monster trout," said Grosjean, calm-

ly pufTing away. "It pleases me
them to regard."

Although Pierre and Paul did not

tell of the contest, and Grosjean did

not, either, while Marie was silent, so

far as outsiders went, some one did

for when Charleroi returned to his

bachelor home in the edge of Ste.

Stephen sur Brule, somehow the
rumor of the affair had gone with
him and within two days more all

the habitants knew of it and the
monsieurs in for the trout fishing, as
well. Great was the interest in it.

But Father Aloysius wagged his head.

Thrice that first day, as Grosjean
watched and Paul and Pierre fished,

did the great trout of the Brule hurl
himself up after flies. Having seen
the huge one, each felt that it would
be folly to go elsewhere for a larger,

as, if the other caught that one, what
certainty was there that he would not
win with it? By tacit agreement the
contest came down to an effort to
catch the one big fellow and let t^e
result abide by that outcome. As
long as the big trout remained in that
pool, they two would remain there
and fly fish for him.

The days slipped along, tranquil,

sweet. The jays, done with their

nesting, quarrelled in the pines, the
young crows vacuously called for

food on nest-edges and the bird of

good omen piped and piped: "Canada
Sweet, sweet, Canada," from the

thickets. Hare-bells bloomed, chic-

ory nodded its first shy blue stars in

the clearings. And ever the river

talked and murmured and the trout

leaped.

At dawn of the fifteenth Paul
Tourlon, coming down the strearn-

side with his creel on his back, his

fly rod ail strung up, found Grosjean
before him. For the past few days
numbers of people had taken to

watching the odd contest, from a
discreet distance. The rival lovers

knew that their secret was out and
this made each only the more deter-

mined.

As Paul came up to Grosjean,
seated by the canoe, the dawn-mists,
wraithlike, were creeping over the

pool.

"/l/on chcr Paul,"he greeted him
with, "regard! It is not of a regularity,

but as Marie wishes, I must yield

this much to her. She, of herself,

has made a fly that she says will

catch the big trout as it resembles the

flies she has" noted he strikes for most
often. You know well she has the
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deft hand with the thread, the
feather, the tinsel. Regard!"
He laid on the canoe-end a dainty

confection, made of a bit of gold
tinsel, red silk, grouse feathers, all

tied on a sturdy hook to a single

strand of the best Spanish gut.

His face glowing with pleasure,

Paul picked up the fly and took olf

the three he had already on in a

single cast. He coiled the discarded
flies about his hat-rim and tied the
new fly to his new leader.

"Marie must favor me, then," he
said.

"That may be; but she asked that
you keep this matter secret," said
Grosjean, phlegmatically.

Paul took up his station on the
right side of the pool, in position so
he could cast behind the big rock
and began to fish. Happinsss warm-
ed his heart. He felt the victory
was his; surely that fly would be the
lucky one.

"I^ierre," Langedoc Charleroi called
to Laduc, as the latter was coming
down the left bank of the Brule on
that last morning, past where Charl-
eroi was digging for colt's-foot by
chance in Pierre's very path, "atiend!
This is a secret, but Marie to me did
give yesterday at eve when I was
calling on Grosjean for the loan of his
whetstone, a most particular trout
lly, which I to you now give. She
tied it herself."

To Pierre Charleroi handed a fly

exactly like that Marie had sent to
Paul by Grosjean. Pierre soon had it

tied onto his line and went down to
take up his station across from his

rival, happy as the other.
The golden sun dispelled the mists.

People came here and there to loiter

and watch the fishermen or stopped
as they passed on their errands.
Marie once graced the scene with her
coquettish person, standing on a
huge rock that overlooked the pool
from the high bank. The birds sang,
the insects hummed. Toward night
the crowd there increased. Charleroi
passing about five o'clock, called his

greetings, waved his hand. Com-
ment and discussion on the outcome
ran high as the knots of people
watching, grew in size. Grosjean,
swelling with paternal importance,

lorded it over all and sundry, and his

wife kept to the cabin, remote,
patient, as always.

It had been the custom for the big

trout to jump at dusk or just before
and although the two had fished

faithfully, often discarding Marie's
special fly for others and as often
returning to it, each had pinned hopes
on that final angler's hour between
sunset and dark. Neither could see,

across the big pool, what fly the other
was using; neither knew (hat Marie
had given the other a fine fly and good
wishes. At the last, each used Marie's
fly.

Just as the sun bade farewell to
the tree tops and a humming bee
zooned by with a mighty slashing
splash, the great trout of Big Brule
heaved himself up as a little cloud of

flies flittering just back of the big
rock. A buzz of comment went
through the watching groups, all

well back from the water. The
great moment had come. It was
then^ or never!

Together the rods of the rivals,

swept back and then forward. To-
gether the flies settled into the swirl
the big fellow had made in return-
ing to the depths. Together the
two were seen to make the deft,
eager twist of the wrist that tells of
an attempt to put home a hook's
barb securely. Together their lines
straightened out and together their
reels sang in opposing crescendo
across the sounds made by the babbl-
ing waters. Paul, in the ripples on
his side of the Brule, surged forward;
Pierre, in deeper water on his side,
stepped downstream. Their lines,
equally taut, twanged like fiddle
strings, their poles bent almost double.

"I have him!"cried Paul.
"He is mine," exclaimed Pierre.
Each fingered his landing net nerv-

ously between the rushes of the
prize to which he w^s hooked. Then
a new flurry claiming attention,
each would thumb his reel or wing
in on it gently, according as strain
or slack on the line told each how to
act. The equal skill of the two as
fishermen never before had been
displayed to such good purpose.

Inch by inch they waded into the
waters, inch by inch they took in
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their lines. Eye to eye they defied

each other when the opportunity
presented itself to glare across the
lessening stretch of racing foam.
The climax came in midstream,

when, with lines reeled in, poles

giving and taking spasmodically, nets

held ready, each searched the rapid
depths for the flare of the fish—for

the opportunity to net him. To-
gether the nets entered the water,
together they searched the mysteries
of the glancing current and together
came up, bearing in their tangled
skeins the form of the mighty trout.

"The lines are tangled, but the
fish is on mine," roared Pierre, brac-
ing himself against the current. The
people on the bank, hearing, cheered.

"Non, Non," insisted Paul, "the
big trout, he is on my line. Regard,
popplestick that you are!"

A cheer from Paul's partisans.

""In whose net?" cried Grosjean,

pompously.

"In both; the netsaresoentangled,"

cried the two rivals, tugging with the

net-handles at the snarl of lines,

leaders, net-fabricS, snoods, hooks,

trout.

The trout flopped, the two dropped
their poles, which floated away, com-
ing to a stop in the rapid current as

they paid out all the line that was
slack—very little.

"Yield," cried Paul, reaching with

his free hand for the other's throat.

"Yield, you," insisted Pierre, reach-
ing in his turn. They slipped, went
under, to come up, sputtering, buffet-

ing each other a moment later, with-
out, the nets or trout. Poles and
everything were speeding down
stream. From the surface of the
water near the pole butts came a
flurry as the trout, in final effort,

forced the nets to the surface and
then he leaped, fiee and clean and was
gone!

"Children," called an authoritative

voice from the bank, "cease this

contention."
It was Father Aloysius, the good

cure of Ste. Stephen sur Brule, his

hand raised in a gesture of admoni-
tion. The fight ceased.

"I cannot have such fights, such
wounds by friends, in my parish and
such gamblings for the hands of

maidens as this fishing farce,"the cure

went on firmly, as the two soaked
game cocks came from the stream;
foolish, jaws drooping. "Calm your-
selves, monsieurs, dry yourselves and
come to the cabin of Grosjean this

evening and you, Grosjean, oaf,

doltish lump, prepare for the glad-

some event, to forward which your
good wife has been laboring all the

day while you have been watching
these two contend unseemly for the

hand of Marie, who has been by me
married to Charleroi but an hour
since, and bids all to the marriage

feast, to-night."



INHERITED INSTINCT
EDWARD T. MARTIN

Are we not all creatures ofhabit,

nun as well as birds? And is it not

a fact that men after their kind
show no greater wisdom than do the
feathered people after theirs?

Take the migratory birds, for

«xample. We all know birds migrate
but how do they find their way?
What wonderful instinct enables a
duck to leave a little pond in the
South or a swallow its nest in a clay
bank, travel thousands of miles and
after months of absence return to the
same spot?

While we know that birds migrate
all of us do not know that the water
fowl, certainly, and probably every
other variety of the feathered people,
have routes as direct and as well
travelled as any trunk line railroad in

America.
From the Arctics down through

Canada to the swamps 6f the South
and the marches bordering the
Gulf of Mexico, they have three well-

defined routes—yes, four, counting
the flight along the Pacific coast
through Washington, Oregon and
California.

The first of the three is down the
Mississippi- river taking in all the
lakes, bottoms and marshes from
Northern Canada to the delta at the
mouth of the great river. The second
several hundred miles further East is

down the Great Lakes, then branch-
ing off follows the Illinois river and
its bottoms until it reaches the
Mississippi where it joins Duck Route
number one midway between Canada
and the Gulf. Route number three
is along the Atlanti: coast, taking
in Long Island Sound, Chesapeake
Bay, the North Carolina Sounds, the

marshes of the South Carolina Coast
and so on to the Gulf. Some of the
travellers have through tickets, others

if the weather is mild and food
abundant, stopping off at way sta-

tions.

One peculiarity of the spring and
fall migrations is that always, year
after year, the flight is along the same
course, over the same points, the

same marshes, the same inlets, the
pame lakes, the same sloughs. First
come the young birds, those poorly
feathered, those the point of whose
breast bone is gristle instead of being
hard. How do these half-matured
'chicks' notthreemonthsoutof theegg,
know? There are no guide posts along
the aerial route. Why do they follow
the exact course their seniors did
a year before?
No man who has been a gunner for

many years can have failed to notice
if he has often shot in the same
locations, that during migratory time,
there are certain points and passes
where shooting is always good ; others
where conditions appear favorable
from which there is no shooting at all,

which proves that knowing where
to build one's blind is equally im-
portant with being a good shot.

After the flight is done and the
migrators have become feeders, of
course there is a reason for the ducks
using one location in preference to
another, say a bed of wild celery, a
growth of smartweed, a large acreage^
of wild rice. A patch of duck weecJ.
gives answer to the question "why?'^

There is no such reason for the
migrators. Whether in northern Can-
ada, or California, or on the Gull
Coast, whether at New Madrid, Reel-
foot or in the Kankakee and Caliim >t

country and on through Wisc-onsin
and Minnesota back to Canada, it is

everywhere the same. Find a good
location when the migration is on
and you are safe in returning to it

year after year. You can't make
the waterfowl vary from their usual
course. They will persist in using
the same flyways the present year
that they did the last and which they
probably have used since the very
beginning when the "ducks" were all

lizard birds and the hunters wide-
mouthed animals of a prehistoric
age, so habit or instinct seems the
answer to this other why?
Now-a-days waterfowl have no food

problems to face as they had forty
years ago. No high cost of living to
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solve; no "conserve everything" rule
to follow, because in the wild olaces
their feeding grounds have not
decreased as rapidly as the ducks
and the geese themselves. Even if

their lakes have been drained, their
marshes tiled and denuded of duck
food, there is always many a cornfield
along their route in which the crop
has not been harvested, many a
stubble rich in scattered grain, many
a rice field where the migrators can
stop and grow fat on their pickings.

There was a time when these con-
ditions did not prevail. In 1881 and
1882, also possibly other years ot

which I have no record, ducks arriv-
ing from the South were like shadows.
They were so poor in flesh that when
shot, the wind would blow them
away. There wasn't enough to them
to fall when shot, that is, like a plump,
healthy duck should fall. The reason
being that there were too many ducks,
and too little food where they win-
tered. On reaching a place of abun-
dance they were loath to leave it but
like mud hens would swim rather
than fly and skulk in every little

bunch of weeds. This made "jump-
ing" ducks with a light skiff and push
pole better for awhile during those
years than I ever saw it either before

or since. It was really too good; the
birds lay too close for shooting to be
interesting. Even canvas-backs were
little besides skin and bones, their

average^Veight at first not more than
two anid a half pounds the piir

as against five pounds, the weight
required by market men for a pair

of good birds and an extreme weight
of nine pounds for two that I once
killed out of the same flock.

Now comes another "why?" which
is, why do birds migrate? Why
cannot they find a zone not too

hot in summer nor yet too cold in

winter, where they are content to

stay?
The answer, "inherited instinct,"

looks easy but when did those from
whom they inherited the instinct,

get the habit? What caused the

first migration? Why was it contin-

ued until habit became instinct and
the instinct grew strong enough to

come down the ladder of time until

it^reached the birds of to-day?

In the first place those who should
know say that during the early
ages of this world of ours, the climate
at the poles was temperate, and that
it was cold, perhaps frigid, at the
equator. This made the Arctic re-

gions with the summer one long day a
desirable place of abode for every
species of wild life. A warm sun
ripened large quantities of berries
besides developing other foods on
which both land and water birds grew
fat. Winged insects, flies, bugs,
beetles and worms were very plent-
ful. Everything a hungry bird need-
ed for itself or its young was there.

This was during an area when
there was nothing in the way of
civilization to interfere with wild
life; no man with his gun or his plow
to bother. The birds could choose
their habitat in whatever location
suited their pleasure and their choice
was the far North which they left

only when the darkness of winter
drove them away.
As the young world slowly became

old all things changed. It grew
warmer at the equator, colder at the
poles. In the Arctics rain turned
to snow, storms became more fre-

quent and the birds that had wings to

take them away did not remain to

perish as did some of the mammals
but seeking warmth and sunlight
in the Southland, shifted their hab-
itat, only returning to their former
home during its three months of

summer.
An abundant supply of food was

still there. The long day, yet re-

mained. These were the attractions

that caused theyearly trips, thatform-
ed the migrating habit of those birds

of the earth's early history, the ones
from whom the instinct was inherited.

Now, sometime during the latter

part of May, a warm wind melts
the snow south of the Arctic circle

often at the rate of several miles

in an hour. The blanket of white
which for eight months has covered
the land, has kept the berries, the
mosses, and other food for the birds

in cold storage as perfectly as man
could have done. The cold has not
been destructive as might beexpected
in the far North but the earth has
been kept at about the tempe
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of the snow itself, very little below
freezing.

The melting of the snow and the

uncovering of the food supply found
the birds ready and waiting, the edge

of the snow belt crowded with feath-

ered visitors one and all eager to

sample the cold storage food which
Mother Nature had kept for them
with so much care.

\\'hen the final break up comes,

about the last of May, depending
much upon the weather and more
upon the latitude, the rush of birds is

bewildering. Their number is so

great that every piece of open water
every patch of bare ground swarms
with them. Flocks of strangers ar-

rive early. There are swans, geese

ducks and grebes, which are the

early birds and finally plovers and
snipes. These the last to reach the

Arctics are also the last to start on
their migration.

Plover are swift fliers but unlike

the waterfowl, in no hurry to com-
plete their journey taking almost two
months for the trip and reaching the

Arctics about the middle of June. By
the time they get there the entire

country is as gay with flowers as a

rich man's garden. Little do the

migrating millions care for the beauty
of the blossoms, however. Food and
a spot to build their nests form the

only attractions for them.
Winged insects, particularly mos-

quitoes, have been there since the

south wind commenced to melt the

snow and the ground, to show bare,

and the mosquitoes perhaps even
more than the nightless summer or

anything else form the real answer
to the question how did the birds

in the early ages acquire the migrat-
ing habit.

On the salt marshes of Louisiana
and Texas, mosquitoes seem as bad
as it is possible for them to be. I

have seen cattle they have killed and
know a man would be unable to

live through a night exposed to their

attacks without the protection of

some sort of defensive armor, but
those who have braved these pests

in the tundra of the Arctics say the

mosquitoes of the gulf marshes are

tame and gentle, a scattered few, as

compared with those of the far

North which remain in action until

winter says "go." They have their

uses, however, for after the food
supply in nature's cold storage ware-
house is exhausted, they furnish food
for a i)illion mouths. There is no
bird so large and none so small but
that it wants its share and fights to

get it.

When it is considered that the
birds sometimes work twenty-four
hours a day, rarely less than twenty,
catching these insects for themselves
or their nestlings without causing any
perceptible decrease in the visible

supply and keep up the catching for

several months, a little idea can be
had of the unlimited food mos-
quitoes supply to the northland's feath-

ered visitors which makes it certain

that the well stocked larder of the

Arctics holds the birds of the present
to their instinct of migration and also

prevents them from backsliding and
forgetting the teachings of their fore-

bears of the long ago.

The feathered visitors are not alone

in liking mosquitoes. Fish do also.

Minnows, sticklebacks and other

small varieties feed greedily upon the

larvae and also upon the matured
insects when able to catch them.

When summer is over and dark
clouds laden with the breath of

winter come from the pole, then birds

say goodbye to their plentiful food
supply. No inherited instinct is need-
ed to tell them it is time to go. The
"trunk lines" get busy. The air is

full of migrators, flying ahead of a

storm.

Many an old time gunner has
expressed wonder at the efficiency of

the weather bureau of the waterfowl,"
how they are able to foretell a cold

storm in the fall and leave ahead of

it. They foretell nothing. They
are swifter than the wind, that is all.

They start as a storm gathers and
outfly it. The speed of migrating
ducks and geese averages over eighty
miles an hour under ordinary con-

ditions while a storm moving at half

that speed, is considerable of a gale,

and this swiftness of flight is the
foundation for the reports of the
wonderful weather bureau of the

waterfowl, but even then all of us
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who have spent years studying bird wisdom than do the feathered people
ways and bird habits, know the truth after theirs" and some question
of my opening statement that "men- whetlier they show as much, for the
after their kind show no greater children of the wild are very wise.

THE^te I

GEORGE R. BOLTON

EVERYTHING is lovely and
the goose hangs high" is an old

saying with a twist to it as many
such sayings have. It should read as

worded in the title of this article.

Everything is lovely and the goose
honks high. There used to be an
idea that when the wild goose flew

high and, of course, honked at that

same height, that the weather would
be flne and things generally would be
better. But so many people did not
know what "honk" meant that the
popular form of the saying became
"the goose hangs high." Honk is not
a common word though it is a v€ry
expressive one for the purpose. Bar-
num tells of hearing that a man in

Nova Scotia had a "natural honk"
and could make much money out of

it. Figuring that if the farmer could

make well out of such a natural

wonder in that country place it would
be a valuable addition to his circus

Barnum says he wrote and offered to

buy it, and found that the man had
the ability to honk like a goose and
thus draw large flocks down to his

gun.
It may be news to many game

hunters, but there was a time when
the wild geese flights in the eastern
provinces of Canada were as large as

those of any part of the continent
except the prairie centres where they
once flew in millions and still are to

be found in thousands at least. I

am not an old man (I never expect to
be; yet I can remember when we
would stand and hear the honk and
even the whir of huge flocks of wild
geese flying over my village home in

the Ottawa valley. Old timers told
us youngsters of shooting them with
rifle and even with shotgun for it

seems that in the days when settlers

came first into that part of Canada
the wild geese used to rest in their

flight on the little wheat fields there;
my father told me that whole crops
had been wiped out by them. Now
I doubt if the lads in that old village

ever stop in their play on the green
during these fall seasons to listen to

the wild geese passing over. Like the
passenger pigeon which I can re-

member to have seen darkening the
sky for considerable time in its

migration, the wild goose has vanish-
ed from those eastern haunts, if not
completely at least so far as its old

huge flights are concerned. Yet the
wild goose does not easily pass into

the company of the dodo and other
extinct species that man has wiped
out; even in the bogs of Ireland the
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"barnaczee goose" is still known and
the honk of Us flight is still heard by
the Irish lads who play bare footed

on the sward of the green isle.

'Twoiild be pity indeed for the wild

goose to be wiped out. As said our

garruious old friend Izaak Walton,
the first man to write of the topics of

outdoors, speaking of the strawberry
"Doubtless God could have made a

better berry; but just as doubtless

God never did". Doubtless God
could have made better meat than
the llesh of the wild goose; but just

as doubtless God never did. It is not
for the jaded appetite of the caviare

fed; its rich, deep taste is too strong

for the man whose exercise consists

of rolling his own cigarettes; but the

red blooded man scents the wild
goose roast from afar and knows that
he has at last got up against the real

thing in a game dinner. Once I got
lost near the big Douglas marsh east

of Brandon somewhere near where
Camp Hughes is now situated. I

wandered over the prairie with a

broncho and a buckboard, getting no
dinner, till just at dusk, half frozen
and starved, I saw a light in a shack
ahead. A big, bearded. Englishman
opened the door and. Oh joy! the
smell, aroma, or whatever title will

express it! It was roast goose, nothing
else can smell like it.

"Come in" said the copy of King
Edward who peered out the door.
"Put away your horse and come right

in at once; the goose is most done and
I'm just a-takin' it up. I'm dam
glad to see you for I thought I'd have
to eat it alone. There's lots for two
and some over."
The record for unharnessing a

horse and putting it away for the
night is still held by me since that
night. Soon we sat opposite each
other with a measure of meat before
us that would shock our Aunt Hannah
if he had been food controller those
days and had seen any but a profiteer

with such a meal. I remarked on the
excellent stuffing— I use that word
advisedly as political speakers say;
stufling is the right word for the so-

called "dressing" of a goose, both
before it is eaten and after. Dickens
so wrote it and he knew. There was
a time when food was "fude" now it is

"fud" and it tastes like it; and
dressing has lost this taste of stuffing

The old man who cooked the goose
that night had savored the stuffing

with wild thyme and wild sage
picked on the prairie (tons of the best

of both go to waste every year; no
charge for the suggestion as to food
conservation; we are being charged
enough just now for being told that

nothing can be done;. I have par-
taken (blast the word) of many
a banquet since for which the charge
per plate would be more than I will

get for this article; but never have I

sat at meat to a meal like that one on
the banks of Douglas marsh many
years ago. We had meat and we
could eal—so let the Lord be thanket,
as Burns says. And since we are

talking of expressions—why do people
say "Your goose is cooked" with the
meaning it has? Is it a reference to

the fact that God made meat and the
devil sent cooks, and one of the latter

spoiled a wild goose in the cooking
The eating of the goose is good; but

what will we say, brethren, of the
hunting? We get after the goose at

the season when the tang of fall is

strong enough to drive the molly-
coddle to the tea room and to fetch

out the man who knows the taste

of outdoors when the cheeks tingle

and the wind is "snell but not un-
friendly" as Ian McLaren says. When
the geese honk high over the city,

and even circle round its lights with
wild screams as they do at Winnipeg
sometimes, the cave-dweller in the
apartment block that seems modelled
after the home of his ancestors, feels

the wild blood stir. Coming home
some night and feeling the fall aii

touch his cheek with remembrance
at nightfall he hears the wild honk
overhead and perhaps sees through
the gathering gloom the wedge of

beauties piercing the sky in their

flight southward. And memory
brings back the stubble at dawn or

the brush beside the lake at evenmg

—

but what's the use? If Smith wasn't
such an abject ass, and Miss Brown
had any more brains than a hen you
could leave the office to them for a
week and go to Scott, or Whitewater,
or Cut Knife, or a dozen places where
the goose stifl honks high—and low.
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Coming home thus one night I

opened the door of my house to be
greeted by none other than Dan
Mclntyre; and all that hunting the
goose can mean was to the fore at

once. Dan lived where the flocks

still light in hundreds on the stubble;

he had come in to sell a few thousand
dollars worth of cattle (about twenty
head in all I think), and to take me
bodily out to his ranch for a hunt.

There was no arguing the matter;
She had settled all the details with
Dan and even packed my duds. By
get ling Smith on the phone the office

details were soon arranged and Miss
Brown agreed to take over any extras

for the time I would be away, both
hoping I'd have a good time. An
able man that Smith and few as

clever stenogs as Miss Brown are to

be found.

IL was dusk when we reached Dan's
shack. Jim Douglas had come over

and got a bachelor supper and after

that Tom Sheriff came in. We had
a braw night.

There are many ways of hunting
the wild goose, but you are often

limited to the one that suits the

locality where you are to hunt. On
Dan's "ranch we would try the good
old way of getting out at dawn into

a blind on aslope in the stubble-field

where the geese were found to light

practically every morning. Dan had
already got the bhnd up and had
noted "with satisfaction that the geese

at first a little afraid of the thing, had
come freely near it for a day or so

past. We would have a crack at

them at dawn the next morning.

This is only one way to get after

them however. In the olden days out

on the great prairie north of Moose
Jaw I have seen geese light on the

fields and prairie in flocks so large

that they covered more land than a

whole section and when they rose the

noise would be like a thunderclap.
I used to go to fire up the threshing

engine at dawn and the honking of

the geese at that hour would be almost
deafening. One can hardly believe

that S3 many millions ot them existed

at that time. I have seen the Indians

pursue a curious and exciting method

of getting after them. An Indian
would take his pony and loaf around
near the flock hanging on the side

away from the geese, till the birds
would be used to the look of the
horse there and would not be so wary.
The old long necked gandef who is

always on the watch (when he eats is

a wonder to me) would cease to cry
the warning tone and the Indian
would creep nearer. Then when he
was near enough, he would suddenly
charge straight towards the geese
and as soon as he got within range
begin to fire upon the flock. As geese
rise slowly at first he would get

several shots at close range before
they got away. Thinking of these
grand old days of sport and anticipa-
ting the morn I fell asleep that night
in Dan's shack.
We were within easy reach of the

flock, feeding quietly thousands in

number; only an occasional feeder's

note, no warning cry. How I wished
I had an Indian pony so I could try

a dash upon them! I felt sure I could
rush them and get at least three be-

fore they rose. They were so near
that I could not help thinking that a

rush on foot would be effective; just

to run out straight at them and fire

•as they rose and pump at least two
more shots into the flock before they
got out of range. Before I realized

it I was rushing straight towards
them; with a cry and roar ot wings
they rose and to my surprise I found
I was rising with them. All I had to

do was to lift my knees up under my
chin and spread out my hands at my
sides and wave them a fit tie, and I

could sail Uke the wind as fast as any
of the geese. Strange that I had never
noticed this before; it was so easy.

I'd just pull up my knees like that

and sail down to the office some
morning; wouldn't Smith be sur-

prised when I floated into the room!
I was now flying right with the flock

and the goose on my left scraped me
with the sharp point of his sving. I

turned to remonstrate with him for

this unfriendly act, when to my sur-

prise I saw that the creature was none
other than Smith himself, and to my
horror I noticed that he had two
decks like an airplane and on one was
the words "Made in Germany".
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Now though I had heard Smith say "You are certainly the hardest man
to Miss Brown that if she was not to waken I ever saw," said Dan. "I

nice to him he would fly away with gave you a punch in the side as I got

the wild geese to the land where they up, then pulled off all the clothes and

-IIUCN WHEN HE WAS NEAR ENOUGH HE WOULD SUDDENLY CHARGE
STRAIGHT TOWARD THE GEESE.

travel tail first, I had never before
noted that his centre initial was
'F"—for Frederic, no doubt. Before
I had time to take action we flew into

a cloud that was fearfully cold and
when w€ emerged, the hound had run
out a machine gun and opened fire

upon me wounding me in both feet

and—

at last had to drag you out by the
feet."

The shack was as cold as Green-
land, and the little lamp made it look
darker instead of light. I shivered
and wondered what insane idea ever
came into my head to come away out
here and freeze myself at this un-
earthly^hourlj |But I got into my
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clothes somehow and over to the table

where Dan had laid out some break-
fast; hot strong coffee, some fried

potatoes and the end of last night's

bacon heated up—in town I could not
have looked at more than a piece of

toast and a spoonful of marmalade.
I pulled on a sweater and followed
Dan out into the dark; the sky was
clearing with morning light in the
east, and we hurried across to the
blind. Camouflage is a new term
born of war but an old process in

hunting geese; Dan had made a

trench and covered it with boughs
so one could hide easily if not com-
fortably and the blind would look
like the usual clumps of willow scrub
that covered the prairie around here
and there.

We were no more than settled

when we heard the honk, and in the

dim light there passed above us about
twenty big fellows flying low and out
of wedge shape; they were looking
around before lighting. While we
watched them there came a business-

like honking from the south and low
over the brush at the end of the field

came a good flock dropping as they
came.

"Here they come'' whispered Dan,
getting in shape for a shot. "Let
them light and then you shoot to the
right and I to the left, as we sit.

Wait till I signal."

They came right up to the decoys
that Dan had put out, and Ht with
quite a bustling noise on the side of

the little hill on which we were
hidden, some were not over forty

yards away, and there were at least

fifty geese, all bit; grev fellows, not
wavies.

And now I felt some of what the

lads at the fr mt must feel at times,

for my sy^ycrior officer calmly chewed
his gum and \\'^ited. I nudged his

arm and got a nudge back that
nearly paralyzed n\^' shoulder. Noth-
ing doing. Then I noticed that they
were coming nearer; soon I itched to

shoot; I could see chances to get two
necks in a line with as deadly effect

as ever warmed the heart of a pot
hunter. But still he waited, chewing
nis gum a little faster.

They were now all around the de-
coys and still edging towards us,
when I all at once thought of my
dream of the night before. In spite
of my best endeavor (the humorous
always has the strongest appeal to
me) I felt an over-powering desire
to snicker. I remember when I was
a lad being well whaled for laughing
out at a funeral when the preacher
pulled out a baby's bib instead of a
handkerchief to wipe his eyes at an
impressive moment. I have con-
trolled my risibilities better ever
since, but at this critical juncture,
dear friends, I suddenly thought of
the look of Smith flying alongside me
at a height of about a mile and pre-
paring to open fire on me from his

lower deck and the snicker came
through my nose, sounding a little

like a sneeze, which was all that
saved my life, I suppose.
There was a deafening roar at my

left ear and another following it;

Dan had fired. I woke from my daze
in time to aim wildly at the rising

flock and fire my right barrel, and
then took a fairish good aim with the
left as the geese got under way. Just
as my last barrel belched its blaze,

Dan snapped up his gun for the
second relay and by the time he got
the last of his four shots I had re-

filled from my belt and shot almost
along with him. There was one more
barrel, the choke bored left, and
though the flock was away to the
right, fully one hundred yards, I

took a close aim and fired. To my
delight one dropped with a squawk
beside the edge of a bluff; that was
the goose I had for my own cele-

bration at home later; he had a fair

chance and I had to use more than
camouflage to get him.
The moment we had fired Dan

dropped his gun and grabbed a stick

lying handy by—placed there for the
purpose by the tactician who never
forgot a point that might arise—and
ran out towards where the geese had
fallen. I put in two cartridges and
followed. Five geese lay flat, one
was struggling and Dan put it out of

misery. A squawk from the scrub
pointed out one making away with a
broken wing and I knocked it over
with a shot as it ran.



WILLIAMS

LONG, brawny Bill iMcLaughlin
pushed his way through the
alders at the edge of the trout

stream. A baker's dozen of speckled
beauties dangled from an alder

stringer which he carried in one
hand while with the other he parted
the tangle of alders and also carried

a natural growth fishing pole. At
the side of the wood road the man
stopped and with a few sharp strokes

of his pocket knife severed the end
of the pole, around which the linen

hne was wound. The piece of line

wrapped wood fell to the ground and
as the fisherman stooped to pick it

up a slight rustle in the underbrush
attracted his attention. Woodsman
that he was he 'froze' instantly,

and was rewarded five minutes later

by the appearance of a black duck
and a brood of youngsters, who
waddled carefully out into the open.
They started up the trail directly

toward the man, fifty feet perhaps
they advanced, the old duck leading
and eleven youngsters stretched out
in single lile behind. Perhaps it was
a back draught through the trees as

the light breeze was drawing from
the birds to the man. At any rate

the old duck stopped. The whole
procession stopped, and then what
a scattering. The old duck, which
had two seconds before been sturdily

leading her little brood, suddenly
to all appearances, became affected

with a broken wing and sundry other
ailments. She sprawled and ilopped
almost directly in front of the fisher-

man who now that he was^discovered
made a move as if to pursue the
apparently wounded bird. ~) One
wing trailing on the ground, her body
almost dragging she strove to lead
the intruder away from those pre-
cious ducklings further down the
trail. A few minutes' chase to see
how near he could come to the
anxious mother and he suddenly
retraced his steps. Gathering up
his discarded string of trout and his

linfe he carefully crawled under the
low branches of a large cedar. Five,
ten minutes passed, and then with
a rush of wings the old duck suddenly
appeared. Alighting in the wood
road she stood, neck stretched to
its full length, watching carefully
in all directions. A few moments
of this and then with a few low
calls the whole brood suddenly came
to life. From bush, and fern, and
fallen logs they appeared and with
nervous little quackings stole off

again through the brush in the
direction from which they had come.

"Eleven perfectly good black
ducks if the foxes don't get 'em"
grinned the watcher to himself" An'
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they're headin' for the mill pond.
Guess I'll know where to find a
couple o' good young birds when
the fall shootin' comes."
And now the fall shooting season

had come. The young birds were
as strong of wing now as their elders

and through some kindness of the
gods the whole eleven youngsters
had arrived at maturity. Four
drakes and seven ducks there were,
a flock of thirteen when the old
birds were with them. Quite a few
of the young gunners from the vil-

lage had marked the long line of

,
ducks dip into the woods somewhere
up near the old mill pond, but the
locating of them after they had ar-

rived was a well nigh impossible
undertaking as the underbrush made
movement without detection almost
an impossibility. On the other
hand 'laying' for them was almost
as difficult owing to the fact that
the gunner never knew where they
would drop in. The pond was only
one of a succession of long pools
lying at the edge of a quite sizeable

swamp. As a result, the ducks had
all the advantage of location.

Guns were banging at sunrise and
sunset, but there seemed to be no
shooter on the job that was smart
enough to outwit the shrewd old

leader of this particular flock.

The moonlight nights came.
Moonlight and black ducks! What
does that mean to you, Mr. Gunner?
Ever been there? Oh yes, the law
forbids the shooting of wild fowl
after sunset now-a-days,—a good
law, and a wise one—but in the old

days of the muzzle loader when game
was plentiful it was quite some
experience to 'lay for black ducks'
on moonlight nights. Some of the
shpts one would get were 'against

the sky' as the fowl were scarcely
distinguishable against trees or rocky
cliffs along shore at night, but against
the moonlit sky it was another story
and if you were a good wing shot you
could generally succeed in getting
enough for the table at any rate.

Billy McLaughlin sat in the corner
grocery quietly listening to the
young Nimrod's accounts of the
shrewd eld leader of the black ducks.
After two or three evenings of this

Mac had an idea. There was one
place—almost in the centre of the
swamp that had never been mention-
ed, and the nights were almost perfect
in their moonlight loveliness.

Seven p. m. of the following day
saw the quiet of the swamp disturbed
by two gunners noisily crashing
through the underbrush a few hun-
dred yards in from the edge of the
swamp. They were hopelessly late

and also too noisy. Away over in

the centre of the tangle of brush and
water, and mud was a bit of an isle.

A fallen tree made a natural foot-,

bridge to this and had you looked
closely through the thicket at the
end of this piece of fallen timber you
would have made out the outlines
of what appeared to be a man, but
so still did he sit that not even the
inquisitive red squirrel that ran along
the tree truhk suspected he was
within one hundred miles of the man
animal crouched a few feet beyond.
A half hour passed. The sun

dropped behind the trees, a muskrat
swam across the little creek to the
left, climbed out on the bank, and
after a few seconds spent in arrang-
ing his table proceeded to break the
hinge on the large fresh water clam
he had dragged out, and after clean-

ing out the shell he slipped back into

the water. The watcher across the
creek could not distinguish one object
from another now. Below the line

of the treetops everything merged
into an indistinct blur of blacks and
greys.

Suddenly came the whistle of

wings. The figure in the brush be-
came rigid. Raising his eyes, but
not his head, he caught the gleam of
white underneath the dusky wings
as the flock circled in. He had
guessed right, the pool in front of

him was the place.

The long barrels of the old muzzle
loading fowling piece showed for

the fraction of a minute above the
lower bushes. The leader of the
flock saw and understood, and with
a warning call he swerved upward in

his flight, but it was too late. The
gunner, guessing rightly that the
big black bird silhouetted against
the sky was the drake, lined the

leader and two others as quit;kly
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and as well as he could as the flock

bunched slightly, and let drive.

There was a flash, and roar as the
black powder exploded. One duck
struck the water dead, another, a

young drake, came down and swam
in a half circle and he too lay still,

the third, the big leader, hit the
water in a fluttering heap. He had
lost control of one of his wings, but
that was all. His head was clear.

"THERE WER1-: SPOTS A FOOT SQUAHK
WHERE THE SHOT DID NOT PATTERN

and the broken lip of his wing in the
excitement of the moment was scarce-
ly felt by him. He had not much
more than reached the water when
he went under. Did anyone ever
tell you a black dufck was not a diving
fowl? It was a good long deep dive
too, no mere spattering of the water,
and when he rose to the surface his
bill alone was above water, and he
swam straight away toward a mass
of reeds and mud on the farther
side of the creek. The gunner foiled
in his attempt to use his second bar-
rel, when the flock passed in against
the shadows of the dark timber,
watched eagerly to see the efTect of
his first shot. He saw the three
ducks fall and noted the one dive,
and as the little spaniel retrieved the
first fowl he saw the long ripple left

by the drake's bill as he swam for
cover. Steadily he followed sighting
his gun where he knew the body to
be, expecting to see the fowl rise to
the surface at any minute, but in
this he was disappointed, and finally
fired, in the vain hope of a stray shot
striking the head, which he knew to
be }3ut half an inch under water.
The distance was too great, the

smooth bore pattern scattered so
much at that distance that in places
there were spots a foot sc^uare where
the shot did not pattern.
When the half spent charge of

shot spattered about his head the
wounded fowl promptly dived again,
but he was so close in to the reeds
now that his feet soon touched bot-
tom and slowly, cautiously, he drew
his half drowned bodj^ out into the
slielter of the shadows and darkness.
For perhaps two hou!rs, he lay

perfectly quiet, his wing pained him
a bit now, but that was nothing
compared to his dread of the mink
he knew prowled about this partic-

ular water course, and then there was
the giant pike that he had seen cap-
ture the wounded duck the summer
before. He remembered how he had
watched the struggles of the unfor-
tunate bird and finally in panicky
fiight how the flock had left the place
for a safer feeding ground on the
lake, but now, he could not fly.

It might have been just a darker
shadow among the other shadows
that drifted out a few feet from the
reeds, so slowly did it move, and
then slowly, very slowly, the drake
began propelling himself forward and
when he had gone a few hundred feet

he threw caution aside and swam
boldly out into the moonlight. It

was a long two miles from the pond
in the swamp by way of the little

stream to the outlet into the big

•WHAT HE SAW NEARLY THREW HIM
INTO A PANIC OF FRIGHT "
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lake, but before the moon had drop-
ped out of sight in the west, the
drake pulled himself out among the
rocks almost at the lake shore. Here
in this place he dressed his*,vounded
wing as best he could and slept fit-

fully until daybreak.

The first crimson beams of light
in the east saw him moving care-
fully down towards the water's edge.
His disabled wing made him more
alert than usual, his senses more
keen, and—a pebble rattled noisily
on the beach the other side of a large
rock. Stopping dead in his tracks
he stretched his long neck above the
rock and looked down. What he
saw nearly threw him into a panic
of fright. Perhaps two yards away
with a large trout lying between
them were two mink, the one that
had just emerged from the water
was nosing the air suspiciously, She
had evidently winded the duck but
fortunately his head was turned
away. That was enough, with '

a
rush the wounded bird made for the
water on his side of the boulder,
and although tlie mink leaped swiftly
to a vantage p^inL from where he
could see to the other side of the
rock pile, it was too late. The
duck was ten feet out from shore
and headed straight out toward mid-
lake. He swam all day, resting at
intervals, and at nightfall drifted
into a little cove on the leeside of
an island, perhaps two hundred yards
long, by fifty wide. A long sand bar
ran out on either side of the cove.
Wild rice grew in abundance along
shore. A spring that seldom froze
even in the coldest weather bubbled
up from the bottom at the head of

this cove. Ashore there was shelter
a-plenty, as he and the flock had
proved many a time before when he
was its leader. The place had never
been visited by a mink and very
seldom by a man animal. He ate,

and slept, and thrived, and was
visited by the flock, when they came
for safety's sake to this out of the
way place. Occasionally he would
try his wings when they left but
would invariably drop out after a few
hundred yards, alight in the lake,

and swim back to the shelter. How-
ever, these trial flights became longer
and longer, and finally he took to
trying short flights on his own ac-
count, and then one day in the late

fall a bunch of black ducks rested
for a few hours on the island pre-
paratory to their trip south. He
joined them, and when the flock left

he vanished with them. Away down
on the sea coast that winter, when
the flocks silently dropped in for

fresh water at the brook that ran
out over the tide flats, they had no
sentinel more alert than our friend

the drake. He, had had experience.
He, it was that always alighted
farthest away from any possible cover
for a gunner, and twice that winter as

he circled about in the air before
alighting he discovered ambushed
gunners and kept the flock out of

danger. Moonlight and black ducks!

Does it bring back any memories to

you old time gunners? And, say,

how many ducks have you ever shot
out of a flock in your time that have
been nicked before? Ever find them
in good shape (physically speaking)

and stfll carrying around a bit of

lead?

iiv,,^.l'!:*..,,«lSiii(M|lwiiiii«
-
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Mountains in

th^ Rain

The illustrationi, Bhow
Scenes amongst the Cana-
dian Pacific Rockies.

THERE'S no use saying it never rains

in the Canadian Rockies. You couldn't

have such wealth of great limber if there

wasn't plenty of moisture. The tourist who
cpmes to the mountains with no alternatives

but a parasol to keep off the sun and a pack
of c^rds to keep off the blues, is unprepared
for the best part of his holiday.

I'd had good weather all through the
Rockies—one glorious shouting sunshiny day
after the other. Then, half way between
Field and Glacier, somebody tipped over the
rain barrel and when we reached Rogers Pass
the combined tourist soul was a mighty sponge
of woefulness.

In the pouring rain we got off at Glacier,

did a swift dash for the hotel and stood around
in mentally-dripping and mournful groups
gazing at the big log fires.

"Do you ever rent raincoats?" I asked the
charming white-haired hostess. "I don't see

why I should stay in and play patience, with
all that waiting for me," and I waved a vague
arm in the direction of Mount Sir Donald,
who was probably chuckling or dancing or

doing sacrifice behind the curtain of his seven
cloud veils.

"Certainly," I was told,

raincoat in the curio tent."

'you can get a
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In the curio tent they gave me a big black

light rubber coverall and a rakish hat to

match. I had thick shoes anyway—and that

was all I needed to complete my costume. An
umbrella would have spoiled the whole party.

There's something fascinating in starting out

to follow a trail that you've never seen befor'e.

It's like reading a serial story. But in the case

of the path to the Great Glacier you see the

last chapter first—chunks of blue sky with

white clouds whipped in, frozen stiff and
tumbling over the top of the world. That's

the llleciliewaet, .1000 feet at the skyline,

obligingly pushing its huge head down into

the valley so that the tourist has only two

short miles to go to be able to climb up and
pat this pnehistoric monster of the Glacial

Period that purrs so tamely in the very
backyard of the hotel.

Notice the strange while mud underfoot

—

ground rock brought down doubtless by old

llleciliewaet himself in the days of his youth,

when he filled the whole valley. Draw in

lungfuls of the aromatic breath of millions of

trees, yielding up their spices to the mist.

The forest never smells like this on a dry day

—

wet cut wood of the bridges: giant firs, cedars,

spruces; crumbling white rocks; the tossed

glacial river; every fern and star-eyed flower.

They all fairly strim in the rain and give out a

most heady and thrilUng perfume! \ninials

draw much of their knowledge of the world

through their sense of smell, but it's the rare

human who ever gets the «ense to think with
his nose. The path winds upward past big

rftcks covered with white-starred bunch
berries, acroks unexpected bridges, by bec'kon-

ing benches, till the trees thin out and grow
smaller and the air fr shens. It was clear,

clean-washed, before. Now there's tlic snow
thrill in it. The path bursts out of the trees

into a region of tumbled boulders with mad
little streams running hither and thither

among them. Strange deep crimson. flowers

look shyly at you over the top of big shiny

rocks, and the path is Irish-Gypsier than ever,

with its staccoto turns and upleaps.

At the head of it is the immensity of the

blue-white glacier, with a swallow's nest hole

in the side of it which must be the ice cave.

Over to the left is a little white tent, with a

Union Jack fluttering bravely in front of it.

All this lielongs to the Swiss guide, a big New-
foundland-dog sort of a fello>' who makes up
in smiles what he lacks in English. You're
his first tourist to-day. "Tea?" says Christian

showing his white teeth flashingly. He has
two tin cups of which one is half full. You've
interrupted him. Now join him please.

He cuts a slice of bread and you butter it

with his jacknifc. Oh, certainly, strictly

against the rules. But this isn't the hotel's

affair. It's Christian's own little treat 'cause

you were mountain-mad enough to come out
in the- rain. He loves you for it. You're a

tourist after his own adventurous heart.

Tea over—yes, you took three slices, don't

you remember, and two cups!—you and
Christian go up the frozen grey-mud-covered

steps to the very self of Greenland's icy

mountain. There's the side door to the

Glacial Period, that cave that Christian's

own axe cut out. He worked at it for a month.
The opening is as blue as ten August skies

sizz-sizzling together. And yet when you go

in, the cold catches you by the nose till you
have to open your mouth to breathe! At
the end of the cave is a Christmas tree on
whose top there's another Union Jack in cold

storage!

When you reach the outside world again

—

it's all pink Jot three crazy seconds] Don't

ask me why. Something about complemen-
tary colors 1 suppose, but if you stop to reason

it out you lose the Alice-in-Wonderland

sensation.

There are five figures emerging from the

trees away below the tumbled-boulder field.

"Ah," says Christian, waving his hand and

smiling as though you were the cavalry leader

for sure, "they follow!"

You go home by the olhcr-side-of-the

river-trail, a still lonesomier way, with more

moss, more bunchberries, more glad-to-be-

aliveness than ever.



.1 bird whose habits in captivity and in the wild state arc so different as

to be nearly opposite.

G. S. (f.L.S.)

So much has been spoken lately

about the preservation of game, the
causes of decrease etc., etc., that per-

haps it would not be out of place to

record the few observations made in

the last ten years on Vancouver Is-

land. I choose more especially the
pheasant, for one reason, because it

is perhaps the most important, and
most sporting of all, and for another
reason, because, I have made a par-
ticular study cf it for many years, and
in many countries, as well as breeding
and experimenting with the different

varieties, though not upon the Island,

as this is, apparently forbidden by
law.

Let us take the pheasant first of

all as we find him upon the Island.
The Chinese ringneck (Phascanus
Colchecus Torquatus) is in the ma-
jority, a trace of the Mongolian
(P. C. Mongolicus) and to a very
small degree the common pheasant
P. Colchicus, the latter barely trace-
able to-day, except to those used to
handling the different breeds.

The cocks are without doubt poly-
gamus, but not in every case, and I

doubt whether more than four hens

are ever actually taken over by the
one cock, my observations lead me to

the belief that two to three are nearer
the average, as although other hens
have been found within the nesting
radius of his lordship's harem, batch-
es of eggs although observed to have
been laid by young birds have proved
unfertile. For the above reason I

believe it to be suicidal to shoot only
cocks and preserve all hens. Also
by doing so, few cocks reach the age
of three or four years from birds of

which age we need only expect to get

large healthy stock capable of with-
standing, dry summers and cold

winters. This I consider the main
reason for the deterioration in size

and weight of our present stock.

Another possible reason is the habit
of liberating a few birds here and
there in batches of half a dozen or so,

with the idea of improving the stock.
If those who free these, would observe
their movements after liberation,

they would find that they become
confirmed old bachelors, a state

enforced upon them by the lords of

the harems they have dared to in-

vade; and by keeping together in-

stead of mixing with the wild birds
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they fall an easy prey to the first

hunter to come along, who if he hunts
around will get the whole half dozen
within a fifty yard or so radjius. So
that by these methods we caimot say
that our Island birds have ever re-

ceived new blood. Only by liber-

ating quaAtities in one spot each year,

rather than half a dozen here and
there can we expect and be sure of

their in'ler-breeding. I have found
the most successful cheapest and
easiest method of improving the

stock in other countries is to procure

eggs of a certain breed, say, P. Mon-
golicus one year, and Prince of Wales
(P. C. Principalis) the following

year, (the latter bird should make
the best of all for Vancouver Island,

as being better able to stand wet and
would I fancy by their habits be more
suitable than the common) and
placing these eggs in the nests of the

wild birds, hatching the eggs of the

wild birds under hens, on the pheas-

ant farm, and crossing in the aviary

or liberating in some other district.

I cannot see anything against this

plan, and I should had I been allowed,

have attempted it upon the Island.

From the shooting of cocks let us

turn to the shooting of hens. Why
should the hen be shot? Because
the old hen is but the worst kind of

vermin, she will lay in any bird's nest,

she will chase away the younger birds

from the cock, she chases them also

from their nests and sits upon the

eggs for a few days and then leaves

the entire clutch to chill, her eggs are

in the majority of cases unfertile.

We have now three main reasrns,

why hens should not be spared entire-

ly, nor cocks only destroyed each
year. Firstly, because the cocks

seldom reach the age most advan-
tageous to procuring hardy birds,

Secondly, because old barren hens

can do more damage than any vermin
and thirdly, because too many hens

are left in proportion to cocks.

Weird, wild aiid wonderful are the

suggestions made in the House con-

cerning game, to anyone who has

followed It up as a study. Suggest-

tions gleaned no doubt by the mem-
bers from hunters who have a name
for shooting more game than anyone
else in the^ district, but whose only

real thought is to kill not to observe,
who having well cleaned out the
district, inform their members that

game is on the decrease owing to

cold winters, lack of food, dogs etc.,

etc. Now it is my opinion that the
destruction of eggs or birds by dogs
is infinitesimal. When the hen bird

is on the nest she emits no scent, nor
is she as easily disturbed as people
thmk by sound or presence. I find

nests at times on roadsides, in the
centre of deer trails, and such like

places. And for the above reason

hunters have reported no nests be-

cause their dogs have neither scented
not raised birds, in parts, where I

have known several nests. The real

enemy in settled districts to the

game bird is that meek and mild pur-

ring individual, who sleeps all day in

the" chair ,tired by its hunting ..f the

night, before. Aware of her guilt,

only the sharpest eye can detect her

in the woods, but the cat is the most
dangerous menace, equalled only by
the coon, to the proper preservation

of game.
While upon the causes of decrease

I might mention what I consider the

main reasons. Firstly, want of

method in improving the stock;

secondly, want of method in destroy-

ing, cats, coons, etc., on which there

should be a small bounty; thirdly,

the motor-car as used by hunters

(not sportsmen) to convey them up
and down roads and trails extermin-.

ating the grouse and pheasant, who
undisturbed by the approaching car

are fired upon as they feed by the

roadside; fourthly, the need for a

game warden in each district whose
pay should be earned by Ijis studying

the bird more and the farmer less.

The farmer may shoot a bird 9ut of

season once in a while, when it has

persistently dug up his garden peas,

but who more than he should have

this slight crime overlooked on occa-

sions. It is not the farmer or the

man who travels from his shooting

ground by tram that is responsible

for the decrease, yet these seem the

only persons the Game Warden
bothers about. He is usually most

unsuited to his work and was put

there in all probability merely be-

cause he was a personal friend of the
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party in power. If the warden were
up to his job he would soon learn

how best to increase; how best to

avcid decrease; he would learn to

detect the poacher from the some-
what sorely tried farmer and give a

the overland route of his kind, and
if you lay your food at the same time
and place each day, the birds will get
it and not rats or vermin. Don't
scatter it, why should you? You
only waste it. By far the better

"WE WILL FIND THEM USUALLY COVERING A CErVFAIN PIECE OF GROUND AT A
CERTAIN TIME EACH DAY

reliable report concerning the game
in his district; and he would report

at once any disease amongst the wil-

low grouse, which has been respon-
sible for its decrease lately and
through his warning a close season
could be proclaimed to allow these
sporting birds a chance to recover.

The feeding of birds also as usually
carried out is a pure waste of grain
Grain is handed out in a most free

handed manner, (usually to the
friends of the party in power) who if

they remember to do so, scatter it

broadcast over the fields or in the
woods. Who gets it, the game? I

think not. If we study the birds,

Quail, pheasant, grouse, etc., we will

find them usually covering a certain
piece of ground at a certain time
each day. They have certain feed-
ing grounds which they will if not
disturbed cover as regularly as clock-
work each day. Even in the shoot-
ing season you will often find your
bird in the same spot at the same
time you came across him the day
before. Such places as these then
are the places to feed them. This is

plan would be for th6se in power to

purchase a load or two of sheaves
from the farmers and get the farmer
to stack it in the woods or a sheltered

spot and twice a week PULL OUT,
not take from the top, the equivalent
to two or three sheaves if it be loose

hay, as is more often grown on Van-
couver Island, and throw this down,
and if wishing to feed heavier, a little

grain thrown in the litter. Some
may say, how far will two or three

loads go? That depends how you
feed. In open seasons my advice is

don't feed, but only when the ground
is frozen, or. snow covered or during
long periods of wet weather, and then
feed in the thickest cover. I have
experimented with grain in parts of

the fields and woods in December
where pheasants have been plentiful

in spring and summer, but not in

winter, and it has lain in most cases

until March, (sometimes later) un-
touched.
One often reads of the destruction

done by pheasants to farm crops.

Some say they destroy the grain,

others say they do not. But I fancy
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neither have bothered to observe
what they really do. A pheasant
may eat grain but I doubt if you were
to open his crop up after he has
rambled over your fields at sowing
time, whether you would find more
than half a dozen to a dozen grains,

but you would I fancy find it near to

bursting with wire worms—but—if

you go over the exact ground that
pheasant has been on, you will find

the peas, grain or whatever it may
be, lying perhaps on top ol the grcund
but more generally, you will find a

hole exposing the roots, though the
seed and growth are still intact,

which will not always materially
harm the grain, but it does to a fair

extent the pea. This of course js

done by the bird searching for tfie

worm, knowing as he does that it lies

in the roots of the young growth.
My argument is, therefore, that

when the seed is first sown and har-

rowed in, and until it germinates

the pheasant is the best friend the
farmer has. for half a dozen or so
grains he will devour 150 wireworms-
but after the grain has germinated
and until it is a fortnight old, his
average will be probably 50-60 grains
to 150 wireworms, but this will be
but for a week or two and these
grains will not be devoured but merely
unearthed and a large percentage will

come again. Now, the question is,

what is the damage done by the wire-
worm? I should say unlimited, but
for the pheasant. Of course large
flocks of 50-60 pheasants might do
considerable damage but I have
never heard of them on small fields in

such large quantities.

Therefore, I fancy, his beauty, his

flesh, and his insect devouring tastes
will outweigh the grain loss by a very
large proportion. Such are a few
observations on what, after much
experience, I would call a most useful,

beautiful and sporting bird.

THREE IMPORTANT WILD DUCK
FOODS

HUBERT HUTTON

WILD celery beds and wild rice

marshes have long been re-

cognized as important features
of ducking grounds. Less widely
known, but not less important, are
the submerged plants known as pond-
weeds. The vegetable food of wild
ducks includes a large variety of

plants, but the above mentioned
three have been found to be of es-

pecial importance. In the case of

16 of the most important species of

game ducks whose stomachs have
been examined by government ex-

perts, wild celery, wild rice, and
pondweeds collectively compose 25.31
per cent, of the total food. To many
readers it may appear that this

average shows percentages of wild

rice and wild celery eaten by ducks
are low, but it must be remembered
that these foods are by no means
universally distributed, nor are they
accessible at all times of the year.

Although on first thought a percent-
age of less than 5 for wild rice may
seem small, as shown in the table

prepared by the experts, it really

means that the 16 species specified

get a twentieth of their annual sub-
sistence from this grain; in other
words, the quantity they eat would
support them for two and a half

weeks if wild rice were fed upon
exclusively. Similarly, wild celery,

which as given in the table forms
6.65 per cent, of their food, would
suffice for three and a half weeks; and
pondweeds, which form 13.88 per

cent, for more than seven weeks.
The fact that wild celery and wild

rice, although naturally of local and
restricted distribution, may be grown
in suitable places over the greater

part of Canada and the United States

should i)e more widely known. There
is no doubt that by transplanting

and sowing the seeds of these and
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other plants used by ducks for food
many depleted ducking grounds can
be restored and new grounds can be
created. This means much in the
effort sportsmen are at the present
time making everywhere to preserve
our valuable wild ducks.

It is the intention of the writer to

offer a brief statenent of the value
of the three plant? as duck food, to

show by means of description how
each may be recognized, and to

explain where and how each may be
propagated.
Wild Rice—Its Value as Duck Food
Wild rice fZizania palustris and

Zizania aquatica) in every stage of

its growth is eaten by one or another
of the North American ducks and
geese, and practically all of them fe'ed

on its ripened grain. It is the staple
food of many ducks in the numerous
rice marshes of North America.
Ducks obtain seeds mainly from the
bottom in shallow water, where they
have fallen into a bed of soft muck to
await germination. Germination is

frequently so delayed that grain may
sprout at any time up to at least 18
months after ripening. This accounts
for the fact that young shoots and
germinating seeds of wild rice are,

found in ducks' stomachs at prac-
tically ali seasons. The shoots are
devoured by many species; the flowers
have been found in the wood duck's
stomach; and the stems and leaves
of the mature plants are eaten by
geese. According to present informa-
tion the mallard appears to eat the
largest percentage of wild rice, more
than a sixth of its annual food being
rice. The black duck and the wood
duck rank next as consumers of wild
rice, but several other species take
noteworthy quantities.

Description of Plant

Wild rice is a tall, round-stemmed
grass with long, flat, pointed leaves.
The stem is hollow, but is furnished
with transverse partitions between
as well as at the joints. These
partitions may be seen when the
stem is cut lengthwise. The base of
the stem is in the form of a stout hook
and from it arise the numerous
fibrous roots which serve mainlv to
anchor the plant at the bottom. "The

flowers of wild rice ustially appear
during the latter part of July, but
may be found as late even as Novem-
ber. The appearance of the flower
head is very characteristic; the lower
branches, which bear the staminat-e

HUBERT WUTTON

or male flowers, are widely separated
and stand out from the stem, while
the upper branches of pistillate flow-
ers are erect and more or less com-
pactly grouped together. The grain
of wild rice is from one-half to three-
fourths of an inch in length, slender,
of uniform diameter, and with round-
ed or pointed ends. A low rib runs
along the whole length of one side and\
a shallow groove along the other.
The husk of the seed has six longi-

tudinal grooves and a long pointed
beak, the whole being an inch and a
half or sometimes even more in

length. The appearance of the flower
^head, of the grain, distinguishes wild
rice from any other aciuatic grass in

its range.
Distribution.

Natural growths of wild rice have
been found from the northern end of

Lake Winnipeg eastward along the
northern shores of the Great Lakes
and the St. Lawrence River to New
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Brunswick; it is reported also without
definite locality mentioned from New-
foundland; and from central Dakota,
western Nebraska, and eastern Texas
to the Atlantic Coast; and as far

south along that coast as central

Florida. The plant is rather local

and of course is confined to the low-

lands. The centre of abundance is in

Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota.

Transplanting Wild Rice.

Although wild rice does not grow
naturally in every suitable place

within its range, in most cases it can
be made to do so by transplanting.

Formerly wild rice was often trans-

planted by various tribes of Indians,

and investigations conducted by the

Bureau of Plant Industry have shown
that with proper treatment of the

seed the plant may be propagated

^ in any favorable waters in the coun-
'
try. It has also been successfully

grown in Europe.
Where to Plant., — W'ild rice

thrives best upon a mud bottom
(though it has been known to grow
in sand); this may be underlain by
various soils, but there should be a

layer of mud at least from 2 to 4
inches deep and preferably deeper.

Wild rice usually does nol do well

where there is much current or change
in the level of the water, although it

grows abundantly on tide flats. It

must be remembered that wild rice

is not adapted to stagnant water.

From 4 inches to 6 feet of water are

about the limits of its usual occur-

rence, and it does best in from 1 to 3

feet. In shallow water it may be
killed by heat in summer, so it is best,

in southern localities especially, to

sow the seed in not less than 2 feet of

water.
How TO Plant.—The least

possible time must intervene between
removal from cold storage and sowing.

Broadcast sowing answers every pur-

pose, and the seed should be thickly

sown, as the growing plants, when
near together, support each other,

the root anchorage is protected, and
a good stand is more likely to result

than if the seed is more widely

scattered.
When to Plant.—^Fall has

usually been considered the most

desirable time for sowing, but it has
been proved that seed sown in spring
will bring a full crop, and for several
reasons spring sowing is usually ad-
visable. Where seed has been sown
in fall, the bottom may freeze and
the seed be carried off by the ice in

the spring. Ducks and other water-
fowl, as well as some fishes, eat the
seed, and the less it is exposed to
their depredations the more abundant
will be the crop. Seed is likely also to
be buried by depositions of mud, or
swept away by currents, especially

in freshets. These dangers may be
avoided by sowing the seed in spring
late enough to avoid the worst spring
freshets but in time to get the benefit
of the first good growing weather;

that is, when the temperature of the

water "approaches 60 degrees F.

WILD CELERY
Its Value as Duck Food.

Vallisneria spiralis, or wild celery

and canvasback duck have been very
closely associated in the annals of
American sport. To a certain extent
this association is justified, since the
canvasback obtains about one-fourth
of its food from this plant—a greater
proportion than any other duck.
However, the assertion that the flavor

of the canvasback is superior to that
of any other duck and that it depends
on a diet of wild celery is not proved,

to say the least. The scaups or blue-

bills and the redhead also are very
fond of wild celery, and are fully as

capable of getting the delicious buds
as the canvasback. Several other
ducks get more or less of this food,

and Mr. W. L. McAfee, to whom I

am indebted for the data herein,

states that even the scoters on a
Wisconsin lake in fall lived almost
exclusively on it for the time. All

parts of the plant are eaten by ducks,

but the tender winter buds and root-

stocks are relished best. Wild celery

buds can usually be obtained only by
the diving ducks, such as the blue-

bills, redhead, canvasback, and
scoters. The nondiving species, such

as the mallard, black duck, baldpate

and the geese, get an occasional bud,

but more often they feed upon the

leaves.
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Desciiption of Plant.

Wild celery is a wholly submerged
plant with lony, flexible, rii)bonlike

leaves of light translucent green and
of practically the same width (any-
where from one-fourth to three-

fourths of an inch) from root to tip.

Of course the leaves are narrowed
near the tip and may be somewhat
serrate or wavy margined there. But
they are never expanded and the
venation is peculiar. A leaf held up
to the light displays numerous straight
parallel fine veins running its whole
length. There are, besides, one med-
ian and two lateral prominent veins
connected at .intervals by irregular
cross veinlets. Wild celery may be
distinguished from eelgrass (Zostera
marina), which lives in brackish or
salt water, by the fact that Jts leaves
grow in bundles from the rootstocks,
while those of eelgrass arise singly
and alternate on opposite sides of the
stems. Pipewort (Eriocaulon), a
fresh-water plant, often having rib-

bonhke leaves, may be recognized
by the reticulation of the entire leaf

into small cells by veins of nearly
uniform size. In certain stages some
of the arrowheads (Sagittaria) are
difficult to tell from wild celery,
though they usually have the end ot

the leaf expanded into a proper leaf

blade or else quite pointed, neither' of

which characteristics is to be found in
Vallisneria.

The flowers of wild celery, usually
seen in July, are peculiar. The
stamina te flowers attached at the
base of the plants shed pollen, which
floats on the surface of the water and
fertilizes the pistillate flower. The
latter is attached to a long, slender,
round stem, which contracts into a

spiral, drawing the flower under the
water after fertilization. This spiral

stem, bearing the flower or pod, dis-

tinguishes wild celery from the plants
mentioned above. The seed pod into
which the pollenized flower develops
is straight or curved, a little slenderer
than a common lead pencil, and from
3 to G inches long. It contains,
embedded in a clear jelly, small dark
seeds, in number about 50 to the inch.
No such pod is borne by any other
resh-water plant.

Distribution.

Wild celery occurs naturally from
central Minnesota through the
Great Lake region to northern Nova
Scotia, and from eastern Kansas and
eastern Texas east to the Atlantic
coast. Like wild rice it is of more or
less local distribution, and conse-
quently may be absent from consider-
able areas within its general range.

Transplanting Wild Celery.

While wild celery has not been
transplanted so frequently as wild
rice, yet it has been propagated often
and in widely separated regions. It

is no harder to transplant than is wild
rice and under proper conditions will

undoubtedly grow anywhere in the
United States and Canada.

Moreover, it can be propagated
both by seeds and by winter buds, and
the plant itself may be taken up and
set out at almost any time with suc-
cess. Floating fragments of the plant
with a little of the rootstock attached
have been picked up in midsummer
by Mr. McAtee, and they have rooted
and grown successfully. The prime
requisites in propagating celery are
the same as in the case of rice; the
buds, plants, or seeds must not be
allowed to dry or to ferment between
gathering and planting, as in the case
of rice. The seed pods ripen from
September to November and fall to
the bottom. They are best collected
(by net or rake) on days when the
water is least ruffled during the latter
half of October and early November.
The winter buds may be collected at
the same season, before the leaves
have disappeared, by following the
latter down and digging up the root-
stocks and buds. Or the young plants
just as they sprout in the spring may
be taken up. Keep them moist and
cool until wanted for planting, as in

the case of wild rice, by cold storage,

if necessary. This is done by putting
them in open vessels of water, these
to be placed in cold storage.
Where to Plant.—Wild cel-

ery grows best on muddy bottoms in

from 332 to t)y2 feet of fresh water,
though it will grow also in sand and in

both deeper and shallower water. A
sluggish current suits it better than
either stagnant or rapid water.
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HOW TO PLANT.—For sowing,

the pods should be broken up (in

water) into pieces about half an inch

in length, which may be sown broad-

cast—not too thickly, as the plant

spreads rapidly by rootstocks and
will soon make a dense growth. The
winter buds or pieces of roots with
tufts of leaves must be weighted to

hold them to the bottom and enable

Ihem to take root. This may be
accomplished by loosely threading
several plants together and tying

stones to them, or by embedding them
in balls of clay. The broken seed

pods also may be put into clay and
dropped.
WHEN TO PLANT.—Where they

are not likely to be covered by mud,
the best time to sow the seed pods is

in the fall. Winter buds collected

in the fall should be kept in cold

storage, and these, as well as young
plants gathered in the spring, should
be set out in May or June.

Pondweeds—Their Value as Duck
Food.

I have already stated that pond-
weeds have been found to be an im-
portant duck food. This is owing to

the wider distribution of pondweeds
(Potamogeton), allowing ducks to

feed on them in winter as well as

during migration and in the breeding
season. There are no fewer than 38
species of pondweeds in the country,
of which at least 9 are of practically

universal distribution. One of the
latter numjjer, the fennel-leaved or
sage pondweed (P. pectinatus), pro-
duces* numerous tubers upon the
rootstocks, wiiich are eagerly sought
by certain ducks. This one species

makes up five-eighths of the whole
amount of pondweeds eaten by the
canvasback and more than a fourth
of the entire food of the bird". Thus
it constitutes a slightly greater pro-

portion of the subsistence of the bird

than wild celerj'.

Besides the tubers on the roots,

some pondweeds have winter buds
among the leaves, and these, as well

as the seeds, rootstocks, and indeed

the whole plant, are eaten by ducks.

As many as 3r)0 tubers and no fewer

than 560 seeds have been found in

single stomachs. Pondweeds are

really staple food • for ducks, and
nothing is more common in the ,

stomachs than the seeds of these

plants.

As mentioned above, there are

many species of pondweeds, and they
present cjuite a diversity of forms.

All Potamogetons are eaten by ducks,

and any of them would be a valuable
acquisition for a ducking ground.
Redhead or duck grass is an important
duck food, said to be especially at-

tractive to redheads. We understand
experts have found more of it in the

stomachs of canvasbacks than of any
other species. All told, 10 species of

Potamogeton have been indentified

from duck stomachs, including all but
one of the 9 most widely ranging
forms.

Distribution of Pondweeds.

The most important species, so far

as known, is the sago pondweed.
This plant has numerous rather long
threadlike leaves, which present a

loose broomlike appearance in the

water. The plant in some localities

is known as foxtail grass. It is also

known as eelgrass, and apparently
is the plant termed in Europe poker
or pochard grass, after a duck closely

related to our 'redhead. In the
autumn, sago pondweed bears small
clusters of light brown seeds or nut-
lets near the surface of the water,

in form somewhat like loose bunches
of grapes. The other pondweeds
bear seeds in the same way, and vast
numbers of them are eaten by ducks.
The general appearance of sago

pondweed is well known. It ranges
from coast to coast, and as far south
as Florida, Texas, the Mexican Pla-

teau, and Lower' California, and
north to Nova Scotia, Hudson Bay,
and along the Pacific coast up to ,

latitude (32 degrees north.

Transplanting Pondweeds.
According to Mr. McAfee, much

less is known about the transplanting

of pondweeds than of wild rice and
wild celery, but he says it is just as

feasible. By mowing the plants in

lakes where they are plentiful and
scattering them about the ponds, no
trouble has been experienced in get-

ting a good crop of Potamogetons.
Those desiring to transplant pond-
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weeds must usually go out themselves
to gather them, for the usefulness of

the plants has not been sufficiently

well known to create a trade in them.
The seeds of the various species ripen

at different times, but in the north

may be looked for after August.

Those of sago pondweed are in best

condition in September and October.

After gathering they should be planted

at once, or, if held, kept wet and in

cold storage.

HOW TO PLANT.—Pondweeds
may be transplanted on a large scale,

as noted above, by mowing the whole
plants with the seeds attached and
scattering about where growth is

desired. The seeds alone may be
collected and sown broadcast, or they
may be embedded in clay balls and
distributed over the bottom.

A TROUT BROOK REVISITED
C. T. EASTON

Sweet stream that in my youthful days
Enticed my steps aside,

—

Revisited no more displays

To me, thy beauties wide!

Accosting me in gentler tones

He bade me not be sad

Because a gloom encompassed
The stream which once was glad.

Oh, how I loved to loiter by

—

Thy windings far to trace,

With rod in hand, they pools to try,

Where dwelt the linnv race.

Quoth he, "We're in a changing world

And ever we must bow
To Nature's laws and the effects

Which Nature doLh bestow.

'Twas then a holiday was sweet.

Released from every care,

i;hy banks I sought,—a glad retreat!

Thy solitudes to share.

"But 'lis not that, some other cause

Has darkened all our pride

—

Hgiw can we jocund be, when war
Is raging far and wide?

Whilst all was gladsome to a boy.

Serene the happy spheres,

—

When youth meant faith and peace and iov-

Ahis, the Hying years!

"How can we wear a smiling face

And s|)rcad our beauties wide.

Since man has proved himself to be

A wretched fratricide?

But now, methinks, a sadder tone

Usurps thy beauty gay

—

Or is it in myself I feel

The spirit's loathed decay?

"Besides, we mourn for many a one

Who sought our shady shores

To fish our pools, but they are gone,

And fallen in the war.

As thus I mused and loitered on
la philosophic guise,

Methought I saw from out the stream

A subtle form arise.

All indistinct his lineaments.

To me surprised did seem.

Until more visibly revealed,

—

The genius' of the stream!

"And once our limpid waves, which lap

And gently kiss the shore.

Ensanguined were, and horrified

By trickling human gore

"Alas, how can we happy be

And gladsome in Our play

—

When all we see, above, below

Is destined to decay?"

It ceased, that plaintive voice I heard

In accents clear and low.

Whilst from a tree a singing bird

Set all my heart aglow.



SPECKLED TROUT
By an Old Country Angler

TYETH BOUNSALL

MOST of my readers will know
what "spring fever" is! The
symptoms vary, according to

each man's individual idiosyncracies,
but the complaint is a very common
one; especially amongst fishermen!
"With me it takes two forms; the one,
a great longing for the sight and
smell of salt water and a long "deep-
sea" voyage; and the other to unite
with St. Peter in saying "I go a-
fishing!" As I live in Toronto there
is little chance of alleviation for the
former; but, thank goodness, there
are still trout to be caught and a
chance to get away from the city
to do so!

I made many inquiries this spring
of 1918 as to the possibility of get-
ting some good sport with brook-
trout; and, after comparing the vari-
ous reports I was able to obtain,
determined to go to Maynooth (Cen-
tral Ontario) for a few days early in
June. My informant assured me
that ^ should find several creeks in the
"immediate vicinity where really good
sport could be jbtained; also "that
there was excellent fishing in the
numerous lakes of the district. He
spoke in all good faith; but I regret
to say that his estimate of the fishing
t© be obtained in the creeks was
woefully "out!" The creeks were
there and they were well stocked
with fish; but those fish unfortunately
happened to be small chub! Later
on^, when I shall be taking my annual
"long vacation," I should be only
too glad of these chub as live or
spinning baits for black bass; as it

was, they were simply a nuisance—to
say nothing of the disappointment of
finding what looked like most prom-
ising trout water infested with them!
The same friend also gave me
the name of an hotel in Alaynooth,
and I wrote to the proprietor to
secure accomodation; asking him at

the same time to engage a guide for
me who knew the locality. Prob-
ably this hotel was all right when my
informant visited it some time back;

but perhaps owing to our prohib-
ition legislation, it nas woefully deter-
iorated sinfce! My bedroom was clean
and comfortable, butwhen I have said
that I have nothing to add in favor
of the establishment! To make matters
worse, mine host "wished" one of his
sons on me as a guide; and a more
incompetent young specimen I have
never met!
As soon as I discovered that the

creeks were absolutely no good, I

suggested trying some of the lakes;
and, under the tutelage of my 'guide,'

drove out for three or four miles to
Cannon Lake; which he assured me
was well stocked with speckled trout
and also that there was a boat thereon.
Now this lake is certainly a lovely,

bit of water, but its banks are so
overgrown that it can only be fished
from a boat—and there was no boat!
I did not feel inclined to venture my
life on some very slippery looking
drift-wood and logs, from which I was
informed that local anglers made
good catches; so returned to May-
nooth in a more disgusted frame of
mind than I can adequately des-
cribe in print.

On my journey North I had been
fortunate enough to meet two good
brothers of the rod who were bound
to Bancroft; from whence they in-

tended to fish Lake St. Peter. It

occur^-ed to me that I might do worse
than try the same lake (especially as
my visit to Maynooth was turning
out so badly); which is situated about
eight miles away and approached by
a very decent road. I put this idea
into execution, and was more than
delighted to find my two acquaint-
ances there and attended by a thor-
oughly competent guide. At their

kind suggestions I joined forces with
them, much to the disgust of my
soi disant "guide," who deeply re-

sented having to follow another man
and do as he was told! Apart from
the nuisance of having him in my
company as oarsman my troubles
were now over, and I enjoyed a
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couple of days of really good fishing;

that enjoyment being heightened by
congenial and pleasant companion-
shipl I found good quarters at the

head of the lake, rough of course, but
clean and comfortable, with good

tails for the guidance of other anglers.

I certainly advise those of them who
are looking for good speckled trout
fishing to visit the Maynooth Dis-
trict; I only regret that time did not
permit me to fish Rainy Lake;

AN EARLY MORNING START

cooking and food—a great chang^
for the better after my experiences
at Maynooth!
Lake St. Peter is well stocked with

speckled trout; they do not run
large, from a quarter to three-quar-
ters of a pound being about the aver-
age, but put up a good fight and give
fine sport on light tackle. I am not
one of that too numerous school
of fishermen who gauge their sport
by the size of their catch—-reduce it to

terms of avoirdupois in fact! Suf-
fice it to say that my companions and
1 caught all the trout we wanted for

our own cjnsumptirn and to take
back to the city with us. I found
that the weather was rather too cold
to do much good with the artificial

fly (the Cow-dung, Parmachene Belle,

and Alexandra are about the best
assortment for these waters), and we
killed most of our fish by "paternost-
ering" with the humble angle-worm
or spinning with a natural minnow.
As I have remarked in previous

articles which have appeared in
"Rod and Gun," I hrld a strong
opinion that any account of fishing

experiences should give definite de-

where the trout are said to run much
larger in size than in Lake St. Peter,

from which it can be easily reached.

Mink Lake is also well spoken of as

well as several others in the same
neighborhood.

I have also regretted that I did not

communicate with the local station

agent of the Canadian Northern
Railway at Maynjoth before going
there—so doing would have saved me
a great deal of annoyance as he is well-

informed, courteous, and anxious to

do his best for visiting fishermen. To
those who may feel like following in

my footsteps I would suggest their

getting into touch with him; as well

as with Jason Shields, Portersville,

Ont. ; who runs the little house I have
referred to at the head of Lake St.

Peter and can provide guides and
boats. Posting can easily be ar-

ranged from Maynooth on arrival,

the time occupied in the drive does
not exceed an hour and a half. I

can personally recommend Charles
McAlister R.R. No. 2 Bancroft, Ont.,

as a thoroughly good and reliable

guide for this district; I only wish
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that I had knowiK of him before I

went there! v

Perhaps it is the fruit of early
associations and training; but to me,
there is no sport equal to trout-

fishing! I should certainly prefer
to practice it in running water,
but advancing years and a certain
tendencj' towards arthritic troubles
render wading inadvisable as far as I

am concerned; so that I fear I must

resign myself to the inevitable'and do

the rest of my fishing from a boat

or canoe in still waters! After all,

I can console myself with recollec-

tions of many a hard struggle with

thoroughly game trout (on the finest

of tackle) in the rapid streams and
rivers of dear old Devon and Somer-
set; to my mind the finest sport the
world has t ) offer!

BILLY MINK'S DIARY
{Continued from August Issue.)

FRED CLARKE

About the last week in January
I was making one of my usual trips

when I came upon a Irack in the
snow at the old bridge. This was
where I had had my fish stolen one
night some two -months previous.
Hurrying up to the hole in the stone
work I was just going to go inside

when I smelt steel. Yes, it must be
a trap under the snow at the mouth
of the den. Going around to one
side of the hole I dug my way in be-
hind the trap, and sure enough there
was a white animal all curled up in

my nest. Looking it over for some
time I decided that it was not a
ferret, so was just going to spring
for it when I saw a white streak go
in between two stones that were
not more than an inch apart. Think-
ing the little animal had been fright-

ened away I curled up and went to

sleep. Something bit me on the
back, then there was a sharp squeal
in my ear and quickly turning over,

I saw the white animal disappear
again. In a few minutes I

again jumped on from behind and
right then I started to shtvm sleep,

so I could catch this annoying ani-

mal, whoever he might be. In a

few minutes I saw him go out towards
the outside and then I squealed and
bolted 'after him. In going around
a corner I heard a snap and a muffled
squeak, and on looking out I per-

ceived the little animal fast in the
jaws of a trap. I went outside
and was just going to explain to him

how my mother had freed herself
of a trap when he snapped viciously
at me. Sonie time later while I

was trying to assist him to escape
I heard a noise like two men coming
on the run. Jumping back into the
hole I noticed two very small men
come up and one said:

"I got'him, I got him!"
A few minutes later I heard some

one say: "Yes, and a mink has
torn his hide to pieces so it won't
be worth ten cents." A little later

a large man came running up and
he said:

"John, I will give you a dollar

if you can catch that mink. No
doubt you could get five for his hide."
They then re-set the trap and

filled in the place I had dug and
placed some large pieces of wood
at each side of the trap. Early that
night I tried to get out some other
way but was disappointed. Going
ou't to the hole I was half tempted
to make a run for the open. I

carefully worked my way up to

\\ithin a few inches of the trap and
could then see that there was plenty
of room for me to make a bound over
it, which I did, and was greatly re-

lieved when I heard the snap.
Arriving at the dam early next

morning I saw two of my beaver
friends' bodies lying on the ice, and
as they were still ([uite warm I de-
cided that they had been killed an hour
or so before. I came along and see-

ing a branch sticking up in the ice
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I raced over there and found a lot of

man tracks. As I was obliged to

get under the ice I dug into the snow
that was piled up against this small

bit of tree, and finally came to the

water, into which I plunged and
headed for the old musky hole. Go-
ing in, I found some muskies smaller

than myself and some my own size.

Killing one of them I ate a little and
then went and lay down with the

rest and went to sleep. Some
time later I was awakened by a
piece of steel coming down from
above with a jerk and hitting the
bottom of the runway that went
out to the dam. Being afraid of

steel, I bolted out and into the water.
Going to the place where I had dug
through the previous day to the
water, from above, I was just going
to run out when I smelled that de-

testable steel again. On looking
out I saw some bright thing fastened
to a piece of wood about a foot from
the hole, and near the hole some
leaves, which had not been there
when I had come in. Accordingly
my suspicions being aroused, I back-
ed down into the water again and
headed for the rapid, where I stayed
till night. Then I ventured back
to the musky hole and was surprised
to see daylight when I came up out
of the water. Making my way
slowly out, I saw a twig across my
path and just to the other side of it

was a trap, half covered with leaves.

Watching my steps, I easily got
around the trap and to where the
nest had been. Finding it empty
I got on the loose earth that had
been dug out of the hole and headed
south-west down the creek for the
first bridge. On getting there I

was greatly pleased to find a cousin
of mine had made her home in the
stone work of the bridge just across
the creek from where I had nty den.
Going over, I went in and was chased
out in a hurry. Every now and
then in the next couple of days I

would go in only to gel bitten and
chased out. One morning I caught
a big fish and took this in to her.
This was grabbed from me with a
jerk. Standuig back a bit I watched
my cousin mink eat the head, and
I was just wondering if I were

again to be kicked out, when I heard
a noise outside. Goine to the mouth
of the den I saw a man's hand scrap-
ing away the snow from the mouth
of the hole where we had come m.
Going back in I told the mink that
a man had found us and was no
doubt setting a trap to catch us
both. She would have nothing to
do with me, even then, but would
lie watching me by the hour. Finally
night came and as she was going
out the hole in front of me, there
was a snap. Jumping back I watch-
ed her tug on the trap for some time.
Then I thought of how mother had
got out of a trap, and I told her to

chew her two toes off below the
trap. She did this and tried to
pull herself out but could not get a

strong enough hold on the ice and
snow. Telling her to come inside,

I grabbed her by the neck and drag-
ged her in until I felt the chain tight-

en. Then I braced myself and
pulled pretty hard. In a second
she was free and we both went back
to the nest. She kept licking her
foot all night and in the morning
I decided to get another fish, but
how to get out was a problem, as
my courage wasn't great enough
to permit my going out through
the front hole. After hunting
around for an opening for half an
hour, I found one at last leading
down deep out into the water. Div-
ing down I came out into the stream,
and was surprised to see the pile of
earth that had been dug out of this
hole where I had just come through.
In a few minutes I had a fish and was
back in the den and we both ate the
head. Then I put the rest of the
fish in a corner and went out for
another. I kept on this way until

I had about a dozen stored up. Later
on in the day we heard two men
come up to the bridge.

"He was in but got away" said
one of the men.

"No, it must have been a female
mink, those marks are too small
for John's mink," replied the other.
"You had better pull this trap up,
as every female mink caught means
five less mink to catch next season."
A hot argument followed and I

thought there was going to be a
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fight when one of the men said

:

"Be a sport, Bill, leave her alone.

In a few years there will not be a
living animal around here. You
dig out skunks, muskrats and fox,

cut down trees for coon and grab the
rabbits as they come out of their

dens, having first been driven out
by your ferret. Give them a chance
to live, or at least a chance to pit

their wits against yours."
However, the trap was left in the

opening and we didn't worry, as it

was an easy matter to dive down and
out the hole below the water. In
a few days I got driven from the den
again and I went on down the creek
and out to the river, as that is what
the larger stream was called. Going
up this some distance I came to a

creek leading into a large swamp,
and going in for some distance, I

came" up to an overturned stump.
Under this I found a very distant

cousin of mine, who stood and looked
at me. I went up to her and we
smelt noses, then she jumped past

me and went outside. I chased
after her, and we had a great time
chasing one another back and forth
through the brush. In a couple of
days she drove me from the den
and I went on up the river. A few
days later I was passing alog when
I thought I smelt another mink.
Running around to the end of the
log, I jumped inside and then some-
thing snapped on my toes. I had
an awful time getting out of that
trap, as I was caught by the hind
foot. However, as a result of my
experience I am called Billy Two
Toes, so you see I lost three of my
toes in that trap.

After lying around for a week I

started back down the river to visit

my two cousins and pay Farmer
John's chicken house a visit. How-
ever, the book in which I have been
writing my diary is all filled up and
I shall have to get a new one before
I continue my life story. I only
hope you may have enjoyed the
story of my experiences thus far.

NIGHT
BILL RIVERSIDE

Along the swamp road by the lone everglade, Away from the hill came the whip-poor-wJU's

I walked with a friend in the light of the call

Like watchman enquiring "What of the

night?"

And thrills of enchantment more pleasing

than all

From the fox in the glen as he barked with

delight.

Uncanny dark visages nioved and we knew

'Twas the twins of eternity hovering near.

moon,

While lengthened tree shadows from dead

cedars made
Straight streamers like ditches through

meadows in June.

We joked about spooks that might come

unawares

Allured by the o-wls that were whinnying

near.

And whispered like worshippers saying their The Past pointing onward beyond mortal

prayers. view,

Assuring each olher of nothing to fear. Assuring the Future of nothing to fear.
I

Snow white blooming elders leaned out to the
^^gre I but a poet inspired by fate,

, ., , . , r . J u T I'd picture night's splendour in verses
Like fairs- elves fashioned by moonbeam ,\.

°

, ,
•

, ' sublime,
and shade,

And seemed to nod lime as the cricket and Ah why should my heart with such passion

toad dilate

Intoned the low rune by the night l)reezes While lacking the lalenL to write it in

made. rhyme?



THE MERGANSERS
JOHN TOWNSON

WHETHER the picture on the outside

cover of Hod and Gun refers to bird,

animal or fish, it is always interesting,

«nd the excellent plate of the red-breasted

merganser on the February number prompts

nie to write a few lines about the three

members of the merganser family which we
have in Ontario, although the inhabitants

and gunners on the north shore of Lake

Ontario divide them into just two classes

(big and little saw-bills). I will relate an

incident that happened to show why the

red-breasted merganser is entitled to the

name of saw-bill.

Toronto Bay at one time was a favorite

feeding place for them, and as they crossed

to and fro from the bay to the lake over the

sand -bar, they were occasionally brought

down by the duck-shooters, posted along the

beach. On this particular occasion a hunter

who had not been long out from the Emerald
Isle, was fortunate enough to bring down a

male red-breasted merganser, which dropped
on the beach, and when my Irish friend

picked it up he exclaimed: "Begorra, I've

killed a mallard, with every tooth in his

head like a meat saw!"

As a matter of fact, about the only thing

in common is the saw-like bill
,
possessed by

each memljer of the merganser family. They
differ widely in plumage and also in their hab-
its.

The largest member of the group, the

gooseander or American merganser, is fre-

quently found in the rapid-running streams

.of the north country, and I have known them
to stop all winter, where they could find

open water and food. They breed on the

shores of the small lakes in the Muskoka and
Parry Sound districts. I have frequently

seen a female crossing an arm of a lake with
her brood of young seated on her back. On
other occasions I have watched the female

gooseander fluttering over a certain kind of

»mall tree, on which were growing downy-

like blossoms, and which she was evidently

gathering to line her nest.

The red-breasted merganser is much the

most numerous of the family and breeds far-

ther north than the others.

It frequents the open waters of the larger

lakes, and frequently flies about in large

flocks in search of feeding grounds. It is

not liked by the net fisherman, who claim that

it destroys great numbers of young fish, and
frequently so many of them will get caught
in a gill net that they bring it to the surface

and spoil a catch. I saw this happen once,

but felt more sorry for the saw-bills coining

to such an end than for any loss sustained by
the fishermen.

The advance flocks of red-breasts made
their appearance at Welter's Bay about the
20th of October last year and in thrfee or four

days there were acres of them on the surface

of the Bay. To see a Tlock of mergansers
diving for small fish and a gre^t number of

herring gulls darting down on them and
taking the fish from their bills as they reach

the surface of the water, is a common sight

along the shores of Lake Ontario in the fall

of the year, and it makes a very animated
picture indeed.

The hooded merganser, the smallest of the

group, is a beautiful little duck. The male
in full plumage is sometimes called the fane

head, owing to the fan-shaped crest of white
bordered with a black fringe, which gives

the bird a very striking appearance. This
merganser frequents the small rivers and
creeks throughout the country, and is also

found in the ponds of the marshes and rice-

beds, consequently it is esteemed as a table-

bird. On account of its habits, infrequently

being found where it can be easily shot, its

numbers are becoming rapidly depleted, and
like the buffle-head and other small members
of our wildfowl, it is becoming noticeably

scarce.

John Shaw, of Forest, Ont., writes as
follows for publication in Rod dnd Gun:

"Come on brother sports, get busy and
make a kick to the game department, re-

use of ferrets in hunting the rabbit, as it

will only be a few years until this part of

our wild life is entirely depleted.

There is only one kind of a sport who
enjoys hunting with a ferret, and that

man is called a cheap sport, his bag is gauged
by the number of rabbits he gets. He
is too mean to pay taxes on and feed a

hound; there is hardly any breeding stock

left around this neck of the woods. Don't
wait boys or it might be too lale."



R. P. L.

AS I entered camp in response to Hun-
gerford's clarion call that dinner was
now being served in the dining car, I

saw that Beachcraft was presiding over the

frying pan and I instinctively knew that the fish

that were curling brownly in that instrument

had assuredly swam their last swim. I was
greeted with becoming smiles and friendly

nods of the head from Beachcraft and Hun-
gerford and I saluted with a refined dignity

to show them that I appreciated the kindness.

From the frying pan my attention was
dir-efcted to Hungerford. I looked at him
unbelievingly. Then I closed my eyes and
opening them carefully I looked again. Then
I sagged down helplessly.

"Hungerford," I boomed, "what in thunder

are you doing?"

He then folded a paper in one hand and

stood by the tent, being engaged when I

came in, in hitting soundly at something on

the tent-top. Hungerford smiled flatly, and
pointed his finger to a wash-basin on a chair:

"I am seeing how many deer-flies I can

kill. I ha\e made up my mind to kill two
hundred before I cat dinner. It's great fun,

you know."

"Oh, I see," I said, sarcastically. You are

actually— killing — deer flies. Don't you
know it's against the law?" But I couldn't

say what I wanted to so I walked around in

a circle mutlering, "killing deer-flics, killing

deer-flies" as though I couldn't believe it. At
a distance I turned around and looked again.

Sure enough he wa^still atfit. I lit my pipe

still wondering how a big, fat overgrown man
could possibly gel any amusement out of

killing d€er-flies.

"I hung up the embryo fish 1 had lured to

destruction that morning and broke five legs

of a deer-fly that tried to sit down upon it

and rest before going into Hungcrford's wash
basin. Just then Hartley was heard approach-

ing from the north. He was carrying a fish-

stringer in one hand and in bis other beefy

one he clung desperately to a rod which he

stopped now and then to poke in the ground.

He was puffing like a steam-roller and was
carrying on a conversation with his reel in

tones of brimstone. Close inspection showed

us that the two dollar and a half lino v>-as

in a tragic tangle. The forty-hooked arti-

ficial-minnow on the line had a bass-wood lea

and some hay on it. 0;i'e of the hooks had

a gro'und-berry impaled on it. Although my
face assumed the expression of a coroner,

inwardly I v.'as helpless: Hungerford was
laughing from the belt up.

"Been fishing'?" I asked casually.

Jamison S. Hartley winked the tears of

perspiration out of his red-rimmed eyes,

picked the berry off the hook and to our

amazement ate it with apparent relish .He was
too tired to look scornful; there was just pity

in his expression..

"Sure, you've been fishing haven't you,

Hart," says Hungerford, pleadingly. "Come
now you've been fishing, haven't you?"

I
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Just then Hartley's roving eye impaled the

lish dangling from the stringer on the oak. I

could forgive him the cigar store Indian

scrutiny he dramatically allowed it but

never the observations that followed.

"Been buying lish again, haN-en't you'?"

he suggested.

Itw-as then that I rose to the occasion and

told him in no ujicorlain tones my opinion of

a man who would dare such an insinuation.

"I don't care what you say, it's a shiner.

I even believe you hooked it. I always heard

yo4i were pretty good at that. Teach me
how some time! Teach me how! Do!"

But just JJicn Beachcrofl had to put his

foot into our conversation by calling out that

dinner wa< getting cold. His face looked

like a "before taking" and between gasps,

caused by inhaling smoke from the camp-fire,

ho l.dgetcd with the coffee-can. Hartley and

1 solemnly, proceeded to the table. My seat

was at the head and on another occasion than

this I would have felt proud of the honor

accorded me. The first number on the

program was a pickerel, split through, and

fried in sections. We crossed knives and

forks and in a minute the fish was no more.

The next thing on the Mil of fare was some

adamantine biscJiuts just fresh from the kiln.

I "hefted" one and was surprised and de-

listed to see the muscles of my arms swell.

Hartley suggested that we make a pair of

dumb-bells, and Hungerford hollered, "yes,

i;cs." I was in hopes that the coffee would

prove a redeemimg feature on the bill of fare

and had the remarkable nerve to try a cup.

.\fter I had fished out two anledeluvian

creatures of horrible visage and many legs,

and followed them with the spawn of a leopard

frog I decided that I would forego the

pleasure of my after-dinner cup of Java. We
rose from the table feeling wretched and

downhearted. I regarded Beachi-raft coldly.

"If that brazen-faced old he-cook and

general jack-of-all-trades doesn't come by
nightfall," I said, with withering emphasis,

"I, for one, will not be responsible for what
happens."

"If we have been exaggerating things,"

said Hungerford, with a hurt feeling rioting

across his fat countenance," it certainly is

not far from the truth. We simply have got

to draw lots on who is going into the village

again to see if we can rout out that fellow.'

"Well, it's lots then," said Beachcraft, with

an air of complete resignation, "Since

we first came I haven't had a peaceful sleep.

Cooking? Don't blame me. I didn't profess

to have been head hash-.slinger at the Waldorf-

Castoria, did I?"

"Not Castoria," I corrected severely.

"Say' As-toria, not Cas-toria."

We clinched. I broke away. I ducked

around the table. I told him that if he did

not cool down I would knock him uncon-

scious with one of his biscuits. Hartley came
between us at this juncture, saying that he

wouldn't see murder done right before his

naked eyes if he could help it. However,

Hartley averred that it was on account of

the bad cooking that we caught no fish. How
much truth there is in it I do not know, yet

it opened a new and unexplored field for

conjecture. It was decided that no time was
to be lost. One in the party had to hoof it to

the village and locate something in the shape

of a' human being who could cook—cook, if

nothing else. S» we decided that lots were

to be drawn. Four matches were cut at

various lenghths and were placed in Hunger-

ford's fat, freckled hand. The manager of

the threshing machine company drew first;

"HUNGERFORD SMILED F.\TLY AND
POINTED HIS FINGER TO .\ W.\.SII-BAS1N O.N
A CHAIR."
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that was Hartley. Next, the real estate man;
that was Beachcraft. Next the insurance

man; that was me. Last Hungerford, the

clothing store man.. The lot fell to Hartley.

The suspense was over, and all except Hart-

ley were glad of the turn events had taken.

ONE OF THE PARTY HAD TO HOOF IT TO
THE VILLAGE.

Hartley made his preparations much as one

would who was going to the electric chair

and all was over but the slipping on of the

black cap. We all got in our orders, includ-

ing tobacco and other human necessities, and

a fly-smacker for Hungerford, Poor fellow

we shouldn't have envied him his first vaca-

tion in thirty years\

That afternWn" Hungerford, Beachcraft

and myself did an alarming thing. We went

fishing. As historian of that expedition and

all other events I was treated with deep

respect, and as a signal honor was allowed

to row the boat. We are rigged out with

implements of fishing fore and aft, and we

resembled an expedition leaving for the

Banks. Beachcraft insisted upon standing

up to show his superior nerve, and with

viking-like hauteur was monarch of all he

surveye'd. One time when the boat ground

up against a rock he made an elaborate bow
with some frills that he didn't know he was
capable of. The words that he said are not

set down herewith. I have, never seen such

a tireless caster as Beachcraft. He seemed
on this day to be like an automatic machime
and cast from morning till night, with barely

time for his meals. He even cast while he

slept and that night as I slept next to him,

he apparently imagined he was tournament

casting, for I got a blow on the side of my
cranium that I felt should have been suffic-

ient to have transplanted me to^one of the

suburban districts of Mars. On the day of

which 1 have just Spoken, Beachcraft was in

his element. He actually cut streaks in the

air and several times he wrote his name.

Wlie'iiever he got ready to cast, we lay down
lla't on the bottom of the boat to escape

permanent injury. One time Hungerford

misjudged and rose too sobn and had his

hat hooked at Beachcraft's expense. We
finally reached the reputed fishing grounds.

My arms were aching like fur> and I regarded

the contented Hungerford with eyes of envy.

A generous stubble had sprouted on his face

during the days that we had been in camp, a

stubble with a tendency to stiffness like that

of a board, but nothing of this nature inter-

fered with his sublime content.

We reached the fishing grounds, as I have said,

in due course. After helping Hungerford get

the minnow pail off his minuteC?) foot, we
wei^e able to locate the bait. Some unso-

phisticated son of Buddah had put a crab in

that receptacle, and the yell 1 let whang
froze the heart of every human being on

board ship. I took out the fierce-visaged

member of the animal world, and gave it a

resoupding whack with the anchor, then

heaved him overboard. Everybody, from

Hungerford to Beachcraft was busy getting

his lines out and nobody took notice of me,

but I knew why Beachcraft wore such a

contented smile. I resolved to put a mud-

turtle on his night-gown that night. I got

my line tangled, but threw it out anyhow,

and made the initial catch of the day by land-

ing a 200-foot sea weed, the roots of which

were sprawled out on the landscape of China. ^

Finally a shout went up from Beachcraft:

"Got one! Got one! Get the net ready;

he's a monster. but maybe he don't pull

though. VV'oui! There you are

—

whoa\

There he goes. Ah. you little old rascal!"
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Then and there consternation reigned on

board. All hands came alive and the deck

was cleared for action. Hungerford was

busy giving advice, rapping nervously with

the gaff and leaning forward.

"That's the idea; down with the tip of the

ro<l when he runs for the boat. Now then,

give him line. Just so; just; so! Now, then,

easy, ea^', old-timer. Don't give him any

slack or' he'll throw off the hook. Don't

force him. Let him run. Give him time.

Give him a lot of elbow room and a lot of line.

Don't let him get into the weeds; tire him out;

wind him. Good old bo\; now then, easy,

easy, easyl"

Checking the rush Beachcraft began to

play the lusty bass with such fervor and

frills that in unconsciously following his

actions I fell out of the boat. In the back

"seat Hungerford was ready with his camera,

He leveled it and drew Beachcraft and all

intd the lillle black box onto the fdm. Later

on, upon our return to civilization when the

fdm was printed I was to be seen down in

llie corner of the photograph hanging onto

the boat, one hand up at salute.

I was disgusted after that because I didn't

catch anything worthy of notice, so I threw

in a penny for luck and a moment thereafter

I landed a minute specimen of fish life that I

almost strained my eyes to distinguish. But
I slipped it into the sack and ducked just

in lime to escape being crippled for life as a

Beachcraftian minnow with fifty tinkling

hooks on it soared by my ear, missing it by
one fourth of an inch. I told Beachcraft:

"go ahead, you're doing fine." Beachcraft

thanked me, and said that the first ones he
had caught and the last one were nothing as

compared to one he saw lying out in the lake.

He said it was nothing short of a tuna.

When the unsuspicious Hungerford heard

this he said: "But I didn't know there were
any tuna in this lake."

Every now and then we kept slipping

something into the sack that we had hanging
over the side of the boat. This sack contained

Beachcraft's sensation. Hungerford couldn't

contain himself any longer so he was going

to lift the sack and see how heaxy it was; but
he didn't lift it out of water.

"Funny," he said, "every fish we put into

it seems to lessen its weight."

"Foolish," I scoffed, deriding his remark
"You dort^tmean totellme that one with your
flabby muscles could know anything about
weight, do you?"

"Well, all right," retorted Hungerford.
"Lift it yourself and see!"

"Just to show you," I said, "I will lift it."

And suiting action to word, and word to

action, I did so, a/id I'll be a hammered-

down, eternally-condemned shade of a ^ea-

cook if there wasn't a hole in the bottom of

that ossified sack. Through that hole there

is every reason in the world to believe that

the fish had flown on finny wings. Beach-

craft, who had in those past hours cast him-

self into a state of inertia, babbled incoher-

ently:

"Oh you rummies; oh, you mutts; oh,

you concrete-domed ninnies, now see what

you have dohe!" Thus he delivered him-

self. "After all this I haven't anything to

show for my day's work."
"1 suppose I made that hole in the sack?"

I asked.

"Don't you dare insinuate that I made that

hole or you'll go fishing the next time without

my presence," said Hungerford.

"Wouldn't he miich loss, it wouldn't,"

mourned Beachcraft, shaking his head,

fatigued and despairing. "The next time

I go fishing I'm going all alone and I am
going to bring some spikes along and nait

down every fish I catch."

"Nail 'em down an' see if I care," I said,,

getting pretty hot under the skin over it..

"If I had a nickle for every fish I have caught

in my day, I would be fishing with a golden

line with diamond-studded hooks. And,"'

I added, modestly, as an afterthought, "and!

if I had a nickle for every one I have lost, I

would be fishing with a rope of pearls."

"Yes," supplemented Hungerford, desper-

ately raking his mind for one better, "and if I

had a nickle for even,' one I have lost I would

be baiting my hook with radium."

"Listen to that," said Beachcraft to me,
disdaining to even look at Hungerford.

"Listen to that. And the nearest he ever,

got to a good fishing lake is the Harrison

Street Fish Market. WTiy the poor guy-

don' t know a bullhead from a swordfish.

I knew that Beachcraft said this to make
Hungerford feel bad and so I stepped in

between.

"Say, fellows," I said, "I'll tell you what:

let's forget it all and start all over again and
see who can get the first fish. Go on, Beach-

craft, try one of your other minnows. I'll

bet that's what the big fellow out there

wants."

"I'm going back to still-fishing," said

Hungerford, and leaned over to throw down
his line- "Jumping Jupiter," he announced
a minute after, "what a swarm of Jishl" I

shaded mv eves and looked down. Beach-
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craft did the same. "Suddenly the balance

of the boat gave way and Hungerford let out

a despairing yell of agony and fell overboard.

As he came up the third time I grabbed him
by the hair and lugged him alongside the

boat while Bcachcraft, with one of the oars,

caught it in Hufigerford's s\i|spenders and

sought to pry him on. ^

'"You can't do it that way," I shouted.

"It's out of all sense of proportion."

"Let go," screamed the frantic Hunger-

ford. "Let go. The suspenders will break,

and then what. ."Vnd let go of my hair, you

are

—

scalping me."

"Well how are we going to get in?" I

puzzled." You'll drown, that's what you'll

do."

"Well," said Hungerford," I don't believe

you're doing your level best by me anyhowi

I believe you are keeping me in here just on

purpose."

After what seemed two hours of hard labor

we got him into the boat by the legs. The
exertion was too much for Hungerford so he

lay down and went to sleep. Both Bearh-

craft and I were hungry and sweaty so we
rolled up our lines an hour or so later and

rowed for camp. \ Starvation stared us in the

face and we were wondering if Hartley and

the cook were back from the village. But

when we came to camp we found Hartley

there with the cook apron on, making supper.

He enlivened us with the information that

the cook would not come till later on in the

night, as he was busy helping his wife take

care of the baby and put up preserves. In

the meantime he. Hartley, had made supper.

That very hint fdled us with suspicion. Fig-

uratively he met us with open arms, but we

proceeded with caution. My eve^ came in

deadly contact with something steaming in a

pan and with measured stride I approached

it, battling with the conviction that rose

within me. It was flaked fish proposition,

set down to jelly in its water. It was a

glorious dish I felt, and I longed -to soothe the

cravings of my inner man, but I waited for

Hartley to say the word. Beachcraft was

first and he swallowed a spoonful. But

Hungerford and I set to work and close to

finished it. It was not until we had quite

done with it that I noticed some of the "all-

spice" in it looked suspicious.

"Hartley," I called, my face as stern as the

muzzle of a guoi, "are you sure that was all-

spice, those round things in this fish business.'-'

"Don't taste much like allspice to me,"

said Bcachcraft, and he cracked one with

his teeth. "If that's allspice then I've

missed my taste and senses."

"Somehow or another they taste familiar

to me," said Hungerford. Then he turned

to Hartley: "\Miere did you get this all-

spice?"

"I— I don't know." he said, searching

around, however, he brought out a tin can

labelled allspice all right, but previous to

date that can had been the nesting place of

Hungerford's Nature Worker Laxative Pills.

At eight o'clock the cook arrived.

At nine o'clock it looked like rain so Beach-

craft took down his almanac and began to

read. "Now is the time to use Elixir."

Pause. "I want everyone to know what
Elixir did for me. I had awful pains for

over ten years, and had blinding flashes, etc.,

but since u.sing Elixir the pains have all

departed, thanks be. I spent much money
on doctors, but Elixir did its duty, and now
I am up and walking around like I used to in

'42. Elix'er made a man of mc. Elixir, hur-

rah!"

"What docs it say there about the weather,"

I asked. Beachcraft monkeyed with the pagefe

a while, ran his finger around here and there

then came to the month he was hunting for.

Fourteenth to Seventeenth

Storm ^Vave: Destructive thunder storms

in the northwest, covering the Northern

States and the Ontario region."

The faces of Beachcraft's astonished aud-

ience blanched. Sighs were audible on evcrv

side.and the cook's asthmatic pipe pul-putte:!

out of tune.

"How about the following days," Hartley

wanted to know.

Eighteenth to Twenty-Second

Thunder showers: Heavy rainstorms ac-

companied with winds and hail in the Great

Lakes region and Eastern Canada. Light-

breezes in Texas."

"And then," asked Hungerford, in a

scarcely audible whisper, his hand pressing

in on the allspice as though to prevent them

from making their drive. Beachcraft's finger

traced its unerring way down the column.

Twenty- Third to Twenty-Seventh
' Rain period: Heavy rainstorms over the

Western and Northwestern States and the

Great Lakes region. Hail and flood, torn-

adoes and typhoons, whirlwinds and disaster,

doing much damage and ruining crops.

Hot weather in Arizona."

Hungerford shortly thereafter took down

his rain-coal and began patching a hole in it,

while Hartley renovated his umbrella which

had three spokes on the bum. However, T
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thought the ahnanac was an inferior thing,

hardly worth mention. The cook allowed,

however, that we w'cre due for some rain,

all right.

.\11 of us went out and sniffed the air, but

raught nothing suspicious.

Hungerford couldn't smell because he had

catarrh, and just for Spite we stood there

drinking deeply of the atmosphere till we
got dizzy.

Then we went to bed.

THE TOO ABUNDANT CROW
REGINALD GOURLAY

J
don't say that the crow should be ex-

terminated even if that were possible,

(which it isn't,) but I do say that he is

becoming far loo plentiful in old Ontario for

the well being of many other birds, (and their

eggs,) poultry, ducks, and our fast decreasing

partridge, (ruffed grouse), and quail included,

and his numbers should be very considerably

lessened,—a not very easy task. I know the

crow has his apologists. .So has Satan, so

has Nero,—so tlie Kaiser will have twenty

years from now,—and some of them put up a

fair case forhini,—but in thcmaiu, the balance

inclines against him, especially' now,—when
he is disturbing the balance of nature herself,

by increasing far too unwarrantably in num-
bers. I grant you that the "carrion crow"

is a scavenger, like the larger and far-less

abundant raven, that bird of the solitudes,

and the deep backwoods.
No one that has rowfed along the shores

of any of our lakes and bays, and observed

him bearing off portions of the dead and
dying menbraden, or other departed fish,which

add such a prominent flavour to the perfume

of our rippling waters each summer,—or who
has watched a conclave of the sooty brethren

attending the obsequies of some dead horse or

cow who is wasting its sweetness on the desert

air, can deny that. Neither can I deny that

he eliminates a certain number of wire worms-
"large white grubs,"—and other insect

vermin. I wish to be fair even to a crow.

But these pursuits are mere side shows to the

serious business of the crow's existence.

That serious business is the systematic de-

struction, whenever and wherever he can find

them, of the eggs and young of poultry,

ducks, game birds, song birds, and birds of

every sort that he encounters in his ver>'

incessant and extensive travels, not forget-

ting a liberal g-uanlity of the farmer's corn,

which he takes both from the ground whieo--

just planted and in the shock.

And his office hours are from sunrise to

sunset .from very early spring to very late

fall.

During corn planting time at any rale if

the crow swallows a cut-worm or other

noxious insect, he does it by mistake while

devastating the just planted fields of the

farmer
^ When that farmer views the scene of

yesterday's toil he finds it looking as if all

the hens in creation had been scratching over
it, and views hundreds of these black children

of iniquity speeding away with sardonic and
rejoicing caws, pausing occasionally in their

journey to the woods to sit on the fence, or
with the native sarcastic humor of this bird,

on some convenient scare crow, from thence
to send back ironic and discordant gibes and
insults at the unwilling provider of the feast.

Most people, however, will acknowledge
the corn as regards the crow, or rather the

crow's attitude as regards the corn.

Now let us see how the crow's record

stands as regards poultry, ducks, game birds,

and other birds of the field and wood.
I fearlessly assert, both from well anthcnti-

cated information, and from considerable

personal observation, that thfe crow destroys
more eggs and young of these various birds,

than all the hawks and owls in Ihe Dominion,
—many species of which are quite harmless
in this way.

Yes, and I will throw in with the hawk's
account the destruction caused by those

three other pests to bird life, the small boy,
the egg collector, and the domestic cat run
wild, and the crow will come out winner every
time.

As for the crow's destruction of poultry,

eggs, and young, I can only say that in this

neighborhood are some large poultry farms.

The proprietors of these for years have com-
plained to me and .others of the great damage

~. done to the eggs and young of their chickens,

"ducks, and guinea fowls by crows, not by
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weasels, and other members of the mustilidale.

These have slaiiji their tens,—the crows their

hundreds. I should say that in Ontario

there are about five hundred crows to one

weasel. Of late years, the people say that

the numbers of the crows and consequently

their losses, have increased immensely.

But there are 6ther counts in the indict-

ment against him. I have said that he is

just as destructive to the eggs and young of

game birds and other birds as he is to those of

ducks and poultr>',—in fact, even more so.

I will, in proof of this, give two incidents

out of many that came under my own per-

sonal observation, thatpoint unerringly to the

guilt of the crow in this respect.

These incidents, mark you gentle reader,

were not related to me by some other fellow,

but were seen by me with my own eyes.

One day,—some summers ago, I was mak-
ing my way on an early June morning along

the banks of a pretty little trout stream near

Picton, Prince Edward county.

At tliat time, and even now occasionally,

woodcock nested and reared their young in

the dense cover along the banks of some
parts of this little stream. As I came into a

pretty little glade some way up this stream

with a great many big ferns growing along it

under a canopy of cedars and balsam I was
aware of the cawing of a number of crows.

Almost at once two woodcock, evidently

much put out about something,—came flying

round the little spot, settling and getting up

again near a clump of ferns. Approaching

this, two crows flew up, and I found in the

midst of it the slight depression, with a few

dried fern leaves in it that constitutes a

woodcock's idea of a nest.

It had one egg in it, and two beside it.

The two bore the undoubted mark of the

spoiler,—a crow's beak had been driven right

through them,—the other was intact. I

hastened to a nearby farmhouse to borrow

the farmer's gun. He gave it to me with fer-

vent wishes for the extinction of all crows

here, and for their prospects hereafter, which

I need not set down here. He was a large

corn grower.

When I got back the crows were gone, and
so was the last woodcock's egg.

The other case, which I will relate, hap-

pened last June. I was going along a little

used path through a big cedar swamp near

the little town of Picton. At one place,

where there were dense clumps of balsam

bushes, a lot of crows flew up off the ground.

Scattered on the path and in the bushes were

many partridge eggs,—a nest of about eleven

or twelve had just been rifled by these sys-

tematic and voracious egg stealers.

The mother partridge had put up a good
light, for her feathers were scattered all about

but nothing could stop Corvus the Crow when
,

after fresh eggs for breakfast. Here was an-

other case where the crow was found "in

flagrante dilicto." I could give dozens of

others. As for the eggs and young of other

birds, the case is if possible,—still more
against the crow.

Now I don't advocate the extermination of

the crow, for two good reasons. 1st, because

it would be absolutely impossible by any
known means; and 2nd, because it would be

undesirable. A certain number of crows,

—

ar David Harum said of a certain number of

fleas in a dog,
—

"will keep the farmer from

brooding,"—especially in corn planting time,

—but a judicious thinning of his numbers
would be beneficial.

To effect this, the sportsman might go out

at this summer time of the year, when no

game is in season, and when the crow is less

wary, with a .22 cal. rifle, (long cariridge),

and get a lot, of very useful rifle practice.

Later on the shot gun may be used. In

this case a tame crow, if one owns, or can

borrow or otherwise acquire one, is the most

useful of all decoys. The appealing voice

of one of his species, is the only thing I know
of that will throw this crafty bird ofl' his

guard.



WAYS OF DRY-FLY FISHING
EMLYN M. GILL

TO the, contemplative angler who prac-

tices the dry-fiy art almost every day upon

the stream, dry-fly fishing furnishes its quota

of thrills. In fact, each rise of a trout furn-

ishes a series of emotions for which there is no

name so descriptive as "thrills." For the

sake of angling literature it is too bad that

they must be felt and cannot be described.

Ulster County, New York is a wonderful

country for clear, cold, liquid streams, with

lively speckled trout and far enough from

the city that all business cares may be forgot-

ten. Having spent a fine week casting the

dry-fiy on the surface of some of these moun-
tain streams, let us imagine we are on our

way homeward. We pass through the built-

up portion of Wurtsboro, in Sullivan County,

and come to a bridge nefore we reach Mama-
kating. Under the bridge flows the little

Basher-Kill, celebrated as a trout stream

nearly a century ago. That there should be

fish in it, surrounded as it is by a country so

well built-up, astonishes one. Two things

demand the attention of the angler: the

coldness of the water and the bed of the

stream, and in what appears to be a few

minutes we are startled by the sound of the

automobile horn telling us it is time to quit.

As is customary among anglers, we walk

along the bank of the brook, eyes keenly

alert for a stray trout. Approaching a sharp

turn in the stream, below the bridge, our

attention is arrested by a sight that brings us

to an abrupt stop. The bed of the stream is

almost pure white, the water like Horace's

celebrated spring of Randusia. Some twenty

feet below the bend a trout lies in the centre

of the stream, a foot below the surface;

eight feet above is another, some two feet

nearer the further bank, and further up a

third lies a few feel from the opposite bank.

A dry-fly alights two feet ahead of the

first fish and one foot to the left. The fish, as

far as can be observed by the angler, pays
no attention to the fly, which slowly floats

with the current. It proceeds twelve inches.

A quick movement and the fish faces the

floating fly and then is stationary. When
the lure is opposite the fish the trout seems

very nervous, but still does not move ahead.

The fly is now a foot below the fish, so good-

bye hopes! But the trout, fickle being that

it is, has changed its mind; down it comes,

takes the fly, and then down, and still fur-

ther down until it reaches the net. Ques-

tion: Had this fish hesitated to take the fly

immediately because it could not under-

stand why two fish above had let a juicy

fly go without even a movement to capture

it, thus making it an object of suspicion?

But there, are two other fish to fry, or

rather to get ready for frying for the kiddies

at home.
The whirling dun was dropped near the

centre fish, cocking beautifully ahead of it

and to the left. Without hesitation he
seized it immediately. A similar operation

quickly led to the ruin of the third trout.

Three out, all out. Great work to-day, old

man! It is not always thus.

The manner in which these three fish were

caught furnishes an excellent example of
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dry-lly fishing as practiced in its original

home, England, though this statement may
be disputed. The general way of the English

"purist" is to cast only to a rising fish. The
late Mr. Halford, the great English apostle

of the dry-fly, on August 26, 1912, wrote

to me, among other things: "On the Test

I fish almost exclusively to the rising flsh,

but on the Itchen also try with drv'-fl^' fish

in position." The three fish above mentioned

were, without doubt "in position" for feeding

and came to the net at only a slight suggest-

tion made by the angler.

The dry-fly "purist" as he is known, casts

his fly usually only when he sees a trout

rising; he "stalks" the fish; if he sees a rise,

he goes within casting distance of the spot,

carefully places his fly so that it falls exactly

where the trout has risen, or just above it,

that the fly may float down over the fish.

If he does not get a rise, it is not unusual for

him to try a fly of a different pattern; if he

finally gives up in his attempt to catch this

particular trout he looks for another rising

fish, but does not make another cast until

he again sees a rise. If no rises occur within

his vision during the day, he does not wet his

line. Some of this cult carry field-glasses

with which they scan the surface of the

stream. These method? undoubtedly mark a

very high type of sportsmanship, perhaps.

I should be somewhat tempted to say the

hiylwsi type of sportsmanship if I did not have

reason to believe that our method of taking

a fish that has not already indicated its exact

location to the fisherman requires at least

as much skill on the part of the angler as the

purist's method of fishing the rise only,

where the exact whereabouts of the fish is

known. It seems to me that when an angler

sees a rising fish, within casting distance, the

battle is at least half won.

An American, with a mind capable of seeing

humorous features in almost all things, and

also at times not beyond the temptation of

indulging in ridicule may easily see an open-

ing for poking fun at the disappointed purist

as he returns at evening without once having

cast a fly during the day. In fact, he does

not escape ridicule in England; he has been

the viclim of much sarcasm, even from some

members of the British angling fraternity.

Mr. G. E. M. Skues, a bright and at limes

sarcastic English writer, says, in his "Minor

Tactics of the Chalk Stream": "I know-

of no sight more gloomy than that of a golfer

painfully tramping from shot to shot. But

perhaps the next gloomiest sight is the angler

who, with perhaps but a single day at his

disposal, lounges hour by hour by the side

of the main river, waiting with such patience

as he can mustcy for the rise which comes
not."

The strict purist, in turn, has retorted to

those who are inclined to make of him a

ridiculous figure, by calling all who do not

adopt his methods "poachers." It would
not be fair, however, to the British angler

—

men of the Halford type—to convey an
impression that ill-natured criticism is com-
mon among the British sportsmen. I have
read much of their literature, bearing on all

sides of the question and have found a gen-

eral inclination to be tolerant of each other's

opinions, and most courteous in their argu-

ments. Their ideas of sportsmanship are

high, a condition that I believe is ver\-

general among dry-fly anglers every-

where. The fascination of the game seems

to be the attraction of this method of fishing

and not the "heavy creel" at the end of the

day.

The purist's method of angling, sports-

manlike and praiseworthy though it may be,

is not, I think, the style of dry-fly fishing that

would generally appeal to American anglers,

even though conditions on our streams made
it at afl times possible. It is difficult to

imagine an American fly-fisherman so patient

that he would spend a day on the stream

without casting a fly. In the first place," he

enjoys the practice of casting, whether the

fish rise or not. Then again, abundant

experience has taught our American anglers

that on some of our near-by streams they

may often pass an entire day without seeing a

trout rise at a natural insect. So the dry-

fly angler of this country begins casting when
he reaches the stream, more or less for gen-

eral results, as the Englishman might call it;

but the work of an American expert is not

always aTjungling performance and frequent-*

ly there is. very little "hit-or-miss' about it.

He generally shows a keen knowledge of

the habits of the trout, and where they

should be lying in wait for their food. His

methods may differ from those of the English

purist in that instead of casting at the rise, he

casts at tliose places where experience has

taught him that the trout hide, live, and

seek their food. There is nothing more
skillful to l)c seen on a stream than the casting

of a dry-fly expert. It is seldom except

when watching them that I have seen flies

"light like thistle-down" or that I have been

deceived for a moment into thinking that an

artificial fly was a natural insect as it fluttered

through the air to the surface of the v\ ater.
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We will say that it is the morning of a da\

on which trout seem to have no interest in

feeding and rises are few and far between on

our lovely mountam stream in Ulster county.

As we wade upward, covering every likeK

spot thoroughly, a worried look, familiar

to anglers in such circumstances chases awa>

'"the smiling countenance" witli wnich one

starts out.

Some of the best parts of the stream have

been gone over and still there is only one fish

in the creel. The angler is about to cast

his fly on a swift run near the opposite bank

when a little happening of nature arrests the

upward movement of the rod. Twent\ feet

above the spot, where, in another moment
nis fly was about to alight, a yellow butterfly

floats down the current, resembling a small

cat-boat. It is precisely in the centre of the

current, and in a minute will be in the exact

spot picked out by the angler for placing the

whirling dun. It is a tense moment for the

angler when _the butterfly approaches the

dark water two feet above a turn in the

stream. The insect suddenly finds itself in

what must seem to him to be a huge gulf, if

in fact, there is time for ihinkinq. as a mighty

fish seizes him. The artificial insect at the

end of the leader goes gracefully through the

air and falls sottly upon the surface two feet

above the spot where the late tragedy has

occurred. The trout is an old hooked-nose

male, large for this stream, but sufficiently

aged to have been a monster if its habitat

had been conducive to larger growth.

Proceeding a short distance above the run

on which occurred what I may call "the

tragedy of the butterfly," we soon came
opposite the home of a trout that happened
to be particularly adept at travelling on

reverse gear. He could go down-stream tail

first at a gait that Ejmost exceeded the speed

limit. When he charged gears and made
a quick get-away on high his rapidity balTled

the human eve. He lived, no doul)t, sump-
tuousl.v , as he was of a size to dispute his

position with almost any competitor. His

home was on the further side of the stream

which was now so low that most of the bed
was above water. His feeding ground was a

swift run some three feet wide, two feet deep

., and a matter of eight feet long. At the

lower end of the run was a natural dam—a wide,

flat rock over which the water, here very shal-

low, tumbled actively. In fact the w ater in the

entire run travelled with a speed calculated

to furnish sufficient aeration for any fish.

The fly cast, immediately upon its fall the

boss of the run inspected it. \\"ith its nose

almost touching^the fly, going rapidly down-
stream, the trout kept its position under the

fl>, running on its reverse gear for some six

feet, when it came within an inch of going

over the little waterfall belov\ the rocky dam.
Then a flash up-stream, too swift for the e> e

to follow ! Going down stream this fish

seemed to disdain to turn around and use a

forward motion. X second time he repeated

this operation in its entirety; again, an at-

tempt at repetition, but with a disastrous

ending. As he seemed about to go over the

fall he took the fly and was hauled down the

stream willy-nilly.

It is thus that dry-fly angling beguiles

one, thougb fish are not rising in numbers.

Who would exchange it for tamer work, even

for the well-filled creel?

A few of the happenings of nature that

thrill one as he goes up stream, fly-rod in

hand, ha\e been mentioned, but «ot all has

been told. How about the big, still pool

above, at the side of the meadow-field, witli

bank on one side at least five f"^' high,

without a bush to hide the angler as the

bright sun beats down on his back, while

on the other bank is a mass of alders, im-

penetrable, overhanging the stream for many
feet. To talk about this pool would be to

tell a story of many disappointing hours,

with an ever-io ngin^ desire on the part of the

writer to meet an angler who could demon-
strate a method of fishing it successfully in

these bright, sunshiny conditions, incid-

entally the poql isi'so deep and large that it

practically has no current, and so the dry-fly,

when cast, remains lifeless on the sur

face. But the triumph one day when to the

first fly cast rushied a fifteen inch fish from

beneath the banks, taking the fly when fully

eight feet aw-ay from his hiding place! And
the angler felt that he must have been in

full sight of the fish when he cast the fly,

though on his hands and knees!

While in England, where many purists I'ast

only at rising trout, not more than tw^o or

three casts are usually made at any one fish;

yet generally the American dry-fly angler

has adopted entirely different rules. Some
of our experts, (when they see a spot where

they feel sure that a good trout may be

feeding), cast in the same place over and over

again. There are well-authenticated cases

where a trout has apparently paid no atten-

tion to a dry-fly until twenty or thirty casts

have been made, and then has come for it

with a rush.

Though I know that this doctrine is dia-

metrically opposed to the theories of some
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English experts who have practiced the art

of dry-fly fishing on the English chalk streams

for thirty or forty years, or even more, yet

at the present time it would be impossible

to convince many American anglers that it

is not advisable on our streams to cast over

promising water until one is well satisfied

that the trout supposed to be there is beyond

hope of being lured to the surface at that

particular time. One of my acquaintances,

(who had been a successful dry-fly fisherman

for more than a quarter of a century), caught

his first large trout with the dry-fly after a

day of discouragement, on the thirty-sixth

cast, all the casts being made at one spot in

the pool; and he met with this first success

only after having been compelled by Mr.

LaBranche, who was standing by his side,

to cast over this trout until he got it.

In the writer's make-up there may be

something akin to obstinacy that often makes
him linger long below a particularly alluring

stretch of water, though the looked-for rises

come not; or the compelling force may be a

very perisitent kind of hopefulness, or an en-

larged optimism that exhibits itself in a

marked degree when he is casting a fly in

which he thoroughly believes. Sometimes

the resulting persistance is rewarded, as in

the following case:

On the Willowemoc one day I came to a

most enticing little run, the deep water being

only about two or three feet wide and four

or five feet deep, flowing swiftly, but smoothly,

along the edge of an elongated brush heap

close to the bank. Being in a persistent and

optimistic mood, and believing that there

must be a good trout in such a delightful

stretch of water, I determined to remain

there until the fish had been brought around

to my way of thinking. For half an hour I

floated fly after fly over its supposed leeding

place, resting the water from time to time,

and then sal down to think it over, deciding

after a few more casts to go on up-stream. In

what I had decided would be the final en-

deavor, (probably from fifteen to twenty

casts had been made), I was rewarded by the

rise of a trout of just about the size I had

imagined must be lurking in such a splendid

run. Mr. H. G. McClelland, the author of a

bright little English work on artificial flies,

advances the theory that flies may be "cast

and re-cast so as to create the idea that flies

of this sort are passing over the fish in large

numbers." While the author thoroughly

believes in the idea of floating a fly many
times over a spot where the angler is convinced

that a good trout lies, yet it should be remem-

bered that the utmost degree of skill must
be shown to make every cast so perfect that

not even twenty or thirty casts at the same
spot will arouse the suspicions of the cunning

trout.

It is not only entirely proper, but advisable

for the American angler to fish the stream in-

stead of fishing the rise; the proposition may
be advanced confidently that the dry-fly

is almost as' tempting in luring troXit from
more or less, swift rough water, as it is in

taking them from the pools. All who have
been on trout streams can remember many
places where there are barriers formed by a

row or group of rocks in the centre of the

streams, the tops of some of them rising

above the surface, others entirely covered

The swift water comes rushing down upon
one of these barriers, over the rocks, between

them, and around them. Above and below

the rocks are splendid lurking places for

feeding fish. We approach one of these

groups carefully from downstream, and cast

our fly at one side of the rocks and below

them, allowing it to float down as far as

advisable before making another cast. One
cast follows another across the stream until

we have covered all the good water below the

rocks. Whether successful or not in taking

a fish from this water, we now begin casting

about two or three feet -above the rocks,

first to the left of them, then directly above

them, and then to the right of them, letting

our fly float down past the rocks before

lifting it from the water, endeavoring to

tempt any trout that may be watching for

food from any of these strongholds.

Now a short distance above these rocks

there is a stretch of very swift water, more

or less rough. We know that at certain

limes such water is the delight of the wet fly

angler, but how about the dry-fly man? Let

us wait and see. We are still ne^ the right

bank of the stream (the left as we look up-

stream), and so we first let our fly drop on

this swift water, near the bank to our left.

Bingl A fine rainbow trout rose at the first

cast, but we missed it, either because we
failed to see the quick flash of the fish under

water, or because we did not strike quickly

enough. But the dry-fly—what became

of it? When it touched the surface it did

its best to play its dignified part of a dry-fly,

it skipped along over the turbulent stream

for a moment, but the water was too rough

and strong for it to keep afloat, it was sucked

under, and, therefore, became the wet fly

that we have been accustomed to use. Not
exactly the same, perhaps, for this drj'-fly,
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though now wet and sunken, still retains

its character as an imitation of a natural

insect. Having had some success with our

very first cast in swift water, we will continue

to fish every inch of these rapids, letting the

fiy go where it listeth, playing the part of the

wet fly or the dry-fly, but always resembling

the living insect which it so closely imitates.

It is somewhat astonishing at times to see

over what rough water a dry-fly can float

successfully. The inequalities of the stream,

of course depend upon the roughness ot the

bottom. Sometimes the water rushes down
with its sjurface broken into what appear

to be small waves, more or less regular in

shape. It is a pretty sight to watch a dry-fly

coming dovfn over such water, apparently

almost skipping from wave to wave; and the

action of the fly at this time seems to be

tremendouly enticing to any fish that may
see it.

If the angler uses his powers of oberva-

lion he will notice that in almost all stretches

of rough water, however swift and turbulent,

there are little smooth spots that might be

properly called glassy glides. Cast your

fly at the top of one of these glides, and it wiil

float perfectly until it is seized by a trout or

reaches the turbulent water.

While the fly will often float successfully

over a rough surface, yet, if it is sucked under,

the angler is certainly in no worse position

than the user of the sunken fly under his very

best conditions. After having been throiigh

these swift waters, the fly may have a bedrag-

gled appearance, and look like anything but

the natty insect, with wings erect, that it was,

when first taken from the fly-box. The
angler should take an old haodkerchief, or

rag, and squeeze the fly in its folds to get

out some of the water that it has absorbed,

and then, putting it close to his mouth, blow

into its feathers and hackles. This will

restore to the hackles their old "flulTy"

appearance. Next, he should straighten

out the wings and coax them into shape with

the fingers, finally oiling the fly again when
approaching smooth water.

One of the beauties of fishing the rough

stretches is the very near approach to the fish

that may be made by the careful angler,

and the resulting advantages and possibilities

of close fishing.

HUNTING THE SWORDFISH IN

NOVA SCOTIA
LACF.Y AMEY

IT
was a time of vivid life along the

waterside. The bright sun of an early

August Saturday afternoon blazed on an

unacciistomed scene of industry. Graceful

black boats banded with yellow edged against

the wharves in ones and twos and threes.

Terrific hammering was going on, and the

forest of masts swarmed with men swung
from "taykle," hammer or paint-pot in hand.

Grave conclaves of sweatered fisherman

compared bits of wood and bent iron, and
looked appraisingly aloft: and there was much
talk of "floats" and cross-trees." "chairs"

and "harpoons."

Canso, Nova Scotia, was making ready for

the fall hunting season.

Down urCdor the edge of the wharf—it was
low tide—the Petawawa, the largest boat of

the fleet, was receiving her finishing touches.

The deck had been cleared of the litter of

outfit; the skipper loiunged lazily before the

wheel—that it was a wheel and not a tiller

proved the dignity of the boat—languidly

dabbing at it with a drab paint-brlish. An
old man, too ancient for the frivolity of mere
sport, was endlessly dipping a pail over the

side and emptying it into tiny holes in the

heads of a row of small casks along the(ie<'.k,

which, when airtight, would serve as floats.

The crowd that wasn't busy, with heels kick-
ing indolently over the edge of the wharf,
was throwing down tit-bits of raillery at him.

All work was sport to them just then,

greatest fun of the year, the season which was
to turn mere existence into real life, and which
they entered upon with an enthusiasm uncom-
mon to their natures, was about to begin.

The sword-fish were coming! Someone "up
on the Western" had brought in two, the Hali-

fax papers said. This meant that the fish

woujld be along the "Eastern" in a day or two.

And then ! On Monday they would
sweep mck-rily out of harbour to hunt the big

game of the sea—the sword-fish.
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Up against the sky reared a horde of

straight lines, their tops intersacted by other

shorter lines. The crosstrees vvera in place—
two, and often three, to a mainmast—the

weather determiniiTg which might be used

by the look-out men. In the piiching of the

next week or two the look-out who risked the

upper crosstrees was inviting destruction for

hims_,elf and the boat. Even wire-rope Stays

have their limits!

One of the hard-aad fiast rules of the cod-

fisherman is rest on Sunday. To be sure,

the Petawaiva put out with a gay party across

the Straits for Petit du Grat, but there was

nothing resembling work in that. And on

Monday morning early the migration began.

Most of the boats' crews had gone to sleep on

Sunday night under the conviction that the

chances were quite as .^ood immediately

ofl-shore, or, at most, on a short run eastward.

to Dover, But the reports oil "the Wesicrn"

W'ere loo much for them. Before daylight

on Monday morning the whole fleet started

eagerly for the Western, where they kneto

the sword-fisli to l)e. The tale of an American

sword-fisherman that had drifted into harbour

on Sunday night—its bowsprit longer than

many a local mast, its crosstrees looldng

snobbishly over the highest peak in the har-

bour—brought r<jileclions. Eight sword-fish

on the Western! Tiien the Western it must

be.

That was why, in sullen disappointment, I

kio'ved my heels against a mooring-post on

Monday morning and thought harsh things of

the vacillation of cod-fishermen in general.

The only relief that day was a run to the

outer islands on the Bonnie B. for the addi-

tional ballast necessary to steady the boat

for sword-fishing. On Tuesday, unexpectedly

I broke into the game.

Two of the officers in charge of the troops

protecting the cables put off from Dover

Wharf for the outside lighthouse. No one

was thinking of sword-fish, not even the owner

of the boat. But we had scarcely struck

the open when one of the crew gave a haif-

sinothered exclamation and darted for the

bow. In an instant he had seized a harpoon,

without attention to the course of its rope

attachment lo the float, and had driven it

into the 'water from the deck. There was

the hiss of a rushing rope, and suddenly a

cask, close beside one of the olTicers, shot a

score of feel into the air and dropped with a

smash over the side.

The boy, in his hurry, had not noticed

that the rope fro»n the harj)0(jn to the float

was foul of the stays. When the wounded

sword-fish departed like an e.xpress train it

jerked the float up over the stays with the

speed of a bullet. Anyone foul of that rope

would have gone with it. Fortunately it

fle\Y free without taking our rigging. .\s

sword-fishing and military duties are not

congenial, the former had to wait until our

return, when we picked up the float, and at

the end of it a sword-fish too fatigued to

struggle. The harpoon had merely pene-

trated a fin, and the point had come loose on

the other side, where it dangled at the end

of the rope.

That night the boats trailed intoCanso

from the Western, only three of them with a

catch to report; and their success had been

along their own coast. Thereafter the waters

outside Canso were good enough. To-morrow

the tussle would begin in earnest.

Overhead it was an ideal day for sword-
' fishing—a brilliant, hot sun that always acts

as a sojiorific for the big fish, bringing it to

the surface, where it rests in dozing enjoy-

ment of the heat, the point of one black fin

just cutting the surface. Not only are the

fish less on the top on dark days, but they are

more difficult to see. The two men in the

crosstrees are trained hands who can spot

a sword-fish from the peculiar indistinct

"slick" which they learn to connect with it.

Sometimes the more definite "slick" of a

school of herring acts as a guide, for the

sword-fish is frequently found close by,

lazily cutting up his meal.

We were short-handed. Usually the crew

consists of five—-the skipper and his mate,

at the tiller and in the "chair," two men in

the crosstrees, and one standing free to throw

overboard the float when a "strike" is made, i

But to-day, as I said, we were short-

handed. A run of bad luck with the cod

made the crew reluctant to risk everything in

the chase of the sword-fish, and three men
had been dropped overboard in dories to

trawl, while the skipper, the mate, and my-
self ran away off westward in pursuit of the

fleet of sword-fishermen we could see darting

about in that direction. As we drew nearer

the attitude of the men in the chairs told us

that the chase was on, and with all the power

of our engine and sails we tore along to join

them. As much as my binoculars could

bring to me my crew had already picked up

with the naked eye, for they could read ^
every movement of the boats. "Ilawes sees

one!" shouted the skipper. And in amoment, ;|

"I'rank's getting ready."' ,

I steadied myself in the heaving roll by

winding myself around a stay. The sun was
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blazing down with the furious insistence of

;in early August clay, and my wide-brimmed

hat was discounted by the dazzling reflection

from the water. The bow of our craft

tossed madly towards^thc sky and cut off

cver>'thing ahead; then it dropped in a sick-

ening manner straight into the waist-line ot

an q^-coming wave. Out in the chair, how-
ever, the mate rested carelessly on the iron

railing; and every now and then a wave
shipped his feet. It was dare-devil reckless-

ness to me.

The skipper, an Irishman who must have
brought his own roots and soil witn him when
transplanted, had just delivered himself of a

bit of local colour about a man who "didn't

zackly stutter; he sort o' hung fire," when the

mate shouted. I never heard theJend of the

story. With one hand on the rope and the

other on the tiller the skipper swung the boat

off to port in answer to the mate's pointing

hand, and diagonally across the waves we
made straight into the teeth of another boat

bearing madly down upon us, its look-out

men waving frantically towards a tiny black

spot ahead that rose and disappeared in the

swell. The other boat reached it first, and
the harpoon sank swiftly. But it went to the

full length of the harpoon-man's arm and
came back with the spear still in place. He
had missed. A jeering laugh broke from our

skipper's lips as he swung sharply off to

avoid an imminent bowsprit.

And then the struggle began. Round and
round the two boats tore, rushing straight

into each other's faces until one yielded and
swung away. Handicapped as we were by
having no look-out men, we pursued the

chase under a disadvantage, our harpoon-
man catching only fleeting glimpses of the

thin black fin above the waves. Disgusted,

he scrambled back over the bowsprit'from the

chair, leaving his harpoon loosely fastened,

and pulled himself aloft to the crosstrees.

The difference was immediately apparent;

but what we could do without a harpoon-man
was beyond my imagination.

The half-hour that followed was fuller of

hair-raising jockeying and twisting and curve-

ting and swinging than I ever thought two
boats could indulge in. So far. as I could see

there were no laws of navigation there—only

a sheer daring and recklessness. The capture

of that fish meant more than a mere fifteen

dollars; it meant success and the defeat of a

rival. We had the advantage of power, and
could turn more quickly and point up closer

into the wind; and we certainly "bluffed"

them oftcner than they did us. But the way

they hung out ahead of us until our chair

actually clicked on theirs—our sides rubijcd

once as we both swung over—was sheer,

deliberate madness— to me. I wanted to

say harsh things to. that sober-faced skipper,

who allernately glanced at his look-outs and

at our bowsprit. And yet everyone seemed
to take it so coolly that I began to think it was
a put-up,game on me, the tenderfoot. Once,

after I had wonderec! swiftly where was the

best place to jump, I looked angrily back at

our skipper—and received a solemn wink.

Now and then a black fin poked through

the water, always to the side, and the two
of us are towards it. From aloft the mate
hurled down: "Ofl' a little!" "Bring her

round!" "Steady!" And the tiller responded

instantly. As we crept nearer the fish a

motion of the look-out's arm was sufficient.

I was standing in the bow, frantically

hanging to a wire stay, wondering how long

a stove-in fishing-boat would float, when a

rushing whizz swept over my head, and
something flashed past me. That blame-fool

boat must have come right aboard us, I

thought. But it was only the mate. In

that awful sea he had slid from the crosstrees

down a tiny wire jibstay to the very end of

the bowsprit, and was already standing with

harpoon poised! "

The other boat saw him and shouted to dis-

turb his aim; but the man who could take'

that jibstay was not to be "rattled" by a

shout. The harpoon went home. I happen-

ed to recollect my duty>and leaped to the

float just in time to have it torn from my
hand straight out of sight beneath the water.

That sword-fish was already down thrity

fathoms! I turned and made faces at the

other boat, which had a full crew of five men.
In the days that followed I was able to

yield to the excitement, to laugh tauntingly

as we forced a rival to give way, and even to

encourage the skipper to persist to the very

edge of safety. The usually phlegmatic fish-

erman quite loses himself in the contest.

Oaths fly backwards and forwards; the

youngest member of the erew freely expresses

his opinion of the skipper when the fish is

missed; and the look-out men, up there where

every movement is so sensitiveh' felt, shower
everyone promiscuously with curses. It is

all part of sword-fishing; in the delirium of

the moment only the little black prong above

the water is noticed, or the black bulk as the

boat rushes helplessly past.
^

r... 1-j' r.-r "f us were in chase of a big

fellow estimated by the skipper at eight

hundred pounds—a maddening, impudent
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fish that scorned unnecessary movement to

escape. At the first call the deck-hand was
on deck, a scarcely-touched cup of tea in his

hand, and all through the excitement he

rushed from side to side, carefully balancing

that tin cup. As the fish sank languidly

time after time his oaths rolled louder and

louder—at fish, at harpoon-man, at skipper

—

and his free fist shook as he dancsd up and

down, scarcely spilling a drop. Then the

fish tried a new plan. Instead of sinking

as the boat approached, it flicked its tail

lazily, and there it lay on the surface only a

yard or two beyond the harpoon. As we tore

past, the excited deck-hand suddenly raised

his cup gnd hurled it viciously out. It

struck the astonished fish on the side with a

resounding smack, and the big fellow darted

out of sight.

'I've got it! I've got it!" yelled the

marksman, rushing furiously about the deck.

At first the crew had yelled exultation,

almost as if the harpoon had sunk home; and

then, as we came about, a sheepish smile

broke on every face. The fish was nowhere

to be seen. "Put out the dory!" yelled the

skipper, sarcastically. "Dave's got 'im!"

There are dangers in sword-fishing that

crop up infrequently to rennnd man of the

power of the thing he hunts. The "sword,"

for instance, is a formidable weapon, as

capable of puncturing a boat as of cutting

up a school of herring. Not often does the

sword-fish turn, but when he.does forget the

tearing agonv in his back and make for its

-source everything is helpless before him.

We had speared our tenth fish that day.

The deck was slimy with gore, and the hold

•was overflowing with black-backed, white-

bellied fish that in life could have carved our

boat into mincemeat. The crew*was jubi-

lant in the thought of a ton and a half ol fish to

hand over at two and a half cents a pound.

On our line was another big fellow, and we
followed the rushing float, content with our

dav's catch. Presently we came up with our

quarry, resting quietly on the water, and the

dory was put off. For another half-hour the

fish fought, now rushing out the liae until

the float had to be dropped overboard, and

again yielding tamely until only a few fath-

oms of rope remained in the water.

We were sailing up and down awaiting the

end, when a sudden shout of alarm directed

every eye to the dory. There the two men
were, clinging to the sides, and yelling wildly

for help. Dimly I could see a th^n grey line

protruding from the middle of the dory, and

on it the fisherman's terror-stricken eyes were

fixed, while the dory swayed and surged as if

in the grip of a giant. Abrupt quiet came
but the grey line remained. When we came,

up two very frightened men clambered

hastily aboard. That grey thing between

them, coming clean through the bottom of

the boat, was the sword of a sword-fish. The
skipper seized it, and it came loose in his hand,

and immediately the dory began to take

water fast. The sword, in the fish's dying

struggles, had broken off close to the snout.

They told me of two men who had been
severely wounded in such a manner, and of a

fisherman who was forced to dive beneath

the dory and knife the fish to save the lives

of himself and his mate.

And there are other dangers—dangers of

the deep peculiar to sword-fishing. The
Took-out men, in their excitement, some-

times forget to keep firm hold, and the har-

poon-man is never free from the menace of his

position. On a tiny bit of board narrower

than the length of his ipot, with a railing

around threfe sides of him corning only to his

thighs, he must stand, perhaps for hours,

soaring up and down with the swells, some-

times half-buried beneath the waves, and

always dependent upon the untrustwo/'thy

grip of his small platform on a smaller bow-

sprit.

One very rough day we were almost the only

boat out. In the piling waves there was little

hope for sword-fish, but we hung on. One
after the other, three of the crew had come
in from the chair wet to the skin; every wave'

curled up abov6 their knees before the boat

bore them aloft, and it was getting worse.

.We had turned for home when the look-out

reported a sword-fish almost straight ahead.

As we were running nearer shore the waves

tore threateningly at the chair, one finally

curling completely over the occupant. But he

stuck there without a wonf, harpoon in hand,

leaning heavily on the railing to give himself

a hold, and shaking himself every now and

then to throw off the loose water.

Suddenly, as every eye was searching ahead

for the swoVd-fish, there came a splitting

crash. Chair and man had disappeared from

the end of the bowsprit, not a sound coming

from the doomed harpoon-man as he swung

over. A sailor, with one trcmendousheave,

threw loose a dory, and the others raced to

the one on the other side. Even as the skipper

swung olf to protect the launching, however,

a strange, gassping, rumbling roar came over

the bow.
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"Keep her steady, blow you! Keep her

steady!" And up beside the bowsprit came

a dripping figure—the harpoon-man!

His escape was a miracle, but simply

explained. The chair had not broken loose,

but had turned over on the rounded bowsprit.

The harpoon-man, at the first crack, dropped

his harpoon and clung to the railing. Those

few seconds, as he hung head downwards

beneath the roaring waves, he did not like

to talk about. But when he had righted
,

himself by the help of the wire stays his ojily

danger was the dash of the waves and the

weakness of the splintered bowsprit.

They laughed al)out it, did those men of the

sea, with a wavering little trill in their merri-

ment not to be misunderstood. We were

content to leave the dory to a boat following

behind.

As August advanced the sword-fish worked

eastward along the south coast of Cape
Breton. There had been a week of tre-

mendous fishing, a glorious time ol profit

and sport. In two days each member of the

crew had earned a hundred and twenty

dollars, and they were flushed with success.

They did not worry because that hundred

and twenty dollars might have been five hun-

dred dollars, a few days west towards Boston,

but they could not help wondering occasion-

ally what they would have done with so

much money.

We were running alone off L'Ardoise, far

ahead of the other boats, when something big

and black rose languidl> to the surface close

by.The look-out men shouted something, and

swung about and headed towards this new
fish, too large for a sword-fish too small for

a whale. "Black-fish!" announced the har-

poon-man, and vffe bore rapidly down on it.

Carefully the skipper ran alongside; it

would have been Ijke running on an island

to have struck the creature, for it was almost

as long as the boat. The harpoon sank deep

into its side, and we sheered swiftly away to

gel beyond its struggles. But the big fish no

more than wallowed away. The crew were

wild with excitement, for a black-fish had

never been brouglit in, and there were wild

stories of its value. In the wallowing the

rope snapped like thread. Two more har-

poons went into it, and then, after a pause,

three others—the last we had. But the fish

scarcely seemed to mind.

Then the event lost some of its sport.

Around us there suddenly appeared five other

huge black-fish. We had the fioats still

aboard, for a dory would have been able to

do nothing with such a fish; but we saw to it

that the ropes were clear in case of a sudden

decision on the p^Vt of the fish to leave us.

\Mthoul seeming effort the big fellow towed

us for miles; then we pulled up alongside and

attempted to finish our work with a knife

tied to a harpoon. Every few seconds the

boat trembled, as it bumped into one of the

wounded one's mates, and we began to long

for the return of our spear-points. It was

like trying to kill an elephant with a pin—and

we couldn't get loose without sacrificing our

outfit of points and lines.

At the word bf the skipper we commenced
to cut loose; we would retain the floats at

least. Affer two were cut, however, the

great fish abruptly took it into its head to

resent our plans. With a swish of its tail it

dived like an arrow—so swiftly that two of

the three remaining floats broke olT as if cut

with knives^ and the third disappeared over

the edge with its thirty fathoms of rope. An
instant later there was nothing on the surface

but a swirl and a tinge of blood; our black-

fish had gone. We were glad, for the con-

test had assumed the proportions of a night-

mare. There are limits even to the powers

of sixty-dollars-a-day men.

—Lacv Amv, in Wide World-

IN MODERN DAYS
R. P. L.

These days of modern strife are fraught

With clever ways and means;

Ingenious tricks are sprung galore,

—

Behind the gilded scenes.

Full oft a swell hotel will cause,

The strongest man to pale.

In point of fact their bills of fare.

Make even sparrows quail.
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ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

INSTINCT versus reason; this has

always been a source of controversy

among men interested in the o'dt-of-

doors world and particularly as regards the

animals of the woods and waters. It has

always been and always will be, an unsolved

problem. Great men have put forward

learned remarks. Great theories haye been

put on paper but nothing has been proved.

In approaching this subject one is met with

defeat at the very outset. As' one writer has

said in consideration of this subject
—"The

best appreciation of the wild status lies not

in the power of our peculiarly human lan-

guage, tt lies with the individual observer.

In attempting to explain it to others

we arc trying to have our cake and eat it,

too The long and short of the matter
is that any attempt to define this wild state,

must, in the nature of things fail."

In writing this paper I propose to criticize

various erroneous opinions that crop up'

every now and then.

Thete are two well-defined classes in this

argument of reason I'ersus instinct in animals.

One side is of the positive opinion that ani-

mals reason much as we reason; the other

side holds that the animals, birds, etc., do
not think, tlicy ilo not reason but are governed

to do the things they do merely bi/ impulse.

Impulse seems to be taken to cover any

cause ^or an animal's action.

The unstudied person is prone to burst

forth in joyous exclamations upon seeing an

animal do a thing that appears inlclbiicnl.

with the declaration that the animal reasoned

it all out just ai we reasoned il. The water

spaniel that swims out for the stick, and

brings it to shore display's reason and
intelligence, one will say. A sparrow, for

instance is carrying an abandoned kite

string to an old barn loft to use in construct-

ing its nest. He flies up; the string is long;

one end, below, is caught to a weed. Directly

the sparrow flies down and loosens the

thread at the weed, and successfully, carries

the string to the loft. This act of unloosen-

ing the thread when it was found to be held

to the weed one will say is an evidence of

reason in an animal. A bone is thrown into

a fire, or among its embers. The dog is told

to get the bone, which is a juicy one. Find-

ing this impossible, after first burning his

toes, the d<^g turns back end to the fire and

scratches dirt completely over the embers,

after which the bone is more or less readily

removed, certainly more readily than from

the siz7ling coals. This is given as ah evid-

ence of reasoning in a dog.

Here is another incident that has been

vouched for, being olTcred as an evidence of

reasoning power. A certain adoring, though

perhaps, not authoritative man had' a dog.

His neighbor also had a dog. The one man's

dog had a delicious bone from which he was

industriously endeavoring to obtain one-

fifth of a square meal. The neighbor's dog

sauntered over, snilTcdthe airand approached,

intent upon getting that bone, so that he

could obtain one-fifth of a four-cornered

meal from it. But the first man's dog let

out a thundering growl that shook the stoop
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upon which he canincly reclined, and the

neighbor's dog. being just a common dog,

swallowed his envy and saliva and sat down
to debate. Tiiat he could not obtain the

l)one frona its possessor through ordinary

methods bd'fame only too evident the longer

he envied, and tjie longer the other dog
chewed away the few remaining sinews. There-

fore it behooved the neighbor's dog, to emit a

piercing alarm cry and with hair ruffled up

on his back he darled to the front of the

hoitse. At this queer performance the man's

dog dropped his bone and also transferred

himscll to the front of the premises to probe

the source of the disturbance. Meanwhile
the neighbor's dog goes around to the back
of the house by the other side and in a very

accommodating manner appropriates the bone

and hurries home and under the house.

.\fter the man's dog had found out to his

unanimous satisfaction that there were no
low prowling burglars and census-takers to be

met, he returned to the back stoop only to

find his bone had vanished. This is described

as reasoning on the part of the neighbor's dog.

Is it so? Xes, yes, cries the reason advocate.

Give us more examples!

However, be very cautious in accepting all

these stories, as the majority of these, if

looked into, will be found to have no found-

ation. That people are prone to exagger-

te and make mountains out of mole-hills,

is one of the fallacies of humankind. There-
fore fault\ observations must be taken with

a grain of salt, and since we cannot entirely

rely upon the supposed credited findings of

other people we have perforce to re'ly on our
own. ..

But while the advocates of rea.soning in

animals are prone to exaggerate their stories,

perhaps, often, to justify their ends and
prove themselves right so, too, are the ad-

vocates of instinct in animals liable to dis-

count as much apparent -^iTtelligence" as

possible on the part of animals as will win
him the desired leadership.

The definition of reason is: "The faculty

of the mind that judges and distinguishes."

Instinct is defined as being: "The disposi-

tiontion operating without the aid of in-

struction and experience; impulse." Or to

give an example. A young dog may be served

with steaming hot food and innocent through

and through will delve deep into it and
l)e burned; but never again will burning

hot food interest him till it is first nosed

and touched with the tip of his tongue.

The burning that attended his first exper-

ience has planted an instinctive fear in liim.

That dog will test all food to lind out if it is

hot, and you may find him doing the same
with cold food. His sense of feeling alone,

apparently, will tell him the truth. Compare
this with our intelligence, and we will l)e able

to tell instantly whether the food is hot o:

suitable to eat. True, a child, a baby in all

liability may be as clumsy as the dog; but

then a baby has no ability to think, till a

certain age. Its mind may be said to be a

blank; the most helpless creature produced

by animal on the eartii's surface.

Many advocates of "instinct only" in

animals are prone to believe that an animal

has not a minute shade of our "judging and

distinguishing intelligence". The animal

goes through life apparently none the wiser;

at all times nciinj nn impulse. I am more

lenient here than some I do hold that there

is a possibility that animals can come to

possess an inferior grade of reason, something
that might be called—a rough sketch! In

some of the animals, (view, mortal, the

porcupine!) there is witnessed what we may
know a's a dead level of instinct; and over

that wall of instinct veiy few of these rise.

But what shall we say of the wise old spaniel,

the keen pointer, the faithful setter, (all

intelligently trained by careful and determined
men)'? Are these possessed of reason, or is it

just instinct cultured up to a high degree'?

Here then a peculiar question is evolved: if

when trained, or when forced to adapt itself

to conditions necessary to promote its welfare

so that it may survive, does an animal ascend
into the realn^ of reason, even to a minor
class; or is it still the unconquerable instinct.

polished up to a shining surface, whicn men,
out and out, demand shall be designated as a

capacity for reasoning? An illustration of

this is seen in the dog family, which, tlirough

generation after generation of contact with

man has produced a breed with seemingly

bright, quick brains, the presence of which,
in our midst, ever sets us to thinking and
conjecturing as to their reasoning possibil-

ities. Or, on the other hand, witness the

wolf and the fox—two of the most sagacious

of the animals. Here we have a very bril-

liant example for comparison. One, man-
trained, instructed, and man-observing, and, as

as we might say, observing reason in action

and taking lessons thereby. On the other hand
we have the wolf, and the fox, etc., forced by
an encroaching tide of humanity to adopt

precautionary methods in the name of sslf-
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preservation. Which, the dog or the wolf is

apparently most gifted with reason?

In an artiole some years ago on the subject

of reason or instinct in animals I had the

follow ing, and I see no way of improving it.

"In some of the animals the senses are so

wonderfully adjusted in their manifestations

of communication that I have come to think

that they were given these in place of a posi-

tive capacity for reasoning—for an animal's

sense of right selection is well known. An
animal's sense of smell, for instance, may be

the pei-sonification of the word. Nothing

could be so finely elaborated upon, or accord-

ed any living thing. Yet this sense of smell

or of hearing we do not possess. Some of us

can hardly detect the fragrance of flowers.

Our sense of taste and sight are usually in-

inferior. We depend greatly upon our

intelligence to select—the use of the dis-

tingdishing powers; and by the means of our

deduction a picture of an object in all its

countless vicissitudes Cqualifying to our

approval) passes before our eyes. Reason,

as a process of deduction is available to us at

all times. We are constantly debating,

judging the virtues of a thing, delving into its

historv, its foundation and a thousand other

things capable of the human brain. Many
have enormous powers for reasoning; so

heightened in reach and understanding that

event- subject, even when in erratic detail, is

completely grasped apparently in an interval.

May it be said that animals have th; same
capacity for reasoning? Let us see no .v.

I take up a piece of bread. BreadX I repeat;

and a swarm of visions flit across the delicate

films of brain-understanding. I see wheat

sown, and how sown, and sow it myself as I

think along; I see wheat shorn and threshed;

wheat sacked and sold; wheat in huge eleva-

tors: I see the mills changing this same wheat

into pure flour, white as snow; I see it sold;

I see it in the process of bread-making; I see

it baked and figure how; I cut it with a knife.

Thus from one subject to another with all

rapidity I mught jump, seizing new ones

amid those undergoing thought and deduction

I may listen at the same time to people talk-

ing; give their family history a twinkling's

review; test their views; pass on them; and so

on and on through my life and through the

lives of all of us we are using this far-reaching

reasoning capacity. And this great intelli-

gence, we must feel, docs not belong to the

lower animals."

The man who nolds so en*getically to the

belief of reasoning in.animals will inevitably

relate to you what he has seen animals do on

the stage. That such animals have accom-

plished wonderful things there is no doubt;

and it is balTling at times—but we should not

be over-enthusiastic about what we have
seen. We have seen dogs on the stage mareh,

turn semi-square corners, drag in the wound-

aB, hoist the flag of surrender—but we should

not allow these things to befog our minds.

One of the latest tricks I witnesses was a

performer who shot every single dog out of

twenty he had on the stage, with a cap
pistol, and at the smack of the powder each

dog pointed at fell "dead"and iay perfectly

still. Finally he had them all down and was
bowing to the audience when, glancing side-

ways he perceived one of the dogs wagging
its tail ever so little—wagging on purpose, we
will say. It was down in the list of tricks

that that dog should do this thing. So the

performer in burlesque fashion crept up to

the dog, levelled the cap pistol at the tail and

fired. The tail quivered as in death throes

and lay still.

The trick animals on the stage are trained

from birth one might say. They obey, not

by actions. Dogs for instance. From the

time they could crawl, by cruelty, denial,

forcing, these dogs are trained to earn their

master's living. How many thousands of

times they marched or fell "dead," or how-

many times for not marching and falling

"dead," just right, they were whipped and al-

lowed to go without food we can only guess,

but we may rest assured that it was a hard

row thej' had to hoe. Providing you say-

that the trick dog of the stage shows intelli-

gence by his actions, in doing what his master

has lined out for him to do, why then is it

necessary for that master tb stand there

with a small whip in his hand, and on which

whip, if you are not so stone blind as to

notice it, the eyes of the dog are directed. It

had been riveted in that dog's mind from

puppyhood that he would be whipped for

not doing this or that. Again, if reasoning

were the part of these animals, why could

they not go through with the act. in its many
details, without the presence of a director.

The director points his whip at a dog in a

crew of tricksters. That acl'ion means to

the dog's brain, "now it's my turn to do what

I have been whipped into doing, and if I

don't do that thing anything may happen.

I may be whippe<l, and refused food for two

meals. .So I must do it." And when the

dog is pointed at he does not do the trick his

fellow dog did but his very own. Look here!

The master picks up a hoop. All of the dog

crew arc watching. The end dog instantly
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gets down. He must leap through the hoop

but the other dogs do not follow. You may
say that the end dog knew the hoop from the

whip, but just how well he knew what he

did by the master's actions we must also

speculate on. But again we are puzzled here:

if the dog "judged and distinguished" those

actions it was reasoning, at least in a degree.

We cannot then say, as some say, that the

dog "acted wisely without knowledge."

Tricks by animals on the stage are purely

mechanical of course—they are not natural.

The animal, would not do these things unless

driven to it. By common agreement many
have agreed to discard these evidences of

presumed intelligence, going to the wild for

e.xamples, and there are thousands of examples

of shrewdness right in Nature without going

to the tawdry and tinsel stage. But one thing

still remains certain: Some animals possess

greater ability than others, much as one

human being may possess greater intelli-

gence than another. Undoubtedlj' there are

also geniuses in the animal world; and infant

prodigies too; which is all the more baffling.

In a criticism of .John Burroughs (the

famous naturalist and nature writer), Ed-
mund J. Sawyer, the bird and nature artist

has ably dissected the great naturalist's

views on the reason versifi instinct problem.

Writes Sawyer:

"In John Burroughs book, 'Ways ol

Nature', we read: 'Reason and instinct

are both manifestations of intelligence, yet

do they not , belong to different planes?

Intensify animal instinct ever so much, and
jiott hare not reached the plane of reason.'

"On page 213 Mr. Burroughs writes that

he is 'inclined to think instinct is resourceful.'

Now who can conceive of 'resource' without

'reason'? In fact the author goes on to state

the identical reason for which the jack-rabbit

used his resource—though, of course, he does

not thus relate these words to each other.

We read further on page 229, 'Man is undoubt-
edly of animal origin. The road by wtiich

he has come out of the dim past lies through

the lower animals. The germ and potent-

iality of all that he has become or can become
was sleeping there in his common origins.

Compare with, 'intensify animal instinct'

ever so much, and you have not reached the

plane of reason,' and (page 220) 'the minds of

animals are not capable of improvement,' and
(page 229), 'the animal is father ol the man.'
So the unimprovable has been improved!
Are we not left where we started on page XT'

Sawyer continues:

"In his chapter on the reasoning of the

beaver are found many delightful observa-
tions and some admirable discriminations;

but, as a whole, how inconsistent! Says
Burroughs: 'Of a hot day a dog will often
dig down to fresh earth to get cooler soil to lie

on. Or he will go and lie in the creek. All

dogs do these things. Now if the dog were
seen to carry stones and sod to dam up the
creek to make a deeper pool to lie in, then he
would, in a measure, be imitating the beavers,

and this, in a dog, could fairly be called an
act of reason, because it is not a necessity of
the conditions of his life; it would he in the

nature of an afterthought.'

"About all such views the question is,

where would be the 'reason' in his doing
laboriously what nature has already done for

the animal? In other words: W^hat makes it

reasonable for an animal to do a foolish

thing? The very reasoning powei which
we seek in the animal, if possessed, would
dictate the course which he does pursue and
keep Mim from doing what we ask that he
shall do to prove that reason."

Some would have us believe that animals
and birds are much the same in their actions

as are unthinking children. A child rriaV go
into delight over a thing, clapping its hands
for joy, etc., and yet not be directed to do
these things by first meditating on it.

When a child does this, says the holder of

this view. "I believe its thrill of enjoyment
is the same as what we call the joy of a bird
when it mounts up and sings. The child

does not reflect as we would on its happy
state; yet it does, I conceive, realize that it is

happy. Its cooing and bouncing and clap-

ping are largely unpremeditated and beyond
restraint, and yet it knows at the time,

without reflecting, that it is doing these things

and that they are caused b\ its pleasant sur-

roundings, or state of mind. Like the bird

it is still a part of nature, hence the due in-

fluence of bright and dark, or simply the
perfect freedom from care. For this reason
I believe the child, when a little older, can
interpret to himself better than we can the

actions of wild creatures. When we apph
the words joy, anger and so on to animals we
are under a necessity of qualifying these

terms, which the child is not. Though the

child may now have a little outgrown the

state of the wild creature, enough of that
lingers to make the animals intelligible to him.
He does not have to search for their springs

of action and expression; he sees through
them, because only yesterday, as it were, he

himself felt the same promptings. He has
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just passed that way and naturally is fam-

iliar."

One often wonders if the animals tee! the

Same kind of emotions we do; gladness,

surprise, anger and timidity, etc.. We see

all of these emotions in animals, but are not

uhle to diagnose them. When the dog lies

on Its hack and kicks in the air and appears

to i:>e happily smiling from ear to ear we

wonder if the happy feehng arouses thought

as thought would arise in us. If a man is

jailed he is oppressed by mental anguish,' and

he sul'lers hard. But as for the animal that is

prisoned in a cage, says Burroughs
—

"Its

sufTerings are plv/sicai and not mental. Its

instincts lead it to struggle for freedom. It

re-acts strongly against the barriers that hold

it, and tries in every way to overcome them.

Freedom, as an idea, or a conception of a

condition of life, is, of course,' beyond its

capacity."

What an absurd reasoning, if we may call

it so. Burroughs does not !5a\
—"Freedom

as an idea is probahhi beyond its capacity,"

he has settled the question without a doubt.

Had Mr. Burroughs implanted himself in an

animal's mind, or were he the animal's mind

itself, the statement could not have been set

down more posilivehj. In regard to the above

statement Mr. Sawyer, the artist has said:

"Why does the animal so fiercely struggle for

freedom, having no idea of freedom." True;

the animal's mind would be a blank, and he

would have no impulse to endeavor to free

himself. That animals in captivity know

anguish and despair is written all over them.

As they wander up and down inside the bars,

surely some great sense of the wrong that has

been done them has been fixed in their brains.

We wonder if it is not possible that the idea

of freedom burns in their consciousness, in-

ferior though it be.

"Instinct," says my friend the doctor,

"is the unerring force that directs the hands

and mouth of a new-born babe to the mother's

breast. And it reaches the mark wilhniil a

missl" ^
This is a blind reaching out for things;

would this be a correct explanation of an

animal's instinct; unlhinkini/, and j'Bt reach-

ing the mark? Then animal instinct is like

plant instinct. Then the endeavours of the

caged animal to free itself arc the same as

that of the plant trying vainly to push aside

the clump of wood over it, trying to free

itself!

Many would like to know if the fox reasons

when it backtracks to deceive the hounds

close upon its trail; or when it runs up a tree

with an incline to it and jumps twenty feet to

some dry spot to "break up" its trail; or if he

reasons when he runs along- the lop of the

rail-fence or wades the stream to foil the

hounds. The wolf-trapper often wonders

why his traps are sometimes overturned and

snapped. And many get as far as the human-
like activities of the industrious beaver and

there stop, feeling that there is reason enough

shown for all necessary purposes. But why
pause there, since we have yet the ant to

consider. What of the thousand and one

marvellous things that we see done by these

minute workers, with their pin-prick brains

compared to our huge deposit of grey matter.

Certain- ants enslave plant-lice (the aphides)

and keep them in herds much as we keep cattle

to yield us milk. For the same purpose the

ants raise the aphides—they are the cows of

the ant family. They yield drops of sweet

substance like sugar water that is greatly

desired by the ant; these drops being yielded

at regular intervals. When the ant desires

the aphis to shed its drop it tickles it with

its antennae, an operation which serves the

same purpose as pressing the cow's udder

when the animal is milked. It is no uncommon

thing to see ten or fifteen aphides close

together on the same stalk, herded by one

or two ants. These are kept for one purpose

In the spring when you overturn flat stones,

under which the ants have kept themselves

secure, it is no uncommon thing to see herds

of aphides there which have fed through the

winter on roots, stalks, etc., and these

aphides are kept by the ants for one pur-

pose only.

We wonder, if, when the ant tickles the

aphis with the antennae to obtain its sweet-

water drop if there is any reasoning in the

act. If the ant acts "wisely without know-

ledge" in-doing this then one may ask'him-

self is it possible to reason without thinking;

or is not "blind, unreasoning instinct" at

times the equal of reason, presuming then

thai instinct is as one, and reason is as one!

We will leave the question to the mighty

ant.

MW



FISHING NOTES
Brother Carroll Comments.

Dixie Carroll one of the leading writers on
fishing in America, the able fishing editor of

the Chicago Herald and the pditor of the

National Spoilsman, one of America's fore-

most outing publications, writes:

"I have read an enormous amount of your
worlv, Mr. Lincoln, especially your excellent

articles in Rod and Gun. I like your de-

lightful style; the way you handle your stulT.

You certainly get clean-cut facts in your
articles, that's a cinch, and I believe that is

what counts in an article more than any-
thing else."

We have written Mr. Carroll telling him
that he can have anything we possess except

our typewriter; that our tackle is at his dis-

posal and have further announced that we
will willingly row the boat in any June, in any
year that he specifics.

We hope by this time that all of our angling

readers have read the Carroll book: Lake
and Stream Game Fishinf/, put out by the
Stewart and Kidd Company of Cincinnati,

Ohio. It's crammed full of good stuff.

Thanks, Larry.

Larry St. John, who has for years run the
Woods and Waters column of the Chicago
Tribune, able fisherman, good writer, and
noble friend writes:

''Ftod and Gun is a fine magazine, a delight-

ful medium for piscatorial expression that is

always on my desk. II should be encouraged
and upheld everywhere.

"I note, however, in a recent issue that you
err as regards the introduction of the carp
into America. In the first American edition

of \\ alton's Angler, the editor. Dr. Bethune,
a bookish man and apparently a real angler,

mentions in a foot note that the first carp
were brought to America, from France in

1831-18.32 by Henry Robinson of Newburgh,
Orange County, New \ork and that they had
been planted in the Hudson and flourished

there. These fish were olTicially mtroduced
by the Fisheries Department about 1875 as
tlie report of the Department for 1876 deals

extensively with the subject of carp. This
work was done by Prcf. Baird."

We Regret This.
A well-known angler, a constant reader of

\od and Gun points out an editorial that

k)peared in the Guns and Ammunition
department for June, in which said editor.

Mr. Landis, said that the gun department was
. not to be allowed to dwindle to nothing
through the spring and summer "simply be-

cause fish and other suckers are biting at this

time of the year." Our correspondent resents

what he describes as "an attempt to place

the angling brotherhood on a level with
suckers.

"

Cheer up, R. P. L. would never in the
world tell of poking pencils through targets,

same for publication, bulls-eyes, too.

The Destructive Killer.

A newspaper very aptly puts it thus:

"Germany and Turkey are like sportsmen
who kill for the sake of killing, with no object

in view save destruction."

To which we say,"Amen," not forgetting

the Hun-animals who net, spear and impound
our precious fishes; who rob our streams of the

now-nearly-rare brook trout; who are not
humanely content with three or four fish but
must catch Mfteen or twenty which they may
string up to have their picture takeq alongside

of them and so be named "great fishermen."

From this breed. Heaven defcnti us!

The Fish-Trust Profiteers.

In commenting on our reference a short

time ago to the hideous work of the Fish-

Trusts in dumping fish into the Pacific to keep
up prices, a Pacific Coast paper says in part:

"To destroy food in times of peace and
plenty for the purpose of controlling the

market and compelling the public to pay
higher prices is bad enough. Such practices

in times of peace are regarded as criminal

and prohibited by law. But when the nation

is at war and when every resource in food is

needed for feeding our own people and the

people of the nations who are fighting shoulder

to shoulder with us for the preserxation of the

things which make the world fit to live in, the

individual who wantonly . destroys food in

order to gratify his own greed is serving the

enemy and shculd be dealt with accordingly."

Small Respect for Game Laws in the South

A keen sportsman, who has recently made
a long trip through the South, reports pessi-

mistically as follows;

"I can truly say that game violators are

legion—in fact, the natives don't seem to know
that game laws exist. I heard today two men
planning a plover shoot, in direct violation of

the law, and from the train I have frequently
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seen battalions of colored shooters before

which the last individual game bird must
necessarily have fallen."

About the time this letter was received a

clipping from a Louisiana jiaper came to hand,

telling of the serious wounding of Remick
Saunier, warden of the Louisiana conservation

commission, in charge of the great wild life

refuge on Marsh Island, established by Mrs.

Russell Sage. One eye was shot out and other

serious wounds were sustained. Saunier's as-

sailant is said to be one of the most dangerous

of the state's outlaw market hunters. There
is a little consolation in the knowledge that

Louisiana has a good conservation commis-
sioner in Mr. M. L. Alexander, and it is cer-

tain that this defiance of the conservation

laws will be promptly dealt with.

REFORM IN THE FISHERY SERVICE ON
CAPE BRETON ISLAND

GEORGE KENNAN

Secretary of the Victoria Fisheries Protective Association

IN
the inland waters of both Canada

and the United Slates, between the

years 1890 and 1914, large trout and
salmon steadily decreased in number, for

the simple reason that they were not ade-

quately protected. Most of the adult fish

were netted or speared before they could

reach their spawning grounds, and the num-
ber that escaped was not great enough to

keep up the stock. This was mainly due to

the f^ct that we—the people—paid httie or

no attention to the care of them. In the

first place, we either allowed them to be

destroyed by wasteful methods, or permitted

them to be poisoned by decaying sawdust,

sewage and the waste products of manufac-

tories, which were discharged into the rivers

merely because that was the easiest way to

get rid of them. In the second place, when
our governments, by enacting laws and
appointing fishery guardians, tried to save

us from the consequences of our own neglect,

we—the people—not only disregarded the

laws, but used the fishery guardians to pro-

mote the interests of our political parties,

instead of using them, as they were intended

to be used, for the protection of the trout and

salmon in our streams. For this, no doubt,

our governments were partly to blame; but

we ourselves must bear a large part of the

responsibility, because we are supposed to

control our governments, through the repre-

sentatives whom we elect, and we certainly

acquiesced in the improper political use of

fishery oHiccrs. The employment of such

officers as political workers came about

gradually. It began'with political appoint-

ments—that is, with the appointment of

guardians who were adherents of the party

that happened to be in power. These men,
feeling that they owed a debt to their party,

-naturally worked for it in election cam-
paigns. The party managers, finding such
work useful, extended it morfe and more by
increasing the nember of guardians far be-

yond the needs of the l<"ishery Service. In

Cape Breton Island, in 1914, there were 233
fishery officers in a territory that really

needed less than fifty. In proportion to

area, this was more than ten times as many
as were employed at that time in the state of

Maine for the protection of fish and game both.

These olTicers received very small salaries

—

in most cases only .$40 to $60 a year—and as

it was impossible for them to live on such

pittances they were compelled to devote

most of their time to other and more remun-
erative employment. Many of them, more-

over, gradually came to feel that their political

duties were more important than their fishery

duties, and that if they worked for their

party in election campaigns, they fully

earned the small sums paid them. This,

perhaps, was their excuse for giving little

or no attention to the rivers.

As a result of all these causes, trout and

salmon were not adequately protected, and

netting and spearing were common in all

parts of the Island. At first, illegal fishing

was practiced by a comparatively small

number of people; but as year after year

passed, it became more general, Some took

fish to salt down for winter use; others to sell

in the developing markets of the Island;

and all resorted to netting and spearing as

the ea.sicst and quickest methods of taking

large fish in large quantities. Four years

ago, there was hardly a river in Cape Breton
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where trout and salmon were not illegally

taken by spear or net every year, and in

many streams the fishing had been almost

completely destroyed

In 1914, the Victoria Fisheries Protective

Association was organized in Baddeck, and
in the fall of that year, its officers made an

exhaustive report of twelve thousand words

to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries

on the state of the rivers in Cape Breton

Island, and the urgent need for reorganiza-

tion and reform of the Fishery Service. In

this report, which was accompanied by abun-

dant proof in the shape of six or eight volum-

inous exhibits, the Assoeiation pointed out

the evils of political control; asked for twelve

special guardians with increased salaries;

suggested that the number of fishery officers

in Cape Breton be reduced from 233 to 50
by the dropping of political workers from the

roUS; and recommended that in future all

guardians be appointed for merit only, regard-

less of political influences. The Department
in Ottawa, at that time, did not regard the

taking of the Fishery Service out of politics as

practicable; but it granted the request for

special guardians with increased salaries,

and informed the Association that the whole

matter of reform was receiving careful con-

sideration.

How far the Department was influenced by
the representations of the Victoria Association

it is impossible to say; but in 1918, almost

every one of the latter's recommendations

was adopted. The force of guardians in

Cape Breton was reduced from 200 to 50;

salaries were largely increased; the Fishery

Service was taken out of politics, and the

appointment of all subordinate fishery officers

was entrusted to the Civil Service Commission
in Ottawa. Guardians, hereafter, will be

selected for mferit only, they will do no polit-

ical work, and they will devote all o! their

time to an effective patrol of the streams.

Thus, for the first time in more than a genera-

tion, the Fishery Service of Cape Breton

Island has been put on a business basis.

MY TEMPLE
MARK G. McELHINNEY

Deep in the forest fastness.

Out on the rocky steep.
Naught save the song of the wild-bird.
Naught but the squirrel's cheep
Save the sough of the wind in the branches
And the lapping waves of the shore
Blending into the music
The distant rapids' roar.

Morning over the waters
Greets the blue arch of the skies;
Dragonflies skim o'er the river.

Lazy bass rise at ths flies

,

Beaver laboring ever
Toil at the growing dam.
Giant pines on the ridges
Burden the air with their balm.

Cool in a leafy shadow
Soft on a mossy slope
With the forest glade for a temple
And a mighty pine for a pope;
The songs of the birds are my h>TTinal
And the rapids an organ grand.
With a chipmunk to preach a sermon,
A sermon that I understand.



A Hook That Will Catch Them.

After having many worms and hoppers

taken off my hook without getting a fish, I

thought I had better ge't something new and

this is what I did.

I slipped a. small ringed hook over the gut of

a snelled hook and fastened it to the larger

hook with a piece of copper wire. I bent the

Auxiliary Barrel for a Shotgun.

Many people who own large bore shotguns

can't afford to or don't bother to get another

shotgun for small game at short ranges. This

auxiliary barrel is just what they want. It

is also indispensable to people who want
specimens for taxidermist work, or if a small

boy wants to use the shotgun. Many other

uses can be found for it. --

SMALL HOOK WITH EYE BENT BACK FOR SLIPPING
OVER GUT OF SNELLED HOOK.

CROSS SECTION OFAUXILIARY BARREL

eye of the little hook so that it would easily

fit on the larger hook and would lie flat on it.

This hook is splendid for grasshoppers or

worms and believe me the fish will not strip

it many times without getting caught.

"Chipmunk."

Another Fish-hook Kink.

If I want minnows for trolling or casting

I don't bother using a trap or ?ieve, I find that

way is too uncertain and bothersome. Some-
times when fishing isn't good, like a hot sunny
afternoon, I take my minnow bucket and a

hook and line, and go to a creek'or any place

where minnows arc. That way is interesting

and you will be surprised how many minnows
you catch, and of the right size too. For a

hook I use the smallest hook I can get, and I

sharpen the point and file of the barb so as

not to injure the minnow. For a line I use a

cotton thread. Any kind of bait will do for

them.

"Chipmunk."

7

'-I^.Ci-.T.'i3S-5"5 OR ANY SIMILAR CARTRIDGE:.
'f

It consists of a long tube, made of aluminum,

brass or steel, steel being best, and brass next.

It can be made as long as a person likes. I

prefer a length of 12 inches.

Its .diameter varies, as it may be for a 12

or IP gauge gun. It should be made to fit

tairly tight for about 2 or 3 inches to prevent

it from jiggling and this also helps to keep it

accurate. The rest can be tapered as much
as you like. There should be a collar on it

like OP the head of the shell so that it could

be extracted. You can use any brass shell

(straight .preferred) for which you also make
a little collar. Let this shell fit rather loosely

so It won't stick. I, myself, use So-.'JS cnl^ty

shells, filled half full of bulk shot-gun smoke-

less, perhaps a little less ijowder than that, a

couple ot felt wads and the rest full of No 10

shot. This is an accurate and fairly powerful

load. With it 1 killed a rabbit at about 1.')

yards. Of course the load may vary. It

would cost all the way from about $2.00

down to nothing depending upon whether a

person had the material and could do the job

himself.
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A Makeshift Trolling Reel for Boat.

Last summer I found thnt I had left my
reel at home and as I couldn't obtain one

where I was it was ud to me to do the best

I could. For my purpose I used a few pieces

MT^^HOOKTO HOLD WIRE
TO PREVENT ITS ALL
RUNNING OUT.

AXLEi.

of wood, an old tomato can and some nails,

and here is what I did.

On a base I nailed two side supports (I

used the thick part of two shingles) and cut

two round holes into them opposite one

another. Cut a square piece of wood about
• ^ inches. Make it round where it fits in

holes in side. Cut two square holes in a

tomato or a similar can, slightly smaller than

the axle and drive the axle through the can.

On one end attach the handle. If so desired

round pieces of cardboard of larger diarpeter

than the can, can be glued on each end to

prevent line from running off it. (Cardboard

would soon get wet and glue soak off. Would
suggest soldering on each end .Ed.)

It is a handy thing and can be made inside

of 15 minutes. Of course it isn't made for a

rod but is attached to a seat or to the bottom
of the boat or can even be held in the hand.

Easily Made Screwdrivers.

Many a good reel, gun, etc. has been

marred by the use of a screwdriver that

didn't fit the screw. This is partly excusable

as a person cannot have screwdrivers to fit

FIG 1.

Fl G Z.

d
BY BENDING KEY IN THIS
MANNER ^GREATER FORCE

CAN BE EXERTED THAN,
ONTHE ORDINARY
S.CREW-DR1VER.

SHOWING KEY
AS STRAIGHT
SCREW-DRIVER.

every screw head. However, here is a little

kink that will help a Pit.

Look around your house and see if you cannot
find any old keys, anywhere near the shape
of the one in the drawing. If you haven't

any you can get a dozen for about 15 to 25c.

If the key is soft you can harden the end by
tempering. Then grind it down to suit your-

self. You can make as many as you like

having different widths, say one or two to fit

your reel, a couple for your revolver, etc.

You can put them on a key-ring and can have
them ready in your pocket for anything at

any time.

Another way to make a very strong

screwdriver is to get some old spokes from a
wire auto wheel and grind down the end.

You can either put it into a handle or bend
the end of it. I have several of these and have
never yet found a more serviceable screw-

driver.

"Chipmunk."

There are many camp fire cooking methods
that may be adopted. Figure 1 shows a type
much in demand and but little explanation is

necessary as the design is self explanatory.

Nails are driven in the ends of crane sticks

to hold the pails, or the method used in figure

two may be adopted doing away with the need

of nails. When building vour fire beneath

the piles place the diy sticks in pyramid
shape, ignite your punk or kindling—punk,
birch bark, dry leaves, rotten wood, cotton
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rags are all good kindling—and then give it a

good free draught. In the figure 2 a heavy

stone is placed on the end of the slick resting

in the crotch, the pail placed on the end

protruding from the crotch.

Robt Hodgson.

EXPERIMENTING WITH OILED RIFLE
BARRELS
C. .S. LANDIS

IF
the first shot from a greasy or oily

barrel flies wild, in what direction will

it print from the normal group of that

rifle at any range? How much will this

deflection be, will it be the same with differ-

ent oils and greases in common use, and need

such imaginery or real deflection be consid-

ered at all in getting practical results?

These few apparently simple questions

cover a tremendous field, a field that is experi-

mentally explored by but very few people and

with widely different results and conclusions.

I have asked questions relating to the

above matters of a great many of my rifle-

men acquaintances. Few of them, except

careful target shots, had given the matter

much thought. Practically all of those who
had formed an opinion upon the matter said

emphatically that oil or grease in a rifle

barrel would make it shoot high. Some said

it would also shoot inaccurately. Just how
high or how inaccurately no one knew. Then
there was the other school of the military

target shots who nearly all used Mobilubri-

cant in their Springfields and got fine results

but had the idea that any other oils or grease

were tabooed and that the .Springfield was a

peculiar cuss anyhow and enjoyed privilegen

that other arms were denied.

.lust how high or how wild greased bores

would shoot no one, practically speaking,

cared enough about to find out; and, having

some spare time on my hands a few years ago,

an inquiring mind and an idea, I proposed to

try some things that had puzzled me for

years and still puzzle me and I am handing

the matter along with the hope that some
others will give this matter extended atten-

tion.

Most of us know that it takes more muscle,

and sometimes more and stronger language,

to drive a dry nail or screw through a yellow

pine knot than to drive a greased or oiled

screw of the same diameter through that

same knot. How about a bullet in a grooved

barrel? Shooting a bullet through a rifled

barrel is a parallel to driving a lead plug

through a nut. The same as driving a

screw into a knot except that the threads or

rifling are on the opposite piece.

If, as any carpenter knows, it is easier to

drive a greased screw into a knot than to

drive a dry one into that knot, would not

driving the greased bullet through the barrel

reduce the friction between core and barrel,

either increase or reduce the velocity and

therefore change the barrel time, change the

barrel flip, have some i;lTect on the chamber

pressure and temperature, especially so with

light loads; low chamber pressures and tcm-

pcraUircs that go with these loads, and in

general cause a physical, mechanical and

chemical change at the moment, and just-
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after the explosion, that would show at the

target?

The cxperimentfand data which follow are

not selected in any manner excepting that

the experimenting was done with the most

accurate ritle and ammunition I could obtain.

The targets are consecutive ones; only those

are shown that I have room to reproduce, but

complete data is given. Experiments were

made most carefully, using a VERY accurate

rifle, using smokeless powder and lead bullet

ammunition that was all hand loaded and
examined for imperfections. Calm weather

will almost always throw the first shot off

at one o'clock when the barrel is cold and oiled

in this manner.

So far as f can remember, and I have fired

thousands of rounds in experimental work,

it is a very rare occurrence for the two most
accurate (.22 rim fire and .25-21) barrels that

I have owned to place the fust shot from an

oily barrel in the normal group at 50 yard.->.

Many rifles of these and similar calibers will

not show this difference so clearly simply

because they are not accurate enough to

.
show anything of this nature.

GROUP No. 1. The black circles represent first shots from a cold clean barrel oiled with Winchester gun oil,

on each oi two successive days. White circles show ten shots in each day, shot immediately afterward, from
fouled barrel, not oiled. Range 50 yards.

throughout and all shots held well into the 1

inch bull at 50 yards, .3 power telescope sight

used to aim, and a high power scope of 12

power to spot each shot as fired.

ANOTHER RIFLE MAY PERFORM
DIFFERENTLY, PARTICULARITY IF IT
USES AMMUNITION OF AN ENTIRE-
LY DIFFERENT CHARACTER; OR HAS
A VERY THIN OR CROOKED BARREL.

First we will take up the case of the rifle

that has a cold clean barrel that has been
oiled for a long time. The average condi-

tion of the hunter's rifle when he starts out on a

day's trip.

See group no. 1. Black circles show the

first shot from a barrel in this condition on
each of two consecutive shooting days.

White circles m the bull show the shots

immediately following with the dry fouled

barrel. The barrel had been oiled with

Winchester gun oil and this represents the

average plotting of shots delivered ufider

these conditions except that the rifle will not
always shoot so accurately. This barrel

Next, the first shot from a warm and
clean oily barrel that is warm from previous

firing. In this test sometimes I oiled the

barrel slightly and other times fairly heavily,

just as different users of rifles will oil their

rifles, sometimes so much oil being in the

bore that the black smoke resulting at the

discharge reminded one of the discharge of a

charge of black powder. However I was
careful to oil the barrel as evenly as possible

for its full length.

The results were practically always the

same with this .25 caliber barrel, viz., that

using cither Winchester Gun Oil or Three in

One Oil the group was always very badly
scattered. I always got a HOLLOW group

(no shots in the middle of the group). All

of the bullets were TIPPING and worse still

it was impossible to tell where the shot would
strike. All bullets were larger than the bore

to the bottom o|f the lands. Both powder
charge and bullet temper had been thoroughly

tested by firing hundreds of shots to get the
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greatest accuracy possible from that rifle

barrel and cartridge.

This proved that the common idea that a

shot from an oily barrel always struck high

was not true in-every case. This barrel shot

LOWER on the average when it was oiled

axis) of the bullet holes that prove Without

question that these bullets were tipping.

These bullets have flat n<S6es and normally

in the sVime grade of paper cut a clean round

hole .21 inch in diameter.

Using Winchester Gun Oil and Three in

o

Black circles represent shots from a clean, warm .2,^ cal. barrel, oiled with Three-in-One oil.

shots from a clean warm barrel oiled with Winchester gun>il.

White circle

than when it was dry; when it was shot from
a rest. In each case the barrel had been
cleaned from the breech with dry rags until

it was as bright as a mirror.

All shots were spotted by the aid of a 12

power telescope, numbered, and subsequently

measured; both for distance from the center

of the bull and for the greatest diameter of the

bullet hole.

First, five shots, bore oiled with Winchester
gun oil.

1. 0.86 inch off center at 12 o'clock.

2. 1.12inches off center at 7 o'clock.

3. l.I'l inchesoffcenter at 5 o'clock.

4. 2.06 inches ofl' center al 2 o'clock.

5. 0.9 1 inches off center at 8 o'clock.

Diameter of five shot group, center to

center of shot holes farthest apart, 3.10 inches

Greatest diameter of shot holes, .27, .27, .30,

.37 and .30 inch respectively.

Five shots, bore oiled with Three in One
oil.

1. 2.12 inches off center at 7 o'clock.

2 1.00 inch off center at 7 o'clock.

3 3.60 inches off center at 5 o'clock.

l. 0.4.5 inches off center at 12 o'clock.

.'». 1.72 inches off center at 1 o'clock.

Diameter of five shot group, center to

center, 4.92 inches. Greatest diameter bullet

holes, .34, .28, .32, .26, .30, inch, respectively.

Take particular notice of the size, (long

One, I had two shots high and three low in

each group and both shot with normal
elevation but most dreadfully inaccurate.

Out of the ten shots in the group, that|very

nicely centered, only one hit the one inch bull,

while six of them hit the two inch bull.

When the barrel was very heavily oiled it

had a tendency to .shoot LOW. When it

was very heavily oiled either directly at the

muzzle, or in the chamber, these changes

were very much more noticeable than when
the oil was evenly distributed over the surface

GROUP No. .3. 1.') shots at 50 yards with powder-
louled, warm barrel, lightly oiled witn Threc-in-One^Oil

.
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of the barrel or in the middle of the barrel, end

to end.

What caused these bullets to tip so ex-

cessively? No two of these bullets tipped

\^•ith their points striking in the same direc-

tion. The paper was not set at an apprec-

iable angle to the line of fire, it was exactly

the same, on the same target frame, rifle

fired from the same point as when the bullets

cut clean ro%md botes with the normal am-

munition and a dirty or clean and DRY
barrel. It was not possible to tip the paper or

bend it so that all of the bullet holes showed

.the bullets tipping in the same direction so

therefore I could safely conclude without

a particle of doubt tliat these bullets were

tipping, and most likely this tipping was the

cause of the very inacgurate shooting.

In all of this shooting the muzzle of the

rifle had probably not moved as much as a

tenth of an inch on an axis at right angles

to the line of fire. The rest was marked
and the barrel had a target paster pasted upon
it on its left side at the point where I wanted
the barrel to lie above the rest; so that it was
probably not moved more than one quarter

inch as a maximum error of movement on an
axis parallel to the line of fire.

The position of the shot from a DIRTY, or

fouled, and OILED barrel, using low velocity

cast bullet ammunition in this .25 calibre

rifle.

On the same day and on the same targets as

the above, five shots were fired from a dirty

barrel oiled with Winchester gun oil and five

from the barrel fouled and oiled with Three
in One oil. To be more definite, the barrel

was fouled by firing one shot through it, then

a very small rag, soaked in oil and squeezed

out, was run through the barrel until the

bore was just oily enough to moisten it.

The rag was not large enough to fill the

bore tightly enough to remove the fouling

except the very small amount that was
unavoidably so removed.

The five shots fired with the barrel in this

condition and oiled with Winchester gun oil

were all bulls. Four of them were in the

lower half of the bull. There was no apprec-

iable tipping. Clean cut holes measuring

0.24 inch.

The first five with Three in One, had four

bulls in the lower half of the bull and one just

0.04 inch out of the bull at 5 o'clock. Score

for the ten shots 99. Alfred Loetscher's

Schuetzen load for the .25-21 rifle.

This ended the work with an oily barrel

for this day. Incidentally it took all of one

late afternoon and evening to do this work and

to do it right. Cleaning and oiling the barrel

watching the light, light air movements or

slight mirage, all took time. The twelve

•power scope would show the least change

and the three power scope on the rifle attended

to the correct sighting as the bulls had white

GROUP No. 4. Fifteen shots from powder-fouled,

warm barrel, lightly oiled with Winchester gun oil.

Range 50 yards.

round 1 inch centers pasted over the ten ring

so that the cross hairs could be exactly cen-

tered.

The next day, after getting on the target

I made six straight bulls with my Schuetzen

powder load for this rifle and shooting a

dirty dry rifle and concluded the rifle was

correctly sighted as the shots centered the

bull, and was ready to begin.

Putting up a new target I fired ten shots

with the barrel dirty and oiled slightly ifor

each shot with Three-in-One Oil for each shot.

The first nine shots were all bulls (1 inch bull)

GROUP No. 5.: Ten shots on an R inch bull at 300
yards by Samuel Durbarow. shootiue a .30—1906
Springfield rifle, military sights, bore badly rusted, then
cleaned and bullets coated with Mobilubricant, group
7 inch X 6 inch Witnessed by C. S. Landis.
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and the tenth shot was a nine, J4 inch above

the bull. Score 99.

Dirty shooting, with the bore slightly oiled

with Three in One oil, therefore gave 13 bulls

out of 15 shots or a score of 148 out of a pos-

sible 150. One inch bull, 50 yards.

I then tried the same thing with Winches-

ter gun oil in the barrel. This oil is thicker

than Three in One oil and less liable to dry

oujt of a barrel.

The first two shots were good bulls but

then I flinched two shots very badly and

started over again. This is where a machine

rest comes in.

This time the first six shots were all bulls,

followed by a nine at ten o'clock. This

shot was held just as well as the others. The
scope and white bull show up bum holding

immediately. The eighth shot was also a

bull.

At tliis moment a gang of crows started

a terrific commotion up oser the hill back of

the range and I grabbed 4 shells and started

up the hill. I never could stand it to hear

a crow yell. —I soon saw that I had business

up there that needed attention as the flock

of dozens of crows had treed an immense

hawk and were mauling him. The first shot

killed the hawk, the other three killed two

of the crows, I paced them out as 68, 65, and

70 paces. Fair shooting on varmints at

unknown ranges. Shows the advantage of an

accurate rifle and load and of knowing your

sighting exactly.

A half hour or so later when I got back to

the range I found that the setting sun had

caused the light to change so much that the

rifle was grouping off the bull so I had to

take the other two shots that I had fired on

the first spring. This made a score of 99.

Total for the fifteen shots with Winchester

gun oil of 14 bulls and one nine. Score 149

out of 150. A grand total of 297 out of 300

for the 30 well held shots.

This is as good shooting as most hunters

will do with any kind of a rifle or sights

except some of thosle who do not measure

their ranges and have a poor memory.

I later found out that oiling the muzzle very

heavily right at the muzzle made the rifle

shoot on an average about two inches low

at 50 yards.

Effect of Winchester Gun Grease in the

barrel, on the location of the shot at the

target.

Five shots were fired with the barrel cleaned

anf then greased for each shot, and five with

the grease on top of the fouling, I could not

notice any appreciable difference in either

the position or the size of the groups using

the two methods. Nine of the shots gave

a 2.20 inch group, 1.3 inches to the right of

the center of the target. Seven of the nine

shots that hit the target were tipping. Three
shots hit the bull, the others being to the right.

For one shot I filled the muzzle about one

third full of grease, just a thin gob. The
grease was placed at eight o'clock in the

muzzle, looking from the breech to the muz-
zle, and the bullet struck the ground about

15 inches from the middle of the buU, also

off at 8 o'clock.

Generally speaking then, the bullet always

seemed to fly off on the side that held the

most grease or oil, especially when oiled or

greased al the muzzle.

General results with this .25-21 caliber

rifle, 26 inch no. 2 barrel.

1. That gun grease could not be left in

this barrel when hunting and still hit any-

thing.

2. That when the barrel was clean and
oiled, whether cold or hot, the rifle wao very

inaccurate with either of the two Schuetzen

loads, loads that had scored a possible of 500

points, and 496 out of 500, respectively on

the same bull at the same range, normal

dirty dry barrel shooting. That all of the

bullets fired under these circumstances tipped

very badly.

3. That this barrel. When dirty and oiled

very slightly, would shoot into its normal

group and shot with the very finest accuracy.

This is very peculiar.

The above conclusions only refer to this

one barrel. Whether they would be true in

any other, or all other barrels, I cannot say.

It took me two days careful work, plus some

evenings measuring up groups, etc., to

determine this much. However, these facts

undoubtedly were true concerning this barrel,

the most accurate barrel I have ever shot,

excepting one .22 calibre barrel, and I had no

chance to examine the loading of the .22-

cartridges so thought I had better use the .25

cahbre barrel.

High power rifles and greased bullets,

greased bores, etc.,

I have fired, and have been present at the

firing, of thousands of rounds from Spring-

field rifles that have had the bullets coated

with Mobilubricant and other heavy grease*

and am sure that this grease adds to the

accuracy of fire certainly prevents the greater

part of the inevitable metal fouhng, and may
to a small extent, cut down the amount of

erosion, of this I have my doubts. One

can keep the barrel of a rifle shooting a cart-
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ridge like the .30 1916, greased wth Mobilu-

bricant and shoot into the normal group at

any range up to 600 yards. This group may
be slightly higher or lower than the normal

dry bullet group but why keep a record of a

dry bullet group when the greased bullets

are so much preferable.

Many high power rifles, in fact nearly

all of them, will change their grouping as they

heat up, especially in rapid fire shooting.

Most of them will shoot lower. I have been

in rifle pits when hundreds of shots struck

the target in rapid fire and have seen many
rifles that would, at 200 yards, drop their

bullets down an almost vertical line at the

rate of about 1 to 2 inches per shot, for ten

fhots. I own a Springfield that vnU always,

or nearly always, need to have 25 to 50 yards

less elevation at 500 yards about the 4th or

5th shot. This gun will climb slightly. I

have seen one that would climb clear out of a

20 inch bull at 200 yards in a ten shot score,

getting out at one o'clock.

Krag rifles, having longer thin barrels are

still worse and will sometimes shoot almost

two feet lower at 200 yards when heated up.

I have seen this so often that there is no
guess work about it and this fact of high

power rifles shooting LOW when they heat

up has given this high shooting with oil in the

barrel idea a fine boost. The fact is that the

average barrel will shoot high on the first shot

whether it is dry or oily and not because of

the oil but because it is STRAIGHT and not

CROOKED as it is when it is hot. This may
be due also to expansion of the bore, expan-

sion of the barrel in the bands, and several

other causes.

So far as I can see there is no reason to

suppose that a bullet started in life by a

chamber pressure of 8000 to 20,000 lbs

per square inch would perform the same
antics as a bullet started with a chamber of

50,000 to 55.000 lbs. per square inch. The
one is comparable to driving a spike into a

knot with the aid of a tack hammer, the other

with the crushing blow of a sixteen pound
sledge on the same spike.

The same amount of grease or oil that

would have a large effect on the chamber
pressure, barrel time, and muzzle flip, of a .22

short would not be a flea bite to a bullet

coming out of a Ross or a Springfield.

Experimental work of this kind is very

interesting, takes time, work, patience and
some httle ability. There is no reason to

expect that any one man, regardless of his

ability, time and outfit, for performing such

experiments, can find out everything about
all kinds of rifles, loads, oils, greases, com-
binations and effects that may be obtained in

an experimental manner. For any one man to

say that oil or grease does or does not effect

any and all rifles, loads, bores in one definite

manner, etc., is as illogical as to expect the

same efl'ect to result from the dropping of

a drop of ammonia into the eye of a baby as

when it is dropped on the case-hardened back
of arhinocerous.

Every careful experiment of this nature adds

its mite to the knowledge of the riflemen of a

nation.

THE BOY'S FIRST RIFLE
ASHLEY A. HAINES

The really satisfactory boy's rifle, in the

writer's opinion, does not exist—that is to

say, a rifle that is satisfactory in all respects.

It's true that there are several rifles on the

market, and have been for years, intended

for boys' use principally, which, when com-
pared to the rifles many of us had to use when
boys, it must be admitted, are very superior

little shooting irons. And when we consider

the close grouping these little rifles are cap-

able of making when properly handled and
used with the best makes of ammunition,
and the fact that many find them invaluable

for small game shooting under many con-

ditions, it's then we feel a bit like committing

a crime when criticizing them adversely at

any point. If the boys of ten or twelve
years of age thirty-five years ago could have
owned a .22 bolt action Winchester, a Stevens
Favorite, a single shot Savage, or Remington
No 4, do you for a moment imagine they
would have been able to have found fault

with any of such little guns in any way?

—

especially if they had previously been forced

to use a soft iron Flobert with its fault of

permitting shells to burst and powder burn-
ing the shooter far too often. Can we imag-
ine any of them findinj fault with any of our
present little siagle-shot rifles generally

found in the hands of boys, if the boys of the
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time of which I refer to had been compelled to

use a 10-gauge shot-gun of just under 12

pounds for small game shooting? And just

such a shooting iron was the burden borne by

ye scribe when a youngster when in pursuit

of the ferocious cotton-tail and jack-rabbiU

Can anyone wonder that when remembering

that heavy gun, at times we have a bad

attack of that "tired feeling" we hear so

though the improved rifles I have in mind
would be worth much more than they would
likely sell for.

The nearest approach to the really satis-

factory boys' rifle, if I remember aright, was
offered in the Stevens Favorite and Reming-
ton No. 4. Later came the Winchester and
Savage bolt action rifles of .22 calibres.

From their first appearance all of these little

THE SAVAGE RIFLE

much about? Or.that some of us continue to

fall in love more and more each day with

the light-weight rifles which were not avail-

able when we were boys?

But what is wrong with the light-weight

single-shot rifles (for this article, remember,
will deal with such rifles only, of the present

time? Before attempting an answer, permit

me to say that in addition to possessing

accuracy far beyond anything of similar

weight and calibres of say 35 years ago, the

little rifles of the present time—most of them

at least—under most conditions, especially

if half-way cared for, will be found very

rehable little arms. And for the prices at

which they are sold many of them might be

said to be well made, well finished rifles of

the miniature type. But—my opinion, please

note, excellent as is the accuracy possessed

by many of them, and reliable as many oi

them have often proved to have been, there

is i)lenty of room for improvement and

while the boys' rifle I would have made and

placed on the market would naturally cost

more than the ones generally found in the

hands of boys at the present lime, this in-

creased cost should not amount to much

rifles became immensely popular and, as I

happen to know,'' their use was not entirely

confined to the boys as many men found

them pretty nearly what they had been

looking for for small game shooting under

many conditions where a full grown , rifle

could noL conveniently be carried. I might

say right here that I, myself, have killed all

the small game that was coming to me with all

of the little arms I have mentioned and will

be in good fighting humor if any one says a

word against them. (Being a privileged sort

of character myself I am not barred from

making remarks. of a fault-finding nature, so

here goes).

As a ruje, I don't and never did, fancy a

gun designed for a large cartridge and then

smaller calibres made on the same frames. As

an example we might briefly mention the

single action Colt revolver originally design-

ed for the .45 calibre cartridge, the side arm

and ammunition for many years having been

in use in the U.S. Army. The foundation for

that particular cartridge was right also for

some of the other large cartridges later

adapted to the old Colt among which might

be mentioned the famous Winchester .44-40;
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but when they made this same arm, and on

the same frame, remember, for the .32-20

Winchester rifle cartridge, and even went

so far as to supply it on the same frame for the

.22 short and long rim-fire cartridges, can any-

one w'ondcr at the many complaints from

revolver shooters at being offered such arms

so unnecessarily heavy? For, keep in mind,

the smaller the caliber in this model the

heavier the arm due to the increased metal

in both barrel and cylinder.

As another example, let us refer to the

Winchester single shot, lever action rifle,

without doubt the very best single shot

rifle within reach. The frame was designed

to accommodate cartridges as large as .50

calibre, the most powerful, I believe, being

the old.50-90 Sharps with its 473-grains

paper-patched bullet. The frame for that

or similar cartridges with practically the

same head diameter, was exactly as it should

have been as the frame was proportioned

correctly for such cartridges. But how
many, do you suppose, complained not a

little at the unnecessary weight found in say

the .32-40 and .38-55 calibres when supplied

with the No. 3, or heaNier barrels, on the

frame designed for the .50 calibres? Do
you think for a moment that there were not

many who, when in the hunting field at least,

failed not to see where that same action could

have been reduced considerably and a rifle

supplied for the.32-40 and .38-55 cartridges

much hghter and for hunting purposes, in

everj' way the superior to the heavier one

offered them by the makers? Just one more

illustration though many others might be

given. This will refer to the elegant httle

Model 1892 Winchester. I can remember

well when, soon after the appearance of the

1886 Winchester, I sincerely thought I'd

never want any other gun for ordinary

hunting if the Winchester people would only

bring out an arm like their 1886 but for the

1873 model cartridges. It seemed like a

long wait—something Like six years—and when
the 1892 model finally appeared we,

at that time, admitted that the makers had

pretty near hit the limit for light weight for

the .44-40 and .38-40 calibers but some of us

were not entirely convinced that they had

produced the right gun when making the .32-

20 on the heavier frame designed for the .44-

40 calibre. Many of us could easily see

from the first—in fact before the gun appeared
—^where it would have been easily possible

to have made a similar action, but on a small-

er frame, for the .32-20 cartridge in which

the rifle in this size would have weighed

a couple of pounds less. It's possible, of

course, to carry this light weight scheme too

far, but for hunting purposes—at least in

many instances—the light weight rifles, to

me, seem ideal.

But I had intended writing of single-shot

rifles, and light-weijght ones, suitable for
^

boys' use, and while the 1892 Winchester

repeater will be the gun the boy will want
after graduating from the light-weight single

shot, we will forget about it for the present

and stick to our text,^ And before wander-
ing further from- the main trail, I might again

refer to this matter of building too many
calibres on the same frame for, as I remember
it, I mentioned previously that, as a rule, I

did not fancy the scheme. As many differ

as to the best sizes for boys' use, but as the

calibres generally used include the ordinary

.22 rim-fires, the .25 R.F. and the .25-20

single shot cartridges, I am going to suggest

that our ideal boys' rifle be built on a frame
properly proportioned for the .25-20 cart-

ridges and the smaller sizes made on the

same frame. The weight for any of the

several sizes I should suggest for the boys'

first rifle would be around five pounds.

From this it will be seen this thing of making
the .22 calibres on the .25 frame will not

produce an arm either in bulk or weight that

any would object to.

Now I want to go back to the light weight

rifles now generally used by boys—-that is

single-shot rifles which practically all will

agree, I believe, should be the type of action

first placed in the boy's hands. It is my opin-

ion that it will be far better for him to become
thoroughly familiar with the single-shot of

suitable cahbre and weight before he is

introduced to the repeaters and automatics.

I am aware that some are started in w^th the

repeaters and but few come to grief; also that

some accidents do occur when the single-

shots are the ones placed in their hands, but

it would seem best, everything considered, if

the boy's first rifle should be a single- shot,

so we wall consider this type, but mentioning

as we pass, that it would be impressed on the

boy's mind the fact that even a diminutive .22

short is not a toy (Many men would do well

to keep this in mind as well) but is a danger-

ous little weapon which will drop even a four-

year old steer stone dead if the bullet is

directed properly towards the brain. There-

fore a few words of caution for the boy with-

out experience is always in order and, if

handed him in the right spirit, can never be

other than of benefit.
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A few words concerning the Stevens fav-

orite: In outline, if not inspected too closely,

this is a beautiful little rifle, but better

material should be used in frame and in some
of the parts while the fitting of fore-arm and
butt-stock, as well as some of the parts,

should be better. Chambering of some of

the cheap Stevens is too loose permitting

shells to burst which is not at all as it should

be. Accuracy in the great majority of cases

is excellent. The gun being a hammer one

appeals strongly to me for a boy's ride but

shape of hammer could be improved by
adopting the same shape spur as used on the

1892 Winchester repeater. Also the Favor-

ite hammer isn't hung just right, I have
always thought.

At the beginning, it seems to cock easy

enough but gets harder as it is drawn back,

then when just a Uttle past centre, has a

tendency to come back to full-cock with a

sort of jump after which it has to be lowered

somewhat before it comes to rest in the

hammer notch. My opinion is that it should

be arranged to be held almost in its rear-most

position as I never did like a hammer that

after being drawn fully back, required lower-

ing before it would rest in the hammer notch.

One could mention' some models by almost

all prominent makers with this fault among
them being some Marlins, the '95 model

Winchester and a few others. Such models

as the 1886 and 1892 Winchesters, however,

to me, seem perfect in this respect while the

hammer-spurs to these guns seem so nearly

the ideal that they would suit me perfectly

if applied to all hammer rifles. Better fitting

of the parts, better material, with some

slight changes in some minor respects, and

the Stevens Favorite would be almost the

ideal boys' rifle.

The Remington No. 4. This might be

referred to as "The last of the Remington

RolUng Blocks," as it has the famous old

Remington rolling block action but in reduced

form and, as has been intimated, was one of

the first rifles anywhere nearly approaching

the perfect boys' gun placed on the American

market. For the price at which it has sold, it

is an excellent little gun for boys' use but it is

capable of refinement in many respects, such

as fore-arm and better fitting of same to the

metal parts, closer fitting of some of the.

parts of the mechanism, better sights, etc., all

of which would add somewhat to the cost but

in my opinion, there are plenty who would be

willing to pay the extra charge to obtain the

suggested improvements.

The Winchester bolt action .22"s: The
first .22 calibres of this type placed on the

American market and little guns that becamp
immensely popular from their first appearance.
At first made chambered for .22 short and
long cartridges: now ' chambered for the

short, long and extra-long shells. Weights:
three pounds for the 1902 and four pounds for

the 1901 models. Shot with best ammunition
are capable of almost unbelievable small

groups. With the 1901 model, my favorite for

a boy's rifle, shooting the Winchester smoke-
less, greaseless cartridges, the writer, from
rest, at 25 yards, has, with open sights, made
ten-shots, groups that would strike a dime.
Other groups have been made so small that

one wonders how such, accurate shooting

little arms can be sold so cheaply. It is my
honest opinion that there are no rifles made or

-sold at the same prices, as well finished or

better fitted, or that have belter material

(barrels excepted) than these little bolt-

action Winchesters. I have never seen one
with a poorly rifled barrel, or one ' poorly

chambered, nor one of dozens which I have
shot (both models) that would not make good,

close groups; but the material in the barrel, I

have always thought, could be improved
though this is not intimating the barrels sup-

plied on these guns are not durable for it is

my belief they will last for tens of thousands

of shots if given proper care. Without sugges-

ting an entirely new form of action I should say

these little arms would be considerably

Improved if bolt-handle were made to turn

down closely at side of stock and with a

bolt-knob at least twic3 the size of the ones

used and provided with rebounding locks

which always left the sear resting in a good,

strong safety notch.

The Savage .22 bolt action single shot: An
excellent little rifle somewhat similar to the

little Winchesters just briefly referred to.

Barrels seem of better material than the .22

Winchesters mentioned but do not fancy the

automatic cocking of the arm when same is

to be in the hands of a boy. The bolt handle

turning down by side of the stock is as it

should be and is an attractive featur? lacking

in the Winchesters, but the bolt knob to the

Savage is far too small—twice to three times

as large would be far better. The shooting

of these little guns is equal to any in their

class.

Now for some remarks applicable to all the

little arms so far referred to. Each and

every one of them, I bcheve, can be improved

as regards their ejecting of cartridges. When
in good condition, and used in warm weather,
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there will be practically no trouble from

shells extracting with diiTiculty as any of

these arms are now made. But if the lubri-

cated cartridges are used, which the majority

of us prefer, the empty shells often have to be

removed by hand after the extractor has

withdrawn them to the limit of its travel. I

know that some of the arms we have been

considering are supposed to withdraw the

shells entirely from the chamber, but there

will be trouble at times, especially on cold

days when using the lubricated .22 rim fires in

any of the arms under discussion. In the

bolt actions we have mentioned, all, with the

longer cartridges, will be found rather more
difficult to load cartridges into the chambers

than will be the case with the Remington and
Stevens Favorite. I know that it is sup-

posed only to be necessan,' to drop the cart-

ridge in front of the bolt when it will be

forced into the chamber by the forward travel

of the bolt, but in practice this doesn't seem

to work out satisfactorily. Seems to me an

arrangement could easily be worked out that

would act as a guide for the cartridges when
dropped in the frame which would enable the

bolt to insert the shells with certainty as it

was forced home. They're cheap guns

—

boys' guns, if you like—I know, but excellent

little arms fot the money and each deserving

of the improvement suggested. And then

there is another thing of importance that

should be attended to and I have often won-

dered whj' some crank hasn't registered a

kick long before this: Why hasn't a cover

been provided for these rifles to cover up the

unsightly opening in the frame? Still, with

such an undesirable feature existing in many
of the most expensive bolt-action repeaters, it

might be unreasonable to expect any attention

to be paid to the boys' rifle of three to four

pounds weight and usually sold at about a

dollar a pound.

Now I shall make a few additional remarks

concerning the Stevens Favorite, the Stevens

Model No. 44 and 44J^. In all of these

models the hammers are hung to the frames

and, to a certain extent, at least this has been

my experience, the hammer spurs are some-

what in the way when inserting the cart-

ridges in the chambers. It has always

seemed to me that the designer of these

actions came very near producing the perfect

single-shot actions, but not quite for, to suit

some of us, the hammers should have dropped

through the frame when action was opened

as in the old Ballards and later Winchester

single-shots. The Winchester single shot

(lever action, of course, is here referred to)

has the strength of the Sharps and the desir-

able dropping down of the hammer of the

Ballard when action is opened, but the

Ballard has features, desirable ones too, not

found in either the Winchester or the Sharps,

and that is the fact that practically all of

the mechanism is contained within the breech

block. Now if I were designing the ideal

single shot lever action for boys' use—yes, or

the single shot action for any one's use,—it

would be with the best features of the old

Sharps, Winchester single-shot and Ballard

incorporated. To secure these desirable Ye-

sults, the frame would be somewhat like the

Ballard but fitted with a breech-block in

which both Ballard and Sharps features

would be prominently noticeable. The ham-
mer would drop down with the breech-block

and the entire mechanism be contained

within the block with the exception of thje

extractor which would be arranged to throw

the fired shell clear of the gun with absolute

certainty. The action would be arranged to

withdraw firing-pin as action was opened and
hammer would be left at half-cock as action

was closed, but to secure this feature (desire-

able in a boy's rifle) I would not employ any
hammer-fly which, in one of our single-shots

if action is nearly opened and then closed, the

hammer will be left at full cock, but would
have arranged so the hammer would be left

in the desired position with unerring certainty.

But notice that to secure this desirable re-

sult, the firing-pin would be withdrawn
which would mean the link would act on the

firing pin and nol on the hammer. In the

former case the link withdraws the firing-pin

and the firmg pin withdraws the hammer.
This is as it should be. Where thejiamm.er is

withdrawn it is possible for the firing-pin to

become wedged fast due to rust, dirt, etc.,

having been allowed to accumulate and the

prospect, while remote, is always po^ssible

of said wedged-fast firing-pin causing a pre-

mature explosion and this we don't desire in

our boys' first, last or anj' other rifle. Then;-

fore we uhall insist on an action in which the

firing-pin is withdrawn and held back until

the action is fully closed when we will feel

always safe in recommending that rifle to

any one, boy or man, that may ask our opin-

ion.

Such an action as I have briefly described,

would be my preference for a boy's rifle. The
same action on a larger scale but arranged

to leave hammer at full-cock would be my
ideal for a fufl grown rifle. But the rage for

things of the bolt-action type leads me to

offer a few suggestions for a boy's rifle of this
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typ^ that have always seemed of importance

to me but whjich inventors have apparently

overlooked. A dozen dlfTerent ways of lock-

ing the bolts suggest themselves and desirable

points can be seen in both the turn-bolt and

straighf-puU actions. In straight-pull ac-

tions, however. I am not considering one in

which the bolt turns to unlock and lock as

there are several ways in which the bolt

may be securely locked without turning and

ths action be of the straight-pull type. But

if any manufacturer should seriously think of

bringing out a bolt-action single-shot rifle

that may be calculated to better suit the re-

quirements of the particular boy ..hooter.5,

let me suggest that he keep in mind the fol-

lowing points all of which I believe of con-

siderable importance r Whether straight-pull

or turn-bolt, have action abundantly strong

for the largest cartridges to be adapted to it

which I should suggest being the .2.5-20 single

shot. This size would suit the boy who
might have someone at hand interested

sufficiently in his welfare to instruct him in

the art of loading his own cartridges. Espec-

ially would this size appeal to the boy who
might live in a good game country and want

something for game shooting somewhat more

powerful than the less powerful rim-fires

which have been mentioned. For those de-

siring such calibres the same frame would

anbwer without the expense of producing a

special frame for each calibre. The weight of

all calibres would be practically the same, say

about five pounds. Let the lock be rebound-

ing, as has been suggested heretofore, and a

cocking-place with a well knurled head as a

preventive against slipping when cocking.

Let the action be provided with a bolt that

would, fill in perfectly the frame when closed

or with a mortise cover answering the same

purpose. In this action, design a frame run-

ning back to the rear as far as possible which

will provide a proper place for equipping

with a suitable peep sight. Of all the rifles

brought out, the majority of designers seemed

to ignore this important point entirely. As a

consequence fte have rifles which are fitted

with receiver peep sights located farther from

the eye than many like, or tang peep sights

close enough to the eye but more or less in

the way for readily gripping the wrist of the

stock.

Now a few remarks applicable to both

types of rifle that have been suggested: Let

the barrels be shaped like the modern mili-

tary barrels only, of course, reduced in size to

correspond to the size of the cartridges t,o be

used in them and the length to be about 21

inches. If a boy again, and of the same
opinion as at present, I'd stipulate a rifle

butt but this would never answer the present

demands which loudly call for something of

the shot-gun type though such a butt-plate on

a rifle always seemed out of place in my eyes.

In view of tite above I shall therefore suggest

a shot-gun butt-stock but hollowed out

considerably more than the usual butt of this

type. It should be of steel and sharply and
deeply checked as a preventive against slip-

ping.

The calibres which should be supplied for

our boy's first rifle should include the follow-

ing: .22 short, .22 long Rifle, .22 Winchester

Special, .25 Stevens Rim Fire and the .25-20

single-shot centre fire. Any boy who would
not be satisfied with some one of the calibers

mentioned should be presented with a 12-

pound 10-gauge shot gun and compelled to

use it until satisfied something lighter was
better.

Since writing the above I have taken the

trouble to look up the matter of accuracy

secured with the 1904 Winchester .22 and find

one 50-shot target in which all 50 shots can all

but be covered with a 50-cent piece. An-
other 50-shot target which a 50-cent piece will

cover or touch all 50 shots. Several 10-shot

groups a dime will cover or touch and one

ten-shot group entirely enclosed by a circle

j^ inches in diameter. These targets were

all made with the 1904 Winchester single-shot

bolt-action .22 caliber rifle using Winchester

smokeless, greaseless .22 long cartridges.

Shooting was from rest with open sights at

25 yards. The fact that this work was done
with the long [not long rifle) cartridge should

be kept in mind. In mentioning the above-

mentioned work to a correspondent, a rifle-

man of world-wide fame, he, in commenting
on .22 calibre ammunition, stated, among
other things, that the ordifiary .22 long was
absolutely unreliable due to its extreme inac-

curacy and wound up his remarks by stating

that he had not fired the ordinary long .22 in

over 19 years! Believe me that took my
breath away! Evidently he overlooked the

fact that the .22 long might have beeh some-

what improved in the 19 years in which he

had shot none of them. From the experience

related above, don't get the impression that I

prefer the long to the long-ride. I merely

mention the reslilts I happened to secure with

thenL The targets mentioned were shown

in OutdQor Life several years ago but unfor-

tunately the smallest group was shown some-

what over-size though how the mistake

occurred I am unable to explain. I do know.
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Good Care Doubles 'The Life

of Gun or Rifle
You insure your life, your home, your automobile. You "pel"
your car—j'ou oil it, clean it, polish it. Why not give the same
careful attention to your gun, rifle and revolver? It will pay you
well. A clean gun shoots better and a gun that is properly cleaned,
oiled and cared for never wears out. Why let a gun rust out or lose

its efficiency through carelessness? Marble's famous gun tools
should be owned by every man w-ho owns a gun or rifle. They're
quality tools that do their work well and will las( a life-time. Ilere
are a few of the most needed itcp'.-.

Marble's Nitro-

Splvent Oil

Cleans, polishes and preserses.

Dissolves residue of all black
and smokeless powders, includ-

ing cordite. Pronounced by
Experts as the best gun oil on
the market. Slops corrosion

)y neutralizing acids. 2 oz.

bottle 25 els. 6 oz. can 55 cts.

By mail, 10c additional.

Marble's Anti-Rust Ropes
Too few guii owners know the value of Ihise ropes.
They are worLh their weigfu in gold to any gun owner.
Ropes are soH'.ed with Marble's Nitro-So'vent Oil and
drawn through bore of gun. Prevents rust, keeps out dust,
one oiling witi last for years. Keeps bore of gun in
perfect condition. Should be used whenever gun is idle
or if gun is left over niqht without cleaning. State
calibre or bore when ordering.

For Shotgun or Rifle 55 cents
For Revolver 25 cents

Marble's Jointed Rifle Rod
Brass with steel joints. Can't wobble, bend or break.
Stronger, more convenient than a one-piece rod. Swivel in
end section prevents joints from unscrewing when in bar-
rel. Gives whirling movement that cleans thoroughly. Wood
handle. Each rod complete in cloth bag. For all sporting
and military rifles. 26. 28. 30. 34 and 36 in. lengths. All cali-
bres .22 to .50. State calibre and length of barrel when
ordering. Sl.U).

Shipped direct tf no dealer is convenient or if your dealer refuses to
supply you. Send for complete catalog of 60 Outing Specialties.

581 DELTA AVE., GLADSTONE,

Marble's Rifle Cleaner
Used by thousands of world-famed sportsmen who
know and use only good equipment Made of
softest brass gnuze waslicrson a spirally bent spring-
tempered steel wire. Follows the twist, reaching
every angle of the bore, speedily removing all lead,
copper, rust and powder residue. All calD^res—for
riiles and revolvers. State c;ilibrc. Sf^c.

FOR SALE BY ALL SPORTING GOODS DEALERS

MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO.
MICH.

"We Stand
back of

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the 'ront fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact,by everybody. Sold
by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA
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however, that a friend ana I very carejully

measured the targets before they were sent in

and that the small one mentioned could just

be covered with a ^ inch circle—some group

for a five-dollar rifle, open sights at 25 yards

and with the inaccurate (?) .22 long cartridge!

The work above mentioned was turned out

about seven or eight years ago, the rifle used

being chambered for the short and long cart-

ridges. It isn't likely this model rifle now
being made but which is chambered for the

short, long and extra-long cartridges would
show as close groups with the long cartridge as

the one I used. The new rifles, I should ex-

pect to show best accuracy with extra-long

cartridges of Winchester make.

RAPID FIRE RIFLE SHOOTING AT
SMALL GAME

E. H. DOREY.

I have just finished reading Rod & Gun
for June before mailing it to a chum of mine
who will be very glad to get it. He is 'over

there' and always liked to read it when here so

I feel sure that he will appreciate it more
than ever now.

It has been some time since I have written

"Guns & Ammunition," in fact I don't think

I have written since Mr. Geikie left, but one
or two things you said in this last magazine
gave me the 'hunch' to write.

I have always enjoyed reading any of your
'stuff', having read a good deal of it before

you became editor of Guns & Ammunition
section of Rod and Gun, for there always
seemed to me to be a lot of information I was
looking for in it. Like any other real "bug" I

sure do like to read the \dews of others, for

very often they will drop some information

that may be just what one needs. And I

have always admired articles by you, perhaps
because your statements on rifle shooting so

very often bore out experiences of my own.
The thing I am writing now to find out is

why so many critics speak against the em-
ployment of the 'twenty-two' for small game
shooting. I have noticed many times in an
article by this or that shooter that they are

almost unanimous on this point. Why? Is

it because the difference between 'hits' and
'kills' as represented by 'cripples' is greater

proportionally in the use of the rifle than in

the use of the shot gun? This is the only

answer that I can see to it although my own
experience does not appear to bear this out.

Perhaps I had better tell you a little of my
'qualifications' before going ahead and giving

my ideas of the thing, for I don't wish you
to think that I am not open to conviction.

As to any little skill I have, it is easily

and quickly told. I have averaged 84 on a

long string of Standard American targets-

shooting from rest, and using Remington
Model 12 and Savage 1911 repeaters, equipped
with Lyman Peep and Lyman Ivory and Ly-
man Peep and Watson front respectively.

Of course this is only an average, some very
good groups being made, and also some
pretty rotten ones, but they represent the

average score on a given target over a MEAS-
URED range.

I say measured with some emphasis.
Some years ago, wishing to try out what a

new .22 would do at the long distances, I shot
a couple of strings in company with a chum
of mine on an 8 inch 200 yard S.A. centre.

We thought we were 200 yards from it, and
managing to get a pretty gopd score on it, got

enthusiastic, and opined that it must be 225
or perhaps more. We were absolutely honest

in this and to this day I show the score in my
'dope-book' as having been made at 220 yards
although I have also filled in the correct dis-

tance in red ink. Well! I guess we both
thought we had "done something," I know
I did,—and it would have been too if that

pesky distance had been right. I should

tell you that the range on this occasion was
through an open bush with trees every little

way and consequently hard to judge distance

on. And as it was under watyi", we could

not step it.

A few weeks later, having purchased a

tape, I said, "Pre, I'm going to measure that

long range we shot on, cause if it''s anything

like as good shooting as we think it is I want
to know the exact distance to a foot." "O.

K." he agreed, and as the water was now off

this trip of woods, we went and measured it.

Would you believe it, that darn range dwindl-

ed down from 225 yards to a hundred and
thirty nine! We looked at eaclj other, said
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'AEGER
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS

HAVE A DISTINCTIVE STYLE
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exclusive dainty patterns, Jaeger Shirts have all the
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Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, Engfland
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"Damn" once and I said, "Never again."

Me for the tape from this out" and he said

"Me too," and beheve me, from that day on,

I DO know how far I shoot, (if it's on targets).

And so, when I hear someone telling about a

William Tell shot they pulled off, I look

at them kindly and ask gently "Did it look

that far, or did you measure it, and if so,

how?"
Well, to get along, I said t shot for an

average of 84 on S.A. at 23 yards, measured
and you know of course what a hard thing it

is to hold most of your shots into the "inch"

at 75 feet measured! Especially when you
throw in all your 'bum ones' and can not

always pick your range nor rest, nor light

nor atmospherical conditions.

With the revolver, my shooting has been
confined to three arms—a Colt P.P.T. 22
inch barrel, a Colt 45 New Service, and a

Colt 41 Army Special.

My score over thousands of shots with the

.22 was 77 on measured ranges, and with the

big ones 68; (this all on S.A. targets). The
best revolver shooting I ever did was in a

streak when I put seven consecutive into the

8 inch bull at 50 yards and found they were
4 lO's and 3 9's for a SJ^ inch group. Of
course you will understand this was the only

one of its kind, although I have had a few

pretty good runs "in the black."

Now, what started me on this outbreak

was your statement that you use a rifle on
small game.

I have been using a .22 on rabbit and squir-

rel for several years, shooting with success

often alongside a shotgun, and I sometimes
wonder why the critics say that small game
shouldn't be shot with a rifle.

Perhaps I should tell you, that any skill

I have with a rifle is rather along the speed

and snap-shot lines than at deliberate target

practice of which I have not had as much as I

would wish. But I can lay a rille down,
(particularly my .22 automatic Remington
which I like for this work) and take^ bottle

the size of a beer bottle or whisky ilask and
throw it upward and away from me (not

tossing it) and then stoop and pick up the

rifle, throw off the sSfe, sight and break the

bottle when it starts on its descent. I don't

mean that I can do this every time, but often

enough so I can win a lot of bets if anyone

wants to bet I can't. I have also emptied

the Remington 12 and the Winchester 90

twenty-two rifles of sixteen shots in from

four to five seconds by the stop watch and

aimed them well enough for them all to land

on a 10 inch disc swinging like a pendulum

through a 12 foot arc at a speed of one swing

across in one second and a quarter. I'm not

telling you this to crow, for I don't expect you
to print this bible, but tell you because I can
tell from your writing that you do love the

old rifle game.

1 might also say that«J had the good for-

tune to win a Remington No. 12 in Detroit sev-

eral years ago in a shooting galler>' in a sort

of "free-for-all" match, a dollar for fifty

shots off hand at thirty feet shooting on a

quarter inch spot. My score was 47 fives

and the rest fours, and as I remember it the

neare.5t competitor was 45.

While we're on this part of it, let me say

that that old Remington shot about fifty

thousand rounds by the count, and would
still shoot consistently into an inch at 75 feet

when 1 sold it, as I proved to the prospective

buyer to his entire satisfaction before he
would buy it. The answer is, of course, as

you know far better than 1, a simple matter
of CARE, never neglecting for an hour
longer than necessary tv'ie cleaning of it when
you come in from shooting.

1 now own a Savage Repeater, and have
little fault if any to lind with it, although I

consider the action of the old Remington 12

as having them all backed off the map for

simplicity. In this connection I might also

say that 1 owned one of the high power 32

Remingtons Trombone action for a couple

of years, and it would work O.K. to beat the

band. You will know, of course that much
of a beginner's trouble with the trombone
action comes from not giving the little for-

ward snap of the wrist that comes from much
practice with this model. 1 have seen many a

boy pumping away on a good repeater and
having an awful time merely because he did

not snap the action forward so that the

breech block would lock.

I'm afraid my tendency to ramble away
from the main point will get me 'in bad' with

you. I started out to tell you about snap

shooting practice. How is it that to many
who are fairly proficient with a Vide the

getting away of the first shot quicldy is a

closed book? You know that many very

good target shots show to a great disadvan-
,

tage in the woods because they cannot aim

that first shot inside of a second.

One of my favorite 'stunts' is to stand with

rifle at hip, and have somebody throw up a

piece of coal or other object, and thetx to hit

it on the way up. I have empted a rifie in 4

seconds by the stop watch at exceptional

trj's and landed eight shots in a two inch bull
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Pleasure, Plus Absolute Safety
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—
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of the moving target described before. I

would like to know out of curiosity what a
professional can do in this line. Of course

I know that there is no sense anyone shooting

faster than they can accurately aim, but the

fact that a person can land eight out of six-

teen in a two inch circle travelling nine feet

a second and still average four shots to the

second makes me curious to know what a

good shot can do in this direction. I have
also made seven bulls out of sixteen shots in

five seconds by a stop watch on the same tar-

get stationary from the hip, and of course

you know that no matter how poorly the

German soldiers are reported as shooting

from the hip at the first of the war, that a

good rifleman is likely to come doggone
close to the mark provided it isn't too hard

and do it from the hip with the rifle too.

However, there goes that digression again

that I can't seem to get away from. ' To
return to the shooting of small game, I find

from reference to my dope-book that in

1914 when I kept a record of every shot fired

that I shot 132 times to kill 39 squirrels

which were hit 64 times, and that I lost only

twa cripples so far as I know, the remainder

of the shots having missed. I might say that

this season was my best shooting and that the

132 shots take in a good many strings of shots

and also of course includes some clean kills

with one shot. This may seem like a lot

of misses with a rifle, but you will know of

course that it makes a difl'erence when you
take in all your bad shots and when you
include any strings of shots loosed at a squirrel

to keep from making a den hole or tree. If

the information is of any vallue to you I

might say that 31 of these squirrels were black

or crossed and the other 8 gray^ Thought
you might 'ike to know as squirrel vary so

much in thisres'pect in different localities.

I find on further reference to my record

that only 12 out of the 39 were shot when they
were still, or "froze" the rest being plugged as

they were cutting, and if I remember right

the running shots were the ones that required

more than one hit to kill.

I have also shot a good many rabbits with

the rifle (running, I mean, of coursb), although

there can be no question that a shotgun is

the thing for them if you are out after the

meat. But to me there is a great deal more
satisfaction in getting three or four or five

in a day's tramp with a rifle than there is in

getting eight or ten with a shotgun, or forty

with a ferret!

I once shot four rabbits running for four

straight kills inside of fifteen minutes, but

never duplicated this, although I have missed
four in a string running more than once
I guess.

From my experience in shooting squirrel and
rabbit with the twenty-two, I have formed
the decision that if you have time to pick

your target (when it is not a snapshot) the

one best bet is about an inch back cif the

shoulder. The shot to guard against, as in

all game shooting I suppose, is the shot

ftirther back than the first third of the body.
I have shot both squirrel and rabbit with a

revolver, times when I Jiappcned to be out
for the tramp and had no rifle with me, and
have been lucky in that I have never shot at

game with a revolver that I have not either

missed or killed %vith the first shot. I have
never had to come home feeling bad about a

cripple. I have a chum, now 'over there,'

who is also an ardent rifle and revolver 'bug',

and he was a very clever field shot before

I made his acquaintance. But the many ad-

vantages of the .22 for small game in this

part of the country completely reformed him
and after he had been teaming with me for a

little he sold his shotgun and got a .22. And
believe me he got so he could use it.too. His
opinion on the matter of cripples was that

there were less with the use of the rifle than
with a shotgun. Certain it is that there have
been very few cripples got away from his

or my rifle and of course where we were
together we helped each other out in this

matter whenever possible.

Perhaps this is accounted for by the fact

that we always were using either repeating

rifles or else automatics, and a fast shot can

get a good many chances at a squirrel while

he is negotiating even one or two limbs if

he is shooting an automatic.

I use a Colt .22 a great deal for shooting

frogs. (Perhaps you do not like frog's legs,

but for me there is nothing sweeter than a

good mess of them rolled in bread crumbs and

the white of a|i egg and then fried in butter).

However, unlosS you can hit a ten cent piece

eight times out of ten at twelve feet the Colt

should not be used, for contrary to the popu-

lar idea that a frog will drop over if hit by an

air rifle anywhere between toes and nose, he

needs to be shot in a spot about the size of a

dime beginning at the back of the head or

neck. At least I've shot a good many hun-

dreds of them, I might almost say thousands

and that's my idea of it.

Now, I hate to cripple anything and no\l

get it, about as bad as anyone, I reckon; but

so far, I have been pretty well satisfied with

my performance with a rifle as far as the
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matter of cripples go., and wish you'<< lei

me know your own ideas on this.

I have laid down a .22 automatic (whirh^Has

a good deal more 'kick' to it at close range

than the more accurate long rifle) when
within fifty or maybe forty yards of a chuck
and lay and watched him through the field

glasses, sooner than take a chance on being

able to plant a .22 within an inch and a half

circle where it would need to be for a clean kill

with that weapon.

And I don't know but what I got as much
fun out of it at that! My regular rifle on
chucks is a Marlin 32-20 \\'ith Watson rear

aperture and Watson front and I have shot

dozens of them and only had one cripple

that I know of so far. It was not shot with
the 32-20 but was stalked and shot with a

Colt automatic 25 at about fifteen or twenty
yards, and managed to slump down the hole

although he was coughing and bleeding

badly and I feel sure that he died pretty

quickly. But I have alwaj's felt sorry that

I shot him, or rather, sorry that I did not
get him. The chucks shot witli the 32-20

always died out in plain sight as though
struck by hghtning Or, if they were in the

hole with just the head out as they so often

are, they died right on the spot and couldn't

kick themselves around the 'elbow' of the hole.

They were all shot from about two inches

back of the shoulder forward into the head.

The heart shot with a 32-20 seems to do a

perfect job. One should be very careful

to keep close around the shoulders or head
when shooting these little fellows, I think, for

it would certainly seem a shame to have one
drag himself in with a bullet through the hind

quarters. As far as I know I have had
absolutely no cripples of this sort any way.

My best work with this rifle was a seven

shot 2}4 inch group at 03 yards measured,

shooting prone with a muzzle rest. I of course

like everyone else who shoots much have
pulled off an occasional "hell-devil" of a shot

that should probably never be told about

because we rarely tell of the really horrible

rotten shots that most of us occasionally pull

olT. I know I do. anyway. I miss one every

once in a while that I should be able to make
with the rifle upside down, shots that I

could better a dozen times, over with a Coll,

although I am no shot with either arm as

rqal shooting goes. Still, as I say, most of my
rifle shooting has been done with an eye for

every bit of speed that I could possibly crowd

into the shooting, governed only by the basis

that one hit is worth a thousand misses and

that speed is absolutely no use to you unless

you are landing most of your shots.

Don't misunderstand me. I think that

speed should be subservient to accuracy in all

cases. But when one has attained a fair

degree oiT accuracy, say good enough sb that

he Can liil four out of five matclu's off hand
at thirty feet, then it is O.K. for him to go

ahead and see what he can do in the way of a

fast first or follow-up shot. I think if some
of the critics were able to throw a tin can
or a bag of sawdust on the ice at forty or

fifty yards and then stand with an auto-

matic and follow it around the pond, hitting

it most every lime before it has quit slipping

or spinning that they would find less cripples

getting away from them in the use of the rifle

on small game. All this of course takes

thousands of shots, but if, one can scare up
the money, I don't know of a much nicer way
than to put it into ammunition.
One of my own pet dreams, that may never

come true has been to get the Colt 22 auto-

matic and sail in on snapshooting with the

pistol, something I have done practically

nothing at.

Well, Mr. Landis, if you've got this far

you have certainly had your patience with

you, but I know that you've got that, for

he who goes into the woods for squirrel must
learn that. In this part of the country it

behooves a man to get about every squirrel

he can get his eyes on if he wants anything to

show at sundown, for they arc scarce, and

many people will tell you there are none.

But if you take a couple of hours to work one

single strip of timber,, as my chum and I do,

and listen, listen, listen for the scurry of their

feet, for their chatter and bark, and even the

sounds of their cutting through the limbs, and

have plenty of patience, you will p;;obably

be rewarded by the sight of squirrels that you

would never see in the world if you walked

through the woods as they do in some other

localities where there are plenty of squirrel.

And try hard to spot the Great Horned Owl

as he sits in the beeches in the late summer
and in the autumn. And if you can gel him^^

by hook or crook, forget your squirrels for

the time being and get him. It will pay you,

for with every Great Horncil Owl you get

you will save many a black or grey probably.

And then tf it is your own locality where

you know most every tree as my chum and I

do now, why be careful and not clean them out.

Leave some of them for "seed" as we say.

We know the den trees, and we take care

and protect what squirrels we do not take,

and try and use discretion in the matter of
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shooling,them. And so, every year we are

able to get a few squirrels in a certain locality

where more than one person gravelj' assures

us there are no squirrels. And shoot every

red that you gel a crack at, no matter what
period of the year, for there seems to be no

doubt that the red squirrel is an enemy of the

blacks and greys.

At least, my chum and I have always given

credit for having squirrel in the locality that I

spoke of to the fact that we have tried hard
to keep the reds and the big owls down, and
also to the fact that we have both deliberately

passed up a shot more than out" on >ome of

the 'old ones' in this trip.

One thing morf, it took nv ni.niy a thou-
sand shots and a rifle barrolt before I fully

admitted that Whelen, yourself and others
were right about the smokeless.

They are such a clean little shell that it

tempts one to buy them, for you can dump
them loose in a pocket without them getting

all gummy. But I'm through. I order my
shells by the ten thousand, and I always order
Lesmok. I shoot U.M.C's myself, though
I think U. S., W. and Peters are just as good.
I have used some of them all.

I use nitro-solvent or ammonia, or soap
and water for a first cleaner, and then when
the barrel looks perfect, I go after it in earn-

est and stay with it, until I satisfy myself
that it is as good as it looks. Then I put
some good sperm oil through it, or if I don't

intend to use it again for some time, some
heavier dope—-A & F. paste is what I use

now.

I want to thank you as a reader for the

splendid stuff written by Mr. Haine?. I do
enjoy reading his ^tuff. And I feel sure that

he is as you say a better revolver shot than
most of the much tooted 'gun-men', although

doubtless a great many of them were bona-
fide all right and could do marvelous work,
especially when it came to rapid work 'by the

feel.' The ad re the McGivern boys of

Montana in the back of the Ideal catalogue,

giving their wonderful records, I suppose

there is no doubt as to their authenticity?

Would soiUfe "dope" like tli'at not work up an
excellent article on rapid stuff, and can't

you arrange it? I feel sure that hundreds of

your readers never saw this information, and

would refuse to ci'edit some of the performance

of these professionals unless they were given

as authentic in Sbme bona fide article by

someone like your^lf. Mr. Geikie wanted

me at different times to write an article of a

tlioiisand words giving some of my exper-

iences, views, etc., along shooting lines, but

I'll bet if he could read this that he would
say "Thank God" that he never got it.

However, there is no need for you to print

this: it would take up a lot of good space, and
if you can just let me know any way you see

fit a little of your ideas on c/ippling, rifle

versus shotgun, I would appreciate it. I

sure do boost for Rod^ and Gun, for I am
proud that we have a Canadian magazine
that can sit up with them.

And I want to thank you for procuring that

ai-ficle on sniping. I read every word with

;hi' greatest inucrest, for I believe with you
that a lot more of us will be "over there"

before this war is over, and it is the duty of

every rifleman to get all the dope on such
things that he can. The articlja in question

to my notion couldn't have been better. It

was just what we wanted, and e.'ctremely well

written. The writer seemed to know just

what was wanted and put it down in just the

proper way.

It has just occurred to me from my remem-
brance of various articles written by you that

your uJe of a rifle on squirrel may not refer

to a .22 at all but to fine reloads in a high

power rifle and thai your ideas will be wholly

at variance with my own in the matter of

shooting at squirrel and rabbit "on the jump."

However as my honest opinion is included in

the letter it makes no difference as to that.

Give me your own opinion irrespective of how
it clashes with mine.— If I had a telescope

and equipment for reloading as you have plus

your skill, I am not sure that I would play the

game just as you do.—Although even at that

I occasionally pull olf a very good shot on
squirrels that are "frozen" too. However
let's have youir views. I'll be glad to know
them no matter what they etfp.

Editor's Note—The above article by Mr.

Dorey is very inte;r(esting in many ways. It

is d o u b ly interesting to me because

about ten or twelve years ago I used to do

a great deal of squirrel hunting in company
with my brother. We both used. 22 repeaters

and killed quite a good many running,

hitting them from one to live or six times

and missing our respective shares and some-

times several other peoples' shares as well.

It was a great life, while it lasted. However,

in time I got the idea that it was a good plan

to begin to plan for the "one shot one squir-

rel" idea and the idea grew until in time I

fell for the heavy single shots, the scope

sights and the hand loads and sometimes for
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several days the "one shot one squirrel" idea

worked 100 per cent of the time. Then other

times; well why talk about these other times,

at any rate we had a good time both ways.

I am sure that the [percentage of kills Mr.
Dorey spoke of is very good, many times we
did worse, Sbmetimes we did better, but at

any rate froVn what I know of the game he

does very well with this kind of a percentage

remembering that one poor day will knock
the spots off several weeks of good average

shooting when it comes to making t>p a

season's average. The best I ever did was
16 straight kills. The worst was to kill the

first shot of the season and then score clean

misses for the rest of the year. As I said

before it was a great life while it lasted but
chestnut blight came along and then things

sort of died down in this line as the squirrels

left for fairer shores Speaking of frog's legs

is taking unfair advantage of a man who
lives in a state that has game laws like we
have.

I never saw the McGiverns shoot, have not
seen any of the fancy ariel shots except the

Topperweins and Annie Oakley. Never cared

much for this. Preferred shooting the "balls"

ofl the tops of buttonwood trees s\vaying in a

high \\4hd, sparrows by the hundreds, (I

have shot several thousands in practice)

walnuts, etc., for real practice for squirrel

shooting.

REVOLVER TALK
By M. G. 0.

-Your pathetic wail in the June issue for

more Guns and Ammunition talk in the

fishing season is responsible for these remarks.

Nearly everyone is interested to a certain

extent in this Dept., even if they will not

come out and write. (Fact that they don't

write was responsible for said "Wail." Ed.)

There are one or two points that I have had
on my mind for a good many years. One
is that in nearly every issue there is at least

one inquiry for a good all around revolver for

general use on small game, tin cans, targets

and a possible deer. This looks like a pretty

big order but from personal experience 1 can

strongly recommend the .38 Special, Smith
& Wesson in six inch barrel and fitted with

target sights.

For some three or four years one travelled

in my holster in all sorts of country, and
weather, and never came to any harm. This

load will kill a deer when properly held, at

reasonable distances. It kills grouse cleanly

and does not muss up the meat, even when
shot through the body or brea^. Undoubtedly

the square nosed bulllet would be the ideal

deer getter.

When this cartridge was in its infancy a

friend of mine had always used for yaars the

.32-41 Smith & Wesson single action with

inch barrel and target sights, and killed sev-

eral deer, and an occasional bear with it. He
also used the midrange and gallery loads for

sm;ill game and general practice.

fiither the Colt Ofl'icers model or the Smith

& Wesson Military & Police models with

target sights, _is heavy enough to handle
easily, and is yet not too heavy to carry com-
fortably in a holster on the hip or in a shoul-

der holster. They are both accurate and
pleasant to shoot and are comparatively
cheap to sho|ot, if shootijig at all can be called

cheap these days>

Personally, I have always found any other

gun in .38 frames too light in weight and
withoiit the necessary hand filling grip for

an> thing like even moderate shooting.

Then there is another old favorite that

one never hears of at all these days, the .22

rim fire in a .45 frame, Cojt single action.

This is quite a man's si^e gun. In spite of

tlie weight it is a very handy weapon in 7}^
inch length for rabbits and other small game.
For three or four shots the extra weight seems

to steady the hand at deliberate practice.

There can be no doubt about the shakes at

the end of a long hold for six shots at the

target.

In spite of its age my old .22 long riile still

gives a very good account of itself, and is

easy to hold up at long range, as the dis-

tance between sights is so short that you

can get onto allowing the extra length of

foresight. .Just at present old age had put

this old warrior into the hospital for repairs, it

being necessary to add a new trigger notch

to the hammer. A light pull is an absolute

necessity with the six gun to my mind.

There is one more wrinkle that has finally

burst forth into writing. Many people like

the' single action, but not the old fashioned
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large cocking spur on the peacemaker. Some
years ago I got a .44-40 Bisley model single

action. The grip was an abortion. The
hammer is a good shape for one acc'usfomed

to using the New Service and other models

that cock with the tip of the thumb.

The solution is simple. Take the grips off

the two guns, super-impose one on the other

on a sheet of paper", d^aw outlines, and split the

the dilTerence. Figures one, two and three

I have neither by mc as I write but no doubt

the editor can find means to supply the draw-

ing if necessary.

In this way you can carry the Bisley to the

rear, giving a more fulsome grip, shorten

its ungainly length, and have the hollow

filled in just under the hammer, whereby

you get a higher grip on the stocks. Try it

and see. A Sheard foresight completed the

changes, after the pull had been cut to 2i^

lbs. This was then some gun. If I were

buying another six shooter my choice wo.ild

be between the Colts Officers model with

6 inch barrel, and one of these converted

Bisley Models in .3S Special or .44-40.

To those going to France, who do not like

the service revolver or pistol, get a gun

whose ammunition is sufficiently accurate

and powerful to stop a man. The first is the

main con^deration. A pistol is generally

used at a mark when in billets, or for rat

hunting. Sometimes whiie on patrol but not

really often at close quarters. There the

rifle and bayonet or the bomb nearly always

do the work. •
Any Imllet with a fiat n6se cannot be pur-

chased in England. This included the .44-40

and the .43 Colt to my special knowledge.

Hence the .44-40 special Bisley with special

grip is still "somewhere in France" unable

to obtain ammunition so left the gun with the

natives as a curiosity to save weight in the

kit.

For crawling in "no man's land a gun must
be sure fire in spite of mud and dirt of all

kinds and hang well for you do not get much
to shoot at owing to lack of light and then you
have to be fast if you do fire. It pays to get

your man quickly, too. In daylight a re-

volvfer is generally used at a few feet. Any-
thing that is sure fire and of sufficient calibre

is all that is needed. A good bomb is gener-

ally safer, but you may have to use a gun at

very close quarters so get a really handy one

that will always go off and wifi do the work
with a single cartridge.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

Is the .250-3000 Savage rifle better than the

.30-30 for Moose hunting? How do these

two rifles compare? Is it strong enough for

moose and elk? Also for bear shooting?

Is the solid frame rifle more accurate than

the takedown rifle? Will the 250-3000

Savage shoot accurately with pee^) sights?

Which of the two following rifles are the

quicker shooting and a^;ting rifleSf the Newton
or the Savage?

What do numbers of different calibres

mean? for example .30-30, .25-20, .250-

3000, etc.?

D. M. Romich,

Andrew. Alta.

Reply—I would consider the .250-3000

Savage better than the .30-30 for any kind

of hunting. It is usually more accurate, has a

considerably flatter trajectory with light

recoil and therefore anyone would expect to

make more and better placed hits with it

than with a .30-30

Undoubtedly many moose, elk and bear.

could and would be killed with a .250-3000

but many people would prefer a cartridge

handling a heavier bullet to give better

penetration, especially on shots from the

rear. Cartridges of this type, like the .256

Newton, .30-1906 Springfield with a 180
grain bullet, 7MM and 8MM Mausers, etc.,

would be preferable.

There are still many men who prefer the

rifles shooting the blunt point bullets like

the .30 Springfield with the 220 grain bullet

the .35 and .405 Winchesters, model 1895,

and others of that style of ammunition.
The .250-3000 Savage is undoubtedly

accurate with Lyman peep sights. The
solid frame rifle is more accurate than a

takedown rifle, and will not vary the sight-

ing to such an extent as will a takedown
rifle.

Nearly all men will shoot a lever action

rifle, like a Savage, faster than they will

shoot a bolt action rifle tike the Newton. This

is because very few men, excepting those with

military experience, are familiar with the use

of bolt action rifles. The Newton can be
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shot as fast ACCURATELY as one can
recover from its recoil, this means of course

in the hands of a man accustomod to shoot-

ing a bolt action rifle.

The .30-30 rifle is a .30 calibre rifle whose
shell capacity is supposed to be 30 grains of

black pov^der. It is a misleading term as

this shell is not loaded with black powder
and its smokeless charge is not 30 grains.

The .25-20 shell has a powder capacity

of 17 to 21 grains of black powder, smokeless

etjuivalent of which is 7 to 9 grains. It is

25 calibre. The .250-3000 Savage is a .25.

calibre shell, the 3000 meaning the velocity

of the bullet in feet per second at the muzzle
of the rifle when loaded to the origi;n^l ma.xi-

mum charge.

Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammuuilion Depl.

I recently purchased a Savage .32 caliber

1907 model automatic pistol but, due to

the fact that I am in the U.S. Navy have had
no chance to try the gun. Will you kindly

answer the followiiVg questions that I may
have a better idea as to the merits of the gun.

Is the above mentioned gun as accurate as

a .32 Smjith &- Wesson revolver? Is it as

efleclive and efficient as the .35 cal.«Smith &
Wesi^n automatic?

WoSuld you advise a Savage automatic as a

light side arm on a trap line?

Could a person be as sure of his Savage

automatic in a tight place as a Smith &
Wesspn or Colt revolver?

Thanking you in advance.

Kenneth Hallock.

U.S.N.

Reply.—Your Savage automatic would be

as accurate as a .32 Smith & Wesso(n pocket

revolver but noi as accurate as a .32 heavy
frame target revolver when sjhot by the

average siiot, or practically any shot.

It is practically the same style of weapon as

the .35 Smith & Wesson pocket automatic

viz., a light easily carried pocket automatic

of low power.

I would not advise this Savage automatic as a

side arm on a trap line unless it was all you
could obtain. I would not advise the use

of any automatic on a tr^p line cvccept the

.22 Colt. A pocket automatic is too hard

to shoot accurately for the average man to

kill small game with. The weapon was not

designed for that purpose.

I believe that the Savage automatic pistol

is as reliable as any .32 automatic pistol in a

tight corner but if I knew I were going into

a tight corner you can be very certain I

would not depend upon any light ..32 calibre

pocket automatic pistol to get me out of it.

Under such circumstances, I would depend
upon the regulation military rifle to the last

cartridge, then the hardest hitting^revolver

I could obtain to its last cartridge and to the

good fast strategic retreat for the balance.

Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

How soon are we going to get a chance at

Major Townsend Whelen's book on the

rifle?

What is the proportion of soda (baking or

washing) to water to bring shell cases out

clean and bright and what is the generally

adopted procedure.

Where can one procure slides for the

Springfield sight with di,flerent sized aper-

tures?

Where can one procure a micrometer sight

adjuster for the Springfield and what do they

cost?

If you were going to get a .250-3000 Savage
rifle, for what distance would you set the

sights for Penna. big game hunting.

Will scrubbing with Whelen's metal fouling

solution do the skme work as filling the barrel

and letting it stand? One thing I know is

that scrubbing with ammonia uses up entire-

ly too much time, labor and patches, to say

nothing of the ammonia. Seems as though

most of the fellows scrub their Springfield

barrels whether they lubricate the bullets

or not. Do they get results.?

What are the specifications of the new
Government telescope sight and how is it

progressing?

What is the accuracy of the .25-20 smoke-

less factory load and what is the accuracy of

carefully handloaded?
G. M. Ores.

Penna.

Replfi.—Major Townsend Whelen's new

rifle book should be on the market before this

is in print, or about August 1st, The price will

be about S5.00. Knowing what I do of

Major Whelen; of his experimental work for 15

years, of his standing as America's most well

known rifleman: I am certain that American

rifleman are in for the finest book on the' rille

in existence possibly excepting "The bullet's

flight from powder to target" by the late Dr.

F."\V. Mann. Thtis book will likely be more
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practical and les.s expcrieental than the book

by Dr. Mann.
The proportion of soda to water seems to

make little difference. I just drop in enough

to make it white or cloudy. This will make
the shells dark ins'tead of bright, especially

if they are boiled but it will certainly clean

them. To make the shells bright use a

solution of a teaspoon or two of Hydrochloric

acid (HCL) in a pint of water. Dip the

shells in the acid solution for a few moments
then rinse them in clear warm water. Major
Whelen used to use a combination of two

solutions for this purpiose but as they are

expensive at present, costing likely more than

even a large batch of shells would be worth,

and as the solutions would get weak before

long, it is not worth looking up to print

at presfent. Frankly, cleaning shells for a

high power rifle is a waste of time at any rate

so why bother with it?

Possibly you could still obtain extra

slides for the Springfield rear sight from P. J.

O'Hare, 33 Bruce St., Newark. N.J. He uped

to carry them. If not, most likely Thomas
Martin, Dorchester, Mass, could and would be

glad to make them foi- you.

The Ideal Micrometfer can be obtained from
O'Hare for $1.M. He has two other styles

at $3.50 and 13.75. The highest priced one

being by far the better of the lot.

If I were sighting a .250-3000 Savage for

Penna. hunting I would sight it for 150

yards. The sighting for 200 yards would then

be practically flat. I do not like a rifle to

shoot high. I would rather have it shoot low,

and for that reason do not like to sight a rifle

for the longest possible range, as on long

shots, especially quartering shots, one has a

great deal more time to aim than on fast

quartering shots at short range. The per-

centage of snap shots will be much higher at

the short ranges and on long range shots few-

people can do accurate snap shooting it

being a case where a few seconds spent in

getting into the right position means results

where a hurried snap shot means a miss

This battle sight sighting proposition never

appealed to me even a little bit. There is

but one practical snap shooting aiming

position, the one where the sights are held

right on the mark.
Scrubbing with Whelen's metal fouling

solution MIGHT remove a full grown case

of metel fouling from the Springheld, pro-

vided you began young in life and had
plenty of spare time to devote to this form
of amusement. It will remove the powder
fouling and acid residue, alsl? slight amounts
of nickel fouling but for a very evident case

of the real thing I prefer to plug the breech

with an empty shell corked by a rubber

cork, stick a steel cleaning i^ofl down the bar-

rel onto the obrk after having placed a small

section of rulDber hose oVer the muzzle, fill

the barrel and rubber hotee full of t'hp solu-

tion and allow the Gold Dust twins to do
the wo!rk for you. It will take them about
twenty minutes.

In doing this have your y^leaning patches

already c^it and as soon as the ammo'nia

solution, empty shell, etc., are removed from

the barrel, dry it out IMMEDIATELY.
The first two or three rags will need to be

smaller than the others otherwise your

cleaning rod will stick and that barrel will

rust almost shut if you cannot get it dried

out.

A short time ago I had a case of meta'

fouling in my Springfield that took two
cleanings with Hoppe's No. 9, and two with

the Whelen metal fouling solution to get it

all out and yet in spite of the condition of

this barrel before cleaning it put

on a score of 47 at 600 yards. It only

took 110 shots to put in that

shape too. Such is war time ammunition.

The new Government rifle telescope is a

Winchester scope of between two and a half

and three power, with a very wide clear

field, achromatic lenses, and is mounted for

snipers' use on a Lee Enfield with Winchester

match barrel with short fore end. It has

been pronounced the greatest combination

in existence for killing "meat" on deliberate

shots. If they had added five pounds more
barrel and action, the accuracy of fire from
all kinds of positions without changing the

sighting would have been just doubled.

The .25-20 smokeless factory load, lead

bullet should be good for about 1 1^2 to 2 inch

groups at 50 yards while the rille is new.

With the metal cased bullcl.s, 1 to IJ^ inches

with the low velocity load. With hand
loaded ammunition M to 1 J^ inches, with an
average of about 1 to 1 }^ inches at 50 yards.

Editor.



EDITORIAL COMMENTS
Following the meeting of the American

Fisheries Society in New York the next annual
meeting of the International Association of

Game and Fish Commissioners will be held

there on Thursday and Friday, September,
12th and 13th. In view of the great impor-

tance of conservation work as affecting the

food supply it is urged that the coming meet-
ing is of special import at this time. Plans
have been made for an interesting program
and the committee on local arrangements, of

which John B. Burnham, New York City, is

Chairman, is arranging for an attractive

program of entertainment.

At the last annual meeting, which was held

in St. Paul, the scope of the association was
enlarged to cover all of North America, the

name and by-laws of the organization being

changed so that the Dominion of Canada
and the Canadian Provinces now have an
equal standing in the association with the

United States Government and the States of

the Union. Membership in the association

is composed of olTirials engaged in game and
fish conservation work. More and more are

Canadians and Americans being drawn to-

gether in work that is of mutual interest and
advantage to their respective countries.

The first successful attempt to get system-
atic statistics as to the losses suffered by
Canada through forest fires is embodied in a

bulletin recently issued by the Forestry

Branch of the Department of the Interior

under the cation "Forest Fires in Canada

1914-1.5-ltj." This bulletin gives the danger
sea:>ons and the causes of fires, and shows how
fires may be successfully combatted and the

loss in the area equipped and patrolled re-

duced to a minimum. The publication of

these statistics should prove of great value by
arousing the attention of Canadians to the

evil of helping our national enemies by allow-

ing firco to destroy the wealth that is more or

less vital to our successful prosecution of the

war. Application to the Director of Forestry,

Ottawa, will bring a free copy of this publica-

tion.

Robert H. Davis, Editor-in-Chief of the *
Munsey Magazine Corporation of New York
City, famed angler and the bosom friend of

every literary man in the U.S. and Canada,
says of the writings of Robert Page Lincoln:

"Here is a man who can write about the

world out-of-doors intelligently and in a

delightful manner. Mr. Lincoln has a rare

familiarity with everything that swims, and
flies, anl walks. He is a naturalist because

he loves Nature. Among all angling writers

on this side of the water none have studied

the subject with greater care than he. That,

in my opinion, fits him to handle the subject

with authority. Aside from all this Lincoln

knows how to write and what to write."

Some of the sul)jects on which Mr. Lincoln

will write for subsequent issues of this maga-
zine are: "The Tuna" The Swashbuckler of

the Sea; in our October issue; "The \ikings"
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October number; "On Making Skis," Decern.-

her issue; "A Bait Casting Outfit," November
issue; "On Making Snowslioes." All these

articles will be specially illustrated by Mr. F.

V. Williams.

We are specially anxious that the young

sons of Rod and Gun fathers shall take an

interest in our Rod and Gun Mechanics de-

partment, which is off to a good start. Some
of the Boy Scouts should be able to send '.is in

some kinks for this section of the magazine.

Don't forget to read this department, boys,

from month to month and send on your sug-

gestions. You will find in this section many
ideas for the sort of things for which you have

often longed. The sort of things that appear

in this department are just the things a man
or a boy can make in the out of doors with

a minimum of tools and at a minimum of

expense. Our artist, in his outline of covers

for the year 1919, has in mind sevferal that

will make a special appeal to boys, and to the

fathers of boys who prefer their sons to be

proficient in the manly sports that are asso-

ciated with the use of rod and gun.

The announcement that 50,000 cords of

hardwood would be taken out of Algonquin

Park this summer and fall to relieve the fuel

scarcity in old Ontario and that already 20,000

cords had been cut recalls the article in our

June issue contributed by Mr. Mark Robin-

son, an Algonquin Park ranger with head-

quarters at Mowat P. O. It will be remem-
bered that in this which by the way, was
received some time befor-^ publication A^r.

Robinson suggested this very thing and fur-

ther suggested that without depleting the

quantity to any extent three times the amount
of fur could be taken out of the Park each

year; and that in his opinion every member
of the staff should make an effort to assist

the superintendent of the park to bring the

resources of th;? park into full play, esp-cially

during this critical period in our history when
e\ery exertion is needed to win the war

An interesting experiment is being con-

ducted by the Canadian Department of

Fisheries, the United States Bureau of Fish-

eries and local fisheries authorities on the

Pacific coast. Adult sockeye salmon on their

way from the sea to fresh waters are being

marked with a metal button attached to the

upper part of the tail fm, as .shown in the

accojmpanying cut. The purpose of the

experiment is to secure information regarding

the time required for the sockeye salmon to

pass from the Strait of Fuca into the Fraser

River and on to the spawning grounds at the

head-waters of that river. A reward of

twenty-five cents has been offered for the

return of each button, with an accompanying
statement of the place, date and hotfr of

capture. The fish from which the button
is removed may be disposed of as usual. The
success of the experiment of course depends
upon the co-operation ol all fishermen, can-
nery employees and others interested in the

fishing industry on Puget Sound and Fraser
River. The tests will continue throughout
the fishing season, approximately between the

dates of July 20th and August 15th or 20th.

It is expected by this method,- which is an
old and well-proven one to determine how
long the fish must be protected so as to permit
them to escape to the spawning beds on the

Fraser and its tributaries. The outer traps

on salmon banks are the first in W'ashington

waters to get the sockeyes and the point

where they will be recaptured on the Fraser

is the last that British Columbia fishermen

can fish.

There is a serious controversy between
Washington and British Columbia fishermen

over the length of time that is required for

this run and this year's experiments may be

used as a basis for fixing a closed season in the

fisheries treaty now being drafted by the two
governments. Washington fishermen pro-

posed that a half-closed season beginning

July 20 and extending to August 1 be es-

tablished in Washington and that a closed

season from July 25 to August B be fixed for

British Columbia. The Britishers contend
the closed season dates should be identical

on both sides of the fine, but it is believed

American and Canadian authorities have
rejected this idea.

A newspaper item to the effect that "owing
to food shortage the monks of St.Bernard
have been obliged to kill all but six of their

famous St. Bernard dogs" will j|ring genuine

sorrow to many. W'ho docs not recall the

picture of the big handsome dog who having
found a traveller lost in the whirling snow of

the Alpine pass is baying to attract the atten-

tion of his masters in order that the food and
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stimulant which he carries tied t) his neck
may be used to restore the exhausted traveller

to life and L ad to his ultimate rescue? Hap-
pily the breed of St. Bernards is not to be

wiped out, though the sacrifice of some of the

dogi through the sad necessities of war has

been decided upon.

BIRD LIFE IN NO MAN'S LAND
The extraordinary indifference of birds,

to the sounds of cannonading and the

phenomenon of wild life "carrying on"
in No Man's Land and in the trlenches is

testified to in an article contributed by
"Gunner" to The London Spectator.

"f remember one night in particular,"

the Writer say^. "The moon was shining

vividly bright, the Shattered tree trunks

looked faWtastic a-nd cast denSe dhadokvs

upon the gfbund, while at m^surfed intervrals

the guns bobmed out slowly replying to the

altr^e of the German guins. A ci-ested lark

^ng sweetly as if anticipating the dawn,
while a blackcap in the withered saplings

thai screened our gun pit trilled forth his

lay, punctuated by the bqbm ojf the guns
. beneath him. The elTect was very quaint,

as during each paug^e in thte gunfire the

blackcap s song echoed sweetly over the

shell-riven earth. A German shell, bet-

ter aimed than usual, scoVed a direct his

upon our gun, but the din of the explosion

apparently did not trouble the bird, for he
only fluttered away to the next sapling and
continued his Song.

"At another time, when billeted in a

chateau surrounded by extensive grounds
and an extremely green and smelly moat,
I listened to a nightingale, thrush and black-

bird piping for all they were worth, while

not a hundred yards away the German shells

were pounding to atoms some sheds and a

barn.

"Even in the trenches the birds do not

appear to trouble about the sounds of war,

and the wire entanglements of No Man's
Land are a happy hunting ground, and from
a bird's point of view an ideal place for nest-

building. Last year I found a blackbird's

nest in a tangled corner, while at another

corner a kestrel would perch and preen her

feathers, utterly regardless of the Hying bul-

lets and shells. At another place we were
much amused at nightly visits of a great

brown owl. He would perch on a stump
about 400 yards behind the front trench,

every now and then flitting about, seeking

prey, but would always return to his tree.

If snipers were busy he would reply to^^the

whiz of the bullet by calling loudly. He
never failed in this, yet the moan of a high

explosive would send him hurriedly from the

scene, only to return again when all was
quiet.

"One bird manoeuvre is rather surprising.

A cornpany of small birds—sparrows, chaff-

inches and other members of the same family-

maV be feeding quietly in the road or around

a barn, when suddenly they will fly uj) and
scatter at right angles. For a second or

two there is nothing to be heard, then the

sound of a shell comes fSintly. Now, what
instinct has taught the birds to dispferse and
fly in this way from the direct path of a shell?

In the early days of the war they were not

so wily, or perhaps their hearing was not

so acute, for sparrows would remain in the

ivy covering a house until the shell actually

exploded, then they would whirl out and

upward like so many pieces of shrapnel.

Other birds do not appear to have learned

to do this, for in an orchard that the Germans
were shelling the young swallows remained

perched on the branches until the trees fell.

Then they flew up and whirled about, actually

hawking for insects over the ruins of their

former roosting place. Yet the parent

swallows were most anxious over th? welfare

of their young brood, and kept them together

for a long time after they had left the nest.

It is a wonder that they have not learned the

danger that lies in the whine of an oncoming

shell.

Address of the author of "Trout Lore"

A subscriber asks for the address of Warren

Smith, author of "Trout Lore." [Mr. Smith's

address is Washburn, Wis.
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BIG GAME WAITING FOR YOU
Along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway. From Nova Scotia to British Columbia.

Here's the catalogue — Make your choice.

Nova Scotia.



ORGANIZATION OF ONTARIO SPORTSMEN AND
PROTECTION OF SPORT WITH ROD AND GUN

E. R. KERR

I have before me the following communica-
tion: "Do you consider it possible to organize

the sportsmen and good citizens of the Pro-
vince of Ontario and form an Association for

the preservation of our Natural Game and
Fish?" "Could we not exchange views upon
this subject and perhaps start something?"

In answer to the above question I wish to

say this, "If the sportsmen and good citizens

of all Ontario Counties are as enthusiastic,

and of the same type, as the sportsmen and
good citizens of Essex County, the complete
organization of Ontario can be accomplished."

I have every reason to believe that Essex
County sportsmen and citizens who do not
hunt or shoot, are in nowise superior to the
sportsmen or citizens of any other countv in

Ontario though Essex County took time by
the forelock and created an effective County
Protective organization. As a result of an
invitation by sportsmen 1o the good citizens

who do not hunt or shoot to affiliate in an
earnest and energetic movement to conserve
for posterity a rightful heritage in the wild
things of the wild places, Essex County has
been successful in the establishment of a Pro-
vincial Bird and Game Sanctuary of 3,200
acres in the vicinity of Kingsville, Ontario.
As a result of public sympathy for stringent

measures of protection on behalf of all birds

of economic importance and value to agricul-

ture the Federal Government has established
old and historic Poiht Pelee a Dominion Park
and Bird Sanctuar>'. On account of apprecia-
tion by good citizens who do not hunt or
shoot of the attitude and efforts of Essex
County sportsmen to accord to insect-destroy-

ing and rodent-eating birds absolute protec-
tion against slaughter and destruction, the
sportsmen are to be permjtted the privilege of

duck shooting on Point Pelee but only under
a shorter open season, daily bag-limit, three

days a week, and by special permit issued by
the Domihion Parks Branch of the Depart-
ment of the Interior.

The complete, organization of the sports-

men and good citizens of Ontario depends
entirely, I believe, on "County" organization.

When all counties in Ontario are thus organ-

ized the merging into an Ontario Organization

can be more easily and effectively attained.

The Essex County Wild Life Conservation

Association is now affiliated with the Ameri-
can Game Protective and Propagation As-
sociation. County and State organization is

now well under w-ay in the United States and
if Ontario, and Canada as a whole, will res-

olutely take hold of this important phase of the

situation the successful culmination of THE
NORTH AMERICAN GAME PROTECT
TIVE AND PROPAGATION ASSOCIA-
TION surely will result. Such a condition

would eventually usher in a better under-
standing between the two countries in regard

to migration and result in legislation ben-
eficial to all that can be attained in no other

way.

Each bounty in Ontario possesses a sports-

man or citizen sufficiently capable of organ-

ising the county.

Following is the Constitution and By-laws
of the Essex County Wild Life Conservation

Assoi iation, which may be used as a basis for

tht foundation of similar County Associations.

NAME.
This organization shall be known as "THE ESSEX

COUNTY WILD LIFE CONSERVATION AS-
SOCIATION," and shall consist of:-
NORTH and SOUTH ESSEX EXECUTIVES and .

SANCTUARY KINDRED ASSOCIATIONS.
OBJECTS.

1. To act as a voluntary auxiliary force to aid the
constituted authorities in the prosecution of of-
fences against the regulations on this subject.

2. The organized observation of the habits, propaga-
tion and seasons of all fish, game and birds, and
from the knowledge so obtained, the suggestion
to the authorities of the best regulations for their
preservation and increase.

3. To encourage the protection of the song, insectiv-
orous and other birds not classified as game or
predatory birds, and to educate the children,
especially boys, accordingly.

4. To oppose the sale or export of game and game
fishes at all times but to encourage a new food
supply through the establishment of game farms.

5. To take steps to endeavor to prove to residents
along our lakes, rivers and streams, and our for-
ests, fields and marshes, that^their financial inter-
ests are best served by the protection of fish and
game.

6. To cultivate more friendly relations afield among
sportsmen and the residents of the districts
where sport exists.

7. To produce a widespread sentiment looking to-
ward th(c continued preservation of those large
districts set aside as public domains, and where
possible, the still further extension of that system
as well as the establishment of small and num-
erous bird and game sanctuaries.

PLATFORM.
1. We stand for vigorous and impartial enforcement

of the game and fish laws.
2. We stand for federal control of migratory birds

and prohibition of spring shooting.
3. We stand for co-operation with stockmen and

other farmers in a vigorous and systematic cam-
paign against predatory birds and animals.

4. We stand for 100 or more Game Sanctuaries and
Game Farms for Ontario.

5. We stand for such an increase in game and_ fish

as will furnish legitimate sport for every citizen.
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a new source of food supply for the people as a
whole, and a new material source of wealth for

the Province of Ontario.
6. We are pledged individually and collectively to

observe the letter of the law and the spirit of

good sportsmanship and citizenship and to re-

port for prosecution in the name of the Associa-
tion any violations of the law that come to our
notice.

7. We are not in politics.

8. We stand behind every Game Warden who does
his duty, but decline to accept any Game Warden
who refuses to do his duty.

OUR AIM.
The Aim of this Association is to promote the con-

servation propagation and protection and lawful
enjoyment of innocent wild things. As the cone
Bcalifrs the seeds of the pine and fir trees, so may we
scatter the seeds of wisdom and understanding among
men to the tnd that every citizen may learn to nold the

lives of harmless wild creatures as a pubUc trust for

human good, against the abuse of which he stands
personally responsible. Be this not done, and that
quickly, U must forever vanish from the earth.

MEMBERSHIP.
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP.

^

I hereby apply for membership in the ESSEX
COUNTY WILD LIFE CONSEHVATION AS-
SOCIATION, and I agree, when elected a member, to

obe> the game laws of the Province, to encourage
others to do the same, and to endeavor to prevent
anyone from breaking them, and at all times to support
the objects and platform of the Association.

.
Signed

Address in full.

MEMBERSHIP OF KINDRED ASSOCIATIONS.
Any bird, game or fish kindred Association with a

membership of ten or over, may apply for membership
in this Association and become members of this As-
sociation by paying the annual fee,

HONORARY ADVISORY BOARD.
It shall be in the power of the Executive Committees

to elect an Honorary Advisory Board if deemed neces-

^^^^'
HONORARY MEMBERSHIP.

AH salar ied Game Wardens, Fishery Inspectors and
Overseers are eligible for elortion as Associate Members
without fees, but have not the right i.o vote.

All Ministers of the Gospel and School Trustees are
eligible for election as Associate Members without
payment of fees, and if so elected, have full rights as
members.

DUTIES OF SANCTUARY ASSOCIATIONS TO
HEADQUARTERS.

It shall be the duty of each Sanctuary Association to
send to Headquarters Secretary a complete libt of its

mcmb'*rs as soon after formation as possible, and at
least once a year thereafter.
W hen any action is taken by the Sanctuary Associa-

tion as to suggestions or recommendations for the pro-

tection of valuable bird and animal life, and destruction
of predatory hird and animal life, such suggestions or
recommendations shall be placed before Headquarters
for presentation to proper authorities.

DUTIES OF HEADQUARTERS AND ADVICE
OF SANCTUARY ASSOCIATIONS.

It shall be the duty of Headquarters to place all

suggestions or recommendations of Sanctuary Associa-
tions before Executive Committees for discussion.

DUTIES OF HEADQUARTERS AND LIST OF
MEMBERS.

Headquarters shall \^ithin the year of formation and
thereafter from time to time as deemed necessary,
cause to be printed and distributed (at cost as applied
for) complete list of the members of the whole Associa-
tion together with a list of Sanctuary Associations,
their oflicers and committees.

ASSISTANCE OF SANCTUARY ASSOCIATIONS
BY HEADQUARTERS.

Headquarters shall, when applied to by any Sanc-
tuary Association, give its advice, assistance, influence

or information, and interview or lay compla int with
the Government and report any infraction of the law,
neglect of duty of any olTirials, brought to its attention
by any Sanctuary Association.

Headquarters being continuouslv in communication
with the seats of Government, shall generally assist by
aU means in its power the objects named by the Sanc-
tuary Association when considered to be for the good
of the whole Association.

SUSPENSION AND EXPULSION OF MEMBER S.
It shall be within the power of each Executive come

mittee to suspend or expel from membership any
member whose •onduct shall have been proved, after
proper notification of the charge and opportunity for
defense, to have been of such a nature as to bring the
Association into disrepute, or to have been at variance
with the objects for which it is formed.

FEES AND HOW PAID,
The admission fee shall be $1.00 (or less in special

circumstances to be determined upon) which _
shall

be payable at the Annual Meeting of the Association,
or within two months thereafter.

OFFICERS. EXECUTIVE and SANCTUARY
ASSOCIATIONS.

Headquarters for Annual Meeting shall be the
MINEK FARM (Kingsvillc Game Reserve, Kinqsville
Ontario) or DOMINION PARK AND BIRD S/VNG-
TUARY (Point Pelee. Ontario) which shall be held
on the third Tuesday in January, February. March or
April. At such meeting one President, two or more
Vice-Presidents, a Secretary, a Treasurer, or a Sec-
retary-Treasurer, and two Executive Committees of
five or more members each shall be elected and it shall
be the duty of the members of Executive Committees
to take up such subjects as the study of different forms
of fish, game and birds, the observation of the breeding
season, the subject of artilicial hatching of lish and
breeding and rearing of game, and all other subjects
of ascientilic nature wihch may be of use to the Associa-
tion in guiding it and Sanctuary Associations in their ef-
forts at introducing the wisest legislation.

LEGAL COMMITTEE.
The Association or its Executive Committees may

elect Attorneys for North and South Essex to work in
conjunction with respective Executive Committees
and Sanctuary Associations who, with all officers and
executives shall constitute a legislative fish, bird and
game committee, whose duty it shall be to keep itself
Hiformed as to the law and legislation pertaining to the
protection of fish, birds and game', and the action of the
courts as to the enforcement of such laws and punish-
ment of violators thereof, and to obtain advisable
amendments or additions to the existing laws and tight
vicious repeal laws.

It shall ascertain and report as far as it may be able
to do so upon all violations of the laws for the protec-
tion of fish, birds, and game, with suggestions as to the
proper action to be laKexi by the Association, and it

shall aid as best it can the discovery and punishment
of offenders or violators of those laws. Members of
the legal profession on such committees are expected
to give their services gratuitiously, and where they act
for the Association, its Executive Committees or Sanc-
tuary Associations in bringing a prosecution indepen-
dent of the government, they will be expected to do so
without recompense further than their actual disburse-
ments.

DUTIES OF OFFICERS,
The duties of Officers of the Association shall be the

usual duties to be pertormed by officers of organiza-
tions of similar kind as recognised by common and
parliamentary law and practice, and during special
campaigning periods such campaign shall be conducted
in accordance with understanding or agreement of the
President and Secretary.
The Treasurer shall make reports of all moneys by

him received, shall pay out no money except for urgent
need such as postage, and all other accounts to be ap-
proved by the President or either Executive Committee
and his accounts shall be audited as is customary in
like organizations, and his moneys shall be kept, where
possible, in a chartered bank to the credit of the As-
sociation, or to his own credit as may be deemed advis-
able.

DUTIES OF MEMBERS.
It shall be the duty of each member of the Associa-

tion to enforce the laws of the land, where possible, for
the protection of fish, game and birds, and to assist in
securing the enactment of necessary laws for carrying
out the purpose of the Association, and each member
shall in letter and spirit live up to the agreement signed
by him on joining the Association.
COMPLAINTS RECEIVED BY ASSOCIATION.

When any complaints as to neglect of duty of any
government officials are made by its members,
such members must and shall place before
cither Executive Committee positive proof of such
neglect of duty and if evidence is sufficient of guilt,
representations shall be made by Headquarters to the
Game and Fisheries Department at Toronto, or to the
Dominion Parks Branch of the Department of the
Interior at Ottawa, for the dismissal from the service
of said officer and a new appointment made.
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GENERAL INFORMATION RECEIVED BY
ASSOCIATION.

Any information, experience, literature, newspaper
clippings or reports of independent legal prosecutions,
which might be of use to the Association generally if

filed with the Secretary shall be brought to the atten-
tion of the meetings.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND ADVICE OF
MEMBERS.

All recommendations and advice from members
touching the general welfare of the Association should

be directed to the Secretary who shall place same be-
fore meetings for discussion.
FILES FOR INFORMATION OF MEMBERS.
The Secretary shall keep on file for the use of the

whole Association all reports, recommendations, tech-
nical information, etc., etc., received from all sources.

AMENDMENTS.
All proposed alterations, amendments or additions

to this constitution must be submitted in writing at
the Annual Meeting, and may then be adopted by two -

thirds vote of all present.

It is our intention to make this Kennel Department bigger and better than ever; more
interesting and instructive to the owners of dogs and more interesting to breeders as an ad-
vertising medium. As Rod and Gun has a good circulation from coast to coast as well as in

many of the States, and reaches that class oi red-blooded sportsmen who admire agood dog,
breeders will find these pages particularly effective in disposing of their stock. List your
kennels in these columns and take advantage of this active market.

HELPFUL NOTES ON DOGS
THOMAS MUBERT HUTTON

(1). SYMPTOMS OF RABIES IN DOGS:
The symptoms of rabies are quite charac-

teristic, and may be divided into two types

—

(1) the furious, violent, or irritable, and

(2) the dumb or paralytic. They vary some-

what in each species, but as the disease in the

dog is the most important, it will receive

principal attention in this note.

Following the period of incubation of the

disease, which is usually between three weeks
and three months, there is first noticed in the

furious form of rabies a marked change in the

disposition of the animal, which should at

once arouse Suspicion. An affectionate dog
may become morose and depressed, while a

snapping, treacherous animal may become
cowardly or affectionate. This is known as

the stage of development, and is followed in a

day or two by an irresistable tendency to

roam. If prevented the dog will fight or

bite at the restraint or at anything that inter-

feres with his freedom. This roving may
occur from one to three days, during which

time he travels aimlessly in a nervous and

irritable condition. His instinctive methods
of defense are nearly always highly developed

or exaggerated, but he seldom wilfully attacks

persons or other animals without provocation.

When he returns, if not destroyed in the

Meanwhile, he shows from his exhausted,

dirty, sheepish, or depressed appearance

evidences of great wandering. Having je-

turned home he seeks secluded places such as

are found under the house or porch.

During this period of roving he exhibits a

disposition to eat or chew indigestible objects,

such as rags, leather, straw, feathers, sticks,

and even pieces of coal, which are very often

swallowed. The secretion of saliva in some

cases appears to be excessive, owing to in-

ability to swallow, and is sometimes frothy

from the champing of the jaws. However,
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foaming at the mouth is not a constant symp-
tom of rabies, as is commonly supposed to be

the case by the layman; and furthermore, it

is frequently misleading owing to the fact

that it ma> be observed in other diseases.

The erroneous opinion among the laity that

dogs suffering with this disease are afraid of

vfater is also misleading, since such dogs have

been known to swim streams in their roam-

ings. On the other hand they appear to be

afraid of nothing, as is shown by their attack-

ing all animals regardless of size.

A change in the voice of the animal is pecul-

iar to this affection, being due to the beginning

paralysis of the throat, which usually sets

in early. Instead of the normal bark the

affected dog makes a long, resonant, pecul-

iarly drawn-out bark which has been likened

by some folks to the yelp of a coyote. Later

on, as the paralysis becomes more complete

barking and swallowing become impossible,

although attempts may be made to swallow.

At this stage the muscles of the jaw become
paralyzed, causing the lower jaw to drop and
the tongue to hang out, whicn makes it collect

dirt and appear dry and darker in color.

Owing to this latter symptom the disease has

been termed "black tongue" in certain sec-

tions. Upon closer observation the pupil

of the eye is frequently found to be dilated.

The paralysis continues to extend, the hind

legs become imvolved, and the dumb form of

the disease results. Finally death follows in

from four to eight days after the development

of the first symptoms.

(2). PREVENTION AND ERADICA-
TION:

Dr. John R. Mohler, Chief of the Patho-

logical Division, Bureau of Animal Industry,

to whom I am indebted for the facts contained

in this paper, says that sanitar>' regulations

which seek to control the disease effectively

by exterminating it among dogs are most
likely to prove successful. There is no com-
municable disease which is more easily pre-

vented or eradicated than rabies. Since the

infection is practically always transmitted

by a bite,- and since the animal which does

the biting is almost always a dog, all sanitary

measures must be directed to the control of

these animals for a sufficient time to cover

the incubation period of the disease. It

seems inexcusable, therefore, to allow this

contagion to be propagated indefinitely,

causing untold suffering to the affected

animals and menacing the lives of persons,

particularly children, who go upon the streets.

Dr. Mohler thinks the only measures neces-

sary to obtain the desired result are (1) a

tax or license for all dogs, with a fee of $2 for

males and $5 for females, and the destruction

of homeless or vagrant dogs; (2) restraint of

all dogs which appear in public places, either

by the use of a leash or an efficient muzzle.

(A). DOG LICENSE:
There is no doubt that neglect has allowed

the accumulation of ownerless dogs in this

country to an extent that renders our large

cities frequently liable to incursions of rabid

animals. To even mention muzzling, how-
ever, is sufficient to bring a storm of protest

and tirades of abuse upon the head of the

sanitarian, and dog sentimentalists are im-

mediately up in arms, using time, influence,

and money to prevent such an ordinance being

enacted into law. In spite of the obloquy

with which it is received by a certain mistaken

class of the community, the results of muzzling

amply justify its recommendation, and its

rigid enforcement without any additional

requirement will rapidly exterminate rabies

in a district and in a shorter time than any
other known method. Even Dulles, the

great controversialist on rabies, admits that

he considers muzzling to be the most impor-

tant measure for limiting the ravages of this

disorder, no matter on what theory it may be

accounted for. Excellent examples of its

efficiency are shown by the well-known results

obtained in eradicating the disease from
England, Sweden, Denmark, Berlin, and iu

other communities.

(B). NECESSITY FOR MUZZLING.
The striking results obtained by England

have caused many persons to propose and
advocate a national dog muzzling law for the

United States, to be enforced by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. These suggestions,

however, do not take into consideration the

discrimination between the functions of the

Federal and State Governments and the

differences between the laws of the United

States and those of England. The power
conferred. Dr. Mohler asserts, is not in all

cases sufficient to effect the eradication of a

disease, for the reason that the Federal Gov-
ernment cannot enforce measures within a

State without the legislative consent of that

State unless the animals affected are subjects

of or endanger interstate commerce. Its

work, therefore, without the co-operation of

the States affected, is limited to interstate

traffic, and quarantine lines are thus made to

follow State lines If all States should enact

muzzling laws, or if the State boards of health.
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State sanitary boards, and municipal author-

ities in the infected States should be em-
powered to issue and enforce regulations

compelling the muzzling of all dogs in the

affected area and the impounding or humane
destruction of all dogs found running at large.

the disease would soon be stamped out. It

seems to me that sportsmen owning valuable

and pure-blooded dogs should encourage such

a law, inasmuch as the sooner this dread

disease is stamned out the mtre safety their

own animals will enjoy.

A FOX HUNT IN ONTARIO
W. H. HOWSON

TO the lover of outdoor sports, fox hunt-

ing has always been a favorite pastime.

As Jake and myself belong to the above

class, we had been anxiously waiting for

favorable weather. Finally our chance came
with a light fall of snow sufficient to cover the

old tracks and furnish ideal conditions for a

good hunt.

We spent the evening cleaning our guns and

making all the necessary preparations for an

early start. At 4 A.M. I woke with a start

at the sound of Big Ben and by 4.30 Jake and

I were on our way.

The country in our immediate vicinity was
quite hilly, being dotted here and there with

cedar swamps and ridges of beech and maple.

The soil on the hills was of a light sandy nature

furnishing excellent burrowing ground for

the sly old fox.

Renard has a peculiar trait of following

the high land, and when chased by hounds
he generally runs in large circles, like other

animals, generally returning to his starting

point at least once during the chase. This

p(yuliarity is taken advantage of by all fox

hunters otherwise the chances of securing

a good shot would be small indeed.

Our two foxhounds were i,n excellent condi-

tion. Jim was a tan dog of the red-bone

type. He had but recently taken to the fox

trail as I had used hi/n in the north on deer,

and he preferred the larger game. Len was a

tan and white dog from Kentucky stock,

an old timer with whom I had shot a number

of cross and red fellows at many a fine hunt.

He was a great singer as he kept his music

going continually, var^jing the tone as the

scent became more or less intense.

After walking about an hour we came to a

small ravine, wooded with cedar and spruce

where we hoped to strike a fresji tratk. Jake

carried his ten gauge Winchester 'with an

ample supply of B. B. Shot. I contented

myself with my twenty-two H. P. Savage for

shots in the open country, as one could see a

fox herfe for half a mile.

Len was pulling me all over the road as I

always kept him oa a chain. He had a bad
habit of lighting with every colli? in the

neighborhood, often getting the worst of the

deal as the old collie is often a tough proposi-

tion.

We were not long finding a track, which,

by the way the dogs were acting was not
many hours old. Unbuckling their collars we
gave the dogs their freedom while we sat

down on a log to have a smoke and await
developments. After some time we heard

Len's voice in a northerly direction near the

outskirts of a dense group of willows. As I

had started the game here on other occasions

I felt sure we were in line for some sport.

Jim on hearing the other dog was soon on the

trail. He was a "short barker" but when
it came to a chase in open country he made up
for faults by his speed.

As the dogs could now scarcely be heard
we decided to follow them for a short diftance

and take up our positions where we knew the

game was in the habit of crossing. Jake
remained at the cross road near the foot of a

small mound covered with stumps. I re-

mained o'n the edge of the swamp where I

had a good view of the hilisi for a long shot

if necessary.

It \\'as not long before I heard the dogs.

They would give tongue for a while then be
silent as if in doubt. We concluded that

Renard was butey with his old tricks, trying to

cover his tracks. I ran to the brow of the

hill where the dogs were plainly visible about

three quarters of a mile away. Using my
binociilars I could see Reddy running along

close to an old rail fence. At times he would
run the rails for some distance then leap as

far as he could to puzzle the dogs.

Judging by the direction which they were

running I was doubtful if they would come
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within range, so I returned to my post at

the foot of the hill. After waiting for nearly

an hour I heard the dogs coming in Jake's

direclipti. Presently the ten gauge spoke,

then followed a whoop from Jake warning me
that the fox had turned and was coming in my
direction. I threw a cartridge into the cham-

ber and had barely hid behind a spruce when
I saw the fox coming along the upland. H&
was hit but was still going strong. He spem-

ed to suspect that there was another hand in

th; game, for the wily old fellow kept well

out of range. Finally he came within about

two hundred yards and I let fly- The snow

flew some distance beyond as I had shot too

high. This seemed to bewilder him as he

turned and ran straight toward my tree.

By this time the dogs were coming nearer

Jim in the lead and running for all he was

worth. Len was close behind with his nose

in the air giving vent to his joy with Ijis old

bugle voice. As the fox was now within

about seventy yards I turned to fire, when he

suddenly disappeared fxom xiew like a flas'li.

What I said would not appear well in print

for I already had that hide stretched and
ready for the market.

When I went over to where he had dis-

appeared I found a den running beneath a

cedar stump. The dogs came up and began

to dig like a couple of trenching maoJiines,

making more noise if anything.

I called to Jake who soon arrived with his

old reliable ten gauge, to had hit the fox

but by mistake had used a cartridge loaded

TV>ith number eight shot which only made
.Renard speed up. we were mucli elated

^p think our game had taken to his don as it

was already late in the day and we would soon
have to hike for home.
We then went to a farmer to borrow a

shovel, but he took us for a pair of tramps and
we had to beat a hasty retreat.

Going to another house we had better luck

as the farmer came with us being, himself, an
enthusiastic fox hunter and a good fellow as

all fox hunters are.

We all set to work immediately the ground
was frozen so we had plenty of work cut

out for us. The dogs were quite jealous

because we had taken possession of the, hole

and often had to be gently persuaded with

the sliovel handle that we were in the game
too. Finally we could hear the fox breathing,

so sent Jim in to pull him out. Suddenly we
heard a howl and Jim soon made his appear-

ance with the blood streaming from his nose.

Len then went down and a terrible riynpus

followed. At last he came up dragging the

fox after him, then Jim forgot about his sbre

nose and we had to take a hand in tlie fray

lest we sjiould lose the pelt. He proved to

be a good sized fox, in good shape as his fur

was thick and glossjy. So throwing him over

our shoulders we turned homeward, well

pleased vvith our day's sport.

A WORD ABOUT POLANL MAXIM
In the report of the Montreal show in our July

number, Mr. I^owa^d refers to Polam Maxim as the
Airedale "with three pedigrees." This is hardly cor-

rect. Maxim has had two pedigrees given him. the
last which credits him as a son of King Wobbler's
Double being the correct one. This mix-up in Maxim's
pedigree was fully explained in the August 1917 issue

of Rod and Gun.
Maxim is a dog that speaks for himself no matter if

he had a dozen pedigrees or none at all. He is every
inch a terrier with a head that is well nigh unbeatable
and comes from the right sort of stock. Wc have
frequently noted his winnings under the capable
management of his expert handler, Bert Swalm.

NOTES FROM CALGARY SHOW
(Bij Tom M liner)

Winnipeg dogs made a fair showing at the

recent Calgary (Alta.) show, it being a 4 point

affair. Alf. Delmont placed the awards.

Winnipeg's well known handler and judge, J.

C. Fletcher, made the journey with about 20

dogs (we have seen over 100 dogs making the

trip to Calgary, a few years ago). The chief

winners under Jack's care were: V. Kohold's

Pointers, Pearlstone Royal Vic and Pearl-

stone Royal Lady, each going from novice to

winners. In Airedales, Walter Brown's Whin

brush Maxim took 1st limit, 2nd open and

reserve winners; W. B. Green's Beverley

Bayne, 2nd puppy, 1st novice, and 2nd lunil.

In spaniels, H. J. Barr's Ferndale Don, open

and winners English Bull Terriers, J. C.

Fletcher's Brockley Boy won 1st limit, 1st

open and winners, also spec^l for best speci-

men. In Boston Terriers (under 17 pounds),

Messers. Biller and May's Casino Vera, 1st

open and winners White West Highland

Terriers, Mr. Armstrong's Donald, 1st open

winners and special for best. In Pomeran-

ians, Annon's Orangefale Julius, 1st open and

winners. Japanese Spaniels, Fletcher's Fen-

Sen took 1st open and winners. WTiippets,

Mrs. J. Woodfield's Rhoda was placed 1st

open, winners and special. P'ox Terriers,
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S. C Taylor (one of Winnipeg's old timers)

made the journey with three, two smooths,

Rolyat Pansy and Rodney Sutton, and a

wire, Can-So, and certainly had something

rather warm, for with Rolyat Pansy, he

brought away a grand cup for best novice in

show, any breed. It is with regret that this

raw youngster when her classes were called

was not at her best, the journey and excite-

meht causing her to be out of sorts', so her

owner decided to let her rest for a while,

afterwards coming out, beating all opposition

for best novice any breed. Pansy is by
Saline Reformation. With Rodney Sutton,

Mr. Taylor captured 1st limit, 1st open and
winners, completing championship honors

for Rodney. In Wire Fox Terrier, Mr. Tay-
lor brought out Can-So, and beat all comers,

winning 1st limit, 1st open, winners and cup
for best specimen. Writing of Can-So, re-

minds me of brother John walking a little

Wire Terrior puppy around at a matinee show,

offering it to about five fanciers for a mere
song as they say. As brother John has just

recently donned the King's uniform, of course

he had to dispose of above puppy; but event-

ually S. C. Taylor became the owner and
named him, Can-So, for why , I don't know.

without you Can-So buy a good one once in a

while, that is, if you are wise enough. Any-
way, congratulations, S. C. It might be

said that the best dog in the show was for-

merly a Winnipeg owned and bred dog, and
Mr. Delmont could hardly have made any
mistake in awarding the Airedale, Midland
Master G., as top dog, as he seems to improve

every time shown.

SURE CURE FOR CONSTIPATION IN
DOGS

Here is a tip worth knowing for anyone

having a bad case of constipation in dogs.

Try Pluto Water, a French mineral water to

be had at most large drug stores. It works

when all usual methods fail, is the verdict

of the Canuck Kennels of Lindsay. They
have a Bull bitch from England which was
so bad with constipation that its life was
despaired of until Pluto Water was given it

which worked, and now the dog is coming
around flue. This case of constipation dated

from the T. K. C. Spring show, where she

was shown and she was shortly afterwards

bred to Witlonia Prince, but of course, failed

to breed successfully.

A FRANK CRITICISM.
Editor, Rod and Gun.—
Under the heading of A Matter of Opin-

ion" in your July number you ask views of

your readers on stories versus the regular

departments. Personally I have always

looked upon Rod and Gun as being rather out

of the ordinary as a magazine, instructive,

broad-minded and just what is needed for the

enlarging of the sportsman's mind, and I have

taken it for that reason. Its articles are

written in the plain language of the hunter,

a language that is readily understood by all.

If there is a criticism to my mind it is in the

fact that these stories are sometimes so very

similar in character. To my mind two
articles descriptive of outings in the wilds

would be enough for each issue, these being

chosen for their variety of location, preference

being shown those from unknown or out of the

way spots, say a different province each
month: But pray, Mr. Editor, do not let

us give up our regular departments. Do
not let us forget that we look to you for

instruction by picking the brains of otheis.

I am a keen naturalist, a lover of the rod and
gun, the camera and the wilds and woods.
You, too, are the same or I cannot read be-

tween the lines. Don't let us turn our
magazine into a "novel" magazine as has been
done with other magazines which started out

to tell the truth and gradually became fiction

magazines. You are expected to instruct

others; to impart the spirit that prevents us
from playing the 'dirty' out of season; to

promote the study of nature, her fish, and
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game birds; to further their protection for the

sport they give us.

Rather, Mr. Editor, let us have more
experiences of an instructive nature. En-
courage your correspondents to tell us more
of their guns, lures, traps, camp equipment,

dodges and wrinkles; of their observations

generally in the out of doors. Rather let us

have additional departments devoted to

natural history subjects, reports on diseases

in game, etc. and encourage others to observe

such things. We sometimes tire of too many
stories and trips when these merely relate the

antics of certain guides. We long rather for

the guide's account of the trip. We would
like to know how he knew that moose lived

just in that spot and all about him. The
long journey on the railroad interests us little.

What we want, I fancy, in such stories, is to

feel we are that person and enjoying the

particular hunt described. We want to feel

when we have finished either that we have
learned something or that we could teach the

writer of the story something.

I wonder, Mr. Editor, if I voice the opinion

of many or few? I have lived in the wilds of

many countries and some day I should like

to write an article to the young or amateur
sportsman in answer to that often repeated

question: "I want to enter the wilds for a

trip, will you put me wise?" That sort of

question, I fancy, your readers keep repeating

to themselves as they turn your pages seeking

for an answer. It would be fatal, I am sure,

to ignore such, for the sake of a story.

The above are the views of one solitary

subscriber. They are given for what they are

worth.

Yours truly,

G. D. S.

Even the regular toilers of the deep who do

their fishing' for a living, can occasionally

enjoy thrills of real sport while pursuing their

daily occupation. Note what a Cape Breton

N.S. paper has to say regarding the mere

matter of catching a halibut:

"A mammoth halibut, weighing three

hundred pounds, was caught recently near

the Florence shore, a short distance from No.

Three colliery, by Messrs. John Jobes and

Eli Eraser, of that place. Both fishermen

had spent several hours in their boat, but

experienced poor luck, and finally Eraser

suggested that they quit, at the same hauling

in his lines. Jobes did likewise, but while

waiting for his companion to put the lines

and tackle snugly away, he carelessly threw

out another line, remarking in a jocose way
that perhaps "he might catch something."

Scarcely had he uttered the words than a

violent pull at the line followed. Then the

fight was on. Realizing it was a monster

fish, the skilled fishermen used every art

known to them. At times the big leviathan

would j ump several feet in the air out of water,

but the fishermen kept cool. Then with a

desperate race towards the shore the halibut

pulled the boat and occupants with the speed

of a sub-chaser. It was the very thing the

fishermen wanted, and so fatigued was the

big prize as a result of his efforts that he was
soon landed. It took just twenty-five min-

utes of crafty angling to secure the capture,

and half an hour after being lauded, the

halibut was sold for sixty dollars.

Two Ontario sportsmen, Mr. Milton Carr

and Mr. William Barnes of Hamilton, in

July paid a visit to Prince Rupert where they

enjoyed some fine fishing. On a trip to

Wark Channel they were successful in landing

some of the great spring salmon with a trolling

line. The Hamilton sportsmen expressed the

opinion that in all their fishing experience

they had not ever equalled the thrills they

got with a husky forty pound salmon at the

end of their trolling line. On their outing

they got fifteen of the big fish.



ALTHOUGH a dark, gloomy day greeted the
throng of shooters who gathered in ^t. Thomas

on Monday, July 29lh. for the Grand International
Tou rnament held under tfie auspices of the St. Thomas
Gun Club, some remarkably high scores were registered
when the tabulator had completed his day's work.
Conditions were none too good for the STuashing of the
wary clay targets, which are elusive enough on a bright,

sunny day. fet alone trying to find them against a
cloudy sky for a background, but there were shooters
present from every nook and hamlet in the continent
and a cloudy day did not tend to dampen their enthus-
iasm in the least.
The affair opened in the early morning, and although

the weather had a slight tendency to brighten up at
times it was found necessary during the late afternoon
to suspend operations for a few moments, for the
entire grounds were swept by a miniature tornado,
which tor a time threatened to raze everything in its

line to the ground. After a short time, however,
matters cleared away somewhat and everything was
completed before the rain came.
A typical happening at the local club occurred when

F. M. Troeh, one of America's best-known amateurs
who has won numerous championships, beat the pro-
fessionals, and took high honors for the amateurs by
breaking 99 targets out of a possible hundred. Mr.
Troeh comes from Washington, in which state he ha.s

on several occasions made a name for himself, but this
was his iirst visit to the St. Thomas event. Troeh
only missed one shot in the third event, breaking an
even 20 in each of the others,. Charles Richards of
Wisconsin took second, smashing 98 targets.
W. P. Jones of New York took the honors in the

Srofessionals, breaking 91 out of a possible hundred.
fr. Jones lost foiar in the first event and this is what

prevented him from making a higher score.
In the amateurs G. N. Fish of Lyndenville, New

York, and R. A. King of Delton, Colorado, tied for
third place, both sent 97 targets to destruction. Mr.
Fish lost one in the first, third and last event, and
King made exactly the same score, losing out in first,

third and last-

In all there were eleven shooters out of those present
who broke 90 per cent, of their targets, an excellent
showing considering the adverse weather conditions,
and of these the maiority were amateurs.
There was a regular contingent of London shooters

present, and they all managed to get into the same
squad for some unknown reason. J. W. McCausland.
who made such an excellent showing last year, broke
92 out of possible 100. The others, including Roland
Day. made a poor showing.
Canadians were not as high this year as last; for

some reason the American visitors managed to make
all the high scores.

Sim Glover, Rochester, N.Y'.
J. W.tlart. Montreal
W. J. MrCance. St. Thomas.
H. Smith, C;hatham
W. T. Foster, London

O. N. Ford, California
xW. F. Jones, Poughkeepsie, N.Y..
xE. A.Wadsworth. Wolcott, N.Y..
Chas. Richards. Wisconsin

xG' M. Dunk, Toronto

R.H. Combs, Toronto. .

W.HoUinghead, Button
E. E. Ellis. Windsor
F. M. Troeh, Vancouver, Wash..
R. A. King, Colorado

Roland Dav, London ..

T. H. Baker, London
J.W. McCausland, London. . . .

L. H. Brunner, London
E. L. Harries.Hamilton

J. E. Jennings. Todmorden, Ont.
J. Payne, Ttllsonburg.
S.J. Vance, Tillsonburg
G. N. Fish, Lydenville.N.Y
J. Vance, Tillsonburg

xW. F. Vail, St. Thomas. .

W. G. Pow, Tillsonburg.
A. F.Healey, Windsor
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15
19
20

17
16
20
14
20

19
17
18
20
18

18
17
19

20 Bk.
17—90
15—88
16—82
15—94
16—69

18—95
19—91
18—90
19—98
17—82

18—92
18—87
15—82

,
20—99
19—97

18—87
14—75
16—92
12—70
17—88

20—97
15—84
18—90
19—97
19—86

18—89
11—88
17—96

X—Professionals.
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F. THOKII
Vancouver. Wash.

VANCE and his

Ithaca

RICHARDS KING FISH, GEO. N.
Livingston. Wis. Uelton, Col. Lyndenville, N. Y.

O. M. FORD JENNINGS, who broke 99 out ofl 00
San. Jo.se, Cal. on Tuesday, a.m.
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MRS. W. D. O'LOANE, St. Thomas, posing and in action

MRS. L. G. VOGEL, Detroit, posing .ind in action.
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Squad No. 3.

—

R. H. Coombs. Toronto 20
W. H. Goodcrhara, Toronto 18
E. E.Ellis, Windsor 18
F M. Treoh, Vancouver 20
R. A. King, Delta 20

Squad No. 4.

—

R. W. Glover. London 16
T. H. Baker. London. 14
R. Day. London 18
J.W.MoCausIand, London 18
F. Kerr, Crediton 12

*^quad No. 5.

—

J. E . Jennincs. Todmorden 19
J.Pavne. Tillsonburg 16
S.G. Vance. Tillsonburg ' 12
G.N. Fish. Lydenville 20
James Vance, Tillsonburg 18

Squad No. 6.

—

A. T. Healy. Windsor „. 18
W. S. Edwards, Toronto 15
E. L. Harris. Hamilton 18
xJ.Cole, Wilmington 19

Squad No. 7.

—

W. Hollingshead.Duttoo 15
J. Passmore. Hensall 19
Mrs. L. G. Vogel, Detroit 16

Squad No. 8.

—

W. H. O'Loane. St.Thomas 12
Mrs W. H. O'Loane, St. Thomas 12
J. Rupp. St. Thomas » 13
T. McNeil, St. Thomas -. 9
X—Professional.

18
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It's genuine-

the flavor

proves it

Four Quarts
in

One Pound
» A tin of Klim is small to
park and light to earn,' but
it means the convenience of

pure milk food wherever you
go. Klim is pasteurized
separated milk in powder
form—a pound tin makes
four quarts. Where Klim is

used, foods prepared in camp
taste belter and are more
satisfying. Mixed dry with
other dry ingredients it adds
flavor and food value to
bread, flapjacks, gravies, etc.

Dissolved in water Klim makes a
liquid with the natural milk flavor
unchanged Never sours or spoils
in any temperature It can be
used as needed trom tin.

Buv a tin today from your grocer
and try it in your own home

Made Solely by

Canada Milk Products
Limited

TORONTO - MONTREAL
Canada Food Board License No. 14-Sd3

SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. SO

All elastic. Self adjusting.
Anatomic fit. Will not chafe.

No buckles. The pouch is

open at rear, and thereby more
sanitary.

Perfectly comfortable; need not remove
from scrotum when seateif at closet, and
can be boiled to cleanse without iajury
to the rubber.

The Sanito No. SO shonld be worn con-
stantly to promote health and vigor.

If your dealer will not famish, send os 75c in stamps, specifying
large, medium or small pouch and waist measurement. Satisfac-

tion guaranteed or money refunded.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Depl. C, Phila.. Pa.,

: Makers of the No. 44 Mispah Jock

75c each. 3 sizes

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
rUKMIfk lULlKIl) K.e U S Patent Ollio.

On your hunting trip take alone Ma8on*s Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game cverytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illuslraied Catalogue—It's Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M. R. R. Detroit, Mich.

Ullllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

I
Get Tit'!---

I

I Strenuous days of |

i Commerce coming |

nVy

See your nearest C. N. R. Agent, or
write General Passenger Superintend-
ent, Montreal. Que.. Toronto, Ont.,
or Winnipeg, Man.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlTl
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MANAGER McCANCE IN ACTION

WM. McCANCE, JR. HE IS GOING TO BE A TRAPSHOOTER LIKE HIS DADDY
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A Real
Bargain is this

Splendid Serviceable

Manchurian Dog
Coat

^^^ GUARANTEED

Made from fine, jet black, glpssy skins; is cut
full and roomy—50 inches lone—double breast-
ed style—with heavy quilted lining of good
wearing material—leather arm shields and
wind cuff. Sizes 38 to 48^-M 792 delivered to you for $36.50.

For

Men
and

Women
FROM TRAPPER
TO WEARER >»

Snappy—up to date—of course

—

-but more than
everything else, in every HALLAM Fur Garment there
is sterhng quality, which means long wear.

You see HALLAM buys Raw Furs direct from the
Trappers for Cash, and every skin is carefullv inspected—sorted and matched.

Then Hallam selects the best and most suitable skins,
makes them up into the famous Hallam Guaranteed
Fur Garments and sells them by mail direct to you for
cash.

With over 32 years' Experience in the fur business,
we are able to select and guarantee the Skins used in
Hallam Furs and to give unexcelled values for the
money.

And how easy for you—simply look through HAL-
LAAT'S Fur Fashion Book, select the articles you think
you like and send the order to us by mail, no time
wasted—no noise—no waiting in a busy store—no
bother—and no urging by an anxious sales clerk

—

then by return you receive your furs—the whole
family can examine them in your own home without
interference—and at leisure.

If you like them "Nuff-Sed," but if you are not
satisfied for any reason simply send the goods back and
we return vour monev in fiill at once, as this is our
Positive Guarantee under which all HALLAM FURS
are sold.

You Cannot Lose—be up to date, BUY YOUR FURS
BY MAIL FROM HALLAM.
It is easier—more pleasant—and cheaper.

HALLAM'S 1919
C"l ICD FASHION~ Ljr\ BOOK FREE

It is larger and better than ever—showing a wonderfully extensive ranee of Fur Sets and Fur Gar-
ments—we do not think there is a fur book published in Canada equal to this—it contains 48 pages
and cover, with over 300 illustrations of beautiful furs, photographed on real living people. This
shows you how the furs actually appear. It also gives a lot of information about Fur fashions.
The articJes shown here are taken from this Fashion Book and will be sent on receipt of money.
Write now for your copy of Hallam's 1919 Fur,Faahion Book—3t will save you money.

AddTess in full as below.

841 HALLAM BUILDING,
TORONTO.

/imitecC
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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The Canadian trapshoolers romped off with the
lion's share of the second day's honors at the Grand
International Tournament,
Joseph E. Jennings won the high gun honors in the

100 targets shot at in the morning, as well as shared the
afternoon handicap laurels with four other Canadians,
who all scored 100. Jennings, the T^dmorden shooter,
broke 09 out of 100 in the morning, and broke 97 in
the afternoon, getting his handicap of three made his
score 100. The four others to get inside the charmed
century mark in the handicap were J. Wesley Hart, of
Dresden; W. H. Gooderham, of Toronto; J. W. Mc-
Causland, of London, and James Vance of, Tillsonburg.
The best of the handicap shooting was done by

Wesley Hart, who broke 98, and with the small margin
of two for a handicap got his 100 King, of Delta,
Col,, equaled Hart's feat, but was placed at scratch
without a target handicap, as was also O. N. Ford, the
former breaking 98 and the latter 96.
The Irandicap given was based on last year's form of

the shooters, and invited some comment.
The weather was fine, but a tricky wind played

antics with the targets, and for that reason the scores
made were all the more phenomenal.

O. N. Ford, the Californian, was second in the morn-
ing event and second high .gun on the day's shooting at
200 targets only, getting 192, while Jennings led them
all at 200 targets only, with 196, missing one in the
morning and tnree in the afternoon. The latter three
were made up in his extra three target handicap.

King, the Coloradian, was third high on the day,
with 190, but the whole redeeming feature of the day's
sport was the coming to the forefront of the Canadian
shooters. Jim Vance, a brother of Sam G. Vance, the
Canadian champion, came in for his share of the handi-

cap prize, breaking 92 and in all 102, two more than
required for the century,
James McCausland, the London expert, did some

remarkatle shooting when his elTort is compared to
that of the many e.Kpcrts from .'dl ever the map. lie
won a trophy in the morning and. like Jim Vance, got
his lifth share of the handic."p money.
Frank Troeh, the American champion, who was

handicapped with a severe cold, broke 187 targets out
of the 200. getting 91 in the morning and 96 in the
afternoon
The trophy winners in the morning were Sam G.

Vance, Tim Healey, Geo Fish. James McCausland
and John Ivblerts The latter only arrived on the
morning of the .30th Few tourne\ sheld at St, 'I homas
are missed by him Frank S Wright, the noted
BulTalo shooter, who led the amateurs on the opening
day last year by breaking 97 targets, could not come
this >ear,

Jennings piled up an unbroken string of 89 targets
before he missed, while King broke 56 in a row. Wes-
ley Hart, the veteran Canadian came within five of
Jennings' string when he broke 84 in a row.
The class of the tourney was augtcented that day by

the presence of Mrs L, G. Vogel, of Oetroit, the
American amateur champion She took her place in
the squads and comi>eted with tlie nien and broi.e more
targets than some of the men did. T hat ladies can
become highly efficient with the shotgun or rii'e is

shown by the score made by Mrs. Vogel and Mrs.
O'Loane, a local lady,

Mrs,'Voftcl To Enlist,
Mrs. Vogel has tried to enlist with an army corps

as an instructor, and threatens to make api.lication to
the Canadian forces in the event that Uncle Sam can-
not use her.

Morning Event of 100 Targets.
Squad No. 1.

—

Shot at 20
xS.Glover, Rochester, NY 18
J. W. Hart, Dredscn. Ont 17
W. J. McCancc, St ThomasrOnt 18
H. Smith, Chatham, Ont 16
J. Ebberts, Buffalo,N,Y 14

Squad
O
xW
xA
C.

xG.
Squad

R.
W,
E
F,
R.

Squad No. 4.

—

,

R. W. Glover, London, Ont
T H.Baker, London, Ont
Rowland Day. London, Ont
J. W. McCausland, London, Ont.
F. Kerr, Crediton, Ont

No, 2 —
N. Ford, San Jose. Cal
. S.Jones, Pittsburg, Pa
E. Wadsworth, Wolcott, N. ¥.,.

L. Richards, Livingston, Wis..

,

M. Dunk, Toronto, Ont
No. 3.—
H, Combs, Toronto, Ont
\\. Gooderham, Toronto, Ont.
E Ellis, Windsor Ont
M.Troeh, Vancouver, Wash. ..

A. King, Delta, Colo

19
19
I.-?

20
15

IS
.18
18
17
19

16
16
18
18
17

20
16
20
19
18

Squad No. 5.

—

J. E. Jennings, Todmorden, Ont
J. Payne, Tillsonburg, Ont
S. G. Vance, Tillsonlmrq. Ont
G.N. Fish, Lyndenvlllc.N.Y
James Vance, Tillsonburg, Ont

Squad No. 6.

—

A.T. Healv, Windsor, Ont ,, 18
W .E. Edwards, Toronto, Ont 18
E.L.Harris, Hamilton, Ont 17
W, C. Vail, St. Thomas, Ont 17

xjohn Cole, Wilmington, Del 19

Squad No. 7.

—

W Hollingshead, Dutton, Ont 13
J. Passmore. Hensall. Ont ,. 16
Mrs. L. G. Vogel, Detroit, Mich 17
A. B. Hall. Detroit, Mich 13
X—Professional

.

St. Thomas Handicap ofilOO Targets.
Squad No. 1.— Shot at 20 20

xS. Glover, Rochester.. 17 20
J. W.Hart, Dresden 19 20
W.J. McCance. St. Thomas 17 16
H.Smith, Chatham 19 19
J. Ebberts, Buffalo 18

Squad No. 2.

—

O.N, Ford, San Jose 19
xW.S. Jones, Pittsburg 19
A. E. Wadsworth. Wolcott 16
C. L. Richards. Livingston 19
xG. M. Dunk, Toronto 18

19

20
18
17
20
18

20
20
19
14
19
14

IS
18
19
17
18

20
18
16
20
19

15
15
20
20
14

19
18
17
18
15

20
15
19
18
17

18
17
17
12

20
19
20
15
14
17

18
19
17
17
16

20
20
19
17
16
19

20
IS
17
19
15

17
16
16
16
16

17
15
19
18
17

20
17
19
19
17

20
12
17
15
17

19
19
18
10

20
18
20
14
19
19

19
19
20
20
18

20
19
17
19
19
18

19
19
18
18
16

18
19
18
20
19

19
17
18
20
15

20
16
20
20
18

17
14
17
14

17
17
17
8

20
18
19
15
16
12

20
18
18
20
16

20—Broke
18—95
19—91
18—86
17—87
20—85

20—96
18—92
18—85
19—93
17—81

17—90
19—90
20—88
18—91
19—92

16—83
16—79
19—94
18—94
17—80

20—99
18—85
19—95
18—94
18—86

19—94
17—76
18—88
17—84
14—85

19—86
18—87
19—88
13—56

Hdk. Broke
.. — 92
2—100
9— 86
4— 91
4— 93

....— 96

....— 93

....— 88
1— 97

....— 86
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FOR THIS YEAR'S. HUNT
GET EVERYTHrNG YOU NEED FROM PIKE

GUNS, RIFLES AND AMMUNITION.^ We carry a large and
well assorted stock and our prices are right.

TENTS. We have them in cheap and best manufacture.

CLOTHING. Waterproof coats, pants, breeches and caps,

Mackinaw clothing. Hunters' boots and shoepacks.

CAMP EQUIPMENT. Hudson Bay blankets, sleeping bags,

folding cots, waterproof sheets, tarpaulins, dunnage bags,
folding stoves and cooking utensils, camp lamps, etc.

TRAPSHOOTERS' SUPPLIES A SPECIALTY
EVERYTHING IN CANVAS.

SHBDPIKEG^
123 Kmo St. B.,

Toiioirro.

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion.

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors,

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from
16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete
with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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Travel West

Get away from the heat and dust of land. Make a
vacation of your trip West. Substitute for the cramped
monotony of rail travel, the comforts and ease of a

cruise. Be free to pace long promenade decks— to

nap, to read, to rest in comfortable cabins— to sleep

in spacious staterooms, in wi^e berths. Eat meals that

arc famous throughout the Lake Districts for their ex-

cellence. Exercise, dance, be happy—enjoy the com-
panionship of congenial shipmates. Let the tonic of

lake air restore your health—arrive at the end of your
lourney "fit."

THree SHips AVeeKly
Sarnia or Detroit—Soo—Pt.Artl\\ir

—

Ft. 'William—DultitK
The three big modern liners, S. S. Noronic, S. S.

Hamonic, S. S. Huronic, sail tri-wcekly over the

Northern Navigation Route.

You may buy your ticket over any railroad with the Northern
Navigation Water-link in it.

Special boat trains betv^een Toronto and Sarnia, and Port
Arthur and Winnipeg. Direct rail connections east and west
at Detroit, Sarnia, Soo, Pt. Arthur, Ft. William and Dulutli.

You will find the

6-Day—1600-Mile Cruise
—Detroit or Sarnia to Duluth and return, without an equal as

a vacation voyage. Ever\'thing included—meals, berth, picnic

at Kakabeka Falls, dances, afternoon teas, etc.

/{'rile for Cruise Booklet to E. IK Ho/ton. Gen. Pass. Agent,

Northern Navigation Company
Sarnia, Ontario

For information Ask Your Local Ticket Agent,
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FREE

When uou ship MOut^^SAft^

RAW FORS^«;
shl

Hallam's Trapper's Guide—96 pages;
illustrated; English or French; tells ho\v
and where to trap; what bail and traps to
use; is full of useful information.
Hallam's Trappers' Supply Catalog—

30 pages; illustrated; rifles, traps, animal
baits, headlights, fish nets and all neces-
sary trappers" and sportsmen's supplies at

low prices.

Hallam's Raw Fur News—Gives
latest prices and advance in-

formation on the raw fur
market.

Write to-day.
Address giving

number as
below.

LixnitecL

341 HALLAM BUILDING,
TORONTO

^IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllSnB!lilll!lll!II!IIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIillllllllllllllll^

I
Now is the

I time

I to restock

I your

I fishing

I preserves

WE have two hundred thousand
speckled trout fingerlings

for sale.

We are also open to take in a few
more members in one of the best

trout preserves in Ontario.

Kindly write for information and
illustrated booklet.

Rockcliffe A nglers' Club, Inc.

W. G. Hay, Secretary,

Owen Sound, Ontario

'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*'iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new iand of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

nM-A^D?rv ? immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, NORTHEJINONTARIO contams millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be haa in some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREF-

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steara railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territorj

.

For free descriptire literalure, write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

Genuine Diamonds
s\\\\l//// f^'

'^2, $3, Weekly
xN\V^\|^vyJv^ Save money on your Diamonds

^^^^<;<5Pt^>>^ ^y buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
SI. S2 or S3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue. Et Is, free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada lor inspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

^NU4
Gives yoa a feeling of real comfort and

the assurance of perfect protection while
exercising. OpeDing beneath Patent
6ap A. Small amouot of material be-

tween thighs C. PerfectpouchB. Welt-
bound webbine. Can be cleaned by
boiling without Injury to rubber. Fits

perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest
quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if he will not supply you with
MIZPAH JOCK No, 44, send us $i in

stamps and waist measnremeni and we will send by mail.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept. C, Phila., Pa.

Makers of the Celebrated Sanito Suspensory No. 50

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Raid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish
and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens.^ Americans who have been fishing and htinting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon appliratitm to

F. E. PITTM AN, General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving in cost is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifie or
revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

CATCH BIG FISH!
Send $1 .00 today for

Rush Tango
Minnow

"Regular','
*'Junior,
or
*' Weedless
Midget"

models.

Pi!?_HlANCo ^ $1.00

IISH ^^J. K. RUSH
944 Rush BIdg., Syracuse, N.V

Mounted Moose Heads
in excellent condition

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun. - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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Famous in

two Hemi-
spheres—
THE LEADER

ThatPlays
It's Game
to Please.
John R. Hedgeman, Jr., New York City, writes:

—

"Over a year and a half ago a friend of mine
gave me one of your Leaders, and after usinR it for
stream and Ial<e fishing, using it hard—it is still

as good as new, as far as I can see. I have onlv
words of praise to say for the JOE WELSH
LEADER.?."

If Your Dealer Can't Supply You
.Send 25c for a 3-ft. Sample.

JOE WELSH, IXf^FSS^U
Exclusive Agent U.S. and Canada

DON! BREAK ' 1 •

|

"\
At Home
or Afield--
sooncr or later comes

the need for

KEATING'S

Insect Powder
sure death to every
form of insect life

—

Fiiep, Fleas. Mosquit-
oes, Ants. Wasps,
Beeties.Bugs, Roaches

Moths, etc.

In Tins Only
10c. 25c., 35c.

From Grocers or
Druggists

J

Do You Want
a Launch to Use

\ on the Muskoka Lakes ?

H Here is Your Opporlunify a

u A 20 foot Launch, ready for engine, I9

4ft. lOin. beam, will seat 6 lo8 people. Ribs,
keel, coaming and decks best Northern U
Ook, planked with Louisiana red Cypress £
5^ in. thick. As this launch is stored in a
Muskoka, anyone wanting a launch to 1]

use on the Muskoka Lakes can thus save
all freight charges. U

^ This launch is absolutely new and is ^
\ being offered at a bargain.

Bo.x B.L., ROD AND GUN IN CANADA,
Woodstock, Ontario

=^+

Fine for Fall Fishing
Here's a wonderful lure, abso-

lutely wcedless and of size and weight easy
to cast. This is a sure game-fish Better that is

the favorite of thousands of angler's for fall

fishinjr. "Weedless without being (ishless."' says
Larry St John, sportsman and writer. "A lure
that win hring joy to the heart of the caster. I

class it amonR my three favorites. Try it this
autumn over the submerKed weed beds and among
the lily pads." Other angler's are just as enthu-
siastic as Mr. St. John over the South Bend
Buck-tail Weediest Spinner Hook With Pork
Rind. Made in three colors of Buck-tail. It's
only 50c; try it.

If your dealer doesn't carry South Bend
Quality Tackle, we'll supply you direct with our
guaranteed products. Send dealer's name.

Get This Free Book
Illustrated with cartoons by Brisfjs. "Tho

Days of Real Sport" will amuse you and give you
some valuable information, too. Send for copy.

SOUTH BEND BAIT COMPANY

mi
ITHACA WINS

WITH HARRY LORENSON
POINTING IT

PACIFIC COAST long run record and
U. S. record for past 10 years, 345 targets
virithout a miss, also high over all, 491 x

500 at California-Nevada State shoot. The
CalLfomia-Nevada State championship was
won by Fred Bair with 100 streught. He shot
!>n ITHACA.
Any one can shoot an ITHACA better.

Catalog free.

OmtHlt. Hammerleva Guna. £32.50 up.
3iaelfl Barrel Trap Guns. $100.00up.

Address Box 13

ITHACA GUN CO., ITHACA, N. Y.
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YES— 1 WILL THADE GUNS—Send 2c stamp for

complete list of second hand and shop-worn firearms.

Everything suaranteed. Tell us what you want in first

letter Wm R. Burkhard (Established in 1855). 143

East 4th St . St. Paul. Minn. "The Original and Old
Heliable." 12-TF

FOR S.\LE— .30-.30 Remington, $26. CO. .30-.30 Win-
chester Carbine $20.00. Both new condition. Want
Winchesler pump shot gun. G. P. Goodman, Melaval,
Sask. 9 IV

W.VNl'ED to liuv (•oinplcte reloading tools and mold for

.38 S \ W. Sperial Cartridge. F R. Daniel, Camrose.
Alta. 9 IT

W.\NTED—One to live pounds of any of the following
powders. Reference in this order; Du Font's No. 16, 15,

10,20, (1909 Military). Answer Box 266, Wolfville, N.S.
9 IT

GUN REPAIRING
W. A. Brock

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Restocking, Barrel Boring, Stock-Bend-
ing, Barrel Browning, etc.

All work guaranteed.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Goods Store of London, Ont.

OLD MONEY WANTED
$We pay CASH premiums on hundreds of old coins dated

before 1895. Keep ALL old money.You may have coins
worth large premiums to collectors. Send TEN cents

for New Illustrated Coin Value Book, size 4x0. Get posted
at once. It may mean vour Fortune. Clark Coin Co.,
Box 134. LL-Roy. N. Y." 3 2T

SPECIALS

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most^ successful "Home Maker"; Hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; vears
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club*'.
Box 556, Oakland, Calif. 3 IT

Trapshooters Canadian Blackbird targets, six fifty
per thousand, yellow bands seven. Western Automatic
traps, single, forty, double, forty eight dollars. Bowron
expert six dollars. All fob. our plant Hamilton, Ont.
Nelson Long, manufacturer. • 8 TF

FOB SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. Box L. ROD AND GUN
Woodstock. Ontario. TF

HANDSOME FRENCH LADY. 21, worth S125.000.
Anxious to marrv honorable gentleman. Mrs. Warn.
2210 H Temple St., Los Angeles, Cal. 9 IT

SPECKLED TROUT—Now is the time to stock your
ponds and streams. First class trout of all ages for im-
mediate shipment. For full particulars, write John Gall,
manager Calcdon Mountain Trout Hatcheries, Inglewood,
Ontario. 9 3T

TAXIDFRMY AND TANNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L., ROD AND GUN. Woodstock
Ont. TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.
Oliver Spanner Si. Co., 26 Elm St., Toronto. We buy raw
furs.' 3 121

AUTUMN IN ALGONQUIN PARK

The most delightful season to spend a

vacation in the Woods, make your reser-

vation now at

HOTEL ALGONQUIN
Joe Lake, Mowat P. C, Ont.

J. E. COLSON, Prop., Booklet.

|Muil<.Skiink,''Coon,"Rabbi(s,etc,^
with

AM J
_^- _ brings Illustrated Trappers'

If I m C Guide. It tells how. Giving
the first time in print the treasured secrets of

the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS' SUPPLY CO.
BOX C. - - - OAK PARK, ILL.

Planting Hair in the

Human Scalp
—By W. T. Pember

Has already been accomplished with suc-
cess. Therefore there is no reason why
men should appear bald headed.

The finest imitation of nature is also made
in the Toupee. Many genuine sports are
lacking in nature's covering for their heads.

In consulting W. T. Pember you will be
sure to receive the advice of an expert.

Pember's Hair Store
129 YONGE ST., TORONTO
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Hunters and Trappers!

1 pair "Ike Walton" sporting boots, 14" in

height. These boots are made by Russell
Moccasin Company of Berlin, .Wisconsin,
weight 3 pounds and 4 ounces, and are as
near waterproof as boots can be made. The
illustration explains their construction. For
the hunter, trapper and fisherman these
boots are without a peer. Made of the finest

cowhide, chrome-tanned, size 7}'2. worn
hardly two months and nearly as good as
new. Cost $15.65, plus duty. Sent postpaid
for $12.50.

mssgHs
e Walton'

1 pair moose hide moccasins made by the

same firm, pure white in color, 8 inches high

and have extra sole running full-length.

Especially adapted for snowshoeing, skiing

and wear in dry snow, made of finest moose-
hide, soft and porous and fit like a silk stock-

ing. Size 7} 2, worn only a few times.

Postpaid $4.25.

Owing to he fact of my being
called to the colors shortly, I
desire o sell the following sport-

ing goods:

34 steel traps, 2 extension chains, 7 muskra*
steel stretchers. Traps are nearly all New-
house, 81 J-;^ and 913^, some jumps 91 and
913'^. Used one season. Cost last October
over $23.00. Price $16.50.

1 No. 4 Kodak, 4x5, rapid rectilinear lens
F. 8, in perfect working order. These kodaks
now rnsi $27.50. Will Send post paid fornow cost
$12.50

1 set of auxiliary lens, especially adapted for

above kodak, but will fit any kodak up to and
including post card size. Set comprises
portrait, telephoto, wide angle, copying and
enlarging, duplicator and. ray filter, brand
new. Price $6.00 postpaid. Copies of

photos will be sent taken by this kodak with
portrait lens for six cents in stamps.

The following goods are absolutely new
and were bought for the coming season.
Besides being sent post paid, all Marble
goods have advanced 10% in price.:

—

1 Marble Ideal Hunting Knife with
sheathe" $3.00

1 Anti Rust Rope, 44 calibre ,.. .50

1 " " " 22 " 50
1 " " " 30 " 50
1-28 inch jointed Marble rod, 22 and 25

calibre 1-00

1 Marble Safety Axe, steel handle 2.50

1 Marble Fish Knife 1.25

1-32 calibre Pistol Rod in nickel case 75
1-20 gauge shotgun cleaner , 1.00

1 solid leather hunting belt with shoulder
strap, 20 solid brass holders for 12 gauge
shells. Price postpaid $2.25.

Over $15.00 «of up-to-date sporting maga-
zines. Outers Books, Recreation, Hunter-
Trader-Trapper, Sports Afield, Photography,
etc., etc. In perfect condition. Boxed and
expressed for $3.50.

1 Olts Duck call, new, never used $1.00

1 Kamp Kook Kit, consisting of two pans,

1 pot. 1 cup, 1 grate, made of aluminum

—

never used. Postpaid for $3.00.

Persons desirous of securing these goods
should send M. O. by return mail as they

run no risk in buying, all being guaranteed
to be as represented.

Your orders will be much appreciated.

ROBERT G. HODGSON, - - RAGLAN, ONTARIO
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Guaranteed
FromTrapperToWearer'^BY MAIL
EASY—because all you have to do is write oul your order for the Fur Carmeol you have

selected from HALLAM'S Fashion Book and mail it with the money. Your furs are
sent to you at once—if you like them, keep them— if not simply send them back.

PLEASANT—because there is no necessity to go to town—no tiresome trudging through
stores—no urging to buy by anxious sales clerks—no annoyance or bother.

CHEAPER—because you save the middlemen's profits and expenses—we buy the skins

direct from the Trappers for cash, make them up into stylish fur garments and sell

them direct to you by mail for cash.
The thousands of pleased people from all parts of Canada, who have purchased Hallam's

guaranteed furs by mail, bear testimony to the wonderful values given.

Send to-day For gour Copy of Mallam*s

""o^JPFREE

We
Pay

Highest

Prices

For

Raw
Furs

A beautifully illustrated Book larger and better
than ever—showing a wonderfully extensive var-
iety of the newest Furs on real living people, over
300 articles llustraled—all reproductions of gen-
uine photographs —it also gives you a lot of valuable
information about Furs and what prominent people
will be wearing this season.

We are the only firm in Canada selling Furs
exclusively by mail—direct from "Trapper to

Wearer" and guaranteeing them.

You must be thoroughly satisfied with Hallam's
Furs or send them back and your money will be
returned in full at once.

The coat shown here is taken from our Fur
Fashion Book and will be sent anywhere in Canada
on receipt of money.

Write to-day for your copy of Hallam's 1919
Fur Fashion Book it will save vou money.

AiMress in full as biloir.

_ _*iin.ited
846 riallainBTailding.TORONTO.

TKTE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA

This is one of over
.300 illustrations from
our style book.
MUSKRAT.
STYLISH COAT

OF NORTHERN
MUSKRAT made
from the finest se-
lected skins, length
50 inches cut full

and roomy, finished
with full belt. Note
the deep sailor col-
lar and the handsome
reverse border ef-
fect on the skirt.

Lined with guaran-
teed satin Venetian.
Muff to match, cut
in reverse effect to
match border on
coat. Sizes 34 to
44.

M712, Coat defd
M7I3, Muff det'd

SSS.OO

22.50
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EDITORIAL

SA VE FOR VICTORY!
To achieve victory we must have two

armies; one that fights; one that saves. True
patriots will align themselves on one side

or the other.

In this most desperate fight of nations

every one must do his share. Most of us

cannot go into the fighting forces. Many
of us cannot enter those industries directly

connected with the war, but all of us can be

patriots, not of the same type but of the

right type. The opportunity to be such is

furnished in the opportunity given all stay-

at-homes to economize and save, and the

reason why personal thrift at the present

time becomes a patriotic duty, as well as a

national necessity, lies in the fact that the

amount of labor and materials in this country

is limited. There is not enough of either to

permit us to use it in the same careless, im-

provident manner we did in times of peace,

and at the same lime leave enough in the

markets for the use of the Government. The
matter resolves itself into a c|uestion of supply

and demand. If we dissipate the supply for

our own selfish interests the Government
does not have it for the prosecution of the

war and the smaller the amount at the dis-

posal of the Government the longer the war
will last, the longer will victory be delayed.

In war time, therefore, every unnecessary

purchase is an unpatriotic one. If the men
at the front can do without luxuries we at

home can. In England they say: "Every
sliilling wasted stabs a soldier in the back."

And in Canada may we net say: "Every
dollar saved and loaned to the Government
for war needs stabs an enemy in the back?"

Humanitarians, naturalists, sportsmen,

wild life conservationists—with the better

class of sportsmen's publications as a medium
—have for years past carried on with en-

thusiasm a conservation campaign, contribut-

ing from month to month and from year to

year, articles advocating the conservation of

our great natural resources of fish, game and

wildfowl. This campaign has resulted in

the passing from time to time of legislation

prohibiting the sale of game; prohibiting

spring shooting; regulating the open seasons;

reducing bag limits; and has culminated dur-

ing the period of the war in the passing of

that remarkable measure, The Migratory
Birds Convention Act, and its enabling acts,

through the operation of which the wildfowl

of the United States and Canada has already

been increased, and as a result of which it is

confidently expected that our wild life in-

stead of vanishing as at one time it showed
every evidence of doing, will not only be

conserved but permanently increased, thus

giving more individual citizens an opportunity

to kill game for food, which in itself constitutes

a valuable form of thrift. Just as the co-

operation of the classes mentioned above,

in the campaign referred to, had a tendency

to dishearten the enemies of wild life, and to

create an enthusiasm for wild life protection

in the minds of the legislators who are pos-

sessed of power to pass protective laws, so

will the campaign of thrift along the lines

indicated in the opening paragraphs of this

article, serve to dishearten our enemies and

to encourage those on our side who will then

more clearly realize that the saying, "We are

behind you to the last man" is no idle boast.

Because Canada has been enjoying an era

of unprecedented prosperity, in which readers

of Rod and Gun have, doubtless, many of

them shared, we should be able to practise

thrift now. No one who wants to serve

should fail to enlist in the army of savers.

If your neighbor offers his life surely you can

offer your help in conserving our financial

resources, without which the great hational

burden entailed by the prosecution of the

war cannot be borne, and without which the

longed for victory against the barbarous

enemy cannot be consummated.

Save for victory! Make this your slogan

for the months to come.
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A YEAR WITH THE DEER
(AUTUMN TRAILS)

H. C. HADDON

ALMOST perfect oval in shape
a turquoise gem mounted in

the green setting of the sur-

rounding timber, the lake lay calm
and unruffled in the silence of the
wilderness.
Ovet at the far end a red squirrel

chattered sleepily. Flying high in

the autumn sky a bunch of geese

went over on their southward jour-

ney, "honk, honking" noisily as

they passed over the water.
Sunshine there still was in abun-

dance, but the fierce heat of the dog
days had gone, and now, in mid-
October, the warmth was mild and
pleasant. A lazy world seemed
basking in the magic of the Indian
summer. Flaming red of the maples
mixed with the mellow gold of the

tamaracks, the frost touched dying
leaves made a blaze of colour on the
hillside. Willow and alder and birch
mingled their russet brown with the
dark green of the firs, and splashed
through them and among them to
give colour to the undergrowth; the
tall brown stems of the bracken
bowed their heads in defeat before
the first fingers of the early frosts.

The whole spirit of the world
seemed utter restfulness and repose,

as if the forces of Nalurfe were com-
posing themselves before settling down
into the long winter's sleep.

Early morning found the hillside

bedecked with the uncounted jewels

of the frost, and though the first rays
of the sun dispersed these wonderful
fairy crystals, yet the moistness and
the dampness remained throughout
the day.

Here in the shade a big spider's

web, stretching from dizzy height of

bracken tip to deep abyss of clustered
pine grass, is picked out in each
minutest detail, like a masterpiece of

delicate silver work. Further on,

where the first sunshine has struck,

the frost is gone and the herbage is

wet with little pin points of moisture.
Underfoot the fallen leaves are

dank and wet, and as you stir them
with your foot the sweet earth smell
rises up pleasantly; and every little

breeze brings more leaves down to

cover the old brown earth out of

which they grew.
Slowly, peacefully, the long lazy

day passes. Under the trees, little

swarms of gnats dance and gyrate in

crazy flight. A few late bluefiies

buzz round heavily looking for some
warm crevice, where they can creep
into shelter and sleep. A muskrat
swimming in the lake leaves an ever
w'den'ng ripple behind' him, each
slightest movement of the water
catching and holding the gold of the
sunshine.

Presently a little cloud, but finger

high above the horizon, covers and
hides the setting sun, and instantly

a change comes over the hillside.
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The gold and scarlet of the leaves
becomes brown, darker or lighter
in varying degree, and the water of

the lake loses its lustre, and turns to
steely blue,

Gradually the light fades into the
twilight. Westward the sky is scar-
let and orange with the sunset, and a
little snow away up on the summits,
catches the gleaming gold of the
dying day.
Up on the hillside a pebble rolls

down with a clatter among some
loose rocks, and while you strain
your ears to listen, a dead twig snaps,
the noise suddenly sounding ver>'
clear and loud.

Then, w^hile your eyes can scarcely
pierce the shadows of the gloaming,
four white tail deer walk out onto the
little natural meadow at the head of
the lake.

Three of them are does, but the
fourth is a buck, and you catch your
breath in sheer admiration of his

beauty.
Conscious of his own strength and

power, and glorying in the pride of

his perfect body, he stands looking
over the waters of the lake. A
magnificent picture he makes stand-
ing there, while his keen nose sorts

out the different messages that the
wood winds bring him.

Evenly matched, and without a
flaw, his antlers make a perfect pair,

and eight great points on either side
tell of the years of his vagabond
wandering.

Presently, as if any fears he might
have had are now at rest, the buck
walked down to the lake shore and
drank. The does were already crop-
ping at the herbage, feeding with the
peculiar nervous manner that the

deer always adopt, snatching a mouth-
ful here and then raising their heads
with a jerk to make sure that no
enemy was near, before moving on a
few steps and repeating the process.

Now and again, one or other of

them entered the shallow water and
splashed their way along the lake

shore. Over everything brooded the

calm and peace of the autumn
wilderness. Further up on the hill-

side among the legions of the dark
pines, a horned owl hooted. A late

bat flitted to and fro over the meadow

while the shadows lengthened into
darkness, and night, with gentle
fingers, laid her sable garment over
the hills.

Presently the big buck led his
little band of does up the rocky hill-

side to the bench above, where the
pines and firs grew clean and tall and
free from the underbrush, and here,
in the natural overcoat of the woods,
the deer bedded down for the night.
A breeze blew down the valley

from the summits, as it always does
at night in the mountains, so the
deer were able to lie facing the wind,
and, as if to make assurance doubly
certain, the buck chose a position
where he could overlook the lake.

So, in the mellow autumn days
that followed, the buck and his does
spent their time between the timber
and the lake. Feed presented no
great problem, for though most of
the greenstuffs wilted and died as the
frosts grew more severe, yet the
rougher hillsides were covered with
willows and buck brush, the tender
tips of which furnish a greater part
of the winter feed of the deer.

It is only when forced to yard up
by deep or crusted snow that the
deer approach the near edge of

famine. Herded in some basin of
the mountains they usually break
several miles of trails, and an early
spring will set them free before the
feed is all exhausted, though on the
other hand a late season and heavy
snowfalls may bring them close to
the hunger line that most of the
woods folk face in the dark days of

the winter. With a season of good
feeding behind them and a big tract

of country to range over, the buck
and his three does found ample fare

to help them lay on fat for the cold of
the approaching winter.

In these fall days, the buck was
always in evidence as the leader. His
was the band and he it was who
chose the trails to follow, and the

does accepted this leadership without
question. Following the deer you
will notice this one fact repeatedly,

and that is that in the fall
—

"rutting
time"—the bucks are pre-eminently
the leaders of the deer bands. Secure
with the confidence thai the posses-

sion of their horns undoubtedly gives
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Ihem, they become, for the short

period of the mating time, bolder
and more arrogant, and more like

the red deer stags of Scotland, that

stand upon some lonely summit and
mar their challenge to any possible

rivaJ.

But with the mating season past,

and their horns shed, the bucks lo;se

this feeling of confidence, and their
chief 'concern is to save their own
skins. Of course there are excfep-
tions. Once in a while you will find
some old buck thai re-assembles his
band every fall (often composed of
the same docs for season after season)
and that exercises all the care and
vigilance of a leader, not only in the
golden days of mating time but also
through the bleak black winter trails,

and the deep crusted snow that
covers hill and valley before the hori-
zon breaks with the first promise
of spring. The younger bucks show
no such concern for the welfare
of their harem, and are generally
selfish and lazy. That is "why in
mid-winter when you jump a bunch
of deer, it is nearly always some
wise old doe who sounds the warning
blast and who picks the trail to
safety.

Especially is this true where there
is a buck tew, and even within a few
years the does and fawns seem to be
losing much of their fear of man,
while the bucks on the other hand are
growing wilder and more timid, and
more and more inclined to leave the
leadership to the oldest or wisest doe
in the bunch.

October waned and died and with
the coming of November, a change
crept over the hillside. The glory of
the leaves had 'gone and now the
trees stood naked till the spring
should bring them life again. The
sun lost its power while the wind
grew colder, and at night the stars
in their uncounted millions, danced
and twinkled in the frosty sky.
The buck and his three does were

joined by another arrival, one of the
spring's fawns that had lost her
mother by a prowling cougar, to the
southward of the lake. Too young
and inexperienced to face the hard-
ships of the winter alone, she seemed

• glad to have stumbled on the band.

and, after a general inspection, she
was allowed to remain.
Something worried the big buck

these days. Two or three times
after bedding down at night, he
would circle round and quarter the
wind and even after these general
surveys, he seemed restless and unde-
cided, and by day the band kept
continually on the move.

Stumbling on the beds that they
had occupied the previous night yon
could read the whole story of the
buck's uneasiness. Here, smaller and
narrower, are the tracks of the does.
They have gone almost straight to
their beds, with very little attempt
to confuse their trails. But the old
buck has made a series of elaborate
cross trails that concealed his destina-
tion, and you can see where he has
risen during the night and walked
out to some observation post where
he can again sample the wind. And
then, after all, the blow fell in the
daylight. A cold sunless day, the
deer worked across the hillside, feed-
ing as they went. The wind was
raw and knife-edged, and this probab-
ly drove the deer to the protection
of the timber. '

The big buck was in the lead. The
three does and the fawn followed
behind, a little distance separating
them. And then suddenly, the buck
whirled round, blowing the throaty
alarm blast Kaaah, Kaaah, and yet,

for all his knowledge, not knowing
where the danger was. The deer
jumped in different directions, stiff

legged, fiags erect, not seeking the
cause of their leader's alarm, but
obeying his order for instant flight.

Presently, finding no sign of dan-
ger, and curious as are all of the deer
tribe, they must needs circle round
and hesitate to try and gratify their
curiosity.

A sudden "swish" as a branch
sprang back to place, a splitting

snarl as he landed three feet too short,
and a big CDUgar leapt from his hiding
place among the heavy foliage of a
dwarf fir, as the nearest doe came
within springing distance.

Deadly to the deer (especially

when the snow-bound hills limit

their range of llight) is this big cat,

who will lie out on some hidden
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branch in wait for his victim, or who
finds their runways in the crusted
snow and makes his killing when the
frightened deer are driven belly-
deep into the unbroken snow away
from their trails.

Before he could spring again the
deer sought flight in earnest now,
each one picking out their own
direction through the timber, and
after them this evil tawny slayer
vile tempered over the failure of his
hunting. With the ground free from
snow and firm and hard beneath their
teet, the chances were all on the side
of the deer. Once or twice in the
tirst few minutes of their surprise
the cougar caught odd glimpses of the
big white flags that went zig-zagging
away through the timber at a faster
pace than he could travel, and
presently, seeing that he had no hope
ol success, the big cat gave up the
pursuit.

Picture the deer, if vou like, as they
got over their surprise. At first to
each of them, now that the danger
was real and recognized, came ^no
thought except flight, but presently
seeing that they were not pursued,'
their wild jumps gave place to a walk
punctuated with repeated stops tc
lookback behind them and snort with
nervousness.
Coming to an open place in the

timber the big buck stopped and
stood facing the wind, his nostrils
dilated and his eyes white-rimmed
showing the terror he felt, for all his
splendid size and strength. A blue
jay perhaps a hundred yards away
broke into excited protest and at the
sound, the buck started off on the
jump again, but after a few bounds
he stopped and stood facing his
back trail. Too or three times he
stamped with his fore foot and pawed
the ground nervously.
Here he was joined by one of the

does, and after a few minutes they
went on their way together through
the timber. Within the next few
hours the other two does caught up
with them, and all four worked up
through the timber to where the
hillside was bare and open.
As for the fawn, this re-appearance

of the enemy that had robbed her of
her mother filled her with sudden

headlong panic. Instinct told her
that in flight—continued flight—lav
safety, while experience, the other
great twin-teacher of the wild brought
back vivid memories of the same
tawny terror that had sprung, out of a
tree to claim its victim, a ^w short
weeks before.

She speedily lost all traces of the
rest of the band, and after a few
minutes, circled round and chose a
difl^erent direction from the one thev
had taken.

At first she kept to the level of the
bench, but presently she started to
descend the hillside. Here the going
was much rougher, and rocks and big
boulders made cautious travelling
necessary. Driven on by her fear
the fawn was too frightened to
slacken her pace, too anxious to
escape from the danger, that for all
she knew, was close behind her.
Suddenly under her feet the mossv
covering of the rocks gave way, and
the fawn was thrown violently, hitting
the ground with an impact that
knocked every bit of the breath out
of her body. One of her fore feet had
slipped down between a crevice in
the rocks and the wrench on her leg
almost dislocated her shoulder. To
add to her terror, she wa^ unable to
rise. Her leg was jammed last almost
as far as the knee joint, and the
torward weight of her body prevented
her from freeing herself.

' For a few
minutes she lay there, as if not
lully understanding, and then, as
realization came to her she struggled
vainly to extricate the imprisoned
leg. With the desperateness of her
efforts she did at last succeed in
turning her whole body around, and
then, the next instant with the
added weight and strain the long leg
bone snapped like a pipe steni.
Even then, if she had escaped, she
might perhaps have healed herself;
but the tough skin and sinews pre-
vented any release even at the price
of losing the leg.

In vain she tugged and tore to
free herself. By the very weight of
her body lying down hill, she was
unable to draw her leg out of its
prison, and now, with the bone
itself broken her case was hopeless.
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By and by, in the merciful way
Nature has, the whole leg would
JKcome numb and gradually pain
would be replaced by apathy. Being
only an animal, the fawn probably
could not realize her position, for

there again Nature shows pity to

those broken on the wheel.

Tired out with her struggles and
exhausted with pain and terror and
bruised by the sharp corners of the

rocks, her great eyes, eloquent with

dumb misery, so the fawn lay at the
end of her trail.

Gradually the shadows crept across
the hillside. Almost before it was
wholly dark the wind died down and
it grew warmer, and then, big and
white and soft, the blanket for the
winter's sleep, the first snowflakes,
came swirling, dancing, falling until

the hollows would be filled and the
rough ways made smooth, and the
whole countryside covered with the
mantle of winter.

CINNAMON BEAR
'NEMO"

m;
"Y father was an ardent sportsman and

a firm believer in the maxim that "it

'is the gun that is not loaded that does

the mischief."

One early fall he, in company with three

pals, went up to the hills to hunt—well any-

thing worth while that got in front of their

guns. They stayed in a small log cabin

beside a tiny lake, so small that it might

more accurately have been called a pond.

It was a beautiful place for ducks, however,

and many an afternoon at least one of the

four came home heavily laden.

One afternoon, it being my father's turn

to furnish the meal, he decided to vary the

custom, by making a short excursion through

the woods.

Before he had gone far he noticed that it

*as already getting very dark. He was
not afraid, however, of losing his way, so

continued his journey. Silence settled

down on the dense forest, a silence that was

only broken by the sound of a startled mouse
jumping through the underbrush. The in-

tense silence soon began to get on my father's

nerves.

Suddenly he thought he heard a heavy

shuffling footstep. He stopped but he could

hear no sound.

"It must' be overwrought nerves" he said

to himself, but once again he heard a heavy

footstep. Back went the hammer of the

Winchester, and only just in time, for from

the shadow of two broad trees stepped a

full grown cinnamon bear. The bear was
growling in an undertone.

Many thoughts raced through my father's

mind in the course of a few short seconds,

but the rifle went to his shoulder and his

aim was steady. A jet of flame spurted

from the muzzle of the rifle and the bear

staggered, then sank on its side, still glaring

maliciously at him. Down and back went
the lever of the Winchester and another shot

ended the life of the bear.

It was useless to try to skin him, for on
account of his heavy weight one man could

not roll him over. Knowing that the boys
would not believe his story he stooped down
and with his sharp hunting knife cut off

three of the claws.

Then he turned towards home. Under-
standing what a difficult and almost impos-

sible task it would be to find the bear in

the morning he blazed the large trees with
his axe as he walked.

He declared afterwards that every tree

and stump looked to tiim like a bear but at last

he arrived in safety at the cabin and told

his story. .\t first no one would believe

hinj, but when he showed the claws they

became more attentive. In the morning they

went to the spot where the bear had been
killed and found the carcase, which happily

had been untouched by the timber wolves.

They set to work and by noon had the bear

skinned and a couple of nice hind quarters

cut. They then set out for camp and that

night enjoyed a fine feast of bear steak.

When a bo\ I liked this story best of the

many my father told me, and perhaps some
readers of Rod and Gun may enjoy it too.



JACK MILNER

Old Bill Stevenson was quiet
enough and all that, was a

cracker jack of a business man,
in fact he had made a goodly pile,

but he had his failings. One of these

was his liking for a "hunt." He
liked to get up in the backwoods in a

pair of corduroys and long-legged
gum boots. He was certainly stuck
on the simple life. Old Bill fancied
himself the best moose hunter of the
North Country; the best man on the
bays for ducks; second to none with
a steel rod and fly; peerless at "land
game" hunting,—but most especially
moose. Really it used to make me
kind of sore to hear him talk some-
times.
Now I think it was the latter part

of the season last year, that Bill

came into my office. It was one of

those crisp mornings, and he was
just as lively as the air outside. He
blew into my office like a young
tornado. I knew by his manner
that there was something in the air.

You know. Bill is one of those jolly

little fat men that are always going
like a fire engine when the mayor's
house is burning down. Well, as I

said, Bill came bustling into the
office one morning etc., and pipes up
in his excited way.

"Hey, Henry! I've got a swell

idea. I'm a trump for ideas. Come
on down to the club for lunch, and

I'll reveal to you my awful plan, as
I he story books say."

I had a sort of idea that if this

idea wasn't any brighter than three
thousand, four hundred and sixty-
two others he had told me of after
his enthusiastic fashion that it wasn't
worth while going away up town for
lunch, but Bill wasn't to be resisted.

I rolled down the top of my desk and
trotted off to keep up to the bustling
old boy.
At the club he unfolded his bril-

liant scheme.
"Now, Hank old boy, you need a

rest. Free from all the worries of
business and dinners and wives and
all that. You CDme along o' me up
to the north lakes and take a hoot
through the moose call."

"Oh, that's fine, Bill," I retorted,
"but you bachelors thmk that all a
married man needs to do is to throw
a tooth brush and a comb in his

pocket and fly to parts unknown.
(3f course a big fat7head like you
couldn't remember that I wanted to

go two weeks ago, and Flora kicked
like a mad grasshopper. Nope,
Bill, you'll have to round up another
old boy and leave me to the toils of

the city. That's all there is to it now,
old podgy head, so don't grin in that
fashion."
"Oh my bouncing little Willie!"

cried Bill with his nose all wrinkled
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up. "Oh my happy little bunch of

sweetness! Why say, you Simp,
that was the very thing that made me
think of my noble scheme. I was
talking to Joe Carroll last night and
was telling him what hard lines it

must be to be married, an" he says,

why don't we do like the fellow in a
story that he read. That was a

great little story, Hen, and after we
have improved on it some it ought to

work fine. Now you just trot back
to your little old swivel chair and
tell your staff that you are going to

take a holiday. Meet me here at
three."

I had beUer introduce Joe Carroll
at this point. You see. Bill, Joe and
I had gone through 'Varsity together,
arm in arm so to speak, and we have
been that way ever since. Joe is a
practitioner in the city, and open for

any scheme among the boys. He
and Bill are mseparables, we are all

the best of pals, almost boyish in our
devotion to one another. I being a

married man, of course always had
their deepest sympathy, and could
never bring them to believe that I

wasn't a hen-pecked husband, a
martyr to matrimony. They always
plotted and schemed to save me all

they could.
* * *

I met Billy and Joe at three as

agreed. (Perhaps, being a meek
man, I should say, 'as I had been
commanded.')
"New Henry old boy, old wolf of

the exchange with the tired look, do
you know I could see that you were
in failing health the minute I saw
you coming through the door?" said

Joe as I came up to them. "Ycu
may not last long unless you have a

rest at once. You need to go moose
hunting for a while, need a general
bracing up. I appcint Bill here as

your keeper till you are as fat as he is

himself. Now I am going to take
you home in a taxi, which we will

make Bill pay for, and am going
to assist you to the door and tell

your dearly beloved Flora what I

have just told you. I will add that
I am sending you out on the night
train for the far off hills or the sunny
south or anywhere that is far enough
away that she won't find out that

you aren't there. Be prepared.
Come along gently, old boy."

I went, looking like and feeling

like the proverbial man under the
bed when he gets caught; with a feel-

ing like the one I had when dad
caught me playing hookey with little

Carry Mallory. I felt just as guilty
as a cat locked in a meat safe.

The wife took it just like the brave
little woman that she is. That
didn't make me feel any better, as you
would suppose. Anyhow, that night
at 12.02 we left Central Station for

the North. When we got to a certain
little place on the edge of the great
northern lake, we were to cross and
camp on the shore on the other side.

I cheered up some on the way, but
I couldn't get rid of that feeling that
something was going to happen.
I told Bill that I had a premonition
of impending disaster. He laughed
and called me an old fogie and a lot

of other things that I won't repeat,
so I quit grousing. That night after
I had buttoned the green curtains on
the side of the berth, I said an extra
word to the Lord for Flora and one
for her sinful husband. I sure did
feel bad about the way I was using
her.

* * *

Bill was standing on the beach,
watching the launch that had just
landed us fade away in the distance.
He wiped the perspiration from his

fat head, said something about a
meal and followed the Indian guide
to a little squat hut that was to be
headquarters for a few days. I sat
and filled my pipe with my favourite
tobacco, the tobacco that Flora
wouldn't let me smoke at home be-
cause it spoiled the curtains. I began
puffing away, and as soon as the
taste began to get nice and mellow
the very light of heaven flew into my
weary soul. This was great. I

forgot everything in life excepting
the next few days right away. Flora
sure must have been getting bored
with me anyway. I forgave myself
for my outrageous treatment of her
in that way.

Soon Bill came pounding back and
said we'd forgotten to take our am-
munition off the boat, and I said,

"By Gosh, we have!"—and Bill
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swore, and I think I did too, then
Bill said some more that has no bear-

ing on this tale, and wasn't polite

anyhow.
Now wasn't that miserable? All

the ammunition we had was a few
cartridges in my old wooden gun
case. well, we could puddle about
with birds and things till John went
over to the post and got us some
cannon fodder in the morning. John
brought us the result of an hour's
cocking, and believe me it was great,-

what is it the Englishman says?
'"Fine, top-hole." That's it, it

surely was top-hole, and then some.

After we had stuffed, we lay on the
shore to smoke our pipes. By and
by the moon came up all red and
round. It was a great old moon.
Really it was the loveliest moon that
I have seen since the night when
I asked Flora the big "Q" about
five years ago. We stayed out
rather late and went back to the
shack, our Indian keeping a fire on
for us. We gave him instructions

to paddle over to the post in the
morning and get us some shells.

The rest was all sleeping till we saw
John safely off to the post in the

morning.
* * *

"Hey, Hennery!" yelled Bill from
outside the shack, "Get your gun
and come on out here and follow your
big chief Bow-Wow. We must get

some birds for dinner so that John
won't have to get out and cook and
kill both, and so keep us waiting for

our grub. This is a case of necessity,

my son, so bestir your weary limbs
or you shall know the pangs of hun-
ger-r-r ere the !"

"Shut up! Shut up!" I yelled,

"Don't make such an infernal row.
I'm coming. But I know that if I

go with you, we won't get any birds

because you sound like an elephant
coming through the bush, smoke
five cent cigars, and if a leaf rustles

you yell and fire off both barrels in

the air. You promise to act sensible

and I'll come, otherwise I stay here."
Then I added, "Got everything?"
and I distinctly remember him say-
ing, "Yep, everything." in a most
reassuring manner. He promised to

be sensible and off we went in the
bush.

I was sure that we weren't going
to get anything, and was sure that
we were going to get into trouble, so
I wasn't the gay sportsman that you
may imagine me. No Sir-ee. Well,
I had on a pair of corduroy breeches
that would make the biggest railroad
dago turn green with envy. I v.'ore

one of those brown canvas hunting
jackets, one of those old things with
more pockets than I have fingers and
toes, and a pair of leaky old rubber
boots. I was a sight for the gods,
and, ye snakes, so was Bill. He had
on a rough grey tweed coat with the
pockets bulging with handkerchiefs,
apples, string, "emergency" (?)

brandy flasks, fish cord, and in fact

nearly every item of a chandler's
shop. Apparently he certainly did
have "everything." However, this

hasn't much to do with the plan of

the story.

Bill was full of good spirits, not
the bottled kind,—but good whole-
some, good feeling to all the world.1" I

looked like a small edition of a thun-
der storm, and, believe me, I felt like

it too.

We tramped through swamps and
all manner of bogs, over great patches
of granite, over fallen trees, through
brambles, till I was sure that we were
nearing the pole, although I wasn't
sure whether it would be the North
or the South. We had forgotten all

about direction or time. We finally

tuckered out and came to a halt, and
after some argument we came to the

conclusion that we were lost. We
cheered up as we chatted, and at last

we decided that we had better make
a stab at getting back, and perhaps we
would get some game on the way
back. Bill suggested that there was
a game meeting somewhere about
five thousand miles from where we
were and all the birds had gone to

attend. Now wouldn't that make
you sore? I felt like punching his

fat head, but I didn't say anything.
It seemed like about three hours,

or years I might better say, of walk-
ing through the sort of scenery that

I have already described,-;, when we
began to get really serious in

looking for the way home. As is
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always the case, neither of us had
brought a pocket compass, and as

Bill had said that he had everything
I blamed him. We had to admit at

last that we were most hopelessly

lost,—-lost in the woods. By Jove,

we simply must find our way out some
way. It certainly was a serious

time for us.

We kept on tramping till we came
to a little clear space, and as we were
both tired out we sat down. I sat

on a stump and swore. Bill sat on a
rock and laughed. That was always
the way with him. When anything
went wrong he always laughed like

a monkey at the zoo and called other
reasonable beings pessimists. Bill

got some bark and improvised a
megaphone with it. He bellowed
through it till he was too hoarse to
make any more noise worth while.
I thought of looking for a stream
and following it to the lake, but Bill

said he was tired and to wait a while.
I couldn't see any harm in a little

rest myself, so I sat down beside
him.

Off in the distance we could hear
the sound of crackling twigs and
underbrush, and suddenly the signif-

icance of this struck me with great for

force. Bill had been actually "moose
calling" without knowing it, and now
we were in for some fun. It turned
out to be a big bull moose. He came
steadily on, and we "froze." He
came withia ten yards and then
stopped,—head in the air and eyes
blazing. He was a magnificent
animal and fair game for any man
had he had the right kind of shot.

With a liHle tact we might get him
with what we had, and what a set -^f

horns for the hall. My husbandly
sense of decorating the home came
to me even then. I was all pris-
pects,-^I even had the place picked
out where I was going to hang his

head.

But that crazy, excitable Bill,

unable to stand the strain of excite-
ment any longer, jumped up without
warning to me and banged both
barrels at him at once. The big ass!

Why it would barely puncture his

skin at that distance and with light

shot too.

The big bull bellowed with fury
and turning his head he spied us,

—

shaking in our shoes. A wounded
moose is the worst thing I know to be
alone in the world with,—this fellow
especially. He was the biggest that
I ever saw. I am sure that he could
have earned a horse on those antlers.

He sure was a brute.

"Oh, the monster! Look out. Bill,

here be comes! Stick together or
we're lost for good! Quick, quick,
for God's sake. Bill! Lord spare
us! Lord have mercy on us." were
my cries, mingled with

"Ancient Peter! Don't he look
mad? Here he comes like a runaway
locomotive! Hit the trail. Hen!
Oh by the rosy nosed Caesar! Oh
Samuel!" from Bill as he came tear-
ing after me, puffing like the bellows
at the village blacksmith's. The
only way that we could save ourselves
was to get under the low flat branches
of a spruce, and then watch our
chance to get away to a good high,
solid tr?e, and climb like fury.
Now we were the luckiest men on

the planet that day, and we managed
tc do just what I have said. The
infuriated animal below began charg-
ing the tree and tearing at the lower
branches with his horns. He stamp-
ed and pawed and bellowed. If

ever I was honestly chilled to the
marrow I was then. Bill was breath-
ing like a steam engine going up grade.
My teeth were trying ii break them-
selves by knocking together.
The bull raised his head in the air,,

his eyes flashing red, and bellowed
again. Then with feet planted firm,
head high in the air, sides heaving, he
resigned himself to vengeance. He
intended to starve us out of the tree.

I resolved that it would take some
starving to get me down, and so did
old Bill.

The sun was setting when Bill
spied water through the trees. Then
we realized where we were. We
were about three miles or less from
the shack, and if we could only get
down and away safely we could run
straight to the shack. But that was
the great question, could we ever get
down alive? Anyway it was cheer-
ing to know the ground that we
would die on. It "was just about
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this time that Bill asked me if this

didn't remind me ot "the preacher
who went hunting on a Sunday
morn." If it hadn't been for the
m')ose down there I would have
knocked the fool out of the tree.

There was a chance that John
might come that way looking for us.

But again, he might think that we
were over visiting the dam that was
under construction a couple of miles
from there. We were nearly sura
oi an all night session with Mr.
Moose, and would be mighty lucky
if we got off with that. -

As the night went we began to get

drowsy, and tried every means of

keeping awake. But I, like the
idiot I am, couldn't keep awake by
any means. I remembered hearing
tales of men strapping themselves
to the boughs to keep away from the
wolves, so why couldn't I do that?
I took off my belt and turned half

round to fasten it to the bough,
when "r-r-rip!" I slipped, "crash!"
I fell, and "Thud!" I hit the ground.

I was rather dazed with the fall

and would have been lost had I not
glanced up in the tree and seen Bill,

staring-eyed, and white-faced. He
was gasping, "0 my Lord! O my
Lord!" Then, "Oh, for God's sake,

Hen, run! Run!! RUN!!! Believe me
I obeyed, I ran as I had never run b?-

Jcre.

—

nor since, where, I knew not.

I was cut and torn and bleeding,

—

tired and only half conscious. My
feet felt like weights, I could scarcely

move one before the other. I came
to some flat rock, and raced over that

—I could hear the moose on my heels

I came to a big crack in ths rock and
leaped for the other side. I landed,

but my fear-slricken and over strain-

ed legs refused to bear my weight.

I fell heavily on the rock, praying

most fervently for a quick delivery.

The bull came over me . with the

loudest of bellows, crying aloud his

victory and his lust for vengeance.

He lowered his head and caught
me in his horns. He raised me on
high and hurled me far from him. I

fell into some brambles some good
many feet from him. Sobbing, I

scrambled away on my hands and
knees. On he came again, and,

lowering his horns, gored me savagely,

making a great rent in my thigh, and
raising me aloft again, again he
dashed me away on the rocks. He
was playing with me. How I prayed
fcr a speedy death! Then Providence
gave me an opening. I spied the
low flat branches of a huge spruce
tree, and wounded as I was I crawled
under them before he made his next
attack. Praying for strength, I rose
on the other side of the tree, leaving
the mad, roaring animal on the other
side.

Something told me that I was near
water. What ever made me think
it I don't know, but I made off as

fast as I could, for by this time I

was nearly dead with fatigue and
loss of blood.

What would poor Florie do? Poor
little woman, how beastly of me to

lie 'o her as I had done! What a

shock it would be for her to learn

of my death. All the thoughts of

her loving acts, and of her devotion
came to me. I resolved that for

her sake I would try to save my life

now. 'Poor little kid, it'll be lone-

some for her,' I thought.

With this thought I "sped up."
I suddenly realized that I was on
a beaten track,—a track made by
animals going to water! It was just

about then that old man moose
spied me, and the race began again.

It was pitch dark in front of me, but
I soon saw a faint white glimmer
ahead. If only —

^! But I

couldn't, because a moose can swim
too. By all accounts that I had
heard they could swim as fast as

they could walk, so I kept on running.

.All manner of wild plans ran
through my head. The moose was
coming by a more round about way,
and though I was going furiously,

he was gaining fast. Ah! At last!

I had come to the lake. I stood on
the brink for a second and in I plung-
ed. I swam frantically fcr a score

of strokes along the high, precipitous

shore. Swimming in close I grasped
the boughs of an overhanging bush
and kept very still. Almost on my
heels came the moose.

Infuriated at the loss of his revenge,

the moose stamped and pawed on
the shore.
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"I SPIFD THE LOW FLAT BRANCHES OF A HUGE SPRUCE TREE AND WOUNDED

AS I WAS,TcRAWLEd\°nDER them BEFORE HE MADE HIS NEXT ATTACK
.

The next I knew, I was on the bed

in our shack, wrapped in warm
blankets, with a sense of warmth all

through my body.
Bill had slid from the tree when

the moose had started after me and

he had run till he came to the shack

and found John. John received

instructions, and takmg Bill's rifle,

set out "righte speedilie" to the

The chill of the water had refreshed

me somewhat. I felt quite fit for

anything now, and as he had evident-

ly decided to wait again, I clung with

renewed vigour to the bank.

Gradually the horizon defined it-

self. Soon it grew silvery grey.

Finally it resolved into a white

dawn. ,

My strength began to give out,

and try as I would, I couldn t pull

mvself together. The moose waded

into the water till he was knee deep,

and stood.

rescue
John had seen the moose,, balTled

and weary in the water where I had

seen him wade. He crept up wanly
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and shot him dead. In going to the
water's edge, he spotted me, appar-
ently drowned, dropping over a rock
under the low overhanging trees.

He took me back to the shack, and
restored me to life by means known
only to Indians. I thank old John
for my life, believe me.

t t t

Bill escorted me home as soon as I

could be moved. It was some gay
health party that returned, too. I

went from Central Station home in

an ambulance. I was full of explana-
tions and excuses and apologies that
I presented to Flora. I certainly was
some happy looking spectacle to be
returning from a health trip. But
Flora is a forgiving person so it was
all right.

Bill Stevenson was genuine in his

sorrow for our experience. He in-

sisted on shouldering all the blame.
It cured him of one thing, though.

that was his boasting of his prowess
at hunting moose. He never speaks
of moose hunting now, excepting now
and then when he sees a huge bearded
head mounted with the antlers on it,

hanging in my hall. There are the
horns that could carry a horse quite
easily. Then he merely says, "Lord,
Hank, I nearly finished you that
time," and he points to the moose's
head. He insists that it wouldn't
have happened if it hadn't been for

him.
Joe Carroll pulled me through O.

K. and he has resolved never to try
the moose hunt advice on his patients
again.

I often tell Florie of my thought of

her in what was so nearly my last

minute. She glances at "old Bail-
ey's" head in the hall and shudders.
Then she asks me what w^e will have
for dinner to-night,—to change the
subject.

WILD ANIMALS
"Skookuni Chuck"

Suggested by seeing the British Columbia big game pictures

at the movies.

They are the children ot the earth.

The naked earth and snow;

The pathless forest gives them birth.

Out of the rocks they grow.

They know no past to blight their day.

Inspect no future viev\

;

They rise spontaneous from the clay,

And fall spontaneous too.

The flower, the fruit, the cliff, the creek.

They know by sight or smell;

Ihey have no words ,to think and speak.

By which to know and tell.

Themselves unnamed, unruled, unclassed.

No purpose of their own;

Unrescued from their dismal past,

Thev live like tree or stone.

For land or lease they battle not.

No claims are filed or kept;

Their fortune is the food unbought

The) gather step by step.

Hard-bosomed on the rock and clay,

Cold-bedded on the snow.

They live the hour, the night, the day.

And that is all thev know.



THEIR FIRST HUNTING TRIP
D. L. FINDLAY

Isay,
you fellows. Get up out

of that. What do you think
this is anyway? Your birth-

days? Here I am making the fire,

carrying water, frying bacon and
making tea, and you big, lazy good-
for-nothing loafers snoring away like

porcupines. Get up out of that, I

say, or I'll drag you down and dump
you into the brook, where I cut the
hole to get the water."
Aw, you wouldn't do that, Billy.

You're a good old sport after all,

and anyway what do you think we
brought you along for?"

"Servant I guess, but if you're
not up in about two minutes I'll have
all the bacon eaten and you'll have
to cook more for yourselves if you
get any."

"Jupiter, I'm up already," and
flinging aside his blankets Carter
grabbed his boots and began lacing
them up. "Gee, but it gives yoii

some appetite sleeping up in these
northern woods. I could eat the
whole pig this very minute, to say
nothing of a measly little slice or
two of bacon."
(rJ,t<"Hey^Shorty, wake up there. Did'nt
youl hear the last call for break-
fast?" Squash, and a wet towel
slapped over "Shorty" O'Brian's
face.

"Get out of here, you big stiiT.

What's the matter with you anyway?
Just wait until to-morrow morning
and see what you'll get." And
gruQting and muttering, O'Brian
emerged from his blankets into the
cold morning air.

An hour later the trio were off

on their skis, threading their way
through the forest, their rifles strap-

ped on their backs, and kits slung
from their shoulders. Every now
and then Carter would whistle Pete
back from some wild chase after a
squirrel or other unimportant game.

"I wish we'd left that blamed pup
at home. He's more nuisance than
he's worth, If there was a deer
or a moose within ten miles he'd
scare them away with his yelping,"

remarked Billy Moore, hitching the
grub bag to a more comfortable
angle on his shoulders.

"Oh, I don't know, old man. He's
helped us secure a partridge and a
rabbit, and we didn't find them amiss
last night for supper, and anyway I

don't believe there is a deer or a
moose around this section, that other
fellow has them all herded down
around his camping lodge. All you
have to do is to go out aliout a mile
or so from camp and pick off an old
daddy moose it seems, according to
the stories I have heard of results
achieved by "been-there" hunters.
But never mind fellows, we're only
amateur hunters and we're get-
ting all this fun for nothing, no
guides, no nothing, to worry about.
Next year we'll make arrangements
and go there and get something
worth while. In the meantime,
let's just be glad we're here and keep
our noses keen for something to turn
up. Come here old doggie, you just
stick around your uncle and don't
let any of these fierce creatures of the
forest get me," and Carter patted
the brindled pup's head as he frisked
around his legs.

They *|camped for dinner in the
shade of some spruce trees near the
lake, where not a breath of wind
stirred the branches, boiled their
tea and warmed up their bacon and
beans, while discussing the dearth of
game.

"Gee, I don't believe there's a
thing bigger'n a rabbit in these
woods. I haven't seen even a fox
track to-day. We're some Nimrods,
we are, but won't we get the merry
Ha! Ha! when we return to civiliza-
tion without even a rabbit skin to
show. We should have kept that
one you shot yesterday, 'Shorty' ,"

remarked Billy pessimistically.

"Aw well, never mind, I've got a
hunch, fellows, something's going to
happen this afternoon," remarked
the ever cheerful Carter, as he
tightened up his boot laces. "Put
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oul Ihe fires and let's get started.
Where's the pup?"
"Gone to blazes, I hope," growled

Billy.

"Listen, there he is now, liarking
like mad. Perhaps he's located a

bear. Come on let's go and see,"
suggested 'Shorty'.

"Go chase yourself, do you think
we're going meandering all over
creation after that animal to investi-

gate all his yelping. Let's get packed
up and get started, we may strike
something worth while before to-
night," and B'Uy began packing his

kit.

"Well, he does sound excited just
the same, boys. I'm going to see
what he's discovered ," and Carter
struck off in the same direction as the
barking. In a few minutes they
heard a 'Halloo' and struck off after
him.
They found the dog frantically

barking into the entrance of a hollow
tree. He would go in part way and
jump back barking wildly, evidently
dodging something inside. Deep
muttered growls could be heard as
they neared the tree and they soon
made up their minds that at last

they had discovered a bear.
Carter emptied both chambers of

his rifle into the opening, with no
apparent effect, then seizing a long
pole began prodding and poking into
the hole. "Hit him agin. Pa. Punch
him in the ribs. Pa." "I'm sure
punching something boys," he mut-
tered.

All of a sudden out rushed old
Bruin, knocking Billy, rifle, grub
bag and all sprawling in the snow,
and plunged straight for Carter,
who was frantically waving his pole.

The dog rushed barking and snap-
ping at the bear's heels, and pausing
to strike at the dog. Carter had time
to shin up a tree. O'Brian was
already perched on the limb of an old

birch, shaking with fright, but Billy

let old Bruin have both cliambers
of his revolver in the left shoulder
before he ran for shelter.

The infuriated animal rushed for

him and planted his teeth in Billy's

leg before he could reach a place of

safety, dragging him back to earth.

Over and over they rolled. The

bear ripping and tearing the clothes
off Billy's arms and legs, and leaving
some cruel scratches on his victim,
while Billy franctically tried to get
a hold of his hunting knife. The
dog kept snapping at the bear's
throat every chance he could get,

and soon what had beent a white
trackless waste, began to assume the

'

look of a battlefield.

Poor 'Shorty's' scattered wits at
length returned and sliding down
out of his tree he blazed away with
both barrels at the bear, fortunately
for Billy, neither bullet went within
four feet of the bear. By this
lime Carter had managed to re-load
and springing to the ground rushed
over and pumped a bullet into
Bruin's brain.

In the excitement of getting Billy
out from under the bear's dead body,
and tying up his wounds the best
they could, no thought was given to
the dog, until renewed barking wa,s
heard from the old tree.

"Now I wonder if there's another
in there? Let's beat it. I'm willing
to swear there is something in these
woods larger than a rabbit now,"
groaned Billy. Holy Cats, but those
rakes burn and smart something
fierce, I'm glad he did not mark
my face anyway."

"Well, I've just got my dander
up. I guess this is where I'll make a
name for myself. "Carter, the Fam-
ous Hunter," would sound pretty
good to me. "Sic him, Pete. Fetch
him out old boy. You get away out
of range, Billy. Better start back
for camp and get those wounds
doctored up as soon as possible.

'Shorty' yoii go round and pound on
the other side of the tree, and yell

for all you're worth, I guess you can
do that all right,—if you just give
way to your present feelings—and
see if you can't start the old lad out.

I'll try and pick him off when he
appears."

Hearing the pounding and yelling

on the other side of the tree, the dog
rushed around there to look for an
entrance from that side, and sudden-
ly out of the hole lumbered a half-

grown cub and started to run for the
guUey.
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"Glory be!" exclaimed Carter,

stopping his rifle and rushing after

the little animal. He grabbed it

just at the edge of the hill and over
and over the two rolled, clear to the
foot of the hill, the cub growling
and clawing and struggling to get
away, with Carter still clutching
its throat and shouting for O'Brian
to come and help him. They landed
up at the foot of the hill in a snow
bank with Carter sitting astride

the cub, choking it into submission.
"Bring me the straps off the skis,"

he added.
"Straps, what on earth do you

want of straps. I'm bringing your
rifle." Shorty replied.

"Go back and bring me the straps.

I'm going to take the little demon
back alive," panted Carter.

Just then the bear feeling the grip
on its throat somewhat relaxed gave
a fierce lunge and ripping and tear-

ing with teeth and claws almost
completely demolished poor Carter's
trousers, besides giving him some
nasty bites, before it could be again
choked into submission.

Shorty came sliding and running
down the hill with the straps and
between the two they managed
to tie the bear's legs and slinging
him back down from a pole carried
him lo camp.
When Billy hobbled into camp

shortly after their arrival he remarked:
"Looks as though you needed
to change your pants, Carter,

before returning to town."

"Change them! did you say?"
laughed Carter. "There isn't enough
left to change, if you ask me," as

he pulled his coat around him to
keep from freezing. "But I got
the little demon anyway. I wouldn't
have let him go if he had torn every
stitch off me, and ripped me with
his claws from chin lo heel—he
pretty near did anyway. I see where
I buy a quart of arnica to-morrow.
Shorty you're the only comfortable
one, you'll have to get us a lunch and
then you'll have to go back and skin
the old mother bear and follow us
on to the station. I guess perhaps
Billy and I can carry this little

villain if we take our time. I tell

you we were taking big chances,
poking at that old lady when she had
that cub in there with her.

"Oh, a fool there was who made his
prayer,

When he heard a growl from a
coat of hair

"

"Hey! Hey! 'nuff said, you're some
poet, don't you know that all's

wrong?" laughed Shorty.
"Well that's some skin anyway,

I'll bet, when it's mounted. Hustle
along Shorty and bring it in."
The next morning they tramped

back to the railway flag station and
depositing their tethered cub and
huge black bear skin in the baggage
car, as the train came to a standstill,
took themselves to the day coach
covered with rags, scratches and
gloiy, and with mingled feelings tof

thankfulness and pride, were borne
homeward from their first hunting
trip in Northern Ontario.
The baby bear was later sold to the

Zoo, and old Bruin's skin almost
covers the floor of Carter's den.
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F. V. WILLIAMS

QUIT! Quit! Quit! Quit!

There was a slight rustle in

the brush off to the left and all

was still again.

The 'Mongrel' was a good 'bird

dog' he sure was, but—right about
here he most always got fooled; and
this time was no exception to the

rule. He stood with one fore foot

uplifted testing the air with his nose.

Many a better bred dog than he

would make a far worse picture as he

stood there at attention. His master,

some yards away, gazed at him in

admiration and chuckled to himself;

"Old sport and the 'Big Drummer'
are matching wits again. My guess

is the Drummer wins." Suiting

the action to the word he slipped

the slide over the "safe" on his gun
and sat down on a convenient stump.
The dog broke his pose and casting

a sidelong glance at his master began
a systematic forage up and down,
across and back. At times he could

get that tantalizing 'partridge smell'

so strong that it seemed as if surely

they must be right there, and then

it would suddenly vaniteh. If the

dog had but known, the 'Big Drum-
mer' from the lower branches of a

small fir had taken in his every move-

ment for some ten minutes. Five
other bitds of the big fellow's parti-

cular covey, well taught by him, but
with less real experience, were keep-
ing well in the shelter of the under-
growth and giving the dog a merry
chase. The drummer knew very
well what the game was. Had he
not rehearsed this very play himself
time and again! The last weeks of

summer and all of September had
been one constant practice, back and
forth and across. The undergrowth
hereabouts was well adapted to this

sort of manoeuvring. Successive
rows of blackberry and other vines
made a veritable jungle of the top
of the hill and through this, like a

series of tunnels, were the small
trails. In places there was just room
for a bird to run; a dog would never
have been able to force himself
through and this was the security the

drummer had picked out for himself
and his following when the guns had
begun to bang on September first.

One place there was that the birds

did not allow for. Leading right up
to the very thicket of their brush
house was a narrow lane of tall grass.

This had been cut off from the

ordinary observer's point of view by
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an old windfall whose tangled branch-
es completely hid the tall grass
that filled a lane where at one time
a narrow gauge railway had run to
an old logging camp. Old Sport
pushing through the tangle of branch-
es stumbled onto the grass lane
and in a minute's time he was
following his nose straight for the
civer where the partridge had stooped
for a bit of a rest, for truth to tell the
old dog had given them a pretty
smart chase. There were times when
he was within three feet of the
particular bird he was following,
but the vines were so thick that the
partridge could not have taken wing
had he cared to, and knowing everv
foot of the ground, he even sat still

in certain places and studied the dog
at a distance of from four or five feet,

while the dog fretted and whined as
the sharp thorns of the bushes caught
and even punctured his coat as he
vainly endeavored to flush his quarry.
But now—now it was different.

The "old dog was hot, mad, excited.
Ordinarily he could keep his head with
any of them, but instinctively he
knew there was no chance for his
master to shoot in such a place. He
finished the grass lane with a rush
and a bound that took him through
the thin layer of vines at the erTd.

Four grouse there were, within six
feet of where he landed. There was
a wild scattering and the birds ran
in four directions down as many
small lanes in the brush. Just for an
instant the four-legged hunter was
puzzled and. then he proceeded to
chase down the most sizeable of the
four trails. At the end )f this trail

was a ravine and at the edge of the
ravine was the fir tree where the
'Big Drummer' had watched pro-
ceedings for the last half hour.

Whir-rr-rrr-rr! With a rush of
wings the first bird left the covey and
scaled away across to the further
slope. A startled hunter jumped to
his feet and gazed open-mouthed,
forgetting the gun in his hands, as a
possible double tore away to the left

and right. Two more there were
that Sport could not start at once.
When the fourth bird started he
travelled a short twenty feet above
the ravine when the sixteen gauge

thirty yards away, broke the silence
and he crumpled stone dead in mid-
air and fell half way to the bottom
of the gorge, falling in a bit of hollow
between two tree trunks. The old
dog heard the shot, saw the bird fall,

but in the retrieving he was to get
a surprise. He rushed forward only
to find himself on the edge of an
embankment some sixty feet high.
For ten feet there was a straight
drop and for the next twenty there
was a possible foothold. About in
the centr'3 of this there were two
feathers floating some few feet above
the ground. The dog marked the
place and skirted along the edge of
the embankment, and the gulley
there formed old Sport tried to
negotiate. A bit of the uncertain
foothold gave way and he half rolled
half fell some ten or twelve feet
to the bottom. With a burst of
wing power that startled everything
in the immediate vicinity, the 'Big
Drummer' burst from the tree—but
the big tree was between the part-
ridge and the hunter.

Six partridge the hunter had seen.
The old dog regained his equili-

brium and scrambling through a bit
of thicket followed his nose to the
bird that had dropped between the
logs. It was no easy trick getting
back up that hill. He could hear
his master whistling for his return
and a few minutes later the sound
of his smashing about in the brush
as he tried to break through to the
edge of the ravine, and while the
master tried to go to the dog from the
top the dog tried in vain to regain
the edge of the ravine from where
he had picked up the partridge,
but at last with lolling tongue and
heaving sides he had to give it up
and glanced about for some other
means of rejoining his two legged
companion.
Along the side of the ravine a few

feet below where he stood was a
half obliterated trail used by an
occasional raccoon, fox or other night
prowler. With the partridge gripped
firmly in his jaws, the old dog made
the trail and now he had compara-
tivly easy going. Two or three
times m the next hour he heard his
master's whistle and knew bv the
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sound that he must be travelling in

the same direction above him. An-
other half hour passed and then came
the sound of a shot, followed by
another, and this threw him into a

panic of anxiety. His master shoot-

ing, and he not on the job! At
every possible place that looked at

all like a foot-hold he tried for the

top of the bank, and at last made it.

He broke from cover onto a goodly
sized wood road and joy of joys

the familiar track. In five minutes
he was proudly offering his find to a

master who was as pleased as him-
self, and how he did nose and muzzle
about two other birds that his master
brought forth. Yessir^ he's actually

got two partridge without his aid.

it was unbelievable, but it was a

fact. However, his master was the

same grufT, kind pal he left an hour
or so before, and that's all he wanted.
He was soon ahead again, skirmish-
ing about here, there and everywhere.
Once he scared a rabbit out of a

bunch of elders and the rabbit ran
Iickef.y split right across the trail

in front of the shooter who fired and
tore a fine large hole in the trail two
feet behind the aforementioned bunny.
And all this time the 'Old Drum-

mer' was marshalling his scattered

company across the ravine. Four
o'clock that afternoon found five of

them near the end of an old broken
down rail fence. This rail fence was
an ideal place to the 'Old Drummer's'
idea of things. There were certain

places where he could sit unobserved
and watch both ways for two or

three hundred yards, a distance which
he had proved by experience to be
practically shot proof.

It was fine sitting there in the

shade, his crop full to the bursting

point with the tender spring clover

leaves that he'd just gathered from a

bit farther down the trail. He
preened his feathers, sat all flufYed

up for a moment or so, spread his

fan tail, and strutted back and forth

along an old rail that lay half hidden

in the grass; then came to a stop in a

very comfortable place at a corner

of the fence. From here he could

see two of his covey a few feet away
on his right. A few yarcl^ down the

fence was a fourth bird busy at the

clover, he had left a few moments
before, while away over to the left,

out on the open hillside, was the fool-

ish one of the flock. Evidently he
was chasing grasshoppers as he was
on the run one half his time, and the
.drummer watched him with disgust,

and then with a sudden interest the
grasshopper chasing had suddenly
stopped and the careless one was
stretching up to his limit to watch
something down the hillside. What
that something was, the bird could
not see, but it was evidently no
friend as the partridge on the hill-

side suddenly shot into the air and
went away for cover at an angle
and speed that the best of shots
would have found trouble in follow-

ing.

The bird farther down the fence
also made a bolt through the air

for the green timber ,straight back
across the ravine, but the old drum-
mer had another idea. Thife was
the second titne that day that the
dog had discovered his hiding place.

With a warning' Quit! Quit! Quit!

Quit! "he started on the run for the
end of the fence. There was where
the brush heaps began. There was
where the stunted growth of firs and
spruce were. Once there and he'd
even take a chance with this nuisance
of a dog, and the dog accidentally
did the very thing that was the most
dangerous to the 'Big Drummer's"
plans. The ground between the dog
and fence was comparatively open,
no place for birds here, and as his

master was coming up pretty fast he
decided to hustle across to where the
fence joined the brush at the edge of

the wood.

In the shadow the three grouse ran
as fast as their legs would carry them.
Fifty yards, thirty, the dog dropped
out of sight in a miniature valley

while over the next hill came the

man animal with his gun and th^
the dog suddenly reappeared not

more than twenty yards away. Two
of the birds lost their nerve and
bounded into the air, while the fan-

tailed leader hugged the ground and
ran the faster.

Bang! Bang! It was what he

had expected. His two companions
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crumpled up in the air. He stretched

up, took a quick look at the dog, and
as he came bounding over the fence

to retrieve, the wise old leader scut-

tled under the friendly low hanging
limb of a fir tree, ran a hundred feet

or so and then burst into a cork-screw
flight that twisted and turned but
eventually took him to the thicket

from which he had fled in the morn-
ing, and at sundown the wise lady of

the covey joined her big mate and
they were sleeping balls of smudgy
grey against the darker shadows far

up in the big fir when the moon look-
ed over the hilltop that October
evening.
Away down in the camp old Sport

and his master admired five plump '

partridge that they were putting
away in the ice house—-glory enough
for one day.

THE BUCK OF THE BROCK-U-PAY
B. W. JENKS

IT
was early in the morning of

the 5th of November, 1912,

after casting my ballot for

Woodrow Wilson, that I took the
electric car for Cleveland, Ohio,
where I met my friend, H. J. Root,
who was to accompany me on my
first big game hunt. We were soon
speeding over the Lake Shore Rail-

road for Buffalo and Niagara Falls,

where we remained over night in

order to take in the wonders of the
mighty cataract and wonderful flow

of waters both above and below the
Falls, the next day. Early the next
morning we were headed for Toronto,
where we changed cars and on the
Canadian Pacific Railroad travelled
to Ottawa, which we found to be a
beautiful city situated on the bluffs

of the Ottawa River. We found
here a hospitable people, many of
whom are French speaking. After
having our duffle examined and pay-
ing the duty on our guns we sought
a hotel for the night, for tomorrow
we were to see a new and to us a very
interesting country, a country which
is claimed by geologists to be the old-

est part of the earth. I call it the
granite country, for here are found
the native ledges of rock from which
the mighty glaciers of prehistoric

times accumulated their load of gran-
ite boulders and deposited them over
Michigan and Northeastern Ohio.
We look what is known as the Gatin-
eau Railroad, a branch of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railroad, for a town cal-

led Maniwaki, which is the terminal

of this branch. Arriving about noon
we were met by a young friend of
mine by the name of Leslie Poole,
who accompanied by his mother, had
drifted up into this neck of the world
with some well-to-do tourists from
Cleveland who were on fishing bent,
he being captivated with the country
owing to the beauty of its mountains,
lakes, rivers and rocky forests, the
lakes alive with the finest fish and
the forests abundant with the moose,
deer, bear and many fur bearing
animals. My young friend and his

mother decided to make this their
home for a time and selected a camp
site on what is known as Brock-U-
Pay Lake. This is a most beautiful
deep water lake, nestled in between
beautiful mountains, and has long
narrow stretches of bays from three
to seven miles in length. Upon these
mountains were other small lakes,
which were shallow where the beavers
•made their homes. This was to be
our camp for the next three or four
weeks.

After a good meal at Gnalt's Hotel,
Maniwaki, we hired a spry little team
to take us the eighteen miles to this
lake, but the tote-road became so
rough it was safer walking, so we
paid the driver, ghoujdered our packs
and proceeded the last six miles on
foot. We borrowed a lantern of a
habitat called Lanigan, for it was now
getting dark, and made the lake about
8 p.m. After bailing out an old
batteau which the lumbermen had
left we proceeded slowly up the lake
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three miles and arrived very weary at

our camp, but full of enthusiasm for

the morrow's hunt, for up here in the
forest there remained enough of the
first snow for tracking. After greet-

ing Leslie's mother and introducing
her to my friend, Henry, we had sup-
per, then went to bed to dream and
see visions of to-morrow's hunt,
which proved very successful.

I wish here to say a word for my
friend Henry, and to introduce to my
readers the person who was to be my
guide. Henry is a man tall of stature,

strong and wiry for a person of sixty-

five years who has always been a
sportsman, and a good shot either

with a rifle, shotgun, billiard ball or

a deck of cards. He had killed his

share of deer and grouse and other
game and A^as a great lover of nature
and took this trip with me as much to

see the country and recreate from the
busy world as to hunt and fish. As
to my guide Dave Howe, a native of

the state of Maine, born and brought
up in the big woods full of big game,
I venture to say there are few guides
today better versed in game and
woodcraft than Dave. At this time
he was in the employ of the Brock-
U-Pay Game and Fish Club, which
was composed of New York, Phila-
delphia and Cleveland sports, and
was engaged as game keeper and
guide, and at this particular time he
was erecting a log camp on the op-
posite shore of the lake from our
camp for a gentleman from Phila-
delphia by the name of Cobb.
On the morning of the 9th of

November we were off early, more to

get acquainted with the lay of the
land and locate the frequent haunts
of the game than to hunt the game
itself. It was a frosty morning but
with a south wind, and the sun soon
got in its good work on the frost.

There was enough snow left for

fairly good tracking except on the
ridges and those places which were
exposed to the sun. We took an old
tote-road for about cne-half mile to a
small lake, on the shore of which was
the remains of an old lumberman's
camp. Here we took to the moun-
tdinous bush and in about one half

hour's strenuous climb reached the
top, where we soon found signs of

deer, and upon following the signs

as best we could on the other slope of

the mountain we came upon fresh
tracks in the snow of the deer, evi-

dently a doe and fawn. Cautioned
by Dave to be on the aiert, soft of

foot and ready for action, we followed
the ever freshening tracks down the
mountain on to a plateau containing
much hard-wood with frequent draws
and many large bbulders, Dave and I

slightly in the lead. 'Presently I

saw something move and my hand
went out in caution and every one
froze in their tracks. Dave had
seen the movement and recognized
with his famiha^r eye that it was a
deer feeding. By this time the deer
had appeared on open ground and
Dave gave the signal to fire. I

took a quick, deliberate aim and
fired. With one bound the deer
was out of sight around a boulder.
Henr\- said: "You missed her, Ben."
I was about to defend my shot when
Henry opened up with two quick
shots from his 45-70 Winchester. He
had sighted what proved to be a
spike-horn buck, which was with the
doe. I said; "Did you get him Hen-
ry?" and he replied "You bet I did,

Ben." As we drew near his buck
I remarked that I would go and pick
up my doe. Henry said he hoped
that I might but I could see he had
no idea that my bullet had reached
its mai'k. I had more faith, how-
ever, and sure enough around that
rock not over three jumps from
where she had stood when I fired, lay-

that doe, pierced by my 32-40 Sav-
age just behind the shoulder blade,
with a gaping wound at the base of

the neck in the opposite side. So
there lay the lirst wild deer I had
ever seen on my lirst day's hunt. I

was not long in imparting this piece

of glorious news to my companions,
from whom I received a hearty hand-
shale and congratulations. The same
congratulations were extended to

Henry, We now had a different
problem on our hands, which comps
to all successful hunters—that of

taking the kill to camp. The two
deer were soon bled and opened up.
We could shoulder the buck and
carry it for some rods at a time, but
the doe being a large one was skinn«d
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and halved in the middle of the back
and it was then decided that one man
coujd carry the guns, one the young
buck and the other each half of the
doe. In this way we started up the

mountain. On the other side well

down was an old tote-road near this

trail, which finally led to camp. We
hung the buck up to a straight limb
of a pine. We could now shift the
loads, taking turn about, and to me
the three miles back to camp over rock
and rills, through bush and opjpn

stretches of the trail, were like side-

walks in the city streets. We arrived
at camp about 2 p.m. and received
the congratulations of Leslie's mother
who soon had some fresh liver in the
skillet and mingled \vi(h the aroma
of the coffee, liver never tasted
better, nor was any Thanksgiving
feast ever more appreciated than
that feed Mrs. Poole laid for us.

I could here sign "Yours truly"
and would do so if I thought the
readers of this article were weary,
but it seems to me it would be leaving
the best of my trip untold, for we
were not so highly elated over having
killed a doe and a small buck, but
wanted a line anllered buck to take
home, one whose head was worthy
of mounting to grace my den and
would in future years often remind me
of this, the one great event of my life.

To get this buck we spent several
unsuccessful days in experiences
which were full of thrills and worth
relating, as they taught me lessons of
the woods and the ways of the game.

On the 10th day of November the
sun broke over the eastern moun-
tains and the three mile strip of old
Brock-U-Pay which lay in front of
our camp, making a scene of indes-
cribable beauty.

As the tracking snow had vanished
and Dave was anxious to get the log
camp enclosed before winter, Henry
and I suggested that we all fall to
and make a quick job of it. Dave
found our help far superior to the
native help he was able to procure.
As we were both han^dy with saw,
hammer and axe the square enclosure
thus far along soon look shape with
plates and rafter beams and finally

the roof and porch were enclosed.
Our feasts of venison steaks and

roasts with now and then a spruce
hen or partridge I can not say enough
for, nor even send a photo of, but you
would understand how delicious they
were if only once you might view
Henry's contented smile after each
meal.

The time allotted for our stay was
passing all too rapidly. We wanted
snow for tracking but the wea'ther
continued fine. Wc were out of
material to finish the log house.
Dave suggested one morning that we
might take the two birch bark canoes
and journey down into the Demerah
Bay about four miles, where Leslie on
his trapping trips had seen Numerous
signs of deer at a place where a small
mountain stream entered the lake.

Sure enoligh the signs were here. I

had never expected to see deer tracks
in such profusion. Dave said that
without snow there was small chance,
but we might run on to them, so here
we drew the canoes ashore, left our
lunches and extra coals and separated.
Leslie and Henry went inland from
the lake while Dave and I went up
the mountain and followed the shore
line of the lake. Half way up the
mountain in the hardwood were mi-
inerous tracks, but in the leaves,

fresh tracks were hardly distinguish-

able from the old ones. We finally

swung inland from the lake and once
Dave shinned up a smatU spruce and
gathered some gum, which was not
wrapped in tinfoil and was without
label.

We came back to the canoes about
noon. Henry and Leslie had not as

yet showed up. We ate our lunch
and took to the canoe to go back to

camp. We had proceeded down the
lake about sixty rods when my atten-
tion was called tc a "wh-i-sh, wh-i-sh,
wh-i-sh" upon the mountain side.

Dave had stopped paddling. I asked
what the noise was, and he seemed
surprised that I did not know, but I

had never heard such a noise before.

He told me it was a deer. I first

thought he was stringing me, but he
swung the canoe to shore and said we
stood a chance to get that deer, and
I could see bv his earnestness he was
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telling the truth. He further said

the deer was not badly scared as he
had probably winded us and that he
would not run far before he would
stop for a short time a't least, and
that we could track him on the torn
up leaves. We landed, hastily threw
our extra coats into the canoe, and
more hastily proceeded up the steep

and rough mountain side. Presently
we came to the fresh tracks 14 to 16
feet apart, travelling obliquely up the
mountain. Dave was tearing up at a

fast rate arid I was doing my level

best to keep up. I fmally said to

Dave, (playing for wind more than
anything else), "We had better let up
a little as we might scare the deer,"

but he answered, "Come on, we must
get up this mountain before he goes
on, as he will presently let up and
commence to fool around, and that
is when we want to be there." By
this time I had got my second wind
and could keep- up very nicely. The
top was fmally reached, and there was
good travelling too. The deer had
come to a walk and we now had to be
more cautious. Presently Dave
held out his hand, for the deer had
stopped short, turned to the right and
come back on his tracks and started
on again. We proceeded more cau-
tijously now and presently the deer
went through the same manoeuvers,
only turned to the left and walked
back and went on again. Here Dave
stopped and said the deer was not
very far off, that we would proceed
very carefully and for me not lo walk
directly behind him and to be ready
to fire at any instant. I told him not
to wait for me to shoot, for although
I wanted the deer badly, if he shot
hiin first it would be perfectly all

right with me. The ground here
sloped away from us and in front was
a lot of Jack Pine limbed to the
ground, through which led a wedge-
shaped path. Presently we heard a
whish, mingled with a little commo-
tion. I had fired the first shot. Im-
madjately afterwards Dave fired. I

put another cartridge into Ihp barrel,

elevated the rifle tj swing past Dave
for another shot, which I didn't get,

for the deer was out of sight in the

bush, and all was silent again. Evi-
dently the deer had not been hit, as

we found no blood on the leaves, and
his mighty leaps led to no indications
of wounds.
Upon descending the mountains to

the camp I discovered wha!t looked
to me to be the work of some one's
jack knife on the brush and remarked
to Dave that some one had recently
passed that way. Dave paused and
investigated, and said tliat it svasthe
work of a moose. He then pomted
out to me further proof of the moose"s
one tune presence. So that day end-
ed without any further incidents and
no indications of snow.
As Leslie intended to spend the

winter in camp trapping, his mother
had made arrangements with a habi-
tant by the name of Alilmow to fetch
his team to camp for the purpose of
snaking in a supply- of logs for the
winters wood. He had arrived in

the afternoon, with a wagon at the
lake, then brought the team single

file the four miles of mountain travel

to camp. We spent the evening
listening to the many tale of pioneers
life this backwoodsman had to relate.

The ne.xt morning was hazy, with
a little tingle in the atmosphere which
prophesied a change and possibly
snow. We all fell to with saw and
a.xe felling the beautiful white birch
and cutting the same into lengths.

Then with a chain a horse for each
log was hitched and snaked to the
rear of the camp, where there was by
mid-afternoon a plentiful supply of

wood. It was thus I learned a little

of the lumberman's life and ways in

these northern woods. I learned how
the horses were trained with the
"haw" and "gee" with the driver
without reins behind the log. This
was the way I was told the logs of

commerce were got from the moun-
tains to the banks of the lakes or

streamy, perhaps many times befojre

the mighty Gatineau River finally car-

ried them to Ottawa.
By evening a slow drizzle set in

with now and then a flake of snow and
at last our wishes were about to be
realized, for sure enough the morning
dawned with about six inches of the

finest tracking snow that could be
desired. Henry and Leslie were off

to the north, Dave and I to the south-

east. It seemed lo me that Dave led
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me over the worst counlry possible.

When finally near the top of a ridge
we found what Dave said was a fresh
track. It was partly snowed under,
but as it had snowed late in the night,
all tracks were fresh. Wc came to

where the buck (a buck it was from
the size of the tracks) had laid down
ou a small knoll pretty much in the

op«n timber. Dave said the buck
would travel about half a mile and
then lie down again, probably in a
thick bushy place, and when we ap-
proached such a place the best plan
would be to proceed with the utmost
caution possible, and not to let a
twig snap on our clothing or break a

dead limb, or to step on anything
that would break and make a noise.

He knew I was green and not over
cautious and repeatedly reminded me
of that fact when I made one of many
mistakes. We came to what we
thought was the very thicket,but upon
investigation found the buck had lain

down and got up and started on again.
I was told to be more cautious and
that the old buck frecjuently did this

trick before finally settling for the
midday rest, and that we would un-
doubtedly jump him within a few
rods. We then proceeded, I with
more thoughts of caution than any-
thing else, but all the time Dave was
going too fast for me, he being more
used to the ways of caution in the
huntsman's art. We entered a dense
thicket of alder and poplar, Dave's
hand being out most of the time to
caution me. His ways of dipping,
bending and crawling through brush
were astonishing to me, but I was an
apt pupil. He paused for me to

catch up and praised me for improve-
ment in hunting and said we would
undoubtedly jump the deer in a very
short time, and to keep my rifle in

readiness at all times for business.
While he was talking I noticed that
he stepped on an old tree trunk with
some dead limbs, and never touched
a limb or made a noise. I tried to
imitate him but failed for a twig snap-
ped and there was a quick "pit, pat"
and a few twigs moved in the direc-

tion of the noise about eight rods
away and it was all over. If Dave
had hit me with the butt of his gun
•t would not have hurt me more than

his look. He remained silent, and
silence seemed best.

We were soon following another
but smaller track, which was that of

a buck, for we saw several places
where it had pawed and stripped the
young bushes with its horns. The
tricks of this one were very similar to

the other, only that we got to within
lifty feet of him when he saw or wind-
ed us. There was the same "pit,

pat" double cjuick. Our guns went
to our shoulders but nothing was to

be seen or shot at and everything was
as still as death. Dave said "D—n"

and we started for camp tired and
very leg weary. Twelve-thirty found
us at camp eating venison roast, after

which Dave said he saw the other fel-

lows coming in with a deer and that

he felt this in his bones and that it was
too bad for us to be skunked that way.
I was a little weary for much more
travel but Dave said if we took the
canoe down the lake to the landing
and went down the tote-road we
might find a fresh track crossing the

road, and as a big bull moose had been
seen down there about two weeks be-

fore, my spirits arose again. Putting
on oil-tans in place of rubber boots
and an old sweater in place of my
canvas hunting coat, at Dave's re-

quest we started out.

Upon reaching the landing we pro-
ceeded down the tote-road double
quick for about three miles when sure

enough there was a track and a large

one this time. Our attention was
called further down the road to about
a dozen men headed for the lumber
camp about forty miles further north.

They had hired a man with a fine

team of horses to take them as far as

the lake, but this didn't concern us
so we proceeded on our way. Dave
frequently examining the track said

that the deer was about one hour
ahead of us and we hurried along.

He also said we would gain on the
deer, which -.we did, and after some
little time the tracks were again exam-
ined and presently Dave said, "We
will work the thickets carefully, as
the buck probably is not over twenty
minutes ahead." When not in thick-,

ets Dave led me a chase. This didn't

look like the best policy to me, but
from past experience I knew Dave
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knew the game. He now examined
the track carefully and said we were
close onto the deer and were liable to
see him at any turn, so we proceeded
slowly, to the relief of my lungs. We
were along the ridge of a small, nar-
row draw when presently a great
thrashing and crashing of the bush
was heard on the opposite side, not
over two hundred yards away. I

stepped up by Dave's side. He
whispered "It sounds hke moose".
I also had moose on my mind, remem-
bering the one which had been seen
twc weeks before. The noise was
repeated and Dave cautioned me to
be ready. Just then I removed the
safety for I saw an object coming into
view. The rifle flew to my shoulder,
finger on the trigger, five cartridges
in the magazine and one ahead of the
hammer. I determined to do my
best at the proper moment, which was
fast approaching. Just then Dave
knocked my rifle barrel up but I had
seen as quickly as he the team of
horses returning from the lake.

Dave glanced at me expecting to see
me very much agitated, but I re-

mained as calm as could be. Slap-
ping me on the shoulder he said "Ben,
you are O.K.—some of them down
East sports would have emptied their

magazine at that uncertain object
under those conditions."

I wish here to explain that the
teamster had a low sled with hastily
improvised bottcm boards, which
stuck out behind, and the slewing of

the sled hit the bushes on either side
of the trail, thus making the noise
imitating a big moose in the bush.
As to our deer, not three rods the

other side of the tote-road he took to

jumping, so the guide was right and
we were close to the deer, and the
shot I didn't make was the luckiest

shot of all. We returned to camp
very weary, and found Henry and
Leslie at supper, having had no better
luck with experiences ccjually as

exciting, which were related before
retiring for the night.

The time allotted for our stay was
getting more limited. We were get-

ting despera f^ for it looked as if we
were both to return to the states

without a fine specimen for a trophy.
We decided the next morning to each

go for himself and depend upon our
compasses and back tracks to find
camp. So Henry went to the north,
Dave to the west, Leslie to the east
and I to the south. I soon struck a

track near a small lake, but upon
investigation, found it too old for my
liking. Upon passing around this

lake I soon found another bigger and
fresher track, which led me across a
small stream and like a booze fighter

at every chance I took a drink, and
the chances were many in this coun-
try, for the granite rocks fetched
forth the finest and most refreshing
water I ever tasted.

I decided to follow this track to the
utmost of my ability and skill as I had
resolved to return to camp with a
fine buck to my credit. Knowing
this one was some time ahead of me
I hurried along the trail leading me
up a mountain up in the hard-wood.
He had lain down on a knoll facing
his back tracks for a time, then went
on for about sixty rods and lay down
again. I decided he would lie down
again near the top of the mountain in

some thicket, but this he did not do,

being an old buck. He led me down
the mountain to an old logging trail.

By all of the signs of the trail I was
able to observe, I thought I must now
be close to him. Next he led me
down to a stream and then across up
the next ridge and in passing through
a clump of alders I heard a deer jump
and whistle, but it proved to be an-

other deer, for this old fellow led me
up and up, and as I was walking very
slowly, I discovered he was gaining
on me. Up on top of the ridge an-
other track came in, evidently a buck,
for there in the snow was much evi-

dence of a fight. It was now 2 P.M.
with the deer far in advance. I reluc-

tantly decided to head for camp, so I

a;te a snack, consulted my compass
and finding I wa,g O.K. as to directions

started back. A little way down the

mountain I discovered a fresh doe
track, which evidently was the cause

of the fight higher up on the moun-
tain. Before reaching camp I dis-

covered Henry's tracks, where he was
back tracking, so I was satisfied that

I would not be the only unsuccessful

one to return to camp that night.

Upon reaching camp I found Henry
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enjoying his pipe and upon asking

him what kick he had he repUed,

"Ben, I struck the largest buck's

track I ever saw, and followed it eight

or ten miles and in came Dave's track

and took the trail ahead of me. It

was certainly the largest buck's tracks

I ever saw." Dave came in soon
after me and reported he had struck
the largest track he had ever seen and
had followed it more than ten miles

and then discovered I was on its

tracks ahead of him. This deer
must have been followed at least

twenty-five miles that jlay. Leslie

did not get back to camp that day,
but stayed in an old logging camp
over night.

^ .>The next day Dave and I went out
together, as Leslie was net in camp.
Henry wished U rest as the tramping
had proved rather too strenuous for a

man of his age. To tell the truth,

nothing but a deer track could have
induced the writer to have left camp
that day. We were fortunate in

having a little snow nearly every
night.

As the sun again appeared over the
eastern mountains and dropped its

rays into old Brock-U-Pay to be
again cast to the westward from the
mountain, Dave and I turned for a
moment to view this sight, and there
down in the earth lay old Brock-U-
Pay, a perfect jewel nestled into those
forest clad mountains, the riffles

casting rays that sparkled like jewels
on fair ladies' fingers. We turned
and soon were on the track of a wan-
dering buck and upon close observa-
tion Dave discovered that the toe of

one front foot was broken and we
judged that some old boulder was the
cause of this slight injury. We found
where he had laid down only to move
forward again at some more concealed
and harder place to approach, and he
chose well, l)ut it came near to being
his Waterloo. As we approached
this thicket strewn with fallen timber
and thick brush we took our time and
went in quartering from his tracks.
Our progress was slow, as we crawled
panther-like stid twisted our way for-
ward. Good luck seemed with us,
for as yet we had made no blunders,
having avoided all obstacles, and in
utter silence we proceeded, when

suddenly Dave threw out his hand in

silence, and pointed ahead. I knew
he saw the buck and tried in vain,

but could see nothing. I motioned
for Dave to fire and stood ready. His
rifle cracked and there was a commo-
tion and a whirlwind of snow. I

fired into the thickets of the whirl-
wind. All remained silent, except f^or

the echo of the shots vibrating back
from the not far distant mountain
side. Dave was much surprised that
his shot had not proved effective.

As for my shot, I would not have
gambled much, for all I saw was the
whirling snow. On investigation we
found where my bullet had cut off a

bunch of hair and left it scattered ( n
the snow. The path of Dav"'s bullet

could be traced in its course through
the brush, and we decided it had thus
been deflected from its course. From
his t'reat bounds we concluded no
damage had been done. I felt very
much fatigued from this and previous
trips, so I persuaded Dave to return
to camp with me. Upon our arriving

at camp and relating our experiences
of the hunt we received much ridicule

and condemnation from Henry, who
said he would immediately whittle

out a wooden man to shoot a deer to

take home.

On the following morning Henry
and I both felt too old and sore to

take up the trail, so we remained at

camp, and in the middle of the day
took some pictures of the camp and
the surrounding scenery.

Leslie and Dave were off early, and
we promised them a reward if they
should be successful in fetching in a

fine buck. When they returned to

camp they reported that they had
found and followed the tracks of the
buck with a broken toe, and had
found where he had laid down and
that on either side was a little side

was a little blood in the snow, which
went to prove Dave's bullet had pas-

sed through high upon the shoulders.

A little blood on the snow in front

proved that my bullet nad cut
through the skin at least. Tney had
followed him a considerable distance
and had caught sight of him a couple
of times, but were unable to get a
shot at him. Dave said he undoubt-
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edly would get well, which relieved
my feelings to a great extent.
At cards that evening we decided

that for tomorrow's final hunt we
would leave it to the cards to decide
how we should pair off for the last

day. Fate strongly favored Dave
and Leslie, with LesHe well in the
lead, so upon retiring fcr the night
Henry and I felt that if we took a
deer home it would be Leslie with
Dave's help that would save the day.
The next morning we started out,

Dave and Leslie headed for what we
all considered the best deer country
in all that section. Henry and I Uok
the old trail that led to the head of old
Brock-U-Pay, which is the terminal
of the tote-road in the summer—in
other words, as far north as a team
can go on this trail, until the lakes
have taken on ice of sufficient strength
to carry the teams and loads. It is

here the winter trail commences and
leads far north over lakes and frozen
streams. Henry ccmplained a good
deal of a lame knee, while my feet
were very sore from wearing deerskin
moccasins, which were new in foot
gear for me, but a most necessary
thing for successful still-hunting.
We had proceeded for about one-half
mile when from off the mountain
came the tracks of a fine deer, which
had paused in the trail, raked the
bark of a small fir with his antlers and
proceeded ale ng the trail in the direc-

tion we were going. The track seem-
ed very fresh and he frequently
paused to paw the earth bare of snow
and leaves and rip the bark from olT

all convenient saplings. He pro-
ceeded thus along this trail for about
three miles. As the trail turned to

lead to the head of the lake the track
led straight ahead and seemed to be
headed for a big swamp. The track
now was very fresh and Henry said,

"Ben, you remember the last trick

last night you took with the ace of

hearts? It looks now as if ths deci-

sion of the game was not read right."

Having the game fresh in my mind I

answered, "Henry, it was you who
took next to the last trick with the
same ace of hearts." Henry replied,

"I believe you are right, Ben." So
with the new version as to the decision

of the cards we proceeded down the

slope of the ridge, all alert and full of
hope as to the prospect of our eleventh
hour luck, which did come with even
better luck than we expected, for we
were in the vicinity of the tote-road
and had we made a kill of a large
buck away back in the mountains we
could never have got it out whole,
and our ambition was to be the first

people to send a deer to the States
from the Brock-U-Pay Lake Country'.
We were now nearing the swamp, as
we could see the dark fringe of cedar
just as the ridge became flatter and
the valley en either hand broader and
we could see where the buck's fresh
tracks in the scft earth had filled up
with water. Henry remarked to me.
"Ben, I was in that swamp the other
day and it is hopeless, as no man can
get near a deer in there. One of us
could go in"—Our conversation was
never finished, • I held up my hand
in warning for I had seen a moving
object headed from out the swamp
and moving up the mountain. As it

came into better view I could see it

was a deer. After pointing it out to

Henry he said, "We will let it go over
out of sight then we will move for-

ward very quickly and probably get a
shot on the other skpe of the ridge."

On the contrary, the deer presently
turned and came along back on the
ridge which ran parallel to the one
we were on. At an opportune time
Henry stepped behind a shaggy birch,

while I ducked for cover in an old

treetop that lay near. On came the
deer, as proud as Lucifer, the ground
hardly fit for his dainty feet to touch,
so proudly he came along. How he
did make the snow fly, as if to defy
the gods to dare put it back. He
was now nearly opposite me and as

he slowly came into an open place I

covered his shoulder and one leaden
messenger was on its way, as the

rifle cracked. He gathered himself

up as if in pain, and his head turned
to either side. His ears went wild

and so did his eyes, for he had not
seen a thing to thus disturb his deli-

berations. Henry fired and the deer

jumped a few feet and,we both fired

and he was down for good. My first

shot was fatal as the bullet had enter-

ed just behind the shoulder andtirn
through his lungs and liver and then
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nnssed through in front of the oppo-

se shoulder. Henry's first shot pas-

sed through the neck. His second

shot entered just in front of the shoul-

der and stopped just inside the skin

n the opposite shoulder. So there

lay the buck of the Brock-U-Pay, as

I have entitled this article.

I have written for the readers ol

Rod and Gun the st.)ry of my first

deer hunt. If it receives any favor-
able comments I may \)e inclined to

write again of the Fall )f 1918.

T A?i m 7M
F. V. WILLIAMS

GOING camping, hunting, fish-

ing or just a long hike? Ever
ask yourself what you would do

if misfortune frowned on you, and
you broke your leg, arm, finger, or
perhaps ran a lish hook over the barb
into your anatomy, or that camp
axe went slithering off an extra hard
knot and chipped a slice off your
heretofore perfectly good scenery, or
perhaps that fellow "with the bottle
of medicine on his hip took an over-
dose and imagined every moving
bush was a five point buck, and his
long range rifle threw a slug that to
say the least would scratch you bad-
ly. » Well, how would you go about
it? The writer has made a great
many trips in the woods, and half the
time never carried a first aid package,
but it's rank carelessness to say the
least. If not for your own sake it

may be the means of saving the life

or limb of some other unfortunate.
Carelessness or 'I didn't think' is a

mighty poor excuse when it comes to

a show-down as regards saving life

or limb.
The following simple suggestions

are not technical in character and
together with the diagrams we trust
will be practical enough to serve
either man or boy who may through
necessity have to use same, and with
no other knowledge of surgery and
possibly a life at stake it is well to
know this much at least.

It is no use to mention operations
beyond the caring for the unfortunate
until the nearest medical man can be
reached. That is alwaiis to be re-

membered. Procure the services of
a physician at the earliest possible
moment.
Here is a list of the wounds that

campers, hunters and fishermen are
most liable to: Gashes or clean cut
wounds such as are made with axe or
knife; lacerations or torn wounds
caused by gun shot or splinters, etc.;
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punctures such as fish hooks or sharp

stakes make; bruises and concussions.

Don't, get excited. The very fact

of your keeping cool will help your

patient inasmuch as it will give him
confidence in you. That is a neces-

sity in all cases and helps materially

in the patient's getting a grip on

himself.

See to your patient's comfort, or as

near comfort as the conditions will

allow and if wounded, partly stop the

flow of blood bv raising the injured

limb above the heart. Of course

you will be able to judge whether

a vein or an arterv has been^ciit by
the flow of blood. If from the vein

the flow of blood will be dark, some-
times almost a purplish hue. If

from an artery it will come in spurts

as the heart pulsates and be of a

bright red color. To stop bleeding

from an artery the safest method is by
direct compress or to be more explicit

applying pressure directly on Ihe

HOW TO APPLY THE TOURNiaUBTANDCOMPRfS^.

wound itself. This will in a short

time cause the blood to clot and stop

the flow. In cases where the wound
is bad where a large artery has been
broken or cut and there is danger of

the victim becoming weakened by
loss of blood a direct pressure should

be applied to the blood vessel supply-

ing the bleeding part and this should

always be applied between the wound
and the heart to be effective. You
may make a tourniquet pf anything
handy, a belt, strap, handkerchief,

a strip torn from your own clothing

if nothing else is available and even
a piece of rope may be used. The
tourniquet is tied loosely around

the injured limb between the wound
and the heart, a stout stick is thrust

through the loop, then a compress is

applied. This latter may be a flat

stone or stick, a wad of cloth cr any
solid body. This should be placed
directly over the artery. Twist
your stick around until the bandage
draws tight l3^ forcing the compress
down and shutting off the flow^ of
blood.

Perhaps the wound may be so

bad,—as, a shot gun wound for in-

stance,—that the arteries cannot be
located. Apply the tourniquet
without the compress. This is a
dangerous proceeding however un-
less one can soon get medical aid as

the tourniquet will scon completely
shut off all circulation in the injured
limb and result in complete strangula-
tion.

Closing the ends of the severed
arteries with a hot iron can be and
has been done although this is a

strenuous proceeding. Ligation,
closing the ends of the arteries, is

a task for the medicine man and
should not be attempted unless ab-

solutely necessary. Powdered alum
or powdered tan-bark can be used
for small arterial wounds by forcing

or tamping the powder into the

wound. We have heard of cobwebs
being used. If you have luck you
might get away with this but cob-

webs may be infected and are always
dangerous.

After you have stopped the bleed-

ing from a wound the next thing in

CLEANSE THE WOUND
rHOROUGHLY BEFORE
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importance is to have the wound
thoroughly cleansed. If possible

boil the water used; you are never

sure what it contains. Do not stop

the wound with a rag but pour the

water upon it in a small stream.

This will remove any foreign matter

and cleanse the incision. Next
bring the edges together as closely

as possible and bandage firmly in

THE BEST WAY OF

REMOVING A DEEPLY
EMBEDDED FISH-HOOK.

place with a first aid antiseptic band-
age. If you have carelessly, like

the writer, left this at home strip

a part of yt)ur shirt, this can be
sterilized by scorching it slightly at

the camp stove or fire as the case may
be. Always use the s ft antiseptic

compress bandage en a wound before

bandaging. It adds materially to

the comfort of the sufferer.

You may use court plaster on small

cuts to held the edges together.

Spaces must be left between for the
purposes of ventilation. Never put
court plaster directly on an open
wound. It may be used to hold
bandages in place but it is bad busi-

ness to even cover a small cut with
court plaster.

if you cannot hold the edges of

the wound with bandages or court
plaster and stitches are required,
sterilize your thread and needle by
heating at the stove or camp fire,

or by boiling in water. Each stitch

must be of a separate thread and
ends tied with a square knot and as
few should be taken as possible on
account of the injured one's discom-
fort on removing them.

Fish hooks if imbedded in over the
barb should be pushed through and
the barb either snipped off with
pliers or filed off. Care should be
taken in the latter case that no
minute filings enter the wound.
After the barb is removed, the shaft

can be withdrawn without further
injury.

For a bullet wound, if the bullet

has passed completely through either

limb or body the bleeding should be
checked at both entrance and exit

and the holes plugged with soft

antiseptic gauze. The principal

points, the essential things to remem-
ber in the treatment of ordinary
wounds of the above nature are to

check the flow of blood, cleanse

the wound removing all foreign mat-
ter, bandage with an eye to the com-
fort of the victim and (possibly this

sounds unnecessary), keep your
bandages, hands, etc., as clean as

conditions will allow while treating a

wound. Sterilize everything pos-

sible and you have a fair chance of

success.

There are two kinds of fracture,

simple and compound. A compound
fracture is a very serious aifair as it

means that the bone is broken and
splintered in one or more places,

piercing through flesh and skin and
exposing it to the air r the broken
bones may even sever a vein or artery.

An ordinary or simple fracture is

where the bone has been broken in

one place only and has. not pierced

the skin. In the case of the com-
pound fracture, follow instructions

for severed vein or artery if there

be any, if not cleanse the wounded
part making the injured one as com-
fortable as possible and get a doctor,

as the ordinary man would surely

make a mess of a compound fracture.

In the ordinary case of simple
fracture when you are too far out of

civilization to reach the medicine man
you may attempt it yourself.

First have your splints and pad-
ding to hand, pull the broken parts

gently but firmly in opposite direc-

tions in a straight line without

twisting. The ends of the bones
will slip together which you will

easily feel. Apply your bandage and
splints at once being careful^^not to
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displace the bones again while secur-
ing your splints and bandages. We
once knew of a case on an isolated
bit of the coast where a child had its

arm broken, the father set the arm
but when he did the bandaging he

PADD)NG AND SPLINTS
IN PLACE ON BROKEN
LEG.

NOTE. 5PLINT5 ARE
CONSIDERABLY LONG-

ER THAN LIMB.

placed the splints on the flesh. The
splints being home-made affairs were
not quite what they should have
boen, were very rqugh and gave the
child more trouble and pain than the
arm itself.

It is a good plan to take your time
\yith the ordinary case of a broken
limb and even a day or two is allow-
able under ordinary conditions for
the setting of a simple fracture while
you await the arrival of your M. D.
Place the injured limb on a soft bed
of moss, leaves, or hay, Splints may
be used if the victim has to be moved
any distance. A couple of good
stout sticks or two pieces of strong
bark, barrel staves, and even gun
barrels have been used. First you
arrange your padding which may
consist of almost anything suitable
that the camp offers, leaves, moss,
hay or extra clothing. After the
padding is in place use your splints.

These should be a few inches longer
than the injured limb, should be

placed on each side of the injured
part and bound firmly in place by
strips of cloth. Strong vines, fishing
lines, etc. A pillow makes a good
support if securely lashed in place.
Your splints should be bound

snugly in place but not so tightly
that they will stop circulation. Re-
member also that the fatal results
from broken bones are generally
the result of neglect after the break
rather than from the break itself.

Last but not least if the injured one
is to be transported over a rough road
or taken by canoe or boat where
there is rough water the best of care
must be taken to prevent the splinter-
ed edges of bones piercing an artery
or vital organ. As to sprains, ab-
solute rest to the part affected is

necessary, if an arm, suspend in a
sling, if a leg joint, let the victim
while sitting down keep the injured
member in a horizontal position on a
chair or couch and as soon as possible
after the accident immerse the joint
in water as hot as the person can
stand. Repeat this several times
and then bandage. If hot water is

not available use ice cold water, or
even ice, and in unusually severe
cases splints may be used to keep the
parts immovable. Some will tell

you that in case of necessity a sprain
can be walked off. However, we
think that depends a great deal on a
number of circumstances. We can
easily believe that a man with a
slightly sprained ankle with no heavy
pack to carry and a fairly good road
might walk off a sprain, but this same
man with a badhj sprained ankle, a
heavy pack, rough road and perhaps
bad weather would not get very far

before he would stop for a few days
rest.

Strong tea, wet clay or mud, wet
tobacco leaves and witch ha/el are

soothing and cooling for sprains. If

you have no real liniment for this,

there are several good remedies along
this line. A good clean oil or grease

of most any kind will take the stiff-

ness from a sprained joint if vigorous-

ly rubbed in and by the way elbow
grease is one of the most important
features.

Dislocations arc severe sprains and
in addition the joint is thrown out of
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its socket. The more serious should
have the attention of the medical
man. Those of the finger or toe can
be reduced by a strong pull until the
joint drops into place. If a doctor
is not available pull the part in

opposite directions. This requires

TO REDUCE A DISLOCATION. REMEMBER,
'WHEN YOU PULL, ISO TWISTING

strength and there should be no
twisting. When the joint is heard to
slip into place it should be bathed
with hot applications, carefully
bandaged and then have absolute
rest. Give nature a chance.

. The old remedy for black eye is

just plain cold water or a piece of

raw meat. Both are good and for

bruises of serious nature hot poultices
of different ingredients may be used.
Slippery elm bark or tan bark rind
reduced to a paste by grinding are
both good and perhaps you may
know of others equally good as there
are several.

Another familiar accident with
campers are burns received from
camp fires. The symptoms are plain
enough for anyone to understand.

They're just burns, some worse
than others of course. They can
be divided into about three classes

according to their severity. Where
the skin has merely been scorched
enough to make it red might be
called the first degree. The second
wculd be where the heat has been
strong enough to cause a blister, and
the third when the skin is burned,
even charred, and when the clothing
perhaps adheres to the burned fiesh

such as one sometimes sees when
explosions have taken place in coal
mines, etc. Do not think of remov-
ing forcibly any cljthing that sticks
t" the skin, but cut it away carefully
leaving the part immediately over
the burnt area until it can be softened
and taken away easily or when nature

working from the inside has partially

healed the wound. The assistance
of the doctor should be secured as

soon as possible in all cases where
the burns are so severe as to cause
the clothing to adhere to the skin.

As a rule do not apply water to burns.
Baking soda, chalk. Hour' or any
cooling substance that will keep out
the air may be utilized. We have
often used a bit of clay for slight

burns. The exposure to the air is

what causes the pain. Scrapings off

a raw potato, or clean unsalted grease
of almost any description are good,
then bandage with a soft antiseptic
bandage or any clean cloth that is

not too coarse. A coarse harsh
bandage is very apt to rub the injured
skin and cause a great deal of pain
and discomfort.
When a blister has formed you may

prick it at the extreme outer edge
of the blister with a clean needle,
then carefully press out the water
and treat with whatever remedy
you have at hand.

All dead skin should be left on
until new skin has formed. Con-
stant pricking at a partially healed
burn is decidedly bad. If the burn
is itchy and uncomfortable apply a
little sweet oil or other soothing
application until nature has finished

her patching up process.

Scalds are first cousins to burns
and the treatment in both cases is

almost indentically the same.
From the summer to the winter

camp is not such a far cry. Each
has its list of possibilities to be pre-
pared for and of course frost bite and
freezing are possibilities of the winter
camp in northern latitudes. We're
none of us going to shake hands with
these two if we can avoid it. But
there is always the possibility.

First: keep away from the fire.

Possibly at first it will feel mighty
comfortable but believe us you'll not
feel comfortable a little later on,
besides it is well to remember that
thawing out frozen parts is apt to

result in gangrene and in about
eight cases out of ten this means
amputation of the affected part.

Better sit out in a shed or in a cool
room and rub the frozen part with
snow and ice until the natural color
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comes back to the skin. Then when
the circulation has been restored you
may feel safe. Treat the parts then
as you would a burn.
Where the case is severe due to pro-

longed exposure and after you have

) WAY TO
OI50N

'FROM INSECT STINGS,

'OR, ONE CAN SOMETIMES
REMOVE SMALL SPUNTEHS

IN THE SAME MANNER.
A SECTION OF THE KEY IS CUT AWAY SHOWING
METHOD OF OPERATING.

restored the circulation hot drinks,
coffee, tea, brandy, whiskey, almost
anything that is hot may be taken.
Then wrap your charge up well in

warm blankets and encourage him
to have a good rest and sleep.

One other item. You may have
occasion to treat a case of accidental
poisoning. An emetic of a teaspoon-
ful of salt or mustard in a glass of

water will generally produce effective

results and we know of an instance
where a guide who had swallowed

poison by mistake and who was
some distance away from the camp
got results by gagging himself by
thrusting a finger down his throat.

Don't be careless. Carelessness
has cost more lives than the German
Government, though this may be
hard to believe. "Safety First" on
that trip or as near to it as possible
should be your watchword. If

your trip is to take you away back
from civilization take along a first

aid kit. You can obtain one in al-

most any store that carries surgical
supplies, in fact anj' first class drug
store should have them. As a rule
there are bandages, rolled and tri-

angular, antiseptic compresses and
pins. Anything that needs an ex-
planation will be given in the direc-

tions on the package.
A couple of new, clean handerchiefs

wrapped in a sealid package that
can be carried in any pocket will be
found to be of use in the event of

small cuts, etc., as the writer has
proved to his own satisfaction.

These to be of practical use should
be of large size. A small flask of

good spirits, whiskey or brandy, as

may be legally prescribed, to be used
not as an eye opener but for emer-
gency only, is also a good thing to

have when one is going into the
wilderness.

Much more could be written on
this subject but the idea is to impress
on the average camper the value of

a knowledge of first aid. The same
is like a good gun or knowing how
to defend yourself. You may never
need to apply the principles of first

aid and then again you may, and
need them badly.



SOME HUNTING EXPERIENCES IN

NORTHERN SASKATCHEWAN
D. B. D.

OWING to the fact that at the
last minute my partner found
he could not go, I was obliged

to leave Webb by my lonesome, for

our proposed trip into Northern
Saskatchewan after moose. Travel-
ling by C. P. R., I reached Regina
at 7.50., changing cars there and go-
ing by the C. N. R. about two hun-
dred miles north to Warman. Here
I changed cars again, travelling by
the Canadian Northern main line

for one hundred miles to North
Battleford, which I reached at 8.05
and stayed there all night. My train,

which was to take me further north,
did not leave until 3.30 p. m. the
next day, so I spent the forenoon
in taking in the sights. As I noticed
a shooting gallery I went in to de-
termine whether I could hit a moose
if I should be so fortunate as to get
a crack at one.
At 3. 30 the train left for Turtle-

ford, fifty-five miles north. Arriving
at this place at 6 o'clock, I spent the
night here and the following morning,
when I attempted to secure a livery
rig to take me still further north in-
to the woods, I was unable to procure
one, they being all out taking hunt-
ers to their different locations. I

made up my mind I would have to
remain in Turtleford until I could
get a rig, but as luck would have it,

at about 10 o'clock I saw a rig driv-
ing in from the north, and recognized
Mrs. Mc— and her son, whom I

had met the year before. These
people live eighteen miles north and
are very prosperous, having over
three hundred acres of land and
sixty or more head of cattle. In
addition they have a store where
the Indians do a lot of trading, as
there is an Indian Reservation
s short distance south, and one north
of where they are located. Mr.
Mc— and party had gone north
thirty-five miles, on a hunting trip
before my arrival, so I concluded I

would stay at the Mc—'s place until

Monday (this being Friday) when
Mrs, Mc— would let her team go
and I could hire a man to drive me
as far north as the Horse Head.
The following morning the boy

and I took our rifles and went out
for a hunt around the settlement
as there are a few moose and deer
thereabouts and there was fine track-
ing snow on the ground. We went
down the road a mile or more, then
into the woods. We had not gone
far when we saw a deer track and A. D.
said:

"We'll get that chap!"
I had my doubts, however as he

was stepping pretty long and seemed
to have his mind set on getting out
of that part of the country, but to

please the boy I followed it. One
would follow the track and the other
keep on about thirty rods away on
the wind side of it. We followed
on for about three miles and the
deer had not even stopped to look
back, so we left it and circled towards
home. On the way back we saw
the tracks of two deer and one moose,
all travelling north, trying doubtless
to get to a more quiet place, for they
had been hunted pretty persistently
by the settlers. It was a httle

after dark when we got home and we
were both very tired. I know I

was, as this wa^ my first tramp in the
woods for a year.

The next day was Sunday, and
during the morning along came four
teams drawing lumber wagons loaded
with Indians, squaws and papooses.
I will not say anything of the dogs,
but they were there just the same.
Stopping for dinner, they unhitched
the horses, tied them to the wagons
and fed them. Some of them came
into the house, but most of them
ate outside in the cold. There was.
one who could speak quite good
English, so I asked him what he
would charge to drive me north
and show me a moose. He asked:
"You want to buy one?"
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"No," I said, "I want to shoot it

myself." '

He then asked me what I would
give, and I told him I would give
him twenty-five dollars to show me
a moose and take it in to Turtleford.
With that he said:

"I come and get you to-morrow."
To help pass the time A. D. and I

took a four-mile walk to see Turtle
Lake. This is a fine body of water,
thirty-five miles long by eight miles
wide and is literally teeming with
whitefish averaging four pounds in
weight, though I am told many of
them weigh as high as six pounds
each. They catch Jack-fish there,
too, that weigh twenty-eight pounds,
and are what we call pike in our
part of the country. There is a
thirty-five foot launch on the lake
for the use of pleasure seekers.. Not
many go there yet as this is a pretty
far north resort and new as yet, how-
ever in a short time it should be
well patronized. It is distant only
fourteen miles from Turtleford and
there is a good auto road to the
lake.

At 12 o'clock along came my In-
dian. After dinner we went into
the store and I had the Indian say
what we would need for a grub-stake.
I took along as well a good supply
of tobacco, for an Indian usually
likes his pipe, and on such a trip as
this I take an occasional smoke.
Our supplies loaded, we started on
our trip. I could not speak Indian,
but as neither of us had much to
say that did not seem to matter.
^Ve drove until dark, when the In-
dian stopped in front of two log
houses plastered with mud, and a
couple of tents.
"You stay here to-night," said

the Indian, "we go in the morning."
This was my first experience with

the Indians and I must say they
treated me very nicely. After my
man had taken care of his horses

—

which did not take him long, for he
only pulled off the harness and halters
and let them go—he came in and
got my supper ready. For a table
he used an apple box which was
about twelve inches high and twenty
inches long. He put a cloth over
this and for a chair gave me a box

of the same kind. I felt rather em-
barrassed at having to sit down at
this all alone, and told him I would
just as soon take my plate on my
knee. Two couples lived in this

house and there was only one room
in it. After I had eaten, they
spread a cloth on the floor and ar-

ranged their supper on it; then all

got around this on their knees with
their feet straight back under them.
After supper was over about a dozen
Indians came, in to spend the evening.
They seemed to be enjoying them-
selves, though I could not understand
anything they said, except a few cuss'
words. I do know a little French,
and they seemed to do their swearing
in that language.
About three o'clock three beds

were made on the floor, all at one
end of the room. My bed was in

the centre.

The following morning we were
up early and after breakfast was
over and the team ready, we started.

I asked the Indian how far we were
going, and he said we would hunt in

township 57, range 19—thirty-five

miles of a drive.

We had gone about a mile when
an Indian caught up with a team
and wagon. I was informed that
this man had been out north the day
before and had shot a moose and was
now going for it. We drove on for

about five miles when a tall young
Indian caught up with us. He had
no team but he needed none, for

he could go faster than a team. He
was the swiftest man on foot I have
ever seen, and I believe in a five mile

run, would lose Tom Longboat. He
rode in the wagon for a few miles

then jumped off and ran on ahead.
About noon we came to a creek and
there he was with a fire ready for

us to get our dinner by. We did

not spend much time at our lunch,

and as soon as the horses were
through eating started on our journey
again. I kept looking back to see

if there were any more Indians com-
ing, but could see none, though I

did look back in time to see the

young Indian starting off through the

woods. He had put on his white

hunting suit, as there is a fine levied

on anyone who does not wear white
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while hunting big game in Saskatche-
wan. We drove on about four
milas before coming to our destin-

ation, a small creek. These Indians
certain!}' understand putting up a
tent. In this instance they drove
their wagons about twelve feet apart,
then pitched the tent and tied it to*

the wagons. They were not more
than fifteen minutes putting up
the tent and little sheet iron stove,
in which a fire was soon burning. It

was nearly dark when this was done
and about this time along came our
young Indian with a moose heart.
He was only about half an hour be-
hind us in reaching camp. How is

that for a moose killing stunt?
I believe you could put that fellow

»in a bag and drop him in the woods
any place where there are moose,
and he would have one in half an hour.

After supper and the usual smoke
the three Indians began talking while
I sat and listened, though I could
not understand anything of what
they said. After a time I went tc
bed and tried to sleep but could not.
The old Indian was evidently telling
some kind of a story that took hirn
two nights to tell, and from the
motions of his hands and an occasion-
al word, I picked up, I gathered he
was talking of the days of the mass-
acre. I got awfully nervous, but
at 10 o'clock they adjourned and
went to bed. After the light was
out I lay and watched to see if they
had really gone to bed. When I

was sure they had I became calm
and soon went to sleep. They were
up early next morning and had the
fire going and breakfast on the way
before I was up. I felt rather foolish
then to remember how nervous I

had been the night before. After
breakfast they asked me wh6re I

was going to hunt, and I told them
whatever place they thought best.
My Indian advised me to work
north-east, so I started out. I had
not gone far when I saw the young
fellow going in the same direction,
but about a quarter of a mile to the
north of me. The wind was in the
south-east. I had not gone much
farther when I heard the brush
crack, and knew I had started a
moose. In about five minutes there

were two shots fired, to the north..

I went on a short distance and five

more shots rang out on the still

frosty air. I went on about thirty
rods farther and shooting began
again, one shot this time. By this

time I had made up my mind that
I would hunt in some other direction.

I was determined I would not play
dog for him any longer. Accordingly
I went north, crossed his track and
tried to work up on the wind side

of him, but I was too far behind and
could not catch up to him. The
Indian had not taken time to dress
his moose in the morning, but he did
it on his way to camp. I reached
the camp at 3 o'clock and the old
Indian and the young one were not
far behind me. They harnessed a
team and went out to bring in one
of the moos e. One of them led one
horse and the other horse followed,

he being accustomed to the business.

The old Indian carried a set of

whiffletrees and brought up the rear.

In a short time they were back with
a fine moose. During their absence
I got out my kodak and took a snap
of the tent and the two horses that
had been left behind. It was a
Uttle too late for a good picture,

however. Aly Indian did not arrive

at camp until it was quite dark, and
after consulting the other two, he
informed me that they had killed

six moose. We had supper then
and the story telling began again,

but having lived through the previ-

ous night, I felt more at home and
not quite so nervous.
The next morning they did not

get up until after sunrise. I began
to think that they didn't intend
me to get a moose if they could help

it. Evidently my Indian believed
he would get the $25 just the same
even though I didn't get the moose.
This morning I put on moccasins
as the pinetangs I had on the previous
day could be heard crunching the
snow a distance of a quarter of a
mile. I took my rifle and began
hunting the same place as the day
before. Mantime the three Indians
took the four horses and the three
dogs and proceeded to bring in the
meat they had procured the day be-
fore. I was not out long when I
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saw it was all up with my getting a
moose, for there were dogs, horses
and Indians all through the woods.
I did not stay out long but followed
the Indian's tracks a short distance
to see how he hunted. He did not
follow the moose track but circled
and seemed to know just where the
moose was bedded and he never
stepped on a twig or pole, but always
around or over them. I was the
first to reach camp, but was not there
long when the "meat train" arrived.
It was a sight! The old Indian had
a strong blanket made from an' old
tent, fastened snugly on the horse,
which came down on each side to the
centre of the bod3% having hooks on
each side. He had meat hanging on
these hooks, and I think there were
four halves lying over the back of
the horse, while he was sitting on
the horse's withers. The poor horse
came up to the camp with his legs
spread out and using every ounce
of strength he possessed to support
the load he was obliged to carry.
When they had taken the packs off

their horses it was some sight to
see the moose meat lying on the
ground.
At night they hobbled their horses

and let them run, tying them in the
day time, so they will not be in

danger of being taken for moose,
and shot.

This was our last night in camp
and we had a merry time, that is to
say my Indian associates did. They
had two suppers and talked until

12 o'clock, and I believe the old
fellow was still telling the same
story.

By 9 o'clock the next morning we
were off. It was very cold and we
had to walk most of the time. When
we arrived where the young fellow
had left us on our way in and killed

a moose, they called a halt, built a
fire, unloaded one wagon and went
for the moose. Where we were
you could drive anywhere with the
wagon, as it had been burned over
a few years before. They left me
in charge of the things, promising
to return in an hour and a half.

When they returned about 3 o'clock
we had lunch, then reloaded and
started on our way. We drove

until 8 o'clock, when we reached
the green timber and stopped there
for the night, building a big fire, for
it was snowing by this time. We
were now encamped near Mc—'s

camp and I hoped to join them if

they would have me. I was standing
by the fire endeavoring to keep my-
self warm, when two white men
with a lantern came up. They had
seen our fire and had come over to
find out who we were. Two of the
Indians had gone for water and their
absence gave me a chance to talk
and to ask the boys if they had room
for me. Hearing that they had
'lots of room,' and now that they
were with me I was encouraged, and
so when the Indians returned I told
them I was going to hunt v/i+h the
two white men, and asked them how
much I owed them. One of the
Indians spoke up and said fifteen

dollars,, but I told him that accord-
ing to the bargain I had made I

owed him nothing, but would let

him have ten dollars. I then bade
them good-night and went with the
boys to their camp. I found their

camp far different from the tent
to which I had been used. A tent
is all right in warm weather, but not
warm enough for the month of De-
cember in the Northern part of Sas-
katchewan. Next morning when
we were going out for the hunt we
passed the place where the Indians
had camped. They had not put
up the tent but had just spread their

blankets by the fire and lain there
until morning..
When I joined the boys there were

only two of them as Mc— and Bill

and Bert had gone out and were
coming back in a few days. Our
party, therefore consisted of only
three. Before starting out for the
hunt the boys cautioned me not to

get lost. I told them they need not
worry about that as I had hunted in

Pennsylvania, in the Adirondack
Mountains, in Ontario, Saskatchewan
and British Columbia, so I told them
that if I should not come in at night

they need not pay any attention.

We all started in to hunt and
after I had been out about an hour
I saw a large bull moose track, which
I followed and had not gone far
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when I saw blood and knew that he
had been wounded. Right here I

concluded this bull was mine. I

kept the track until about 1 o'clock
but there was still no sign of his

having lain down. I had one sand-
wich in my pocket which I ate and
then continued on the track, which
I followed until 3 o'clock. Knowing
it would be dark at five, however, I

bade his majesty good-bye and struck
out for the camp. As the moose
had circled I took a straight course,

knowing I would get my track further
on. I travelled fast as I could, and
where it was smooth I ran, as I had
never stayed out in the open all night,

and I wanted to reach camp if pos-
sible. I found my tracks where
I had been following the moose, but
as night was settling down and I could
not see the tracks without stooping
over, I had to give in, though 1 did
not like to. I had just covered a
half mile of the worst walking I had
ever seen. There had been a fire

in this part of the country and the
timber had fallen criss-cross every
way. It was not there for nothing,
however, for it made excellent wood.
The poles were from two to six inches
through and from twenty to fifty

feet long and dry as a bone. I made
a pile, took my little axe and made
some shavings, then started a fire.

Before long I had a flame rising in

the air to a height of five feet. Even
then it was none too much for my
clothes were wet, as they had been
covered with snow from the bushes
past which I had brushed, and the
heat of my body had melted the
snow, so that I was wet through. I

took off my coat and vest and
hung them up to dry, standing as

near to the fire as I could so as to

dry what remaining clothes I had on
me. I was both hungry and thirsty,

but there was nothing to satisfy

either craving. I hoped a rabbit
would come in sight which I could
shoot and roast, but no such luck
came my way. I felt some better
however after I had eaten a large

quantity of snow, as this served to

quench my thirst. When the poles
burned through in the centre I would
throw them in again, and this I

would do about every half hour. I

spent a long, lonesome night, spend-
ing thirteen and a half hours beside
my fire. Not a wolf howled nor
did I hear even the hoot of an owl.
By 7.15 it was light enough for me
to see my track so I started out at

a brisk walk, for my rest by the fire

had done me good. I had not gone
far however when I began to feel

both tired and hungry. However
I kept pegging along, and at 10
o'clock I reached the camp. The
boys were out hunting, so it was up
to me to get my own dinner, though
I did not feel much like it. I made
a fire, got a pail of water, warmed
up some moose meat and potatoes
made coffee, which with bread and
butter, blackberry jam and cheese
made a substantial meal. When I

had eaten as much as I could I

went to bed and slept until the boys
came in. They asked why I had
stayed out and I told them about
following the wounded moose, think-
ing I would get him. They wonder-
ed how I had kept from freezing,
but had they seen my fire they would
have understood. The boys were in
good spirits, as Jake had killed a
moose. We had supper and our
usual smoke, told a few stories and
then went to bed, as we intended
getting a good early start in the
morning.
We were out good and early the

following morning and found it an
ideal hunting day, cloudy with a
little wind blowing. This was to
be my lucky day. I had crossed a
muskeg and entered a bunch of
Jack Pine where it was very thick
and the branches were all covered
with snow. I saw a track which I

took to be that of a bull moose, which
I concluded was my moose. It was
now or never I said to myself, so I

went very slowly, getting down on
one knee from time to time and
looking anxiously to see if I could
get a glimpse of the forest monarch.

I had not repeated this performance
many times before I spied Mr. Moose
as he stood with one hind quarter
toward me. I knew one shot would
have to do the trick, for the brush
was too thick to get a second. Ac-
cordingly I fired so the ball would
strike him near the kidneys. It
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worked finely. He took three jumps
one straight ahead, tlie second to the
left and on the third he went down.
When I got to him he was past get-

ting up. I watched him for a minute
then gave him one at I he butt of

the ear. In a short time Bob was on
hand and we dressed the moose and
resumed our hunting at 10 o'clock.

We had not gone more than half a

mile when I heard the report of Bob's
.30-30, and en going to him found
that he was into a big bull moose up
to the elbows. This ended the day's
hunt for us, and Jake reported no
luck when he got in. We returned
to camp at 3 o'clock, and I took a

picture of Bob and Jake. We were
sitting down to lunch when we heard
sleigh bells, and looking out found
that Bill and Bert had returned, Mc

—

being detained at home and being
unable to finish the hunt with the
boys. It was a little more lively

than usual in the camp that night,

as Bert is a good comedian and can
sing, dance or tell stories with equal
facility.

Next morning we were out early
again but had no luck. Bill said

he- followed a large bull moose around
a muskeg fifteen times. When he
was on one side the moose was on
the other. He said the moose was
too smart for him. We spent the
evening in camp in the same old way.
Next morning was pretty ci Id.Bob,

Bill and Bert shouldered their rifles

and started for the moose. Jake
and I each took an axe, in addition
to our rifles, and trimmed out a

trail to our moose. I had brought
my kodak along as I wanted a picture

of myself and the moose. We
cleared a spot of timber large enough
to let the sun shine in on the moose,
and I gave Jake the kodak, but he
came near missing me, as he stood
too close, and unfortunately, as these
were the first pictures taken with
the kodak, which was a new one,
and as the finder was not correct,

the results achieved were not at all

satisfactory.

We had no thermometer so could
not tell just how cold it was, but we
judged by the feeling of the atmo-
sphere about us that the mercury
must be running pretty low. We

ate our lunch in the woods, but had to
start a fire to keep from freezing our
fingers. We were the first two to
reach the camp and had hot water
on the stove ready to make the coffee
when the other boys got in. It was
nearly dark when they arrived and
they had no luck to report. I could
see they were about getting tired of
the hunt as the weather was so cold,

and I was anxious to go, but of course
it was not my place to say anything.
They planned to hunt one more day,
however, but decided that if it con-
tinued cold we would start for our
homes with what moose we had.
Next morning it proved to be no
warmer. Bill and Bert went east,

while Bob, Jake and I went south
down the road about five miles, then
east a mile and then north. I do
not know what the other boys did,

but I know I travelled about as fast

as I could in order to keep warm.
We all reached camp about the same
time, still with no luck to report. We
had no trouble in keeping warm in

camp as we had a good pile of Jack
pine wood cut, and when the stove
was filled up with this it was not long
before we were driven back into a
cooler corner.

The next morning was cooler than
ever but this morning we had another
job on our hands, which was to pack
our dishes, stove, blankets and other
utensils, load them and start on our
journey towards home. When we
reached the road Jake and I had
cut to the moose, we followed it. We
had to go only half a mile, so got
the three moose loaded and were
back to the main road inside of three
hours. We reached Horsehead
creek and stopped and fed the horses,

also making a fire at this point,.

Each of us found a crotched stick

and we broiled a piece of moose
steak and toasted a slice of bread,
each one for himself, which, with the
addition of good hot coffee and the
appetite which the cold air had
given JUS furnished an appetizing
meal. Once our appetites were
satisfied we did not linger long, as

we had to make thirty-five miles
that day in order to reach Bill's

place. We took turns in driving

as it was very cold, one driving while
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the other four would walk. This
went very well for a time then we
found out the horses went just as

well without a driver as with one, so

we tied the lines together and all

walked. We reached Bill's at 8.15,

and while some of the boys took
care of the team the. rest got in wood
and water and started a fire, for

as Bill was a bachelor there was no
one at home. It was soon nice
and warm. Bob had the ends of

his fingers frost bitten a little and I

had to give my cheeks and nose an
application of snow to draw the
frost out. Apart from our being
very tired we were all right after

tramping behind a sleigh for thirty-

five miles. I made arrangements
with Bill to take my moose and my-
self to Turtleford. It was still

very cold and in addition to my
heavy overcoat Bert gave me a fur
coat to wear. We had a foot warmer
in the sleigh and good robes. I

bade the boys good bye and started
on a twenty-two mile drive to Turtle-
ford. It was not so cold as the day
before but there was a wind blowing
and it made it seem colder. We
reached the depot at Turtleford at
5 o'clock. The steel rails looked
good to me. I had my moose tagged
and after we had put the team in

the barn we went to the hotel and
registered for the night. I asked

the clerk what time the train would
leave in the morning and was told
there would be no train till Monday
morning—it being Saturday at the
time. I asked how the temprature
had been lately, and was told that
on Friday, the day we had left camp,
it had been 48 below zero. On
Saturday it was 33 below at Turtle-
ford. it was safe to say it wouldn't
be any warmer fifty-seven miles
further north.
My train left at 6 o'clock on Mon-

day morning and arrived in Battle-
ford at 9.15 a. m. We had dinner
there and left at 3 p. m., reaching
Regina at 1.30. •

The following day the C. P. R.
train was three hours late, so I was
obliged to wait in Regina until 1

p. m. I reached Webb at 9 o'clock,
and when I alighted on the platform
some on!e called out:

"Hello Dave, where's the moose?"

I told him to look ahead, and sure
enough there were five men tugging
away at the moose and trying to get
him on the truck. I had left Webb
on the 20th of November and reached
home on the 11th of December. The
boys have asked me to let them
know the next year when I will

arrive in Turtleford for another hunt,
and I am surely looking forward to
that time.

TWO OF THE TAMEST IN THE PRESERVE ON MAIN DUCK ISLAND
LAKE ONTARIO



HOW WE BUTTED IN
J. CLARKE MORRISON

NORTHWARD on the trusty
"Kick-Thru," captain Sam at

the wheel, we ploughed our
watery way. The chief, after wiping
his hands carefully on the silky coat
of his faithful grouse hunter, "Bird"
to get some of the cup grease off, at

once announced, in a loud voice:
"I'm so hungry."
As that was his chronic state, no

one paid any attention. But we all

smoked up harder than ever, so as to

keep him coughing and make him
forget it.

Guns of every calibre lay about,
every owner swearing that his particu-
lar gas pipe was a killer from away
back. Reid in particular, told of his

trusty U.S. .30 and how he had to

walk back 200 yards as soon as he
sighted game, to keep from blowing
them over into Alberta or Washington
where, perhaps,^said game might be
out of season. He told of once
seeing a huge bear on September 3rd
at sunrise on a mountain, at which
he fired, hitting it at sunset on
September 5th—and a poor shell at

that. Every time he went out on
the Coast Range with that gun, the
game at once left

—
"Safety. First"

—

for the highest peaks in theRockies.
Captain Sam, though, had the

gun of the party. It seems that his

mighty gatling was only used by
special permit of the Government,
one gun to each province,for it not
only killed the goat or grizzly but
afterwards tore up so much scenery
that the country looked as though
a glacial period had just ended.
Ackerman also told some wonder-

ful tales but being an insurance
agent, nobody believed him anyway.
Doc had just settled down when

the foaming silver-tip rushed madly
to within twenty yards of him and
Sam maliciously rammed the Kick-
Thru's nose into the only floating •

spruce tree he could see, throwing us
all in a heap on the floor—and that
bear is there yet. Jealousy! what
a sin is jealousy. After some bush-
whacking, we got that aeroplane
supply out from under the sturdy

boat's bilge or tummy, or whatever
you call that part of a boat that sits

on water. Then that safe and sane
Democrat calmly turned her nose
southward, having no doubt forgotten
his manicure set or fish bait. But we
were there with a compass, an iron
wrench and three pairs of spiked
boots. With these and gentle words
with a burr on them we persuaded
him that northward the sons of

Empire would wend their way, no
matter if it were 2 a.m., and the lake
looked like an African's face at

midnight in a coal bin. The gallant

boat made her way like a porcupine
through thick brush among floating

stumps, logs and lost Jap shingle
bolts, until we arrived at Cape De
Ackerman at 3.30 a.m. High above
the house-boat the black eery crags
raised their frowning heights like

giant Nubian guards over this hunt-
ing ground of the pagan gods. We
ate lunch and then in this witching
hour of night, once more went forth
to do deeds of blood. Ju3t as misty
dawn came stealing with fairy foot-

steps over land and sea, touching
the mountain peaks with the soft,

rosy blush of morn, we got off at

"H—(word censored)Roaring Creek."
Whoever wasted so many thousand
tons of perfectly good ten ton granite
boulders building that creek should
hold no city paving job, for the
careless way those chicken coop size

rocks were thrown about on that
creek bed was scandalous. The
mountain sides were not steep. They
only leaned outwards, that was all.

As the brave pilot remarked: "If a

man had feet like a fly he could
easily walk up them, head down."
No one had breath enough to shoo

.

him away so he got by with that.

At a fork in H— R. Creek, we separ-

ated to see what kind fate had laid

in the lap of the gods for us. Unluck-
ily the deer and goat club had sent

a wireless ahead that Doc and his

automatic "Peerless" had been seen
and by the sulphite flavor of the

wind blowing up the creek death was
in the air. Reid and Sam told
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Ackie and me that they were walking
along talking about the Y.M.C.A.
work when Sam whispered: "I smell

a bear," Reid replied:

"No, captain, that's the dog meat
in my pack sack."

But Sam snorted: "What / smell

IS Jresh. Not three weeks old."

Just then an alder grove near by
was split in two by a black streak
that simply pushed the landscape
behind it in an effort to clothe itself

with the pine brush on the mountain
top. That's the bare truth they
both swear, and then some. Reid
pulled down his "Sure-death" on
the cloud of leaves and dust where
the bear was but then he thought:
"Perhaps he has a family; I have
cubs of my own." So he carefully

spattered rock fragments over the
bear's trail so Sam could not see

where to shoot. Reid has a kind
heart—on the 4th of July. From
where we stood we could see down a

valley to follow which would have
landed us thirty miles from home.
At our feet was a perfect picture of

peace, a jewelled lake, high ragged
peaks, snow crowned ail about it, a
fringe of alders on its shores, the
only sound a weird, wailing cry from
some loon of a bird. No doubt this

was a fisherman's paradise, as no
angler had ever tempted its finny
tribes to their peril. After lunch
we started back. Wet? No, only
fifty-fifty. Our matches though were
dry. As we crow-hopped along with
one foot half way to our necks, the
other holding hard on a 30 degree
slope (Ackie was ahead, with Reid
and Sam higher up and behind us),

Ackie got to thinking out loud about
a new gold bond policy he was putting
out. A bear hearing him, was so

delighted on hearing the terms of

this wonderful policy that he jumped
up on a log to see who this kind
angel was, that so kindly knocked
at his door. Not being an angel to

any great extent. Doc knocked him
off the log and yelled like some meat-
eating Congo dweller:

"I've got him."

Just then a buck jumped up fifty

feet from the bear shooter, but he
with gun pointed at the hole the bear

fell into, did not dare drop t^e muzzle
of his rifle, so he howled : v

"Kill him Ackie."
But Ackie answered piously, "to

with the deer, get the bear."

With tears in his voice, Doc wailed:

"Get him. I'll pack him down."
But that human icicle, thinking

of the four miles to the Kick-^Thru,

camouflaged and missed, so he said.

May the Kaiser forgive him. An-
other deer ran over towards Reid
and Sam followed by wild yells of

"Here comes a deer, watch that
bear." The wounded bear, thinking
he was in among a bunch of cultured

Prussians, crawled slowly up the

hill, followed by the waspish hiss of

.350 Automatic bullets. Reid was
wildly weaving his way through a
barbed wire entanglement of young
pine and howled advice to Sam to

"get a move on." Samuel, tearing

up the mountain side, sarcastically

replied in mild tones:
"Can a man move any faster than,

it's possible?"
The startled deer caught like a.

German flyer in a British squadron ^

tore down the mountain side with
Sam's eight cent shells bidding him a
whistling farewell. The bear, hear-
ing the Savage's roar in front, turned
sadly up the hill before either hunter
could see him. After a little delay
and hard climbing, we scattered over
the hill-side, but alas, the slopes
were bare of our much longed for
game. During the hunt, Reid ran
across seven goats and Sam, a big
doe, but shot them not. As night
was near, the boat far and weary,
soaked feet said "Nay, nay Sylvester"
so Ackie and Doc plunged down the
track of an earth slide and half way
to the creek found a huge cypress
that had plunged down from the
heights and was broken, splintered
and dry. "Here shall we camp,"
said Ackie, and we nodded and tied
our knapsacks to a tree. The other
two after bombarding a flying buck
as he fled into darkness, joined us.
Hurriedly gathering what wood and
brush we could, we got a fire goings
and a small brush shelter built.

Here, hung up between lake and sky,
we spent the night. Time became
petrified and refused to move. The;
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brush shelter was leakj^ It rained
and the drops were never weary.
The only thing that did move was
the brave captain. He gave his

opinions in such warm language
that it caused a vacuum, the cold
air rushed up the valley, rocking the
dead trees about us and causing
Reid to say he wondered how many
square feet a five ton tree would
spread a 160 pound man over. I

can't tell you what Ackie said to

him.

Luck came sifting along, however,
and the log took fire. Then we had
a six foot cypress, thirty feet long,

on fire, a roaring Gehenna. Under
the shelter we'd go, sleep thirty
minutes, get chilled to a human berg,
then go out by our life-saving Hades
to warm up—and get soaked. Poor
Ackie, curled up like a woodchuck
had a moist hole, just above him
that bespattered his Grecian profile

exactly every clock tick. Up he
jumped, describing the verdant couch
the surrounding scenery, the langor-
ous night, in language that had John
McGraw looking like an amateur,
but to our existing mood it was most
restful and satisfying. One of the
saturated quartette unkindly remark-
-ed:

"Ackie's afraid lie'll die of water
on the brain."

But his answer was:

"There's no room for water in my
brain, loo much Scotch there already

but I'm sore afraid for some of you
fellows." We told him to go

—"out
to the fire and dry up," which he did,

curled himself up in front of the

blaze and put a red cloth over his

sweet face to keep the smoke out

and to act as a danger signal. He
looked so happy and innocent, Sam
couldn't stand it but cruelly tiptoed

out with his spiked boots over Ackie's

legs, puncturing him by actual count
with one hundred and thirty-eight

holes, letting in the rain, but as Reid
remarked: "That's the only water
Ackie has let into his system since

I've known him five years."

After about sixty waiting hours,

morning came, two days late, and
with ii our appetites and hopes

arose. Doc made a hot pot of a

black syrupy stickiness and invited

the country guests to "set in."

Ackie was so water-logged he got a

taste and then said

:

"You call yourself a cofTee maker.

If we drank much of this they'd

have to call in the coffin maker."

There was no answer to this, only

Doc forgot and put salt into the

next cup he poured for that sin-sick

soul. He bade good-bye to camp
Delight—only Sam called it some-
thing else, the name being censored.
The cussing twins went to the moun-
tain top, w^ile Ackie and I went
safely along -the slopes high above
H— Roaring Creek. I think though
all the goats and deer were Baptists
and deciding we were not good
company had departed to less cussed
fields. After about an hour's hiking we
saw several sportive goats on a cliff

doing some skiing stunts, using their

tails for steering poles. Just as
often as they slowed down, we threw
some nine cent nickel lead in their

direction, just to show we were
sociable fellows and desired a better
acquaintance with them. But they
gave us only a rocky look and icy

stare and went away so fast there
were several holes in the air for some
time afterwards. Just then we heard
a sound like a French 75 CM., that
echoed over the mountains, then
another and then some. Peace dwelt
within our hearts. We went skip-

ping over boulders and trilling six

foot fallen logs down to the Kick-
Thru, for we knew with guns like

they had and no sleep, no walking
cliff dweller ever got past that hurri-

cane of lead. Peace and goat liver

dwelt within us later, also, for down
the creek came Reid with a fat

buck, Sam with a billy goat, each one
roaring for hot tea, grub and a cigar-

ette. Thus we knew that though we
had "butted in" where Cheechacos
fear to tread, we had gained fame,
rheumatism, goat, tleas, etc., not to

mention at all the missing cuticle

and stone bruises. Home we hied,

tired but happy, with Nature's great

magic spell still holding us her cap-
tives, but willing ones.
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FORTY MINUrES FROM DOWMFOWN

F. V. ^^•.

BILL, you're wanted at the
telephone!"
"Yes. Hello, who is this?.

James? Yes, oh yes! Can I be
ready at 6.30? You bet I can."
And 6.30 found Bill over at the

curb in front of James' place with the
distance killer standing at the curb
snorting wdth impatience as the other
fellows failed to show up.

"Well, we should worry. If they're
not coming we'll be able to find the
way."
Ten minutes later the "Henry"

was beating a much more elaborate
gas wagon up the only long hill on
that part of the street.

Fortj' minutes was the time James
said it would take to run out there,

but every minute was interesting.

In fifteen minutes there wasn't
much town left to mar the landscape.
In twenty there was real country;
fields of grain; here and there a wood
lot that came down to the road;
arid back from the wood an occasional
farmhouse gave the real touch of
"room t'- grow" effect that we all

know we have to keep in contact with
unless we are to become 'narrow.'
Yes sir, you just can't keep away
from the country and really live.

James interrupting, calls Bill's at-
tention to the foot of the hill, left

hand side.

"Last time I was out here a big
wood^hurk tried to make home

—

he's got a hole there on the left hand
side. I got between him and the
hole all right but he just simply
rushed past and almost under the
machine and made it.

"A little farther along here on the
right is a good place for black squir-
rels,"—but nary a black showed
himself that evening, although Bill
looked for one on every rail of the
fence.

Arrived at the little pond the pair
took possession of one of the 'tight'
little flat bottomed skiffs. Say, is

there anything that gets your goat
at times any more than a leaky boat?
Memories of one craft that leaked so
much that we used to keep the fish

alive swimmin' 'round her through-
out the day, will always be with us.
Bill was to paddle and take pictures
and James was to fish, and let us
remark that James is some tisherman.
Oh, there are others, of course. It's
mighty hard to be entirely exclusive
in any line these days, but what we
started out to say was that when
you get a better all round bait
caster than James you'll have a
wonder, that's all.

To resujne: James put that chunk
of painted wood into corners where
any one would know there was a big
one. He raked the lily pads with
'along the line' shots that surely
should have brought a strike, but
there was "nothing doing."
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It was that way on this occasion,

places where James was sure there

were fish there were a-b-s-o-l-u-t-e-l-y

no fish, and then right off the end of a

weed bed there was a swish and a

splash and the game wais on. James

had hooked a fair sized bass. A
half hour later a rock bass, hardly

the size of the bait, struck and hooked

himself in such a way that he seemed

to be three times his actual size

while coming in. Judging by the

way he bent the rod he was the Sam-

son of all the rock bass and he also

understood enough about resistance

to come broadside on, at least tnat's

the way he was hooked.

Around the lake once more—not a

strike. The sun just tipping the

hills in the West turned the whole

side of the lake to a molten gold.

Not a ripple on the water and James,

whose arms must be aching by now
remarks that he 'don't think he ever

seen a fish strike in this pond when

there was no breeze."

Another boat passes close by.

Two men and a woman are in it.

They have been fishing for some
hours and the woman holds up their

string of fish for a photograph to be

taken of it. They've had a good

time and have caught a fair bunch
of fish.

The sun has gone now and most

of the daylight. One more cast

right over there by that bunch of

lifies. The white bait hits the water.

It's almost dark, but there's still

light enough to see the swirl in the

water, and it's easy to see James'

rod buckle as the fish rushes away.

Five minutes later another goodly

sized bass is in the boat.

Over at the landing you can see

nothing, but you can hear voices.

Up on top of the bank an auto head-

light shines. James, enthused by his

latest success, tries another shot at

the next weed bed, not being able to

see just where to cast. The result

is a haul of weeds, and then the

kiddies on the shore, who belong to

one of the auto parties, begin to

yell:

"How many did you get?"
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As the boat touches the shore,

they clamber aboard, inspect the

fish, and give their frank criticism

about your ability as a fisherman.

The day is finished. The ride back
to town, with the big full moon
turning the whole countryside into

near dayUght, is all too short, out
for "forty minutes from down town"
we'll say it's nearly all that could
be desired.

FUR MARKET REACHES NEW HIGH
PRICE LEVEL.

Furs have long been considered to be

necessities rather than luxuries in Canada.

The long, cold winters encouraged their use

and the supplies, until recent years, were

readily available. The general level of

prosperity in Canada has been fairly high

and Canadians have been able to buy furs

on any market. In the face of rapidly rising

markets, the present abnormal, war-time

prosperity has enabled a large per'-enlage of

the population to maintain, or even raise,

their standards regarding necessities. __

But tlie line between luxuries and necessities

is frequently not very clearly defined and the

fluctuations of the market often determine

whether a given commodity is really a neces-

sity, or merely a luxury. During the past

two decades, the prices of furs have risen

steadily. Substitutes were found for many
costly furs, which, if available at all, were

purchased only by people to whom the price

was merely a secondary consideration. Since

the war commenced, however, the prices of

all furs, in':luding the substitutes, have risen

greatly and trade opinion indicates that the

prices will continue to increase. Factors in a

further rise in prices, it is contended, will be

the import embargo placed on furs from many
countries and the further depletion of the

ranks of .\merican and Canadian trappers

by the war's demands fcr man power.

At the recent quarterly sale of raw furs in

New York—at present, the most important

fur market in .\merica—more than SI, 000,000

worth were disposed of. This was the largest

amount ever recorded at a sale in New York.
Fashion kept a few furs down to former

prices, but many others went up by leans

and bounds. Thus, northern wolf pelts

advanced 140 per cent for the season, while

south western wolf pelts showcda total rise

of 90 per cent. These instances, were in

large measure, due to their being substituted

for loxes, the catch of which was short.

Muskrat showed a rise of 120 per cent and
beaver 105 per cent for the season. With the

exception of northern raccoon, which only

advanced 15 per cent, the prices advanced
from 30 to 140 per cent for the season.

These increases are for raw furs only.

When the increased cost of dressing, dyeing,

etc., is added, the consumer will have to pay
handsomely for the finished product and many
may be led to coni'lude that, after all, furs

are only luxuries anyway.



TROUT FISFHNG IN MANY WATERS
A Dissertation, by America's Foremost Anglinci Author on The Favorite

Haunts of the Angler, His Methods and His Equipment,

with Other Interesting Notes.

LOUIS RHEAD

ALL over the vast territory of the United

States and Canada, in whose waters

trout are taken, there is a wonderful

similiarity both in their manner of taking

flies, and bait, as well as the mode of resis-

tence. The same is also true concerning the

angler's ways in fishing. Those big trout I

have captured in Lake Edward, in Northern
Quebec, are exactly similar in habits to the

beauties living in California waters that are

kept cool by the melting snows of Mount
Whitney. While we do fish the salt and fresh

waters of Florida in winter, as also in Montana
rivers, the biggest and best fishing there (and

indeed all over the northern continent) is from
April to November. Wherever we go at this

season, the kind of lure wemust offer depends

entirely upon what trout are feeding. That
certainly is not a choice, but absolute neces-

sity. In some Adirondack lakes, trout will

not touch a fly. but if you deftly move a small

minnow, or better still, an artificial minnow
with a shining silver belly, in deep water, you
will have some real sport and no mistake.

At limes worms are used with good results,

and so are flies, wet or dry method as is best

fitting the time of the year and the occasion,

but you must carefully study first on what the

trout are feeding. The lale Nelson Cheney,

the well-known angling writer and celebrity

once wrote thnt, "fishes nrp porlnirilv creatures

of habits just as well as men, and if Natural

supplies them only with food which is found
j

on the bottom, they will look to the bottom .

for it; and not look to the surface, where the!

angler thoughtfully casts his flies." This 1

constant looking down for their food in deep''

water no doubt accounts for the general.]

refusal of trout to rise to surface flies. The
J

open season for trout fishing in the Province '•

of Quebec commences on May first, though it

,

frequently happens that the ice does not leave

the surface of the northern lakes until several

days, perhaps weeks, after, from the fifth to

the fifteenth of the month. For that reason

fishing (that is fly-fishing) is rather short, as

about early July trout sink to deep water,
^

only to be captured by trolling on live bait.

The Nipigon River and the lakes by which it

is fed, contain \alvge quantities of whitefi.sh,

and the average summer temperature is so

cold that they have no reason to keep down
in low water, and they consequently rise

freely to natural, as well as the angler's flies.

In the Rangeley and other famous lakes and

rivers of Maine fly-fishing is best very early

and very late in the season. Most of those

that are killed later, on a fly, are trolled for

behind the boat, some distance under water,

with a coarse bunch of hair known as the

moose-tail fly. The best authority, of widest

CNpericnco in the Cnnadinn Dominion. F. T.
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D. Chambers, says: "Neither the large hereafter described, suffice for Ijoth localities,

/aricty of artificial flies nor yet the fineness Big cities, like Chicago, furnish a large con-

)f workmanship on the part of the tyer, re- tingont of anglers that confine their fishing to

omincnded by most all angling authorities, the Middle West up to certain parts of Can-

br use in the small stream fishing of the ada. Boston and other New England cities

V SELECTIOX OF FI.IICS THAT LOUIS RHICAD TIKS, THERE BEING SOME OF HIS •NATUUK
FLIl-'.S •, TO HV. USED IN THE MONTHS OF APRIE AND-MAY

Eastern States, is necessary to the taking of

;he untutored, uncivilized fonlinalis of the

leavy (sometimes colored) waters of northern

Canada. Flics tied on Number .3 and Num-
ber 5 hooks are usually not too large. The
standard flies are the Professor, Queen of the

Waters, Grizzly King, Gray and Green

Drakes, Montreal, Silver Doctor, Coachman,
md Hackles, an entirely different selection

required in other localities."

In the temperate zone we come to the

waters east of the .MIeghanies, that flow into

the Atlantic, comprising the mountainous
sections of Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania

and New York, up to Lake Ontario, all of

9'hich afford grand sport in trout fishing from

the month of April lo the end of June. Of a

similar kind of fishing is that of the Middle
West, which includes Michigan, Wisconsin,

Minnesota, -and a few other States. Though
a little later in season, that is, from early in

Mav to ,Julv 15th, both tackle and method.

fish over in Maine, New Hampshire, New
Brunswick and Vermont. Greater New York
finds a'wiJe and fruitful field near home in the

mountains of Sullivan, Orange and Delaware
counties. New York; Pike and \A'aync coun-

ties of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. Washing-

ton and Baltimore fish mostly in the mountains
of Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylvania.

It would be madness for even the very

foolish to deny that game fish seek localities

v.'here food is most abundant; also to deny
that fish will, and do. prefer lures and baits

different from the regular food they are ^ont
to eat. My contention is, give a fish the food

he likes, or, if that is not possible, offer an

imitation of that food, as near as can be made
with the materials at command. This I have
endeavored to do to. my own satisfaction in

the lures I have made. An artist is parti-

cularly favored in that he can (with more or

less success), copy nature, and after patient

SOME OF LOITIS RHEAD'S ARTIFICIAL BAITS. SAID TO BE VERY SUCCESSFUL: ALSO HIS
RIG FOR THE CAPTURE OF BROOK AND RAINBOW TROUT. IN DEEP LAKES AND
PONDS. (Drau-ino by Louis Rhead.)
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effort produce what less favored persons

would scarce attempt.

All rivers or bodies of water contain certain

kinds of fish food that preponderate over

others. Thus it is some lakes of deep water

and few weeds have abundance of minnows
and few frogs. Shallow lakes with plenty of

weeds, grass, lilies and scum, breed frogs,

dragonflies, grasshoppers and much other

surface food. Rivers that have muddy and

sandy bottoms breed entirely different in-

sects to those rivers with rocky or pebbly

bottoms, and whatever the water conditions

are, the food varies considerably according to

season. Just as the summer's heat gets

powerful aquatic insects become smaller and

scarcer. Then Nature supplies certain fish

food of a larger kind. After June the water

is thick with the larvae of various big stone-

flies and dragon-flies; the land in close

proximity to the water is fairly alive with

grasshoppers (winged and wingless) and the

river and lakeside trees are loaded with

different species of caterpillars. It is quite

true that from early spring to late fall, min-

nows certainly do form the major part of

fish diet. But minnows are sharp enough to

haunt the shallows where the big fish fear to

go. It is during the night time in summer
that large fish prowl around the sides of the

lakes to get them. Some of the minnows I

have produced are harder to make than other

feather minnows I have constructed, the back

being of cork and the belly of wood, so made
that it floats upright and requires less move-

ment in the playing—in fact, fish have taken

them while perfectly still in repose. In this

minnow, after a great deal of experimentation

I discarded the plume (which forms a pro-

minent feature of the feather minnow) and

used a pair of quivering feathers, placed at

the forward side of the body, as pectoral fins.

I find it most effective when cast down stream,

then to be gradually reeled back from the

side of the river, covering as much water as

possible.

A live grasshopper that floats down stream

in the daytime has httle chance to go far

before it is sejzed by, thfe first large fish in

sight. If you hook one, float it alive, nay, if

you do so a dozen times you will see how
cleverly th^ fish nip them off without touching

the hook. I early realized this and so cbn-

structed my grasshopper lures with a hook

attachment, thus preventing the trout from

nippipg away the lure without getting

captured.

Generally speaking, the brook tii)ut, rain-

bow and brown trout are most abundant.

fortunately the methods required to capture

all these are equally effective. The lures used

are wet and dry artificial flies, minnows,
natural and artificial, and worms, the latter,

(if rightly used) is a deadly bait. Fly fishing

is best in rivers from one hundred to a hundred
and fifty feet wide, an average depth of two
feet. Dry fly fishing is only practiced on
comparatively smooth water when you see

the insects floating at the surface. The
methoti requires that you cast up-stream, with
but a single fly attached to a tapered gut, also

a tapered line. The same line and leader

serves for wet methods as well as for dry
methods. Threfe flics are best used for wet
fishing, choosing the smallest in size for the

end fly, the next, larger, and the third, or

top fly, being the largest, choseh so because
it materially assists a feathery cast.

The gut leader should be about as long as
from the tip of the rod to the middle of the

hand-butt. Rods vary in size and weight.

They should be chosen to fit the angler, with
a range from short fat men to long, lanky men,
both cannot use the same rod. Ten-foot long

rods, six ounces in weight are, in my estima-

tion, best fitted for the long-arm men. Eight-
foot-six long, four ounces in weight are best

fitted for a small man with short arms. The
above is a good rule to follow, proven through
expefiejnce in those mattersy

The average trout in wild water is no
epicure, but feeds full and plenty on insect

and fish food just the same all over the
continent. Different localities produce a
slight variance through atmosphere, tem-
perature causes, and of course the angler

must use judgment, or rathet, common horse

sense, to distinguish the difference in trout

food, in brooks, rivers and lakes, either at the
surface or on the bottom of all these con-
ditions. Therefore no list of flies is possible

to guide the angler. Tlve best advice I can
s^iggest to the readers of Rod and Gun is that

taking into consideration the season you fish,

the kind of water will best determine what
food the trout are taking. In the temperate-

zone. East, Middle West, or Far West, in-

sects begin to rise early in April; they are

small, dark and sombre in tone. They are

mostly gnats, shadflies, cow-dung and red bug,

all wet flies or duns. The drakes, of which

the brown drake is the very first to appear,

do not develop quite so early unless the

weather is very mild. For that reason dry-

fly fishing should be delayed till the water

is run lower, and weather conditions are

the best: till the weather is warm. Worm
fishing in brooks where trout run small should
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be followed up thus: Select a supply of small,

pink worms, place them in forest mold moss.

In two days they will be divested of earthy

matter and will then be found to be very

tough and lively, a condition, by the way
which is very desirable in a worm that is to

casting worms, aUow them to run ahead thirty

feet to go just anywhere the (low of the water

will take them. Use no lead, and the gut-

leader should be at least six feet long, with a

Number 8 or Number 10, eyed hook, attached

to the leader l.iy a neatly-tied knot. The

•CAMP COMFORTS", SII0\\1\G LOUIS HHKAD ,\ l'

TO HEAVEN
HIS H<).\H-. CAMF .NEXl IH).)'A

be used for trout fishing, or any sort of fishing

for that matter. Depend upon it, dead

worms will not go down like the wriggler.

It is the lively, active worm that does its

work well, without the shadow of a doubt.

Until they are baited, worpis should be kept

at the same temperature in which they live

in the cool soil. By attending to this more
general good all-around results will be had.

Hook these worms gingerly, only just by the

skin; u.se one at a time, and do not run the

hook right through the body as is done by so

many fishermen, who, in a very unnatural

manner hook on large gobs of worms and

expect to have results from the process by
floating this bunch over the floor of the river.

Some trouf, it is true, seize upon the gobs of

worms, the wriggling masses on the hook, but

the wise trout pass them by but are fooled by
the single worm rightly used on the hook, in

the manner I have mentioned. That there is

an art to worming for trout is admitted by all,

even by the devout fly-fisherman, and if it

is intelligently employed it is productive of

some very agreeable and prompt catches. In

method of using split BB-shot on the leader

to 'sink the worm is a most unnatural one. A
leader or line so weighed down usually sinks

the lure in between the rocks or the cobbles

on the bottom of the river and nothing but

poor luck is had.

Exactly the same sort of a rig as above-

mentioned is suited to small two-inch live

minnows which stiould be hooked by the lips

and played as you play a worm. For the

still, deep water the same baits can be used,

except that the baits should be attached to a

small two-foot gut leader tied twelve inches

above the sinker which is tied at the end of

the line. If large trout are the quarry the

hooks should be Number 4 or Nuimber 6,

Sneck bend. I do not think hooks lashed to

snells are good for any method of fishing. All

hooks should have eyes and should be tied

by a knot, to the leader. For the leader used

in fly-fishing the same rule applies. The hook
snell, folir inches long, should have no loop,

but it should be tied to the leader by a knot.

Loops, especially three of them, used in wet
fishing, will destroy a feathery cfast.
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In fishing for trout with artificial minnows
Ihey sho'uld be rigged up and fished exactly

the sarne way as with live minnows, but they

should be manipulated by the rod-tip—made
to dart here and there to imitate the natural

actions of a minnow.

Wheh you fish with worms give a sharp

strike to stop the fish from gouging the bait.

The most distressing featiire of wotm fishing

is tiiat big and little trout always swallow the

worm, and if the hook pierces the gills it

wounds the fish so badly as to make it im-

possible to return it to the water should it

be under-size. The same rule is good,—

a

quick strike, in fishing with aU artificial lures,

with live minnows or other bait for larger

fish, the matter rests with the judgment.

Sometimes a slow strike is best; sometimes a

quick strike.

In all swift water fishing, if it be shallow

and in bright sunshine, keep the rod down
near the water. If the water is deep keep the

rod up. In all cases, when a fish is fast, hold

the tip up all the time till the trout is success-

fully nfetted. Don't monkey with a fish by
hand for they are as shppery as eels! Never
handle the line, always wind in with the reel,

and have your net easy to use at any time.

Angling Editoi's Note: The above article,

writteh for Hod and Gun by Louis Rhead is a

most interesting and instructive one, and new
ro/iclers will especially profit by the numerous
pointers that it yields. Mr. Rhead has

written some six or seven books covering all

phases of angling, and is cbnsidered very

near to being (if not being) the leading writer

on fishing in Am,erica today. More work by

Rhead, in Rod and Gun, to follow.

ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

CHARLES Frederick Holder so desig-

nated the tuna, and it would seem pretty

hard to sum up the exploits and range

of this famous courser of the briny deep in

better words than these. The tuna, is not a

fish belonging to one isolated locality, but has

a range that takes in most of the famous

waters North, South, East and West. "It is

a roamer in the waters of the whole reasonable

world."

Among the game fishes of the world, need-

less to say, the tuna ranks very high indeed.

In a commercial sense its flesh is highly sought

after, and affords quite an industry for the

fishermen in the northern Atlantic waters,

but perhaps its greatest value to many is in a

sporting sense of the word. It is a game fish

that taken on the rod, line and hook is a

match for any angler in the world. Fishing

the trout streams is one form of sport that

appeals to thousands; but tuna fishing is

another branch of fishing that is replete with

excitement and not without its dangers,

though not in the manner that fishing for the

swordfish is dangerous. To hold onto a

racing tuna that is heading for sea; to be

towed as far as thirty miles and experience

broken finger nails, and lasccrated fingers,

and finally lose the fish, this is something the

tuna fisherman has to go up against. To nine

out of ten fishing for the tuna as sport seems

nothing short of sheer madness and yet it is

done every year by certain enthusiasts under

various conditions both on the Atlantic and

on the Pacific. The tuna rciichcs its greatest

weight in the north Atlantic waters, in and

around Nova Scotia and that there arc nine

hundred and one thousand pound fish of this

species to be met with in those localities is a

criterion of what one may expect. To think
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of hooking up with such a fish may well fill

the breast of the strenuous angler with joys

and silver-lined anticipations but to win

success in his pursuit in proportion to those

expectations is another matter. Actual hook,

line, rod and reel fishing for the tuna in the

Atlantic waters has been tried, is being tiicd

and will be tried more than ever in the future.

Some successful captoiteshave been made but

more usually the fish is lost and all the angler

has as a remembrance is one of the lustiest

fights in his meed of recollections. Some
years ago the exploits of one J. K. L. Ross,

fishing the large tuna of the north Atlantic,

around Nova Scotia, ft^^ed the attention of the

angling world, and in a very short time Mr.
Ross found himself in the limelight. He had
actually gone up against the tuna and had
sought to find out what there was in the game.
Many failures were in store for him, but that

he had some great success in the line of actual

captures we all know. Mis articles concern-

ing all the elements of the sport constituted

some of the most interesting facts that have
ever been placed before the public. It is

to be regretted that this writer has been lost

to view these many years and we have long-

ingly been waiting for more oi his writings on
the subject. In Nova Scotia at Port Midway,
an Inn especially for tuna fishermen has for

some time been established, known as the

Tuna Inn, and to it fishermen come every

year. The history of this establishment, its

successes and its failures would make excellent

reading. We hope to be able to present our
readers with some interesting and authorita-

tive matter in this line in the near future.

While light tackle may do in the Pacific

waters, in and around Santa Catalina Island,

California, where the tunas are not apt to

run exceedingly large and tackle-tearing, the

same cannot be said of the eastern waters.

Here the tunas run large. Heavy tackle is

used, the heaviest possible to use with any
degree of comfort. But consider the case of

one fisherman off New Jersey. With very

heavy tackle he i. chronicled as having hooked
into eight large tuna in one day, said to aver-

age 700 pounds. Even his heavy tackle was
broken which goes to prove that tuna fishing

is a game in which success is always the un-

known quantity.

Obviously the north Atlantic is no place

for light tackle. The Tuna Club of Avalon,

Catalina Island, California, however, owes
its reputation to the tuna and the ability

of its various members to land tuna on light

tackle. The majority of those who try Ihair

skill at the game under the tackle regulations

of the club lose out, and only a very choice

few are winners. The prizc-'vinning tuna
for the 1917 season was caught by Herbert

St. A. Earlscliff of Santa Barbara, California.

This tuna weighed close onto one hundred and
thirty-seven pounds. Tunas have been taken

under the Tuna Club regulations running all

the way from one hundred and thirty-eight

to two hundred and fifty pounds. A number
of tuna over one hundred jiounds in weight

have been taken under these regulations. To
win high honors in the club one must catch a

tuna over one hundred pounds in weight with

a twenty-one thread lino, or, in the words of

Holder, "a line not much larger than an eye-

glass cord, that is known to the angler as

Number 21, meaning that it has that many
threads, and will stand a dead pull of forty-

two pounds." The rod used must not be over

sixteen ounces in weight. Tunas close up to

three hundred pounds in weight have baen

taken with this tackle which should make the

reader realize some of the difficulties encoun-

tered. Close to seventy persons have cap-

tured tuna off Catalina on the Tuna Club
regulation tackle. When another member is

added to the club by catching a tuna over one
hundred pounds weight as per regulations the

news is telegraphed over the world as a great

event, like the outcome of the World Series in

the baseball contests, or, says Holder, "after

the fashion of a battle." Holder mentions
a humorous occurrence following one of his

captures of a tuna on the required light

tackle as follows:

"The American press in New York had the

occurrence illustrated, by some occult means
the Jollowing dlvi, and 1 had the pleasure of

seeing myself calmly treading water and
playing a tuna, which was leaping forty or

fifty feet in the air. The writer of tUe account

ended it by saying in explanation that this

method of fishing was extraordinary, but I

preferred it. This is an excellent opportunity

to deny this, but I am not going to do it; I

really should enjoy seeing a tuna leap fifty

feet in the air, climb into the air, as it were.

But the leaping tuna does really leap ten or

more feet, and presents a beautiful sight,

as the jump is a perfect curve with no ragged
angles."

The tuna is no respector of tackle and some-
times shortly after its capture contrives tc

destroy line and rod in a few minutes. The
strike is often as swift as that of an express

meeting with an obstruction on the track.

It is a favorite g'tunt with the tuna to bore

deep down, diving for the bottom, often

going down as deep as five hundred feet before
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slopping and changing its tactics. Says one

writer: "Your game has not flung himself

into the air, but has sounded, like a salmon or

a whale, and is going down, down, down, until

you wonder that a surface fish can live to so

suddenly change its pressure, as at twelve-

hundred feet. It is perhaps absolutely black

as night, and the pressure is equivalent to a

ton-weight on the square inch, for every

six thousand feet of depth; so that even at the

five hundred foot level, which your game has

reached in his downward plunge, he subjects

himself to extraordinary conditions and some

fishes in coming up have bulging eyes, and

almost explode. To sound and dive deep

into the dark unfathomed caves seems to be

the tuna's prerogative; and if all the stories

relating to the plunges, mighty struggles and

wreckings of tackle could be told, the result

would be a tale which would lest the credulity

of every reader."

It is a common fact that the tuna of the

Pacific (and the ^ame may be said of all the

species,) are uncertain creatures. One year

they will take the lure with startling avidity

and regularity, and in the following year will

absolutely refuse the lure. The tuna is never

a safe and sure proposition, but if th( season

starts out well \vith numerous strikes it can

be felt as certain that luck will be had right

through that season.

The leap of the tuna is well-known to ocean

men, especially in those localities where the

tuna schools keep themselves in season.

Many a fisherman has had a tuna leap com-

pletely over his boat in a perfect curve,

without the least warning and for no evident

reason. Perhaps they do it in a sporting

sense, at least we may suspect that such is the

case. Some years ago in one of the Eastern

Atlantic coast harbors the fishermen were

surprised by the appearance of an immense

school of exceedingly large tuna which took

to leaping ohe after another over the dories,

and gave such a spectacular exhibition of

ability in this line that the fishermen were

amazed. The power that the tuna has in its

tail is nothing short of wonderful. Many a

tuna fisherman having brought his fish into

the boat has thought the fish properly cap-

tured only to have the fellow spring into the

air without the least warning and so make

its escape, tor this reason tuna fishermen

are said to exercise great care to see that their

fish is actually a "sure one" before they con-

gratulate themselves on their prowess. A
well known sea fisher relates a story about

just such an occurrence and because it makes

excellent reading I submit it, as follows:

"When a new angler appears at Santa
Catalina, when the tuna are present, he feels

like a man before a battle. He wonders how
he will stand it, and as he falls in with several

heroes of the chase the night before, at the

Tuna Club, they do not fail to dilate upon the

terrors of the sport and the awful experiences

of the men who haVe met the big tuna and
failed, who, in truth, are legion. One day a

well-known gentlemen, now a director of the

Club, and a skilled angler, arrived at Avalon.

lie had heard the stories, and was told many
more, and doubtless considered that he was
approaching a crisis in his career, and nerved

himself for the struggle. I'he time came, he

hooked his tuna, when, to his amazement, far

from making the s-truggle of his life, the giant

fish tamely followed in, and in less than two
minutes was alongside, riis boatman gaffed

it and hauled it aboard. For a second the

amazed angler stood, most astonished, out-

raged and deceived man in all Southern

California. Then with a wild leap the tuna

began to wre:k that boat, and it is said by
those who were present that the fight in the

air was one of the most remarkable on record.

But the boatman finally won, and then it was
found that the anghr had snaguel the tuna in

the eve, and doubtless had so paralyzed the

fish that it came in like a lamb and did not

recover until it was gaffed, and the hook was
removed. This genial angler who took his

tuna in the shortest time, still holds the

record in the Tuna Club—about tsvo minutes,
—-and the record probably never will be excel-

ed!"

The tuna is a migratory fish, just as it has

been said that the date of its arrival and the

time of its departure is uncertain. Sometime

about the first or the middle of the month of

April it enters the Straits of Gibraltar and

takes up its temporary home in the waters of

the Mediterranean. The advance guard of

this army is composed of the smaller tuna,

or, to be more plain, the youngest members
of the species. These younger fishes weigh up

to fifty or sixty pounds. After them come the

big monsters, and the rear is brought up by

another huge detachment of younger fishes.

If it is a favorable year one part of this tuna

army should arrive off the coast of S'cily

about the tenth of May. One detachment

hits off southward from Sicily and follows the

Tunis coast as far as the Adriatic. One part

of the army follows the Sicilian coast through

tne Messina Straits and ends up in the region

of Syracuse. The last portion of the tuna

army of the Mediterranean make Sardinia

their destination. The tuna'.^ stay in the
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Mediterranean is only of two months' duration

and then the army again departs, goes through

the Straits of Gibraltar and is swallowed up

by the gigantic Atlantic. The end of July

sees practically the last of the small rear-

guard fishes passing through the Straits. It

is true, however, that tuna are taken off the

coast of Spain from the end of July to the end

of October, but never in any numbers that

would point to the existence of the big army
in that region. Where these tuna go to it is

hard to tell, as we have no information in

regard to this. There is no doubt, however,

but that this same tuna army sweeps on

northward and finally lands along the East-

ern coast of the United States and the coast

of the Eastern Provinces of Canada.

Whereas in the northern Atlantic waters the

tuna are speared in the Mediterranean waters

the net is the means toward an end. These

nets are exceedingly strong, of enormous
length and fifty feet or so in depth. Many
nets are set out, in su'-h a way that the school

is guided into a great corral net where the

big clean-up is made. Sometimes as many as

three hundred large and small fish are taken

in one sweep. The -orral net is such an
affair that when the time comes to close in on

the capture, like the purse net, it is drawn at

the bottom; and the door is closed after

them, so to speak. Hundreds of thousands

of dollars arc invested in the taking of this

fish, and the arrival of the tuna army is

always eagerly awaited for this reason. The
netted fish are taken to canneries and, when
canned, are sent far and wide all over the

world. If the season is a good one the

Sicilian fishermen make gigantic hauls, and
the profits run very, high. . However, since

the coming of the tuna is always uncertain

it is nothing to bank on.

The flesh of this fish is rich in flavor and is

red. The demand for it is never ceasing, for

as long as tuna are to be had there is an eager

buyer in the cities. The following is a very
good description cf the tuna to which there

is not much that need be added. Says this

writer

:

"Of the mackerel family, the tuna closely

resembles that fish in shape, color and other

characteristics, such as the several bright

yellow finlets, or rudders, along the hinder

side of the body extending beyond the second

dorsal and anal fins up to the tail. The
forward dorsal fin, when not extended, is

folded from sight into a sack; its pectoral, or

side fins, when not in use, folding back into

a sunken counterpart of the fin, these hidden

fins enabling the body of the fish to present

the minimum of friction when swimming.

The tail resembles that of the porpoise, or

whale, though on a vertical instead of hori-

zontal plane, and its power is shown in excep-

tionally quick action for so large a fish. The
color is black on top, shading to a dark blue

on the topsides, with the silver belly of the

mackerel, though not quite so bright, and

without the metallic side stripes of the latter

fish. The outer skin of the tuna is oily

and naked, excepting a strip of scales along

the topsides. Underneath this smooth skin,

however, are latge scales which form a hard

armor, not easily penetrated. The tuna are

verV clean eaters, feeding mainly at the

surface on such choice food as herring, mack-
erel, salmon, shrimp and occasionally small

cod. After opening the bellies of a number
of these fisli, one realizes the hordes of smaller

fish which they, and other monsters of the

sea, consume."

In the North Atlantic waters the demand is

now great for tuna. Quite a few years ago

they were utilised mainly for the oil that may
be taken from them. It is said that as high

as twenty-five gallons ot oil may be taken from

the average fish. In the northern waters

the tuna is variously known as the horse

mackerel, the tunny and albacore. The
first two fit in very well but the latter desig-

nation is a misnomer, for, while the albacore

belongs to the tuna family and while it is

known in the Pacific waters (svhere it is

found in its greatest numbers) as the long-

finned tuna, nevertheless it is a much smaller

fish, reaching up to sixty pounds in weight,

though fit for the tackle of any angler.

It is said that the tuna is to be found at

all times in northern waters, (hough PS to the

truth of this I have not been able to discover.

The question stands: when the army of tuna

leave the Mediterranean do they go next

to the waters off Nova Scotia"? It would

seem so. Many no doubt stay in the northern

waters and leave the next year, and so change

off right along. The harpoon plays a prom-
inet part in the taking of the tuna in the nor-

thern waters. Until very recently little or

nothing was printed concerning this and the

account that I am going to re-print in part is

one of the only articles on the subject that

I have ever read. It seems to cover the

situation very well, explaining very thorough-

ly how- this commercial fishing for the tuna
is done, desaribing the boats and appliances

used and covering many other points of

interest. The article, which is by Mr. C. W.
French appeared in the sportsmen's magazine.

Outer's Book, and is in part as follows:

—
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"The boats used in the fishing are of difTer-

ent types, but the most serviceable is the

sloop yacht, with gasoline engine, the sail

being a safely in case of engine trouble. The
mast is rigged with block and tac;ile for hoist-

ing the fish into the boat. Alongside the

THE LOOKOUT

bowsprit, and extending out beyond it, are

fastened two stout beams, and at the end of

these is built a wooden frame inClosure, or

"pulpit," as it is locally called, a few separ-

ated slats serving as a floor. Extending out

beyond the pulpit is a shelf, ori which is

placed an empty keg, which must be, free of

all obstructions, si that it is readily dragged

or thrown overboard immediately as the

fish is struck. Around the keg is woanl 12:-'

fathoms of six-thread line, and to the other

end of this line is fastened a dart, the linp

is tied to the centre of the dart, so that at the

tightening of the line at the first pull of the

keg the dart is forced crosswise into the flesh

of the fish, the two upper flanges of the dart

being flared, the greater the jlrain the better

the hold. On the side of the dart oppo.site

the fastened line is a projected arm with a

tapered hole. To the end of a heavy IS foot

pole is fastened a long tapered iron, the point

of which is sharpened to fit into the tapered

hole of the dart, so that the weight of the

pole, backed by the strength of the harpooner,

sinks the dart into the fleshy loin of the fish,

the downward swish of the fish loosens the

pole from the dart, and floating to the surface,

is later recovered. During the early spring

and late fall, when food is not so plentiful,

the tuna are occasionally caught on large

baited iron hooks, floated by corks, and

attached to the line and keg. The fish caught

in this manner die more quickly than when
harpooned, as the drag of the keg compels

them to swim with the mouth open anc} drown.

"Immense schools of small herring and

mackerel enter the larger bays in ^arch of

shrimp and other food brought in by the

tides; it is these schools of fish which bring

the Tuna into the bays. In feeding, the tuna

enters a school of fish, the members of which

rush to the surface to escape the foe, enabling

THE HARPOONER
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•IT IS A WONDERFUL SIGHT TO WITNESS THESE MONSTERS FEEDING"
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the tuna, with opened mouth to work up
from under the school to the surface, collect-

ing as he comes. The force of these upward
lunges drives the feeding fish at times three-

quarters out of the water, closely resembling

the ac:tions of the porpoise. It is a wonderful

sight to witness these monsters feeding, in

their gluttony jumping on the surface within

a few feet of the boat. The writer was this

summer fortunate in seeing a never-to-be-

forgotten instance of this kind. Being fog-

bound, we lay to, and when the fog lifted,

our boat was in the midst of a school of

herring, their silvery bodies by the thousands

glistening in the sun as, in their fright, they

leaped clear of the water from not fewer than

one hundred t.ma feeding among them. The
herring dropping back into the water made a

sound as of a hea^'y hail. When feeding in

thi.? manner it is impossible to do anything

but admire. Under not quite ?o ';ountiful

conditions the harpooner often ch'.'ms with

herring, hoping to keep them near the boat,

and trusting to luck to have one leap near
enough to harpoon. After feeding, the tima
separate into smaller groups and single fish

and "school" as the fishermten term it. It is

probal ly a lazy condition after feeding.

When "schooling" the fish will run along the

surface of the water, their large dorsal fin

protruding, and it is under these conditions

that they are hunted.
»

The captain is at the wheel, a man at

the engine, the harpooner in the pulpit, and

the mate hoisted aloft in a boatswain chair,

as from this elevated position it is easier to

see the schooling fish, and with his arms, the

mate directs the helmsman in which position

to put the boat so as to bring it up into the

rear of the fish. Conditions must be right in

order that the fish be seen easily; a sunny day
when the water is rough, or it may be overcast

when the water is smooth, but the latter

condition is not often had. We have stopped

the engine to await the hail of the mate to

"give it to her" when he has sighted a fish.

At the command all hands get busy at their

stations, the crew never seeming to lose the

sport end of their business. We made a

wide detour in order to get to the rear, but
Mr. Fish has either seen or heard us, and has

sought safety in depths. ".Shut her off" from
the mate, and we lay to for the signal to

again go ahead, which is not long in coming.

This time we are able to make a safer

approach, and the harpooner braces himself

for the lunge. There is more than one fish,

and the male is guidin.^ us toward the rear

one, but liefore we reach him the harpooner

nas 1 ast the harpoon but missed the fish,

as the stick bobs i-p at about the point it went
down and the lines come up with it. Q.iick

action is necessary in order to stop the boat

or turn free of the floating line, as getting it

entangled in the wheel would entail difficulties

not easily overcome. The harpooner being

nearer the water is not always able to see the

fish as clearly as the man aloft, and in this

case a fish had crossed our bow, and the

harpooner, who must be constantly alert

and quick to decide, believing it to be fish

we were following, made the lunge, but the

fish was deep enough in the water to have
time to t jrn and go down and stall the execu-

tion. To judge how quickly the harpooner

must work, the fish must be near eno.ish to

be effectively reached, not so deep that the

water will resist too greatly the force of the

pole, and to be sure of the fish the dart m:ist

not strike too near tie fins or backbone,

as it will not stay, all of which must be calcu-

lated at one time, because the second the

fish sees or hears the enemy he quicldy turns

to safer depths. .Joshing the harpooner that

he did not see a fish, the pole and li/ie are

recovered, and tnc tell-tale pie':e of "beef" is

sticking to the dart, proving that the dart had
struck. Let me say here that if one has

never been seasi-k, let him stand in the pulpit

of one of these boats, and he probably will

lose his record. There is some spring to them
from their construction, and standing out

high over rough water takes all of one's power
of equilibrium to remain in the palpit, tiie

harpoiner having to keep his feet always in

one positicn to steady himself. Another
fish has been sighted. Standing forward one

sees the Mack fin out of the water, and the

wake of the fish as he pushes ahead of us.

Now we are closing up on him, the muscles

of the raised arms of the harpooner set out

in his strenuous pose. He leans back, raises

higher his arms, and lunges the pole, then

throws the keg overboard, as the dart went

home. The fish digs for the bottom, moving
forward with a speed which raises white

water as the spinning keg speeds along. Now
all the hne is out and the keg goes down, only

long enough for the fish to feel the strain

when it bobs up again. The keg will go under

several times, and then come to the surface

and remain as the fish is apparently deciding

what next to do; then 'it will set off again in

whatever direction has been figured. The
fishermen claim the uma generally make for

sandy shoals or rocky bottoms to roll out the

dart. This is probably true, as I have seen
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them struck with old-fashioned iron harpoons

and later free themselves, the harpoon giving

them leverage on which to work, which

brought about the use of the dart.

"We are off again for more fish, the boati

carrying sometimes as high as five kegi

aboard. We will, however, leave the power

boat, in company with the Captain, in a yawl

or "flat" an,'d search out our first keg, which

when reached we take into the boat. The
line is then hauled in unlil the fish objects,

and if he decides to go down we are compelled

to give him play, though, otherwise, the line

is held taut, and the captured fish allowed to

tow the boat where he wills. These opera-

tions are repeated until the fish is sufficiently

exhausted to be brought to the surface,

Afhen a gaff is put into the tail, which is then

raised from the water, so as to prevent the

fish from again going down, and a noose slip-

ped over the tail. The power boat has joined

us; the noose is connected with the hoist on

the mast, and the fish hauled partly out of the

water, the while slashing with all the power

of his tail. The fish is then bled to death

by piercing the gills, and is hauled aboard."

THE VIKINGS
ROBERT PAGE LINCOLN

THE return of Steflanson, the Artie

explorer, to civilization after an absenc*

of practically five years, during which

time he was given up for lost among the

uncharted ice wastes of the north turns the

attention of the people, in the midst of the

trials and tribulations of war again to the

feats of exploration, past «nd present. Of
explorers and exploration the world has never

tired. From the early ages up it has been
of ever recurring interest, and ever the hope
of the daring adventurer. When Columbus
landed on an island in the West Indies and
took possession of it in the name of the King
of Spain it was thought that a mighty land

had been discovered. But Columbus did

not in reality discover America, but rather a

small group of fertile islands, the Greater and
the Lesser Antilles. In spite of this history

records that Columbus discovered America,

and, no doubt, hundreds of thousands of

people still think that Columbus stood on the

great American mainland when he planted the

Spanish flag in the soil he had discovered.

As it was he discovered San Salvador, an
island of so many acres.

The genuine discoverers of America wc
may_^|believe were the Vikings. True, we

have nothing of historical importance to aid

us in our researches—none save the Norwe-
gian sagas; and many have deemed these

exaggerated and unauthentic. Nevertheless

by many they have been accepted, at their

face value. The Vikings were a bold, sea-

faring race and that they landed some place

along the Atlantic coast and named some
certain part of this continent, Vineland, is

quite certain. Relics of their presence in

this same Vineland we have found none.

That is to say along the Atlantic coast. But
the same is not true if we are to consider the

country at large. For the apparently au-

thentic runestone found at Kensington, Min-
nesota, is indeed worthy of historical note.

And the Kensington runestone has caused

the leading historians, authorities and an-

tiquarians to wonder and speculate. For

the Kensington runestone is said to be a true

relic of the Vikings!

As to this: a stone bearing Scandinavian

inscriptions was dug up on a farm in Min-
nesota; this stone is said to have been left

by Vikings who were travelling through

that State, or the territory that is now a

State. One of the very first men to pro-

nounce the stone a fake was one of the leading
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authorities on such questions, Professor John
Evjen, but aItho«igh at first positive that it

was a fake he afterwards shifted his opinions,

and made a statement to the elTect that he

beheved the stone was genuine. If it could

be proved that the famous Kensington rune-

stone is authentic then it is the earliest relic

we have of human presence in America.

Antiquarians have advanced as the strongest

proof, that the language used in the inscrip-

tions was fraudulent, that it was too modern

a language for the date inscribed on the stone,

which is 1362. The form of words used,

some have said, pertain to a period at least

200 years later. However, through the

investigations of Professor Evjen in oflicial

documents and works and particularly in

the Old Laws of Norway he has discovered

that the words used on the stone were in

actual "use throughout the Scandinavian

countries in the 11th century. The Professor

has stated, that, while it cannot be said with

a certainty that the Kensington stone is

authentic, still the evidence of its genuineness

is preponderous. It had been the Professor's

desire that the stone should be sent to Dr.

Sievers at Leipzig, the greatest authority

on runes in the world today, that the disputes

of the dilettunte runologists might be set at

rest, but whether this has been done I cannot

say. The question will nb dou,bt rest until

the close of the war when communication can

again be taken up between the countries.

In regard to the stone. The transcription

by llj aimer Ru,ed Holand of the words on the

stone stands as follows:

"8 goter ok 22 norrmen po opdhagelse

fardh fro Vinland of vest vi hadhe lacger ved

2 skjar en dags rise norr fro dheno sten vi var

ok liske endhagh aeptir vi kom hem fan 10

man rodhe af blodh og dhedh AVM fraelse af

illy.

"har 10 mans ve havet at se aeptir vore

skip 14 dhagh rise from dheno oh ahr 1362."

Translated into English these words appear-

ing on the stone would read

:

"Eight Goths (Swedes) and 22 Norwegians

upon a journey of discovery from Vineland,

westward. We had a camp by two skerries,

one day's journey north from this stone.

We were out fishing one day. When we came
home we found 10 men red with blood, and

dead. .\.V.M. (Mail thee. Virgin Marj')

sa^e us from evil.

"Have 10 men by the sea to look after our

vessels, 14 day's journey from this island.

Year, 1362."

Critics aver that such word^ contained in

these inscriptions, such as "ok," "at," "skip".

"eptir," "men," "hem," "frealse," and var-

ious others were not in use in Scandinavia

500 and 600 years ago. The word "of" is

criticised as an Anglicism. Many other

philological faults are found. But Professor

Evjen, delving into the old laws of Norway.
of 1387 and 1388 has found that alnwst these

exact words were in use at the lime.

"Summed up," Professor Evjen has said,

"the language of the stone strikingly resembles

that used about the year 1400 in the southern

part of the present Sweden. When one knows
the vicissitudes of phonetic spelling in the

old records, the rapid interchange of vowels,

the game of mutes, etc., one will be astonished

at the apparent inconsistencies in old records.

I have not read many of the arguments pu'

forth in behalf of the language of the rune-

stone. I have read the objections made
against it. But I must say that the more I

study the laws of Norway the more I am dis-

posed to believe that the runestone is genuine.

I still raise some objections against the lan-

guage it employs, but I believe that this is

due to mistaken readings. I am not sure

that the two Skerries mentioned are skerries

at all. When I copied the stone I read 'setar',

which means 'dwelling places', 'places of

abode.' It is highly interesting and note-

worthy that 1362 is given in one of the modern
works on theology as the year in which the

pope ordered that Ave Maria should be sung

every morning, noon and evening at the

ringing of the Angelus bell. P'ormer works
have connected this order with the year 1327.

Could it be possible that the order had reach-

ed Greenland in the beginning of the year

1362 and that the writer, having this fresh

in mind put his 'A.V.M.' on the runestone

some ten months later? As transcribed,

from the stone's engravings, 10 men were

left with the large vessel in Hudson Bay
possibly Lake Winnipeg, (the sen), to watch

the vessel, and it required about 14 days to

row up the stream to the point where tne

stone record w.as carved When it is remem-
bered that Lord Selkirk's settlement was
planted in the present Manitoba, early in

the 19th century, by following this same route,

it would have been an easy matter for the

bold and venturesome vikings to have come
to Minnesota."

As has been stated, of the Vikings and

their voyages, and their fights we have only

the old sagas to go by. Fierce, bold, death-

defying they went as far as human means
could convey them. They ravaged the

coasts of Southern Europe, and bore home
plunder. Like the savage tribes their lives
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seemed but shaped for one purpose: to explore

and to fight.

The earliest of these Viking adventurers

that we know of, through the records, is

Eric-the-Red. He fled from Norway to

Iceland in 980; he was a murderer with a

bounty on his head. In Iceland this hot-

headed adventurer again committed murder
and found it best to flee from there. On the

impulse of the moment he decided to fare to

westward where no Vikings had hitherto

gone. He prepared his ship, and with a crew

of hardy men he set out. In the year 9<S7

he discovered land and because it was direct

opposite from a green land he named it Green-

land. He later returned to Iceland, and told

the people wonderful stories of the new land

he had discovered. The result was that a

great body of colonists left with him for-

Greenland and settled on it.

In the meantime a great adventurer by
the name of Biarni had brought the news of

the new discoveries to Norway and the inter-

est of the people was arou.sed. A son of Eric-

the-Red was particularly interested. This

was Leif (Eric's son) who provided a ship for

the trip to be madejn search of newer lands.

In story and song this Leif Ericson was to be
known to the world, as he is now known and
will always be known : he was one of the bold-

est of the adventurers of all time. .'Arriving

at Greenland, Eric-the-Red, now an old man,
had decided to go with him, but his age for-

bade him, so he remained at Greenland,
giving the command to his son. The voyage
that Lief made was a long one, and no doubt
fraught with innumerable hardships. He
finally discovered the mainland, as we believe,

of America. It was a mighty wonderful
country they found, a country of gigantic

timber, the waters teeming with fishes, the
forests filled with game. The Vikings were
so pleased with the conditions that they
decided to remain there the rest of that sum-
mer and winter Branching out from this

head camp the Vikings went on journeys of

exploration. During one of these trips an
abundance of grapes were discovered, and
delighted beyond name by the find, Leif

named the new country Vineland, the land
of fruitful vines.

Leif and his expedition returned to Green-
land, but his life of adventure ended here,

for with the death of his father he became the
head of the people in Greenland.

In the year 1002, Leif's brother made an

expedition to the country his brother had
discovered, but, as we are told, it came of

grief. The party was attacked by Indians,

and save for a few was wiped out. This

handful returned to Greenland without a

leader for Leif's brother was killed in the fray.

In the year 1007 a Greenlander by the credit-

ed name of Thorfin, set sail for Vineland with

three ships and we are told he remained there

three years, trading with the Indians. Thor-

fin had brought his wife with him, and '"m

Vineland' was born a son to Thorfin and

Gudrid. the first white child born in America.

From him—Snorri Thorfinnson he was named
—came a long line of illustrious descendents,

many of whom made their mark in the

history of Iceland and Denmark, the line

ending in the modern times in the famous
Thorwaldsen, the greatest sculptor of the

19th century."

The records of Viking exploration after the

year 1020 are incomplete and little is known

about further adventures therefore all must

be left to speculation. Here the runestone,

found in Kensington, Minnesota, appeals to

us with increasing interest. The Vikings,

according to this runestone, appeared there

some three hundred years after the last men-
tioned date. It would seem that the Vikings

made regular trips to the new land and on

each trip explored further and further a-field.

But as to the Vikings coming in by way ol

Hudson Ba>—what of this? According to

common conclusions they chose a northern

passage, or Lake Winnipeg, and came up the

Red River of the north. It should be remem-
bered that the Red River flows north, or-

dinarily against the nature of streams, most
of which flow south. Just where the original

Vineland should be we do not, of course,

know. Some are of the belief that the now
New England States is the locality. Some
are of the belief that the large river Leif went
up and anchored in was the broad St, Law-
rence. Some think that Labrador was the

land touched upon. But whether the Min-
nesota region was reached by the northern
route or the cross-country route up the St.

Lawrence it is hard tottell.

The words on the Kensington runestone

seem to be the missing link that binds us

to the mighty deeds of the lost, dim ages!



IMPORTANT NOTICE
I deem il necessary to call the attention of

our readers to a very important matier, and

they can save not only the angling editor

much trouble, but also the publishers of the

magazine. I often get letters asking about

one matter or another, in which the writer

generally states: "I should like to have you
give your answer in the next number of the

magazine." Were this possible we would be

only too glad to insert our reply in the next

number, bul, literally, this is a thing that can-

not be done. Magazines are made up at

least three or four months ahead of time. It

is now August 6th, 1918. I have closed up
my department and other matter for Rod and

Gun for the month of Novembu. I have just

finished three installments of an article on

making the split bamboo fly rod which is to

appear in the issues for March, April and May
1919. We are forced to work far ahead.

Some letters are answered, appearing in

Angling Queries and Answers three months

after receipt; some sooner. Some letters

treat of very trivial matters such as: "Is the

muscallonge the same as the sturgeon?" etc.,

etc. Such letters, not touching on subjects

of wide importance we are forced to discard,

because any book on fishes will tell the person

what he wants to know. Again articles have

appeared in Rod and Gun telling this and

many more things. If the readers will save

their various numbers of the magazine all

this information can be had at their finger-

tips. For instance we have just received a

letter from a rancher in British Columbia,

saying: "I treasure old copies of Rod and Gun
for the pleasure I find in re-reading Fishing

Notes, quite apart from the mass of informa-

tion they contain." This reader has the

right idea. If there is anything he wants to

find out about fish or fishing, rods and tackle,

of all sorts, he turns to a back number and

there he has it. I cannot too strongly suggest

to readers that they separate sections such as

Fishing Notes, or whatever of Rod and X3un

they wish to save and have them bound in

book form. I have a fine volume of Fishing

Notes, leather bound and stamped in gold.

It cost me only two dollars to have it bound.
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information that will help you to enjoy your

fishing days. If there is anything about

fish or fishing.it has appeared in the magazine

or it will appear in the future. The slovenlj

reader throws a copy of the magazine away
containing an article, say, on making a rod.

Then he regrets it six months later when the

copy cannot be had, the publishers being out

of them. If you do not bind your copies

keep them on a shelf and keep a table of

contents, telling in what number this or that

article appeared; and you will then be able,

by referring to it, to take down the copy at

once.

And don't forget: Some of the most enjoy-

able things a publisher receives are the daily

letters. A word of congratulation is a reward;

a word of criticism may be the key to improve-

ment in the magazine.

—The Angling Editor.

Re CARP AND TENCH.

Editor Angling Department —I have been

meaning to write you as to a slight mis-state-

ment in a recent most interesting article of

yours on the carp. You say that in England

the carp is known as the tench. This is a

mistake. The carp and the tench must not

be confused. They are relatives, but very

distant ones.

The tench {Tinea Vulval ix) belongs to the

order, Physostomi; family, Cijprinidae; genus,

Leuciscus.

Sir Herbert Maxwell says in his well-known

work, 'British Fresh-Water Fish" that: "The
tench has exceedingly small scales and a short

barbel at each angle of the mouth. It is

found in still waters; preferably with soft.

clay bottom, where they can bury themselves

in cold weather."

Says C. Tate Regan in "British Fresh-

Water Fishe=>": "The Tench:

—

Form—Deep

and rather stout. Color—Dark olive green,

shading into bron/.e and yellow. Dorsal

Profile—Convex from head to dorsal fin.

Head—Broad. Snout—Blunt. Eyes—Small."

Mouth—^Terminal and oblique, with short

barbel on each side near the corner. Scales—
Quite small, numbering 91 to 120 in the lateral

line. Scales are covered with a thick slime

which was formerly held to be of medicinal

value.

Trusting you will be interested in receiving

the above, I beg to remain,

"An Old-Country Angler

Tyeth Bounsall.
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TICKLING A FISH FOR RESULTS
One day last week-end a party of city ang-

lers stood on Albert Bridge which spans the

Mira, and impotently cast hour after hour in

hope of hooking some of the great sea trout

which swung back and forth, up and across

stream, but apparently were too gorged to

take any of the tid-bits offered them, says the

angling editor, N. Milton Browne, in his

interesting department in the Syaney Post,

N. S. '. The river was alive with smelt and
pin-fish, and no matter how skilfully a minnow
or worm was placed in front of the big fellows

they refused to bite.

"Only way to cajtch 'em is go down and
hook 'em on," a looker-on facetiously remark-

ed.

"That's the answer," said one of the party,
" 'go down and hook 'em on'. It doesn't

sound feasible, but I actually saw the feat

accomplished a couple of years ago while

fishing on the Eskasoni river."

"Tell it to Sweeney," said the artist angler

who had a few hours previously strained a

tendon in his casting wing. "You know the

old saw, 'Once a fisherman, always a liar'."

"Be that as it may," replied the raconteur,

"but I really witnessed this performance,

and here's how it happened:

"There are great, wide, smooth-flowing

pools on the Eskasoni and one day I stood on
the bank of one of these and cast and recast

over a school of sea trout, not one of which
paid the slightest attention to the lure which
I changed after about every twenty casts.

"In and out among the huge boulders at the

bottom of the stream the trout moved in

leisurely fashion and it was aggravating to

think they would not rise to the fly.

"Presently a ripple of more than ordinary

strength ruDled the water and out of the pool

flashed the figure of a young Indian, belonging

to a tribe that reside on the reservation at

Eskasoni. He was lean and lank and tanned
the color of well-seasoned walnut. Like Kip-
ling's Gungha Din: 'The clothes he wore were
nothing much before and rather less than
half of that behind.'

"Dangling from one of the fingers of his

right hand was a piece of cord about two feet

long, to which was attached a mackerel hook
on which struggled one of the big trout that I

had so unsuccessfully angled for the better

part of the day.

"To say I was astonished by this apparition,

would be putting it mildly, and after winning
the shy, young Indian's confidence I induced

him to again go under, which he did and
brought up another fish. The boy told me
that when the fish saw him diving they scur-

ried under the nearest stone, but some of them
were too big to be easily hidden. Locating

one he passed the hook under him, gave a

quick upward jerk and hooked his quarry.

In this manner he landed half a dozen fish

in succession.

"This Indian also demonstrated it was
possible to catch trout with the bare hand.

He watched a big fellow slide under a stone,

and slipping into the water moved noiselessly

to the trout's retreat. Slowly and carefully

he worked his hand toward the fish and push-

ing out his index finger gently scratched the

trout's side. The fish evidently liked the

sensation as he edged over toward the Indian

who waited until his quarry rested in the palm
of his hand, which he closed rapidly and shot

to the surface with his victim struggling

gamely to get away.

IN THE BASS FAMILY ONLY FATHER
WORKS.

Nobody works but father

—

He's on auard all day

—

Fins in constant motion.

Keeping the foes away.

In the bass family the male selects a

nesting place and then seeks and escorts

to it a mate. From three thousand I to

ten thousand eggs are laid, after which the

mother bass is driven away, never to return or

to know her progeny.

Father bass takes a position immediately

over the nest, constantly fanning it with his

fins and ever watchful for intruders. The
visil continues from ten days to two weeks,

while the eggs are developing and hatching,

and for a few days thereafter, while the young
are getting ready to try their fins. Woe unto

the siucker or other enemy which appears

too near to the nest! The faithful parental

guardian darts fiercely after it and attempts

to rip it open with his dorsal fin. By this

means, unless he is attacked by overwhelming
numbers of carp or caught by the angler, the

father bass is able to hatch his brood and care

for them until they scatter for food.

The eggs of the basses cannot be artificially

manipulated, so that the supply of tnis

excellent game fish depends upon the vigilance

of father bass. In normal seasons the l)asses
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of Ontario and Quebec spawn from about the

middle of May until the first of July. Con-

sequently, during that time every true sports-

man will give father bass a chance to do his

bit in the way of food^conservation, and re-

frain from fishing over the spawning beds
while the fish is guarding hib nest, even if it

be during the open season.

—

Adapted Jrom
circular oj the New York Conservation

Comment,

EDITORIAL COMMENTS
Lovers of the trap line -will be interested

to find that with this issue Mr. H. C. Haddon
resumes the conduct of "Along the Trap

Line" and invites contributions to same. Mr.

Haddon will be pleased to answer enquiries

that may be directed to the editor of this

department, and to publish replies in a sub-

sequent issue.

During the three weeks extending from

September 1st. to September 22nd. our Guns

and Ammunition editor, Mr. C. S. Landis,

will be in attendance at the National Shoot to

be held at Camp Perry, Ohio, as a member of

the Pennsylvania State rifle
' team. Mr.

Landis purposes writing a review of this, the

largest shoot of the kind in America for at

least two years nad possibly longer. We
hope to publish his account in our November
issue which will be out about October 25th

It is a matter of great gratification to sports-

men generally and particulariy to those sports-

men who have for years by word of mouth and

pen advocated such reforms as the stopping tf

spring shooting, the establishing of bag limits

shorter season, and the prohibition of the sale

of game, to review the legislation that has

taken place during the past few years. With

the passing of the Migratory Birds Conven-

tion Act, and the enabling acts for the carry-

ing out of this remarkable and far reaching

measure, the protection thus ensured the

wildfowl of America should result in an un-

precedented increase, so that "our vanishing

wild life" may well become "our increasing

wild life" despite the obstacles to increase

that still exist, such as those resulting from

the encroachments of civilization upon the

natural haunts of our wild life. Already this

factor is being reckoned with, both in Canada

and the United States, in the establishment

of wild fowl and game preserves.

Once again, it is up to the sportsman to

see that no forest fires that can be prevented

are allowed to occur this season. If the

forests are destroyed the game and the fish

are destroyed also. Moreover the sportsman

should realize that areas of forest and wood-
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land now available for his pleasure and use

will be closed to the public if those who now

enjoy their privileges prove themselves un-

worthy of that enjoyment.

We have been very much interested,

throughout the past year particularly, at

receiving a large number of letters from old

subscribero overseas. These letters show that

the men do not forget the magazine nor the

sport of which it is the e.xponent although

engaged in the more serious game of warfare.

All speak of the time when they hope to re-

turn to their outdoor Canadian life again,

and of the pleasure they receive through

reading the magazine "over there." "It is

two years and a half since I left the old Une,"

writes Sapper A. G. "and believe me I am
going to make a bee line back to it as soon as

this scrap is over, if I do not get napooed in

the meantime. I would like to see more in

the magazine from Alberta trappers. The
old Rod and Gun does not come fast enough

for me I would rather it came every week."

"Since I left Canada in 1914" writes one

of our valued contributors and subscribers,

"to join up in the British army, I have re-

ceived Rod and Gun more or less regularly

and I can faithfully describe it as the connect-

ing link which keeps me in touch with many
happy hunting grounds."

"You can hardly believe what a treat it is

out here to get hold of a clean and healthy

outdoor magazine written by men who know
and love the forest. Dear old ladiej send us

well produced periodicals containing pictures

of actresses and love stories galore, but after

all sport and the open air are the things most

Canadians long to get back to, and they find

a real taste in Rod and Gun."

These are only recent samples out of many
that might be quoted here. Success to our

subscribers and contributors overseasl We
appreciate every letter that comes to us from

them and we wish them in all sincerity a safe

return to the happy hunting grounds of the

splendid country for which they are fighting.

A CORRESPONDENT'S QUERY
ANSWERED

The price of the book, "The Foxhound"
which we can procure for our correspondent

is 75 cents plus five cents for postage.

A moose paid a summer visit to the garden

of Mr. Henry Des Rivieres, Grande Allee,

Quebec, in July last. At an early hour on
' the morning of July 30th, Mr. Moose was

observed browsing along the St. Louis road

on his way to visit the city. He was rec-

ognized as an unusual type of summer tourist

and it was presumed that he had lost his way
in a storm that had taken place on the pre-

l
ceding Sunday evening, and which had re-

* visited the vicinity again on Monday evening,

thus keeping the moose in a state of bewilder-

ment and preventing him from rejoining his

caravan. Arrived in the neighborhood of

Lachevroliere street he was evidently fright-

ened by some other animal for he was seen

to jump over a ten foot high stone wall into

Mr. Des Rivieres' backyard. In the midst

of a dream of hunting, perchance, Mr. Des

Rivieres was awakened—the hour being 7

a.m.—by a noise in the yard below, accom-

panied by the barking of his hunter dog.

Rushing to the window he beheld the moose.

At first he thought it the moose of his dream

but finally realizing that it was no dream

moose he remembered the game laws and

hurrying to the telephone he called up the

official in charge of the department and told

him of his visitor. The moose was already

in a bad condition blood flowing from his

mouth and one antler broken. When Mr.

Des Rivieres had secured permission to put

an end to the moose he donned his hunting

traps and seizing his rifle took careful aim

and shot the morning visitor through the

neck, killing him instantly.

This office has just received a publication,

"The Days of Real Sport" (fourth edition)

from the South Bend Bait Co., South Bend,

Ind. This catalogue is enough to make the

eyes of any piscatorialist glisten. Pictorially

the catalogue is remarkably fine and the

products there listed would create enthusiasm

in the most phlegmatic. Besides it's a little

manual in itself on the art of casting.



NOTES ON THE SELF-LOADING OR
AUTOMATIC PISTOL

p. T. STREIT

THE idea of using the recoil caused by
the explosion of the cartridge wlien

firing the gun is generally credited to

the American, Hiram Maxim, who, as far

back as the year 1884 invented such a machine

gun model. After trying in vain to interest

American manufacturers, he took his model

to England, where the well-known firm of

Vickers, Scott & Maxim was organized.

Their machine gun is now introduced into

every well-organized army in the world. The
same holds good on the self-loading pistol.

I. H. Borchardt, the inventor of the first

perfect working automatic pistol, was also

an American, employed as superintendent of

the Sharp's rifle factory and also held other

positions in this country. His pistol was

made by the Loewe c^pncern in Berlin and

later was greatly improved upon by the

master mechanic at this factory, Mr. George

Luger, after whom the present Luger pistol

has been named.

The Bergmann pistol.

About the titne that the Borchardt pistol

was in the making, the German inventor,

Theodor Bergmann, at his metal goods factory

at Gaggenan, Germany, made a model of his

automatic pistol in two calibres, .20 and .25

calibres. This model was known us the model

1896. In 1898 Bergmann brought out a new
model of similar construction for a .32 calibre

cartridge. These three pistols never proved

a commercial success, the cartridges used

therein not giving enough shocking power.

The manufacture of these pistols was soon

discontinued.

In ,1897 Bergmann brought out his first

high power auto pistol, being of calibre 7.65

MM (.30 cal.) shooting a metal cased bullet

weighing 85 grains at a muzzle velocity of

1300 feet per second. Bergmann also had no

great financial success with this model and

not a very great number were made. In the

year 1903 Mr. Bergmann brought out a new
pistol. With this model he had better success,

winning out at a competitive test of automatic

pistols held by the Spanish Government, and

later at another held by the Danish govern-

ment. Bergmann with his pistol won out at

these tests and after slight changes had been

made thereon, the pistol was adopted as the

otficial small handarm for their armies. The
Bergmann military pistol was manufactured

for them by the well-known gun maker, Henry
Pieper in his factory at Liege, Belgium. This

pistol is so arranged that the magazine can

either be loaded from the top by pushing the

cartridges down from a clip, or the magazine

can be released from below, and then loaded

and replaced similar to the Luger and the Colt.

The magazine is placed before the trigger

guard and is made to hold six or eight cart-

ridges. The cartridges lie in the magazine

in a zigzag positipn. The pistol was also made
with a detachable leather holster which can

be used as a shoulder holster.

Dimensions; Calibre 9MM (.354) length of

pistol 10 inches, length of barrel 4 inches,

weight of pistol, 36 ounces; weight of bullet

12« grains; powder charge 7 grains; velocity

1165 feet per second. This model Bergmann
pistol is very accurate. ^^j,
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The Browning pistols made by Fabrique

Nationale, Liege, Belgium.

It sure afTords me great pleasure to write

ofmy friend, John M. Browning's productions.

They are so well-known that it should hardly

be necessary to go into any detail, and I will

briefly mention models and calibres. I have

been accused of being prejudiced in favor of

Browning's automatics, gun rifle, and pistol

models. I plead guilty, as I believ that his

automatic arms have never been equalled by

any others as to reliability and certainty of

functioning. They represent the best in this

line in my opinion.

The first pistol by Browning made by the

Fabrique Nationale, Liege, is known as model
1900 and proveJ so popular, that, although

superceded by new models, it was still being

made at the factory until August and Septem-
ber, 1911, when the ! ity of Liege fall into the

hands of the invading Germans. Early in

the summer of 1913 the manufacture of this

model had reached the enormous total of a

million pistols. This output stands unequal-

led in such a short time for one model pistol,

and more imitations of this pistol were made,
than of any other.

Length of pistol 6.41 inches; calibre 7.65

MM (.32) weight of bullet 74 grains; weight

of pistol 1,37 pounds.

The next model is called Browning model
1903. This is a larger and heavier pistol of

cahbre 9MM (.354.1 This pistol was soon

adopted by Sweden and Turke\ as the official

sidearm for their .4rmy officers, and in Russia

for city and customs officers, boundary police

service. The system and action is similar to

the Colt .32 automatic and .38 automatic.

The pistol was also made with a wooden hol-

ster, which can be used as a shoulder stock.

Length of pistol, S inches; length of barrel

5 inches; weight of pistol 33 ozs.; weight of

bullet 110 grains; velocity 1110 feet per

second.

The Browning model 1906, still another

model, is a small pistol designed to supply

the demand for an automatic, very small and
light, yet having enough power for a reliable

and efficient weapon of defense. It is a

beautifully made little weapon and it at once
became very popular. Large numbers of

this model were placed upon the market and
it soon became quite as popular as the 7.65

MM calibre.

Dimensions: Length of pistol 4}^^ inches;

length of barrel, 2 inches; weight of pistol

13 ozs.; velocity of bullet 654 ft. per sec.

The Browning Model 1912.

This model represents a well-shaped and
well balanced pocket pistol. It is made to

use the 7.65 (.32) calibre and 9MM (.380)

calibre Colt Browning cartridges. This

pistol is an improvement on the older model
1899-1900. It is also furnished with an inter-

changeable barrel, so that both the .32 and

the .380 cartridges can be shot from one

pistol. One magazine will handle both

cartridges very satisfactorily. The principle

used is similar to the one used in the small

.25 calibre pistol as made by both the Colt

Co. and Fabrique Nationale, with the excep-

tion that the retractor spring in the new
pistol surrounds the barrel instead of being

placed under the barrel, as in the .25 calibre

model. This improvement gives the pistol

a much neater appearance.

The three principal parts are the receiver

barrel and slide. The magazine, which is

placed within the handle of the pistol in the

usual way, takes 7 cartridges of .32 calibre

and 6 cartridges of .380 calibre. Special care

was taken in the matter of making the pistol

safe, and three safeties have been provided,

two of them working automatically. Would
like very much to see the Colts Co., make this

model later on wheft in a position to do so.

In the Spring and early Summer of 1914,

the Fabrique Nationale were working on still

another Browning pistol. This was a new
military model of calibre 9.65MM (.38).

This pistol is made similar to the .45 Colt

U.S.A. model, but with fewer parts. The
cartridge used therein probably represents

the best pistol cartridge so far brought out.

Calibre 9.65MM (.38) weight of powder

charge 7.1 grains; weight of bullet 129.6

grains; velocity at 40 feet from the muzzle,

1166 to 1200 ft. per sec. This is sure to give

enough shocking power for any use that a

small hand gun may be put to. A large

order of this model pistol was being filled for

the Russian government at the time of the

German invasion. I would like to see the

Colt Co., make this model for the Ameriean
market. It would prove the most popular

pistol on the market.

The Colt Browning Automatic Pistols.

The Colt automatic pistols are probably

the best known of this type of arm and have
been made and sold in enormous quantities.

They are all made after patents of the great

yankee wizard and inventor, John M. Brown-
ing, and like all of his productions in the

automatic line, excel in durability and re-

liability of functioning at all times. The
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Colt people certainly do finish them up very

nicely. The Colt .22 calibre auto target

model, although the youngest of the output,

at once became the favorite, and the demand
was so great that the orders could not be
filled. In consequence, many hundreds of

shooting enthusiasts are still writing to pro-

cure one of these elegant and accurate little

arms. The only improvement thereon that

could be wished for, wouJd be that the factory

make a holster, that could also be used as a

shoulder stock, as is the case with several

other automatics.

The writer was one of the first agitators for

such a pistol and is surely pleased with the

result. The pistol has the usual safeties, one
automatic and one mechanical. In this

.22 calibre model the barrel is fixed, and is

not covered by the breech slide, which in this

pistol in its solid forward position forms the

breech bolt.

The ammunition recommended to give

the best results, is the regular .22 calibre long

rifle greased cartridges, either Lesmok or

Semi-Smokeless.

Dimensions; Weight of pistol 28 ounces;
length of barrel 6}^ inches; total length lOJ^
inches; The pistol is well balanced, fits the

hand nicely and shoots very accurately.

The .32 and the .380 Colt pistols.

These are two very popular pocket arms.

My preference of the two, is the .32 calibre,

on account of the cartridge. I consider the

.32 calibre automatic Colt Browning cartridge

to be the very best cartridge of this calibre on
the market, for use in pocket pistols. This
model has no outside hammer, but is provided
with an automatic grip safety as well as with
a mechanical safety.

This automatic divides honor^ with the

Fabrique Nationale .32 calibre model as to

general popularity and number of sales.

After the first cartridge has been loaded into

the chamber by drawing back and releasing

the slide the automatic operation of the pistol

• is effected by the recoil of the moving parts,

and in consequence the hand of the shooter

hardly notices the recoil.

The .38 calibre Colt automatic pistol.

The .38 Colt automatic is built on similar

principle of operation, but has an outside

hammer and an agreeable trigger pull. It

has not the automatic grip safety found on the

other Colt models. This model is made in

two barrel lengths, one with 4}^ inch barrel

for pocket use and the one with 6 inch barrel

for best use.

The cartridge used gives a very high muzzle
velocity, 1146 ft. seconds and a muzzle energy

of 379 foot pounds. Any one looking for a

hardhitting reliable pocket automatic pistol,

will make no mistake in choosing the .38 «
calibre Colt with 4J^ inch barrel. It is *
reliable and accurate. For longer ranges the

6 inch barrel is preferable. This .38 calibre

model has been used by the experts at the

Colt factory for their exhibition work.

The Colt .45 calibre automatic pistol, U. S.

Army model.

This pistol represents the best automatic

of large calibre yet brought out, and has been
so extensively advertised and written up,

that it seems useless to go into details. It

is built similar to the other Colt Browning
pistols, has barrel covered by slide, and
magazine is located in the stock. This model
has outside hammer, one automatic grip

safety and one mechanical safety.

In this model the slide remains open after

firing the last cartridge. To reload in this

position, insert magazine, then press down on
slide stop. The slide goes forward, inserting

a cartridge into the chamber.

This model of .45 calibre pistol was adopted
by the U.S. Government only after the sever-

est kind of a test, conducted by experts. It

was found to be accurate, reliable, simple and
durable. This pistol is making good at this

time in France, and also in the U. S. Navy.
It is being manufactured in enormous quan-

tities. Orders aggregating about a million

are being filled at this time.

The shape of the stock was considerably

improved, raking back more than in the old

models, giving the hand a firm grip, and also

giving a fine balance to the pistol.

Weight of pistol, 39 ozs. Length of pistol

8J^ inches; length of barrel, 5 inches; capacity

of magazine, 7 shots. Muzzle velocity, with

200 grain bullet 910 ft. seconds, and with

230 grain bullet, 809 ft. seconds. Muzzle

energy with 200 grain bullet is 368 ft. lbs., and

with the 230 grain bullet is 335 ft. lbs.

The Dreyse selfloading pistols.

The Dreyse automatic pistols are the

invention of Herr Von Dreyse, and are manu-
factured by the Rhenish metal and machine

factory, Sommerda, Saxony. They are made
in four models, 6.35 MM, 7.65 MM, and two

in 9MM. The 6.35 (.25) cal. is a good imita-

tion of the Browning .25 calibre and has about

the same dimensions and uses the same am-
munition. The 7.65MM (.32) cal. Dreyse

has a fixed barrel covered by a slide, also
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copied from the Browning patents. It is

hammerless and used the .32 automatic Coil

cartridge.

The 9MM Dreyse, two models, but very

similar are intended for military use, and shoot

the 9MM Luger cartridge. A very strong

spring is used. The barrel is enclosed by the

lock frame. The Dreyse belongs to that

class of automatic pistols having a fixed

barrel and no rigid bolting of breech block

or slide and barrel. After firing the last shot

the slide remains open. When the pistol is

cocked a signal pin protrudes from the rear

of the locking slide, thus advertising that the

pistol is ready for firing. It is provided with

the usual safety lever on the left side.

Dimensions; weight of pistol, 35H ozs.

Length of pistol 8 }4 inches. Length of barrel,

5 inches; initial velocity 1082 ft. sec.

A new 9MM Dreyse model is very similar

in construction, only the slide has been chang-

ed and the front thereof has been given a

rounded form.

The dimensions, ammunition used, and
ballistics, are the same as in the first 9MM
model.

The Frommer selfloading pistol.

This little arm is manufactured by the

WafTen & Maschinen Fabriksgesellschaft in

Budapest, Hungary. The Frommer pistol

consists of two principal parts; the solid frame
or receiver, and the movable barrel and the

bolt. This pistol has rigid bolting, that is,

the barrel and breechbolt are firmly inter-

locked when the pistol is ready for firing.

The locking in the Frommer pistol is accom-
plished by means of three symmetrical lugs,

which close up against the head of the cart-

ridge.

The locking system is therefore the same
as is used in all the best modern military

weapons. The magazine is located in the

grip. The pistol has an outside hammer and
an automatic grip safety. The ammunition
used is a special cartridge.

Dimensions; Weight of pistol, 23 ozs.;

length of pistol 7J^ inches. Length of barrel

4 inches; calibre 7.65MM (.32). Initial

velocity, 984 ft. sec. The factory also makes
a .25 calibre Frommer pistol.

The Luger pistol.

The credit for the mechanism in the Luger
pistol to a great extent belongs to Hugo
Borchardt, a German Engineer, who first

applied the toggle joint lever mechanism to

pistols, and his first model the old Borchardt,

1896-1897, although uncouth in looks and

worse in balance, worked well and shot a very

high power cartridge.

Hugh Borchardt received a very great deal

of his experience in American factories, having

been employed as superintendent at the

Sharps factory, and also in other American
factories.

George Luger. master mechanic at the great

German Arms & Ammunition works at Berlin,

looked up the Borchardt principle and rebuilt

the pistol into the form of the present Luger.

The pistol is made in two calibres 7.65MM
(.30) and 9MM (.354).

The Swiss government was the first to

adopt the automatic pistol, and chose the

7.65 MM Luger. The pistol is so well-known,

that it seems useless to describe it in detail.

It has an automatic grip safety as well as a

mechanical, on side of the frame. It has

been adopted by several governments as the

ordnance handfirearm. Some years ago the

Germans adopted the 9MM with 4 inch barrel,

but without the grip safety, for their Army,
and with the grip safety for the Navy. The
Navy Luger had a 6 inch barrel.

My personal choice would be the 7.65MM
of the two models. It is considered a very

accurate hard shooting pistol, but in no way
equals the .45 Colt Browning U.S. Army
model. The magazine is contained in the

stock. The breech block remains open after

firing the last shot. The workmanship on

the Luger is the best.

Dimensions of Luger pistols.

7.65MM 9MM Army 9MM Navy
Length of barrel,

4^ inches 4 inches 6 inches.

Muzzle velocity,

1150 Ft. Sec. 1070 Ft. Sec.

Length of pistol,

9 inches 814 inches 11 inches.

The Luger pistol is also made with detach-

able holster stock.

The Roth Sauer Automatic Pistol.

This little pistol was made by the firm of

J. P. Sauer & Son, Suhl, Germany, and show-

ed fine workmanship throughout. It was
made to shoot a special cartridge of calibre

.301 giving a velocity of 1070 ft. sec. A new
style of trigger was used, one similar to those

used on double action revolvers. The locking

system was a good one. Symmetrical locking

lugs being used. The lock was a bolt lock.

The pistol is no longer made, being superceded

by the Sauer automatic, model 1913.

This new Sauer automatic is of the blow
back type having fixed barrel and recoiling
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slide and breech bolt only, and is without

rigid bolting. The pistol has semi-automatic

safety which locks the trigger as soon as

magazine is withdrawn, and by fixed trigger

and the position of a now visible push slide,

located on the left side of the receiver, calls

the attention of the user of the pistol to the

fact that there is still a cartridge in the barrel,

and that the pistol is therefore loaded. The
pistol can then only be fired after the safety

has been released by hand, whether magazine
has been inserted into handle again or not.

This semi-automatic safety is released by
simply pushing the slide into the receiver.

The mechanical safety is located on the left

side of the receiver and is operated by pushing
down the knurled button of the safety lever

until the letter S becomes visible.

The magazine ,which is of the detachable

type, is contained in the handle of the pistol

and holds 7 cartridges.

Dimensions; Length of pistol, 5.6 inches.

Length of barrel 3 inches. Muzzle velocity

874 ft. seconds.

The cartridge used is the regular .32 Colt

automatic cartridge. A .25 calibre pistol of

similar build as the .32 calibre, using the .25

Colt cartridge has also been placed upon the

market by the manufacturer.

The Nicholas Pieper automatic pistols.

These pistols are made in .25 and .32

calibres, using the regular Colt Browning
cartridges. The Pieper pistol is very simple

in construction and light in weight.

The Steyr mode! .32 calibre is made after

the Pieper patents by the Austrian Arms Co.,

Steyr, Austria. The Steyr uses the regular

.32 Colt auto cartridge.

The 9MM Steyr pistol, Army model 1911

This 9MM pistol is intended to be a mil-

itary arm, and it has been adopted By the

Chilean government. In building the new
9MM Steyr pistol it would appear that the

good points of the Browning and Mannlicher

pistols have been utilized and copied. The
pistol has rigid boiling and outside hammer.
It consists of three principal parts, the re-

ceiver, barrel and slide.

The firing pin is modelled after the Colt

Browning. It cannot touch the primer,

even when hammer is let down, and resting

thereon. The firing pin must receive the

full blow of the hammer to explode the cart-

ridge.

The capacitv of the magazine is eight

cartridges, and is loaded by means of a clip,

similar to the one used for the Mauser, Roth
and Mannlicher pistols. The pis*! has the

re.gular safety device on the left side of the

receiver and is very similar to that used in the

Colt Browning system. By pushing up the

safety on the left side of the receiver the

hammer can be locked either in the cocked
or uncocked position. The slide is also kept

open at the same time by this operation.

Lcngtn of barrel 5 inches, length of pistol 8

inches; calibre .354 ('JMM), weight of bullet

115 grains. Weight of powder charge 5.5

grains. Initial velocity 1115 ft. sec.

The Roth Military model automatic pistol

M7, calibre 8MM (1315).

This pistol is manufactured by the Firm of

G. Roth, Vienna, and has been adopted by the

Austrian government as ordnance pistol. It

is handsome in appearance and well balanced.

The 8MM cartridge is used, giving an initial

velocity of 1000 ft. sec. and a muzzle energy

of 261 ft. lbs. Powder charge 3.8 grains,

weight of bullet 115 grains. The pistol is a

clip loader of the bolt action type. Magazine
is contained in the handle and is loaded from

a clip.

The Clisenti Automatic pistol.

The Glisenti automatic pistol has been

adopted by the Italian government. This

pistol is built after the Luger model and uses

a cartridge of 9MM calibre, giving a velocity

of 754 ft. seconds. The outside lines of the

pistol are agreeable, the locking system of

barrel and breechbolt is a good one. An
automatic safety is also supplied. The
pistol weighs 38 ozs. Length of pistol 8.6

inches.

The Smith & Wesson automatic.

The Smith & Wesson automatic is modeled
after the Belgian Clement automatic. Like

all other arms made by this justly celebrated

arms factory, the workmanship is without

blemish. In my opinion the automatic

safely on the pistol should be eliminated, as

it is very unhandy to operate. The pistol

would be a great deal more popular if made
for .32 Colt auto cartridges. As now made
it takes a special cartridge of .35 calibre

giving inferior velocity and energy as com-

pared to the .32 cal. auto Colt. Would like

to see the Smith & Wesson factory bring out

a good automatic .38 calibre. Their factory

turns out sach extraordinary fine work.

The Savage automatic pistol.

The Savage automatic is made by the

Savage Arms Corporation, Utica, N.Y., the

makers of the Lewis machine guns and the

Savage rifles. The Savage automatic is made
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to use the regular .32 and .380 Colt auto

cartridges. For a short time the pistol was

made with a hammer having a corl^ing spur.

This has been discontinued, and the hammer
is now made without the spur. The usual

safety is on the left side of the pistol.

The Savage pistol has been introduced into

the Portugese army.

The magazine is in the handle and has a

capacity of 10 cartridges of .32 calibre and 9

cartridges of .380 calibre. The parts of the

pistol are well made and the workmanship
throughout is of the best. The balance

is also very gbod. The Savage pistol has

become a very popular arm ana is the choice

of a great many, who wish to own a handy
pocket weapon.

Dimensions; Length of .32 calibre 6,1^

inches, length of barrel 3M inches, weight 19

ozs. Weight of .380 calibre 21 ozs., length

7 inches and length of barrel 4 14, inches.

The Mannlicher automatic pistol.

The Mannlicher pistol is one of the many
inventions of firearms by the late .Austrian

inventor, Ferd. Von Mannlicher. The pistol

is of elegant form and fine balance. It has

an outside hammer. The magazine is located

in the stock, and is loaded from a detachable

clip like the Mauser.

The pistol is made nith two lengths of

barrel, one barrel 4J-2 inches, and the other

6 inches long. Weight of pistol with short

barrel, 35 ozs. of the long model 37 ozs.

Calibre 7.6.5 (30) weight of bullet 72.5 grains.

The Mannlicher pistol is one of the best

balanced hand firearms manufactured.

The Schwarzlose Automatic pistol.

This pistol is the invention of A. W.
Schwarzlose, Berlin, engineer and inventor

of different automatic arms, among them the

Schwarzlose machine gun, now in use in the

Austrian army. The barrel of the Schwarz-

lose, instead of moving rearward when the

shot is fired, moves forward. The cartridge

is the regular .32 Colt automatic cartridge.

Magazine is placed in the grip. Weight of

pistol, 12 ozs., length of barrel 4 inches.

Length of pistol 5'/^ inches. Pistols of the

Schwarzlose never became a very popular

arm.

The Mauser Automatic pistols.

The Mauser pistols are the invention of the

late Paul Mauser of Mauser rifle fame. His

first pistol placed upon the market, known as

model 1896, was sold in every part of the

world. This model became known as the

Mauser pistol and carbine combined, for the

reasomthat the wooden holster can be attach-

ed to pistol and used as shoulder stock,

giving the pistol the appearance of a short

carbine.

Its calibre is 7.63MM (.30) and it uses a

very strong and hard hitting cartridge.

Velocities obtained with this pistol have been

as high as 1350 to 1394 ft. sec. The pistol

has been made in a short model as a 6 shot,

and in the larger model as a 10 shot pistol.

The 10 shot pistol commanded by far the

greatest sale. Its construction shows the

master mechanic.

Weight of 10 shot weapon, 23^ pounds.

Length of barrel 5}^ inches velocity 1350 ft.,

sec. The pistol has a sliding barrel and
breechblock. The magazine is placed in

front of the trigger guard, and is of the stag-

gered variety. It is loaded from the top with

a clip, the cartridges being pushed into the

magazine. After firing the last shot, the

breech bolt remains in its fixed backward
position and a fresh clip can be inserted and

the arm reloaded as before described. The
pistol has a good safety device.

A new model Mauser pistol was brought out
in 1912 followed by a still improved model
1914. They were made in 6.35MM (.25) and
7.65MM (.32) cal., both using the Colt Brown-
ing cartridges, and a 9MM Military model,

to be followed by still another military model
in .45 calibre all built on same lines as the

.25 and .32 calibres. This of course was all

stopped by the world war. This new model
Mauser has a fixed barrel and in the .25 and

.32 calibres, the recoiling slide and breechbolt

are without rigid bolting.

The locking of the pistol is produced by the

slide combined with the resistance of the

retractor and firing pin spring. The weight

of the breech being so proportioned to the

rearward pressure of the powder gases that

the bullet must have left the barrel before

the breech has measurably commenced its

rearward movement, whereby the connection

between barrel and breech is severed. Gas-
tight closing of the chamber is thus insured,

so that accidents caused by the premature
separation of the barrel and breech are ab-

solutely impossible.

In the 9MM, the recoil is checked by two
swinging levers. The magazine is placed

in the stock and is of the Browning removable
type. The Mauser pistols are made at the

Waffenfabrik Mauser Works, Oberndorf,

Germany.
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Measurements and Ballistics;

6.5MM (.25) Cal. 7.65MM (.32) Cal.

Length of pistol, 5.4 inches. 6.1 inches.

Weight of pistol, 15 ozs. 21 ozs.

Muzzle velocity, 750 ft. sec. 114? ft. sec.

The Webl«y & Scott automatic pistols.

The Webley & Scott pistols are manufac-

tured at Birmingham, En.gland, in various

models and cahbres under W. J. Whiting's

patents.

The .25 and .32 calibres use the regular

Colt Browning auto pistol cartridges. The

9MM, a special cartridge of 4 grains of powder

and a 110 grain bullet. The .38 cal. high

velocity model, uses the regular Colt .38

calibre auto cartridge. The Military .455

calibre uses a cartridge loaded with 7 grains

of powder and a bullet weighing 220 grains.

Each model is provided with a good safety

device. Tlese pistols consist of four principal

parts, body, breechslide, barrel and magazine.

They can be dismounted without the use

of any tools. They have been introduced

into the London Metropolitan Police Force,

the town, city and country police forces of the

United Kingdom, as well as several colonial

and foreign forces.

The .455 model has been adopted by the

British Navy. Webley and Scott also make

a single shot semi-automatic pistol of .22

calibre for target practice.

The Harrington & Richardson Arms Co.,

of Worcester, Mass., make a .25 calibre and a

.32 calibre pistol of the Webley and Scott

models here in the United States for the

American market, to use the Colt auto pistol

cartridges.

Dimensions of Webley & Scott automatics:

.25 cal. .32 cal. 9MM .38 H.V..455.. .

Weight of pistol,

11 ozs. 20 ozs. 34 ozs. 33 J^ ozs. 39H ozs.

Length of pistol,

4H in. %14 in. 8 in. 8 in. 8}^ in.

Initial velocity,

1050 ft. sec. 1030 1100

In making a review of the automatic pistol

I have only considered those most widely

known and introduced on the markets of the

world and adopted by the military and police

in various countries. There are a very great

number of cheap imitations of the foreign

Browning pistols made abroad, that use the

.25 and .32 auto pistol cartridges, but owing

to poor system and workmanship, have never

proveu a great success. It does seem rather .

strange that only two good models of auto

pistols have been made in quantities in the

United States but I believe there are some

good reasons.

First reason; Our great inventor, John M.

Browning, has taken out so many patents on

automatic arms and parts therenf, that other

inventors find it mighty diflicult to get around

his patent claims.

Second reason; is the high quality of the

American revolver, the Smith & Wesson

and the Colt revolvers. These arms have

never been equalled by makers of the revolver

abroad, and the American pubhc are now
gradually turning to the automatic pistol.

This can truly be said of the past five years

during which sales of the automatic pistols

have been steadily increasing over the sales

of revolvers. But, even at this lime, when

the .45 calibre automatic Colt is being fur-

nished Uncle Sam's army abroad in such

enormous numbers, the demand for large

calibre revolvers was still here, and in con-

sequence, the Colt & Smith and Wesson firms

are turning out a new revolver, 'a clip loader,

for the Colt Browning .45 calibre automatic

pistol cartridge.

I do not be.heve that this .45 auto cartridge

will have as high an initial velocity when shot

from a revolver as when shot from the Colt

automatic pistol.

SMALL GAME RIFLES
MAJOR TOWNSEND WHELEN

The chief requisites for a small game rifle

are accuracy, the correct amount of killing

power but no more, and flat trajectory.

Accuracy comes first. If one will draw a life

sized figure of any small £(nimal, squirrel,

rabbit, woodchuck, or fox, and then outline

on this figure the size of the vital organs which

it is necessary to hit he will see at once why
accuracy is essential. A rifle to be suitable

for use against squirrels, for example, must

give at least a 1 H inch group, and it will not

be suitable at ranges where the size of its

group exceeds this figure. Similarly, the

size of group for use on foxes and coyotes may
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be taken at about I inches^; The killing power

Sbould be enough, but nbt too great. Exper-

ience has shown that the .22 rim fire cartridges

do not have the requisite killing power. I

have otten shot squirrels with the .2? long

rifle only to have them crawl into some hole

or bunch of leaves, and grouse have been shot

through the body only to fly away as though

unhurt. This needless sufl'ering should not

be, clean kills are desirable. But if the

killing power be too great then we have

nothing left for either the table or the taxi-

dermist. Hat trajectory is essential if the

rifle is to be used at ri-nges over 50 yards.

Trajectory must be considered with accuracy.

Flat trajectory is of little use beyond 50 yards

in a squirrel rifle which gives a group of over

1 ]/2 inches at ranges over 50 yards. Flat

trajectory is essential in a rifle intended for

coyotes up to that range where the group

begins to exceed four inches.

The rifleman can, with advantage, use his

big game rifle for small game in a number of

cases, provided he is usiug a small bore rifle.

The .30 calibre particularly gives excellent

results. What is needed is a bullet which

will give the corri'ct killing power, and the

required accuracy. The best results in .30

calibre are obtained by using a full jacketed

pointed bullet of about 150 grains weight at

about 1700 f.s. velocity. I have had excellent

results using the 150 grain U.S. full jacketed

spitzer bullet in the .30-40 and .30 Model
1906, with 15 and 17 grains respectively of

Du Pont Gallery Rifle Powder No. 75. These

loads give splendid accuracy, quite flat tra-

jectory, and just about riglit killing power.

They HII grouse shot through the body and

squirrels without destroying too much meat,

and with coop, opos'sum, coyotes, sloth,

beaver, coati-mindi, and other fur bearers

they do not spoil the pelts. In a good barrel

these loads will shoot inside a 2 inch circle at

100 yards all day. The report is light and

the recoil nil. I would recommend, however,

that Du Pont Sporting Rifle Powderr No. 80

be tried with this bullet instead of No. 75 as

this powder is better able to withstand suc-

cessfully long loading in the shells, and the

effect of dirty shells than the No. 75 powder,

and I beheve it will be found just as accurate.

The 150 grain jacketed bullet will be found

to give just about half the size groups that

can be obtained from the various Ideal alloy

bullets, and its killing power at these velocities

is considerably less, which in this case is

desirable.

But the use of the big game rifle for small

game is a substitution. It is all right for the

man who hunts large game regularly, or for

the man who can own but one rifle, but the

ammunition bill makes the sport needlessly

expensive, and it is not the best small game
rifle for the man who lives near a settled

community where small game is to be found,

but who never e.\pects to get to big game
hunting grounds.

For a purely small game rifle a .25 calibre

is best. Opinions difl'er as to whether rifles

of the .25-20 class or the .25-35 class are the

better. I believe that if one's small game be
confined to not larger than woodchucks the

rifles of the .25-20 class will be found the best,

as the .25-35 class have a httle too much kill-

ing power for the smallest game. In the

West the 25-35 class are much the best.

Longer shots and slightly larger game will

be had there, both calling for flatter trajectory

and greater killing power. The best results

with these rifles will always be obtainetl from
jacketed bullets, either soft nose or full

patched. The full patched bullet, and
preferably pointed, should be used where it

is desired to reduce the killing, or perhaps we
had better say destructive power. By vary-

ing the velocity and the point of the bullet

we can get almost any results within limits

that we desire in our rifle. Thus in tlie .25-20

we can vary our velocity from about 1400 to

1800 feet per second, and our bullets may be

the 86 grain flat nose full jacketed, 86 grain

soft point, 87 grain Savage (.250-3000) soft

point spitzer, or 87 grain Savage (.250-3000)

full jacketed spitzer. These bullets and
similar heavier ones are all available for the

.2.5-35 class of rifles, and in this class we can
of course use a much larger powder charge

so as to get velocity up to the point where
our load really becomes one for large game.

I have had excellent results with both class-

es of rifles with these loads, subject to the

following remarks. In the .25-20 class Du
Pont Schuetzen, No. 75, or No. SO powders
should be used. With the first two powders
the shells should always be clean, and am-
munition should be rather freshly loaded,

not over 4 months old, if the best results are

to be obtained. With the .25-35 class use

these same powders for velocities up to about
1700 f.s., Du Pont No. 21 for velocities up to

2200 f.s., and Du Pont No. 16 for higher

velocities. The bullets should project a
little further from the shell than in the case

of factory ammunition, so that the bullet will

be up tight against the throat of the rifling

when the cartridge lies unfired in the barrel.

Owing to the small powder charge and the

use of a smokeless primer the primer acid
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will not be diluted very much, ttie fouling will

be intensely acid, and very careful ammonia
cleaning, and nickel steel barrels arc absolute-

ly necessary.

Let me give two illustrations. In my .25-20

Winchester single shot ride having a No. 3

nickel steel barrel I have used with best results

8.5 grains weight of Du Pont Schuetzen

powder and either the 86 grain Winchester

full patched bullet or the 87 grain Savage

.250-3000 soft point ' ^it^er bullet. With
the former bullet I obtain regularly groups

at 50 yards averaging .S5 inch, and with the

latter bullet at the same range groups averag-

ing .75 inch. The rifle in which these loads

were used was equipped with a Winchester

A-5 telescope sight mounted the regular

height above the bore. When the sight was
correctly adjusted for the latter load for 50

yards the rifle shot .25 inch low at 25 yards,

and 1.17 inches low at 65 yards. Correctly

sighted for 65 yards it shot J.4 inch high at

50 yards, and exact centre at 25 yards.

.Sixty-five yards was therefore decided upon

as the correct point blank sight adju.btment

for this load for small game. Field experience

with this load proved that the Savage soft

nose bullet was entirely too destructive for

squirrels and grouse, but the Winchester full

patched bullet just about right. For wood-
chucks the Savage bullet was fine.

My rifle of the 25-35 class is one worked
over by Neidner. It uses the regular Win-
chester .25-35 commercial shell in a rather

tight Neidner chamber. The twist is one

turn in sixteen inches. No. 3 barrel of nickel

steel, groove diameter .257 inch, telescope

sight mounted the usual distance above the

bore. I have not yet gotten really good

results from this barrel with low velocity

ammunition. The best results were obtained

with 22 grains of Du Pont No. 20 powder and
the S6 grain Winchester soft point bullet,

giving an average of 1.77 inches at 100 yards.

The effect of the line of sight (telescope)

being high above the barrel is that the point

of impact comes in exactly the same place at

either 50 or 100 yards. That is the 50 yard
sight adjustment is exactly correct for 100

yards.

I regret that I have not yet had the oppor-

tunity of working out a really satisfactory

load for the .25-20 Winchester Model 1892

cartridge. I had a rifle of this caliber several

years ago and gave it a most thorough test

with all makes of commercial ammunition.

Winchester low power smokeless ammuni-
tion gave very much better results than any
other kind. The accuracy was excellent.

About 300 rounds of this ammunition in the
rifle, however, completely ruined the barrel

due to the Sharpshooter powder and undiluted

product of the primer composition. It is

necessary to warn all riflemen against the

effect of Sharpshooter powder in small cart-

ridges, barrels being ruined in several hundred
rounds no matter how carefully they are

cleaned. Three years ago practically all

low power smokeless cartridges were loaded

with Sharpshooter powder. I would expect

the best results with this .25-20 Repeater

cartridge will be obtained from either Du
Pont No. 75 or No. 80 powder and the 86

grain jacketed bullet. It should be born
in mind that it is alway^- best to use No. 80
powder where possible, as this powder is not

so much affected by dampness nor by dirt in

the shells as the other low pressure bulk

powders, and consequently loaded cartridges

do not deteriorate to such an extent with age,

Wherever ordinary steel barrels are used

it is always best to use a black powder primer,

and prime with about 2 grains of FFG or

FFFG black powder, reducing the smokeless

powder accordingly to avoid ruination of

barrels. However, if a smokeless steel

barrel be used smokeless primers can be used

in conjunction with Du Pont powders without

any danger, provided the bore is always

perfectly cleaned with ammonia. In my
.25-20 rifle I have fired many thousand of the

loads noted, and the barrel is still in as good

condition as when new. The barrel is of

nickel steel, and only smokeless primers have

been used. I believe that the Winchester

Company has entirely discontinued the manu-
facture of black powder primers for small

size cartridges.

As to the design of the small game rifle, it

depends entirely upon the use to which it is

going to be put. It must be born in mind

that it requires a very high order of skill to

get really good, steady shooting from a ver>'

light rifle with a heavy trigger pull. It is

not that the barrel is not accurate, but

because it is very difficult to deliver a series

of accurately pulled shots. For really accur-

ate work the rifle should be man sized,

should fit the rifleman, and should weigh

not less than 7 pounds. Best results as far as

accuracy is concerned will always be ob-

tained from a proper telescope sight.

Telescope sights' are problems of

themselves, and only the very best, with

the very best mountings is of any use at all.

Almost as good results can be obtained from

a good tang peep sight like the Lyman No.

103. If metallic sights are to be used their
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The Holiday for You
— away from worry and care, out where
Nature's freedom is calling. Pack up the

kit, shoulder your gun and hit the trail

for the place where game is plentiful.

Join the great outdoor crowd — and,

above all, pack

Dominion
Ammunition

Dominion is factory- and field-tested by men
who know what ammunition should do— and it

g^uarantees a holiday made complete by a full

game bag.

No matter what gameorwhatshotgun Dominion
shot shells will give you the best results.

ImjDerial, Sovereign, Regal, Canuck
and Crown (Black) are all Dominion
shotgun shells, and each is backed by
the big " D" trademark that stands
for the highest quality in ammunition.

Dominion Cartridge Co., Limited
Montreal, Canada.
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adjustment should be such that the rifleman

can accurately bring the point of impact to

coincide exactly with the point of aim. This

means very fine adjustments. Points of

impact vary greatly with different lots of

ammunition, particularly with light barrels

and this makes finely adjustable sights

absolutely necessary. It will be noticed

that reference has been made to the No. 3

barrel. This is quite a thick, heavy barrel

making the rifle weigh about 9)4 pounds. It

has one great advantage,—Points of

impact with various lots of ammunition and

various loads vary but little. Thus one can

use a load having a velocity of about 1700 f.s.

and sighted for 50 yards, and this sight ad-

justment may be found absolutely correct

for 100 yards for a load of 2200 f.s., a most

deal combination. Moreover, resting the

rifle on various objects, and a variation of the

firing position does not cause so much of a

variation in the point of impact with a heavy
barrel as it does with a light one.

Keeping these principles in mind, the

rifleman should try to visualize the work
which he wishes to accomplish, and thus he

will not be liable to make much of a mistake

in his selection of a small game rifle. The
problem of a man on a trap line is an entirely

different one from that of the rifleman who
takes up small game shooting as a sport.

What the trapper really needs is a short,

light, handy repeater for the .25 Stevens rim

fire cartridge, a rifle which unfortunately has

not yet been produced in a satisfactory

form. It should be put out in form some-

what like the Winchester Model 18il2 carbine.

The rifleman who goes in for the sport of small

game shooting will find that the scientific side

will appeal to him. In fact the scientific

side is almost essential to sustained interest

in this game. To get this he needs a heavy

single shot weapon of superb accuracy, and

with sights which will not deduct from the

capabilities of himself and his rifle.

TESTING .22 SHORT HOLLOW POINT
CARTRIDGE FOR ACCURACY

C. .S. LANDIS

Sometimes I get a great many complaints

V>f the lack of stopping or killing power of the

various .22 calibre rim fire rifle cartridges,

that are loaded with round nose, solid bullets.

These complaints are undoubtedly justified

as the use of these cartridges for game shoot-

ing will lead to the loss of a very large

percentage of the wounded. Many years

experience in shooting small game, expecially

squirrels, with the 22 long rifle cartridges has

confirmed my belief that these cartridges,

when loaded with solid nose bullets, should

never be used for anything except target

shooting.

Some years ago there was considerable

agitation for a 22 long rifle cartridge loaded

with a flat nose solid bullet. Very many
persons, including myself, believed that this

would be the solution of the trouble, but one

firm. I think it was the U.M.C. Co., brought

out such a cartridge and it proved to be a

failiu-e, 'jnot being accurate at over about 30

yards, and its manufacture was practically or

altogether discontinued.

The .various .22 cartridges loaded with

the hollow point bullets formerly varied

a great deal in their accuracy, especially

when shot in a fishtail wind, but lately many
of these cartridges have been very much
improved in their accuracy, some of them
so much so, that they will often outshoot the

solid bullet cartridges made by the same
firm.

The .22 long rifle Hollow Point cartridges

are generally preferred and will do most

astonishing shooting at a range of 50 yards, or

much more as made by most of the American

firms.

As a range of about 50 feet seems to be

about the average distance that most small

game is killed at, especially in the more thinly

settled districts, and as the .22 short will

prove most exceptionally accurate at this

and sometimes two or three times this range,

and suflScienlly deadly to kill everything up

to rabbits and some larger game if hit just

exactly right, and if the cartridges are loaded

with hollow point bullets; this cartridge

proves to be the cheapest and possibly the

easiest solution to the small game shooting

ammunition problem at the present time.

The .22 long rifle will, of cour.se, be mucti
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LOOK ON THE TOP WAD FOR "INFALLIBLE"

•^ »»«• uimtttit i».i,i ..,'"'1

Dominion
CANUCK
IMPERIAL
REGAL
SOVEREIGN

m
HICH GUN
IDEAL
PREMIER
TARGET

ARROW
NITRO CLUB

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

@\i\ BLACK SHELLS

AJAX
CLIMAX

id&Sta/t^
FIELD
RECORD

"Winchester
REPEATER
LEADER

HERCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

JPOWDEJ^

When you buy loaded shotgun

shells you buy by name. You ask

for your favorite make and see to

it that you get it.

But if this is all you do you omit
an important detail. You overlook

the matter of powder.

It is just as easy to obtain a powder
with which you are familiar, a

powder in which you have full

confidence, as it is to obtain your
favorite make of shell. You ask

for the powder by name just as you
ask for the shell.

Hercules Infallible Smokeless Shot-

gun Powder may be obtained in

the standard makes of shells given

at the left. The shell you shoot is

among them. You can obtain a

Hercules powder in that shell by
asking for it when you buy.

On the top wad of every shell, and on the

side of the box in which the shells are sold,

is printed the name of the powder with

which the shell is loaded. Look for the

name when buying. See that it is Infallible.

This powder is of high quality and uniform
quality. It gives light recoil, even patterns,

and high velocity. Write for a free booklet

which describes it fully.

JTEJICULES POWT>EI{, CO.
93 W nth Street

Wilmington Delaware
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DURBOROW, No. I. Score 100 DURBOROW, No. 2, Score 100. DURBOROW, No. 3. Score 100

DURBOROW, No. 4. Score 100. DURBOROW, No. 5. Score 100.

superior but will be about twice as expensive.

The following 50 shot score with Winchester

.22 short spotlight cartridges loaded with

hollow point bullets. The score was shot

on a 50 ft. range, by S.T Durborow of the

Editor's club. I witnessed the shooting and
lielped to measure the range.

These targets should be sufficient to satisfy

anyone of the accuracy of .22 short hollow

point bullet cartridges when the rifle and

cartridges are adapted to each other.

Stevens 414 rifle, chambered for shorts,

Lyman No. 103 double micrometer peep tang
sight and aperture front.

BALLISTICS AND TRAJECTORIES
ROBERT II. McNAIR, M.D.

Personally, there is very much amusement

had from perusal of the current sporting

journals, relative to fine spun theoriefe,

scientific hair splitting along the line of work

done by the sportsman's one bullet compan-

ions, rifles and revolvers.

Discussions of ballistics and trajectories

have, during the recent years of modern

progress, become interesting fads for the read-

ers of sporting magazines to exercise the

thoughts of diverting periods over, as well as

being of intense interest to the minds of the

writers who are inclined to air pet theories.

But there is also, quite a deal of interest in

the thought that even scientific precision,

or theorizing upon the same, must be worked

into man's amusement stunts.

Not infrequently, when reading the long

winded summing up of ballistics (trajectories

have, seemingly been relegated to a secondary

position, during the more zecent years) an
amusing incident is recalled from social life.

When, upon the occasion of a social function

in the form of a high tea at the home of a

distinguished society leader, the good molher
advised her son, a i^oung man, that, as he
should escort a very talented young lady to the

banquet table, he must polish up his wits for

intelligent discussions upon artistic and
scientific theories.

Having listened and replied, as best he

could, to the learned topics discussed by the

talented mademoiselle the young man took
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The three Avords that

tell the Avhole ^ory of
a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In yi, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL,

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Reerulat«8 to Step and Regristsrs Exact DJ^

tanoas ; Simple. Accurate, Durable.

_ Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-
cause of value in determining
distances: a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe
ther you walk for

I health, business oi
I pleasure—anywhere,
I
everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
melei tells the whole
story of just how
far vou have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
MS GHAPEL ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN,

ft A. CUNTKEB 00. - Toronto, Canaita

Agents for the Dominion of Cuioda

THE FISHERMAN'S HAMPER
SHOULD CONTAIN A

SUPPLY OF

"St. Charles" Evaporated Milk

(Unsweetened)

It serves alll|the purposes of
milk fresh from the cow.

It never curdles,
even in the hot-
test weather.

Sold in convenient
size packages.

BORDEN MILK CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL.
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advantage of the very first pause by asking

"Can you make pie?"

As very many sportsman are still preserved

both in the practical elements of gun handling,

and the memory of other days, it may recalled

that, when animate targets were in abundance
throughout this beautiful game country,

little or nothing was said relative to the

mathematical calculations, usually in decimal

fractions upon the exact dimensions of the

hole that a bullet of a given weight would

bore in the atmosphere in transit, how much
the missle would be deflected by atmospheric

pressure, etc., etc. But the more ancient

sportsmen did, seemingly, get the results for

their game bags, they enjoyed much sport

and used hard hitting ordnance.

Many times as a small boy I have accom-
panied a cousin, who was an excellent rifle

shot, both to the walnut grove, where there

were many big fox squirrels, to see him pick

them from the tallest trees with an old muzzle
loading, long rifle with octagon barrels, the

same that he moulded the round shot for and
loaded with the aid of a greased canvas patch;

and to the cattle range where, from his seat

in the saddle he would drop a big fat beef

every time the trigger was pulled, at thirty-

five or forty yards.

What, possibly, could be the interest of

ballistics in the mind of such a shot as that?—

•

Where would be the sense of his working

up a whole lot of fine spun theories upon
ballistics and trajectories? unless the

same sportsman had gradually developed a

bug upon the thought of loading the pages of

sporting magazines with those same theories,

possibly, with the idea that he was putting

over a whole lot of hot air bunk on the other

fellow.

Of course, every live sportsman firmly

believes in exact precision when it comes to

the matter of gun play of any kind, but it

has been most frequently noted that it is

in those thoroughly developed psycho-physi-

cal organisms, the men whose mental and
* physical machinery works like a well regu-

lated automatic mechanism, that the real

results are attained, regardless of ballistic-

trajectory theories. In other words, it is

essentially of primary importance to develop

proper co-ordination in the man behind the

gun.

Quite a number of practical experiments

have been practiced during very recent years,

especially with the accurate, hard hitting

Smith & Wesson revolvers. A very large

muskrat was headed off one winter day and,

as the rodent raced across the glistening snow,

an attempt was made to stop him with a

bullet, at what was afterwards found to be

thirty-three paces. The first sjiot flew over

the running rat's back, the second shot fell

three feet short, but where would the special

interest in ballistics come in when, with the

third shot my 32-20 bullet al nost severed

the old rat's head from his shoulders?

The agent for the prevention of cruelty to

animals asked one morning, "Can you shoot

a cat for me?"
"I am fond of domestic cats," I replied,

"and do not like to shoot them, I have never
killed one. Why do you not shoot it your-

self?

"Well, I can't shoot, I never could."

A poor crazy torn cat had climbed into the

top most twigs of a very tall tree, he had
remained there for about five days, hence it

was in keeping with the rule of the society

(S.P.G.A.) to bring down the feliae. I

finally consented to go and do the shooting.

With just one shot from that same 32-20 I

succeeded in knocking crazy torn, via a

backward somersault,*out of the tree top In

falling, he struck a root and bounded away
off down the hill.

When my friend ran down through the snow
to see how many of Tom's nine lives

had been snuffed out by the S. & W. .32,

there was just one long expiring gasp and Tom
stopped breathing. Possibly the other eight

lives were extinguished during rapid transit

through the air, but the hole o f exit was
large enough to admit three fingers. If you

ask me about that gun's ballistics, they were

not tested.

ANNOUNCEMENT
E. I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., of Wil-

mington, Del. U.S.A., wishes to announce

that neither it nor any of its subsidiaries or

affiliated companies, nor any of its officers or

directors, is in any way connected with or

interested in the Allied Industries Corpora-

tion or the French American Construction

Corporation, sometimes indefinitely referred

to as "The Duponts of Wilmington."

G^^^e*?
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Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows free<lom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the 'ront fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact,by everybody. Sold
by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA



THE .22 SHORT CARTRIDGE AT 75 YARDS
C. S. LANDIS'

Some two years ago there appeared in the

columns of this department a rather amusiing

discussion between two riflemen concerhing

the ability of the .22 long rifle cartridge to

produce rfesults at 50 yards. The long

range accuracy of the .22 long rifle cartridge

has been recognized among target cranks

for many years but the short and long cart-

rid^s are apparently seldom given any seri-

ous thought in that direction.

For some time' past in the writer's club one

of our more expert shots has been experi-

menting with a very accurate .22 short

Stevens 414 rifle to see whether he could

evolve a combination that would give satis-

factory and regular results with this cart-

ridge up to and including 100 yards.

He soon found that the smokeless cart-

ridges at 100 yards would sometimes fail to

rpach a whole 12 .x 18 target sheet and would

string up and down over the whole paper

with a sideways deviation or possibly two
or three inches. The Semi-smokeless and

Lesmok and black powder ammunition are

horses of another breed entirely and will

surprise a good many people when shot during

real calm weather.

Last Saturday he happened onto part of a

box of so called "Clinton" cartridges made
for and sold by Sears RoebucJ;, & Co., of

Chicago, and of course these went the usual

route. The cartridges were about 6 years

old and were loaded with black powder.

Mr. Durborow was shooting and I was

marking the target at the time and spotted

the shots as they registered onto the 2 inch

bull, in this case, of the reduced A4 target

used in shooting the N.R.A. Outdoor Quali-

fication coursfe; shooting at 75 yards. The
target reproduced herewith, exact size, con-

tains the first ten shots fired on the target

after getting the sights adjusted. There

may have been many, many better groups

than this published as made with .22 short

O

SCORE OF 49 AT 75 YAKDS. SHOT BY S T.
DURBOROW WITH STEVENS '114. PEEP
SIGHTS AND .22 SHORT CARTRIDGES.

cartridges at rather long range outdoors^

but I do not remember of having seen then.

Conditions: Rifle, Stevens 414, Lyman 103

rear peep and a pin head front sight,

ammunition Sears Roebuck & Co.'s "Clin-

ton" brand .22 short black powder cartridges..

Target shot by S. T. Durborow, ol the Har-

risburg Rifle Club. Shooting witnessed by
myself and two others.

Position prone, with sling.

Which of our readej-s can show us a better

target made under similar conditions with

the .22 short?

SHOWING S. T. DURBAROW
MAKING HIS SCORE OF 49

WITH .22 SHORTS AT 75

YARDS. NOTICE STEVENS
FAVORITE RIFLE WITH
SPECIAL BEAVER TAIL
FORE END LYING ON
GROUND. - Photo by C. W.
Seuscinan.
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Let your trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun'manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you veill never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., "^^ile^s"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.

Are You Reloading?

Send Us the Name and
Caliber of Your Rifle

J

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.
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GUNS AND AMMUNITION QUERIES AND
ANSWERS

The Editor of this Department requests

that all readers who write to him asking for

information and who expect a reply by mail

enclose a self-addressed envelope and a three

cent U. S. stamp, if possible. I have had
some trouble lately due to the return of

letters, addressed as per the signature, which

have been returned with the terse statement

"not known at the address given on the letter"

Contributors and readers should always

remember that it is always necessarj' to have

copy for this department made up ft-om one

to three months in advance of the date of

issue and that it is utterly impossible to

answer an inquiry in the succeeding issue.

There is always the possibility that due to

the person making the inquiry going on a

hunting or trapping trip, or entering the

Army, that a letter may miscarry and there-

fore the editor must request that his fri nds

of this department will give him a reasonable

amount of time in making a reply.

C. S. Landis, Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

Allow me to congratulate you on the excel-

lence of the Guns & Ammunition Department
kept up by the Rod and Gun. Hurry up

the next number, I cannot miss it.

I wish to submit a question to you. I have

a Krag carbine which I have restocked. I

was afraid that the bore might be slightly

worn so I drove a lead plug into the breech

and into the muzzle. I then knocked them
out with a flat ended rod, against resistance,

so that they were swaged enough to shut off

ail light and to get a good impression.

I then calipered the plugs and found the

maximum diameters, i.e., across the part of

the plug which reached the bottom of the

grooves on opposite sides, to be .3105 inch.

Three different plugs were manipulated in

this manner and they only varied .0005 inch.

It is my belief that be^tween 1895 and 1900

.30 calibre rilles were bored .310 across the

grooves. If I am correct there should have

been but little wear in this piece. If however,

the barrel was bored and rifled to .308 there

has been .0025 wear which has worried me.

What is your opinion?

I am using the 172 grain heat insulated

Newton bullets and No. 15 Dupont. When
I have siicceeded in working up a good load

with this and have had some experience

with No. 16 Dupont I will let you know the

result. I am afraid that in any load that

will keep the chamber pressure down to

40,000 pounds per square inch that No. 15

is too siow burning with a 22 inch barrel. The
No. 16 I think would give better results.

The latter powder is very superior ballistic-

ally with the 150 grain bullet as you know.

Whether the 22 grains additional of bullet

weight will change it from an efficient powder
to an inefTiciept one or not I do not know.

I have tried out adaptations of your

.25-21-86 loads in a Winchester with a 24-inch

No. 1 barrel chambered for the .25-20.

They are the maximum of accuracy and
general eifficiency at present, so I believe.

Some day when the Du Pont people bring

out a nitro cellulose powder designed to

burn at 25,000 pounds chamber pressure I

believe we will see 2100 or 2200 ft. per second

with the 86 grain bullet. That would be

some load with the 87 grain Reed spitzer

bullet. By the way those Reed bullets are

beautifully made but I have not been able

to get any of them for some time.

My shooting irons consist of the following

modest collection.

1. D. H. Grade Parker, 10 gauge, lOJ^lbs.,

30 inch barrels, full choke.

2. H. grade Lefever, 12 gauge, 6 lbs, 14 ozs.

mod. and full choke.

3. D. S. grade Lefever, 20 gauge, 7 lbs.

both full choke.

4. 22-15-60, no. 44 J^ Stevens, Malcolm

scope 10 power, full length scope, (I must get

the barrel rebored as it is in bad condition).

5. .25-20 Winchester single shot, no. one

barrel, Sheard gold bead front, Lyman micro-

meter rear, takedown 24 inch full octagon

barrel (Wish I had purchased a 28 inch no. one

round barrel instead in nickel steel and solid

frame, don't like weight of no. 3 barrel. No.

2 barrel was the best of the lot but they are

not made any more.)

6. Krag carbine, restocked. No. 33 rear

Lyman and gold bead front sights.

7. Smith & Wesson .22 calibre single shot

target pistol.

8. Smith & Wesspn .38 target model, 10

inch sjngle shot barrel, cylinder and 3 inch

barrel to interchange.
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involves good nerves, good eyes, a good ritle and
good sights. Not the least important of these are

the sights, for given all the other essentials, without good sights

the shooting would be poor Play safe—equip your rifle with

Ml^BIIS RIFLE SIGHTS
—the sights that are known for their qiialitv and accuracy. Good shooters the world over use and endorse
Marble's sights for experience has taught them that there are none better.

In the Marble line you'll find your favorite type of sight—or a better type than you have been using.
If it bears the name Nlarble you will know that it is a good sight^—true and accurate. Ask your dealer.
If he. doesn't sell Marble's Rifle Sights send your order direct to us.

NOTI'3.—When ordering sights direct from us, always mention make, model and calibre of rille they
are intended to fit.

MARBLE'S V-M FRONT SIGHT
This sight, used with a peep rear sight

gives a telescopic effect, greatly aiding
quick, accurate sighting because the
shooter looks directly at the game and
shoots where he aims instead of judging
how much to "hold over."

Best results obtained when used with a peep rear
sight—preferably Marble's Flexible. Aperture has gold
face and gold lining; making it extremely visible in

any light. Will fit any sporting rifle with standard
size sight slot. Price, $1.65.

MARBLE'S FLEXIBLE REAR SIGHT
Stem is not rigid, but is held by a

spring, which gives in case sight is

accidentally struck. Prevents breakage.

Made in types to fit practically all

American made sporting rifles. Two
different size discs furnished. $3.30.

COARSE BEAD FOLDED COARSE BEAD UP

MARBLE'S DUPLEX FRONT SIGHT
Fine bead is 1-16 an. gold, coarse bead is 1-8 in. white

enamel. When fine bead is being used, coarse bead

folds down flat as shown. Price $1.65.

MARBLE'S STANDARD FRONT SIGHT
A well and favorably known front sight that has been

used for years and years by many of our leading
sportsmen. Furnished with 1-16, 3-32 or 1-8 in. gold
or ivory bead. Price $1.10.

Sheard **Gold" Sights
Blade being concave

and oblique shaped, re-
flects light rays forward
and to the point and cen-
tre of the long egg-shaped
gold bead. >A' ill not blur
in the bright sunlight and
shows up clear and dis-
tinct in dark timber. For
practically all rifles, re-
volvers and pistols. Price
$1.65.

King Triple Bead Front
Sight

Has three separate and
distinct beads — ivory,

gold and black. Bead
holder revolves, so that
shooter can have which-
ever color is best for each
particular shot. List
Price $1.65.

Marble's Reversible

Front Sight
Has two beads—one

ivory, one gold. Sight

can be instantly reversed,

so that shooter can have
ivory or gold, as light

requires. Choice of 1-16,

3-52 or 1-8 in. bead. List

Price $1.65.

Marble's Improved
Front Sight

Gives the shooter a

long look ahead. Makes
accurate shots possible at

any range without stop-

ping to adjust rear sight.

Object aimed at can be
seen over or under bead.
Ide^l 3i§ht for snap shoot-
ing. List Price $1.10.

ASK YOUR DEALER
Leading sporting goods dealers everywhere sell Marble's Rifle Sights. If yours

direct to us. Write for catalog giving complete details of Marble's Sixty Specialties

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., 581 Delta Ave., Gladstone, Mich.

does not send your order
for Sportsmen.

AUTOMOBILE MOTORS AND MECHANISM
Pocket size, 265 pp., blue fleiibic leather, fully illustrated
CONTENTS—The internal combuition engine. Principle* and conatrucUoa. A
typical modern motor, The centnfugaJ governor. The bit-or-miss governor. Car-
buretora. The float feed principle. The float chamber and jet. Various typci of modern
conatruction. Quality of mixture, IHooding the carburetor. Carburetor troublea and
adjuatmenta etc., G«ar or Gearing. Belt and Chain Gearing^ Friction gear. Spur on
tooth geanng, DiiTerential or balance gear. Shafts and their functiona. The crank-
shaft, naif speed ahaft, countenbaft. etc.. Lubrication and Lubricatora. Pumps and
their purpoaea. Motor misfiring, cauaes and remedies, Noisea in the Motor, causes
and remedies. Motor overheating, eauaea and remedies. Electric motors, principlw
nd operation. Steam can. The engine, generator, reverse gear, etc.

• trices: Flexible Leather $1.50. Cloth Binding $1.00.

ADDRESS ALL OKDKRS TO

Woodstock, OntarioW. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED
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I am trying to make a chronograph in a

bedroom workshop in the house. If this

works out O.K. will give you some dope on it.

N.Y. Syracuse, Mac G. MacMartin.

' Reply.—Evidently you contracted the fever

young and it stayed with you. You sure have

a very complete outfit excepting a telescope

sight. That Krag carbine was* evidently

bored large as for it to wear that large with

use would take a great many hundred shots

and would give a very good case of erosion

in the breech. Your rifle would be throated

and choke bored enough to see with the naked
eye, when looking towards a strong light from

the breech through the barrel. Seems to me
that you would get rather indilTerent results

with the 15 Dupont. Better use a charge of

43 of Dupont number 18 or 41 grs no. 16, as

that will give better results with your rifle.

Even with a Springfield the No. 15 powder
should have a .30 inch barrel to do the best

work. The muzzle blast is very hard on the

ears of others who may be shooting with you
and the flame at the muzzle will be enough
in the evening to make a great many people

flinch very regularly.

I have not used the Reed bullets for several

years. Those I had in the .25 calibre spit-

zer shape were most excellently made. That
combined load of black and Schuetzen is a

winner. I will be glad to hear how your
experimental work turns out..—Editor.

Marbles Auxiliary Chamber in a .30 Reming-
ton.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I have a .30 Remington rifle and I would
like to know if you thought it would be harm-
ful to the barrel or chamber in any way to

use a Marble's auxiliary cartridge that per-

mits of the use of the .32 short Colt pistol

cartridge.

Oshawa. Alvin J. Hicks.

Reply—^The proposition seems to me to be

exactly like shooting shorts in a long rifle

chamber. Possibly not quite as hard on the

gun. A few shots seem to make no dif-

ference but continued use might make some
slight difference. Might corrode the chamber
in time if not very carefully cleaned out each

time you shot them. I never could see why
people would persist in using these make-
shift short range cartridges when even the

most carelessly reloaded reduced charges

will give so much more accurate and reliable

results. There is no trouble at all to load

reduced loads that will group in a 2 to 3 inch

circle at 50 yards with most any high power
rifle if it is equipped with good sights.—Editor.

Rear Sights for a Marlin Carbine.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I recently purchased a Lyman semi-Jack
ivory bead sight for my .30-30 Marlin carbine.

Sinpe putting this sight on I find that the
rifle does not shoot right but shoots low and
am inclined to thihk it also shoots to the
right. Can you suggest a good rear sight

that would work O.K. for hunting with the
ivory bead so I could cprrect the shooting?
I do not like the present rear sight on the
carbine. It is the regular factory sight, a
leaf sighted up to 500 yards.

I wrote to the Marlin people regarding

the rocky mountaili sight and they said that

thefe was not sliflicient distance between the

rear sight slot and the receiver for the use of

this sight.

What about a peep sight? Would that be
good for hunting purposes where quick
sighting is sometimes necessary? Can you
tell me if using a Marble's auxiliary cartridge

for my rifle and firing the .32 short Colt's

cartridge with it will injure the barrel? Sev-
eral gun cranks whb have seen me using it

say that they would not use it that it will

ruin the rifle barrel. I notice after firing that

with the black powder cartridges that there is

a black crust in the barrel, particularly within

a few inches of the muzzle that is very hard
to remove. Thanking yom I am,
Bridgetown, N.S. A. J. Burns.

Reply.—You should use a King no. 6 flat

top rear sight, with the white diamond
to the rear, for use in the rear sjot, and a

Lyman tang, with micrometer elevator, for

the rear or else a Marlin receiver rear peep.

D. W. King, Denver, Colorado makes these
folding leaf rear sights and they are very
fine for snap shooting. I prefer the tang or

receiver peep for most all shooting. I

always did like the receiver peeps for hunting

as the tang sight is likely to be more in the

way on the grip, and also more likely to be
knocked loose. However for deliberate work
the tang sight has it on the receiver sight.

I always considered the Rocky Mountain
rear sight and the shiny silver or knife blade

front the worst combination of sights for

practical shooting that it was possible for a

human mind to conceive, and yet nearly

evcfy company puts them on as STANDARD.
You can be thankful that you cannot put one
on your rifle, or otherwise the factory would
have attended to that little matter for you

,
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HOTEL TULLER
DETROIT,

,
MICHIGAN

Offers

Special inducements to Out-of-Town
Guests during the period of ttie war.

$1.50 up, single, $3.00 up, double,

600 OUTSIDE ROOMS
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floors—Ajjents' Sample Rooms
New Unique Cafes and Excellent Entertainment

May we send you
this guide hook?

An illustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in Buffalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox, Buffalo's ideal
hotel for tourists. Quietly
situated. yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and husiness
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Fire"
proof, modem. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
$2.00 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free.

G. A. MINER
Manai^ing Director

North St. at
Delaware Ave.

HOTEL
BUFFALO N.Y.

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

Weil, who doesn't? When you come to
Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious traveler can require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station
brings jou to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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Either of the peep rear sights with large

apojrture are vety practical for game shooting

and arc far superior to any standard barrel

sight for that purpose.—Editor.

Some Information.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I reteived the June number of Rod and Gun
and am pleased to note that you intend to

make the Guns & Ammunition Dept. as

interosting as possible each month. This is

the Department that the rifleman really

likes.

I have a Savage .250-3000 and just lately

have proculred a .256 Newton which I think is

a sple;idid arm. Up to date I have only

fired it 20 shots but it seems to be all that

Newton claims for it.

I am having J. W. Sidle, of Corning, Cali-

fornia, make me a telescope rifle sight for the

Savage and if it proves to be what I want I'll

have a s^et of moulits made for the .256 also.

Sidle makes a light weight scope, eleven

inches in length, with a field of 15 feet at

100 feet. This he claims is useful on running

deer shooting if the country is opep e.nough.

I've had my order ish about 4 months and
am not sure whep delivery will be made. We
cannot expect much better from these fellows

who turn out hand work.

There is a gun maker here in Oakland.
Gal. who makes an over and under rifle and
shotgun, that looks to be a very nice gun.

His name is C. M. Iving. The only guns
I have seen of hi$ are 16 gauge and .32-40 and
.25-21 rifle. He always places a rifle barrel

above.

Prices a year or so ago were $150.00 for a

gun with ordinary checking on stock and
forearm and both open sights. I fancy one

with a 20 gauge shot barrel and .25-35 or

.22 high power rifle. I may indulge later on.

Wishing you every success in conducting

this Dept.

Alameda, Cal. E. G. Gale.

Rejdy.—Thank you for the information and
good wisjieg. I have often wished to own
an under and over gun shooting a high power
.25 calibre 86 grain bullet cartridge from the

upper barrel and a 16 gauge s^iotgun barrel

for the under barrel. Wish that some com-

pany produced a w^l made weapon of these

specifications at a price that ordinary people

could afford, for such a weapon would be

strictly a hunter's, not a target shot's weapeon

and would be prejtty^close^to being the all

around gun.—Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

What would be your idea of the ideal pocket

weapon? If you were purchasing a pocket

revolver for use in places where it may be

both dangerous to go unarmed and more
dangerous to go badly armed, what would

you select? Would it be a revolver or an

automatic pistol.?

Ontario. R. C. 0.

Reply.—For such a weapon I would cer-

tainly select a revolver, a .38 Colt Police

Positive 'Special or the .38 Police Positive, or

the .38 perfected Smith & Wesson, and would

use in it ammunition hand loaded with

hollow pointed, blunt point bullets made of

soft alloy. With that weapon I would cul-

tivate a disposition to mind my own business

as much as possible in such localities, but if I

needed a gun and needed it badly I would feel

that I had about the most sure killing weapon

to be had in a light weight pocket weapon.

Editor.

A Letter from a Target rifle Expeit.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I noticed some time ago that you were the

editor of the Guns and Ammunition Dept.

which I take a great interest in, in fact I take

the Rod & Gun for that department alone,

and allow me to congratulate you on your

new undertaking.

I have read with great interest your articles

in earlier issues of Rod & Gun on the small

bore rifles and at one time nearly gurchased a

.2.5-21 Stevens for target work. I told my
intentions to Adolph O. Niedner and he told

me that I would get the best results from a

good .38-55 using the paper patched bullets

so I had him make me a fine .38-55 calibre

with a no. 5, one half octagon barrel 30 inches

long. It is fitted with a 10 power scope in

Winchester mounts fastened on the barrel by

means of the Mann taper dovetail bases.

The barrel is throated at the breech so that I

can use the patched or Hudson bullet.

I have used both the patched and the

Hudson bullets with fine results, iYideed I am
sending you two groups, one shot with the

Hudson load and one with the patched bullet

and black powder.

I prefer the smokeless load. It seems to

me to be as accmrate as anything on earth

when worked up to suit the individual barrel.

I also had A. W. Peterson, of Denver,

Colorado, to make me a fine Ballard rifie and

fit it with one of his hand made barrels to use

the .32-40 Hudson load. This rifle has juts
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BIG GAME WAITING FOR YOU
Along the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway

From Nova Scotia to British Columbia.

Here's the catalogue — Make your choice.

Nova Scotia.

Moose and Caribou.
Deer.
Bear.

New Brunswick.
Moose and Deer.
Bear.

Quebec.
Moose, Caribou, Deer!
Bear.

Ontario.
Moose, Caribou,
Reindeer.
Deer.
Bear.

Season Opens.
Sept. 16th.

Oct. 21st.

All year.

Sept. 15tM.
All year.

Sept. 1st.

Aug. 20th.

Oct. 1st.

Nov. 1st.

All year.

Manitoba.
Moose, Caribou,

Reindeer, Deer.
Saskatchewan.

Moose, Caribou,
Deer and Elk.

Alberta.
Mountain Sheep,
Mountain Goat.

Nov. 20th.

Nov. 15th.

Sept. 1st.

Moose. Caribou, Deer Nov. 1st.

British Columbia.
Mountain Goat, Moose,
Caribou Sept. 1st.

Mountain Sheep, in' northern part of

province only Sept. 1st

Deer Sept. 14th
Bear. Oct. 1st

Rehable guides and outfits available at various points.

Ask for copy of folder "Open Seasons For Fish and Game" and full particulars
from any Canadian Pacific Agent, or A. O. Seymour, General Tourist Agent, Montreal.
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arrived and it is a fine piece of work indeed.

It is fitted with taper bases so I can use my
scope on it but as yet I have not tried this

rifle out but it should deliver the goods.

10 SHOTS, 100 YARDS, (38.55). 24 GRS. SCHUET-
ZEN, 3 GRS. LESMOKE. HUDSON BULLET.

target shooting at 50 yards to 100 yards. It

has made good even beyond what I had

expected. The .SS-.SS would have been

entirely too powerful for my purpose and

would have been also considerably more

expensive to shoot.

You can be very sure that I would be glad

to receive targets, photos and comments upon

your rifles and loads at any time. This kind

of shooting is the finest kind of rifle shooting

not even excepting long range military

shooting, of which I am very fond; and it is

in some ways to be preferred to the military

work as the rifles last much longer and the

ammunition is much cheaper and can " be

home made.

We will be glad to hear from you at your

leisure.—Editor.

12 SHOTS, 100 YARDS, 330 OR. PAPER-PATCH-
ED BULLETS, HAGGARD'S BLACK POWDER.
TARGETS HERE SHOWN ONE HALF SIZE.

I also had Nicdner make me a fine .25 high

power Winchester, about 2 years ago, to use

the necked down .30-40 Krag shell. It is a

fine shooting arm but I prefer the Hudson

bullet to all others after a thorough tryout of

them all.

The target rifle is my hobby as this if.

about all the kind of shooting that I do. I

hardly expect to see this in print but will

send on photos of my rifles and targets.

W. G. Bruce,

Collingwood, Ont.

lieply,—The .25-21 rifle would not be as

good as your .38-55 special for purely target

shooting at the longer ranges. It was pur-

chased for a small game ride and also for

Information on the ,375.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

In reference to your request for informa-

tion on the .375, Messers. Holland & Hol-

land, New Bond St., London, England, are

makers of a very well known and exception-

ally powerful and fine weapon, the .375

Velopex magazine rifle. They also make a

single and a double rifle in the same bore.

If "A.N.D." has an opportunity of securing

one of these, he could not have a more accur-

ate and powerful bore for big game.

The .375 is used more in India than in

Africa on account of the restrictions in India

upon the importation of rifles of .303 and .450

bore. The late F. C. Selous used this rifle in

Norway and Scotland for reindeer and red

deer. I cannot name the exact charge but

the cartridge and the bullet weighs 270 grains.

A. Crichton,

Moncton, N.B.

Repli).—Thank you very much for this

information. A very similar letter was also

received from P. T. Streit, the auto pistol

shot, from St.- Paul., Minn.

At the time of making this reply my
English gun catalogues were twenty miles

removed from where I was and I did not care

to risk a reply upon a subject upon which I

may not be very well informed. Since that

time I have obtained several of them and I

find the most complete description of this

cartridge and rifles for same in the catalogue

of Westlej Richards & Co., Ltd., Bournbrook,

Birmingham.
They make a fine single shot rifle, a double

hammerless express rifle, and a clip loading

bolt action rifle for this cartridge.

The cartridge they use and call the ".375
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CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right.
"

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."

»^A 't A e: D

Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

Hardy's The Great British Specialists

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods
:3^ , I i I

Manufaoturcrs to

HIS MAJESTY
KING GEORGE V.

THE GREA7
ENGLISH FIELD
says. " We must
never forget that it

is to HARDY
Bros, ofAlnwick u-e

owe the supremacy
we have achieved as
Rod makert.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods lor wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe. "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

Eerts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
ave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5}4 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5H ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

PRICE—Rod, with one top only, $18.37; with two tops, $22.04. If in Bamboo
protector case to carry THE WHOLE ROD, $2.44 extra.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford,
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc., 60 cents per doz.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto
to medium, Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

S/6d. per doz. or $2.08, 9-ft. 11 /-per doz. or $2.69.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, Eng^land
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express" uses a 40 grain powder charge, a 270

grain rounded nose bullet. The mu/zle

velocity of same is 2200 fs. and the Energy

2898 ft. lbs. The bullet is what they called

a patent capped expanding bullet. So far

as this firm's work is concerned the bolt

action clip loader would be my preference.

Whether anyone could obtain either the

rifle or cartridges for same at the present

time I do not know, that is of course through

an order placed with the home firm.

Special Rifles and Sights.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Depl.

Can you show me any photos or drawings

of special telescopic or peep sights fitted

upon bolt action rifles? This is a subject

upon which I am much interested.

A. R. M.
New York.

Reply.—I am showing herewith two photos

furnished me by Adolph. They show a

Ross equipped with an Adolph scope and a

Newton fitted with an Adolph scope and a

Lyman micrometer rear peep sight at the

same time. These may interest you.

Editor.

The .35 Winchester.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I am a constant reader of your magazine

and take quite an interest in your gun depart-

ment.

I have purchased a .35 Winchester take-

down rifle, and would be pleased to have

your opinion of this particular gun. How
does it compare in strength with a .303

British or a .250 3000 Savage, also is this

rifle supposed to shoot 500 yards without

raising the sights'? Thanking you for the

above information and wishing your maga-
zine every success.

James Auld

Arnprior, Ont.

Reply.—The .35 cal. model 1895 Win-

chester is a splendid big game rifle and will

ROSS RIFLE WITH TKLESCOPIC SIGHT AND TUNNELED MOUNTINGS TO PERMIT AIMING
WITH METALLIC SIGHTS WHEN SCOPE IS MOUNTED. POWER 3X. FIELD OF 18 YARDS
DISTANCE. INSTANTLY DETACHABLE.

NEWTON RIFLE WITH LYMAN SPRINGFIELD RECEIVER SIGHT NO. 43 AND TELESCOPE
MOUNTED ON THE LEFT SIDE OF RECEIVER.
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A cup of real coffee

in the bush
After a hard day on the trail of the

"big fellows" when you hit camp dog-

tired and "all in," buck yourself up with

a cup of piping hot coffee made this

way,—4 tablespoonfuls coffee, 3 of Kiim,

3 of sugar. Mix dry, tie loosely in cheese

cloth bag, boil for two minutes in 1 quart

water. Oh boy, there's a real drinli to

warm your blood and revive your appetite

for supper!

Klim is pasteurized separated milk in

powder form— light, bulks small— one

pound makes four quarts.

Mix dry with flour, sugar,

coffee, etc., or dissolve in

water for use as liquid.

Klim is genuine—the •

flavor proves it.

GET IT AT YOUR GROCERS

Canada Food Board License No. l.t-'212

The Best Field Trials
in Canada

for Beagles and Bird Dogs are those of the Cana-
dian National Field Trial Club of Windsor to be

OJIBWAY, ONT.rBEGiNNlNG NOV. 5th
1918 and continuing till finished satisfactory

to Judges.

13 in. Derby
15 in. Derby Derby

Beagle Trials 13 in. All-Age Bird Dog Trials
lain. All-Age All-Age
3 Hour Free-For-AII

Bench Show for all Classes held in open field. So
be on the roll "Bovs" when, Gen'l Helaxation. com-
manding the FIRST DIVISION OF GOODFEL-
LOWS, orckfrs all able-bodied men, not over ninetv-
eight years of age or under three, to report for duty for
the GRli.vr OVERSEAS ATTACK on KISER
GLOOM, November the .''jth, 1918. The Trials will
be conducted under the auspices of the Canadian
National Field Trial Club, now billeted at Windsor.
The attacking party will "Muster In" at Windsor,
7.30 a.m. The latest improved Motor-Vehicles have
been engaged and their decks cleared to carry the
boys, and dogs, to the FIRST LINE TRENCti for
the attack, "A CANTEEN" and "CHOW" will be in
readiness to keep you out of the "BLIGHTY." The
first brace will go "OVER-THE-TOP" and will lead
the attack under the command of Pres. F. A. Johnson,
and Field Marshal. Emile Seguine.

Entrance Fee—$3.00.
This entitles you to one year's membership and also

to start as many dogs as you wish in the seven events.
Silver Cups and Ribbons, to the winners and placed
dogs of each event.

For other information and entry blanks write,
Frank H. Walker. Sec'y, 115 Crawford Ave.. Windsor,
Ont.

Ullllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil

I
Get Tit'!-

I

I Strenuous days of |

= Commerce cominjg i

See your nearest C. N. R. Agent, or
write General Passenger Superintend-
ent, Montreal, Que., Toronto, Ont.,
or Winnipeg, Man.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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likely prove very satisfactory to you. You
will certainly have to raise the sight to shoot

at 500 yards, supposing that the rifle is

sighted for about 100 to 150 yards for ordinary

shooting.

This is not peculiar to this one rifle but to

every rifle. This rifle would not be quite

so well adapted to the 500 yard work as a

.280 Ross, a .256 or a .30 Newton, or the

.30-1906 Winchester, due to its bullet having a

higher trajectory. However, when you land

you can be sure you will get results. This

is a very clean killing cartridge.

The energies and velocities compare as

follows.

.35 Win. .303 British .250-3000

(.30-40) Savage

100 yards.

Energy 2053 ft.lbs. 1553 ft.lbs. 1375 ft.lbs.

velocity 1923 f.s. 1783 f.s. 2657 f.s.

200 yards.

Energy 1550 ft.lbs. 1235 ft.lbs. 1061 ft.lbs.

velocity 1672 f.s. 1590 f.s. 2340 f.s.

500 yards

Energy 700 ft.lbs. 632 ft.lbs. 435 ft.lbs.

velocity 1130 f.s. 1138 f.s. 1526 f.s.

500 yard trajectory 500 yard trajectory

45 Ji inches 23 J^ inches.

500 yard trajectory.

49 inches

I have given the ballistics of the .30-10

Krag cartridge instead of the .303 British as

they are about the same and I did not have

the figures handy for the .303.

I would consider that taking the three

cartridges and rather generalizing their

qualities over the different ranges that the

.303 British would be the most accurate,

the .35 Winchester the better killer and the

.250 Savage the easiest rifle to hit with.

The .250-3000 would be the easies't rifle

to carry and score with, and the hardest to

cl^an, the .35 Winchester the best brush gun

of the three, and the .303 the easiest to get

ammunition for in Canada, and the best for

deliberate shooting when you knew your

range exactly or nearly so. It would be the

best target gun. and if used with the late

spitzer bullet cartridge the best all around

gun for most people. They arc all good,

each for its particular purpose.—Editor.

there is a better gun made. After

cleaning this gun to lay away lor some time

should the triggers be released or will this

injure'the coil springs to snap the hammers.
I have asked different shooters about this

and some say it is hard on the firing pins to

pull the triggers when the barrels are empty.
Any advice on this question will be very

much appreciated.

What firm in Canada handles the .256

Newton rifle?

Is it necessary to have a permit before

purchasing a revolver in a city?

C. H. Russel,

Carlsruhe, Ont. ,

Reply.—Most all makers of hammerless

guns equipped with coil springs advise that

snapping the hammer on an empty chamber

does no harm. I have never broken anything

in that manner, never saw any one else break

anything in that manner, and would undoubt-

edly snap the hammers of such a gun before

setting it away. If you have any doubts

about the matter, take two clean unfired

shells, knock out the primers, recap with

two FIRED primers and then use them in

the chambers of the gun when putting away,

letting the hammers down on these shells.

Write to the Newton Arms Co., Buffalo,

N.Y. for the above information. You might

try the Lyon Sporting Goods Co., as they

would likely handle it. See advertisements

in Rod and Gun.

I cannot answer the next question. Con-

sult the local authorities in the city to which

you refer.—Editor.

Snapping on an Empty Chamber.

Editor, Guns and Amnwnilion Dcpl.

Having been a reader of Rod and Gun
for over a year I would be grateful for a

little advice from you. I own a double

barrel hammerless shotgun made by J. P.

Clabrough, of England, and I do not think

REVIEW OF THE BOOK OF THE PISTOL
AND REVOLVER

by Capt. H. B-. Pollard

This book is a book that will be of con-

siderable interest to students of the pistol

and revolver discussing as it does weapons

dating from the invention of each type up

until the present time. It is a book that is

very well gotten up, being printed on splendid

paper, extremely well illustrated, and well

bound.

The author deals with the subject from the

standpoint of the collector of weapons and n

student of the same, but the book contains

very practical chapters on the practical use

of pistols and revolvers.

There is practically nothing in the book

that goes very deeply into experimental

work or ballistics in any manner concerning

these weapons but in spite of this omission
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ALL AMERICAN

GUNS - RIFLES
AND AMMUNITION

Are under the Embargo, their importation
being now practically prohibited.

A careful enquiry has revealed the fact that there are very few
Rifles on sale in Canada at present.

We have been watching the situation very closely and have
bought out stocks of these arms anywhere and everywhere so that

we have now the largest selection in this country including the

following

:

.22 High Power SAVAGE Rifles.

250.3000 High Power SAVAGE Rifles.

303 SAVAGE High Power Featherweight Rifles,

.25, .30, .32 and .35 High Power REMINGTON Pump Actton

Rifles.

.35 Calibre REMINGTON Autoloading Rifle.

25.20, 32.20, 38.40 and 44.40 WINCHESTER Repeating Rifles.

32.40, 38.55, 30.30 and .32 Special WINCHESTER Repeating
Rifles.

.33 Calibre and 45.70 WINCHESTER Repeating Rifles.

38.72, .303 British, .30 Government and .405 WINCHESTER
Repeating Rifles,

.351 and .401 WINCHESTER Self Loading Rifles.

25.20, 32 Rim Fire, 38.55 and other MARLIN Rifles, and an
immense range of .22 Calibre Single Shot, Automatic, and Repeating
Rifles in WINCHESTER, SAVAGE, REMINGTON, MARLIN, and
STEVENS makes, HUNDREDS of them, but they are GOING FAST,
then goodbye to Rifles until the end of the war. FIRST come
FIRST served.

We have REMINGTON 12 gauge, WINCHESTER 12, 16, and
20 gauge, hammerless Pump Guns.
Stevens 20 gauge Hammerless Pump Gun. Single barrel Shot guns.

Double barrel Shotguns in Greener, Parker, Lefever, Ithaca,

Stevens, and other makes.

Order Promptly. Prices are soaring, Stocks selling out.
No Catalogues

LION SPORTING GOODS QO.
429 Yonge St. and 1 and 3 Ann St.

TORONTO, ONT.

Continued on next page.
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We also have the Celebrated

.256 NEWTON RIFLES
The FINEST HOLDING and BEST BALANCED we have ever

handled.
This rifle has a point-blank range of 500 yards.

The bullet has a velocity of 3100 feet.

Its enormous killing power is owing to the immense velocity of

the heavy bullet smashing through bone and sinew, giving TREMEN-
DOUS shock. It kills the biggest game with ease and certainty.

Its ACCURACY is in a class by itself.

The RECOIL is ALMOST NOTHING being less than the 30.30.

It balances so beautifully, and holds so nicely that even the
poorest shots can shoot so accurately that they are filled with
astonishment.

It puts a poor shot into the TOP NOTCH CLASS.

It is an eye opener, a marvellous performer.

WE ARE THE AGENTS FOR CANADA

We are the Sole Manufacturers of

PERFECTION AUTOMOBILE FINISH
It always gives ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION.
Nothing sticks to it.

It removes dirt and grease in a moment.
It cleanses and polishes in an instant, making a car look like new.
Just wipe it on and wipe it off, done in an instant just like new.
No wax, no varnish, no stickiness, no greasiness, no streakiness,

no bother, just solid satisfaction.

It is the greatest comfort ever produced for this purpose. It is

very economical.
It is completely fool-proof. Money back if not satisfied.

1 Quart Cans - 75c. 2 Gallon Cans - $3.75

1 Gallon Cans - $2.25 5 Gallon Cans - 7.50
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CANS.

Don't write a lot of questions, we have no time to answer ttiem.

We will do our best for you . With us it is honor first.

We are the largest dealers in firearms in Ontario.

Shipped by Express everywhere.

LION SPORTING GOODS CO.
429 Yonge St. and 1 and 3 Ann St.

TORONTO, ONT.

See opposite side of this page.
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Ihis work will be found of interest to any gun

man who is interested in pistols and revolvers.

Captain Pollard is equally familiar with

European and American Arms and both

types arc impartially discussed and very

well illustrated. The book is for sale by the

publishers of Rod and Gun.—Editor.

INFORMATION
Obtaining new rifles and ammunition during

the remainder of this war is likely to prove

a rather diflicult proposition and I believe it

is likely to be the soundest kind of judgment

to make it a point to choose rifles using the

most common cartridges as there is verj'

much less liability of being hung up some-

where without ammunition.

Editor.

AN APPRECIATION FROM OVERSEAS

Editor, Rod and Gun.

Since I left Canada in 1911 to join up in the

British army I have received Rod and Gun
more or less regularly and I can faithfully

describe it as the one connecting link which

keeps me in touch with many happy hunting

grounds. I received my discharge from the

British army in 1916, tried to get back to

Canada, but found it impossible. After a

year of indoorlife in a British city I contrived

to get into the French army, where 1 am serv-

ing now in the front line, and where I expect

to remain till peace comes.

Near where I am stationed there is a kennel

containing about 300 husky sled dogs. These

dogs were brought from home by a French-

man who was recalled at the beginning of the

war. They are used in the mountains where

the difficulties of transportation are great,

for pulling sleds in the winter, and for drawing

the light railway in the summer. Always
they operate under shell fire, that is within

reach of the guns and anj' general doing the

rounds of this front is always taken to see the

dogs. They are fine animals though in sonic

respects quite unmanageable. On one occa-

sion I saw one of our foolish army mules back

into a leam- and in an instant they

had pulled it down and practically torn it to

bits. They are doing excellent work however
iind have been used for rushing ammunition

Lup to the guns.

Your notes on sporting rifles and also your

pages on trapping interest me immensely.
I would like one or two of the books you

advertise on trapping and also on fur bearing

animals.

I hope some day to get back to Canada
but am afraid the old days of forest ranging

and prospecting are finished. I have been

wounded in the left arm and shoulder and

have lost one finger of my left hand and as a

result suffer from rheumatism unless I can

keep warm and dry.

Rod and Gun is certainly breaking trail

and I watch its improvement from year to

year with interest. Journalism is a knotty

proposition even in the old country, with its

magazine reading public, and its advertising

wealth but in Canada you must have even

greater difficulties to overcome. I can see

the time however when your magazine will be

known to sportsmen the world over, and you

have only to stick to it as you have done the

last few years. You can hardly believe what

a treat it is out here to get hold of a clean and

healthy outdoor magazine written by men who
know and love the forest. Dear old old

ladies send us well produced perioditals con-

tai'/iiiig pictures of actresses and love stories

galore but after all sport and the open air

are the things most Canadians long to get

back to and they find a real taste in Rod and

Gun. Here the only sport we get is shooting

chalTinches, stray cats and trench rats with

serNice rifies and though it affords us endless

merriment it is hardly to be compared to the

smallest gai#e and the .22 in Canada.

France. "B.
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A RELIABLE CAMP CLOCK.

If a group of campers or hunters have only

one watch between them or if a person wants
to insure getting the correct time this little

kink will help.

A stick is put in the middle of a circle drawn
in the earth where the sun can cast a shadow
of the stick on the ground. The hours can

be marked accurately by one having a watch.

Of course this won't be any good at night or

very dark days but it will tell time correctly

where the watch won't.

D. A. S. CAM P

MARKING TIME
II. C. IIADDON

OCTOBER finds the professional trapper

already at work getting his winter's

supply of food back to his Line, securing

his firewood and fixing up things in general.

But, to the amateur October is the month of

suspense. Early morning finds the ground

white with frost: and the subtle smells of

decaying vegetation or acrid smoke that

hang low over the fields in the gloaming all

call him out into the woods. Overhead the

geese wheel and fly. The heat of the summer
is gone, but it is not yet winter. It is good
weather to catch the trapping fever, and you
must watch yourself that you do not fall a

victim. Don't let anyone persuade you that

it is good policy to catch unprime ^ins—even

if you do make a few dollars before someone
else gets in ahead of you. The annual waste

on the American continent from this source

is so huge thai eventually laws will have to be

passed making it illegal to buy or sell unprime

skins. Bv flooding the market with n whole

lot of chejp trash many of the chcipcr manu-

facturers arc able to stock up willioul paying

the price lliat llicy would have lo do to secure

first class stuff, and this in turn means that

much less demand for first class goods. That
in itself is working against the trappers in-

terests—and in addition, the wilderness is

slowly and surely yielding to the axe and plow.

Fur bearers are not increasing. Don t delude

yourself on that heading. There are only

so many in each section, and it is poor policy

to market them when you cannot get full

value for thern. You would laugh if you saw

a farmer cutting his wheat green, no matter

how good an excuse he gave you—and no

matter how good an excuse you can think of

you have no right to take unprime skins.

So, in October we can only get things in

shape and mark time. Of course it all helps

if you get your cubby sets made or go cruising

for signs or even drop a few inviting fish heads

where you saw those big mink tracks.

We are going to have a good season as far

as present indications show. Many of the

old regulars arc after bigger game (from across

the Hhine) and some good territory wJ!l be

vacant this winter. It may pay you to

investigate in (his direction,
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Kifchenerf
wasridhf 1

\

when he said

"Either the Civilian population must

go short of many things to which it is accustomed in times of peace or our

armies must go short of munitions and other things indispensable to them."

NOW, the only way we can
possibly live up to that obliga-

tion is by soing without in

order that our soldiers may have.
For the money we waste is not money
at all—it is equipment, clothing,

shot and shell that are urgently
needed in France.

By denying ourselves, therefore,

we enable Canada to procure to the
fullest extent the materials and labor
which she and our Allies need for

the successful prosecution of the
war.

What happens when we fail to save?
A pull on labor by the Government
in one direction and a pull on labor
by the people in the opposite direc-

tion. Hundreds of millions of dollars

are of no use to the country if goods
and services can be secured only to

the extent of eighty millions of dol-

lars. So we must do everything in

our power to release both goods and

labor for the purposes for which

Canada needs (hem.

WHETHER it be food, coal,

wool, steel, leather, labor or

transportation, the result in all

cases is the same. Whoever com-
petes with the nation by freely

satisfying his own desires, selfishly

appropriates to his own use that which
is so urgently required for our fight-

ing men in France.

For the sake of your country and the boys "over there," spend cautiously. Think
of what Lord Kitchener has said, and" ask yourself first, "Is this something I
really need or can I do without it."

Published under the authority of the

'Minister of Finance of Canada
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With a smaller catch to be sold and an

increased demand prices will rule high.

Catch only prime furs and handle them pro-

perly and you can get your share of the mil-

lions of dollars that will be spent this winter.

I hope to make these pages both interesting

and helpful to you during the season. I have

on hand a number of queries sent in during

the summer, and these will be answered in

the next few issues. If you have some prob-

lem that is worrying you, why not send it

along, and we will try and unravel it? Many
of the readers will be interested in hearing

of conditions in your district or any little

tips that you may have worked out. Letters

are always welcome and will be used if pos-

sible.

TIPS FOR AMATEUR TRAPPERS
Robert G. Hodgson.

Preparations For the Trapping Season.

It makes no difference what kind of a

magazine is published as at least part of its

subacribers live in the country. There are

always boys in the family who eagerly turn

its pages to find information on trapping.

There is nothing more interesting to the boy
than trapping, even hunting and fishing

having no advantages over it. Of course

this refers to the average boy, as we k«iow

there are some who do not care for it, but the

boy who loves to trap, hunt fish and camp will

be better off both mentally and physically

than the one who does not. Hunting and
trapping gives hi,ni courage, good nerves and

a steady eye. He learns to depend on his

own resources and while he may not rise to

fame as a trapper—as these days arc past for

the professional trapper—but with a little

help in securing his outfit and a little inslruct-

tion in setting liis traps he not only gains

health and happiness but adds nicely to his

income as well. He learns to overcome
obstacles which will later be valuable in the

business he undertakes and eventually will

have something to keep him busy and interest-

ed and will not be loafing around. Giving

methods for trapping certain fur-bearers is

very difficult, as first of all they depend on

weather conditions, locality and exact place

trap is to be set and while certain meltiods

may be all right for i^our locality and condi-

tions there, yet short of a book very compre-

hensive methods cannot be given, and were I

to make this article the length of a book the

publishers of Rod and Gun would not and

could not very well accept it as it would be

too long for their purpose. Therefore, the

methods given in the loUowing articles are

meant to cover as many dilTerent ranges as

poss-ible, but if you can go with and watch

an experienced trapper setting his traps and

going over tiis trap line you will learn far more
than can be written in a short space.

When the frosts begin to settle on the

pumpkins and the corn ill the early morning,

and the young trapper in his wanderings runs

across the tracks and signs of fur-bearing

animals, he contracts a fatal disease known
as the trapping fever,which unless checked will

end by taking many unpiime skins.

GENERAL INFORMATION

These inclinations for early trapping should

be curbed, as early and unprime furs are

worthless or nearly so, and if you caught one

prime skin in November it would be worth

three or four caught in October. Where
there are no game laws protei ting the animals,

early trapping is usually the rule, hut anyone
who thinks of his own interests will not begin

trapping until the furs are prime, and will do
all he can to prevent others from securing

early pelts. I have often thought it too bad
that many fur-bearers were not like the weasel

in the fact that they are absolutely worthless

unless perfectly prime. Where a good skin

would bring around SI.00 or maybe a little

better, the same weasel caught when not prime

would only bring five cents, which of course

would not be worth skinning any more than

a rabbit is at the same price. An absolutely

prime skin should be of flesh color and contain

no bluish patches on the fiesh side of the skin,

CARE OF TRAPS.

Before setting your traps, bury them foi a

couple of weeks in barnyard manure or black

damp earth or boil them in a liquid made from

boiling hemlock bark with which are placed

walnut husks. This gives them an ideal

color and removes all human odor. Thein oil

them with a good trap oil—do not under any

circumstances use machine or coal oil as this
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TRAPS
for all animals from a Weasel to a Grizzly Bear. Only
a few varieties are siiown iiere—•'

We Carry in Stock
tliirteen different l<inds of traps in eighty-five (85)
sizes. THIS IS THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
OF ANIMAL TRAPS IN CANADA, enabling you to

choose the kind and size,you desire and be assured of
PROMPT SHIPMENT.
We Sell the Traps—We buy the Furs.

Increase your catch by using

$1.00 per bottle or 6 bottles for $5.00. Traps, Guns,
Animal Bait, Headlights, Nets, Shoepacks and hun-

dreds of other articles for the trapper and hunter,

described and priced in HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND
SPORTSMEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE—

Fall 1918 Edition just off the press. Write for your

copy today. It is Free. Address in full.

_ —imitfcd
942 riallam Buildin.g,TORONTO.

THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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only drives the animal away—use oil made
especially for oiling traps or use duck or goose

oil—made by taking the fat and rending the

oil out, being careful not to burn it. This

makes a good trap oil, but is sometimes hard

to get. Your traps should be well oiled before

setting them out. Many trappers are of the

opinion that a trap never needs oil and should

work without it. They do need it just as

much as any other working part of metal

and it will well repay you as I have time and
time again seen traps fail to spring simply

for the reason that they were crusted with

rust and the jaws caught.

It should be kept in mind it does not pay
the amateur trapper to use the deadfall and
snare, (the latter may be all right for catching

rabbits) as they are too cumbersome, hard to

make and in most cases it takes an experienc-

ed hand to make and set a deadfall that will

work properly at the critical moment and
some of them made by less experienced hands

are like a breech loading shotgun I onca saw
a friend fire at a flock of pigeons with. He
aimed, pulled the trigger and fired the ( ap,

and away went the pigeons of course. He
wondered what was wrong with the powder
and was about to lift it up to look at it like

the jack he was when the charge went off

—

and only a foot or so Irow his headpiece. Like

some of the amateur deadfalls it falls after

the animal has secured the bait and is away.

TRAPS.

The most popular trap today and the one
used most by the novice is the world famed
Victor

—"To the Victor belong the spoils,"

and it sure does. It is not an expensive trap

to buy, and, while not as good or expected to

be as good as the Newhouse, gives the very

best results, works perfectly and made in

corresponding sizes holds anything.

This year when you buy your traps insist

on the No. 91 Victor for nfuskrats. They
are a new trap and are not yet fairly on the

market, but soon will be. The author has

tried them and can recommend them very

highly. They have both high and double

jaw features which before could not be secured

unless you invested in the Jump or Newhouse
traps, v,'hich of course are more expensive.

The feature of them is—they grip high, hav-

ing a high jaw and the double jaw holds them
and they are especially adapted for trapping

where water animals such as muskrats cannot

drown themselves as the imprisoned leg swells

up between the jaws and cannot be with-

drawn.

(Next month Mr. Hodgson will write on

Baits and Scents.)

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Query—Please give me some good mink

and skunk sets. This is a very hilly country,

thickly wooded, with a number of small

brooks running through it.

Ontario. New Reader.

Answer—li you are in a thickly wooded
country with many small brooks you should

be in an ideal mink district. The place to

find these valuable little fur bearers is along

the course of the brooks, and if you look

carefully j'ou will find their tracks in the mud.
If the snow does not get too deep to bother

you, any of the following will give you success.

Dig out a little pocket in the bank, placing

the bait well at the back, and the trap (cover-

ed in all cases) in the entrance.

Make little cubby sets of rock, etc., and
place the trap so the mink has to cross it to

reach the b.iit. Wherever possible stake the

trap out in deep water so the mink will drown,

trapped.

Und where the bank narrows down to the

waters edge so there is a little pathway left.

anc; set your trap .'lere, making no unnecessary

signs and using no bait. This is called a

Wind set and is very deadly.

-Mso you can build little pens under logs

or roots where the snow does not drift in and

you have a good chance for skunk, mink or

weasel. For bait use rabbit heads or intes-

tines, red squirrels, grouse intestines, etc.

The bait must be fresh.

The number 1 trap is plenty big enough

and the number Newhouse will hold them.

I have mentioned s.everal good sets in the^e

pages, and more will appear from time to

time.

The skunk is one of the easiest animals to

trap. If you can find their dens set the traps

at the mouth and you will be bound to make
a catch. Do not dig them out, for if you do

you will ruin a den that will be good for year^.

The same applies to smoking out.

If you cannot find the dons build cubby sets

wherever you see skunk signs or know they

travel, using rabbit, squirrel or chicken for

bait and I think you will meet with success.
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All Ranks in Every Service

Prefer and Use the Gillette!
The Gillette is the fighter's razor!

It shaves the General ; it shaves the private. It is at home in

the artilleryman's kit. The airman, the engineer, the transport

driver, the staff officer—all use it!.

A "clean shave" is not only a matter of pride with all ranks in

every service. It is the daily luxury, standing out in bold relief

against the discomforts of trench and camp.
There isn't a regiment in the field today under any of the Allied

flags but numbers more users of the Gillette than of all other razors

put together.

There isn't a condition that a man can face in his shaving—heat,

cold, sunburn, windchap, water scarce or bad—but has been met by
the Gillette thousands of times in over four years of war service.

.

And it costs little to give a soldier the daily comfort of a Gillette!

No Stropping; No Honing— (A soldier will not carry around a

hone and strops. The Gillette Service Razor tucks away in the

corner of a kit bag, or in the soldier's pocket, complete, compact,
simple, strong, weighing next to nothing and ready for use at all

times. It is the one Razor of International Service.

The Gillette Set No. 19 is a Pocket
Edition Razor in a soft Roll Case of
heavy Khaki cloth, with 12 double-edged
blades and an indestractable Trench
Mirror.

The Gillette Set No. 20 is the same
set in a heavily nickel-plated case, hand-
somely embossed.

Gillette Safety Razor Co.
of Canada, Limited

65-
OfJ'ice and Factory:

'3 St. Alexander St. Montreal.
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You will find they travel in the vicinity of the

brooks as well as the mink. If you have

water handy you can drown them without

danger of being skunked by fastening the

trap to a long pole and carrying the whole

thing to the nearest water. The skunk cannot

scent as long as his feet are off the ground.

H. C. H.

Ouenj—Will you give me the tracks of fox,

coon and rabbit.

Toronto Ont. J. W. Z.

Answer—The tracks you ask for are shown
below. When the snow is hard the prints of

the toes in the rabbit tracks sometimes sho\\

but as the feet are heavily furred the Uh

prints are not seen in soft snow.

H. C. H. ^

Query—How can I tan coon skins so as I" '

laeve the hair on. Is there any different

between coon and racoon?

Menzies Bay, B. C. C. E. H.

Answer—To tan furs, rub flesh side oi

skin with two parts saltpeter and one pail

alum, roll up and let it dry, then work sot!.

Another recipe appeared some time ago m
HOD AND GUN and is as follows:

l}4 pounds coarse salt; 1 gill sulphuric acid;

1 pail soft water.

To tan, leave in the pickle two .veeks. The

quantities above are sufTicient for a deer

skin.

When speaking of the animal, coons and

raccoons are both thi same, the only Hiftcrencc

as far as I know being that the colpureu g atl -

men in the States are sometimes called coo*..

H. C. H.

Editor, Along the Trap Line.

In answer to a query from a brother trapper

re the trappihg conditions of Alberta I wieh

HIND
FEET. FRONT

FEET

H.C.H.

RABBIT

FOX rt.cH.
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PROIT
GUARANTEED PEICE LIST
Guarantees you more money
as the market goes up; no
less if the market goes down.

Spot Cash is Prouty's Rule

We send your check im-

mediately upon receipt of

your furs. We guarantee
greater satisfaction than you
have ever had before in selling

your furs. We want you to

become our friend! We want
to buy all the furs that you can

catch.

Get on our mailing list.

Let us keep you posted

on highest market values.

Send for our latest Guar-

anteed Price List. Send

for it TODAY!.

Tag Your Next
Shipment to us

!

In Uie joy of "hunting the game," do not

lose sight of the rich profits to be gained

by sending your furs to Prouty's, the

house that always guarantees fair grading,

spot cash, honest and fair treatnaent all

around.

"Grandad Shipped To
Prouty"

The Oldest Fur House
in New York

New York is the centre of the fur wealth
of the world. It houses mor« buyers than
any city to which you can ship your furs.

These buyers want the best skins that you
can catch. They are willing to pay the

biggest prices for them. That is why, no
matter where you have been sending your
furs in the past, or what you have been

getting for them, Prouty pays morel

PROUTY, The Goal of

Thousands of Satisfied
Trappers.
Prouty's was established nearly half a

centurj' ago, and all that time a Prouty
has been the active head of the business,

responsible for its methods and its policies.

Send your furs to Prouty and be sure of a

fair deal and highest prices. Follow in

the foot-steps of thousands of satisfied

trappers who send their furs to Prouty
from all parts of the United States and

Canada.

J. L PROUTY'S SONS, inc.

Raw Furs, Ginseng, Golden Seal, etc.

382-384 WEST BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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to state that I have trapped in all the prov-

inces of Canada and I believe that Alberta

has got them all beaten. At the time of

enlistthg I had been on one trap line for three

seasons. There were still abundant signs of

game when I left, and I usually came away in

the spring with a pretty good catch. The
sportsman has got to go and find the best

trapping grounds himself, no old timer will

tell him where they are. The old timer is

usually there himself and he does not wish

anyone else to be around there. Many tihies

I have asked old trappers for information but

1 have always got a bum steer. I have quit

asking them. You will never get any infor-

mation worth while. The only way to find

good trapping grounds is to go out yourself

and look for them. A^ore than once I have

travelled all summer, looking for signs of fur

bearing animals and I usually found them at

the finish. Moose , bear and caribou were
plentiful when I left. For fur we had fox,

red, cross and silver, lynx, marten, fisher,

mink, coyotes, were also plentiful. Wolves
were very scarce. Beaver were plentiful but

are 'protected until December 1920. Musk-
rats were in abundance. It is two years and
a half since I left the old line and, believe me,

I am going to make a bee line back to it as

soon as this scrap is over if I do not get na-

pooed in the meantime. I would like to hear

more from Alberta trappers. The old Rod
and Gun does not come fast enough for me.

I would rather it came every week.

France. Sapper A. Gibbons.

TAKING THE COYOTE
Frank A. Green.

The coyote as all Western Canadians know
is a very sly animal about the size of an or-

dinary dog, only thinner and longer in body.

It is found abundantly oh the prairies of

Canada and the United States and is some-

times called the brush wolf.

One who expects to trap these animals must

match his ability and civilized devices against

the skill of a cunning animal well accustomed

to the wild life of the woods and prairies.

The coyote is noi a vicious animal but is

very sneaky and is not often seen except

when surprised. They will, however, let a

horse and rider come quite near to them.

One of the many methods used to good

advantage in trapping them is to find a

suitable place where it is not too open, then

dig a hole in the ^now about eight inches deep

and just big enough to hold a number 2 trap.

Place some meat at the bottom of this hole

and put one or two boughs or leaves on the

meat, putting the trap on top of the meat.

Cover this over with some boughs or twigs

so that there will be no space for snow to get

in. This set should be made just before a

snowfall so that when the snow comes it will

obliterate all signs of the set and also all

marks made by the trapper.

Later the coyote will s'nell the bait in the

hole with his very sharp nose and will start

to dig for it and will get his foot in the trap

This set has been found to work without any

failures near the foothills of the Rockies.

There is also another set which will be

foi^nd a very good one for trappers wh?re the

rabbits are plentiful and where the coyote

often robs the traps of their catches and also

the snares set by the trapper for bait. If

possible find a runway tl>at rabbits use

regufarly and there set a rabbit snare which

is attached to a small sapling which will bend

over the runway and hold the wire or snare

in the required position.

Cut a notch in a small sapling directly

opposite the first one only on the other side

of the runway, and let the end of the first

sapling catch in this notch so that it will

spring loose at the first pull.

Next place a number 2 trap at the bottom

of the sapling which is bent over the runway

(one on each side will get better results) and

leave set.

When the rabbits start to run and use this

runway one is sure to get snared and as soon

as it is caught it will jump about till it pulls

the sapling out of the notch when it will

swing up in the air. Then Mr. Coyote seeing

the rabDit will begin to jump for it and will

land in the trap set for him. This set has

also proved very successful.
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No. 44
Gives you a feel of real com-
fort and assurance of per-
fect protection while exer-
cising. Opening beneath
patent flap A. Small amount
of material between the
thighs C. Perfect pouch B.
Welt-bound webbing.

Ail Sizes • . $1

inMIZPAH JOCK SUPPORTER I SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. so

All elastic. Perfect fit. Self-

adjusting, will not chafe.

No buckles. Pouch open in

rear, therefore more sani-
tary. Perfectlx comfortable.
Need not remove from scro-

tum while at closet.

All Sixes . . $1

This Jock and Suspensory are all elastic and self-adjusting. These goods may be r,oiled
to cleanse \vithout injury to the rubber. The Jock should be worn when exercising, and the Suspensory at all

other times, to promote health and vigor. If your dealer will not furnish, send us stamps or money order,
specifying large, medium or small pouch, and waist measure, and we will mail promptly.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

THE WALTER F. >VARE COMPANY Dept. C-2 PHILADELPHIA, PA, U. S. A.

Simply
Great for
Sea or
Inland
Fishing

Casts

Perfectly

for Dry Fly,

Flies or Bait

Ttiere are!NO
Substi t u t e s

"Just as Good"

JOE WELSH
Pasadena, California

Exclusive Agent U.S. & Canada

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
$1. $2 or S3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, it Is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada ror inspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

FOR SALE

WILD DUCK
PRESERVE

Situate in Lake Erie and a Short Distance from
ttie Famous Duck Preserve Known as

Long Point.

The prope'rty comprises about 2,720 actes of

marsh and water and 60 acres of uplands.
Throughout the marsh are laxge fields of thickly

growing wild rice. In the water in the space
adjoining the marsh are great quantities of wild

celery, making it very desirable for various
breeds of ducks. Throughout the greater part
of the marsh, channels and ponds have been
made, and excellent shooting can be obtained
over decovs. Some of the best bass fishing in

Canada is to be found in the lake a few yards from
the Point. By the cutting of further channels
and ponds it could be made one of the best duck
shooting grounds in this section of the country.
A large, comfortable club house is erected on
the propertv. For full particulars ap^ly to

THE TORONTO GENERAL TRUSTS COR-
PORATION,

83 Bay Street Toronto

Miiik.Skimk,'Coon,"Rabbils,«tiS

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappers'

Guide. It tells how. Giving
the first time in print the treasured secrets of
the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to vou.

TRAPPERS'
BOX C. • -

SUPPLY CO.
OAK PARK, ILL.

CATCH BIG FISH!
Send $1.00 today for

Rush Tango
Minnow

"Regular','
"Junior,
or
"Weedless
Midget"

models.

^1.00

II.SH ^WJ. K. RUSH
944 Rush BIdg., Syracuse, N.Y.



EXHIBITION TRAPSHOOTING TOURNEY
A tricky wind greeted the trapshooters on August

27th. at the Kxhibition in their first day's shooting of
the annual tournament. However, good scores were
in order, especially among the Class A men. with
Frank Troeh of Vancouver. Wash., and Sam Vance of
Tillsonburg only missing three birds out of 150. John
S. Boa, of Chicago, wlio is a professional, made the
high run of the day with 103, while Frank Patterson,
of Buffalo led the amateurs with 97, although Sam
Vance of Tillsonburg, bad a run of 95, unfinished.

The Trophy Winners-
In Class A Frank Troeh and Sam Vance tied for

first money with 147. They decided to split first and
second money, and the trophy winner in this class was
therefore K. F. Woodward of Houston, Tex., with
146. F. S. Wright of Buffalo and H. F. Pendergast of
Phoenix. N.Y.. were tied for the second trophy with
144. The trophy winners in Class B were Rowland
Day. of I-ondon. who won the first trophy, while C. N.
Candec. of Toronto and E. H. Sturt. of Hamilton,
were tied for the second trophy. P. H. Willey. of
Dansville, N.Y., won fust trophy in Class C, and Dr.
Serscm, of Mimico the second trophy, while in Class
D, T. D. McGaw, of Toronto and W. E. Beers, of New
Britain, Conn., were tied for first and second trophies.
The first half of the C.N.E. championship doubles

was shot off on the 27th, wtih Frank Troeh, of Vancou-
ver. Wash., having a lead of four birds at the end of
the day.

The scores:

—

Class A.
Shot at. Broke.

F. M. Troeh, Vancouver, Wash . 150 147
S.G Vance, Tillsonburg 150 147
E.F.Woodward. Houston, Tex 150 146
F.S. Wright, Buffalo 150 144
H. J. Pendergast, Phoenix, N.Y 150 144
J. W.Hart, Dresden 150 140
G.N.Fish.Lvndonville, NY 150 139
W.H. Patterson, Buffalo 150 139

Class B.
R.Day, London 150 145
C.N.Candee, Toronto 150 143
EH. Sturt, Hamilton 150 143
J. E.Jennings. Todmorden 150 142
W.H.Gooderham, Toronto 150 142
U, Waters. Philadelphia 150 141
H. Harrison. Rochester 150 141
F. Kerr. Crcditon 150 140
H.O'Loane. Chatham 150 140
D. Wadsworth, Auburn. N Y 150 140
J. B. Fontaine. Philadelphia. Pa 150 139
N.H.Gooderham, Toronto 1.50 139
R.Patterson. Rochester 150 138
G.W.Parker. Youngstown, Ohio.

. 1.50 137
W.S. Edwards, Toronto 150 137
A. F.Healv. Windsor .

.

. 150 137
R.H. Combs. Toronto. 1.50 137
J. D.Clay. Houston. Tex 150 136
Mts. Vogcl, Detroit 1,50 136
FA. DoLson, Chatham 150 136

J. Ebberts, Buffalo
J. Payne, Tillsonburg
R. Dill, Saskatoon
F. D. Kelsay, East Aurora. NY.
J.E.McCurdy, Sydney. N.S

Class C.
P. H. Willey .Dansville, NY..
Dr. Serson. Mimico
Mrs. Harrison. Rochester
W, H. Joselin. Birchcliff
H. W. Hunsberry, Jordp.n
J. H. Cox, Detroit
J. Summcrhayes, Weston
W.J. McCance, St. Thomas
H. E. Schofield, Clarkson

150
150
150
150
150

150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150

Class O
T. D. McGaw, Toronto 150
W. E. Beers, New Britain. Conn 150
M. E. Goodale. Hamilton 150
J. Fries. Buffalo 150
H. Lennox, Hamilton 150
F.J. Fox. Toronto 150
E. V. Major. Rochester 150
E.R.Rolph, Toronto 150
E.S.Brown, Toronto 150
M. Honsberger, Jordan 150

Professionals.
F. H. Huseman, Rochester 150
J. S. Boa. Chicago 150
E. A. Wadsworth. Auburn. N.Y 150
E.G.White. Ottawa 150
W.H. Sutton. Winnipeg 150
G.M. Dunk. Toronto 150
G. M. Wheeler. Brunswick. Me 150

Doubles—First Day.
F. Troeh. Vancouver. Wash 50
R Dill S.iskatoon. 50
N. R. Gooderham, Toronto 50
F. I. Fox, Toronto 50
J. E.Jennings, Todmfirden 50
W.S. Edwards, Toronto ,50

E. F. Salisbury. Toronto 50
S.G. Vance. Tillsonburg 50
J. D.CIav. Houston. Tex, 50
W.H.Patterson. Buffalo .50

W. H. Gooderham, Toronto 50
J. Vance, Tillsonburg 50
G.N. Fish. Lyndonvillc, N.Y. !J0

D. Wadsworth. Auburn N.Y. , .. 50
F.S.Wright. Buffalo 50
K. F. Woodward. Houston. Tex.
A. F. Healy. Windsor
R. H. Combs. Toronto
J. E. McCurdy. Sydney. N.S
J. Payne. Tillsonburg

Tourney—High Runs.
F.Patterson. Buffalo.
xS..I. Vance, rnisonburg
A . F. Healy . Windsor
F. Troeh. Vancouver. \\'ash
G.N. Fish, l.vndonvilli'. N.Y
J. W. Hart. Dresden

50
50
50
50
50

1 34
134
132
131
126

141
140
139
138
133
130
128
119
I 1

138
1.38

137
13«
134
130
127
122
118
115

147
146
144
141
135
133
131

42
38
38
38
3S
38
37
35
35
34
32
32
32
31
31
29
29
27
24
22

97
95
!)3

93
75
73
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To win this^ war even- ouiire of strength of each of the allied^
nations must be put forth to meet the organized, trained and
disciplined efficiency of the Central Powers—that gigantic,

ruthless force which is the result of fifty years of planning and
preparation.

And every ounce of every allied nation's strength is in the hands and

brains and hearts of the individuals of each nation, because they

are free peoples.

Now the individuals of each nation must live as well as fight there-

fore a proportion of the efi'ort and material of each nation must be

diverted from war purposes to living necessities.

So the less each individual takes from himself or herself for personal

use the more efl'orl will there be left for fighting and winning the

war .

Rverv cent you spend represents that much efTort because ?;omebody

must do something for you in order to earn that rent—somebody's

efTort must be given to you instead of to the war.

Therefore the less you spend—the less of somebody's effort you

take for your individual use—the more will you leave in the national

surplus for war elTort.

The war can be won only by the surplus strength of the allied nat-

tioiis. The money each individual saves represents that surplus

strength.

So the truly loyal Canadian will use less, spend less, and save more,

to help to win the war.

Published under the
Authority of The
Minister of Finance
of Canada.
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N. R. Gooderham, Toronto 68
E. F. Woodward, Houston, Tex 66

xF. Troeh, Vancouver, Wash 60
H. Pcndcrgast. Phoenix, N.Y 58

R. Day, London 57
J. E. Jenninqs. Buffalo 55
xWS. Edwards. Toronto 54
E. Sturt, Hamilton 54

S.G. Vance, Tillsonburg 52
J.D.Clay, Houston. Tex 51

H. J.Pendergast. Phoeniz. N.Y 5{>

xUnlinished run.
Long Runs—Professionals.

J. S. Boa, Chicago 103

E.G. White, Ottawa 63

F. H.Huseman, Rochester N.Y 61

E. F. Woodward, of Houston, Texas, established a
Canadian record on August 28th, when in the singles

event he made a possible by breaking 150 straight.

Naturally this gave him high gun honors for the day
and first money for the Class A shooters. This re-

markable run by Woodward also gave him a high run

of 187, unfmished, for the tourney.
The heavy rain during the afternoon held up the

tournament 'somewhat, but everything was completed

per ,schedule, when the second half of the Exhibition

dounles was shot off. the champion turning up in Frank
Troch. of Vancouver, Wash., with 89, he breaking 42

Tuesday and 47 pairs Wednesday, incidentally, he

killed fourteen pairs without a miss. E. F. Salisbury,

of Toronto, was second with SO, while Norman Gooder-
ham of Toronto, and R. Dill, of Saskatoon, were tie

for the third trophy, Norman Gooderham winning on
the shoot-off.

Ideal Shooting Djy.
Outside the dampness it was an ideal day for shooting

as there was a grand sky line. That the scores were
more than uniformly good is demonstrated in the re-

turns of the twelve Class A men, as not one in this class

was below ll.'j, which means only five misses in 150
birds. The high runs were numerous throughout the

day, with E. F. Woodward, of course, leading the van
wiili 187 unfinished. Norman Gooderham, the local

expert, had a run of 147 and two others of 65 and 52.

Frank Troeh. of Vancouver, Wash., had one of 142,

while J. W. Hart, of Dresden, who was stopped at 59,

had another unfinished one of 74. Sam Vance, of

Tillsonburg, who missed his ninety-ninth bird in the

morning had an unfinished run of 6.'). The other high

runs recorded were: S. S. Hopkins, Lewiston, N.Y'.,

84; F. S. Wright, Buffalo, 79 and 87, unfinished;

J B Fontaine, Philadelphia, 87; R. Day, London, 73

and 74; C. N. Candee. Toronto, 73 and 66; R. Waters,
Philadelphia, 69 and 52; G. N. Fish, Lyndonville,

N Y 75; W. H. Gooderham, Toronto, 57 and 65,

unfinished; 11. W. Cooev, Toronto. 62; W. H. Patterson,

Buffalo and .1. H. Cox, Detroit, 61; H. J. Pendergast,
Phoenix N.Y.. 55; and J. E. McCurdy, Sydney,
N.S., 54.

The Trophy winners.
The following were the trophy winners:

—

Class A—F. Troeh, Vancouver, Wash., 149; G. N.
Fish. Lvndonville, N.Y'., and .1. W. Hart, 148.

Class B—W. H. Gooderham. and N. R. Gooderham.
Toronto, and R. Waters. Philadelphia. 147.

Class C—W. H. Joselin, Birchclifl, 140; R. Patter-

son. Rochester, 139.

Class D—E V. Major, Rochester, 141, and F. H.
Fox. Detroit, 1.39.

"The scores:

—

Class A.
Shot At. Broke.

E F Woodward, Houston, Tex __ 150 150

F.M. Troeh. Vancouver, Wash 150 149

J W Hart, Dresden 150 148

G N Fish, Lvndonville, N.Y 150 148

R.Dav. London 150 147

H Coiiev. Toronto ; 150 147

H J Pendergast. Phoenix, N.Y 1.50 146
W.H.Patterson Buffalo 150 146
F.S.Wright. Buffalo 1.50 146

J. E.Jennings. Toronto. . 1.50 145

S G Vance. Tillsonburg .
1.50 145

S.S.Hopkins. Lewiston. N. V 1.50 145
Class B.

Shot at. Broke
R. Dav. London 150 147
N. R. Gooderham. Toronto 150 147
R. Waters Philadelphia 150 147
W. H Gooderham. Toronto 15 i 147
J. E. Jennings. I'oronto 150 145

C N. Candee. Toronto 1-50 145
R H. Combs. Toronto 150 143

J. E.MrCurdv. Sydney. N.S 1-50 142

C. Page. Braritford 1.50 142
A. G.Healv. Windsor 1.50 111

R. Dill. Saskatoon. .
151) 14(1

F. Kerr, Crediton
II. Harrison, Rochester
J Ebberts, Buffalo. .

W. S. Edwards, Toronlo.
J. Payne. Tillsonburg. , .

.

R. Patterson, Rochester.

1 .50 1 40
150 140
l.")0 139
150 1.J9

,. 1.50 139
.. 150 139

J. D.Clay. Houston. Tex 150 138
D.Wadsworth, Auburn. NY 150 138
E. L.Harris.Hamilton 150 136
J. B. Fontaine, Philadelphia, Pa 150 135
F. D.Kelsav, EastAurora, N. Y 150 134
W.Dillon, Hamilton 150 134
H.B. Winter, Toronto 150 134
G.L.Vivian, Toronto 150 134
G.W. Parker. Youngstown. Ohio 150 132
F. A. Dolson. Chatham 150 132
P. H.Willey, Dansville.N.Y 150 116

Class C.
Shot at. Broke.

W. H. Joselin, Birchcliff 1..0 140
R. Patterson, Rochester 150 139
H.W. Hunsberrv, Jordan 150 138
Dr. Searson, Mimico 150 138
T. D. McGaw, 'Toronto 150 137
F.J. Hogarth. Toronto 150 136
J. D.Smith, Chatham 150 136
J.C.Burtner, Hamilton 150 136
W. E Beers, New Britain, Conn 150 135
W. J.McCandee.Toronto 150 133
J.H Cox, Detroit 150 131
J. Summerhayes, Weston 150 129
Mrs. Harrison, Rochester 150 128
H.E.Schofield, Clarkson 150 128
P. H. Willey, Dansville.N.Y 150 116

Class D.
E.V. Major, Rochester 150 141
F. 1. Fox. Toronto 150 139
T. D. McGaw. Toronto 150 137
M.E.Goodale. Hamilton 150 136
W. E Beers. New Britain, Conn 150 135
J. Vance.Tillsonburg 150 134
W J.McCance. St. Thomas 150 133
H.Scholield. Clarkson 150 128
E. R. Holph. 'Toronto 150 127
J. Fries. Buffalo 150 124
E.Shaffer. Buffalo - 150 119

Professionals.

F. H.Huseman. Rochester 150 146
E. G White. Ottawa 150 146

J. S. Boa. Chicago 150 144
W.H.Sutton. Winnipeg 1.50 143

G.M. Dunk. Toronto 150 136
G. M.Wheeler. Brunswick, Me 150 133

Doubles—Second Day.
The C. N. E. doubles were shot in twenty pairs in the

first event and thirty pairs in the second event, the

first fifty being shot Tuesday and the second fifty

Wednesday. 'The total scores;

—

Broke. Broke
1st day. 2nd dav. Total

F.Troeh H 47" 89
E.F Salisbury 37 43 80
N. R. Gooderham 38 40 78
R.Dill 38 40 78
J.E.Jennings 38 39 77
J.D.Clay 35 40 75
W.H. Gooderham 32 42 74
W.S.Edwards 38 36 74

F.I. Fox 38 .33 71

W.H.Patterson 34 36 70
J.Vance 32 38 70
S.G.Vance 35 34 69
E.F.Woodward 29 40 69

G.N. Fish 32 36 68
F.S.Wright 31 ,35 66

D VVadsworth 31 34 65
G.Vivian 39 39
A. G.Healv 29 29
R.H. Combs , .

27 27
Doubles—Professionals.

Nelson Long, of Hamilton led the professionals in the

doubles. Scores:

—

Broke. Broke.
1st day. 2nd day. Total

Nelson Long 38 44 82
E.G.White 40 41 81

J. Boa 32 43 75
W.H.Sutton... 34 36 70
G.Dunk 29 35 64

While the Irapshooters were bothered to a certain

extent by the high wind in the morning at the Exhibi-

tion tournev on Thursday. August 29th, yet the scores

were again of high order, with H. J. Pendergast. of Phoe-
nix. N.Y.. onlv missing one bird out of 100 in the morn-
ing events The best average shooting was accomplished
in the afternoon Preliminary Handicap In this event,

Tim Healy, of Windsor, who was on the 19-yard mark
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The well earned reputation of

POWDERS
For 116 years duPont Powders have constantly

improved their reputation. For absolute reliabil-

ity—hitting power—accuracy and low recoil,

duPont Powders are highly regarded among
hunters and sportsmen.

When you are fitting out for this Fall's trip, see

that your ammunition is duPont loaded. By so

doing you can be sure that no powder-trouble

will mar your trip. All the leading makers of

ammunition load with duPont Powders.

Write us for literature regarding the

particular kind of shooting you do.

£. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON. DEL.
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looked to have the handicap at his mercy when he
turned in 97, as only the scratch men remained, but
included in these was one of the best in America, in

Frank Troeh, of Vancouver. Wash. This crack,

shooting from the 22-yard mark, began hitting them
with such frequency that by the time he finished his

last squad the gallery were with him and at the tinish

he turned in a 97, thus equaling Healy. This required
a shoot-oiT, Troeh being returned the winner, as he did

not have a miss in 20 birds, while Healy had four.

Thus Troeh had only three misses in 120 birds from the
22-yard mark, which is remarkable, and he is certainly

entitled to the plum.
In the Preliminary Handicap there was also a tie for

the third trophy between Norman Gooderham, of

Toronto, and F. D. Kelsay, of East Aurora, N.Y., each
shooter having broken 95, although the local man was
giving Kelsay one yard. In the shoot -off Gooderham
secured third trophy, he breaking 19 out of 20.

The Trophy Winners.
The trophy winners during the day were as follows:

Class A.—G. Fish, Lyndonville, N.Y., 98; F. M.
Troeh, Vancouver, Wash., and Sam Vance, Tillson-

burg, 97.
Class B.—A T. Healy. Windsor, 97, and J. B.

Fontaine. Philadelphia, 94.
Class C—B. T. Pearce, Toronto, 92, and Wm.

Dohcrty, Toronto. 92.
Class D.—^J. Vance, TUIsonburg, 89, and J. Fries.

Buffalo. 88.
, . J

High runs were not so conspicuous as on Wednesday,
but nevertheless some good runs were made. E. F.

Woodward, of Houston. Texas, carried his high run to

203 on the tourney before being stopped in the morn-
ing. H. J. Pendergast. of Phoenix, N.Y., turned in a
9.'> and a 78, while Frank Troeh had a 79. The others
were: Sam Vance, Tillsonburg. 71; A. T. Healy, Wind-
sor, 68; G. N. Fish, Lyndonville, NY., 64; Norman
Gooderham, Toronto, 63; W. H. Patterson, Buffalo,

62, and H. H. Coombs, Toronto, 50.

Class D.

J. Vance, Tillsonburg
J. Fries. Buffalo
M . E. Goodale, Hamilton
H. Scholfield, Clarkson. . ,

,

W.J. MeCance, St. Thomas.

Shotat.
100
100
lOO
100
100

Class A.

H
<G.

F.
S.

if

.1.

s
N
w
w
.1

,J Pendergast. Phoenix. NY.
N. Fish. Lyndonville. NY.
M Troeh, Vancouver, Wash..
G. Vance Tillsonburg
T. Woodward, Hou.ston. Tex.
S. Wright, Buffalo
Dav. London

!•:. Jennings, Todmorden
S. Hopkins, Lewiston. N.Y
H. Gooderham. Toronto
H. Gooderham. Toronto
H. Patterson. Buffalo
W. Hart. Dresden

Class B

A r. Healy. Windsor
J li. Fontaine. Philadelphia

H II. Combs. Toronto.
1'. L. Harris. 1 lamilton

J F. Ten Eyck. Toronto
F Kerr. Crediton
J D. Clay, Houston, Tex
W S.Edwards, Toronto
J. Payne, Tillsonburg
M. E. Fletcher. Hamilton
C. Page, Brantford. .

R. Dill. Saskatoon
C. N. Candce, Toronto
G L. Vivian, Toronto
F. D. Kelsay, East Aurora, NY
U. Waters, Phil.idclphia

(). Wadsworth, Auburn. N.Y- ..

H.Smith. Chatham
M. Patterson. Hochcster
1'' A. Dolson, Chatham.
J E. McCurdy, Sydney, N.S
il Harrison, Rochester
J. i:bl)erls, Buffalo

Class C

B. T. Pearce, Toronto
W. M Doherty, Brantford
E V. Major, Rochester
H. W. Hunsiys-ry, Jordan
J. McCausland. Uindon
W. K. Beers, New Britain, Conn..
J. D. Smith. Chatliani
Or. S«'arson. Miniiro
T. D Mc(iaw. Toronto,
I H. Cox. Detroit
.1. Summerhayes, Weston
Mrs' Harrison, Rochi:sl<T

Shotat.
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AN APPRECIATION
WHEN this Company stopped its regular production in

order to serve the Government, it was obliged to indefin-

itely postpone deliveries for which there was a national demand.

Our thanks are due to the loyal attitude of our customers

for their understanding of the situation—for their realization

that in serving the Government we arc serving them.

Until the termination of the war, the entire force of this

organization is at the disposal of the Government.

iMMiMAR
Works: Sharon, Utica, Philadelphia

" 7(W% ^mtritan** mutt he our brand o/ Palrioiism,

mnftbimM *i»< heart tht brand of Made in GtrmattM."

General Offices: 50 Church St., New York

Manufacturer! cf the famout Lewis Mathine Gum,
Savage Automatit Piilolt, High-Power Spet^ing Rifieiy

Bieh-Grade "Drop Forgingt, Prttted-Steel Truck Fram*»

ITHACA AGAIN WINS
Grand American Handicap^

J. D. Henry borrowed an Ithaca he never Fi rst !

saw beforeand beat theworld'sbest shooters.
Henry Pendergast with an hhaca w^on SeCOnd i

second after tieing for first.

R. C. Rains and J. Park with Ithacas tied Third !

for third.

G. Rupert with an Ithaca tied for fourth. Fotlfth !

South Shore Introductory Handicap
First!—Henry Pendergast with an Ithaca.

Ithacas made a clean sweep in the G. A. H. last year.
Ithacas have broken world's records week after week

this year.
Ithacas were I, 2, 3, 4 in the G. A. H. this year.
Absolute proof that any man can break more targets

with an Ithaca.
Catalog free. Double hammerless guns, $32.50 up.

Single trap guns, $100 up.

ITHACA GUN CO., Box 13 Ithaca, N.Y-
INTERNATION»l FILM SETRVICE. INC-
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W. H.Gooderham. Toronto 400 381

J. E.Jennings, Todmorden 400 381

N. R. Gooderham, Toronto 400 381

J. W. Hart. Dresden 400 378

W. H. Patterson, Buffalo 400 376

A. T. Healy. Windsor 400 375
C.N.Candee, Toronto 400 375

R. Waters. Philadelphia 400 373

R.H. Combs, Toronto 400 373

Frank Troeh of Vancouver, Wash., was the "whole
works" at the closing day of the C.N.E. trapshooting

tourney on August 30th, he winning both events on

the programme, although it required a shoot-olT in

each case. In the Class A singles, after tieing with K
S Wright of Buffalo, he defeated the Bison on the

slioot-off, and then won out in the handicap over Jim
Vance of Tillsonburg. Troeh repeated his score of the

Preliminary Handicap, when he again broke 97 from

the 22-yard mark and although he had to give Jim
Vance five yards, broke 20 straight in the shoot-off

while Vance missed one. Fred Kerr of Crediton won
the third trophy in the handicap when he broke 40

straight in the shoot-off.

The biggest money winner on the tournament was

Frank M Troeh, who won close to SSOO in addition

to several trophies. His share of the "plum" on the

30th was S423.60, which i.i considered a fair day s work
anywhere Next year the committee have decided not

to go in so much for trophies, but instead to divide the

money among the different classes with a view of en-

couraging the poorer shooters to take part in the

tournev'and thus knock down something on their

own s'lass. This year the committee spent over

$1,000 in trophies.
, ,,,•>,

The shooting throughout the tournament was high

class, with Frank Troeh having the best average, as he

only missed eight in M) and 25 out of the 800 m the

tourney H. J. Pendergast of Phoenix, N.Y., and E.

F Woodward of Houston, Tex , were next, they having

13 misses in 500. Sam Vance of TiUsonburg was the

highOntarioman, with 15 misses in 500.

A F Healy of Windsor, had the highest run recorded

on the closing day, he being stopped at 118 He had

also another run of 54. C N. Candee of Toronto,

was B^xt with 88. 99. 93, while Frank Troeh had runs

of 88, 95, 57, 92. and 74 unhnished. The other high

runs were: H. J. Pendergast, Phoenix N.Y 95 and

67: J. Vance, TiUsonburg. 61 and 9/-. F. Kerr, Crediton,

88; R. Day, London, 82; G. N. Fish, Lydonville, N.Y
74- F S Wright. Buffalo. 72; D.N. McNeil, Brantford,

67- W T. Lawson, Niagara Falls, 65; D. Wadswqrth,

\uburn, N.Y., 61; S.G. Vance, Tillsonburg, 60. E. I-.

Woodward Houston. Tex., 57. and S. S. Hopkins.

Lewiston. N.Y.. and G. L. Vivian. Toronto, 54.

The following were the si,cores

;

T. D. McGaw, Toronto
Dr. Searson, Mimico
R. Patterson, Rochester. . .

.

W. M. Doherty, Brantford .

100
100
100
100

B.

Class A.

F M Troeh, Vancouver, Wash.
F. S. Wright, Buffalo ....••"••

H J Pendergast, Phoenix, N.Y
A. F. Healy, Windsor. . . .

G. N. Fish, Lydonville, N.Y
R. Day, London •i-v,-—
S S Hopkins, Lewiston. N.Y...

W. H. Patterson. Buffalo

S. G. Vance. Tillsonburg
E. F. Woodward. Houston, Tex.

J. E. Jennings, Todmorden
W. H. Gooderham, Toronto.

Class

C. N. Candee, Toronto
D. McNeill. Brantford
D. Wadsworth, Auburn. N.Y.
J B. Fontaine, Philadelphia.

H. Harrison, Rochester
W. T. Lawson, Niagara Falls

F. Kerr, Crediton
N R. Gooderham, Toronto. .

.

J. D. Clay, Houston. Texas
R. H. Combs. Toronto
W. H. Gooderam. Toronto
J. Pavne. Tillsonburg
J. N. Gomph. Hamilton.

.

C.Page. Brantford
G. L.Vivian. Toronto
E. H.Sturt, Hamilton
J. Ebberts. Buffalo .

A. Glover, Toronto
R, Dill, Saskatoon
R. Waters, Philadelphia.

J. E. McCurdy. Sydney. .

.

W. S. Edwards, Toronto
Class C

Shot at Broke
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
ino
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

99
99
98
98
97
97
97
96
96
95
95
92

96
96
91
94
93
93
93
92
92
92
91
90
89
89
89
89
88
87
86
84
83

Class D.
W. E. Beers. New Britain. Conn 100
J. Vance, Tillsonburg 100
M. E. Goodale, Hamilton 100
C.G.Choate 100
H. Scholfield, Clarkson 100
W.J. McCance, St Thomas 100
E. R. Rolph, Toronto 100

C.N.E. Handicap—100 Birds.
Yardage

F. M. Troeh. Vancouver, Wash 22
J. Vance. Tillsonburg 17
F. Kerr, Crediton 18
C.N. Candee, Toronto 19
T. D. McGaw, Toronto 16
J. Payne. Tillsonburg 17
W. T. Lawson. Niagara Falls 19
A. F. Healv. Windsor 21
S. G. Vance. Tillsonburg 21
G. L. Vivian. Toronto 17
C. Page. Brantford 19
W. H. Patterson, Buffalo 20
R. Dav , London 20
F. S. Wright, Buffalo 22
G.N. Fish, Lyndonville, N.Y 22
R. Dill, Saskatoon 17
H. Harrison, Rochester 18
B. T. Pearce, Toronto 15
J. E. Jennings. Todmorden 20
W. H. Gooderham, Toronto : 18
S. S. Hopkins. Lewiston. N.Y 19
W.E. Burke. Gait 16
W. E. Beers. New Britain. Conn 16
D. McNeil. Brantford 18
J. B. Fontaine, Philadelphia 18
N. R. Gooderham, Toronto 20
J. Ebberts, Buffalo 16
M. E. Goodale, Hamilton 15
J. H. McCurdv, Sydney, N.S 18
R. H. Combs, Toronto 19
J. D. Clav, Houston, Texas 18
E. F. Woodward, Houston, Texas 22
W. S. Edwards, Toronto 18
E. H. Sturt, Hamilton 18
E. H. Sturt, Hamilton 18
H.J. Pendergast, Phoenix, N.Y 22
W.J. McChancc. St. Thomas.. 15

D. Wadsworth. Auburn, N.Y 19
E. V. Major. Rochester 17
R. Waters, Philadelphia 17
E. R. Rolph. Toronto 14
H. E. Scholfield. Clarkson 14

Professionals
Yardage

J. S. Boa. Chicago 20
E. G. White. Ottawa , 20
W. H. Sutton. Winnipeg 18
G.M.Wheeler. Brunswick, Me IG
E. A. Wadsworth. Walcott 20
S. McLinn. Baltimore 14

93
91
90
90

96
93
89
88
85
83
80

Broke
97
97
95
95
95
94
94
94
94
93
93
93
93
93
93
92
92
91
91
90
90
89
89
89
89
89
88
88
88
88
87
87
86
86
86
85
84
84
83
81
78
74

Broke
94
92
90
90
84
72

Record of Shooters.

F. M. Troeh. Vancouver. Wash 500
H.J. Pendergast. Phoenix, N.Y 500
E. F. Woodward, Houston, Texas 500
S. G. Vance. Tillsonburg 500
F. S. Wright. Buffalo 500
R. Dav. London 500
G. N. Fish. Lydonville 500
J. E. Jennings. Todmorden. ..., 500
W. H. Patterson. Buffalo 500

Shot at Broke
492
487
487
485
484
483
482
476
472

E. V. Major. Rochester
B. T. Pearce. Toronto. .

.

Shot at. Broke
100 96
100 9 s;

A New Saskatchewan Gun Club
One of the urst shoots of the La Fieche, Sask.. Gun

Ciub over their new Leggett Automatic traps was held

on August 9th with the following scores resulting:

25 BIRDS—16 YDS. RISE
H. Carnahun 20
Tom Bourke 13
Wni. Bourke ;....20

T. Murphy ^ 20
Pat Bourke 19
Harry Hicks - 9

In shooting otf the tie the result was Murphy 1st.

Bourke 2nd. Carnahun 3rd.



It is our intention to make this Kennel Department bigger and better than ever; more
interesting and instructive to the owners of dogs and more interesting to breeders as an ad-

vertising medium. As Rod and Gun has a good circulation from coast to coast as well as in

many of the States, and reaches that class oi red-blooded sportsmen who admire agood dog,

breeders will find these pages particularly effective in disposing of their stock. List your
kennels in these columns and take advantage of this active market.

CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION
DOG SHOW, TORONTO

Once again has this show upheld its standing as the
second leading dog show in America, this year some
600 dogs, comprising good entries of the different

breeds were benched. In such breeds as Airedales,
Foxhounds. Bloodhounds, Russian Wolfhounds.
Boston Terriers, Bulldogs and Irish Setters no better
specimens could be seen anywhere. In Airedales, of
which some 40 were benched were such outstanding
specimens as Silver Birch Banker, ClayclifY Swell
Lady, Morning Commander, Broomhill Betty and
Polam Maxim, dogs that could give a good account of
themselves in any show in the U.S. or Eng. Silver

Birch Banker being considered the most perfect speci-
men of the breed seen to date in the Airedale world.
In Bloodhounds ch. Undine is considered the best of
his breed in the world whlie no finer Russian wolf-
hound could be desired than Petrofski of Adlestone,
imported by Mr. Nickle of Kingston, and now owned
by A. V. Webley of Ottawa. In Foxhounds, four of
tfie best specimens in all the U.S., came from Virginia
but met defeat by the good ones owjied by Mr. Bald-
win of Ottawa. Canadians who a few years ago gave
the Yankees such a surprise in producing suchgoodones
in the truly American breed, the Boston Terrier, still

show that they arfe producing the best and so all along
the benches it is plainly to be seen that Canadians pos-
sess some of the Dest dogs in the world.
The trend of the dog family in Canada, or at least

Eastern Canada, can bp well sized up at the G.N.E. dog
show. Foxhounds shi)w a great improvement over
last year in numbers and in quality. Prompter and
Ringlet, shown by Baldwin of Ottawa are certainly
ideal dogs. Were the bitch Ringlet not so loaded in

siw)uldcr it would be hard to imagine a more perfect
hound. Prompter while not so clean in shoulder owing
to the muscles developed by hunting as the Virginia
dog. Font, is shorter in back and stronger in bone and
feet. Prompter went to winners but Font ran him a
close second. Font was accompanied this year by two
of his kennel mates in Fresh Pat and Shy Lady, two
very nice clean built bitches but just a bit on the small
size. W. J. Archibald showed a well bred pair which,
though not up to show form, showed points of being the
right sort for breeding. Mr. Keays of London had a
pair which were very good and also the right sort to
improve the breed. A few of the other prominent
Foxhound fanciers who showed were A. Hergctth of
Waterloo; S. Coburn. Toronto; and H. Eisterbroke.
AUtogether the twenty hounds shown were as fine a
lot as one would se*' in any show in America.

Beagle hounds also had an increased entry this year
and some improvement in type but improvement can
yet be made in legs and feet.

Pointers only had four entries, the American dog
Lansdowne Sensation being placed over the Montreal
champion, Pcrdreau. In bitches an American was
also winners going over Myssie N. who went to winners
last year and who we fancied the better type even this
year, the American being rather on the Greyhound
type.

English setters showed a falling off but the entries
in Irish setters made up for this. They were a fine
lot and the competition between the two Montreal
kenncis and those from the States was keen. This
grand array of sporting dogs. Foxhounds. Pointers
and Setters occupied the full length of benching along
the whole north side of the building and with the
Airedales across the aisle made a sight to please the
eye of any huntsman.

' The Beagles were benched upstairs as were all the
small breeds and toys. Wire haired Foxterriers are
coming into f&vor. a goodly lot being shown, exhibitors
from Montreal, Ottawa. London. New York, Port
Huron and the Toronto dogs. Alf. Lepine of Montreal
who has been going in strong on wires of late years had
some of his good ones including a dog pup. Maiden
Private that won well. Wm. Aitken, the veteran
breeder also of Montreal was once more to the front
with one Baby's Model that won four iirsts. Mr.
Ward won with both his wires, Milton Magpie and
Leopold Result. The N.Y. dog Willoware Gamester
went to winners dogs and W. H. Shortt of London got
winners bitches.
The sensational young Airedale "Silver Birch

Banker" was adjudged the best dog in the whole show
and he had to beat some thirty other 1st. prize winners
and champions of international fame to do it including
the Crack English bred ch. Airedale, Polam Maxim
and the great Greyhound. Lansdowne Sunstar. This
is the second time Banker had defeated Polam Maxim
and he only now has to win at Ottawa to obtain his
Championship title. There were many who thought
Mr. Billinger's young doe better than Banker in having
more substance, bone and more compact body but while
Commander is certainly one of the best Airedales in
America he is rather a bit too cobby, lacks that touch
of grace, refinement and action that sets Banker off so
nicely. Some think Banker a bit light in bone but he
is of good size and weight, still were he just a shade
heavier in legs and stronger in posterns he would be
beyond improvement; and no dog is perfect.

Following are the awards in the sporting breeds:

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Trophy for the best in the breed having the largest

number of dogs entered was won by Levack.
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The silver gilt modal for the best in show was won by

°^:sJs^s.^:':S;t£'S^., ... ...

FNRLISH BLOODHOUNDS. .

^^""^ GREAT i5aNES.
. ^ ,

Club silver medal for the l>est Great Dane m the show

won by Ur. T. H. Johnston and Bird s BettN

GREYHOUND.

won byTnip CH. Master Butcher and John G Kent s

Kennian Big Drive.

3iSi:iSrC^^'s??^{i;'£e;§p^^^s':!;^
[wo dmirent" dogf won by Clayeliff Av.atrix.

be^^dr^niin^ a'i ^4!fwL-bt-r^iu

^Th^SilveTm'dl'sh^m donated by the president for

^S^^ij*^ ^S-'s°trophy for be.t puppy do«, won by

^?{L&^cfa«rt?rhV°fo'r"'".l^s?- puppy bitch, won

"Vronzl^medaHorl^'sfdog in juvenile class, won by

'Tron'e'n^edaTtoTbest bitch in Juvenile class won by

^|llU^^£?e^d^a.'^fo?te^J'^Sedog.won by Silver

^'silVc?? Medal for best Airedale bitch, won by Joseph

""^\lf fo^'es^^ai'n^dfan or American bred dog. won

^^lS-Si"\;:Sr'c^^Xn«^r°=aUred b.tch

wo^by Marry Clayton's Silver Birch Maxim.

The presidenfs cu£?doni|d by J-- D^ft-t^h!
"" 't I^'l'swfrVsInt^CCinuTe Treasure,
"on l^y N K Swjre s im.

^ ^^^^ ^^ opposite sex

to^he^pTesSem-s^u; w'nl^er. won by Jas. D. Strachan s

CH. Coltness Clinker. , , Russell

M?^ rtsr-C^an'idr b'lrdn^g'h^ ^. "pupP.!

^-Vl^CLI^li^tpK^^^htri-color collie.

""o-n'jL^r Col];rc'/uTc"u;prTs7iSi.ie.
won by N. K.

:Sn^bHSBmr«
'''T'he' Coltness Kitchener Memorial trophy, donated

exhibitor, won by Victoria Belle.
Toronto

Slrachan-s CI I. Coltness Clinker

The Alstcad Cup, donated by ^l";
J,',??^ roltness

best rough collie in the show, won by CH. Coltness

'"k"iWer medal for best collie won by CH. Coltness

"^''siWcr medal for the best champion, won by CH.

Coltness Clinker.

DALMATIANS.
$•> '•.0 or medal for best dog won by Ur, 1 lios. U.

'"ii^'^m'birf::^ K'i^tch, won by Dr. Thos. D.

Buck's f'.ocksilians Biva.

ENGLISH BULLDOGS.
The Graburn Stein donated by Mrs. J. Graburn for

the best puppy dog. won by Bert Copley'^s Rexton Boy

Bulldog Breedef's Cup for the best dog. won by H.

-^r^eS^fXl &^p'r I'hfbe^sfn^vice over .'2 months

open to members, won l;y Kdburn Fascinator.

FRENCH BULLDOGS. ,,„,,.
,

Club medal for best Canadian owned dog. l^ J

Buckel's Diamond. , . -.^l ^Ar^ r

Club medal for best Canadian owned bitch, Mrs J

A. Meadows Dundee Patricia.

BOSTON TERRIERS.
(O^n to members, Boston I.e.)

. .

Silver me^al for the best dog. won by W. B. Levack s

''llw'e? Me'i'a" for the best bitch, won by W. B.

^Tfu^lm^ek'^lf^'/rheS Canadian bred puppy dog,

'"SroLeme"iaf'fof?he best Canadian bred puppy

bitch E. J. Drake's Wheatland Judy.

CH. SILVER BliU.U B.^.-NiKER

(OPEN TO ALL) '

«/!...,.

A. E. Carter medal for the best puppy bitch, Wh. at-

'""i? Henderson cut glass prize for best bmit bitch

-V^'^f«J\S^;ci:.'n\^'^ut'^rss prize for best bUch any

weight Albert T.Calhoun's Speed Uueen

Wm Austin, $'2.00 for best puppy dog. J. 'W.

Church's Peter Churcii.
^ „f ,,is

ge('Mrs'
W' S'.fnIrLms cIt 'l"n«ran?'s Little Man.

*HM Jackson ?up for best champion dog. W B.

'"mTss Stelia'McDon^id'^ri.e for best dog owned out-

^tl?rS.^e^c^pSr'be^^.m,?t';Ji:|gh.dog.

'vJ-°T'le?ack prize for best bitch owned outs.de

^rt^e^cJ^'-i^lI^ror^-"--"--'
t^^N^E^rolThv. best Boston terrier. Little Miss Mac.

&''M;"'tUrt'Mo-e'"s'Tii: Top and Moore's

Moonshine^
McGaw cun for best part^olorcd dog or

bitch" J A. Campbell's <5aklev Magjiic
^^

,
'!:; ";*£t"'Vo"vie S'slseiator B.

'"48th°Highlande"s"serg''eants cup for Best novice red

dog. Senator B.
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The Sportsman's House

AMMUNITION

GUNS

TENTS

TACKLE '

For many years we have made a specialty of catering

to the needs of Canadian sportsmen and have made
a close study of their needs.

Your Hunting Trip
will not be a success if you have not the proper

equipment for your purpose. Make use of our

expert lyiowledge and experience, we are entirely

at your service.

CALL OR WRITE US
There is nothing you need practically that we can

not supply you with. Our prices are about right and
subject to change from day to day.

TRAPSHOOTLRS' SUPPLIES A SPECIALTY
EVERYTHING IN CANVAS.

IHBDPKEGo
123 Kmo St. B..

Timoirro.

We furnish Knock

-

Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from

16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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Silver spoon for best puppy dog or bitch, Chas.
Bowerbank's Twin.

Silver spoon for best novice black dog or bitch,

Mrs. Harry Moore's Tip Top.
Silver spoon for best novice red dog or bitch. Senator

Silver spoon for best novice dog any color, Fred W.
Lewis' Calmo Perfecto.

Silver spoon for best bitch any color, Mrs. Harry
Moore's Moore's Moonshine.

S2.00 cash for exhibitor making biggest entry was
won by Fred. \V. Lewis' and Chas. Bowerbank each

with five dogs.

TERRIERS—SMOOTH
$2.50 for best puppy dog or bitch, George W. Bailey's

Clapton Ringmaster Knight.
$5.00 for best Canadian bred dog or bitch, George

W. Bailey's Clapton Warina.

WIRES.
$2.50 for best dog in puppy classes, Alf. Lepine's

Maiden Corporal.
$2.50 for best dog or bitch in puppy classes, Aitken

and Silver. Rabv's Model.
$2.50 for best Canadian bred dog or bitch, Raby s

Model.
X r, ^ •

$2.50 for best in junior class, dog or bitch, Raby s

Model.
$5.00 for best dog in limit or open classes, Alf.

Lepine's CH. Dusky Bounce. «

$5.00 for best bitch in limit or open classes, Raby s

Model.
AIREDALES.

Wm. Gracey cup for best stud dog and three of his

get. Morning Admiration.

IRISH TERRIERS.
$2,50 for best Canadian or .\merican bred puppy

dog or bitch. N. R. Miller Fiscal Venus.
$2.50 for best Canadian or American bred bitch in

novice class. James Steele's Roshen.
$2.50 for best Canadian or American bred dog or

bitch in limit class bred and shown by owner. Fiscal

Venus.
$2.50 for best dog or bitch not necessardy Canadian

or American bred, Roshen.

COLLIES.
(Open to members Ontario Club only)

Harry Clayton cup for best sable and white collie in

novice class, George H. Whichello's Masterman Ready.
Dr. Campbell cup for best junior collie bred by ex-

hibitor, G. Goety's Quarry Brae Colleen.
N. K. Swire cup for best of opposite sex of winner of

Dr. Campbell cup. Jas. D. Strachan's Coltness Com-
mander.

Alex. Donaldson cup for best sable and while in the

limit class. Quarry Brae Colleen.
Peter Henderson cup for best opposite sex to winner

of Dominion cup. Coltness Commander.
Silver shield for best brace owned bv member of the

Ontario Collie Club, Coltness Clinker and Ormskirk
Fleetfoot.

BLOODHOUNDS.
Class 14.

—

Bloodhounds, open dogs.—^J. R. Tennant's
LEDBURN BAYONET.

Class lb.

—

Bloodhounds, open Miches,—1st, J. R.
Tennant's, RUBY. 2nd. J. R. Tennant's, UNITY.
3rd. J. R. Tennant's, BROUGHO. 4th, B. D. Finney's
LIBERTY BELLE.

Class 16.

—

Bloodhounds, Brace class.—1st. B. B.

Finnie's brace

WOLFHOUND.
Class 28.

—

Russian wolfhounds, novice dogs.—1st.

Henry Edvt's Boris ROMANOFF.
Class 29.

—

Russian wolfhounds, limit dogs.—1st.

A. O. Beardmore's COUNT VASKA. 2nd. BORIS
ROMANOFF.

Class 30.

—

Russian wolfhounds, open dogs.— 1st.

A V. Weblev's PETROLFSKI OF ADDLE.STONE.
2nd. COU.Nt VASKA. .ird. BORIS ROMANOFF.
Winners—Does.—PETROFSKI OF ADDLESTONE.

Class 31.

—

Russian Wolfhounds, Novice. Bitches.—
l.st, W. Hcise WAR BABY. 2nd, Goulding Bros.
YACCm.

Class 32.

—

Russian Wolfhounds. Limit Bitches.—
Isl WAR BABY'. 2nd, A. O. Beardmore's COUN-
TESS VALESKA. 3rd. Allan D. Pearce's THERESA
OF PKTROGRAD.

Class 33.

—

Russian Wolfhounds. Open Bitches.—1st

A. V. Wel>Iey's SOPHIA. 2nd. WAR BABY'. 3rd,
COUNTESS VALESKA. Winners—Bi/ches.

—

SOPHIA.
Class 34.

—

Russian Wolfhounds. Brace Class.—-Ist,

A. V. W'eblcy's brace. 2nu, A. O. Beardmore's brace.

Clas 36.

—

Wolfhounds, A^opice Dogs and Bitches.—
1st, .Mrs. B. F. Lewis, Jr., LANSDOWN SUITOR.
2nd, James Coulter's, JNO. RUSKIN 11.

GREYHOUNDS.
Class 37.

—

Greyhounds. Limit, Dogs.— 1st, Mrs. B.
F. Lewis. Jr., L.\NSDOWNE SUNSTAR. 2nd,
LANSDOWNE SUITER.
Class 38.

—

Greghounds. Open. Dogs.—1st, LANS-
DOWNE SUNSTAR, 2nd. Jno. G. Kent's, CH.
MASTER BUTCHER. Winners—Doos.—LANS-
DOWNE SUNSTAR.

Class 40.

—

Greghounds. Open Bitches.—1st, Mrs. B.
F. Lewis, Jr., LANSDOWNE SUNFLOWER.

Class 41.

—

Greyhounds. Brace Class.— 1st. Jno.
G. Kent, brace. Winners—B;(cftes.—LANSDOWNE
SUNFLOWER.

ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.
Class 43.

—

English Foxhounds. Dogs and Bitches.—
1st, W. J. Langdon's, BRIT.ANNIA. 2nd. J. R.
Tennant's, EVELY'N. 3rd, J. R. Tennant's, P.\NSY.
Winners—Dogs and B^c^ies.-BRITANNIA AND
EVELY'N.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.
Canadian bred. Dogs and Bitches,—1st, W. C. Bald-

win's, GAMBLER. 2nd. A. Hergott's, STURDEE.
3rd, \V. J. Archibald's LADY' BELL. 4th, Woods
and Ritchie, TOPPSEY'.

Novice, Dogs.— Isl, A. J. Cumming's, TUBBY.
2nd, WAMBLER. 3rd, STURDEE. 4th, W. J.
Archibald's. CALBIN.
Limit Dogs.— Isl, W. C. Baldwin's, PROMPTER.

2nd, A. J. Cumming's, FONT. 3rd, TUBBY'. 4th.
J. C. Keay's, VANGUARD.
Open, Dogs.— 1st, W. C. Baldwin's, PROMPTER.

2nd, A. J. Cumming's, FONT. 3rd, TUBBY. 4lh,
VANGUARD.

Novice, Bitches.—1st, A. J. Cumming's, FRESH
PAT. 2nd, J. E. Keay's. HATTIE. 3rd, LADY
BELL. 4th, W. C. Baldwin's, IDEAL.
Limit, BUches.— isl, W'. C. Baldwin's, RINGLET.

2nd, FRESH PAT. 3rd, HATTIE. 4th, LADY
BELL. Winners—Bi/c7ifS— 1st, PROMPTER.: Res.,
FONT.
Open. Bitches.—Ist, RINGLET. 2nd, FRESH

PAT. 3rd, HATTIE. 4th, LADY BELL.
Brace Class.— 1st, A. Hergott's. brace. 2nd. J. E.

Keav's. brace. 3rd, W. J. Archibald's brace. Win-
ners—Bj/c/ies.—Isl, RINGLET and Res., FRESH
PAT.

POINTERS.
Novice. Dogs. Bitches.— 1st. W.g. Pierce's. BABBIE.
Limit Dogs —Isl. Bob White Kennel's LANSDOWNE

SENS.\TION. 2nd, Emile Beauchamp's, CH.
Pedrian.
Limit .Bitches.— Isl. W. S. Pierce's, BABBIE. 2nd.

M. W. Robinson's, MYSSIE N.
Open. Bitches.—1st. W. S. Pierce's. B.\BBIE. 2nd,

M. W. Robinson's, MY'SSIE N., Winners—Bi(cfces.—
BABBIE.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
English Sellers. Junior, Dogs and Bitches.— 1st," C.

P. Fitsworth's, MEADOW VIEW FAITH.
English Setters, Novice. Dogs.—1st, R. F. Maloney's,

OMAR KHAYYAM.
English Setters, Limit Dogs.—1st. OMAR KH.\Y-

YAM. 2nd, Bob White Kennel's, LANSDOWN
RADIANT.
English Sellers, Open. Dogs.—OMAH KHAYYAM.

2nd, LANSDOWN RADIANT.
English Setters. Novice. Bitches.—1st, S. P. Fits-

worth's. MEADOW FAITH. 2nd, Bob White
Kennels, HOB WHITE PERFECTION. 3rd, R. S.

Fairelle's, GREYLAND POLLY'ANNA.
English Sellers. Limit, Bitches.—Isl. MEADOW

FAITH. 2nd, BOB WHITE PERFECTION. 3rd,
GREYLAND POLLYANNA.

English, Sellers. Open. Bitches.—1st, MEADOW
VIEW FAITH. 2nd, F. W. Grev's. LADY PARK.
3rd, BOB WHITE PERFECriON. Winners-
Baches.—MEADOWVIEW FAITH.

IRISH SETTERS.
Irish Setters. Junior Gogs.—1st. Amedie Trudeau's

SONORA PEGGY', 2nd. Amedie Trudeau's SON-
ORA SHAMROCK. 3rd, Ed. C. Howard's, LYRONE
LARRY.

Irish Sellers, Novice, Dogs.—1st, T. Pendleton's
RED FLAG, 2nd, Jno. A. Brown's PADDY..

Irish Setters, Limit, Dogs.—1st, T. Pendleton's.
RED FLAG. 2nd, SONORA SHAMROCK. 3rd.

TYRONE LARRY.
Irish Setters, Open. Dogs.— \sl. RED FLAG. 2nd.

SONORA SHAMROCK. 3rd, TYRONE LARRY,
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Irish Sellers. Novice, Bitches.—1st, J. Meronev's,
VERNON CASTLE. 2nd, W. J. Wright's. KfiN-
MORE IRISH ROSE.

Irish Setters, imit. Bitches.—Isl. VERNON
CASTLE. 2n(l, F. A. Walsh's, CUSHBAWN SAL-
LY. 3rd, SOWORA PEGGY.

Irish Setters, Open, Bitches.—1st, Bob White's
Kennel's, BOB WHITE RED STORM, 2nd.
VERNON CASTLE. 3rd. CUSHBAWN SALLY.

Irish Setters, Brace Class.—1st, Amedie Trudeau's
brace. 2nd. Ed. C. Howard's brace. Winners

—

Bitches.—Bob White Kennels, winners doss, T.
Pendleton.

Clavton's, SILVER BIRCH M A X I N E . 4th,
SILVER IMPERIONS.

Airedale Terriers, Novice, Bitches.—1st, CLAY-
CLIFF AVIATRIX. 2nd, SILVER BIRCH MAX-
INE. 3rd. SILVER IMPERIONS. 4th, BROOM-
HILL DEFIANCE.

Airedale Terriers, Limit, Bitches.— Isl. BROOMHILL
BETTY. 2nd, Norman MacKenzies,CROWTHERS'
COUNTESS. 3rd, Jos. Russell's R H O S D A M
VICTORY. 4th, SILVER BIRCH MAXIME.

Airedale Terriers. Open, Bitches.— 1st. Jos. Russell's
CLAYCLIFF SWELL LADY. 2nd,1 BROOMHILL
BETTY. 3rd. CROWTIIER'S COUNTESS. llh,

BERT FARTHItMG WITH HUSKY LEADER -MAC"

Matt
2nd. Jos.

BROOM-

Russcll's, CLAYCLIFF

Dogs.—Ul, E.
REBOUND

G. Bing-
2nd, E.

AIREDALE TERRIERS.
Airedale Terriers, Juvenile, Dogs.— 1st,

Gracev'Si BROOMHILL DEFENDER.
Russeils. CLAYCLIFF CLAPTON.

Airedale Terriers, Puppies, Dogs.—1st,
HILL DEFENDER. 2nd, E. H. Collinson's, OAK-
VILLE STAR. 3rd, P. T. Boula's MASTER
NOBBLER. 4th, Joseph
PARADE.

Airedale Terriers, Junior,
ham's RUGGED KING
Collinson's, OAKVILLE STAR. 3rd. Jos. Russell's,
CLAYCLIFF DUKE. 4th, E. T. Bould's, MASTER
NOBBLER.

Airedale Terriers, Canadian bred. Dogs.—1st, G.
and G. E. Ward's, SILVER BIRCH BANKER. 2nd,
E. W. Billinger's, MORNING COMMANDER. 3rd,
E. W. Billinger's, MORNING AUNUHATION. 4th,
RUGGED KING REBOUND.

Airedale Terriers, Novice, Dogs.—1st, Matt Gracev's,
BROOMHILL DEFENDER. 2nd, OAKVALE
STAR, 3rd, Joseph Russell's. CLAYCLIFF DUKE.
4th. Jos. Russell's. CLAYCLIFF PRINCE.
Airedale Terriers, Limit, Dogs.—1st. G. and G. E.

Ward's, SILVER BIRCH BANKER. 2nd, E. W.
Billinger's, MORNING COMMANDER. 3rd.
MORNING ADMIRATION. 4th. RUGGED KING
REBOUND,

Airedale Terriers, Limit, Dogs.— 1st, SILVER
BIRCH BANKER. 2nd, Norman MacKenzie's.
Int. CH. POLAM MAXIM, 3rd, MORNING
COMMANDER. 4th, MORNING ADMIRATION.

Airedale Terriers, Breeders, Dogs.—-Ist, MORNING
COMMANDER. 2nd, MORNING ADMIB ATION.
3rd RUGGED KING REBOUND. 4th, CITY
CLIFF DUKE.

Airedale Terriers, Juvenile, Bitches.— 1st, BROOM-
HILL DEFIANCE. 2nd, Geo. W. Cokcr's, WY-
COMBE DISCUSSION. 3rd, E. W. Billinger's.
MORNING JEWEL.

Airedale Terriers, Puppies, — 1st. Jos. Russell's
CLA\CLIFF CHARM. 2nd. BROOMHILL
DEFIANCE. 3rd. WYCOMBE DISCUSSION.
4th, MORNING JEWEL.

Airedale Terriers, Junior, Bitches.—1st. Joseph
Russell's, CLAYCLIFF AVIATRIX. 2nd, GEO. M.
Russell's, CLAYCLIFF AVIATRIX. 2nd, Geo.
Kynotfs, SILVER IMPERIONS. 3rd. CLAY-
CLIFF CHARM. 4th. BROOMHILL DEFIANCE.

Airedale Terriers, Canadian bred. Bitches.—1st.
Jos. Russell's. CLAYCLIFF SWELL LADY. 2nd.
Matt Graceys, BROOMHILL BETTY. 3rd, Harry

SILVER IMPERIONS.
Aimlale Terriers, Breeders. Bitches.— 1st. SILVER

BIRCH M A.KINE. 2nd, Frank Wood's. MOORSIDE
PRINCESS. 3rd. MORNING JEWEL. 4th. Jos.
Russell's CLAYCLIFF SONIA.

Airedale Terriers, Brace, Class.—1st, Norman
MacKenzie's brace, 2nd, Jos. Russell's brace. 3rd,
Matt Gracey's brace.

Airedale Terriers. TeamClass.—1st, N. MacKenzie's
team. 2nd, Matt Gracey's team. 3rd. Jos. Russell's
team.

FIELD SPANIELS.
Field Spaniels. Open, Dogs and Bitches.—1st. R. H-

Morris. CH. LORD BERTIE. 2nd. R. H. Morris
WARDLEWORTH MOLLY.

COLLIES.
Collies, Rough, Puppies. Dogs anti color.— 1st, G.

Lethern's, SPEED. 2nd, Wm. Tomlinson's, FANGO
TIP.

Collies, Rough, Junior, Dogs any color.—1st. J, D.
Strachan's, COLTNESS COMMANDER. 2nd, Geo.
H. Whichello's, MASTERMAN READY. 3rd, Tom
Milne's, ROCK RIVAL.

Collies, Rough, Canadian bred. Dogs any color.—1st.
Dugan and Smyth's, KNOCKLAYDE JOE. 2nd,
COLTNESS COMMANDER. 3rd, MASTERMAN
READY.

Collies, Rough, Notice. Dogs any color. — 1st,
MASTERMAN READY. 2nd, ROCK RIVAL.
3rd, J. Storey's. CAMPBELL STAMP.

Collies. Rough. Limit. Dngs, sable and white.— 1st, R.
Y. Wemvss .BUCCLEUGH SPECIALIST. 2nd.
COLTNESS COMMANDER. 3rd, MASTERMAN
READY.

Collies. Rough, Open, Dogs, sable or sable and white.—
1st, J. D. Strachan's, CH. COLTNESS CLINKER.
2nd. KNOCKLAYDE JOE. 3rd, Gee. Ashbee's. CH.
CAMPBELL STERLING.

Collies. Rough. Limit, Dogs, any other color.— 1st.

Tango Tin. 2nd. Geo. Newton's. MAJOR. 3rd.
Andrew Though's SENNEBRUGH SAMPLE.

Collies, Rough, Breeders, Dogs, any color.— 1st.
COLTNESS CLINKER. 2nd. COLTNESS COM.
MANDER, 3rd, R. Y. Wemyss, LEITH HECTOR.

Collies, Rough, Puppies, Bitches, any color.— 1st. R.
H. Shilton's, VICTORIA BELLE. 2nd, R. Y.
Wemvss, LEITH SPECIAL. 3rd, John Farrers
ROKER BESS.

Collies. Rough. Junior, Bitches, ami color.—QUARRY
BRAE COLLEEN. 2nd. Garfield Newton's PRINCE
BRAE COLLEEN. 2nd. Garlield Newton's, PRIN-
CESS. 3rd, VICTORIA BELLE.
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Collier lioiiqh. Canadian bred. Bitches, any color.

—

,,rFredBarUeU, CH COLLAGE SUI^REME^cESS-
OUARRY BRAE COLLLLN. irci PRINCES;).

?th Ernest Botten's, FINLAY LOHRA NE
Collies. Bough ^"S^h '^""'''\\'^% ^PFcTAh-PRINCESS, and R. ,Y- Weyo?^V>^S ^OPELIA

3rd, Jas. D. Strachan's COLTNESS COPELIA.
Collies. Rough. Limit. Bilches sable^ ""^^^^fyTT-^tt

QUARRIE BRAE COLLEEN, 2nd. ORMSKIRK
FLEETWOOD. 3rd, R. Y. Wemyss ,

LEITH

""co/Hes Rough, Open. Bitches, sable or stible and

^^ams'^Rmihh. Limit. Ditches, any other cotor.—1st.

pSS«e^^1^i^^-n.1;^,^":
"^C^lfAZhXln. Bitches any ptnerc^^^^

FINLAY LORRAINE ,2nd,. CBESCENT PERFEC
TION 3rd, James Waddell s, BLACK BEb^

Coll es. Rough. Breeders Bilches <"'V'^^!°'^i^
OUARRY BRAE COLLEEN. 2nd, ROKEH Uk.^^.

V,^ rRFSTFNT PERFECTION. Winners—
i)o%.-COLLAGE SUPREME AND COLTNESS

"^CohI^J: flouff/i. Brace Class.-Ul. J. D. Strachan's

*'^Collies. Rough, team class.—Ut. J. D. Stracaan's

*'^'" OLD ENGLISH SHEEP DOGS.
Sheep dogs. Open Dogs and BUcnes.-UUSb^rp

Bros 2nd, Sharp Bros. WHARNCLIFFE LAUlr.

3rd Sharp Bros. WHARNCLIFFE KING
Old EZlish Sheep Dogs. Brace Class.-Ul. Sharp

Bros, brace. DALMATIANS. ^
, , ^

Dahmtians it'.™'',.nr'i^<;?T'?nns RIVA ' 2?d'
Thos D. Bucks, ROCJ<SITIOUS KIVA. zna.

\Ar<> Susan Richard's, COLONEL.
7)a/SSn» Open Dofls.— 1st, J. R. Constantineau's

CH PBINCE OF T.OUDON. 2nd. Dr. Thos. D.

Buck'^, BONH.MVIPTION BUGLER.
mirkatians. Open.Bitches.-lst. R-^sl^Mtious RIVA

^nd COLONEL. Winners

—

Dogs.—CH. PKlNLi.

OF LOUDON, ROCKSITIOUS RIVA
,

Dalmation.s.-Brace CJass-Thos. D Buck s class.

ENGLISH BULLODGS.
.

English Bulldogs. Junior class.—Ut. BertCoplyy s

ROXTON BOY. 2nd Frank G Kendall s^ KING
KHARTOUM. 3rd. Geo. P. Farrcl s. PRINCE

^p-n^/^/pBii/Moos Canadian bred. Dogs.—Ut W. J.

M^uS'?, BaThFUI BOY OF GAMBRAL 2nd

Hornby and Rogers'. JELLICOE. 3rd. H. Holgate s.

KINGMOSTON. r. , i., nnvTON
English Bulldogs. Novice. Oo(7S_—1st ROXTON

?r?^Fra\\'G"Ke\;dK ^KlSh'^i^M^^JfoU?^"
•^;-

BASHFUL BOY OF GAMBRAI. 3rd, JELLICOE.
4th H Holaale's. KING JACK.
EnVlish Bulldogs. Open DopsC 15 ms ""^ »?fpjrr

1st, KILBURN FASCINAriO? 2nd, BASHFUL
BOY OF GAMBRAI. ^^rd, JEL .ICOE.

English Bulldogs. Limit Dogs, .under ii
'"op'r h'R S Wilson's, WILTONI.«i PRINCE. 2nd. H.

Holsate's, GLENCAIRN DUKE
.r ,s, , i„i

EnVlish Bulldogs. Open. Dogs ("''<'fr„«,f?.>-ls
WILTONIA PRINCE. 2nd, H T Gubb s REGAL
RASCAL. 3rd, GLENCAIRN DUKE
£nff/isftB»M09S,Breedfrs Dossil St, KING JACK.

i?^E'^'?'^w"l?t^'E°si- ^'td:^'-DogV-'^^^Bt^^

Rl"^FLSr-D^o"S&%^- f^di-.r'^-. °oSi.b^;

OAfwbOD"'GtNGER 3rd. W. II. HoQich's

MITCHELL DOG.
. „.,,„, i,;t H A

Enalish Bulldogs. Junior. Bitches.— 1st, H. a.

£l?^s^'Wii«^'^^p^-"3rcf:- i\

Holgate's, WATER LILY.
, „., ^

Mfs-llir M'^.^'RP^fV ^"^Tr E'"'Gil?s'"^TuNir^-

MORN^ 3rf C w'sicrnberg's, STARUILL LADY

T Gubb-s, 1I1;F1Y blaze. 3rd, G GauU s,SAND-

''''E^?i,h'Bum^%en.BUches. (40 lbs. and over).-

1st CLEVELOCK molly. 2nd, HEFTY BLAZE.
3rd. SANDFIELD MUGGINS
English Bulldogs. Limit. Bitches. ("nf«f 40 /6i.)—

1st MISSES MORPHEY. 2nd, SUNNY MORN,
3rd, John Gordon's QUEENIE GIRL.

UNDER 40 LBS.
English Bulldogs, Open. Bitches.—lsl.\V. J- Moub-

ta.ns BELGRAVE LADY OF GAMBRAI 2nd,

MISSES MORPHEY. 3rd, SUNNY MORN.
English Bulldogs. Breeders. Bitches.— 1st, -James h.

Giles' GOLD NUGGET. 2nd, WATER LILY. 3rd,

L. G. Anderson's VIXINES LILY. r ,hv.-

.

English Bulldogs. Brace Cto.— 1st, HT Gubb s

brace. 2nd. R. S. Wilson's brace. 3rd. H. Holgate s

'^English Bulldogs, Team C/ass.— 1st. H. T. Gubb's

team 2Qd. W. J. Mountain's team, 3rd, H. Hoi-

gate's team. ^^^^^^ BULLDOGS
Fr ch Bulldogs, Open Dogs a"d Bifches.— Isl, Mrs.

J. A. Meadows' DUNDEE PATRICIA. 2nd, E J.

Buckel's DIAMOND. Winners—£)09s and Bitcliea.-

DUNDEE PATRICIA. „„,^„„
BULL TERRIERS.

Bull Terriers, Puppies. Dogs.—isi. Lewis Bros.

CHARLWOOD CANDIDATE. ^,.*ciwnnr>
Bull Terriers, Junior. Dogs— 1st, CHARLWOOD

CANDIDATE. 2nd, Mrs. W. E Brimblecomes

INFERNO BUSTER. 2nd. 3rd. Wm. Tiffany s INFER-

BuU Terriers. Canadian bred. Dogs.— HI, J. D-

Aitken's MASTER BOOTS. 2nd CHARLWOOD
CANDIDATE. 3rd. INFERNO BUSTER.
Bull Terriers. Novice Doffs.— 1st. CHARLWOOD

CANDIDATE. 2nd, INFERNO. 3rd, John Miles,

BROCKLEY TOPPER. m »«tpr ROOTS
Bull Terriers. Limit, i^offs,— 1st, MASTER BOO lb.

2nd, CHARLWOOD CANDIDA! E. 3rd, INFERNO

^mJl'^^ernet Open, Dogs.-Ut, MASTER BOOTS.
2nd, CHARLWOOD CANDIDATE. 3rd, E. I-.

Kirkpatrick's OTTAWA KNIGIl I

, ^OOD
Bull Terriers, Breeders, Dogs.— Isl, CHARLWOOD

^%^un^-R^J^s, Breeders, Doffs.-lst. "CHARLWOOD

''B^'un'T^Hns. PuPP'^^.Bitches.-UX.JacW Mc-

Laughlin's LINCOLN POLLY. 2nd, Chas. Red-

clilll's LADY ON SUNDAY 3rd, Lewis Bros.

WILLOWVALE CHARLWOOD ^ .,
Bull Terriers. Junior. Bitches.-Ul. Fred \\ Coles

BELLE MAHONE. ^nd. LADY ON SUNDAY.
3rd. WILLOWVALE CHARLWOOD
Bull Terriers. Canadian ^jed-lst. l^e^^ls Bros.

CHARLWOOD ARIEL. '2nd. K. H-.^ll'°JViV ONMARKET SWEET ELAINE. 3rd, LADY ON

^""BuUTlriers. Novice Bitches -Ul. .CHARLWOOD
ARIEL. 2nd. BELLE MAHONE. 3rd .LINCOLN

^ltu)-l'^Terriers. Limit B-'^'i^.-lst CHARLWOOD
ARIEL 2nd. HAYMARKET SWEET ELAINE
3rd, BELLE MAKONE rH&RI WOOD
Bull Terriers, Open. Bitches^lst. .CHARLWOOD

ARIEL. 2nd. BELLE MAHONE. 3rd. LINGULN

^°BjirTerriers. Breeders. Bitches -Ui. CHARLWOOD
ARIEL ''nd WILLOWVALE CHARLVNOOD.
^rd CHARLWOOD ..MARIE. Winners-B^rt«

-

CHARLWOOD ARIEL. Ooj-s^MASlER BOOIS.
FOX TERRIER—SMOOTH HAIRED.

Fox Terriers. Smooth Ii<'>"f;,';ilF,^l?i^TH
Geo. W. Bailey's CLAPTON KINGMASTER
KNIGHT. 2nd. Fred Rose s BROADWAY KIP.

3rd. Frank E. Stewarts DERBI .^^AS ,1LR.

Fox Terriers. ii'«"0(/i Hatred, Limi/CoffS. 1st,

Daniel Lynn's LYNFIELD SANDSTONE. 2nd

Jos Perkins' ROCKLEY KNOCKOUT. 3rd. hrank

H. Westbury's SABINE R fLEMAN
Fox Terriers. Smooth naircd. Open. D'OS. IsL

LYNFIELD SANDSTONE
,-^^^,-H SABINEKNOCKOUT. 3rd,, 11. M. Whilsitt s CH. bAtslNE

^^f,l^^i>rrirrs Smooth Haired. Novice. Bitches.—UU
Cha"s" L.' Mewburrs°'cLAPTON RAD
W I E Newton s FLASH LIGHT. 3rd, uanui

Lynn's LYNNFIELD SANDBURR. W.nners-

Doos -^LYNFIELD SANDSTONE.
"7ox Terriers. Smooth

_ '/'i"'',.'i'''i'-^fA''ff?}fii
Daniel Lynn's LYNFIELD AZl !(.. 2nd. CLAP I ON
WA^RIN\ 3rd, CLAPTON RADIANCE.
Fox Tnriers Smooth Haired. Operi.Btlches^-Ht.

L-yNFIELD AZTIC. 2nd, CLAPTON WAKINA.

'"ko^S^}:^?r^. '^it^'^^ired. Brace Cass -Ui.

'I^^'^^^^^up^u^: ^t^]^.:^ ^^y^
L-VNFIELD SALI£NT. 2nd. Alf. Lepine s MAL-
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MILLIONS ofDoUars
Will be dislnliuled among the Trappers this season for

Raw Furs—Thousands of experienced trappers, living

in all parts of Canada ship their furs to us year after

year, because thev find Hallam returns are prompt,

Hallam grading verv fair, and Hallam prires highest

—

Get busy—Catch "all the fur bearing animals you

possibly "can, and don't make any mistake this year,

but ship all your RAW FURS direct to John Hallam,

Ltd., where" you receive the most money —„We
buv from one skin up

—

HALLAM'S
TRAPPER'S GUIDE

a pocket hand book used bv trappers all over Canada

—

contains 96 pages—well illustrated, tells how and where
to trap—what bait and traps to use—is full of useful

information—gladly mailed free to readers of

Rod and Gun.
.,, , ,

Also Hallam s Trappers Suppiy Catalogue
36 pages of all trappers' and sporls-

mens' supplies at lowest prices

—

Traps — rifles—animal bait

—

headlights—fish nets, etc.

r, will pay yoB to kave
it. Write today-

address, asing
nuaaber as
below.

FREE

imited
1141 HALLAM BUILDING

TORONTO

Michigan BouleSJard and i3tK St.

300 Rooms—European Plan

Room TJitK detacKed fhoxOer, $1.00 a daj?

Room T?ith pri-Oate batk, $1.50 to $^.50 a dej?

Ti^o persons, $a to $5 a daj>

fn close proximity* to "The Loop," Chicago's busi-
ness, shopping, and theatre district.

lOldSouIhecnCr/ospitalilijSnC^SoSoulherAOAieL-'

I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—Rev. Wm, Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.
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DEN CORPORAL. 3rd, Alf. Lepine's MALDEN
PRIVATE.
Fox Terriers. Wire Haired, Junior Dogs.—1st,

L\NFIELD SALIENT. 2nd, MALDPIN CORPOR-
AL. 3rd, Ralph Stewart's VICKERY FORE-
RUNNER.
Foi Terrier, Wire Haired, Canadian bred. Dogs.—1st,

MALDEN CORPORAL. 2nd, W. H. Shortfs
REFAL CURIE. 3rd, Frank Stewart's STORM OF
DERBY. - „ , X
Fox Terriers, Wire H ired, Nemce, Dogs.—1st,

LYNFIELD SALIENT. 2nd, VICKERY FORE-
RUNNER. 3rd, MALDEN PRIVATE.
Fox Terriers, Wire Haired, Limit, Dogs.—1st,

George J. WiUock's WILLOWWARE GAMESTER
2nd Geo. A. Willock's WILLOWWARE PRINCE.
3rd, E. Ward's LEOPOLD RESULT.
Fox Terriers, Wire Haired, Open Dogs, (lor bpeaal

onto).— 1st, WILLOWWARE GAMESTER. 2nd,

G. and G. E. Ward's MILTON MAGPIE. 3rd. E.

Ward's LEOPOLD RESULT. Winners—Doffs.—
WILLOWWARE GAMESTER.
Fox Terriers, Wire Haired, Breeders, Dogs.—1st,

LYNFIELD SALIENT. 2nd, MALDEN CORPOR-
AL. 3rd, REGAL CURIO.

, . ,

Fox Terriers, Wire Haired, Puppies, Bilehcs.—Isl,

Aitkcn and Silvers RABY'S MODEL. 2nd, W. H.
Shortfs FOREST CITY MELODY. 3rd, Alf.

Lepine's MALDEN FATNA. .
, ,

Fox Terriers, Junior, BUehes,—1st, Aitkens and
Silver, RABY'S MODEL. 2nd, FOREST CITY
MELODY. 3rd, Geo. W. Bailey's CLAPTON VIMY
RIDGE ATTRITION. ^ , „., ,

Fox Terriers, Wire Haired, Canadian bred, Bjffftcs.-—

1st, RABY'S MODEL, 2nd, Alt. Lepines WIRE
MAID OF MALDEN. 3rd, FOREST CITY
MELODY. ^^ . „., ^ , ,

Fox Terriers, Wire Haired, Novice, Bitches.—UU
Geo. J. Willock's SABINE SILENCE. 2nd, RABY S

MODEL. 3rd, FOREST CITY MELODY.
Fox Terriers, Wire Haired, Limit. Bltches.--U\.

W. H. Shortfs OLCLIFF BIDDY. 2nd, SABINE
SILENCE. 3rd, RABY'S MODEL.
Fox Terriers. Wire Haired, Open, Bitcli£S.—^\s\,

OLCLIFF BIDDY. 2nd, SABINE SILENCE. 3rd,

RABY'S MODEL. „ . t,^,.c A.r,r.
Fox Terriers, Breeders, Bitches.—Ut, RABY S MOD-

EL 2nd WIRE MAID OF MALDEN. 3rd,

FOREST CITY MELODY. ^, , . ^
Fox Terriers. Wire Haired, Brace C/ass.-—1st, Geo.

J. Willock's brace. 2nd, Alf. Lepine. 3rd, W. H.

Fox 'Terriers, Team Class.—1st, Geo. J. WiUocks.

2nd, A. Lepine. 3rd, W. H. Shorlt. Winners—
Bitches.—^W. H. Shortt.

BOSTON TERRIERS.
Boston Terriers. Puppies, Dogs.—let, Peter Church,

2nd, Smith's JACK. 3rd, H. E. Witmer's BRAD-
GATE MAC. ^ . ,,,
Boston Terriers, Canadian bred. Dogs, {any tceigM).—

1st, E. E. Scotf s PRINCE CONNIE. 2nd. J. J.

Dillon's OXONIAN SYSONBY. 3rd, PETER
CHURCH. ^ , .. ,, ,t ^ , .
Boston Terriers. Novice, Dogs. (,under 17 lbs.)—1st,

ffETER CHURCH. 2nd, Smith's JACK. 3rd

BRADGATE MAC. ^ ,.,,.,„ x , .
Boston Terriers. Limit. Dogs, (under 17 /6s.)—1st,

PETER CHURCH. 2nd, Smith's JACK. 3rd,

BRADGATE MAC. ^ , ^ ,., ,^ ^ , .

Boston Terriers, Open. Dogs. ("??"; 17 /6s.)—1st,

PETER CHURCH. 2nd, BRADGATE MAC. 3rd,

W. A. Currie's DODGE'S PRIDE. ^ . „„ ,. ,

Boston Terriers. Novice. Dogs. (1/ and under 22 lbs.)

' —1st, Lieut. Col. W. G. Thompson s COLONEL
PEACH. 2nd, A. E. Carter's LLOY'D GEORGE.
3rd Mrs. M. Graham's SUNBRIAR. Wmners-
Dogs.—V/. B. Levack's COUNT DEE CEE
Boston Terriers. Limit. Dogs (17 and under 22 lbs)

—1st, M. E. Durney's T. JOYCE'S CHUM. 2n(l,

PRINCE CONNIE. 3rd, R. Henderson s YANKEE
SENSATION.
Boston Terriers, Open. Dogs. (17 and under 22 lbs.)

—1st COUNT DEE CEE. 2nd, 1. JOYCES
CHUM. 3rd, PRINCE CONNIE.
Boston Terriers. Novice. Dogs. (22 and not exceeding

27 itts )— Isl, Arthur Craddock's LORD WALLACE.
2nd, J. D. Shafer's STAR ROBERTS.
Boston Terriers. Limit. Dogs i-'^andn^over21lbs^

—1st. .Mrs. F. K. Korman's CAPTAIN STARLIGHT
2nd; LORD WALLACE. 3rd, STAR ROBEH I S,

Boston Terriers. Open. Dogs. (22 and not exceeding

27 /6s.)— 1st. CAPTAIN STARLIGHT. 2nd. J \V^

Chu chs THE SPIRIT. 3rd, Thos. Easby s LORD

Boston Terriers. Puppies. Bi(c/ics.—1st, ICd. J.

Drake's WHEATLAND JUDY. 2nd, M. .A Durney s

LITTLE NEARER. 3rd, Col. W. G. Thompson's
POUGHIE HIGHBALL
Boston Terriers. Canadian bred. Bitches, (any weight).

—1st. W. E. Levack's LITTLE MISS MAC 2nd,
Albert T. Calhoun's SPEED QUEEN. 3rd, Mrs
W. C. Ingram's SWEET CLOYER.
Boston Terriers. Novice. Bitches, (under 17 /6s.)

—

1st. SPEED QUEEN. 2nd, WHEATLAND JUDY.
3rd, F. E. Scott VICTORY LOAN.
Boston Terriesr. Limit. Bitches, (under 17 /6s.)—1st,

LITTLE MISS MAC. 2nd, SPEED QUEEN.
3rd, J. Thompson's BABY RINGLEADER.
Boston Terriers. Open. Bitches, (under 17 /6s.)—Istl

LITTLE MISS MAC. 2nd, SPEED QUEEN. 3rd,
WHEATLAND JUDY.
Boston Terriers. Novice, Bitches. (17 and under 22

(fts.)—1st, POUGHIE HIGHBALL. 2nd. J. W.
Creedon's TURNSTILE KIDDOS BEST. 3rd
H. Wicks' TODY MAXINE.
Boston Terriers. Limit Bitches. (17 and under 22 /6s.)

—1st. Mrs. W. C. Ingram's SWEET CLOVER. 2nd,
A. Smith's LADY CUNNING. 3rd, POUGIE
HIGHBALL.
Boston Terriers. Open. Bitches. (17 and under 22 /6s.)

—1st, R. C. Stonehouse's GOLDCREST FIREFLY.
2nd. SWEET CLOVER. 3rd, LADY CUNNING.
Boston Terriers, Novice. Bitches. (22 and not exceed-

ing 27.)—1st, W. Currie's BELLE MAHONE. 2nd,
Mrs. H. E C. Brennan's LADY ROXIE.
Boston Terriers. Limit. Bitches, (22 and not over 27

/6s.)—1st, Mrs. W. C. Ingram's VELVET PRIDE.
2nd. J. D. Schafer's MAXINE BELLE. 3rd. W. B.
Levack's TOODLES.
Boston Terriers. Open. Bitches. (22 and not over 27

/6s.)— 1st, VELVET PRIDE. 2nd, MAXINE
BELLE.
Boston Terriers. Brace Class.—Mrs. W. C. Ingram s

brace and W. B. Levack's brace.
Boston Terriers. Team Class.—Mrs. W. C. Ingram's

team. W. B. Levack's team. Winners,—W. B.
Levack's LITTLE MISS MAC.

COCKER SPANIELS.
Cocker Spaniels, Puppies. Dogs, any color. 1st

Chas. Bowerbank's TWIN. 2nd, Chas. BoWerbank's
REDWIN. 3rd, W^ H. Mann's MERRY MASTER.

Cocker Spaniels. Canadian Bred Dogs, any color.

1st, Fred W. Lewis' CALMO PERFECTO. 2nd, Mrs.
E F. Lewis Jr. LORD KITCHENER. 3rd, W. H.
Mann's MERRY MARQUIS.

Cocker Spaniels, Novice Dogs, black. 1st, Mrs.
Harrv Moore's MASTER KEY. 2nd, Mrs. T.
Worthy's MIDKIFF BESWAIN. 3rd, TWIN

Cocker Spaniels. Limit. Doos, black. Ist, CALMEO
PERFECTO. 2nd, LORD KITCHENER. 3rd,

Cocker Spaniels. Open, Dogs, black. 1st, C.\LMEO
PERFECTO. 2nd, LORD KITCHENER. 3rd,

MASTER KEY.
Cocker Spaniels, Novice, Dogs, any solid color other

than black. 1st, Chas. Bowerbank's SENATOR B.

2nd. MERRY MARQUIS. .3rd, REDWIN.
Cocker Spaniels, Limit, Dogs, any solid color otha-

than black. 1st, SEN.\TOR B. 2nd. MERRY
MARQUIS. 3rd, W.H^ Mann's MERRY MONARCH

Cocker, Spaniels. Open. DogS. any solid color other

than black. 1st, Mrs. T. Worthy's BR^OOKDALE
TOBY. 2nd, SENATOR B. 3rd, MERRY MAR-

Cocker. Spaniels. Novice. Dogs, parti-colored. 1st,

H J Barrs FERNDALE DON. 2nd. W. A. Twigg s

SPINKS K. . , J , »
Cocker Spaniels. Linut. Dogs, pari-colored 1st.

FERNDALE DON, 2n11, J. A. Campbells OAKLEY
MAPGIE. 3rd. SPINKS K , , w i 4

Cocker Spaniels, Open, Dogs, parti-colored. 1st,

FERNDALE DON. 2nd, OAKLEV MAGPIE 3rd.

SPINKS K. Winners, dogs, FERNDALE DON.
Cocker Spaniels. Breeders, any color. 1st, CALMU

PERFECTO 2nd, FERNDALE DON. 3rd, OAK-
LEY' MAGPIE.

, , ,

Cocker Spaniels. Puppies, Bitches any color. 1st,

Mrs C w: Bowerbank's HONEY BEE. 2nd, C. W.
Bowerbank's URWIN.

Cocker Spaniels. Canadian Bred Bitches, any color.

1st Fred W. I..wis' CALMO IDO. 2nd CARRICK
and KENNKDY'S NEWSGIBL. 3rd, Fred W.

^"cocker Spaniels. Novice. Ditches, black. l|t. ,Mr5.

Harry Moore's TIP TOP. 2nd, LADY SNUFF.

'cocker Spaniels. Limit, Bitches, black. 1st, Mrs
Harry.Moofe's MOONSHINE. 2nd, TIP TOP. 3rd,

^CoclTrSyfn^fh. Open. Bitches "'\^f-^'^l\-„^OON-
SHINE. 2nd. TIP TOP. 3rd, LADY SNUFF.

Cocker Spaniels. Limit. Bitches, any solid color other

than Mack. 1st, CALMO IDA.
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BEST BOOKS PUBLISHED

For Automobilists

and Motorcyclists

Five Complete and Distinct

Works

Irrespective of price, the following publications are^the greatest

values of their kind on the market.

Works are almost indispensable to

OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN
or REPAIRMEN.

While technical, are Written' in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of

reference. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United
States. Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers
and their agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of

these works.

The A. B. C. of Motor Car Operation - - 50c

The A. B. C. of Internal Combustion Engine,
Maintenance and Repairs - - - - 25c

The A. B. C. of Magneto Ignition Systems - 15c

The A. B. C. of Battery Ignition Systems - 25c

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, - Woodstock; Ontario
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Cocker Spaniels. Open, Bitches, any solid color other

thanbtack. 1st. CALMO IDA. 2nd, Mrs. T. Worthy s

CRESCENT BONITA. ^ , , , w io.
Cocker Spaniels. Novice. Bitches, pam-colored. 1st.

NEWSGIRL 2nd, W. A. Twigg's SPOT K. ord,

W A Twigg's BESSIE K.
. , j , .

Cocker Spaniels. Limit. Bitches, ,P«rtVTrn^M Awf

'

NEWSGIRL. 2nd. Fred W. Lewis' CALMO MARL-
BORO. 3rd, SPOT K. , , ^ i .

Cocker Spaniels, Open Bitches parh-col^ed. 1st.

NEWSGIRL. 2nd, CALMO MARLBORO. .5rd,

SPOT K

c.« ??.rRi!^o'?(?r:'^^^-nf:"-J;^w^s"^.^Ri"- ir^

"^^i^^J^'^liraceClass 1st, Mrs Harrv

''^!r^^s. i?^„^^.^'f^" W^^^ann-s
TEAM 2nd, Chas. Bowerbank s TEAM.

IRISH TERRIERS.
Irish Terriers. Junior Doqs and Bitches. 1st, Jos.

"JlPpV.; ROSHEN 2nd B. T. HoldbrooK s ROh-
CREA D'AN5™.3rd:D'-McDonaId's EVER READY

Irish Terriers. Canadian Bred. Dogs. 1st, ROSCKt-A
DANDY 2nd, EVER READY. 3rd, Wm. Hayes

IRISH DOCTOR ^ ^ . , „ _^.^
Irish Terriers. Nomce. Dogs. 1st. James Brogans

TRIPLE CROWN. 2nd, EVER READY. 3rd,

CALLIGAN and DICKENSON'S PADDY.

2nrl^^^"c?St^e^l''c°oTsT'^'A?^^JI%S-1?5'R.

^"fhT^?r^elt oi^™.°z7„... 1st. TRIPLE CROWN.
2nd COAST NATIVE HOTSPUR. 3rd. D. Mc
Donald's JONESBORO PAT

c.r<:rAi
Irish Terriers. Canadian Bred, Bitches. 1st FISCAL

VENUS 2nd N. R. Miller's FISCAL EQUITY.
3rd, H. Battrick's ROSCREA NORA

„„<:u-pm
Irish Terriers, Nonce. Bitches 1st _ROSKEt^

.

2nd, FISCAL VENUS. 3rd, FISCAL EQUITY.
Irish Terriers, Limit, Bitches. 1st, ROSHEN 2nd,

Mrs. B. F. Lewis' THORNCROFT KINSWOMAN.
Irish Terriers, Open, Bitches. 1st, ROSHEN. 2nd,

THORNCROFT KINSWOMAN .'^rd, Robt. John-

stone's COAST NATIVE PR'^CESS_ Winners,

Bitches. ROSHEN. Winners, dcgs.TRIPLE CROW N
IrishTerriers. Brace Class. 1st. Wm. Hayes brace.

SCOTTISH TERRIERS.
Scottish Terriers, Puppies, Dogs, and Bitche^. 1st,

D McKellar's ARGYLE COMMANDER. 2nd, D.

McKellar's ARGYLE GRACE.
, , n

Scottish Terriers, Canadian Bred. Dogs. 'st, u.

McKellar's ARGYLE I.MPRESSION. 2nd. ARGY-
LE COMMANDER. 3rd, W. T. Marlatt's DEAN-
CROFT PENNANT. AnrviP

Scottish Terriers, Nonce. Dogs. ^ 1st, 'VA^n
IMPRESSION. 2nd. ARGYLE COMMANDER

Scottish Terriers, Limit. Dogs. 1st, ARCiYLE livi-

PRFSSION 2nd W. T. Marlatt's ROMANY
BISHOP. 3rd. W. T. Marlatt's DEANCROFI
PENNANT

Scottish Terriers, Open, Dogs, 1st. ARGYLE
IMPRESSION. 2nd, ROMANY BISHOP. 3rd, A.

Levack's GALLANT STEWART.
, . r.

Scottish Terriers. Canadian Bred. B'/ches. 1st, L).

McKellar's ARGYLE SCOTTIE. 2nd, ARGYLE
POLLY. 3rd, ARGYI.E BRACKER. Winners,

Dogs. ARGYLE IMPRESSION. ^ ,,
Scottish Terriers. Nonce. Bitches. 1st, D. Mc-

Kellar's ARGYLE GRACE. 2nd, ARGYLE
BRACKEN. , .„^,,, c.

Scottish Terriers. Limit Bitches. 1st, ARGYLE
SCOTTISH. 2nd, ARGYLE POLLY. 3rd, AR-
GYLE BR.\CKi;N. ,_ .T,^^„n.

Scnilish Terriers. Open. Bitches. 1st, ARGYLE
SCOTTIE. 2nd. ARGYLE POLLY. 3rd. ARG"VLE
BRACKEN. Winners Bitches. ARGYLE BRACKEN

BEAGLES.
Beanies. Poppies. Dogs and Bitches, any height. 1st,

llaig Kennels' HAIG'S GENERAL. 2nd Haig
Kennel.s' HAIG'S FLYER. 3rd, J. K. James LUX-
ELLO FIRST CALL.

Beagles, Canadian Bred, Dogs and Bitches^ any heighl

1st F E Smith's SMITHFIELD SABLE. 2nd.

Th^ R. De Geer's BROADVIEW STORMER. .3rd,

Haig Kennels' HAIG'S TRAMP. 4rh, F. E. Smith s

SMITHFIELD PIONEER.
, . , „ T„r,».'

Beagles, Nocice. Dogs, ariy
J"»^',

Is/. Jj^K Jame»
PHILIPPS VIXEN. 2nd, SMITHFIELD SABLE
3rd, HAIG'S TRAMP. 4th. Haig Kennels HAIG b

^fiVSte^^Limif, Dogs and Bitches "Ol fxceeding U
inrhrt 1st Jas K. James BUllEKCUt'.
2nd Tlaig's kennels' HAIG'S GYP 2ND. 3rd,

HAIG'S GENERAL, 4th, Thos. R. De Geer .s

PATIENCF
Beagles, Limit, Dogs, over \3 i^nches and not exceedtn,

\^ inched 1st PHILIPPS VIXEN. 2nd, SMI 1 H-

FIELd'^SABLe'^ 3rd, BROADVIEW STORMER.
Beagles, Open, Dogs, o"y,'l??W. 1st. PHILIPPS

VIXEN 2nd, SMITHFIELD S.\BLh. 3rd,

BROADVIEW STORMER. ^ . t.. , .

Beagles. Breeders. Dogs and Bitches any hetgM.Ui.
SMITHFIELD SABLE. 2nd ' AJG S rRAMP.
3rd, HAIG'S GENERAL. 4th, LUXELLO FIRS I

^'ihagles, Nomce. Miches aiiy height 1st BU'rTER-
rUP 2nd J K. James" LUXELLO WINNU-KEU.
3rd F.E Smith's WHE.\TLEY SCORNFUL

Beagles, Limit. Bitches over 13 'nchesanri no/ exM«*-

tno 15 inches. 1st. LUXELLO WINNIFRED. 2nd.

WHEATLEY SCORNFUL. 3rd Haig Kennel*

BROADVIEW OUEEN. 4th, Haig Kennels

HAIG'S BEAVER. ^ . ., , , n,,T-xKR
Beaales Open, Bitches, any height. 1st, BUTFEK-

f-TiD OnH i iiVFI I O WINNIFRED. 3rd,

.WHEATLEY "cokklFUL 4th, BROADVIEW

^sfa'^te Brace. Class. 1st, Haig K'^nne's' BRACE
2nd T R DeGeer's BRACE. 3rd, F. E. Smith s

^n™£; Tcnm Clais 1st F E. Smith's TEAM.
•>nf"'Haig^'Kinnels'- TEAM.' Winners. Bitches

BUTTERCUP. ^^^^^^^^3 CLASS.
1st, Mrs. Chambeilayne's BON BON.

,
2od, A- G.

H Luxton's DAN 3rd. Mrs. M. Waycott s DAISY.

4th, A. E. Farthing's M.\C.
. . ^ „ f I ewis Ir

J^',\VS^.^'rsv'kTT'l'A. ''in,.% p: Fit-;ort-'(:s

MfTdOWVIEW' FAITH 3rd, John G. Kent s

''T.^Ji^ gl?ss°'^'.^%. Ilornby an<I Rodge.^

'rlY^'^if n'p- c'^^bh^ KfLBURN^S°FAs'cPN\^
?F(?N. 'ifh.'A. &et?.:^,'%HH^BI.AE COLLEEN^

WILLOWwkkfe GAMESTER 4th. Matt Gracey's

BROOMHILL BETTY.

?™: Kkll!ges^°'^t^!;:'TeSei, ^^ty 'Classes

''ii''' R ' r'R^sr V He" St! Pierrl, Oue.-Russian

Wo^^ho^dtcpoS- English Foxhou^^^^

^'sr-=j"'r'^'l^rd:^»s!^^oa^u^vnre^^<i^»^-Engiish

""Krs. Delmont ar.d Meadows.-Variety Class

^'veterinary Surgeon.-Dr. F. A. Campbell
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
Soulh of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the sis New Kngland and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery. NOBTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be haa in some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREE.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's

web over a huge part of that immense forest-robed territory.

For free descriplire lilerature, vrile

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings. TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines.

At Home
or Afield--
sooner or later comes

the need for

KEATING'S

Insect Powder
sure death to every
form of insect iife

—

Flies, Fleas, Mosquit-
oes, Ants. Wasps,
Beetles,Bugs. Roaches

Moths, etc.

In Tins Only
10c. 25c.. 35c.

From Grocers or
Druggists

>i

J

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
"PREMIER" MALLARD. Reg. U. S. Patent Ofiico

On your hunting trip take along Mason^s Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue—It's Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M- R. R. Detroit, Mich.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fisli and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler, Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of.Csh
and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.

Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustratecr Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN. General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving in cost is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit wHl release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted.
Caisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.

European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON. Proprietor

Mounted Moose Heads

in excellent condition

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun, - - WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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ENGINES AND LAUNCHES

Kow boat Outboard motors and othcrs_ cheap; also

reverse gears, rear starters, magnetos, etc Send for list^

Guarantee Motor Co., Hamilton. Canada. 10-TF

GUNS

YES— I WILL TRADE GUNS—Send 2c stamp for
complete list of second hand and shop-worn firearms.
Everything guaranteed. Tell us what you want in first

letter. Wm. R. Burkhard (Established in 1855). 143
East 4th St.. St. Paul. Minn. "The Original and Old
Reliable." 12-TF

FOR SALE—.22 Calibre Winchester Repeater Model
1906. new condition. SI 7.00, Prepaid. Splendid Bargain.
Canada only. Box. 258. Sussex. N.B. lO-IT

FOR S.\LE— 1 .22 hifili power Savage, fine condition,
only shot fifty times, with 150 cartridges. A snap at
$40.00 G. S. Conley, Westport. Ont. 10-lT

FOR SALE WINCHESTER carbine 30.30, good as
new, $16.00. 100 shells for same S7.50. Compact
tent, waterproof silk, weight 3^ pounds, folds 16 in. bv
4 in., $10.00. CUve Martin, Box 355. Penetang, Ont.

10-lT

\yANTED—.35 Cal. Remington .Xutomalic rillc.

plain or fancy grade, must be in first class condition. G.
C. Goulding, Vernon. B.C. 10-IT

GUN BARGAINS—A few high grade double Lefever
12 and lU gau.ge sample guns, $20. up. H. L. Green,
Lake St., Ithaca. N.Y. 10-IT

FOR SALE—Double barrel 12 bore, hammer shot gun,
full choke, English make, almost new, great duck gun;
also ,303 Savage Rifle. Hamn^erless. perfect condition,
fitted with combination front and sporting rear sight,
first rale deer ri/lc. Will sell cheap, singly or together.
Apply, Wm. Bourkc. Box 39. La Flechc, Sask. 10-IT

GUN REPAIRING
W. A. Brock

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Restocking, Barrel Boring, Stock-Bend-
ing, Barrel Browning, etc.

A II work guaranteed.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Goods Store of London, Ont.

SPECIALS

I MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
inost successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
taamage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
Of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
Box 556, Oakland, Calif, 3 IT

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, goitre, tetter, old sores.
catarrh, dandruff, rheu-

matism, piles. .cured or no charge. Write for particulars,
tczema Remedy, Co.. Hot Springs, Ark., U.S.A.

For SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. Box L, ROD .\Nn GUN
Woodstock, Ontario. TF
SPECK

ponds and
mediate s

manager
Ontario.

WANTED TO PURCHASE—First class SPLIT-
BAMBOO CASTING ROD. Must be in thoroughly
good condition and fitted with Agate Rings. State
length, name of Maker, and all particulars. Also Quad-
ruplex Casting Reel for same. Subject to inspection and
approval in Toronto. Box 140. e-o "ROD AND GUN"
Woodstock. Ont.

TRAPSHOOTKRS—Canadian Blackbird targets, six

fifty per thousand, yellow bands seven. Western Auto-
matic traps; single, S47.00, double. .?54.00. Bowron
expert six dollars. All f.o.b. our plant Hamilton. Ont.
Nelson Long, manufacturer. 8-TF

TAXIDERMY AND TANNING
FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-

dition. Apply Bpx L., ROD ANL) GUN. Woodstock.
Ont. TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.

Oliver Spanner ct Co., 26 Elm St.. Toronto. We buy raw
furs. ' 12T

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book of Qenera.1 ln-fornia.tion

Valuable alike to dog lovers and owners.
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the nov-
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than
the Airedale and of particular interest to

the Airedale fancier.

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE

(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.

Planting Hair in the

Human Scalp
—By W. T. Pember

Has already been accomplished with suc-

cess. Therefore there is no reason why
meji should appear bald headed.

The finest imitation of nature is also made
in the Toupee. Many genuine sports are
lacking in nature's covering for their heads.

In consulting W. T. Pember you will be
sure to receive the advice of an expert.

Pember's Hair Store
129 YONGE ST., TORONTO
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Oitdeoi

For over 59 year* Turnbulls have been making good
knitted underwear in Canada—and underwear ex-

dusively-—^They came from the Old Country with the

knowledge of how to make good underwear bred in

them—They brought out expert workers from the Old
Country from time to time as their business grew—thus

have always kept their products up to the highest stan-

dard, being made v«th that thoroughness and care for

which the Old Country workers are famous.

The reason for thi» tremendous growth and popularity

can be summed up id one word "Quality" first and
all the time

—

You cannot get away from the fact that Canadians

appreciate " Quality " more than anything else

—

Turnbull's two brands are

UNDERWEAR
This brand is on al! Turnbuirs
ribbed underwear which is ex-

tremely popular with ladies and
children because of iu great

elaslicityandcomfortable fining.

Made in all sizes in separate

garments and union suits with
special closed crotch.

This brand is on Turnbull's

plain knitted underwear, all

wool — finest and cleanest

obtainable, made in separate

garments and union suits with

special crotch that stays closed

and is always comfortable.

Sold by good dealers everyTi>here.

Made only by

The C. lURNBULL COMPANY of GALT, Limited

Also I

GALT, ONTARIO
(iole maoufacturert of the famou-. " CEETEE " full fashioned underclothing.

/
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Taxidermists to the Canadian Sportsman
ESTABLISHED

1 884

f

Let us mount your trophies.

^ Rugs made up lined and
bordered full or half Heads.

Artificial Eyes, Skulls and
Supplies.

We Tan Skins of all kinds.

Buck Skin

Let us tan your Deer Iv^Je

into Buck skin.

RAW FURS

WANTED

Send for

Latest Price

List

Send for Latest

Booklet of our
work.

Free on request.

Send for Shipping Tags.

I

J

i

I

OLIVER SPANNER & CO., 26 Elm St., Toronto
|
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CANADIAN GAME TRAILS
Hubi-;rt Mutton

CANADA furnishes biij game
of North America a hist retreat
from the steady encroarhment

of commercial life. This is a fact
'; recognized by all.

To the South, in the United States,

we find the larger game mammals
have been hunted almost to com-
plete extinction. The conservation
laws arrived all but too late. Those
interested in the preservation of
game in Canada should profit by the
example of their less fortunate south-
ern neighbors and enact adequate
protective legislation. Enaction of

these laws is but the preface to the
main task in hand^that of enforcing
the laws, which should be accom-
plished without favor to any and
with justice to all.

It has been wisely said that "nine-
tenths of wisdom consists of taking
a step in time," and this adage par-
ticularly applies to the game con-
servation question.

The game hog and market hunter
should be routed out and not per-
mitted to pursue his evil practises of
slaughtering large numbers of our
majestic woodland creatures in vio-
lation of all precepts of humanity,
and contrary to the law of the land.
Sportsmen should not tolerate his
presence in the community. They
should continually bear in mind the
fact that he, if allowed to continue
his evil tactics, will eventually ex-
tinguish our wild life and rob the
honest and humane sportsman of
one of nature's greatest assets—our
wild life.

Perhaps wc already have on our
statute books sufficient laws on con-
servation, but what is especially
needed, the crying need of the hour,
is enforcement of the laws without
fear and without favour. Laws are
"mere scraps of paper," impotent
and without avail, if they arc not
properly and adequately enforced.
It would have been just as well not
to have wasted the time to enact
them in that ci'rcumstance. Sports-
men should cry aloud in a mighty
chorus for the prosecution and con-
viction of game law breakers and not
cease until the guilty one has paid
the penalty. It is only in this way
that the last remnant of .\merica's
larger game animals may be saved
before it is everlastingly too late.

Act while yet ye may, lest ye rue the
day!

Comparatively spealting, Canada's
game fields remain good hunting
grounds, but ere long Canada will

find her larger mamn>als gone, if she
fails to profit by the sad experience of

the United States. It has been but a

few years since game was plentiful in

the States, so plentiful in fact that
little attention was paid to conserva-
tion legislation, and now behold the
result—game of the larger species

practically extinct in nearly every
State in the Union.
Canada should take slock of her

game resources, check up her assets

and her liabilities, and strike a bal-

ance. The game hog is one of her
most potent liabilities, the sports-

man her most powerful asset. By
prosecuting a few "pot hunters" they
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may be changed by reformation from
liabilities to assets, and by educating
her people in the ways of true sports-
manship she will eventually have but
few liabilities and many assets. It

is up to fellow sportsmen to effect

this education. They should lose
no opportunity to bring the lesson as

Vacation-time would simply be too
dull to be refreshing.

Going hunting has charms all its

own. To-day the greatest diffi-

culty is to locate and approach game,
so when you hike out to the game
fields where lies hidden somewhere
the game you seek, change your

they have learned it before those that

have carelessly or wantonly paid no
heed to the gfeat subject.

One writer aptly notes that: "Each
year the homestead cabins move
farther up the creeks and canyons,
hoof-prints like two half-moons (he
is speaking of deer) less thickly dot
the trails and watering places." The
same thing applies to the moose,
caribou, bear, and other big game
animals even in a greater degree, and
sooner or later no hoof-prints will be
visible at all, if effective measures
are not speedily taken.

Think what that unhappy day
betides! No hunting! Conse"-
quently there will be comparatively
no joy in vacations, nothing enticing
about outings, no place for the tired

business man to soothe his nerves.

tactics, go cautiously, slowly, and
straight in the wind or quartering
against it, bearing in mind that the
creatures of the wild are each en-
dowed by nature with remarkable
sensing powers such as the human
being never possessed. The whole
secret in hunting for game is to use
your head, matching their shrewdness
and cunning with yours.
While man is probably their worst

and most deadly enemy, they have
many other natural foes, and the
multitude of their enemies makes
sharp their wits until the animal in-

telligence is equal or superior to thai
of man, their ability of using their

smelling powers to scent their friends
and enemies is in itself truly marvel-
ous. This sense is developed a hun-
dred times more keen in them than in

a human being because of the con-
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slant use they make of it. Not
only is their sense of smell very
highly developed, but their ears are

able through constant practice to

pick up sounds that would be quite

inaudible to the ear of a man, and
they have eyes that are trained to

detect strange or unfamiliar move-
ments. They have to be deep
versed in woodcraft in order to com-
bat their enemies, and if they did

not possess these extraordinary pow-
ers of alertness the wild life of the
forest would be quickly exterminated
by the genius of the higher order of

creation—man. The k e e n - e y e d

,

sharp-eared creatures of woodland,
hill and dale, are seldom caught nap-
ping. It is their business to keep
aloof from harm's way, and you will

find them all professionals in their

calling. They are alert to the slight-

est unusual sound or noise, a slight

cough it may be or the snap of a twig
in your path, hence to be successful
you must practice stealth, carefully
picking your way forward through
the brush, taking shelter behind every
knoll, or rise of ground, tree, log or
bush, as the case may be, as does the
Indian, master of the art that he
unqualifiedly is.

A good way to hunt, at least a
favorite method with the writer, is

to select a likely place, such as a log
or other comfortable seat and simply
sit still and wait; "watchful waiting"
is more likely to bring success than
striding about here and there inevit-

ably making a big lot of fuss that is

certain to be detected by the quarry,
.lust sit still and look and listen. A
likely place is near thickets, watering
places, in woods, or heavy brush, and
at a location that permits your optics
to observe as much ground as possible
—you'll find the plan less fatiguing
and more successful certainly than
tearing aimlessly through the brush.
A binocular telescope is well nigh in-

dispensible in hunting big game.
With it you are enabled to search out
all the surrounding country from
where you are, minutely scanning
every inch of ground for signs of

wild life. This saves time, the labor
of miles of walking, and assures a
greater degree of success.

By its use, often a white object

in the dim distance which you could

have sworn just moved (as seen

through the naked eye), turns into a
shiny rock, glistening in old Sol's

rays, and then again over there a
blackish one turns into a tree stump,
and you probably have saved two
miles of weary tramping by having
along your trusty glasses.

When you have made the great
discovery, to wit: sighted game, your
blood fairly boils with excitement,
your nerves tingle, and you have a

mad desire to rush forward to the
combat, but wait! That will never
do. Take a second, sober thought
and go forward as does the stealthy
Indian, avoiding open spaces, and by
all means don't go "down wind."
Work around untilthe wind is blow-
ing toward you, otherwise the animal
will surely sense your presenf-e and
t)e off in a scamper to parts unknown
before you can get within gun-shot.
Better stoop down and run low,
keeping hid as much as possible in the
brush. Crawl, if you think it nec-
essary. Use every art at your com-
mand to keep from losing that prec-
ious trophy, so dear to the sportsman.
It is a fair battle, with the advantage,
if there be any, slightlv in favor of the
game, since it is equipped with a
natural talent, while yours is due to
your brain-Dower develooment. It
is not development in the case of
the game, but to use an old phrase:
"he was jes' born that way."
You have by this time arrived

within striking distance. Stow
away your glasses, and crawl on your
hands and knees for a close shot. Of
course, you have a full rifle magazine,
and you have a good and trusty
cartridge ready in the chamber. It's

a buck; you know this for you can
see his horns. Aim where? Why
just behind the right shoulder a
trifle low. Bang! And you have
your trophy.

It is all very fascinating—life in the
big woods—and the more you asso-
ciate with nature, the more you will
understand her secrets and how to
extract the most joy out of them. A
good way is to pay attention to
detail. Let nothing escape your
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eagle eye. Study Dame Nature, and
you will find you receive large divi-

dends on your investment. Not least

of the things you will get out of this

study will be a wholesome respect
for God's handiwork in the creation
of every natural object, and the
wonder of it all will appear to you

hunts in. As afore mentioned, the
best method is undoubtedly by stal'k-

ing your game. It saves miles of
tramping and in the end gets better
results. The footwear should be of
soft, noiseless material, either rubber
"shoe pac" or the double-soled moose
hide moccasin, three-quarter length.

in a new light. It will make of you
a better man, it will be a veritable
tonic to your soul.

Whatever you chance to be hunting,
you should make a deep study of the
habits and peculiarities of that species
of game. In deer hunting, the best
months are November and December.
At this season doe, buck and fawn
travel together, and they are difficult

of approach, much caution being
necessary in order to get near them,
as their mind is more active, their
scenting powers greater, at this sea-
son than at any other. It is neces-
sary to proceed in face of, or against
the wind.
Another very important item is

the clothing the sportsman should
wear. This should be of a neutral
color, preferai)Iy tan, or something
that harmonizes with the naUiral
surroundings of the country one

After a light snow affords the best
time, when the game may be easily

trailed. The worst possible time
is during heavy winds, or when the
forest leaves are unusually dry, mak-
ing lots of noise when trod upon.
When the ground and leaves are wet
is a good time, especially so if there

is httle or no wind. They can then
be foimd well in the woods and away
from water, as the moisture on the
"browse" is sufficient to quench thier

thirst.

The principal difiiculty is to lecate

I hem in regions over-himted, and for

this reason it is vitally important
for every sportsman to take along a

good pair of binoculars. It is not
necessary to take the ordinary field

glass, as this is too cumbersome and
possesses only half the vision quali-

ties of a light binocular field telescope.

It will save you many and many a
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mile of plodding, and this means a
whole lot, especially where walking is

obstructed by tangled undergrowth
and other natural obstacles to travel.

It will also save you much game that
otherwise you would not be able to
locate and bag. If you hunt in early
morning, or late in the afternoon, look
for them near watering places, espec-
ially if the weather is somewhat mild
and warm, also about the edges of
swamps, ridges of hills, etc., where
they feed on the "browse" of hem-
lock, cedar, nibbling the twigs, shrubs,
etc., or rubbing their horns against
the bark of trees and small bushes.
Study weather conditions and watch
for signs, and you will be a successful
deer hunter.

In moose hunting much the same
methods are employed as for deer
hutting. There is no set rule to be
followed in hunting any kind of

game, for local conditions vary in

difTerent parts of the country and the
hunter has to use his best judgment,
paying due attention to the traits

of character of the animal he is after,

season of the year, and weather con-
ditions.

"Pack up your troubles in your
old kit bag," and hie away to some
distant, or local, hunting ground,
there to lose them 'mid the green.

You will forget you ever had any
troubles, or business worries, when
once you are ensconced within Nat-
ure's outstretched arms, where you

may commune with the primeval
forest and lose that tired feeling

acquired perhaps in the busy hurly-
burly office or somewhere outside
Nature's realm.

In hunting bear, unquestionably
the best way is with hounds, or
with a companion. Do hot allow
exaggerated stories of their attacks
upon human beings to imbue fear

of them; as a matter of fact they have
never been known to attack a human
being unless wounded, or otherwise
provoked. Hence, in shooting them,
the main thing for you to do is to

be sure that your shot "goes home,"
and does not merely inflict an injury
that will enrage the beast and cause
him to attack you. If you are a fairly

good shot, you have nothing to fear.

October, or November is the b€st
time to hunt bear, before winter se-.s

in in earnest and after the first snow-
fall.

When you have got your trophy,
whether it be deer, moose, caribou,
bear, or what not, be content and
don't slaughter excessively, bearing
in mind that brother sportsmen are
equall^"^ as anxious as you to "bring
home the bacon," and if you "act the
game hog," it will probably mean
their disappointment, and afford you
very little additional pleasure, for

you have a conscience, and it will

hurt you. Be conservative in all

things pertaining to sport. That is

what designates the true sportsman.



G. F. HiLTZ.

Louis the guide, had been left with
me in charge of the base-camp of the
survey party, of which we were
members. I had signed on as "chain-
man," and so long as I live, I shall

never forget that there are eighty
chains to our mile, and that a mile

of Canadian bush is almost inter-

minable.
Louis was cook. He declared that

he was a good cook, and I am
quite willing to believe that he may
have been. Nevertheless, the most
glorious meal I ever ate was a pro-
verb-def>ing broth compounded by
many cooks from several brace of

partridge, two rabbits, sundry tins

of treacle and condensed milk, with
a soupcon of Hudson Bay butter,

commonly known as axle-grease.

Ah! but we had been living for an
unspeakable six weeks on flour and
water, and, as Louis said, with tears

in his eyes, "No cook he make much
out of dat!" In fact, his cuhnary
performances during that time
were comparatively scanty and un-
wholesome.
At the time of which I speak,

however, we were fairly comfortably
provided for, and had httle to do but
cat enough wood to keep the fire

going. The encampment was situ-

ated in a picturesque forest clearing

on the side of a large hill, where the
canvas of five or six tents gleamed
among the great trees and showed up
brightly against the dense bush which
hemmed us in. Here and there,

where the ground had not been

trampled, bunch-berries grew in small
vermilion clusters.

The foot of the slope broke away to

some rapids, below which our canoes
were drawn up on a little beach.
Just opposite the camp a tree had
been felled across the river, and,
without any pretense of hand-rail

or guide, was our only bridge to the
farther shore, which was clothed to
the waters' edge with virgin forest,

where tamaracks, balsams, spnice
and birch stood shoulder to shoulder
in an undergrowth of blueberries,

raspberries and alders, so massed and
tangled together that it was im-

Eossible to penetrate far without the
elp of an axe.

I do not think that time hung
heavily, though, as I have said, there
was little to do. We had both got

through a heavy spell of bush work,
and were glad of an "easy," quite

content to idle the days away quietly

enjoying the mild September weather.

It is true we were rather short of

tobacco, but we provided ourselves

with a substitute for it, by scraping
the stems of a certain species of bush
well known to us, and drying the

shavings before the fire. This is not

an unpleasant alternative to Mac-
Donald's plug.

It was fortimate that Louis and I

were on excellent terms, for there
was no opportunity to vary our com-
pany. The nearest township, Tem-
iscaming, was three hundred miles
south of us; McDonald's, one of the
lonely stores which supply the In-
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dians of the Ojibway Reservation,
was lifty miles away; and the nearest

Hudson Bay Company's boat was a
matter of sixty miles farther north.
These distances, moreover, were
through country which all but the
very latest maps dismiss in two
words, "Immense Forests," printed
across blank spaces, which suggest
very little to the casual glance of the
uninitiated.

What these voids really represent,

only the man who has been there can
fully realize—the impenetrable bush
and treacherous muskeg; the bush
and leagues of briile, which is burnt
forest land snagged with stumps,
fallen trees, and torn-up roots, where
bears take their quarters; the rivers

and countless feeders, which flow
north and south from the Height of

Land, with their rapids, falls and
portages,—and always the bewilder-
ing bush; the uncharted lakes, the
swamps, the mosquitoes and black
flies which madden, and with it all

the eight months' terrible cold of

winter, which almost freezes the
blood in a man. This is something
of what those blank spaces represent!

We had no inducement to stay
up late at nights, though on a warm
evening we would sit on the tent-

log long after the sun had gone down
below the western forest. I, for my
part, never tired of these evenings,
and wrought a good deal of fanciful

romance into surroimdings which
not long ago had seen the "redskin"
on the warpath or the chase. The
French-Canadian Louis, backwoods
born and bred, was content to-

ruminate quietly in a scene which
held nothing new for him, and when
in the vein would humor my fancy
with frontier tales of fifty years ago.

After all, it was good to be able

to turn in without anxiety and to

sleep without fear of a stealthy and
merciless foe.

One day the afternoon closed in

stormily. Clouds which looked as

if they had been caught and rent

among the tree-tops, scudded across
the sky at a low-level. The trees

themselves stirred uneasily as -harsh

gusts came and went, but until

dusk we did not feel much wind on
the ground.

Louis cocked a weather-wise eye
at the clouds, and with a shrug pro-
ceeded to attend carefully to the
guy-ropes of the tents, whilst I

built up a fire. After having made
everything as snug as possible, we
got xmder cover, glad the Avind was
so far behind the tent that the
flaps could be left open towards the
warm fire.

In a lent designed for four, two
men can accommodate themselves
comfortably, which certainly is not
the case when only one quarter
is available. So we sprawled at ease
among a litter of packs, axes and guns.
The roaring of the storm steadily

increased, until at last the canvas
began to bulge and slap. Rain came
with the wind, slashing at our thin
roofing as though it would pierce the
cloth. It was now black night. The
only thing visible at all was the
glow from the fire, and its swirl of

sparks. We burnt wood, not chips
or "kindhn' sticks," but logs.

It was somewhat after midnight,
when a friendly toe in my ribs re-

minded me that the necessity had
arisen. The roar of swollen rapids,

was added to the roar of the wind and
the lashing of branches. The rain
had ceased falling for the time being,
and a blurred moon showed at inter-

vals through a flying scud of clouds,
but the gale was at its height.

Into the night we went, heads
down, and Jieaved logs with a will.

We did not hnger at the task.
Then, without the least warning,

there was a report like the crack of a
stock-whip, followed by a roar of
crashing branches.

I did a standing long-jump that
would have won distinction at any
athletic meeting. Louis, more accus-
tomed to such incidents, apparently
stayed where he was, for I found him
standing with his hands in the pock-
ets of his trousers, peering at the
havoc through the gloom. There
was food for reflection in what we saw.
A giant tamarack lay diagonally
across our ruined tent, which bellied
feebly like a wounded beast tiying to
rise.

"Ugh!" I chop whood! Louis
grimted presently, and dived into
the flapping muddle for an axe.



The tent was not pinned absolutely
flat upon the ground, for the great

hardwood trunk was to some extent
supported by its broken branches
and a slight rise in the ground.

After some groping he emerged
with two axes and in the dim light

we started in and felled every tree

within falling distance of the camp.
The hubbub around us smothered

the ring of our tools, so that the

lustiest blows were as unmusical as

the clacking of a telegraphic instru-

ment. But the chips flew just as

freely for all that.

Sousing showers came and went,
and drenching downpours followed
in their train as the trees shook
themselves, like great long-coated
dogs after a bath.
Dawn came as the last few trees

went down, outward bound, towards
the bush, clutching at other trees as

they fell. One or two were caught
and held at an angle. Some day the
clasp woidd weaken, and an echo
in the forest would proclaim that

they were prostrate among their

fellows at last. English born as I

was, it seemed like wanton killing.

But then, at home there arc no
blank spaces on the map to be
denoted as immense forests! More-

over, in a year, two years, perhaps,
saplings would be rising and the
bush would claim the clearing for

its own again.

We turned in for a few hours'
sleep in another tent, and awoke to

a sun that was drawing forth all

scents of the damp earth and laden-
ing the morning air with sweetness.
The only remaining signs of the
storm were, torn branches tossed
about, the swollen rapids, and, most
marked of all, the tamarack lying

across the tent with splintered trunk
and torn roots.

Our first work after breakfast
was to clear the wreckage. Con-
sidering the nature of the mishap
it was cjuite wonderful how few
things were damaged. The ridge

pole and uprights were shivered,

of course, but the canvas came away
from under the tnmk fairly readily

after we had cleared the inside.

"Lucky de ole tree am not flat

down or all dem guns an' truck be
busted for sure," Louis commented,
as he handed out the small articles.

"Oh, bother the guns! How about
our beautiful selves, eh?" I said,

pointing to the narrow space under
the trunk
"Ma foil but it is what you call the



good luck, hey? Dat was outside.

P'r'aps we was born to be hung.
Non?"

Louis chuckled at his little joke.

He was undoubtedly as glad of the
escape as myself, but he did not dwell
upon it. It was a backwoods chance.
That was enough for him All

the same, even as an after recollec-

lion, it is not agreeable to remember,
that if not killed outright, we shouici

have suffered helplessly had we been
broken under the fall, for not a man
came into the camp for three days
after the accident.
By the time we were ready for a

snack at mid-day, the tent was
pitched once more. It was Louis'

suggestion that I should go out to

shoot partridge in the afternoon to

replenish our larder.

Accordingly, I took a fowling-

piece and a pocketful of cartridges to

try my luck, determining to make
for a piece of country about a mile

down stream. I ran a canoe into the
water, and from the moment it felt

the current, I had no occasion to use
the paddle save for steering. It did

not take many minutes to nm down
to the hunting-grounds, where I

beached the canoe in a little cove
almost hidden by trailing branches,

some of which, already high and dry
were fringed with water-weeds, show-
ing that the stream had flooded
considerably above its usual course
during the night.

I picked up my gim, and with it a
small roll of birch-bark about eight-
een inches long and shaped like a
horn, which lay in the bottom of
the canoe. It was a moose-horn; a
decoy used by hunters for sounding
the cry of the female moose.

Louis, who was a skilled performer,
had been teaching me the call, which
is veiy difficult to get exactly. With
no other motive than to get a little

practice, I put the horn to my lips

and uttered a long note, followed by
a short one—several times. I hit
off the inflection to a nicety, better
than ever before, and then, tossing
the Worn back into the canoe, set out
upon my business without giving the
matter another thought.
The district to which I, had come

was a large area of bride, probably
nmning to a good many square miles
in extent. It was bounded on one
side by the stream, and on the other
by standing forest. Even a bush-fire
has its limits. In this instance, a
change of wind may have turned the
fire upon itself. This brCde country
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was already fairly densely covered
^\^th patches of young growth shoot-

ing vigorously from soil fertilized

with wood-ash.

I had pushed my way through some
scnib, hoping to put up a bevy of

partridges, when I became aware
of a heavy body propelling itself in

my direction. A hasty glance dis-

covered an angry moose sweef»ing
down like a huge war-horse.

A moose ordinarily avoids man
when possible, but in the fall of the
year, his temper becomes erratic,

when the size, speed and strength
of the animal make him a formidable
antagonist. This'may serve to
explain the somewhat gratuitous at-

tack of which I was the object.

At the moment I stood in an
open space, with the moose about
thirty yards away. My only weapon
was a shotgim, which I fired instinct-

ively, trusting to give the beast
pause while I got to cover. It had
the desired effect, in so far that I was
able to get behind a fallen tnink,
but beyond that service, the impact
of the pellets only stung the huge
creature into settled fury, Nvithout

doing any real bodily harm. His
hair bristled as he came on again, with
immense strides that could easily

overtake any man.
My mind being filled to bursting

with the problem of where to jump
next, it was impossible to evolve anj'

definite plan of action. The only
course was to dodge carefully, and
keep on dodging. I knpw that some-
where not far way there was a rocky
crag, and I believed that if I could
once gain it I should be able to
stand a siege.

In the meantime, however, I could
not spare a moment to look about
me. It was all I could do to keep
cool and dodge craftily; to dash from
an upturned root to a fallen tree
trunk, shifting from that again to a
dead tree, up which there was no
chance to climb with that moose
hoi upon my tracks all the while,
lie burst with case through bushes
which baulked me; broken ground
wl)ich made heavy going for me,
did not affect his pace. Once I

tripped and sent my gun flying to

save myself, the moose being too
close for me to recover it.

I made for a large upturned root
which had carried a mound of earth
with it. The trunk itself was hidden
until I turned the mound, but I

espied a passage under the tree just
large enough for me to dash through.
I was out quicker than I could
have slipped a cartridge into a

rifle—how I longed for one—and
the moose was puzzled at my sudden
disappearance.

In the short respite I scanned the
country anxiously, and was pleased
to spot the crag, though fully aware
that the necessity for making to-

wards one particular point would
multiply my difficulties. Yet it

seemed the only hope. Then I had
to use my bolt hole again, like a
rabbit. The cimning old moose had
found me out. The place had dis-

tinct strategical advantages all the
same for by crouching under the
tnmk I could see the baffled moose
plunging round on one side or the
other, just in time for me to get out
of reach on the other side.

That sort of peek-a-boo could not
be kept up indefinitely, of course,
but it gave me a chance to gather
my energies for the move I had
determined upon, so when I thought
the play had gone on long enough I

made a break for the next cover,
gaining a fair start. Then, to my
dismay, I found myself faced by an
open stretch of countrj^' with the
rocks some hundred yards away.

I lifted my feet and ran. It was
the only thing to do; neck or nothing.
I was wearing shoe packs, which are
much lighter than boots, and I

sprinted for all I was worth.
The tremendous strides of the

moose brought him along at a great
pace, until I seemed to feel the ugly
nose at my veny^ back. Only a few
yards separated us when I flung
off my fur cap. The moose stopped
to pound it with his fore-feet.

Stamp stamp—the poor old moth-
eaten headgear had sei"ved its last

pui"pose.

I was not track running, be it re-

membered, but in three seconds I

made a good twenty yards over stony,
ground. When tlie beast closed up
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again, I tore a scarf from my neck.
It met with the same fate as the
cap, and I gained gro\md imtil the
moose gathered speed once more.
Gasping, I tore off my hunting
jacket.

Hatless. scarfless and coatless, I

reached the rocks in safety, and with
my last ounce of strength scrambled
to the top, where I flung myself
down and lay panting, for I was
nearly spent with the prolonged
strain of the chase. After a while I

sat up and watched the old moose
raging round and round. He was
fresh as paint.

What would I not have given
for a cup of cold water from the
stream yonder? All the wages that
I was owed to date.

Well there I was; there also was
the moose. An hour later the moose
was still there, and so was I. And by
that time I was hungry as well as

thirsty.

I had ample leisure to study the
creature which had hunted me to an
ignoble position from which I dared
not venture. From shoulder to
ground it stood a good eight feet,

and at that season of the year was
in its glossy prime and "seal fat."

Judging from the huge palmated
antlers, he was a full grown adult.

In sheer rage he had ripped the bark
from a fallen log at the foot of the
rocks, and the earth was cut up like

a cattle run in his savage circuit of the
crag.

When I had quite recovered my

wind, I yelled in hope of attracting

Louis' attention.
I yelled the Canadian bush-cry

until my throat cracked. The moose
accepting my cries as a challenge

dug with his fore-feet at the rocks

below me. I felt very much like

a treed possum, and exasperated
though I was, I could not help

seeing the humour of the situation.

At intervals I yelled from des])er-

ation rather than from expectation
of being heard.

"Ki-yi! Ki-yi! —Ki."
I stopped sudenly, for a canoe was

dropping down stream. It was Louis
of course—Louis, with a rifle.

I scrambled round the summit of

the rocks, and the moose shambled
round with me until he stood broad-
side to the stream and the man with
a Winchester. Then the great beast
fell to a clean shot at easy range,
and the siege was raised.

We paddled up stream in the dusk,
laden with excellent meat, and were
soon squatting before the fire, where
some fine steaks were sputtering,
most appetizingly.

I presently obsen-ed Louis chuck-
ling silently to himself as he leaned to
turn the roast. I asked him to pass
on the joke, and he replied.

"Zis is vat you call ze luck, zal you
go out for partridge and get moose
meat. Bon, comme ca! You had
ze best of zat ol' moose; he not make
meat of you, eh? Zat is twice to-day,
mon ami, you vas born to be hung.
Non"



fim^ik

A. Sturtzel

NOVEMBER and the first sift

of the big snows had come to the
pine belt about the far Ottan-

oonsis,. Operations in the North
Beaver Company's big planing mill

had begun for the season. A month
since, the insatiable saws had finished

the rough cutting of the previous
winter; the sawyers and rivermen had
departed to other fields. Now, in

addition to the full-blast activity in

the planing mill, the different logging
bosses were coming in with their

crews, and the winter woods, echoed
by day the ring of the axe and the
shouts of snakers, swampers and
teamsters.
Toward the still end of the after-

noon, a party of three men, mounted
on tough little pack ponies, emerged
from the shadows of one of the old
logging roads, coming from the south.
The foremost two were plainly woods-
men. Between them a pack animal
was led, well loaded. A fat, groomed
man in corduroy brought up the rear,

Mr. Bachelder Mott, the company's
vice-president. His companions were
Dan Mergenthal, the assayer, and a
packer from the Settlement. They
were on a huntihg trip. It had long
been Mergenthal's custom to spend
a month each year in the woods, at
the time he made his fall estimate.
Mr. Mott's doctor had prevailed upon
him to accompany Mergenthal this
trip. Mr. Molt was decidedly not a
hunter.
As they rounded the big blow pile

back of the mill, a hearty hail went
up from the nearby shacks and
Mergenthal was surrounded. Big
Scandinavians they were, for

. the

most part, huge of bone and limb and
heart. There were rollicking, deep-
chested oaths of delight, and mighty
claps on the back. When anything
happens to break the monotony of
the woodsman's life it is seized with a
throttle hold. Mr. Mott stood aloof
at the edge of the group until the
assayer turned with Boss Callahan.
The first of that grip made Mr. Mott
wince, but it was certainly brief, as
the woodsman lifted his glance from
the hand to the eye of the vice-presi-
dent.
The big boss laid himself out, how-

ever, to guide the two about camp.
For Mr. Mott, fresh from a life

padded and gummed, these things
that had to do with leanness and
privation held little of interest. He
had begun wrong in the camp by
giving orders concerning his packs,
with the air of a city man to his

chauffeur.
The city takes orders from those

who pay, and Mr. Mott was used t:

giving them. It had been so on the
journey up. The others cooked the
meals, pitched the camps, and did
the vice president's packing. Mr.
Mott, apart from the carrying friction

of the crowd, however, felt somehow
small and amiss. He seemed to have
lost that happy protean faculty of

finding his level, which is one of the
finest knacks of man. Also, Mr.
Mott had lost the art of becoming at
home in the raw and primitive.

lie had come up hard, all the way,
and in the coming had taken on a

grain in the way of nerve. There ha.d

been ten slow, driving years of it,

years of strife in which his flesh had
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burned red with the fires of world
impulse. In the beginning he had
been something of a gamester, but
sweeping success had softened him.
Mr. Mott's watchword had been
power. To him power was matter, so

he had set out to accumulate it. In
fact, he had hoarded a little, even to

the putting on of superfluous flesh.

His ever-increasing power had im-
pressed him at times with his own
mastery. The city had helped to

preserve that.

At supper Callahan's house was
turned over to them. It was Mr.
Mott's suggestion that they dine
apart from the general mess. The
assayer agreed deprecatingly. They
were to be away early in the morning.
Mergenthal \vas to head north on his

assay which would take 'about two
days, while Mr. Mott with a guide
from camp, was to make for the
cabin that was to be the head-
quarters of their hunt.

The bob sleigh groaned on its steel

shod runners as it came to a halt on
the crown of a low hill. The team
stood steaming in the dead, grey air.

The driver pointed a mittened hand
to a cabin that showed dim amid the
pines on the farther side of a dark
spruce valley.

"That's it, I reckon."
"Nice, cheerful looking place,"

grunted Mr. Mott, taking in the
surrounding desolation. "Funny
they didn't set it farther out of the
traffic zone."

His guide offered no comment.
His duty was to see that Mr. Mott
got to that cabin, and he was attend-
ing to it. The vice-president slid

from the seat and moved ahead for a
further glimpse of the valley.

"Can't go no farther with the rig,"

the woodman now announced. "This
here's the end of the tote road."
"What then?"
"Pack," was the answer. Already

the team had been unhitched, and
the Iprovisions were now slung in

blankets across the backs of the
animals. Floundering on foot, they
made the cabin half an hour later,

the woodsman setting out immediately
on the back trail, in order to make the
camp by nightfall.

Mr. T^foli got a roaring fire going
in the big Arctic heater, already an-
ticipating Mergenthal's arrival. The
place was one of the many unex-
plained mysteries of the country—

a

relic of the trapping days before the
coming of the North Beaver Company
to that territory. Certain it was that
the place had weathered the sun and
storm of more than a century. The
rear end had been built into the
hillside so that now the snow from
above banked the roof seeming to
weight it into the ground. Since the
death or departure of its owner it had
fallen into use as a sort of emergency
lay-up for hunters in time of storm.
The last visitor, following wilderness
hospitality, had left a friendly pile of
firewood beside the cracked heater.
Also there were matches—the in-

estimable link to life in the North
country.
The pile of firewood went fast.

Cursing all hunting expeditions and
sportsmen in general, Mr. Mott took
the axe and stumbled out into the
woods to cut a night's supply. In
the waning light of afternoon the
picture from the cabin front was one
of awful solitude to the city man.
To the rear rose the hill, covered
with ancient stumps, with here and
there a stark sentinel of dead pine
standing out against the snow. A
hundred yards in front of the door
slept the north fork of the Ottanoon-
sis under a thin coating of ice. For
the rest, league upon league into
infinitude, stretched the forest and
over all a melancholy leaden sky,
its horizons shot by spires of pine.

Half an hour later IVIr. Mott
staggered in with a last armful of
wood and sank into a chair with a
wheeze. He was disgustingly soft.
Fat cluttered each movement. The
last few months, blue, puffy pouches
had formed under his eyes where
only shadows had formerly been.
For years he had over drank, overfed,
oversmoked. He felt now something
of the full pull of the earth. The
finest he could offer was weight.

Darkness had fallen outside. Down
the chimney came the long tremulous
gamut of the screech owl's hunting
cry—like the laughter cf an idiot.

Mr. Mott shivered and set about
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sorting over the provisions. There
was food enough for three ordinary
men for at least fifteen days, but it

was of the kind to build brawn and
sinew, rather than tickle the palate

—

potatoips, beans, meal, flcur, and
smoked meat. Mott set coffee on the

heater and made a batch of heavy
flapjacks, one at a time, each the size

of the frying pan. These he swam
in rich, white syrup made by saturat-

ing a bowl of sugar in hot water.

There was sugar in abundance, and
childlike he indulged to the limit.

He knew a certain strain, but held

to the thought that the assay would
be finished and Mergenthal with him
by the following night. In the

meantime, the forest was an un-
limited woodyard, and in front of the

door lay his water supply. He had
brought to light a recent novel and,
drawing up to the red glow of the

Arctic, he read the remainder of the

evening.
That night, out of vast respect for

the wood box, he failed to keep a fire

going and in the morning a paralyzing

cold found him in his blankets long

before grey streaks. The kettle was
frozen solid; the pane and the latch

on the door scintillated with frost.

He rolled out, shaking to discover

that the wood in the box was neither

fine enough nor dry enough to ignite.

This little oversight of the night before

sent him groaning into the woods
with numbed hands in search of bark
and dry branches. There followed

a miserable half hour of chopping for

the water-hole before breakfast could
be thought of.

After more flapjacks and syrup Mr.
Mott set out to scour the woods for

game. By training he was a meat
eater. A morning of stalking with the

shotgun brought no reward. Not a

sign of life. The woods seemed
luished and expectant, devoid of all

moving things. A mist of cloud, thick

and dun colored veiled the sky. Back
of this the sun shone, not centered,

but illuminating the whole zenith

with a wan, sickly glow.
When Mr. Mott went to the door

after the midday meal, the tempera-
ture had fallen" twenty degrees. A
great wan halo appeared about the

sun now, out of which lurid sun

dogs were forming. Soon the air

was a-glint with flying irridescent

frost particles. Something from out
the baleful heavens hit Mr. Mott
with a jar, and sent him floundering
into the woods to stock up with fuel.

At mid-afternoon came the wind,
changing the frost to snow. It in-

creased tea steady blast from a com-
paratively clear sky. The vortex
of the storm came out of the flaring

sun halo. That night darkness drove
in two hours earlier.

For three days and nights the
bUzzard unleashed from out the
North-west, following the path of the

arctic storms westward from the

f-abradors. Throughout all this time
Mr. Mott did not once venture forth.

There had been two pails of water in

the cabin when the storm began.
This he preserved .^.ealously. Once
he started to go out for more but
sensing the absence of draft about the

lower half of the door, knew that the

snow had banked high against it.

There was no shovel, and the labor

involved to plow through prevailed

against him. Thereafter he used the

water only for drinking and the

foolish habit of washing himself and
the dishes passed out of routine.

At each mealtime now there were
disastrous attacks on the sugar sack.

Everything palatable was soaked in

syrup, which ha J come to take ihe

place of milk, cream, and butter.

Mr. Mott disdained the coarser and
more wholesome foods. The dried

apples and the few canned goods
quicklv disappeared.
With nothing to do but get the

meals together and throw wood on the

fire, time became an insuflerable

burden. Gradually he sank into

l»hysical lethargies from which there

was no escaping. These grew in

tenacity until he became ridden with

deep and disgusting torpors of feeding

and the flesh. His sleep was a

promiscuous flitting. He had torn

the bunk from the wall and dragged

it up to the heater, and here he spent

the greater part of the time. The
novel had been tossed into the fire;

he was now absorbing an ancient

newspaper, column by column.
When Mr. Mott crawled out of his

blankets on the morning of the fifth
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day, the storm had passed and the

abyolule stillness outside smote his

nerves. The cold was inexorable.

After the ceaseless tumult of the

storm, this calm was like a dread
presence. The cabin was an un-
ventilated coop. He found four feet

of snow banked against the door and
it was a struggle to gain the water
hole.

"I've had about enough of this,"

said Mr. Mott when noon came with
no sign of Mergenthal. He was
worried. Mergenthal was the only
one who knew of his predicament.
If he failed to arrive, all was lost, for

the assayer had not told Callahan.
In a sudden fume he resolved to try

for the camp en foot. He would trust

to keeping the road. Mergenthal
could come or not. He set out with
blanket and rifle. The provisions
could rot for all of him.
The snow was three feet deep.

Without snow shoes it took him an
hour and all but the last of his

strength to reach the head of the

valley. No sign of the tote road
showed for his eyes. He sat down,
gasping, but was whipped to his feet

by the" cold and the quick darkening
of the air with another storm. He
felt no pain except below the hips,

and there the pain seemed deep in the
bone. His feet were becoming dead.
He cried aloud and began crawling,

following the back trail to the cabin.

In his crippled condition his flesh was
like a yoke.

It was over an hour later when he
clawed the cabin door open and
dragged himself in on hands and
knees. The great bulk of him sank
quivering to the floor. Somewhere
inside was an animal holding fast to

life. His eyes bulged with the thought
of his own misery. For ten years he
had known no pain or privation; and
now he gave way with all the remain-
ing strength of body and lungs to great

blubbery sobs, as he beat his senseless

hands upon the floor and struggled

with the fire wood. A blaze at last

was nursed to life.

For three days Mr. Mott remained
in bed except when he tottered about
preparing the meals, or dragged him-
self, groaning, into the forest for fuel.

By now everything in the shape of a

delicacy had disappeared from the
provision pile. Barely a pint of sugar
remained in the sack. Moreover, a

familj' of wood mice which had in-

vaded the cabin were fouling the
boxes of food which he had formerly
despised. Since the storm, the only
change from the beans and potatoes
had been corn meal with sugar. At
times, as he lay in his bunk, he saw
himself clearly as the most abused of

men. Great windy sobs would shake
his frame. But always when nearing
total breakd( wn he found soothing in

an ablution of self-pity.

Since the last storm it had become
plain even to Mr. Mott, that he was
really in for it; that for Mergenthal
to make the cabin in that weather
was out of the question. In fact, all

signs pointed to a lean hard winter,
one of those terrible times known to

hunters as a "year of no rabbits."
One wh., has wintered in the shadow
of the arctic ccnies to know too well

the dependency of all life on the
brainless and prolific cottontail.

One year in twelve, the Indians say,

comes a winter of famine and heavy
snows, when the snowshoe rabbit
mysteriously disappears, no nian
knows whither. Then it is for men to

go with cinched belts, until the warm
chinooks break the spell for a few
days, and the rest of the winter
pursues its way in a more reasonable
manner.
Two weeks passed with no sign nor

hope of the assayer. The sun had
passed its northern solstice. Dark-
ness now held on for sixteen out of the
twenty four hours, and even the light

of day was dull and leaden, Mr.
Mott found that he had never before
known cold. For days there had
been no breath of wind. When he
went to the door the air frightened
him with its unearthly calm and the
cold was veritaoly that of interstellar

spaces. By night frost got into the
joints of the old house, so that many
a time he was jerked upright out of a
sound sleep by the shrieking of the
timbers. Once at night he had arisen

and hobbled to the door, thinking he
had heard a voice of pain fron; the
woods, but met only the still cold and
the blue pallor of the moonlight
hanging about the pines. Later he
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found that it was merely the agonized
moan the red redar makes when the

frost eats into her pulpy heart.

The food was now sadly dwindled^
a few potatoes, a sack of beans, and
some corn meal. Scheme as he would,
the family of wood mice continued to

consume almost as much of the latter

as he himself. All compunction of

eating after them was gme; his

horror new was the quantity they
consumed. He had unearthed an old

trap in the cabin. This he set, but

with access to the main supply, the

marauders scorned such isolated

moulhfuls. Fear of starvation rode

him like a ghoul.

Fresh meat was now his mania.

He could think cf nothing else foi

hours at a time. Again and again he

dragged himself into the woods to

watch for game until the cold drove
him indoors. Thus one day, both
hands were frozen and he came to

know the different pain.

Finally there was added to his mere
fleshly fears, the Great Fear of the

North itself. This was allied to the

Cold; its name. Silence. It was like

a ghastly presence, a pall born of

darkness. The vastness of the pine

solitudes weighed down upon him.

He came to long for another blizzard,

a crash of thunder, a belching from
the bowels of the earth—anything to

break that changeless static void.

EspeciiUy the Fear visited him in the

pallid moonlight. The howling of

wolves came nightly, and the hissing

streamers of the northern lights across

the heavens were not uncommon,
but these were nothing. These were
in order.

His hands were like a leper's from
the alternate freezing and thawing,
the joints and muscles swoll?n and
kept up a dull ache. Of late he had
lost all regard for personal appearance,
even decency. The cabin was a

boar's nest. ]''or weeks the bunk had
not been changed. A'henever he sat

near the heater, he sickened of him-
self. Through fear, pain, and lack of

his wonted humorings, he had lost

flesh incredibly and his ragged cloth-

ing hung upon him in bags. Once he
.caught his reflection iu the cover of

the coffee can and started back with

a hoarse cry, for the visage he saw
no longer resembled a human.'

Frequenth^ now his mind took
lapses from the normal. In the long
evenings the family of mice which
he liad come to look upon as com-
panions, emerged from their holes
and overran the place. Often, as the
only life in the North they were the
one crucial link to his sanity, but
again blurred senses multiplied them
and ready eyes peered at him from
behmd every object in the room.
Th3 past was becoming vague.
He dwelt upon the unseen and the

unheard. It all came out of the

ghastly stillness. Sometimes he
would arise in the middle of the night,
creep to the dcor, and peer forth to

see if the air yet stirred. Always it

remained the same. Once he shouted
from the doorway at the moonlight
and the solitude. From the pine-

rimmed distance the echo was hurled
back at him like the flap of a great

robe. The solemn Ncrlh lay in

meditative sleep under its shrcud of

snow; everything, even the pines
seemed guarding some awful secret

which no thought or word could en-

compass. And over all a great peace,

irritating, infinite.

Waen Mr. Mott returned from the

water-hole one day he found a mouse
struggling in the trap. A horrid

tliougiit came to him born of the long

days )f existence on cornmeal. With
eyes turned away he skinned and
cleaned the little crsature, the m.orsel

left he dropped into a pan to boil.

The resulting mouthful gave off such
a reek that Mr. Mott flung the whole
outdoors and sinking down upon the

bunk wept brokenly for half an hour.

It came to him that he had trespassed

into the domain of slumbering ages.

The mastering story of all evolution

seemed guarded here in the brooding
silence.

One night v^'hen he limped forth to

watch for game, he caught a white
movement in the underbrush. He
stopped short. He had watched for so

many weary nights and found only

the cold and the sflence, that he had
ceased even to expect life. The
moon was full. He approached the

spot with cocked gun. There was
another movement, and a lean snow-
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shoe ral)l)it bounded away in the

bushes. Thcry was life! With leap-
ing heart lie plunged through liic

drifts following the tracks. The
rabbit started again, but stopped in

the distance to watch. Mr. Mott
crept forward warily now, pausing
every few moments. When he stop-
ped the rabbit stopped He
must play to the animal's curiosity
with all the cunning of a dying man.

At last tie got another flying glimpse
in the open and let go both barrels.

Tne rabbit bowled over in a puff of

snow, struggled a moment, but, vas
up again dragging a broken leg.

Catching his breath in sobs, the
haggard death's head of a man dashed
in pursuit, crashing through the
underbrusn, falling face downward in

the snow, rising again, regardless of
iiis swollen muscles. He would never
give up. He would follow to the rim
of the Polar sea if need be, but he
would never return to the cabin
without meat. Nothing back there
but lurking insanity. Ahead was
life. The (lark torest swallowed him
up and tne sound of his going.

It happened that Bacheldcr Mott
was not the only animateil stomach
that was wintering in that vast
region. Jur.t over the hill, less than a
quarter of a mile back of the cabin,

was the abode of another, an even
greater gourn.and. This other was a

trencherman by birth, and was even
known as such through his name.
This was the giant wolverine of the
North, known "to hunters as carcajou
or Injun glutton.
The carcajou had made his winter

quarters in a den on the opp'site side

of the hill from Mr. Mott's f-abin,

but doubtless the old cormorant had
never before put in such a winter.

The cold was beyond all record; the

rabbits which were his main source
of meat had almost entirely disappear-
ed, even the woodmice had burrowed
too deep for the grubbing. Perhaps
an occasional rancid taste of stringy

mink or at long intervals a numbed
partridge surprised in a snowdrift
was all that had kept him alive.

Certainly his appetite, which was
ever most amazing, let him neither

sleep nor rest.

Like Mott, the carcajou was prow-

ling this night. The sudden report
of a gun, from the direction of the
cabin, startled him, and he set off

leisurely for a dark spruce thicket.

The carcaiou hurries for no living

thing. After a moment his acute car
caught the padding in the snow,
which made the tracks a madman
followed. He crouched and a darting
claw pinned the frenzie,d rabbit. A
minute later the bushes parted and
Mr. Mott staggered into the patch
of moonlight. Thus it was that the
two carcajous, the one an animal the
other an animal-man, came face to

face on this night of extremity.
Mr. Mott stopped short. The

carcajou was crouching Oat over the
rabbit, the low, ominous head thrust
forward in a harsh snarl, his little pig
eyes glowing red. It vas plain that
the beast would battle for the meat
to the death. Mott had failed to re-

load. As he advanced with the butt
of his gun raised to strike, the
carcajou, true to the diabolical cun-
ning of its Mustelidaean ancestry,
"doctored" his prey, then retreated,
snarling into the underbrush.
Mr. Mott frenziedly reached for

the mutilated rabbit. The abhorrent
stench that greeted his nostrils took
away his breath. He flung the reek-
ing thing into the bushes. Now his

eye caught the black sinister form of
the carcajou splatted flat under a

bush, waiting, as he had learned to do
for his foe to depart. No living thing
could eat that meat, and the carcajou
knew it well, it being his business.
There was an instant of coldness not
of the frost. Mott loaded, aimed and
emptied both barrels into the flat,

ugly head. Then the sickening stench
drove him back.

Suddenly the man laughed, weakly
and uncontrolled, and tears relied
down his face. Something had
cracked. It was very funny—how he
had won the meat that was life, but
how, still warm, it had turned to a
mass of offal in his very hands. His
limbs, like rubbex, let him down
softly into the snow. His head sank
upon his arms. For a minute he lay,
shorn of all volition to think, to move,
to live, oblivious to cold. His whole
being felt brittle and stretched.

It was the carcajou that spurred his
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waning consciousness. Tlie horrid
odor was still rising. Even in that
clean rare air it got to Mott's lungs
pulling him up roughly out of the
stupor. He raised his head. His
eyes rested upon the logy form,
staining the snow with red. Then he
seemed to see himself as he was, as

from a distance. ?Ie was carcajou.

He saw the city and the prey. His
lungs and nostrils were full of carrion.

Doomed or not he must get

away from this. He would not lie at

the last under the same snow blanket
as this. Then came the oaths, deep,
incoherent, as of pent up lavas with-
in Then he found that either

he was stronger or the air was not so

murderously cold. He gained his

feet. A break had come; snow was
falling, softly and silently. It was
one of those lapses in the heart of
winter that come on the wings of the
chinooks even in the farthest North.
Even as he had lain there it had come.
Mr. Mott laughed softly. His will

asserted, jarring him to his inmost
depths. There at the bottom
he did not die, but was born again.
The reconstruction began with a

mania to get the reek of carcajou
from his clothing. Back in the cabin
he lit the slush lamp, built a fire, and
put snow water on to boil. Then he
brought forth soap. There were a
dozen bars of it, still unopened. In
all the weeks he had been here he
had never touched soap.
When the water simmered he took

it from the heater and put on a fresh
pail. Then he stripped and got down
to business. Systematically, strip by
strip, he went over the floor, no
mopping but a real scrubbing with
all the weight of him back "of it.

There was a splendid madness in the
soap. Two bars he floated in his pail

and a third he ground into the floor.

As outward things emerged in order a
feeling of peace came over him; the
recesses of his mind clearing, all his
faculties organizing. This terrible
nest had been a perfect picture of his
mind. Cleaning it, he cleansed his

mind It all came inside an
hour. There was a tonic tang to the
soap that was a deep drink of sanity
after the squalor he had known.
Mott's face glowed. And thus the

new dawn found him, splashing in the
suds.

The whole cabin redolent in the
morning light, Mott ate a scanty
breakfast and began the same tactics

upon his person. Standing in the
glow of the heater, he doused and
washed and scrubbed himself, shaved
and piled into the newly aired bunk
and slept, the first peaceful sleep he
had known for years. He awakened
at noon actually refreshed, and mar-
veled quietly. His sleep had been
light and dreamless and had brought
something—a new healing rest. The
sense of cleanliness was growmg upon
him, something of tissue itself.

After a fight meal, he divided what
remained of the food into twelve
parts, representing twelve more meals.
Four days. But in that time what
might not happen.
That afternoon he went forth again.

The life^-giving chinook was still

blowing from the south. It was like

balm. Trees and snow seemed
breathing again, though the true
spring was weeks away. At intervals
would come the long sucking chug of

the thawing snow, as a large stretch
would sag. Luck followed Mott that
day. In the spruce valley he surprised
a partridge, perched in a pine crotch.

He would not have made it out yes-
terday against the dull bark. He
held fast when he ate of it that night,

and marvelled at his new control.

Three more well ordered days
followed, days of astonishing growth
for Mr. Mott.
At noon on the sixth day after the

meeting with the carcajou Mott
stepped to the doorway at sound li

voices coming up the valleJ^ His face

was little as it had been—lean, hard,
unemotional compared—yet the

panting Mergenthal halted befcre it,

and turned away.
Mott smiled grimly. "I'm all

right, Dan," he said.

'"Why, man, you're a walking bone
yard—and you've seen more than
hunger—what

—"The assayer wiped
his brew.
"You didn't expect me to enjoy it

did you?" Mott asked.
"But you knew we couldn't get

back through the snows. You had
grub enough for forty-five days—one
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man. You've only been here thirty-

five
—

"

"Is that all? Why, I thought this

was spring
—

"

"No, winter's only half over. This
is the break—the big chinook that
let us in. It's getting colder already.
We've got to get out of here before
another snow. Say, I'd never know
you if I saw you walking the streets

of Toronto."
"So?" Mott mused, as he turned to

straighten out his packs. "It seemed
like a life sentence, but I could have
sworn that I had been here at least

ninety days. How about yourself?"
he added.
"Me? Oh, I horned into an Indian

camp after the storm began. Laid
up there twenty days."

They were packing as they talked.
Now, shouldering their loads, they
started for the team back on the
logging road. At the head of the
valley Mott turned toward the cabin
and bared his head.

"Dan, isn't this strip of spruce
somewhere in the northwest corner of
our holdings?"

"Yes," answered the assayer.
"Why?"

"Nothing," smiled the other, "only
the company's going to be minus about
a mile and a half of spruce valley
before another season comes. I met
my mate in there. He gave me back
my nerve. Not a man-tree of them
shall be touched."

HUMORS OF THE HUNT
George R. Belton.

I
often wonder why the humorous
side of hunting do-^s not receive

far more .notice than it does; one
would think that the hunter '.vas an-

other of the sort rf men who take their

pleasures sadly as the French say all

.\nglo-Saxons do. Is it not a fact

that the average hunting story is

serious as a text-book on astronomy,
and is couched in language that

would convey the idea that the per-

son who hunts is up against getting

a dinner cr dying of starvation?

Yes, and when humor does find its

way into the liunting story it is

nearly always a sort of happening
not altogether directly connected with

tne hunt; rather mcidents that might
have occurred in any line of life as well

as on the hunt. Of course there are al-

ways the fishing tales of the man who
pulled out the iish and saw the water
lower a foot in the lake; the case of

friend, wife and the angle worm, with
its fifty-seven varieties; the scien-

tific fisherman with the expensive rod

and no fish and the lad with a bent

pin and a string of beauties; and all

the rest that have done duty in that

line .since the first funny fish story

was accepted and cheque issued •

therefor. But real humor of the
actual hunting incident is noticeably
lacking.

Yet it cannot be argued that humor
is lacking even in the animals that
we hunt. Who has not seen a crow
go through the most ridiculous per-
formances for no rjason except to

make fun for itself and those looking
)n? I have seen a crow "foci"
another one, or a whole fiock for that
matter, and make off laughing as
plainly as most men laugh. Once on
Sunday, in Ontaiio, (most funny
things on the Ontario farm by the
way happen on Sunday), I heard a
crow yelling like mad and fiying
wildly into the orchard followed by a
whale scattered band coming to the
rescue; the tone of the crow was
plainly one of urgent appeal for help
to avert catastrophe or to defend
the inalienable rights of th^, free

democracy without which life is vain.
I slipped down under an apple tree,

and when the big fellow who had
called the rast together got them
settled on a limb in a row he very
gravely made what I took to be
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probably an announcement of his

candidature for councillor or some-
thing. In a second, the whole bunch
(lew at him and whaled h.in\ wing and
beak till he fled shrieking like mad.
Then they sat around for awhile
and expressed their disgust to each
other in unmistakable tones.

"Weel," said one old Scot amongst
them, finally, "sin we're here we may
as weel hae a few red curns oot o'

the gairden; there seems nae ane
aroon" and they flew down near
where I was hid.

"Crah! Crah!" yelled one and all at

once
—

"a boy! A boy!"—and they
all flew low and straight out through
the boughs of the orchard till they
got far enough away to rise up; then
they circled around and bid defiance

to me and all my kind from a safe

height.

Some say domestic animals have
more sense of humor than wild ones
but I think that is only because they
are observed more. On every farr^i

there are animals that are full of

pure devilment and like to play
practical jokes on others and upon
man. That this is even more a

characteristic of the wild must be
easily granted for the wild live a more
intense life. The fun the dog ex-

presses when he wants to play and
begs you to play with him is as

noticeable in the wild wolves when
they have enough to eat and are free

from danger. I have seen a prairie

wolf chase Tound and round with a

dog for no other reason but to make
fun of his efTorts; he would slow up
and let the dog get near whenever
the dog seemed likelj' to give it up.

Perhaps he meant to tire the dog
out and then kill him but it looked
like a piece of practical joking on the
part of the wolf. Young wolves and
foxes certainly play like puppies,
and the old ones play with them
also; any hunter has seen this. There
was a fox came to the barn down east

one cold winter evening when I was a

lad; he barked sharply on the hill-

side and the dog took after him: I

took after him also; he ran cjuile

himc and pretty nearly the whole
household was soon out after the

lame fox. The crust was good on the
snow in the clearing and he led us

into the edge of the woods where we
floundered around for a while; then
he lifted his head suddenly at a
sound or signal that we could not
perceive and with a triumphant and
grinning "Yippy-yippy-yee" hi went
off like a streak as sound an animal
as ever ran the woods. But when
we came back we found the mate of
this rascal had been in the barnyard
while we were hunting the rogue and
had made off with a fine young goose.
'Twas humorous for the foxes and
they knew it.

I remember taking out k dog to

hunt ducks or rather to get the
ducks out of the sloughs for me. I

saw a nice little flock rather too far

from the cover to get a shot if they
rose from me, so I got down on hands
and knees to creep through the long
grass and reeds to a better point
of vantage. When I got into fair

range to stand up and raise them,
I thought of the dog and turned to see

if he was near. The creature was
crawling along crouched down against

the ground just as I was doing and
with the most comical look of cunning
on his face that I ever saw. Flat
as I had myself the dog had crept
even flatter and he looked the very
picture of one who was in the game
to the full. I burst into a most
irresistible laugh and the ducks
flew like a shot; and when I tried to

wing them I found that the gun
was under a long reed; then as I

struggled to get it loose the thing
went off and a better flock of ducks,

that I had not seen at all, rose grace-

fully from nearer by and sailed away.
I turned to see what had become of

the dog and he was lying on his

back paws up pleading as only a dog
can plead for excusing of what he
apparently saw was all his fault.

Another time I was out with a

friend hunting deer. We had traced

one large fellow for miles and about
gave up the hunt though his tracks

were fresh; we were both tired and
discouraged with a long walk. Ap-
parently it was useless to go further

as we were almost out of cover and
if he had crossed the open plain

before us he was now too far from us
to follow that night. I leaned my
rifle against a tree and pulled some
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dry bark to make a fire. Bill was
watching me facing the woods when
all at once he stuttered "

,
,

man, look at the deer!" and he
dropped his rifle in the snow with a
yell like a wild Apache. His knees
were actually knocking together with
excitement and his eyes staring out
of his head, lut he never seemed
to think of shooting at it. There
was the big fellow a real old timer
of an elk, right within about fifty

yards mbuching off slowly into the
bush. Where he had been was a

mystery but he must have been
lying within a few hundred yards
and doubled back on his tracks as
they often do. I made a rush for the
rifle only a few feet away but Mr.
Elk, if not Sir Elk, had gone like a
flash over the nearest hillock.

"Why didn't you shoot?" I yelled
at Bill.

"Shoot!" he yelled back into my
face, "W hy didn't you?"
And he persists to this day that I

stood with the gun in my hand
straight in his way when he wanted
to shoot the elk. Such is life.

Rev. Joshua Eraser, a forgotten
writer whose bocks "Shanty, Eorest
and River Life" and "Three Months
Among the Moose" were the first

"red blood" stories ever written in

Canada and are well worth preserv-
ing if anyone has a copy now, tells

of a "dude" (good old word) who
went into the Ottawa woods with a

fancy gun and a reputation of hitting
the bull's eye many times in target
practice. When he arrived at the
"shanty" he said amongst other
things "I'll teach them how to shoot
deer." They gave him a chance and
in full sight of the camp he took

"buck fever" and failed to even
make a shot. He was "codded"
(anyone remember that word?) so

unmercifully by "all hands and the
cook"—who was a Erenchman—that

he left the camp the next morning.
\nother of Eraser's stories tells of a

minister wiio w.mt out in a canoe
with him and another hunter and
they lay in wail for the dogs to run a

deer to the %> ater as they used to do in

those days. One came but the extra

man made the canoe rather unman-
ageable and one gun dropped over-

board. Then with the deer in the

water only a few yards awa>' the other
gun snapped—this was in the day
of the muzzle-leader. The wiry and
militant preacher was exasperated
at the chance of losing the fine game,
and actually sprang over board onto
the back of the deer—wih what
object no one could ever see or tell, not

even himself.. Except for the friend's

danger. Eraser says that would hav.^

been as funny a sight as he ever saw
but it ended happily anyway, for the
wiry preacher fought the deer in the
water and finally drowned it. It

sounds like a Alutt and JefT tale

built for comic picture work but is

apparently true—all of Eraser's stor-

ies have the true ring to them

—

including one about a dog hauling
down a bear every time it tried to

climb a tree where the dog's master
was perched, a story that has found
publication over the name of a better

known writer from the Ottawa valley.

These stories are a mere starter,

perhaps some of the many readers of

Rod and Ciun can be persuaded to

follow suit with their humorous ad-
ventures; giving them while they are

fresh.

^l^iSppPM^^^



F. V. Williams

"World of white" is the only
way you could describe it. As far

as the eye could reach swamp and
hillside, brush and tall timber, it was
all white. Yessir, a white that was
white. It was so white that pardner
had qualified it as a "light, white,"
which was sure a good description.

Pardner started east from camp
that morning while I headed to the
west. Weather that did not look
promising when we started, appeared
actually threatening one hour out
from camp. We had agreed to meet
at the north end of a little swamp
some five miles out from camp. We
had both been over the ground
before and the place at which we had
agreed to meet—a clump of weather
blasted pines on top of the highest
knoll for miles about—could be seen
for a distance of two miles in all

directions. You couldn't miss it in
ordinary weather but it was beginning
to look like anything but 'ordinary
weather.'

In half an hour more the weather
had gone from bad to worse and I

could not see fifty feet in any direc-
tion. As for the cold, say, that wind

would have blown through the hide
of a polar bear. However,, I knew
that a half mile farther on there was
considerable timber and once in this

there would not be so much wind. I

had agreed to meet pardner at the
aforementioned rendezvous and I

knew he was not the sort to turn
back.

Ever get careless when out after

big game? Ever persist in going out
in weather that you knew was too
bad to hunt in? Nothin' stirring

in the woods a day like this—^I

should say not. Big game knows
too much.
"What fools we are to be out in

this sort of weather," I soliloquized.

"Fellows back at camp are smoking,
swapping yarns and having a com-
fortable time. Wise boys, those fel-

lows. They told us it would storm
to-day. Pardner sure was pig-headed
to insist on coming out a day like

this."

It finally let up snowing for about
ten minutes—though the wind was
still high—and I could scarcely hear
the noise I made myself as occasion-
ally I slipped on a half buried wind-
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fell or went floundering over my
knees in some unexpected drift.

Game I did not expect to see. It

was only the arrangement I had
made with pardner earlier in the

day that kept me going at all. I

went kerplunk in,to "a hole between
two logs—the s'now had drifted to

the depth of four feet about here

—

and on pidling myself out I stood by
a smafl sapling to regain my breath
when—Smash! Bang! Crash! I

turned my head in time to see a big

bull and cow elk go smashing away
through the undergrowth. Guess
they'd been standing there watching
me do my acrobatic stunts and
probably tiring of that sort of amuse-
ment had made off. I won't indict

upon you the language I used on this

occasion. It really wasn't polite and
it did not make me feel any better to

know that it was my own careless-

ness that had caused my losiiig the

shot. I went over and looked at the
trees, and say, I felt worse than
ever. I had seen big elk but this

bull had a track that put them all

in the shade. After that I hunted
carefully. I hunted so carefully that
I lost my bearings and was a solid

hour getting my location straightened
out so that I knew where I was.
However, all things come to an end
and at last I reached the meeting
place and looked about carefully for

signs of my pal, but not a bloomin'
track could I find. Had he arrived
before me I felt sure he would have
left some sign of which way he'd
taken, before going further, so I came
to the conclusion he had not arrived.

One side of the knoll, I stood on
fell away in a drop of twenty-five
or thirty feet to the swamp. This
swamp was a regular tangle of small
evergreen trees but there were well

defined game trails through it in

different "directions and thinking this

to be the most likely point to watch
for the approach of my mate, I selected

as sheltered a spot as I could find and
sat down. Possibly half an hour
passed. The snow had begun to

fall again and the wind had slackened.
It was sure some day. I had looked
over every bit of ground in front of

me half a dozen times, hoping

against hope that there would be a

chance shot at something to make
up for my carelessness earlier in the

day.

Right over there by that bunch of

down trees, somelhing moved. It

was a good two hundred yards away
and the snow at times almost hid

the object completely. But it was
game, and 'big game at that. I

cocked my riile and took a rest.

Tlierc'd be no mistake this time.

And then the snow came down thick.

You could not see seventy-five yards
ahead. Down in front of me I had
noticed what I thought was a snow-
covered stub of a stunted tree

—

this was some twenty-five yards
away. I happened to glance at it

and it was moving. Yessir, moving,
not fast, but it was going out into

the swamp. I rubbed my eyes and
the bloomin' thing had stopped and it

did not move again.

"Ghosts!" said I. Remember it

was snowing and the snow was swirl-

ing and whirling about in the eddy '

of the hill, but that moving stub
certainly got on my nerves. Then
there was a lift in the falling snow
and I looked in the direction I

thought my game was. Ye gods!

There stood a bull moose, a monster.
He was nibbling off the green browse
on a small tree. I steadied my
elbows on a convenient log, rested

the rifle barrel in the crotch of a big

limb and covered my game. "Lots
of time," I reasoned, "wait till he
turns sideways. Make it a sure
thing this time." His head swung
round a bit and I covered his shoulder.
Slowly he turned. The little ivory
bead on the front sight rested fairly

behind the shoulder. I tensed my
whole grip and —"Crack!" From
where I sat I gazed in open-mouthed
astonishment at the big bull crump-
ling up in front of me. He went
down to his knees, got up, took a
clumsy stride forward and went
reeling sideways into the snow.

And the stub—the ghost? Why
it went floundering toward the fallen

moose. The mystery was solved.
There was my pardner dressed in

white, a veritable ghost in the snowy
surroundings. No other man ever
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ran like that, wallowing up to the

moose I had been «ure of a few min-

utes before. Well, I just stood up
and yelled "Ghost," not knowing
what else to do, and pardner stopped,

iurncd, slapped his leg, laughed and

motioned me to come on. I joined

him five minutes later and we sat

and gloated over the size of the

moose. I'd plumb forgotten I

had on a white suit myself as this

was my first trip out in it. A4y

friend's face had been turned away

from me and as a result all I could

see was his snow covered back, and,

as he explained afterwards, he'd

been standing in the one place for

more than an hour, waiting for a

chance, a good chance to drop the

big fellow he'd seen in the thicket.

And, let me mention that this was
the only moose our party got. Of
deer and elk we got as many as the

law allowed, but only one moose and
he was some moose even if it did take

a ghost to get him.

A LONG HORNED DEER
E. T. MARTIN

THE doer-head of which this is a photo-

grapli is a kind never before seen, so

far as is known, on tlie Pacific Coasl.

It is the head of a "spike" bucklhree or four

years old, \\ ith horns eleven inches long.

The deer was killed in California in the past

season, and strictly speaking, the killing was

an illegal act, for the law prohibits the killing

of any doe pr any "spike" buck— that is,

a buck without prongs to his horns, the

prongs or ijranches not showing until soon

nfter the animal becomes a year old.

A constable, seeing this deer strapped to

the back of an auto, seized it and arrested the

man in whose possession it was found. The
liunter claimed that a "spike" buck, under

the meaning of the law, was a young animal

not fully matured, and that but for malforma-

tion this one would have had at least three

points to his horns, and coiis<T|ucntly was
outside the law.

The matter was carried up to the (iame

Commission. Its members were in douht.

I'he question was argued and (inally decided

against the accused, the commissioners"

interpretation of the law being that when a

"spike" buck was said a "spike" buck was
meant, even if the buck was ten years old

and had horns two feet long. However, they

agreed to pass the matter up to the trial

judge without recommendation. Ucpronipl-

ly acquitted the gunner on the ground that

the intent of the law— the protection of

immature animals—had not been violated,

and that even if a mistake had been made it

was excusable, for no one ever heard before

of a "spike" buck several years old and whose

horns were almost a foot in length.



TAKEN CAPTIVE BY A BULL MOOSE
C(1MI\G clown the Canadian Pacific

and Algonia Central last winter on a

reliiin trip from Winnipeg to Sault Sle.

Marie, big Jack Brcckenridge—the husky
limlser ranger for the paper company, point-

ed out to me an island in Llic centre of Mon-
u:oose Lake thai staged the final setting to a

most thrilling encounter a 'tenderfoot" had
with a bull moose. Here it is as told to me
by a man with bull moose lungs—you can
separate the gold from the dross at your
li:isure:

—

"See that hunting lodge on the shore there?

Well, a bunch of swells from Chicago hung
out there last fall for (juile a spell—came up to

.^hoot partridge and calculated to stick around
until the moose season came on. Well, by gosh,

the moose season opened ahead of time with
nne gent, and he told me afterward that he
was "fed up" on moose for the rest of his

natural life. Seems he was out for part-

ridge and had s^t down to feed his face and
take a draw at his dope slick, when he got

the surprise of his life, for a big bull moose
liiriie crashing through the underbrush and

landed 30 feet away, pawing up the ground
as soon as he spied the gent—the fellow told

me he had nothing but a shot gun but deter-

mined lo make it interesting for Mr. Moose,
so he hauled off and let blaze wilh both
barrels— this was simply an introduction to

what hapi)ened for Mr! Moose came' on full

steam ahead and the gent took to a tree

nearby—he had just made the first limb

when Mr. Moose started lo rake il fore and
aft wilh his 42 inch spread—result was down
came the limb and his nibs and as he fell, the

seat of his pants got caught on a prong of that

moose's spread—Mr. Moose, with a mighty
snorl made, olT with him to the lake and
|)roceeded lo transport him over to that

island I showed you. The gent told mc he
thought he could see his checkered career

coming to a tragic end, for he had a hunch
Mr. Mooste was going to make a "horrible

example" of him before the females in his

harem on Black Fly Island—he said he could

almost feel that brute stamping the life out of

him, yet was afraid lo free himself for a

downward dip of thai prong would deposit him
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in the icy waters of Mongoose Lake—just then

the moose's feet struck terra firma, only to

find himself confronted with a rival bull

moose who had evidently been "playing in his

garden" during the absence of the boss of

the harem—the two started to paw up' the

earth and with a wild roar and bent head

charged each other wilth galvanic force—the

concussion threw Mr. Man fifty feet into

the hazel bushes and from there he watched

the fight of the furies. He said "take it from

me that fellow who gave me the ride was some

scrapper and seemed bent on demonstrating

to the "females in waiting" that there was
only one fly in the honey around that island.

He finally downed the gay "Lothario" and
after stamping the life out of him fell down
exhausted before his fallen foe—that was my
chance—said he so I crept up behind him
with my unsheathed hunting knife and cut

his throat.

Say, that gent holds the record in this

neck of the woods for free transportation,

said .Jack,- as he cut off a fresh chew.

A. B. C

ON MAKING MOCCASINS
George Roberts Hunt

Most moccasins are made of biK-kskin,

which is of course, the skin of the deer,

tanned Indian style. Moosehide and caribou

hide are also used, the former being better

than buckskin as it is thicker. However,

buckskin if it has been properly dressed and

treated, is to be recommended. Two pat-

terns as outlined in the illustrations given

herewith will be found to answer the average

requirements. The Chippewa moccasins have

cloth tops when the Indians make them.

The Sioux Indian moccasins are slightly

different from those used by the Chippewas.

The top in the pattern given herewith is

sewn on and you can make a tongue for them

as indicated in the pattern. These draw-

ings should convey to the reader an under-

standing of how the moccasin is made. When
sewing the vamp gather the sides a bit and

if possible make an inside seam. To finish

the heel bring the edge of the end of your shoe

together and turn up the small fiap outside.

Wash the moccasin thoroughly when finished

and be sure to keep it in proper shape when
drying. Work the leather as it dries so it

will not harden and so that any gatherings

will disappear when dry. In doing your

sewing an awl and a line buckskin string is

best though this is slow work. Some good
strong linen thread doubled and used with

a glover's needle may be utilized.

The Navajo Indian uses a somewhat odd
form of moccasin, being a combination of

buckskin and rawhide. To cut the upper

part of the moccasin he puts the buckskin

over his foot and around his ankle and draw-

ing it light marks out the part that he wants

to have in the moccasin. With a little prac-

tice one can cut out a moccasin in this way
that makes the neatest fitting footwear that

BOTTOM

VAM P

TOP
CHIPPEWA STYLE

MOCCASIN.
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TONGUE

SIOU^ STVLE MOCCASIN
FERRETS VS HOUNDS.

Editor, Rod and Gun.—
I think our friend Mr. Shaw goes a little

far when he says the only one who enjoys

hunting rabbits with a ferret is a cheap sport

and his bag is gauged by the number of

rabbits he gels. No doubt a man can play
the game hog with a ferret hunting rabbits

but he can do tlie same thing with a hound.
I have hunted a number of years with a ferret

also breed them and I have taken as nrany
rabbits with a ferret as I have seen taken
with a hound.

Mr. Shaw may be a real live sport, but if

he knows anything about the cotton-tail

rabbit, I fail to see where he can find very
much sport hunting it with the hound. My
experience is, and I have had considerable
hunting the cotton-tail, that he is very
seldom found out of his den through the
day except on a bright warm day and then so
close to his den that the hound has a very

can be made. The raw hide he uses for soles

(which is made from cow or some similar hidei

is prepared as follows. It is first dried and
then cut into strips that will make a pair of

soles to a strip. These are greased and for

this purpose lard, or almost any animal fat

can be used. W hen he wants to use one it is

burned in moist earth until it is pliable, then
the soles are cut out by measuring the size

with the feet and sewing them in place while
they are soft enough to work. It may be as

well to say, however, that while rawhide is

great stuff to wear it is as slippery as glass and
is therefore not adapted for use on ige.

The following trapper's moccasin is made
of solid buckskin. First put your bare foot

down on the skin you desire to use for soles

and mark out the exact size of your foot,

then cut the sole a third of an inch larger

all the way around than it is marked out. So
much for the sole. Next put a piece of buck-
skin over your foot from the ankle forward.
Cut this out exactly as marked and for the

back part of the upper cut out a strip as wide
as you want the moccasin to be high and long
enough to reach from the centre of the fool on
one side around to the centre on the other
side. When the moccasin is sewed together cut
the two ends of the piece to fit yoiir ankle and
lace them together in front, the same as a shoe.

In sewing the sole to the upper, the edge is

drawn or puckered around the toe and heel to

make it fit the upper; and to make the extra
size of it turn up around the foot, the back part
of the upper is lapped over the front part at
the sides.

poor chance for a chase until he is holed again.

It is a rare thing to get a swamp rabbit with
the ferret as you know the swamp rabbit will

hardly ever hole.

If it were not for the ferret or some other
means of killing off the cottontail rabbit you
cannot do with hounds—this animal would
become a plague .in our part of the country
and it would be next to impossible to raise

any garden. It is not the ferret that is extermin-
ating the cotton-tail but a disease from which
they die off about every five to seven years.

As for hounds there is no one likes a hound
any better than I do, and I believe I am safe
in saying that I am paying taxes on as many
dogs as Mr. Shaw, unless he has a larger
kennel.

Give tke ferret a show and you will find

he is a game little animal and can trim any-
thing his size in the anin al line.

Canipbellford, Ont. A. H. Grcenby.



THE LITTLE AUK

N. TOURNEUR.

THERE is much still to be
learned about the life histoiy
of the Little Auk, that most

interesting Arctic diver, which is so

seldom seen outside the waters of the
Far North. When, however, there
is a prevalence of severe gales from
the north, north-east and north-
west, specimens of it make their appear-
ance on the shores of Labrador, and
the northern coasts of Norway, Lap-
land and Scotland.

The Little Auk it is that is said
to be the so called 'lamp-bird' rf the
Esquimaux. In its natural
state it is so fat and full of oil that
these far Northerners are said to
have the custom of utilizing its body
as a lamp by inserting a wick under
the skin of the bird. Be that as it

may, and even at this day travellers'
tales are yet full of wonders, if not
untruths and exaggerations, taxi-
dermists who have handled the Little
Auk can verify the statement as to
the very exceeding oily condition of
this bird when it is in even fairly
good condition, after having been
buffeted by the great stormy waters
of the North for several days.

This interesting little diver, of
dark grey plumage, whitish breast,
and small gull-like head, lives far
up North, and comes down into the
"North Atlantic and the North Sea, no
doubt in attendance upon the shoals
of the small fiy which form its chief
food. It is when these shoals are
dispersed or driven down into deeper
waters jjy heavy weather that the
Little Auk soon weakens, and becomes
the sport of the heavy gales. It is

then this frail stormtossed bird makes

its appearance on the coast already
mentioned, and sometimes in great
numbers.
Along the east coast of Scotland,

some years ago, hundreds of them
were picked up dead and dying.
More were also reported from far
inland, where they had been carried
by the tempest against which they
had been too weak to battle. Anil
when in a weakened state they soon
fall victims to the fierce attacks of

the great black-backed and other
gulls. So weak does the Little Auk
become, when torn from |his accus-
tomary food by inclement weather,
that it has at times been borne on the
wings of the wind across Scotland,
and from a hundred and fifty to two
hundred miles inland across Norway.

As can easily be understood it is

very difficult to keep a bird of this

exclusively marine species in cap-
tivity, for the supply of its natural
food is of course impossible. Some
years ago, however, a Scottish natur-
alist did succeed in reviving a Little

Auk, found by him in an exhausted
state on the shore after a prolonged
and very severe gale, and he got the

bird to live on strips of raw cut-

up fish. In time it became so tame,
and so fond of him, as to waddle
after him about the house and
grounds. Sad to record, this Little

Auk came to an untimely end by
being trodden upon by a careless

visitor.

Yet this bird has its uses. From
it the Esquimaux, whether he uses it

as a lamp or not, extracts much of

his all-important store of oil. And
thus^the Little Auk fulfils itself.



ROVER THE MOOSE HUNTER
Mrs. Garland Foster.

THE early settlers of Eastern
Canada did not need to concern
themselves with game laws, so

took their game where they found it

and at all seasons. In those days
moose hunting in the snow was con-

sidered great sport though a very one-

sided sport indeed, as the moose
are hampered by the heavy snow
while a man on snow shoes has always
the advantage and can readily trail

them.

On a bright clear morning in March
some fifty years ago, two youths
were making rapid progress over
the cnist covered snow to the nearest

lumber camp for a few days moose
hunting. They wore rough home-
spun suits, deerskin moccasins and
well made snowshoes of moosehide,
a very good equipment for cold dr>'

weather, but not adapted for rainy
weather, as deerskin soaks easily,

and moosehide stretches when wet.
Over their shoulders they carried

guns of a style long since obsolete.

The way lay along a wood road
where the crust caught the sunlight

on its sharp crystals and made the

landscape look as if diamond sprinkled.

The toboggan which they
dragged after them, with blankets
and supplies, was scarcely noticed,

so easily did it ghde over the snow.
Toward evening the hunters knew

they were close upon the camp as

they saw sjiowshoe tracks in abund-
ance that had left their mark in

the soft snow before the crust was
formed. There was the track of

the broad style, tapering to a narrow-
er toe, much worn by white men,
and the broad toed mark of the
Indian.
When . they reached the camp,

supper was in progress and a savory
odour of baked beans whetted the
already keen appetites of the boys,
who were not backward about taking
the seats at table indicated by the
camp boss. This camp was a typical
old time one. The fire was made
in the middle, while an opening in
the roof allowed the smoke to escape.
At one end was the rough table and
benches where the meals were served.

On the floor at the other three sides

were the bunks of the men where
rolled up in blankets, they slept
with their feet to the fire. The
bunks were filled with spruce boughs
laid in such a way that the soft twigs
overlapped the stems and made a
very comfortable mattress. The
whole camp had a spicy odour from
these evergreen beds which were
frequently renewed.

Most of the cooking was done in

the original fireless cooker, beans
especially being considered good only
when cooked thus. After being
scalded the beans were placed in a

great pot with the seasoning and a
lump of fat pork; water was then
added, and the pot was covered with

a close fitting lid. Beside the fire

a hole was dug large enough to h:)ld

the bean pot. into which was scraped

hot coals and ashes. The pot was
then placed in the • hole, more hot
coals were thrown in and the hole

filled in with earth. The pot re-

mained there from twelve to twenty-
four hours when the beans were
readv to be served.

After having finished a large sample
of the results of such cooking, our
hunters were ready to make inquir-

ies about the chances for the next
day's hunt. They were warned
that the going might break up at

any time now, as the heavy rains

at the headwaters might cause the

streams to overflow and so make
travelling unsafe. As moose were
especially plentiful in that locality,

they were assured that there would
be no difficulty in securing any
number. The boys were glad to

see a dog, which they were anxious
to borrow for the trip. The lumber-
men laughed and said that they
would probably have to take Rover
anyway, as he was really spending
the winter in the woods for the
moose hunting and would insist upon
accompanying anyone with a gun.
In fact Rover, who was a large well

built Newfoundland dog, had desert-

ed his home in town to join himself

to the lumber crew when they had
left in the fall.
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An early start was made next
morning by Rover and his two com-
panions. The sun was barely up
when the three were making their

way across the barrens toward the
moose countiy. Barrens, it may
be said, belie their name, except in

winter. At other seasons they are

really covered with small shrubs
and trees; but in winter when six

feet of snow is on the ground, they
look an endless waste, with here

and there the top of a tree showing
above the snow. On the way across

one of the boys carelessly stepped
on one of these tree-tops, which
looked like a small shrub showing
through the snow, and found himself

breaking through the crust to the
bottom of the tree, till only his head
showed above. It was some time
before he could extricate himself as

his companion had gone ahead some
distance. Before escaping it was
necessary to trample the snow in

which he was standing until he could
get a firm footing for his snowshoes,
and after some difficulty he was
able to reach the crust again.

They were now getting nearer the
wooded country and shortly began
to see traces of moose; for though
moose do not remain in .he ban ens
they often cross them, when if the
snow. is soft it is easy to track them
by the peculiar long pointed track
they make, caused by the way in

which they drag the feet in walking.
Occasionally there will be broken
twigs on the edge of the woods where
the animal has thrown up his head
and taken a bite while going along.

Deeper in the woods there will be a
bite taken out of the bark of a tree

or the moss and lichen will be scraped
from a tree tnmk. A tree used for

a scratching post will serve to locate
a moose yard. The moose yard
usually accommodates a bull and
cow moose and the calves of the last

two years. The snow about is not
tramped down as one might suppose,
but only contains a few tracks, as if

each moose stepped in the tracks of

the leader. Slight depressions in

the snow about indicate the sleeping
places.

It was one of these yards the hunt-
ers were trying to lind, from which

they, would be able to track the
moose. As Rover was getting ex-
cited they knew they were near one.
Rover having taken up the scent,

had disappeared before they had
actually reached the yard, so they
started off from this point in the
direction they supposed he had taken.
It was not long before a distant bark-
ing reached their ears, and they
knew that Rover had found the
game. Shortly after, they succeeded
in shooting a young animal, which
they at once proceeded to skiii, as

they did not wish to carry more than
a small load back with them, there
being every indication since morning
that a spring thaw was at hand.
They had barely started their task
when deep in the thicket they heard
fierce bellowing and short sharp
barks from Rover. Taking their

gims they pushed through the thicket

and on the edge of an open glade
caught a glimpse of Rover hanging
by his teeth from the nose of an im-
mense bull moose, whose great ant-

lers crashed through the branches
overhead in his efforts to dislodge

the dog. But Rover was too heavy
to toss off and too tenacious to be
dislodged, while the nature of the

snow made it impossible for the

moose to get his front feet free so

as to disembowel the dog. By
this time the hunters were near
enough to get a shot, and soon settled

the matter for the opponents. It

was then necessary to skin both
animals, and as the ^ntlers of the

last were very fine they decided to

take them along, so the toboggan
was loaded up and left for the return

trip. They then pushed on in

search of other game.
Toward noon they crossed a small

stream which was frozen hard and
they were forced to cut a hole with

the axe which they carried, before

getting a drink. After Rover had
helped himself and they had eaten

a bite of lunch they pushed on with-

out seeing anv further trace of game.

Clouds had "obscured the sun for

some time and the air was too warm
for comfort in snowshoeing. Soon
a slight drizzle warned them it might
prove dangerous work getting back
at this time of year. The return
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trip was not a very agreeable one
and they feared their trip was likely

to prove a disastrous one, for when
they reached the stream they had
found so sound in the morning it

showed signs of breaking up. The
ice was covered with water and
looked soft and treacherous. Fin-
ally by the aid of an abandoned
toboggan which they found on the
bank they succeeded in ferrying them-
selves across. Rover took his part
of the journey bravely and seemed to

get on better than the boys, for while
he was a heavy dog, his large hairy
feet supported him in the damp
packing snow, while the boys were
wet and uncomfortable and at every
step their snowshoes, the meshes
of which had stretched in the wet,
seemed like clods. The accumula-
tions of snow on the fir trees loosened
by the dampness, slid off on to their

shoulders at every step. It was

already late when they reached the
scene of their morning's adventures.
They were doubtful about getting

their loaded toboggan out, but as

Rover did not seem inclined to part
company with it, if left, they decided
to make the effort. After count-
less discouragements they succeeded
in making the lumber camp with
their load. There a good supper
of moose meat cooked in the famous
camp cooker, did much to restore

them to good humor. Next day
they returned home to relate their

adventures.
This was the last of the winter

moose hunts as next year the govern-
ment took up the protection of game
and made winter hunting illegal

owing to the cruelty of the sport
and the fact that the game was being
ruthlessly destroyed. So after this

Rover must either hunt alone or

stay at home.

Robert S. Iscrlioll. son of S. K. rerholl oi AiarUns
Falls standing beside a 42 lb. sturgeon caught

by Mr. Iserhofl.

A LETTER FROM THE FAR NORTH.
Edilor, Rod and Gun:

It is always with interest that I read Rod
and Gun. I notice that sportsmen from all

over Canada write for you but do not see

anything from Martens Falls on hunting or

fishing. Martens Falls is a post situated 30

miles up the Albany river and the Indians

living there are called Ojibways. There are

not very many of them and they spend their

days in hunting and fishing. I am in charge

of the post and for diversion do a little fishing

and hunting. On my last fishing adventure

on the 24th of June of this year I had set a

sturgeon line, for Martens Falls is a good
place for sturgeon and every year we catch

quite a number, big and small. The one
I took on the 24th was certainly a fine one,

his weight being 42 pounds, his length 61

inches and circumference 28 inches. This
sturgeon broke a hook 2]^i inches cast from my
line. This morning I caught a perch 26
inches in length and not long ago I had
perches of 11 and 12 pounds, white fish of

two and three pounds, so you will see we
have many fish at this place and a good
assortment. Wishing all of your readers

good fishing during the summer months of

1918.

Yours truly.

Martens Falls. S. R. Iserhoff.



AN OLD SPORTSMAN'S HUNT
R. J. Parrott.

THE foliowiag story was written
by my father for some of the
boys in France. A friend who

thought it a good story suggested that
r send it to Rod and Gun. But I

objected for I feared that Rod and
Gun would call father a game hog.
On page 1048 of the February issue

Mr. E. R. Kerr quotes W. T. Horna-
day as follows: "The highest pur-
pose which the killing of wild game
and game fishes can hereafter be made
to serve is in furnishing objects to

over-worked men for camping and
tramping trips into the wilds."

We would like to say here: "God
help the man who is so tired that he
must chase and kill those harmless,
helpless, defenceless creatures in order
to have an incentive to take sufficient

exercise. Mr. Hornaday goes on to

say, in effect, "these section men and
jack pine farmers should not spoil our
sport. Their business is to build up a
nation out of the Canadian forest,

beef at thirty cents a pound is good
enough for them."

Who or what is this club Mr.
Hornaday represents?

Are they not the class who with or
without license have infested our
Canadian forests, slaughtering our
choicest specimens wholesale and,
lea\'ing the carcases to rot?
Another writer in the same issue

gives us an example of these over-
worked men tramping and camping
in the wilds. This tired gentleman
started from West Virginia and
tramped in a parlor car to a point in

New Brunswick where he was met by
another tired man in his automobile.
They tramp as far into the wilds as
the auto will take them and those of
the party who are too tired to tramp
in the luinber wagon over the tote
road are provided with saddle horses.
And so they tramped to camp No. 1

which was supplied with the fat of the
land and had regular government in-
spection, but that cut no figure with
those tired business men. They
tramped on in the usual way to camps
two and three. On reaching camp
one, by the way, they were each
provided with a guide whose duty it

was to convoy them over the old
tote roads and last year's lumber
roads, to carry everything except the
gun, and if by chance they had to
take to the tall timber they must lop

the branches that hung in the way.
Two bucks and a bull were landed by
the tired business man aforesaid but
unfortunately though he saw a dozen
or more caribou he could not see a

choice specimen. The men with him
were unusually successful although
one of them got only a caribou, he
would not kill any but the choicest

specimens and a choice moose head
did not come his way. Was that not
kind of him and is it any wonder he
could not get a choice specimen with
this butcher business going on for

years? In the opinion of the writer

if these tired business men get a

license to hunt game again in Canada
they should contract to eat all they
kill just like a section man. They
should be conscripted to kill wolves,
gophers, rats and other vermin, not
moose, caribou and deer. And yet
these are what are known as "gentle-

men sports."

I have always had a great admira-
tion for the hunter who goes forth
afoot and alone and pits his skill

and endurance against the instinct

and brute strength of the wild animal,
but of late years I have grown fat

and unaccustomed to walking and
have contented myself with hunting
over hounds or still hunting on the
islands that are to be found on the
Lake of the Woods. That is an ideal

old man's hunt, though I hate to

admit even to myself that I am
growing old. This year the hunting
season came on very unfavorably
The small bays froze over early and
there was much heavy snow on the
unfrozen swamps, while conditions

generally left the venison crop nil.

Being loath to lose the annual hunt,

however, 1 packed the rabbit blanket
and the old torpedo tube and started

down the line for a really old fash-

ioned hunt. I had my campaign all

planned out. On no account was I

to go more than two miles from the
track. Nothing on four legs, in my
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estimation, was worth packing more
than two miles. And nobody but a
weasel and a "gentleman" sport
will kill more than he can eat or
carry away. Heavy snow on thin ice

made the lakes extremely dangerous
so on no account was I to attempt to

pack anything across a swamp. Two
miles on good going was to be my
limit, that much was settled.

When I reached Ingolf I discovered
there were no prospects in less than
six miles off the track. As six miles a
day was my limit that left me out.

I was no child to tire myself and per-
haps get a chill when I did not have
to. Evidently, however, my reputa-
tion had preceded me. The section
boss offered to apply for a few days
off if I would stay and hunt with him
as he had been playing out of luck all

season and had got nothing. Men
are only boys grown up and I could
not take "a stump." I agreed to hunt
with him provided we undertook no
risky ice. Just here the point of the
wedge was entered, the wedge that
finally split all my good resolutions.

We were off at M o'clock on a Jjright

November morning. The light breeze
was head on, which kept the scent in

our favor; every single thing was
"jake."

To relieve me as much as possible

the S. B. carried the kit bag con-
taining grub, extra ammunition, etc.,

etc. I carried five shells in my gun
and enough doughnuts in my pocket
to see me home if I lost the S. B.
About half a mile from the track

we struck a lake. I protested that that
was not in the bargain but the S. B.
cut two poles, handed me one and led

off, striking hard on the ice with
every step he took. I never could
figure out which was the greater
coward—the man who is afraid to go
anywhere he should go or the fellow
who is afraid not to go when he knows
he should not go. Anyway I am free

to admit I was afraid to go and I

knew I should have taken no risks for

though the S. B. carried the pack I

had still some thirty pounds the
better of him in weight. However,
I followed on, albeit in fear and
trembling, testing the ice if possible

even more carefully than he did.

In this way we navigated our first

lake and with this accomplishment
another resolution vanished. The
going now was fair and I was be-
ginning to recover when we struck
another lake much larger and more
threatening than the first. But by
this time my blood was up and we
attacked this one on a dog trot,

carrying our poles by the middle so
we could drop them and scoot when
the ice creaked ominously or a foot
broke through. This trick I learned
is common in Sweden where hunters
use long skis but it was new to me
and consecjuently somewhat exhilara-
ting. In this way we navigated our
second lake with nothing more serious
than occasional shock.

But just at this point my individual
inadaptability began to have weight,
with accent on the weight. We had
now three miles of swamp to negotiate
and as there was no swamp clause in

the contract it was up to me and I

went to it. My partner carrying 175
pounds on number eight feet could
pass over easily where my two
hundred and some odd. pounds on
number six and a half feet landed
knee deep in six inches of snow on top
of two feet of blueberry bush and
moss, with here and there a foot of
water. I could not keep up that kind
of thing very long so taking a belt
lacing I carried for the purpose I

slung my gun and cutting two willow
wands split the big ends and bruised
them against the trunk of a tree so as
to give some support in the snow,
using them as a man uses his stick
when riding skis. Thus on all fours
I negotiated that swamp.

Just when I had reached the stage
that when my foot broke through
into the water I did not care whether
I pulled it out or not I saw the S. B.
pull up and begin to roll a cigarette.
I frogged alohg up to him and
politely enquired how in Hebron
long this performance was going to
last. He replied encouragingly that
the worst was over. He also informed
me that he was going to leave me at
this point as we were on the edge oi

the moose country. He would take a
long circuit over the ridge while I

held on up the creek till I reached
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the lake where I was to wait till he
came, which he said would be in about
half an hour. I told him it did not
matter to me what I did as I was not
going to live to get back over that
swamp anyhow. We arranged sig-

nals, I giving him an empty shell

which he was to use as a whistle.
We were to call first with the whistle
and if there was no response the gun
was to be fired. The S. B. then
disappeared over the ridge and I

plowed on up the creek. It sure was
a game country and I began to think
I might possibly stick to it. I got
ready for business and had travelled
about half an hour when I heard a
twig snap. I crouched down and
listened. The tramp was too heavy
for a deer and I knew that my partner
would have whistled if he had turned
in my direction so soon. It was a
moose, yes, it must be a moose.
'Father's luck' was coming all right.
A beautiful open shot at a hundred
yards and I put my glove on the snow
and putting one knee on it made a
rest for my gun with my elbow which
rested on my other knee. Then I

cocked my gun, holding the hammer
back with my thumb lest some spasm
of buck fever should make me touch
the hair trigger a moment too soon.
I was taking no chances this time.
I had lost deer before by a moment's
delay caused by bringing my gun
from my hip to my shoulder." This
fellow was my meat, I said to myself
I would get him between the eyes
before he grasped the situation. The
alders across the creek swayed. Three
more steps and his ugly mug and
floppy ears would break through. Ah,
another step. My cheek came down
on the butt. I cut the sight fine.

I must shoot low at that short range.
The last branch trembled, waved
aside and out came—what? The red,
perspiring face of the section boss!

I went blind for an instant but I

kept my thumb on the hammer.
When I saw again hfc had slithered
down the bank out of range. He
was evidently as much surprised to
see me as I was to see him. He had
followed a fresh track and did not
notice he had turned.

"Good God, man, "I said, "I

nearly shot you." He looked about
as sick just then as I felt. He lit out
again, however, on his circuit over
the ridge with the firm intention, as I

learned later, of never turning in my
direction again until he had a clear
mile of lake between us. My last

remark, you may be sure, was "don't
forget to blow your whistle when you
turn back." I moved quietly along
up the creek still nervous and shaky,
imagining sounds which made me
crouch and listen. Then again the
sprawling tramp came clearly to my
ears. Confound the fellow. I wished
I was safe home with him. "The
noise he makes would scare a dead
moose," I said to myself. "He led me
over that abominable lake and swamp
and now we are both in danger of
being shot." He halted beyond a
bend in the creek and I was ai)out to
whistle when something in the dead
silence appealed to me curiously. I

peered under the branches and saw a
leg move—a moose leg. But I was
not going to take any chances. It
might be a gun in a man's hand. I

dare not chance it. Then there was a
loud whiff. I knew my game was
getting suspicious. But that might
be a man blowing his nose, I would
wait for a better view. Then the
guessing was all over for there was a
snort and a crash and something was
going through the timber like a Jack
Johnston. I saw black spots flying
through the bush. There was only
the ghost of a chance for a shot but
I would take it. Just then, however,
I heard another moose come crashing
along; surely he would give me a
better show and I could not try for

both. Alas! he turned a few yards
too soon and I never saw him. The
Swede's tactics had borne fruit in

abundance. He had sent me two
moose and I had lost them both. I

took out my belt lacing and slung my
gun in disgust.

"You old fool," I expostulated with
myself. "Who told you you could
hunt moose anyhow? You are so
played out you can scarcely waddle.
You have not got the nerve of a
chickadee and you have got rheuma-
tism and bronchitis enough in your
boots to do you the rest of your days.
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Get out where the sun is shining and
change your socks and try if you
cannot negotiate that swamp in time
to catch tiic local for Kenora. Then
a hot bath and a woollen blanket for

yours.

Eventually I reached the rendez-

vous at the lake. The sun was shining

warmly down on a mountain of rock

at the mouth of the creek. I climbed
up the side of the rock, took off my
boots and dried the insides with a

couple of pocket handkerchiefs,
changed my socks and after eating
some doughnuts did not feel quite so

old.

While waiting I walked slowly back
and forth lest my legs should grow
stiff, meanwhile trying to frame some
excuse to my partner f :r losing those
two moose. Just then my attention

was drawn to an object moving at a

point half a mile down the lake. As
^e were expecting the mail carrier

from Shoal Lake I paid no attention

at first but as the object came no
nearer I became curious and finally

discovered the head of a bull moose.
He was coming slowly out of the
timber and testing the ice as carefully

as a professional hunter. He crept

out bit by bit with his nose to the ice

and striking the ice smartly with his

great hoofs at every step. He was
followed by a large cow and after her
came another bull. Though his horns
in the distance showed up no larger

than the cow's ears his <lim round
barrel could be easily distinguished

from that great wall sided creature.

Though much younger he stood
'taller than his leader. I rubbed my
eyes and looked again. They were
still there. I sat down on a rotten

log saying: "Old man you're seeing

things. That swamp has got your
goat, you're at home in bed having a
nightmare, or rather a night moose.

No one in history has run up against

five moose like this in a few hours.

But there they were enjoying the
sunshine, nuzzling and hugging one
another like a happy fainily. When
I had made sure I was really awake I

enquired what I was gcing to do about
it. A .405 Winchester will do good
execution *at half a mile but I was
sadly out of practice for long range

shooting. I waited, praying sincerely

that when they moved they would
head my way. Nothing doing. The
leader began to try the ice again but

at right angles to me, walking gingerly

with his nose to the ice till he struck

a thin spot. Then he threw his head
up and trotted off, touching the ice

apparently as lightly as a fox. I

said "good-bye old friend. I'm sorry

to see you go but I'll send you one
for luck" and so saying I launched a

torpedo at his broadside. It never
feazed him, he simply turned sharply
around and trotted back to his

friends. I decided that creature was
hoodooed, I did not want him, so

turned my attention to the other bull

and sent him over one. He tossed

his head like a stallion fretting on the

check-rein, then went on hugging his

homely old mothjer. Surely this was
discouraging. Although the old tor-

pedo tube was working at my enfl

with her usual energy I began to fear

she was losing her punch so I lifted

the barrage, but there were no re-

sults. Then I tried a low shot. When
I saw the snow fly some distance be-

yond him I knew the bullet had
passed close under him and that in

spite of appearances my guess was
good and we were doing good busi-

ness. I then unloaded my last shell

at the young bull dead on but they
took no notice of me whatever.
During all this bombardment there

was no sign of my partner bringing

up the reserve ammunition. I whist-

led but got no response. I whistled

again and then I tramped around a

while and whistled a third time, I

then expressed myself and whistled

some more. At length I heard a faint

little whistle away at the end of

the lake and knew that he was
coming.

At this the young bull put his nose

to the ice and looked as though he
was thinking of lying down but he
changed his mind and with a sorrow-
ful expression turned and disappeared
in the timber. The cow followed
immediately. The leader moved his

front feet but the hind ones would
not come. My first shot had caught
his spine and one hind leg was para-

lyzed. Nevertheless he finally hob-
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bled back into his native element. I

was then quite sure the other bull
was carrying away two of my good
soft nosed bullets in his cumbersome
carcase but as I had license to kill one
moose I was just as well pleased he
should carry them a little way. I

knew the S.B. would attend to any
sick moose that might be lying around
later. In fact I learned later they
were not having any meatless days at
Ingolf. I had a great curiosity to see
what was going on in the timber
yonder but a wounded bull fills me
with a wholesome respect and I

recalled that I had wounded one some
two years back that had turned on
me. On that occasion my companion
and I had put three more bullets
through his body as he came on and
he was still going' strong when another
companion gave him one between the
eyes so that he dropped just three
y«rds from where we stood. I had
no difficulty in restraining my curios-
ity, therefore, on this occasion when
I knew there was a prospect of two
or three laying for me. When my
partner arrived I showed him where
the moose had stood. His face grew
long. I assured him that one at least
was permanently crippled. He as-
sumed a sympathetic smile that said
as plainly as words, "I am awfully
sorry, old man, but no one could
blame you for missing at that dis-

tance.'' All he said as he measured
the distance with his eye was: "This
was a long shot." We decided to
keep together then and not get too
close to danger. We located the
leader alone. He seemed only able
to hobble about as fast as a man
could walk so I conceived the idea of

driving him at least as far as the
swamp. I did not mention that
brilliant idea to my partner, however,
for just then the creature turned his

great glassy eyes on us and his ears
hopped back. My partner asked if

he might finish him and I said yes.

But I think we spoiled a good story
for I am quite sure if I had had the
courage of my convictions we could
have driven him. We dressed him in

a hurry as I had to negotiate that
swamp before dark, or freeze my feet

for it was turning very cold and my
partner wanted to follow up the hunt.
We had six hundred pounds of

dressed meat and we had to cover a
circuit of eighteen miles. I had had
enough—with the accent on the last

stanza. Much to the private satis-

faction of my partner, I am con-
vinced, I hired a big Galician section

man to act as transportation officer

in my place and I left them to have it

out. But I would have given two
hind quarters to have driven that

moose home.



A BAIT CASTING OUTFIT
Robert Page Lincoln

A Dissertation on the Best Bait-Caslinp Outfit,

Which is Expressly put out for the Edi-

fication of the Many New Readers of

Rod and Gun.

1
receive many new queries as time goes

on asking for information on bait casting

rods, reels, lines and baits and in answer

to 'the many I have had come to my table in

the past months I am ^Tiling this article in

the hope that it may help many a beginner to

the selection of a reliable outfit. It seems

strange that most readers would rather have

the information printed in the magazine, in

the form of an article, than to be directed to a

book containing this information. "The
trouble with old tackle-oiftfitting books," says

a writer in a letter to me, "is that they are not

up-to-date. There is a great deal of newer

and better material placed on the market

since the books were written that readers

would like to know about and the only way to

get this information is through the pages of

the right-up-to-the-miaute magazine which

monthly assembles these facts." To this I

agree, and this is my excuse for writing this

article, containing, I hope, many available

new points that should be genuinely helpful.

The difference between a good bait caster

and a perfectly well trained fly-caster is that

the former is more rare than the latter. There

e.\Lsted for a long time a belief that bait

casting was a slam-bang, chuck-and-chance-

it method and that anyone could be successful

at the game, provided he were able to acquire

the outfit. But one finds out sooner or later

that there really is such a thing as the art

of bail casting; and only in as much as one

acquires this art will he have success at the

game. I may say that there are nine poor bait

casters to one man who can cast a lure with

any degree of success. Anyone with a fair

hand for casting can cast a bait to an uncer-

tain, hap-hazard destination, but to reach a

pocket two feet in circumference some twenty-

five, thirty or even fifty feet away, and hit it

accurately and quite noiselessly, is what we
call "the art of bait casting." And only as

one learns to cast in this wise will he acquire

fish, and in addition be able to pride himself

secretly on the genujhe skill that he shows.

One cast well put, (dropping soundlessly into

a pocket) will be more productive of a capture

than fifty casts hap-hazardly and aimlessly

directed. The skiUed bait-caster casts only

when he is readx', and when he sees a spot that

looks woi^th whi)e. The amateur bait caster

casts ever\-where, regardless of whether it is

in a fish-abiding, or a Ashless, area. The
amateur's bait may fall like a rock in the

water; the skilled man's baii \^ill drop lightly,

and with hardly any noise, or splash. That
is the bait that gets the fish and no mifetake.

Many ask me particularly as to the price

of the rod, then what material is best for a rod,

and thirdly, the length of the rod.

In regard to the material that goes into a

rod it may be said with absolute truth that

over half of the rods in use for bait casting

are of the so-called steel material. Steel

rods seem to hold first place, and appear as

much to be best suited material for bait

rods as the bamboo is for a fly-rod, although
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exceptionally good fly-rods are put out in

steel also. A manufacturer of steel rods once

wrote and asked me a question. That

question was: Why do angling writers per-

sistently recommend the use of rods made of

solid wood or split bamboo and yet in actual

practice turn to the steel rod? The question

was justified particularly when we consider

that especially for rough and ready work the

steel rod is eminently fitted for the fly-

caster and the bait caster. "I would no more

think of going into the wild places outfitted

with bamboo rods than I would of going into

the rough spots with dress shoes on my feet.

Both are manifestly out of place. They do

not bear up under rough treatment. Steel

rods last. That's the big point in their favor

and that is why they never fail in the wild

places." These remarks were made to me

by a fisherman who annually goes into

the wilds of Canada.

For the amateur, the beginner, the steel

rod is undoubtedly the tool to use, although

after one has become quite expert and knows

his ground well he will advance into the betha-

bara, solid-wood class or the split-bamboo

class; or he may (out of sheer choice) keep

himself in the steel rod class. Again, the

beginner may not have a great deal of money

to lay out for a rod. You caimot get a good

solid-wood rod or good bamboo rod for what

you can get a perfectly ser\'iceable steel rod.

Says one writer: "A cheap steel rod is always

better and stronger than a cheap wood rod.

This fact is well worth bearing in mind, es-

pecially by a person in modest financial

circumstances." You will find if you go

among the fishing people that the bulk of

them cannot, at. any time, afford a high

priced rod, and therefore must do with a

mode^-priced steel rod, which will amply

supply their wants. What sort of a solid-

wood rod or split-bamboo rod do- you think

'thai you could buy for five or six dollars;

and yet I know of steel rods that you can buy

for that amount that will give you not only

genuine aiervice, but will last for three or four

years of pretty hard fishing. In fact I have

a six dollar steel rod (a bait casting appliance)

that I think nearly as good as the twelve

dollar .bait rod of steel. There are some

points about the six dollar rod that the

twelve dollar rod does not possess. I there-

fore recommend that if you have only a little

money to spend that you get a five or six dol-

lar steelrod, as at that price you get something

that you need not, in any sense of the word,

be ashamed of. If you have the money you

can, later on, get something better than that.

I can agree with the writer who said:

"The steel rod is invariably a good invest-

ment. If one has never used a wooden rod,

the question of difference will never trouble

him. But once the game has been played

with a wooden rod, then the lucky convert is

inevitably spoiled and never goes back to the

steel outfit without serious reason. The
preference of wood over steel is worthy of

no comment whatsoever, from any person

who has used both. The only argument of

any consequence to advance regarding cast-

ing-rods is the question of length."

Strangely, however, I would never think

of going into the wilderness with anything

but a steel appliance; I would never think of

going out bait casting for pike and muskies

without a steel rod. The fisherman whose

battery of rods does not contain two or three

steel rods is no battery at all. And, mark
you, I ask that you look up the rod supply of

any enthusiastic fisherman and I assure you

that his steel rods will all show the marks of

constant usage. No more need be said; I have

given you a tip. Now follow it up. Look

over the rods of your brother fishermen and

see if I am wrong!

Keep your eyes open next season on the

water and make note of the number of steel

rods you see in proportion to the number of

solid-wood and split-bamboo rods. It will

make an interesting study.

Length oj the bail rod;—Never go over six

feet for a bait casting rod. After a long

experience I have come to rest my faith on

the rod that measures five and one half feet

in length. The rod of this length seems ab-

solutely well-balanced, and there seems to be

nothing to mar its action. One easily feejs

the ill-balance of a long rod when bait casting,

although one may be able to fling a bait

further with it. In playing a fish to net,,

however, you soon feel the difference between

the rod that is five and one half feet in length

and the rod that is s^x feet, or over. I may
say that the steel rods (that is, actual bait

casting rods) over six feet in length are now
few and far between in actual service. In

still fishing, etc., however, the long Ilenshall

rod is still doing business on the old stand.

To tell the truth, however, overhead casting

is best done with a rod that is six feel in length.

The overhead cast is for use where one must

employ extreme accuracy, such as reaching

a certain set spot, such as a pocket, |or open

patch in between the pads, and when one

must hurry considerably when one finally

docs catch a fish, so that the fellow will not
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get tangled up in the weeds or the pads. For
ordinary work the rod that is five and one

half feet in length is recommended. Such a

rod should have a comparative stiffness

from the butt to the centre, but a springy

give from the centre to the tip; this will yield

and fall back, yield and fall' back to normal

as the fish struggles for freedom. Also the

springy give to the tip must not be too

sudden. It must have a merging, easy give.

In a rod such as this, too, one is able to cast a

bait far better. The springiness of the tip

helps to give momentum to the bait in its

outward progress.

Guides: The guides on the rod need not

be as large as quarters in size. The medium
size guides are plenty big enough. But here

is a caution. See to it that the tip guide and

the reel guide (which is the guide nearest the

reel) are provided with agate or imitation

agate lining. This lining will save you much
line in the long run.

Heels for Bait Casting: The bait casting

reel is by far the most important feature of

the bait caster's outfit. A durable, smooth-

working, well set-up, firm, reel, is what any
self-respecting angler would like to give to

another the coming holidays; what a father

would like to give his son to keep him out of

mischief when the days of summer are abroad

in the land. The bulk of the reels and rods

that fathers buy for their sons are nothing but

gimcracks and umbrella spokes. It is a shame

that parents should give their boys such

flimsy material, when by adding a few dollars

more they could get a perfectly good outfit

that would be worthy of respect, and give

actual service. But, says the parent, the Uoy

will throw it around and get sand in it, and it

will soon be useless so what is the use of giving

him a good reel. Any boy that will do this

has not been properly brought up. A boy

who is given something that is really valuable,

and worthy, will (or should) take the utmost

care of it. Nine times out of ten a good reel

and rod will be carefully guarded and pre-

served by the youth.

It is hard to get a good reel under five

dollars, at the present day at least, that will

give service and will last. The cheap, nickle-

plated, highly glittering reels, that you see

in the sporting-goods store windows are

almost useless. Your good reel is put out by

some manufacturer with a long experience in

these matters; who has the reputation and

who did not go into business yesterday. One
may purchase a six to ten dollar reel from any

well-known firm and be sure that he is getting

his monev's worth. These firms advertise in

the proper channels and are not hard to find.

Any outdoor publication should serve as a

sign-post along the road to the angler's

haven.

The bait casting reel is a quadruple-

multiplying one; that is to say, the spool

revolves four times to one turn around of the

handle. This is speedy enough to take in

line. Some bait casting reels are made of a

st5'le allowing but little space from one side-

plate to the other, say, but an inch or a bit

more of space. Manifestly this is too narrow;

the line has but little space to build on; and
backlashes occur time and time again. There-

fore, never procure a reel that is narrow

between the plates. The space between the

plates should be from two, or two and one

half inches, or a trifie less than two inches,

which should give good service. I like a reel

having a long barrel, as the line always has

free play and it rarely criss-crosses and builds

into a backlash. One of the first points,

therefore, to recognize in the purchase of a

bait casting reel ip that the space between

the two side-plates should be of an agreeatJe

width.

Some reels not to be taken apart: There are

some reels that are not meant to take apart,

and which should not, therefore, be tampered
with. Those reels, (meant to be taken apart

for cleaning) are so fixed that this can be .-'one

without any trouble. These reels are called

take-apart reels, or knock-down reels, which-

ever you will. Usually by screwing off one

of the end caps and screwing the end plate,

the reel may be taken to pieces. It may then

be cleaned, and rapidly put together again.

The very simplicity of such reels is a great

point in their favor, hence they appeal to the

fisherman, and particWarly to the beginner.

Those reels not meant to take apart sliould

be left as they are. Such reels have oil-cups

in which to put a drop of oil now and then,

which serves to keep the reel in tune. Never
take such a reel apart, "to see what it looks

like inside." A non-take-apart reel once

opened and then put together again, never

works the same afterwards. Never allow sand

to get in your reel so that it becomes neces-

sary to take the reel apart to specially clean

it. If you have a very expensive non-take-

apart reel, of, say, thirty or forty dollars,

that has got sand in its mechanism, take it

to a watch-smith for cleaning and putting

together. Never attempt it yourself, as that

reel will never work the same again.

Reels Protecting you from Backlashes:

There are at least two special reels on the

market that protect you from backlashes.
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One of these reels has a bale-wire on one of

its front pillars, or cross-bars, that keeps the

line in check, and ably stops a backlash.

Another type of reel controls the over-run-

ning of the line, not outwardly, (by means of

a bale-wire) but internally, the mechanism
being controlled by what is known as cen-

trifugal governors. Such reels as this make
it practicall}' invaluable to the jjeginner who
does not wish to spend much time studying

out the art of bait casting with the ordinary

reel which contains not these devices.

Metal in the Reel: The so-called German
Silver is the better grade of material for use

in reels, and has always so been held. It is

durable and if it comes in the brushed, or

satin-finish shape it does not give off a glitter,

whfch, above water at least, often frightens

the fish. The cheap, highly-glossed-over

nickle reels give olT a glint (a dazzling glint)

that is blinding. Leave such reels alone, and

get one in a subdued tone. I prefer an all-

metal reel to a reel composed half of hard

rubber and half of metal. Some reels are made
with a spool of aluminum,—and this is a good

idea as I have no doubt that it vastly im-

proves the castipg.

Action of the Reel: A bait casting reel must

be smooth-working and smooth running, but

this does not mean that when you smartly

turn or flick the handle of the reel that it

should run for half an hour. A reel may be

too smooth running, and being such may get

beyond the control of the amateur. There-

fore it is that many of the high-priced winches

are quite impossible in the hands of the

amateur though quite all right in the hands

of the expe)-t. It seems that you have to serve

a sort of an apprenticeship in fishing before

you can aspire to the right use of the more
excellent material. This does not mean to

say that you are to start in with a cheap

gimcrack of a brass reel that sells for seventy-

five cents. A reel worth from five to twelve

dollars, of German Silver construction, and
put out by a creditable manufacturer, is a

reel that will last you a great many years, and,

if kept in good condition, (and if you do not

play golf with it in the sand) it should give

you more than your money's worth. To pay
a little more for a reel in the beginning will

make all the difference between getting good
service and satisfaotion, or no service or

satisfaction at all. The beginner can save

himself exasperation, time and money by

following these words of advice. Many of us

have spent hundreds of dollars climbing up to

the pinnacle of experience, so that we now

know what we should have done in the be-

ginning.

Size of Reel for Bait Casting: Most as-

suredly I recommend the 100-yd. size, as that

is the size best fitted for use in bait casting.

The 100-yd. size reel will accommodate a

suitable amount of Number 5 liae, so that

when the line is running out it will not brush

against the pillars.

. Free-spool reels: In recent years there have
been put out many types of free-spool reels

and almost all of those I have tried have been

efficient. I find that with a reef-spool reel,

distance-casting is highly improved, and
backlasliing is greatly minimized. On a free-

spool reel the handle is automatically detached

from the spool when the bait is going out,

but it (the spool) automatically attaches it-

self to the handle when you start to reel in.

Thus when your bait is going out the handle

stands still; it is btationary. When you
retrieve, or take in, line, the handle auto-

matically attaches itself to the spool. A
revolving handle necessarily slows up the

speed, the revolving ability of the reel; also

(especially if the reel is of an inferior make)
the handle in going around sounds like a herd

of cows coming to water. The free-spool reel

makes for greater distance to your casting;

is almost noiseless; and greatly minimizes

backslashing. I have always recommended
the free-spool reels, of which there are many
makes to choose from.

Level-Winders: One company produces a

reel that is a level-winder. This level winder

guides the line back and forth, like a sewing

machine, when you are reeling the line in, and

thus saves you from having a criss-cross line,

to get a backlash in that way. The Fiedifor

reel, (the reel in question) is uniqu^e in that it

contains three featufes, namely: the level-

winding device; it is a freei-spool reel; and is a

self-thuniber. It costs twenty dollars, I

believe. Most people, however, like a reel

without any of these attachments, for where

there are mechanical attachments to do the

work for you, your ingenuity is not counted

on very heavily. A reel such as this, however,

is unique on ever>' poinl.

Care of the Reel: It may well be said

that a reel lasts as long as you take care of it.

The outfit of the slovenly fisherman soon goes

into the discard, while the outfit of the careful,

and considerate, fisherman, lasts for years

and seems the same as new. Do not set a

reel on the rod out in the rajn or the damp
night. Take it from the rod and wipe it dry;

and touch a drop of oil to the oil cup. This

will put life and vim in the reel. When put-
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ting the reel away in the tackle box, have an

oiled piece of flannel to wrap it in. This will

further serve to protect it.

Bait Caslinfi Lines: A bait casting line

that is perfectly fitted for bait casting is one

that is light, soft braided, preferably, yet

having a desirable strength in its make-up.

There are two varieities of lines used in bait

casting, the soft-braided and the hard-

braided silk lines; Ine former being the one

that has the Qualified smoothness, and the

better casting ability. The difference be-

tween the soft braided line and the hard

braided line, however, is that the hard

braided one will stand harder work, and not

fray .while the soft braided one is the first

to fray, and give in. Because the hard braided

line will give more length of service it is gen-

erally desired by many fishermen. A soft

braided line of fifty yards is what you want;

and it will cost you from one to two dollars,

depending upon the maker. For general,

all-around fishing the Number ,5 line is re-

commended. The Number 5 should have a

test pull of twelve pounds. The Number 4 is

sometimes used for bait casting, where one is

going up against big fish. The Number 4

should have a pound-pull test of si.xteen

pounds. For bait casting for larger fish,

(such as the muskies and pike) a Number 3

line might be used. It has a twenty pound

test. The Number 2 is also used for pike

and muskies and has a twenty-four pound

lest. The Number 1 line, for muskies, has

a thirty-five pound test to it. For ordinary

fishing, for bass, (as I have said) the twelve

pound lest line is best fitted for active use.

Fifty yards of this should go on to your reel.

Color of Line: It should be the whitish

sort, with black checks to it. I vastly prefer

such a line to any of the other colors, and I

firmly believe that it lasts the longer; that is,

line for line, test-weight for test-weight.

Care of Line: Like anything else it may be

said that a Une lasts as long as you take care

of it. After a few hours casting, when you

come to land, insert the hook in a tree and

string the line out to dry in the wind. It is

preferable that the Une be not in the sun;

but in the shade. If possible let it hang up an

hour, for during that lime it will have dried

through to the core. Many hang the line up

ten minutes and believe it thoroughly dry

when the outer surface is dry. Silk lines are

open to attacks from acids in the various

waters that you fish. To prevent fraying or

rotting in this case the silk line is oiled, not

heavily, but enough to last. A good oil is

the Three in One type. Put a little on a piece

of flannel, and run the line between this.

Only that portion of the line that is actually

in the water need be oiled, from twenty feet

up, according to how much line you generally

use. You will know how much of youi' line

you generally wet. That much should be run

through the oiled flannel. Lines should be

oiled only when (hey are perfectly dry.

Testing the Line for Weak Spots: The part

of the line that stands the most wear and tear

is from the hook up to about nine feet on its

length. Test, then, the fom-part of the

line, to hiuit out its weak places and cut this

off. Fishermen who fail to do this often lose

many large fish.

A Hint: When you have used up one end

of the line, or have fished it for some time,

shift it around and use the other end; you will

then have, practically, a new, unused line.

To save line, build up a core of cheap linen

line and tie the bait line to this. Enough
silk line should be on the reel, however, so

that the linen line never runs out through

the guides. Always see to it that the core of

line is well built up on the reel but never so

that the line will foul against the pillars, or

the cross-bars (the same thing), between the

plates. A core of line that is small, and deep
down in the reel hinders one, and the distance

one can get out of a line is but one half that of

the line-core that is well built up.

How Long will my Line Lastt It all de-

pends upon how much you use thlat line, and
how well you care for it. It must be under-

stood that under excessive casting, eight

hours a day, for iOBtance, a line cannot be
expected to have a long life. However, where
a line is cast three or four hours a day, and
cast moderately, it should last all the way
from two weeks to two months, all depending

upon how you care for the line when it is away
from the water. Again as I have asserted, a

rod that has not the guides lined with agate

or imitation agate (guides just steel rings)

will soon have a tendency to wear out the

line. It is always well to have three or four

extra spools of line along with you. These
spools should be kept corked up in a bottle.

Many manufacturers (such as the South
Bend Company) put up their lines in air-

tight bottles, where they can remain for

years and still be the same.

About Baits: The day of writing about
artificial minnows is quite over. All types

on the market have been tried out, have
either been found lasting (and worthy of

being included in the fisherman's outfit), or

they have gone into the discard. The smaller

companies have gone out of business; the true
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and tried ones remain. The companies that

put out worth-while material habitually

advertise in Rod and Gun. In fact the

artificials put out by the advertisers in this

magazine are not only useful in practically

all waters, but they hold the reputation of

being the leaders on the whole continent.

The same maj' be said about fishing tackle

of all sorts.

How Many Baits Shall I Buy: It is not

necessary to have over three artificals in your

tackle box, if they are rightly selected. There

was a time when it was considered necessary

to have ten or twelve lures in your tackle box,

but that day is comfoitablj' in the background.

Two or three artificals, now, rightly selected

from the output of the old-established firms

should prove satisfactory. Select your arti-

ficial for the water you are fishing, in the

following classes.

1.—A top-water bait, creating a boiling

disturbance at the surface, (puch as the

Heddon Dowagiac Expert).

2.—A Wobbler (such as the Tango Min-
now).

3.—A small-bodied, buck-tail, single trailer

gang, under-water minnow for deeper fishing

(such as the South Bend).

The above are merely pointed out as ex-

amples of types of baits that Ijlave been

successfully used and not found wanting.

The top-water, commoting bait is a surface

bait and is particularly used when the bass

are in the water around shore, as in the early

part of the season and otherwise. The
wobbler is used in more or less open water,

from a depth of one to ten feet of water. The
snaky (never violent) side to side motion of

the true wobbler proves a killing feature. I

have set dowiv a small-bodied underwater

minnow as I believe that this is most killing.

The small-bodied underwater minnow de-

tailed here is absolutely sportsmanlike as it

has but one gang, that gang being a trailer,

masked in bucktail hair. I prefer the buck-

tail to this minnow to be red, in spite of what
the body coloration may be.

Material in Artificials: Companies with

reputations of long standing naturally can be

depended upon to put out good stuff. Watch
for the name of the maker, and see that it is

on the box. There are a lot of snares and

delusions in this game. If you buy direct

from the home office or large sporting goods

stores that you think you can rely upon, all

well and good. The enamel on well known
artificials is of the iron-wearing sort and will

stand hard usage. Avoid those bright-

colored artificials that may be purchased in

the dry-goods stores for seventeen or twenty

cents each. After the third cast (in actual

practice) you will find that the enamel has

split down three or four places, and can, in

some cases, be peeled off in rolls. Good
artificials may cost up to a dollar, but they can

be depended upon, and are far the cheapest

in the long run. One trip to a lake should

more than pay for the price of a minnow.

A Tackle Box: A tackle box is practically

a necessity. In the old days when there were

so many bails and lures abroad we thought

we were not fitted out right unless we had

a tackle box like a ten story building. Now
(with three lures and various spoons and

weedless hooks) a small box is all that is

necessary. An excellent one may be pur-

chased in any store or big sporting goods

establishment for the sum of seventy-five

cents. The tackle box need not be an

elaborate uffair. One of japanned tin is

quite sufficient.

A Last Word: Buy from reliable, old-

established firms. Buy all your tackle from

such and in the long run, Ihougli you pay a

little bit more for durable, ingenious stuff, it

will pay you and save you heaps of money.

CHIPS FROM THE WORKSHOP
Robert Page Lincoln.

To increase the number of fish in a stream
is always an interesting performance
to the angler, and it is a subject to

which he gives a great deal of his attention.

More and more as time goes on the angler is

becoming protective. More and more he is

putting aside the idea of big bags and is

turning his thoughts to increasing the fish

supply and to guarding and making the

streams more habitable for the trout. A
condition such as this is what we have been

striving for for a long time, and the ceaseless

agitation for more sportsmanlike methods of

fishing and the taking of a few fish, has borne

fruit. The man who takes, und ly r'.m the

streams and lakes is now spotted and can only

be greeted with withering contempt. lie

docs not belong to our day at all. 1 le belongs
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to the past. He belongs to the class who
dynamite and illegally net the streams to

yield up spoils for the rich man's cafe. The
group of men who get together and
work for a certain part of every month of the

year to foster protection of the game.covers and

the waters are the men who are doing things

for the common good. They exemplify the

very height of sportsmanship and angling.

In a recent number of that wonderfully

allraclive all-angling magazine, the American-

Anglir, a writer slated;

"I low shall wc increase the supply of trout

in our public streams? It seems to the writer

that (here are at least two procedures which

may help to accomplish this purpose: First,

to improve wild waters to the end that a

larger number of young trout may reach

maturity, and secondly, to encourage private

fish culture on the farm. The first of these

two propositions is by far the most complicat-

ed and least underslwxl for the reason that

there are many agencies concerned. It

involves the elimination of agencies destruc-

tive to fish; increasing the supply of fish food

organisms; furnishing sulTicient shelter for

the fislies themselves and finally supplying

the necessary conditions for reproduction.

Not all of the destructive agencies are known,

nor do we understand in detail just how they

conspire to diminish the productiveness of

streams. It has been charged that over-

fishing has been the great cause of depletion,

this having been brought about in two ways,

namely, by the illegal use of netS;, .traps,

dynamite, etc., and by the increase in the

number of hook and line fishermen. If our

protective force is strong enough and depend-

able, the former should now be totally elimin-

ated from the trout stream. But the latter

has been done legally and has attended the

increase in population. It therefore probably

cannot ever be eliminated and the only way
to meet it is to further limit the bag, increase

the legal size and improve the stream to the

limit of productiveness."

Four besetting evils menace the trout

stream. The closer the streams are to the

confines of civilization the more severe is the

menace, of course; and of course, too, in some
places we may suspect that lawlessness has

more of an upper hand than in other regions.

To list the four,.great evils that miUlate against

the continuance of the average trout stream:
1.—The increasing number of fishermen.

2.—The pollution of streams.

3.—Deforestation in its many phases.

4.—Natural enemies of the trout.

The increasing number of fishermen along

a stream may not contribute wholly to its

downfall; fish might yet survive. If the

stream is polluted, that alone makes it unfit

for the raising, or the continuance of a fit

supply of trout. Thus the pollution of the

water alone can ruin a stream, though this

is only one of the agencies at work busily

contriving to despoil the beauty of Nature.

Personally I would counsel that the man who
persists in running dye refuse, acids, oils and
sewage into the streams, be given the full

limit of the law. These obnoxious rascals

usually choose the clearwater streams wherein
to discharge their abominations merely
because it will save them trouble and
a few dollars although the cost of otherwise

destroying the refuse would be but little. In
the ever-persistent grasp for more wealth
these heinous enemies to manlund have
destroyed practically half of our streams—at

least the streams within, or near to, the con-

fines of civilization. Every angler should
make it his duty to look up the conditions

along his beloved stream, and if any pollution

occurs the source of that pollution should be
stopped. There will be severe opposition to

this, but if streams are to remain as the

Creator willed them to be upon this earth,

then poHution of our waters must cease. Any
body of law-makers who will not get together

to wipe out this nuisance s^iould be branded
as dehberate and despicable traitors to

Nature.

Not all streams of course are polluted, and
we can be sincerely thankful that this is true.

But as civilization (pardon my use of the
word civilization) creeps in upon the wild
places, pollution, by some manufactory or
another along a stream, is sure to bob up.

Sometimes unsuspected sources are the cause
of pollution that may escape the attention of

the observing man. Says the writer I have
previously quoted:

"The country creamery and the milk
station are often situated by the side of the
trout stream and there are cases where such
streams have been rendered unfit for this

much prized fish by the decomposing waste
from these stations. In a like manner the

trout stream has been a very conviencnt car-

rier of wastes from alcohol and acid-producing
plants and in some places from oil wells."

I know of one instance where the oiling of

the roads around a certain lake caused the

death of thousands upon thousands of fish.

The cause was a mystery until a man, well

up in fish affairs, stated that the oils and tar

from the road, washed into the lake, caused
the wholesale death of finny life. Humans
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arc no more than humans; fish are no more
than fish; and trifling as some cases of pollu-

tion may appear to be the fish are not able

to withstand this alien condition. Again,

a dead fish itself is a' virulent poison, as we
all know. If a trifle of pollution of the waters

will kill the more common, and, as we may
believe, the more hardy of the common fishes,

what are we to say of the more sensitive fishes

such as the charrs and the trouts? Pollution

of the waters is absolute death to them. The
United States and Canada (unconsciously,

in some cases, perhaps,) permit pollution of

the waters which would be considered a

blushing disgrace in other countries. In

many European countries the waters of the

streams are tested by freshwater biologists, and
if any harmful influences, detrimental to

fish life, are discovered, these influences are

removed. From this we may gain a very

necessary lesson. Surveys of all our trout

streams, large and small, should be taken up

at once so that harmful influences can be

tracked down and remedied if possible.

We all know what the ideal trout stream is

like. It has its start in wild regions, from
springs and possibly from small lakes. Woods
and brush shade the waters, with relief here

and there where the sunshine pours down.

There are an abundance ol pools; logs lying

picturesquely acrofes the stream, and, along

with other means, forming innumerable

shelters. The trimming away of stream

shelter, the cutting down of woods, etc., has

meant the gradual aijsorption of the water

and moisture, and, in many instances the

small feed-streams entirely dry up, a condition

bro"u^t on by the incoming of man with his

axe and fire-brand. The cutting down of

forests and woods results in killing the streams

at their very head, and with the dwindling

of the streams, owing to the sun drinking up

all moisture, the trout are forced to leave or

be killed in one way or another. This brings

on a very sad state of affairs. With the

streams thinning down (as so many do in the

heats of the summer), the trout are forced to

find refuge in the pools. It is an easy matter

for the totally unscrupulous netter to net

these pools taking every fish therein. May
so-called fishermen net such pools so that a

photo may be made of the "catch"—and of

course the.se were taken by the fly. Heavens,

yes\

Under wild conditions, in a native state,

the trout of a stream are well able to guard

against their natural enemies. While a cer-

tain set number are always killed by these

natural enemies, they arc not killed in any

such quantity as would disturb the balance.

This is as it should be. However, along

with other destructive agencies at werk, the

natural enemies only drain that many
more of the fishes of a stream. Herons,

kingfishers, etc., thus take out a number
of fish; gluttonous types of rough fish ap-

pear at the spawning beds and ravage

the spawn, notably the sucker, the red-horse,

and others. Otter and mink are often the

most 'vicious of the destroyers of fish-life, for

they are known to kill merely for the sport

of killing—as often as not leaving their kill

barely nibbled upon, along the banks. How-
ever, the persistent trapper has contrSbuted

to keep the mink and the otter pretty well

under check and on some streams they are

not now found at all. Otter and mink not

only destroy the trout in the summer, but

persist all the year around.

It is to be expected that under modern
conditions the trbut at the time of spawning

are at a distinct disadvantage; for at that

time ,more than at any other, they are beset

by the many enemies that wish to wipe them
from existence. It is a wise provision of

Nature that fish during this spawning season

quite refuse to take any sort of lure that the

fisherman offers. In ascending to the spawn-

ing beds men are out in numbers to realize

from the army that goes up. Fish are thus

speared, snared and hooked with gangs. It

is too bad that such a common thing as this

should be allowed on many northern rivers.

Along one I know of there is no hand lifted

to protest against this, or to hinder the

miscreants. The lawless netter will run his

nets through the pools, if not by day, then

by night. As long as there is a netter or

dynamiter active along a stream, the fish

supply therein can never be expected to hold

its own. Sincere and protective anglers

should be ever watchful during the spawning

season as I am come to believe that thousands

of large fishes are then indiscriminately

kifled, and millions of spawn eggs become
valueless when the netter takes to the pools

—

which is often done, as I have said, under

cover of darkness.

That limiting the bag of fish one is

to take and increasing the legal size of fish to

be taken will have a tendency to better the

fishing situation, and the.value of the stream

goes without the saying. Any law that

allows trout slightly over the fingerling

stage to be taken is an obnoxious condition.

In most cases ten lingerlings are taken to

one fair-sized trout. The sportsmanlike

anglers who let such fish have their liberty
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as against thoso who keep such immature

forms of lish life are certainly in the minority.

True, the fisherman who goes home by way
of the train does not take such small fish

along with him, but the majority who live

along the river, or are camping along the

river and so are not apprehended, do so.

The strange part of it all is of course the

great number of small troVit to be found in a

stream. This would point to a great number
of larger parent fishes; and these fishes we
are led to believe keep themselves out of

reach of the fisherman and will not always

be enticed by the worm lure, or spinners,

let alone the artificial fly. The dynamiting

of pools has resulted greatly in killing out

large fish. I was told by a woodsman that

along a certain large northern river the dyna-

miters yearly raised havoc, killing thousands

of large trout most of which float up, not at

the scene of the blasting, but far down the

river. Dynamite is always the resort of the

scoundrel who cannot catch fish artfully and

therefore uses the lawless method. How
many of these rascals come home with dyna-

mited trout every year stating that they were

caught by the artificial fly 1 do not know, but

I am willing to bet that a very great number
do. Hence the necessity of looking with dis-

favor and suspicion upon large catches of trout

strung across a picture.

The head of a certain municipality has

written to ask me how their community may
get rid of the mosquito pest, as he states there

is an exceedingly large number of mosquitoes

in that district owing to a great deal of water

wastes, ponds and so forth. He asks me if

oiling the water will not have a tendency to

kill off the supply. For the benefit of such

places, and people so afflicted, the following

suggestions may not be out of place:

If you are a farmer and have one or more
ponds—if you are a suburban resident and
there are ponds in your neighborhood—if yoir

own a summer home in the country and there

is a pond nearby—in any of these cases you
are Uable to be alTlicted with the insect ter-

rors that fly by night, not to mention those

which do their best to make hfe miserable in

the daytime. What are you going to do
about it? Drain? The expedient is not

always practicable. Use oil? It is an idea

much advertised, but does not work very

well. Breezes blow the film of oil off the

greater part of the water surface, and the

winged pests go oja breeding. The only

really effective expedient, (if you bar draining)

is to plant fishes in the ponds. Most kinds

of minnows are eager gobblers of mosquito-

wrigglers and pupae, and may be counted
on to clean out the mosquitoes in short order.

There are, however, certain species of little

fishes, widely distributed over this country,

which are especially adapted for the purpose
in question. Notable among these are the

sun-fishes and shiners, both familiar to every
small boy. Certain rather tiny kinds of

sunfishes are habitual haunters of vegetation
in pond shallows among which they find food,

and* at the same time protection against

larger fishes. Any boy knows where to find

small sunfishes and shiners. All he needs
in the way of equipment is a scoop net and a
tin pail to. get as many as are needed. They
are merely to be dumped into the pond whore
their presence is desired, and if the mosquitoes
are breeding there they will soon put a stop

to the businqss by gobbling up every wriggler

or pupae before it has time to be transformed
into the winged insect. One should under-
stand, however, that there must be some sort

of vegetation growing in the pond. All

animal life depends, directly or indirectly,

upon plant life. .Aquatic plants of all kinds

not only attract insects of many species

(whose larvae are eaten by the fishes), but
harbor and encourage the multiplication of

countless myriads of microscopic Crustacea

and other animalculae, likewise available as

food. In such a pond the little sunfishes and
shiners are bound to thrive. They will take
care of themselves and when there are no
mosquito wrigglers at hand. nJiture, through
the medium of the plant life present, will

supply all the food that they need. If, on
the other hand, the vegetation is scanty, raw
meat, chopped fine or hashed, earthworms
(the latter a cheap diet) may be contributed.

A stream running into the pond will soon
stock it with little fishes, and with them will

come various aquatic insects, including the

larvae of certain beetles and of the dragon fly.

These larvae, and also the boat flies and water
skaters are themselves deadly enemies of the

wrigglers or Anopheles, the malaria-carrying

mosquito. Together with the fishes and
insects, plant-life will find its way into the

pond. But, supposing that no stream is

available, unlimited supplies of microscopic

crustacae and other animalculae suitable for

fish food may easily be obtained by dragging

a net of bolting cloth from shore or otherwise,

along the surface of any stagnant pool. If

the pond contains plants, these minute
animals will multiply in it. Some of them
{infusoria) are so small that a single drop of

water may contain mvriads of them. An
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important incidental advantage of the plants

is that, while affording shade and protection

to the fishes, they supply oxygen to the -water.

At the same time care should be taken in

cleaning the borders of the pond in order that

mosquito wrigglers and pupae may not find

safe harbors there, protected by vegetation

and debris from attack by the fishes. The
malaria carriers are especially given to pro-

pagation under such conditions. If it be

asked how many sunfishes or shiners should

be introduced into a pond of a given area, in

order to prevent mosquitoes from breeding,

the answer is that the fishes themselves will

settle that question.. A few are enough to

start with. They breed rapidly aqd within a

short time will increase up to the limit of the

food supply. Most small fishes are active

devourers of mosquito-wrigglers. A few

sluggish and solitary species, such as the mud-
minnow and pirate-perch, which live among
aquatic plants, are deadly foes to mosquitoes.

All things considered the most efficient and

desirable finny species for mosquito destruc-

tion (in those regions where they obtain)

are the so-called "top-minows"—the name
derived from their habit of swimming and

feeding at the surface of the water—which

are found in enormous numbers in the

shallow margins of ponds, streams, and

lakes, all the way from Deleware southward to

Florida. By reason of their numbers they

are otherwise known as "millions," and in

length vary from half an inch to an inch and

one half.

A certain lake in South Dakota has recently

been in the limelight. The lake in question

is Lake Alice. The fish in this body of water

were so hungry that they jumped above the

surface in their effort to obtain food and

by continually picking at their feath-
ers drove all the ducks off the lake. When
the condition of superabundance of fishes in

this lake was finally noted it was found that

the fish were entirely oul of proportion;

their bodies being snake-like in dimension.

The lake had been cleaned of all its growth
and the fish were starving. The fish com-
mission of that Stale immediately started

work, men being set to transfer the fish to

other bodies of water. When released in

these 'new waters the fish soon improved as

to health and size. After four years of work
the fish in the lake have returned to normal
size and are now among the best in that

State. In the four years that have interven-

ed something like thirty car-loads of fish have

been moyed from this lake to other bodies

of water.

A condition such as this is more or less

comiTion all over the country and where
such circumstances are suspected the fish

should wisely be netted and proportionately

distributed to waters that have little or no
fish life. It is well known that some lakes

have too many fish, and other lakes none at

all. Some bodies of water it is true have little

or no vegetation that would make them
particularly fit for stocking purposes, but

with a- little work and painstaking effort

directed at remedying this, genuine good
results are to be expected. The various

species of pads are not found everywhere.

They are often confined to certain waters.

I have found it true that pads may be found

in one lake, and be totally absent in another

not more than 1 mile away. By including

pads and various types of mosses in the waters

they are at once made fit for stocking pur-

poses, other conditions being taken into

consideration as to the proper inflow and
outflow of water. Many small lakes are

deemed poor for stocking purposes as there

would seem to be ho visible inlet, though an

outlet may bte noted. If such lakes be studied

it will be found that they are fed from the

bottom with springs, etc. Such lakes are

always indentifi^d by having a fine depth as

to water, especially if they lie in between

hills.

The bringing up of this afore-mentioaed

lake in the State of South Dakota brings to

mind a lake I know of in that same State

which is plentifully supplied with banded

perch; the lake was stocked a long time ago,

and exceedingly good fly-fishing is to be had

therein. They take the fly better than any'

fish I know of. While they are not of a large

size they are well worthy of taking and cer-

tainly the flesh of the perch is flaky, tasty and

palatable to a great degree. Prairie lakes

should not be under-estimated as to tlieir

value as homes for fishes of various types.

Western Canada has numerous prairie lakes

that are yet to be judiciously and intelligently

stocked with fishes especially adapted to such

waters. At all times, however, must be

recognized the matter of food for the intro-

duced fishes, and vegetation therefore must

always be taken into copsideration. In the

over-stocked lake alluded to it was found

that all weed growth had disappeared-

It has always been a mystery to me why
so many lakes are unscientifically stocked.

'

I know one large lake where the native fishes

of the lake are sunfishes, croppies, rock bass.
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perch and pikes; not to mention other kinds,

the rough fishes. On top of all that profusion

of fish life in that lake the fish romniission

placed in the waters a consignment of chinook

salmon; and in allernate years dumped in, all

told, about fifty thousand lake trout. Now
in the name of all that is reasonable, and within

a shade of being truly scientific, what was
the practical gain in all this? No one ever

saw hide or tin of any salmon, and as for

the lake trout—I did hear that several finger-

lings were taken from the lake. These
fishes disappeared into the stomachs of the

pikes, the basses, etc. There was not a

chance in a million that they would ever get

a foot-hold in that lake. At the same time

there are at least five lakes within a radius

of ten miles or so from this central lake that

have comparatively little fish life in them.

Yet the august commissionars have thought

little of stocking them. If we are to slock

lakes and streams let us stock tliem sensibly,

and not like six-vear-old children.

\A'e are yet far from any system of conserva-

tion of our natural resources, due principally

to people's lack of deeming conservation a

direct necessity as long as there is such a

gigantic"" supply to draw from. I say

"gigantic" because it sounds good and is a

cousin of that wraith-like creature, "Our
inexhaustible supply." Waste, waste, and
more waste that is what we have to contend

with. In future we will be forced to get

right down to tacks and practice conserva-

tion, not so much in theory from the mouths
of orators and writers, but in actual practise

right at home, here, there and everywhere.

To make use of everything sounds very good

and it is true that this in undertaken in many
industries, but it is in no sense of the word
complete, lit is true, however, that we are

progressing in this line. Where the old-lime

destructive lumberman took practically but

3 few good boards out of a tree, modern
lumbermen make use of even the branches.

Another instance is the case of the packing

house, which makes use of everything con-

nected with its kill, finding value in it all,

from the fertilizer derived from the entrails

to the meats which we consume. However,

in the fisheries the waste of material that

could be turned into account now goes to

waste. Because it is not deemed highly

profitable to make use of the refuse derived

from commercial fisheries, all this is thrown
away. Let us take an example for instance.

We have the fisheries along the great Miss-

issippi River. Hundreds of thousands of

pounds of coarse fish are a'hnually taken-

When these fish are dressed the offal, the

heads, the entrails, etc., are cast into the

river, to wash away, as being useless. This

occiirs not only on the Mississippi River,

but all through the north, and especially on
the Great Lakes where the fisheries' are ad-

mittedly one of the most important indus-

tries operated there. The refuse is thrown
into the water where it could reasonably be

made use of, and as it will be made use of in

the great conservation era to come after the

war. Much of this refuse, etc., can be con-

verted into oils; the bulk of it could go to

fertilizer and some have even stated that the

refuse can be made into fish meal for hogs

and fowls. Millions of hickory shad, suckers,

etc., are annually thrown away and float down
the streams, dead. Until lately the dogfish,

now called the burbot, has sufTered the same
fate and hundreds of thousands of dollars

could be realized from them, in converting

them into usetul products. As an example
of wastage a writer says:

"Coming up the Illinois River we ran

into a stream of dead fish floating on the

surface of the water—thousands of them.
This continued for fifty miles, frequently

great fields of them covering almost the

entire surface of the channel of the river,

then a thin stream of them, but always dead
fish in sight. When an investigation was
made, there proved to have been a large catch

all along the river. With warm weather and a

glutted market, the fish dying in live boxes
were thrown into the river—a criminal waste
of good food through bad methods and lack

of care Fish confined in live boxes sufTer

greatly as they are usually crowded, the water
generally warm and the slow current changes
the water slowly, so that a considerable

percentage always die, and are dumped into

the river. Many of the fish die from injuries

in the seine or live boxes and it is not unusual
to find the surface of the water in the live

boxes in the morning covered with dead fish.

These are all thrown in the river, not only a

loss, but a menace to the community as well.

The live fishes in the boxes are taken out
as they are wanted and dressed, the offal

thrown into the river, usually taken into

the current of the river and allowed to float

away."

Wastage of fresh water fishes has been
universal, and it is something that we should

guard against in the future. The casting

of refuse into the streams and the lakes

causes such a severe and harmful thuig as

pollution. Laws should be passed all over
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the countr>' preventing the ofesting of fish

waste into the waters if for no other reason

than to prevent pollution. Denied the

means of thus getting rid of their wastes, the

fishermen will look to another means. Hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars are annuallv

lost through running off of the so-called

waste, but which, summed up, is not a waste

at all. Says Dr. S. P. Barllett:

"Dr. Charles W. Greene of the University

of Missouri was making some experiments

on the eggs of carp and other fish for a possible

use of them for caviare. This material, from

the carp and the buffalo fish, particularly

early in the S'pring, can be had in great quan-

tities, at points all along the Illinois River

for the taking. The shovel-bill or spoon-bll,

which had a great run this season, would

ftfrnish a large supply also, if their eggs were

taken early enough and would seem to be a

valuable factor jn this industry. More than a

hundred thousand pounds of shovel-bills

were caught, dressed and shipped to St. Louis

markets as sliced or boneless catfish selling at

fourteen to seventeen cents a pound. Enough

waste was thrown away from these fish to

have paid a fair profit, if it could have been

saved. Dr. Greene took five and one-half

pounds of fat from the belly of a spoon-bill,

a strip along the belly, as I understood it

as the fat if cooked with the fish is objection-

able. From this fat he rendered two and

two-fifths pints of fine oil, which from appear-

ance and subsequent analysis, after being

clarified, proved to be equal to some of the

fats used in cooking. Dr. Greene also ad-

vanced what seemed to me practicable ideas

as to saving all waste in dressing and also the

dead fish now thrown away; the dead fish to

be utilized by extracting the oil and converting

the residue into fertilizer, while the waste

procured in cleaning fish, after removing the

oil, may be made into fish meal for feeding.

The material of all the waste saved would be

at least valuable as a fertilizer and perhaps

some of it might be profitably used as food

for hogs or fowls. This would bring good

prices with grain so high."

As a food for fowl I do not believe I would

suggest fish food; that is a persistent diet of

such a preparation in place of grain, as the

above writer would seem to indicate. We have

all heard of fishy-tasting eggs, and fishy-

tasting flesh. I remember one instance long

ago where a man persisted in feeding his

hogs with fish and the ficsh of those hogs

tasted like fricaseed hell-diver. I also heard

of a man somewhere up north who fed his

chickens more or less solely on fish and raked
in a huge profit, though he never sent more
than one shipment of eggs to one place. The
eggs were unfit to eat.

As a fertilizer it is doubtful if there is any
equal to fish. It was an old trick of the

Indians and I suppose that they still pursue
it, to place the half of a dead fish in the hills

along with the seed they plant. Indian .lim

tells me:
"One uin sucker makeum corn grow ten

foot high."

And Indian Jim is a sage.

Says Dr. E. E. Prince: "Some attempt
has been made in Canada to produce glue

from fish waste, but hitherto it has usually

been found that production involves too

much technical knowledge, and too many
highly paid oflBcers. That fish glue, however,
can be manufactured in Canada, at a profit,

is clear from the success of the Russia glue

works at Gloucester. These glue works were
started by two men, very humble men,
some years ago; they bought fish skins and fish

heads and have manufactuned glue and
fertilizer: such a success has their venture

been that the company which they organized

has become very prosperous. The works
are now about ten times the extent they were

a few years ago and tSiey cannot adequately

supply the demand for their product—

a

demand created by the excellence of the glue.

There is quite an opening in regard to

fish glue products. Canadian fisherman

waste an enormous amount of material,

which would produce fish glue, on the Banks
and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence fisheries, and

the amount per annum would startle any-

body. The fish waste is now simply dumped
into the sea."

The Gloucester company Dr. Prince has

spoken of is no doubt the Le Pa^e Company.
The Le Page Glue has forged to the front in

the past years. It has become one of the

foremost glues in the market. Its reputation

as one of the strongest adhesives known to

the world proves what can be done with

fish wastes. The Russia Cement Company
(the Le Page firm) has grown from a two man
affair to a gigantic company having branches

in all the principal citie^ of the world.

The wastage accruing in the salmon

fisheries along the Pacific Coast is enormous

to say the very least. The wastes from the

canneries go into the discard, since there is no

present means of doing away with it, or rather

making valuable use of it. It has been stated

that in the case of the humpback salmon
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about forty or fifty per cent of the round

weight of the fish goes into the discard.

The wastage froni the humpback no doubt

leads over all the salmon group, for in the

case of the "red" or king-salmon the wastage

is, no doubt, the least of all. In the year

1!>13 it was estimated that close to 150,000

tons of waste from the fish handled in the

canneries along the Pacific Coast resulted.

If made use of this would have represented

a comprehensive value of two million dollars;

as it was it went into the discard. In late

years the wastage in the fisheries along the

Pacific Coast has grown apace running into

three or four millions of dollars. Even this

does not figure the millions of fish that die

after the spawning, and which could, no

doubt, be made use of as fertilizer, etc.

"The products obtained from the reduc-

tion of the waste are fish scrap for fertilizer

and fish oil. An average of several analyses of

the raw waste from humpback salmon showed

that it contained 3.02 per cent nitrogen.

3.46 per cent bone phosphare and 10.43 per

cent of oil.

At retail prices this'would give a value of

$20 a ton. It would seem desirable, there-

fore, to establish fish-reduction plants in

the neighborhood of the largest canneries

to utihze the waste. One diflSculty, however,

has been that the canning industry is carried

on only for a short time each year, and, as

the fish-reduction plants are expensive,

considerable capital would be kept idle during

most of the year. On the Atlantic coast

of the United States this handicap has

been overcome largely by gathering in enor-

mous quantities of menhaden, a species of

the herring, and converting these into fer-

tilizer and oil. Nearly 50 factories, having

a total invested capital of over $3,500,000

are engaged in this latter industry. In 1912

they produced 6,651,000 gallons of oil, valued

at $1,551, 990, and 88,520 tons of scrap

valued at *2,138,165.".

THE WEIGHT OF THE
BROOK TROUT

Alex. McD. Stoddart.

How big do brook trout grow'? Verifi-

cation of all the details will be insisted

upon before the fish can be' accepted as

a record.

There was mUch amazement two years

ago when Edwin W. Sanborn of New York

announced through The Sun, Forest and

Stream and Outing the capture of a genuine

brook trout of fourteen and one-half pounds.

This fish was caught by Dr. J. \V. Cook of

Fort William, Ontario, Canada, on the eve-

ning of July 22, 1915, at the foot of the

McDonald rapids. The bait used was a

live minnow. Dr. Cook was one of a party of

ten men. The fish was weighed in the pre-

sence of a large number of men at Nipigon

and Fort William.

It was skinned, the skin being split along

the back into two halves, and each half was

mounted after the manner of {he Nipigon

Indians by stitching the skin flat on the

birch bark panel. Alexander Finlayson,

inspector of fish hatcheries of the Dominion,

declared the fish to be a genuine brook trout.

Incidentally the fish was on exhibition in

New York a year or so ago.

For more than half a century the Rangeley

lakes have been famous for their big brook

trout. Dr. William Converse Kendall of the

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries gathered data of

big trout from the files of Forest and Stream

which he incorporated in "The Fishes of

New England," one of the memoirs of the

Boston Society of Natural History.

Edward Seymour in his "Sport With the

Gun," published by the Century Company
in 1884, devoted a chapter to "Trout Fishing

in the Rangeley Lakes," telling of big fish,

and Kit Clarke has written columns of

material in The Sun telling of big fish taken

in this region.

When these big brook trout were taken

just previous to the civil war doubt was
expressed that they were genuine Salmon

fontinalis. It is said that a specimen sent to

Prof. Agassiz brought forth the comment:
"The science of a lifetime knocked into

smithereens by a fact." He pronounced

them genuine brook trout.

.'\mong the pioneers who made the Rangeley

region famous were George Sheppard Page
of New York, whose brook trout of 12J^
pounds (estimated weight) can be seen on a

New York office wall. That fish held the
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record for almost fifty years and, like the

Dr. Cook trout, was taken by angling.

Mr. Page took this I2^i pound male fish

and a female of 9 's pounds (estimated weight)

in 1867. Their actual weights, after being in

captivity three weeks and having been

transferred from Maine to New Jersey, were

as follows: male fish, 10 pounds; female, 8?s

pounds.

Concerning these fish Mr. Page wrote in

Forest and Stream sixteen years later:

"They had endured the discomforts of

nine m.iles across Rangeley Lake in a fish

car which contained forty-three brook trout

averaging 5 pounds each; thirty-five miles bj'

wagon ride, 400 miles by railroad; across

Boston and New York by express wagon, and

two miles by wagon in New .Jersey.

"Describing this experience on one occasion

to the late Prof Agassiz, I inquired what they

probably !3st in weight. He replied, "The
male trout at least two and one-half pounds

and the female one and one-half pounds.

"This would make them twelve and one-

half and nine and seven-eighths pounds

respectively. The male trout was thirty

inches in length and eighteen inches in

circumference and eleven inches in diameter."

Stanley and Atkins of Maine, who -had

intimate knowledge of the Rangeley trout,

stated the male fish would weigh in life

approximately 12 pounds. After death the

male fish weighed 10 pounds 1 ounce.

A ten days' catch made in the Rangeley

Lake region by Mr. Page, H. O. Stanley,

later Inland Fish Gpmmissioner of Maine,

and Mr. Fields of Gorham, N. H., totalled

59 trout weighing 293 pounds, or an average

of 5 pounds each.

The record of fish weighing over 5}^

pounds follow:

No. of Weight in lbs. No of Weight in lbs.

Trout Each Total. Trout Each Total.

2 oH nVz 2 7% IbVi

5 6 30 2 8 16

2 6J4 12J4 1 Wi 8M
1 6H 634 1 81/^ 8M
1 7 7 1 8M 8M
3 7M 21 s^ 1 9H W2
3 73^ 22H 1 10 10

The record book of the old Camp Ken-
nebec Association, six da> s' catch, eleven

members in IS.W, small fish not being in-

cluded, showed 29 fish averaging more than

6 pounds each. Fish taken during that
period weighing over 5}^ pounds follow:

No. of Each No. of Each
Trout. lbs. Trout lbs.

2 6 1 7H
2 6M 3 8
2 6M 1 9.14

2 7 1 9

1 734
Two men dipping trout in the Rangeley

Lake region in Maine in 1878, according to

Commissioner Stanley, caught two trout, a

female of 12 pounds and a male of lOJ^^

pounds.

One year later a brook trout ol 1 1 ?^ pounds
was taken by a Mr. Marble and his guide,

Steve Morse of Upton, at Upper Dam on
September 30 and a correspondent of ForeM
and Stream wrote saving:

It was a most unsainly fish, a male with
a wonderfully prominent hooked jaw. I

saw the fish a few moments after its capture

and had seen him several times on the spawn-
ing bed which the trout had made at that

time a few feet above the dam owing to the

low water.

The trout, evidently an old one, was thin

and flat, but very wide, with a crooked

back. The' numerous pictures on the cov-

ers of guide books and on the advertisements

of the various railroads do him justice only

in point of ugliness. Still he had the bright

spots and the vermillion side of the perfect

Salmo Fontinalis at the breeding time.

J. Frederick Grote of New York city in

Mooselucmaguntic Lake, Maine, on .June 11,

1886, took a brook trout, angling with Jerry

Ellis, guide, that was 263^ inches long, 1754

inches girth, 7 ?^ inches deep and 4 inches thick

through the back. The fish was a female fish

and kept in a car a week before it died. After

the entrails were removed it weighed 814
pounds.

This was said to be a 123^ pound fish, but

according to the dimensions it could not be

so classed. C. T. Richardson told Page that

Ellis said it did not weigh 12^2 pounds and
Stanley's estimate was that a fish of that size

would not go 9^ pounds.

Richardson, however, saw the brook trout

that Dr. S. J. Mixter of Boston caught on

June 7, 1887. He viewed it after half a pound
of spawn had run out of the fish and stated

that the weight of 1 1 ^i pounds was absolutely

correct. Dr. Mixter was trolling with a

minnow in Rangeley Lake when he took this

and two other brook trout weighing 9 and

93^ pounds. Mis big fish was 27}-^ inches
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long, depth 8H inches, thickness 4 inches and

girth iyz inches.

Kit Clarke of New York was one of a party

of three men to Lake Ambellish in the deep

woods of Chambord, Quebec, who took twelve

trout weighing SGH pounds wilhin two
hours' time.

On September 1, 1914, Sanborn, in a stream

in northeastern Quebec with a 53^ ounce rod,

on one Parmacheene Belle fly, took ten brook

trout that weighed 75 pounds. One of them
was thirty inches long, the length of the Page
record fish.

Ten pound trout taken on the spawning
grounds have been numerous in the Rangcley

Lake region. John Prentice, angling near

Brandy Point in September, 1885, took a

brook trout weighing lOrs pounds. A trout

of 105g pounds, weighed nine hours after

it was caught, was the luck of Dr. Charles

Haddock of Beverly, Mass. Capt. S. Z. H.
Slocum, U. S. A., on May 10, 1908, caught a

brook trout of lO^s pounds.

In recent years the largest brook trout

taken in New England weighed 9 pounds
and was caught by A. Val Woodruff of

Brooklyn. The fish was taken from Pleasant

Lake, N. H., in April of 1911 and won the

Field and Stream prize for the record brook

trout of that year.

ANGLING QUERIES AND
ANSWERS

Robert Page Lincoln.

No. 139.—I have been reading the May
Number of Rod and Gun in Canada, and note

the letter, Number 121 on the suljject of rain-

bow trout, and the possibility of raising albino

rainbow trout. In your answer you say that

your knowledge on this subject is practically

nil, and I expect my knowledge on the sub-

ject is about equal to yours; however, I have
a suggestion to make. I have killed a large

number of trout in my time, and have fished

in many waters, and it has been my experience

that trout will vary in quality and color ac-

cording to the quality of the water, and the

nature and color of the bottom. Foi- instance,

a trout in a shallow, muddy lake will be found
dark in color, and soft; and of poor quality.

In the same kind of a lake or pond fed by cold

streams you will find the trout almost black
and of good quality. .Vgain, in a running
stream or lake with a golden sand bottom you
will find the trout very light in color, their

lower part es'pccially being very much like

a goldfish. Now if we will place trout in an
artificial pond with a variegated bottom
would we not secure a fish of many colors,

and if we were to make this pure white why
should we not secure a white trout? In other

words I know from personal observation that

you can go half way in this direction. Is

there any reason why you could not go the

whole way?

E. McVeigh.
4ns.—That trout have a tendency to

change their coloration in keeping with the

color of the bottom of the stream or lake they

inhabit is everyday knowledge. Thus a

dark bottom, such as you sj^eak of, would
have a tendency to produce a dark-colored

fish; while a bright, sparkling, sandy bottom
will produce a light-colored fish. Indeed

there can be no doubt about it, that if you
place a light-colored trout in a stream having

a dark bottom, that light-colored fish will soon

become dark in coloration, the deeper color

acting upon the sensitive pigment cells.

Likewise as a stream with a dark bottom will

have a tendency to produce a dark-colored

fish, so will a stream that is heavily shadowed
produce a darker colored specimen.

Your reference to placing trout in a pond
having a white bottom to produce white

trout was an interesting one and I did

not know but that there might be some little

thing in this calling for a scientific looking

into. I directed a query, by letter, to Dr.

David Starr .Jordan, the leading student of

the fishes of the world. The following is his

reply:

"Albino animals, (that is animals without

any pigment in their cells) occur occasionally

in almost every species. I havfe seen albino

men, fur seals, robins, black birds, and I do
not know how many others. Just what is the

cause of the defect has never been made clear.

It is probable that albino fishes would produce

a certain number of albino oJTspring, and by

carefully weeding out the others, one might

get an albino race; but this is a slow (and

might be uncertain) process, and I doubt if

anybody has worked it out with trout. Your
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correspondent, Mr. McVeigh, is quite right

in saying that all trout change in color accord-

ing to the nature of the bottom of the stream,
•—so do most fishes that have a changeable

or variegated coloration. The difference

lies mainly in the degree in which the scales

lie down. If you take two pieces of glass

and put a drop of ink between them, the

appearance of that drop will be changed very

much by pressing the pieces of glass together.

There have been some fine studies of this

matter made on young flounders. By writ-

ing to Dr. Hugh M. Smith, the United States

Fish Commissioner at Washington, D.C., you
could probably get one or more of these

papers. I do not think that a pure white

bottom would produce albino trout. It

would make them pale, but these changes do
not in any way change the next generation.

All hereditary changes have to come from the

inside."

The tingling editor knows of no case where
albino trout have been raised, and a success

made of it, in spite of suggestions to that

effect.

R. P. L.

No. 140.—I recently had an argument,

with a fellow, whose contention was that the

seal was a fish, or at least belonging to the

fish family. My idea is quite different, being

that the seal is an animal. Neither of us can

prove which is right, although we have hunted

through what books we could find on the

subject.' Perhaps you can help us out on
this. Also:—are not the sea lions and the

walruses related to the seal? My friend has

argued at length that the seal is extremely

destructive to fish life, and that it does more
harm than any possible good. Its value, he

says, is but a trifle compared to the harm it

does as a fish destroyer. Will you kindly

enlighten us on these questions.

We appreciate very highly the good work
you are doing for Rod and Gun, and look for-

ward each month to your writings.

Thanking you.

Great Falls, Mont. Charles W. Packersley.

Ans.—I tendered this query to Dr. Jordan,

who replied: "The fur seal is a mammal,
nearest related, among land animals, to the

bear; it is, indeed, an aquatic bear, with big,

flabby, plantigrade feet for swimming. The
sea-lion and walrus are related to the fur seal.

These all have exterior ears. The true seals,

or harbor seals, (without ears external) are

not related to these at all. They are aquatic,

or marine, somewhat allied to the otter.

They walk on their toes, have no flippers, and

at the same time cannot draw their hind legs

forward, so merely crawl on land The
food of the fur seal consists of fishes and
squids, always of species that swim near

the surface in the open sea. Although the

various seal herds must devour millions of

tons of fishes every year, they do not touch,

to any considerable extent, any species which

has economic value. Their feeding grounds

are too far from the fishing banks for the

interests of man and beast to conflict. The
squid comes first on their bill of fare. Next
!• omes the seal fish {Therobromus calorhini),

a small smelt of the open sea, as yet known
only from thousands of fragments found in

the stomachs of fur seals. No one has yet

seen a whole Therobromus. Next comes the

Alaska pollack {Theragra chalcogramma), a

kind of cod found in the Bering Sea, conven-

ient to the rookeries, for the rest an occasional

fish of any kind available. A great many
fish altogether, to be sure, but think of the

quantities of fish that other fishes eat."

On the whole it would be hard to say that

the seal in any way endangers the fish supply,

since it kills mainly those species that are more
or less useless in a commercial sense; and some
that are wholly useless. If the commercial

fisheries are carefully guarded and preserved

there is no doubt but that all will turn out

well. The seal should be accorded preserva-

tion, that the species may increase, and not

decrease.

R. P. L.

No. 141.—A certain trout stream that I

know of, on which tame ducks swim at will,

at many places along its course, I firmly

b e 1 e i V c to have been made fishless-

by these same ducks. I believe
that ducks on ponds, lakes and streams

containing trout, or, for that matter any sort

of fish, clean out all the small trout, the finger-

lings, and so prevent any possible increase.

At first I did not believe this possible, but I

later on actually saw a tame duck catch a

trout of some five or more inches and swallow

it. I now believe that the reason the trout

stream I spoke of is nearly fishless is on ac-

count of the presence of the ducks on the

stream. Likewise I believe that the wild

ducks do a very great deal of damage in

killing trout along the wild streams, although

I may be mistaken. I write to get your

opinion on the matter.

Ontario. Daniel W. Caldwood,

Ans.—The presence of ducks on streams

that are shallow, and which contain trout,

or any fish, stand in liability of being depleted
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by (lucks, especially certain kinds of ducks,

such as the Pekins, natural born (ish-hunters.

Streams and ponds whose depth is from one

foot to three feet will soon be cleaned of their

supply of fingerlings by tame ducks; and, no

doubt in the wild regions the wild

ducks do a great deal of harm in this respect,

but where the streams and lakes have not

been depleted by men, there is no harm done;

the number killed by wild ducks in a wild

element would be as a drop in a bucket.

Streams and ponds near to civilization, how-

ever, whose maximum depth is three feet will

soon be cleaned of their fingerling supply if

ducks are allowed free swing on such watery

areas. In my opinion ducks should not be

kept on fish ponds and streams. Ducks
consume exactly the siime kind of food as do

the fish' mollusks, freshwater shrimps,

larvae, and many varieties of water insects;

wot to speak of water vegetation which alTords

life to ponds and streams. A pond or stream

having an abundance of vegetation, etc., and

containing fish-life would experience no set-

back were a few ducks placed on that pond or

stream; but shoiild a great number of ducks,

swans, or geese be placed on such waters it

woijd be different. They woiiJd soon deprive

the fish life of that pond of a Vital means to

existence. Deep streams, lakes and ponds

will not be harmed as greatly as the shallow

areas. Again it is quite dilTercnt where the

ducks are forced to hunt their own food, as

many duck growers do. But where ducks are

fed the amount of damage they are liable to

do will not be so great. Fed ducks do not

swim far. Wliere they are not hand-fed,

however, they are thrown on their own re-

sources and in that case are liable to do much
damage to fish life and the vegetation of

lakes, ponds and streams.

R. P. L.

No. 142.—I am a beginner and wish to

take up bait casting for the black bass. Will

you tell me what kind of rod, length, etc.,

would be best for casting bait and artificial

minnows. I would be pleased if you would

kindly explain how it is done. I wish a

good all-atound rod, but not high in price.

Also at what price could these various things

be purchased. What would be a suitable

line for casting, and trolling for basS arrd pike?

Please explain everything in connection with

same. Thanking you, I remain,

Wyoming, Ont. James Lockie.

Ans.-^YouT question is one of many we
have received from beginners asking as to

a bait casting outfit, etc., and so we are run-

ning an article on that subject in this number

and trupt that it will be of help to you in

getting straightened out.

R. P. L.

No. 143.—In one of the past numbers of

Rod and Gun that I have been looking over

is an article describing the landing of four

Spring salmon. A stateiiififnt in this article

reads: "These Spring salmon are great fighters

and tax a man's skill as well as his strength to

land them." I cannot see where any great

show of skill is needed to land a Spring salmon,

at least not to land any of those in this part of

Vancouver Island. Here in Nanaimo the

Japanese fishermen land them, up to twenty

pounds weight, with a light 50 foot trout lino

and a gut leader, without exhibiting extra-

ordinhry prowess. They use no rod of any

kind, but just hook a lively young herring on

and throw out about fifty feet, then when one

is hooked, play him out Ijy hand in less tluui

five minutes, kill him pull him up to the boat

and gaff him. I saw one fellow- kill eight of

these fine fellows, not one of them under

ten pounds weight. He did this in less than

one hour's time. I myself landed one that

weighed sixteen pounds, with the rod, in one

quarter of an hour. This was in the salt

water just after Christmas.

Nanimo, B.C. Noel Thompson,

Ans.—Very glad to have your letter and

we are sure that our readers will like to read

it also. That any of these large fishes can be

taken on light tackle we all know to be true.

When the salmon are ready to start on their

journey up the rivers to spawn it is then that

they are at their best, and put up their most

savage fight. Taken around the mouths of

the freshwater rivers, where they pour into

the Pacific, they are, at that time, worthy of

any man's tackle.

We should like to hear from you further in

regard to salmon fishing, the tackle you use,

and some of your successes.

R. P. L.

No. 144.—^I want to smoke some lake trout

and pike. Can you tell me how this is done?

Ottawa, Ontario. A Reader.

Ans.—It may be done thus:

Clean the fish without breaking the flesh

more than is necessary and dip quickly into

boiling water. Scrape and place skin down-

ward, well spread out, in a tub. Sprinkle

with sea salt and let stand for two or three

days in a cold place. Have a smoke-house or

box in readiness, and, after hanging the fish

to a strip of wood, thick part down, heads

removed, hang the strip in the box or house
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directly over the fire. Build a fire of corncobs

and keep it smouldering for three days, re-

moving the fish and ha,nging them in the

fresh air during the night. Some like the

fish better with the three days' smoking,

others with four or five days. They should

be well dried out afterward before storing

them.

R. P. L.

No. 145.— I have tried out your method of

trolling for lake trout this summer—the

method of using a heavy sinker to the main
line, with small branch lines connected icr

that. I had some pretty good success, as the

lakes I fish are very deep and one must get

down to them to get them. A fisherman up
here said that the on)y thing to use for deep

trolling for lake trout was a metal line; but

he knew of no place where one could be pur-

chased. Just what is meant by a metal line?

And where could I possibly obtain one?

This fellow told me that the large sinker on
the linflj, in the method you told of, frightens

two-thirds of the fish away. Do you believe

this to be true.

Winnipeg, Man. Arthur S. Horsley.

Ans.— I do not know of anjf special firm

that has metal lines in stock, but any of the

big fishing tackle outfitters advertising in

this magazine should be able to fill the bill.

Some years ago a company. The Metal Line

Manufacturing Company operated at S49

Manida Street, New York City, but whether

they are there today I would not say. At
least I am quite certain such metal lines can

be purchased from the big sporting goods

establishments in New York City, the New
York Sporting Goods Company being one.

It has now and then been intimated that

sinkers on the end ojf a line in deep fishing

after the method I outlined frighten the fish,

but average results do not prove this to he

true. It should be understood that the lake

trout, like the wall-eyed pike-perch run at

given depths—and levels—in the water. If

you do not strike that level you will have poor

luck as a direct result. You may troll over a

piece of water with a heavy sinker, after the

method I outlined, and have n6 success unless

you strike the level the lake trout are at. If

you are trolling above their level it cannot
possibly be chargeable that the method is

non-successful; that it frightens the fish. Of

course you understand it is beneficial for

metal line companies to slate that: "Big

sinkers scare ninety per cent, of the fish. Our
lines catch the big ones that are the most

easily scared." However in actual practice

this has not been proven.

The metal hne is used without sinkers, for

it sinks of its own weight, but whereas the

line with the sinker throws out its branch

lines horizontally in the water in a natural

manner, the metal line is always trolled at

some unnatural degree of sjant all the way
from thirty to seventy degrees; the deeper

you troll with the metal line the more awk-
ward the slant. If you could see the lure

travelling along in those depths (connected,

we will say, to a metal line) you would see-

that lure travelling (not horizontal, like the

lure after the method I gave out) also at a

slant, with its head up and tail dragging, so

to speak. As I have stated I s^e no preference

for the metal line over the method I have
given and which is largely used. And, cer-

tainly, the deeper the water the more fickle is

the one and the more useful the other. The
fact that the lake trout have to be hunted

out of the deepest holes thus makes the sinker-

to-main-line method about the only one that

can be successfully operated.

The metal lines are not solid metal as some

would think. As lines they are certainly

excellent. They are made of the finest and

most flexible metal, sixteen strands (ordin-

arily) being braided into a smooth, strong,

round, non-kinking line. In lakes where the

fish do not run very deep and where the line

can be trolled at a moderate slant it is all well

and good, and will give the best results, of

course. But where deep holes must be plumb-

ed to get at the cold water sojourners giv» me
the main line with sinker, with the branch lines

connected to it.

R. P. L.

No. 146.—As a reader of your fishing notes

I have been particularly interested in what

you have said at various times in regard to the

muscallongc. I have not seen anytlyng

stated as to how far north £sox nobilior occcurs.

Is it found in the waters in the HudSon Bay
region? I would be interested to know.

Thanking you for the pleasure and informa-

tion I have gained in reading your articles I

beg to remain,

Minneapolis, Minn. J. O'Conn.

Ans.—Kelly Evans writes:

"The distribution of the 'lunge is somewhat

irreg'ular. It occurs in the St. Lawrence,

chiefly about the Thousand Islands, in the

waters of the Trent Valley, Lake Scugog,

Lake Simcoe, and many of the lesser inland

lakes. Again in Lake Erie and the Georgian

Bay it is comparatively common, the most
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famous district for it, periiaps, in the whole

Province of Ontario occurring in these latter

waters, in and in the vicinity of French River.

Further west it is still to be met with in cer-

tain portions of the Lake of the Woods, in

spite of the fact that netting would appear to

have greatly reduced its numbers in those

waters, and there would seem to be little

doubt but that as the range of the angler

extends over the country in the Lake of the

Woods region, it will be found to exist in

various of the waters of its lesser lakes. How
far the range of the fisi extends to the north

has not yet been accurately determined,

but il does not appear to occur north oj the

Height oJ Land. It is evident that the very

localized distribution of this fish must en-

danger its perpetuation unless the most
stringent measures are taken to suppress

illegal netting, and to ensure that the bag
limit is enforced."

R. P. L.

No. 147.—An answer to Charles S. Holmes
appearing in "Rod and Gun in Canada" has
been called to my attention, particularly that

part dealing with cotton thread line and the

club using that line. I gather from the con-

cluding sentence, "One cannot help but think

it is a fad pure and simple. But—", that

personally you are inclined to look upon this

method with disfavor. If such is the case,

your treatment of the subject is very fair and
impartial. Because of your fairness, I write

to acquaint you with the aims, views and
accomplishments of the members of the

Club. The idea may seem fantastic to one
who considers only the name of the club and
the fact that they use sewing thread as

fishing line. A linen or silk line testing four

pounds breaking strain, which is the breaking

strain of No. 24 cotton thread, dry, would in

the beginning have lieen just as suitable to

those now using cotton thread, and would
probably meet with less incredulity on the

part of non-threaders than has cotton thread.

Those using this common occupant of the

notion counter as a line adopted it, Jirst, be-

cause of its practicality as demonstrated by
Mr. Jordan, and, second, because the No. 24

thread used by Jordan showed a breaking

strain about equal to what they thought a

line used for game fish of moderate weight

should show. So you see, cotton thread, as

such, is not the fetish of a body of fanatics.

Threaders arc applying in their angling the

same principle which is applied by the Tuna
Qub and other light tackle organizations in

their light tackle specifications for game fish.

Scoffers are inclined to lose sight of the prin-

ciple back of the Cotton Thread Club's line,

and let their vision be obstructed by the line

itself. In eight years' constant use by mem-
bers, cotton thread of the size I mention
showed undreamed of durability, in either

fresh or salt water, and a softness and ease of

handling when used on an agate-mounted rod

attractive to the angler. To the man who
enjoys striving for perfection in the handling

of fish, and who, in desiring to attain this,

wishes to depend to the utmost upon his skill

unaided by a disproportionate re'serve strength

in rod and line, cotton thread (or any line

testing about the same) olTers itself as a

medium to accomplish this end, when used

for the general run of moderate-weight game
fish.

Contrary to popular belief, cotton threaders

of reasonable experiepce with thread as a line,

seldom break their line on game fish. In fact,

obser\'ation shows that this happens no more
often to the threader with his line (moderation

impells me not to make what I believe to be a

true claim, that the threader has it happen
less often), than it does to the user of heavier

lines of similar experience. As an example of

what most anglers of the club accomplish in

this way, I went through the 1917 fishing

season for weakfish and striped bass with

14 dozen no. 1 and }4 dozen no. 3 sporat

hooks, single gut snells. I still have two No.
1 and one No. 3 left. The others were used
on thread. I remember losing but two on
fish, in each case through carelessness in not

breaking off the frayed part of the line, result-

ing in my line being weaker than I thought it

was. The others were discarded when the

snells had become too much bruised by the

fishes' mouths. After each day's fishing, the

end twenty-five feet, which gets the most
wear through the fishes' struggles near the

boat and the added strain usually put upon
the line then, should be broken off. When an
angler is careful to do this, he keeps the known
breaking strain constant and can give the

fish the maximum strain with safety. Club
members have caught game fish ranging from
one pound to about six quite commonly,
larger fish with fair frequency, and one

instance is recorded of a 12-pound barracuda
brought to net and landed. Many fish have
been caught a large proportion of which are

recorded. In 1915, for instance, 1018 game
fish were caught by those of the less than

forty members the club then had who kept

faithful record. Most members now use the

line in their regular fishing wherever the
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method is practicabje. Some time at your

leisure note that the disparity between cotton

thread's tested strength and the weight of

fish caught with it, is much less than that

between the six-thread hne specified in the

Tuna Club's specifications and the fish caught

on the latter. It is needless to point out to

you that the secret of handling and landing

large or small hard-fighting fish on thread,

is in using proportionate rod, reel, leaders and
hooks (which includes lures), in the use of

good judgment as to when to give line and
when to curb the fish, and in the possession by
the angler of at least a fair knowledge of the

habits and tactics of the fish that is being

caught. So light a rod can be used with

thread that the angler wUl break the rod be-

fore he can possibly break the thread, but

water conditions and the different modes of

angling for different species, limiting the

extent to which the rod weight can be re-

duced, enforce a minimum in pliancy of the

rod used.

The Cotton Thread Club stands for all that

is sportsmanlike in angling, and in its further-

ance of anghng skill is surely doing its bit to

add to the ranks of sportsmen, men on whom
it confers the highest degree of skill and
appreciation of game fishes' qualities and
tactics.

New York City. "Sproat". I

No. 148.— I am an enthusiastic brook trout

angler, although of little experience,

though I have heard my reel sing quite often

as a trout has fought for his liberty. I

certainly enjoy your articles on fly-fishing

and fly-tying. I quite agree with the Rever-

end Mr. Smith when he says he does not

consider himself less than a sportsman when
the lowly earth-worm, or grasshopper, are

u.sed as a lure, when the trout are not taking

theTfly. I use the fly whenever I can, but

there would be many alibis and empty
baskets were the worm or grasshopper not

used when flies were not on their menu.

There^is a question I would like to ask.

Would a rainbow fly reel, made by the Meissel-

bach Manufacturing Company balance well

on a Number 14 Bristol fly rod. Or is the

rod too hea\'>' for the reel? Please answer

as soon as possible. Thanking you in ad-

vance, I am,

Toronto. Mac Marshall.

Anx.—Wc are ver\- glad to hear that you

appreciate the articles that appear in Rod and

Gun, and certainly will try to keep up-to-

date, making the magazine one of the best to

be had on the market. As you state, a man is

no less a sportsman when using the angleworm;
indeed there is a method of worming for

trout which is an art in itself and has been

recommended by many well known anglers,

not the least of these being John Harrington

Keene. Then, too, at times, on some streams

it is a matter of using worms or using no lure

at all, for the simple reason that casting of

the fly (owing to the over-hanging, inter-

wound foliage) is next to impossible. In

such a case it is a matter of working in here

and there with the rod, dropping a worm, to

flow down with the stream. I know some
places where streams are so enclosed with

brush and trees that the fly can never be used.

Such streams must, of necessity be fished with

the earth-worm on the hook if any fish are to

be gained at all. What a dyed-in the-wool

fly-fisherman would do in a region such as

this I do not know.

I do not know the Rainbow Reel that you
speak of from experience. It is, however,

made of a special alloy; it is said to combine"

lightness and strength; is perfectly balanced;

quick and smooth in action and attractive in

appearance. It is 2ys inches in diameter

and is ^4 of an inch wide. I need hardly sa>

that such a speck of a reel mounted on a

steel fly-rod is just no balance. I generally

use a light-weight automatic reel with a heavy
steel fly-rod when using it on large rainbow

trout. As for balance a small quadruple bait

casting reel balances well on a Bristol rod, but,

of course, (on account of its outstanding handle)

the bait casting reel is rarely used on the fly-

rod. Many years ago I used a bait casting

reel on a steel fly-rod. The reel is one of

average bait casting reel diameter, but with

the narrow quarters of the fly-rod reel. This

reel I have no doubt you may still obtain

from the William Shakespeare Company,
Kalamazoo, Michigan. It balanced nicely

on the steel flj'-rod.

The simple part of the whole story is this;

You simply cannot fit any light-weight,

featherweight fly reel to a Bristol rod. Don't -

try it. If the rod is hea\'A' the feel must be

heavy in keeping with it. For instance I

should judge that the Rainbow Reel you have

mentioned would answer well on a four-and-

one-half or five ounce rod.

I have not the Bristol catalogue handy,

but if I am not mistaken the Bristol Company
put out a Meek fly-reel especially fitted for

their steel rods that is hard to equal. Wh>
not write to the Bristol people and find out

about fitting a reel to your rod. I am sure

thoy would tell you what is necessary and
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will be able to fit you with the very reel that

you need.

R. P. L.

No. 149.—Reading Rod and Gun I see

different anglerp put their troubles before you
so I shall do the same. I would like to know
what kind of rod, (casting preferred) >ou~

think is the best in every way suited to the

limitations of a boy's pocket book, and yet

will stand fishing. What kind of reel would
I u-se with this rod, also lines and artificial

plugs. Are the Dowagiac minnows better

than the Rush Tango Minnows?
Thanking you for your trouble, I remain,

Ingersoll, Ont. A Reader.

Ans.— It's a large bill, my boy; and I wish

that I could go over the whole thing again

but we simply have to cut repeating a matter

too much. However, I am forced to issue an

article on a bait casting outfit in the interest

of the ever-increasing list of new subscribers;

this appears in the present number and may be

of help to you. If you consult a Bristol Rod
and Reel catalogue you can get a number of

pointers on a good oiitfil. Or write Robert

Hodgson, Raglan, Ontario, or Allcock, Laight

and Westwood Co., Toronto, both advertising

in this magazine and they will lielp you out.

Read my article carefully and then com-
pare with a catalogue.

Of the six artificial minnow companies
that are putting out good minnows to-day,

and which have stood the test the Dowagiac
Heddon minnows and the Tango minnows
are grouped under two of these six companies.

I have used both with success, and cannot

recommend one more than the other. I

would say, however, that I like the smaller

sizes of both the Tango and the Heddon
minnows. >

R. P. L.

No. 150.—Would you please be kind

enough to advise me what kind of flies to use

for bass? I would like to know what kinds

are best; also tell me if you use one or more on
the line. Do you use sinkers when fishing

with flieS? Do you use a spinner with the

flies? Thanking you, lam
Yours truly,

Walsingham. Chas. S. Ross.

Ans.—^This is a subjtct that we are just

on the eve of treating in a complete fashion,

and what will appear in that coming article or

articles I am sure you will find interesting.

As for flies, the regulation bass flies may be
used. I find the Yellow Sally a winner;

though any of the standard regulation flies will

do, and bass, if anything, prefer the brighter

colors. The Grizzly King, the Professor,

the Royal Coachman, the White Miller and

the Queen of the Waters all make good bass

flies. The well known angler, Walter Greaves

(employed at the Post oflSce at Ottawa,

Canada) makes a bass fly that I have certainly-

found successful. It is called the Massassaga.

If you will write him on this subject

he will tell you more about
what flies to use and how to use

them. Flies may either be fished on the

surface or under the surface. Sometimes it is

hard to rise a bass with a fly worked on the

surface. In such a case the fly is brought

from six inches to six feet under the surface

by means of one or two split shot. The fly is

then worked in the water, with twitches of

the rod, thus to' give the fly the appearance

of life. As soon as you feel a nip at the

feathers the hook must be set. Right after

a rain it will be found that the bass are

combing the surface, watching it for winged

(and other) food. The result (right after

a rain) may be of the very best.

Again I refer you to the article to come in

Rod and Gun on bass fishing via the fly-rod

route. You will find much to interest you.

R. P. i-.

No. 151.— 1 am in search of a little pisca-

torial information. First I would like to

know whether the brook trout {Satrclinux

fon(inalis) has ever been reported from

Northern British Columbia waters. It is so

many years since I last saw a brook trout that

my idea of his appearance is rather hazy, but

I have caught fish from a small lake tribu-

tary to the Finley River, which, if not the

same, must be closely related. Those fish

have the deep graceful body of the trout, a

short head and small mouth with hooked
lower jaw. No visible scales and the char-

acteristic yellow and pink spots of the charr.

Those that I saw were small, from five to

seven inches in length, and were travelling

in schools near the shore, possibly fry

from the previous fall. They were ver\ fat,

and appeared to be feeding principally on

certain small organisms in the water; but they

frequently rose at flies. They were very

light in color, appearing almost translucent

in the water, and several times my attention

was first drawn to them by their shadows on

the bottom, as it was a very light-colored

gravel.

My second query concerns the so-called

cut-throat trout. In a certain small lake

emptving into Bear River, a tributary of the

Bulkley there appear to be two varieties

of this fish, one rather silvery, with a rosy

shade on the sides, many small dark spots,
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and a deep body. It runs up to 16 inches in

length. The other specimen isvmore slender

in build, very dark in color, with fewer and
larger spots, and white flesh which is of

inferior flavour. This fish is smaller than the

first, seldom measuring more than eight or

nine inches. Both have the characteristic

red slashes on the gill covers. I am satisfied

that this is not a sexual dilTerence as I have
caught fish of both sexes in each variety.

Your remarks on the vision of fishes are

very interesting, and in this connection an
experience of mine bears out what you say.

The small lake I mentioned as emptying
into the Bear River is within a few minutes
walk of my ranch, and in the fishing season
affords me many hours of the finest sport.

One rainy afternoon I discarded the imple-
ments of a hay-digger for the rod and reel,

and donning a long yellow slicker, sallied forth

on pleasure bent. It wasn't raining very
hard, only a drizzle, with just sufficient wind
to raise a ripple, and trout were jumping all

over the lake. With feelings of pleasurable

anticipation I pushed off the raft from which
I do my fishing; and, having gained a favor-

able position, I dropped anchor. The Coach-
man and the Grizzly King flies are my pet
stand-bys, in those waters, and with all my
skill for half an hour without getting a single

rise, I tried different flies, salmon eggs, and
even went ashore and after some search suc-

ceeded in finding several grasshoppers, all of

which availed me nothing. Then I reeled

in, filled my pipe and fell to cogitating. I

knew that lake too well not to realize that
there was a colored gentleman in the wood-
pile. Then for the first time the presence
of the yellow slicker upon me caught my eye,

and the mystery was solved. I quickly put
it out of sight, finished my smoke, and with
a hopper on the hook, and a fly for a dropper,
I tried again. My cast had scarcely touched
the water when a fourteen ihcher nailed the

'hopper' and before I checked his first rush,

another had the fly. Beheve me I had some
fun before those two gamy boys were
halter-broke.

Before closing I wish to express my appre-
ciation of the work you are putting into

your department, Fishing Notes. Fishing
Notes and the Guns and Ammunition depart-
ment arc the outstanding features of Rod and
Gun, that have placed it in a class by
itself, and as an enthusiast, though far

from an accomplished fisherman, I treasure

my old copies for the pleasure 1 find in re-

reading F'ishing Notes, quite apart from the

most valuable mass of information they con-

tain.

Hazelton, B.C. J. S. Hicks.

.4ns.—A very fine letter, Mr. Hicks, and I

assure you we have all appreciated reading it,

and are sure that the many readers of the

magazine will also delight in the information

and comradely sentiment your letter ex-

presses. That we have been able to make
Fishing Notes interesting is certainly a

reward in itself; and that you re-read the

magazine and find it interesting a second

time is certainly a compliment. The work of

conducting a department on fishes, and
otherwise writing to interest the various

readers (many of whom have varying tastes)

is often a task. In planning the monthly
contents of a magazine it must be done to

satisfy, as nearly as possible all the readers.

Some are hardly ever satisfied, no matter

what efforts are put forth. The great

number of letters we receive in appreciation

points to the fact that we have struck a

measured- stride and that the future we hope,

will see an even better magazine than the

present one. We have enlisted the services

of some of the best writers in the country,

whose articles should be a regular feature of

the magazine. Some like out and out

stories of fishing trips, but somehow or

other an angling editor is supposed to steer

shy of these. To aid others to enjoy a trip

seems to be the particular mission of the

fishing editor. Vital information is what so

many of the readers are after. What to use,

when to use it, how to use it, and now to make
various appliances has a fascination to the

readers.

I have been rather puzzled about the fish

you mention, which you believe is the brook
trout {Salvelinus fonlinalis). It is true. that

the brook trout (Jonlinalis) has been intro-

duced into the West, especially in the States

of the West. I know of no/ontinalis reported

from British £!olumbia, though I am not so

sure that it has not made its appearance
there; if streams and lakes have been stocked

by individuals or by the Commission I do not

know. In scientific works it is slated that

the brook trout (Juitinalis) does not occur

west of the Saskatchewan; but I doubt very

much whether the real line of range westward
of fontonalis has ever been determined.

Were a tour to be made by a scientific fisher-

man much is liable to be ascertained for sure.

You did not sa\ anything in your letter

about the tails of the sm;ill specimens you
noted. The brook trout (Jonlinalis) is dis-
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linguished by what is known as its square

tail; in fart brook trout are often called

square tails." In other words the tail looks as

though it were cut off more or less straight

across with an axe. If you will refer to the

chapter "Mounting A Fish," in the July

issue of Rod and Gun, you will note' the fish

illustrated is a brook trout. If the fish you

saw had forked tails I would say that they

were Dolly Vardens. You know there are

two close relatives ol the brook trout, (Jonti-

nalis), in the Western mountains. There

are the Dolly Vardens and the Lake Trout.

Both of these are charrs, just as the brook

trout is a charr. The Dolly Varden, partic-

ularly is possessed of minute scales that are

hard to see with the naked eye and certainly

would this be true of smaller specimens, such

as you noted. The Dolly Varden is very

changeable as to coloration. Some may be

real steel-blue; others lighl olive-brown and

some dark olive-brown. The water they are

in; the color of the bottom has its effect upon
the coloration. For this reason I am of the

belief that the fish you saw was the charr of

the West, Dolly Varden. The Dolly Varden

has a forked tail ; the fontinalis has a square

tail. But you say that these fish had the

characteristic spots of the brook trout of

pink and yellow! The reddish, pink or dark

carmine spots of the brook trout sit in the

centre of a grayish circle. But the Vardens

are afeo touched up with reddish spots

it should be remembered. Bu t these are more
like dabs put on with a pencil brush than

anything else; not round. If the spots on

the specimens you saw were round, and had
grey trimming around them it may be likely

that they were introduced brook trout, and
this would be especially true if the tails were
square. You may be surprised to know that

some of the Dolly Varden trout in the high

altitudes are mature at a length of seven

inches; though, of course this depends upon
the food to be had. If the food is hard to get,

the result is a small fish. It is for this reason

that fish in the high altitude streams are so

easily caught on the artificial fly, at times.

Naturally the almost translucent coloration

of the fish thai you saw in the stream comes
about through the light-colored gravel, on
the bottom of the stream. The Varden
trout are very sensitive to taking on a dif-

ferent coloration in keeping with their sur-

roundings. Did you notice if there were

worm-track reticulations on the backs of

these fish? These reticulations -are always

the sign of a brook trout, though of course

the lake trout {namaijrush) also has a few on

the back.

I have no doubt but that both specimens

you mention next are cut-throat trout, as

you yourself state; the red slash at the throat

proving an unfailing means of classification.

During the spawning season the colors are of

course the brightest in the cut-throat trout;

they are then light as to foundation hue and

the rosy stripe along the lateral line stands

out more than ever. No doubt the cut-throat

trout that have a tendency to stay around the

shores and the streams are of lighter colora-

tion, whereas it may be said that in some of

the deep lakes, the cut-throat trout caught

in the depths may often be near to black in

coloration. Environment has a great effect

on all of the true trouts and charrs. However,

scientifically it is not thought to constitute

enough difference to place one in another

class, the other in still another. No doubt

the trouts and charrs of British Columbia

could be separated into manjf sub-species if

coloration and spotting constituted scientific

reasons for making such a move, but as yet

this has not been done.

Your remarks re the vision of trout arc to

the point and illustrate the case very nicely.

No doubt the lack of success of many anglers

is due to their belief that trout lack vision as

to what goes on outside of the water. The
less conspicuous one makes himself the better.

When you were wearing the yellow slicker

no doubt you were very conspicuous, suf-

ficiently so to startle the fish; whereas upon

taking off the slicker you at once were able

to interest him. The prime requisite in

trout fishing is caution; stillness of approach;

after that, an inconspicuous appearance.

To approach a particular pool on all fours or

to move along the shore stooped over, and

to make a side-cast rather than an up and

down cast outward, is commendable caution.

Many a time I have taken trout in just this

manner.
R. P. L.

No. 152.— I am much interested in your

articles on fishing, in Rod and Gun and in

Outdoor Life Magazine. You turn out the

best stuff I've seen in years in any magazine.

Will you kindly tell me where I can pro-

cure the old Lobb spoon you have spoken

of, for deep IroUing for lake trout; or send me
a little pencil sketch, as I am quite handy at

Tiaking spoon hooks.

Give us more of your worth-while articles

on fishing.

A. F. Wallace.

Milwaukee, Wis.
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Arts. —We thank you for your interesting

and appreciated letter. The Old Lobb
Spoon you should be able to get at any large

sporting goods establishment, and especially

those firms handling a great deal of fishing

tackle of all sorts such as you find in New
York City, and elsewhere. The firm of

Horrocks-Ibbotson, Utica, New York, carry

a large list of the wobbling and darting spoons

of all varieties, and should be able to furnish

you with any that you desire. I imagine

that they also have the Lobb Spoon. Since

my bringing attention to the wobbling and

darting spoons, many have tried them out,

and we have letters stating that large catches

have been made with them. No doubt it

is the wobbling and darting motion (which

gives the appearance of a disabled minnow in

the water) which proves so fascinating to the

fish and which causes them to strike.

We arc sending you a pencil sketch of the

Lobb Spoon as you desire. In line with this

it may be said that all of the wobbling and
darting spoons are easily made. All one needs

is a thin-plated spoon. The handle is cut

off. The burr, (or treble gang), is ringed in

at the large end of the bowl and the line con-

nected, (with a ring also), in the other end.

A highly-glittering; highly-polished spoon
made from a tea-spoon proves to be quite

interesting. Thus you can make them any
size you wish, though of course the home pro-

duction may not have the points of excellence

of the factorv-made lure.

Cormorants, which migrate through iMin-

nesota and nest in colonies in the northern

part of this state and Canada, were unusally

numerous last spring, says a writer in "Fins,

Feathers and Fur." It is the habit of cormor-

ants to migrate in large bands and to stop

occasionally aloRg their route of travel where

favourable opportunity oll'ers and rest sever-

al days at a time and feed on the fish of the

smaller lakes. It is then that the local angler

notices the destructive habits of these birds

and deiiires to annihilate them.

The cormorant feeds solely on fish, conse-

quently is inclined to become a nuisance

wherever too plentiful. He is not only objec-

tionable to anglers but annoys commercial

fishermen. A colony nests on Lake of the

Woods which is an especial object of hatred

of the net fishcnnon who shoot into the birds'

nesting colony every time they pass it. The
actual damage done by the birds is probably

ijnconsidcrable, however, as they only remain

for a short period at a time on the small lakes

while passing to their northern breeding

Again thanking you, and hoping that this

will prove of help to you.

R. P. L.

Angling Editor's Comment:—To say the very
least we were glad to get letter M7 from
"Sproat" who is well-known to readers of

outdoor literature, and fishing. His con-

tributions under the nom-dc-plunic of

"Sproat" have for years interested the school

of anglers. The use of the cotton thread in

angling is certainly a high form of angling.

No doubt more and more in the future will

this method be adopted, interesting a wider

and greater circle. Canadian readers have

read little or next to nothing about this form

of fishing and the letters we have got question-

ing us about what to use, and how to use it

speak for themselves. To those of our readers

who are interested it may be pleasing for

them to know that we have received an article,

and "Facts About Cotton-Threading" by
"Sproat," will appear in our next number ; a

very interesting article by the way, packed

with facts.

During the coming year we hope to give

more information about cotton thread fishing

by various members of the now well-known

Cotton-Thread Club of America—a club that

is bound to grow and so lend interest to the

craft of angling, and create a greater in-

terest in sportsmanlike methods of catching

the finny ones. xCotton-threading is a step

in the right direction.

R. P. L.

resorts in the spring, and the nesting plaecs

are for the most part in the remote regions

of the far north where the fish consumed

by the birds will not be missed.

The cormorant is an aquatic fowl, black

in color, web footed with a long neck, heavy

body, short legs set far back, strong beak

hooked at the tip, yellow pouch smaller than

that of the pelican, and stands in a vertical

position. It is a strong swimmer and diver.

Its flight resembles that of a duck, but more

leisurely. It is a large bird, about two and a

half feet long with a wing spread of about

four feet.

There are many species of cormorants in

all parts of the world, many local names f«r

them such as black jack, crow duck, black

loon, etc.

These birds have no gizzard like other

birds, but have a stomach large enough to

hold a fish at least six inches long. Thou-

sands of them get out on a lake, all dive at

once and seem to drive the fish into the shallow

water where they can be easily caught.
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LEND FOR VICTORY
We should not forget that it is only lieeause

the Germans ha\e centred all their energj'

on the production of necessities and war

supplies that they luive been able to accum-

ulate the stupendous (|uantities of materials

and supplies necessary to the waijing of an

offensive on their far Hung battle lines

tnroughout the past four years and a hall.

In this death grapple victory will lie with

those who are strong in the elTective weapons
of warfare and strong in (he material neces-

sities of life. Any admission that we in

Canada are not willing to make the sacrifices

of accustomed luxuries would be an admission

that we are not willing to pay the price for

making the world a decent place for ourselves

and our children to live in. It would, moic-
over, be an admission that we do not desire

victory as ardently as does the enemy.
When Sir Thomas White issued his first

Victory Loan in the autumn of 1917 the

Dominion Government had come to tne

point where our further participation in the

war aepended absolutely upon the securing

of a large advance of money from the private

funds of*the people of Canada. The response

to the minister's appeal was magnilicent.

Over j.420,000,000 in Victory Bonds was sub-

scribed. With the ever increasing cost of

the war all that sum has been expended and
the vital necessity of another loan this fall

has become apparent. The Victory Loan of

I'.ns which is to be floated this month is the

lighting loan. Its great success will bring

comfort and encouragement and a deep sense

of pride to our fighting men and to our allies;

It will bring discouragement to our enemies.

Us success means Canadian victory, Prussian
defeat. The people on the home front should
be as patriotic as our men in uniform in for-

eign lands. Every Canadian soldier who has
died for his country's cause has given his life

for his people. Surely we, their people, can
h'ml our money to our nation, their country.

From a purely financial standpoint no
Canadian man, woman or child can make a

better investment than an investnaent in

Victory Bonds. Canada offers the man who
has saved, Victory Bonds which pay him

^W/o interest, and which are as good as gold

any\\'herc. The security for the Victory
Loan is the assets of all Canada. The nation-

al wealth of Canada, the wealth that will

come from the development of her wonderful
resources of forest, waters, field and mine,
will give her a premier position among the

nations of the world when the war is over.

Canada's resources are the security for the
Victory Loan.

What is the Victory Loan".'

"It's rifle and helm and bayonet.

It's shovel and shard and Shell

For the soldier boy in the khaki cloth.

Out there on the edge of hell.

It's the soaring wings of the whirring planes
That battle on high alone.

!>\)r the lad who is daring "over there"
Us the good old 'Money from home.' "

It's succor and life for a bleeding world.
It's the glimmer of Peace at dawn.
It's the strength of .a mighty arm to strike.

It's the gleam of a great sword, drawn.
But, more than all, it's the pledge of love
To the lads whom we call "Our own."
To the boys on land, afloat, on high.

It's the good old "Money from home."



CAMP UTENSILS.

If a camper finds that the baggage man has

misplaced the pack containing his utensils

or that they were lost in any way here is a

kink that will help him out.

SPOON.

FORK.

stove may be used. The cooking dish is

made of an old can with the top cut out and a

piece of wire for a handle. The can should

be perforated and the wire bent in place.

KNIFE

The Spoon is made of a split stick and a

shell. The fork is a split stick with sharpened
points. The knife is made of a split stick and
piece of tin from an old can lashed tightly

with wire. The cup is made of a piece of

birch bark twisted in the shape of a cone and
held together by a split stick which also acts

as a handle. It can also be glued together
with pitch.

The shovel is made of a split stick and a

piece of sheet iron. The side of a sheet iron

FIRE SHOVEL
OR sro;ler

BIRCH-BARK
DRINKING-CUP.



ROD AND GUN MECHANICS FOR
TRAPPERS

FASTFN

BAIT HERF SETTRAPIN
CROTCH FORMED

BV ROOTS

A LOG SPANNING A STREAM MAKESONE
OF THE VfRV BEST SETS FOR FOX.COON.AND
SUCH ANI MALS. ATRAP SHOULD BE SFT M FACH ENO.

TREE

TRAP_^,^

^.'^^^^ SPRING POLE FO

COOD SET FOR FOX. SKUNK ETC..

,^'
if- A SHALLOW INLET RUN-

I'
/ NIN6 INTO THE BANK OF A

;f/(
STREAM IS ALWAYS A

M
,

eoOD SET FOR MUSKRAT

iti^iiuii' —--1-iifTn"

WATER

TRAP PAN ON
WHICH IS PLACED

A BITOT SOD OR MOSS -

JUST STANDING OUT OF WATER.

mS'^^

WHEN SENDING KINKS
When sending in kinks to Rod and Gun

Mechanics section, contributors are requested

to send along with the written description of

the article, which description should of

course be clearly written and not longer than
necessary, a rough drawing or drawings, to

illustrate the written description. No mat-
ter how rough the drawing so long as it makes
clear the construction of the article you are

l>ringing to the attention of the readers of

this department. Ovn- artist will be able to

ulilize it.

.,y.'«'S>P— A SET FOR SKUNK.
AFTER SFT iS MADE COVER WITH
BRUSH, BARK. ETC.

PIECE OF NO 9 WIRE 3fc"L0N6

WHEN STRAIGHT WITH EACH
END BENT ABOUT HALF AN INCH

AS SHOWN TO DRIVE IN BLOCK
OF WOOD, WHICH SHOULD BF
THREE BY SIX INCHES.
THIS MAKES A FINE STRETCHER
FOR MUSK-RAT AND SKl^NK.

OTHER SIZES CAN BE MADE AS

REQUIRED. THE VyoOD OF

COURSE IS TO SIMPLY, MAKE
STRETCHER RIGID AND TO

"^ DRIVE TACKS INTO.



GUNS 2^

THE NATIONAL MATCHES AT CAMP PERRY
C. S. LANDIS

THE Government of the United States

apparently realized the tremendous

advantage held by an army of expert

riflemen and being in need of expert shots as

coaches to locally train their rapidly growing

army it decided to hold the annual series of

rifle matches, generally known as the National

Matches, at Camp Perry, Ohio, during the

first three weeks of September.

The Editor of this Department had the

good fortune to be chosen as a member of the

Pennsylvania State Rifle Team and was
therefore enabled to take in all the matches.

Our Canadian readers I am sure will be in-

terested in the account of this, the largest

rifle match held in America for several years,

and possibly for all time.

The first week of the matches, from Sept-

ember 1st to 7th, was devoted to attendance

at a school of instruction wherein each com-
peting team of 16 or more men. from the Na\'>',

the Army, the Marine Corps, a civilian team

from practically each of the States, and many
Colleges and training schools were placed

under the instruction of the 60 instructors

now maintained at the range and were drilled

and instructed in assembling and dissembling

the new model 1917 rifle, the sighting, care

and attention to details necessary to get

results in long range military target shooting.

Each day of this time was devoted partly

to lectures, to snapping and aiming drills, to

a.scertaining the average error of aim with

military sights at a given range of each of

the contestants, to shooting on the range to

properly zero the sights for windage and to

obtain the proper height of front sight for

each individual rifle and shooter so that he

would obtain the best results at both rapid

and slow fire.

The model 1917 rifle is supposed to have

its battle sight zeroed for about 'lOO yards

elevation but this does not always hold true.

The first front sight that i had on my second

model 1917 rifie (the first one having been

rejected due to a poor barrel)caused the rifle

to shoot point blank at 200' yards with the

battle sight and about 5 inches low at 300

yards. The second front sight allowed me to

aim at 6 o'clock on the rapid fire or "D"
targets at 200 and 300 yards and to hold

approximately on the bull at .")00, and 600

yards with the rear sight at its proper gradua-

tions for these distances.
,
(The model 1917

rifle has a rear sight that cannot be .set closer

than 100 yard graduations at these ranges, a

rather horrifying thing to a man who is

accustomed to using a micrometer sight which

reads to one inch per 100 yards). In addi-

tion the rear sight has no windgauge at all

and the shooter, as a result, is confronted with

quite a problem to get his sights so adjusted

that lie can aim on the bull at both .500 and

600 yards slow fire with the elevating sight,

and at 200 and 300 yards with the Ijattle sight,

remembering that the gun has a left hand twist

and the sight is not corrected for drift.

Theoretically it is perfectly easy to aim 2

feet low and 2 feet to the right at 500 yards,

and 8 inches low and 3 feet to the right at

600 yards, with a certain height of front sight,

a perfectly possible case, but in a climate

like we found at Camp Perry where there was

rain six days each week, and al)Out 12 extra

rains each week to make up for that one

unfortunately missed clear day (Sunday of

course), most people had trouble to see the

bull at all at 500 and 600 yards, not to

mention 800 and 1000 yards, and found it

absolutely impossible on rainy days, to aim

consistently at any such supposed imaginary

spot on a dirty hazy object with a slightly

dirtier spot in the centre which was called a
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"B" and "C" target in Goers country, for

instance back in Pennsylvania.

THE NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION
MATCHES.

The second week of the shoot was devoted

to the holding of the series of matches

generally known as the N. R. A. Matches.

THE MEMBERS' MATCH
The first match in this series was known as

the Members' Match and consisted of 2

sighting shots and ten shots for record at 600

yards. It could be shot with any rifle, and any

rifle in the U. S. and among military target

shots, means the Springfield rifle. This

match was won by private J. H. McGuire,
U. S. Marine Corps, Paris Island, S. C. with

a score of 49. The writer won 5th place in

that match with a score of 48.

Scores.

L Pte. J. H. McGuire, U.S. xM.C. Paris

Island, S.C, (Gold Medal) 49

2. Gy. SgL C.B. Morgan, U.S.M.C.

Paris Island, (silver medal) 49

3. 3rd. cl. G.M.M. Brandt, Navy Rifle

Range, Glen Burnie Md 49

4. Capt. A. E. Clark, Small .\rms Firing

School, Camp Perry 49

5. Charles S. Landis, I^cnna. Civilian

Team, Harrisburg

6. A. B. ^eavitt, N.V. t:ivilinn Team,
New York City

7. G. C. Golden, Washington Slate Civi-

lian Team, Bellinghani

8. Cpl. R. E. Huffman. U.S.M.C. Paris

Island

9. M.H. Burkhart, Navy Rifle Range,

Logan, 111

10. Major Claude Smith, Small .\rms

Firing School, Camp Perry

There were 984 entries in tliis match.

48

48

48

48

47

47

300 YARD RAPID FIRE MATCH.
This match was won on a shoot ofl' by

Sergeant II. H. Iloffner, U.S.M.C. with two

successive possible scores. There were five

po.ssiblc scores made in this match.

The second of the series of N. R. A. matches

was shot immediately afterward and was
known as the 300 yard rapid fire match.

This match being ten shots at the D target

shot from the prone position in 1 minute

and 10 seconds.

Scores

:

Segt. H. H. HofTner, U.S.M.C. Paris Island, S. C.

R. Morris, D.C. Civilian Team, Washington, D. C.

H. H. Pansoiis, Navy Rifle Range, Great Lakes, 111.

Ensign Wierzbowski, Navy Rifle Range, Great Lakes, 111 50

Sgt. A. T. Smith, U.S.M.C. Paris Island, S. C 50

There were 978 entries in this match.

THE LEECH CUP MATCH.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

50

50

50

56

40

45

44

36

The third match was the Leech match,

the course of firing being 3 sighters and 7

shots for record at 600, 800 and 1000 yards.

Scores

:

This match was won with a score of 98 out

of 105 points, under variable w-eather condi-

tions. There were 900 entries.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

F. A. Cantieri, Navy Rifle Range, Ruinford, R. 1.

Cpl. H.O.DettlolT, U.S.M.C. Paris Island

S. C. Funkhouscr, Navy Rifle Range, Great Lakes, III.

Capt. Albert Black, S.A.F.S. Camp Perry

Cpl. C.L.Clark, U.S.M.C. Paris Island, S.C

200 YARD RAPID FIRE MATCH.
The next match was the 200 yard rapid fire

match.

The course of firing was 10 shots in 1 min-
ute from the sitting or kneeling position at

Scores

:

1. R. S. Tubbs, Navy Rifle Range. Virginia Beach, Va
2. Cpl. A. Binkley, U.S.M.C. Paris Island, S. C.

3. W. D. Deerman, Navy Rifle Range, Camp Logan
4. Capt. Edward C. Grossman, S.A.F.S. Camp Perry..

5. P. J. Griffiths, Navy Rifle Range, Rumford, R. I. .

500 800
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These nuitchcs linished the series of N.R.A.
matches ;iiid paved the way for the regular

so called national matches; the National

Individual Match, the National Team Match
and the National Pistol Match.

It will be of interest to all of the readers

not at the matches, particularly in connec-

tion with the scores made, to say that the

ammimition used by all shooters at Camp
Perry was Government contract stuff that

for one reason or another had been rejected

for overseas .ser\'ice. No shooter was per-

mitted to use anv other and in all matches

the ammunition was handed to the shooters

at the firing point at the last minute by the

scoring officers.

Some of it was apparently as good a.s any
stuff of ordinary manufacture in past years

but a good deal of it had off weight or off

size bullets, or was made of poorly adapted

alloy or had soft brass in the shells, had

primers that gave many hangfires and some
misfires, and had powder charges that varied

in weight beyond the limits permissable for

accurate shooting

(To lie continued in the December issue.)

THE U. S. RIFLE, CALIBER .30,
MODEL OF 1917

Alfred B. Geikie.

WHILE the spirit that is prompting the

boys in the Montana peak campaign
hats over in the battle scarred fields of

I'rance is the same good old Yankee spirit of

"7() and of '61; still the arms with which our

soldiers are battling the barbarian hordes

are to a great extent new to our conservative

ideas, and in these columns one phase of

this subject especially can be discussed.

The American troops are armed with a

ride which is in many ways claimed to be a

superior military arm to the arm known to its

very many admirers as the New Springfield.

No one will deny that the said Springfield

when made over on sporting lines by means of

a special stock and sights, and certain re-

finements dear to the heart of the rifle crank,

leaves nothing to be desired. In fact the

sporting Springfield a la Wundhammer or

Adolph is the finest high power repeating

rifle in the world.

The reason why our troops will be, at pre-

,sent at least, armed with a type of militarv

rifle differing slightly from our 1903 Spring-

field is that our cntiy into the war found us

with an entirely inadequate supply of these

arms and the output of our Rock Island and

Springfield arsenals unable to meet the de-

mands of our rapidly growing National Guard
and National Army.
We had, however, in our midst many huge

plants who up to date had been making
immense quantities of Lee Enfield rilles for

the British Government, so what was more
natural than with these factories at our

Government's disposal said Government
should adopt a rifle for the making of which
in immense quantities there should be no
hold up from lack of facilities in its manu-
facture. So it is that the rifle about which I

am going to speak is somewhat of a hybrid, it

reminds one of a Krag of Spanish War days

in the length of barrel and general balance, a

British Lee Enfield by virtue of the peculiar

never to be forgotten forlorn looking pistol

grip which brings us back memories of

Cronje's surrender, and lastly the new United

States army rifle resembles a 1903 Spring-

field in more ways than one.

The regulation name of our new arm is

"The United States rifle, calibre .30, model of

1917." The barrel is 26 inches long, instead of

24 inches in the Springfield, and is chambered
for the regular 1906 ammunition such as is

used by the Springfield. One of the most
important improvements in this arm is the

rear sight erected on the top of the rear por-

tion of the receiver. It is a peep sight, with-

out windgauge graduations and graduated

only to 1600 yards. Our new Springfield rear

sight is inferior to the new arms rear sight in

many ways. Experience on the Western
front has shown the uselessness of sights

graduated for distances over 1500 yards and
with windgauge adjustments.

The peep on the 1903 rifle is too small in

diameter and too far from the eve for best

resujts. The sight on the 1917 arm over-

comes these objections. The arm holds five

cartridges in the magazine with one in the

chamber and is loaded in the manner of the

Springfield by opening the bolt, placing the

clip of five cartridges in the clip slot of the

receiver and with the thumb of the right hand
pushing the cartridge down into the magazine

until the top cartridge is caught by the right

edge of the receiver. The closing of the bolt

and turning of the bolt causes the cartridge

lying on top to be surely and positively pro-

pelled into the chamber and knocks loose the

clip. Then the rifle is ready to fire by pulling

the sharply checked trigger.
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One thing en passant causes us to give

thanks to Allah and that is that the simple

and neat Springfield magazine system has

been retained with the cold shoulder given

to the protruding Lee Enfield magazine.

The American soldier carries his rlfie at

"the right shoulder" or "left shoulder," that

is with the rifle held squarely on the right or

left shoulder as the case may be not tilted

on one side as prescribed in the English

manual. There would have been much
lamentation had the Sammy who has done

two or three enlistments in the Regular Army
been forced to give up the simple and well

thought out manual of arms which has been

in use with few changes for many years.

The extra two inches of barrel is going to

make a difTerence to the lad in the campaign
hat too when he comes to the order or to left

shoulder from the right shoulder. In many
ways as I have said before this new rifle

reminds me of the model 189x1 U.S. rifle or

the Krag, though that 'consarn' pistol grip

which is only half a pistol grip, harks one

back to the Boer rather than Spanish War
days.

When the rifles first came they were
smeared inside and outside with a thick coat-

ing of that stickiest of all lubricants "cos-

moline" the removing of which from the

bore and action caused Sammy much pro-

fanity. When it came to "Inspection Arms"
by the company commando, the furi com-
menced. In the first place let me lighth

touch upon the solemn ceremony. The
company having been lined up in company
formation that is, a double rank, the command
to "open ranks" is given and the alignment

of the front and rear ranks having been
rectified, the inspecting officer steps up to the

No. 1 man in the front rank after "prepare

for inspection" has been lustily announced.

Number one comes up to a port arms, then

quickly opens the bolt of his rifle. The in-

specting officer usually fails to drag the owner
of the rifle to be inspected ofT his feet but he

takes the arm from the grasp in a manner
which causes the "rookie" to blink. After

quickly and thoroughly examining the rifle,

the soldier who boasts shoulder bars or a gold

leaf, hands the piece back to the soldier so

that he may grasp it at the port, he quickly

closes the bolt and brings the arm to the

order.

This is repealed down the line in both front

and rear ranks until all the rifles have been
inspected. As I have said before, here is

where the fun starts. As the reader knows
the Springfield is fitted with what is known

in correct terms as the "magazine cut off"

which when turned down flush allows the

cartridges in the magazine to be held in

reserve and the arm used as a single loader.

When turned up with the word "On" appear-

ing, the cartridges in the magazine are fed

into- the chamber by the opening and closing

of the bolt. (Ed. note. If the magazine cut

off is half way between these positions the

bolt will be drawn entirely clear of the

receiver when it is quickly opened, a fact

that has led some fellows into ridiculous or

tragic situations in rapid fire occasionally.)

With the last cartridge fired and the empty
shell thrown by the opening of the bolt, the

magazine follower rises up in the path of the

bolt and gives warning to the soldier that his

magazine is empty and prevents him from
snapping upon an empty chamber in the

excitement of battle. With the cut off turned

down flush with the word off showing, the

bolt can be worked back and forth without

restriction of the follower which is below the

path of the bolt. With the arm empty the

piece is always carried with the cut off turned

down. '

With the new model 1917 U. S. rifle which

is equipped with no cut off whatever, the

soldier when executing the closing movement
of "Inspection Arms" was up against a new
proposition. To close the bolt of the new
rifle when it was returned to him by the offi-

cer he could not do as he was accustomed,

simply slam the bolt shut, pull the trigger and

come to the "order." He tried it and for-

getting the new order of things put force into

the second attempt. Suddenly he realized

that the rifle in his hands needed the same
manipulation as a Springfield of whose

magazine cut off he had forgotten to turn

down before opening the bolt. Therefore,

while retaining the prescribed position of

"inspection arms" he pressed down on the

magazine follower with the fingers of his left

hand at the same time closing the bolt with

the quick slam necessary with this particular

arm. This latter feature is one undesirable

feature of the rifle and the more familiar I

become with the hybrid the more I admire

the 1903 rifle, in that the soldier reared like

myself on the Springfield will find it neces-

sary to make two attempts in the closing of

the bolt.

The Springfield's action is smooth and.

lazy while the model 1917 requires consider-

able amount of pep in said closing movement.

The bolt of the new army rifle is not so

easily removed as is the boll of the Mauser or

Springfield, which is a bad, feature of a
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military rifle. One of the prime requisites ot

a military rifle is the easy removal of the bolt

for cleaning purposes. This is where the 1903

excels. Shove your cut olT half way up and
pull out the holt, no trouble, no sticking even

when the action is full of Texas sand. The
new rifle requires much wrenching of the

fingers and much cussing to liberate the bolt

which is removed in a fashion which reminds

one of some of those Spanish War Mausers
(by the bye isn't it peculiar that our troops

away back in '98 had to face the bullets spat

out by rifles manufactured in Bocheland.

The old removable front sight cover of the

Springfield is replaced in the new rifle by two
stationary protectors on each side of the

sight. As before stated, the rear sight is

graduated for 1600 yards and is without

windage and the Lyman peep system which is

' ideal is incorporated liere.

The butt plate is of steel, blued and for-

tunately for the Sammy as a labor saving way
is unchecked. In the field and on the range,

the checked steel butt plate is mighty fine

and prevents from slipping but in army
camps the ordeal of frequent inspections is

the rule and nooks and crannies have a way
of collecting dust and dirt that requires at-

tention. Especially around the rear sight

base is it necessary to get to work with his

brush for this is the first place the inspecting

officer is sure to look. Few civilians have an

ideaW the proper condition of a rifle necessary

to sUde by the eagle eye of a regular army
officer and few of the rifles in every day use

by hunters and sportsmen generally could

pass such an inspection. The condition of

some ..30-30 rifles would cause an inspecting

officer to tear his hair and sentence the owner
to "kitchen police" or the woodpile for the

rest of his enlistment.

The butt of the new rifle contains the trap-

door of the new Springfield in which fits

snugly the regulation pull through and oiler.

Later experiences with the new rifle have
led me to believe that while the extra two
inches of barrel is an advantage, the stock is

dreadfully unhandsome in outline and the

Lee Enfield pistol grip scarcely better than
none at all.

The sights on the new rifle are superior to

those on the Springfield but the improve-
ment would be achieved were the rear sight

fitted with adjustment for windage. The
action has certainly not the smooth working
qualities of the 1903 action and the absence
of the magazine cut off annoys the soldier.

There is no doubt that i,n the hands of our

soldiers the new arm v. ill make good even
though old timers forget theii- first loves, the

Krags and later the Springfield. The spirit

with which the men who are carrying and
will continue to carry them is imbued is the

good old Yankee spirit which made Valley

Forge possible.

THE EFFECTS OF CHANGES OF TEMPER-
ATURE ON SHOTGUN PATTERNS

Chas. Askins.

Mr. Landis, the shooting editor of Rod and

Gun has asked me for a shotgun article. It

must be interesting (of course) slightly

technical and new—different from anything

anybody else has written as well as different

from anything 1 have written.

Good lord, I wish I could read something

like that myself. There has been little change
in shotgun construction in twenty years, and
less changes in ammunition—barring a slight

<hange for the worse since the war began.

We can't write of locks, locking-bolts, ejec-

tors, cocking mechanisms, etc. without

travelling over well beaten ground.

We have nothing to suggest by way of

improving the shooting of shotguns, for

ballistic engineers seem to have reached the

end of their tether in this direction about
thirty years ago. Shotgun powders grained

and regulated for different pressures, for

different gauges, may come one of these days,

but certainly not until the war is over. In

shotgun ammunition there is absolutely

nothing new except Sweeley's efforts to im-

prove ammunition by the use of metallic

wads in place of felt wads.

However, A. P. Curtis, General Manager
of the Ithaca Gun Company, whose business

for a number of years was to inspect and test

factory loaded shotgun shells, has given me a

series of tables for different shotgun gauges
that startled me. Such a thing as the pos-

sibility of a shotgun varjdng its pattern in

direct ratio to temperature, doing this
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regiihirly, as the average of a long series of

shots, was something that had never occurred

to me.

I knew that a rifle varied its muzzle

velocity in accordance with both tempera-

ture and air pressure. The U. S. Government
authorities give the variation in velocity of

the Government cartridge as one and one

half feet per degree. This means that if the

Government cartridges show a velocity of

2700 feet seconds at 70 degrees, it will de-

velop a velocity of 2745 feet when the tem-

perature reaches a hundred, and will fall to

2595 feet when the thermometer goes down to

zero.

It seems logical to conclude that tempera-

lure would also alTect shotgun velocities, and

all of us have known this in a way. In loading

shotgun shells for use in midwinter I have

made it a habit to use a bit more powder than

I would have used for midsummer shooting.

I made this change partly because of recoil,

finding the winter load gave me a vicious

kick when the temperature was around a

hundred and ten in the shade. .Just what the

difference in muzzle velocity would be as

between a hundred and ten and zero I never

thought much about and don't know yet

—

might be a hundred feet, and would pro-

bably be half of that. Nevertheless, I did

suspect a difference in velocity, and a decided

difference in breech pressure, but I never

once thought about variations in pattern due

soleh to temperature. Therein Mr. Curtis

enlightened me, and let me say that 1 accept

his conclusions without reservation.

Let ine disgi'css here far enough to say a

word about breech pressure and teu.pcraturc.

since it has a bearing on our subject. A few

years ago when dove shooting in midsummer,
temperature very high and air dry as it al-

ways is in the Southwest in summer, I got

hold of some factory twenty bore cartridges

that balled the shot badly. Every cartridge

balled shot more or less, and one in four would

shoot through a board at thirty yards. Tho.sc

cartridges had a devil of a kick to them too.

I attributed the trouble to the drying out of

the powder owing to the cartridges having

been stored in a building where the tempera-

ture had been high for months. So ill was
the behavior of these cartridges that I wrote

the factory about them, and was asked to

return a box or two to the cartridge company
to be chronographed and tested. I did so

under the firm conviction that slight chemical

changes had taken place in the powder, w hich

factorj' tests would be sure to indicate. In

due time, word came back to me that the

cartridges were behaving normally and per-

fectly. I didn't believe a word of it, but

attributed their reply to the natural re-

luctance of a factory to admit that anything

could possibly go wrong with their output.

My present conviction is that the repl>

of that factory was a simple statement of the

truth. The cartridges that misbehaved in

Oklahoma behaved normally in Connecticut.

In Oklahoma the temperature was above a

hundred, the humidity was less than normal,

the elevation was 1800 feet and the air light.

At the factory the elevation was near sea

level, the temperature, when the cartridges

were tested, was 60 degrees, and the air well

saturated. I can now readily understand that

under the changed conditions pertaining at

the factory, breech pressure may have been

much reduced as well as velocity, doing away
entirely with shot balling.

Now we willl give the figures furnished me
by Mr. Curtis. Keep in mind that the figures

for a certain temperature are the result of a

long series of shots, with many guns, the

average results being taken. The loads were

normal or standard, \}4 ounces for the "ten,

\}4 for 12, 1 oz. for 16, and 'g for 20 gauge.

Note that the number of pellets placed in the

given circle were those required of the cart-

ridge before it passed inspector's test, and

that the requirements varied directly with

the temperature.

Pattern 40 yards, circle 30", 10 Ga. He-

quired No. of pellets at difl'erent Temp.
No. 5 Chi.

Temp. F. Percentage Pellets

90 .72 155

85 .71.5 154

80 .71 153

75 .70.5 152

70 .70 151

65 .69.5 149

60 .69 148

55

50

.68.5

.68

147

146

Pattern 40 yds., W circle 12 Gauge, rft-

(juircd No. of pellets of difTerent Temp.
No. 7 }i Ch.

Temp. F Percentage . Pellets

90 72 310

85 71.5 308

80 71 306

75 70.5 304

70 70 302

65 §9.5 300

60 '69 297

55 68.5 295

50 68 293
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made in snow storms, some in rain, whatever

the weather happened to be."

As may be seen. Mr. Curtis simply doesn't

venture an opinion as to why temperature

alTects pattern. Accepting his figures as

official and not to be disputed, which I do, it

remains for me and for the readers of Rod and

Gun to do our own theorizing as to cause or

causes. I am caUing upon our liallistic ex-

perts to help me.

In the first place, we should have a possible

and gradual reduction in velocity as the

temperature lowers, and I see no reason why
this falling off in velocity should not be as

positive and uniform in case of a shotgun as it

is known to be with a rifle. Ttic reduction in

velocity, owing to falling temperature, would

not be as much as a foot and a half to the

degree because the shotgun load starts with

less than half the velocity of the Government
rifle cartridge. Whatever the loss in velocity

may be, I have never heard that lowering the

velocity necessarily resulted in reduced pat-

terns. Many would maintain the contrary,

i.e., by lessening the velocity or reducing the

powder charge, patterns should become more

dense. As a matter of fact, whether patterns

would be improved or injured by lowering

the velocity is much a matter of the individual

gun—some guns will show maximum patterns

with a high velocity load. Nevertheless,

the majority of guns will throw their densest

patterns at normal velocity or even lower.

For example, many 12 gauge guns will throw

a closer pattern with 2}^ drams of powder

than they will with 3 drams or more.

Of course if velocity of charge were the sole

factor involved, then it would be easy to

maintain standard seventy per cent, patterns

by slightly increasing the powder charge as

the temperature lowered, taking care to al-

ways maintain a like muzzle velocity. How-
ever, I doubt if muzzle velocity is the sole

cause, and it may not have anything whatever

to do with it.

The next possible factor in which tempera-

ture is concerned is that of the rate of com-

bustion of the powder, the temperature

engendered within the barrel, the breech

pressure increased or decreased due to the

rate of powder burning, and the effect of

heat upon the expansive ciualitics of the bar-

rel. Hot steel wUl expand more readily than

cold steel, and a shotgun barrel which is hot,

thereby expanding to the pressure of gas,

might throw a closer pattern than cold steel

which expanded in less degree. Sweelcy has

calculated that the steel enclosing the choke

of a shotgun, for the reason that it is thicker

over the choke than back of it, is too resistant

to pressure of the charge, does not expand
sufficiently, and therefore "strips" the shot

charge. "Strip" has reference to those outer

pellets of the charge which come in violent

contact with the choke and are thereby dent-

ed, deformed and knocked out of shape to

such an extent that they cannot fly true and
will not find their way into*the pattern. In

furthering this theory of his, Mr. Sweeley

believes in reducing the outside diameter of

the choke so that it will expand more easily.

It is conceivable that a cold barrel wi^h its

increased resistance to pressures might furth-

er stripping, and thus the c|plder the barrel

the greater the strip and the less the pattern.

The higher the temperature of the air the

quicker the rate of combustion and the greater

the breech pressure. Powders are grained

and regulated to do their best work under a

given resistance, at a temperature of the air

about seventy. A higher temperature of the

air quickens the rate of combustion and raises

the breech pressure, which in turn reacts on

the powder causing it to burn still faster. In

hot weather, therefore, the pow der would burn

in a shorter length of barrel, being entirely

consumed some distance before the shot charge

reached the muzzle. This gas pressure,

though high, might be very even in its drive

resulting in ma.ximum patterns. 1 do not

say that this is true, and I doubt it, but it

might be so.

In looking over a long scries of shotgun

ballistic figures I have been impressed by the

fact that good and consistent patterns result

from regularity of breech pressure.

The pressure may be high or it

may be comparatively low, but it must be

even, one shot with another. A fairly high

temperature of the air might further this

evenness of pressures (charge being moderate)

and in this way patterns would be improved

under high temperatures.

The above has reference to the interior

effect of heat or cold, that is, the effect of

temperature upon the charge before it passes

the muzzle. It remains to be seen whether

temperature has any effect on the charge of

shot after it passes the muzzle.

Bcvis and Donovan in "Modern Rifies"

say; "The general eflccts of heat and cold ma\

be exprcs.scd briefiy—cold is the absence of

nu)tion, and therefore does not permit of

rapid motion. Cold particles offer consider-

able resistance to any force that tends to

displace them. Heat is rapid motion and by

virtue thereof particles heated offer less re-

sistance to any force that tends to displace
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^Tanuck'^ Shotgun Shells

EstabUsh New Record
Dominion quality and accuracy have again

been demonstrated. At the Toronto Exhibi-

tion Tournament, August 26, 27, 28 and 29,

Mr. E. F. Woodward of Houston, Texas,
made a New Canadian Long Run
Record by breaking 203 consecutive
targets with "Canuck" Shotgun Shells.

7"Ai« IS further proof that dependable perform'
ance is loaded into "Canucks."

"Canuck" is not only a fast and accurate trap

shooting shell—its full penetration, perfect pattern

and quick response to trigger make it the most
dependable of small game ammunition.

For partridge, ducks, chicken, woodcock—
"Canuck" demonstrates Dominion quality with

each shot.

Demand the box with the big "D" trademark. It

guarantees "Canucks" and all other Dominion
ammunition.

Dominion Cartridge Co^ Limited
Montreal, Canada.

A
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Ihem. Cold retards; heat accelerates by of-

fering less resistance."

Bevis and Donovan have reference to bul-

lets and the resistance of the air to the flight

of such missiles, but there is no question but

what the resistance of the air has a marked

influence on the flight of a shot charge as well.

Indeed, so great is the resistance of the air

to the flight of a charge of shot that a muzzle

velocity of 1200 feel seconds drops to 1050

feet in the first .'iO feet of travel.

We are not, however, so much, concerned

with the loss of velocity due to air resistance

as to the effect of the air in causing our missiles

to spread. There isn't any doubt but the

flaring spread of a shot charge is in a great

measure due to air pressure. This being

true, any factor that tends to increase or to

decrease air resistance must have an effect on

the spread of our shot charge. Heat, as we

have seen, lessens air resistance and cold in-

creases air resistance. It follows that a shot

charge must and will spread more in cold air

than it will in hot air.

If this theory is true, then it is simply air

resistance that causes a shot charge to spread,

and not heat or cold per Ae. If the only

effect of heat or of cold is to lessen or increase

air resistance, then some other influence on

the air might negative the effect of heat or of

cold. For example, air resistance decreases

with the fall of the barometer, in effect with

altitude, •ftiiich being true, shotgun patterns

should show a marked improvement when

fired at a high altitude over those shot at

sea level.

We will leave all this for our jeaders to

decide. Accepting the figures and conclu-

sions of Mr. Curtis as rigidly true, then the

variations in pattern must be accounted for

either by the influences of interior ballistics,

and the expansive qualities of steel, or tin y

must be accounted for through the influence

of the air upon the flight of the missiles, and

the rate at which a shot rharge breaks up

into separate missiles.

To me it seems probable that the variance

in patterns as governed by temperature is not

due to any one cause, but to the combined

influence of all the factors which we have

mentioned and possibly others besides. The

reader has as much right to theorize as I have,

and maybe he can do it to better advantage.

To me, it seems almost certain that the

superior expansive qualities of steel under the

influence of heat have some efTect on the

"strip," and that a cold barrel will "knock-

out" more pellets than a hot barrel. As to

the acceleration in the rate at which the pow-

der burns, due to a high temperature, and the

consequent influence on the pattern, I have

reached no conclusion. I have long, in my
own mind, held to the conviction that the

powder which was exactly adapted to sea

level and moderate temperatures was not per-

fectly adapted to high altitudes, high tem-

peratures, and the dry atmosphere of the

plains section of the United States. It would

not surprise me at all if three drams of powder

used in certain parts of Texas, New Mexico

or Oklahoma would show a higher velocity

and a higher breech pressure than 3J4 drams

of the same powder shot in New Jersey.

As to air resistance to the flight of shot,

heat could not well help having an effect.

Not knowing and only theorizing, I yet be-

lieve that if a charge of shot could be fired in

vacuum patterns would be ver\- much im-

proved. This being true, the thinner the

air, or the less its resistance owing to heat or

other cause, the greater the number of pellets

which will find their way into the 30 inch

circle.

GUNS AND AMMUNITION QUERIES AND
ANSWERS

Editor, Gum and Ammunition Dipt.

For a long time I have been a silent readei-

of your department but have been accum-

ulating a choice collection of questions to

ask you so that I will have to ask your in-

dulgence and your advice.
'

1. Do you think that there will be any

chance in the hear future for members of the

National Rifle Association to obtain cither

model 1917 or model 190.3 rifles and ammuni-

tion for same from the government, either

l)v purchase or free issue?

Can N. R. .^. members obtain Krag rifles

and ammunition for them from the govern-

ment at the present time?

Is the sling as regularly furnished on the

Springfield rifle superior to that furnished on

the Krag rillc? .May the Springfield sling

be used on the Krag and is it worth the dif-

ference in price?
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Participation

Manufacturers of the
famous Lewis Machine
Guns, Savage Auto-
matic Pistols, High
Power Sporting Rifles,
High Grade Drop
Forgings,Pressed Steel

Truck Frames

Our participation in the Governmental Program constitutes

to us, the most important and vital work upon which we
could possibly be engaged.

That it necessitates a complete stoppage on the production of

)ur regular sporting goods merely emphasizes its importance.

Sa^\geAhms Cohpomation
UTICA, NEW YORK

' Peace by Agreement" means thai we AGREE to give
the Hun a chance to start another war a few years hence.
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Do you consider a sling an advantage on a

military rifle? On a hunting rifle? On a

.22 calibre target rifle?

WTiere and at what price can I obtain the

new N. R. A. targets for the .22 Outdoor

course?

Do you consider reloaded ammunition for

the Springfield to be as accurate, reliable and

sure fire as factory ammunition? Does it

pay to reload this ammunition?

What do you consider to be a good arrange-

ment for marking and signaling the value of

the hits on a range of from 200 to 600 yards,

especially upon a range that is not equiped

with a telephone?

Which of the courses arranged by the Na-

tional rifle association do you prefer to shoot?

Which is the easier to mal^e high scores upon

and which is the more practical? Do you

consider that the .22 course is easier or harder

to make high scores in that the regular Mili-

tia course?

Thanking you for your information, I am,

A. J. P.

Reply.—From the information that I have

received from time to time from the head-

quarters of the National Rifle Association I

do not believe that you will be able to obtain

either the model 1903 or 1917 rifles nor am-

munition for them from the government dur-

ing the period of the war or at least for some

time to come.

Krag rifles and ammunition are available.

The Springfield sling is undoubtedly far

superior to the Krag sling.. The Springfield

Sling may be used on the Krag, I know one

club that uses them thereon exclusively and

are very well satisfied to pay the difference in

price.

A sling is a termendous advantage on a

military rifle. It is also a big advantage on a

hunting rifle used in open prairie country but

is a good deal in the way in the brush. It

is as much of a benefit on a .22 as on a military

rifle. A sling must be used correctly to ^et

any real benefit out of it and that means tight

on the left arm, on the right side of the left

wrist, looking toward the muzzle of the rifle

and with the keepers up tight against the

loop to keep it closed.

Targets for the .22 course may be obtained

free of charge from the Remington U. M. C.

Co., and I believe also from the Winchester

Repeating Arms Co., and the U.S. Cartridge

Co.

I consider reloaded ammunition for the

Springfield to be thoroughly reliable when

loaded correctly. I use it exclusively myself

and lately when shooting as captain of my
local rifle club and shooting the deciding

match of a series for the championship of this

city and part of the state, was high man over

both teams, and every man on each team
scored 90 per cent, or better at 500 yards.

A rather amusing incident occurred in this

respect some time ago that may bear repeat-

ing. A friend had obtained a large supply of

reloaded Springfield ammunition and as a

result of a bad case of nerves was doing very-

indifferent shooting at 300 yards and immed-
iately condemned the ammunition. However
he asked me to tr>- a half dozen shells and to

see if I could do anj- better with it. The
result at 500 yards was 5 bulls and a close 4.

As good shooting as I could ever expect to do
with anything.

When loaded correctly this ammunition is

sure fire and can be loaded for Ji the cost of

factory ammunition. Naturally it takes time

to do the reloading but most men have some
spare evenings that they can devote to this

work.

We have a system of Ijoards or paddles

arranged on the left side of each target so that

they will show from all the firing points.

When a bull is scored a paddle having a white

side and a red side is turned so that the white

shows towards the shooter. When he scores

a 4 the red side is turned out. Between shots

the edge of the board is turned toward the

shooter and he sees nothing. For a three the

other board, having a w-hite cross on a black

field on one side, and a dead black back, is

turned so that the cross is visible. For a two

the black side is turned front. Between shots

the edge is turned to the front.

Each shot is also marked by a 4 inch round

disc held to the shot hole by a bent piece of

wire. This marker shows the position of the

shot and the board shows its value.

The Militia course is the easiest to make
high scores with, the Sharpshooter course the

most practical and the most fun. The .22

course is slightly easier in calm weather and

harder in windy weather than the Militia

course. The scores with identical sights for

each, will run about the same. Most people

will average higher with the .22 course due

to their .22 rifles having better sights than are

on the military rifles.

Editor.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

What do you consider the best style of the

so called "fat" or beaver tail fore ends? Are
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Smok€JeS§*Shotgun

Look for the

Name of the Powder

ANY sportsman Who gives the matter a moment's

thought will agree that the powder contained in
'"

the shotgun shells he uses is a factor of prime im-

portance to him when shooting either in the field or at

the traps.

This being so it is a matter of ordinary prudence when
buying loaded shotgun shells to specify that they be load-

ed with a powder with which you are familiar—a powder
upon which you can depend under all circumstances.

You get such a powder when you specify Infallible Her-

cules Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

Undoubtedly the name of your favorite make of shell

is given in the list at the right. You can obtain this

Hercules Powder in thai shell by asking your dealer for il.

On the top wad of every shell, and on the cover of the

box in which the shells are sold, is printed the name of

the powder with which the shell is loaded. Look for

this name when buying. See that it is Infallible.

This powder is of high quality and uniform quality.

It gives bght recoil, even patterns, and high velocity.

Write for a free booklet which describes it fully.

Infallible can be
obtained in all

of the following
makes of shotgun
shells.

DOMIMON
PETERS

REMINGTON
SELBY

U.S.

WESTERN
WINCHESTER

HEl^CULES PGWDEH^ CO.

9i W.

Wilmington

nth St.

Delaware
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they of any particular advantage on a shotgun

or rifle?

Do you prefer chilled or drop shot for game
shooting? What is your favorite small game
load in 12 gauge?

Is there any place in America where live

pigeons are still shot at the traps in any con-

siderable numbers? If so where? \\'hat is

the usual load for this work?
What style of weapon is suitable for shoot-

ing frogs at night with the aid of a jack light?

WTiat power telescope sight do you prefer

for game shooting, and also for target shoot-

ing?

Is a check pad a help on a high power rifle?

Do you think that a shoulder pad will add to

or deduct from the scores of an expert at

long range military rifle shooting?

How can lead be removed from the barrel

of a rifle? How can a rag be removed from

a .22 calibre rifle barrel?

Thanking you for a reply through Rod i:

Gnn.

A. R. J.

Utah.

Reply.—I do like the beaver tail fore end

veiA- much, also the regular grooved military

fore end. This st>le of fore end is particularly

fine on a light weight hunting rifle as with its

aid one can hold much better in the offhand

position. Such a fore end must be used to be

appreciated.

I prefer chilled shot always, especially with

smokeless powder. My favorite small game
load, for most everything, is 3 to SJ'g drams
bulk powder and IJ^g ozs. 7}^ chilled shot.

That load is a killer.

Live pigeons are still shot extensively

around St. Louis, Mo. and in the central part

of Pennsylvania. The annual Penna. stale

live bird championship draws 60 to 100 en-

tries and they are ven,' classy shots.

The usual load is 3M to 3 J^ drams of bulk

powder and 1 H ozs. of 7 chilled shot, usually

shot in a 2% inch or 3 inch shell.

I use a cheek pad on a high power rifle

whenever I can get away with it. This is a

ver>' considerable advantage to me as all

rifles I have ever used have too much drop in

the slock to suit me and lo the fact that I

have a tooth in my right cheek that gets

very sore at the root from continued shooting

without a pad. This old tooth glands by
itself, the one in front and the one behind it

having been removed and that one tooth gets

the full benefit of all recoil. I do not like to

use a shoulder pad for rifle shooting. My
highest scores have all been made without a

pad of this kind. For continued shooting I

use a pad but for a high score of ten to twenty

shots I'll take mine straight.

The best pistol for shooting frogs I have
seen was a homemade affair made from a .32

calibre smooth bored Stevens Favorite rifle.

The barrel was cut off to twelve inches. The
stock was modelled into a very nice pistol

stock and the inventor of the arrangement

always claimed it was sure death with a .32

shot cartridge at about 10 to 15 feet. I know
that he killed a great many frogs with it.

Incidentally it was a mighty nice looking

little pistol.

I prefer a 3 power rifle telescope for hunting

and a 5 or 6 power for prone target shooting,

about a ten power for rest shooting.

Lead can be removed from a rifle barrel by

the aid of oil and a Marbles brass brush, or

this failing, by a good soaking in mercury.

The easiest way to remove a rag is to insert

a small rod that has been heated red hot and

to burn it out. Be careful not to scratch

the bore. This method will take a little lime.

Do not heat the rifle barrel in a fire. -lusl

heal the rod time after lime, pushing into the

rag and the rag will gradually char away.

l-'.ditor.

Editor, Guns and Animunilion Dcpl.

In your July issue I read with great interest

the article on "Special loading for the .44-40,

by W. A. Linkletter. This article is the cause

of my asking you the following cjueslions;

How many grains of FFG black and how
many grains of Bullseye would you recom-

mend for a full charge in the .45 Colt?

My arm is a new Service 7J-^ inch barrel.

How many 1-1000" larger would you cut

the card wads than the inside diameter of

the shell?

How would Kings FFG semi smokeless

work as a priming charge and how much
should I use?

S. Fred Smith,

Jamestown, R.I.

Reply.—I have never done any experimcnU

al work of this nature with the .45 Colt cart^

ridge. Therefore I am unable to answer your

questions with safely. Possibly Mr. Link^

letter will be able to answer your questions,

I would like to have some targets made by

these Linkletter loads as they would prove

\ery interesting lo many of us and these 1

hope Mr. Linkletter will feel like favorint;

us with at his convenience.

Editor.

"Special loading for the .25-35."

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I have a .25-35 Savage rifle, model 1890,
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Home of Red Deer
Highlands of

Ontario

Hunt this Fall in the real

haunts of game

Magnetawan River, French River, Mus-
koka, Lake of Bays and other famous
Regions

Write to any Aftent. Grand Trunk System for "Play
grounds" Booklet, giving Game Laws, Hunting-
Regulation, etc.

J. OUINLAN
Bonaventure Station

Montreal Que.

C. E. HORNING
Union Station

Toronto Ont.

Moose, Caribou, Deer, Bear
The Best Districts are Reached by the Lines of the

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
IN

QUEBEC, NORTHERN ONTARIO and EASTERN MANITOBA
HUNTING SEASON OPENS:—Quebec. September 1st to Dec. 31st. Ontario. Oct. 1st to

Nov. 30th. Manitoba. Nov. 20th to Dec. 10th.

Write for Booklet " OUT OF IXKJR" (Full of Facta for Sportsmen) to

F. C. Armstrong. Canadian Government Railways
Sportsman's Guide. Cochrane. Ont.

C K. Howard. 204 Washington St.. Boston. Mass.

C. G. Orttenburger. 301 Clark St., Chicago, III.

H. H. Melanson. Passenger Traffic Manager.
Moncton. N.B.
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for which I reload the cartridges myself. I

would like to ask your opinion on the follow-

ing questions.

1. What would be the result if I reloaded

16 grains Lightning and the 25-20 or the .250

Savage bullets?

2. Shell full of lightning and the same
bullets'?

Would either of these bullets work better

with smaller powder charges?

The .250-3000 Savage has a velocity of

.3000 feet per second. Why cannot I reload

the .25-35 with one of the lighter bullets and

get a higher velocity than with the present

factory cartridge with its 117 grain bullet?

The velocity with the factory cartridge is

only about 2000 feet per second.

C. A. Cooper.

Toronto.

Reply.—Not being as familiar with the

performance of the various Hercules powders

as I am with the various Dupont powders I

referred the matter to the Hercules Powder
company who replied as follows; in part,

"Referring to your letter of inquiry sent b\

Mr. Cooper, we have delayed answering this

([uestion until actual ballistic tests could be

made with the peculiar combination of com-
ponents referred to by Mr. Cooper, since we
felt unable to make any recommendations

without actual figures before us.

From our tests we have ascertained that

with the .25-35 Winchester rifle, which is

similar to the Savage manufacture, that 16

grains of Lightning powder will give muzzle

velocities in the neighborhood of 1968 F.S.

when using the .25-20 soft point, 87 grain

bullet. The maximum charge we would re-

commend that may be used of this powder
under these conditions is 20 grains, when the

muzzle velocity reached 2383 fs.

With the same gun and a .250-3000, 87

grain Savage spitzer bullet, 16 grains of

Lightning powder gave muzzle velocities

around 1966 f.s. and the maximum charge

with this powder for this bullet, we would

recommend not to exceed 21 grains, which

gives a muzzle velocity of 2512 F.S.

Mr. Cooper also requests the velocities in

this same gun with the two above mentioned

bullets, if the sliells were fdled with Lightning

powder. We are unable to answer this ques-

tion as we estimate that under such a condi-

tion the breech pressures would be sufl'icicnlly

high to rupture the gun, if not to burst it.

With regards to obtaining velocities as

liigh as 3000 f.s. in the .25-35 rifle, we do not

believe this is feasible, even with the lighter

weight bullets as tested above, since a .2.5-35

calibre gun is rilled with one turn in eight

inches and with extremely high velocities the

bullet could not properly take the rifling.

Under this condition, the result would be

"stripping" and a consequent loss of accuracy

and leading and injury to the gun. With the

above mentioned load we obtained very good

velocity, but believe they are the maximum
obtainable.

With the .250-3000 Savage rifle, there is

only one twist in 12 inches, which permits

these lighter weight bullets to be driven with

a higher velocity and still retain their accuracy.

Editor's Note—My familiarity with Light-

ning powder has been confined mostly to the

Springfield type of rifles and it will most
certainly be very dangerous to load a shell

full of it in a rifle of that type, in fact being

almost certain to burst the rifle. I believe

that a great many people are prone to very

much exaggerate the velocities that they ob-

tain from many of these light spitzer bullet

loads in rifles of this type. The bullet, having

a far better ballistic co-eflicient than the one

they are accustomed to shooting, shoots with

a very much flatter trajectory^ than the bullet

they are used to and they attribute the dif-

ference to a greatly increased velocity instead

of the true cause. Rifles of the type of the *

.25-35 are not adapted to successful work with

extremely high chamber pressures.

Editor.

Loads for Duck Shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Depf.

In your magazin,e of May, 1918, you de-

scribe the best load to be used in a 20 bore

shot gun to get the best results for ducks.

Now does this apply to a 12 bore gun in the

same proportion.?

I haye been loading my own shells for the

last two years but I do not seem to get the

very best results. I generally use 3}^ drams

of Dupont smokeless powder and IJ-g ozs.

shot, with one cardboard wad next the pow-

der, then comes the % inch black edge felt

wad and another card wad, then thelshot,.

and then a thin covering on top of the^shot.

I tamp the powder down very tightly and

give the shell a good crimp of about }4 inch.

The charge seems to have fairly good power

but I think the shot spreads too much.

II is mostly fly shooting around here and

when you have been shooting niui'h the ducks

begin to go fairly high and therefore one

needs plenty of strength to bring them down.

W. A. Holdsworlh

Merritt, B.C.,
Rephl.—Mr. Askins, who wrote the' article
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Let your trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun.manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., "^^K"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.

Are You Reloading?

Send Us the Name and
Caliber of Your Rifle

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.
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you refer to, has always been an advocate of

good slilT loads in a 20 bore. A 20 bore is

loaded somewhat heavier in proportion than

a 12 bore.

Your trouble may be one of three things.

Your wadding may be too hard, your gun may
not shoot a charge of over 3}4 drams of pow-

. der successfully, and your shells may have

been used until the crimp is worn and then

giving a poor, crimp.

Dupont smokeless is quite a fast powder

and you'd better try 3 '4 drams and see if the

pattern is not considerably improved. If

not, and you still insist upon 314 drams, use

white felt wads over the powder, and do not

ram the powder in so tightly. I believe your

trouble is either too hard wads, too much
ramming, or what is not quite so likely, just

a trifle too much powder. Try changing the

wadding first, then try reducing the powder

charge.

Editor.

Information on the SpMn^field and the .256

Newton.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilton Depl.—
I note that you like the Sporting Spring-

field. Does this rifle use the .256 shell? Is

the Newton or Springfield a smooth shooting

rifle and is the recoil hea%'>'? Where can I

purchase the Springfield and what i,s the

rifle selling at? Would you kindly give me
what information you can regarding the two

rifles.

Walter Garner,

Weyburn, Sask.

Repli/.—The Sporting Springfield rifle is

merely the regular .30-1906 calibre military

Springfield rifle made up with a stock made by
hand by some gunsmith to resemble the Ross,

Newton, Sauer Mauser, Adolph Wundham-
mer, or some other style of stock, and with a

decent set of sights put on in place of the reg-

ular military sights. This rifle shoots the

regular .30 Springfield shell, with 150, 172 or

180 grain metal cased or soft point bullets.

The finest one I have used was restocked by

Mr. Weber of West Fairview, Pa. This stock'

has a very full pistol gup, even more so

than the 250-3000 Savage rifle: the slock

is larger around the grip, the stock is also

longer out under the barrel than is the case

with the Sauer Mauser and Newton rifles and
1 prefer it. He also restocked a Krag rifle

that was even better than the Springfield.

That is the stock siiiled me better. This

stock was made of Spanish mahogany, or at

least that was what he called it. It was very-

full around the |)istol grip, long stocked and
full in the comb like a trap shot gun and held

like a rock, so to speak, offhand. That is

the beauty of a Sporting Springfield. One
can have the stock made to actually fit. The
recoil is severe if you arc not accustomed to

shooting a rifle of this power. If you are.

you can shoot 50 to 100 shots in your shirt

sleeves and hardly show a mark. Depends
on how you hold the rifle.

The only way that you could get a Sporting

Springfield, would be to purcha.se one already

made up or a regular military Springfield

from some member of the National Rifle

Association of the U.S. This would likeU

cost you .S25.00 to S45.00 for the bare ride.

The stocking would likely cost SI 5.00 to

$25.00 more. The best sights would be a

medium size gold bead front and a Lyman
Double Micrometer receiver peep sight. The
sights would cost about .?10.00 more attached.

That would make the rifle cost about .§50.00

as a minimum to §75.00 as a maximum. I

believe it to be the superior of any other rifle

in e.\istence.

The .256 Newton is a splendid rifle. The
cost is about the same. You could probably

obtain the Newton with less trouble. The
ammunition costs about the same if pur-

chased commercially. One rifle is about as

hard to clean as the other. The Newton
rifle is new. Some men have been thoroughly

suited with it. Others have had various faults

to find with it. The Springfield has been

made by the hundred thousand, is absoluteb

accurate to any range you could hit anything,

is practically fool proof, dead easy to clean

that is the action is, and thoroughly reliable.

If you can get one, you can most likely do so

through an advertisement placed in .\rms &
The Man, 1110 Woodward RIdg, Washington.

D.C. A small ad. will cost you about SI.00.

I would suggest that if you obtain a Spring-

field, you have it stocked so that it weighs

about 8 lbs., and have the stock made very

full in the grip, the grip close to the trigger, a

good long stock with a very full comb and a

slight drop in the stock so that it fits and feels

like a trap shotgun. You will then have a

real rifle in every sense of the word.

Editor.

Sights for a Stevens Favorite.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I have a Stevens Favorite take down rifle.

.32 calibre, with rocky mountain sights, which

are not suitable for target shooting as they

are too coarse.

I would thank you to advise me the best

sights I could get that would be suitable. I

do not do enough shooting to make it worth
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PROU
GUARANTEED PRICE UST
guarantees you more mo-
ney as the market goes up;
no less if the market goes
down.

We Pay you Cash

Let us help you make this the most profitable

fur-year you have ever had. Take advantage

of Prouty's Guaranteed Price List System.

Start now. You caruiot begin too early.

Prouty pays the market's highest prices.

Big profits easily made if you ship your furs

to Prouty, because buyers from all the world

come here to buy their furs and pay highest

prices for them.

Send Us Your Furs

You can depend on us for honest grading,

prompt payments, top-notch prices, a square

deal all around. We remit spot cash. Check

mailed same day shipment received. No
delay. Not a bit of risk.

We Need Your Furs Now !

Get on our mailing lisll Write for

latest Guaranteed Price List. Send
for a supply of shipping tags, and then
use them immediately.

You Can Put
Your Faith In Prouty

Try us. Tag your next catch to

Prouty. Your first shipment will

prove the advantages to be gained from

dealing regularly with us, and you will

send us your furs always. Our meth-

ods of fair play and high prices have

made many sincere and cordial friends

for us. Won't you be one of them?

"Grandad shipped to

Prouty"

The Oldest Fur House in New York,

the F'ur Market of the World, where

fur prices always reach their highest

market value. For fifty years Prouty

has been established as the one fur

house where trappers can always be

sure of fair treatment and best prices

—

where fur buyers come for their best

furs. Ask your fellow trappers what

they thiak of Prouty. They will

tell you the truth. They will tell you

that the only sure way to make more

money on your furs is to send tliem to

Prouty. Send us your next shipment.

Then continue to send them.

Let Us Keep You Posted

on Prices

Don't you always like to know that

you are getting the highest market

value for your furs'? Our Guarantewl

Price List System will tell you what

they are worth. We never pay less

than the prices quoted and sometimes

we pay more.

J. L. PROUTY'S SONS, inc.

Raw Furs, Ginseng Roots, Golden Seal, etc.

382-384 West Broadway New York City
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while to buy a new rifle that would be more

keen than the above and as I have had the

same for some time I thought I might be

able to adjust it so that it would work.

P. W. Longmire,

Bridgetown, N.S.

Reply.—Purchase a LjTiian 2A rear sight

and a pin head or aperture front. They will

.cost you abouV S3.60 to $4.00. I think you

are foolish to spend the money on this rifle.

Sell it and get a .22 long rifle, which is far

more accurate than the .32 rim fire, costs

about yi as much to shoot and which is really

worth a decent set of sights. Belter ge.' a

Lyman sight with a micrometer elcator for

.elevation at least and some sort of a wind-

gauge if you want to do real target shooting.

The Lyman no .5 front, made with a combined

bead and pin head, makes a very good com-

bined target and hunting sight.

Editor.

absolutely O.K. I am sure there are more
riflemen using this simple method. Let them
come up and stand with us.

E. H. Coruoz.

Brockville.

Cleaning Methods.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion Dept.

I see in a late issue where Major Brookhart

gets an awful calling down about his methods

.of cleaning a rifle. Well sir, I want to say

right here that I thoroughly agree with Major

Brookhart's ways of caring for a high power

rifle.

I have used the high power rifle for years in

Europe and in this country and never used

anything but gun grease, of late years "3

in one" to clean same, yet my rifle barrels are

O.K. and as accurate as ever.

I know from e.xperience that none of the

European armies use anything but gun grease

to clean their rifles with and with it they keep

them in perfect shape.

The cleaning is done a few hours after

shooting, or right after if possible. This is.

how to proceed. First pour some ''3 in one"

down the barrel and let stand a couple of

minutes, then screw a brass brush on your

cleaning rod (brush one calibre over that of

the rifle) and shove vigorously up and down.

Be sure to go clear up and clear down,

about 12 or 18 times. Then get your field

cleaner, put a rag so it (cheese cloth is best) is

.enough to have a tight fit and pull through

from the chamber out of the muzzle about

four times. Change the rag each pull. Then
stand her up, pour some oil down the barrel

and spin her around a few times, so that the

.motion will spread the oil evenly over the lands

and put it away. After 21 hours pull another

.clean rag through the barrel, oil again and

there she is. If you will inspect her after

,a month or two you will find your barrel

Wants a High Power Muzzle Loading Rifle.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

I would like to buy a high powered muzzle

loading rifle. Can you tell me where to get

one in Canada.

William Johnson.

Northgate, Sask.

Reply.— I do not know where to buy a high

power muzzle loading rifle. Never heard of

such a weapon. In the first place muzzle

loaders are all made with soft steel barrels

not suitable to metal bullets, the caps are not

suitable to igniting high smokeless powder,

it would be impossible to measure these

powders closely enough to be safe by the usual

hit or miss methods suitable for a hunting

rifle in the woods, and few of these rifles are

made strongly enough to stand the breech

pressure. In addition it would be almost

impossible to properly clean such a weapon.

If you refer to an ordinary hard shooting

black powder using muzzle loader, a gun
possibly in the class of the .14-40 for power,

possibly one of our readers has a rifle that he

will sell.

Editor.

Wants a Gun for Partridge, Woodcock and

Ducks
Editor, Guns and Ammunilion, Dept.

Please inform me which is the best gun for

hunting partridge, woodcock and wild ducks.

Howard H. Wile,

Shubenacadie.

Reply.—There is no such weapon. For

woodcock you will need a gun that will shoot

a very wide pattern of small shot and that

will kill without mangling a tender bird at

,

ranges that usually run from 10 to .30 yards.

For partridge, the same kind of a weapon t«

kill from 10 to 50 yards, usually 10 to 30

yards. For ducks a hard shooting, close

shooting, weapon to kill from 25 yards to as

far as you can see them. Woodcock take

from a cylinder to a modified choke, part-

ridge, an improved cylinder to a modified

choke; ducks a good even shooting modified

to a veo' full choke bore. The best load for

woodcock is a light load of powder, say 2^
' drams, and 1 to 1 }^ ozs. of 8, 9 or 10 shot.

Ducks take 3M lo 3?i drams of powder and

1 14 to i 14 ozs. of 4 to 7 shot fired from a good

heavy hard hitting gun. A woodcock gun
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HOTEL TULLER
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Offers

Special inducements to Out-of-Town
Guests during tiie period of tfie war.

$1.50 up, single, $3.00 up, double,

GOO OUTSIDE ROOMS
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floors—Agents' Sample Rooms
New Unique Cafes and Excellent l*^ nter tainmen t

May we send you
this guide hook?

An illustrated fiuide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in Buffalo, stop at fhe

Hotel Lenox. Buffalo's idea!
hotel for tourists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Fire'
proof, modern. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
$2.00 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
runnint^ directions
free.

G. A. MINER
Managing Director

North St. at
Delaware Ave.

HOTEL ISNOXI
B U F FALO NY.

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

Well, who doesn't? When you come to
Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious traveler can require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station
brings >ou to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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is worthless on a duck pass and a duck gun
worthless in a swamp or hea\y woods.
My preference, if you can have but one gun,

would be a 12 gauge pump gun with a 30'

inch full choke barrel for ducks, a straight

stock, and a small drop to the stock. Then
get an extra 28 inch barrel to shoot a 4.5 to

50 per cent pattern for the woodcock and
partridges.

If you want a double gun and can get

but the one set of barrels, get the right

barrel i^i to 50 per cent., and the left 70 per

your Dept. I am only a woodsman but I can
plug the bullseye fairly well yet. I use the

Marlin No. 20 .22 long rifle, with a Lyman
peep and ivory bead front. I would like to

see this target in the I^od and Gur. if possible

and will tr>' to make another group for yo\i

witli my .38-55 high power as soon as I get the

Lyman sight for it.

I would like to ask you a question to be

answered in an early issue of Rod and Gun. I

use the Ideal handbook and find lots of valu-

able suggestions in it but think they are a

10 shots made by William Scott, with a Marlin Kille No 20.

nislance Shot at, 20 leel; score 32, offhand Lyman sight.

cent. The right barrel will be no good for

ducks at over 30 yards, as a rule, and the left

barrel no good in the woods. Besides, the

woodcock and partridge gun should weigh
7^lo "7

'/i lbs. and the duck gun 8 to 8J^. You
ought to have two entirely separate guns.

My personal preference would be a 12

gauge double field gun for the woodcock and
partridge, and a full choke Winchester or

Remington pump for the ducks.

Editor

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

When I subscribed for Rod and Gun. 1

promi.sed to be of some personal value to you
so that 1 am sending you a target for use in

little mistaken when they say that mixing

bullet metal 90 parts lead, 5 parts antimony,

and 5 parts tin, and casting Ideal bullet

.375296, it will weigh 253 grains. I mixed

this bullet metal, made the bullet and it

Weighs exactly 263 grains. I wish some of

your readers would' try this and see if I am
right.

I am a gun crank and like to see things come
out right. What do you think of the .38-55

Marlin high velocity rifle for deer, black bear,

and also for a target rifle? Thanking you. 1

am.
William .Scotl,

.Mlsa (^raig. Out.
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CLARK^S PREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right.

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."

HIED DiHIi

;x?rr

Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
fteffulatee to Step and Heg^isters Exact Dis-

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable.

' Indispensable to every lov
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially lo those who love
WALKING. Instructive be
cause of value in determinins
distances ; a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-

, ther you walk for
health, business or
pleasure^—anywhere,

f everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
metei tells the whole
story of just how
far vou have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

Sold by all Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
S03 OHAPCL ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

C. A A. QUNTI»ER 00. • - Toronto. Canada
A£eQt8 for the Dominioo of Canada

THE FISHERMAN'S HAMPER
SHOULD CONTAIN A

SUPPLY OF

"St. Charles" Evaporated Milk

(Unsweetened)

It serves all the purposes of

milk fresh from the cow.

It never curdles,
even in the hot-
test weather.

Sold in convenient
size packages.

BORDEN MILK CO.
LlMITliD

MONTREAL.
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Reply.—Your target shows very nice

grouping for offhand shooting. Better try

moving the front sight to the right so

that your groups are more, to the left, if this

is where you usually group your shots.

The dilTerence in weight of your bullet

compared to the figures given in the Ideal

Handbook may be due to several things.

The bullet mould may be a little over size,

especially in length, your lead may be espec-

iallj' heavy, your scales may weigh

things a little "heavier" than those used

by the Ideal people or they may have made
an error of one figure in printing the book. I

find that most of the Ideal bullets actually

weigh slightly more than called for in the

Ideal handbook. This is of no particular

handicap. The heavier bullets always shoot

more accurately as a rule. The main thing

is that they should all be the same weight

and temper. Thank you for your continued

interest in this department.

The .38-55 would be a very good rifle tor

this purpose.

Editor.

Information on the .60 Cordite.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

The April number of Rod and Gun reached

me a few days ago and I have read with great

interest the e.xcellent article on "Reloading the

.280 Ross by Mr. J. R. Mattern.

A correspondent, "G.E.G." asks, "What is

the largest high power sporting cartridge

made?"
Recently when investigating an assortment

of arms in a shop of the leading London
maker, I saw a double barrel rifle of .60

calibre, shooting 100 grains of Cordite and a

600 grain nickel cased bullet. This rifle

weighed 14 14 lbs. and needless to say was

equipped with a rubber recoil pad.

There was also on hand an 8 bore double

barrel rifle for black powder, but I under-

stand that the .50 calibre cartridge is the most

powerful high power cartridge made, and also

the most powerful M.P. cartridge used in a

repeating rifle of American make is the .405

Winchester.

"E. F. P."

Frcnsham Pond Camp, Surrey, England.

Reply.—In Pennsylvania no buck shot

cartridges are allowed for shooting deer but a

great many hunters, possibly more than half

of them, use the solid ball in 12 gauge shotguns

for shooting deer in our brushy mountain
country. I saw several deer last fall that

were killed with these cartridges. One,

a large doe, that was killed illegally, was
shot when lying down, the hunter evidently

shooting from the lop of a dirt bank about

25 yards from the deer and slightly higher.

The ball passed through both lungs. The
deer jumped up, wheeled around and ran

about 30 feet. Blood spurted from both

sides of the animal. Another small buck
was shot through the neck and killed instantly

the head being practically severed, excepting

the hide. Most hunters around here prefer

this style of ammunition to a rifle to shoot

deer in brushy country. Of course they are

practically worthless over 50 yards, lacking

accuracy.

Editor.

Round Ball for Deer.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

Would you please tell me if the 12 gauge

smokeless ball and buckshot cartridges would

be satisfactory for deer? If so at what range?

Rol)ert J. Scott.

Belgrave, Ont.

Ammonia for Cleaning a .30 Winchester.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition, Dept.

I use a .30 U.S. Winchester for hunting and
would like to clean this rifle from the breech.

Is the breech block easily removed? Should

ammonia be used in cleaning this rifle?

A. Dageforde,

Didsbury, .MbeVta.

Reply.— If your rille is a solid frame

model your best plan would be to use a

slotted rod, cleaning from the muzzle. You
can use ammonia on the patches and then pull

through dry patches from the breech to the

muzzle. I do not believe that I would care to

risk sticking patches from a round or jagged

tip cleaning rod in this style of rifle. The
breech block is mean to remove and had

possibly better be left alone unless you are a

fair mechanic.—Editor.

Sights for a .303 Savage.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition. Dept.

Would you inform me what would be the

best sights for a .303 Savage rifle, short barrel

saddle gun? I will ^ook for this answer in

the next issue. Would a King No. 6 rear

sight and a Marbles Standard ivory bead

front sight be O. K.?

II. Darlington,

Steellon, Ont.

Reply.—Your Savage would be very well

sighted with the sights you mention. Be
sure to gel a rather small bead for this short

barreled gun. 1 would certainly add a Lyman
windgauge peep on llie tang, in addition to
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The three \vords that

tell the whole ^ory of
a perfedt cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
tn yi, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole

—

ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. is7

CHASE & SANBORN. MONTREAL.

Outboard
Motor

Chestnut
Canoe

Any Standard Detachable

Motor May Be Used

This model is an ideal craft for pros-
pectors, surveyors, hunters, trappers,
fishermen and all who want a light,

roomy motor boat at low cost. It is

built so that any standard detachable
motor vauy be fitted in 30 seconds.

Conforms to the usual high Chestnut quality—fine cedar hull, double
gunwales of selected spruce, keel of finest hardwood, cane seat at bow,
strong bar across centre, wide, movable seat at stern. Over all the
celebrated Chestnut canvas covering—heat -- cold — and waterproof.

WRITE FOR Get our free booklet showing Chestnut Canoes in all styles and sizes.
BOOKLET A postcard saying you want it will bring you a copy by return mail.

Chestnut Canoe Co., Limited, Box 445, Fredericton, N.B.
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the others that you mention. This would
give you a fine outfit. I am always unable

to answer an inquiry in the next issue, due
to the fact that the copy must be made up
some time in advance of issue.

Editor.

Wants a .22 for target shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunilion, Depl.

Would you please advise what would be a

suitable .22 rifle for a cadet corps. I want a

rifle that is extremely accurate for work among

a bunch of Ijoys. If possible give approximate

prices equipped with appropriate sights.

W. J. Scott.

Ontario.

Reply,—You want a Stevens 414, or a

Winchester musl<et, either to be equipped
with combined aperture and pinhead front,

and Lyman windgauge number 103 rear. I

have used both and both are exactly what
you want. The Remington No. 12 N.R.A.
target grade repeater is also very good.

Write to the respective companies or Hallam's
or the Lion Sporting Goods Co. for prices.

All three should be obtained for $30.00 or

less.—Editor.

THE KEARNEY HUNT CLUB
W. A. Argue.

WHICH is the longest month
in the year? October of course.
For verification take a vote of

the thousands of enthusiastic hunters
of this old Ontario who sojourn in

the woods annually during the open
season for deer and I'm sure they
at least, will agree. How slowly
time seems to drag during the last

few weeks preceeding the eventful
period of the first half of November.
How often does the old hunter sit in

the evening and ruminate alone,
or discuss with some crony, experi-
ences of past hunts, and anticipate
the pleasures and excitements of the
coming one. How often does he
overhaul ids outfit to see that every-
thing is in shipshape order and
nothing mislaid. All his heavy cloth-
ing must be laid out and overhauled,
shoe-packs and rubbers must be
oiled and repaired, compass tested,
axe and knife ground to a keen edge,
and the old rifle comes in for a large
share of careful attention, being
rubbed and oiled until it is spick and
span as of old, and when the eventful
day of deparlure at last arrives he
siioulders his kit and away he goes to
the happy hunting grounds, to join
his congenial pals and spend with
Ihem two weeks more of freedom in

God's great outdoors, and here lei

me say it is no brutal lust to kill and
slay that drives these hunters to the
vvilds, rnost of lliem being generous

and kind hearted men, but rather is it

the freedom from business cares, the
back to nature existence, the wander-
ings through the sweet smelling for-

ests amongst the rocks and streams,
the maple clad hills, the spruce
valleys, the silver lakes, and the
beaver meadows glistening with frost

on a snappy morning. These and
the camp life amid the goodfellow-
ship of club friends is the great entice-
ment, though to be sure the baying
of the dogs hot on the trail of a
kingly buck, and the bark of the rifles

makes the blood course faster through
the hunter's veins.

This story.- has to deal with the
1917 season's hunt of "The Kearney
Hunt Club." This club has been
organized for a number of years with
but little change in the membership,
and is composed largely of old and
time tried hunters who may be
depended upon to bring in the meat,
and to furnish an abundance of good
cheer in camp.
The hunting grounds are situate

in the township of Butte, Parry
Sound district, their camp being
i)uilt near the boundary line between
Parry Sound and Nipissing districts,

and in fairly close proximity to the

famous "Algonciuin Park," the great

breeding game preserve for the Prov-
ince of Ontario.

Access to camp is easy via Grand
Tnink Haiiway to the pleasant and
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Hardy's The Great British SpeciaHsts
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Manufaoturera to

HIS MAJESTY
HINC CEORCE V.

THE GREAJ
BNOUSH FIELD
says, " We must
never forget that it

is to HARDY
Bros, ofAlnwick we
owe the supremacy
we have achieved as
Rod maker$.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe. "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
nave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 534 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5^ ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

PRICE—Rod, with one top only, $18.37; with two tops, $22.04. If in Bamboo
protector case to carry TOE WHOLE ROD, $2.44 extra.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford,
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc., 60 cents per doz.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

8/6d. per doz. or $2.08, 9-ft. 11 /-per doz. or $2.69.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, England

F

SUIildilk^

inmismH
I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—Rev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of
earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

..—.

Sure, you can
have milk

!

When you're out in the
bush it's just as easy to have
all the milk you want as to
have any other food. A tin

of Klim takes little

space and adds only one
pound to the weight of your
outfit. Kilm is dry. In
powder form— pasteurized
separated milk with the
water removed—one pound
makes four quarts.

Klim is genuine

—

The flavor proves it.

You have only to taste Klim to
know the natural milk flavor.

No "filler." It is pure. Try Klim
once and you'll never be without it_

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242.

I
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hospitable little town of Kearney,
thence by good Government road
through farming country along the

Magnetewan River for several miles,

until the "Tote Road" is reached
leading through the logging opera-
tions of The Canada Pine Lumber
Company. Wagons can be driven
all the way over a passable road and
no supplies or dunnage has to be
packed.
The camp is a snug comfortable

structure, built entirely of logs, and
situate at the juncture of Pine and
Middle Shanty Lake Creeks, and the
surrounding country is a hunter's
paradise, clotted with small lakes

and streams, about the shores of

which are found dense thickets of

spruce, balsam and pine, from which
break and rise the uplands covered
with birch, beech and maple timber.
Valleys, hills and mountains in end-
less variety and game plentiful enough
to fill the bag, yet scarce enough
to whet the desire and thoroughly
tire one out to secure. What more
could a hunter wish for?

The Club this season comprised
the following membere. Captain, W.
H. Ryan, merchant; secretary, J. D.
MacNeill, manager, Shortreed Lum-
ber Co.; R. H. Flavelle, hardware
merchant, R. A. Mann, Mayor of

Kearney; Frank Prunty, hotel pro-
prietor; Donald Dault, butcher; Wil-
liam Woodruff, retired farmer; all of

the town of Kearney, and Harold
Shortreed, lumberman, of Coulson,
Ont.; T. H. Benetts of the Nobel
Police Force and son, Kenneth; C.

W. Kunns, broker of New York City;
W. A. Argue, sec.-treas,. of the

Muskoka Wood Manfg. Co. Ltd. of

Huntsville, Ont., and John J. Ryan,
returned soldier, of Toronto, who
served his country faithfully and
well in Flanders and France with the

famous 35th Battalion C.E.F.

The culinary department and re-

quirements of the inner man were
efficiently taken care of by Mr. .Jas.

J. Little, chef, late of Calgary. This
completes our number and if any club

elsewhere can beat that mixture we
would be glad to hear of them.

The organization is complete and
works with despatch and without

friction, all financial matters pur-
chasing of supplies, transportation
etc., being left entirely in the hands
of a committee composed ^f the
captain and secretary, each member
paying to the secretary previous to

commencement to hunt, his estimat-
ated assessment, a final adjustment
being made at conclusion when all

expenses incurred are definitely

known.

The order and sr-hedule of the hunt
is in charge of the cautain. The rules

and regulations of the camp are few,

but these few must be observed
rigidly by all members, the most
irnportant one perhaps being a notice

conspicuously posted on the cabin

wall, of a motion made, seconded,

and unanimously carried at a former
club meeting, forbidding the load-

ing or unloading of fire arms within

the camp, or of bringing loaded arms
into the camp, under jienaltv for,

each offence. Safety First was always

the motto, but thanks to the care

and forethought of all members, no

fines have yet had to be imposed for

the offence mentioned.

One or two wakeful members were

desirous of having a like penalty

imposed on any member found guilty

of snoring after 10 p.m. but this

met with such strenuous opposition

from other members who are addicted

to the habit themselves, and likely

to be found guilty every court morn-

ing, the point had to be conceded.

Nevertheless the snoring man, though

left free from fines, still takes his

own risk from flying boots, and we
have no accident policies in force.

The club arrived at camp on

October 30th, 1917, and everything

was put in order to the last nail on the

31st. and ready for the hunt on the

opening morning. Thursday. Nov-
ember 1st. broke bright and clear,

with each man on his mettle to win

the pool put up by the club for the

first heart and liver- delivered to

camp, and at break of day the hunters

were on the runways, and Capt. Bill ^

away with the dogs Jack and Sport

who soon filled the woods with loud

hayings as the nimble deer were

scented and chased from cover, and

soon the spat of the rifles could be
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heard on all sides and the game was
on in earnest.

That first morning was sure some
hunt, and three deer were suspended
from bent saplings ere the crew
wended their way home to dinner,

Ihc first two having fallen to the fire

of "Sandy" Shortreed and the third

to "Boil" Mann. Sandy thus won
the pool and received the congratu-
lations of the whole gang, for though
known to be a good shot , this was his

first deer hunt, and two deer on the
first half day is considered a worthy
achievement by an old hunter, there-
fore much more so by a "greenhorn."

Of course Sandy didn't feel at all

elated himself, Oh, no, he only
wanted to eat his dinner on the roof
and not mix with the common sports.
but after we got the blood washed
off him, and gave him a hot drink
and put a cold towel round his head,
he gradually cooled down and told
us how it all happened, and how he
opened up the artillery when attacked
by a herd of three, and of the thump-
ing and pounding he could still hear
after the battle had subsided, only
to learn it was his own heart making
all the terrible racket, instead of
more deer coming forward in rein-
forcements, as he had supposed.
This did not complete his achieve-
ments, however, as two more deer fell

to his rifie before his business called
him home.
The most beautiful weather pre-

vailed, clear bright days and frostv
nights, and merrily went the hunt,
most days seeing one or two more
dead beauties hung up, one fellow

. having his good fortune to-day and
another to-morrow, and some other
poor devil straggling in with a woe-

I begone expression and a pitiful tale

I

of woe to tell of how he missed a big
I one, while Charlie Kuhns busied hini-
1 self with the camera, securing manv
ft interesting photos.
• These pictures are a source of

lasting pleasure to the members of
this club, thankf. to Charlie's gener-
osity which supplies each of us yearly
with a fine package for den albuni-s.
lie also sent us on one occasion a

,

very fine enlargment, beautifully
/ framed, taken from a photo of the

season's kill.

Business reasons this year pre-
vented Mr. Prunty from accompany-
ing us to camp, no one being more
disappointed than "Frank" himself,
as lie was very anxious to have it out
with the big buck he almost hit last

season. Mr. Flavelle and Mr.
Dault were also unable to remain the
full season, owing to shortness of
help in their businesses at home, but
we enjoyed their company while
with us and would have been delighted
to have seen Bob Flavelle trim up
another big one such as he did two
years ago when he downed the biggest
buck of the hunt. Donald Dault was
rather unfortunate this year again,
never seeing a "flag" during his
stay, but his consolation lay in the
fact that he had seen two last year,
though as he says himself "one of
them ran away and the other one ran
away too."
Ned Bennetts and his father each

secured a trophy. Ken. proving
himself a coming hunter though as
yet but a boy.
"Bob" Mann is a veteran hunter

and can always be relied upon to
furnish a good share of the kills

being a crack shot and a knowing
hunter, wise in the ways of the woods
and the wild animals. The deer or
other game that gets away from Bob
deserves his freedom.

J. D. MacNeill, or Mac"" as he is

familiarly known tb his friends, is

also a successful hunter of many
seasons' experience, and the crack
of his rifle has spelt the doom of many
a deer. He is a tireless worker and
great tramper and his red hat is

likely tt> be encountered at any
quarter within a radius of several
miles of the camp. His tramping
proclivities have well earned for
him amongst the boys the nick-
names of "The Indian""and "Daddy-
Long-Legs."
"And now a word for the Captain,

boys.
Of whom we can't complain.

He's out with the lark and in at dark.
Bill r^yan is his name."
This refers to our club captain,

\V. M. Ryan, than whom no better
fellow <-an be found, whether as a
sportsman, a citizen or friend. "Bill"
has come through many trying exper-
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iences in his varied occupations, as

timberman, packer, prospector, and
miner, and remains a rugged, kindly,

generous old boy to-day, beloved by
his many friends for his sterling

manliness. He made his mark in

the first gold rush to Northern
Ontario and though now a staid

merchant in comfortable circumstanc-

es in his home town, the call of the

wild places remains in his blood.

He still loves the woods and streams

and little persuasion is required to

entice Bill on a hunting or fishing trip.

He reads much and digests what he

reads, and his hard head has mire
in it than meat. He is an authority

on guns and ammunition of all makes
and calibres, and can converse intelli-

gently on these and many other

subjects.

In camp, Capt. Bill is an energetic

hunter, showing good generalship in

laying his grounds, placing his men,
running the dogs and conducting
things in general, and all done with a

view toward obtaining the best re-

sults and making things pleasant and
agreeable for all, regardless of the

extra labor, entailed for himself. He
rises in the morning with a song on
his lips and remains the same genial

companion throughout the day and
every day the same. In the evening
he always personally superintends

the care of the dogs, of whose wel-

fare he is most careful, and as he
returns from the kennels, you will

see his lantern swinging and hear him
reciting:

—

"And the dogs are fed, and the

stars o'erhead, are dancing heel and
toe," etc.,

A smoke, a chat, song or story and
Bill is soon curled m his blankets

restoring his energies for ^nother

day.
We used this season five dogs in

all, running them both singly and
in pairs, according to their ability

and the condition of their feet, the

greater part of the work falling on
Jack and Sport.two valuable and
dependable hounds, who had proven
their ability on many a chase. The
.lack dog unfortunately was possessed

of a rather ferocious temperamment
and while docile enough about camp,
t.\cept when he occasionally disputed

ownership with some hunter over a

dead deer, was considered by his

owner as unsafe to keep longer in

town, owing to his extreme fondness
for chickens and men's legs whenever
he succeeded in breaking his leash

and secured a short freedom. He
was accordingly court martialed on
the last day, and though he received

an excellent defense, at the hands of

his attorney,- was found guilty on
several serious charges and sentenced
to be shot. A firing squad was then
duly formed and old Jack now sleeps

peacefully amid the scenes of his

former triumphs.
As a general rule we do consider-

able "still hunting" at which some
of our members excel, but the lack

of snow combined with the frosty

nights this season interfered largely

with this form of the sport, owing to

the noisiness of the woods, and we
had to content ourselves with "run-
way hunting" which is perhaps just as

exhilarating, and tests the hunter's

marksmanship more, though it may
not show his ability as a bushman so

well as does still hunting, while it

very often permits the escape of a

deer, which when running rapidly

through timbers can only be hit

by a good rifleman or a chance shot,

until it reaches open country or

water.
We do not watch the lakes or post

men with canoes to pursue swimming
deer, and the deer that gets by on a

runway, or avoids the watch by
deviating from his course and reaches

water large enough to stop dogs is

safe from us.

The "Watches" in our territory

are many and each one is named in

memory of some distinguishing mark
or incident, a few of them being

"The Corduroy," "The Flag," "The
Pine Tree," "Marshall's Runway,"
"Martin's Stump," "Iron Runway,"
"Mica Creek" "Thompson's Dam,"
"Yankee Dam." These and many
others , too numerous to mention

here, though in passing we mustn't

forget "The Beaver Dam," "Hotel Du
Re^Verc" and "The Missing Link," •

the latter deriving its name through

a discussion in camp one evening ,

several years ago, re man's evolution

from Ihc monkey.
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It so liappened that many deer

were escaping the watclies throufjh

a certain part of the woods in spite

of every effort to cut them off, and
one morning an old veteran (now in

France with the Forestors) voiced
his determination to discover the

place that very day, and kill one
there or stay out all night. He
accordingly set out and no more was
seen of him until black dark that

night when he turned up as usual,

tired but happy.

"Hello, George, did you hang one
up?" came the chorus.

"No, said George, "I didn't hang
him up, but I laid him down."
"And where did you get him,

George?" came the next question. -

"At the 'missing link,' be jabers!"
said George; and the 'Missing Link'
that spot has been to us ever since.

Evenings in camp were jovially

spent in divers ways, card games,
chats, stories, jokes, and songs,

rifles cleaned and polished, and the
plan of campaign for the morrow
discussed, with an occasional argu-
ment ending in a friendly wager, the
winner invariably turning his wm-
nings over to the secretary for pres-

entation to the Red Cross. Then
Bill Woodruff "chinked the bunk,"
the cook made the shavings, and
occasionally a little speech when not
-interrupted by Charlie Kuhns. and
all hands turned in.

Day followed day with varying
success, a day or two without regis-

tering a kill only serving to whet
the hunter's resolve to renewed efforts

and few deer were permitted to escape
though one "great big buck" the
daddy of them all, proved himself
another Grand Duke in retreating
tactics, and though attacked three
times he successfully evaded the
cordon and make good his escape on
each occasion.

On one occasion Charlie emptied
his big 35 Remington and cut down
a lot of valuable timber before the
big fellow left the vicinity to hunt
a cooler place. Again Mac. secured a
dozen white hairs as a trophy from a
flying shot from a sitting posture,

but he says the big fellow just kept on
going and merely enquired as he
passed whether Charlie was any-
where about with the 35 and was it

loaded. On a third occasion he
fought the dogs heroically, disdaining
to run from one lone dog, and proved
hiniself a good tactirian again by
evading Bill Woodruff and the wtileT
who cut country and ran themselves
out of breath and scattered their
clothing surplus along the trail in a
vain endeavor to head him off where
they knew he had to cross, but he
beat them to it and still roams the
forests at his own sweet will, free

of danger so far as we are concerned
for another year.

It is often said and perhaps with
much truth, that the road to a man's
goodwill lies through his stomach,
and it would be ungratefvd indeed to
conclude this narrative without spec>-

ial mention of our good cook, Jim
Little, who for several seasons has
fed us in camp to a king's taste, the
cookery being at all times kept clean
and tidy and the viands prepared
with taste and abundance, which goes
a long way toward making an outing
of this nature pleasant.

Through kindness of secretary Mac-
Neill, heavy lumbering teams were
sent into camp to haul in the deer from
available places to the tote road,
where they could be picked up by
wagons, thus saving the men much
heavy labor, and our full complement
having been secured in good time, and
many of the boys in bad need ^f a
shave, we broke camp on the morn-
ing of the 15th. packing the outfit

on wagons for transport to Kearney,
where it remains stored in the cap-
tain's charge until next season. The
deer were also loaded and wagoned
to town and a very fine showing they
made when all together. The men
walked to the Magnetawan River,
where they were met by livery

teams as per previous arrangements
by management committee, and con-
veyed-safely back to town, singing
on the way how "The big black buck
came dc wn from the mountain."

On arrival of the deer at Kearney
a committee was chosen to distribute
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them which was accomplished to
the satisfaction of all concerned, a
vote of thanks was tendered the cap-
lain and secretary for the able and
efficient manner in which their duties

had been performed, out of town

members were given a hearty good-

bye and thus ended our very pleasant

holidav.

THE ALPINE CLUB ANNUAL CAMP
MAJOR T. G. WALLACE, S. C. F.

To slep from broiling heal into a snow-
storm overnight \vhile one is quietly asleep

—

that was the experience of many Alpiners

this year. On the plains the weather was
hot, in British Columbia some said 101

degrees and some 106 in the shade. The
next morning the snow was falling in the

mountains! This, of course, is not unusual.

We go to the tropics in winter to avoid the

cold, we do nol need to go to the arctic in

summer to avoid the heat, the higher altitudes

of the Rockies will fulfill the same function.

Not that it is always snowing—by no means,
it is just an occasional summer feat

—
"to

kill off the mosquitoes".

The Alpine Club Camp was pitched this

year in Paradise ^^aIley with an auxiliary

Camp in Consolation Valley. It is not
necessary to say this is one of the most
beautiful regions in the Rockies, perhaps in

the world. In this district climbers have the

great advantage of using the magnificent

chalet at Lake Louise as a base. The spa-

cious rooms, the splendid appointments, the

excellent tasle, the old world courtesy as

well as the ideal situation—all these combine
to make a stay in the chalet most attractive.

Nowadays 'one can travel by coach or

motor to many of the beauty points around
Like Louise, but the true alpinist always
walks. Walking on the mountains seems
less difficult. The air is so invigorating.

Ladies who would hesitate at three or five

miles at home will go ten or fifteen miles in

the mountains without difficulty. As tone

walks one can take time to enjoy all the

beauties of the scenerj-, and the scenery is so

full of beauty that no mere passing glance

suffices. The walk by the trail from Lake
Loui.se chalet to Paradise Valley brings one
through woods of pine and spruce and balsam
with here and there open spaces swept by
avalanches. The brooks that tumble down
the mountain sides make music in one's ears

and in the distance they look like silver bands

or ribbons. The birds add their songs to

Uic general chorus, the avalanches provide

the bass and one can understand why the

place was called "Paradise" Valley. People

who have never visited beautiful mountain
scenery read alpine literature with a feeling

that it is exaggerated and overdrawn. When
one visits the mountains one realises that

there can be no exaggeration, that the most
poetic and artistic phrases acarcely do justice

to the scenery. This is true of Paradi.se

Valley. Moraine Lake and Consolation Valley.

The whole district around Lake Louise is a

possession which Canada may well be proud

of.

The Alpine Club concerns itself not only

with climbing but also with scientific work.

Each year the Journal contains reports of

labours in the mountains of great value to

the scientific world, and the student of botany

and geology and kindred sciences will find

much to interest and help him. All this is

apart from the phy.sical exercise and the

bracing nature of the air. Of late the Club

has been referred to as the rich man's club.

This is a great mistake; every one who knows

will testify it is the one way by which people

of limited means can visit Canada's greatest

summer resort. The work of the Club is loo

strenuous for people of wealth who want all

the conveniences and luxury of travel for

their holiday.

No more inspiring position for a camp could

have been cho^n than Paradise \yalle.y. All

around were lofty peaks over 10,000 ft.:

Temple, Pinnacle, Hungabcc. Lcfroy. Aber-

deen, etc. Often the clouds would creep

down the valley, covering the sides of the

mountains and allowing the peaks to Jul out

over the clouds producing a beautiful effect.

The Giant's Stairs, a charming waterfall,

and Sentinel Pass with its prominent gens

d'armes, were near by and other features too

numerous to mention. The auxiliary camp

at Consolation Lake was reached by a well

used tjail passing the foot of Moraine Lake

by the big so-called terminal moraine at the

base of the Tower of Babel. Consolation

River rising out of the alacier fed bv the
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most excellent troul.

The allcndancc at (^anip was small this

year compared with previous years. This
was accounted for by the war and also by the

high railway rates. A cheaper rate for two
weeks at Lake Louise came into elTect we
believe but was not advertised in time to

itifluence the altendance at t:anip. M.--. S.

M. Mitchell. Secretary Treasurer was in

charge and indefatigable in his exertions to

niake every one comfortable and happy.

The mountains chosen a.« tests of Active
membership v\ere Aberdeen and Temple.
Neither are difficult but 'I'eniplc, a promon-
tory of the range, n,62« feet in altitude

1 iimands a superb view. Heal dindiing
was found on Mt. Pinnacle and the Mitre
which were interesting from start to linish.

M the head of the Valley joining ^^'astach

Pass and the Ilungabee ma.ssif is a nameless
mountain with a rounded top. fl.OOO ft. in

elevation. While the ascent from the pass
is a very simple matter it is well worth while
as it is the key to many valleys and unlocks a

magnificent view. Any one near that end
of Paradise \'alle.\- with lime U) si)are should
make the climb.

The Annua! Meeting of llie Club was held

on July 27th, the Director, Mr. \. (). Wheeler,
taking the chair. Resolutions of apprecia-

tion and sympathy were sent to all members,
considerably over a hundred, on war service

and also the recently released prisoners.

.\n addition has been made to the Constitu-
tion affording the opportunity of Life

Membership to the widows and mothers of

members who have fallen in the war and to

members who have been incapacitated from
active mountaineering through wounds ob-
tained on service.

The following qualified for Active Member-
sfiip:

July, 18, Mt. Aberdeen, Miss. G. J. Ma\,;
D. K. Burnett,; K. McKim,; A. C. Tate,;
H. Ilerriott.

July, 22, Mt. lemple. Miss, M. L,. Derby-
shire,; R. \\'. Crawford.

.Iu!y. 21, Mt. Aberdeen. Mi.ss. M. K. Wil-

son.: K. T. Hay^vard.

At the annual meeting held at the Paradise

Valley camp, acting on the suggestion of the

president, a committee appointed by the

director drew up the following resolutions to

be sent to .me ibers on war service and the

released prisoners.

Resolution to Members on War .Service.

To you, fellow members of the Alpine Club
of Canada, who are fighting for all that is

worth while in the world, we who are attend-

ing the Annual Meeting of the Club in Para-
dise Valley, send this message of greeting.

We have followed your line record with
admiration, but without surprise. It was a

record to have been expected of men to who n
the mountains of our country- have ever been
an inspiration. Our newer members are

stirred to a keener sense of pride in the Club
which means so much to us all.

May the day soon come when your splendid

optimism inaV prevail, a victorious peace
ensure the tranquillity of the world, and the

Club unite in the sunshine of the stainless

peaks.

TO THE RELEASED PRISONERS.
We members of the Alpine Club of Canada,

assembled in Annual Meeting on Paradise

Valley, offer you our greatest congratulations

on escape from your prolonged imprisonment,
borne with such stern endurance.

May we soon meet you again in the free

air of our great mountains in full health and
vigour, perhaps in the Yoho Valley which
holds so many happy memories, perhaps at

the foot of great Assiniboine, when the peace
which you have done so much to ensure has
made a freer and a nobler world.

Arthur O. Wheeler, Director.

S. H. Mitchell, Sec. Treasurer.

F. N. Waterman.
C. G. Wales.

C. A. Richardson.

Mr. Freeborn 'presented the club with an
invaluable album of his photographs entitled

'My Familiar Mountains in Canada."

#^vf>



BAITS AND SCENTS
ROBT. HODGSON

WITH SO many baits and scents on the

market for fur bearers have you ever

wondered whether they really were of

any use at all? Let me tell you—they

certainly are if you get the right kind, but

try to find out a little before you buy them,

and get the one you know is put up by a

trapper or from trapper's recipes and by one

who understands trapping, as this having a

professor of chemistry sit down and formulate

a decoy for fur bearers is all bunk. He may
be all right to discover new methods in

chemistry for gassing the Germans or blowing

up the Panama Canal, but as far as fur

bearers are concerned, unless he understands

their habits and likes and dislikes—not for

mine.

I have often proved that the correct de-

coys are a great help and a profitable invest-

ment for the trapper. A good decoy must

combine ingredients to attract both from a

sexual and food point as well; it must be non-

freezing and non-evaporating so ytfu can see

it is very hard to secure a decoy that will work

at all times when the animal is in the mood

for following it up.

I have also found out that sometimes

blind sets are better than the ones baited,

especially if you happen to catch a sly old

mink by the use of decoy and have him get

away, he will shun everything like the odor

that attracted him unless it is in the running

season when a good decoy is especially

valuable as if it is attractive to the snink and

he gets caught and away several times, he

forgets his natural caution and will enter

another set secured the same way.

Whether a decoy is guaranteed or not does

not make a great deal of difference. When a

scent is guaranteed the manufacturers are

only taking a chance on the merits of their

product. If the animals are not in a mood

for taking to a decoy they most assuredly

will not, no matter how good it is.

If the animals are not there the decoy

cannot attract them, and if the novice does

not secure an increase or any results he may
think there are no animals around, and in

any case how is he to know whether it was

his skill in trapping or the decoy that secured

him better results? Do not misunderstand

what I have said. I am greatly in favour of

decoys for fur bearing animals, and by their

aid have added many fine skins to my col-

lection, and you will find that they will repay

you greatly for using them—if you get the

right kind.

You will find that muskrats will not take

to bait very well—at least I have found it

so—but they will take to a good decoy.

Besides this you often have birds and squirrels

in your muskrat traps when you are using

bait where if you had used a good decoy yon

would not have been bothered with any other

game than muskrats.

The remainder of our fur bearing animals

take to bait as a rule but it should be re-

membered scent should be used in conjunc-

tion with bait, which draws them M the bait

and in trj'ing to get at the latter they get

caught.

Many amateur trappers would doubtless

like to make their own decoys but you will

find that it will pay you to buy them ready

made and get good ones, as, counting your

time as well as expense, it will cost you nearly

as much to make as buy them, and, in buying

them, you are sure of them containing the

correct ingredients, which counts for a good

deal.

If you study the animals' habits, their

tastes, likes and dislikes, you will be able to

tell more just what a good decoy should

contain. I give herewith some ingredients

certain animals are fond of, and which are

used in some proportion in nearly all decoys.

Muskrat—sweet fennell, assafoetida.

FJaccoon—Honey, fish oil.

Mink—Fish oil, oil anise.

Fox—Same as Mink.

Weasel—Same as Mink.

Skunk—Rotten eggs, honey, fish oil.

This is only giving you a general idea, and

you must remember that there are far more

ingredients in them than this, also the

difTicullics to be overcome in evaporating,

freezing, etc.

Muskrat musk found in two small sacs

under the tail (and skin, of course) of the
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ONE IN EVERY HOME
In every home in Canada a Victory Bond! That
is the Victory Loan objective this year.

L^st year Canada made a War Loan record.

Aiming at one bond to every 20 of the population
Canada responded by taking one for every ten,

9.6 to be exact.

Now that we have all learned to invest in bonds.

—now that we know how greatly Canada bene-
fits from Victory Loans.

—now that our wonderful fighting men and our
noble allies have brought Victory almost within

our grasp.

—it is almost certain that one in every five of

our people will bring forward their savings and
lend them freely to Canada.

That will mean an average of one Victory Bond
for every home in Canada.

One in every home!

i

Display your Card in your window. Persuade
your neighbour fo do the same.

If you do this and you and You and YOU—if we
are all skimping, working, saving with the one

end in view, to win the war—Canada's Victory

Loan 1918 must meet with overwhelming success.

ssued by Canada's Victory Loan Committee
in co-operation with the Minister of Finance

of the Dominion ol Canada.

Buy VICTORY BONDS
iiililillllliliililillililiiilillillllillllllllilllilliiliniilllillilllilJillllllllllillillllJIJIIIH
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muskrat, in the spring of the year is attractive

to all furbearers, and should be saved and
preserved in whisky or alcohol. In baiting,

I hardly think it necessary to say that the

bait should never be tied on the pan of the

trap, for while this was once the custom it is

not a good custom, as it attracts the animal's

attention to the trap. The bait should

alwaj'S be placed either behind or directly

above the trap in such a position that [the

animal in trying to reach the bait wiU get

caught. Also, place the scent above the bait.

as its object is not to take the place of bait

but merely to draw the animal's attention to

the bait.

In using bait, use what the animals are

accustomed to and what they can secure

naturally, so as not to arouse their suspicions.

A WOLVERINE SET
p. 0. Reilly

I have studied animal life since I was a boy

of 12 and have seen all kinds of traps and
snares set by white men and Indians. There

is one animal I have never bothered to trap,

and that is the fox, but have poisoned

hundreds of them. I must also say the same
of a wolf, but Mr. Wolf is much harder to

poison than a fox, but I can get him just the

same.

I had a friend trapping in northern B. C,
around Fort George, and in that countn,- he

was bothered with wolverine, so he wrote me
to know if I knew of any plan to trap them.

I never saw a live one in my life, but I gave
him a plan I thought would work all right,

and so it did. He caught six, and was glad

to get them, as they annoyed him very much
by eating marten and fisher out of his traps,

besides pulling down the cabins over his traps

and eating the bait.

My plan was to get a round cliunk of wood
say 6 or « inches in diameter and lean it up
against a log in a slanting position, with the

top end high enough from the ground so that

the wolverine could not reach the top from

the ground or snow, and immediately under

the top of the chunk to tie his bait. Then cut

a notch in the chunk about a foot or two back

from the top end of the pole or chunk, and

set his trap, tying it with wire firmly under

the trap in the notch. Cover trap lightly

with leaves or balsam brush. Then if neces-

sary in case of snow, drive two forked sticks

on each side of llie pole, and on them place

two more between the forks, so that there

would be space enough to cover the trap with

brush on top of those forked sticks, and have

the space between trap and roof high enough
to allow the wolverine to enter without

throwing ofT the brush. Any animal such as

marten, fisher, coon, or wolverine will walk

up the pole, and when trapped they fall oft.

and if high enough, only their fore or hind

legs touch the ground, they have not the same
strength to struggle and escape as they have

when trapped in the old fashioned cabin,

usually made with the trap set at the opening.

I know if I was in a country where there were

foxes I could trap Ihcm, and do it very easily.

My last winler in (he east was spent in

Algonquin Park and on many occasions I

caught trout in Mackintosh Lake varying in

weight from 9 to 29 pounds, and in the

Openongo Lake I caught a trout .34?^^ lbs.,

weighed on platform scales.

I will give you a .scent for marten, fisher oi

fox that beats anything I have ever used,

namely cat's urine. Shut a cat in a room an«l

leave a small box filled with sand or dry

ashes, and the cat will use this. When the

fiirtd is saturated with the uj^ine take some
of the sand in a piece of gunnj- sack and hang

it near the trap. I used this for years when
I was trapping, but now I am loo old to do

any more trapping.

TRAPPING ON THE KOOTENAY RIVER
From the Calgarij Herald, April 22.

Hunter, guide, miner and trapper, but of

hile chiefly the latter, Henr>' Watson Con-
over, of Field, n. C, yesterday trailed back to

civilization with his winter's catch of furs.

He had gone off into the reaches of the Upper
Kootenay River on the first of last November,
and was only now back for the first time to

dispose of his furs, and to hear the latest and

the last about the world's great war. As a

result of his winter's wanderings he brought

back with him the pelts of thirty-one lynx,

eight marten, one wolverine, one red fox

and thirty weasels. He had also been suc-

cessful in bagging two golden eagles, and had
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REAL
rUR BARGAINS
I ''from trapper to wearer

Why We Can Sell

At Such Low Prices
Because in the first place we secure the Raw Furs

direct from the Trapper for cash; in fact, we buy more
raw furs direct from the Trapper for cash than any
other firm in Canada; then we select the best and most
suitable skins and make them up into the famous
HALI.AM GUAHANTKED FUR GARMENTS,
which we sell to you directly by mail.

This does away with all middlemen's profits and.vou
receive the benefit.

Ilallam's garment is sold under this

GUARANTEE
If for any reason you are not satisfied with a

Hallam Fur Garment when you see it, simply
send it back and we will at once return your
money in full without question.

HALLAM'S 1919
FUR FASHION BOOK FREE

A beautifully illustrated Book, larger and better than ever,
showing a wonderfully extensive variety of the newest Furs on real
living people, over 300 articles illustrated—all reproductions of
tiiMiuine photographs—it is full of real Fur bargains and what
prominent people will be wearing this season.

NVe are the only firm in Canada selling Furs exclusively by
mail direct from "Trapper to Wearer" and guaranteeing them.

The coat shown here will be sent anywhere in Canada on
receipt of money and is a sample from our Fur Fashion Book.

An exceptionally dressy coat and out „ ,^^'",^'^ *,?-''=*>' ^°'' y"""" <'0P>' ^^ Hallam's 19H) Fur Fashion
>f the ordinary in appearance. The I'ook—it Will save you money.
>hcll is of fine Imported I':ng]ish Beaver i u • r n i i
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iilly tailored. Made in double breasted
lyle fastening with double row of silk
wps and buttons. The Hudson Shawl
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Iressy fini.sh. and is made from the finest
Hected skins. The Lijiing of American
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Irongly sewn sleeves, also fur lined, and
inished with leather arm sheild. ACl
ites 38 to 48 chest measure. 851
•rice delivered to you $100.00

M»58 MUSKRAT LINED HUDSON
iSEAL TRIMMED

am BuilcLing-.TORONTO.
TH1E LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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killed a cougar, but the latter got away.

Late in the fall he had parked his winter's

supplies into his shanty by pack horse,

following the route of the Banff-Winder-

mere automobile route, up Sinclair Pass, over

the divide, and down the other side to the

"crossing" of the Kootenay River. Here he

has a pre-emption, and here he made his base

for the next five months.

From his base shanty, standing at the foot

of what might be called a "Y" route, he daily

toiled, first up the Vermilion River to its

junction with the Simpson River, the forks

of which union made the branches of the

"Y." This was a tramp of some thirty odd

miles, an i took two days on snowshoes in the

heavy snow falls of last winter. The days

would be spent in examining the traps and

skinning the \ictims, and the nights were

put in in the solitariness of the wooded
wilderness with no other companions about

him than the large game that inhabits these

parts. A small hovel at the end of the "Y"
branch covered him, and the same at the

junction of the "Y. ' His food had all to be

packed on his back, save such game as might

fall to his rifle. Returning to the "Y"' junc-

tion, the day following the tramp would be

made up the Simpson River, which would

take about the same length of time as the

former walk. Then a return would be made
to the base shanty for a further supply, to be

varied on the following day by a trip to the

south east, along the rippling waters of the

Kootenay River.

The days were short, and the nights and

the days were both cold, but hungry, wet and

tired, the time slipped by, such being the

doings of a trapper's life. His heart was

gladdened at the finish by his good bag,

which, on reaching the outside he was able

to dispose of for a sum of money well over

$1,000.

Conover is rich in his lore about game life

and the wild animals which especially delight

in making the upper reaches of the Kootena\

River in the fastnesses of the Rocky Mountain

ranges, their home. He says, without doubt,

that it is the part in which the largest variety

of large game is to be found in southeastern

British Columbia—barring any preserves.

There are to be had elk, moose, black tailed

deer, black bear, mountain goats, the "Big

Horn" and the far famed grizzly.

The winter, of course is not the time when
these animals are to be shot, nor are many of

them obtainable, but now, after a short rest

he is off again, this time with a pack on his

back, to the haunts of the black bear, who,
awakening from his long winter's sleep is

about to start off on a hunt for some food to

satisfy his long felt want.

The territory where Mr. ConoVer has been
^hunting is tributary to the Banff-Winder-
mere automobile road, which is the still un-
completed link on the great national highway
which, in time will bind again the prairies

with the wild innermost n cesses of the

mountains. Part of Ihis^road has, for many
years, been completed, but there still remains
a stretch of gladed forest and rolling hills of

some forty miles in the valley ol the Kootenay
river, still as yet. untouched by the axe or

spade of man.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Ouery—Will you please give me instruc-

tions for poisoning and trapping lyiuc and

coyotes.

S. C. P., High River, Alta.

Answer—Lynx belong to the cat family

(Jelis) while the coyote is a dog (canis) and

the habits of the two animals are so entirely

different that the same set will rarely apply

to both.

You will find, if you get in a fairly good
country, that lynx are methodical in their

habits and often follow the same route, say

once a week, and somewhere on this line of

travel is the place to tr;>p for them. Wherever
they are able to they make use of roads and
trails, and Lliey will follow these for long

distances. Build a pen against a stump or

standing tree, making it about three feet

high, and put an a big overlapping roof to

keep the snow out. You need not be afraid of

human sign, for the lynx is not suspicious,

but you cannot be too careful of course, for

aiy set rightly made 'vill catch some other

animal than the one intended. P'or bait use

rabbit or domestic chicken, if you h,ive it.

A coloured fov\l like a Rhode Island would
be attractive, especially if you scattered a

few feathers around to alTord a contrast to

the snow. Scent is not of very much use as

the lynx has a very poor nose.

f do not advise you to try poisoning lynx.

They are much more easily caught in traps

and even if successfully done poisoning is a

wasteful way. The whole question of suc-

cessful trapping hinges on knowing th? habits

of the animal you are after. Lynx feed
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largely on rabbits though I have known them

kill deer fawns and have trapped Iheni with

canned salmon and sardines, though usually

when a bnx goes sneaking round a thicket

where the rabbits feed he is looking for

rabbits. He is not looking for little scraps of

meat—poisoned—and would probably not

find them. A coyote or fox is just the op-

posite. If they are at all suspicious of a

carcase they would far rather circle round at

a distance and pick up any little scraps than

approach the carcase itself and this can be

taken advantage of either in trapping or

poisoning them.

There are a number of standard wolf and

coyote sets (I mentioned a few in these pages

in the January 19KS issue of ROD AND GUN)
and any of these will catch a few coyotes.

Your best way is to read these and then

puzzle out a way for yourself, taking into

consideration the character of the country,

and you will find that it will pay you in the

end better than trying to follow blindly some

printed set. For instance I have seen coyotes

caught in the set I have given you for lynx,

although it never is and never will be a coyote

set.

Use whatever bait you happen to have,

from a dead cow to a chicken, and do not set

your traps too close to the bait. The coyote

will circle round before approaching the bait,

and your traps, set either singly or in groups

will catch him if he crosses them. It is almost

impossible nowadays to draw the average

coyote into a trap. All you can do is to place

the traps where he is bound or likely to go.

Any high knolls or hummocks in the vicinity

of the bait will be used as observation posts,

and these are good places to set, also the

trails which they use in leaving or approach-

ing the carcase.

Make a few little camp fires if there are

many coyotes round, and singe a few feathers

or burn a little bacon rind and notice if, say

in a week's time the ashes have been dug into

by a coyote. They will often do this, and a

trap set and covered with earth and then in

turn covered with ashes made by burning a

few handfuls of dry hay or grass often proves

very successful. Do not make a fire big

enough to draw the temper from the trap.

Drop a few little pieces of meat into the

flames and you have a very good set, as the

fire destroys the human scent that so often

prevents success in coyote trapping.

Regarding the poisoning of coyotes this is

a subject that should be dealt with very

carefully. There is a tremendous amount of

fur wasted every year by being killed by

poison and never found. .\n(l remember
that a valuable dog is killed just as easily as

a coyote.

Do not attempt to poison a whole carcase.

Strychnine is the most used poison for wolves

and coyotes, and it has a bitter disagreeable

taste. If a whole carcase is poisoned the

bitterness goes all through the meat, and the

coyotes can detect it and will avoid it.

The most successful way is to place the

poison in a small ball of lard or tallow. Do
not touch this with your bare hands. Use a

pair of old blood stained gloves or a bloody

cloth, and roll the lard or tallow into a ball.

Then, with a pencil or small slick make a

hole in the ball, place the poison inside and

plug up the hole securely. The poison must
not be allowed to touch the outside of the

tallow or the coyote will refuse to swallow

it. Scatter these poisoned balls around a

carcase where the coyotes are feeding.

For wolves or coyotes you would need t»

use about four (1) grains of powdered strych-

nine, and even with this they will travel

several hundred yards, especially if their

stomachs arc full.

You can obtain a good book on wolf and

coyote trapping from the olTices of ROD
AND GUN, price 60 cents.

Hoping this will explain things to you a bit.

H. C. H.

Qiienj—Please give me a recipe for tanning

a moose hide with the hair oiT. Will it make
good lacings for snowshoes?

M. L. Y., New-Ontario.

Ansioer—The following is an Amerieaa

recipe that has always given satisfaction.

It will make splendid leather. First remove all

meat and fat from skin, then to remove hair

put skin in .') gallons water, 2 gallons slaked

lime, 2 quarts wood ashes and 3 oz. soda.

When hair has become sufficiently loose

scrape it off with a piece of wood. Be careful

not to get this on your hands. Next draw

the lime from the skin by soaking it in a balh

of 5 gallons water, 2 quarts bran, J'2 lb. salt

and 4 oz. acetic acid.

Finally put skin in a mixture of 5 gallons

water, 1 lb. salt, l!; lbs. gambia and 5 oz.

acetic acid.

The skin should be left in each of these

mixtures from three to four days, though you

must lake it out several times and work and

pull it about so that you don't get any folds

that the mixture cannot reach.

Finally stretch it but in the sun and apply

with a rag what is left of the third mixtur
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Tents and Other Camp
Equipment Made
Waterproof and Serviceable

Canvas wearing apparel for the

hunter; also canvas for tents,

bed-rolls, pack covers, ground
covers, duffle-bags, boat covers,

can all be make waterproof and
serviceable through the use^ of

PRESERVO.
Moreover, a two-fold benefit is de-
rived from the use of PRESEHVOED
canvas, because PRESERVO not
only insures positive weather pro-
lection, but also strengthens and
Preserves the fabric, and guaran-
tees greater wear. In fact, actual

use has demon-
strated conclusive-

ly that canvas

treated with
PRESERVO will

wear about twice
as long as untreat-

ed canvas.

PPiESliBVO is a soft finish, canvas water-
proofing with over seventeen years suc-
cessful service behind it. Canvas treated
with PRESERVO becomes permanently
waterproof—is also protected against mif-
dew and decay—it remains soft and pliable
and is in no way affected by severe weather
and temperature changes.

PRESERVO is good for both old and new
canvas. It is easily applied and surpris-
ingly low in cost. You can insure maxi-
mum wear by insisting upon PRESERVO-
ED canvas for your camping outfit.

Most any canvas goods dealer can supply
you with Preservoed canvas for various
uses, or if you have any canvas goods that
you wish io waterproof yourself, you can
get liquid PRESERVO in convenient
sized cans. If you have any difficulty in

obtaining PRESERVO write our nearest
olTice. \\'e have an interesting booklet
dealing with the use of PRESERVO for
sportsmen—copy mailed free on request.

Robeson Preserve Company
t-'uriiuTlv Uobi'son Preservo Products Co.

419 White Block Port Huron, Mich.

PRESEKVO is fiirnisticd in one
gallon and five gallon cans. Also
in 55 gallon steel agitator drums.

Waterprooff
and Preyervey Canvas

Canadian Branch:
Sarnia. Ont.

Eastern Branch:
J57 Western Ave., Boston* Mass.

THE HUNTER-JOHNSON CO., 311 California St., San Francisco, Cal
Distributors for the Pacific Coast
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until the skin cannot soak up any more.

When quite dry oil lightly on flesh side.

This is all quite unnecessary for snow-

shoes, for which you want unworked raw-

hide. Simply scrape all meat off hide,

stretch tight, remove hair with sharp knife

or razor then cut into strips from J-^ to %
inches wide.

H. C. H.

Query—Can you give recipe for hairing and
graining deer skins?

A. E. B., Sherkston, Ont.

AnsiPcr— In these pages you will find a

recipe given to M. L. Y. of New Ontario

which will probably answer your needs. As
1 understand it graining a skin means re-

moving all flesh and fat, which can be done
with a knife. If this recipe does not help

you write me again and say just what you
want to do with the skin.

H. C. H.

IRISH RIFLE ASSOCIATION OF TORONTO
.J. W. Smith

THE Irish Hide Association is the only

civilian organization of its kind to con-

tinue its activities on the outside ranges

during the war and, for this reason, deserves

everj- encouragement to achieve its main
object in its existence, which is to promote

and uphold interest in a manly sport of nation-

al importance. To Colonel Brown of

Toronto, a veteran of the North West Rebel-

lion must be given the credit of its inception

in 1912, and, with the* aid of several other

loyal Irish citizens, a charter was obtained

from the Dominion Government, and the

.Association was launched on its career. It

appears that three city regiments were at

regular practice on the ranges about that time,

the Queen's Own, Grenadiers, and 48th

Highlanders, thelse units representing the

Canadian, English, and Scotch nationalities

respectively. This state of affairs did not

appieal to the Irish members of these regi-

ments, aitd the result was the formation

of the Irish Rifle Association. I'or some

years, until 1916 to be exact only citizens of

Irish birth or direct descent were admitted

as members, but, for the last two years, the

policy has broadened, and the application of

any British subject to become a member is

nearly always favorably considered by the

executive,

In 1915, with the aid of several prominent

Irishmen of Toronto, the 1 10th Irish Regiment

was organized, the nucleus being members of

the Association who were at the time unat-

tached to any militLa regiment. In a few

months, the regiment numbered 600 men on

it.s roll, largely composed of employees of the

T. i !aton Co. The success in the formation of

thb line regiment was chiefly due to the gen-

erosity of Sir John Eaton, its honorary colonel.

and the untiring energies of its commanding
olTicer, Lieut. Col. Boyd McGee. Able as-

sistance was given by Capt. D. Speflce as

quartermaster, Capt. H. McGee as company
commander, dnd Lieut. Switzer as Adjutant.

Special credit should be given to Capt.

McGee, whose genial personality and great

popularity drew many recruits to his company
which is the largest in the regiment. Later

in 1916, the 208th Overseas Battalion was
formed from the 110th Regiment, commanded
by Colonel Lennox, and now taking part in

the glorious advance of the Canadians in

Picardy. Thus the goal of the Rifle Associa-

tion was reached, and a militia regiment of

Irish origin and nationality now takep its

place with the others, and it is a fact worth

mentioning that they carried ofi' the shooting

honors in 1917 over all other regiments in the

city.

The Association is particularly desirous of

enrolling members in its tyro, or junior class,

where the embryonic marksman will be given

every encouragement to make himself pro-

ficient in this important branch of militan,'

worli, and also to attract to its membership

the more practised marksmen, who have, for

some reason or other, dropped out of the

game. Lack of government assistance has

been a se'rious handicap duiing the war, but

the Association is forging ahead, and hopes

that some recognition of its efforts will soon

be made. The writer attended the annual

shooting matches of the National Rifle

Association of the LTnited Stales at Carnp

Perry, Ohio, in September of this year, and

noted the presence of nearly 1000 civilian

members of various rifle clubs from almost

every State in the Union. These men re-

ceived material financial assistance from a
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iiDUNNE"
Still the FAVORITE SKATE for

SPEEDING, HOCKEY and PLEASURE
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J

I

Quality of material, workmanship and finish

guaranteed.

W5H. DUNNE
1492 Queen Street West TORONTO

i
M4.

We furnish Knock

-

Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yaclits,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motor,s.

Have ready for shipmenl finished hulls from
16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete
with engine installed readv to run.

S2»>~

Robertson Bros. '^"*"'
Bay St. Hamilton
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palcrnal goxernment in the form of free

railway fares, and an issue of Lents, bedding,

rifles and ammunition.

The Association has many members who
have distinguished themselves in this branch

of sport. The secretary, Capt A. H. Sharp,

late of the Massachusettes Army Corps, has

shot all over the States, and won the famous

"Presidents Match" at Camp Perry in 1909;

Sergeant Major Emo, late of the 5th Irish

Lancers, has several medals and trophies, and

broke the record at Ottawa in 1912 for the

"Running Man" Match, n\aking the possible

of 25 points, a feat unrecorded until then,

but duplicated the following year by another

member, J. Hillis, who also won the BuTland

Prize at Ottawa in 1911; Major Elliott has

won honors too numerous to mention, and has

represented the Canadians at Bisley; Sergeant

Hawkins won the highest attainable honor by

winning the King's Prize at Bisley in 1913;

,1. Lonsdale an ex-member of the Manitoba
Hide Association won the grand aggregate at

the annual matches at Winnipeg in 19 1.'^

working up from fourth place in 1911 to

second place in 1912, and finally carrying off

the honor. Capt. T. G. Margclts and R.

Clarke have both represented the Canadians

at Bisley, and personal mention would be

incomplete without the names of Capt.

Fowler, S. Dean, J. E. Fitzgerald, and J.

McKenzie, all first-clasf shots and indefatig-

able workers for the Association.

Great assistance has been given the Associa-

tion during recent years by wealthy and

influential citizens in the form of prizes and

cups for the varioub competitions and match-

es, and more recently by the press, who have

thoughtfully given space in their columns for

reports of the weekly shoots and the general

activities of the Association, attracting many
new members. A new departure from the

usual custom of the Associatiqn was the

introduction of open events at the Annual
Rifle matches on Thanksgiving Day. An
attractive programme of fifteen events has

been arranged, and, at the time of writing

this article, entries from non-members were

coming in fast, not only from local militia

regiments and rifle clubs, but also from pro-

vincial organizations, and everything points

to a large and successful shoot.

The Association wishes it to be known that

they have entered into a policy of expansion,

and applications for membership will be

welcomed and given every consideration.

Practice on the in-door ranges will be carried

on all winter, and this will be a splendid

opportunity for beginners to join t1ie tyro

class, and master the first difficulty of "hold-

ing." The worthy effort of the Association

to revive and maintain interest in a noble and

manly recreation, which has so naturally

suffered by the absence of many of its devotees

in the trenches, deserves the active and

financial support of all shooting enthusiasts,^

and the executive hope that this article will be

the means of attracting a number of new
members to the Association, and thus ensure

a successful season for 1919.
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Canada CAN and WILL
/^N July 31st, 1918, Canadians had on deposit
^-^ in banks more than a billion five hundred

million dollars—that was $160,000,000 more than
was on deposit on the same date in 1917,

And, in the meantime, Canadians had invested

$425,000,000 in the Victory Loan 1917. Besides

that they had bought $60,000,000 worth of pro-

vincial and municipal bonds.

So the people of Canada during the past year
have accumulated $485,000,000 in bonds and over

$160,000,000 in cash more than they had on July

31st, 1917. That represents concrete accum-
ulated wealth.

Canada is to-day the richest country in the

world, per capita.

Her war debt per capita is lower than that of

any other fighting nation.

So Canada undoubtedly has the ability to over-

subscribe the Victory Loan 1918.

And Canada must manfully and loyally support
the Victory Loan 1918, because the national
safety, the national honor and the prosperity of

the country are at stake.

Canada's business prosperity is necessary to

the maintenance of Canada's war efficiency.

Get ready to oversubscribe the Victory Loan.

BUY VICTORY BONDS
and help to get others to buy

—

then buy some more yourself
Issued by Canada's Victory Loan Committee in ro-operation willi the

Minister of finance of the Dominion of Canada.



It is our intention to make this Kennel Department bigger and better than ever; more

interesting and instructive to the owners of dogs and more inj.ercsting to breeders as an ad-

vertising medium. As Rod and Gun has a good circulation from coast to coast as well as in

many of the States, and reaches that class ot red-blooded sportsmen who admire agood dog,

breeders will find these pages particularly effective in disposing of their stock. List your

kennels in these columns and take advantage of this active market.

LONDON CANINE ASSOCIATION DOG SHOW
V. p.

The Western Fair. London Canine Association Dog
Show held under C. K. C. rules from September lOth.

to 13th, did not come up t(» the record of 1917 The
money and specials offered were certainly worth keen
competition but very few of the well known Canadian
fanciers were represented. One reason for this state

of affairs suggested was that the dog show was not
advertised to any great extent and that the London
Fair is not well enough known throughout the Domi-
ion to neglect such an important factor. Then, the

building in which the show is held is much too small

to be sanitan,-. although the collapsible benching which
was a new "feature last year helped a little. The
Western Fair show, too, follows right on the heels of

the big show at Toronto and many of the dog goods

that arc exhibited at the National lixhibition are

thought too precious to risk the dangers of another show
before they have suniriently recovered from the one.

The door receipts were kept down this year by a

siege of rainv days. However, the quality of some of

the dogs exhibited and the competition in just one or

two breeds was worth a great deal.

Boston terriers as usual headed the entry list,

more local Bostons as well as outside prize winners

were benched than any other one breed. Mrs. Ingram's
Sweet Clover took the honors in bitches, while R.
Henderson's Yankee Sensation went to winners in

dogs. These two dogs arc loo wcil-known to need

comment. Peter Church, owned by J. W. Church, of

Simcoe. Ont , went to reserve, a very fine little dog,

very strong in head but lacking in markings and hind
quarters. Sweet Clovep's dame. Rexonians Imp,
made a good second to her illustrious olTspring.

Among the local dogs Art Ings. Artings Fascination
topped the honors. Fascination was the smallest

Boston exhibited, nice head and body, but could be

improved in markings and just a trille in muzzle.
Mazie Raffles, a local bred bitch sired by Revolo
Rafllcs. a local dog that is pushing itself to the front as

a producer and tne sire of Goldona Girlie and Bing
Boy also in the money, went second in the puppy
class "This little dog had the misfortune to be siioilt

by the hand of a bungling veterinary who cronped her

cars in criss-cross fashion. When exhibited at the
Victoria Day exhibition a big future was expected of

her. I Icr coarse front limbs arc her weakest point.

Blighty a middle weight owned by Col. Milligan D.S.O..
and sired by Buddhism, another local dog of repute,

is a very good specimen, with nice markings but fell

third, to Peter Flanders, (John L. Trotyke) because
of his color.

In West Highland white terriers, J. D. I'lagcn. of

London, won tivc (irsts. three seconds and two firsts.

for winners.^ .\rdoch Nevis was adjudged the best

dog and Lothian Lady as the best female of.the'exhibit.

In Engish setters W. J. Clark. (). L Walper. Mrs.
John C. Fitzgerald are leading prize exhibitors.

In American foxhounds, J. li. Kcays and Fred Hier .

and A. Hergott carried off each a fair share of blue and
red cards.

In bloodhounds, Brougho, exhibited by J. R. Ten-
nant. Princeton, won the first ribbon, and Mr. Tennant
was also class winner in Engish foxhounds, both male
and female.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
In English setters O. L. Walper's Destiny Pnnce

stood first in- the dogs. J. W. Humpidge presenting the
leading female.

R. H. Morris, a Toronto" fancier won first place in

field spaniels.
Red Cloud, owned by John Tomlinson, Woodstock,

won first place in solid color cockers. In parti-colored

cockers, J. .V. Campbell, Toronto, received the first

award, in solid color females, John Tomlinson again
received first ribbon.
Aiken & Silver, of Montreal, exhibited two winning

dachshunds.
Donald Soper and R. Wemyss, the latter a Toronto

fancier, divided the prizes for rough collies.

Bert Swann, of Toronto, captured the first ribbon
for bulldogs.

In Airedale terriers, Polam Maxim, owned by Nor-
man McKenzie. Regina, won the first award for dogs.

Crowther Countess, owned by the same exhibitor.

winning the ribbon for females.

In smooth fox terriers. Sabine Rificman. owned by
F W. Wcstbury. was adjudged the leading dog.

Sabine Footlights, owned by Harry M. Whitsitt.

carried off the ribbon for females.
WIRE-HAIRED TERRIERS,

In wire-haired terriers, W. H. Shortt exhibited the

best dog. Regal Cdrio. A. Sabine, of Montreal.
exhibited the best female.

l ,, ^ i

Clancy and Mountain, Toronto, and John F. Gale.

London, divided i).- -Tizes for St. Bernards.
W. H. Ilrtse of 'iislon. wcin first award in Russian

wolfhounds, cxhil lai^g Boris Romanoff. Kara
Romanoff, of the Golden Rule Kennels, was the win-

ning female.
D. McDonald, I.onUon and Then Malm Toronto,

won second prizes in English setters.

In Irish setters, both firsts were won by Lord Roberts,

owned by Miss Annie Stevenson, .'iOl Uundas street.

In cocker spaniels, two seconds were won by Bessy,

owned by (leorge Bowman, the firsts being divided be-

tween Topsy nrrd Mamlic. owned by John Tomlinson.

F K. Smith, Toronto, won all the prizes in beagles.

In rough collies. Ch. Coltncss Clinker, owned by
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FREE
TO YOU

f^lKlTkriif^ "TRAPPERS GUIK"

^"^^H^SIMSriDlM^ SUPPLY CATALOG"

Hallam' S A pocket size handbook that is used by Trappers all

Trappers °^^^ Canada. It is well illustrated and contains 96

r^ii'Ho pages, English or French, tells about the habits ofOUlue Canadian fur bearing animals—how and where to catch
.them, best style of traps to use for different animals, kind of bait,

and a lot of other useful information. The regular selling price ot

this book is 50c.. but if vou are interested in trapping, we will

gladly send you a copy FREE FOR THE ASKING.

Hallam's
Trappers and
Sportsmen's
Supply
Catalog

Fall 1918 Edition, 32 pages fully illustrated—full

of good bargains in Rifles—Shotguns—Traps

—

Animal Bait—Fishing Tackle—Nets and Netting

—

Headlights—Shoe Packs— Compasses — Hunting
Knives—Collapsible Stoves and all the necessary

equipment for Trappers, Hunters and Sportsmen.

It will pay anv Hunter, Trapper or Sportsman to send for this

Catalog at once. It is FREE FOR THE ASKING.

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
Will be distributed among the Trappers this

Season for Raw Furs. The ONE RAW FUR
market is "Hallam's", and no matter where vou
are, Hallam will buy your Furs for SPOT CASH
and pay you highest prices.

All you do, is simply to send your furs direct to
"HALLAM", and your money is mailed to you as
soon as the furs are received. Trs' us.

Thousands of experienced trappers, living in all

parts of Canada ship their furs to us year after year,
because they find Hallam returns are prompt,
Hallam grading very fair, and Hallam prices
highest.

Get busy. Catch all the fur bearing animals you
possiblv can, and don't make anv mistake this vear,
but ship all your RAW FURS direct to John
Hallam, Limited, where you receive the most monev.
buy from one skin up to all you can ship.

WearHaliam's

Guaranteed

Fur Garments

Hallam's Fur

Fashion Book
48 pages, shows

these beautiful

furs p hoto-
graphed on
living people.
Write for your
Free Copy today

We wil

THERE IS 3IG MONEY IN

TRAPPING
IF YOU SHIP YOUR

To
.\ddre.ss in full as below:

919lial1am Builclin.g,TORONTO.
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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J. D. Strachan. won first in his class. In the open
class for females. Quarry brae Colleen, owned by George
r.ctfy, won first.

N. K. Swire exhibited a winning smooth collie.

Toddles, a curly poodle, owned by Master Robert
Simmons, won two firsts.

Exhibitors of winning bulls were Walter D. Stock,
Charles S. Webber, R. Scott Wilson, W. J. Mountain.
F. Charbonnier, S. Swann, T. I. Fraleigh and A. W.
Henry.

Firsts in the Airedale classes went to dogsexhibited
by P. T. Gould, Joe Cox and Norman McKenzie.
Kingwood Patricia, owned by W. E. S. Potts, won
second in the limit class for females. One third prize
went to Harry Hillier, who exhibited Vimy Ridge.

Jessie, owned by C. Brand, won both firsts in bull

terriers. Bobs, owned by Jean Jarvis, won two firsts

in French bulls.

J. W. Church, R. Henderson and Mrs. W. C. Ingram
had the best dogs in the Boston terrier classes. Other
prize winners were Col. il. L. Milhgan. W. A. Curric.
A. G. Calder. the Golden Rule Kennels,- E. T. Dicker,
A. E. Ings, J. W. Credan and R. Collins,
Henry M. Whitsitt and F. H. Weslbury divided

first prizes in smooth fox terriers. John R. Munro
and D. E. Lynn were other prize winners.

In wire-haired fox terriers in which W'. H. Shortt
led, other exhibitors who won prizes were C. Plomley,
Sam Bamford. James Murphy and A!f. Sabine.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.
W. T. Marlatt carried the Scotch terrier classes.

Miss M. Morkin's Snipper and R. Smith's Nipper
won firsts in the Manchester terrier classes, John
Morkin's Betty and E. D. Gervin's Gypsy winning
second and third, respectivcly-

In harriers John Bissett. A. E. Tudor and W. Bennett
exhibited firsts. Troubles, shown by T. White, winning
a second and a third.

J. W. Murphy's Ch. Oak Mistress, won first in
whippets.

J. Collins' Fanny and Fred Simmons' Melita Prince
Feramory won first in the miscellaneous class, dogs
exhibited by F. W. Hammond and George J. Chanller
winning second places
STANDARD OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY DOG.
The following revised standard of the Chesapeake

Bay dog, as adopted by the American Chesapeake
club and endorsed by the American Kennel cluo has
been sent us by Mr. F. E. Richmond, chairman of the
Board of Governors of the American Chesapeake Club
at Calgary. Alta., and we have pleasure in publishing
same herewith.

HEAD.
Skull, broad and round with a medium stop; nose,

medium short; muzzle, pointed, but not sharp; lips.

thin, not pendulous; ears, small, set well up on head
and hanging loosely, and of medium leather; eyes,
medium large, of yellowish color, very clear and wide
apart.
NECK
Of moderate length, with a strong muscular appear-

ance, tapering to shoulders.
SHOULDERS. CHEST and BODY

.Shoulders, slo'ping and should have full liberty of
action, with plenty of power, without any restrictions

of movement; chest, strong, deep and wide barrel,

roUrid and deep; body of medium length, neither
Cobby nor roached, but rather approaching hoUowness
Uank well tucked up.

BACK QUARTERS and STIFLES
Back quarters should be a trifle higher than should- '

ers; they should show fully as mucn power as fore-
quarters; there should be no tendency to weakness in
either fore or hind quarter.*;.

LEGS, ELBOWS. HOCKS and FEET
I>eps should be of medium length and straight,

showing good bone and muscle, with well webbed hare
foot of good size; toes well rounded and close; pasterns
slightly bent, and both pasterns and hocks medium
length; the straighter the legs the better.

STERN
Tail should be medium length, varying, males 12 to

15 inches and females 11 to It inches; medium heavy
at base; moderate feathering on stern and tail permis-
sible.

COAT and TEXTURE
Coat should be thick and short, nowhere over 1 ^2

inches long with a dense, fine, woolly undercoat; hair
on face and legs should be very short and straight,
with a tendency to wave on shoulder.^, neck, back and
loins only. The curly coat, or coat with a tendency
to curl not permissible.

COLOR
Should be as near dead grass as possible, varying

from a tan to-a faded tan; the dark brown or liver color

is not permis.sible. The dead grass color being correct,
a white spot on breast or toes permissible.
WEIGHT

. Klales 05 to 75 pounds, females 55 to 65 pounds.
HEIGHT
Males 23 to 26 inches, females 21 to 21 inches.

SYMMETRY and QUALITY
The Chesapeake Bay Dog should show a bright

happy disposition and an intelligent expression, with
genera! outlines good and denoting a worker. Color
and coat are extremely important, as the dog is used
for duck hunting, the color must be as nearly that of
his surrouadings as possible, and with the fact tjiat
these dogs are exposed to all kinds of adverse weather
conditions, otten working in snow and ice, the color
of and texture of the coat must be given every con-
sideration when judging on the bench, or in the ring.
APPROXIMATE MEASUREMENTS
Length of head from nose to occiput 9H to lOJ^".

Girth of head at ears 20 to 21", Girth of muzzle
below eyes 10 to lOJi". Length of ears 4J'2" to 5".
Width iSetween eyes 2|-2 to 2^4", Girth of neck close
to shoulder 20 to 22". Girth of vhest at elbows 35 to
36". Girth of flank 21 to 25". Length from occiput
to base of tail 34 to 35". Girth of forearm at shoulders
10 to lOH". Girth of upper thigh 19 to 20". From
root to root of ear over skull 5 to 6". Occiput to lop
of shoulder blades 9 to 9H". From elbow to elbow
over shoulders 25 to 26".

SCALE OF POINTS
Head, including lips, cars, and eyes 12. Neck 8.

Shoulders 10. Back quarters and stifles 12. Elbows,
legs and feet 10. Stern 6. Symmetry and quality 10.
Coat and texture 13. Color 13. Tail 6.

At a meeting of the American Chesapeake Club held
on Aug 24, 1918, at Mason City, loua. the que-stion of
color of the breed was discussed and the following
resolution adopted.
"That the American Chesapeake Club use all its

endeavors to have the word "sedge" abolished where
"sedge" is used to specify color in registrations, or
applications for such: inasmuch gs the word "sed^e"
has been used in registering Chesapeakes there being
no distinction made between a light dead grass and a
dark brown, or liver, and claiming this to be cimfusing
to the purchasing public."
We further resolve that "The matter be taken ap

officially with the A. K. C, the C. K. C. and the
American Field, also that the exact color of the dog be
given and denoted as dead-grass, tan, light brown or
dark brown and any of these colors combined with
white on breast or toes, or both.

THE OTTAWA SHOW
Silver Birch Banker a grandson of Ch. King Nobb-

I'ir'S Double owj\ed by Mr. G. E. Ward of Toronto,
w«s judged the best dog of the annual dog show held
in connection with the Central Canada Exhibition at
Ottawa.

Silver Birch Banker thus carried off the Duke of
Connaught Cup. Haymarket Faultless, the gre^
Ottawa Bull tcrrior, which was judged the best dog at
the New York show last winter was on exhibition only
and was an interesting attraction.

Silver Birch Banker also won the Bachelor Cup for
the best limit dog or bitch, while the Blair Challenge
Cup for the best brace in the show went to Marvel
Queen and Marvel Boy, wire fox terriors, owned by
H. E. Whitley of Montreal.
The other special awards and a partial list of the

prize winners at the show follow:
The Bachelor Cup for the best limit dog or bitch,

won by G. 1^. Ward's Silver Birch Banker.
McXIillan Cup for Irish water spaniels, won by

George Beaucaire's Jiggs. Ottawa.
McAulifTe Davis Lumber Co. Cup for best cocker

spaniel, won by Mrs, Harry Noore's Moonshine of
Vancouver.
Graham-McLaurin Cup for collie, best local novice

dog. won by H. H. Elliott's Prince Rupert. Ottawa.
Alex. Lerner Cup for bull terrier, won by R. H.

Elliott's Haymarket Sweet Eileen.
F. W. Carling Cup for Airedales, won by G. E-

Ward*s Silver Birch Hanker, Toronto.
,J. G. Buttcrworth Cuj) for Boston Terriers, won by

A. T. Colhoun's Speed (Jucen, Toronto.
Gold Stamping Cup for Smooth Fov Terriers wo»

by T. R. Barrett's Champion Sabine Fcnliko, New
Hampshire.

Berkley Powell Cup for best Scottish Terrier, won
by Geo. G. Roger's Glen Manor Timely. Ottawa.

Sabotage and the Doji.
{Bf/ fsnhfl.Field </f the Vigilonle!;)

Has it occurred to anyone that the numerous tirades
against dogs that have been appearing in the news-
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FOR YOUR SOLDIER FRIEND
If you have a friend at the front
he will appreciate a Jaeger Sleeping
Bag. Send it to him now for a
XmasGift. AnundyedCamel Ilair

Blanket will also be appreciated.
These are useful gifts which he can
use at all times and which will give
him warmth and comfort.

A fully illustrated catalogue will be sent free on application.

Dr. jaeger
TORONTO - MONTREAL

Sanitary Woollf
System Co. Limited

WINNIPEG
Incorporaled in England in 1S83 with British Capital for the

British Empire.

Waterproof
Matchbox

Worth far more than its weight in gold to
the hunter, trapper or camper, or to any-
one who may find himself without shelter
Everysoldier andselectman ought lo have

|

one. Holds enough matches forseveraidays
and is absolutely waterproof. Made of seam
less brass with watertight cover. Size of 10-
gauce shell—just right for pocket. Thousands
useu by American and Allied ufficersand soldiers
Get one now—be prepared for emergencies.

S6c a.t Your Dealers,
Or by mail postpaid upon receipt of price, if your dealer
won't Hupply you. WHITE l-nf; CATALOti of Marble's
Hlxty i'^pscialties for Sportsmen

Marble Arms and Mfg. Co., 581 Delta Ave.,
Gladstone. Mich.

SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. so

All elastic. Self adjusting.
Anatomic fit. Will not chafe.
No buckles. The pouch is

open at rear, and thereby more
sanitary.

Perfectly comfortable; need not lemova
fiom scrotum when seated at closet, and
can be boiled to cleanse withoot injory
to tbe rubber

1 each. 3urM The Sanito No. 60 should be worn cob-" slanlly to promote health and vigor.
II yonr dealer will not furnish, send tis s I in stamps, specilyini
laree, medium or small pouch and waist measurement. SatisfK-
tioD fniaranteed or money refunded.

The Walter F. Ware Co. r)PPt C. Phil.T. Pa.
Makers of the No. 44 Mispah Jock

J^ver the rT infnriH K f,'
""Pavements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The ..lit

°n ad Lt'nc tir Thp P,°""m'%PL'^'"^' the button pressing on the neck, and allows free.lom

^utoriobiKnpr, ^prl^''''?'^
^^\' prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,

b';'?hT£7eS ""e^'e^^j^^i.r'^" DE";'y^^cV;j?a^rv"' '" '"'•'' '^'^'°^'- ""'

- - - HAMILTON, CANADA

..,, ...^ ^coi ucicib in every city. MADE IN CA
THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO.
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papers all over the country in the shape of "letters from
tie people" may be of alien enemy origin? Why
should the same arguments against man's best friend

appear in New York dailies at the same time they are

coming out in the newspapers of California, Texas,

Oregon and elsewhere?

What attracted mv attention was finding the iden-

tical letter in my home town paper (Morninfj Press.

Santa Barbara, California) that I had read in the New
York Globe. It was signed by dilTcrent initials but the

wording and arguments were the same "Dogs eat

sheep. \ye need mutton. Therefore, all dogs should

be exterminated."
All over the west last summer there were unusually

destructive forest fires; crops were destroyed, cattle

poisoned, and a mysterious horse disease appeared in

many localities. Though the evidence has not been

made public, it is common knowledge that these

depredations were the work of enemy aliens. The
work was done with a system that suggested derman
efficiency, and was no doubt paid for by German money.
That being so, the elimination of watch dogs would be

of immense importance, and the only conclusion is that

the whole propaganda is the work of our enemies.

They would influence us to kill our own dogs for the

convenience of German agents, who, without these

guardians, would have a freer hand in sabotage.

The argument that dogs cannot be kept in a sheep-

growing country is refuted by Scotland, where there

are more dogs to the square mile than any country in

the world. One cannot "draw near ' a Scottish home
without hearing "the watch-dog's honest bark." In

many families each member has his own dog and no
chilcTs life is considered livable without one. But
the best evidence of all is the shepherd himself, who
would be losl without the help and companion.ship of

his dogs.

Scotland is a great sheep-growing country, yet it

loves the dog; gives him his due in life and reveres
him in death. At the Castle in Edinburgh there is a
little plot of ground where the dogs of the Scottish
soldiers are buried; it is a charming snot, and on many
little tombstones there are tender trioutes to departed
friends. In front of St. Giles Cathedral in the same
noble city, there is a monument with a little Skye
Terrier, and upon it, carved in stone, an inscription to
"Robbie," who refused to leave the church-yard where
his master was buried and died upon his grave.

We want more dogs in America—not fewer. They
would be of great service guarding ammunition plants;
in helping soldiers on guard at aqueducts and bridges,
in ferreting out suspicious characters; the forest rangers
all over the west would find them invaluable in densely
wooded country. Farmers, shepherds, cattlemen and
ranchers need them; and the sneaking incendiaries,
poisoners and devastators would find their work much
harder if there were more watch-dogs on guard. ^

|

We must not part with our dogs. One has only to
read what dogs nave done and are doing in this war
to realize the extent to which they can be trained. It

is said that the Red Cross dogs can detect life in a
wounded soldier lying out in No Man's Land when the
doctors themselves are in doubt. They carry messages
through shot and shell; they bring up food and water
to the first line trenches, and many a brave man owes
his life to the intelligence and fidelity of a dog.

In future when we read any of these "letters from
the people" advocating the destruction of the dogs

—

it would be well to (ind out the names and addresses
of the writers and send them to the Secret Service
Department to be investigated. We have many scores
to settle against the Germans, and not the least ol
them is his insidious, treacherous propaganda against
the best friend God has given to man.

—

Lincoln Star, •

A New Brunswick Recipe for Preservinp

Moost.

Editor. ROD AND GUN:—
In "Our Medicine Bag" in August issue

you gave a recipe for curing deer meat which

is all right if the meat is used right away, bul

for Iveeping for any length of time there is too

much blood in the pickle as moose and deer

meat always have more blood in them than

beef, probably on account of the way they

are killed. I have preserved wild meat for

years (whenever I was lucky enough to get

it) in the following way and have kept it all

right as late as May. Cut the meat up and

cover it with pickle made of salt and water

strong enough to float a potato. Let it stand

a couple of days, then take it out and wash it

in clean water and let it drain. If the blood

is not well out of it, make a new pickle and

let it stand a couple or three days, then wash

and drain again. Then for 100 lbs., mix

six lbs. salt, two oz. saltpetre, two table-

spoonfuls of Baking Soda, two lbs. brown

sugar, four gals, water. Mix well and skim,

sprinkle some salt in bottom of barrel and

pack the meal in layers. Cover with the

pickle and put on the cover with a weight on

it to keep the meat covered with pickle.

Beef can be cured in the same way without

pickling to remove the blood, only sprinWe

a handful of salt between the layers before

pouring on the pickle.

I have heard of another way of preserving

deer meat, but as I never tried it I can only

give it for what it is worth.

A friend of mine was helping a farmer to

hay in August a few years ago. A big buck

wandered into the meadow, one evening and

the farmer shot him. His wife rendered out

the tallow and saved it. They cut off all the

steak and parts that would fry and cooked it

and packed it in a stone jar, sprinkling a little

salt and pepper on it as they put it in; then

melted the tallow and poured it over the

meat and let it cool. . They told my friend

that it would keep all right, all they had to do

was "dig down" when they wanted meal.

As our N. B. (Jovernmcnl in their wisdom
has forbidden the sale of moose and deer

meat, those recipes may be of use to some of

our New Bniiiswick friends who may be

lucky cmuijih hi yd Ihe moats.
" lliiiilor.
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EVERElDy
Qhe light
that says:

Qltere it is/*

locking for tiling with lighted matches is

hunting troubla Da^o banishes dread and

^^ Ga^ai^ian National .Cari>on Co. Ud-'htonio.

77?!.<; (.s- Ihe Mililartj Daiiln
Xo. 3f>51, one of the 77

styles of Daijin.

^jpT^ We Are The Leading

oM DISTRIBUTORS
EVEREADY

Mail us your orders or write for Catalog.
Our reputation has been won by our efficient service.

SPIELMAN AGENCIES REG'D
45 St. Alexander St. Montreal

OCK
N'44

Gives you afeelingof real comfort and
the assurance of perfect protection while
exercising. Opening beneath Patent
flap A. Small amount of material be-

tween thighs C. Perfect pouch B. Welt-
bound webbing. Can be cleaned by
boiline without injury to rubber. Fits

perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest

quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if be will not supply yoa with

MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send DS Si in

stamps xod waist measurement and we will seod by mail.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept. C. Phila., Pa.

Makers ot the Celebrated Sanito Suspensory No. 50

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamoad Importers. Terma*
SI, $2 or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
in Price and Quality.

Writn to-day for Catalogue, it (s free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspection
at oar expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS.. Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada



TORONTO GUN CLUB
The Toronto Gun Club and Game Protective As-

sociation held their first open shoot of the Season at
Lakeview Park on Thanksgiving Day, with a good
attendance of members and visiting gun men. A
puffy north east wind made the flights very uncertain.
The five events were all well lillea and close competi-
tion marked all events. Dr. Jordan won the special
prize for high gun and \V. Joselin took home the barrell

of apples for the shoots with high score for shooters
over fiJty years of age.

Event No. 1—20 Birds 1st.-
2nd.-
3 rd.-

Event No. 2—20 Birds 1st.-
2nd.-
3rd.-

Event No. 3—20 Birds 1st.-
2nd.-
3rd.-

Event No. 4—20 Birds 1st.-
2nd.-

"
3rd.-

Evenl No. 5—20 Birds 1st—
2nd.-
3rd.-

-J. Summerhays.
~W. Joselin.
-Dr. Jordan.
-G. Mason.
—G. Jennings.
-G. Draw.
-Col. Curran.
-O. Glour.
-F. Cockburn.
-J. Colborne.
-W. Hughes.
-C. Clarke.
R. D. Walton.
—J. Turner Jr.

-F. Anderson.

WALTER THOMPSON HIGH GUN AT JORDAN
SHOOT—TOURNEY A GREAT SUCCESS-

i^The Jordan Gun Club held its 1 1 th annual fruit shoot
on its club grounds there, on Sept. 25th, and the attrac-
tive program which it had arranged, along with fine

weather, brought out the largest number of shooters
that have ever attended this now famous shoot. Shoot-
ers were in attendance from Toronto^- Hamilton,
Tillsonburg, Gait and Brantford, all coming in auto-
mobiles so that they might easily carry the luscious
fruit back with them. W . P. Thompson, of Hamilton.
was high gun with 96 out of 100. Six other shooters
were tie for second high gun with 95 out of 100, and the
scores generally were quite high. The ladies of the
Red Cross booth did a tremendous business feeding the
big crowd of shooters and spectators with their home-
made peach, cherry, apple and pumpkin pies, and every
automobile leaviVi'g the grounds in the evening, ol
which there were more than fifty, carried home pies
with them. loud in their praise of the way they had been \
treated as guests of the Jordan Gun Club. Those
shooting and their scores were as follows:

Shot at. Broke
Goodale, Hamilton 100 91
Fletcher, Hamilton 100 95

Stroud, Hamilton
Gomph, Hamilton
Lisson, Hamilton
Friend, Hamilton
Chilman. Hamilton
Marquette, Hamilton
C- Choate. Hamilton
Long. Hamilton
Dillon. Hamilton
Hunter, Hamilton
Lennox. Hamilton
Watson. Hamilton ,

Syer. Hamilton
Sturt, Hamilton
Harris, Hamilton
W. P.Thomson, Hamilton.
J. Clinc. Hamilton
Cowan, Gait
Lewis, Gait
Marshall, Gait. ,

HawIey.Galt
Oliver. Gait
Palmer, Gait.
Summerhays. Brantford. .

.

MeRobb, Brantford. . .

Mathers. Brantford.. .

B. Dohertv, Brantford
W. Dohertv. Brantford
T. Doherty. Brantford
Golden, Brantford
Lambden, Brantford. .

Cooey, Toronto. . . .

Dunk, Toronto ...

J. Murphy, Toronto. .

Pike. Toronto
Jordan, Toronto .

Mr. Murphy, Totont"
Payne. Tillsonburg. . .

Pow, Tillsonburg
J. Vance, Tillsonburg. .

S. Vance, Tillsonburg. . .

McGillivray, Tillsonburg .

Taylor, Tillsonburg

R. Choate, Brampton
Konkle, Beamsville

Timmcrman. Welland
Fifield, St. Kitts

Beam. St. Kitts. . .

Sachs, Preston

Smith, Hespclcr

Shot at Broke
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Pick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days' free
trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the
street—to work—everywhere for 5 full dajs, then
deciJe whether you wish to buy or not. If yon are not
fascinated by its radiance— if you consider its splendor
one trifle less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.
If you decide to keep it. pay the rocU-bottom price (I-30th
as much as a diamond costs) as you can afford. Terms as
low as 34c a day (*>! 00 a montW. without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is ^ood with the Gopbir Diamonti
Co. Send coupon for new jewelrj' book.

MARVELLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a ^em of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth arc preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand Kre and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial to-day. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt, GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

These precious iJems are the master products of science—
the realization of the dreams of centuries. They are never
set in anything but solid 14-kt. cold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the exquisite new settings for yourself.

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book,
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new hook of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating, story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-
duced a glorious, radiant gem, whose dazzling brilliance
is actually a marvel to behold. They cost hut l-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put your name and address in the coupon now—
get the free book immediately while this great oflFer lasts.

THE GOI'HIK DIAMOND CO.. OF CANADA
Dopt, VI, 1 10 Yoiigo St.. Toronto.

Ceutlemen—Send mc your new Jewelry Book and full

particulars of your Free Trial, easy payment plan.

NAMK ;

DECOYS

rHAT

REALLY

DECOY.
I'UKMIKU' JULLAliD Keg u ^ I'atsnl Oftic.

On your hunting trip take along Mason's Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game ever>tinic.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

W'ri7e for Illuslrated Catalogue—H's Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M. R. R. Detroit, Mich.

Planting Hair in the
Human Scalp

—By W. T. Pember
Has already been accomplished with suc-

cess. Therefore there is no reason why
men should appear bald headed.

The finest imitation of nature is also made
in the Toupee Many genuine sports are
lacking in nature's covering for their heads.

In consulting W. T. Pember you will be
sure to receive the advice of an expert.

Pember's Hair Store
129 YONGE ST., TORONTO

SHOOTERS and HUNTERS
Before going to the woods be sure

and get our special prices on your
requirements.
Wo are OUTFinERS for CAMPERS. SlIRVKY-
OlAS. PHOSPl-X'i ORS and carry a coniplctc slock of

Boats
Blankets
Ammunition
Sails

Pack Sacks
Nets
Hardware
Rubber Sheets
Folding Furniture
Rifles

Larrigans
Write Os For Catalogue > ''

TRAPSHOOTERS' SUPPLIES A SPECIALTY
EVERYTHING IN CANVASJ ,

Tents
Guns
Canoes
Dunnage Rags
Fifihing Tackle
Flags
Sample l)ags

Folding Stoves
Compasses
Oiled and
Canvas Clothing

SHBDPffiEGo
123 KiHO St. E.

Tononro.
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BEST BOOKS PUBLISHED

For Automobilists

and Motorcyclists

Five Complete and Distinct

- Works

Irrespective of price, the following publications are the greatest

values of their kind on the market.

Works are almost indispensable to

OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERATORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN
or REPAIRMEN.

While technical, are Written in Simple Language. Practical and convenient works of

reference. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United

States. Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers

and their agents. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of

these works.

The A. B. C. of Motor Car Operation - - 50c

The A. B. C. of Internal Combustion Engine,

Maintenance and Repairs - - - - 25c

The A. B. C. of Magneto Ignition Systems - 15c

The A. B. C. of Battery Ignition Systems - 25c

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, - Woodstock; Ontario
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one deforce
'iouth of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the Ameriran Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish" game and scenery, NORTMIiRNONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be haa in some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREK.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense foiest-robed territory.

For free descripHre literature, write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO. CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON. Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Held Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish
and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their S.\LiMON and TROUl" fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded (shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving In cost is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver.

IDKAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN. CONN. j5<

The Best Field Trials

in Canada
for Beagles and Bird Dogs are those of the Cana-
dian National Field Trial Club of Windsor to be

held at

OJIBWAY, ONT., BEGINNING NOV. 5th
1918 and continuing till finished satisfactory

to Judges-

is in. Derby
15 in. Derbv Derby

Beagle Trials 13 in. All-Age Bird Dog Trials
15 in. All-Age * All-Age
3 Hour Free-For-All

Bench Show for all Classes held in open field. So
be on the roll "Bovs" wlu'n. Gen'I Relaxation, com-
manding the FIRST DIVISION OF GOODFEL-
LOWS. orders all able-bodied men. not over ninety-
eight years of age or under three, to report for dutv for
the GREAT OVERSEAS ATTACK on KISER
GLOOM, November the 5th. 1918. The Trials will

be conducted under the auspices of the Canadian
National Field Trial Club, now billeted at Windsor.
The attacking party will '*Muster In" at Windsor.
7.30 a.m. The latest improved Motor-Vehicles have
been engaged and their decks cleared to carrv the
boys, and dogs, to the FIRST LINE TRENCH for
the attack. "A CANTEEN" and "CHOW" will be in
readiness to keep you out of the *'BLIGHTY." The
first brace will go "OVKR-THE-TOP" and will lead
the attack under the command of Pres. F. A. Johnson,
and Field Marshal, Emile Seguine.

Entrance Fee—$3.00.
This entitles you to one year's membership and also

lo start as many docs as you wish in the seven events.
Silver Cups and Ribbons, to the winners and placed
dogs of each event.

For other information and entry blanks write,
Frank 11. Walker. Sec'y. 115 Crawford Ave.. Windsor.
Ont.

MicKigan Boule\)ard and 13th St
300 Rooms—European Plan

"

Room TSitK detached shower, $i.oo a daj^

Room ^itK pri-Oate h 'th, $1.50 to $a.5o e da)^

Tv3o persons, $a to $5 a daj)

In close proximity? to *'TKe Loop," CKicago*s busi-

ness, shopping, and theatre district.
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BOYS! Double Your

Pleasure Outdoors ThisSummer^
Get one of these splendid little Rifles—FREE. It isn't going to cost you any money

—

all

we want is a little of your spare time, and you have surely lots of that after school or on
hoUdays. Just think of having a real accurate-shooting .22 calibre Rifle of your own.
And here's your chance.

Five New Yearly Subscriptions To

''Rod and Gun in Canada"

$5.00 BOY SCOUT RIFLE—FREE
This Rifle is .22 cahbre, shoots .22 short,

long or long rifle cartridges. Guaranteed for

either black or smokeless powder. Barrel

22 in. long. Weight 3 J^ pounds. Hammer
breech block, trigger, extractor, and three

springs of tempered steel, are all the work-
ing parts. Barrel and action detachable
from stock for convenience in carrying.

AH you have to do is to send us

at $1 .50 per year, and we will ship this handsome
little rifle, all charges prepaid to any address in

Canada or U.S.A. Ask your dad for the names of
some of his sportsman friends. Call around and see

them. Get them interested and they will be only
too glad to subscribe to Canada's Leading Sporting
Magazine. Begin at once and send for Sample
Copies. Subscription Blanks, etc., today.

ADDRESS: PREMIUM DEPT.

W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publishers, Woodstock, Ont.

No Motor Boatman Should Be Without a Copy
of This Reference Book, Price $1.25

If you own a motor boat or ever expect to. you should not be without a copv of this
book. It costs o.iiv $1.25. but its worth cannot be estimated. It is endorsed, by the
leading boat and eogme manufacturers, motor boating publications and boat clubs. The
largest firm of marine engine builders m the world, after reading a copy of Motor Craft
Encyclopedia, said; "We never expected that such a useful, practical Dook, would ever
be published. Instead of }1.25 you ought to charge $5.00. Tne information it contains
is invaluable.

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA
The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Engines

Written in popular language from a Don-technical standpoint. Contains over 150
pages of valuable infonnation. Twenty-seven chapters, covering everv phase of motor
Duating. Tells a thousand-and-one things every motor boatman should know. Helps you
to overcome all motor boat and engine troubled. Handsomely illustrated and bound in

attractive three-color stiff board cover. A useful reference book for any library.

The evolution of'the motor boat.
Various types of motor boats io

common use.
The Built to Order, Stock and Knock

Down Boat.
How to select a motor boat.
Points to be observed in buying a

second-hand boat.
How to build a motor boat.
Smoothing off and calking.
How to ^*int a motor boat.
How to mstall a marine motor.

SUMMARY^OF CONTENTS.
The history of the internal combus

tion motor.
Explanation of two and four-cycle

motor.
Internal combustion motor aaxUiar-

ies and their functions.
HoW to operate an internal combus-

tion motor.
Engine trouble
PropeUer wheels.
Reversible equipment.
Furnishings ana "httings.

Navigation rules.

Distress signals.
Harbor regulations.
U. S. Life Saving Service SigntiU.
National Motor Boat Bill.

What to do in case of accident.
Rules for determining horse power.
How to lay up boat and engine for

the winter.
How to remove carbon depositA, and

other useful- receipts.
How to build a motor ice boat.
Dictionary of Motor Craft terms.

TROUBLE CHART^Enablca you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch

"WHERE TO GET WHAT YOU WANT" SECTION
Thu is a very useful feature for anyone interested in the purchase of a motor boat or equipment. It givec a

dassified index of manufacturers and supply houses of everything needed by the motor boatman. Tells where to
get what you want. Describes and illustrates many of the latest and best things on the market.

Address Orders lo Book Department W. J. TAYLOR, LTD.. PUBLISHER, Woodstock, Ont.
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3 No 1 Skunk

E. SWICK
Dealer in all kinds of Raw
Furs. Will travel and buy
large lots.

Wrile for prices to

CANFIELD, ONT.
Phone - nunnville24H. 12

We are makine Pint Average Rids for
Muskrat. Skunk .ind other furs.

^- Write for our bost
offers on all furs m

GEO.W.GRIGGSFURCO..GO0DEIIIOWA

PRINCE GEORGE
TORONTO - - CANADA
Magni/iciently Furnished. Liberally Condacted.
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON. Proprl«««r

P pictures ot priticipnl fur-

boarinK animals and their

tracks, trapping laws and
parcel piist map, mailed

^ on receipt of your name
and address. Our illus-

trated price list and ship-

ping Lags will also be sent to you— all free.

Wrile today to Department II

BOLLES & ROGERS 51 3 So. 13th St. Omaha, Neb.

TRAPPERS

WEWANTALLKINDSOFFURS
FOX, BEAR,BEAVER, LYNX,

\ MUSKRAT,
MARTEN.MINK,E!?

WEIL PAYS THE MOST

Remits Quickest.
^«Iq|^ Holds shipments 6 days If dt'sfre<I.

Fura are high. Bl
Ithtsyear. Ourlarge Illustrated

money trappiogl
rapper's Ouide I

I Sent Free. Frequeut price-lists keep you posted. I

I Traps aod Bait. In business 60 years. Iiigge3t|

I house. AskanyBank. Casbquoied forhldea.

WallRrnc Jfc Ta "TheOldSquareDealHouse.*
"^'Ift!^^*'"^^"*' Capital Sl.OOO.OUO. Paid.
Boi »96 Fort Wayne. Ind.. U. S. A.|

8oy5t > rap This Year. Great Chance Eweryfaody WfilB. ^

Best Books Published For Automo-
bilists and Motorcyclists ":!DSrwo^I^

Irrespective of price, the following publications are the greatest values of
their kind on the market.

Works are almost indispensable to—OWNERS, STUDENTS, OPERA-
TORS, BUILDERS, SALESMEN OR REPAIRMEN.

While tecboical, are written in simple language. Practical and convenient works of refer-
ence. Used as part of Standard Courses at leading Automobile Schools in the United States.
Approved and recommended by many of the leading American motor car makers and their
•ffent«. This recommendation is a guarantee of the educational value of these works.

The A.B.C. of Motor Car Operation. .50c
The A.B.C. of Internal Combustion, En-

tine, Maintenance and Repair*. ..2Se
The A.B.C. of Mafineto Ignition Sys-
tems 15c

The A.B.C. of Battary I2aition Systems
253

•The A.B.C. of Aerial Navigation, a work
that la up-to-date 50c

*In this book the Engineering Science as applied to Construction of Aerial

Craft and the Essential Principals Governing Aviators are Summarized.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

W. J, TAYLOR Ltd., Book Dept., Woodstock, Ontario, Canada
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SPECIALS

YhS— I WILL TRADi; GUNS—Send 2c stamp for
onipjele list of second hand and shop-worn lirearms.
A'crything guaranteed. Tell us what you want in first

;tter. Wm. R. Burkhard (Established in 1855), 143
:ast 4th St.. St. Paul. Minn. "The Oiiginal and Old
leliable." 12-TF

FOR SALE.—New Newton .256 slin.?; peep sight,
leard gold front sight, reloading tools, about 40 cart-
dgcs factory loaded, tin DuPont No. 20 powder, 100,
29 grain builds, 300 No. 9 primers, 575,00.

FOR SALE.—New 25 20, 1894 Marlm full magazine,
tied with Lyman No. 3 peep sight and Lyman com-
inatioD wind gauge front, i>rice $2/. 50.

FOR SALE.—New 22 S. & W. target pistol, 10 inch
arrel, $18.00. Fred Pawson, Box 1065, Oshawa, Ont.

111-T

;UN BARGALNS—A few high grade double Lefever
2 and 10 gauge sample guns. $^0.00 up. H. L. Green,
.akc St.. Ithaca. N.Y. 10-IT

WANTED.—22 calibre, 6 inch revolver. State coii-
ition, price and make. Sydney Carter, c-o F. Brown,
rownsville, Ont. 11-lT

WLNCIIESTER.— ..30-.'i0 short model, new. with case,
las shot only 15 to 20 sliells, $30.00. Owner has given
p hunting. B. Kriesel. Baden, Ont. H-IT

WANTED.—Automatic pistols, 45 Colts. Government
jodel, 22 Colts, 32 Savage, or Luger. must be in perfect
)ndition. C. W. Yorke, Ruscomb. Ont. 11-lT

FOR SALE.—25-20 Marlin repeating rifle, nickel steel
arrel, perfect condition, $18.00. C. \V. Yorke, Ruscomb,
'nt. 11-lT

STOP. LOOK, LISTEN.—Make your own gun oil.

uaranteed to remove dust and powder residue, absolutely
armless to gun. Recipe sent postpaid for S2.00. Geo
. Wright. Box 308. .Newmarket, Ont. 11-lT

FOR SALE.—Savage 32 Automatic and 200 cartridges,
ood as new, fired 50 times, S22.00, or will trade for 22
olts Automatic. Apply Bo.\ 15, Bedford Mills. Ont.

U-lT

FOR SALE.—Winchester carbon ,30-30 calibre, model
594. S25.00. perfectly new, only fired ten rounds. Unable
J go deer hunting. Robt. J. Harrison. Crighton IVlines,
nt. 11-IT

W.\NTED-—280 Ross ammunition, loaded or un-
laded. Will pav the highest price for anv number.-
;. Hamilton, 421 Somerset St.. Ottawa, Canada 11-lT

280 Ross rifle and 300 cartridges Remington 12 gauge
jpeatinq shijtgun. These are new guns, have never been
^ot, will sell for less than cost. George Mawson, Creston
I. C, Canada. 11-lT

z
GUN REPAIRING

W. A. Brock

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Restocking, Barrel Boring. Stock-Bend-
ing, Barrel Browning, etc.

All work guaranteed.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Goods Store of London. Ont.

MARRY IF LONKLY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rirh wish
marriage soon; strictly confidentia!; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
Box 556, Oakland, Calif. 3 IT

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS,
nialisni.

•

goitre, teller, old sores.
- catarrh, dandruff, rheu-

, piles, cured or no charge. Write for particulars.
Eczema Remedy. Co.. Hot Springs, Ark , U.S.A

FOR S.-\LE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. .Never been used. Box L, ROD A.\D GUN
Woodstock. Ontario. TF

SPECKLED TROUT—Now is the lime to stock your
ponds and streams. First class trout of all ages for im-
mediate shipment. For full particulars, write John (iall.

manager Caledon Mountain Trout Hatcheries, Inglewoo<l.
Ontario. 9 3 T

\ Boy. 18, wants situation with hunter and trapper for
winter. Sydney Carter, e-o F. Brown. Brownsville. Ont

11-lT

FOR SALE —Justrite carbide headlight, also a 22
Maxim silencer, both new and cheap- Sydney Carter,
c-o F. Brown, Brownsville. Ont. 11-lT

FOR S.\LK.—Lot at Lakeview, two and a half miles
from Big Lake Nominingue, P. 0-. county of LaBelle,
township of Loranger.'^size 30 x 86 more or less, lot number
645 Second avenue in the 4th range. Good place for
lishing and hunting. Price $700.00. Apply Box 12,
Rod and Gun, Woodstock, Ont. 11-lT

WANTED.—Youth of eighteen desires position on game
preserve or game farm, four years experience with poultry,
used to woods. Box 180, "Rod and Gun, Woodstock,
Ont. , U-lT

WIDOW, 36. worth $37,000,income $5,000 yearly, and
many others anxious to marry. Mrs. Warn, 2216H
Temple St., Los Angeles, Cal. UH-IT

Why not marry widow worth $10,000 to S.">0.000 if you
need a helping hand. Write, Messenger. Bos 581, Los
.^geles, Crd. im-lT

TAXIDFRMY AND TANNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con
dition. Apply Box L.. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock,
Ont. TF

t
Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.

Oliver Spanner t^ Co., 26 Elm St.. Torontu. We buv raw
furs. i r2T

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book of General Information
Valuable alike to dog lovers and ownefn,
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike to the nov-
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than
the Airedale and of particular interest to
the Airedale fancier.

Paper Bound $1; Ctoth Bound $1.50

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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Picture This Case of Birds

In Your Den or Office!

YOUR CHANCE TO OWN IT—CHEAP
This is your chance to make a fine addition to the

decorations of your Den or Office. Just the thing for

sportsman's club-room.

The case is of handsowie walnut, glass ends and sides

7 ft. 7 ins. long by 2 ft. 10 ins. wide and 3 ft. 6 ins. high.

WHAT THE CASE CONTAINS
Here's a list of the stuffed birds in this case:

Blue Heron, Heron Gull, Great horned Owl, Pileated Wood-
pecker, Grouse, Least Bittern, King Rail, Hooded Merganser,

,
Butterball, Old Squaw, Mallard Duck, Canvas Back Duck, Grouse
male and female, Wilson Snipe, Flying Squirrel, Screech Owl,
Cow Bird, Kingfisher, Prairie F'lover, Jake, Yellow Warbler, Red
Start, Blue Bill Duck, two trumpeters, two Snowy Owls, two
Woodcocks, Kittiwake Gull, Marbled Godwit, Lop-eared Grebe.

The taxidermy of each specimen is unexcelled, every
bird being natu'ral and true to life.

This collection is for sale^case and all.

For pike and particulars, write,

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., puLusher Woodstock, Ont.
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TRAPPERS GUIDtAND

IJ^iaaMraDtDOa supply catalog-

Hall am' S A pocket size handbook that is used Ijy Trappers all

Tranners over Canada. It is well illustrated and contains 96
„ yy pages, Knglisli or French, tells about the habits of
VjUlde Canadian fur bearing animals—how and where to catch

them, best style of traps to use for different animals, kind of bait.

and a lot of other useful information. The regular selling price of

this book is 50c., but if vou are interested in trapping, we will

gladly send you a copy FREE FOR THE ASKING.

Hallam's
Trappers and
Sportsmen's
Supply
Catalog

Fall 1918 Edition, 32 pages fully illustrated—full

of good bargains in Rifles—Shotguns—Traps

—

Animal Bait—Fishing Tackle—Nets and Nctting--

I leadlights—Shoe Packs— Compasses— Hunting

Knives—Collapsible Stoves and all the necessary

equipment for Trappers, Hunters and Sportsmen.

It will pav anv Hunter, Trapper or Sportsman to send for this

Catalog at" oncb. It is FREE FOR THE ASKING.

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
Will be distributed among the Trappers this

Season for Raw Furs. The ONE RAW FUR
market is 'iiallam"s"", and no matter where you
are, Hallam will buy your Furs for SPOT CASH
and pay you highest prices.

All you do, is simply to send your furs direct to

"HALLAM", and your money is mailed to you as

soon as the furs are received. Tr>' us.

Thousands of experienced trappers, living in all

parts of Canada ship their furs to us year after year,

because they find Hallam retuins are prompt,
Hallam grading very fair, and Ilallam prices

highest.

Get busy. Catch all the fur bearing animals you
possiblv can, and don't make anv mistake this vear,

but ship all your RAW FURS direct to John
Hallam, Limited, where you receive the most money,
buy from one skin up to all you can ship.

Wear Hallam's

Guaranteed

Fur Garments

Hallam's Fur

Fashion Book
18 pages, shows

these beautiful

furs photo-
graphed on
living people.
Wrile for your
Free Copy lodai/

We will

THERg IS aBG MONEY IN

TRAPPING
IF YOU SHIP VDUR

.\ddrcss in full as below:

To

919 tiallamB-uildin.g,TORONTO.
ThTE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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BIRDLAND REFLECTIONS FROM
AN OLD CAMERA

BONNYCASTLE DaI.E

THE poor old machine is getting
battered and worn like its owner,
and these wall bound days when

the snow lies deep and Christmas
draws apace are full of pleasant
memories of summer suns and spark-
ling waters and the melody of the
woodland. 'Tis but a bit of unre-
sponsive glass we gaze upon, this

big Celor lens, but its inquisitive

rays have carried to the sensitive

film many a wonderful scene. Its

field has been wide, from the tiny
humming bird to the great eagle;

from the little "singing fish" of the
Pacific, to the mighty whale: from
the humble mole to the noble wapiti.
To-day the sun is like a bleary old
man with its wintry rays, but let us
try for bird reflections from the
ancient machine, while we sit in the
old shanty on the Beaver.

With much clanging of curtains
and rasping of rollers and swishing
of bellows comes our old friend, the

|i' great blue heron. An extra loud gust
outside rattles the icy branches and
howls against the shanty windows as
though objecting to this full dress
rehearsal of summer time and flowers.
Yet, boisterous as the day is, through
llie medium of a few kindly chemicals
we can see our big wader standing
lishing in the shallows of that north-
ern lake as he stood many many
years ago. No doubt some unwary
shiner is now passing beneath that
slightly turned head and like a flash,

down goes the long bill and the
wriggling fish is caught, held aloft,

reversed head firsthand swallowed.

Watch, and one can actually see the
long morsel bulging its way down the
heron's throat. It is a bit uncanny
to see this long legged chap snap
up a wriggling snake, whack its head
repeatedly on a neighboring log and
calmly swaflow it, crowding it down
with every ridiculous gesture you can
imagine. But his most uncertain
meal is the common catfish. I have
seen him snip one of these out of the
marsh and wave it aloft and bring
it down, crash, on the bit of bog he
stood upon. He looked at times as if

he were waving a signal of distress, or

as if he were trying to dry the poor
fish, the frantic way he swept it up
and down. Then out of the clasping
mandibles, the catfish slipped, plung-
ing beneath the water by its own
weight, but the heron retrieved it

almost instantly and again beat it

upon the bog. Try as he might, how-
ever, he could not break off those
points that would mean perforation
to his long inward department and I

could easily imagine tears in his big
eyes a^ he sorrowfully let the still

living fish flop into the marsh. To
see him eye its slow course was to

imagine him regretfully licking his

lips at the loss of this dainty.

With the speed of thought the
lens transports us from Ontario's
clear blue waters and mimic waves to

the great smooth roller of the far off

Straits of JuaA de Fuca that lead
down to the Pacific. Here we find

the lens peering over the iron bul-
warks of a coastwise "wallower"—her
action was not copyrighted—who
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could roll and plifnge at one and the

same moment, giving you the most
unutterable feeling possible. Then
tne silly old thing would seem to take
a pain in her vitals and "buckle"
most alarmingly. I think Nature
had intended her for an amphibian,
but man interposed and finished her

naming her the "Porpoise" and thus
causing me a week of much inward
sorrow. But see! the lens is getting
impatient. On all sides of us, as far

as we can see from the tops of the
almost smooth billows, ahead, behind,
on both sides, stretch the mightiest
host of wild fowl our eyes ever gazed
upon. It took the—well, let's call

it a "ship" for courtesy— -an hour,

doing her twelve miles regularly, to
pass through the winged host. With
powerful glasses we saw that they
extended to the limit of our vision
on either side They were black
fulmar, one of the sea fowl, and they
had found a School of "whalefood"
or gril, a pink, free-swimming sea

animal much like a shrimp, but small-

er. On these they had so thoroughly
gorged their greedy selves that they
were unable to rise from the water.

Our snubby-nosed boat plunged into

them in great shape. They were
even more clumsily than she as many
of them had tc disgorge their upper
loads of mouth and throat before

they could even dive. Some of her

'ul/lJ^'-'^

Feeding Flocks of Sand Pipers

fantastic ganibols, however, almost
disgorged the machine and me as I

leaned over the rusty rail. It would
be impossible to give a calm estimate
of these incredible numbers. I

should say there were hundreds of

thousands of these big black birds,

which were about the size of a crow,
but shaped much like our common
hen. These birds are classified as

Pacific and Rogers fulmars.
Now the same invisible power

carries us swiftly as thought to a
spit guarded fiord of the northern
Pacific. Here where the tide lays
bare the sea worm filled sands, the
great curving, sweeping, sweetly call-

ing flocks of plover and sandpipers
and phalarope, dowitcher, avocet,
willet, curlew, stilt, tatler and snipe
gather. What filled us with aston-
ishment was to see a thousand of

these graceful birds sweeping swiftly

forward and, at some noted signal,

unheard and unseen by us, all the

fiock would instantly double back
upon themselves and not a single

feather came into collision. Turning
in the least possible spare, the upper
ones flying back over the lower
they sped bark over their course. In

this long winding fiord, a ver^• para-

dise for the wiidfowler unfolded itself.

Brant and big geese, ducks and
shorebirds innumerable there were

—

aye, within range of the glass,

blacktail deer stood drinking beside

a little mountain rill, but, and it is

a big but, the rainfall here exceecls

any place I have yet visited on this

continent. Something like fifteen

feet a year falls, ten times the fall of

Central Ontario.
Away! Away! Away! Here we

are on the top of a volcanic spht in the

Ciilf of Georgia. The home of the

guillemots—rather a crowded home
too as a thousand families live on this
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°'lr;w du'S" '"''' '° ^°^' "= "P "Sht this Christn.as time. Note the wonderful
Laddie Jr. f.nds a dead, frozen black duck where he'd sought shelter in the snowI-addio Jr. getting the Christmas ducks

^°^-
Laddie Jr. removing a snowy drifted bar across the shantv floorChr.stmas mornmg scene, d.gging the decoys out: ye okle cauoe'deeply buried.

tide and wind tortured upthrow—as
well as a few thousand glaucous
winged gulls, violet cormorants, sea
parrots or puffins and a rare oyster
catcher. Here is perpetual motion.
The black guillemot is never at rest.
Of all noisy, quarrelsome birds, com-
mend me to this large family. They

are the only birds I have ever seen
that fighting in midair, fall clutched
into the water. Day after dav, they
fight, feed and make love and shrill.
They are a beautifully rounded slaty-
black, pigeon-shaped bird with the
reddest of red feet and a red lining
of the mouth. The head bobs as
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incessantly as a clock's pendulum
swings. One thing we cannot un-
derstand, when on the water this

bobbing head often dips beneath the

water but never have we seen it

clutch anything. When the bird

dips as if for its food a hundred times
a minute this nervous head bobs up

until only a whimper would be heard,
the sun would sink, the wind would
cease, the ripple of the night tide
became but a murmur and all was
peace. Hold on! we reached this
conclusion prematurely. Somebod>-
has just pushed somebody else and
the whole breeding ground is covered

i

Great Blue Heron Fishing.

and down unless some other bird comes
near enough for a fight and then a
regular sparring match begins. In
the air, on the water, beneath the
water, churning the foam in their

fury, bills locked on feet or wings or
bills, the fight progresses, yet they
never seem to injure one another and
in a few minutes the ruffled plumage
is all smoothed out and victor and
vanquished promptly begin the bally
row all over again. We used to
delight to see them seated on the
great sea-rounded shoulders of this

dreary isle, all preparing for a lunch
off and a fight with their nearest
neighbor. Ail the day long, amid
the rush of the tide and the moaning
of the wind, this incessant cackle
kept up, as the sun set all the males
gathered together on the lea side of

the steeps and the females sought
their nests and young or eggs. Grad-
ually the clatter would taper oft'

with a shrilling, crying host and my
assistant. Laddie, murmurs that "he
would like to ram a hot potato down
their throats. I had just correctly

estimated the number of hot potatoes

needed and the best way to keep
them hot when—

-

Presto! Change! and here we are

away back in the centre of the contin-

ent. Do you know I rather like thisway
of travelling. No tipping, no bother

guessing whether the pretty girl is

maid or widow (grass or sod), no

sex problems; no searching for that

diminutive pillow; or dodging that

ever present coa'l cinder; no other

fellows, kiddies to smear orange juice

on your new novel; no looking calmly
unobservant when the train bandit
lays a twenty-five cent novel, marked
."S1.,')C on your seat; no slow wander for

that stool on the observation platform
when all the rest are actually rushing,

no just a "get there"" that beats the
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latest laiigletl airboat. 1 intend to

patent this way of travel so fore-

warned is forearmed
The lens wants us to look at ten

thousand birds on one four by five

film. We have arrived at the wild
rice beds of old Rice Lake, Ontario.
Here, in October, gather innumerable
hosts of migrating birds—the red-

winged blackbird in the greatest
numbers. We have a tree on the
point of our home island (Migration
Point) that daily bears a new crop
of birdfruit, but out in the rice beds
is the place to see prolific nature.

Mere is the old saying well illustrated

"they blackened the sun."' If you
notice this flock of birds literally

obscure the scene beyond. How
would you like to set the table for
this crowd? Let us see, there must
be fully an hundred thousand black-
birds in this rice bed. They eat some
ten times a day. Each one takes
some twenty grains of rice to fill

up its crop; twenty times an hundred
thousand is

What's the matter? The lens is

growing faint and dim, the mist is

spreading, Crash! a log falls in
the hearth. We waken from our
reverie to find the keen air has
frosted the sensitive glass. The
storm is still howling outside and
we are back, safe in the little shanty
on the Beaver.

THE OPEN PLACES
R. J. Fraser

DO you want tuned into sweet
harmony the discordant notes

which Old Worry and Over
work are striking on your highly
strung strung nervous system? Have
you become so wedded to your work
that, paradoxical as it may seem, you
are really estranged from it? Is the

canker of discontent eating into your
very soul? If so, here's the remedy,
the antidote unfailing, that has the

specialist and the sanitarium "beaten
by the length of a city street." Lock
your desk, bolt the shop door, and
clear the sluggish channels of your
soul of their sordid business cares,

to make way for a wild and gladsome
revel in the winter woods. Live as

your God intended you should, for

a few short days at least. Make
it your dissipation!

Someone has said that the heart
of man rejoices in peculiar tirnes and
seasons. Surely one of these is when
he rises from his couch on a sunny,
sparkling morning and looks forth on
a landscape of whitest snow; when
hill and forest, valley and frozen
lake are garbed alike in the freshness
of their winter robes. Why such an
occasion calls forth this outburst of

silent joy we do not attempt to ex-

plain. Leave the task to the phil-

osophers. We are content that it is

so. The city folk—those who are
content to be always "city folk"

—

to whose blood has never come, or
if coming, has been misunderstood
or ignored, the wanderlust, the lure
of the wild, that most sensuous appeal
to red-blooded man that draws and
holds him to the Out-of-the-Way
Places can never understand the
witching fascinations of the wintry
Out-of-Doors.
You can find it but a few miles

from your city gates. A land suffi-

ciently "wild" is within every man's
reach, if he has but the wish to seek
it. The gods of winter transform
the most docile of summer land-
scapes into primeval wildernesses.
A new, undreamed of region stret-

ches temptingly out before you;
a country, maybe not mountain-
ous, yet rugged; a succession of

hill and gully, stream and lake; hill-

side and hollow richly treed—not the
poet's "sylvan glade" but in its nat-
ural, primeval state, as the Great
Architect laid it out; beeches, birch,

and the evergreens with here and
there the towering majestic pines
carelessly scattered; a land of lonely
streams lonely only in the sense that
there are no dwellers along their

winding banks frost stilled and for

broad white spaces bearing silently
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their coverlet of snow; waters not
dead but quietly sleeping: around the

narrow bends rocky shoulders, naked
and windswept, and isolated alder

clumps peep forth, scorning the

warmth of Winter's mantle, where
swifter waters gurgle round great

boulders and sing their joyousness
over the unexpected freedom from
their icy bonds.

It is neither lonely nor lonesome
there, for it is alone in the great

Out-of-Doors that you find yourself

nearest to your God. and tramping
the clean, untrammelled byways of

a virgin hinterland, you join a com-
radeship that is true and lasting, for

the welcome of the free woods, the

open sky and the unchecked river is

a glad, compelling introduction to the

frank, enthralling camaraderie of the

wilds.

There are harsh moments and un-
forseen obstacles by the way. They
are all part of the game. You can-
not expect the ease and indolence of

a summer clime, and moments when
you are footsore and weary there

comes a depression of spirits. Dark
clouds overcast the sky; the chill-

some winter breeze finds unprotected
parts; even a grouch may develop.

Who of us is not at times subject to

that miserable frame of mind? Fore-
bodings and doubts arise; enthusiasm
wanes. After all, you ask. is not

Dame Nature a fickle and deceptive
mistress?

Then, of a sudden, the sky clears

and the sombre, all-enshrouding

gloom of the deep woods is broken
into dancing shadows interspersed
with growing patches of sparkling

snowcrust; snow birds twitter a wel-
come and a Northern jay, with a

"whirr" of awakened wings, flits

ahead and urges the traveller on
his way. A shrug of lighten-

ed shoulders disposes of the load;

the cloud of despondency vanishes.
You speak 'aloud your thoughts, for

always you have listening friends in

the wild creatures of the woods.
Even the trees seem to bend towards
you and whisper their sympathetic
understanding. The outspoken word
uttered in an exuberance of spirit

bucks you up like a slap of encour-
agement on the back. Shoulders

straighten, and the added vim to
the tired frame shows in the lengthen-
ed stride. Again all is well with the
world!

And then the new found joys of

the nightly camp adding to those of
the perfect day that has just closed!

A right jovial, sputtering, outrageous
fire, that sends its playful sparks
flying in all directions! You feast

and smoke and chat, and the day's
incidents are repeated in pantomine
and jest. Perchance you are alone,

and listen only to the roaring of the
flames, the crackling and hissing of

the birch bark, and the snapping of

the spruce logs. This is a song that
lives forever in the heart of an outer.

The fire burns low and is little more
than a mass of glowing embers. Sleep

time is at hand,—^the culmination of

a succession of joys.

Toil and red blood and robust
health seldom court the drowsy god
in vain. If the old fretful cares and
disquietude of mind arise, look into

the black, fathomless vault of heaven
overhead, with its hosts of brilliant,

scintillating stars, and realize what
a puny, insignitlcant being is mortal
man. Then turn over. The wind,
coming from the great empty soli-

tudes back of beyond, moves over-
head in soft whispers, then passes on
into other solitudes, as vast as they
are silent, and, in passing, quiets and
soothes the fretful, tired mind.

And when the outing is over and
the roaring camp fires, the ojien sky,

forest and trail, have been given up
for the city, the old routine begins
again,—the eternal grind that ends
only in the Great Rendezvous at the

end of the Last Long Lonesome Trail

—but with a wider", gladder aspect.

You take it up with a vim and zest

unknown bef)re. You have a new
hold on living, a new outlook on life.

In Nature you have found new
thoughts, new friends, new recrea-

tions. Ragged spirits have been re-

habilitated. The sky has called you
upward. The Open Spaces have call-

,

ed you outward. No wonder youi
come back to the common life ofl

everyday work carrying with youf
the thrifls of the wilds You have
something that your neighbor iacks>
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an indefinable somelhing that is far

beyond his powers of understanding

—

he is bill one of those "city folk"

—

and yoa bring this back to the work
of desk of shop, to the work of hand,
and head, and spirit, with a recreated
heart.

And forever aftenvards, the winicr
ouling is included in your scheme of
things, for the great free, companion-
able woods, have taught you that,
after all, man was made for the Open
Places, and the Open Places were
made for man.

'm ^v
ROBERT BARR WARMAN

The bright December sun spread
its welcome rays upon the
snow-clad woods and lent a

wholesomeness to the balsam scented
air, that seemed to inspire the squir-

rels to an unusual degree of activity.

Even the sombre owl, perched in

a tangled mass of branches near
the top of a giant oak, stirred in

his slumbers as he felt its invigorating
influence and spreading his noiseless

wings, sought some more secluded
perch.
As Jaccjues, the trapper, tramped

along the homeward trail breathing
the sharp clean air he too felt in-

vigorated and leaned on the traces
of his well laden toboggan with that
enduring patience so characteristic
of the woodsmen of the north.

It was a long tramp from the
settlement to the snug little cabin
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at Willow Creek, but there were
necessities which the grim and myste-
rious forest would not yield, such as

woollen clothing, flour and sugar,

and this load of supplies was to

help celebrate the anniversary of

his wife's birthday. The trapper
glanced at the slowly lowering sun
and began to make calcuh\tions on
what time he could reach the cabin.

He had three bear sets which he
wanted to visit and taking these

in he reckoned he could reach the

cabin before the late moon rose.

Accordingly he kept the trail,

eating up the distance with his long
rangy stride and placing his big,

Indian snowshoes with a skill that
comes only from long experience.

Towards sunset as the shadows grew
long in the silent forest, Jacques
came upon his first set. Leaving
his toboggan, he turned into the

thicker growth at his right and
continued along the bank of a small

stream for half a mile. Here he
halted, examining the snow with
scrutinizing eyes. To his right was
a dense windfall and to his left the
river, leaving a comparatively clear

margin of a few feet beside the steep

bank of the creek, which past expe-

rience told him was a favourite

trail of the larger animals.

Seeing no bear tracks at the runway,
Jacques turned back. He expected

the animals would come from this

direction and therefore wanted to
be sure if a bear had passed recently
before he approached the trap as any
human scent in the immediate vicinity
of the bait is sure to arouse their
suspicions. After circling the spot
and finding no tracks whatever, the
woodsman was confident that his

trap was unmolested.

The next set was about an hour
down the main trail and close beside
it. Here Jacques stopped about a
hundred yards from the spot and
circled as before. Picking his way
carefully and silently through the
now darkening woods, the trapper
came upon a small but boldly defined
trail which his trained eye told him
at once was that of a skunk. He took
off his snowshoes and approached.

These traps, with an upper log,

heavy enough to break the back
of a bear are not the easiest thing
in the world to set and usually ruin
the pelt of any smaller animal. By
prying with one of the heavy stakes
Jacques removed the skunk, and
then set about the task of re-setting

paused a moment seeing that it

led in towards his set but decided
to see if there were any bear tracks

before he went any closer. However,
there were none, and turning back
he followed the skunk's trail. The
animal had gone almost directly

to the trap and when within sight

Jacques saw his black and white
body crushed flat beneath the tre-

mendous weight of the upper log.

With an oath, the trapper kicked
the deadfall. ' After working some
time he got the upper log propped
up at the proper height and then
arranged the bait and the trigger.

This done, he straddled the lower
log and placing a powerful shoulder
below the upper, raised it until the
prop fell clear and then lowered it

until its massive weight was on the
"figure four." For a moment it

balanced, then suddenly the trigger

snapped, bringing the deadfall down
before the startled woodsman could
free his foot.

With a stifled groan the trapper
was drawn to the ground, but one
thing saved his ankle from being
^ti4 irt itm~, T*!-,.^ l^Mi'/^i- \rtrt \iroc
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crooked and left a hollow just large

enough to prevent the bone from
being crushed. However the pressure

was tremendous and it was some
time before Jacques, with the aid

of one of the large stakes could pry
up the log enough to free his foot.

When he did, a terrible weaknes
came over him, but with a supreme
effort he managed to crawl over
to the toboggan, and after wrapping
himself in the bearskin he sank back
exhausted on the soft packs.
The darkness thickened, one by

one the stars came out, the form on
the packs grew motionless and Jac-
ques, the trapper, slumbered alone
and unprotected on the silent trail.

Far to the westward, in the door-
way of a little caliin at Willow Greek,
a woman's anxious face was turned
upward, watching the great pale
moon as it rose in the starry heavens.
Then she watched the trail with
wistful, tear-filled eyes, every now
and again glancing back into the
room, where a little boy of five and
a little tow-haired girl of four slept

soundly, tucked in by a loving moth-
er's hand. Again the mother's eyes
sought the trail. She knew that
Jacques was somewhere in the black-
ness of the grim and mysterious
forest, and she knew too that no
better woodsman ever travelled on
its silent trails, but deep ih her
woman's heart was a strange dim
warning, an uneasiness whidi even
her wilderi|ess-bred courage could
not dispel. He had promised to

be home early on this night, and sIk'

knew that only an accident could
keep him from carrying out his

I
promise.

The woman turned into the dimly
lighted room. First she looked at

her sleeping children, then her eyes
wandered to the hearth, where she
watched the dancing flames. Outside
on the still night air a long mouinful
cry arose, which brought her suddenly
to attention. Before its last notes
had died away she had slipped on
a heavy mackinaw and picking up
a pair of snowshoes stepped to the
door. After securing the snowshoes
she headed straight for the thick
woods at the rear of the cabin. Fo:
some minutes she tramped in silence.

but when a little distance from the

cabin she raised her fingers to her
mouth and sent a shrill whistle
through the forest. Pausing for a
moment she listened and then turning
to the east she went on, whittling

again and ag;.in as she glided through
the trees.

Deeper in the forest and blending
harmoniously with its shadows, loped
a great grey form. Now it paused
beside a juniper bush, now a long
sharp nose sniffed beneath the low
fir trees, while keen senses guided
tense muscles, and Dingo, the trap-

per's dog hunted with all the alertness

of his untamed kinsmen. He was
a powerful brute, larger even than
the giant timber wolves of those
woods, and with a length of jaw that
gave promise of wonderfiU fighting

ability; a fine head with eyes wide
apart and muscles that rollecl beneath
a smooth coat of heavy fur. As
that faint mournful cry reached him,
two sharp ears were raised and a
menacing growl rumbled in his deep
chest. Then came the woman's
sharp whistle and he turned about,
recognizing a familiar sound. He
stood motionless until it reached
him again, then glided through the
shadows of the treeb. Presently he
scented the woman and trotted up'

to her side.

"lOingo," she cried "come find

and a shot rang out on the frosty air."
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Jacques;" And then she started back
towards the cabin. On arriving she
pointed down the trail that led to-

wards the settlement and holding
Dingo's nose to the tracks commanded
him to go. The great dog looked
puzzled, glancing from the woods
to her, then he sniffed the trail. "Go
on Dingo," she commanded again,

"go get Jacques—go get him!" Din-
go started down the trail, barked a
few timels and then with his bushy
tail high in the air trotted, off towards
the woods.

Ill

A long, weird far-away howl floated

down the aisles of the moonlit forest

and relaching Jacques, wrapped snugly
in the bearskin, awoke him f;-om his

resting sleep. The trapped opened
his eyes instantly and was wide awake.
He listened to the last dying echoes
of that sinistei- howl. Too well he
understood its meaning—the hunt-cry
of the gathering wolf pack, those
ever-hungrj' marauders of the great
north woods. When armed and on
his feet, Jacques regarded them with
the contempt, which trappers often
fee! for the beasts that fall their prey;
but with a sprained anlcle and only
a belt axe for protection, he shuddered
at the unwelcome nbtes of that far-off

sound.
His injured ankle seemed better

now so he decided to try a little

weight on it. Carefully he began
to draw his leg up, but it did not
move. His feet seemed heavy as

lead, or had his strength failed him!
True, he could not move his leg. Now
he tried the other but with the same
strange result. Jacques was perplexed.
He made an effort to sit up, but could
not move. Then he saw it was the
bearskin: it was as stiff as sheet iron!

That settled it. Jacques understood.
When he had wrapped the bearskin
around him, with the fur side in,

the other side was still wet and quickly
froze on being exposed to the zero air.

Why didn't he think?
Again that weird, menacing cry

rose on the still night air. This
time it was much nearer, although not
noticeably increased in volume. A
sickening feeling crept into the lone
man's heart; he struggled frantically,

then paused from sheer exhaustion

with only his pallid face showing
from the frozen bearskin. Once again
the cry arose and Jacques knew that
they had found the trail. Now he
realized the awful hopelessness of his
condition. Many hours on snow-
shoes from the Willow Creek cabin,
even if they could send help, and
still farther from the set tlemen t,

in a wild and rarely visited part of the
Quebec woods, and denied even the
chance of a light against odds; Jac-
ques shivered, his heart sank and
he prayed aloud.

This man was no coward— far from
it. As brave a man as ever slugged a
pack in all the Northland, a land
where men are bred to meet emer-
gencies and taught by that rough
teacher, experience. Jacques would
meet anything that roamed the woods
as long as he was free to fight, but
to face a foe under these conditions
was more than he could bear and keep
his mind. For a moment he was
motionless, gazing with wild, ghtter-
ingeyes into the surrounding shadows.
The hunt-cry was heard again and

nearer, and soon gray shadows moved
among the trees, and four flaming
eyes circled about the toboggan with
its living load. Then a strange pause
ensued. Jacques took a deep breath.
There was a sound in the shadows

—

light footfalls, the click of angry jaws,
a low growl and then a great dark
form, much larger than "the other
two, circled about the toboggan. A
chill came over the imprisoned body
on the packs. Here was the pack-
leader, he had just asserted his supe-
riority, he was the one who would
lead the fatal rush, whose fangs
would first draw blood on Jacques'
defenceless face. The man's spirit

broke; he tried to faint, but his eyes
were riveted vi\ that circling shape.
The great leader circled warily,

trying to catch a whiff of the prey
before him. Around, around he
moved in ever narrowing circles.

Jacques watched for what seemed
like hours; he saw the half opened
mouth, the dripping fangs, so long, so
white and cruel, then his sight grew
blurred, he screamed despairingly and
his .senses slipped away. Instantly
the leader paused, sniffed, then dart-
ing forward stopped within a foot of
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the pallid face. It was Dingo, the dog
from Willow Creek!

For a moment he sniffed. Then he
scented his master through the strong
odor of the bearskin. He whined in

joy and licked the face before him.
From behind came a rush, and Dingo,
turning, met the wolf with a slash of
his long fangs that opened him from
throat to chest. Instantly the other
wolf closed in, but met the sanite pun-
ishing jaw of the giant dog. All
three fought alike, the wild, and the
semi-wild, never closing in for a hold
as a bulldog would have done, but
depending on the lightning strength
of those awful jaws. The first wolf
drew back now, bleeding from his
wound, and with a fear of the man
and his big protector strongly im-
pressed on his mind. The other
wolf fought gamely for a few minutes
longer, then drew back in little better
shape than his companion. Shnking
back in the shadows they voiced their
weird howl again, and contented
themselves to wait for reinforcements.
Dingo now turned his attention to

his master, but after several un-
successful attempts to arouse him by
licking his face, he sat down on his

haunches and philosophically looked
over the situation. He knew in his

animal brain that something was
wrong. He knew his master should
not be lying there so ciuiet with
danger all about him, afid he knew
too that whenever he had been sent
to meet Jacques before, he had
welcomed him and hurried on towards
the cabin. Dingo could not under-
stand. He tried coaxing his master
by turning as though to go to the
cabin, but he still got no response.
For some minutes he sat thought-
fully beside the toboggan, his great
gray head tilted to one side, his eyes
ever glancing westward down the
trail. Then, as though decided, he
got up, walked over to the toboggan
and picking up the rope in his power-
ful jaws, leaned his massive weight
upon the traces of the toboggan.
It creaked, loosened in the snow, and
with a warning growl from Dingo,
slipped down the silent trail.

IV.

The pale gray light of early dawn
tinted the eastern horizon and told
the natives of the Northland of the
approach of another day. In the
window of the little cabin at Willow
Creek, the same tired face watched
the trail through the small square
which overlooked the chip-strewn
yard of Jacques' cabin. The light
in the east grew brighter, the sky took
a pinkish light and then day broke.
The trail grew distinct far among the
trees; a long winding empty trail it

was. But was it empty? What was
that dark spot in the gloom of the
trees? It was moving; yes—it ap-
proached! It was Dingo and his
precious load.

But what were those shadowy
forms that loped so phantom-like
beside the trail? The woman who
watched knew; her face left the
window at once and snatching up
Jacques' rifle and cartridge belt she
stepped to the door. At this moment
two wolves closed in, but meeting
Dingo's slashing fangs and still wary
of the strange toboggan they drew
off again. The trapper's wife slipped
a cartridge in the rifle and latched
the breech again. Dingo approached
rapidity, leaving a long ribbon of
scarlet on the snow as he came.
Once again the wolves closed in.

Then up went the rifle, a keen blue
eye glanced along the sights and a
shot rang out on the frosty air. With
deft fingers she broke the riile again
and slipped in another cartridge.
There was another report on the
morning air and another big marauder
fell limply on the snow.

Two hours had passed. The cabin
was bright and cheerful. The, child-
ren laughed merrily as they played
with some cheap toys from the
settlement store, while in a rude arm-
chair sat Jacques, his bandaged foot
propped up beside the fire, and a
fond smile on his weathered face.

His good wife was preparing breakfast
in one corner of the little cabin, while
over a heaping dish of meat scraps in
another corner, stood Dingo, the
leader—the master of the silent trail.



A YEAR WITH THE DEER
PART II.

H . C . H A D D O N

THE first snowfall of the winter
found the big buck and his

three does up on the open
hillside above the timber, from the
protecting shelter of which they had
been driven by a prowling cougar.

Sometime during the night, while the
wailing winds from the desolate north
went sobbing through the draws and
valleys, they came to a smaller patch
of timber, occupying five or six

hundred acres, and nearly at the top
of the mountain.
Down below, above the lake, the

trees were all fir and pine, but here

near the summit their place was taken
by hemlock and balsam. Great
festoons of moss and lichen hung from
their limbs, draping and dressing

them in fantastic garments. Here
the deer spent the night, moving
round restlessly and making no at-

tempt to bed down, for the shock of

their scare was still too recent.

Bitterly cold, the wind sighed and
drifted, searching out every corner,
and even the shelter of the big timber
could not ofl'er much protection.

Morning found it still snowing, and
the next morning too, and so for

three nights and days, till the clouds
lifted and the snow ceased, and
winter had come.

Presently the sun came out as if

to see what had happened during
its absence, and looked down on a
world of white, a world of snow cover-
ed valley and mountain, with the
white dusted trees picked out in

detail like the sugar coated decora-
tions of a monstrous cake.
Every smallest twig or branch or

leaf was laden down with its burden.
The outlines of broken stumps or

fallen trees were blurred into a dull

irregularity from which all angles
and corners had been smoothed out
by the two foot depth of the fall.

Then, as nearly always happens in

the mountains it started to thaw
under the warmth of the sun, and the

great trees shook themselves free

from their burden. As night fell

it grew colder till the moon, big and
white and clear, rose and rode across

the sky, and the icy fingers of the

frost gripped the mountains in the
grasp of winter.
Morning when it came found the

snow criss-crossed with a network of
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tracks. Here, deep and broad, like

the furrow from an erratic plow, is

the trail left by a porcupine as he
moved to fresh quarters. Further
on a white weasel has crossed a tiny
snow-buried creek and gone on his

tireless way, seekins^' in every hole

and cornel- for something to satisfy

his blood lust; and down in a little

hollow the trampled snow shows
where a big snowsiioe-pawed lynx
has made his killing and then gone
circling round to try and find another
rabbit.

Among the many records left by
the people of the hills it is easy to
pick out the trail made by the big
buck and the three does as it leads
straight down the hillside. The deer
seemed in no great hurry, and fed as
they travelled, nibbling olT the ends
of the brush that stuck up through
the snow, and now and again pawing
away to uncover some tuft of grass
that was not entirely buried.
So by easy stages the deer circled

round until they ranged back into
their old stamping grounds near the
lake, for unlike the blacktail deer
the white tails prefer the lower benches
and sidehills rather than the uplands
below the summits.
As the days passed without further

storms, the snow packed down so that
the deer were able to move around and
find feed sufficient for their needs with-
out much inconvenience. Willow tips

and buck brush furnished them much
of their sustenance, and also the wild
rose stems that stuck up through the
snow, with the red dried up haws
still adhering. Besides this there
was an abundance of young evergreen
growth, fir and white pine, with now
and again an occasional hemlock,
and the tenderer sprays of these
were eagerly devoured.
To the deer in the early part of the

winter starvation is never much of a
terror, for the hills are always full

of brush and twigs that can be reach-
ed without much difficulty, and that
at least will avert hunger, even if not
over-abundant in nourishment. In
comparison with the bear or our own
domestic animals they are not vora-
cious feeders. Even when among
knee high grass they never do more
than crop a few mouthfuls before

moving further on, and when living
off the brush they usually nibble off

only the tenderest ends, never gain-
ing very much in any one place and
yet covering a tremendous amount of
territory in their dainty half hesitat-
ing, half frightened way.
Towards the end of the year the

big buck shed his horns, rubbing off

first the one and then the other, for
now that the mating season was
passed the life had gone out of them
and they worked loose from the scalp.
Several of the younger bucks in the
neighbourhood had already lost theirs.

A few would carry them through into
the new year, but late December will

usually find the bucks shedding.
It is doubtful, except in a few-

isolated instances, if these horns are
ever used as a means of offence.
Rather they seem to be a sign of the
male superiority—the vesting in the
buck of the powers of defence for
the possession of his does. Many of
the deer tribe fight savagely among
themselves for the ownership of their
harems, notably elk and moose, and
at such times their antlers are used
to further their desires, but it is

rarely that the smaller deer use their
horns as a weapon against a common
foe.

As December ended the weather
broke up, and storm after storm came
sweeping through the valley. Day
after da>- with monotonous regularity
the snow fell deeper and deeper,
soft and p6wdcry as yet, but adding
with each day further difficulties in

the way of finding food. With the
tremendous precipitation of the
moimtains the snow becomes a very
real problem that the deer have to
face. So long as it remains 90ft they
can move around and find enough to
eat, for there is always the smaller
evergreen growth as a standby, but
when the weather changes in mid-
winter and rain and frost harden up
the snow into the eadly crust then
they are unable to travel for weeks
at a stretch, and must pc-force re-
main wherever the frost has caught
them. At such limes they are in
their greatest danger. By the very
length of their legs—the same wonder-
ful legs that arc their strength and
safety when the ground is bare again
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—they sink into the snow up past

their heaving flanks with every jump
they take, and wolf and cougar take
easy toll from them. In the tw;
last months of the winter, February
and Marcli, there are probalily more
deer lost than all the rest of the year,

including the hunting season. The
big cougars that haunt the yards kill

on an average once a week, and a

wolf pack running onto a bunch of

deer when the snow is crusted will

kill off every one and leave tlie half

eaten carcases as unworthy of further

notice.

Even the slinking coyote, the poor
relation of the wolf, will take his toll,

though they usually kill but a single

deer at a time and will return again

after their meal until the whitened
bones have been gnawed clean. Nor
are the deer always wise in choosing
the location of their yards, and a long

drawn out cold spell often finds them
with all the available browse eaten

olT before the spring thaws set them
free again.

As the depth of the snow increased

the big buck led his does up the hillside

to the bench above. Here there was
a strip of timber, then the country
broke up into a big basin that grad-

ually swung round to the south and
formed an outlet for a little creek

that Anally emptied into the lake.

The big timber gave protection from
the wind, and whenever the trees

thinned out their place was taken by
thickets of younger growth that

promised a plentiful food supply.

For a week or so the weather kept
warm and open, thawing by day and
clouding up at night so that the top
snow hardly froze at all, and ending
with several days of driving rain that

packed the surface snow clown con-
siderably. All the wiile the deer
kept contmually on the move, ranging
for the most part within the mile
long limits of the basin, and yet
circling and swinging round flrst on
one side of the valley and then on the
other, as if the open weather made
them restless.

So they broke a considerable a-

mount of new trail every day, wander-
ing aimlessly from one thicket of

evergreen to another, and picking
up all the feed they needed. Nor

did they follow one another in single
file, which is usually one of the
characteristics of the deer, each one
instead breaking a trail of his own as
the mood seized them, for with the
snow rain-softened the travelling,
though heavy, was not hard.

Then with the lifting of the clouds
and the clearing of the sky came a
cold snap. The snow crusted up
over night, and further travelling
became impossible. It is doubtful
if the deer broke their trails before-
hand intentionally. Rather it seems
as if their wanderihg instinct was
responsible for their keeping on the
move as long as they were able to
travel, so that when the frost came
and the snow crusted they had
several miles of broken ti-ails wander-
ing to and fro across the hillside.

To this network of trails the deer
would be confined till the softer

weather that heralded the coming of

spring brought the breakup of winter.
Now and again when a warm day
brought a temporary thaw they would
venture short distances into the
unbroken snow, though more to

reach some tempting morsel of feed
than to attempt to move to a newer
range.

Up on the high summits the cari-

bou were driven down into the shel-

tered valleys that yawn like great
chasms up the sides of the mountains,
and though the snow was piled up
deep with the regularity of the storms
it remained through all the winter
soft and loose. For this reason the

caribou do not yard up the same way
that the deer do down on the lowland
benches. Up towards the summits
it is rarely that the snow ever crusts

and mere depth of fall causes only an
added drawback to travel. Now and
again when a week long storm goes

raging through the hills the caribou

will seek the protection of some tini-

bered basin and here they may remain
till the weather clears. Then they

are able to move on—but to the deer

below, where rain and snow both fall

during the winter, and where the

frosts freeze up the wet snow into the

treacherous knife-edged crust, the

yards that they have chosen and the

trails that they have broken become

i
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••The sharp front IccL lauslil Ihe coyote in his leap, crumpling him up with the force of the impact.

for the later part of the winter the
limits of their range.

Irregular, and wandering on with-
out definite aim, now dropping down
the hillside to skirt the bottom of
the basin but a few short yards before
turning and climbing up to the rim
again, now running for a hundred
yai'ds without twist or turn, the
winter locked trails of the deer are
wonderfully fascinating. Nor in
picturing them do you want to imag-
ine a clean cut broken trail such as
you would leave with your snowshoes.
The main trails, the arteries of con-
stant travel are more defined, so that
you can shed your snowshoes and
walk in comparative comfort, but
the diverging branching network of
smaller trails have in" many cases
been travelled over only the single
time. Here, big and deep, is the

hole made by the deer's body as she
landed from the plunge. Follows
a ridge of snow and then the next
depression, and tucked away at the
very bottom the sharp triangular
imprints of their feet. So you can
see how the doe rested for a minute
after her plunge, leaning almost
gratefully against the snow, and
turning her head to nibble off the
ends of the brush within reach.
And hidden somewhere in the

labyrinth of trails are the deer
themselves—hidden by day in some
thicket of evergreen because yours
are not the only eyes that are seeking
them. Here and there you can find
their droppings, and everywhere along
the sides of the trails the cropped off
ends of the brush to show where they
have been feeding.
Now and again while the great
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white moon swung overhead and the
stars danced and twinkled in the
bitter cold, the cry of a hunting wolf
would come sailing across the frosty

night air, fdling the silent hills with
eerie echoes.

Closer than this danger did not
come to the deer. Week after week
went by, not uneventful—for all life

in the snowbound hills is a constant
fight against surprise and cold and
hunger—and yet not openly danger-
ous.

Once a cougar or a wolf pack found
them the deer would have a poor
chance of escaping. They might
lose their pursuers in the network of

trails, but the odds were against them.
Cornered in some blind trail, knowing
the danger behind them and unable
to turn back, they would have to

take to the unbroken snow. If the

crust held flight would bring them
salvation, but once they started to

break through they would speedily

tire themselves out until they lay
panting and breathless till the slayer

should find them.
So the winter slipped away. No

sign of spring yet showed, though
gradually, infinitesimally, the even-
ings lengthened out as February
spent itself. All along the main
trails the deer had eaten off all of

the brush that they could reach, and
were forced to use the half broken
smaller trails, some already filled

with fresh snow.
So they worked up the hillside one

evening as the shadows deepened, the
big buck in the lead and the three

does strung out behind, half hidden
by the tree trunks.
Then suddenly along their back

trail broke out the excited hunting
cry of a coyote. At once the two
furthest does were seized with panic,
and broke into a jump down the
hillside. They had hardly made a
dozen plunges before the coyote met
them, a big dog hunting by himself.
Snorling with fear the does whirled
round and started to ascend the hill

again—and after them the silent

grey shape that had ceased his yap-
ping now that the game was in sight.

Up above at the junction of two
trails stood the buck and the young-
est doe, snorting and stamping their

fore feet. The two does rushed past
them, branching off into a side trail,

and as they passed the youngest doe
followed and then the big buck.
And perilously close, only a few

short yards behind, the coyote came
into full sight, a great lean beast
with the saliva drooling from his

mouth at the closeness of the deer.

Then the leading doe mistook her
trail, turning off again to follow a
smaller branch trail. Of a sudden
they found themselves trapped at

the end of the trail, with only the
unbroken snow ahead of them. Nd
time to turn now and retrace their

steps, no other alternative than to

trust blindly to the crust holding and
to attempt to reach one of the main
trails further down the side of the
basin.

The first few jumps they made in

safety and then the leading doe broke
through. Almost at the same instant
her companion met the same fale.

The third doe, not yet two years
old and considerably lighter than the
others made the passage to the lower
trail without much difficulty, and
vanished out of sight among the trees.

For a few seconds the two does strug-

gled wildly to regain the crust, but
with each jump they made, they
broke through again. Their breath
came in great sobbing gasps as they
thrashed and floundered round, their

eyes white rimmed with terror that

urged them on.

Twenty-five yards further down
the hillside was the trail that the
youngest doe had reached in safety;

twenty-five yards till the firm snow
and the broken trail should give

them a chance of escape—if the>

could only reach it in time.

Gathering every last ounce^ of

their strength they would struggle

out of the hole that their bodies had
broken and then, as their weight
bore down on the crust, sun softened

with the \^armth of the day and not
yet frozen with the cold of the night,

they would break through again,

crunch, crunch, as the rotten crust

gave way in great slabs.

And then at long last, when it

seemed as if they could do no more
they reached the trail, almost ex-
hausted but gaining sudden strength
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as their sharp feet bit into the

hardened snow of the runway.
As the big buck reached the point

where the does had left the trail he
whirled round suddenly, and only
just in time, for the coyote could
almost reach his hamstrings. He
must have realized, this big buck,
that a few minutes grace would allow

the does a fighting chance—and so

he turned at the end of the trail and
stood at bay.

Seeing this his pursuer also stopped,
for the coyote is always a coward.
The frontal attack, the leap at the

throat or the cjuick sharp snap of

white teeth to reach the heart—these

are not his usual methods. The long
chase in deep snow, the cutting of

the hamstrings and the disablement
of his prey—these if you like. But
greater than fear or cowardice is

the spectre of Hunger that haunts
the winter trails and that drives

the coyotes to molest the deer in the
first place; and Hunger now was
stronger than caution.

A frothing snarl, lips lifted so that
the ugly teeth showed in all their
gleaming whiteness, a slinking sneak-
ing half turn—and then he sprang.
And the i)ig buck used his greatest
means of defence, the strongest wea-
pon that the deer possess.

Up, up on his great hind legs and
then down, with all his splendid
strength behind the blow. The
sharp front feet caught the coyote in

his leap, crumpling him- up with the
tremendous force of the impact,
smashing his bones as if they had been
made of paper, and bringing deer
and coyote down together.

Rising to his feet the big buck gave
no second glance at his fallen adver-
sary. Down below, the does had
disappeared along their runway, and
turning, the buck followed their
tracks down the hillside till he reached
the broken trail. Then his big white

flag went up, and travelling on the

jump, he disappeared among the

trees.

^P
The Too Abundant Crpw.

In the Septeml)er iss>ie o( Rod and Gun,
Reginald Gourlay has some things to say

about that black thief and murderer, the

crow, and I uas deeply interested in his re-

marks until I came to the end of the article

where he recommended that we go out with

our little .22 and reduce the number of the

sardonic devils. Then I had to laugh. I

wonder if Mr. Gourlay has ever had to go

"gunning" for crows? I have, and believe

me the crows had more fun than fell to my
share.

The only man I ever met who actualh

killed any number of crows with a gun, was a

friend of mine who happened to sit down
clo.se to an old dead tree on which the crows

lit in numbers as they proceeded south in the

fall. Each bunch as he shot into it would
fly on south and those coming had no warning
of the hunter, so that my friend actually

killed a considerable number, much to the

disgust of his friend who could hear the

shooting and supposed that it was duck that

was getting killed.

I can only recall shooting one crow in all

my life time of shooting, and that one gave

me much trouble.

I have shot one or two ravens also, but in

each case I saw them first, and that was an

accident, for believe me they are some
lookers themselves.

I agree with Mr.Gourlay that the numbers -

of the crow should be reduced, but I do not

believe it will ever be done with the gun,

and my suggestion is that it be tried with

poison. But here again we are up against it,

and I would ask some of the readers to tell us

just how to poison the whole carcass of,

say a horse or cow, that Mr. Crow will find

death in all parts of it.

I have cleared the sparrows out of large

shops with poison, and could I believe thin

them out of a city during the winter, but the

crow is a different proposition.

We should do something in the case of

both crow and sparrow. Why not take the

matter up sharply? The destruction of these

worse than pests is not personal to any of us

and is a matter that should be taken up by

the Government.
E. J. M. Veigh.



Harry Laughy

THt. world was swathed in a

,

robe of ermine, the spruce

already quaking beneath their

load of snow. The log cabin squat-

ting on the river's bank beneath the

trees was crowned with white and
banked with fluffy snow drifts to its

window ledge. As far as the eye

could see the level bosom of the frozen

river went winding its way in the

shimmering light of the mystic mid-
night twilight,and the mysterious

glamor of the northland was over all.

The few stars that gemmed the south-

ern sky shone soft and pale and a

young moon swung low above the

tree tops as though in shame, for

across the northern sky from east

to west was Hung a curtain of trans-

lucent light that palled to insignifi-

cance even the silvery moon. Always
in motion it waved and soared,

rippling across the sky in billows of

radiance, weird as a witch's phantasy,

beautiful as a lighted poem.

No sign of life was anywhere
though the yapping cackle of a fox

rang through the frosty stillness and
a roar like crackling thunder ran

away along the ice. Ascending

straight above a close set thicket

that" marked a creek's mouth near

the cabin rose fleecy columns of wood J
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smoke denoting a village of teepees

crouched among the sheltering brush.

It was Christmas Eve and in the
cabin by the river all was warm and
bright. The rough log walls were
bathed in the cheerful glow of the
flames that leaped upon the hearth.

The cabin was neat and tidy with
its window and door to the river.

Over the window a tier of books and
down its side the shelves that held
the dishes. A cupboard in the cor-

ner contained the food, and clothing
hung on pegs behind the door. A
folding table ran along the wall,

two bunks, one above the other
filled one corner at the back and the
fire-place of dobe mud occupied the
other. A few magazine pictures

adorned the walls and sprigs of

evergreen stuck here and there lent

a festive appearance' to the cosy
place. Two men sitting before the
fire toned perfectly with their sur-

roundings, tall strapping young fel-

lows, dressed in the unconventional
garb of the trapper and one would
never guess from their appearance or
surroundings that the one was a
Harvard graduate and the other
a scapegrace from College Green.

Down in the tee-pees among the
brush there was peace and plenty
also. Cosy and warm, the inmates
sat about the little central fires on
skins and blankets spread on beds of

boughs. The men were idle for the
most part, lounging and smoking at
their ease while the women worked
about tending the pots that hung
above the fires, for game was plenty
at this Christmas season and while
there is meat upon the lodge pole
of a northern Indian, the pot never
ceases to boil, nor the family to eat.

Day and night the fire smoulders,
the moose meat broils or bubbles and
as each one hungers he carves and
eats and while Christmas peals ring
out their joyful message round the
world, away up here in the frozen
northland, ignorant of it all—thes3
simple Indians sit around their tee-

pee fires and peace and good will

seems to fill each heart.

Up in the cabin the two young men

sat silent before'the fire and] the mind
of each was busy with memories
of Christmas, long ago. They were
waiting now for their partner. Free-
man Smith, who had gone to the Fort
with a dog team some days before to

fetch out the mail and the few delica-

cies that they could procure so far

from civilization. A dozen times in

the last hour the Irishman had gone
to the door to listen and now, as he
heard the huskies howl in the Indian
camp he sprang to his feet and shout-
ed,

"Be the beard uh Saint Pathrick
he's comin' " and rushed to the door
in time to hear the wolf howl of the
huskies echoed far away in the
woods beyond the river. His com-
panion, "Arizona," joined him at the
doer and they stood waiting for

Free's appearance and as they waited
Paddy broke out:

"Sure it's a hathen counthry at the
best where the imps uh darkness ken
turn the night to day any time they
plase. Look at that now" as a
deluge of changing lights went shud-
dering across the north. "Sure
wouldn't that be a great game fer

the fairies at home."
Arizona laughed as he answered,
"Ycu can't blame the Northern

Lignts on the fairies, Pat. The
Indians claim them for their own.
Have you heard their interpreta-
tion?"

"No, what about it?"

"Why the Indians claim that long

ago their forefathers worshipped a
caribou made of gold and that
Manitou sent a mighty rain, drove
the Indians to the tops of the moun-
tains and staiA^ed them there, washed
all the gold away and sent the spirits

of those who starved to gather it

together and guard it in its hiding
place, far in the unknown north, and
when the Northern Lights are burn-
ing the Indian turns his mind to

Manitou, for he holds it as a sign of

the Covenant, even as we do the
rainbow."

"But d'yuh git that? The Golden
Calf, an' the Flood, an' all the rest

of it?" said Paddy in astonishment.

"Yes, and that's not all" said
Arizona, impressively, "They can
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offer you a substitute' for nearly

every important Bible character that

we have. Moses, Sampson, and all

the rest. Judas they call "We-San-
Ki- ^hauk," the man who is sweet to

every one, but true to none."

"Be the powers uh pelt. It's here

we should come fer larnin', lave

Dublin alone," and even as Pat
spoke a long grey shadow disentang-

led itself from the trees on the other

shore and came slithering down the

bank. Arizona's Winchester barked

a welcome and like an echo came the

crack of the dog whip, a quarter of a

mile awav. The shadow rapidly

resolved itself into a team of racing

dogs and with a patter of feet and a

soft chiming of bells they came
flitting across the river with the

speed of changing light.

With the dogs tied up and fed

they gathered in the cabin after

packing in the load from the tobog-

gan. A small sack of sugar, a box

of mixed tobacco, a bundle of woolen

goods, shirts, mittens, socks, a sack

full of papers and old magazines,

a box close packed with delicacies

and, nestling in their midst a bottle

of Irish whisky.

Pat and Arizona exclaimed glee-

fully over each separate package as

it was opened but when the green

labelled bottle appeared there was a

breathless silence while a look of

heavenly rapture overspread each

eager face. Arizona raised his eyes

reverently to heaven while Paddy
elevated "the Ijottle as a priest would
raise the chalice, held it so in silent

adoration then kissed the green label

solemnly and said: "Papist I've lived

and Papist I'll die but, though you
come from the Prince of Orange him-
self me Irish friend I salute you."

The bottle was opened with fitting

ceremony and, being the first one
any of the boys had seen for a year,

held the place of honor in the feast

that followed consisting of moose
steaks fried in bear's grease, dried

caribou tongue, moose nose boiled

and cold, bannock such as only
squaws and trappers make and flap-

jacks hot from the pan. With every
sip of his heart warming toddy
Paddy breathed a silent prayer for

Gus Clark, the Hudson iBay

Factor who had remembered them
in Iheir extremity and after a nip
and a night-cap the bottle was sealed
and they all retired, for Free had
covered over two hundred miles
with the dog team on his trip for
their Christmas cheer.

The day dawned fair on Christmas
morning. The sun swung low across
the southern sky to brighten, but
not to warm the frost gemmed fields

of snow, and the smoke wreaths
floated lazily above both Indian
camp and cabin. The boys were
busy in the preparation of their

Christmas feast and in the teepees
life went on as usual.

Free, a husky young giant in his

late twenties, with brawny arms
bared to the shoulders and a paper
bag upon his head was presiding at

the mixing board. The Irishman
was puttering about and making a
nuisance of himself generally while
Arizona, from the upper bunk and
the seductive charm of a year old

magazine was drawling instructions

and keeping peace between the two.

The discussion now was over the

choice of bacon fat or bear grease as

shortening for the Christmas cake.

"Me moother was wan uh the best

cooks in all Ireland an' she niver even
heard uh bear's grase. She wouldn't
use even buther to cook wit', nuthin
but lard" Paddy was saying.

"Small wonder in that," Free
parried, laughing. "Your mother
would never take the time to come
all the way to Alberta in search of

bear's grease to do her cooking when
by reaching across the fire-place she

could knock the hind leg off a pig."

This was a facer but Free was
compelled to defend himself with a

battery spoon and Arizona, from the

safety of the bunk shouted "Strike

One.'"'

What with cooking and laughing
and reading the magazines the day
drew on to dusk and then the boys
dug out a sack of candy and started

on a crusade through the Indian

camp. Passing from lodge to lodge

they scattered their favors indis-

criminately among young and old

and when they returned to the cabin

they took along an old Indian whom
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they had chosen as their guest of

honor.
Though the white men were big,

every one of them, yet the old

Indian out-topped the biggest of

them by half a head and though his

locks were hoary with the frosts of

nearly a century his step was as light

in his beaded moccasins as that of

the youngest riian among them.
Seated beside the white man's

table in the warmth of the cheerful
fire his sharp old eyes glistened as he
watched the good things materialize,
one by one.
A joint of moose meat, browned to

a turn, a wild goose baked with
dressing and a big lake trout, stuffed
and roasted in the reflector before
the fire. Flanking these were pota-
toes, onions and sauer kraut all of

the tinned variety, but good. Real
white bread, mince pies and a cake
that was thickened with corn starch,
because they were short of flour.

The old man loosened his sash and
ate as though he were on commission
and when the remnants of the feast

were cleared away and the bottle and
box of cigars appeared his stoical

mask fell away and he beamed with
white man's pleasure.
Under the influence of a drink or

two he turned to Free and asked in
Cree:
"What day is this that the white

man seems so glad?"
"This is Christmas, the day our

Christ was born," was the reply, and
in detail Free told the Indian in his

native tongue the tale that never
grows old.

The old man listened attentively
and was silent a while in thought
then, gazing into the blazing fire he
commenced to speak, using the
poetic language of his people.

"Long, long ago, before the white
man was born upon the earth the
Indians were a mighty people. Their
young men hunted and their war
drums beat from the rising of the
sun until its setting, and in the days
when our dead were young there came
to us a Father-Manitou. He was
the Spirit of Good and he has never
left us, though once he spoke to us
in anger and turned his rage upon the
land in which we hunted. Then

the bones of my father's people
whitened all the mountain tops and
a mighty water was in all the land.

So were the Indians scattered. Each
hill and mountain knew its own and
unto each was given a tongue that
none might know, for Manitou was
angry with his people. Of those who
died none ever even knew the Place
of Plenty but wander still in the
land where the twilight lingers to

guard the secrets that are dear to

Manitou and, when the world of ice

and treasure is wrapped in gloom he
sends his watch fires dancing down
the sky, that all may watch and
sleep not. Last night, while white
men slept, his torch went waving
through the night and the moon
skimmed low across the sky, softly,

softly, like an Indian's bark canoe.
Then the Indians spoke in whisper^
for they knew that Manitou was near.

The white man's Christ may go and
come again but Manitou is with his

people always. We hear him in the
wind that whispers in the tree tops

—

we hear him in the waters dancing
on the stones and when we see his

hand tear up the leaves and spin
them in the clouds we bend our heads
and think of none but him, for in

those signs he speaks to us again, that

none may lie, or steal, or hate. The
white man has Big Medicine; the
white man has good rum: but white
man's Christ is for white man:
Indian likes best Manitou."

As he finished speaking he was at

the door and silently he glided

through the low aperture and was
gone.

As the door closed upon him and
the snow whined beneath his softly

falling moccasins, an audible sigh

ran through the group before the
fire, and all were silent, for though the
wording had been changed, "That
none might lie, or steal, or hate,"'

they knew the message was the same
that singing angels had heralded over
Judah two thousand years bef. re,

and a growing wonder filled the heart
of eacTi as they meditated on the
beauty of it all—that joyful message,
heard on high, handed down through
the ages through the devious channels
of the traditions of a well nigh oblit-

erated race and delivered here in
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the wilderness, far beyond the haunts God teaching always the simple lesson

of men on the lower waters of Peace "Peace on earth, good will to all

River by a vague exponent of a mystic men."

LINES ON THE BROOK-TROUT
Robert Page Lincoln

Of all the trouts and the fishes that live in the homelands.
Deep in the lakes and the stream scintillating like diamonds,
Most beautiful, he, fontinalis, the pride of the waters.
Jewel of the forest, the handsome knight of the fountains;
Fairest that God ever granted abode on the planet:
Bright inspiration, conceived in the Mind of the Genius;
Wrought in that mould with infinite labour and patience

—

Purified, too, and bidden to live like the saintly.

There to impart the depth and the soul of the mighty

—

Child of pure silence, the peaceful sage of the riffles.

Faultlessly shaped, like a sonnet, eternal, immortal!

Not the assassin is he, the keen-eyed charr, fontinalis!

Not like the pike, the saturate pirate and hunter

—

Loving to kill, and relentlessly driving the weaker.
But with his portion of tinier food is contented;
Cleanliest feeder, a taker of short-living insects
That in their day mount up like a spire to heaven

—

Light as the thistle-down, lambent of wing, and as graceful.

Mist of a life that Nature unites for its purpose
Ere the mist fades, and the spoils are flecking the current,
^^here ever-watchful the brook-trout is waiting his moment

—

Waits for the fallen that ride on the bickering surface!

Beautiful, he, fontinalis, born of the splendour of dawning

—

Rosy his sides like the glowing sphere of the sunset;
AMiite is the breast that ki.sses the manifold pebbles,
Twinkler of emerald, garbed in a palpitant olive

—

Spotted with crimson, the tell-tale sign of the species,

(E)ots of rare crimson, circled with gray as a trimming).
As though the .\rtist, the divine Lord of Creation,
Surveying his task was given to further re-touches.
Thus by his marks to set forth a special distinction

—

For such a fish that was granted to live in pure waters.
Crystalline pools and the springs that burble into them.

Fair to the eye is the brook-trout, chevalier spangled.
Yet never fairer than when in the day of his nuptials:

In the ripe autumn, the time of the riotous colors,

Golden, and orange, and scarlet, running like fire

'fhrough all the leaves, like a great conflagration enkindled.
That in a shower reflects itself on the brook trout,

Ciiving him beauty, surpassing the marvelous heavens.
When the sun sinking, tints all the clouds into being:
Then, in her time, when Nature hath cloaked him for courting.
Symmetrical, noble, the fins outstanding in challenge.

Gallant for winning is he in the contest of mating!

Here in the untrammeled waters—the pools sequestered,
Gay-fronded pools, where shadow and light arc divided.
Lives fontinalis, Ihe charr, as bright as a coin new-minted:
Lithe as a willow he fills all the e\e of the angler.

Who with his rod, and the buoyant fly on his leader.

Artfully casts with a grace that is lifelike, seductive.
So thai deceived, the gem of the water, up-rising.

Seizes the hire and is stung by the barb that is in it.

Then madly fights, and rages, and whirls in the eddies

—

But, like a knight of yore, who gilded with honor his title.

Only is caught when the wicker-creel closes around liim.



EDITORIAL COMMENTS

NOT A BEAUTY CONTEST

Starting with the January issue we are

going to give our readers an opportunity to

say "Hello" to some of our best known con-

tributors. In other words we hope to be able

to present in ronsecutivc issues of the maga-
zine for 1919 photographic reproductions of

some of the most useful of our writers. We
will not conceal the fact that it has been

somewhat difTicult to persuade these gentle-

men to give us what we wanted. Innate

modesty, perchance, or the eccentricities ot

genius or a fear that the reproduction might

not do justice to their special type of manly
beauty, or a desire to camouflage a fancied

lack of the latter quality, may have been

some of the contributing factors. However
our solemn assurance that we did not desire

the portrait for a dental ad^ and that we were

not running a beauty cotiiest has helped where

the last suggested factor furnished an excuse

for non-compliance with our request and in

our January issue we will publish the first of

these cuts with accompanying text and
readers who for the last ten years have known
Bonni/caslle Dale only as a writer of nature

stories and articles will be given an idea of

what he looks like in the flesh.

"THE FRONTIERSMAN"
Rod and Gun is indebted to Major F. V-

Longstaff editor of "The Frontiersman''

published in London England for a "War
Number" copy of this publication containing

among other interesting articles one on the

late Captain F. C. Selous D. S. (25th. Bat-
talion of the Royal Fusiliers), the noted hunt-

er, explorer and ornithologist, who was killed

early in January 191". The cover shows a

fine reproduction from an old engraving of

Capt. Selous.

AN ANNOUNCEMENT
The Editor of Guns and Ammunition has

received a letter from Mr. Alfred B. Geikie,

formerly Editor of thil Department, saying

that he was in the United States Base Hospital

Numl.ier3.3, Portsmoutli. England, recovering

from a bullet wound in the leg. Mr. Geikie

was wounded in action in France several

weeks before writing this letter and received

his wound from a German machine gun.

Mr. Geikie, at time of writings was getting

along as well as could be expected and
anticipated returning to his command in

France in the near future. We believe that he

is the first American shooting writer of any
considerable reputation to become a casualty

in the great World War.
We are sure that all the members of the

Rod and Gun family join us in expressing

our best wishes for his speedy recovery.

WHY NOT A TAX ON CATS?

The passing of the Migratory Bird Law,
which has for its object the preservation and
protection of our insectivorous birds from
the destruction wrought by man does not

provide for the destruction wrought by the

predatory cat. A cat away from the very
limited control exercised by its master or

mistress, becomes practically a wild animal

and the damage which it does to bird life while

incalculable is recognized as being truly great.

And even the most domesticated pussy is a

notable transgressor when it comes to des-

truction of bird life.

The editor of a religious weekly published

in Chicago some time ago created a furore

among cat lovers by advocating their total

destruction. While for the present we would
wish to manifest—in public at least—a more
temperate regard, we are strongly of the

opinion that in times like these when the

principles of thrift and conservation are being

shouted from the housetops the number of

useless, unnecessary cats with which our

towns, villages and countrysides are over-

stocked, should be reduced. As a preliminary

to destruction however why not tax the cat?

It has always seemed an anomaly to us that

dogs should be taxed and cats go scot free.

In our opinion cats who do not confine their

wanderings to their own premises—and what
cat does this—should be looked upon as a

public nuisance, and either taxed or disposed

of in a humane but none the less elTective

manner. If a cat is so valuable as some people

seem to think why then surely it is worth
paying a tax for. If it is valueless it should

be destroyed or at any rate some action taken

to limit its depredations and the only really

elTective way to do this is to limit its numbers.

THE DAWN OF PEACE.

Just as the form containing this section of

the magazine goes to press news comes of

the signing of the armistice, the terms of

which confirm a glorious victory for the allied

armies, a victory dearly won, but which let

us hope may lay the foundations for a lasting

peace.



FROM north to northeast, the
wind had shifted and the first

big snow of the winter was
upon the land, not an ordinary snow-
storm, but a snowstorm which' the okl
settlers would describe as an old
fashioned snow fall, snow on the
level, three feet deep, where the
howling north easter had piled it in

fence corners, against the outbuildings
and in the hollows, in the woodlands
anywhere from five to ten feet, and
after three days and nights of fasting,
the big red fox back on the ridge
to the west of the little . backwoods
settlement, came out of a cleft in the
rocks, stretched lazily to flex each
-apple muscle under his red coat,
ried the still strong blowing breeze
with his nose for a possible scent of a
'hancc breakfast and then moved like

J red shadow out onto the main ridge.
Five miles back from the old Inger-

^oll farm lay this stretch of heavy
timber, six miles long, and a trifle

over four miles across. The North-
ern centre of this timber land rose in a
series of stony ridges and ended in a

mass of gaint boulders scattered
hither and yon, as if the ogres of all

the woodland had thrown them about
in an endeavor to build a castle of

three ton boulders. A castle it was
for a big fox. Tangle of bush and
briar there was over and around the
numberless runways between and
under the great rocks forming a
shelter from the winter cold and
shade from the sun in summer. The
heavy timber protected the place
even now, for although the snow was
so heavy outside, in the woodland up
here on the ridge there were onlj'

patches of snow here and there. All

this the red one noticed as he took his

observations while a glorious winter
sunset gleamed in golden bars through
the tree trunks when I^eynard came
to the last of the high ground.

It was a long journey to the smaller

hills below the big ridge, and made
more difficult by "the drifted snows.
As places that he had been travelling

were now impassable, this necessilat-

cd a long detour through almost new
territory, for this was Reddy's first

i^
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winter on the ridge. In fact he'd

been there but a very few days,

having arrived from tiie adjoining
country in a much bedraggled con-
dition after a long chase by a pack of

hounds. His mate had met her
death at the very beginning of the
chase. Having been crippled by a
ride bullet, it was an easy matter for

the dogs to overhaul her, and al-

though the big dog fox had gone back
almost under Ihcir very noses and
tried to lead them away from his

wounded partner, he had only half

succeeded, for awhile a part of the
pack had taken up the temptation
of the new and fresher trail he had
made, the others had gone on and
finished the little vixen in a short
light. This he knew, for had he not
circled back in the vain hope of dis-

covering where she had made her
escape only to lind the tracks of dogs
and the marks of a bloody fight in the
snow, and worst of all the track and
.smell of the man animal all about.
With a heart full of fear, rage, and
grief he had started for he knew not
where, and had stopped to rest over-
night on the big ridge. The more he
saw of the place the better he liked it.

Instinct, reason, or whatever you
choose to call it, told him that here
was a real refuge, as we have before
described it.

It was Christmas Eve, Red did not
know this, but he did know he was
hungry and he had travelled two
miles and hadn't seen a living thing,

Christmas Eve meant nothing to the
hungry one, and we merely mention it

as a matter pertaining to the date of

this story. Suddenly as he moved
softly along, a bit of moving shadow
on the lower branches of a spruce,
perhaps fifty yards away, caught his

quick eye. He did not know this

shadow by the name of partridge,
perhaps, but from past experience he
did know that there ahead of him was
as juicy a morsel as ever a hungry
fox put his fangs into, and his eyes
snapped and the saliva dripped from
his ivory tipped jaws as he gazed at
this "proud stepping cock of the
North Woods."
Very daintily the partridge walked

out along a low hanging bough and
then dropped lightly to the snow, but

the wind was wrong. The partridge
was to leaward and well the Red one
knew that he'd never be able to stalk

a bird as wary as this old cock part-
ridge unless conditions were right.

A long detour around drifts and un-
der snow laden branches and he was
in position, that is he had the weather
gauge as far as the right wind was
concerned, but now he was too far

away to make a sucessful rush and
right here a funny thing happened.
That partridge started to walk right

toward the big fox, not in a direct line

you understand, but in a zig-zag
round about way, such as any
feeding bird will take, not that there
was much to feed on but he was
investigating more or less, this fowl,

and also he was keeping a big red
fox very much interested, so much
so that the fox began to gather his

feet under him for a final rush.

Caw! Caw! Caw! A black shad-
ow swept out of the treetops. The
partridge ran back a little way,
stretched up and took a careful sur-

vey of his surroundings, and then,
the twitching of the fox's white-
tipped tail caught his eye. With a
roar of wings he was away.
A disappointed, dejected looking

fox slunk out from behind his cover
and crept away into the darkening
woods, while a harsh-voiced black
feathered mischief of a crow voiced
his opinion of foxes before flying

away to his roost.

It was a long time till daylight but
our friend with the long brush didn't
mind that, In fact he rather enjoyed
it, for it meant long hunting hours,
and he soon discovered he needed
them, for hunt as he would, luck and
conditions seemed to combine to
bring his best efforts to naught.
The only result of the night's hunting
was two fat woodmicc, and these he
had spent two whole hours in digging
out of an old stump. There were
others there, he knew, a whole family
in fact, but they all got away with
the exception of the two mentioned
and now it was coming daylight
again.
Reynard was hungry after travel-

ling all night, and he had an empty
stomach to begin with. He would try
most anything now, and all uncon-
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K^:..^^*
'They knew h;was there and they told all the woods

about it
"

sciously he'd been heading toward
the Ingersoll farm. A goodly sized

brook flowed close by- the back of the
place, and the fox had been hunting
the frozen banks of the stream unsuc-
cessfully. Meantime his quest had
taken him nearer the farm. Now he
gave up hunting the frozen under-
brush and trotted deliberately out
onto the ice of the stream itself. At
one place there was an open place in

the ice, caused no doubt, by some
spring on the bottom and here he
slaked his thirst. Here also he got
into trouble again, as a crow caught
sight of him, and started a great
disturbance. To this he paid no
attention at first, for feathers of this

sort did not interest him. Well he
knew that the black feathered gentry
who were making all Ihc noise were
far too wary to ap])roach within the
danger zone of his pointed jaws.

The excited cawing of this one
black fellow soon called another to
the scene, and the fox realized that
it was time to move on if he wished
to avoid a publicity that would spoil
all chances of his hunting in that
neighborhood. Accordingly he
started off upstream again but his
tormentors followed him. He then
left the stream, ran under the trunk
of an old windfall and stopped with
eyes half closed to listen to the
racket above.
The crows, the pair of them, alight-

ed on an old stub across the way and
alternately sent their call out across
the frosty Christmas air. They knew
he was there and they were pro-
claiming the fact to all the world.

This could not last, and the red
coated one's wits came to his rescue
in a half minute. With an advertis-
ing ilirt of his big brush he bolted
downstream in plain sight of the
crows. Quickly they followed, but
he had a short start downstream.
Perhaps twenty yards from where he
had started to run was a perfect
tangle of old cedars, their lower
branches touching the snaw and under
these branches, next the tree trunks
was space enough for a dozen foxes.
With an abrupt turn to one side he
dived into one of these shelters and
lay down near the trunk of the tree
perfectly motionless. The crows
joined by others of their kind now
took up positions on nearby points
of vantage, such as tree tops, and the
bolder of them even came down and
sat on windfalls near the ground, peer-
ing this way and that into the frozen
branches of the cedar to discover
their victim, like the gossips of the
woodland that they were, trying tc

divert themselves at the expense of

their kindred of the wild, brother
fox.

Rcddy lay, his tongue lolling out,

laughing at their efforts. As he
lay in the shadow he was indis-

cernible, but they, their black coats

silhouetted against snow covered
trees, or the morning sky, were to his

way of thinking, i)lack noisy blots of

disgrace profaning the pure air of the

winter morning, which same by the

way, is the case with all gossips

feathered or human that profane the
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light of day with their brainless
gabble.

So slowly you could scarce notice
his movements at first the fox silently

stole away under the shelter of the
friendly cedars, and an hour and a
half later saw him lying belly close

to the ground just outside the rail

fence that divided the farm yard from
the pasture. Dangerous? Yes, it

was, and well the fox knew it. Had
he not circled the place before ventur-
ing inside the pasture fence? It was
early yet and the air was a bit keen and
as a result the Ingersoll hounds,—there
were two of them,—had taken a bit

of a run about the yard but had
returned to the warmth of their

kennel in the big barn. He had, this

red hunter, noticed all this, also he
had noted the hired man open the
chicken house door and had seen a
dozen or more choice fowls came
lluttering and squawking out to their

morning meal. Some of these had
returned indoors, but a half dozen
or more of the more hardy of them
remained outside and were picking
about in the litter of straw, etc., in

front of the stable door. Half way
from the fox's hiding place to the
stable was an old wheelbarrow, and
presently the big white rooster strut-

ted over and flopped heavily to the

top of this vantage point. Arching
his neck he emitted a "Cock-a-" but
that morning greeting of the big

rooster was never finished. Like a
red streak, the fox was through the
fence and the call of the big barn
fowl finished in a wild cackle as the
fox's jaws came together on the
small of his back. The other fowl, a
dozen feet away set up a great cack-
ling and squawking and Dyer, the
hired man, who was cleaning out the
stables, when he came to the door to

see what all the fuss was about, was
astonished to see the fox and big
white rooster disappearing across the
back pasture.

It so happened that Dyer that very
morning had brought out the old

shotgim to kill or scare away some
of the crows that time and again had
been bold enough to steal the chicken
feed he had left out for the fowl,

Grabbing the old gun he let go whit
both left and right barrels, but the

distance was great, and although
Dyer's aim was good the No. 7 shot

—

there were only two pellets that
struck him—merely stung the flying

fox into renewed speed, if such a thing
were possible.

Ordinarily the fox would have
stopped and put an end to the rooster's

struggles, but this time he did not
dare stop for in the distance he could
hear the hounds, Dyer had turned
them loose, qn| with his Christmas
dinner firmly held in his jaws the
Red one had no idea of being caught.
The frozen brook was the shortest

way to safetj' and he took it like a

red streak.

Caw! Caw! Caw! The black
ones had discovered him again, and
this time they saw he was at a disad-
vantage. The struggling rooster was
beginning to tire him, and now the
crows,—it seemed to Reddy the air

was full of black feathers.—struck at

'He stopped with eyes hall closed and listened to the

racket above."
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him with their beaks, plucked bunches
of hair from his red coat, flew in front

of his eyes and pestered him as only
they, the gossips of the woods, knew
how to do.

One of the bolder of them pecked
at the fox's eyes. He missed his

aim by the half of an inch but tore

the skin at the corner of the eye,

The pain made the fox go blind for

an instant, and in that instant the
crow wheeled to strike again, and was
bitten through the neck by a light-

ning like snap of the fox's jaws. He
dropped the rooster who sat dazedly
on the ice a few feet away. The
crows drew off and the fox giving his

dead tormentor another vicious

crunch let the body lie. Turning to

the rooster he put that big fowl out
of business with a bite through the
neck just back of the head, and leav-
ing the stream hurried back through
the brush with his prize.

At high noon on Christmas day, a
well fed fox lay dozing under a big
rock back on the big ridge, and all

about lay while chicken feathers,

while up at the Ingersoll farm two
tired hounds rested their weary limbs
and recuperated for the future hunt
when they would gel thai fox. At the
same time Dyer related to the com-
pany over the dinner table the story
of how the big white rooster had
eloped with the fox.

A BOOSTER FOR ROD AND GUN Tobin Boy Scout Rifle, which I received as a

The following letter and accompanying

pictures were sent us by Master R. F. V.

MacDonell of Crossburn, Annapolis County,

N. S. Nothwithstanding his youth—Master

premium from you on March 7th last.

I am also sending you a picture my uncle's

famous fox hound. Sport. I enjoy hearing my
mother read in the Rod and Gun, especially

Master R. F. V. MacDonell and his premium Tobir. Rifle

MacDonell is not yet eight years old—he has

secured five subscriptions for Rod and (lun

in his home town and the Boy Scout Rille

offered by the magazine for this number of

new subscriptions was sent him some lime

ago. Master MacDjnell writes as follows:

''As I am a subscriber to Rod and Gun I

:hought I would send a snap of myself and my

the fo.x and coon hunts. I am too young yet

to hunt as I am not quite eight years old, but

I expect before many years to be in the fields,

"I wish Rod and Gun every success."

Master MacDonell is only one of many
boys who are the proud owners of one of

these fine little rifles. Five new subscriptions

entitle a boy to one of these premiums.



THIS vivacious and decidedly
mischievous little quadruped,
it seems to me, will soon be

the last mainstay of the man with the

gun in the older settled countries

of Ontario and Quebec. It is a fact

that he is increasing—and pretty
fast too—in these old settled parts,

while every other species is decreas-

ing with ominous rapidity. He is

not a high class species of game of

course, but when abundant enough,
and when pursued in a proper spirit

and with proper accessories, he is by
no means a bad sporting proposition,
even to the crack-wing shot, who can

i bring down partridge and woodcock

I
(when he happens, by some dispensa-

I tion of Providence, to find one,) in

I their swift illusive flight. The little

cottontail, as he dodges through
brush and brambles on his way with

Irat like rapidity, to his nearby burrow,
fmay cause such an one to expend
more lead and profanity than he
wots of, in the course of an early
December afternoon, shooting at this

small destructive dodger. He is far
harder to hit when at speed than our

native Canada hare, or snowshoe
hare, being smaller and quicker.
Nor does he frequent th ^ same places.

The Canada hare prefers the dense
cedar or hemlock swamp, far from the
haunts of men, and seldom or never
does the least harm to the farmer,
while the Cottontail and the import-
ed English rabbit, which has of late

mingled with and interfered with
the cottontail, and taught him several
new tricks, to his material, if not
to his moral advantage, prefers brush
lots, hillsides, where they can burrow
(a thing the Canada hare never does),

and be handy for moonlight raids on
the farmer's vegetable patch,—or
still worse,—on his often expensive
and valuable vines and young fruit

trees. Thus unlike the true hare,

the cottontail rabbit often does a lot

of harm to the farmer.

Then, as I said before, he is rapidly
increasing in numbers, partly be-
cause of the aforementioned alliance

with the imported English rabbit,

since which, (sometimes before which)
he had a brood every month, except
the winter ones; partly because as

the country becomes more settled, he
finds more and more of the food he
likes on cultivated ground; and partly
because of his habit of burrowing,
which renders him practically immune
from the pursuit of the hound, and
ferrets, which means have
been for a long time employed about
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Hamilton and the Niagara peninsula,

where he has been numerous long

before he was much noticed in this

district. His increase in this, the

Bay of Quinte district, (where this

little paper about him is written) is

the more noticeable, because not long

ago you could scarcely come across

one, though the rapidly decreasing

Canada hare was everywhere com-
mon.

Of course, I am understood to be

giving this short .account of an
afternoon's saunter after rabbits in

Prince Edward County, merely to

show that they have arrived here

—

moving from south to west. They
are much more plentiful in other

parts of Ontario.

However, I must get to my story

of how the house dog. Buster,

went forth one calm December after-

noon to pursue the wily cottontail in

a nearby swamp and its outskirts.

Buster is not my dog, and he is

a turnspit dog. A turnspit dog is

exactly like a small Dachshund,
resembling in figure an elongated

sausage with a tail on it. He recalls

precisely the little girl's defmition of

the German Dachshund. "He's a

dog and a half, long, and a half a dog,

high, with a head and tail two sizes

too big for him." He is a strictly

domestic sort of dog, his kind having
been employed long ago in England,
when joints were roasted before

open fires, to turn the spits 'whence
the name given them' by means of

a small tread mill fixed beside the

spits.

He was a very domestice sort of

dog, and hated going outside in bad
weather or any kind of weather, and
spent most of his time whining and
yowling about the house—when he
wasn't sleeping or eating—probably
from being oppressed by an inner

consciousness of his own worlhless-

ness. His courage may be estimated
by the fact that the house kitten, who
is about the size of a large bun, can
chase him out of any room in the

establishment. In fact, I'm sure if

Buster was a man in these war limes,

he would be found applying for

exemption on the ground that he was
the "sole support" of his dear auntie.

or a food producer (in a podl room.)
Of course, I must try and keep any-
thing approaching politics out of a
strictly sporting article; but somehow
Buster, and rabbits, irresistibly re-

mind me of "sole supports."
Well we soon reached the outskirts

of a great swamp near the town only
a very small part of which we would
have time to hunt through that short
December afternoon.

In these outskirts, swampy places
with clumps of pcplar, alder, balsam,
thickly scattered about, there were
many tracks of the cottontail rab-
bit. Here and there and round about
they went, especially where there

were wild vines or wild cherry bushes,
many of which they had begun to
peel and gnaw, though it was so

early in the winter.

Buster, so far, was neither for use
nor ornament. He followed all right,

in fact, he stuck close to my heels,

whining querulously. He was evi-

dently afraid of getting lost. Twice
in crossing the thick belts of cedar
and balsam that bisected the shorter

brush, the white coat of a cottontail

flashed for a second in the juniper

and short brush, that made a tangled

carpet and trap for unwary feet all

over the unreclaimed land, but with-
out my getting even a snapshot at

them. Rabbits are hard proposi-

tions in thick ground cover. As the

last one vanished Bustei began to

show signs of life. He actually pur-

sued the rabbit nearly twenty yards
and afterwards continued feebly

snuifling round about the same dis-

tance from me. He was for the first

time beginning to realize that there

might be some purpose in his appar-

ently useless life, just as this great

war is making many of us do. Soon
after, just as I had crossed a little

frozen stream, along which a few

woodcock might still be flushed in

more genial "months, I jumped a

cottontail out of a brush heap, and

he made his last jump a few seconds

afterwards.
Buster dashed, or rather waddled

forward, and actually shook the

departed rabbit's remains almost vig-

orously. From that time on he

became a sickly imitation of a real

hunting dog, till" something happened.
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With a roar of wings, a splendid old
ruffed grouse sprang from the boughs
of a wild apple tree and sped away
through the low growth. Of course,

I did not fire at him, though he pre-

sented a fine chance. I was glad
indeed to see that some have survived
Ihe strange and speedy decrease of

the ruffed grouse everywhere in the
last three or four years. Mr. E. R.
Kerr was right when he said that
nothing but a long close season, rigid-

ly enforced, would save the ruffed

grouse, woodcock, and bob white,
from complete annihilation in most
parts of settled Canada. As the
l)ig bird uprose close to him. Buster
uttered a yelp of dismay and fled to

me for protection as fast as his short
bandy legs could carry him; but re-

covered, and was barking defiantly

as soon us the grouse had fairly

vanished.

Buster was actually acciuiring some
self respect. Such is the magic of a
hunter's life!

Now we enter the main swamp.
A real cedar and hemlock swamp,
wherever you meet it is a bit of

savage primeval nature, untamed,
and gives us some idea of what our
sturdy forefathers had to subdue.
Here, in its close shut recesses, is

another world—a world that knows
us not, except as man, the hunter

—

the beast of prey. Here in the
afternoon a grey twilight already
reigns. Vast lilack pines, and hem-
locks tower up to the murky sky
from the tangled masses of smaller
growth, and multitudinous logs of

every size and in every stage of decay,
with ground vines, briars, and that
infernal prickly ash, make the much
advertised "Ihorny path of virtue"
look like thirty cents.

A great snowy arctic owl sweeps like

a ghost along the front of this fastness
of nature, as we enter it, but too far

off for a shot. He leaves his inter-

rupted light repast in the shape of

the gory half of a red s(|uirrel on a
stump a little further on.

Tracks of the cottontail rabbit
are not frccpienl here. He prefers
as I have said, the opener parts
nearer the cleared land; but tracks
of the snowshoe hare (a true swamp
denizen) are quite plentiful, and in

about ten minutes Buster jumps one
from a tangle of big logs—by acci-

dent I'm inclined to think—wliose
pure white body presents a clear
mark against the black boles of the
hemlocks as it flashes past them, to
curl up a moment later under the
persuasion of a charge of No. 4. We
have no more luck in this stretch of
the heavy or main swamp, and the
going is pretty hard, so we turn our
steps homewards through another
region of more open cover and brush
heaps, which seems to have a lot of
cotlintails in it, though a few years
ago that little long-eared animal was
quite unknown in the neighborhood.
At least I missed one, started more

than one without a shot, and killed

two more, making three cottontails
and a snow-shoe hare for thi after-
noon's bag, which was not bid con-
sidering my only assistance wjs that
nondescript quadruped, Buster.

Still, just as we left for home.
Buster did a thing that gives me
some hopes of him. At the end of a
strip of thinner growth, th^re was
a dense patch of cedar an J rough
bushes. Into this Buster penetrated
in his vague purposeless sort of way.

In another moment, then' was a

yelp, and a startling whir of wings;
and for the second time th U after-

noon a grand ruffed grouse sailed

away across the open.
"Not all dead yet!" was my mental

comment, as I watched him g \

This consoling fact, and the further
one than cottontail rabbits are for

some reason increasing rapiily in

numbers hereabouts, were th3 prin-

cipal conclusions I drew fr > n my
December afternoon's stroll in the
swamp.



ON MAKING SKIS
Robert Page Lincoln

WHEN the dense snows of winter cover

the northern landscape from horizon

to horizon, it is then that the slds, the

gliders on the snow, come into use, and as well

as furnishing good sport, they often prove to

be the way out of a sometimes difficult posi-

tion. For when the snow is deep, foot-work,

pure and simple, is quite out of the question.

essity. Snow lies deep in valley and gully.

A ten-and twelve foot depth of snow in

Norway and the northern Scandinavian

region is nothing out of the ordinary. To
bridge that barrier, artificial means must be

used. The skis are the key to the situation.

It is not dilTicult to trace the history of the

ski back into the 12lh 'century. The first

and so the snow-shoe and the ski come into

their own. They are a means to an end; they

make travel possible when the ermine white-

ness, (poetic license), reaches up to the win-

dows of the cabin. Deep snow that cannot

be plunged through in the ordinary manner
can easily be got over by means of skis, and so

they fulfill their real mission in the world.

company of soldiers were put on skis in the

year IG'^G, and since that day the various

armies in the snow countries of Europe have

been trained to go into action on skis; in fact

that is the only way to get about, with

any degree of success, in the mountainous

regions. Many picturesque battles have

been fought by soldiers on skis—many a

I^
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They are in places a serious necessity. With-

out them hibernation would result and not

many of the woods-dwellers care to hibernate.

They are built of stauncher stuff.

As a sport, ski-ing has come

to take a distinct place in the

jatalogue of merriment make-

FIG HI rs. In the snowyregions all over

the world people look forward to ski-ing with

the utmost pleasure. It was some forty

years ago, at a place in Norway called Tele-

victory brought about by the aid of the waxed
runners. In the forestry service in this

country the ski has been the means toward an

end; the government has equipped the forest,

rangers and some of the soldiers with a high

grade ski, thus to facilitate speed in getting

about over the snow.

Ski-ing is an art in every sense of the word.

A good ski-er is not turned out in a twinkling.

Among other sports it may be termed one of

the substantial "bread and butter" sports.

marken that a group of people first started

the ski-jumping pastime; since that day the

sport has become an institution the world

over. The fame of the Norwegian skiers is

assured. In their daring feats they can
hardly be bested, in spile of the fact that the

world's best men have faced them. The skis

arc to the Norwegian people a distinct nec-

FIG IV

compared with the crcam-pufi' foppery of the

golf-lizard, as a well-known newspaper

editor recently spoke of the non-working tribe

of the links. Ski-ing is first and hist of all

a red-hloodi'd sjiort. It docs not conduce to

the thinning out of the blood. As Henry

George said: "I am for men," so might the
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ski say on its own part to those who buckle

on the ski-harness.

To get all there is out of ski-ing one must

be furnished with a suitable and worthy

equipment; something durable; something

that has been made with care and with a

knowledge of what these runners are to be

used for. Up until about six years ago there

were few good skis turned out by manufac-

turers in this country. All the high-grade

bindings and skis came from Norway. But
in the present day excellent material in this

line is being put out, and many companies now
specialize in ski-making. These companies

put out more than mere brown painted

sticks, as has previously been the case. We
used to bjiy these in the dry-goods stores

for the children at Christmas. To look at

they were fine. After they had been used

once the snow wore them down like a chisel.

The average boy who will use his ingenuity

and a little care can turn out a pair of skis a

it is a Scandinavian introduction and a

majority of the woods-dwellers still stick

to the snow-shoes as a means of getting over

the snow. The selecti >n all prrJiraUon of

hundred per cent, better than the dry-goods
variety and actually make speed on them.
The woodsmen and the Indians of th-? north

are quite adept at the business of ski-making.

Some of these skis are clumsy affairs, if you
have noticed, but a great number of them are

well worthy the name. As a rule, however.

FIG M

ski material is something that must be given

careful attention. In the first place the

pieces should be as straightgrained as possible,

or not running in slant-of-grain to more than
40 degrees. The wood from young ^rees is

the best, the so-called second-growth being

preferred, though of course this cannot be

laid down as a rule; I would merely say that

experts prefer working on this kind of wood
if possible. Skis are made of a wide variety

of materials such as the Canadian ash, the

hickory and the birch, also of white oak, and
some make them of pine , this latter material

however, is least suitable. In my own opin-

ion I think the birch wood is one of the best

materials that can be used in skis, especially

if some select pieces can be run across. It

was recommended to me in the north woods
by a Scandinavian who had made thousands
of skis both in this country and in his home.
The birch, he stated, beat them all. After

having made a pair from this material I can
see where he was right. They produce a fine

glossy, under surface; the pores are tight;

and they wear like iron. The best time
to cut down trees to be used for skis is in

the autumn when the sap is not running; if

cut in the spring the sap will run out of the

wood, thus tending to take away the wood's
strength, and a great deal of its elasticity.

Yet perfectly good pieces of dried, seasoned

lumber, of any of the woods I havs named,
can be picked up in the lumber yards and
they will serve perfectly for the purpose^n
view.

The good part, of course, about getting

your ski-piece at the lumber-yard (if this

is possible) is that you get wood correctly

seasoned. You are saved bother in season-

ing your wood. Pieces improperly seasoned

crack and often warp. The hint contained

in this, is: Do not season your pieces close

to a fire but a suitable distance away from
same. If a person has much time before his

skis are to be ready, they can be put in the
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loft to dry out. Where time is short, however,

they will have to be dried near artificial heat.

I have seen some pretty good pieces dried

right close to the fire (in rapid manner) and

they did not seem to show any bad effects

though I would not recommend this method.

Good pieces of birch can thus be cured, ready

for use in a comparatively short time. Be-

sides being as straight-grained as possible the

pieces must be free from large knots. Small

knots are no bother, however. As a rule

the pieces should be free from knots.

The length of the ski for the ordinary man
should be seven-and-one-half to eight feel;

some want them shorter, but it is quite

unnecessary to go over the regulation eight-

fool length. The skis of the Norwegian are

longer yet, but of course these skis belong

to what is known as the tournament class.

The width-points of the ski are indicated in

Fig. I. In front, (at the base of the sweep)

the ski should be four inches wide. At the

centre, three or three and one half inches. I

have experimented with both widths. I

vastly prefer, now, the three and one half

inch width for the centre. In back the ski

again returns to the four inch width, in

keeping with the width agreed upon in front.

Fig. II shows the thickness of the ski, being

one and one fourth inches at the centre where

the foot rests. This thickness is allowed the

length of the foot before it begins to drop

toward the front and the back, for very

obvious reasons. Where the bottom of the

sweep up occurs, in front, the ski is one-

fourth inch thick for a distance of from two
to three inches to give you suitable means to

acquire the bend. The tip of the front is one

half inch. In back the end of the ski is one

half inch, as shown by the arrow; from the

centre to the rear-termination the thickness

slopes down.

Before I continue any further I will speak

of the desirability of a groove on the under-

side, or the running surface—and this is, prac-

tically, shown in Fig. III. This groove

should run along the centre of the running

surface the length of the ski, up to within a

fool of the bend in front. Some jirefer having

this groove one inch wide by at least throe

eighths of an inch deep. There is no doubt
in the world but that this forms the means to a

distinct end; it has a distinct purpose; il

ensures a more determined hold on the snow,

and cuts well. 1 would suggest thai if the

groove be of the width and depth I have

staled in the above that there, be a corres-

ponding rise in the wood of the ski on the

upper surface—shown in Fig. III. Fig. III.

shows looking toward the end of the ski from

the centre. The ridge allowed on top thus

reinforces the ski, to off-set the inclusion of

the groove. I would by all means suggest

the use of this groove. While not a prac-

tical necessity, it is, nevertheless, of un-

doubted merit.

No doubt the bending of the front sweep

and the proper curving of the centre has held

many from attempting to make a pair of skis.

And yet if this is gone about rightly there

should be no trouble resulting—all should

go along in ship-shape manner. Wood to

be properly bent must either be steamed or

soaked in hot water. When you have your

pieces perfectly well trimmed down, and
ready to be bent, then you arrange to steam

or soak thcni. There is not much to be prc-

FiG vm
ferred as between soaking Ihcm and steaming

them. Steaming them gives good results.

A wash-boiler is set on the stove and half

filled with water. The ski is laid lengthways

along this: the cover is laid on and all open-

i

i
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I

iiigs are closed save where the boiler-cover tips

up. A hot fire is kept going and the ski is

thus steamed for at least seven or eight hours

when it should be in workable shape.

People who have not studied ski-making

have gone to many clumsy means of acquir-

ing the desired curves both in front and

throughout the centre. In Figures IV, V
and VI are shown some practical ways of

getting the curves without any trouble.

Fig. IV. is simply a rack made of strong

material. The tip of the ski is inserted under

Ihe end-piece. The sweep is now made and
then a cros.s-piecc is put under it. The ski is

now bent along the middle and a piece is put

on the under surface of the rack as shown.

The ski-end is now brought up and a piece

inserted on top of the rack surface—the ski

(0 lie on top of this. A glance at the illus-

tration should be sufTicienl to show you how
this is done. In Fig. V. is shown a practical

method of how to use a common step-ladder

as a means to bending the ski into shape.

The tip is bent; a rod is put under it. A
glimpse will show you how. In Fig. VI is

shown another simple method in getting a

curve, to the length of the ski. The ski is

simply laid across two rafters or two im-

provised pieces. A weight is tied to the

middle to pull it down the right depth when
1 1 is allowed to set.

The reason of the gentle curve the length

of the ski is easily understood. This allows

the ski a springj- give, and puts a hundred-

fold life into it, imparting the same resilience

as is found in the tournament skis, all of

which it will be noted have this gentle curve

in their length. A flat ski compared with a

curved ski is as the difference between life

and death. The flat ski lias no give to it; no

spring. It simply moves dumbly along.

'l"he spring in the gently curved ski comes up
and down as you press down and release

when going forward.

How much to bend the ski in the rack or

Ihe rafters may be asked. . It all depends
upon the wood, whether comparatively soft,

or whether tough. You may have to pull a

birch ski down only one and one half inches to

two inches to give it a one inch curve. You
can test the effect of your work after three

days of hanging up if you will put a straight-

edge along the ski and release on the weight.

If it falls back to a one inch position, all well

and good; return the weight to its place and
let it hang the duration of the time. A ski,

after being steamed, should be allowed on
the rafters, or in the rack, sometimes a little

over a week. A week in a dry temperature

should find the ski dried out and the curve

set in place. Once a curve has set it remains

in that position in spite of time or tide,

which is a point to be remembered.

Where the foot rests, as I have stated, the

wood is flat; you originally ascertain this

when you begin to work on the ski, placing

your foot thereon to get the right measure-

ments. On the foot-rest should be nailed a

piece of rubber matting, or this being unavail-

able then a suitable piece of carpet takes its

place, neatly tacked down all around. The
foot catch is a strap preferably one and one

half inches wide. The bulk of the commer-

cial skis end right there; they have just the

toe-strap and nothing more. I may say

that ski-ing with just a toe-strap is insane

ski-ing, no more, no less. In the first place

there exists no freedom of motion, with just

the strap. The foot must seek as best -it

may to hang on, and one is always gingerly

pushing along, pushing along, now and then

stopping to drive the foot further in. Now
and then when making a glide the ski shoots

awaj' from one. It is kid-work—but even

the boy should be spared this cave-man

method. There is trouble enough pushing

along with just the toe-strap, on flat ground;

going down hill the use of just the toe-strap is

ridiculous and very dangerous, for you cannot

throw your weight on the tip of the toes for

it is the back of the foot, the heel of the shoe

that keeps you on the ski when using just the

toe strap. There exists a totally erroneous

belief that with the skis strapped on, with a

harness, one is liable to encounter not a little

trouble. The direct opposite is true when

using just the strap. The fact that the famed

ski-jumpers have their skis harnessed on and

rarely encounter injury speaks for itself

—

and no one is expected to make their danger-

ous leaps.

To allow of the utmost freedom and liberty

of motion, the ski-harness is inaugurated.

Fig. VII shows this harness . On one side

of the toe-strap rivet on the strap end having

a buckle; on the other side rivet on a strap end

hanging buckle holes to it. By placing your

foot in the toe-strap you can gel the right

length to each. Now to the right-hand strap

another strap is riveted on, this to go under

the foot to be buckled at the side. (A) of

Fig. VII show's the cross-strap riveted to one

place. (B) of Fig. VII shows the second rivet-

place thus finishing the job. When harnessed

up, or buckled up, things will look like Fig.

VIII. With this harness to your foot you

can move along with absolute freedom.
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throwing your weight freely, (as you should),

on the tip of your foot.

(Note; The main toe-strap should ver>'

carefully be fastened to the ski. Ordinarily

nails are used. A far better way is to drill

suitable holes where your strap is to lodge.

Now make awl-holes in the end of the toe-

strap. Now lay it on the small drill holes

and then screw it down with one-inch, or one

inch and one-half, screws. This will not

budge. Remember that the drill holes are

just to prevent splitting the wood. They
should be just deep enough to start the screw

well.

The running surface of the ski should be

very smooth—in fact you can't get it too

smooth. This is done by shaving down and
sandpapering. When done the whole ski is

oiled with linseed oil, and it is finally rubbed
down with a liberal amount olparaf fine. The

oil and the wax will prevent any possible

warping and cracking, and will make the ski

equal to any wear, or tear, that it is put to.

It ensures protection against long usage.

Before waxing a ski the running-surface

should be heated well. By waxing the runners

the snow will not stick in the groove.

Not all people are acqainted with the so-

called "housings" that the trappers install on

their skis. These "housings" are in the

form of a covering, purporting, on one count

to do away with the fool-catch or toe-strap.

In a greater sense they are protectors

against the cold and the packing of snow
around the foot-plate. These are made of

canvas nailed down all around the foot-plate,

and are of such a height that they may be

drawn up around the legs and there fastened

with a thong, thus encasing the whole foot.

Continued on Page 794

SOME NOTES FROM ALGONQUIN PARK
Mark Robinson

WE were returnint? from a long
tramp around the trap lines

to our camp at Joe Lake Station.

The stars were shining brightly and
the rising moon sent shadows from
the trees far out onto the lake. Our
snowsh-^e thongs sang in the frosty

air as we moved into a dense growth
of white birch, then on into a thicket
of evergreen to emerge later into the
heavy timber,—maple, birch, hem-
lock and spruce. It was eignteen
deprees below zero and the silent

month of the year in the forests cf

northern Ontario. We halt for a
moment, In the distance the wolves
are howling; an occasional tree snaps
with the frost; otherwise silecne reigns
supreme, My thughts wander back
to January 191"', to Vimy where
below us lay the ruins of Souchez and
to the North the ruins of Ablain St.

Nazaire; over all the moon shone
as brightly as it shines to-night over
Algonquin Park. Where are the boys
who held the trenches there, a year
ago? We talked of home then, and
"Will you return to the Park, M ?"

was asked mc,—"if we get out of
this mess," the speaker added.

"I sec the Rod and Gun has a good
thing or two in it about Algonquin
Park."

"Got a late issue?" I enquired.
"Don't know, but it's good reading.

I wish we had more of it."

We go down the lake now with
swinging strides and in a few mmutes
are in our camp. Almost the first

thing I see is a late issue of the maga-
zine and I resolve then and there to

send in to the editor of this old reli-

able, a few items on life in the park.

Towajrd the end of lajst October the
hunters were coming into the park
at Canoe Lake Station to go through
to the south bounidary to their hunting
grounds. Among them were a num-
ber of veterans a couple of whom I

invited to spend the evening with us
and incidentally to talk over events
of the past two years.

Aftpr supper a,s we settled down to

smokes the judge asked:
"Aren't you chaps going to lake

a number of deer out of the park this

season?"
"Haven't heard anything about it'

I replied, "but it's most reasonable.

A couple of thousa'nd deer will never

be missed and would help out the

food situation."

"You are certain it can be done

again?" asked the judge.

"Certainly," was my reply. "It
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would be a good thing to kill off a lot

of the old bucks."
"Ting-a-ling-a-ling, ting-ting. One

long and two short.

"Your call ranger," said the veteran.
"Hello, Joe Lake."
It was superintendent G. W. Bart-

lett talking,

"The department are thinking of

killing off a few hundred deer. No-
thing definite yet, but expect we will

start in a few days. Should be at it

now. Goodniglit."
"Yes, boys. It's the deer. I ex-

pect we will be killing in a few days.
No reason why we shouldn't h,ave

been at it for the last two weeks. One
pound of venison now is worth two
pounds in December."
A couple of days later my visitors

had left to join their respective
hunting parties and on the second
of November I got orders to start

killing. I started out alone in a
canoe (there are no roads to hunt
along in this section of the park) and
had no trouble in bringing in two
or three fine deer to the stations

every day, while canoeing. About
the 12th of November the small lakes

and channels froze over and snow
came, whereupon the deer began to

gather into tne heavy timbereri for-

ests and swamps and along the she res

of lakes for protection from the cold.

After the lakes froze up we found it

hard work (there is a good deal of

burnt country in this section) to

average even one good deer a day,
they being exceptionally wild owing
to the ravages of three small packs of

wolves who looked with contempt on
the offal we removed from the deer in

dressing them. They continued to

kill for themselves, seldom finishing a

a deer at a kill and always making a
fresh kill when hungry. However,
had we been hunting from the 10th
of October in this section, with, say,

: four good men each with a cance, on
I the job, I believe we could have sent

out from fifty to a hundred deer every
week until the freezing up of the
lakes, and this without any expense
other than the outlay necessary for

arms and ammunition as the deer
could have been landed at the station
at Joe Lake every night.

Venison killed in October, as every

deer hunter knows, is as tender as
chicken and far more nutritious than
if killed in December, with the excep-
tion of does which are at their best
by the end of November, unless it

should be a dry doe, which like the
bucks, is at its best in October. In
December, many people in northern
Ontario consider a buck unfit for

food. Such, however, is only imagina-
tion. While it is true the bucks
have lost considerable fiesh and in
many cases are quite poor yet their
meat is quite good when hung for a
time. This season's killing of 1917,
was largely experimental and con-
tinued through November and Decem-
ber as well as January. Most people
consider killing in January a mistake
as the bucks are then very thin and
taste of cedar on v/hich they feed at
this season. By the latter part of
December their antlers have fallen

off thus making ita different matter to
distinguish them from does in the
swamps. Does, however, are still in

good condition but every doe killed

now means two or three deer less

next season and to kill them cannot
be said to be in keeping with the
principles for which the park is set

aside. Much better than to allow
killing in January would be to permit
the killing of two deer to one license

during the hunting season for the
duration of the war and one year
afterwards as deer have increased in

such numbers as to make the taking
of two deer quite feasible. About five

hundred deer were taken out of the
park the past season, and there is

every reason to believe the number
could be doubled another season if

the killing started three weeks earlier.

To the rangers who do the hunting
it means a lot of extra work in all

kinds of weather. Then, too, the
hunting season is the trapping season.
There are poachers to watch which
means double duties for a portion of
the staff who do the hunting and
trapping. These men are in hopes
that before long measures will be
taken to give merit its due in this
branch of the service. In the killing

of deer last season much experience
was gained as to the selection of

grounds on which to hunt in different

parts of the season and in the meth-
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ods of handling the deer, expense, etc.,

which will prove of benefit another
season.

Just what effect the killing of deer
in the Park will have on next
season's stock remains to be seen.

The general opinion among hunters is

that it will be beneficial in many ways.

In conclusion the writer hopes that
this article will not be taken as being

written in a spirit of criticism and it

contains plain facts and invites dis-

cussion on the part of Rod and Gun
readers, regarding the taking of two
deer on one license.

CHARGED BY A MOOSE.

"I am a steadv reader of Rod and Gun"
writes Mr. J. Barry Smith, of St. John,

"and have noticed that there have frequently

been writers who claimed that a moose would

not charge a hunter. I am sending you a

clipping from the Fredericton Gleaner which

is true in every detail. I would like very much

to hear if any brother sportsman has ever

had a similar experience."

The account as published in the Gleaner is

reproduced herewith.

Two of the proudest men walking the

streets of Fredericton, today, are J. B. Smith,

of St. John, and E. A. .^dams, formerly of

St. John, but now of this city. They have a

perfect right to feel proud and happy, because

they have established themselves as hunters

bold, and carry oil' the laurels for securing the

first moose of the season. They got their

prize in record time and had all the excite-

ment they required in bagging their game.

In fact, there was a little too much excitement

at one stage of the hunt.

They left here Friday afternoon, with

Harry Smith's camp, fourteen miles away

on the Royal Road, as their mecca. They

arrived there at dusk, but not in time for

hunting. Saturday morning about 9 o'clock,

they struck for the timbers to see what they

could find in the way of big game. They

had not gone more than a mile from camp
when they came upon two moose. One moose

had the protection of law. The other didn't.

The unprotected one was quickly the target

for rifle shots. Mr. Adams took aim and let

go from his 30-30. The moose wastickled

by the bullet and started to run away.

Adams began to run after him, all the time

peppering away with his rifle. The moose

got one bullet that angered him, and, to show

his disapproval of the Irealmcnt being handed

him, turned and charged .Mr. .^dams. The

hunter didn't stop to argue the right of way,

but turned and ran for all he was worth, with

the moose in close pursuit. Mr. Adams has

the build of a sprinter, buit the speed of a

Howard Drew couldn't have saved him from

a ride on moose antlers. The moose was
gaining on him and snorting forth his rage.

Just as Mr. Adams was about to give up the

ghost, his comrade. Smith, with a well aimed
shot from his Mauser, sent the enraged bull

toppling into the brook.

The animal showed that eleven bullets

had entered the carcass. It dressed about

600 pounds and had a fine spread of antlers.

The head is now at the taxidermy shop of

Mr. Davis, on Queen street.

The boys say they had always been skep-

tical about the stories of moose turning on

people, but, from now on, they will believe

mostly anything about a moose.

The Canadian Northern this summer
instituted an Anglers' Shield to be competed

for annually by npin-residents, for the largest

speckled trout cau!,ght o,n fly in Nipigon

w-aters. "Joe Bouchard, a local Nipigon

man, caught a sp,eckled trout eight pounds

one ounce, on a fly Parmachene Belle size

four hook, record the largest known trout

caught on Nipigon River on fly."

Mr. Bouchard, being a resident of Nipigon,

cannot be considered as an eligible contestant

for the Trophy.

OfTicersof the R. N. W. M. P. at Herschell

Island and Fort McPherson report that white

foxes were plentiful along the coast last

winter, and large numbers of pelts have been •

taken by the natives.

In the delta also a good catch of fur is

reported. In the vicinity of Fort McPherson

foxes and marten were the principal furs

caught in any quantity.

Competition by American traders has

enhanced the prices of furs. Caribou have

been plentiful, thus providing food for the

natives. Traders from Fort Yukon and else-

where bought furs last winter for cash. These

men were paying big prices for pelts and a

large quantity of fur was taken by them to

United States territory.



FACTS ABOUT COTTON THREADING
"SPHOAT

IN
onde;iV()i'i[i!< Ui acquaint cmr. not fami-

liar with cotton thread I'lshiug, willi its his-

lors', aims, and achievenicnls. it would be

well to approach the subject by asking the

questions most likely to lie asked by him,

and by answering them seriatim.

1. What arc the facts as to the origin of

cotton thread fishing and the Club using

that line?

In the late summer of 191(1, .lames L.

Jordan, an ex|)ert angler and guide of .Jam-

aica Bay, Long Island, N.Y., found himself

professionally disengaged. His father haj)-

pened to be present.

"Dad," said .lames, "'why don't you dis-

card that ancient rope and derrick and fish

with a real rod and line like a sportsman?"

"Don't try to teach an old dog new tricks,"

said Jordan, Sr. ; "I caught weakfish before

you were born, and can keep my end up with

you yet."

"Now, dad," said Jim, "to show you how
antiquated your methods are, I will catch a

weakfish to-day on Clark's O.N.T. s|)ool

cotton No. 21, without breaking the line."

"You're on," said his dad, and olT they went
together in their boat.

The result of the experiment was thatMr
James L. Jordan caught a weakfish of about
one pound and a herring. These are both
strong fighting fish, the herring being an

acrobatic performer.

The idea of catching game fish on thread

.seems fantastic to one who considers only the

name of the club using it, and the fact that the

they use sewing thread as a fishing line. A
linen or silk line testing four pounds breaking

strain, which is the l)rcaking strain of No. 21

cotton thread, dry, would in the beginning

have been just as suitable to those now using

cotton thread, and would probably meet with

less incredulity on the i)art of non-threaders

than has cotton thread. The Club adopted

the line when it w-as organized in 1912, nrsi,

because of its practicality as demonstrated

by Mr. Jordan, and, second, because the

No. 21 thread used by Jordan showed a

breaking strain about equal to what they

thought a line used for game fish of moder-

ate weight should show.

It can readily be perceived that cotton

thread, as such, is not the fetish of a body of

fanatics. Threaders arc applying in their

angling the same principle which is applied

by the Tuna Club and other light tackle

organizations in their light tackle specifica-

tions for game fish. ScolTers are inclined to

lose sight of the principle back of the Cotton
Thread Club's line, and let their vision be

obstructed by the line itself.

2.—What tackle is suitable for cotton

thread fishing?

The Club prescribes no particular weight

of rod. The stiller the rod used, the more
easily will the thread line break. The angler,

(if he wishes to succeed), must use a resilient

rod, approaching almost the condition of

limberness. For boat fishing or bait casting

with the lighter lures, the practice has been to

use a rod, not less than six feet in length,

and weighing not over five ounces, (butt

included). Increase in length and reduc-

tion in weight will make it easier to land a

fish successfully.
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So light a rod can be used with thread, that

the angler will break the rod before he can

possibly break the thread, but water condi-

tions and the different modes of angling for

different species, limiting the extent of which

the rod weight can be reduced, enforce a

minimum in pliancy of the rod used.

In boat fishing and bait casting, the reel

should be above the hand, since it can be

better controlled by the thumb in such

position. The jeel should be the best the

angler can afford, as a reel cannot be too

smooth-running and reliable for use with so

frail a line. The reel should be small, and

yet capable of quick recovery of line. Most
threaders have used reels of the type of the

Meek quadruple multipliers, and have been

very successful with them.

Fly-casting is not practicable with cotton

thread, because the line is very soft and very

light. While, perhaps, a skillful ily-angler

might manage to cast a fly with thread, its

use would probably be a handicap as far as

presenting the lure properly to the fish is co-

cerned. But, after hooking the fish, its use on

a fly rod, from the heaviest to the lightest

used by anglers, would be entirely practic-

able and contribute largely to the pleasure

of the angler.

Of course, all other tackle must be light.

The lures, whether used in casting or trolling,

must be of moderate size; leaders and snells

of light trout weight; hooks should be small.

If a float is needed, the best thing to do is

to take a plain small bottle cork, slit it half

through, and attach it to the cotton thread

line as desired. Half hitches cannot be made
with cotton thread around the stick of the

ordinary float, since the thin line will cut

itself the instant a fish strikes, if so fastened.

Most of the club members have lockers, in

which they keep their rods and tackle, and
they have, therefore, been able to enjoy the

use of that ideal sort of rod, the one-piece

stick. These are made of split-bamboo,

bethabara or greenheart. Each sort has its

advocates. Some members planed and wound
their own bethabara rods, and are extremely

proud of their prowess in that line. My own
opinion Is that where much casting is to be

done, as in black bass fishing, the split-bamboo

(because of its springlike return from a curved

shape), is to be preferred; while in boat

fishing, the softer spring of the very light

bethabara rod is to be preferred. I have-
also an exceptional piece of lancewood that

is a favorite, but am told that lancewood
varies much in its action, and it is a matter
of luck if a good piece can be found.

With thread, it is necessary to mount the

rod with at least an agate top and first guide.

When the angler makes his own rod, he
should so taper the stick that the rod, when
first starting to bend, does so with little

resistance, but thereafter has a good deal

of backbone.
3.—How should a strong fish be handled on

cotton thread to land it, without breaking

the line?

This is so much a matter of knowledge of

the particular fish being caught, its habits,

and the expedients it uses for escape, that it

would be difficult to cover the subject ade-

quately, and would be much beyond the

experience of the writer.

The angler intending to use thread had
better string up the line on his rod, just as he
needs to use it, and endcavoi to ascertain

the bend of the rod at the time the thread

breaks. He will thus know the danger point,

and when the line or rod is threatened by his

hooked fish, he can allow the fish to take line

under strain. Thereafter, he must use his

judgment, and be ever wary that too much
strain is not put upon the line. At all times

the fish must be given the full bend of the

rod, and the thumb must be sensitive and
ever ready to yield the fish, line, in order that

it may be recovered afterward with the fish

still attached. The angler must be especially

careful when the fish ii near the boat, as then

the angler has not the advantage of a long

line taking up the strain of a fish's sudden

rush, and it will break very easily.

The cotton threader must strive for per-

fection on thumbing his reel, as in that way
only can broken line and lost lures be avoided.

Cotton thread angling shows up many faults

never suspected by the angler in his method of

handling fish, which, theretofore, were conceal-

ed from him by the reserve strength of the

lines he used. For the man who enjoys

striving for perfection in the handling of

fish, and who, in desiring to attain this,

wishes to depend to the utmost upon his

skill unaided by a disproportionate reserve

strength in rod and line, cotton thread offers

itself as a medium to accomplish this end,

when used for the general run of moderate

weight game fish.

Contrary to popular belief, cotton threaders

of reasonable experience with thread as a line,

seldom break their lines on game fish. In '

fact, observation shows that this happens,

no more often to the threader with his lino
|

than it docs to the user of heavier lines ofj

similar experience, perhaps because thoS

threader knows he must be careful or meetl
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disaster, and is thus put on his mettle to a

greater extent than lie is with the heavier

line.

An element of danger, against which a

simple precaution will act as insurance, is,

that the angler will become careless and use

his cotton thread line loo long. In eight

years' constant use by members, cotton

thread, (No. 24), showed undreamed of

durability in either fresh or salt water, and a

softness and ease of handling, when used on

an agate-mounted rod attractive to the angler.

Because of this discovery, the angler thinks

he can use the entire spool for the entire

season. He forgets that the end twenty-five

or thirty feet gets the most wear through the

fishes' struggles near the boat and the added
strain put upon the shortened line then.

By breaking off twenty-five or thirty feet

after each day's fishing, the known breaking

strain is kept constant, and the angler can

give the fish the estimated maximum strain

with comparative safety.

If an angler is in the habit of handling fish

carefully on the stronger lines, he need not

fear to attempt angling with cotton thread.

4.—Cotton thread has been successful in

suit water. Has it succeeded, and is it

practicable in fresh water?

This line has not been used as much in

fresh as in salt water. The first fresh water

fishes recorded were taken in 1915, when
fourteen small-mouth black bass, one rock

bass and 1 pickerel were taken, boat fishing.

In 1916, the following fresh water fish were

caught:—7 black bass, 19 perch, 3 pickerel,

10 brook trout (on live bait).

The year 1917 showed a marked increase in

cotton threaded, fresh water fish. This was
partly due to the acquisition of new members
who had been expert fresh water anglers.

In that year forty-one black bass, one wall-

eyed pike, six perch, thirty pickerel, and
seven rock bass, were caught.

Reports for the elapsed portion of 1918 are

incomplete; but records show that sixteen

black bass, two pike, six yellow perch and ten

sunfish were caught on thread.

Mr. Albert E. Martin and Mrs. Martin
(who is also a qualified and active member of

the club), took a trip to Michigan in the sum-
mer of 1917, and caught most of the fresh

water fish recorded in that year. Mr. Mar-
tin has caught all of the best fresh water

game fish. He caught most of his fish troll-

ing.

Mr. Alexander Spear, of New York, who
fished this year in Canada, caught his bass,

bail-casting, with live frogs.

There is no reason why an angler who is a

good easier, cannot with a four or five ounce
rod cast light to medium plugs and spoons
with cotton thread and enjoy to the utmost
this sort of angling for bass, pike and pickerel.

5.—What are the Cotton Thread Club's

most notable successes with the line?

This can be answ-ered most briefly and
comprehensively by tabulating the fish

caught on the line.

Fish caught on No. 2 1 cotton thread (4

pound test):

—

1912—Largest weakfish, 4 lbs, 1J-| ounce.

Number of fish taken unrecorded.

1913—Largest weakfish 5 lbs, 14 ounces.

Number of fish unrecorded.

1914—Largest weakfish 5 pounds, 15 oz.;

striped bass, 5 lbs. 7 ounces; total number of

weakfish, 764; total number of game fish all

on thread, 1242; total number of all fish on
any thread, 1690.

1915—Largest game fish caught still-fish-

ing tie:—weakfish 4 lbs., bone-fish 4 lbs.,

largest game fish trolling, striped bass of 6
lbs. 15 oz.; largest non-game fish, 10-lb, 5 oz.

skate. Total:—weakfish 865; fluke 218;

striped bass 150; sea-bass 29; dog-fish 25;

porgies 242; eels 30; blue fish 1; blow fish 2;

skate 5; herring 1; bone fish 1, black fish 1.

snappers, (young blue fish) 3000; (fresh water
fish as noted above).

1916—Largest game fish still fishing, w^eak-

fish 5 lbs, 914 oz., trolling, striped bass, 6 lbs.

53| oz; non-game fish 7 lbs. 2% ozs. Total
game fish 1003; all fish 2341.

1917—Largest game fish, weakfish 5 lbs.,

9 7-16 oz.; largest non-game fish, blackfish 5

lbs. 6 ozs. Other large game fish recorded

weakfish of 5 lbs, 9}^ oz., and barracuda of

5 lbs. 1 oz. Number of game fish, 452 weak-
fish, 55 striped bass, 48 croakers, 41 black

bass, 8 barracuda, 17 king mackerel, 1 remora,

2 king fish, 1 blue fish, 1 (true) dolphin; other

fish, 59 sea-bass, 76 sea-robins, 78 fluke, 26
eels, 7 skates, 17 dogfish, 122 blackfish, 1

wall-eyed pike, 6 perch, 30 pickerel, 7 rock

bass, 3 herring (game), 2 bergalls, 2 blowfish,

2 toadfish, 1 grouper, 1 shad. Florida game
fish, 3 bonefish, 3 mackerel, 1 bonita, .7

(southern) kingfish, 6 dolphin, 1 mutton fish,

non game, 1 catfish, 8 grunt, 2 grouper.

1918—Largest game fish recorded, striped

bass 5 lbs, 7 oz.; next, weakfish of 5 lbs. 3 oz.

While the cotton threader chooses when he
can, open water, nevertheless, if he wants
fish, he generally has to fish near some obstruc-

tions to easy landing of game fish, such as

oyster-stake filled channels, banks where
sods have fallen down, rockj of varying size.
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etc. The presence of these, of course, adds

to the 'thrill.

The largest fish recorded to dale, caught on

No. 24 thread, is a 12-pound barracuda.

Sometimes, even 21 thread palls on the ang-

ler, and he tries something lighter: No. 100

testing slightly over two pounds. The

heaviest wcakfish taken to dale on this line

is one of four pounds 3-8 ounce. Over 100

(i.sh have been taken on this gossamer-like

line.

It would be interesting here to call anglers"

attention to Ihc fad thai the di.sparity be-

tween cotton thread's tested strength and

the weight of fish caught with it, is much

less than that between six-thread line speci-

fied in the Tuna Club's three-six specifica-

tions and the fish caught on the latter.

f).—What is the Cotton Thread Fishing

Club of America, Inc., and what are its aim.s-

and activities'?

The object of the Club, as specilied in its

Constitution, is "to promote the use of lighter

tackle, thereby striving to attain a more

sportsmanlike method of angling."

It does not limit the angling of club mem-
bers to 21 cotton thread. To liciglilcn llic

interest of members in thread,' however, il

offers each year prizes, contested for as pre-

scribed by its prize commitlee, for whicli

only fish caught on thread "not stronger In

number than 24" can be entered.

To qualify, a member must catch a fish on

the club's standard line. No. 24 Clark's O.N.T.

used without preparation or treatment of any

kind.

"Any person may become a member of

this Club upon payment of initiation fee and

annual dues, and application shall be accom-

panied with a verified statement that the

candidate has caught and landed with fish-

hook attached to a line of cotton thread not

stronger i'li number than 21, a game fish of

legal size." The Club desires as many to

enioy the pleasures of cotton thread (ishing

as will become interested, and, if desired, to

become club members; so ([ualification is not

made especially difficult b\ necessitating the

capture of a large ganu' (ish, say exceeding

one pound in weight. In this rcspecl the

Club is unitjue.

As to prizes: "ICntries for prizes shall gi\c

exacl weight, species of lish and nuir.ber of

cotton thread used as line, same to be .sub-

stantiated by at least one rcpulaltlc person,

but if a witness is unavailable a sworn state-

ii'cnt by the entrant will suflice."

I'ish must be weighed on tested scales

head(|uarlers at The Haunt, .lamaica Bay,

N. Y. If tested scales are unavailable,

the procedure recommended is for the angler

to weigh his fish in the presence of a witness,

on the scales available, procure a small bag,

and fill same with sand till it weighs on the

same scales the same as the fish, and then

to express the bag properly packed to the

Club's headqu.Jers.

Professional fishermen, as well as sports-

men who employ them as guides, are encour-

aged to use cotton thread, and they are not

excluded from membership. The only

limitation placed upon them is:

"Xo entries (for prizes) may be made by
n.einbers while professionally engaged in

li.shin'g."

In other words, the guide can go fishing for

pleasure with rod and thread, and, while so

engaged is put upon the same footing as the

aniate\ir.

"Entries shall not be accepted for fish

caught in tanks, small pools, water gates,

or such bodies of water where the taking

of fish would be regarded as unsportsmanlike,

nor shall they be accepted from members
wlio have not complied with Article V, Sec-

lion 2" (payment of dues for season).

"No entry for prizes shall be accepted from

a person who is not a member of this Club,

l)ut a record may be made of same. During
the interim between application for member-
ship, in compliance with rules of the Club,

and election to same, entries made by appli-

cant shall be eligible for prizes."

I'he present initiation fee is $3 and the

annual dues are 'il.

The contest for prizes each year is spirited,

and from beginning to end entries of larger

lish than his, keepi each of the members on

the qi:i vive. Besides winning the regular

club prize in its particular class, the catcher of

the largest game fish each year has his name
engraved on a handsome cup presented to the

club by Fred Bradford Kllsworth, a well-

known Chicago writer and angler.

The present plan of olTering prizes is, fiml,

to ofl'er one for the largest game fish caught

still-fishing; one for the largest game fish

caught trolling; one for the largest ganiie fish

caught on No. 100 cotton thread; one for the

largest non-game fish; and one for the greatest

number of fish of an unknown species entered

during the season, 'fhe lalter prize is drawn

for from the list of species entered during the

season, al the Club's aniHial dinner. Us

purpose is lo induce members to keep failliful

record of all fish caught on thread, and not

The Club has ollicial tested scales a I its to encourage fish-hoggishness, as it might if
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the species of fish were l<no«n nt the season's

start.

PYom a charier membership of twenty, the

club has grown until, at the 1918 annual

meeting, a membership of over sixty was
disclosed. Included among the members are

the prominent man, and the unknown man;
men of wealth, and men to whom the cost of

each fishing trip represents a sacrifice in some
other direction. But all are good sportsmen,

every one of whom declares, that never,

before using cotton thread, has his pleasure

with the capture of each single fish been so

great. Half a dozen fish represents a fmc

day's sport, although lie is frequently for-

tunate enough to enjoy a banner day when
froii one dozen to two dozen flsh'are caught.

I have strung out under these different

heads all that occurs to me now that may
be of interest, and leave to you the manner
in which you use it. I have incorporated

under the different headings the matter

contained in my previous letter to you.

Since weakllsh propondcrate in the Club's

list of fishes caught, perhaps a description of a

wcakfish trip would be of interest to your

readers.

One day in early July, a telephone call

informs the cottoh threader that the weakfish

are taking hold viciously. It is Friday night,

and the next day begins the threader's

week-end vacation. That evening he goes

down to the Raunt, in Jamaica Bay, Long
Island, N.Y., to get a good night's rest so he

may rise before dawn.

"Drat that alarm clock—-By Jove, I must
get up to go fishing."

He bounds out of bed, and stops the peace

disturber as best he can in his se:ui-conscious

state. It is still dark, but, hurriedly dressing

himself in his angling togs, he goes down-
stairs to swallow a cup of cofTee, gather his

tackle together, and be off in his boat with his

trusty guide.

With the (irst streak of dawn i i the east-

ern sky, he is anchored at the gnu a I;. His

guide (who had provided himseb' viLi three

quarts of lively shrimp), throws a fo v )'. these

astern of the boat with regularity. TaegloAf,

in the eastern sky increases in bi'iilituy, so

that the angler can see to bail hi; hsok by
holding it against the light.

There is no wind, and the wate; 3irface is

mirror-like, so that the least dislJrbaiice is

apparent. The angler notes wilii satisfaction

iwo or three strong swirls astern of the boat

Continued on Page 794

CHIPS FROM THE WORKSHOP
Robert P.\oe Lincoln.

ONCF; upon a time before the Conference

of the North American Fish and Game
Protective Association at Ottawa, a paper

was read by Mr. John Titcomb. Fish and
Game Commissioner of the State of Vermont.
The paper was entitled "Obnoxious Fishes

in Lakes and Ponds—Use of Copper
Sulphate for the Destruction of the Same."
While I have read this several times, only

recently a well-known angler has handed me
this text with the suggestion that I tell what
1 think of this proposition through the columns
of this magazine. I quote from the corres-

pondent's letter, as follows:

"Personally, it seems to me that this is a

most questionable means of working out any
scheme of conservation of our fish supply.

This Fish Commissioner upholds the proposi-

tion that the fishes in lakes and ponds, such

as the sunfish, the pike, the pickerel, the perch

and other fish be removed by means of this

poison that the waters may later be planted
to trout. This means that hundreds of

thousands of fishes are to be po.sioned indis-

criminately and thrown away just so that a

few trout may l)e worked into the lakes.

Does this seem to you to be a thoughtful

thing to do? Is this not a deliberate waste of

good fish food, and should any such plan as

this be given the least countenance?
For my part, I say "No." The question

is, arc a few^ trout more valuable than hundreds
of thousands of good fishes that may be utiliz-

ed as food. If this man had suggested that

these fish should be netted out (that is to

say the greater part of them netted out and
then those clinging to the secluded places

killed by poison) I would not say anything,
but, on the contrary, he advises that the

entire fish population of a lake that would be
desirable as the habitat of trout be killed

by this deadly poison. This seems to me to

be one of the most questionable things that

has ever appeared in print, and I would like

to have your views on the matter, and I am
sure that manj- of the readers of your valu-

able magazine would likewise be intfi(-ested

in this matter . If we are to work in the name
of conservation of our natural resources I am
sure this is not the wav to so about il."
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Our correspondent, Mr. Richards, is

certainly right in his statement and I am
•willing to give m> views in the matter. Mr.

Titcomb's paper suggests that many cold

water trout ponds and lakes have been

ruined for trout by the introduction of the

basses, perch, pickerel, sun-fishes, bullheads,

and coarser fish, .\gainst this array of fish

the trout have not been able to hold their

own and have been almost entirely extermin-

ated. Therefore, he believes, to make the

lakes and ponds again habitable to the trout

all of the fishes mentioned should be wiped

out, by the use of copper-sulphate. Many
experiments in this line have been made and

I understand success has been had. Mr.

Titcomb has found that twelve pounds of

copper sulphate distributed in a million

gallons of water will bring about the destruc-

tion of all species of fish contained in those

waters save the tenacious black bass. The
black bass has been found to resist the poison

unless increased sufficiently to bring about

their demise. Mr. Titcomb speaks of an

experiment on a certain lake having an area

of one hundred and sixty acres. This lake

contained large pickerel, pike, perch, yellow

perch and bullheads. Says the Commis-
sioner:

"The copper sulphate was administered by

dragging it over the surface in gunny sacks.

Two launches and a number of row-boats

were employ-ed for the purpose. At the

first attempt two thousand, seven hundred

pounds of copper sulphate were administered,

but this was not sufficient to kill all the fish

and at the second attempt three thousand

six hundred pounds were administered. The
copper sulphate precipitates quickly. On
each occasion it took about six hours to admin-

ister the poison. Dead fish began to rise the

evening of the same day. More rose the

second day and some on the third day. It is

impossible to declare positively that every

fish was killed. There may be spring holes

in the bottom of the lake which were not reached

by the poison in sufficient strength. It is

believed, however, that the objectionable

fish have been exterminated and that the lake

is now ready to receive the trout for which
the water is better adapted."

The Titcomb idea of exterminating valu-

able fish evidently grew out of the idea

fostered by the United States Department
of Agriculture, which, I undcretand, has

experimented wilh cleaning out carp in this

manner. It has been found possible to kill

out the carp with a light solution, wliich

will, however, have little or no effect upon

other species. This idea of exterminating

the fishes wholesale in lakes and ponds,
however, seems to be one of those choice

nightmares of psuedo-conservation originating

in the minds of thoughtless people and should
not be given any consideration. In speaking
of the lake that was poisoned Titcomb says:

If success follows the efforts to restore

the trout the lake should become an attrac-

tive resort and real estate ..values in the

immediate vicinity should materially in-

crease.

There you have it. Real estate values!

That is all, half of these free-lance, near-

conservationists think of. Real estate values,

indeed! I have my own ideas about people

living around any lake that is thus to be
poisoned who will allow such a thing to take

place. We suppose that the people around
the Titcon\b lake were lulled to sleep with
promises that if the authorities were allowed

to do as they liked these same people (holding

land around the lake)would come forth into

the world bloated with wealth from selling

their land at twenty times more than it was
worth. Sane people, however, possessing

a modicum of native intelligence and a desire

to sample some of the fish in a lake that is to

be poisoned would say: "Why not net a few
so that we can have .some for the table before

you start in." However, this may not have
appealed to the people around the lake, or

lakes, in question, dazzled as they must have
been by the bull-bait of coming opulence
through the inflated rise in land values. I

presume in their haste to get the foundation

for this new means of riches they overlooked

the fact' that the lake could be netted, and if

not all of the supply taken out at least a

great number, which might have been passed

on to the people as a reward while they waited

for riches to come. We presume that previ-

ous to the poisoning era in Vermont people

were allowed to catch one pickerel and one
bass in any- one day of fishing. It would not

surprise us in the least—far from it. Bat
deliberately and wastefully cleaning out the

fish supply—that is different.

We cannot help but note in Mr. Titcomb's

paper that the basses and the pike-perch, etc.,

arc listed as obnoxious fishes in lakes and ponds.

This is the first time I have known the basses

to be so listed. I have not put this up to

James Henshall who made the bas.ses famous

with his book, "The Book of tlie Black Bass,"

in which he made the famous assertion of th(

bass, that it is "Inch for inch the gamiesj

fish that swims." I'urlhermore we do noj

know what species of trout were to be inttt

I
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dui'ed into the said lakos, whether brook

trout or lake trout, but it would seem that a

handful of these, in the estimation of Mr.

Ti'tcoml), are more than equal to thousands

of excellent food (ishes that could he used by

the common people.

Mr. Titcomb says, "Ponds and lakes, will,

if properly conserved, continue to afford

recreation and food supply long after many
of the streams are dry or are too polluted to

permit of its life."

This brilliant assertion, radkiting from

Mr. Titcomb like an inspiration frora the

gods, is a choice berry, and should not be

lost sight of. Mr. Titcomb, like many
others who draw large salaries for supposed
wisdom has just skimmed tbe surface with

his sack of sulphate of copper. He did not

bother to go to the bottom of things. Here
he speaks of streams drying up and con-

ditions being reached where streams will be so

polluted that fish life cannot possibly exist

in theVn. Whereas Mr. Titcomb, it appears,

to the writer, should be out helping to wipe
out stream pollution, and bringing stream-

poisoners to justice, he prolects the polluting

rascals by retreating to the ponds, and thereby

poisoning every fish, thus preparing them to

receive a doubtful number of trout. Here
Mr. Titcomb admits of a possibility that all

streams will go dry, or will be polluted. Here
is a guardian of the waters admitting such a

possibility without suggesting any methods of

correcting it.

Mr. Titcomb says that if ponds and lakes

are "properly conserved" they will "continue

to afford recreation and food supply" but he

does not say anything about S'reams being

propertfi conserevdl

It appears from the looks of things that

light tackle will be the- tackle of. the future.

There is a growing tendency to abandon the,

comparatively speaking, handline methods
of the past, and allow the fish all possible

chance of escape. The use of light tackle,

however, has never appealed to the man who
goes out to supply his table with food. Light

tackle, is for the man who goes out fishing for

the pleasure of it and is not exercised as to the

number of fish he takes. He wishes to pit

his ingenuity and skill against the skill and
ingenuity of the fish. Many anglers have
even gone a-fishing for trout along turbulent

streams with light tackle and have really met
with considerable success. There is always,

however, the possibility that the light-tackle

performance will be over-done, for there are

cranks galore in the fishing game and fly-

lishing certainly has its quota.

A correspondent has asked'me what I think
of horse hair casts. Good horse hair casts

will work well up to a certain point or two.
First of all the angler must be expert in the

use of the rod, and must be what is known as ;i

finished fiy-fisherman. The hap-hazard fish-

erman might as well not try horse hair casts

because he will only invite failure. The many
who jse horse hair for casts are all finished

men and are capable of doing skillful work
with the exceedingly light tackle spoken of.

No -doubt there are a great many anglers in

England, Scotland and Ireland, and also in

Canada, who are using horse coats but it is

doubtful if there are very many in the United
States who have tried it out. In the second
place, in our consideration of the horse hair
casts it must be remembered that they are
for use along quiet, smooth-flowing little

brooks, for they certainly are out of their

clementin the racy waters. Another consider-
tion is that the horse hair casts are for streams
that hold trout weighing not much over
three quarters of a pound, though heavier
trout have been taken on them. Another
consideration we must not lose track of is

that hair casts must be carefully selected as
not every horse hair you pick up is fit for use.

The horse hair strands to be used must be
round and without any flaws in them. Truly
the selection of horse hairs for casts is a dilTi-

cult business though a little search will have
its reward. There are some who ncer used
anything but hair for casts, strange as this

may seem to others. The principal thing
against the light gut, says a strict haiicast

, user is its limpness, and there is no getting
around this. In using undrawn gut 4 x

as an experiment, he found the dropper
flies limply wrapping themselves around the

cast. The flies, in some instances become
so wrapped arou'nd the main cast that the
line must needs be taken in hand to solve the
problem. When the flies have become thus
wrapped around the cast this writer says:

"When a fish rises he touches either the cast

or the gut of the dropper, which startles him
and causes him to come short. Even should
he rise at the fly with a will he has difficulty

in getting hold of it unless it is floating quite

freely, as he pushes it away from him as he
comes up to the top. Moreover, a hitch
of this sort doubtless prevents many fish from
rising at the lure, for though a single strand
of gut may be practically invisible to them,
two strands hitched up together cause a

slight disturbance in the water and cause the

fish to be suspicious."
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This is true, and it will be noted that there

is a distinct tendency of flies on even heavier

gut to wrap around the cast. This has led

many to use only one fly on the leader, that

fly being the lead-fly. This I have done a

great deal. One well-known fisherman I

know of uses only one fly and claims that he

catches as many trout on that one fly as he

does on three. There may be a great deal in

this, for with light gut at least the dropper

flies are always wrapping themselves around

the cast.

So very, very little has been written in

regard to the use of hair casts that the further

views of the writer 1 have quoted from are

exceptionally interesting. He says:

"Many anglers affirm that nothing can be

less visible than line undrawn gut, but prac-

tical experience proves otherwise, Hair

though perhaps not particularly fine, is

absolutely colorless. I am convinced that

better results are obtained from fishing hair.

Not only are fewer fish missed, but more are

risen. This statement is not made solely

froM opinion, but from practical experiment.

Many times have I proved it to my satisfaction

while other anglers with whom lam familiar,

(and who have years of practical experience

with both to their credit), are of the same

opinion. I say without hesitation, therefore,

that fine hair is less visible to the fish than

any gut yet qn the market. Why? Because

gut possesses a highly polished sur-

face which reflects the light. No doubt

every angler has noticed that occasionally his

cast shines brightly as it drifts over the sur-

face of the water. True the fish regard the

cast from an entirely different standpeint,

but there is a certain amount of light reflected

from the river bed which in shallow water,

would doubtless cause the cast to shine from

below even as it shines from above. Anglers

who throw a very long line complain that with

hair they are constantly whipping off their

tail fly. Had they learnt first to fish with

hair Ihcv would not encounter this difficultv

which can easily be overcome by fishing

tail files mounted on gut. On a windy day

it is often diflicult to preveiH a fine gut cast

from tangling, owing to its limpness, and

when once tangled it is probably of little

further use when at length unravelled, as

it will have become frayed in places. This

fraying is one of the main disadvantages of

gut. One sallies forth with a new cast, but

soon it becomes slightly frayed, though not

quite so badly as to render it useless. The
result is that one fishes with imperfect tackle

half the time, which can be seen by the fish.

Finally the cast breaks at a knot, where it was
worse frayed than imagined, and both files

and fish go. Hair seldom tangles, owing to

its stiffness and clean surface, and should it

do so it is easily shaken out. It does not

fray or wear, and if stored with reasonable care

will keep indefinitely. Let me say that I

have fished the same hair cast through a whole

season and taken no less than four hundred

fish on it, the largest a grayling of one and

three-quarter pounds. This I mention mere-

ly for the ijake of comparison.

"One great advantage hair possesses over

any other sort of tackle is the ease with which

it is tied. The knots do not draw tight or

jam. and consequently can easily be opened
with the thumb and finger nails. It can be

tied dry, without the preliminary trouble of

soaking. Unquestionably the best way of

securing droppers is by the old slip knot

arrangement, through which the knot end

of the dropper is passed and finally locked in a

right-angle position by the tightening of the

slip-knot. This device cannot be used

satisfactorily with gut, as the knot locks, and

if opened causes fraying at the joints. There

is really no way of securing droppers to a gut

cast so satisfactory as the slip-knot arrange-

ment, which again places a premium upon
hair. Of course to condemn gut would be

absurd, and, as previously stated, we recom-

mend hair for creek fishing only. It was used

by the Indians centuries before gut was in-

vented, and is used by scores of old anglers

to-day who by their fellow fishermen arc

perhaps regarded as out of date, but who are

by no means beliind the times in the number
of fish they take. The chief difficulty lies in

procuring good hair. Not one hor.se in a score

produces the proper sort. It should be round

and without greyish patches which show

weakness and a liability to stretch. Roll the

selected strand between the finger and thumb
to ascertain whether or not it is round. Th<-

fiats will be found at once. Do not stretch

it to test its strength, for when hair is once

stretched all the nature is taken out of it, and

it will not straighten out. The only way to

test a hair cast for strength is with the rod,

attach the trail fly to some staple object and

strike, as though striking a fish. Any weak-

ness will thus be located, and no injury done

to the cast. A hair cast should not be

joined straight to the line, as witfi a gut cast,

for it is too light. At the top of the cast

—

that is, between the single strand of hair and

the line—should be about eighteen inches of

waterline made from three or more strands of

i

i
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ordinui'N' luiir twisled and plailril Iciyi'tliLT.

rUnck hair may be. used for lliis purpose,

lliough the strands should Ik' of cxcu IpugUi.

olherwise liiey will slrelrh uufxenly and

cause slaekiiess. In making up the casl

lake rare to have a good spaee between the

lail fly and the lirsl dropper as this much
faeililalcs straight easting."

I have been asked many times just what
it costs to start a trout pond or ponds, as the

case may be, and really what can be made
out of it. Now all this depends upon Tnan\-

things that represent the unknown f|uantity

and therefore no complete answer can be

given. Everything depends upon the water
supply at \our command, the lay of the land,

etc. If a water supply must be led into

your ponds from some distance aiul much
labor is required, so much more will \(mt

enterprise cost you. If the lay of the land

is ideal, and if the water supply, by means of

springs, is of the very best, the cost may be

greatly pulled down. Then again one may
have only one or two ponds, but if one is

going into the matter as a profitable busi-

ness he must needs go in on a wider scale.

.Most men. however, adopt trout raising

not for profit but as a hobby producing trout

for the table and some for the market and their

friends of course, A couple hundred dollars in

some instances has set a person up fairly well,

with conditions just right; while on a large

scale, also with conditions of the \cry best, it

has take»i thousands of dollars. Brook trout

sell at from fifty cents to one dollar a pound,

some setting the average at seventy-five cents

a pound. Of GOur.sc all this refers to normal

times with the demand the very bbst. Some
have figured that out of this selling price as

much as forty cents, and certainly thirty cents,

at the lowest, is clear profit. Trout are mar-
keted when they arc from six to nine inches

in length, at which time tha\- are from one to

one and a half year's old. It has been figured

that a one year old trout will be from t'wi; to

seven inches in length; a year and a half old

trout from six to nine inches in le'ngth: while

a three-year-old trout should weigh, under

good conditions, at least two pounds.

Let us take a known example of fish rearing.

The ponds and everything connected with the

ponds were of the very best. To bring ~0,-

000 trout to the age of qne year, to be ready

for the market the ownet had figured that it

would cost him something like one thousand,

five hundred dollars. To feed that many
trout in the course of that time it is cstiniatcd

that the cost in liver would be from one dollar

to one dollar and one half a da> . By estim-

ating four or five trout to the pound, and
selling (111 llic average for fifty cents thi

pound, the trout brought something like seven

thousand, (S'.OOO) dollars. The owner of

this trout rearing eslablishnieiit did not strip

the fish for eggs, but in all cases has purchased

the cyed-eggs from the hatcheries, and from
that stage has brought the fish to the desired

marketable size. The eyed-eggs cost some-
thinglike sixty-five cents per thousand. Man\
trout-pond men buy the trout in the finger-

ling stage when they are about six months
old, paying for them something like thirty

to forty dollars per thousand. If is far

cheaper, indeed, to buy the eyed-eg.gs and
rai.se the trout, although, of course, there is the

absolute need of scientific management in

c iiiidiicting it from this stage upward.

It must be understood that rearing brook

trout for the market is catering to the epicure.

Brook trout is a luxur>-, pure and simple, and

cannot in an>' sense of the word be considered

a poor man's food, not if purchased in a high

class cafe. As long as people are willing to

pay exceedingly high prices for brook trout

there will be money made and a great deal of

it by owners of ponds which are producing

well.

Viewed broadly brook (rout rearing in

ponds is more of a hobby, though the pond-
owner supplies his own table, no doubt, with

fish of the highest grade. It needs care and an
absolute knowledge of the game to go through
with it, but it can be done as has often been
proven. Where springs of sufficient volume
are to be had, one is lucky indeed. In the

case of the man I have mentioned above as

marketing seventy thousand • trout, the

conditions open to him were, and are, of

the very best. The springs pour forth the

clearest of cold water at the rate of about
3,000 gallons the minute, thus producing

about 4,000,000 gallons in twenty-four hours.

These springs are perpetual. The water in

the pools hardly ever goes over ,58 de.grees

in temperature and this is ideal because

brook trout desire best of all water that is

from fifty-five to sixty degrees in temperature.

Another thing that has a tendency to make
this location and condition of things the very

best is the fact that the springs and the pools

do not freeze over in the winter although the

river into which the water is discharged is

frozen from shore to shore. Trout grow-

faster in watej- that does not freeze over in
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the winter. This has proved to be true in al

instances.

It is quite generally held among anglers,

many of very high repute, tnat the brook

trout is not cannibalistic; that it is the clean-

est feeder among the fishes; that it will feed

only on insects, and now and then on minnows.

The truth of the matter is that the brook

trout will feed on minnows and almost the

exact fare of the other trout (the salmon

trout) if occasion permits. There are brook

trout in certain small streams that have no

minnow life, etc., where the brook trout,

through circumstances, are forced to make
their living from feeding on insects and such

larval life as the stream bottom affords.

Brook trout that feed on small live fare and

insects are always identified by their length,

which is never great. Then again brook

trout in large streams, where the minnow
fare is abundant are found to attain to great

weights. Some of the brook trout of the

Nipigon region are examples. Are we to

believe that these eight and often ten pound

brook trout have grown to that size from

feeding exclusively on insects? If that were

the case the amount they would need to

sustain them would be judged by the bushel

basket measure, and they would be feeding

along the surface all the time—which is not

true, for the surface could not possibly pro-

vide even a portion of a meal for slich great

bodies. Nevertheless the impression has

gone around that brook trout feed exclusively

on insects, which is an illusion. Further-

more cannibalism is also recognized in the

brook trout as well as in many other fish

species. Says the writer of the condition in

certain trout ponds:

'The different sizes have to be kept separ-

ate, for because of the trout's cannibalistic

tendencies they can find no more delectable

dainty than a meal of one of their kind.

An eight-inch trout will swallow a four-inch

trout with practically no discomfort. Their

own only apparent annoyance is in being

obliged to catch the swift and artful little

dodgers. Fish have been taken in the ponds
that had swallowed smaller ones—though
not much smaller, either—and from one to

two inches of the victims' tails extended from
the mouths of the captors. Sometimes when
the dead captive was withdrawn it was found
that the head, the part always swallowed
first, had been partly digested and there was
every indication that the entire fish would
have been assimilated as time afforded had
there been no interruption in the process."

Large brook trout taken in still-flowing

streams—those we call of aldermanic pro-
portions—if opened with the knife will be
found to contain a fish diet and no mistake.
As a matter of fact the greater portion of
their food, it may be said (and quite con-
trary to the views of hundreds of writers)
is composed of minnows, etc. The sluggish
water brook trout will be found slow-moving
—phlegmatic in disposition. As he takes
on size he will consume more and more food.
And, too, it will be found that he rarely rises

to the surface.

True, among all the Irouts and charrs the
brook trout (.icwed as a species) are most
inclined to feed on insects. But then brook
trout like other fishes and animals are crea-
tures of environment. Therefore the brook
trout living in a stream where there is an
abundance of minnows obliged to feed upon
insects are small and apt to be very slender,
and they, are, of course, keener than other
trout. The brook trout in the deep, still-

flowing, minnow-filled stream learns to
feed on minnows and as he gains in weight so
he consumes more and more of this food.

Apparently the Chinese Government does
not agree with the dictum that the abund-
ance of the sea is for the free use of man,
judging by the restrictions which they place
upon the fishermen. One can imagine the
outcry which would occur among the fisher-

men around our coasts if they were asked
not only to pay a sum for fishing rights in a
certain section of the sea, but were also held
responsible for the preservation of the fish in

the particular space ol wate: allotted to them.
This, however, is exactly what the Chinese
Government does, according to the report
of the Vice Consul al Ningpo, China. Ningpo
is the greatest market in China for fish of

every kind, which is exported to nearly

every native port, and even to foreign coun-
tries. Over 10,000 crafts are fitted out for

the sea fisheries in the Chusan Archipelago,

and a license must be procured for each boat
from the civil authority. For fishing on the

shores of the islands, applications for space

must be made to the officials, as the ground
belongs to the Government. There are also

special regulations for fishing in the lakes,

rivers and canals. On payment of a small

sum a certain amount of space is granted by
the officials and a l^ense is issued, but the

holder is thenceforward held responsible for

tlie preservation of the fish in his allotment.

No fishing is allowed in the spawning season,

and, in order to keep the stock in good con-
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dilion, a proportinate quanlity of young fi->

must yearly be placed in the water. A
favorite method of catching the fish, parti-

cularly on the n\ud flats left along the coast

by the receding tides, is by fixing long nets

vertically on bamboos in the shape of a half

circle, and the lish being left prisoners in the

enclosures at low tide. In the rivers, lakes

and canals llshing with trained cormorants is

the favorite method. Each cormorant has a

ring or cord around its neck to prevent its

swallowing the fish it catches, and its legs are

connected with another piece of string forn.

ing a loop by which refractory birds may at

any monaent be brought on board. The cor-

morants are caught while they are young and
are carefully trained to fish for their masters.

They are thrown out into the water and are

driven to their task. It takes infinite pati-

ence and much petting and some boxing

of the ears to teach the cormor-

ants to fish without a collar and string

attached, but when one masters the art it is

a most valuable aid to the fisherman. The
cormorants take a certain pride in their

work, and when they are unsuccessful in their

efl'orts they take their places shamefacedly

to await the next try-out. The young usu-

ally are trained to work by the assistance of the

old birds. The owners are kindness itself to

the birds when they work, but box their heads

and hurl imprecations at them when they fail.

On the Ningpo River, too, moonlight fishing is

carried on to a large extent. For this purpose

a long, narrow, flat boat, provided on one

side with a board sloping down into the

water, and painted a bright white, is used.

On the other side of this craft is a net stretch-

ed vertically on stanchions. The fish, at-

tracted by the white board, jump upon it, and
thence into the boat, the net preventing

them from falling into the water on the other

side. Yet another novel way of fishing is

with a net and clapper. The net is stretch-

ed on a light bamboo frame in the shape of a

truncated pyramid. The fisherman efther

sits in the boat or wades in the shallows,

striking the water with the wooden clapper,

which frightens the fish into the net.

In the fishing world there are many remark-

able instruments and appliances used, but one

must go to the Orient to find the most petu-

har sort of tackle. One occasionally hears

in America of a trained otter, and the fisher-

man who is lucky enough to possess one, it is

said, has a guarantefe of a good season's fishing.

In the Mediterranean turtle fisheries the

mg as

renioru or sucking lish is used as an assistant

fisherman. It is a curious kind of fish that
attaches itself to larger fish, to turtles, or to

the boats themselves and when it gets a good
grip it hangs on with great tenacity. When it

is caught a heavy ring is placed about its

body just ahead of its tail and it is tethered
to the boat. When a turtle is sighted and
the remora is thrown out it fastens its

forty-leefch power suction apparatus to the
shell of the turtle. It holds fast to the turtle

until that creature has been towed alongside
the vessel, when it is pried loose and sent
after another turtle. Sometimes the remora
gets contrary and will not try to take hold
of its turtle, but will swim back to the boat
and fasten its, sucker to the hull of the boat.

In some of the South Sea Islands a species
of the spider proves that it was the original
fish-net maker. A bamboo sapling is bent
on a sound shape and tied. It stays in this
position and when a spider comes along and
uses it as a framework on which to build his
web, the fisherman convert it into a sort
of tennis racquet affair, with which the
native knocks a fish out of the water as a
tennis player would strike a ball out of his
side of the court. The webs are as strop
those of the ordinary dip-net.

In the commercial fi.sheries of the world
all sorts of tackle are used. Of course the
vast majority of the world's fish supply is

caught in nets. The most important of
these nets is the trawl net. This is a large
mouth net bag of gigantic proportions with
a beam about 40 ft. long. At either end of
this beam is a triangular hoop which serves
the three-fold purpose of sinker, beam-sup-
porter and sled runner. This net is shot
from the stern of the boat and trawled along
until it is filled full of fish, when it is hauled
in. The seine is one of the nets to which the
world owes much of its fish supply. It is a
plain net, with sinker weights at the bottom
and cork floats at the top. It may vary in
size from the huge quarter-of-a-mile long and
60 ft. wide Cornish Bilchard seine to the little

hand net worked by the fisher children along
the beach. In the heavy salmon fishing of
our great Northwest the seine and the fine

gill net are much used. The seine is shot
in a semi-cirtle across the stream and when
it is full of fish it is pulled ashore, horse and
steam power often being used in the salmon
fisheries. It looks much like an over-shot
water wheel, and o\Vr tnis the fish are shot
into a staked enclosure. In the herring

fisheries the gill net is used, and some of these
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are of such remarkable size that Ihey contain

dozens of tons of fish when they are hauled

in. If a school of fish is travelling and the

gill net be placed across its path, the meshes

of the net are large enough to admit then-

heads and to pass their gills. But the larger

part of their bodies cannot pass through. In

this predicament they figuratively back-

pedal until their gills become hopelessly fast

in the meshes. When the nets are as full as

desired, they are pulled up and the contents

emptied on deck. Many other kinds of

fish are also caught in the gill net. Long-line

fishing is another of the commercial methods

by which the world's supply is captured. A
single line, sometimes as much as 10,000 ft.

long, is shot out from the side of the boat. A
heavy weight is attached to the end first

thrown overboard, and at intervals of a few

feet, short lines with hooks on them are

attached. The long line is stretched across

the tide and thus the lines are kept at a proper

distance apart. When the big line has

remained out long enough, it is pulled in and

on the hundreds of hooks (sometimes 1,500

of them) many different species of fish will

be found. In the great cod fisheries of New-
foundland the simple handline is much used.

.\ single fisherman in a boat goes out and pulls

them in one after another until he gets a

boatload. The long lines and the nets are

.sometimes used. It is said that a fish has

more curiosity than any other living crea-

ture and in sport fishing for macJierel the

best bait that can be used is a little piece

of scarlet flannel or ribbon, tapering to a

point. There is nothing in the sea that it

imitates; it is merely intended to take advan-

tage of the mackerel's inquisitiveness. Per-

haps the most dangerous and thrilling calling

in the world is whaling, though tjie advent of

the steam whaler has tended to lessen both

the danger and the romance of the chase.

That whaling is of very remote origin has

been proved beyond a doubt. There is a

tradition among the Indians of I'lorida,

long before the white men set foot upon
American soil, that they would jump on the

head of a whale, plug up one nostril with a

wooden peg; then allow him to go to the

bottom, and when he came up again would

plug up the other nostril and thus sufTocate

the monster. Of course no one credits this

tradition, but there seems to be no room
for doubt that the ancient Eskimos would
surround a whale and at a given signal

would fill it full of harpoons to which were
attached inflated sealskins. This buoyerl

the animal up to the surface and it was
only a matter of time until the whale would

die. The use of the harpoon gun, in which a

bomb with fuse attached is hurled into the

whale with the harpoon is comparatively

recent. When the bomb explodes it usually

inflicts a mortal wound.

In the South Sea Islands turtle fishing is

carried on in the most primitive fashion.

The fishermen swim out from the vessels,

climb onto the turtle's back, and, like an

old man of the sea, ride him to the vicinity

of the ship, where a line is passed to the fish-

erman and hooked around the turtle's head,

halter fashion. Then the captor swims olT

for another victim. Sometimes the natives

make good shark bail—a fate which they

doubtless deserve, as they literally burn the

turtles alive in order to get the shells olT:

some fiend having discovered that when the

shell is taken off before the turtle is killed it

makes a finer quantity of tortoise shell.

DUSK AND EMBER PAPERS
Robert Page Lincoln.

SOME winter night when you are feeling

in just the right sort of a mood you pull

the chair up in front of the fire and you
prepare yourself for a good old-fashioned

reverie. You set the can of tobacco on the

table, near at hand; you scrape out the pipe

and carefully load it again w ith a charge of the

fragrant weed. Some men in contemplation

before the fire of a winter evening balk like

an army mule about lighting the pipe with

such a common thing as the match. It is not

in keeping with the situation. Nothing will

do save reaching over and procuring a coal

or the glowing end of a stick from the fire.

With this the tobacco is soon set to burning

freely and the result will be a smoke that ranks

among the best that you have ever experi-

enced. I once knew a man who thus lit his

pipe. He would deftly separate a glow from

the fire with his knife and would lay il on the

tobacco in the bowl. In the meantime, while

he was puffing strenuously, you would watch

him. When the tobacco is afire, he would

fork out the glow and throw it in the fire.
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Your eyes would later open wide as you
perreivcd he left that glow right in the pipe

and smoked it with the tobacco down to the

"heel" with the most apparent relish. That
is one way of conserving tobacco.

A fireside of a winter evening; a pipe; the

light turned low; a lot of wood near at hand

—

no doubt these things all go to make many
hours of our life worth while. Out of doors

the wild north wind is raging through the

woods and wliining around the corners of the

house; blowing a blast down the chimney
now and then. You half close your eyes and
lie back in the chair, watching the spurts

of flame among the logs. Now they crackle

and burst; now they smoulder and glow; now
they .sizzle and shoot forth in flame as a newer
unburned portion of the wood is exposed.

You stretch your legs out in front of you and
give yourself over to the joy of it all. The
drowsiness that overtakes you acts like a

charm. The mind takes on a colorful view.

You find yourself weaving mystic dreams and
looking back into the past with an all-.seeing

eye that leaves no stone unturned, as one

would say, In such hours even those we have
looked upon as our enemies come benignly

before us in the fullness of friendship and we
are secretly glad tliat, to them, we have not

been too harsh; that we can find, even in our

so-called enemies that vein of good that makes
men the men they should be; all of them, we
take it for granted, shaped in the image of God.
You remember the time your enemy struck

you a resounding thud on the back with his

shovel when you were quarreling over the

hand line. Time has healed the hurt. The
distinct imprint of the shovel on your back

has quite vanished; and you smile to think how,

later, your enemy friend met you on the road

and tendered you six large I-lubbard Squash,

ten pounds of clover honey and a jug of hard

cider. You remember in these moments the

joy you realized as you drove into his yard
one day and delivered free of charge, three

cords of wood and some sugar-cured ham.
The only thing you didn't do was to embrace
but had national custom permitted the union

would have been complete!

Man's fancy goes out steadfastly to the

hearth and the open fire-place. Men who
have never known the sensation of lying

outstretched on a winter evening before the

kindly wood's blaze have spoken in rapturous

terms with regard to the spiritual feeling

emanating from contact with it; the hearing

of the wild wind without: the fire-light

dancing in a demon-dance along the walls,

and the row upon row of books in the study.

The open fire-place and the hearth are at once

the crystallization of contentment; like all

roads leading to Home, so contentment begins

at the fire-side and leads out and away from it.

The fire-side is the nucleus. To sit by a

hearth is therefore to sit at Rome—I mean,
to sit by the fireside is to sit where content-

ment comes from.

All the old folk-lore is crowded with the talk

of the (ire-side; the hearth; the evening back-
log; the grandpa leaning forward in the corner

over his cane, hands clasped over it the while

from his lips came stories of Indian massacre
down-glade-coursing wolves, b'ars i,n the

sugar-camp, bob-cats and catamounts galore.

Young heads would draw closer and closer

together, cautious glances be stolen at the

stairs loading to the upper room, where, very
soon, those same curly heads must seek the

corn-husk mattress and the duck-and-goose
feather pillows. Perhaps, who could tell, some
lurking Indian would be lying up there in wait
with his scalping knife or weirdly decorated

tomahawk to lay some wee bit of a soul low
and tear from a little head that part of the

scalp where the hairs circle out, and which
denote that not more than one scalp may be
taken from one head You never can
tell where those wicked Indians lie when you
listen to the yarns of the old-timers!

And such waiting for those evening hours!

The bleak December day wanes to a close.

By four o'clock the air is growing hazy; a veil

is being drawn over the lowering horizon.

Snow-birds, like sparks of flame, are darling

in and out among the weeds of the field, with
now and then a twitter. They are the heralds

of the coming fall of snow. Out then to

roll in the choicest log for the fire that night;

an oak log; just the thing! Homeward then

to unload it, and to look after the chores.

There are the cows with their clashing horns
and large inquisitive eyes, waiting for their

evening meal. The horse is whinneying for he

knows that his cobs of corn are soon to be in

his box. Impatiently he stamps and scrapes

his foot. You hasten to the granary and
select for him the largest cobs that you can
find. My, won't he be happy, you think!

Now then! at the first hint of dusk the

large snowfiakes are falling, falling, falling

Dimmer and dimmer grows the light of day;

heavier and heavier falls the snow and what
time the enveloping dusk settles like a mystic

blanket over the land the air is crowded with

these fairy wonders.

Within there is warmth and cheer. The
father stamps in presently all covered with

snow and with icicles hanging to his mus-
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tache. He imwinds the round mufl'ler from
nbout his neok and shakes liimself Uke a dog.

"By mornin' we won't be able to get to

the road," he prophesies wisely, as he holds

his moustache with his left hand fingers and
pinches off the icicles ^^ith the other. "It

is just heapin' down. It will keep us busy

all forenoon making roads."

A clapping of hands, dancing eyes, the

children receive the information with

bubbling joy.

"0 I tell you what I am going to do," says

the older lirother, "I am going to make a road

down to the field, Jimmie, you can make the

path to the granary—^you know it needs to

be broadened anyhow. Susie, you can help

me, and Martha can go with, Pa when he

makes the path out to the big road. AYon't

that be fun though? Gee, .lirnmie, we'll

have a hard time getting over our traplLne.

All those mink traps will be covered over.

And the snow will be level with the tops of the

muskrat houses."

"O I'll bet that mink trap down by the big

birch will all be covered over," says Jimmie.

"But I'll bet, just the same, that that ol' mink
will be in it. Just you see\ You remember
we saw the tracks goin' in the hole an' there

were none coming out. Well if he comes oitt

tonight I'll just bet he'll step right smack
square in that old trap."

Grandpa has been out of doors to view the

situation. Presently he comes in shaking his

head.

"What do you think of it Pop?" asks

Father.

"It's a mighty fall of snow," replies Grandpa
as the children crowd around. "It's nigh the

biggest snow I've seen since Tthe winter of

'32 when we were hauling cedar down at the

Big Forks. I never seen such flakes for size.

It is just heaping down now. It is going to be

a busy night."

And presently supper is served. Squash
from the oven, brown juice bubbling up along

the edges, baked potatoes to mash with them
and some real corn bread with maple syrup;

and tender, lean ham, the very best because

itjs homegrown. Now and then as the meal
progresses you hear the wind around the house

corners and the barren limbs of the old oak at

the doorway brushing against the house

in a creepy fashion. Ono-ono-o-n goes the

wind around the corner and a volume of

snow hits against the door. No sweeter

music was ever invented in this world or in

the next than that mournful wind through
those old trees, and the sound of that

snow sifting through the liranchcs or drifting

against the house. Lutes, flutes and lyres

—

but what are they? Trombones and church-

organs? They are the heartless creations

of a sect of barbarians. No; there is no mis-

taking it. These wintry sounds are music
if we can only appreciate it.

And then the back-log.

It is just such a night when Grandpa is at

his best. Again the Indians take the trail.

The captive struggles to free himself from the

ugly thongs that bind him Ah the

captor, the guard is sitting by the tent open-

ing lolling—and now his eyes close. He
sleeps at last. . . . Now then to free himself.

Creeping stealthily forward the captive

reaches down and picks up a fire-brand with

his teeth. The firebrand is laid to the thong.

What though the fiesh is seared? Must not

the thong be burned through so that the

escape may be made. Of course! Ah, how
long that thong holds to its own, but sooner

or later it gives way and the hands are free.

It is now but a matter of a moment to loosen

the thongs that bind the legs and then the

doorway is ready to be negotiated. I say

the doorway is ready to be crept through
—past—that—Indian!!!

At this stage of the game there is a pause
while Susie takes a better hold of the fore-

finger in her mouth, and while A4artha

snuggles down for safety by mother who is

busy with father at the other end of the

fire-place weaving a rag carpet, big brother

looks fearlessly fonvard into the fire, his

hands under his chin, his elbows on his knees.

It won't be long now before he takes the trail.

It's just a matter of lime. A few moons
more, that's all; then one morning he will bid

farewell to the old home waving the coon-

skin cap with its long dangling tail to the

mother standing in the door-way. He will

be clad in the finest buck-skin with six inch

fringes decorating the arms and the seams of

his pants. It will all be very remarkable as

with long gun a-trail and half-stooped over m
the dark woods are entered. Then to read m
the carpet of the forest with eyes alert and
keen. Then to build the smokeless fire

at night, and, with a forked stick to append a

piece of venison and broil it in the glows; or

perhaps the pouch containing the pemmican
will be handy. Then one need not make a

fire; and may sleep with one's head pillowed

comfortably on the green leaves in the utmost

confidence.

But Grandpa is talking:

"Sudilcnly the Indian in the door-way

yawned sleepily and half-opened his e'yes.jj

The captive's heart sank within him. Per-j
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haps he would sleep no more. . . . The
captive lay very still, daring not to breathe.

But the Indian again closed his eyes

"Now then to make the passage—and then

freedom, Cautiously the captive approached

the doorway, as nicely as a mink for being

still. It's just a moment. . . The Indian

again groans in his sleep. What if he should

wake. But no; he again sinks into a deeper

sleep. Now the doorway is reached; now he

is through. Free at last, the great forest lies

before him. Like another shadow of the

great woods the captive sped away. Fur-

ther and further away from that camp of

the savages until morning saw him well on

his way to the settlements. By noon of that

day he reached the big river."

"Of course he reached the selllemenls,"

breaks the older brother impatiently.

Susie's fore-finger it will be noted is now
coming out of her mouth so that the tip of it

only is between her teeth. Perplexity and
doubt, however, are in her eyes.

"But jusl when our hero thought himself safe

and free what should he hear, with a falling

of his heart hut the sounds of saoages on histrail.

They seemed to he filling the whole woodsl"

Susie's finger sinks in to the hilt and the

eye-lids close, bang-shut, twice, as the informa-

tion goes home.

"Here was a predicament indeed."

"Evidently another band of Indians had
picked up his trail and hearing from the

trailers of the other camp had taken up the

trail of the captive in pursuit. What to do;

what to do now, thought the captive. But
he soon hit upon a scheme that was to aid him
in getting back to his home. A great number
of large reeds with holes through them grew
along the side of the river. Picking up one

of these our hero cut a piece from one of them

'

a foot in length. Placing this stump of a

reed in his mouth he entered the water and
by keeping his form below the water and the

tip of the reed abo\ e the water he was able

to breathe. In this way he floated down the

river under-water to the settlements and
his folks greeted him, having gis'en him up
for dead. Of course this was only one of

our hero's adventures with the Indians.

Later he was captured in the big battle at the

Blue Licks which is the next adventure I shall

tell you about."

The story continues a-pace. Without, the

wind howls around the corners of the house

and the snow brushes with a comfortable

sound against the door. In the great open-
mouthed fire-place the glowing embers crackle

and snap as they fall apart. The wavering

fire-lights float fantastically about the great

room, resting now and then along the great

beams from which hang the corn and the

onions and a miscellaneous collection of

valuable garnerings, not to forget the herbs

from which to make teas and poultices. Over

the door the light touches in a mysteriously

suggestive manner upon the old muzzle-

loader hanging over the door. . . .

W/ioc! The pipe is cold]

You have given yourself over so completely

to the fragrant thoughts of the past that it

seems hard to woo yourself back to the pres-

ent. You fill the pipe level to the top of the

bowl and reaching forward for a glow you
touch it up. One puff, two, and you have it

going. Now then to stir the glows of the fire

and place thereon another knot of pine root

or a gnarled, deformed portion of a monarch
oak tree. You finally get it placed just right

and then you lean back to survey your gentle

accomplishment. As of old you hear the

same old wind howling its refrain without,

around the old gables, roaring now and then

down the spacious chimney.

\ fire-place, after all, is not a fire-place

unless it is a rustic fire-place. No man can

enjoy a fire-place who sits before it clad

in the ultra-conservative garb of civilization;

who considers it a heart-blow if a Heck of ash

should burst from the fire and fall upon his

faultless array of creased serge. The flattery

and "art" of civilization have created their

styles of fire-places; mottled, glassed, rough-

faced, vari-hued bricks, and wide or narrow

mortar joints; prim hearths and most lovely

andirons. But these are not fire-places;

these hearths are not hearths. The fire places

of civilization are not a necessity; they are a-

luxury. They are not use ful; they are

ornamtnls. They are not even beautiful

because they are so conventional.

It is the wide-mouthed fire-place, huge

cobble-stone face and flat-stone hearth that

brings us back to the real delights of life; the

true makers of wintry contentment; the call

of the long-ago. Slivers from Boxes for the

ornamental fire-place
,
great logs for the wide-

mouthed creation. Half of the life of the

cabin is its fire-place. To know it in the

fullness of its charm is to know the pleasures of

life without any restriction.

Where the smaller sticks and pieces of wood
burn freely, and fast, and give off little heat,

the logs and the gnarled humps of compact oak

(that refuse to be split) find ready entrance

into the wide-mouthed fire-place. They burn

slow and give off a nice heat. Always in our

days of wood-chopping we come across
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specimens of wood that refused to budge
under the force of the wielded axe. And yet

in the fire-place they slip in with ease and form
the back-log for the evening. They smoulder

away and they last

While at a settler's haliitation in the

north, while trout fishing, I had occasion to

watch the clearing of the land and the laying

in of the winter's supply of wood. This

particular settler was born in the cities. The
white poplar and the tinder-like rampikes
were cut down for wood. The huge pine

slumps were blasted out and hauled into a

clearing there wastcfully to be burned in the

autumn; great pitch-laden stumps containing

the very best wood for fires. I pointed out

that this was a taste of wood. Later those

great piles of stumps were cut down into

suitable lengths. The hundreds of thousands
of pine stumps that dot the barrens (tomb-

stones marking the devastating slau.ghter of

(he destructive lumberman) are such as to

fill the heart of the owner of a large-mouthed
lire-place with joy.

Give a man a fire-place, a comfortable chair

to lean back in, plenty of wood for the night

and he can find for himself a world of enjoy-

ment. A man's mind throws wide its doors

So to speak, before the night fires. There is no
such thing as age. Youth comes striding

back into one's reverie like a prodigal coming
home from far fields. One drives the cows
home from rolling pastures again; once more
the bars are let down to release them for the

evening milking. Once again the clover

grows thicker and .sweeter; the honey-bees

sound down the air ways with their harmon-
ious buzzing; and the daisies and the butter-

cups in the meadow return to the vision in

that well-timed profusion we love so well.

Again in the home brook the bent pin entices

the tender-scaled, shiner. Plums in secluded

tangles drop in all their juicy splendour

right into one's open hands. M'ild grapes

in succulent clusters gem the brown vines

and ache to stain the mouth with autumnal
purple. No matter how cold and heartless

the world, beside the fire one may attain to

heights of comradeliness and life spirit-free.

Roll on Ihc log and li,/ht /he pipe\

ON NIPIGON WATERS WITH H. R. H. PRINCE
ARTHUR OF CONNAUGHT

"Nimrod"

.\fter hearing the wonderful stories of the

great trout fishing on (he Nipigon, ray

enthusiasm increased until on the s«enth
of August I packed my fishing tackle and
photographic outfit, closed my office and beat

it to the Union station.

By special invitation' I boarded the Royal

train which stood all .greased and ready to

convey to Nipigon fishing waters a scion of

British f^oyalty in the person of H. R. H.
Prince Arthur of Connaqght, and party.

Soon we were away and a night of solid

comfort was tpent on the Canadian Northern
"special." Then before long we passed

Fort William and landed right on schedule at

Port Arthur, where the city was decorated for

the vi.it of the distinguished guest.

Orient Bay, their destination, 100 miles

l-ast of Port Arthur, was reached in record

lime by the party, llis Royal Highpess b>

this lime was dre sed in his fishing toggery,

and the parly were soon down at the wharf
where stood the Royal .Standard and a motor
launch ready for the departure of the entire

party.

Capt. Neil McDougall gave "full speed

ahead" and we were off' to the Falls, which

were about fifteen miles away. The Falls

were reached in a little over an hour and

Indian guides were there in abundance with

canoes and provisions for the trip, which

was in charge of Jack McKirdy, a jolly young
fellow and a very capable master to all.

In a short time the cook and his help had

got their canoes filled and started ahead to

pitch tent and prjpare lunch at ihe first

stopping place. While the Royal party was
viewing the Falls, cic, the diff.?rent guides

were getting their boats loaded and finalh

an we were all going down the river swcpl

by the current of the big falls, we could hear

them from the shore calling out: "Good luck,

peaceful journey," etc.

11 was a beautiful day, and a magnificent

sight to see the canoes with paddle^ glistening

in the sun and the high green trees on the

hill sides throwing their shadows on the

smooth calm running stream. Gradually

the first boats began to drop out of sight af

they would glide over one fall, (hen another,
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until it \v;is up and clown. A shout ono

wtiy, then nnotlier, reminded the writer of

the old toboggan on the river in winter time,

but this was a more soothing, gliding, down-

ward motion.

In about two hours wo arrived at our first

stop being swerved by the current firrl one

big trees it threw a shadow of designs on

the green ioliage in the river below, making

a very beautiful sight.

In front of each lent was built, by sticks

driven in the ground, a stand for a wash

basin and soon we were all having a regular

rlcan-up.

^^i&k
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shoot the rapids like a squirrel jumping from

tree to tree.

After two hours fishing the party started

a forward movement toward the next camp-
ing place. Sgt. F. Furzer, who was in the

canoe with me, remarked:

"I have gone over some fine country in

my life lime, but Nature certainly spent some

time round here fixing it up this way. Why
you just can't describe this to our folks at

home. They would not believe it."

Our second stop seemed, if possible, more
beautiful than before. One could not help

but commend the artistic sense of the one

who had chosen this spot, on the side of a

grassy slope overlooking the falls and the

big sheet of foam that spread out and was
carried onward by the stream.

One of the special features here was the

receiving and reading of tho bulletin of which

written on from the Indian who had just

emerged from the wood.

Prince Arthur read aloud and as we listened,

we seemed to sec the fighting grounds across

the sea.

Prince Arthur knew the grounds the gen-

erals, the location of the battalions and all

these seemed to come before his mind's eye.

No wonder it was interesting. I was parti-

cularly interested in the expressions
on the different faces in our party. Even the

Indians would exclaim: "Good news to-day."

The fishing from the shore was much
enjoyed, the party catching them in shallow

water, deep water, swift current and in the

calm stream.

"The fish are here and plenty of them,"

said the Earl of Pembroke as with a swift

swing he threw in his line with two flies on,

getting them both filled in the one haul, and

The Hoyal Party H. II. Prince of (lonnaught in Centre.

the Canadian Northern had a complete

sers'ice.

"Why this is much f|uickcr than we get

il in France " remarked the Prince as he took

the large piece of card board the news was

good big ones at that. They fished by paraf-

fine light and even went out to a point of land

Ijy the I'alls and caught them by the light of

"1 candle" power hanging in a lamp chimney.

Tliis was about 11.00 p.m. and as thev
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retired some one wa&sinfiing "And this is the

end of a perfect day."

The next morning brought the same good

luck, and Inls of (ish. The afternoon was hot

and everybody inclined to sleep away the

hours.

At 5.00 o'clock a meal was prepared and a

two hours' fishing brought in a number of

the finest speckled trout, both in size and
beauty, one would wisli to see. Sunday
morning was at hand and the party were pre-

paring for the two big portages as time nec-

essitated continual travelling to meet our

train at the time set. We walked up a

mountain and through deep woods; arrived

at a fire ranger's shack, and this time the

party received the bulletins themselves over

the phone.

We got into the boats again and were soon

out on the lakes with sails set. One canoe
would pass the other in a race for the next

stop. You could hear the Indians' pow-wow
all over the place as they called to each other

from the different boats. All landed again

at the last spot where the trains were gathered

to take us over a four mile portage. Here a

quick lunch was handed round and a regular

basket or camp party was in progress. Over
the hills we passed again, down the valleys,

over bridges, finally landing in close view of

the train. Glad to be back but with mem-
ories that can never be forgotten, the party

soon boiirded the train. Soon "All aboard".

was the command and the train rolled on

toward Toronto. As we passed station after

station little expressions of patriotism could

be seen—scho_ol children cheering, others

waving flags, older people waving their hats

and as wc stopped at some of the stations the

little crowds gathered around the special car

that held the royal party. Some cheered and

others beckoned until the Prince would come
out on the platform.

As I got off at one station a cute little

child with a little Brownie camera asked me
if I knew the Prince. When I said "Yes" she

said "I wonder if he would mind my getting

a snap of him." I said "I think I can help

you," so led her along the platform through

the crowd. Going to the Prince I asked him

if he would mind standing for this little

camera girl. "J certainly do not mind " as

he turned around in front of her.

"Take your time and make a good one
"

said the Prince with a special smile for the

little one.

"All right." she said as she snapped and

made quickly away through the crowd. At

every station the people seemed to be out

with some expression of pleasure to greet us;

even at night small bonfires could be seen

with a little cluster of children waving fire

brands.

We arrived at Toronto at 12.00 o'clock and

all was quiet.

^^

WHEN MY LADDIE WENT TO WAR
R. H. MacNair

HAVING become accustomed, from
many years association, to consider the

shotgun, rifle and revolver almost con-

stant companions, even though I did not
sleep with a revolver under my pillow, it

seemed natural to wish for a reversal of the age

schedule, that I might get back to the eligible

period when all the world broke loose to stop

the Huns. But the next best thing seemed to

be freely offering all that I had, in the person

of an only son, in whom all of paternal love,

as well as a bright hope for future usefulness

to a needy world, was wrapped up in the

last representative of a family name that had
furnished soldiers for every war the nation
had been engaged in.

The lad was a strue as steel, as fearless as

a young Spartan warrior, his soul had been

pure from earliest youth and he went forth

cheerfully to offer his bit in a great cause.

He enlisted in the British Royal Flying

Corps, was well trained at the Ontario Aerial

school for fighting with the young eagles in

France.

From the final parting, upon the winter

wind swept platform of a railroad station I

returned to a lonely home with the heaviest

burden the soul ever knew. Somehow, and

it was not to be wondered at, I did not expect

ever to meet and embrace that brave lad again

in this life.

Toward the end of March, just at the noon
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hour, the fatui cablegram came announcing

the tragic death of my laddie. Though the

young pilot of the sky had advised in one of

his letters
—

"as notices are ver>- abrupt,

should you receive such a mes^ge as
—

"son

seriously injured, or son killed, I trust that

you will have braced your heart to bear it"—
that same message almost paralyzed the

Robert S. MacNair. '

faculties of my being. For many days I

could not seem to find any form of mental

diversion that would enable me to switch tlje

current of thought olT the soul gripping misery—"gone, never to return"—and, what a

fearful thought it is—that there are thousands

and thousands of parental souls, throughout

the nations that are gripped in barbarous

warfare, against the most ruthless butchers,

of whom the world has any record, strickened

under the awful burden of loss, the knowledge

that Ihe very flower of the nation's young
manhood has been destroyed, simply because

of the vile ambition of a Ilun paranoiac, a

Bill Kaiser who wanted lo dominate the

universe.

History, a little more than a century since.

recorded Napoleon the (irst as the worst ty-

rant of insatiable ambition, yet, in comparison

with such a barbarous butcher freak as this

same Kaiser Bill, Napoleon might be regarded

as the world's greatest philanthropist.

Napoleon was a wonderful statesman, besides

being a marvelous military genius, hence he

formulated many useful codes of law. But
in this Hun thing we cannot possibly see one

mitigating virtue, to ofl'set the vileness of his

greedy, vain purposes.

Evidently, an apt pupil of his "Superman
philosopher, the cracked brain Neitzsche.

there is no recognized virtue save in might,

there is no vice save in weakness.

With such a monster to deal with, with such

superior lighting men as those of the Entente

Allies lo do the dealing, there should be, no

mitigating circumstances to prevent exter-

mination of the famous Ilohenzollern species

and their war lords.

With the pretty motto—"Per Ardua .Xd

Astria"-r— (b>' labor to the stars) laddie suc-

ceeded in winning the true friendship of many
noble comrades, and many most kind letters

of condolence have been gratefully received

from officers of The I-toyal Flying Corps, even

the good chaplain, the minister who conducted

the burial service. They all wrote sentiments

of high commendation of the lad's gallantry

and faithfulness to the great cause. Finally,

there came a kind letter, written by "The
Keeper Of The Privy Purse, with generous

expressions of sympathy from Their Majestie's

The K.ing and Queen of l-^ngland. Though
there is somewhat of the sad sentiment that

was expressed for an ancient parent
—"what

was England's glorious crown to him who wept

a son'?" there is great consolation in the assur-

ance that the departed young hero was, in

every sense of the word, a true blue sportsman.

A .sportsman in the full acceptation of the

term, as it is known by our great brotherhood,

those who know how to play the game square-

ly, and on the level ahvays, the same, many of

them, that exchange the sentiments of the

fraternity through the pages of Fiod and dun
in Canada and other good sporting journals.

It has long existed, as an established fact.

that the man who is endowed with generous

consideration for the rights and the feelings of

his fellow beings, as well as with the proper

consideration for the rest of Cod's creatures,

has upon him the stamp of the true sportsman;

also, such souls are always generous ami

brave.
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Cyril G. W ates

THERE was no mistaking llic signs of

the season. Already the first flurry

of siiow had sent glistening crystals

whirling down the pavements in a fairy dance.

As I walked home from the olTice the sun had
almost tropic warmth^ but in the shadow of

the buildings the air was keen and crisp.

My feet crushed a golden carpet of fallen

leaves, and I knew that my annual prairie

chicken was hanging on the nail reserved for

it outside the kitchen window. Winter seem-

ed very close at hand and a glorious summer
with its long happy days among the mourftains

and the snowfields seemed far away and

dreamlike.

.\s I entered the house and sat down to

my dinner, I felt a trifle blue at the prospect

of the long Canadian winter. Reside my
plate lay a flat brown parcel bearing on the

label the imprint of the .Alpine Club of Can-
ada. It took but a moment to rip off the

covering and in five minutes I was ijack in

the great hills hearing once more the rustle

of the spruce trees in the breeze the roar of

torrent and avalanche the dink of axe on
ice and all the other familiar sounds of the

summer camp in the mountains. .\s 1

pored over the contents of that enchanted
parcel, like Alice's sister as she listened to

the tale of Wonderland, I seemed to hear the

commonplace noises of the city street trans-

\nuted into the voice of niany-longued

nature in the high Alps.

The Alpine Club of Canada is well advised

in publishing its annual .Journal in the Fall.

Many sports and hobbies create their own
reminiscenies of past days. The big game
hunter has his heads and trophies the photo-
grapher his books of vacation "Snaps" but
the ardent mountaineer can bring nothing
away with him to enrich his memories of

the summer's climbs. The mental pictures

fade and then, at the critical moment, cones

the A.C.C. Journal and conjures up a flood

of joyous memories of the past and carries

the mind forward as on a magic carpet to

summers still to come.

The .Journal is smaller than in some previous

years, but it n-akes up for what it lacks in

size by the greater variety of its contents.

The frontispiece is a fine portrait of Prof.

A. P. Coleman past-president of the club,

whose exploits on Mount Robson first led

my own footsteps to the regions surrounding

that monarch of the north.

Prof. Coleman is somewhat of an exploring

will-o-the-wisp generally' turning up where
you least expect him. J^ast year he took us

up among tne barren mountains of Labrador,

but this year he crossed the equator and in

his annual article in the journal, has given

us "Glimpses of the high Andes." Rut in all

his wanderings he remains faithful to his old

friend on the Eraser. I^et us hear Prof.

Colcmaus'' verdict. "While gazing in ad-

miration at Aconcagua my mind swept back
to a vision of Mount Robson, seen years

before from the hills across Rerg Lake. Now
Robson is 10,000 feet lower than Aconcagua,

but its shaggy evergreen forests and its large

and beautiful glaciers reflected in torquoisc

glacial waters seem to me to make a far more
splendid picture than any mountain scene

in the Andes."

The first article which greets the eye is «
long and absorbingly interesting letter from
I.ieut. Col. C. H. Mitchell, Vice president of

the club and at present stationed in the

mountains of northern Italy. Mis descrip-

tion of how the war is conducted there gives

one a great admiration for the efl'iciency and

bravery of the Italian Alpini.
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War conditions have greatly reduced the

amount of independent mountaineering but

the club has at last one first ascent to its

credit this year.

Dr. J. W. A. Hickson has at last conquered

the "Elusive Mount Moloch" and his account

of the climb, which ihrludes a night spent on

the mountain, closes a most fascinating chap-

ter in the history of the Canadian Rockies.

Another article of great interest in the

mountaineering section of the Journal is an

account of the second ascent of Mount Louis

by Val A. Fynn, a climber of international

repute. The photograph of this peak which

accompanies the article, puts one in mind of

the ragged spires of the Dolomites and one
is not likely to underestimate the difficulties

of the ascent from a study of the mountain.
Mr. Fynn says "As far as my experience goes.

Mount Louis is the hardest rock climb in the

Canadian Rockies or the Selkirks." Banff
has had the reputation of holding in store

nothing worth-while for the mountaineer,
but that stigma is now removed, for Mount
Louis is in close proximity to the town and
seems to promise an interesting problem to

the most experienced climbers.

Mr. Fynn has also contributed a time-

table of climbs in the neighborhood of Lake
Louise which should be of value to those who
are ambitious to break records—a bad prac-

tice for amateurs.

The scientific section of the Journal is

almost entirely devoted to the Fauna and
Flora of the Jasper Park region. The
articles by J. M. Macoun, P. A. Taverner
and Rudolph Anderson are valuable additions

to the literature of the Athabasca Valley.

A. O. Wheeler Director of the Club ,made
his annual measurements of the Yoho Glacier

but his report is somewhat in the nature of an
obituary, for the beautiful ice cave which
has always been the chief attraction of this

glacier is, he fears, a thing of the past, due
to the retreat of the ice-front, a distance of

427 fee' in the eleven years that Mr. Wheeler
has had it under observation.

A year or two ago an article appeared in

the Journal in which Mr. Donald Phillips,

(familiarly known as "Curly") sang the

praises of winter travel in the mountains
for pleasure. This panegyric has born fruit

in an account by Miss Mary L. Jobe of a

winter journey to Mount Sir. Alexander and
the Wapiti under the guidance of Mr. Phil-

lips. Miss Jobe is a New Yorker and is well

known for her- explorations of the regions to

the north of Mount P.obson. Her descrip-

tion of this winter journey is unusual and
makes most fascinating reading.

Among other articles of a miscellaneous

nature must be mentioned some notes on
the ever-recurring sulsject of Mount Hooker
and Mount Brown by E. W. D. Hoh\ay and
James White, an excellent essay by J. B.

Harkin on "Our need of National Parks,"
accompanying which are four exceptionally

artistic photographs by Dr. H. E. Bulyea
and some amusing reminiscenc;jps by the well

known Canadian artist, F. M. Bell-Smith.

Mr. Bell-Smith approaches his subject with

characteristic modesty, but the charming
way he takes his reader into his confidence

gives a vividness to his anecdotes which makes
apologies unnecessary. The painting of "The
heart of the Selkirks" has unfortunately lost

so much in reproduction that it hardly does

justice to the artist's masterpiece of mountain
scenery.

Five items in the journal are of a purely

literary nature. Foremost among these is

"Impressions of my Graduating Camp" by
Rhoda W. Edwards. Mrs. Edwards is a

member of the LT. S. section of the club and
her description is a literary gem. I have

read many such accounts and was prepared

for a good deal of repetition; but was destined

to be pleasantly disappointed. Mrs. Ed-
wards has also contributed a song entitled

"Graduation" which has already echoed

among the hills at two annual camps.

"My Elopement with Martha" a skit

giving an outsider's impressions of mountain-

eering was contributed last year by "John
Harker" and published as a pamphlet for

the benefit of the Club's war fund. It has

been reprinted in the Journal accompanied

by some truly remarkable sketches.

Other items are a clever parody entitled

"The Seven ages of the Mountaineer" by

Allen H. Bent and a poem of a philosophic

nature called "Climbers" for which the writer

humbly takes the blame.

There are, of course, the usual notes,

reviews and reports of camps and a number
of fine photographs of mountain scenerj'.

A'Tany of the latter are telephotos and arc an

object lesson in the value of a telephoto lens

in mountain photography as some of these

pictures could have been ol)taincd in no other

way.

I have endeavoured to give some account

of the contents of the Canadian Alpine Jour-

nal, believing that the average sportsman will

find interest in the doings of the club which

fosters this grandest of all sports. There

remains one feature of the work still unmen-
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tioncd. I am ;i mciiiber of the A.C.C. myself

and I hesitate lo appear too enthusiastic

over the exploits of the club, Init when I

read the long list of those who have gone

overseas to take their part in the great war,

many never to return and the record of the

awards which represents the gallantry of

their achievements, 1 feel that there can be

no greater honor than to be an active member

of a club which has produced such men.

There are some who have criticised the Club

for continuing its activities in war times.

Here stands the justification and it will ever

remain a proud memory to the members that

out of a total nuMiibership of about 700

many of whom are women, 112 liave answered

th3 call of duty and liberty.

THE NORTH STAR HUNTING CLUB
W. HiCKSON

ARE you ready for the deer hunt this

season?" was the query made to the

writer by Brownie, who had just

returned from the front in France, on leave,

after two years' of active service, the first year

and a half on the artillery as a captain, and

the last six months as an aviator. Although

bullets had riddled his machine, and even his

clothes, yet he was here unscathed, but a

little weak and nervous from the terrible

ordeals he had passed through. The writer's

wife was present when Brownie asked the

pointed question and she immediately chimed
in with, "Oh! he is too old to go hunting any
more," and my , reply was, "A fellow must
be pretty old if he cannot take his annual

deer hunt," to which Brownie added, "Yes
indeed you are good for several deer hunts

yet." "Of course I am," was the assured

reply and at once we agreed to have our usual

annual hunt, although several of our old

members could not be present on account to

the war and other legitimate reasons. In all,

eight answered the roll call, three for a week
and five for the whole season. The weather
had been cold and rainy for nearly all October,

and there were all kinds of prophecies about the

the impossibility of getting deer when the

swamps and beaver-meadows were so full of

water—some old hunters averring that the

deer would simply walk into a tag-aide." gully

(died with water and stand there and let the

dogs bay till they got tired, as the deer knew
perfectly well that they were quite- safe as

long as they remained still in two or three

feet of water in one of these thickets—but
all, these prophecies proved utterly false.

When Brownie, Hilliard and the writer

mounted the supply waggon, early on
October 31st, the morning was ideal; the
sun's large round, rosy rim was just peering
above the horizon; the bright, golden rays
shot out westward and gilded the highlands

and tree lops; the few remaining highly colored

leaves of the deciduous trees, were twirling

and glittering in the sunlight, as they fell

from the branches they had helped to swa\

to and fro m the breeze for the past four

months; the conifers stood majestically like

sentinels of the landscape; not a breeze mur-

mured through their acicular leaves; tfic

waning days of plant life were indeed beauti-

ful and serene. But what about dog-life? It

was indeed a veritable pandemonium, as each

dog tried to rival the other in restlessness and
baying. Old "Fleet" just snapped his chain

like a pipe stem and the only thing that held

this powerful brute, who has a large a'uounl

of blood hound in him, was a rope halter.

Then he kept up a sonorous "Whoughn'
Whoughn!" which seemed to say plainK.

"Will you never sliirt?"

"Jack twisted himself up in his own anrt

the other dog chains and looked wisely at us.

as if to say: "I wish you would get ofT."

Old "Sport," after thirteen seasons in the

chase, sat quietly on his haunches, looking on
quite plea.sed at the prospect of another

hunt. This wise, true old dog never says

much, but his actions speak louder than all

the frantic manoeuvres of these other restless

beings.

"Singer" kept hopping about as if she

contained too much energy and had to work
part of it off by keeping up a monotonous
"wough! wough!'

"Music" was the only simple looking little

hound in the quintette. She had never cha.scd

the fieet-footed buck and was not quite free

from her puppyish ways, so this loud-mouthed

ado of the others was certainly a mystery to

her, and she just sat shivering, looking up at

her master with a look that seemed to say,

"What does this all mean anyhow?"
The driver and the writer perched them-

selves on the front seat of the rig, whili-
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Brownie and Hilliard sat with their feet

hanging over the back board, each handling

two or three of these restless dogs—the

waggon had not trundled along far until we
heard a stentorian command, "Mold on

there AVhoa! wh-o-a Singer is hanging!"

"Whoa! wh-o-a!" echoed the driver, and the

rig came to a standstill in less than no time.

The tangle was taken out of the dog chains in

a jifTy and we were of! before the nervous

brutes set up their "W'oughn! woughn!"

canoe a quick shot and away it went on the

hoar frost, and he lost his balance and landed

in the deep hole (10 feet deep) below the

"stone cut" right on his back. The writer

heard the splash but could see nothing
for an instant, but suddenly a rifle and an
arm shot up from the placid surface of the

water, and then a head emerged.
He then struck out boldly for the shore, and
with a few vigorous strokes he landed s.ifely

with his rifle in hand. "How is that for the

p
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returned at night, the writer was the only one

who had started deer— I started two hut did

not get a shot. The same performance was

repeated on Saturday and when notes were

compared at night, the writer was the only

one who had rather a thrilling story to relate.

I had gone quite a distance east and then

crossed a few ridges, and was travelling

cautiously up against the west wind, and when
I was about half w^ay back, suddenly I heard

a deer jump on the other side of a thick

swamp—immediately I started across to the

place, I had heard the sound and when I was

climbing up a steep rock out of the swamp, 1

heard the pounding of a deer's hoofs on the

rock, and when I looked up, to my amaze-

ment, a large pair of horns and hoofs were

almost over me, and as self-preservation is the

first law of nature, I fired my rille instantly,

without any aim whatever, and the buck
that had not seen me, fell back in surprise,

on his haunches, but instantly regained his

feet and with one bound was by me into the

thicket, from which I had just emerged.

I sent another bullet after him, but it did not

find its mark, and he crashed on through the

ravine as I said to myself "This is indeed the

most unique experience I have ever had with

a buck."

On Monday morning we were at our

watches quite early and soon the dogs brought

a large buck to Ililliard and he saluted it

twice with a high power rifle, but the buck
went on as if nothing had happened till he

came to Alfred E. who sent him down with his

second shot. The Jack dog went till he

found his deer was killed and then he started

back for another which he sent past Milliard

at a distance of 25 yards—the high power
rille rang out four times, but the deer passed

on without a hair being ruffled. Milliard at

once began to wonder how these nimble

animals had escaped unhurt—the same old

tale, he had been shooting too high; ninety-

nine inexperienced hunters out of a hundred
do the same thing.

"Dick, the Lion-hearted," was the captain

of Read's party again this season. Every
sportsman in this section of country knows
Dick to be an expert trapper, hunter, dancer

and canoeist, although he is a heavy weight.

By looking at the illustration, in this story,

Dick can be seen landing in the cbntre of

a party, he is guiding, and from this the reader

can get some idea of Dick's portly form.

However, he can perform all kinds of'stunts"

in a canoe. During the hunting season he
always carries two rifles, one a ten repeating

Mauser, and the other a 32 special, and an

axe, in his canoe. The writer could never

quite understand why he carried the axe,

unless he meant to kill the deer with it if he
missted it with his two rifles—this however,

is mere conjecture. On Wednesday, the 7th,

Dick spied a nice doe swimming across Bass
Lake, so he and Jack took after it and soon

they were geeing and hawing it to the camp,
and Dick at the same time was calling loudly

for a rope to lasso it, to lead it to the camp,
but does do not take kindly to lassoing, so

when he was urging her too hard, she quickly

turned, took a dive under the bow of his

canoe and out went Dick, rifles, axe and traps

in the middle of the lake—Dick and the

canoe were the only things that remained on
the surface. As he clung to the canoe, he

called out, "Jack, kill that deer! I don't! I

d-o-n't believe we will be able to lasso it."

Jack immediately obeyed his behest, but in a

few seconds he yelled at the top of his voice,

"Say! Jack, you had better come to me."
Jack was engaged in despatching the deer,

and the punt that was bringing the rope to

lasso the doe, was now qujte near, so he
yelled again, "Hurry up! Hurry up! You
f-e-l-l-o-w-s with that punt," and hurry up
they did for they sbon had Dick pulled in

over the end of it. The axe the traps and the

two rifles are still on the bottom of Bass Lake
in about 30 feet of water, bu4: Dick still

paddles his own canoe.

There was a shooting accident in a party

about three miles north-east of our camp—

a

young fellow who shoots at every twig that

moves, shot twice at two men of his own
party, with the result that, one, a citizen of

Bobcaygeon is still, at the time of writing,

just able to limp along with his stick as the

bullet passed through the fleshy part of the

calf of his leg. Such crazy young fellows

ought to be barred from ever carrying a rifle

again.

As deer are very plentiful, a couple of

parties took advantage of this, and killed their

number in a week or ten days, and then sent

out for other friends, till their parties were

double their original number, but still each

got a deer—while this may be done legally, it

certainly is not protecting the deer, but is

decreasing them rapidly in this district. The
writer is of the opinion that it might be a good
thing to amend the Game Law, so that all

deer licenses would have to be bought on or

before the first of November, as this would
bar many of these from coming for the last

four or five days of the hunt, simply to get a

deer. If such a law as the above, had been in

force last season and enforced, not over two
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thirds of the deer could have been taken out

of this locality, compared with what were

taken.

Beaver have become very plentiful in this

vicinity; they have built several dams; cut

down poplar groves' and skidded the short

cuts they make to the water and seem to

FACTS ABOUT COTTON THREADING.
Cont'd from page 773

as weakfish chase the shrimp released. He
lets his baited hook float off, weighted lightly

with a split shot or two. and waits for the

hungry snap of the weakfish, as it takes the

lure. It is said that few other fish strike as

hard as the weakfish docs.

But his attention is diverted by that

incomparable spectacle, the birth of a new
day. Nature paints new colors in the eastern

sky with the strengthening of the sun's

reflected beams, and the light and shadow
effects constantly change. A light breeze

springs up, causing the ripple so desired by
anglers for ideal fishing conditions.

His reverie is rudely interrupted by the

impetuous attem.pt of a weakfish to steal his

rod. His experienced thumb, however, has

released its pressure sufficiently to permit the

fish to take line, but yet with enough tautness

lo the line to set the hook.

''Zip, 7ifj, Z-z-z-zV goes the line, the fish

making a large circle in its search for deeper

water and obstacles to aid it. Twenty-five,

fifty, seventy-five, one hundred feet are gone,

but the last twenty-five feet, under the ever

increasing strain on the fish, was taken only

foot bv foot, until, somewhat

ON MAKING SKIS
Cont'd from page 766

There is a manner, too, among woodsmen,

(and especially among the mountain trap-

pers), that merits consideration. This is the

nailing of a velvety, short-haired skin to the

bottom of the skis; this to aid in climbing

hills; the hair preventing the slipping down
hill when going up.

For this purpose the skin of some short-

haired animal is nailed to the running sur-

face of the skis, the hair sloping backward,

toward the end of the skis. Thus when going

uphill the hair catches in the snow if one has a

tendency of slipping downward, but when one

pushes forward the hair lies fiat and does

not in any sense of the word impede one's

progress. But not all fur will do. That of

the under-skin of the deer is good. Where
one is in a hilly country and there arc many

have made themselves qiute at home here.

The Star Club had a good deer hunt as

usual; the weather for the two weeks was
ideal for hunting and keeping the venison;

deer were plentiful, and our Club got four

good bucks and two does; two of the bucks
had fine heads and both have been mounted

exhausted, the fish pauses.
"Is the fish gone"'" thinks our threader,

as the resistence suddenly ceases. His
experience teaches him to accept nothing for

granted in fishing, so he turns his quadruple-,

multiplier as fast as he can, more quickly

than the thought can be conveyed. His
precaution is correctly taken, he is rudely

reminded, as the fish, still attached, suddenly

executes as it were an order "to the rear

march"—or rather "rush"-and causes the ang-

ler to release the reel handle with alacrity, and
control with his thumb the fish's mad career.

Again, and again, the rush away, and the

rush toward, the captor are repeated, each

time with shorter line, until the fish—a splen-

did two pound weakfish, after a final ten-foot

run, is taken captive.

Not the least of the angler's pleasures is

that of contemplating the beauty of his cap-

tive. It would seem as though the freshly

caught weakfish had stolen some of Dawn's
colors and had them imprisoned within him.

Constantly changing, perhaps in his dying

agony (if fish suffer such), he reveals a wonder-

ful blending of copper, silver, gold, blue and

bronze, which, together with his flashing eye

and gaping mouth, make him the worthy
antagonist of the true sportsman!

hills to negotiate the hair on the bottom
of the skis will be found very helpful. It is

the direct result of necessity proving the

mother of invention.

Ski-ing should be learned very easily if one

has sufficient confidence in being able to

learn it. The whole trick of downhill ski-

ing is a matter of judgment and balance.

In going downhill, let one ski, preferably the

right, be ahead about a foot; then half crouch;

and when you get toward the middle of the

hill, straighten up gradually for the final per-

formance, thus preserving your bal-

ance. For practice work run a track down
a hill. The skis will, of their own accord,

{

follow this track. It will give you many ''

good pointers. For ski-ing, stiff, tight,

leather shoes should not be used. Moccasins

and shoe-pacs are best; these being big enough

to admit two pairs of socks.

'3

i



RANDOM NOTES CONCERNING THE
BIG SIX SHOOTERS

Ashley Haines

'T'S been many moons since this little

typewrilcr has had a real good pounding

as my lime has been taken up in a Ihou-

lYid and one dilTerent ways, but as ye able

in editor, Mr. Landis, requests some dope

a the big six-guns, the little machine has

sen trotted out, the dust which has accumu-

ted the past few months has been brushed

ff, and ye scribe finds hiniself seated com-

irtably before it ready to griiid out anything

F inte,rest concerning the man-size guns that

lay come to mind. Now Icmnae see; where'll

e start in at? Suppose we go back to the

ays of Mr. A. C. Gould, note a few of the

atements made by him and gradually work

own to the present?

Mr. Gould, without doubt, wrote the most

iteresting book concerning revolvers and

istols that a real lover of powder smoke ever

iad. He lived in the days of the black

owder, it is true, but he knew the revolver

ad pistol (also the rifle of that time) as no

ther man of that period. I have his book

;he first edition) a present from the late Mr.

1. A. Kane, himself one of the greatest of gun

len, an admirer of the big six-shooters, an

dvocate of the big loads and one who realized

lie possibilities of the six-guns of the frontier as

s few other men did. Until Mr. Gould had

ally investigated the matter, he had not fully

ealized the range and accuracy possessed

•y the big revolvers of his time. By this I

efer to the Colt revolvers of that time using

he .15 Colt revolver cartridge, which

riginally carried 40 grains black powder
nd a 260-grain cast bullet and Colt and
mith & Wesson revolvers using the well-

nown and everywhere-to-be-found .44-40

vinchester rifle cartridge;—not originally

intended for revolvers but adopted for them by
revolver manufacturers early in the '"'O's—at

least the Colt made their single action for the

.4 1 Winchester cartridge at that time, but

when I stop to think seriously of the matter, I

am not quite certain just when the Smith &
Wesson brought out revolvers for this cart-

ridge but think it was several years after the

Colt in this size, was ofTered the shooters.

Concerning the accuracy secured frona these

big single-action Colt revolvers back in black

powder days when the guns were using the

big charges originally intended for them,

Mr. Gould says:

"The Armv .45 caliber and Frontier model

5 .shots off-hand at 10 yards with .44-'10 S. and W.
1908 model with 5 grains DuPont. disc form. Bull's

eye powder and 210-grain bullet. Large bull used as
others were not at hand at the time,

.44 caliber are identical in the model, the

difference being in the caliber and chambering.

The U. S. GoK'emment .45 caliber straight
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cartridge is loaded with 30 graijis of powder

and a 250-grain bu.llet. The .41-caliber

Frontier model takes a magazine rifle-cart-

ridge holding 10 grains of powder and a 200-

grain bullet. Both these cartridges are

powerful and accurate. There is an apparent

5 shots olT-hand al 10 yards with .44-40 S. and W.
1908 model with 5 grains DuPont, disc form. Bull's
Eye powder and Winchester metal-patch, soft-point
bullet. Large 3 inch bull only target at hand at time.

difference in the recoil, it being less in the .44-

caliber rifle-cartridge, the 50 grains more of

lead in the .45 caliber Government cartridge

being noticeable by the increased recoil. In a

number of tests made with these two cart-

ridges the best results were generally secured

with the .44-caliber rifle-cartridge, taking six

shots for a standard, it being the number of

chambers in these revolvers. It was not

difficult to place the six shots in a five-inch

circle at a distance of fifty yards, and often

a 4-inch circle, and occasionally, with the .44-

caliber 40-200 cartridge* a 3 inch circle would

touch or enclose all the shots."

It will be noticed that Gould speaks of the

.45 caliber as using but 30 grains of powder

and a 250-grain bullet. In another place he

gives 35 grains as the powder charge and 260

grains for the bullet. At that time the .45

Colt cartridge was also loaded with 40 grains

powder and the 260-grain bullet and it would

be very inleresting, al least for some of us

if we only knew wJth what charge the .45

cartridges he mentions as having used, were

loaded.

In the back of liis very interesting book, Mr.
Gould shows a diagram o( a si.v-shot group

made with the .44-40 Colt, from rest, at 50

yards which requires a circle 3^ inches in

diameter to contain. Mr. Kane has slated

that wijh modern smokeless cartridges the

.44-10 Colt and Smilh & Wesson revolvers

have at 50 yards, placed six shots so cloeely

grouped that a 2-inch circle would hold the

group. Mr. Himmelwright in his "Pistol and

Revolver Shooting" says the .44-40, as well

as the .38-40 and .32-20, can be relied on to

shoot inside a .5-inch circle at 50 yards. He
also statee: "None of these rifle cartridges

loaded with smokeless powder will give good

results in revolvers because the brand of

powder generally used in rifle ammunition

requires a long barrel to consume the charge."

I cannot be certain of course, but I Jam
inclined to think Mr. Himmelwrighl's experi-

ence with these cartridges were with cartridges

loaded with Sharpshooter powder and of some

make other than Winchester, for this latter

make of ammunition—at least all that I

ha\e used—has certainly performed well in

revolvers and while I have seen many excel-

lent targets made with cartridges loaded with

Sharpshooter powder in the .14-40 revolvers,

the average did not equal that of the Win-

chester make of ammunition which w'as loaded

with a special DuPont powder known as

No. 91 and only supplied to the cartridge

manufacturers. But I am not particularly

interested in factory ammunition which,

especially in these war times, is too expensive

for the majority of us, but bank more on the

cartridges I can turn out with my Ideal tools,

the best cartridges for my purpose being

loaded with DuPont No. 80 powder and cast

bullets. I am now considering the .44-40

and .45 calibres, remember, as the new Du-

Pont No. 3 Pistol powder suits me perfectK

for all other sizes in which I have used it.

Previous to reading Mr.Kane's statement

concerning the accuracy he mentioned as

having been secured at 50 yards, from rest,

with the .44-40 Colt and Smith & Wessons,

m\ experience with them had been from

shooting them strictly off-hand and I refused

for a long time to think seriously of testing

from rest, but finally resorted to rest shooting

with the big revolvers simply to see if it were

possible for me to secure the coveted 2-inrh

group for six shots at 50 yards. And while

plenty of larger groups have fallen to my lot,

luck has headed my way several times and

groups as small as two inches, and even less,

have been made with the .44-10 Colt and

Smith & Wesson guns as well as in some of

Ihe smaller sizes like the .38 Special and ..'iS

Perfected Smith & Wesson revolvers. The

Perfected had 6-inch barrel while the .38

Special was used in both 5 and 6-inch lengths,

the latter proving superior as a small group-

getter due to the increased distance betweenen
j

J
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sights enabling a closer hold on the target.

For all around purposes, however, the ,')-inch

has plenty of accuracy, It is the real all

around revolver—or as near it as we are likely

to get unless the S. & W. people take a

notion to turn out a similar arm reduced in

week the lIi]

adv adop
i

stru(

Mave and I^k «crv« narMness _ ni ^materiel

6 stiots, 10 yards, off hand. S. A. Colt 44-40. Load
18.2 grains DuPont No. 80 and SlO-grain bullet.
Bull I 4 inch

.

weight (equal to the Colt Police Positive

Special) which is entirely out of the question

however, while the war lasts.

After once the decision was made to try out

the revolvers from rest a method of revolver

shooting I had previously Fcorned to reeort

to, my head got to working on a suitable rest

from which to shoot with the result that one

was made similar to that represented by the

cut shown herewith. It will be noticed that it

is so designed that the shooter can sit down
in an easy, comfortable position with his right

side supported against the side of the shoot

ing rest, with suitable supports for both

arms, as well as for the hands that hold the

revolver. In this style of shooting, remem-
ber, both hands are used in gripping the

revolver, a method of holding that should

never be employed for off-hand shooting.

Some will wonder, no doubt/, why I hesi-

tated so long before trying out the rest

revolver shooting and I might as well state

here the reason. It was simply because I

k feared it would everlastingly ruin niy off-

t hand work same as it did when I adapted rest

shooting with the rifles I had to target for

every Tom, Dick and Harry for miles around.

If a person were shooting with both revolver

and rifle, from rest and off-hand, and were
getting plenty of practice with both weapons
mentioned, perhaps rest shooting would not

prove a detriment, but in my case, especially

with the rifle, it has ruined me at the target

off-hand though I seem to perform fairly

well on game when the opportunity come

my way.

Some of my smallest groups with the big

revolvers from rest, were made almost from

the very first, while some of my largest

groups were thrown in after I had had con-

siderable experience at the rest shooting game.

One would imagine, once he was properly

slowed away in the shooting rest with almost

no seeming prospect of the slightest wiggle

likelv to occur to spoil a small group, that

nothing but two, three and four-inch groups

would be his portion. But, if you are to have

my experience, don't be too certain; the big

group may hit you in spite of the fact that

you may have the most accurate weapon

obtainable, fitted with sights that exactly

suit and used with the most perfect ammuni-

tion. According to mj- belief, several things

contribute to the uncertainty of always

securing the small groups. One is the tend-

ency to hold loo long before finally applying

that last quarter-ounce pressure that fires the

shot that should always strike exactly where

you desire but which so often does not. As a

rule I fired the six shots in the cylinder

without raising m> eyes above the line of fire

—

in other words, shot all six shots without

taking my eyes off the target, but occasion-

ally, usually the fifth or sixth shot, I'd stop

to draw a breath and the sho t that I was so

6 shots, ten vards, ofT-hand. S. A. Colt 44-40. Load
18.2 grains DuPont No. 80 and 210 grain bullet.
Bull I'A inch.

very careful to place in a group that at another

time had been small enough to satisfy nearly

any one, would sometimes, be enlarged until

the game had become anything but interest

ing. And still another thing that has to be

reckoned with is the possibility of the revolver
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moving very slightlj as the trigger is pulled.

One would imagine this would be impossible

when in a rest, such as is represented by the

cut, but, well, it doesn't require but the

slightest wiggle as the trigger is pressed to

make the group inches larger on the target.

I have targets made from rest, all at 50 yards,

remember, in which the first five shots would

be well under two inches which would be

enlarged to five or six, and occasionally, not

often, however, to seven or eight. Certain

thing, and you can take it from me, that the

sixth shot never made a group smaller th'an it

was before.

I mentioned a way back about holding too

long. The result to be expected when this

happens is that the eyes are focused too long

on both target and fights until neither are

clearly defined. Then another undesirable

thing develops, and that is one ma\ attempt

to pull the trigger when he has held his breath

too long. Under silth conditions one may
land the shot fairly in the centre of the group

but the chances are that if there is one wild

shot in the group it will be the one shot under

some one of the conditions I have mentioned

above.

In many of my tests I imagi'ne some of

my largest groups coujd be attributed to

weather conditions, as at times it would be

snowing, a slight drizzle niiglit be on, the wind
might be blowing, while part of the contents

of the cylinder might be fired with the bright-

est sun shining and the rest of the shots with

the sun entirely obscured by a passing cloud.

A McCutcheon, a Topperwein or a Hardv
with the same guns and ammunition shot

from the same rest, under same condition

would have secured better results; of this I

am just sensible enough to be certain. Still

some of the targets thai have been made
cannot be equalled any old time by any man
living, and of these targets I am just a wee bit

proud and am going to show some of them
with this article—Mr. Landis wanted them
and he shall not be disappointed. No sir-eel

I am pretty confident that the be^i of 'em will

get an occasional six- inch group— possibly

larger, though not as often as I have.

For some time after starting in on the rest

shooting with a revolver, I h^d considerable

trouble from fiying spark No doubt these

rebounded from the support on which the

revolver rested. These striking one in the

face didn't inspire confidence lor tho nex t shot.

Tp>' it and report. I tried half a dozen dif-

erent schemes to get away from the fiying

sparks proposition but success failed to perch

thrown over the support for the revolver

which sloped up and away fromm the shooter

permitting all flying sparks to glance away
from instead of rebounding back into the

shooter's face. This was an effectual remedy
and not a single spark has struck me in the

face since adopting the scheme mentioned
Try it you shooters who may be tempted to

try rest shooting with revolvers, for, take my
word for it, unless you havs some scheme to

dispose of this spark proposition, you are

going to get some large groups that might be

avoided with the sparks cut out.

With factory .44-40 smokeless cartridges

loaded with Sharpshooter powder, this load-

ing said to give 1025 f.s., the highest velocity,

I believe, claimed for the .44-40 cartridge

when shot from a revolver, groups as small as

2J-2 inches were secured when shooting the

.44-10 single action Colt from rest at 50 yards.

Unless otherwise mentioned, six shots con-

stitute a group, the distance shot, always

50 yards, and measurements of groups from

inner edges of bullets hole farthest apart.

One trial onl> with 39 grains (bulk) King's

so m i smokless Powder. Sixteen
times the cylinder was emptied with

the factory Sharpshooter cartridges, with

five of the groups over five inches. If I

remember rightly, the largest group for this

ammunition was 7Ji inches. There were

many unburned grains of powder in this

ammunition and while it gives fine accuracy

in a rifie, am of the opinion there are better

powders for the .40-40 when used in a revolver.

But concerning these powders more further

on.

With the 1908 S. & W. chambered for the

.44-10 Winchester rifle cartridge and using

5 grains DuPont disc-form Bull's Eye powder

and the 210-grain Idefll cast bullet six-five-

shot strings were made as follows: 5%. 4M.
5M. 4M. 2?4 and 3M inches. Two targets

ten shots each. First group measures A14

inches while the second measures A% inches.

Twenty shots were fired with shells loaded

with 5.5 grains Bull's Eye, size first group

f>% inches, second 4.% inches, third \%
inches, fourth group \% inches. Eight of

these last ten shots can be covered or touched

by a circle 1 Vk inches in diameter while the

group size for the 20 shots is exactly six

inches. These 20 shots were all that were

fired with this 5.5 grains of Bull's Eye. Ac-

curacy was there but barrel leaded badly.

I do not know the velocity this load gave but

understand that it was not far from 800 feet

while the velocity for the 5-grains Bull's V.\c

ftn mv hnnnpr<; until n ninrc nf r'nn\-nQ ivn<i InnH if T rpmpiiihpr ^iftht!^ wn*; ^nrr^ctliini?
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like 100 feet less. Bull's I-^ye works bi-ller in

shorter shells.

Five shots with Winchester make smokeless

partridges as a group measure 1 '/2 incies.

Five shqls with Laflin & Hand Bull's Eye,

size of group 43g inches. Five shots with

OuPont Disc form Bull's Kye as a group

measure 3Ji inches. Same load but ten

shots, group measures SJ^ inches. Eight

of the ten shots in center of eight-inch bull

and a circle IJ^ inches covering or touching

all eight shots. Ten shots on one target as

group measure \J4 inche?.

Ten shots, Winchester smokeless cartridges,

first five shots as a group measure 1 J4 inches,

second A% inches which is the size for all

ten shots. Ten shots on one target, same
ammunition: First five shots, size group 3J^
inches, second five shots 1 }4 inches. Size

group for the 20 shots CM inches. The
velocity given for the Winchester cartridges

mentioned above if my memory is not at

fault after the years that have elapsed since

the tests were made, was stated to be about

1000 f.s. If it were not for the expense, this

ammunition would l)e my choice for the

.44-40 revolvers.

Just a few minutes ago I started in to give

the results of all my e.\perience at rest shoot-

ing with the various big calibre revolvers but

it will be out of the question, as life is too

short and space, I begin to realize, is limited,

so will cut the matter short by a few remarks

concerning a few results secured with other

revolvers and loads and show a few targets—

-

some of the best— which will speak for them-

selves.

With the Colt single action .11-10 I have

five targets, six shots to the target, which

measure as follows: 1, .51/. l^s, n.e, and
3 inches. This shooting was with shells

loaded with 18.2 grains DuPont No. SO pow-

der which I prefer to anv other for the .11-40

and .1,') Colt revolvers. In the .44-40 the

velocity is 875 f.s. and with 15 grains of this

powder when used in the .45, the velocity is

825 f.s. From rest in the .45 I have one

three inch, six-shot group and others nearh

as small but nothing as yet showing accuracy

equal to the .44-10 though, someway, I am
going to believe it is nturly the .44's equal

even if my limited tests from rest with the

t'l do fail to show it.

1 had hoped to find the ideal powder in

the new DuPont Pistol powder No. 3—the

ideal, I mean, for the big guns like the .44-40

and the .45 Colt, bat for some reason which I

am unable to understand, the barrels to some
of the guns I have used in these sizes lead

wilh lliis powder in the big charges, and this

with any alloy I have so far used, and alloys

have been used all the way from one-to-ten

lin-and-leud up to one-to-twenty. Then,
in the sizes mentioned, I have not secured the

accuracy that has resulted when using the

DuPont No. 80. In all the smaller sizes

in which I have used the No .3 DuPont I can
'

ask for nothing better—in fact I will not

willingly use anything in such arms but the

No. 3 or in the .44-10 and the .15 anything
but the No. SO. The leading of the barrel

I have mentioned, reminds one of results

with Bull's Eye when over charges arc used.

Now I shall have a few remarks to make
concerning off-hand revolver shooting.

First I am not, nor never was a McCutoheon.
a Topperwein nor a Hardy. I have burned
quite a bit of powder in my time but not

enough to assay 100 per cent, perfect by a

long way. But my powder ])urning for some

.\s the revolver rest appears when viewed Irom above.
Made irom 1x6 inch boards. Size of framework
3x.5 feet long by 3}4 feet high, scat 16 inches from the
ground.

time has been limited, sometimes months at

a time passing without my so much as firing

a shot. Still, when beginning, or just pre-
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vious to beginning, this article I imagined it

would be easy to turn out some targets

which would probably be worth showing

with this article in Rod and Gun. So I

started in on the 50-yard target. First six

shots gave about an eight and a half inch

group. This olT-hand, of course. Didn't

seem so easy then so let six loose at the 20-

yard range. This, also, off-hand. I am
sending this to Mr. Landis which he can use

if he desires. I like to be honest in these

matters, however, so am compelled to state

that seven shots were fired on this target,

but the seventh is not shown. I had intended

to make it a ten-shot score but after seeing

where the seventh landed I became discour-

aged and retired to the house, cleaned ana

oiled anew the .44-40 Colt and slipped it

back in its scabbard where it had hung on

the wall for seve'ral months and told myself

that others might turn out near possibles any

old time without practice but that A. A. H.

could not.

No, the man is a freak who can hang his

guns on the wall months at a time, and let

them hang there, and then take them down

and turn out good scores with a certainty.

It required years of patient endeavor to

finally kill the flinching habit (strange as

this may seem it was finally accomplished

with the big .44-40 and .45 Colts with full

power loads) but I can easily see how a few

months of inaction would resurrect it again.

Also I am pretty confident that it is one thing

to place a few shots about where you want

after a long period of no practice dnd c[uite

another to place many where they should be.

As proof note the target just referred to.

The seventh shot (not shown) was in the

five-ring about three inches from the centre

of the bull's eye. The first three are the ones

nearest the centre; then came the high shot

which nearly broke my heart, but as I rambled

back into the black again with the next two

shots I thought it would be easy to finish out

the ten-shot string, but with the seventh shot

I gave it up. No target looks good in the

magazine unless all the shots are in the black

with the biggest percentage in the center.

But in closing I want to say a word for

the benefit of those who may have had the

flinching habit as bad as 1 did for a good many
years. It's the easiest thing to give the right

kind of advice here but an entirely different

matter to follow it. When one has a full

grown case of fiinching he will flinch as readily

when shooting a .22 pistol with its insignificant

report and recoil as he will with the big .44's

or .45*s—at least that was my experience.

One may have perfect eyesight and the

steadiest hand imaginable, and may be able

to hold as steadily on the target as any man
living, and still, when apph'lng the final pres-

sure to the trigger, give the gun a yank that

will result in the bullet landing anywhere

from inches to feet from the bull. That may
seem like exaggeration but I mean every

word of it; ''I'e 'een there and know.

Here's the best advice I can give anyone

who fiinches or is just beginning revolver

shooting. In shooting ofT-hand, always hold

revolver in one hand. Grip only sufficiently

firm to afford a steady hold. Pull without

flinching. If this seems impossible, then

stay with the game until you wipe the flinch-

ing habit entirely off the map. In shooting

revoher from rest, I have found it best to

grip the stock in the usual manner with the

right hand, letting the thumb of the left

hand press against the side of the revolver

stock near the bottom with the end of the

first finger press against the side of the frame

at the front end just under the cylinder. In

this position, both hands rest on the shooting

rest which is better than letting the butt of

the revolver rest on it as the hands act as a

cushion when the recoil comes after the shot

is fired. The revolver is rested on the padded
gunny sack—that is to say the front part of

the trigger guard and the barrel for a few

inches in front of the cylinder is bedded in the

gimny sack. In this rest shooting with the

revolver, as for off-hand, no effort should be

made to grip the revolver tightly. Let it

have every opportunity for recoiling and this

whether a .22 or a heavily charged .45. My
smallest groups were made when gripping

just firmly enough to afford steadiness in

holding and the only earthly reason why
there were not more of the less-than-two-

inch groups was due to my not holding and

aiming more nearly the same for each shot.

I am sending Mr. Landis a lot of targets,

realizing however, that he will be able to

find space for but a few of them. They
represent some of the best work turned out

by the writer the past two or three years. I

have made some which were better than some
of the ones shown, and a great many that were

veiy much worse. The fault has always

been mine—the Colts and .Smith & Wessons

used were capable of much belter showing.

About two years ago I made a six-shot

target with my .44^0 single action Colt at a

mctisured 100 yards that I wish were possible

to send Mr. Landis. 1 am pretty certain he

would be glad to show it with this article,

but as the target was of the "perishahlo"
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sort it will be impossible to more than de-

scribe the performance. I had just (ired six

shots at the fifty-yard target .yetting about

an eight-inch group which I thought should

have been better. That was the last

target I had with me and having six more
;artridges I desired to shoot, I turned to

the 100-yard range. Just to one side of

.vhcre I tacked up my 100 yard targets a

lark spot appeared above the snow which

afterwards proved to be the roots of a small

:ree about the size of the crown of a man's

lat. This was at the foot of the hill that

acted as a bullet stop, the snow where the

lark spot was sloping upward at about 45

iegrees. The six shots were fired strictly

jff-hand and* so far as I can recollect, were

grouped the closest of any six shots I ever

ired from any one-hand arm at 100 yards, in

ill my shooting experience. A friend and I

neasured the group as closely as was possible

md both were fully convinced that a five-

nch circle would easily have held the six

ihots. Five of them were plainly located in

he damp snow where they had passed through

he mass of small roots while the other shot

vas about an inch below the target. Here's

1 question: Why was the six-shot group at

)0 yards about an eight-inch one and the

)ne at twice the distance but little over half

IS large as the first one at lialf the distance?

f the six shots at 50 vards had been but a

twoand-a-half inch group ,which would have
been in proportion to the five-inch group at

100 yards, it would have been well worth
sending in to Rod and Gun for reproducing

as two-and-a-half inch groups made with the

heavily charged .44-40 Colts at 50 yards are

not made every day at such a range; at least

not off-hand.

In reading over the preceding, I notice I

have failed to mention that I learned that

when shooting with a revolver from rest, it

usually shot lower than when fired off-hand.

When shooting at the 8-inch bull from rest

it was usually about the right thing to hold at

the top of the bull in order to bring the bullets

to centre of the bull's eye. But with the

most careful holding, I never knew just

where the group might fall, for while the

grouping would usually be under the point of

aim, the group might occasionally be to one
.side as well;—and this with the revolver

properly sighted for off-hand shooting. Some
of the lateral deviation I attribute to chang-

ing light conditions, but as to this and sev-.,

era! other problems connected with shooting

a revolver from rest, I am not at all certain.

The matter that interested me mostly was
the size of the groups, not where they fell.

EDITOR'S NOTE—Sorry I could not

reproduce more of Mr. Haines' targets but

lack of space and size of targets prevents it.

THE NATIONAL MATCHES AT CAMP PERRY
C. S. Landis

Continued from November issue.

Judging by the appearance of some of the

ired primers, one lot of ammunition was
oaded with DuPonl No. 16 powder.

There was some considerable demand
imong the older and more expert shooters

or first class ammunition at least for the

natch shooting. Tlie matter was taken up

^ith the proper authorities who decided that

lot one cartridge should be used that was
lonsidered fit to go to the firing line in France.

I

The decision was very commendable from

win the war standpoint but I must an-

louiice that it introduced a very large ele-

nenl of luck into everyone's shooting. The
nan who happened to get a good bandoleer

)f ammunition had a real chance. The man,
10 matter who he was, who drew a poor lot, had
10 chance whatever. This may or may not

lave been the reason, but I heard very many

shooters remark upon the remarkably poor

shooting of the vast majority of those who in

past years had been in the habit of regularly

winning these long range matches.

TIIK second week of the matches was
taken up by the shooting of the so-

called National Matches, the National

Individual Match, the National Pistol Match
and the National Team Match; the last

being the most important match of the whole

series.

The National Individual Match corres-

ponds to the Grand American Handicap ex-

cept that no one has a handicap. It is the

big shoot for the individual who is a crack

all around shot, a man who is both a crack

rapid fire shot and an equally goodslowfire

shot, and that with the model 1917 ritle.
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The National Individual Match
This match was shot under the usual var-

iable weather conditions and with the same
grade of ammunition as the other matches.

The first twelve high scores in this match
were awarded gold medals, the next 21 high

scores silver medals and the following 36

scores were awarded bronze medals, thereby

giving the 72 high men each a medal of some
kind as a token of individual proficicncN

.

There were 1350 entries in this match.
Those winning gold medals follow.

Score

1. H. J. Meuller, Indiana Civ., Team, Terrc Haute, Ind 289

2. A. A. Sipiler, Navy Rifie Range, Mt. Pleasant, S.C 284

3. E. S. Cummings, Navy Rifle Range, Wakefield, Mass 280

4. G. S. Hall, California Civ., Team, San Francisco, 280

5. Ensign P. D. Gibson, Navy Rifle Range, Caldwell, '. 279

6. Sgt. E. M. Cox, U. S. M. C. Paris Island, S. C '

279

7. O. C.Surratt, Navy Rifle Range, Mt. Pleasant, 278

8. Geo. A. Parsons, Capl. 13th, Cav. McAUen, Texas, 278

9. Sgt. E.G. Winstead, U.S. M.C. Paris Island, S.C 277

10. S. D. Monahan, Iowa Civilian Team, Stuart, Iowa 277

11. Cpl. W.M.Craig, U.S. M.C. Paris Island, S. C 277

12. Gy. Sgt. C. B. Morgan, U. S. M. C. Paris Island, S. C 277

The National Pistol Match. at the same range on the same target, in 10

seconds per string. The weapon was re-
The second match of the week was the

^j^^^^g^, ^^ ^^^^ 45 ^oit automatic pistol with
National Pistol Match. This match was

g ^^^^^^ ^^-^^^^ p^,,,^ f.,^j„^,, 3igl,^^ ^„j f,,H
the big show down for the pistol shots. The

^^^^^^^ ammunition as issued at the firing
conditions of the match were 10 shots slow ^^-^^ ^j^^^j^ ^f ^q^^I ^^,^g ^^j ^^^^^^^ ^^
fire on the L target at 2.^, yards. Then two

^^^^^ gj^^^ j„ ^^^ National Individual Rifle
strings of five shots each at the same range

^^^^^^ ^^,^^^ -^^^^^ ^^ t,,^ pi^^^, ^j^^;^ -^ ^^-^

on the same target, in 20 seconds per 5 shot match. 1133 Entries,

string. Then two strings of five shots each National Pistol Match winners

Score

1. P'rank Parmely, Kansas Civilian Team, Burlington, Kan 28

2. Sgt. E. M. Cox, U. S. M. C. Paris Island, S. C 28
,

3. Capl. L.M.Rumsey.Jr., S. A. F.S.Camp Perry, 279

4. Samuel A. McCone, Kansas City Team, Lawrence, Kan 278

5 Lt. John A. Deitz, S. A. F. S. Camp Perry, 0, : 276

6. Capt. Thomas LeBoutillier, S. A. F. S. Camp Perry 275

7. G. S. Hall, California Civ. Team, San Diego, Cal 274

8. CapL Don A. Preussner, S. A. F. S. Camp Perry 273

9. Capt. P. A. Raymond, S. A. F. S. Camp Perry, 273

10. Lieut. W. H. Durchdenwald, S. A. F. S. Camp Perry : 273

11. F. G. Ingalls, Missouri Civ. Team, St, Louis, Mo 272

12. Capt. A. D. Rothrock, S. A. F. S. Camp Perry 272

The instructors at the shooting school for

some peculiar reason showed up much better

in the pistol matches than they did in the

rifle matches. I heard a good many men
comment upon this. This may be explained

by the fact that most of the coaches had
been accustomed to shooting 180 grain match
ammunition and were not accustomed io the

service ammunition.

THE NATIONAL TEAM MATCH.
The next match was the National Team

Match. There were 55 teams of 12 men
each entered in this match. These teams

were entered from the Marine Corps, the

Navy, the Cavalry; an^l the Civilian teams

from almost all of the states. Most everyone

had picked the Marines to win this match

and they made good. The Navy (earns all

showed up well but many of th e Civilian teams

sulTered from an ingrowing case of stage

fright and fell down far below their averages.^

The match was the regular National Afatc

course consisting of ten shots rapid fire aj

200 yards, ten shots rapid fire at 300 yard

20 shots slow fire at .500 yards and 20 s/io

slow fire at 600 yards. The weathC" condi-

tions were fairly decent for the 200 an'( '^^

yard rapid fire stages but by Friday aftoniKOii
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"Canuck" Shotgun Shells

Estabhsh New Record
Dominion quality and accuracy have again

been demonstrated. At the Toronto Exhibi-

tion Tournament, August 26, 27, 28 and 29.

Mr. E. F. Woodward of Houston, Texas,

made a New Canadian Long Run
Record by breaking 203 consecutive

targets with"Canuck" Shotgun Shells.

This is further proof that dependable perform-

ance is loaded into "Canucks."

"Canuck" is not only a fast and accurate trap

shooting shell—its full penetration, perfect pattern

and quick response to trigger make it the most

dependable of small game ammunition.

For partridge, ducks, chicken, woodcock—
"Canuck" demonstrates Dominion quality with

each shot.

Demand the box with the big "D" trademark. It

guarcintees "Canucks" and all other Dominion

ammunition.

Dominion Ceu^idge COn Limited
Montreal, Canada.

16

C^/'-
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the wind increased to a gnlc and many scores

fell down. The advantages of a windgauge

made themselves apparent when no wind-

gauge was available and many and loud were

'/2 m h r

loof

yards, and yet some people say a windgauge

is of no benefit.

To make the weather conditions alike for

each team, two men of each tehm shot al-

ternately on one target, shooting as a squad

of two, and therefore squad 1 of each team
shot at the same time and had the same
weather conditions at any one range, squad

two of each team had the same conditions

etc., so that in this way no one team or group

of teams had any considerable advantage

over their competitors.

The conditions for the different squads

worked out about equal also for while squad

one of each team had the worst conditions at

500 yards they had the best at 600 yards

while squad 6 had the best at 500 and the

worst at 600.

National Team Match. 500 yards. C. S. Landis,
Model 1917 rifle, score 89.

the curses heaped upon the offending 1917

rifle.

The 600 yard stage of the match was shot

Saturday morning when the wind was blow-

ing possibly 25 miles per hour and never the

same in velocity or direction for two successive

shots. To add to the dilTiculties the light

was changing from dark to sunny and back

again practically every shot and those who
made over 85 on the last two or three squads

from each team were generally regarded as

human freaks, or else mighty lucky. I was on

the last squad and averaged 52 inches of

windage, which necessitated my aiming at

some imaginary spot 16 inches off the left

edge of my target. Just imagine what the

wind allowance would have been at 1000

1. U. S. Marine Corps, No. 1. team,

2. U. S. Navy, No. 1. team,

3. U. S. Navy, Caldwell, N. J.

4. U. S. Na\T, No. 2. team,

5. U. S. Marine Corps, No. 2

6. U. S. Na\T, Mt. Pleasant, S. C
7. U. S. Cavalry,

8. U. S. Navy, Camp Logan,

9. District of Columbia Civilian

10. U. S. Na\T, Rumford, R. I

11. U. S. Navy, Great Lakes, III.

12. California Civilian,

13. U. S. Navy, Virginia Beach,

14. New York Civilian Team
15. U. S. Navy, Peekskill, N. Y

/ '/2 yi '/i I

National Team Match. 600 yards C. S. Lar.dis.
Model 1917 rifle, score 86.

I have space to show the scores of but a

few' teams, and only the totals at that, but

they will give an idea of the general run of the

scores.

200 300 500 600 Total

.576 558 1069 989 3192

580 563 1065 965 3173

563 529 10.53 952 3097

570 746 10.36 938 3090

581 532 1016 953 3082

569 532 1024 947 3072

551 542 2057 913 3063

575 525 1027 9.35 3062

548 541 1035 936 3060

5.55 554 1031 919 3059

565 543 1010 937 3055

561 542 1016 934 3053

543 526 1017 930 3046

553 521 1023 945 30-12

571 527 997 944 3039

This match has not vet been won bv anv Civilian team.
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LOOK ON THE TOP

Dominion
CANUCK

'-'<Vl IMPERIAL
RECJAL
SOVEREIGN

HIGH GUN
IDEAL
PREMIER
TARGET

ARROW
NITRO CLUB

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE
SUPERIOR

\ BLACK SHELLS

AJAX
CLIMAX

if!ellat7v
FIELD
RECORD

WATC/fSSTJSil
REPEATER
LEADER

WAD FOR "INFALLIBLE"

MEJ^CULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDEI{^

When you buy loaded shotgun

shells you buy by name. You ask

for your favorite make and see to

it that you get it.

But if this is all you do you omit

an important detail. You overlook

the matter of powder.

It is just as easy to obtain a powder
with which you are familiar, a

powder in wliich you have full

confidence, as it is to obtain your

favorite make of shell. You ask

for the powder by name just as you
ask for the shell.

Hercules Infallible Smokeless Shot-

gun Powder may be obtained in

the standard makes of shells given

at the left. The shell you shoot is

among them. You can obtain a

Hercules powder in that shell by

asking for it when you buy.

On the top wad of every shell, and on the

side of the box in which the shells are sold,

is printed the name of the powder with

which the shell is loaded. Look for the

name when buying. See that it is Infallible.

This powder is of high quality and uniform

quality. It gives light recoil, even patterns,

and high velocity. Write for a free booklet

which describes it fully.

HEI{f:ULES POWDEI{, CO.
93 WUth Street

Wilmington Delaware
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THE UNITED SERVICE MATCH.

The last of the matches was the United

Service Match. This match was shot over

the regular National Match course, ten shots

each at 200 and 300 yards rapid fire, and 20

shots each at 500 and 600 yards slow fire,

with the mode! 1917 rifle,

li
Each team consisted of 16 shooting mem-

/!* / fi Xn S'i / /(*

Marine Corps Cup Match. C. S. Landis Tic for
4th place. 600 yard stage of match, Sprinaficid

Rifle, score 9.3.

bers and were picked as follows, one team
from the Marine corps, one team picked from

the Army, being composed principally of

coaches from the Small Arms firing school

at Camp Perry; one team from the Navy,
and one team picked from the various civilian

state teams and which was known as the

"Civilian team." These teams competed
for the United Service trophy, a trophy

purchased by popular sub.scription from
among the members of the Civilian teams
present at Camp Perry, and was purchased

for the purpose of holding a compelition of

this kind annually among the various branch-

es of the service and the Civilians.

This match was won by the Marine Corps,

with a total store of 4292, the .\rmy team
being second with 4277, the Nav>' third willi

4221, and Uie Civilian team last with 421.'5.

I do not know just Iiow the Marine, Army
and Navy teams were picked but the Civilian

team was picked from the names of compet-
itors who made high scores in the National
Individual or Presidents matches, a method
that was certainly open to argument as some
men got on due to having lucky scores that

were much higher than their average but this

was the only method available at the lime,

due to the short time available for picking

(he team; a matter of some 2 or 3 hours at

the most. I firmly believe that the Civilians

could win this match were the Civilian team
picked from the highest average men, or if

Springfield rifles were used, remembering

that the Civilian Shots were strangers to the

model 1917 rifle before coming to these match-

es, and the match was shot during the worst

wind storm of the matches, when the absence

of the windgauge caused the civilian team to

make much worse scores at 500 and 600 yds.

than those made by the men accustomed to

the use of this rifle.

This match ended the National Matches
for 1918. These matches will be remembered

by Civihan competitors for the courte.sy

and kindness displayed toward the civilians

by the commanding officers and coaches of

the Small Arms Firing School, by three weeks
of practically continuous rain storms, by the

use of a set of rifle sights on the model 1917

rifle that were never intended for or adapted
to target shooting, and to the use of the

worst ammunition probably ever used at a

National Match, the use of any other am-
munition being prohibited.

"Side Shows" of the National Matches.

The National Matches were featured by

several cxnibitions that were interesting to

the Civilians, the first being the target shoot-

ing at night by- Captains W. H. Richard and
T. K. Lee, these experts doing quite excellent

work at a range of 800 yards on illuminated

targets, using Springfield rifles sighted with

telescopic sights. They used many forms of

tracer and incendiarv bullets, bullets that

... 25
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Great Expectations
SHOOTING is a keen, snappy

sport. It requires a quick
eye, a steady hand and en-

thusiasm. When you are "Out
on the ground" with great ex-
pectations that is the time you
are satisfied to know that your
shells are loaded with DUPONT
powder.
For considerably more than a
century, DUPONT Sporting
Powders (Black and Smokeless)
have been shot by keen and
skillful hunters. Thev are held

in higher regard to-day than ever,
for it is known that DUPONT
Powders have the high velocity,
the speed, the penetrating power
and low recoil that enables a man
to do his best work with a gun.

DUPONT Smokeless and DV-
PONT Black Powders are load-
ed by all the leading ammuni-
tion makers in America, and arc
sold by the best sporting goods
dealers, hardware storSs, etc..

throughout the Dominion.

#PDRD Sporting Powders

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL.
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The next feature was a demonstration of

the Browning light machine rifle. This

demonstration proved without question that

an expert shot with one Springfield rifle could

and would kill more men in the same time

than a poor shot would with an automatic

machine gull. The firing was at practically

life size targets representing a skirmish liiie

advancing at 100 yards range. The Browning

worked O.K., "killing" each skirmisher, but

the operator onjy accounted for abbiJt 10

per cent hits while one good rifleman could

easily have done the same job and

with greater certaijity with two clips

of cartridges. Very many civilian

rifleman commented upon the same

thing pointing out the very great

advantage possessed by the army
who can kill what they shoot at.

The third feature was the arrival

every few days of one or more fight-

ing airplanes whose pilots would give

demonstrations for the benefit of the

competitors.

The Model 1917 Rifle

The writer reahzes that a criticism of one

of his country's army rifles in time of war is

rather a ticklish proposition, so therefo.'-e

we will call this little essay a discussion

rather than a criticism.

The impression had gone forth through the

United States in the early days of the war,

possibly and quite probably fostered and
abetted by German influe^nce, that the model
1917 rifle was unsafe and dangerous. There
Ls absolutely no ground whatever for any
talk of that kind. I saw several thousand

model 1917 rifles in use at Camp Perry, in use

practically every day for three weeks, each

competitor firing on an average possibly 800

to 1000 rounds from the model 1917 rifle,

in addition to wJiat he shot from Springfields

and the Colt .45 automatics, and I heard of

or saw no cracked lugs, exploded rifles,

strained actions or anything of that kind and
1 happen to be one of the kind who will find

out pretty much all that is to be found out

among a gathering of shooters. It is well

to remember too that we were using condemn-
ed ammunition, ammunition that would and
did var\- in powder charges, a conditian that

would result in excessive chamber pressures

being encountered occasionally, and if the

1917 rilles will fail under pressure they should

have failed at Camp Pcrrj-, if no other place.

Most emphatically the model 1917 rifles were

fully strong enough to stand the pressure of

the 1906 ammunition. The rifles model 1917,

that we were using at Camp Perry were
manufactured by the Winchester Repeating
Arms Co.

The action is harder to work than the reg-

ular Mauser action used in Mauser rifles and
that is also, practically speaking, used on the

Springfield. It is however, safe, sure and
about as free of jams as the Mauser action.

The rifle has a left hand twist in the rifling,

the rifling appears to the eye to he nearly

twice as deep as in the Springfield, the rifles

are generally bored larger than the Springfield,

Springlield Rille, at 1000 yards. Practice
shooting, score 47

and as a result the barrel metal fouls miirb

less than in the Springfield. I do not believe

that these rifles aveiQge as good accuracy as

do the Springfields by about 5 to 10 per cent.

I a^n certain that they average better accur-

acy than the average sporting rifle, but to get

this accuracy out of these rifles will require a
different set of sights than are now on these

rifles for at least nine expert shots out of every

ten. The sights on these rifles are the poorest

thing about them. 1 am not expressing my
own opinion alone, but the opinion of the

large majority of the competitors at Camp
Perry. In fact the lack of "regular" sights

has caused the weapon to be generally known
among the competitors as "the wishing stick,"

"the Bolsheviki" or more often as "that

damned club
"

Tlic front sight is a flat bar and is furnished

in many different heights so that the shooter

may obtain the proper height to have his

battle sight shoot to the proper height in

HIS OWN HANDS. This sight may be

adjusted laterally, to a slight degree, by the

use of a small hand vise used by a person

qualified to use it. This does not, and never

can take the place of a windgauge and this

fact should be understood by everyone.

This front sight is certainly superior to the

front sight regularly furnislied on the Spring-

field rifle.
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Are You Reloading?
[

Send Us the Name and
Caliber of Your Rifle

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO.
WILMINGTON, DEL.

Let your trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., %1l"efs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.
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The front sight is protected on eacn side

by blades or uings that stick up straight on

either side of it. These wings are tapered

at the top to nearly the thickness of the front

sight. As a result every now and then some

shooter aims over the top of one of these

wings and gets a miss, that is low and to one

side or the other of the target, depending of

course, upon which wing he aimed over.

This happened to my certain knowledge to

quite a good many competitors, and the

more badly rattled or excited the shooter or

soldier is, the more certain is he to make this

mistake, occasionally and I am willing to

hazard the guess that this mistake has cost

the life of more than one U.S. soldier. What
will happen on a target range wil certainly

happen with -greater frequency in unskilled

hands on a battle field. This mistake, for

I am sure it is a mistake, should be rectified

at the earliest possible moment by adding a

semicircular bar across the top of the wings,

or else making a hood over the front sight,

somewhat similar to that on the Springfield.

The Rear Sight.

The rear sight has two eye pieces. The
first is the eyepiece of the battle sight. This

sight is nearly perfect for its purpose. It is

one big peep, nothing more or less. It has

no windgauge and no elevation. No elevation

is needed, providing the proper front sight is

irsed, and the windgauge should be incor-

porated in the rear sight so that it operates

for both rear peeps at once, in other words

in the base of the sight.

The elevating rear peep is adjusted for 100

yard steps, and cannot be adjusted for divi-

sions of less than 100 yards at a time, at the

medium ranges. A stop pin fits into grooves

on the side of the sight and drops into these

grooves at each increase or decrease of 100

yards in the elevation. Every now and then

this stop pin botmces out of the slot or groove

and wanders over the side of the sight, cither

elevating or depressing the sight, as a result

of which the shooter shoots all over the map,
and wakes up to what is wrong after about

three successive misses. This does not occur

with every sight, but it does occur with some
of them, and oflener than the slide shakes

loose in the Springfield and it happened often

enough at Camp Perry to make it apparent

that these rear sights were not all Ihey were

cracked up to be thcorclically. The peep

hole is twice as large as it should be for snap

.shooting in any light, and four times or more
as large as it should be for deliberate target

shooting or game or man killing. As a result

of which one is liable to miss his mark a I

least 2 feet at 500 or 600 yards by aiming

some other place than through the middle of

the rear sight. Also it accounted for a lot of

unaccountable 2's and 3's that were charged

to bum ammunition.

The claim has been made that this rifle'was

designed for war and not for target shooting;

that the sights were designed for snap shooting

and not deliberate bulls eye punching. All

well and good this is the correict method for

the battle sight, the sight that is intended

and should be used for all snap shooting, but

men are not very often killed by snap shooting

at 500 to 800 yards, but by a good clean let

off of a fine hold and a fine sight in the hands
of an expert sni'per. The person who be-

lieves differently should first try snap shooting

at 600 yards, with the double pull of the bolt

action rifle. He has much to learn, among
which is that there is a tremendous amount
of loose space around a man who is 600 yards

away.

The Stock.

The average size man finds the model 1917

stock about three fourths inch too long for

him for comfortable shooting, even when
thin clothes are worn. How a short armed
man, bundled up in a thick overcoat, shoots

this rifle, I do not see. Possibly nine tenths

of the men complained of the excessive length

of the stock. The other tenth were tall,

long armed, raw boned individuals who never

had a stock to fit them before, that is in rifle

stocks. In addition the butt plate has a hump
on it at the lower screw hole, so that the rifle

will cant on this hump as an axis, enough to

cause unaccountable threor, at 600 yards.

Tlie first thing I would do, if I owned one of

these arms, would be to cut olT the stock, and

add a perfectly flat butt plate.

The above are the principal objections that

I noticed and heard among the most expert

aggregation of rifle shots probably ever gather-

ed together in the United States.

It is most likely true, that such an aggrega-

tion of expert target shots, most of them also

expert rifle shots at game, both large game
and small game, would always very severely

criticise a rifle that has been so crudely design-

ed and sighted as is the model 1917, but there

is no better or more expert criticism obtainable

than at a National jMatch. I olTer such of it as

may be of interest and also of ultimate bene-

fit, in the hope that the lime will soon come
when the model 1917 may have its nristakes

rectified.

In conclusion I want to call attention to
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OUR SERVICE
A T the present time we are devoting ourselves entirely to the
^ ^ Government's program, and our whole productive organ-
ization is enthusiastically geared to mesh with the tremendous
national effort which has resulted in victory.

Until such time as the Governmental requirements shall

have been satisfied, there is little or no possibility that the

regular products of the corporation will be manufactured.

^MMSE.
Works; Sharon. Pa., Utica N.Y

Philadelphia Pa.

Manufndureis of Ifie famous Lewis Machine
Guns, Savage Automalic Pistols, High-Power

General Offices: 50 Churcli St., New York

QUAUJy Sporlina Pdflrs. Ifiqh-Grade Drop F< TQinqs.

Pressed-Sleet Truck Frames.
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The Double Track Route

WINTER TOURS TO
CALIFORNIA

And other Pacific Coast Points. TEXAS, NEW ORLEANS,
La.. AND GULF COAST RESORTS
Winter Tour Tickets now on sale. Stop-over privileges allowed.

Apply to any Agent of the Company for particulars.
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G. T. Bell
Passsenfier Traffic Manager,

Montreal.
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W. S. Cookson.
General Passenger Agent.

Montreal.
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the few targets that illustrate this series ot

articles on the National Matches for 1918.

These were the best that I made at Camp
Perry. They should not be confused with

targets made with match ammunition. The
fact that they, the Springfield targets, were

only excelled by four or five men will give an

idea of the kind of targets made in these

matches, or at least those necessary to win

Iheni. They are not offered as evidence of

the best that can be done, or with a desire

to parade the small amount of skill that I

possess. They are offered for the information

and interest that targets always add to any

article on rifie shooting.

Any criticisms or suggestions concerning

the 1917 rifle that I have made ai^' .the result

'of what I could gather of the intelligent

opinions of the greatest gathering of rifle

experts in late years.

The Unitea States government was very
lucky in being able to obtain the 1917 rifle

to help out from the shortage of Springfields

but the time has come, or should soon be

here, when it would be possible to incorporate

improvements in design into this rifle that

were not possibL, due to manufacturing dii-

ficulties, a year or so ago.

The place to obtain intelligent suggestions

of this kind is most certainly at a National

Matcn. These suggestions may also be of

some benefit to the many readers of this

magazine, men who are rifle cranks, but have
lacked the chance to use, examine, and criticise

the latest and moslly widely used American
war rifle.

SHOOT—OR THE GERMANS WILL GET YOU
John Lynn—In "Arms and The Man."

EIGHT days ago it became certain that

I was going Over There, and since then

I have been doing some of the most

serious thinking and working of my career.

Not that I am much concerned about putting

my house in order, in anticipation of becoming

an unnatural-looking corpse in No Man's

Land, for that is a matter with its own adjust-

ments if it happens. The important thing

is to accomplish a full share in what we are

going over for, and lo come back.

I have hunted big game, and now that I

am going on another killing expedition I am
beginning lo realize what I will need to suc-

ceed in it. Those of us who have become
familiar with the way bear and deer "wilt

down" at the smack of bullets know that

after all is said and done for other iinplements

the rifle and the revolver are the greatest

killing tools on earth today. Great stress is

laid on the value of the bayonet, and the army

is provided with high-explosive shells, shrap-

nel, bombs, grenades, gas and liquid fire.

Where these forms of death get their hun-

dreds, however, the timely well-directed

rifle Ijullet is capable of gelling its thousands.

This lillle article is not intended even to

lean toward a discussion of military policy in

relying on one or another weapon, but to give

a point of view for the individual in the army
—more particularly, the way the matter
stacks up in the opinion of one of the fellows

who will carrj' a rifle for business purposes
in France.

When one has seen animals and men go

down kicking he comes to know that nothing

else will put them down so easily, quickly and

in such wholesale numbers as plain bullets.

I can imagine that a yelling line of determined

men goihg forward with bayonets ready to

let out the entrails of the enemy does effective

work, but I know that one-fifth the number
of cool rifle shots, given fifty yards for the

enemy to cross, would leave few to tell about

it. It is an ugly business. Let us make it

too ugly even for a German.
Arid so I am proceeding to make mijsclf

one of the class who can handle with comfort

five of the enemy. When I gel Over There I

don't want to miss any opportunities for

making a casualty of any woodenhead I see.

If I am right against him, and have no am-
munition left, I will try to use ray bayonet,

of course; but if I gqt a chance to stand off

500 yards, or 100 yards, or even 10 feet, and

shoot him down, I want to be able to do it in

a workmanlike manner and without fumbling

for a fraction of a second. In other words,

no knife for me when I can rely on the great

American bullet.

We used to prepare during the summers for

the fall hunting, by practicing with all the

ammunition we could afford. It was effective

too that practicing. W'e got so that we could

pick up rabbits on the run with the heavy
rifles, and thought nothing about it. A deer

which jumped beside the road as we returned

to camp in the dusk, or streaked past a
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watcher at a crossing in the half-dawn, went

down at the first or second shot, because we
fired instinctively, feeling the sights were

lined up al the right spot.

It is this (Icadliness with the shooting iron

that I am acquiring again before I get up

against the German wolf pack. I am cul-

tivating the shooting instinct that slaps a

bullet to the right spot and does it first.

There is nothing mysterious about it. It is

just a dexterity of hand and eye that makes
possible movements of machine-like speed,

precision and certainty, and it comes as a

result of practice, practice, practice.

I have a Krag rifle, .38 Colt revolver, and

I can borrow a .30-calibre Springfield rifie

from a friend. There are few sections in the

country where any one bent on pracliriiu/ for

killing Germans could not duplicate this

equipment if money was not available for

buying it. I have 500 regular loO-grain

bullets to start with, and hope to get more,,

though most of my shooting is with bullets

1 cast at home. For the .30-calibre rifles

there is the copper gas-check Ideal bullet

No. 308331, the l.'>l-grain bullet Xo. 308211,

having plain base, and the little 87-grain

bullet No. 308215. The last two are easiest

and cheapest to cast and load, and serve the

purpose up to a hundred yards.

With these two bullets I use No. 75 powder,

6 grains with the light one and 11 grains with

the heavy one. With the gas-check bullet,

for long-range work, I use 25 grains of Liglit-

ning or No. 18 powder. For the .38 Colt I

am using the H2-grain Ideal bullet No. 360-

302. This is a light bullet suitable for target

purposes only, but I am a beginner with a re-

volver and want to accustom myself to the

hang and point of the gun. .\ little later I

shall use a .15 Coll with full charges.

These details are given to show that the

matter is not one of sentiment, but is down to

business. The easiest way, of course, had
I the money, would be to buy factory ammuni-
tion for all practicing. But I want to keep

the cost down, and besides by loading my own
ammunition I am relieving the factories of

just that much production which can be

devoted to the stulT for Over There.

It must be understood that limits as to

ammunition used are off. I am going at the

matter of practicing like a prize-fighter train-

ing for a match. Ffery clay T do my two hours

solid or more of it. Some of the time goes to

sighting practice and snapping practice, yet

,50 to 200 cartridges are needed every day.

Probably 10,000 to 15,000 will be required

before I embark at "an .Mbmlic port," and

drop my last home letter in the mail box at

the gangway.
I have a 500 range improvised, but the

shooting over it at the regulation targets is

only the preliminary for what I regard as the

real work. My first job is to see that m\
arm, shoulder and breast muscles are properly

gun broken and hardened, and my eyes ac-

customed to catching the instantaneous flash

when the sights are on the spot to be hit.

To accomplish this I have pasted a pic-

ture of a man on a window pane, and I

draw a bead at him from the opposite side

of the room, ten feet away. The figure

is about a third of an inch high, which
makes the proportion right for 500 yards
distance. The rifle is swung to the shoulder,

exact aim taken, the hammer snapped, and
the gun lowered. .\t first a couple of seconds
were needed for the operation, but after a

few hundred trials over several days, one
second was time enough and to spare.

The snap-shooting trials are continued
outdoors, using the 150-grain cast-bullet

ammunition and a man target one foot

high. For some of this work I get some
one to time me with a watch, in the efl'ort

to get the bullet olT in the least possible time

after the alarm sounds—but always certain

that the aim is true and the Ijullet strikes

the target a fair average number of times.

Three-quarters of a second, or a half second,

is enough time in which to start a bullet dead
true, after practice. If the mark is larger

the time can be cut. I don't suppose I shall

get much chance at standing men; yet during
an enemy charge I might get a snap shot, if

I am quick enough, at a German officer.

Rapid fire at ordinary man targets in

the 500-yard proportionate size is done
every day. P'or each string I empty the

magazine three times in a minute. Six

dummy cartridges helped to teach me speetl

in filling the magazine and getting on the

target again after each snap, and conserved

ammunition. They are not used over-much,

however, because one wants to feel the throb

of his rifle as a necessary part of the game.
It is no particular trick to put the bullets of a

string into a 4 or 5-inch group at 100 yards.

I'd like to see the five Germans who could get

to me by starting from 100 yards away.

Shooting froni a moving automobile or

buggy, I find gives me a control of my gun
not to be se.ni.'e'.l ill any olher way. A
couple of hundred shots enable me to hit fence

posts right ;don.g, and neiliicr movement nor

jolting bothers me mu<-h.

Movable targets is tlic next step. One
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of the best of these is a block of wood swinging

at the end of a string from the limb of a

tree 30 feet up or higher. If I can rig a

horizontal target carrier by means of a small

rope over pulleys, with a boy to turn the

crank, I am going to do it, and then I will

have a good imitation of a HohenzoUern run-

ning. One ought to get so good at this

business that he is pretty sure of the foot-

high figure at 100 yards in two shots, at most.

Tin cans in the air will come in for their

share of atttenion. I know from experience

that to hit them is not nearly so hard as the

average man supposes. The practice is not
so useful as ordinary rapid fire, particularly

at horizontally moving targets, but its good
points are that it teaches one to lead and puts
an absolute check on the time. One has to

get the bead in the first motion he makes.
There is no second pull. In that respect

this practice may resemble the situation

where a German might be starting to pull

a bead on me, or beginning a bayonet thrust

at a "bunkie." It certainly will bear some
relation to winging a low-fiying plane. I've

often wondered, as I read the stories of enemy
flyers swooping down to within a few hundred
feet of troops, why more direct rifle hits are

not made on flyers.

Mingled with all the short-range prac-

tice there must be enough with the regular

service cartridges to keep me familiar with
sight adjustment, fall and wind drift. By the

end of a month or two I should be able to

swing half-way round and hit the figure of

a man "in the belly" at any reasonable range,

under almost any conditions, within little

more than half a second.

Practice with the revolver is intended
to develop speed and accuracy within 50
yards, and particularly at the sort of dead
snap-shooting the American West made
famous. It is training the hand in certain

fine details of gripping the gun and pulling

the trigger—a synchronizing of the senses

that does away with the necessity of holding
and aiming, and gets the trigger pulled when

the barrel is at the right slant, as one holds

a small mirror and throws a beam of sunlight

to the "spot intended. Deadliness in rifle

shooting depends on the same development.*****
I want the hunter's snapping ability.

I want my rifle to become a part of me,
with all heiitation, lost motion and wob-
bling eliminated. I want the rifle barrel

to go to the line of sight automatically and
instantly, and the bullet to become a length-

ened front finger that I can reach out with and
touch anything in sight.

All this may look like "sentimental sob

stuff" to some readers, but it is actually

the hardest kind of common sense and
the coldest logic. The training camps cannot

possibly give me such practice, even if all

officers recognized its value, which they do
not. Intensive practice to the point where
I shoot quick and straight with my eyes shut

or in the dark may be the means of bringing

me home when without it I might lie in France

and rot. What if I do spend a hundred
dollars or more for ammunition? It is cheap
insurance. I shall certainly stand a better

chance of getting knifed or shot if I can't

down the man who tries it in half a second or

less. True, I may not see him. But again

I may, and I want to be ready for the chance

if it comes. When I get into a charge, I

intend to pick out my men and shoot them
before getting within bayonet range if I

can, and if I have sufficient skill no devotee

of the knife school will account for a quarter

of the number of the enemy that I will.

I'm working on the knaiJ< of shooting as a

means of accomplishing Uncle Sam's purpose,

and to save my own li'e. Having it, when I

get Over There I will know confidently that

I can "get" any baby-killer who shows the

tip of his nose. Just let him try it! Just let

me at him! A few hundred thousand Ameri-

cans with the knack properly developed

would be dangerous to Germany's millions

beyond anything so far used. And so I'm

practicing, and I'll get my five—and more.

?T^';^^\^3&~>ftry4^'^^^i;•:?V'.<vVi./.VK»j•^
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MACHINE GUNS
p. T. Streit

NEXT to the regular militan,' infantry

rifle and service pistols and revolvers, no

weapon used in the great war is employed in

such great numbers as the automatic machine
gun. A short review of the history of these

weapons may be of interest to some readers.

The first models of this style of arm were
called quick firers and were all hand operated
by turning a crank or similar contrivance.
They were constructed by placing a number
of rifle barrels either side by side or in a
circular form, so that one barrel could be
loaded and fired successively. The first

and probably the best known of these hand
operated guns, was the American Gatling,

some of which were used in the Civil War,
^ 1861 to 1865. The next gun of this type

mentioned as used in war was the French
Montigny "Mitrailleuse" and the Bavarian
"Feldl" gun. Both of these guns were used
in the Franco Prussian war of 1870 and 1871.

Later the Nordenfelt and the Gardner
guns were introduced into some of the armies
m a limited way. The Gatling gun was used
by Russia in 1877 and by England in the
Egj'ptian campaign in 1882. France used
several Gatling gun batteries in 1871.

These hand operated guns never proved
much of a success, and not until 1883 do we
hear of a real automatic gun, the invention
of the American Engineer, Hiram Maxim,
who was at that time residing in England.
Hiram Maxim spent a great deal of time

and money Ki building and perfecting his

model, and the result was sure gratifying to
the inventor. His principle used is, to utilize

the power of the explosion and let the recoil

operate the gun, that is, eject and re'oad
automatically.

Maxim's system was followed by diffeient

inventors of automatic guns ever since. On ac-
count of its certainty and reliability of

functioning and the rapidity of its fire, the
Maxim gun attracted universal attention
among military experts of all nations, and the
Maxim in its original or in a modified form,
has been introduced into the service of nearly
i'ver>' army and navy in the world.

Tlie ammunition used in the gun is always
the same as that u.sed in the infantry rifle of
ihc respective army.

The Maxim gun has been steadily improved
in many ways. Particulariy in the matter of
reducing weight. The so called English
Virkcrs represents the light model, although

its mechanism is practically the same as that

of the Maxim. The gun is often referred to

as the Vickers Maxim. This machine gun
has a water jacket around the barrel for the

purpose of cooling the barrel during rapid fire.

As many as 400 to 500 shots per minute can
be fired by the Vickers Maxim.
The Austrian machine gun by the Arch-

duke Salvator and Major Dormus was brought
out and introduced into the Austrian .\rmy
about 189.3. This gun was superceded in the

Austrian service by the model 1902 Schwarz-
!oze gun, the invention of the German
Engineer, A. W. Schwarzloze.

The Schwarzloze gun also has a water
jacket for cooling and is noted for the small

number of constituent parts, and simple

construction. There is but one spring used

in the Schwarzloze.

The Bergmann machine gun is another gun
of the Maxim type. It is recoil operated and
has a water jacket. The Bergmann gun was
never really accepted as the official gun of any
government. The Maxim, Schwarzloze and
Bergmann guns use a woven belt containing

250 cartridges for loading purposes.

A gun much used by the Russians in 1914-

1915, is the old model gas operated Colt-

Browning machine gun. This colt gun is

operated by the gas of the explosion instead

of the recoil.

The Colt gun is air cooled, a small pump
like contrivance forces air through the barrel

after each shot. The Colt gun also uses the

web belt of 250 cartridges for loading.

The French Army is using the Hotchkiss

machine gun. This is another gas operated

gun. The gun is worked by a portion of the

gas escaping through an automatic valve

working a piston in a tube underneath the

barrel. The gun has no water jacket and is

air cooled.

The Madson gun is another modern ma-
chine gun, and is used some by the English and
the French armies. It is the invention of the

Danish Engineer Schouboe. It would appear
that the Benet Mercier machine gun is prac-

tically the same as the Madson. It is also

known as the Rexer gun. The Madson gun is

recoil operated and air cooled. It is really a

machine rifle and weighs about ni-ij pounds.

It can easily be carried by one man. The
Madson gun is loaded from special metal
clips that fit into the top of the receiver.

One of the latest model machine guns now
used in large numbers by the English, Belgian
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and American armies in France is the Lewis

machine gun. It is the invention of the

American Army oflicer. Col. C. N. Lewis,

(retired). The gun has a new but very

efficient and good cooling system. The
magazine is also a new one, having a circular

form, and the unloading and reloading can

be done very easily and rapidly. The Lewis

gun is manufactured in Birmingham England,

for the British and Belgian armies and in Utica

N. Y. by the Savage Arms Corporation for

the U. S. Army. The Lewis gun is very

popular in England.

In June 1918, at a test by the British ord-

nance department, held to ascertain the

merits of the different machine guns in use in

the Army and Navy as well as in the aerial

service, since the general introduction of the

Yickers Maxim machine gun into the English

branches of the service, the following guns
were entered: the French light and heavy
Hotchkiss guns, the Madson, the Lewis gun,

and the French Berthier machine gun. The
result of the test was;

1. Lewis gun. 2. Light Hotchkiss. 3.

Madson. 4. Heavy Hotchkiss. 5. Berth-

ier.

The committee reports that it is not justi-

fied in making a change and the Lewis machine
gun will remain the light model gun used in

the English service. The Vickers Maxim
will also be retained in the service.

Now we come to Uncle Sam's latest adopted
models of the automatic machine guns. I

refer to the heavy Browning water cooled

machine gun of model 1918, weighing com-
plete 34 J-^ pounds, using a belt of 250 rounds
for feeding, and the Browning Machine rifle

model 1918, air cooled, weighing about 15

pounds.

This machine rifle is loaded with fixed

clips holding 20 cartridges. In the govern-

ment test held in May 1917, as many as 39,-

500 shots were fired without a break. The
machine rifle stood up at the government test

equally well. Both guns were rated 100 per
<cnl. I)y the board conducting the test.

These two Browning guns represent the best

so far brought out in machine gun and rifle

line, and are the product of the untiring inven-

tive genius and labor of the well-known in-

ventor John M. Browning, of Ogden, Utah.,

he of automatic pistol, rifle and shotgun fame.

These two new guns are the result of years

of experience in the building of all kinds of

firearms by Mr. Browning, and are the first

guns named after him. I will name a few of

Mr. Browning's patents, which were all used

and the pistols and guns covered by them
manufactured in enormous numbers, and sold

in every country on the globe.

The Fabrique Nationale, Liege, Belgium
automatic pistols, rifles and shotguns are all

built after the Browning patents. The
Winchester rifles of models 1886, 1890, 1892,

1894, 1895, 1906, the Winchester shotguns,

model 19X)1 and the model 1897. The
Stevens repeating shotgun is Browning's

patent. The Remington automatic rifles of

calibre .25, .30, .32 and .35 calibre for rimless

cartridges and the Remington automatic

shotgun, are all manufactured after patents

by John M. Browning.
All the Colt automatic pistols as well as

.45 automatic, are the Browning patents.

All of the Browning firearms are known for

their business like construction, certainty of

functioning, strength and reliability.

I hope that the sportsmen of America will

have a chance to use still newer guns, that

are the production of the inventive genius of

Mr. John M. Browning.

EDITORIAL.
We have not had any articles on deer rifles,

on the effects of various calibres and styles of

bullets on game, on shotguns and shotgun

shooting, for some time. Will some of our

valued contributors send in something along

these lines? If you do not see the kind of

gun, revolver and shotgun articles in this

Department that you prefer, do your bit in

that line. Remember that the Editor can

only print what he receives.
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CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS

Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

An Unrivalled Selection For Camp
or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right."

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Reffulatos to Step and Reeristers Exact Die-

tanoes ; Simple. Aoctirate, Durable.

__ Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially lo those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-
cau.te of value in determining
distances . a neresaary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for

I health, business or

I

pleasure^anywhere,
' evervwhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
metei tells the whole
story of just how
far vou have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $L75

Sold by air Dealers or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
902 CHAPEL ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

A A. CUNTHER 00. - Toronto, Canada
AtfentB for the Dominion of Canada

THE FISHERMAN'S HAMPER
SHOULD CONTAIN A

SUPPLY OF

/3cnrde4^
"St. Charles" Evaporated Milk

(Unsweetened)

It serves all the purposes of
milk fresh from the cow.

It never curdles,
even in the hot-
test weather.

Sold in convenient
size packages.

BORDEN MILK CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL.



QUERIES AND ANSWERS

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.
' Having read with interest your department

in that excellent maga7ine, Rod and Gun in

Canada, I have derided to ask your views on

the following subjects.

Which .22 calibre rifle would you consider

the best for target and small game shooting,

a Winchester, a Remington or a Savage.

Is a Hanimerless rifle the best for a be-

ginner?

Is a high power rifle dangerous in the hands
of a beginner?

Could a Savage H.P. rifle be obtained at a

reasonable cost in Ontario?

Is an automatic revolver the best to use in

learning to shoot with a revolver or is the

ordinary revolver the best?

Is the Colt automatic, pocket model,

hammerless .32 calibre, a good revolver for

personal protection or is the Colt automatic

government model, calibre .45, a more
efficient weapoli?

Do you prefer the Smith & Wesson to a

Colt for efficiency? Is the automatic revolver

safe for a beginner to learn with?

Is a repeating or a single shot rifle the best

for a beginner to learn with?

Brantford, Ont. G. N. Wedlake.

Rephj—For purely target shooting and small

game shooting in the hands of an expert shot,

I would prefer the Winchester Musket or the

Stevens 404 or 414 rifles. For ordinary shoot-

ing, target shooting, excepting fine match
shooting, and ordinary game shooting, I

would prefer a rifle like the Savage model
1914, the Marlin model 18't7 or the Reming-
t(m No. 12. Rifle of course to be equipped
with Lyman or Marble sights.

The Hammerless rifle is not more dangerous
than the hammer rifle. The high power rifle

would be the more dangerous in the hands of

anyone as it has a longer killing range. Also

is more likely to kill when the bullet docs hit.

You should be able to obtain the Savage
High power rifles in Ontario, if you find the

right party. I believe that John Hallam,
Ltd. dUveriises that he still has some for sale

at S34.00 each. Likely others also have some
left.

I would prefer the .22 Smith & Wesson
single shot target pistol for a beginner.

The 32 Colt automatic pocket model is as

efficient as any other pistol of its power. The
4.5 Colt is much belter, harder lo carry and

conceal, and I am sure is easier to shoot

straight with. At least I have found it so.

I do not consider that there is any difference

in efficiency between the Colt & Smith &
Wesson revolvers. I prefer the appearance

and finish of the Smith & Wessons and the

hang and grip of most of the Colts. Thisis

merely a matter of personal taste. Both have
made many world's records.

I would consider a single shot rifle better

for a beginner as he would be more likely to

pay more attention to making every shot

count.—Editor.

The .22 Tobin Rifle.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept,

What is your opinion of the Tobin 22

calibre rifle that you give for 5 new sub-

scriptions to your magazine? Is it any good

for shooting crows and groundhogs? Would
it be worth fitting with good sights? If so

what kind and where can they be obtained"

What is the law regarding boys having

rifles? Is a boy under 18 allowed to have one?

Woodstock, Ont, R. H.

Replu—The Tobin .22 calibre rille is a good

boy's rifle, and is as well adapted to killing

crows and groundhogs as other light cheap

boys' rifles. It shoots the .22 long cartridge.

The rifle is scarcely worth fitting with ex-

pensive sights but a good cheap rear tang

sight is made by the Marble people that can

be used upon it. Anyone can put this sight

on. I have used it on a Marlin rifle.

Lads over 16 years old may carry firearms

of this kind.

Editor.

Wants a Rifle tor Wing Shooting at Getse.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dent.

What make of rifle ai J cartridge would yon

recommend for wing shooting at geese, d's-

tance up to 150 or 175 yards, and which would

be suitable for big game up to deer? What
combination of sights should I use on it?

Would the .25-35 Savage be a good rifle for

this purpose?

What is the proper wa', to care for a high

power rifle such as the .35 W.C.F. also shot-

guns, am using Marbles Nitro Solvent Oil and

rust ropes together with ammonia, a Win-

chester preparation.

Bonaventure, Quebec. Preston Taylor.

Heply—I do not know of a better rifle for

your purpotj than the .25-35 Savage. The
.25-35 Wincncstcr or the .25 rimless Rem-
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ington would be equally good. Any of the

.25-20 class of rifles would be O.K. up to 100

to 125 yards but not farther for certain kills.

Trajectory is too high at the longer ranges.

The 250-3000 Savage would probably bring

you more kills but there would be much less

goose left to eat.

The best sights would be a gold bead front

and a folding leaf rear like the King No. 6 or

the corresponding Ljonan, and a Lyman tang

sight. I much prefer a micrometer tang sight.

A telescope would be a real sight for shooting

geese off sand bars and wheat fields but would

not be so good for wing shooting. Yon could

use both.

Proper way to clean is to use the ammonia
first, having several rags soaked in it, then

dry the barrel thoroughly. Then use the

solvent. Better dean with the solvent in

about 24 hours later and repeat in a week.
Be sure that the solvent does not dry oil the

barrel or it will rust.—Editor.

Small Game Load.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

What is the best and cheapest factory made
small game load for a small bore rifle. I want
a cartridge tliat will get results at small cost

at say 50 to 75 yards.

New York City. A. J. K.
Reply—What you want is a rifle adapted

to the .22 long rifle cartridge. Use the .22

long rifle Lesmok cartridge loaded with hollow

point bullet. They kill clean and at least two
of the five or six makes will shoot very ac-

curately in any rifle. Try several kinds to see

which gives the best accuracy in ijnur rifle.

All makes are accurate but not all are VERY
accurate in the same rifle.—Editor.

Small Game Loads for the .250-3000 Savage.
Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

What load shall 1 use in the .250-3000

Savage for small game such as partridge and
rabbits? If I get the 250-3000 metal cased

bullets what load of powder shall I use to

get the best results'?

Can I get the .25 Stevens metal cased or

lead bullets and if so where? What kind and
quantity of powder shall I use with these

bullets?

If I cannot get either of the above can I not
unload the .25 Stevens short cartridges and
load these bullets into the .250 shells?

Andrew, Alta. D. M. Ponich.

Replt/—Your liosl plan will be to purchase
the 86 grain full metal cased 25 calibre bullet

intended for the .25-20 cartridges from either

the M'inchester or the Remington UMC
companies.

John Hallam Ltd., should be able to obtain

these bullets for you for about $8.00 per

thousand. With these bullets use 10 grains

of DuPont Schuetzen ppwder or 10 grains No.
80, or 9 grains of 75.

Cast bullets for this shell should be cast at

least 1 to 10 to 1 to 15 and the factory made
25 Stevens bullets you mention are not

cast that hard.

You will find the above reduced loads to be

very accurate.—Editor.

Removing Rust.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Dept.

I have a new 1912 Winchester shot gun. I

always keep this as well as my other guns well

oiled both inside and out with Marbles Nitro

Solvent oil. A few days ago 1 had occasion

to leave the gun out all night, and the gun lay

for two days before it was thoroughly cleaned

again. Some rust had gathered on the out-

side on the treads where the barrel screws

on to the receiver but this appeared to be

floating on the coating of oil, and came off

readily enough when rubbed. The gun had
not been fired since the last cleaning, but on

examining the barrel after a vigorous cleaning

with the Nilro Solvent oil. I discovered two
or three small spots that would not come off.

I let the gun stand all night and tried it again

the next evening with the same result.

A friend to whom I mentioned this advised

me to try some Bon Ami on waste, which I

did, using a straight rod and giving it plenty

of elbow grease. The rust spots are still

there apparently where a drop of rain lodged

on the inside and had overcome the resistance

of the oil, which by the way, 1 have had on
hand since last fall's hunt. What do you
suggest?

Also in examining my .256 Newton rifle,

I notice what appears to be a fine coating of

dust on the lands of the rifling. I have never

noticed this before in this gun. having used

her all last fall, and using the Nitro Solvent,

which has always proven satisfactory'. Both
guns have been hanging all summer on a set

of moose antlers in my study, the Newton
never having been out of the house. Do you
think that the oil has deteriorated, and its

residue may be causing the rust?

Metagama, Ont. M. U. Bates.

Rephi— I would try a brass brush and
Winchester Rust Remover in the shotgun. I

believe that you have a case of depressed

pitting which cannot be well removed. It

should not hurt the pattern.

The deposit in the Newton is likely merely

the red dust residue that follows the use of
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powder solvent. If it is not it may actuially

be either rust or copper fouling. Try rust

remover for the one and ammonia for the

other. Residue from the u^e of Hoppes No. 9

will throw a good scare into a person in the

same manner. The residue always looks

like a good case of rust.—Editor.

A Rifle for Small Game Shooting.

Editor, Guns and Ammunition Depl.

I want a good accurate rifle for shooting

small game, rabbits and squirrels and such

pests as crows and hawks. I can buy a new
Remington 21 inch octagon barrelled .22 long

rifle, and a .22 Speci'al of same make and

length with drilled and tapped holes for a

telescope sight.

Would either of these guns be the best I

could get. or are there better? Are telescope

sights suitable under all conditions for small

game and small calibre riflesi? Are they

belter for hunting than open or peep sights?

Is the .22 Special cartridge worth its extra

price over the .22 long rifle? Is either cart-

ridge with hollow point bullet strong enough

to make clean kills on any ordinary small

game?
I would like to know what complete outfit

you would choose for such game,

kberts, Ont. Cecil Bellamy, D. D. I.

/?<>/)/(/—The .22 l®ng rifle with the hollow

point bullets will do the work very well indeed
on the rabbits and squirrels. Where it falls

down will be at ranges over 60 yards on the
hawks and crows. I do not believe that the

.22 Special is worth the difference in price over

the .22 long rifle hollow point. The .25-20

class of rifles are much better for the Hawks
and crows and the .25-35 is still better. The
one best bet in this line is a special .25 high

power shooting an 86 grain metal cased

bullet.

The .25-20 class will necessitate a reloading

set so that everything considered I would
stick to the .22 long rifle unless you can afford

a real line single shot target rifle, a full re-

loading set, and also a scope for when you gel

that far you will not be satisfied until you get

a scope.

The telescope equipped with double

micrometer mounts is undoubtedlj'' the finest

sight for killing small game. There are three

conditions when one gels into trouble in the use

of a scope. In a dense fog, a hard rain or a

dense snow storm. In such cases take off the

telescope and dcj end upon the other sights

to get results.

Be sure that the barrel of the rifle you pur-

chase is in ABSOLUTELY PERFECT
SHAPE INSIDE. If it is pitted AT ALL do

not purchase that .22.— Editor.

DO VERMIN PREY UPON WOODCOCK.

A well known Eastern sportsman has

asked the question: "Do vermin prey upon

woodcock?" There is a theory that vermin

do not like the scent or flavor of the bird and

that for this reason they leave it alone.

The sportsman referred to states that he

saw a hawk strike at a woodcock, which he

did not get and immediately sail away with-

out making an\- further attempt to catch the

bird although the woodcock continued his

flight a considerable distance across open

country. Over this same ground he had
seen hawks strike at pigeons several times

until they were successful. The hawk is

not accustomed to give up its game in open
flight if he really wants it.

Mr. R. V. De\\'itt Walsh, of Albany, N.Y.,

says that he has shot over woodcock covers

many times after other shooters who might

naturally be expected to have lost dead birds

or cripples and that he has never found the

feathers or remains of a woodcock. As
regards grouse and quail, on the other hand,

such evidences are often found. What
becomes of the dead birds in this instance?

Dr. George Bird Grinnell. an authority on

sport, while he has never found woodcock

remains which might have been killed by

vermin, calls attention to the fact that the

bird's feathers are much less likely to be seen

on the ground than are those of most other

game birds. This no doubt would account,

in part for the disappearance of the evidence

of woodcock tragedies where the birds are

the victims of vermin. But, is there not

something of truth in Mr. Taylor's suggestion

that the dark meated woodcock is not relished

as food by birds of prey? We all know that

some bird dogs which are otherwise good

retrievers, will not take dead wood-cock in

their mouths. The subject is one of interest

to sportsmen and perhaps our readers who

have had experiences along this line will let

us hear from them.

^'k'4^



MONTREAL BUSINESS MAN WINS NIPIGON TROPHY

MOST men of big business have a favourite

means of relaxation. Some love to travel,

some to motor, some to shoot, and some to

angle. Wilson W. Butler of Montreal, is

one of those that love to angle.

July's issue of Hod & Gun contained a

notice of the inauguration by the Canadian

Northern Railway System, of "rompetition

for a lishing trophy to be known as Nipigon

Trophy." To compet*;, a fisherman had to be

a non-resident, and he had to catch his fish

with rod and line, with either a fly or a single

hook with bait.

Mr. Butler, who is Vice-President and Man-

aging Director of the Canadian Car & Foun-

dry Company, had the enviable luck to net

Wilson W. Butler. Vice-President and Managing Director of the Canadian Car * Found-^y, .^""JP^ny. Lim't^d.

Montreal, and the speckled trout which won for him the 1918 award in the competition for the

Canadian Nnrthi-rn Railway System's Nipigon Trophy.
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the speckled beauty that secured the initial

award. He entered the Nipigon waters on

the 8th of August this year, coming out at

Nipigon Lodge on August 24th. During that

time, he made the various encampments up

the river with, as he says, "very satisfactory

success and results," but it was off Camp
Cincinnati that he secured the prize which

won for him the disftinction of being the first

contestant to be listed on the Canadian

Northern's Shield at Nipigon Lodge, and to

secure the first rephca of the trophy in Sterling

Silver which becomes the property of the

winner.

He was indeed lucky, for it was but his

second season at the Nipigon, and there were

many competitors for the trophy. But Mr.

Butler believes to-day there is not in the

world the peer of the Nipigon as a speckled

trout stream, and he says that anybody who is

lucky enough to secure himself, or be able to

bribe guides to secure for him a coccotourhe

can secure a worth-while speckled trout in the

Nipigon River. He struck this one about 7

o'clock in the evening in very swift water,

off Cincinnati Camp, in Cincinnati pool, and

using a number 16 Cincinnati hook baited

with a small live coccotouche.

It put up a game fight, but he succeeded in

netting his prize after about 20 minutes of

manoeuvering. His fish measured 23 inches

in length, and 1514 in girth. An expert

from Maine has mounted the prize for him,

and it has become one of his valued posses-

sions. His fishing partner was Df. K. Y.

James of Montreal, who, Mr. Butler says,

hooked a big one just about the time the

winner's struck, but was unlucky tnough to

lose it in the rapid water, as Dr. James was

farther up the river towards Lake Nipigon

than where Mr. Butler worked in the Cin-

cinnati pool.

Prior to their trip up the Nipigon, Mr.
Butler and Dr. James spent a few days in the

Rainy River district. They were met at

Rainy River by E. D. Calvert, and the three

journeyed to the head of the Lake of the

Woods in Calvert's yacht, a distance of about

35 miles. They portaged, and crossed several

lakes into Lake Wigwam, where, Mr. Butler

says they experienced the finest muskalonge

fishing he has met with anywhere.

The winner of this first competition for

this annua! trophy of the Canadian Northern

is a member of the Tuna Club of Santa Cata-

lina Island, California, and in 1912 secured

there the championship of the club or the

largest Albacore taken for the season, the

fish weighing 49 pounds. He is also a member

of the Izaac Walton Tarpon Club Useppa

Island, Florida, and of course, had to land

a fish of certain weight before he could become

a member of that Gulf coast fishing Club.

In addition to the prize winner, Mr. Butler

landed speckled fighters weighing 6, 5, and 4^
pounds. Other good catches as registered

were made by the following anglers, weight of

the biggest trout caught by each being shown:

Sir H. B. Ames, Montreal, 5J^; Sir John

Hendrie, Toronto, 5M; S. A. Coulter, Port

Arthur, 5%; W. S. Rough, Toronto, 5H
Judge Phippen, Tcronto, 5^; Judge H;

Fitch, Fort Frances. 5%; A. Montgomery,

New York, 6; W. B. Haynes, Akron, Ohio, 6;

C. H. .latkson, Fort William, 6; Dr. B. Davis,

Gushing, Okla., 6; Mrs. J. A. Little, Port.

Arthur, Gj^: Dr. Mason, Winnipeg, 6}^; C
W. Higgins, Winnipeg, 5 5^.

The Judge for the award was Walter

Pratt, General Superintendent of Canadian

Northern Hotels, Sleeping and Dining Cars,

Winnipeg.

Details of Prize Trout.

Date Caught

Weight
Length

Girth

Rod
Reel

Line

Bait

August 16.

6J4 pounds.

23 inches.

15}4 inches

Lingerke Detmold

WiUiam Shakespeare

King Fisher

Coccotouche



It is our intention to make this Kennel Department bigger and better than ever; more
mteresting and instructive to the owners of dogs and more interesting to breeders as an ad-
vertising medium. As Rod and Gun has a good circulation from coast to coast as well as in

many of the States, and reaches that class oi red-blooded sportsmen who admire agood dog,
breeders will find these pages particularly effective in disposing of their stock. List your
kennels in these columns and take advantage of this active market.

THE COCKER SPANIEL

THE Cocker Spaniel is probably the

most popular of all the varieties of

Sporting Spaniels, especially the col-

oured variety, which has come into public

favour in late years with a bound. The
Cocker , unlike the Field varieties, is free from

any abnormalities, being a rationally built

and symmetrical little dog, full of buoyancy
and beaming with intelligence, and of tireless

energy. These features and characteristics

in the dog no doubt account for its popularity.

As to his origin there is the same mystery,

but little doabt exists that the Cocker is

amongst the most ancient of the family. He
drives his name from the fact that he was
first used as an aid to the gun in shooting

woodcocks, being a handy little dog to get

through the dense thickets and bramble^,

whilst as a retriever he probably has not

his equal for nose and cleverness. No breed

that has ever been exported to America
"caught on" so much a s the Cocker, who is

to-day one of the most popular breeds in the

United States. At all leading Shows in

America the Cocker section is a large one, the

classes numerous, and the interest in this

merry little sportsman is probably keener
than it is in England. In America the breed
has in my opinion, somewhat degenerated as

a sporting dog, having drifted into Toyishness
on the one hand, and become too low on leg

in many cases, ;ilthough, to the ciedit of Amer-

ican dealers be it said, the true type of the

dog has been retained. Indeed, in one or

two important particulars—viz., squareness

of muzzle and stop—American Cockers have

an advantage over the English dogs, in con-

nection with which the lack in these points

is a common deficiency.

At one time in England there were a number
of so-called Cocker Spaniels exhibited which
were simply Field Spaniels in miniature,

being of the long and low persuasion, with

nice long and level heads—very pretty little

Spaniels but not Cocker, according to the

generally accepted type and that recognized

by the Spaniel Club and the Cocker Spaniel

Club, which latter was founded in 1904 by the

large and growing number of Cocker enthu-

siasts for the purpose of promoting the in-

terests of the Cocker Spaniel exclusively.

Cockers even vary much in size and type.

We have the Devonshire Cockers and the

Welsh Cockers, and others indigenous to

different districts in the country to which

they are more or less adapted; but happily

there is only one type now recognized in

the show ring, and that is the short coupled,

sturdy, well-balanced, good fronted, flat-

coated dog with nicely chiselled head, dark

eye, and square muzzle, a mullum in parvo,

who looks like and is a workman from stem
to stern, a dog from 23 lbs. to 27 lbs. There

was at one time a fixed weight according to
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the ordination of the Spaniel Club, of 25 lbs.

but this 'was very sensibly modified a few

years ago, and that weight given as the most

desirable average, any serious deviation either

way to be penalized by judges. Previous to

this alternation, certain well-known dogs,

and one notable dog in particular, who in

normal condition just turned the scale at

25 lbs., was exhibited and won before his

breakfast at a certain show, to wit Birming-

ham, and passed muster as to weight, but

after being fed was over weight, whereupon

he was objected to and disqualified. He was

a good Cocker, a champion, and it was the

ludicrousness of the incident^—of a Cocker

being a champion before his breakfast, and

afterwards not eligible for competition

—

which impelled the Spaniel Club to modify

their rule.

The chief point.s therefore, to aim at in

breeding Cocker Spaniels are compactness of

body, straightness of forelegs, squareness of

muzzle, dark eyes, and flat coats, with a

down-carriage of stern. Common defects

in the breed, in the coloured variety especially,

are crooked fronts, light eyes, and cock tails,

which are an abomination alike to sporting

men and to good judges.

It is advisable to cross the colour with the

blacks, except as an occasional outcross,

because the litters or first crosses from such

alliances will invariably be mismarked blacks,

and therefore unfit for exhibition in either

blacks or coloured Cocker classes. Of course,

colour may right itself in the next cross, or,

at furthest, subsequent mating if judiciously

made. The first favourite colour is blue-

roan, the colour well distributed and after

this the liver-and-red-roans, but as in a horse

so in a coloured Spaniel, a really good dog can

hardly be a bad colour.

The chief points to look for in the selection

of Cocker Spaniel puppies, any colour from

two to four months old and after are : A nicely

balanced head, distinct stop, square muzzle,

dark eye, short, compact body, well-balanced

in proportion to length of leg, down carried

tail and flat coat.

DESCRIPTIVE PARTICULARS.
He&d Not so heavy as the modern

Field Spaniel, with a nicely developed square

muzzle and jaw; stop distinct, but not too

decided. Skull and forehead should be well

developed, with plenty of room for brain

power.

Eyes- Full, but not prominent, hazel

or brown, coloured, harmonising with colour

of coat, with general expression of intelligence

and gentleness, decidedly wideawake, bright

and merry.

Ears Lobular, set on low, leather fine,

and not extending beyond the nose; wel

clothed with long silky hair, which must be

straight or wavy not positive curls or ringlets.

Neck -Long, strong, and muscular, and

neatly set on to fine sloping shoulders.

Body (including size and symmetry)

—

Not quite so long and low as in other breeds

of Spaniels; more compact and firmly knit

together, giving an expression of concentra-

tion of power and untiring activity; the total

weight should be about 25 lbs.

Nose Sufficiently wide and well devel-

oped to ensure the exquisite scenting power of

this breed.

Shoulders and Chest The former slop-

ing and fine, chest deep and well developed,

but not too round and wide to interfere with

the free actio^ of the forelegs.

Back and Loin Immensely strong and

compact in proportion to the size and weight

of the dog; slightly dropping towards the tail.

Hind quarters Wide, well rounded, and

very muscular.

Stern That most characteristic of blue

blood in all the Spaniel family may in the

light and more active Cocker, although set

low down, be allowed a slightly higher car-

riage than in the other breeds, but never

cocked up over, but rather in a line with the

back, although the lower its carriage and

action the better, and when at work its action

should be incessant in this, the brightest and

merriest of the whole Spaniel family.

Feet and Legs ^The legs must be well

boned, feathered, and straight for the tre-

mendous exertion expected from this grand

little sporting dog, and should be sufficiently

short for concentrated power, but not too

short to interfere with its activity. Feet

firm, round and cat-like; not too large or

spreading or loose-jointed.

Coat Flat and silky in texture, never

wiry or wavy, with sufficient feather, but

not too profuse and never curly.

Colours——Various; in self colours a

white shirt frill should never disqualify; but

white feet should never be allowed in any

specimen of self-colour.

General Appearance That of an active

merry, sporting dog. The Cocker does not

follow on the lines of the larger Field Spaniel

in lenglhiness or otherwise; but is shorter in

t)Hck .md rahjr higher on the legs.



A WAR DOG'S TRAINING

WERE it possible for a man to wander
throHgh certain areas of France,

where she is s h a r p e n i n g
her weapons of war, he would chance on the

strangest sight of the many strange ones the

conflict has produced. Here, in big pens

he could see hundreds of animals collected

for their course of training. Not one of them
but passed his medical test before a board

with a special jury. They are in the hands of

their drill masters, learning war's lesson.

Perhaps strange cries would reach a dog's

ears—weird yelps and howls, such as never

even disturbed his midnight slumbers. These

would be calls to be used in special cases,

when the dog is doing duty out on No Man's
Land.

And then, if the visitor should stand and
watch, his eye would presentlj' light on a

soldier lying limp on the ground wth a dog
sniffing round him. Perhaps he would see

the dog, after a while, drag the cap from
the soldier's head, or the identification tag

from his wrist, and run off with it to his mas-
ter. This dog would be no other than a

candidate for the Red Cross, learning his

duty as scout for wounded soldiers, and
fetching the evidence from a body he found

—

a live body. Dead men don't count.

There are many who doubt the power on

the part of the dog to distinguish between
the living and the dead, so I will tell the

story of Michel.

Michel had centered his affections, on a

young Frenchmen, named Henri, whom he

followed even into the trenches. The feeling

of course, was mutual. Henri loved the dog
even to the point of sharing his all with him.

Each day at soup time, Michel would carry his

can, place it beside Henri's wait till it was
filled and then trot off to eat his meal.

The time came when Henri, who had gone
over the top, failed to return after the fight.

, As man after man stumbled back to safety,

I Michel eyed each with the eagerness of anxi-

E ety, his nostrils quivering with fear. Rut
fc still Henri failed to appear. Then, as the

^^ast of the line clambered back to the trench,

^Rhe dog could stand his terror no longer. Out
he darted over No Man's Land, and presently

returned with a glove that he had torn from
the hand of his friend

Immediately a litter went out, guided by
Michel. They found his master far off,

lying cold and stiff. Deciding he was dead,
they departed without him. Michel, how-
ever, was not so easily convinced. Time

after time he went back for aid, but none was
forthcoming. At last he left alone.

Late that night, when comparative quiet

had settled on the trenches, an alert sentinel,

keeping guard on a listening-post, saw a dim

something that brought his rifle sharply to

his shoulder. Not twenty feet away and

creeping toward the traverse was an object

which he could not distinguish. Then the

moon came out from behind a cloud, and the

sentinel recognized Michel.

There he was, breathless and panting, but

he was not alone. Rehind him, his clothes

torn bj' the faithful dog's teeth, was Henri.

Inch by inch, the animal had dragged him
from the battle field, and, miracle of miracles,

the boy was breathing! How the dog had

discovered signs of life in the inert form,

which had eluded the trained eye of a field

attendant, the doctor wou,ld not attempt to

explain.

Henri recovered. He returned to the tren-

ches, with Michel by his side.

There is many a wounded man left lying

out in No Man's Land, apparently forgotten

by his friends, who has his first grain of com-

fort administered by a dog—by a sniff in his

ear, or a lick on his cheek, or a cold muzzle

exploring his face. Yet the direct service

rendered by these non-combatant canine

forces is as nothing to that which they con-

tribute indirectly. Behind the lines it is cus-

tomary to store ammunition and pile up arms

which the soldiers may need at a moment's

notice. "These dumps," as they are called,

are sacred places to be touched by none but

an official hand. Over them the dog stands

guard, and heaven help the intruder whom
he fails to recognize as a friend.

Out on listening-post, the animal is equally

relentless. Here through the night men take

turns watching the hostile signs of activity.

Many a time the boche, intent on a surprise

raid, kills these sentries, creeping up behind

them, and enters the trench where their com-

rades are asleep. But such disaster is not so

likely to occur when the dog is watching by
their side. Sometimes he stands there quietly.

•Sometimes he roams, doing some spying for

himself. Should he see any suspicious activ-

ity from the other side, immediately he sends

up a strange cry which warns the sentry who
in turn warns the men. Should the enemy
persevere in his attempt at a raid, he finds our

men ready for him with fixed bayonets. Very
often, however, such a howl will deter him,

with its threat of a tough fight ahead.
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There was a foggj' night once when his

acute hearing failed Artemis who was doing

such duty out on No Man's Land. Artemis

it must be explained, is a popular hero of

France, a dog of uncertain pedigree, with a

mixture of the Great Dane in him and a touch

of the French mountain sheep-diog. So

serious was the result of this treachery on the

part of his ears that a section of his regiment

was cut off. Poor Artemis! He had always

been so faithful and had so often saved his

friends.

But they trusted him still and, to prove it,

they despatched him with a note attached

to his collar warning their comrades of their

danger. It was a hot night on the line, and

the bullets were flying fast. Phut! phut! they

fell around the flying feet of Artemis, but he

paid no heed to them. His reputation was at

stake,and he redeemed it. He got through with

with his message. Aid was sent to his squad.

It arrived in time. And there followed a

celebration in honor of Artemis, arranged by

the colonel himself.

The hero, however, was not yet satisfied

that his duty was done. At Ypres he con-

tinued to act as courier and patrol, and no

accidents interfered with his efficiency now.

Finally came a day when the captain com-

manding him found his own life threatened

by the attack of two boches. None of his

men was near him. But Artemis was.

The captain managed to kill one assailant.

As he did so, the other cooked his rifle to

shoot. Whereupon, Artemis, exerting all

his strength, sprang at the man's throat and

seized it so viciously that he strangled him.

The captain was saved. So was Artemis; but

both went to the hospital.

And there installed before him he fou'nd a

hero from Verdun; not so famous a hero

certainly as Artemis himself, but no mean one,

and a mongrel, too. This little unnamed dog

was entrusted one day with a dispatch. He
was to carry it from one company head-

quarters to another, and his way lay through

a perfect rain of shell fire. As he trotted

along behind the line, high explosive after

explosive fell almost directly in his path.

Finally a flying piece caught him on the jaw,

tearing it badly, but still he plodded on. He
delivered his despatch—and dropped un-

conscious.

He is only one of the many dogs who are

wounded every day. No casualty lists are

published of the canine forces. Burned by

liquid fire, strangled by poison gas, blown to

atoms by high explosives, scarred by bullets

and shrapnel—there is no horror of warfare

of which the animal does not have his share.

He suffers from shell shock, just like the

soldier. In London, at present, there are

twenty-five cases of canine blindness nearly

all due to this collapse tf the nervous system.

He suffers from exhaustion due to the strain

of overwork and underfeeding.

Articles on sporting varieties of dogs are

especially welcomed by this department.

KILLED OVER 100,000 RATS

DOGS of war" have been in the forefront

of the news from the battlefields in

France.

It is timely, accordingly, to tell of a dog

which holds one of the most interesting

records that has been made on the western

front since the war began. It is the rat

killing record. The dog that holds it is a

little Irish Terrier, of the feminine sex, whose

name is Norah, a writer in London Answers

states. Norah, until her return to England

some weeks ago, had been in France for two

years and ten months, and in that time she

accounted for more than 100,000 rats.

Norah, who is three years old, went to

France with a British soldier when she was

a puppy 3 weeks old. Before she was 9

weeks old she had killed her first rat and she

has been killing them steadily ever since. The

best single day's record that she put up in

that time was near St. Omer, in August last.

Her naturally proud owner. Private Thomas

Radford of the Canadian veterinary corps,

kept a record of her performances, rat by rat,

up to last August, at which time Norah's total

was the astonishing one of 74,1 19. Since then

her record has been kept largely by estimate.

Norah was born in the kennels of Maj.

Richardson, fanu)us breeder of police and

"sentry" dogs, at Harrow, and was bougnt by

her first soldier owner and taken by Him to

France just as a pet.

"As soon as I saw her I knew that she would

make a fine ratter," Radford says. "I've

had quite a lot of experience with dogs,

especially with terriers and bulls, and with
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For the raan wlio likes camping, hunting and
fishing you can chuose no gilt that will be more
appropriate or more appreciated than some of

Marbles
Specialties for Sportsmen

In the sixty useful outing specialties
flyou can find just what will please him.
'/Here are a few:

HUNTING KNIVES
A dozen Btylcs for amateurg and ^

experts. Each with leatlier sheath.
Curved blade knife at left is only
$1.65: straight blade $3.00. Othera
to IS. SO. Ask your dealer.

WATER-PROOF MATCH-BOX
Ideal gift for sportsmen and the

boya "over there." Made of nickeled
brass with water-proof cover. 55c.

COMPASSES
Brass box with agate bearings. Guar-

anteed accurite. Pocket Comijasg,
$1.10. Safety Coat Compass attaches
to coat or shirt— is always in sight and
can't get lost—$1.40.

SAFETY AXES
Marble's famous Safety Pocket Axes

are great gifts. Wood or steel bandies.
|1.6Sto4.40. Style shown at left $1.65.

Write for Catalog
showing entire line of Marble's
Sixty Specialties. If your dealer
can not supply you with above

^ articles, send order direct to us.

Marble Arms & Mfg. Co.
I S61 Delta Ave. GladstoDc, Mich.

0158

Planting Hair in the
Human Scalp

—By W. T. Pember
Has already been accomplished with suc-
cess. Therefore there is no reason why
men should appear bald headed.

The finest imitation of nature is also made
in the Toupee Many genuine sports are
lacking in nature's covering for their heads.

In consulting W. T. Pember you will be
sure to receive the advice of an expert.

Pember's Hair Store
129 YONGE ST., TORONTO

r

The three Avords that

tell the whole ^ory of
a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
la yi, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL,

I
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"\iuskies,' too, in western Canada and in the

L^nited States. So I set out to train Norah,

and she made good right from the start. First

of all, I taught her to shake a bunch of rags.

Then I gave her lessons with a live ra

with a string tied to one of its hind legs.

Kit'^i that I got her acquainted with ferrets,

and finally made her let one of them bite her.

"That was to get the dog accustomed to

"orking with strange ferrets and to keep her

rom going for them instead of the rats. We
send the ferrets into the rat holes, and they

go for the rats, which pour up to the surface,

when the dogs kill them.

"Everyone knows that cornered rats will

fight," the soldier went on, "and I've often

seen Norah with half a dozen of 'em hanging

to her head. The day at St. Omer, when she

accounted foi 623 of them, she was working

from noon till 7 at night, and for five days

after she could scarcely open her mouth and

I had to feed her on milk and eggs.

"Here, you see," added Radford, opening

an official document, "is a letter testifying to

the 'valuable work' done by my dog that was
writtenby Lieut.-Col. John Stewart of Halifax,

the surgeon who operated on King Edward
and who is now head of the Dalhousie hospital

of the Canadian overseas forces. It was
another member of the staff of the same hospi-

tal, Dr. McKay, who analyzed a lot of rats

killed by Norah and frequently found them
carrying the germs of dangerous diseases.

"Several of Norah's pup's have done good
work, too. She had seven in her first litter

and six in her second. One of her pups killed

his first rat when he was only 7 weeks old."

The strong probability is that Norah's

career on the western front is at an end, for

her owner may be discharged from the army,

In that case he means to return to his little

homestead in Alberta.

In writing out your Kennel advertisements

write out all names fully and clearly

do not abbreviate as this may lead to errors.

THE SPORTSMAN A GOOD FIGHTER

It has been estimated that 75% of Canada's

splendid volunteer army is composed of

sportsmen, and when one remembers the

wonderful record that army has made for

itself during the past four years it may be

conceded that the well known contention of

the leaders in the world of American and

Canadian sport that the active fostering of

sport was one of the best measures that could

be adopted in the training of men as defenders

of their country has been amply proven.

Not only does sport give a man familiarity

with firearms and thus equip him to a degree

for rifle shooting, but more important, it

accustoms him to the hard knocks involved

in life in the open. The first few months of

a soldier's life are doubly hard to the man who
has never been accustomed to camp outjand

prepare his own meals.

'#
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Tents and Other Camp
Equipment Made
Waterproof and Serviceable

Canvas wearing apparel for the

hunter; also canvas for tents,

bed-rolls, pack covers, ground
covers, duffle-bags, "boat covers,

can all be make waterproof and
serviceable through the use of

PRESERVO.
Moreover, a two-fold benefit is de-
rived from the use of preservoed
canvas, because PRESERVO not
only insures positive weather pro-
tection, but also strengthens and
Preserves the fabric, and guaran-
tees greater wear. In fact, actual

use has demon-
strated conclusive-

ly that canvas

treated with
PRESERVO will

wear about twice
as long as untreat-

ed canvas.

PRESERVO is a soft finish, canvas water-
proofing with over seventeen years suc-
cessful service behind it. Canvas treated
with PRESERVO becomes permanently
waterproof—is also protected against mil-
dew and decay—it remains soft and pliable
and is in no way affected by severe weather
and temperature changes.

PRESERVO is good for both old and new
canvas. It is easily applied and surpris-

ingly low in cost. You can insure maxi-
mum wear by insisting upon PRESERVO-
ED canvas for your camping outfit.

Most any canvas goods dealer can supply
you with Preservoed canvas for various
uses, or if you have any canvas goods that
you wish to waterproof yourself, you can
get liquid PRESERVO in convenient
sized cans. If you have any difficulty in

obtaining PRESERVO write our nearest
office. VVe have an interesting booklet
dealing with the use of PRESEBVO for

sportsmen—copy mailed free on request.

Robeson Preserve Company
Formerly Robeson Preservo Products Co.

419 White Block, Port Huron, Mich.

PRESERVO is furnished in one
gaHon and five gallon cans. Also
tn .S5 gallon steel aaitator drums.

Waterproofr
and Preyervey Canvas

Canadian Branch:
Sarnia, Ont.

Eastern Branch:
357 Western Ave., Boston, Mass.

THE HUNTER.JOHNSON CO., 311 California St., San Francisco, Cal
Distributors for the Pacific Coast
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TIPS FOR AMATEUR TRAPPERS
MINK AND WEASEL TRAPPING

Robert G. Hodgson

THE mink and weasel being nearly

related, and having habits nearly similar,

are often taken in sets made for the

opposite animal, and in fact you will catch

the most of your weasels in mink sets made on

land. For this reason, any set herein des-

cribed for mink will answer equally a,s well

for weasel.

You have doubtless been told that mink

are afraid of human scent and to wear gloves

dipped in blood to handle your traps. 1 have

proved for myself and for others again and

again that they are not afraid of human scent

but that they are afraid of disturbed or

unnatural surroundings. It is not necessary

to use gloves when setting traps but it is

necessary to use care—great care—and not

disturb the surroundings and have every-

thing as natural, after finishing the set as

when you began, or as nearly as you poFsibly

can. In fact it is necessary to use this small

amount of caution no matter for what animal

you are setting the trap. Mink and weasels

are such great travellers you never know

what set they are going to get into, so if they

happen to run into a set made for a skunk

see that there is nothing to arouse the sus-

picions of a smarter animal.

Baits. The mink's chief food consists of

fish, frogs, crabs, muskrat, partridge, chicken,

rabbit, etc. Birds such as sparrows and

others are worse than no bait at all. The

bait for weasels is similar to that for mink,

but they have a particular preference for any

bloody meat.

Traps and sizes. Assuming >ou are using

the Victor trap the No. 91 or 1)4 will be found

to answer for mink. If you prefer the Oneida

Jump select the Number 91 or lyi, always

remembering that the trap with the web jaw

is better than the plain jaw for those animals

that are likely to gnaw themselves out. I

believe it is hardly worth while to give the

sizes of the Newhouse traps as while they are

the best they are also the most expensive,

and it is not at all necessary for the young

trapper to buy them. The weasel, as I said

before is mostly caught in mink sets, and
therefore mink traps are used, but if you
intend making special sets for weasel the No.

will answer as they do not struggle when
caught as doefe the mink, die very shortly after

being caught and as far as their strength goes

a rat trap will hold them.
Methods. Water sets are good for mink

as they are easier caught in the water than

on land, and traps as a rule are easier set there.

Look under the old bridges and at the side

see if there are riot tracks in the mud where

mink have been travelling up and down; cut

out a hole in the mud a few inches from the

side of the bridge, m.aking it the size and

shape of the trap and having the pan of the

trap on a level with the ground. Place a

water soaked leaf over the trap and stake the

chain as far out in the stream as possible,

then nail a small piece of bait directly above

the trap or shove in between a crevice in the

side of the bridge and sprinkle a little decoy

above or around the bait. Now dash water

over your marks in the mud; not to kill the

human scent but to wash out any evidence

of fresh tracks.

This only gives an instance of such sets at

bridges, around old bulkheads and mill

dams. There will also be found scores of

other places where a set can be worked. If

you can find the tile outlets emptying into

a str;eam, push a chunk of bait into the tile

and set trap, carefully concealed, at end of

tile.

In a steep bank make a hole, slanting down

and just about at water level, having it the

size so a mink could nicely crawl in. Throw

a piece of muskrat musk or speckled trout

in the far end of the hole and set the trap

at the entrance, concealing it carefully. In

all such sets the chain should be staked out

in the deepest water it will reach. If you

do this you will find your mink waiting for

you, drowned, and will lose very few animals

by having them gnaw their foot off.
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Safety Raznff

THE USEFUL GIFT
Ten million men liave adopted tlie Gillette Safety Razor

in preference to any other razor in the world.

Men buy the Gillette because they can get a cleaner shave
with it, because it gives them a more comfortable shave, and
because it ensures a quicker shave.

Any one of these would make success certain for the Gil-

lette, but that this famous razor can claim all three advantages
explains why ten million of them have been sold.

The shaving edge is absolutely rigid and free from vibra-

tion—^hence the velvet smoothness of the Gillette shave.
The thin blade of finest steel permits perfect hardening and

sharpening—there is no finer cutting edge made.
The No Honing—No Stropping feature is achieved by simply

changing a blade that has become slightly dulled for a new one.
With a Gillette, shaving becomes a joy instead of a job;

a man prefers to shave every day and he looks the better for it.

Every man prefers a gift that is really useful to some pretty

but purposeless novelty. Particularly in these days, you should
confine yourself to Useful Gifts.

There can be no question, then, that the gift for a man is a
Gillette Safety Razor, if he doesn't already own one, and a
Carton of Gillette Blades, if he has the razor.

Sold btj jewelers, druggists and hardware dealers everywhere, at five dollars.

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR CO., OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL
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An excellent set for either mink or weasel

before the snow comes is to secure a partridge

—a chicken will do if you cannot secure one

—and take the feathers to a place where you

are sure the animals travel and make them
up into a little heap and set your trap in

them, being careful to use only dr\ feathers,

as if wet and it freezes, the leathers will freeze

in your trap. Cover the trap carefully with the

feathers and then take a part of the carcass

and hang it about a foot high directly over

the trap and sprinkle a little decoy on a

nearby bush.

Find an old log or hollow stump and place

some bait in hole and set your trap at the

entrance to the same. In case the snow is on

the ground you can make your traps snowy
white by boiling them in a pint of lime boiled

in water. After traps are dipped in enough
so as to become thoroughly covered hang up
to dry and you are now ready for making
snow sets.

In making these sets on land you use the

same methods as those ah'eady described,

but a piece of paper sliould be placed under the

trap to keep it from freezing down and another
over it with a slit in it, or place a little batten
under the pan and around where jaws work
so that the cold will not interfere with its

action. Remember never to place snow over

a trap with the hands, but use a stick or

brush, for where your hands touch the snow it

will harden, and so stop the trap from spring-

ing.

Weasel have no fear of human scent or

traps and are not cunning, and are readiK
caught by nearly anyone capable of setting a

trap.

.\ good plan for blind sets—that is sets not

baited—is to follow a mink's tracks and
wherever they cross a creek on a log, around or

under a bridge, set a trap there, as they have
regular routes which they use and will cover

these routes ever so often.

An excellent set for either mink or weasel

is to find a hollow log in the woods, and placing

a piece of bait inside, set youi traps at each

end.

(Next month Mr. Hodgson will write on
Musk rat Trapping.)

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Query— 1. What is the nearest distance U>

the boundary line that a person is allowed to

trap?

2. Can a person trap right up to the Al-

gonquin Park hue?

3. Are there any coon as far north as the

Algonquin Park?

4. Is there much trapping done a few miles

west of Bellwood?

5. Do you think it would be a good place

to hunt and trap?

6. How many pine boards will the 30-30

and the 32 special shoot through?

A Reader.

Hastings. Ont.

Answer— 1, and 2. Where a boundary
consists of a surveyed line you can trap right

up to it as long as you do not cross it. Where
there are rangers to prevent people crossing

that line you are liable to get into an argu-

ment if you go too close, so my advice is to

keep a fair distance away—say twenty-five

or thirty feet. I'd iiatc to confess I couldn't

draw a skunk or mink that far, anj^vay.

3. I don't think so. If there are they are

only stragglers.

4 and 5. This country is pretty well

trapped over, according to the last advice I

have on the subject, right from the Park to

the rioorgian Bay.

fi. Shooting soft point bullets at ''-8 inch

pine boards the 30-30 has a penetration of 11

and the 32 special 12 according to the Ideal

Handbook.
H. C. H.

Query— 1. \\'here is the best marten trap-

ping in Canada? Is there any fear of the

Indians?

2. Is New Ontario good for trapping, and
which is the best part?

H. E. Mount
Hamilton. Ont.

Answer—Marten require rough timbered

mountains, and though they are found in

several other provinces it is in B. C. where the

natural conditions ane most favourable. In

some of the big inland valleys the right

man can make a big catch—from fort>' to a

hundred and fifty skins duri/ig the water,

but it means hunger and cold and e<idurance

and hard travelling. Generally speaking

wherever the country has been opened up with

trails the marten are more or less trapped out,

and to make more than wages a man would

need to get into new countrj'—and to tackle

some of the B. C. virgin mountains requires

someone strong in the back and weak in the

head.

If you went up into the Northwest Ter-

ritories, where each Indian has his own jeal-
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PROUTY!
GUARANTEED PEICE LIST

guarantees you more money
as the market goes up; no
less if the market goes down.

Get More Money For Your
Furs, Mr. Trapper

!

You can do that if you ship to Prouty.

We give an absolutely fair grading. We
send a prompt reniittance. Trappers all

over the North American continent, in

Canada as well as the United States, have
learned to depend upon Prouty. It is to

your interest to know us. You cannot

start too early to get acquainted. When
you can be sure of getting the highest

market prices, why delay?

Let Us Keep You Posted

On Prices

Don't you always like to know that you
are getting the highest market value for

your furs? Our Guaranteed Price List

System will tell you what they are worth.

We never pay less than the prices quoted

and sometimes we pay more.

You Can Rely
On Prouty

We are the oldest fur house in New
York, established nearly half a century

ago, backed by ample capital and tremen-

dous resources. Look into our status.

Ask your bank about us. Talk to the

men who are sending us their shipments
regularly. They will tell you about our

fair-and-square treatment—about our re-

liability—about our prompt spot cash

payments. But do not take their word
for it. Send us your next shipment and
be convinced. That is all we ask, for

when you once ship to Prouty, you will

always ship to Prouty. i3Mv!«

''Grandad Shipped

to Prouty"

The Oldest Fur House in

New York, the Fur Market
of the World.

Buyers from all over the world are in

New York now, ready to do their buying.

Good furs were never more in demand,
and they are willing to pay higher prices

for them. Prouty's will continue this

year, as always, to pay the highest market
prices for your furs.

Get on our Free mailing list!

WE NEED YOUR FURS
A'^OW! Get on our Mailiny Lisl.
Write for latest Guaranteed Price
List. Send ycur Name TO-DAY \

J. L. PROUTY'S SONS, inc

Raw Furs, Ginseng Roots, Golden Seal, etc.

382-384 West Broadway New York City
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ously guarded trapping grounds you certainly

would meet troulble; elsewhere no, except that

poor Lo might help himself to your flour and

tea if he found your cabin empty.

New Ontario is certainly good for trapping.

That is to say the furbearers are there, but

as you probably know a good trapping country

is hard to get into. If it is in a bush country

this increases the obstacles and both B. C.

and New Ontario have lots of bush and

timber. It is too huge a country to pick out

the best parts. If you avoid the settlements

and the burnt districts you can hardly fail

lo find good country. Write to the Hon.

Howard Ferguson, Parliament Buildings,

Toronto and he will furnish you with maps of

the districts.

H. C. H.

the blind set method is the easiest and best.

H. C. H.

Query— I am thinking of doing some trap-

ping for muskrats next spring on my club

grounds as there should be lots from the

showing last fall. Could you advise me which

is the best trap to get, also if there is any oil

or other bait that could be used to entice the

rats.

W. B. W.
Chatham Ont.

Answi^r—Personally I do not think you
could find a better trap for muskrats than

the No. 115 X High Grip described in this

department. The construction of the front

feet of the muskrat is peculiar. The bones

and paws are extremely delicate and the

flesh is tender and readily torn. The front

foot is the most usually caught in the trap,

and unless the rat is speedily drowned the

bone breaks and the tender flesh allows the

rat to twist free and escape, leaving a foot

behind as a souvenir. The manufacturers of

this trap claim that they are pull, gnaw and
•escape proof. They are not paying me to

advertise their traps, but you have only to

use a few of them to recogni/e that they have
advantages over the single jaw traps that

make them especially vlauable for skunk or

muskrat, both of which will twist themselves

free if they are not found soon after being

caught.

Anise oil, obtainable at any drug store

makes a very attractive scent for muskrats.

However, with muskrats you are putting the

cart before the horse when you try to lure

them into your traps. Set your traps on their

runways, at the bottom of their slides, or at

the entrance to their holes, all of which are

c.isily found. Of course you can draw them
into your traps or catch them with bait, but

Otiery—Being a reader of Rod and Gun I

would like to get some information. A
friend and myself would like to go trapping

this fall, a real trapping trip where there are

mink, bobcat, muskrats, fox and skunk, or

anything along that line.

Could you advise as to what firearms to

take. I was thinking of taking a 30.30 rifle

and a 22 revolver. What kind of a revolver

would you advise? I have been thinking of

getting an automatic. Would you advise

us to get two, say one 22 and one 3N, or would

you carry a rifle and a 22? We want lo go

forty or fifty miles back and spend a winter

in the woods. How is the best way to get to

your grounds. Would you advise going back

in a canoe? As to grub, could you give us a

list of what we would need in general to last

two of us six months? How many shells

would you take along? Where can you buy
good snow shoes and what size would you
recommend and what kind of footwear?

Where can you get a good assortment of

revolvers of the kind you would advise us to

take?

A. S.

Kitchener. Ont.

Answer—My honest advice is not to under-

take a six months trip unless you have an

easy way of getting into your country. If you

saw the amount of stuff two men can get

through in six months you would realize that

getting it back fiftv miles is some chore. My
advice is to make an early start, travelling

light and try and locate some old deserted

logging camp, where conditions suit you,

with good creeks, etc. Figure on staying till

about the New Year, and then go back and
fetch in enough grub etc., to carry you through

till then. Believe me, if you have never

spent a winter in the woods before you will

have enough by then. This is not said to

discourage you. The trips that stand out in

a man's memory are not the winter-long ones.

Cold and discomfort, long protracted, change

the romance into drudgery, and if you are a

novice inexperience will strew your pathway

with discomforts. Gel your stuff back any

way you can. A wagon and team or a pack-

horse would have a canoe skinned a mile if

the country would let you use them.

As for the firearms to cafry the 30.30 is all

right, but why the revolvers? Better carry

a 22 rifle, tlien you have a gun for deer and a

small rifle for squirrels, parlridge etc., for

bait. I wouldn't advise vou lo carry a
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WHERE SHALL
I SHIP NY FURS?

The Important Problem

Every Fur Shipper Must Solve
to be Successful

You are receiving price lists and other literature from
' many different Fur Houses—all claiming to pay the high-

est prices, etc., etc. This makes it difficult for you to

choose your Fur House and a wrong guess may mean
dollars out of your pocket. You must exercise great care

and caution in choosing the Fur House to whom you are

going to entrust your catch of Fur-bearers. You can solve

this important problem by making "Shubert" a trial

shipment.

For more than thirty-five years "Shubert" has been
paying Fur shippers "more money" for their Furs—always
giving an honest and liberal assortment—paying the highest

market prices—sending returns out promptly; in other
words, rendering "better service"—"quicker." "Shubert"
offers you the SERVICE of an honest—reliable—responsible
—safe Fur House—where you take no risk. "The Shubert
Guarantee" protects you absolutely.

A Trial Will Convince You. Get a Sliipment Off-TODAY.

Write for the "iSijt »ipthjrt s>i!xpptt" a complete Fur Market Report
and Price List issued at every change in the Fur Market.

It's FREE-Write for it-NOW.

SHIP YOUR FURS DIRECT TO

A.B.SHUBERT/;^r
The Larqest House In the "World

Dealinq Exclusively in

AMERICAN RAW FURS
25-27 W.Austin Ave. dept.hs Chicago,USlA
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revolver at all. Some people like them, but

personally I have no use for them.

As to shells—well some men would get

all kinds of meat with a box of 20 for the

30.30, and 200 for the 22. Any good sporting

goods dealer or hardware firm could get you

snowshoes. Myself, I always use the Bear

Paw pattern, about two foot six long and

from a foot to eighteen inches wide. These I

find big enough where you are t^'avelling the

same trail fairly often. For footwear I

use ordinary rubbers, OXE pair of thick

socks and army puttees. These beat German
socks in my opinion, as the snow cannot get

either through them or under them. Don't

wear too many socks. Instead of keeping

the feet warm they have just the opposite

effect by impeding the circulation. Don't

in any case get the rubber shoes—gel them
ankle high, even if they do not last quiteast

long. You understand, of course, this is just

my own opinion. Many people would prefer

larrigans or shoepacks. In this case they

must be kept well oiled or you will get wet

feet.

As to supplies, you have given me some
order. Blankets, of course, some spare

clothes, rifles, axes, traps, three or four dozen

anyway, a little surgical dressing in case of

accidents—these are all essentials. The old

Hudson Bay allowance was two pounds of

flour per man per day, one pound of fat mess
pork, two oz. sugar, two oz. peas, half oz. tea,

half oz. salt and half oz. carbonate of soda.

In addition for every seven days of the es-

timated trip, one extra day was added in

case of accidents. This is just a bare skele-

ton, and you will not have much variety, but

it is useful to figure a man's requirements on.

Tobacco is extra, also a few nails, candles for

lighting, a little reading matter, cooking

utensils etc. Beans and coffee would vary

the above slightly, and baking powder would

be better than carbonate of soda. Any game
you get would help out, but don't rely oi:

getting game. Better safe than hungrj', you

know. .Ml told, your outfit for two men for

six months will weigh considerably over a

thousand pounds. ^^^ ^"t&>
H.'C. H.

THE TRIPLE CLUTCH TRAPS
During the past winter the Triumph Trap

Co., of Oneida introduced an entirely new
trap, the Triple Clutch, embracing several

new ideas in the making of traps.

With the webbed and double jaws we are

all familiar. They are invaluable for musk-
rats and other furbearers that twist or gnaw
their legs off—especially muskrats. The
Triple Clutch Trap does not have a double

rim jaw, but instead four individual pairs of

grippers in addition to the parent jaw,

which, when sprung form a circular space into

which the animal's leg swells. The lower

edge of the grippers strikes the animals's leg

at the same time as the jaw does, and this

gives the trap its great holding power. The
stronger the pull on the leg, the tighter the

lower grippers sink into the flesh, so escape by

a direct pull-out is almost impossible. By

the grippers , being individual and distinct

any sideways movement is also prevented.

The manufacturers claim that they do not

break the animal's leg. In actual proof I

did not find this correct with the smaller

fur bearers such as mink and ermine, as the

springs are very strong. The editor of this

department was priviliged to be one of those

supplied with samples before the trap was
placed on the market. I gave them a thor-

ough try-out during the winter, and have

nothing but praise for them. I did have one

direct pull out, from a blind set on a trail,

but as the trap was the No. 215 X—corres-

ponding with the No. 1 14 Victor, and the

animal was a white tailed deer I attach no

blame to the trap. I have no means of know-
ing how long the trap held on but things were

certainly torn up.
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Picture This Case of Birds

In Your Den or Office!
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YOUR CHANCE TO OWN IT—CHEAP
This is your chance to make a fine addition to the

decorations of your Den or Office. Just the thing for
sportsman's club-room.

The case is of handsome walnut, glass ends and sides

7 ft. 7 ins. long by 2 ft. 10 ins. wide and 3 ft. 6 ins. high.

WHAT THE CASE CONTAINS
Here's a list of the stuffed birds in this case:

Blue Heron, Heron Gull, Great horned Owl, Pileated Wood-
pecker, Grouse, Least Bittern, King Rail, Hooded Merganser,
Butterball, Old Squaw, Mallard Duck, Canvas Back Duck, Grouse
male'and female, Wilson Snipe, Flying Squirrel, Screech Owl,
Cow Bird, Kingfisher, Prairie Plover, Jako, Yellow Warbler, Red
Start, Blue Bill Duck, two trumpeters, two Snowy Owls, two
Woodcocks, Klttiwake Gull, Marbled Godwit, Lop-eared Grebe.

The taxidermy of each specimen is unexcelled, every
bird being natural and true to life.

This collection is for sale—case and all.

For price and particulars, write,

W. J. TAYLOR Ltd., publisher Woodstock, Ont.
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The pan of the trap is very much larger

than in the case of the Victor and Newhouse
and the spread of the jaws is udder. An-
other improvement is the protected cross

arm, which is closi d at the bottom to pre-

vent freezing at the pan post pivot when
the trap is placed on snow or ice. With the

larger sized traps the pivots are locked so

that the jaws cannot be knocked or kicked
out.

They are solidly made traps and are bound

to be popular, despite the dilTerenc in price

between them and some ot the cheaper

makes. The cuts below illustiate the No.

115X, the No. 5X and the No 2X.

SPORTSMEN'S and FARMER'S EFFORTS
MUST SUPPLEMENT LEGISLATION

Sportsmen's magazines throughout the

country have published from time to time

articles calling the attention of their readers

to the absolute necessity for persistent and

systematic warfare on vermin by sportsmen

and farmers. This warfare should, if tlie

game supply is to be increased, supplement

legislation giving long closed seasons and the

placing of legitimate game birds on thp song-

bird list.

In this connection the views expressed by

Baroness Huard regarding game conditions

in France and their relation to vermin,

following the declaration of war, are of special

interest. The article from which they are

taken appeared in the Saturday Evening

Post.

"In all the universe, it seems to me that

the wild animals were the only creatures

really exempt from preoccupation about the

fray. It might be war for man and the

friends of man, but for them had come an

unexpected reprieve and even the more wary
soon felt their exemption from pursuit. Dur-
ing the first few weeks of the conflict, the

cottontails alwavs so numerous on our estate,

were simply terrified by the booming of the

guns. But like all the rest of us, they soon

became accustomed to it and presently

displayed a self-i-assurance and familiarity

undreamed of, save perhaps in the Garden of

Eden.

"It is quite a common sight to see a brood

of partridges or pheasants strutting along

the roadside like any barnyard hen and
chickens and one recalled with amazement
the times when, stretching themselves on

their claws, they would timidly and fearfully

crane thei- necks above the grass at the sound
of an approaching step. At present, they

are not at all sure that man is their worst

enemy. The government having decreed

that there shall be no game shooting in the

army zone, weasels, polecats and even foxes

have become very numerous, and broods of

quail and partridge that once numbered ten

and fifteen have singularly diminished by
this incursion of wild animals, not to mention
the hawks, buzzards and squirrels.

"One autumn morning I appeared at our

gateway just in time to see a neighbor's wife

homeward-bound, with the corpses of four

white hens that 'Maitre Renard' had borrowed

from their coop dangling from her arm."

Baroness Huard mentions the fact that wild

duck, which formerly had lingered in the

neighborhood of her estate in large numbers,

during the migration, have disappeared, but
she states that she is unable to account for-

this.

^/iW
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No. 26il illustrated—
one of 77 styles ofDaylo

eJectricJa;„';^";'y. portable

renewal! ' "^^""7 and tufb

<^anad,an Ng,- ,

J oronto

Ontario

DAYLSl
Here is the Light
for Sportsnvcn

Fastens to cap or coat, leaving both hands free. Can be

switched on or off instantly. Gives a powerful, penetrating

light which wind and rain will not extinguish Guaranteed

to give the usual splendid EVEREADY service. Handsomely
finished and strongly made.

Price with 5 cell battery

With 3 cell battery

1^— -—.^ Order one today

EVlREADYl

$9.40

$8.75

i^M SPIELMAN AGENCIES REG'D
45 St. Alexander St.

MONTREAL
Fiftv other models

from $1.00 to $10.01!
Send for catalog

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact,by everybody. Sold

by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA
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Pt. Stanley Gun Club held an old timers shoot for
Dupont Buttons on October 14th. The weather was
very fair and there was a good attendance although
the club has not been shooting for sometime. There
were several visitors from London and Dexter Follow-
ing are the results at 50 targets Port Stanlev Handicap
used. There was a tie for gold button between L.
Carey, A. Glover, W. J. Parker and Bert Glover.
A. Glover winning on a draw. There was also a tie
for second between. C. A. Cromwell, H. Dunn. L.
Black and J. Coleman, Coleman winning on a draw.
All other shooters were presented with a bronze button.

K. H. T.
42 4 6
42 4 46
34 12 46

A. Carey
A. Glover
W. J. Parker
H. Fox
C.A.Cromwell
H.Dunn
L. Black
J. Coleman
C. Bowman
F.Young
H. Moore
W. Slanton
L.Cromwell
J. Sharpe
W. Binns
C.Haugh
T.Jones
J. Oliver

^ 30
J. H. Taylor .,.^^J^^.......'. 24
R. Guest. . . ., !!!"!!!"'!r 7 28
J. Menteith "Z^"^...'...J.. 22
L. Black

!...!... 22
Bert Glover !.."!!!!!!!..!!!!!*! 44
W. Link "!.!"!!'"""!!! 37

36
36
40
26
40
32
36
38
34
30
32
32
30
26

46
42
42
42
42
40
40
40
40
38
38
38
38
36
36
34
34
34
32
46
41

Joe Jennings Has The Highest Canadian Average.

The latest batch of trapshooting averages, compiled
by the Interstate Trapshooting Association, shows
Frank Troeh of Vancouver, Wash , who starred at the

National Exhibition shoot ot Toronto in September'
as leadmg the amateurs, and Homer Clark, of Alton,
111., topping the professionals. Troeh is the only
amateur with a mark better than 97 per cent., while
Clark has an average of .9752.

The averages of all Canadian amateur shooters who
have shot at 2,000 or more targets are appended:

—

J.E.Jennings, Todmorden,Ont. 2,130 2,009 .9431
S.G.Vance, Tillsonburg, Out 4,150 3,882 .9354
N. R Gooderham, Toronto, Ont... 2,300 2,114 .9191
A. F. Healy. Windsor, Ont 3,335 3,964 .9187
W.H. Gooderham. Toronto, Ont. .3.390 3,017 .8899
J. Vance^ Tillsonburg. Ont 2,400 2,097 .8737

TED WHITE SHOT BY AN UNKNOWN HUNTER
Suffers Shattered Left Arm in Mattawa District.
"Potted" by an unknown hunter, Mr. E. G, White,

local representative for the Dupont Powder Company,
who is familiarly known as' 'Ted White" by his Ottawa
friends, is at present in the Protestant hospital, suf-
fering from a badly shattered left arm, says a dispatch
from Ottawa.
Mr. White, accompanied by friends, was hunting in

the Mattawa district, when he was accidentally snot
in the left arm, the bullet lodging just above the elbow.
Who fired the shot is unknown. He was brought into
Ottawa where he is receiving the best of medical at-
tention, and his many friends are hoping for a speedy
recovery.
"Ted White" is one of Canada's foremost trapshoot-

ers.

Later information from Mattawa states that the
member of the Club who shot Mr. White resides in
Montreal.
This is another case of a would be sportsman shoot-

ing at random at moving objects in the woods without
ascertaining what the object is and resulting in the
maiming for life of a fellow being.

It is learned that Mr. White's condition (November
16th) is still very serious
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RAW Established

E. T. Carter
1865

& Co.

We
Want FOX, WOLF, SKUNK
We are paying Good Prices for tliese

furs which are in good demand,
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST. We pay
Express and Postage.^./'Prompt Returns."

75 Front Street, East

TORONTO - - CANADA

FURS
GUNS

TRAPS

-At low prices. We have a number of usedguns, butingood
condition at favorable prices

Send for Special list

-All kinds and sizes. Animal baits. Blankets,Tents, Folding
Stoves etc.

Send for Fall Catalog

v^ XHBD.PIKEC?
123 KiKO St. B..

TOWOWTO.

The Schultze GunpowderCompany Ltd.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

SCHULTZE & LIGHTNING
j

GUNPOWDERS
The Company desire to inform the
Sporting Public that the constitution
of the Company is entirely British.

|

The Shareholders are ALL BRITISH !

The Directors are ALL BRITISH
|

The Employees are ALL BRITISH !

The SCHULTZE Powders were the
first SMOKELESS SPORTING !

POWDERS made in England, and I

have been manufactured since j

1869 at the Company's Works in
j

Hampshire. Sportsmen may there- i

fore continue to use the SCHULTZE
\GUNPOWDER COMPANY'S !

products with the knowledge that !

by so doing they are supporting
|

a purely British Industry. i

WORKS-Eyeworth and Redbridge, Hants, England i

HEAD OFF1CES:40, New Broad St.. London, E.C.2.
|

1 was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—Rev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of
earache by

IVIinard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.



IRISH RIFLE ASSOCIATION

THE season for oul-door shooting at

the Long Branch Rifle Ranges has been

one of unusual success for the Irish

Rifle Association of Toronto, and marks an

epoch in its history. The progressive policy

adopted by the executive council, backed by
the unbounded enthusiasm shown by individ-

ual members, has worked wonders in pro-

ducing the desirable condition of affairs

which now prevails in the Association. The
introduction of open events in the amnuai

matches, which wajs an undertaking of con-

siderable magnitude and responsibility, prov-

ed to be an unqualified success, not only from
a spectacular point of view, but ajso from a

financial standpoint. Preparations are now
under way for the approaching season for

practice on the indoor ranges, and the out-

look is promising for a fine winter's sport.

The presentation of a trophy by Mr. Wright
of the Walker House, to he shot for by teams
representing the various indoor clubs of

Toronto, will do much to arouse the spirit

of competition, which is, after all, the funda-

mental mainstay of all sport.

The usual weekly shoots on Saturday
afternoons during the summer months were
all well attended, and, on the whole, favored

with propitious weather. Interest was chiefly

centred on the competitions extending through
the months of July, August and September,
the winners in each of the three graded classes

being decided by the competitor's best eight

daily aggregate scores of the thirteen available

Saturdays. The ranges were 200, 500 and
600 yds., with seven scoring and two con-

vertible sighting shots at each range. Three
valuable prizes, one for each class, were
presented by Controller McGuire, ex-control-

ler McCarthy and Capt. Emo. The contest

in A Class was exceptionally exciting, as

evinced by the standing of the first six com-
petitors at the end of August with their

five best scores to date, viz:

—

Clarke 502
Lennox 502
Lonsdale 502
Dean 501
Sharp 500
Emo 500
As the season drew to its close, however,

a series of "off-days" put Emo and Lonsdale
practically out of the running, and, as Lennox
alao lost growid, the competition resolved

itself into a trial of skill between the three

remaining contestants. The final scores

showed Clarke and Sharp tied with totals

of 803 points each, the prize being awarded
to the former on the technical grounds of

his higher total on the 606 yd. range, which
bettered that of his opponent by a scant two
points. Both men shot with exceptional

skill and consistency throughout the season,

and are to be congratulated on their fine

exhibition of straight shooting. Mr. Clarke

is a marksman of long and varied experience,

and has represented the Canadians at Bisley.

Mr. Sharp's score of 104 on Sept 7th was a

magnificent display of marksmanship, and
constitutes a record for the Long Branch
Ranges. After putting .in the "possibles" at

the 200 and 500 yd. ranges, he placed his

first six shots at the 600 yd. range well in

the bull's eye, his last shot, however, being

an exceedingly close inner." Hardly less

remarkable was the performance of Mr.
Dean, who scored 802 points, and was well

in the running right to the last shot.

The contest in B class was also a close

afi'air, being confined, however, to the two
leaders. Smith and Kent. As in A class, the

result was in doubt until after the last shot

was fired. Smith eventually gaining first

place by the narrow margin of 1 point, his

total being 783, quite a creditable perfomrance

for a marksman of only two years' experience.

The C class prize was won by Russell, who
has shown steady improvement since joining

the Association two years ago. Final scores

were as follows —
A. Class.

R. Clarke

J. Sharpe

S. Dean
W. Lennox
Maj. Elliott

J. Lonsdale

A. Emo
R. Storrar

J. Fitzgerald...

T. Margetts

J. McKenzie....

Capt. Fowler..

Col. Brown

B. Class.

J. Smith
G.Kent
E. Greenway..

J. Monkman ..

W. Riddle

G.Bull
T. Younger
R. Hutchison

803

803

802

798

798

794

791

784

783

780
779

772

743

783

782

773

765

764

762

750
729
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Still the FAVORITE SKATE for

SPEEDING, HOCKEY and PLEASURE

Quality of material, workmanship and finish

guaranteed.

W. H. DUNNE
1492 Queen Street West TORONTO

<.H_„—..— ,—^,.».,^ ——.,—.„—,-.,.—.,-.,.—„—.—„_„^,.^„^„_,._,—„__„^,.-.,.

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from
16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros, irs'l' Hamilton
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C. Class.

A.Russell 764

3rd. EXTRA SERIES.
10 shots—500 yds.

There was a large turn-out of rifie enthus-

iasts at the Annual Matches on Thanksgiving

Day, and fine, cool weather favored the occa-

sion. The open events were well patronized,

and the whole affair was carried out with a

smoothness and precision which reflected

credit on the match officials who were respons-

ible for the airangements. Fifteen targets

were in operation, and were worked to capa-

city throughout the day, firing commencing
at 9.30 a.m., and continuing until the failing

light put an end to accurate marksmanship.
The standard of shooting was distinctly

high-class, there being no less than three

scores of 103 points for the General Match
Aggregate, and a large number of "possibles"

at each range. Capt. Emo was winner of

the General Match Aggregate, his total of

103 points, though equalled by both Weir
and Sprinks, being given preference for his

better scores at the longer ranges. Camp-
bell's aggregate of 147 points for the Extra

Series Matches was also a fine performance,

his shooting at the 500 and 600 yd. ranges

being exceptionally good. The Team Match
was won by the first team of the Association,

with the Irish Regiment of Toronto a close

second. O. R. A. Rules prevailed, and one

sighting shot (convertible) was allowed for

the General Match events and none for the

Extra Series. The following gives the list

of scores of the prize winners — >

Isl. EXTRA SERIES
10 shots—200 yds.

Storrar

Sprinks

Dean
J. Lonsdale

Humphries
Smith ...

Emo
Fitzgerald .

49

49

48

18

48

18

48

IS

2nd. MATCH.
7 shots—200 yds.

Sprinks

Robertson

Weir
Kent
J. Lonsdale...

Greenway..t..

Bickford . . .

35

35

31

34

34

34

33

Emo
Sprinks

Weir

J. Lonsdale

.

Storrar ...

Campbell

Hawkins
Young

50

50

50

50

50

50

49

49

4th. MATCH.
7 shots—500 yds.

Emo
Sprinks

J.Lonsdale..

Reid
Reesor

Robertson

Dean
Fitzgerald

Glendenning 34

35

35

35

35

34

34

34

34

5th. EXTRA SERIES.
10 shots—600 yds.

Hawkins.,

Campbell

Weir....

Humphries .

Fitzgerald

Young
Storrar...

Weir
Emo
Hawkins ..

McKenzie
Fitzgerald

Humphries
Lennox..

Bull

6th. MATCH.
7 shots—600 yds.

50

50

50

48

48

48

47

35

35

35

34

34

34

33

33

7th. EXTRA SERIES AGGREGATE
200 yd. 500 yd. 600 yd. Total

Campbell 47 50 50 147

Weir 46 50 50 146

Storrar.... 49 50 47 146

Hawkins 46 49 50 145

Fitzgerald 48 48 48 144

Humphries 48 48 48 144

Emo 48 50 46 144

J. Lonsdale 48 50 46 144

Young 47 49 48 144
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T,H E BERNSTEIN FUR Go.'s I

I
HAW FUR PRICE LIST '

I
IS RELIABLE

PRICE LIST, SHIPPING TAGS, etc., SENT FREE ON REQUEST _

THE BERNSTEIN FUR CO. I

DEPT. 41
J

TORONTO, ONT.
j

I

Highest prices paid for RAW FURS
|

j
Send us your Raw Furs and we guarantee ttiat we will not give you a Raw Deal. We

|

j
want your business. i

I

THE BRITISH RAWFURCO. 185 KING ST. E. TORONTO,
j

iimFiitiswmtED
Thousands of trappers know that

they get the beat of treatment liV

Bliipping to me- I pay the vciry

highest market quotations, mv
price list is simple, is never mis-
loading, and you get your mone\
by return mail.
t>ead this:

"Us a pleasure to deal with a
firm like yours. 1 get every
cent my furs are woi'th: and
have received such nice checks
from you that I am tolling my friends herothaft
they will do well to get in touch with you'

For my reliability refer to FIFTH NATIONAL BANK
and lltVING TRUST CO

Louis Brimberg
D^l: 1 512 50 West 26-ST, NewYork Crty

3 No. 1 Skunk

E. SWICK
Dealer in all kinds of Raw

i

Furs. Will travel and buy
j

large lots.

Write for prices to

CANFIELD, ONT.
Phone - Dunnville 24R. 12

WEWANT ALL KINDS OF FURS
FOX, BEAR,BEAVER, LYNX,

. MUSKRAT,
MARTEN.MINK,E!?

WEIL PAYS THE MOST

[Remits Quickest. Pays
I l^ach Holds shipments 6 days It desired.

ISif '"^ Furs are high. Big money trapping
I this year. Ourlarge Illustrated Trapper's Guide
I S.*"*

'' fee. Frequent prke-llsts keep you posted.
Traps aod Bait. In businessSO years. Biggest

I hou.^e. AskanyBank. Cash quoted forhldes.

IWpilRrn^ &Cn "TheOldSquareDealHouse.'
I„ ins ^''•' Capital .?!. 0(10.11(10. Paid.
IBo!, •"<> Fort Wayne. InU.. U. S. A
jtBeys. .rap Thii Year. Gtat Chance. Eterybody Wtlle.

,

Pictures of principal fur-
bearing animals and their

tracks, trapping lawH and
parcel post map, mailed

i_—^ - ».«fc«»^^fc on receipt of your name
IT|7APPCPC and addrees: also our it<

I I llnl 1 LIW luHtrated price list, with
dependable market news, ar.d our nhinning
taRs— all free. Write tn.jay to Dept 14

[BOLIESC ROGERS 513 So.13ii'St.0;^M

-PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furaished. Liberally " Conducted.
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON. Prmprltmr

We are makinp Flai Averapc Bids for
MuBkrat. Skunk and other furs.

^- Write (or our best
olfern on all furs -^

IGEO.W.GRIGGSFURCO.,GOODEUIOWA
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48 49 47 144

8th.

Emo .

Weir

Sprinks

Fitzgerald

J. Lonsdale

Kent
Hawkins ....

.

Humphries..

Dean

MATCH AGGREGATE
200 yd. 500 yd. 600 yd. Total

33

34

35

33

34

34

31

33

32

35

34

35

34

35

33

33

33

34

34

35

35

33

34

32

33

35

3

33

32
Reesor 33

9th. TEAM MATCH-6 men.
7 shots at 200, 500 and 600 yds.

Irish Rifle Association I

110th Irish Regiment
MacGregorRineClub
Irish Rifle Association II

CLOSED EVENTS

10th. MATCH "A" CLASS
7 shots—200 yds.

J. Lonsdale....

.Sharp

Reesor

McKenzie.
.,..

Humphries

nth. MATCH "A" CLASS
7 shots-^500 yds.

Emo
J. Lonsdale .

Reesor

Dean..

Sharp...

12th. MATCH "A" CLASS
f^
Emo
Hawkins
Fitzgerald .

34

34

33

33

33

35

35

34

.34

34

McKenzie...

Humphries..
34

.34

103

103

103

101

101

100

99

99

99

99

592

586

578

570

13th. MATCH "B" CLASS
7 shots—200 yds.

Kent
Greenway..

Smith

Hutchison

R.Oldfield

14th. MATCH "B" CLASS
7 shots—500 yds.

Brown
W. Oldfield..

Bull

Livingstog..

Smith

15th. MATCH "B" CLASS
7 shots—560 yds.

Bull

Gooderham,
Kent
Greenway..

.

Smith

34

34

33

33

33

34

34

34

33

33

33

.33

33

32

32

16th. MATCH AGGREGATE "A"
CLASS.

200 yd. 500 yd. 600 yd. Total

^.r ,,
33 35 35 103

^l^^Serald 33 34 34 101
Sharp. 34 34 33
J. Lonsdale 34 35 32

101

101

17th. MATCH AGGREGATE "B'
CLASS

35

35

34

200 yd. 500 yd. 600 yd. Total
^";' 34 33 33 100
^""- 31 34 33 98
^.^'^^ - 33 33 32 98
Gooderham 32 32 33 97

""
•"''Mii'"iiiiiTi!fM(ii"
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Compare
-with a

DIAMOND
Pick out one of the glorious, radiant dophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days' free
trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera-^n the
street—to work—everywhere for 5 full days, then
decide whether you wish to buy or not. If you are not
fascinated by its radiance— if you consider its splendor*
one triHe less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.

If you decide to keep it. pay the rock-bottom price (l-SOth
as much as a diamond costs) as you can afford. Terms as
lowasSic a day (SI.00 a month), without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co. Send coupon for new jewelry book.

'MARVFXLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial today. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

These precious gems are the master products of science —
the realization of the dreams of centuries. They are never
set in anything but solid U-kt. gold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the exquisite new settings for yourself.

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new book of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-
duced a glorious, radiant gem, whose dazzling brilliance
is actually a marvel to behold. They cost but l-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put your name and address in the coupon now

—

get the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

THE GOPHIK DIAMOND CO.. OF C.\NADA
Dept, T2, 140 Yonge St., Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me your new .'ewelry Book and lull

particulars o( your Free Trial, easy payment plan.

NAME

ADDRESS .

Klim will not freeze

When the wind-break is

built, and the fire going
nicely, and you're ready to

turn in, get out your tin of

Klim and open it. No mat-
ter how tightly everything else is frozen

up you'll find your Klim as free and
powdery as when you got it from your
irocer. Whip a quantity into water,
neat over the lire, and drink. A bracing
drink of separated milk that warms
f'ou to ihe toes and makes you sleep
ike a top.

Try it next trip. Klim is eood
with tea coffee or cocoa and for
cooking and baking. Your
grocer has Klim.

Mounted Moose Heads
in excellent condition

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod and
Gun. - - WOODSTOCK. ONTARIO

No- 44
Gives you a feel of real com-
fort and assurance of per-
fect protection while exer-
cising. Opening beneath
patent flap A. Small amount
of material between the
thighs C. Perfect pouch B.
Welt-bound webbing.

All Sizes - - $1

YMIZPAH JOCK SUPPORTER I SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. 50

All elastic. Perfect fit. Self-

adjusting, will not chafe.

No buckles. Pouch open in

rear, therefore more sani-
tary. Perfectly comfortable.
Need not remove from scro-

tum while at closet.

All Sizes - . Si

This Jock and Suspensory are all elastic and self-adjusting. These goods may be boiled
to cleanse without injury to the rubber. The Jock should be worn when exercising, and the Suspensory at all

other times, to promote health and vigor. If your dealer will not furnish, send us stamps or money order,
specifying large, medium or small pouch, and v/aist measure, and we will mail promptly.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

THE WALTER F- ^VARE COMPANY Dept. C-? PHILADELPHIA, PA-, U. S. A.
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FOR SALE or trade for 22 pistol or Revolver. Colt or

S. & W. One Colt No. 38. 'Bisley Model" b\4" Barrel.

Good condition. F. R. Daniel, Canirose, Alta., Can. 12-IT

Fine Stevens target rillc .25-21 cal. heavy half Octagon
barrel beautifully bored aiul linished, the gun that rifh^-

men are talliing about. Full set Lyman combination
front and peep rear sights, set trigger, scheutzen butt.

with telescope blocks mounted on barrel. Ideal bullet

seater, bullet moulds. Ideal reloading set with double ad-
justable chamber, a hundred shells or so, all in splendid
condition, and the lirst $30 takes this outfit. Want to

buy Newton 256 in good condition. J. W. Sangster.
Box 549, Listowel, Ont. 12-IT

FOR SALE—Remington .22 repeater. $15., \yinchester
repeater $10., both good rifles. Excelsior twin motor-
cycle, 1912 model, electric light, tandam seat, first class

running order, $75. Tent 9x7x7, .?10. James Manley,
Basswood, Man. 12-IT

RAW FURS

RAW FURS—I want BLACK SQUIRREL skins, full

value. Ship all you have. Cvrus Belden, 49 West 3.ltli

St. New York. 12-IT

SPECIALS

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
Box 556, Oakland, Calif. 3 ir

FOR S.\LE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. Never been used. Box L, ROD AND GUN
Woodstock, Ontario. TF

SPECKLED TROUT—Now is the time to stock your
ponds and streams. First class trout of all ages for im-
mediate shipment. For full particulars, write John Gall,

manager Caledon Mountain Trout Hatcheries. Inglewood,
Ontario. 9 3T

LOST—Near Porlock Station C. N. Ry. two hounds,
one heavy build, tan colored dog. with broad head and
small ears and one white bitch with tan colored ears and
tan spot at root of tail. Anyone having information
concerning the whereabouts of these dogs please communi-
cate with the owner J. S. Morton. Stirling, Ont. 12-IT

FOR SALE—Hunting and iishing lease in Quebec,
28 square miles good trout fishing, good cabin and boats,
blankets, cooking utenscls, etc., rent to government SIOO.
per year. Box 995, Pembroke. Ont. 12-IT

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, ?atlr'r'h.'''dlndruff, rheu-
matism, piles, cured or no charge. Write for particulars.

Eczema Remedy, Co., Dept. R. G., Hot Springs, Ark.,
U. S A

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
$1, $2 or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, it Is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

STOP, LOOK, LISTEN.— Make your own gun oil.

guaranteed to remove rust and powder residue, absolutely
armless to gun. Recipe sent postpaid for $2.00. Geo.

P. Wright, Box 308. Newmarket, Ont. 12-IT

TAXIDTRMY AND TANNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L., ROD AND GUN. Woodstock,
Ont.

^1" •

Tp

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.

Oliver Spanner & Co., 26 Elm St., Toronto. We buy raw
furs. 3 12T

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
PKKMIRR MALLARD. Keg U. -S. Patent Office

On your hunting trip take along Mason's Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON*S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illustrated Catalogue—IVs Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M. R. R. Detroit, Mich.

HdiW Furs
Are you interested in them?

Do you know tiiat I sell [direct

to the Manufacturer,

That I guarantee highest prices,

Hold furs separate on request,

What more can I offer?

Write for price list and send me
a trial shipment.

J. U. NICHOLS
Box 338

Ingersoll, Ont.
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A HOLIDAY GIFT

FOR YOUR FRIENDS
Nothing would be more acceptable or better appreciated than

A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION
TO

RODANDGUN INCANADA
Because each issue will be the reminder that you are the provider
of several hours of interesting reading.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
On'receipt of $1.00, additional with your own subscription, we will

send the magazine during 1919 to ONE of your friends; for $1.50

additional to TWO of your friends; for $2.00 additional to THREE
of your friends.

All you have to do is to fill in the coupon below, tear it off and mail

it to us along with your remittance, and ROD AND GUN will be

sent to your friends with your Christmas Greetings.

YOUR OWN ACCOUNT IS ENCLOSED IN THIS ISSUE.
Do not fail to find it.

Remittance Form
191..

W. J. Taylor, Ltd., Publisher, •

Woodstock, Ontario.

Enclosed herewith find $ covering my subscription to

ROD AND GUN from to and

$ extra for which forward the magazine for twelve months

from to inclusive to the following:

—

Name Address

Name Address

Name Address

Name of Remitter

Address
i



^^v^"^ CO. J.TAr19R , to. Publisher. Woodsiock.Ontr <^J^



TRAPS
for all animals from a Weasel to a Grizzly Bear. Only
a few varieties are shown here

—

We Carry in Stock
thirteen different kinds of traps in eighty-five (85

1

sizes. THIS IS THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
OF ANIMAL TRAPS IN CANADA, enabling you to

choose the kind and size you desire and be assured of
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

We Sell the Traps—We Buy the Furs.

Worth its weight in Gold to any Trapper:-

This marvelous bait is

excellent for Wolf,
Fox, Mink, Skunk and
all animals that eat
meat—It contains no
poison, it is the odor
that draws the animal
to the trap.

HALLAM'S MUSKRAT BAIT for Muskrats and Hallams Trail Scent t

to lollow your trail—All $1.00 per bottle or 6 bottles for $5.00 postpaid by us.

o cause animals

BRI LLIA NT SEARCHLIGin 10(1

candle power with flat flame burner
and interchangeable lens—light can be
changed up or down like a Ininp—lias

darkeniiiB doors and will not blow out.
Price SUSiO or with self-lifihter !l 00.

Mailing weight .3 lbs.

Oil

NETS AND
NETTING

NO. 44 JUSrlU rii Ili-;.\I)L1GHT gives a penetrat-
ing light and will not blow out. It burns ten hours on
one charge of carbide It has a lens for diffused light

for camp purposes and a special long distance lens for

hunting. Weight 2'A lbs. Price S5.00. Cap 40
cents extra. Give size desired.

^
GILL NETS mounted with leads, and.
floats ready for the water, 2."» cents pet
yard . In ordering ^ivc size of mesh,
stretched measure desired.

Traps, Guns, Aninal Bait, Headlights, Nets, Shoe
packs. Marble's Specialties and hundreds of othe
articles for the trapper and hunter, described an^

priced in HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE-
Fall 1918 2nd edition just off the press. Write fo

your copy to-day. It is Free. Address in full.

[allam Bxiild.in.g,TORONTO
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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An Old Contributor: Bonnycastle Dale
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ROD AND GUN FOLK

AN INTERVIEW WITH BONNYCASTLE DALE

1"wish you would take a trip

and interview Bonnycastle Dale,"
said the editor to me. "Get a

photograph of him. Our readers will

be interested in seeing what this

natural history writer, who has con-
tributed so frequently to the maga-
zine for the past ten years, looks like;

antl get a little sketch of his life too,

to accompany the photograph."
Soon I was speeding away towards

the northern lake which surrounds the
island home of Bonnycastle Dale.
"Can you tell me where I will

find Mr. Dale?" I asked of a boy who
was watering his horses on the lake'

shore at the end of the village street.

"You mean Bonej^castle Dale what
writes unnatural history? Right over
on that island mister."
"And how will I get there?" I

queried.
"Don't know. Swimmin's good

though—ged dap!" and off he splash-
ed.

"Will you be good enough to rent
me a boat in which to row over to
that island," I asked of an old gentle-
man whom I saw standing near.

"Is it safe?" I asked, eyeing the
boat doubtfully.

"I guess so," he answered, some-
what dubiously, "he ain't shot many
folk so far."

"But I meant the boat," for by
this time a large part of the outside
lake was inside the craft in which I

was to make my voyage:
"Don't worry," the old man reas-

sured me, "she'll stanch on the way
across."

Off I set in my unstable looking
craft. The number of bailing tins

with which it was equipped was a
bit alarming but with steady work I

soon made the little wharf on the
island's shore and was received by a
boy whom I instantly recognized as

Laddie Junior.

"You'll find him hunting bugs,"
said the lad with a sly grin.

I did—in the 'tater patch. '_

"I see you have your war garden
in," I said. "I have come to interview

you for Rod and Gun."
I followed my victim out of the hot

sun to a table set in the shade of a

great basswood tree where a mother
squirrel with her winter's coat but
half shed was hurriedly making way
with her scrapings of the breakfast
pot. I later saw her two fat (alas

how thin she, herself, was) young-
sters straining at her overstretched
teats.

"How early did you start natural
history work?" I asked.
"When I was three days old, " was

the reply. It is said I was a natural
born mimic and so cleverly did I

imitate the cry of a hungry infant

that I was immediately fed."
"You doubtless took up photo-

graphy early?" was my next question.
"Not very early," he responded

gravely. "Before I was one full year
old, however, I made a fair silhouette
on the sidewalk."

"Remarkable!" I ejaculated, "but
how soon did you publish anything?"

"Well I overheard the captain
giving out the signals and told Jim
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and he told Ted and Ted told the
cook and the other school's fag
wormed it out of her and we gdt
licked—and so did I.

"But I meant publication in the
papers and magazines."

'•Oh! Well through the hard-
heartedness of the editors all my
early work is lost. Before I was
twelve I had written an operatic
drama with a black hero—no I

didn't copy Othello—and I had para-
phrased Genesis."

"Wonderful!" we burst out.

"And the editors returned it" he
continued brokenly, "saying all they
would need was a new speller and
new rules of punctuation so when I

read all the wonderful accounts of

natural history writers, how grizzlies

seemed to live on a steady diet of

raw man; how the ferocious moun-
tain lion decimated the wild tribes

-of the Pacific Coast, how the ser-

pents (they never called them just

snakes) charmed and stung and
squeezed their terrified captives; how
a m.ighty whale was crushed in the
arms of a mightier cuttle fish (only
it is usually called a devil fish in such
cases); how the rising loon pierced
the skull \>f a nest attacking mink;
how a whale diving broke its neck;
and in private life how all these
animals expressed the nicest senti-

ments towards one another—then I

decided, at the mature age of ten,

that if these writers could get away
with it and see such wonders, why I

could too.

"May I ask where you were born,
and your age?"

"Well, the last reporter said it was
Cobourg, another one said Toronto,
a third mentioned the lake, but I,

myself, favor Kingston, if you don't
mind. As to age, I'm less than a
hundred—(and he looked it, our guess
was somewhere between fifty-five

and sixty).

"I suppose you have been inter-

viewed quite frequently?"

"Yes, it's getting monotonous.
The last chap was here only ten years
ago."

"Now for some facts," I suggested.
"Well, seriously , then, I bought

a camera and decided to get as per-

fect a series of pictures showing the
life of a single marsh-dweller as could
possibly be procured. I chose the
Virginia Rail—like the presumptu-
ous boy that I was—one of the
shyest and most difficult birds to find.

By perseverance I got a fair life

study, wrote down my actual experi-
ences and sold it for the munificent
sum of ten dollars. Since then I

have worked in the sloughs and
marshes and drowned lands of many
of the Canadian provinces and Ameri-
can states, getting actual photo-
graphs that describe the lives of the
inhabitants until, including man, wild
and tame, I have some twenty-five
hundred negatives. I am afield now.-
the entire twelve months of the year.
It took me a few years to prove that
all the animals of this northern part
of North American were, unprovoked,
harmless to man. The grizzly, the
black bear, the wolf, the cowardly cat
called the panther or mountain lion,

the wildcats, the fur-bearers, the
birds of prey, all run from man's
first appearance. We are the only
animal in the kingdom that naturally
and continuously maintains an up-
right or belligerent attitude. In the
great seas I found no attacking
enemy and I have taken the devil
fish and the shark and been at close

quarters with a whale, and closer

still in a canoe with a killer whale.
Many a cold chill I have suffered
quite needlessly as a result of the
pure fiction I had read. My advice
to a beginner is: go into the work
for the love of it and not for the pelf.

Take every picture and make everj'

note carefully and truthfully and
make a great big cask in which tc

put the golden receipts from your
writings for no bank could contain
them surely.

"Well, good-bye. Sure you don't

want any wrist or ankle measure-
ments. No, not even a "suggestion

as to the foods I like or the kind of

clothes I don't? Get that picture

in right side up. I look even better

that way."

His final words could not be distin-

guished above the squeaking .sound

made by my rusty oarlocks as I started

on my trip back to the mainland.



A YEAR WITH THE DEER
PART III.

H. C. Haddon

MARCH came in like the piro-

verbial lion, roaring and seeking
whom he could devour. Flurry

and squall and blizzard whipped
through the moaning sobbing trees,

bringing, as the wind changed, rain

from the open south or cold driving
snow from the ice-locked barren
north.
Then, as the wind died down and

the snow flakes ceased, the hillside

appeared dusted and powdered with
its burden of white. A sudden change,
a rise in the .t e m perature
and a thaw set in, and the woods
were dripping wet with the rush
of melting snow.
The rocky hillsides facing the south

cleared of their snow as if by magic.
, Back in the benches behind or where-
ever the protecting snow gave shelter,

the snow still remained deep and
crusted and treacherously rotten.
By night the clouds broke up and

the winking stars danced in the fros-

ty sky, and by day, dull, grey and
cloudy, little streams of moisture
began to find their way down the
hillside.

Up in the timber above the rocky
hillside the big buck and his three
does were released from their cap-
tivity and were able to move to

better feeding.

At night when th"e wet honey-
combed snow froze solid to the veiy
bottom they were able to travel

without the tremendous labour of

breaking through the deep snow, and
as the hillside below the timber
cleared they mdvied down to the bare
ground.

Here there was feed aplenty for

their needs. Buck brush sprawled
its clumsy branches within easy
reach, while the sap, was already
rising in the willow tips. Odd patches
of red tinted wild rose stems furnished
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another source of supply and when
this failed every^\'here among the
litter of rocks wherever a handful
of soil or moss gave a chance of life

the pine grass lay in clumps, withered
and dry as it had died in the fall

before. Up above in the timber where
the undergrowth was crowded out,
the snow was littered with branches
and sprays of fir and pine torn from
the trees by winter storm or weight
of snow, and these the deer found
and stripped of their delicate ever-
green leaves, leaving the rougher
bark for the big white rabbits that
went hopping silently over the snow.
Then, as March died, the weather
changed again. A warm wind laden
with whispers of tne throbbing lan-
guorous south stirred the tall pines
with a crooning spring song. The
clouds cleared away, and the sun,
warm and strong came out to call

the hillside back to life, and under
itsgentle influence, the willows budded
into fuzzy catkins. All day and night
the warm wind breathed its promise
and before its potent force the
fortress of winter toppled and fell.

Ice-bound creeks burst themselves
and went singing, roaring, rising

with their flood of new strength.
Little patches of bare earth appeared
where before was only unbroken snow,
and pushed themselves into notice.

Around the base of the younger ever-
green growth the snow disappeared
within the radius of the branches, so

that the trees stood among ridges of

snow.

And then came April rains, and
winter gathered up her white skirts

and fled away to the higher reaches
of the mountains where her sway was
as yet unthreatened. A day or two
the earth kept soft and wet, and then
with double influence of sun and
warm drying wind the surface water
drained away. Almost immediately
came signs of growth. In the heart
of the dry pine grass little spears of

green started to respond to the force
behind them. Glacier lilies pushed
their first delicate leaves towards the
light, while the buds on poplar and
willow and tamarack swelled up
with the rising of the sap.

A week of frost kept vegetation a

prisoner and then a rain broke the
chains of winter's bondage. With
the coming of the sun the clouds
hanging low down the side of the
mountains disappeared. Yesterday
the buds had been merely swelling,
ready to burst, but to-day, looking
up the hillside—lo, the sunshine
glints among the tender delicate
green of the baby leaves.

"With the sudden rush of growth
the deer entered into a new existence.
All that the winter stood for was
behind them—the snowbound hills,

the frozen crusted snow or nights of
bitter cold—these were gone now,
like the lean days when they could
not find enough to help them fill

their stomachs or the endless vigilance
and watchfulness of the hungry win-
ter, when the hills were full of the
prowling meat eaters.

A sweet peacefulness seemed to

have taken possession of the woods.
Dawn found a world new-young with
the promise of spring, and wet with
the dew that called forth all the
fragrant earth smells. Around the
evergreen thickets the rabbits hopped
and played boldly, feeding and love-
making before the sun rose, their
winter coat replaced by sober grey;
and robins squabbled or fed in every
little open space, or sang their hearts
out as the dusk came creeping up the
valley. From the cedar swamps or
willow thickets the ruffed grouse
boomed his love call, starting before
ever it was light and not ceasing even
after darkness had fallen. High up
in the blue of the sky the hawks went
sailing, whistling and wheeling before
they settled down to the new year's
housekeeping.

To the deer came a sudden rest-

lessness. Day after day they circled

rcund, feeding after dark and early

morning, and travelling by day,
resting up during the noon hours.

So for almost a week, and then,

headed by the big buck they swung
round to the southward of the lake,

following a little creek down through
a draw among the hills.

Here, several miles from the lake,

outcropping on a sandy hillside, they
found the object of their search-
simply to you or me, a "deer lick,"
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but to the does, heavy with their
unborn young, the necessary salt

for which their stomachs craved.
Long hours each day they spent here,

ItiR pved and frightened are tiny spotted fawns lying
hidden just as their mother left them when she

went away to feed.

chewing tlie bitter sahne earth and
digging great holes with their fore-
feet the better to obtain it.

To the deer, and also to the moun-
tain sheep away up on the higher
sumniilseach spring brings this crav-
ing for salt and at such times they
will make long migrations to find it.

Fear and caution are thrown to the
winds when the deer obtain salt, and
the lengths they will go to in securing
it, demonstrate the tremendous
gnawing, craving that possesses them.
The valley ranchers know it and make
artificial salt licks to keep their
larders supplied with fresh meat.
Would you observe without lust of
murder in your heart place a few
pounds of salt against some stump
and the deer will find it, and come
spring after spring to chew and dig
and re-chew the earth with its health
giving magical properties.

So day after day slipped by, each
one perfect in their peace and satis-
faction. No sign of danger bothered
the deer, though the big buck still

kept his every nerve strained in
vigilance, for in the mountains eter-
nal readiness is the chief essential to
continued existence. Even now, with
the winter-long tension relaxed the
deer still slept with their feet all

bunched up under them, so that they
could rise with a single jump should
the need arise.

As May took April's place one by
one the does deserted their fellows,
seeking out trails of their own, trails
that wandered aimlessly through
swamp and alder thicket to end with
the shaky spotted long legged fawns
hidden away from prowling eyes.

Overturned across the creek, blown
down by some forgotten storm, a
big cedar lies with its tangle of roots
bleaching in the sun. Wherever
odd patches of soil still remain, there
the salmon berry has taken hold, and
has pushed its tall shoots upwards
with their big broad leaves. Around
the base of the prostrate tree a cluster
of young evergreen growth, cedar and
white pine, forms a natural screen
to the cavity of the roots. Stand
back a few feet and watch the light
as it plays among the foliage of the
evergreens. The sunshine dances
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among the shadows, picking out the

brown earth and motthng it with
white and yellow. A little cloud
covers the sun, but the shadows are

still there under the upturned root,

not dancing now but motionless.
Part the screen of saplings with your
hands and there, big-eyed and fright-

ened are two tiny spotted fawns
lying hidden just as their mother
left Ihem when she went away to

feed.

Seeing Lhem there you can but
marvel at the wonderful protective
colouring that Nature has given
these helpless babies. Their little

spotted coats match the patches of

sunshine dancing and glinting through
the foliage, and with the instinct

that is theirs from birth, namely, to

lie still, they are nearly invisible.

For that is the first lesson that the
fawns learn. Stay where you are

hidden. Long hours the does spent
away from their young, for now that

the fawns were born the mothers
seemed half famished the whole time,

and while feeding they bolted their

food ravenously. And so for many
hours day after day the fawns re-

mained hidden, lying still and wait-
ing till they should hear the twigs
snapping at the does' approach and
then her eager bleat to tell them that
everything was safe. Then, rising

shakily to their legs, a little stiffly

with 'their long rest, they would
go out to the warm meal that awaited

-

them and the only love and protec-
tion they had ever known.

And what a fuss the doe would
make of them. A tender nuzzling, an
anxious scrutiny from nose to tail to

make sure that they were really her
own and that no alien touch had
defded them or no danger brushed
Uiem while they slept; and all the

while the added watchfulness and
nervousness that no enemy should
creep up and destroy her, now, in this

moment of happiness.

With the coming of spring the

world seemed full of helpless babies.

Lying out in some broken badlands
at the mouth of her den, the rough
hairy she-wolf becomes suddenly ten-

der under the inlluence of the clumsy
big-headed cubs that gambol and

play under her watching eyes. The
blundering she-bear goes lumbering
through the hills with her cubs, now
lovingly, careful under the spell of

motherhood, yet ready, to make
trouble, fighting mad, at the first

hint of threatened danger or inter-

ference. And so with all, from those
that kill to those whose lives wander
in peaceful trails.

In drawing a picture of the little

people of the hills, spring and its

promise seems the happiest moment
that you can catch for your pencil.

No matter that the, moment does
not last. No matter that some of

these mothers, carefully solicitous

for their helpless young will later

{.urn, rending and killing and even
eating these same offspring. While
it lasts the moment is perfect, both
for the sake of the picture and also

for the animal itself. Take your own
cat for instance. Seeing her, as she
leads you to her wonderful treasures
in the woodshed, you can get nc
other impression than that she knows
it is all worth while.

That is why the birds sing most in

spring, and why the world seems
glad with the promise of the new year.

Not yet the days when the young can
feed themselves and are ready to be
turned adrift, with the hour passed
and the glamour g' ne—and behind
for the time, conquered and forgo! ten,

the black trails f winter, cruelly

hard and cold to most, that lead
eventually to den or nest.

Two of the does that made up the
big buck's band dropped a couple
of fawns each. The third doe, a two
year old, had but a single fawn. All

were scattered within a radius of

about a quarter of a mile, and two
and sometimes all three of the does

would meet at the salt lick or in the

open spaces (now nourishing with the

rapid vegetation of the mountains)
for four eyes are better than two, and
six ears can hear quicker than four.

And always around, sometimes in

evidence, sometimes unseen, the big

buck remained to keep a watfhful eye

upon his band. No leadership now,
for their trails would run singly till

the heat of the summer be passed
and the fawns able to find their own
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support. Then, when the nights

grew colder ^nd the velvet on his new-
grown antlers peeled and dried, the
big buck would begin to gather up
his harem again.

Meanwhile he grew fat and lazy in

the increasing warmth of the sun.

Both the buck and the does were
bothered by the Hies and the per-

sistent woodtick, and with the warm-
er weather their heavy winter coat
came out in great patches every time
they scratched themselves, so that
in places their skin was free from hair

until the new browner summer coat
should grow.

So day after day slipped by as

spring developed gradually into early
summer. At first the fawns lay

hidden, knowing no other food than
their mother's warm milk, but al-

ways growing with each succeeding
day. As their strength came to

them they began to accompany the
does on their travels. And here
right at the beginning of their trail

they learnt the second" lesson that all

fawns must know—to follow the
flag of the leader, following without
questioning or' seeking the cause.

Picture an example, if you like.

Down in a little hollow by the creek
is an opening among the heavy
foliage of the trees. Through the
little natural meadow the creek goes
gurgling and singing, making p\ea-
sant music as it wanders on its jour-
ney. The sun has gone down behind
the western hills, though the summits
to the east are still touched with
the sunlight, for as yet it is still day
and not yet twilight.

From the screen of the surrounding
trees a doe steps out, twice her own
length, and then stops dead. So,
while the minutes pass she stands
there, not moving to betray her
presence, while the breezes come to
her burdened with their message.
Then, as if reassured she moves out
onto the meadow, closely followed by
the two fawns, and commences to
feed, stopping every second to raise

her head with a jerk and look round
nervously, as is always the habit
with deer.

Suddenly she jumps round as if

frightened, and yet reluctant to leave

the good feeding that the meadow
offers. At this the two fawns who
had been nibbling at the herbage,
prick up their ears and stare wisely

All that the fawns ran see is the white waving Hag as

their mother alighted on the other side of the obstacle.
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at the further side of the meadow,
as though they perfectly understood.
Then up on the bare hillside behind
the big buck walks out into full sight,

whistling and snorting and stamping
his fore feet. The doe goes off on
the jump at once, stiff legged, her
big white flag extended, a clear

beckoning beacon light to the fawns
thai, follow after her.

Watch the doe as she clears a
fallen log. All that the fawns can see

is the white waving flag as their

mother alights on the other side of.

the obstacle, and so they rise unafraid
to the jump, not knowing what is the
other side of the fallen tree, but
following the flag that picks out the
way for their tiny feet to follow
through the tangle of the under-
brush. Actually what had frightened
the doe was the scent of. an old she-
lynx that had her hungry brood in a
hollow log in the maze of an alder
swamp. The big buck had seen her
and given the alarm as she went
sneaking round the edge of the mea-
dow on her evening hunt, looking for

a feeding rabbit to take home to her
big-headed kittens.

Reddish grey like the evening
shadows, black tufted ears erect,

the lynx crept round the edge of the
meadow on her silent padded paws,
bellying close to the ground the
better to hide herself. She caught no
scent of the deer, for her nose is

almost useless, and even if she had
seen the big buck it is doubtful if she
would have taken any notice, for

the hunger months were passed and
the woods were full of smaller game.
The meadow yielded her nothing
except a mouse darting like a ray of

light through the grass. This the
lynx caught and bolted ravenously,
for with the demands of her ever

growing kittens she was always hun-
gry. Having made a complete
circle of the meadow, the lynx follow-
ed the creek down to the next open-
ing in the brush, and here, coming out
unexpectedly from the fringe of sur-
rounding trees she came face to face
with the youngest doe and her single
fawn. At once the lynx crouched,
her stubby tail twitching in her
excitement, watching the "fawn.

With a startled bleat the doe
whirled round and broke for the
brush, calling for the fawn to fohow.
At first the fawn obeyed her, but the
wonder of those big watching eyes,
fascinated him, and he turned to
gratify his burning curiosity. Bleat-
ing with anxiety the doe circled round
him, trying to coax him away and up
the hillside into safety. Once or
twice the fawn turned to follow her,

but always he hesitated and then
stopped to look back, ignoring the
doe's frantic appeals.
Nature never forgives a mistake

or grants a reprieve to her judgment.
If you do not obey, sooner or later

your trail ends suddenly with a little

scattered hair and bloodstained bcnes,
for if you had lived you would have
gone on and imperilled the future of

the race. It is a hard rule, but Life
itself is hard and many are called
that the few may succeed.

So, as the shadows fell the lynx '

went back to her kittens in the hollow
log, her eyes blazing, black tufted
ears erect, growling deep down in

her throat at the crumpled broken
body of the fawn she half carried,

half dragged; and bleating and griev-

ing for her lost baby the doe circled

and quartered round, calling and
calling for the fawn who had failed

to obey her, and getting no answer
from the silent empty woods.



Fred Copeland

Calvin Brewster, as we may-know
hi m, had bargained for a small farm
in the late summer but it was the

middle of November before he sur-

veyed the new possession from the
top of his first load of household
goods. Its former owner had vacated
the place many weeks before, leaving
it to a silence such as only a secluded
valley knows how to impart. Calvin
wound the reins around the handle of

a snow shovel which protruded from
the front of the load and beat his

hands together to restore their sense
of feeling. A gust of November
wind drove across the yard and the
barn door squeaked dejectedly caus-

[ ing him to hastily glance in its

I direction. True to his promise he
I was on the look-out for the Battles'

meat, a pet of the farm's former owner,
Band, as Calvin had been warned,
"wilder thah a partridge" now that
^its removal from the old haunts was

threatened. Calvin smiled as he re-

membered the former owner's anx-
ely. "Huh," he ventured to him-
self, "I'll have it tied up in a sack
inside of two days." On the follow-
ing evening Calvin had the satisfac-

tion of seeing all of his worldly goods
transferred to the new home; that is

to say, his wife had arrived with
the last load and promptly began
dispelling the last of that loneliness

he had felt the morning before when
he had encouraged his team to lift the
first load over the sharp rise into the
yard. He at once addressed her on
the matter of the cat.

"Ann, I wish you would keep an
eye out for Battles' old cat. The
critter's wild and you can't lay
hands on him but you might get a

chance to shoo him into- a room or
the wood-shed. I told Battles I'd

deliver him in two days but I guess
it's going to run into three."

"It'll be round soon enough, I'll

warrant," prophesied Ann. Purr'n
'round trying to trip a body up, I

know 'um," she added, fully confi-

dent of her control over cats, not to

say larger animals.
"But Battles' cat ain't that kind

of a cat," remonstrated Calvin. "If

I had a box-trap I'd get him to rights

—and this very night." Calvin
Brewster knew the hint would be
enough; he had not lived with Mrs.
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Brewster thirty years not to learn

that a spirit of contest often brought

prompt and sometimes unforeseen

results. -•

Mrs. Brewster glanced at him
out of the corner of her eye. Calvin

felt the glance but picked doggedly at

his shoe string without looking up.

When he passed through the wood-
shed on his way to the barn the next

morning, he paused and viewed a

saucer. It was full of milk. He
smiled and craftily peered into the

uncertain shadows of the shed before

tiptoeing out.

A few moments later as he reached

out a hand to throw back the barn

door, he hesitated and looked up the

small valley back of the house with

its dense spruce covered sides still

untouched by the tardy sun. Its

lar end was faintly melodious with

sound. "That's Bill Hoisington's

hound," mused Calvin, "running a

fox before the sun gets at the frost."

The sound grew fainter and he

turned to his morning chores.

As he passed along the barn floor

between the hay mows he ran a

calculating eye over the winter's

supply of hay. Was that a move-
ment in the hay at the very edge of

the north mow? Calvin moved near-

er, his eyes searching a tangle of

brown clover tops. He stopped sud-

denly. Two wild yellow eyes glowed
coldly back at him. "Oh, I see you,

you needn't scrooch down so,"

greeted Calvin. He looked around
quickly for some means of ascending

the mow. There was none. "Come
kitty!" he tried at a venture, bending
down and patting his knee. The
yellow eyes never winked. After sev-

eral minutes spent in entreaty, he

arose in disgust. "Think I don't see

you, don't yer, you uncordial varmit.

Well, I can make you come nearer

than that, I guess," and there was
mtdice in his tones.

In preparation for the capture he
returned to the barn door and opened
it a crack, -thereby partially lighting

a narrow passage-way that faded
away into mysterious gloom where
a flight of steps arose abruptly to

the mow. All seemed clear. When
he returned, the cat, which had

followed his every move with its

head, crouched lower and refused to

show anything but its wicked-looking
eyes.

"Take that! you old varmit," hissed

Calvin, as he snatched up a heavy
ear of field corn and sent it whizzing
at the cat's eyes.

Apparently it would have been a

centre shot for a tempest laid hold
of the clover tops. Calvin, grinning
with victory, rushed for the narrow
passage-way. As he darted into the
entrance, there was a sound of bark
being snatched from dried wood at

the far end.

"Here you are, my beauty!" he
shouted, stooping and shooting his

hands into a grey streak of fur that
fairly sailed down the passage upon
him. He caught his breath as though
plunged into ice water. At his breast
was a snarling, spitting thing that
sent knives into his arms faster

than his nerves seemed willing to

register each new pain. Under his

ej'es his vest began to unravel
from the efforts of an armed pair of

determined hind legs. He struggled
to smother their action by crowding
against the side of the passage-way
but thecatseemedtobe made of bound-
ing steel springs and i-ts abnormal size

filled him with alarm. Unconsciously
he had been backing and as it dawned
on him that the frenzied animal was
determined on making a passage to the
safety of outdoors even though the
way lay through his own body, he
staggered back faster. "Take that,"
panted Calvin, as he got in a well

directed kick with one of his heavy
boots when the cat was for a moment
on the floor, ll threw him ofY his

balance and out onto the barn floor.

Instantly he scrambled to his feet.

To his relief the cat was gone and in

the death-like silence he hastily ex-

amined the ghastly aspect of his arms
and hands.

"Mercy on us!Avhat has happened?"
cried Mrs. Brewster, lifting her

voice with each word as with each

instant she became more fully im-

pressed with her husband's appear-

ance in the kitchen door-way.

"Battle's cat," was all Calvin said.
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"You mean to tell me a cat did
that?"

"None other," answered the vic-

tim, looking for a chair and hardly
knowing whether he wanted to sit

or stand.

"Why ! you're all stove up, Calvin
Brewster," broke out his wife in

alarm upon a closer inspection. "No
knowin' what'll set ii>."

A rap sounded at the door.

In hesitation, Calvin glanced hur-
riedly at his hands and then at his

wife. "Come in!" he shouted.

"Why! it's Bill Hoisington," cried

Mrs. Brewster.

When the old fo\ hunter's eyes
fell on his new neighbor they dilated
perceptibly. "What's the mailer,
Cal, run 'um into an ensilage cutter?"

"No; been trying to catch Battle's
cat bare handed."

"Where'd you tackle him?"
"In the barn."

"Clawed you all up, didn't he?
That's loo bad." A c[ueer look was
beginning to spread over Bill Hois-
ington's face. "I just called a minute
to say 'hello" to my new neighbors,
but I'm in a hurry. Did you see my
hound go by here?"
Far down the brook valley a series

of yelps and howls issued up and
drowned the noises of the kitchen.

"There he is now," shouted Bill

excitedly. "I'll be back directly,"

he Hung over his shoulder as he
hurried out of the door.

"Craziest man to hunt I ever see,"
declared Calvin's wife.

Some minutes later the sharp crack
of a rifle broke the stillness of the
room and echoed back from the
north ridge.

"I don't hear Bill's dog; he must
have got that fox," speculated Calvin,
after the kitchen clock had methodi-
cally paced off a quarter of an hour.
As if to confirm the surmise they

were startled by a muffled thud
against the door. The door itself

opened and Bill Hoisington's grey
eyes looked in on them.
"Come out and see the Battles'

cat," called Bill.

They hurried lo the door.
Sprawling limply on the lower

step lay a gaunt tawny animal with
tufted ears and bob-tail, its wicked
looking heavy legs and paws formid-
able even in death.

A wildcat!" ejaculated Calvin.
"The same little cat you wrestled

with in the barn," exploded Bill.

My hound has run him in the barn
more than once but you were there
this time lo detain him and the old
dog had treed him not more than
thirty rods down the brook."

"I can'l seem to believe it," declared
Calvin, his eye still fascinated by the
sight of the savage animal at his feet.

'"Well if you' still think that is

Bailies' cat, you can come along
with me up to my place and I'll show
you Battles' cat asleep u^der the
stove; he's been up there going on
two months.



Vincent G. Perry

DON'T growl in this backyard,
you'll wake the baby. Don't
you know about the baby—Bob's

baby? Well some dogs are ignorant!

Some day if you wait out in front you
can see her, and if you wait long
enough you can hear her cry, though
she doesn't cry much any more, for

she has a perfect disposition—that's

what Bob's sisters who don't like

dogs but love babies, tell people.

Her name is Marguerite, the same
as The Little Wife's, who used to be
The Little Nurse, you know, but
everybody calls her Pegg>'. Every-
body loves her, and so they should
for she's the nicest baby in the world
—there never was anoiher baby like

her, except Bob when he was. baby,
for the little mother says Peggy is

just like he was once.

It was pretty hard for me at first.

I shall never forget the night she
came. Bob was so excited he didn't

even think to pat me and hug me as

he always did and when I got up to

him and looked at him and pleaded
as best I could for him to tell me all

about it, he didn't even notice me.
The Little Mother was excited too,

and the Little Wife was sick and

they wouldn't let me near her room
for dogs carry germs, that's what the

sisters said. The idea of a house-

dog like me who gets bathed every

Saturday carrying germs! I've never

even had a flea. Certainly I am a
regular dog and I won't have any dog
insinuate that I'm not. I'm not
too proud to have fleas but I have
never associated with dogs that had
them. I was a show dog once you
know, nearly a champion, but of

course you remember all that. But
to get back to the baby

—

After all the excitement with a

new nurse, two doctors and all Bob's
aunts, was over, people acted so silly

and joyful, I didn't know what to

make of it. When I got a chance to

sec Bob he looked terrible, and I

thought he must be sick, He was
sitting in a chair and shaking all

over. If I hadn't known Bob was
too brave to do such a thing I would
l)ave thought he was crying. There
was something the matter anyway, I

knew, so I licked his hands to show
him how sorry I felt. That seemed
to relieve him a lot; he picked me up
and cried, "Buddy Boy, it's n girl
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and the sweetest thing God ever gave
to anyone."

I didn't know what he meant liut

I knew it must be fine so Hcked his

hands more and more and jumped
around to show him how happy I

was, and he called to the Little

Mother and said, "Look mother.
Buddy understands. He knows that

I'm a daddy."

Then of course I knew. I knew
that daddies had children, and I

stopped my jumping to think it

over. I can't say that I used to like

children. You see I never had much
chance to get acquainted with them.
Most children that I had met pulled

my tail or pinched my ears or tried

to ride on my back or some other thing
to make me feel uncomfortable. Little

i)oys were alwavs the worst. If it

iiadn't been for The Little Mother I

think I would have bitten a little boy
once—a red-headed little boy who
threw stones at me and broke Bob's
new plant that he brought for The
Little Mother. So that's why I'm
thankful it's a girl.

Say little dog, did you ever feel

jealous? Well you never want to,

it's an awful feeling, I'm telling you.
It's what they said I felt when I saw
the baby the first time. She looked
so funny 'cause she didn't have any-
thing but her little red face showing
out of the clean clothes in the basket.
When I looked at her I felt sort,

of disgusted. So that was what all

the fuss had been about, thought I

to myself, and I said "Humph" under
my breath. Though I didn't care
so much until Bob picked her up and
talked baby talk to her just like he
used to to me, and called it the
dearest little thing in all the world
and precious little love, then I got
the funny feeling.

"Buddy Boy," he said, "come over
and see little Peggy." Of course I

I ouldn't disobey Bob, for he's the best
master in the world, but I could feel

myself shaking and my feet seemed
stuck to the iloor, but somehow I

wiggled over to him and the basket.
I thought perhaps the baby would
look better closer, but it didn't, it

looked wrinklier and redder than
ever. I felt as if I would like to tell

them all there had been a mistake
and this wasn't Bob's baby at all.

"Kiss her little hand, Buddy," Bob
said. Before I had a chance to plead

with him not to make mc do it, he
had kissed the little red hand him-
self. Then the worst feeling came.
I could hardly stand it. My eyes
went all blind and a big thing was
sticking in my throat. Bob loved
that baby more than me—he had
kissed that red wrinkled thing and
seemed happier than the time I

beat Bayside Rex at Toronto, and
the judge said I was the better dog,

ears or no ears. And worst of all my
Bob was fooled—it wasn't even a

good baby I thought. Of course

then I didn't know anything about
a baby's points.

"Kiss her little hand," Bob said

again, but I couldn't do it, the
feeling just wouldn't let me. I rolled

over on my back and pleaded with
Bob not to make me do it, and tried

to tell him he had been fooled.

"The little beggar's jealous," Bob
exclaimed. "What the matter, you
silly thing? Go over there and lie

down." It was the first time Bob
had talked cross to me ^inee I was a

pup, and I didn't think then that I

deserved it, though I certainly did.

I wiggled over to a corner and wished
the room wiuld fall in or something
happen to hide my shame. I will

never forget that afternoon, I lay

there in the corner trying to stop

from crying out, but I was shaking,
still, and felt awful sick, and worst of

all I thought Bob didn't care if I

died or not now that he had that

baby to love.

I was getting old anyway and my
ear had spoilt me ever being a cham-
pion, so it was just as well if I did die,

I thought. I tried my best to die

suddenly, but I couldn't. I just had
to listen to them all saying how cute

the baby was and how wonderful she

looked, until I thought they had all

gone crazy. Just before supper they
left, and Bob and the baby and I

were there alone. There sat Bob
with the baby in the basket on his

knee, and me in the corner letting on
I didn't see them, but I couldn't help

looking now and then.
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"She's asleep." I heard Bob say,

and I looked again to see if the baby
looked any better when it was asleep.

I tried to look back to the wall before

Bob saw me, but I didn't in time, and
our eyes met. If I ever pleaded
with my eyes I did then. "Please

Bob won't you love me "just a little,"

I tried to say," I love you so, and it

hurts not to be loved."

"You poor old kid," Bob said,

sudden-like, after we had talked

with our eyes for some time. "You
poor old darling, did you think there

wasn't room in my heart for both of

you!" I never could control my
feelings when it was Bob I was feeling

abouL I was on his knees and trying

to kiss his moustache off (^the one

they say makes him look disting-

guished, but feels kind of ticklish

on my nose) before he stopped
speaking. "Poor old pal, poor old

Buddy Boy!" he said again and again,

as he hugged me tight and tried to

keep me from walking all over the

baby in the basket, "as if anything
could make me stop loving you—

I

have lots of love for all of you, you
^nd The Little Mother and The
Little Wife and now The Little

Daughter. Look Buddy, isn't she a

wonder—and she's all mine and The
Little Wife's, and you must love her,

too, Buddy."

Then when I looked at the baby
I didn't wonder he loved her, and I

started loving her right there. She
was a sweet little baby and she Was
Bob's my Bob's, and because of that

I loved "her. I tried to tell him I

wouldn't be jealous again, and I

think he understood.

When The Little ft^ife came down-
stairs for the first time since the baby
came, and looked so white and sweet,

I tried to tell her how good Bob and
I had been to the baby, but I guess

she knew for she loved the baby, too.

I could lell you all day about
the baby, how fast it grew, and all

the clever things, it did, but that

would take too long and goodness
knows when I will have to leave to

go with The Little Wife when she

takes our Peggy for an airing. I will

just tell you one thing before I tell

you about the accident—what do

you suppose was the first word the
baby said? You'll never guess! It

was "Budgy" and she meant me.
they all said she did, and you should
have seen how happy it made Bob .

and The Little Wife and me, too. I

didn't have to be coaxed to kiss her
tiny fingers then.

But the accident— it happened
when the baby was eleven months
old. Nobody knew about it right

off but that nurse Racbael and m.e.

I knew the kind of girl that Rachel
was the first time I saw her. She
hated dogs, she said, so I had my own
opinion of her. Not that I would
have held that against her if she had
been a good nurse, but she wasn'1.

The day the accident happened she

didn't know I was following her or

she would have sent me back. I

didn't like to have her gcing out
with little Peggy all alone, so I kept
behind her so she couldn't see me, but

that plumber man, she stopped to

talk to, saw me first thing.

"I don't like that dog's looks," he

told her.

"What dog?" she said, as if some-
body had caught her on the best

spare bed, and then she turned and
saw me. "Get home out if here,"

she cried. "Git!" I stood there and
looked at her in a way as if to say she

hadn't any right to give orders to

her master's dog. But she kept on
saying "Git" as if it was good gram-
mar.

Did I go and leave Peggy with those

two nasty people? I should say not!

"I'll sliow him," the plumber man
said as he picked up a stone. He
must have thought I was slow. I

jumped that stone as easy as I won
the first prize the time all the other

Boston dogs stayed home because they

heard I was to be at the show and
were afraid of being beaten. My
jump only made the plumber man
mad and he said a terrible word.

"Watch mc," he said, just like the

way Red Gallagher talked when I

beat his King Sinner, trying to make
out he^ wasn't a bit non-plussed (I

think that's what Bob said Gallaher

tried to make out). But before he

got the stone I saw what was
happening to Peggy. That Rachel
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had forgotten all about her and let

go of the carriage, and there the car-

riage was going down the hill. They
saw it, too, but before they could do

anything I was after it and trying

to dig my teeth in the hind wheels but
the hill was too steep and the carriage

kept on going. I thought I had it

once, but my old tooth, that ached
so much, gave way and broke right

off, just as the carriage bounded over
the curb at the crossing. I heard it

turn over and little Pegg>' ci-y out, and
then I got an awful kick from the

plumber man that doubled me all up,

and before I was able to look Peggy
was back in the carriage and that
Rachael was hurr^'ing home with her.

I managed to keep behind them,
even though that Rachael tried to

kick me when I got near enough, and
she said it was all my fault. If ever
I wanted to bite anyone it was her,

but I didn't forget that I was a

gentleman dog and that my father

was an International Champion, and
I would be a champion too, if it was
not for my ears.

For days and days little Peggy
cried. That Rachael told them it

was new teeth, but I knew better.

My teeth didn't make me cry like

that when I was small. But they
couldn't understand me when I tried

to tell them. It was The Little

Mother who found out first. "I

don't think that nurse is batning
baby right," she told them,"and her
teeth wouldn't make her cry as much
as she does." Didn't they make
short shift of that nurse when they
found the big bruise on the baby!
It was more fun then winning cham-
pionship points to see her pack up
her things and go.

When the doctor came he looked
awful grave, just like the other doctor
looked when he saw that poor still

fellow in the bed next to Bob's at the
hospital. Then after that he came
often, but one day he got graver than
£ver.

"Her whole side will be paralyzed,
I am afraid," he said. "There is a
doctor in New York who could
prevent it if you sent the baby to

his hospital."

"Who is he?" Bob said, worried-
like.

I have forgetten the name but it

was a great doctor. My memory
isn't like it used to be.

"Why he will charge more than a
thousand dollars," Bob said all in

one gasp," and I tied up everything
I have in my business."
The doctor shrugged his shoulders

and tried to smile, but he couldn't.
After he had gone Bob and The
Little Wife, and The Little Mother
and the sisters gathered around Peg-
gy's cradle and talked in whispers.
They all cried a little, except Bob,
and he was shaky. I crept up close

to him and licked his hand to tell

him not to feel bad. When he
looked down at me it made me want
to cry too the sorry look there was
in his eyes.

"A thousand dollars. Buddy," he
whispered just to me, "A thousand
dollars to me just now means a lot.

If we could only wait a year, but then
it will be too late."

I couldn't do anything but cuddle
up closer and lick his hand harder
and harder, while he said awful low.
"Good old Buddy, good old pal,"
like he did the time he thought he
was going away without me.
The very next day Bob brought a

man back with him from the city.

He called me out and the man looked
me over, point by point, just like

a judge. I looked my best but it was
so long since I had been in a show I

had almost forgotten how.
"He's a wonderful little dog," the

man said at last "Wonderful!"
"He sure is!" Bob said, as proud as

anything. "A peach."

"Would you sell him?" the man
said, all at once.

"Sell him," Bob laughed. "I guess
not; he's one of the family. Why
that dog

—

"

"How about five hundred dollars,

the man said awful sharp.
Bob laughed again. "Why he's

no good for showing now," he said.

"He'll make a wonderful stock
dog," the man said after awhile.
"His puppies should have wonderful
heads and cf lor. He's the best Bos-
ton alive to-day."
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"I never thought of the puppy part
of it." Bob said half to himself, and
that made me feel kind of funny.
Would Bob sell me? I thought.
The very idea of them thinldng of my
puppies when I had been a respec-

table bachelor dog all my life, and
didn't want to have the responsibili-

ties of being a family dog. But Bob
wouldn't sell me, I knew it. .

"It doesn't make any difference,"

Bob said, quite firm. "I didn't

bring you out here to buy Buddy.
He isn't for sale."

"Wouldn't a thousand tempt you?"
the man said again.

No wonder I puffed out my chest,

but I was shaking inside something
awful.
"No! nor fifty thousand!" Bob

said kind of angry. I jumped right

into his arms when he said that.

Bob hugged me tight. "I guess we
wouldn't sell you woul^ we, old pal."

he said as he kissed my ears. "He's
positively not for sale. No indeed!"
The man went away as mad as the

cross Mr. Jelop, but that only made
Bob and me laugh.

"What do you think?" Bob said,

when we got in the house, "Jepson,
a fancier from Boston just offered

me a thousand dollars for Buddy. He
says he is the best Boston alive

to-day."
"A thousand!" the Little Wife said,

and I saw her clutch the baby's
cradle. "A thousand. Bob?"
"A thousand!" the Little Mother

said, and I saw her look at the baby
too.

"A thousand!" cried the sisters.

"Why didn't you take it? It would
have saved the baby."

That crumpled Bob all up. He
knelt down beside the Little Wife and
put his head in her lap. "I just can't

sell the little cuss, dear," he said all

broken up, "I just can't."

"I understand Bobby," she whis-
pered, "and I don't want you to.

There must be some other way. If

only your business were on a better
footing—the footing it will be on
this time next year."
Then I realized what it all meant.

My staying meant that Peggy would
always be sick and crying and they

would all be unhappy. Bob and the
Little Wife and the Little Mother.
If I were sold they could get the
thousand dollars the big doctor in
New York wanted tc make the baby
well.

"Think of the baby," one of the
sisters said. "Buddy will be dead
soon anyway, and when he gets old
he will be cross and bite our little

darling, if she's still alive."

"Stop!" Bob said but his voice
didn't sound the same, it was all so
choked.

But the sisters had given me an
idea. I would make them think
I was cross and they would have to
sell me. I walked over and looked
in at the baby. She had stopped
crying and looked so sweet, I hated to

do it, but I did. I growled and
showed my teeth and acted like a
disgraceful dog. No wonder I scared
them all nearly to death. It made
me cry to see how bad I made Bob
feel but it made me feel worse still

when I growled back at him when he
scolded me. I misbehaved like that
for three days before the sisters made
Bob decide to sell me.

I'll never forget the night before
Jepson was to come for me. Now
that I was to be sold for sure I knew
I could be nice, so Bob let me sleep

on his bed. I couldn't sleep for

thinking it would be our last night
together and I cuddled up beside him
and tried to tell him that I loved him
still and loved the Little Mother,
and the Little Wife and Baby Peggy.
It just seemed like old times before

the war to have Bob there with his

arm around me and hear him whis-
pering, "Buddy Boy, dear old pal,"

in my ears. He couldn't go to sleep

either, and I guess the Little Mother
couldn't for she found her way into

our room and whispered to see if

we were there. Bob was too choked
up to answer, but I whined to tell

her we were, and she came over and
sat on the side of the bed where she

could lean over and pat me."

"I wonder if they will be good to

him," she said, just like she cried over
Bob when he said he had enlisted.

Bob sat up in bed. "I think I

would want to kill anyone who harmed
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this little dog." he said, "as he

put his arm tighter around me, and

I licked his fingers till my tongue

hurt. "I feel like a cad selling him
for mere money."
"But dear, little Peggy must come

first," the tittle Mother sighed.

"Buddy has just been like one of us,

though, haven't you, Buddy?" I

hadn't the heart to leave Bob even
to kiss the Little Mother but she could
feel me shaking. "Go to sleep

Bobby and don't worry," she said

just as she was g)ing."
"I can't sleep neither can Buddy,"

Bob said. "He seems to understand."
But after she had gone we both
tried to go to sleep. It was day-
light when I got to sleep and then
dreamed of Jepson's place where a
lot of little pups chewed my ears and
said nasty things about Bob, and I

couldn't stop them 'cause all my
teeth had gone. And who do you
suppose I dreamed was Jepson's
wife?" That nurse Rachael. But it

was only a dream and when I woke

up Bob was dancing around me and
crying out in delight. I thought I

was still dreaming but when Bob
picked me up in his arms and kissed
me between the ears, I knew it was
real.

"The doctor says Peggy is getting
better," Bob yelled. "She won't
have to have the operation and we
won't have to sell you. Buddy pal,"
he cried again and again. I thought
he had been dreaming, too, but when
the Little Mother and the Little

Wife and even the sisters came into
the room and danced around, too.

I knew it "was all right. You should
have seen how disappointed Jepson
was when Bob told him he had
changed his mind, and you should
have seen how glad Bob was when he
saw I was nice to little Peggy after

all.

Listen! Did you hear something,
or was it my bad ear? There! It's

the baby ancl she's calling "Budgy"

—

that's me. If you want to see our
baby—Bob's baby, trot along with
me.

SHOTS IN THE SNOW
Reginald Gourlay

BEAUTIFUL are the winter
woods, but a little too like a
beautiful woman in her shroud

of snow to suit my taste in certain
moods. Beautiful I find them in

general though; whether when a
level morning sun turns the covering
of snow on each branch and twig into
opals and pearls: or when the last

shafts of the setting sun turn the
black hemlocks into columns of orange
and scarlet. Stillness is their char-
acteristic on most winter days. The
winds are laid, fortunately in most
days of intense frost, and what httle
breezes there are are muffled in the
soundless continuity of forest; for

_/hen I speak of winter woods, I

"mean the great forests which cover
hundreds of thousands of square
miles north of the settled parts of
Canada, and a good many thousands
of square miles within them. The

Canadian settler takes a large view
of the Utile clumps of bush that
surround his farm.

"Ye'd better hunt in the little

woods till ye get acquainted with the
country;" said an old farmer with
whom I was stopping long years ago.
"The little woods is only forty miles
through till you come to clearin's,

so you can't git lost in 'em." In
those "little woods" I afterwards
shot five deer, (the limit then,)
and six turkeys, and there are still

wild turkeys in Canada.
Yes, silence is the main charac-

teristic of the winter woods, and the
hunter through them had better
follow their example of stillness if

he wants to get any "Shots in the
Snow."

It is amazing how quiet the deni-
zens of the woods are when the
leaves are off. The deer in nine
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cases out of ten, both hears and sees
you long before you see him, no
matter how cautiously you creep
along,—the prowling lynx with his
padded paws, and the cunning fox
make no sound; the wolf pack lopes
silently along, till it breaks the wild-
erness silence with its terrible hunting
howl. It is most amazing of all to
see uith what a dream like stillness
the giant moose can steal through
the thickest cover, without even rat-
tling those great spreading horns of
his on the thick clustering boughs,
unless indeed, he is lured by "the
crafty and cowardly "call," to believe
he is in the vicinity of a rival, and so
throws off caution.

As for the big woolly bear, the
clown of the woods, in winter he is

mostly in some hollow tree or cave,
fast asleep,—or "hibernating," and
probably quite silent too.

I have never been able to discover
whether a bear snores in his sleep,
though I know that dogs and cats do.
But the bigger cats, the cougar and

the lynx, are very wide awake in
winter, and so is the preternaturally
crafty wolverine, and the fiendish
wolf. There is periodically, great
talk about exterminating "the last
mentioned cruel and crafty quad-
ruped, but like many other of our
efforts in other ways,—the matter
never gets beyond the talking stage,
and the unconcerned wolf, still un-
molested, pursues and pulls down
the deer these moonlit nights in the
snowy recesses of our forests;—even-
as the food producers, and higher up
profiteers all over the country make
a profit and their pile out of the
sufferings of their own countrymen.
The main differences are, that the
wolf is far more limited in his greed,
and destructive opportunities, and
that he neither gets or expects, a
title for his nefarious work.
But I started out when I began

this paper, to tell of "Shots in \he
Snow." .

What visions of the past—what
memories do the words recall? Vi-
sions of boyhood days, when with
beating heart and a single barrel
muzzle loader, we pursued the tracks
of the abundant cottontail, or the

more wary snoe shoe hare, through
the old berry patch, or the dark
recesses of the cedar swamn. assisted
by Music and Yowler, the beagles,
or merely by the more plebian
Rover or Pincher—the farm dogs.

Or memories of the times long ago,
when with the thoughtless lust for
slaughter inherent in boyhood, we
followed the tracks of the quail
through the old back orchard—and
then resting the old heirloom of a
musket on the rail fence, took a pot
shot at the bevy as it clustered in
the further barnyard, as its members
picked up the scattered grain. This
was often done 'alas!; in older times
in "old Ontario," during the bitter
winter months, and many a bevy
slaughtered when they became thus
tame with cold and hunger in .lan-
uary and February. And as a con-
sequence—Where are the quail in
"old Ontario" now?

I have, along with these, a memory
of a bitter winter morning when I

shot my first fox in the stable yard,
not fifty yards from the house.
Hunger had made him bold, bul
"fortune did not favor the brave,"
in his particular case.

There are later memories of "track-
ing" partridge through the lighter
snows of earlier winter, when part-
ridge was in season; and particularly
of one time, when I tracked a pack
of seven birds over a mile through
open woods and brush,—with old
Rex, the Spaniel keeping discreetly
at heel,—till I finally flushed them in

a cedar copse, treed, and got one
right and left as they flew out,—

a

feat of which I was very proud, and
not an easy one to repeat, especially
in these days,—when partridge are

passing.

One shot across the snow which I

made in those by gone days, I will

not forget in a hurry,—for it was at

the first deer I ever saw wild in the
woods,—and I missed him, as Pat
says "clane and clivir."

About four o'clock in the afternoon,
a young resident and I of that
district who was acting as my guide,
were going carelessly along,—(since

we were drawing neSr the log cabin
which was our temporary home,)

—
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through Ihe heavy hardwood bush
which then covered most of Dawn
township in the County of Kent,
Ontario.

There was a light snow on the

ground, and a good many tracks of

deer,—most of them old,—were to

be seen: for there were a great many
deer and some turlicys in thai (Hstricl

in tliose days. We were not i)rocecd-

ing with any special caution, or
following any particular deer track,

when all at once we "jumped" a

deer,—a young spike buck, -out of

an "Oak top." (The top of a white
oak covered with leaves, cut down
and left by lumberers, after the
wasteful fashion of the period,)

—

quite close i)y. He went off in the
peculiar .Jumping Jack style custom,
and with startled deer, through the
quite open woods,—(It was all big
splendid hardwood timber for miles
on miles about,) and I missed him
at about forty yards' range about as

neatly and completely as I ever
missed anything in my life. I don't
think it was "buck fever," and yet I

could generally have hit a rabbit at

that range nine times out of ten.

The funny part of it was, that my
guide, who fired immediately after I

did, missed him too. This young
man was better than a good shot,

—

he was a crack shot, and had killed

scores of deer in his time, and yet
he missed also, a deer, going through
open woods at close range,—never
scraped a hair of him. We .followed

that beast a couple of miles, withe ut
finding a speck of blo^d on the snow
before either of us were honest enough
to own up that we had missed him.
Neither of us cared much to talk

about that shot afterwards,—and
by common tacit consent we said
nothing at all about it to the folks

when we got home. This didn't
deceive the members of his family
for I heard one of his sisters say to

her mother, "I know Dan's been
doin" some rotten bad shootin'. He's
so dumb."

The next shot across the snow
;that I recall as memorable happened
on that very, expedition, and only

a few days after. I was making

my way alone towards my temporary
cabin home with a wild turkey, (the
first I had ever shot in my life), over
my shoulders, in that romantic period
of the evening, which song and rom-
ance writers call "the gloaming."

Now the "gloaming" may be an
attractive and fascinating part of the
twenty-four hours when spent by an
Italian lake "when the lucciolis rays
through the orange blossoms gleam
and the champaks odours fall, like

sweet thoughts in a dream,"—and
with some light refreshments, and
"her" beside y~u; but it's by no means
so entrancing a season at the latter

part of a cold Canadian November
when you are hiking through a par-
ticularly tough piece of bush, and
some distance from home.

I had just, somewhat to my relief,

got out of the uncleared bush into
a sort of narrow "slash" made by
lumbermen, which afforded me better
travelling, and also told me exactly
where I was, for the slash led straight
down to the concession line in which
my temporary forest home was situ-

ated.

My feeling of relief at first coming
out on the slash, and finding my home-
ward steps made easier, was almost
at once followed by a less pleasant
but quite as vivid conviction, viz.,

a conviction that something was
followmg me.

I had not gone twenty steps along
the rough path before I was quite
sure of it, and moreover, was pretty
sure of what it was. A mere faint
rustle in the bush which grew thick
beside the path, the faint glimpse of a
grey shadow at an opening, made me
cpiite certain that a big Canada lynx
was taking a great deal of interest in

my progress, or mere probably, in

the wild turkey on my back. I'm
inclined to think that the scent of
this bird was the main cause cf old
"furry paws,"—in an evil hour for

himself—falling in with my trail that
cold November evening; though all

the cats, especially the big cougar or
mountain lion, will often follow a
hunter or traveller fcr miles, and this

not out of ferocity,but out of curiosity,

I was not at all alarmed, and would
not have been even if it had been a
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wolf (which is not found in that
district), for I have never known an
instance of any of the "wild beasts"

of the Canadian forests, ever attack-

ing a man unmolested—especially

an armed man,
In fact, my principal anxiety was

as to whether he would slink away
without^my being able to get a shot

at him,"for the "gloaming" aforesaid,

was getting more "gloaming," every
minute,and the lynx, in the rare

intervals when he gave me a fleeting

glimpse of him was a mere grey
shadow, as unsubstantial as the image
in a dream, or the Utopian visions

of certain socialists of times when
everybody will be rich and happy, and
marry the right sort of woman, and
have no food controllers, or public

speakers, or other public nuisances,

—(benefits I mean.)
However, I need not have worried

about his making himself scarce.

The smell of dead turkey, or curiosity

or something, were too much for him.

As I wheeled round the last curve

of the "slash" which led into the home
clearing I caught the gleam of the big

pussy's eyes as he crouched between
two big stumps; and the next instant

he got a bullet between them from
my rifle, which I had been carrying

for some time cocked and ready.

It is a well known fact that the big

panther or cougar will follow people

thus,—sometines for days—but as

I have said, probably from curiosity,

as I have never heard of an authen-

ticated case when he has -attacked

anyone. If this is thejcase with a

powerful brute like the cougar,—it is

not the least likely that the far less

powerful and more timid lynx would
do so,—yet in the incident .1 have
just described, as in other instances

described to me on good authority,

—

he was certainly "tracking" me, for

some reason or another.

The puma, or South American
panther, practically the same species

as the cougar, or North American
panther, has the same curious habit,

in an even more marked degree.

The very last "shot across the

snow" of an unusual nature, though

il was by no means fired at so scarce

or big an animal as a lynx, happened
this winter early in December, in the
same mystic hour of the "gloaming."
At that romantic hour I was

plodding homewards from a not
very successful visit to a little lake,

or large pond, hidden in the woods
about three miles from the little

town which has the honor of number-
ing me among its citizens. I was
alone, dogless, and well nigh gameless,
for the forest encircled pond had only
yielded up a solitar^^ buffie head duck
as a victim to the weary sport, home-
ward bound.

The road at one part, half way
home, ran through a piece of thick
and tall woodland, ver>' beautiful in

summer, but somewhat dark and
depressing at that time of the year and
and evening.

I had just reached a part where
great trees cast greater shadows over
all the road; when with a start, I was
aware of a white apparition rapidly
approaching me,—carrying some-
thing larger and darker than itself.

In another moment the flash of

my trusty shot gun lit the dark
woodlands round, and the apparition
—which turned out to be a pretty
little white ermine, or stoat in his

winter dress—who was carrrying a

big fat shrew mouse heavier than
himself, lay prostrate on the blood-
stained snow. I trust the reader
will not be disappointed at there

not being a more thrilling denouement
to this tale of meeting a white robed
appearance in the dark forest—but
the truth is the truth, and 1 try to

respect and keep within it—even
when writing about trout fishing, or

"saying a few words" at some concert

or meeting under the auspices of the

"Daughters of the Empire, " or

Daughters of the Revolution," or on
other occasions, when it is custornary

to be more imaginative than veracious.

I dare say these "Shots in the

Snow," and "tracks in the Snow"
through bygone days in long untrav-

elled woods, may awaken in many
sportsmen, retrospects of days in our

vast and beautiful Canadian forests,

so much written about—and so little

known.



A COMMUNIQUE FROM SASKATCHEWAN
W. A. Mason

WE are camped sixty-five miles
north east of Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan, in the heart of

as good a big game hunting district as

can be found in North America to-day.

There are no cities, no railroads

and no farms between us and the
North Pole.

Yesterday it snowed atid to-day
I have seen fresh tracks of moose,
elk, caribou and deer within a mile
of our camp.

To-night we had a stew made
from moose meat, potatoes, onions,
beans and cabbage.
As I write Curley Edmunds is

outside shaking the tablecloth. To-
morrow, perhaps, the beautiful white
ptarmigan will come up and eat the
crumbs. Curley is indispensable.

As well as being a comedian h^ makes
bannocks and sometimes stirs the
stew. He is always the first man
home and we are beginning to sus-

pect that he sneaks back to camp as

soon as the coast is clear and every-
body out of sight.

Yesterday Lars Holm went out into

the storm and in a muskeg within
a mile of here shot a big bull caribou,
a trophy that some of you city

sportsmen would go hundreds of

miles and spend hundreds of dollars
to secure.

A few days ago I shot a magni-
ficent bull moose a mile and a half

from camp, a head that would grace
any sportsman's den.

This evening just at dusk Ole
Bjorndahl stood on a little knoll

LARS GOT HIS CARIBOU IN TIIK STORM
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at the edge of the screen jack-pine,

only about forty rods from camp,
and took eight shots at a big moose
which he will surely get in the morn-
ing as the animal is bleeding profusely
Tom Bjorndahl, good-natured old

Tom, is smoking his clay pipe and
rubbing his legs. lie saw two big

elk to-day. He swears he'll have one
of them in the morning. Here's

luck to you, Tom.
Bert Madland isn't talking much

to-night. He is busy cleaning the

oil out of his rifle. He only glares at

lot of hard work. You will pass
over rough trails and hummocky
muskegs. You will walk more than
you will ride for your teams will

have more than a load, and besides

it is easier walking than riding over
these roads.

Bring with you plenty of plain

woolen clothes. Ifyou hunt in Sas-

katchewan bring an outer suit of

white. White blanket cloth is to

be recommended.
Avoid the extremely small bore,

high powered rifles. I have seen

THIS IS ME. HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE HERE?

US when we speak to him. His gun
baulked to-day. He had sneaked
up close to a bull moose but a tiny

drop of oil on the firing pin of his

rifle stood between him and his game.
He will doubtless get him next time.

, We are enjoying ourselves here.

I It is not our first time in camp for we
I. come every fall. We are not merely
T trophy hunters and our families on

. the prairie are waiting for the meat we
will take home.
To Rod and Gun readers who may

be novices and who wish to go north
to hunt I would say be prepared for a

these guns used and I have seen the
hunters follow blood trails for days
and at the end of the season go home
without their game.

Use your eyes more than your legs.

It is easier and besides you will get

more game if you follow this sug-
gestion.

Leave your guns outside your
camp. They will get wet and then
freeze up if you don't. Should you
visit another hunting party don't
handle their guns.
Be a sportsman. Shoot the game

yourself or go home without it.
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Arthur W. Peck

IN the city where I live, it has
been the custom for a number
of years, for a few of the young

married folks to gather together on
New Year's Eve to watch the old
year out and the New Year in.

Last New Year's eve a dozen or more
of us were gathered together at my
home. In my den is an open fire-

place in which I had built a rousing
fire and around which we all gathered
in a circle after turning out the
lights so that only the light from the
fire cast its quivering gleams over the
quiet group.

Finding ourselves in this position,

it seemed the most natural thing in

the world to tell tales of our own ad-
ventures or of some of our acquaint-
ances. Many apd interesting were
the t^Jes told, but the one which I

recall the clearest, was told by a
young man who had recently come
to our city from the West. I will

attempt to give his story in his own
words.
"Perhaps you do not know, but a

few years ago I was condemned to die
here in Ontario. A doctor was the
judge and the white plague, the
executioner, but, happening to meet
up with a friend of mine who was a

celebrated specialist in lung disease, I

was advised by him to try a seafeon
in Western Canada, to see what
effect the drier climate would have.
Naturally I took his advice and the
following year, early in the spring
found me in the West.
"Not liking the idea of going out

alone I had prevailed upon my young
cousin Frank Thompson, a young lad
of about nineteen then, to accompany
me, so that to some extent the feehng
of loneliness and strangeness which
one feels when stepping off the train

into a strange place was alleviated by
his presence as we landed, perfect
strangers, in Regina.
"The doctor had advised that I

stay out of doors as much as possible,

so I had planned that we would spend
the summer months travelling slowly

from place to place over the prairie.

"As soon as we arrived at Regina
I set about gathering together our
outfit. I bought a team of horses

and a light wagon, a full camping
outfit including a large tent, every-

thing in the food line which I could
think of to last us a couple of months,
except meat, which we considered we
would be able to supply ourselves
with by means of our guns, of which
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we took along two shot guns and two
rifles—a 22 Automatic and a 30-30."

"It took a week to gather our

stuff together but at last we were
satisfied that we had sufficient, so one
bright sunshiny morning in early

May we set out on our summer's
journeyings.

"One who has never experienced

the exhilarating influence of an early

May morning in Saskatchewan, has
missed one of the finest experiences

in life. The sun was just rising over

the brim of the eastern horizon as we
left the outskirts of Regina. The
morning air stUl unwarmed by the

sun, gave us new life as with great

draughts of it we filled our lungs.

Already I felt confidence returning,

for surely in this air, any lungs

would heal.

"As the slanting rays of the sun
struck the prairie, from its broad
bosom there arose myriads of grass

birds, who having rested during the
night, now filled the air with their

sharp little chirp and beat of wings,
while continuing their northward
journeying to summer homes.

"I will not enter into details of our
journey, save that day after day
when the weather permitted we
travelled south by short easy stages,

going when we pleased and camping
perhaps for a day in some pictur-

esque spot, or where the game was
plentiful. In this manner we trav-

elled until about the end of May we
reached the bank of the Souris
River, almost at its source, or rather
sources, for it has two. Goose Lake
and Shallow Lake about one hun-
dred miles south of Regina. Here
at the junction of the two streams,
flowing from these lakes, was a
broad level valley in which were
several fine groves of Manitoba maple
and ash trees. The blending togeth-
er of their different colored leaves of

green made a fine picture as the
river wound here and there between
the lofty banks bounding the valley
on either side. So delighted were we
with the spot that we descided to make
our first extended stay here, espec-
ially as we had noticed a great num-
ber of dutks in the river, and also

a,bout two miles to the north we had

passed a homestead, so that we were

not altogether shut off from civiliza-

tion.

"The course of the river from this

pointwas toward the south east. We
set up cur tent on the north-east side

of the river on a smaU clearing in the

level river bottom, facing us was the

river channel while on all sides was
the growth of maple and ash. A
short distance away there were

large open spaces where the grass

grew on the rich bottom land m
great abundance. Here we loosed

our horses, simply hobbling them
so that they would not stray too far.

"While on our way from Regina
we had passed through two heavy
rains, but after settling at this point

the weather continued bright and
clear, though generally windy. We
spent most of the daylight hours
wandering up and down the river

with our guns.

"Ever a lover of nature and her

ways, I spent hours lying at some
spot along the river bank, watching
the life of the denizens of the river.

The river rats would pop up from
some underground home in the bank
and swim to some point where they

would crawl out and drawing them-
selves up into a brown ball would
either dcze off in the hot sunshine or

nibble away on some roots .r clams.

Now and then a long sleek mink
would bound along the bank seeking

just such a slumberer for his mid-day
meal.

"Often as I lay quietly watching, a

pair of mallards would skulk along

amongst the weeds lining the bank,

ever ready at the slightest noise

contrary to nature, to spring up with

loud quacking and beat of wingr
seeking saiety in swift flight; o

around the bend of the river would
come, swimming and diving a flock

of white breasted blue-bills, chatter-

ing softly as they came; or as the sun
became hot at noonday they would
hide their heads under their wings
and sleep—dark balls of fluff upon
the placid river, drifting here and
there as breeze and current directed.

"What gave me most interest

though was the ways and appear-

ance of the beaver, with which the
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river abounded, their dams blocking
the course rf tne stream in dozens
of places. Tncir beaten paths were
t( be found on the river banks where-
ever the brush was thick. Here they
left their mark m the trees which
they cut off with their sharp teeth and
afterward r:lled into the water, or
in the white limbs which lay about
stripped of the green bark, which
forms the main diet of the beaver.

"Never have I seen them cutting
down the trees, but often, after having
brtken down a portion of the dam, I

have hidden close by and watched
the busy workers carry sticks, stones
and mud, and so quickly would they
work that in a very short time
the dam would be repaired again, as
strong as before. N.r while work-
ing did they neglect their safety, foi

always the leader was on guard and as
soon as anything strange appeared
or was heard, up would go the broad
flat tail ^f the beaver and the report
of its fall was like the report of a rifle,

immediately all the workers would
sink from sight while the river
placidly flowed on its even way
leaving the impression that the sight
of all these busy beaver Itad been
only a vision or dream ot the day.

"At first I was puzzled as to where
the beaver lived, as I had read that
they build great houses similar t(

those of the muskrat, which I had
often seen in the marshes of Ontario,
but one day as I was making my way
down a steep part of the bank, after
a duck which having been shot
drifted 1o this spot, I happened upon
a pile of sticks lying about in every
direction, mixed up with dirt and
stones. Perhaps I would not have
stopped to investigate even now, but I

noticed that most of the sticks had
been chewed by the beaver.

"Curious to know the meaning of

this pile, I began tc pull it apart and
dig away the earth until, after going
through two feet of this mixture, I

found a large hollow. I enlarged the
opening sufficiently to allow me to
crawl into the tunnel, which I found
to be about three feet in diameter,
and leading intc the bank.
"Taking from my pocket a small

electric searchlignt, witnout which

I never travel, I turned on the light
and on hands and knees began to
crawl along a tunnel which continued
for another twenty feet or so in an
upward direction straight int';; the
bank. Suddenly the tunnel opened
out into a room ab:ut four feet high
and large enougn for several men to
lie togetner comfortably. The floor
was strewn with partly chewed green
boughs, many having fresh tooth
marks,plainly showing that I was
now in the home of a family of
beavers, who had but lately vacated
it, being now no doubt away some-
where on a foraging expedition. On
emerging from the hole again I

sought for the exit and found thai
they entered through an opening in
the river bank about two feet under
the water.

"The dry weather continued for
nearly two weeks, every day of which
we spent roaming over the country
— the only draw-back was the ever
pleasant mosquito which seemed to
hatch and hide under every blade of

grass, so that as one walked along,
the mosquitoes would rise in swarms,
in fact, so persistent were they in

seeking our blood that we were com-
pelled to wear a veil of mosquito
netting over our heads on days when
the wind died down.
"On several days we had saddled
our ponies and rode off over the hills

on trips of investigation. Some-
times we would not return until dusk
was falling and as we busied ourselves
over our evening meal, the coyotes
would start up the-ir quavering chorus
from the surrounding hills. Nor did
we confine our trips to the north side
of the river, for during one of my
walks 1 had discovered a place
where, on horse back, we would be
able to ford the river, and twice we
had crossed, spending the day on the
other side.

"One morning in early June, we
noticed a strong smell of smoke in the

air though at first very little smoke
was noticeable, but as the day ad-
vanced, the wind that blew from the
West brought the smoke in ever thick-

ening wave, until by night the sun
was like a ball of fire as it sank below
the western horizon.
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1

"I had heard cf the great prairie

fires which sometimes sweep over the

West, leaving only a blackened waste

behind, often destroying in its course

many of the rude buildings of the

early settlers, but had never seen one.

All indications now pointed to a

large lire raging somewhere tc the

west of us."

"On the following morning the

smoke was thicker than ever making

one's eyes smart and rendering even
breathing diil'icult. We were in need
of some provisions so after break-

fast Frailk saddled up and went off to

the nearest settler. Sometime after

he had departed I decided to go to the

top of the Western hills and see if any
of the fire could be seen from the

higher land. It was near noon when
I "Started out but I took a lunch

with me thinking that I might be

ALONE IN MY RACE WITH DEATH
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iate in getting back if I should see

anything sufficiently interesting to

keep me."
"Through the smoky atmosphere

through which the red sun cast its

pale gleams, I made my way on
horseback ever the river and up on
the hillside. When I reached the hill-

top 1 could see nothing of tne fire, so

decided to ride to the next ridge about
a mile ahead. In this manner I rode
from rise to rise until I was about six

miles west of the river. There I came
to a hill which v.'as considerably

higher than any within sight. I

decided to leave the horse at the foot

of the hill and climb to the summit,
so having tied down the horse with
his halter shank, I left him to graze

where he would, knowing that I

could catch him thus when I requiied

him. While on foot I scrambled to the
top of the hill.

"I fcund that I could now see

much farther over the country than
I could before, so decided to stay

there for a time and wait develop-
ments. I considered the fire could

not be far away, as the rank smell of

burning grass was becoming ever
stronger.

"For perhaps two hours I sat there

before I caught sight of the fire

through the mirk, afar off to the West,
though meanwhile noticing that the

wind continued to blow ever stronger

from that direction. However, the

time did not hang heavy on my
hands for even though the fire was
many miles away, the wild creatures

of the prairie had taken alarm, and
as I lay quietly watching, first a pair

of grey coated coyotes slunk past in

their easy space-devouring lope.

Then for a time the air was full of a

great rustling and beating of wings
asa flock ofseveral hundred ducks flew

close overhead, no doubt scared out of

some small lake lying in the course
of the fire.

"Shortly after I was surprised and
delighted to see a group of three

of the now scarce antelope of the

prairie, bound by with their young
one, now maybe a month old, but
able to keep up quite easily with its

parents."

"Now and again the sound of

whirring wings would be heai'd as
through the smoky air would appear
and flash by, one, two or perhaps a
flock of grouse, no doubt seeking
some known place of safety along the
river banks. Again, with noiseless

tread a lone Jack rabbit would go
swiftly by with his long untiring
bound, looking like a grey shadow as

he flitted over the waving grass.

"By this time the fire was to be seen
quite plainly, though still over two
miles away spreading North and
South as far as eye could see—

a

leaping quivering wall of living fire.

"Knowing that in this wind the
fire must be travelling at a great
rate, I hurried to descend to where
I had left my horse, so that I might
have plenty of time to reach the
river, and cross over, before the fire

could catch up. "On reaching the
place where I left the horse I Ic iked
about for him but could see no trace

of him. Thinking that he had wan-
dered away toward camp, but
knowing that he could not go far

hobbled as he was, I did not feel

much misgiving, but started in a

homewa;-d direction, keeping a sharp
lookout, on all sides, for him. I had
not gone far when I noticed, lying

on the grass to my right, a broken
halter and a place near by where the

grass was beaten down, showing
plainly that the horse had rolled,

and in getting up had broken his

halter and now would be in all prob-
ability almost to the river.

"In the first sudden panic caused
by the knowledge that on my own
efforts alone, depended my safety,

I rather lost my head and began to

run as fast as I could, riverward.

The grass was long and slippery and
the ground uneven. Soon I was out

of breath from the unusually severe

exertion, but it was not until I had

stumbled over a partly concealed

badger's den that the sudden jar of

my fall restored me, in some degree,

to my senses.

"When I had scrambled to my
feet and more slowly made my way
onward, I began to search my brain

for recollection of anything that I

had ever read to bear oh this situa-

tion. Then in a flash it came to me.
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that if I could start a fire of my own,
the flames, driven by the wind, wouId_

burn the grass ahead of me and I

could walk to the camp in safety

over the burnt ground.

"The idea was so simple that I

laughed at my stupidity as I stopped
and began searching for a match,
thinking my troubles were over for

this lime. I am not a smoking man,
so do not usually carry a pocket full

of matches, and this time was no
exception, however after a search I

found one, so, carefully making a
small pile of grass, I knelt down and
struck the match. It proved to be
one of those matches that blaze up
quickly with a flash and as quickly
die down. Disappointed by this
failure, I began an eager search into
every pocket but it availed nothing
and once more I was compelled to
trust to my speed for safety.

"Before starting I looked back,
but being on low ground I could see
nothing of the fire, but ever the
smoke grew denser and more rank,
making breathing difficult and the
exertion of running, an agony. Still

I persisted running until I could run
no more, then walking until I regain-
ed my breath, and so on. It seemed
to me that the distance would never
end and that my lungs would burst
from the double strain cf extreme
effort and suffocation. Nor was I

alone in my race with death. How
or where they came from, I know
not, but presently I noticed two
coyotes running along by my side,
utterly unconscious in their terror
of the presence of a human near
them. Numerous now, were the
Jack-rabbits, late comers, driven
perhaps for fifty miles, by the un-
sparing, untiring flames, yet they did
not seem to lag from weariness but
still went, with their long bounding
leap on into the mirk ahead, seeking
that haven of safety so long denied
them.

"Sub-consciously I saw them, as
with every nerve and muscle I strain-
ed forward in this wild race. Once
I Iroked back; but only once, for the
sight of that high flung quivering wall
of flame, ever closing upon me with

rapid strides, well nigh drove me
mad."
"How I kept up the pace I do not

know but I must have covered the
ground in record time, for although
I could feel the heat grow and grow
on my back and could hear the roar
and crackle of the flames becoming
louder as they neared, still I reached
the brow of the hill, over-looking the
river bottom, a few yards ahead of
the fire.

"Unable to stop my pace as I

reached the brow, I plunged over
and with ever lengthening strides,
rushed blindly down the hill. Nor
could I stop when I had once started,
or pick my foots-teps on the uneven
hillside, so it is m t to be wondered
at tnat, before I was half way down
I stepped on a stone and fell, still

unable to stop, I rolled and stumbled
to the bottom.

"By my rapid descent I had gained
considerably on the fire which was
just topping the hill, as I sat still,

dazed from the fall. Knowing that
I now had a chance to escape across
the intervening space, which sep-
arated the bottom of the hill from the
river itself, I strove to rise to my
feet and continue the flight, but on
taking a step forward, I again drop-
ped to the ground, unable to step
on my left foot, on account of the
sharp pain which shot through the
ankle.

"Again did despair seize me as I

realized that I now had a sprained
ankle to deal with, and I glanced
back to the approaching fire, as one
who sees certain doom approaching,
but as I gazed, I noticed that the
fire was net eating its way nearly so
fast down the steep hillside, and once
more a ray of hope came to me that
even yet I might be able to beat the
fire across the remaining quarter of
a mfle, which separated the foot of
the hills from the river.

"Buoyed up by this hope, I started
on the last stage of the race with my
relentless pursuer. Hopping, crawl-
ing or rolling I made my way. Never
for a moment could I let up my ut-
most efforts, for the fire, now at the
foot of the hill, sprang after me wild-
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ly, fed by the long thick grass of the
river bottom.

"On came the fire, snapping, hiss-

ing, crackling, roaring like ten thou-
sand demons let loose. Never will I

forget the last few yards, as with the
remnants of my strength I hopped
up to, and over the bank of the river,

into the brush which lined its shores,

nor did I come out scathless, for

before I reached the edge, the fire was
upon me, the dense rancid smoke
filling my nostrils, eyes and lungs,

while the heat became almost un-
bearable. I whipped off my coat
and wound it about my head, as I

blindly hopped on, trusting I would
reach the river in time. I had
reached the utmost limit of my
endurance and my clothes were on
fire in a score of places, when I felt

myself falling down the steep bank,
landing with a crash am'-ng the

brushes which bordered the stream.
"Having cast away the burning

coat, and put out the patches of

fire in my clothing, with my bare
hands, I glanced up at the ridge from
which 1 had just fallen only to see

my enemy once more descending
upon me, though more slowly. My
only safety now lay in crossing to the
other side of the river. I am a poor
swimmer, however, necessity knows
no laws, so kicking off my boots I

scrambled to the brink of the river

and plunged in.

"The water in the river, never at

any time warm enough to bathe in

now felt like ice to my over heated
body, but at the same time gave me
through its invigorating influence,

renewed energy sufficient to take me
across the river to the opposite snore
where I crawled out, utterly exhaust-
ed and lay watching the fire on the
other side. It had now burnt down
to the river's edge, leaving a blacken-
ed waste behind, and sending forth

long fingers of flame in my direction

unsatisfied with the destruction al-

ready accomplished, but hungering
for that which lay beyond its reach.
"Now that I was safe, excitement

left me, and exhaustion rolled over
me like a great wave, causing a
numbness to creep into my senses so

that I lay for I know not how long

in the position where I had just
fallen on coming out of the river.

When I wakened again to a complete
sense of my feelings and surroundings,
I was conscious of a great variety of
pains shooting through my body;
every muscle and nerve tingled and
ached, while my partly dried clothes
clung tightly about me, sending the
chills chasing up and down my spine.

"When after a time I sat up, I

noticed that the air was once more
fairly clear; the wind having doubt-
less driven off the smoke into the
east. Across the river the fire had
burnt itself out against this natural
barrier and now, except for a few
smouldering piles, scattered here and
there, nothing remained to tell

of the passage of the fiery wave, save
the broad desolate waste of blackened
prairie over which the sun cast its

last fingering rays, ere it hid its face
beneath the western horizon.

"After sundown, darkness follows

quickly upon the prairie, and soon
the coolness of evening settles. If I

reached the camp that evening, I

knew that I must bestir myself
quickly, and so, making a great effort,

I arose to my knees but when I tried

to step upon my foot, the excrutiat-

ing pain which shot through the
ankle, told me that I could not go
far that night, however, I decided
to do my best, so on hands and knees
I painfully started in the direction

of camp.
"Often I had heard of those pil-

grimages of the followers of Buddha
or Mohammed where the pilgrim

measured his length along the road
to some distant shrine, but never
before had I realised how tedious the

task must be. Perhaps, even though
my progress was slow, I might have
reached camp sometime during the

night, but a new difficulty arose, for,

as I made my way over the grass,

the mosquitos would rise in countless

swarms and settle upon me. Being
without my coat and hat, I was un-

protected on back, arms and head so

that I had to continually stop to

brush them away.
"St slow had my progress become

and so annoying were the mosquitoes
that I perceived I would never reach
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camp; in the remaining light, I

glanced around me and foimd that

I was near the spot where I had
discovered the beavers' den, a few

days before, once more I began to

crawl and soon reached the place.

"I found that the Beavers had
been busy since my visit and had
again closed the opening which I had

made, but it was soon uncovered

and leaving the place open for air,

I crawled into the tunnel and on up
to the den above. The beaver, no
doubt alarmed by the noise made in

pulling open the tunnel, had escaped
into the water, for I found the place
vacant and glad of this refuge from
the cool night air and blood thirsty

mosquitoes, resolved to stay there
until morning.
"Long will I hold the remembrance

of that night, as hour after hour pas-
sed with leaden footsteps. Too tired

to rest, my aching body refused to

be quiet in any position on the hard
ground, my ankle throbbed con-
tinually while alternate fever and
chills took possession of me.
"Now and then a beaver wiuld

make his way into the runway. I

could hear him as he came pattering
up the tunnel, but on reaching the
den, his sense of smell or some other
instinct causing him alarm down he

would scurry, with a splash into the
water below.

"Like all other periods whether
of joy or sorrow, the night passed
away, and a little light began to

creep into the tunnel from the hole
above, then, summoning all my
strength and power of endurance I

dragged myself once more to the
river bottom and crawled slowly on
toward camp, revived somewhat by
the brisk morning air.

"I had not gone far however, before
Frank, on horseback came galloping
around a bend in the river ahead.
When I raised up and waved, he
saw me and soon I was in the saddle
while Frank led the horse to the camp
where I lay for many days in a weak
condition, but Frank's excellent

nursing and the pure air of the coun-
try, combined, to bringme to my feet

again, completely recovered from
the effects of my mad race with
death."
The story was ended, but still the

group remained silent, seeing yet
in the flickering fire within the grate,
fierce overwhelming force which swept
in such swift strides over the broad
prairie. When from the hall came
the sound of a clock striking midnight,
the story forgotten, once more we
sang the old song, bidding sad
farewell to the '^Id year and welcom-
ing gladly the New,



Robert Page Lincoln

An Alienipl To Acquaint The Amaleur With

The Delicate Art Of Weaving The Web And
Making The Frame Of The Snow-Slwe; What

To Use And How To Use It.

(Author's Note —Mr. E. Kreps, a well-

known writer on trapping and outdoor sports

familiar to most of those who read the trap-

ping magazines has written one of the only

truly levealing and enlightening articles on

how to make snow-shoes.

An article from his pen on this subject

appeared some years ago in Fur News Maga-
zine, of New York City, one of the leading

trapping magazines in this country which

finds its way into the most remote parts of

the continent. Along with Mr. Kreps'

article there appeared drawings of the various

moves in making these shoes. Most out-

dootsmen are familiar with Mr. Kreps'

exceedingly fine and accurate drawings. Our
artist's pen has reproduced, anew, Mr. Kreps'

drawings. Figures I, II, IV, V and VI are

after Mr. Kreps' drawings and should be so

clear and definite that even the amateur
should be able to follow them without trouble.)

The snow-shoe has occupied a very unique

position indeed in the history of the northern

country; in fact it has been a progressive

history-maker. It has been a breaker of

trails into the little-explored places where

deep snows make foot-work without the aid

of some such contrivance as the snow-shoe

almost an impossibility to hold one up and
so make travel, (to the expert at least,) a

thing of comparative ease. The cano'e and
the snow-shoe have been the happy mediums
of travel throughout the North; one on the

waters, and the other over the snows in winter.

In far northern use the snow-shoes lead over

the skis. The skis were a European intro-

duction. The snow-shoes were in use in the

North when the early traders first came among
the native Indians. One will find nine

northerners using snow-shoes to one person

using skis although as time moves on the skis

are finding more and more devotees in the

North. Where thin snows occur the skis

are in their element; where heavy snows come
piling up the snow-shoe is most in evidence.

Throughout the eastern part of Canada,

in the northern part of the eastern States,

and to some extent in the West, the so-called

Eastern snow-shoe is the type mostly in

use. Just as the bass-wood canoe is the

canoe of commerce, so is the Eastern snow-

shoe the commercial snow-shoe, meaning

that the factories turn them out for the trade,

selling some perfectly lady-like appliances

which one buys mainly for the frame there-

after taking out the central fine web and work-

ing in a mid-portion with a wider mesh, with

larger spaces in between so that the snow can

shp in through. The trouble with the finely-

meshed shoe is that the snow packs into the

fine spaces and plugs or balls up—and this is

especially true if the snow is at all moist.

However, the tip-portion and the back-por-

tion of the shoe may be allowed to have a fine

webbing, with the central part wider-meshed.

As a general rule the nature of the webbing

of the homo>-manufactured snow-shoes cannot

but be condemned, for the simi)le reason,

again, that when the wet snow assails them,

they sag. Of course the webbing made of

moose-hide and caribou-hide is best, and willnot

greatly sag (if a little care be taken in the

preparation of the thongs). Naturally

both moose-hide thongs and caribou thongs
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are hard to get hold of and so the next best

thing is to use cow-hide; which should not

be hard to obtain. The cow-hide webbings

of the commercial snow-shoes may be given

many coats of varnish, and by occasionally

following up this performance, (putting one

coat on top of another), the sag may be taken

out of them, as this will stiffen them consider-

ably, making them sufficiently impervious

to the attacks of moisture to give good service.

Some snow-shoes are made with turned-up

tips, and no doubt they have a certain value,

but nine out of ten of the rough-and-ready

snow-shoes of the northern men are of the

flat type. Many of the long, narrow shoes

have turned-up tips, but such \vi\\ not be
considered to any great extent in this article.

Our attention will be given namely to the

flat style of shoe.

It is generally thought by those who have
not made a pair of snow-shoes that the

weaving of the web is the most difficult part

in, the making of them. However, once the

general principles of this weaving are thor-

oughly comprehended the process is not so

intricate as would seem. It is the making of

the fraine that is really the most difficult part.

To make a perjecl frame is the first point

scored in the making of these shoes. Many
weave the snow-shoejp after no set rules, nor
the same any two limes, but the frame (ac-

cording to the style of the shoe) is certainly

made the same every time. At least one
follows this set rule if no other, whether the

web is woven in blind or following the regular

method, which is really simple once one has
done it. Needless to say most trappers are

able to make their own snow-shoes. Those
who do not are not the fellows far out in

the "sticks." A snow-shoe must be excep-

tionally well woven, and of the best material,

if inte^ided to stand a winter's hard service

on the snow. SoVne sno\v-shoes have to be
re-filled as many as three times during the
season. For this reason it is essential to

know how to weave your own webs.

The frames of the snow-shoes may be made
of one of many kinds of materials. White
ash some consider foremost although the

white birch is a close second, if not a leader.

The main idea in procuring frame-sticks is to

obtain straight-grained pieces, for vary obvious
reasons. It may take a great deal of search-

ing, but it will pay to do the best you can.

Mr. Kreps gives his idea of making the frame
of the snow-shoe and how to steam the sticks,

which it will be hard to equal as I have tried

it out. He says-

"Snow-shoe frames are made of tough,

light wood. Many kinds of wood are used

and, while I am not prepared to say positively

which kind is the best, I believe that young
straight-grained white ash is about as good a

wood as can be found. But my experience

has been mostly with white birch, and my
instructions for making the frames apply

to this wood, for it is peculiar in many ways,

and cannot be split and worked as freely as

certain other kinds of wood. To find a

suitable tree for this purpose is sometimes

difficult. I once went into the bush a dis-

tance of seven miles to get a tree, then split

it, and carried one half home. I surely

earned that wood, but I made a pair of

frames which were so light that old woodsmen
said I would break them on my first trip;

however, I used them all winter, then gave

them to an old fellow who wore them until

the filling was completely gone; and even then

the frames were still as good as ever. The
tree from which the frames are to be made
should not be more than eight inches in

diameter; six inches is better. It should have
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drooping branches, and must have eight or ten

feet of the trunk straight and free of limbs,

and absolutely without a particle of twist

to the grain. Such trees may be found

occasionally growing along the edge of a

swamp.

"After the tree has been felled and a section

of the proper length cut off, a groove about

one and a half inches deep is carefully cut the

entire length along one side, care being used

not to strike hard, as that would inju/c the

wood. When the groove is finished a similar

one is cut on the opposite side. The stick

should be split with wooden wedges, and if

it is properly done the split will follow the

grooves. The best half should then be chosen

F I 6 H
for the proposed snow-shoe frames, and this

should be ripped lengthwise with a saw or

split, as desired. Each of the pieces will make
a frame or bow. One side of the stick is then

cut and planed until it is perfectly straight,

and its face at a right angle to the bark

side, or at least it must be so in the middle

which forms the toe of the snowshoe, for there

should be nothing taken off of the bark-side,

not even the bark, until after the wood is bent

into shape for the snowshoe frame. It is

best if the entire stick is worked out from the

bark side, but the wood may be planed

straight at all parts except in the middle,

where the greatest strain comes. Then the

third side of the stick is marked off with a

marking gauge and either cut or sawed to the

mark. The fourth side, (the inside of the

stick), which will be the inside of the finished

frame, is then cut down to the proper dimen-

sions, but on this side an even thickness is

not maintained, the toe portion being cut

thinnest with the heel—ends of the sticks

—

coming next. For a snow-shoe of average

size, (say 44 inches in length and 14 inches

wide), the stick should measure eight-and-one-

half feet in length, one inch in width, seven-

eighths inch thick at the parts which will

become the middle of the shoe (B to C in

Figure I), one-half inch at A, and about five-

eighths inch at the ends. Before anything

more can be done with the wood a form for

bending the frames must be made. A con-

venient form made of planks, is shown in

Number 2 of Figure I. For steaming the

wood properly it is necessary to have a steam-

ing box, which is merely a long case; the

steam from a boiling tea-kettle is turned in at

one end so that the hot steam successfully

travels the entire length. The wood should

be steamed thus an hour and then it is ready for

bending. Number 2 of Figure I shows how
the wood is bent and secured on the form.

The toe must be formed very carefully,

bending only a little at first, then releasing,

then bending a little more, and so on until

the wood can be easily, and safely, bent to

complete the desired shape and secured by
nailing blocks to the form. The form should

be made from two-inch planks, so that it will

accommodate the two frames, one frame on one

side, the other on the other side. The wood '

is allowed to dry thoroughly on the form before

filling, and this will require at least two weeks.

.\fter the frames are dry they may be taken

from the form, the tail end of each fastened

and the cross-bars fitted into place. The ends

may be secured with a wood screw until

after the frames have been strung, but the

screw should then be removed and the ends

tied with rawhide, through gimlet holes,

the part between being counter-sunk so that

the thongs will be protected from wear and

tear. Number 5 of Figure I shows how this is

done. The cross-bars are pieces of flat,

strong wood, about one and one fourth inches

wide and nearly half an inch thick, with

rounded edges. These should be placed about

16 or 17 inches apart, measuring from centre

to centre, and so placed that when the frame

is suspended on the hands midway between

these two sticks the tail will outweight ..the

toe by just a few ounces. These cross-bars

should be carefully mortised into the frame

as shown in the small diagram in the centre of
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Number 3, of Figure I. In both sides of the

frame, from D to E, also from F to G, gimlet

holes are bored through the holes from outside

to inside at intervals of two inches, or a little

more, the bows being in pairs, obliquely

placed, and countersunk between. Three

holes are also bored through each cross-bar

as shown."

Personally I vastly prefer using hickory for

snnwshoe frames, if this wood is to be had.

The barlt is of a tenacious nature, and will

readily bend. As Mr. Kreps says, the bark

should be unmarred; it should be left on;

as the bending is facilitated, by reason of this;

to a marked degree; and this is especially

true of the hickory whose bark is exceedingly

tough and gives no trouble at all. Rirch and
white ash, however, are the woods mostly

used, though hickory (where it is to be obtain-

ed) makes for some very good, tough, service-

able frames.

Illustrations showing how to curve the

frame affords perfection of curve, of course.

However, it is easier to make a perfect draw-
ing of the moves (at least to the artist) than to

make the curves, in practice. Mr.
Kreps' steamingcasecanhardly beequalled. In

summing up various means of steaming we
finally have to admit that the Kreps' system

is the best. However, I may add a few

remarks here. Mr. Kreps speaks of keeping

the stick in the case only an hour before it is

taken out and used. When the bending is

done I understand that he bends it at one

lime. I find that the stick should be steamed
for about an hour, then taken out and bent

at the points demanded, as at the tip, the

curves of the sides, and in the tail end.

.Steam, therefore, an hour, take it out and then

work the bend-parts well; put in the case and
steam again and after a while take it out

again and Work the bends to get them accus-

tomed to it. Then after the second time

Steam a slight time longer and when you
finally take them out you will find that making
the bends is vastly simplified. When bending

the frame on the plank form see to it that there

are plenty of blockings around the edges to

hold the frame perfectly in place, so as not

to bulge at one point, and in right on the

point directly opposite it. The cutting and
shaping of the snow-shoe stick is comparative-

ly easy and simple to the steaming and bending
of it. When done the frame should scan well,

with even width throughout answering to all

other points.

When the frame has been prepared so that

it is quite perfect it is left to dry on the planks

Vt1
for a week or so and is then ready to take out

and string up with suitable thongs.

Cow-hide is commonly used, or caribou

or moose-hide if they are obtainable. A
green cow-hide may be placed under running

water for a week after which time the hair can

be pulled out or scraped away with a knife.

If this is done (that is if the hide is scraped)

the knife should not be allowed to dig too deep

as this mars the grain of the hide and so

considerably weakens it. Says a well-known

trapper, J. W. Hicks, of British Columbia:

"The hides of any of our larger animals will

make good filling, those killed early in the

season being best, of course. I once owned a

TIG TTT

pair of snow-shoes filled with horse-hide which

gave me e-xcellent service. I have also used

bearskin as thongs for the webbing of a snow-
shoe though I do not recommend it. Cow-
hide, when procurable, is generally preferred

for the heavy filling. This is usually cut

three-eighths of an inch wide and the hair

removed by scraping with a sharp knife after

which it should be soaked and thorougnly

stretched, either by winding on a couple of

trees (and taking up the stretch with swiflers),

or by winding on a stout frame, being careful

not to foul the strands. Then taking up the

stretch w^here the string is made fast, (and

passing it along to the other end,) the hide is

left on the frame until thoroughly dry when
it is ready to go into the shoe. The fine

filling of the two ends is prepared in a like
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manner, but it should be light deer or caribou-

hide, the hair being removed n^-ith ashes, or

\\ith a graining knife."

This trapper mentions the use of a different

hide as thongs for the tip and the tail-end of

the shoe. As a rule, the same sort of hide is

used throughout, merely that the end and

tail thongs be cut and pulled finer; the heavi-

est thongs to make up tne centre. Mr.
Douglas Wetmore Clinch, in Miller's Field

and Stream Magazine has some rather inter-

esting points in regard to the preparation

of the snow-shoe thongs. He says:

"Allen's practice was to lay aside, late in

the fall, the skin of some bull moose shot by

one of his parties. This having been cleaned

of all meat, he laid it on the ground and
strewed it with wood ashes from the camp-
stove. The whole was then sprinkled with

water, wound up tight and placed in a barrel.

In due time the ashes loosened the hair and this

was removed by hand. Then when the hide

was soft the first insertion was made in the

middle, and, cutting even, one continuous

long thong was constructed. And just here

the most vital thing in the preparation of the

thong was attended to. First the end of the

thong was nailed to a stout, even club and
about thirty feet of the thong being strung

out, the end (or place in the thong at thirty

feet) wound round a spike. Two men then

threw their entire weight into one steady pull

and after each 'stretch' wound up a foot or so.

This process took the stretch out of the thong
and the necessary length being wound up,

the piece was laid away to dry. Just before

stringing a bow the thong was soaked in water.

Thus the stretch was removed 'before the mesh

was woven on the bow, due allowance being

made for the 'draw', which, as above men-
tioned, would warp the strongest bow if

drawn too tight."

The point contained in the above is to take

the "stretch" out of the thongs, which, by
the way, is one of the essentials in practical

snow-shoe weaving. Mr. Clinch here

speaks of cutting the thongs on one contin-

uous round without cutting the thong, thus

getting a thirty foot length, when it is pulled

to stretch it well. Where shorter thongs are

cut they may be connected in the Kreps'

manner as shown off to the side in Figure II,

a method I have successfully used. I have

never tried the Clinch continuous-thong

method, so cannot say anything about it.

The thongs should be cut wide enough so

that when they have again been soaked {as

thongs) they may be pulled so that the

central part of the web has thongs fwe six-

teenths of an inch wide. Quite different from

this the thongs for the tip and tail end of the

shoe when soaked and stretched should be

one eighth of an inch in width. All thongs

should be wet when you begin to lace them
into the shoe. To get the width of the thong

from which you are to pull it into the five

sixteenth inch state, experiment with some
strands by pulling them, wet, and this should

give you a hint as to the right width. Dry
thongs should never be worked into a web
as they will contiin a stretch, thus warping

the shoe later on.

As pieviously stated a shoe having a close

mesh will pack in with snow, thus making

it heavy and generally unsatisfactory, and

this is especially true it you are in a country

where moist snow occurs, or in the spring

months, most anywhere. A narrow mesh
to the toe or tip and the tail, is all right,

however, with a heavier mesh for the centre.

Our artist has shown very ably in Figure VII

a widc-mcshcd centre to a shoe with a tip and
tail-end of Ihn shoe in narrow mesh. The
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wider mesh in the centre will allow of the snow
sifting through very readily.

We have already told how the raw-hide

lani/ard has been strung inside the toe portion

of the curved frame, better exemplified in

Number 4 of Figure I. A glance mil suffice

to show how this is done. This lanyard

should be stretched fairly tight. Turning

to Figure II will be seen how the thongs are

connected to this lanyard. A glance should

be sufl'icient to tell you the meaning of this.

You are now ready to begin weaving in the

lip-portion. The tip and the tail-end of the

shoe should be worked in first; the central

portion last.

You start your front weaving by fastening

the thong to the lanyard down in the lower

leji hand corner; from there the thong runs up
to the tip-lanyaid; over it; and twists down
over itself about an inch: then passes down
to the right-hand corner; over the corner

lanyard; twists over itself about an inch then

passes over the right-hand lanyard at the

point numbered 3, and, with a single twist

to it the thong passes tightly across the shoe

to tlic left hand side to the lanyard at the

point numbered 1, where, after a single twist

it passes on to the first thong, twists down along

[hiil till it qets to the starting point, when the

lirst round is completed. From there it slips

down under the lanyard at the point numbered
5; under it, over it, and is carried straight on
up to the tip-lanyard at the point numbered
6 where it twists down along itself like the

first round; it is then carried down, and
(instead of going down to the corner lanyard
like the first round) this one goes around the

first round that stretches across the shoe;

it twists u|) around itself, passes to the lan-

yard at the point numbered '', makes a single

twist and passes tightly across the shoe to

the point numbered 8, makes a single twist

and passes down on the other side, going
around the first round, twists up along itself

and is then carried on up to the tip lanyard to

the i)oint numbced 9; twists down around
itself and is then carried down to the lower
lanyard at the point numbered 10; twists up
along itself then weaves in and out, as shown,
to the point on the lanyard numbered II; a

single twist and across to the point numbered
12 and then weaves on down; twisis around
the second round as sho'wn in the illustration,

then passes under the lanyard and is again
carried to the top.

Every other round is carried to the lower
lanyard; the other ones do not do this, but are

twisted around the cross thongs just as the

-set

second round twisted around the first cross-

round as shown in the right-hand side, and
as magnified in the inset, placing in relief

this peculiar twist. This performance of

alternately looping back is kept up until the
toe portion is filled in; then this is abandoned
and all rounds go to the bottom lanyard like

the first and the third thong, which note. If

rightly done the weaving should be broutshl

to a termination in the centre of the front

cross-piece at the point marked with an X.

While some are against pulling the thongs
in the wijb very tight (believing that this

will later pull the frame out of shape by its

draw), still, if the thongs are worked in a wet
state and previously well stretched a couple
or three times there should be no trouble on
this score and the thongs may be pulled in

tight. In fact it is hard to make these lacings

successfully without pulling the thongs tight

FIG V

during the work; for the successive rounds
twisting around each other mean that such
rounds must be strung tight so as not to pull

them up out of place.

All work should scan perfect, and the weave
in and out should be just right; this can be
made possible by following directions care-
fully. The windings from the lanyards on all

sides should answer to each other. The
amateur will find it a great lesson to take a
stiff one-eighth inch wire and bend it into

the shape of a snow-shoe, putting in wire
cross-bars and lanyards of cord in the toe-

portion and the tail-end. Then take cords
and weave a wed for experiment. You will

be amazed how speedily you will thus get the

knack of doing it. Then when you have
thoroughly mastered every move you can
readily take up weaving the large shoe with
little or no trouble whatsoever.
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The tail portion of the shoe is very simply

made; and no trouble will be encountered

if the drawing {ajter Kreps), being Figure VI.

is carefully followed. The start is made in

the upper right-hand corner with the thong, in

the manner shown in the inset circle. The
weaving terminates at the point marked X.

being at the centre of the cross-bar. As in all

the other work see to it that the weaving

scans well and all winding and twistings on one

side answer to those on the other. It will

be noted that t.he lanyard on both the front

cross-bar and the back cross-bar jumps from

one corner hole to the centre hole, and thence

to the other corner hole. To preserve tight-

ness and narrowness of space in this lam ard

cords aie temporarily wrapt around the lan-

yard to the cross-bar holding it till the central

twistings (as shown in Figure 4) reach up to

wrap around the cross-bar and the lanyard

when these temporary cords may be taken

away, being permanently reheved by these

bindings. A glance at the illustrations should

be more plain than this writing, perhaps; as

the weaving in practic? is shown.

"FIG VI

The toe-portion and the tail-end of the shoe

being finished the central portion is the next.

You now glance at Figure III. (A) is the

upper cross-bar. (B) is the lower cross-bar.

The windings in the centre part do not con-

nect up to lanyards, but are connected right

to the outer frame as shown. The fact that

these thongs are bound to the frame suggests

readily enough that the edges should not be

sharp as that will cut the raw-hide; therefore

from one arrow-point to the other of (D) the

edges are rounded to take away the sharp

edge. This rounding-off process should just

be enough to take away the sharp edge. (C)

of Figure III is what is known as the toe-cord.

On this the weight of the foot will rest. The
thong is made fast to the frame at the left

side; it passes across the frame and thus back

and forth tightly until the fourth round

reaches the left side when a tight hitch loop

is thrown inside the frame over all these

thongs; then the thong is carried light to the

right-hand side; it goes around the frame;

another loop is thrown inside the frame there.

Now the thong is carried in about an inch

along the toe-cord when a firm loop is there

thrown around the toe-cord; from there the

thong passes up to the forward cross-bar over

over it; down; and twists around itself; works

in through the loop on the toe-cord and from

there passes down to the exact centre of the

lower cross-bar (B) It goes under the

cross-bar; twists around itself and from

there goes up to the toe-cord; passes

up to the forward cross-bar, and

thereafter twists down along itself till it again

reaches the toe-cord when it passes under

the toe-cord and up over the first round; from

there it passes over to the left-side of the

frame and loops around the frame. Figure V.

(After Kreps) showshow to make this frame

loop, which, by the way, is an exceedingly

good one. When this loop is made the thong

twists tightly back along itself, as shown in

Figure III, and from there shoots across to

the right side, and, withdrawing it tight a

loop like the one of the left side is thrown

around the frame; then it twists around itself

and from there passes up to the toe-cord; from

there up to the front cross-bar; and thereafter

twists down around itself again to the toe-

cord; from there down to the left side of the

first round; twists up along itselt and then

passes up to the left-hand side. But now
instead of passing up to the cross-bar this

second round goes up to the toe-cord and goes

around that; twists once around i tself and

then over the first cross-round and then over
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to the frame where a loop is thrown as before

and the thong twists around itself as before;

then it crosses the frame to the right-hand

side; loops around the frame; twists around

itself and then passes up to the toe-cord on

that side; over the toe-cord; under it weaving
in and out, and then down, following the course

of the third round as shown in the illustra-

tion. The third round passes down to the

right of the first round; twists up along itself

and from there passes on to the toe-cord and
then (unlike the previous round) goes up to the

cross-bar like the first round; it twists down
along itself; then weaves downward in and out,

accurately, when finally the third loop-knot is

thrown around the frame; it twists along

itself and so passes on to the right side of

the frame; a loop is thrown; the thong twists

around itself and passes up to the front cross-

bar as before; then down around the toe-cord;

and so the fourth round is going. The
fourth round goes lo the left of the second round.

Study the next move very carefully, as it con-

tains the secret of this looping. Here you
skip two rounds, the second and the third.

Directly above the second round it goes in

and under, coming out and then weaves in and
out down to where the fourth binding is made
to the frame. Thus on the right-hand side,

also, the fourth round instead of being carried

up to the toe-cord, twists up around the cords

along the edge of the second round; then

works on down to twist around the lower

cross-bar, to the right of the third round.

This is all very smple but it may take some
study to realize its simplicity.

How many twists should there be between
the toe-cord and the front cross-bar, may be
asked'.' Right here attention should be

riveted. Mr. Kreps says:

"When the process of filling has progressed

so fax that there are four twists aound the

forward cross-bar, on each side, this twisting

should be slopped and the remainder of the

forward portion left open, for this is where
the foot of the wearer works through when
walking. This open space should measure al)out

four and one half inches in width, and if it

does not the filling must be shifted. In the

very coarse meshed shoes three twists on
each side will be all that can be given. An
extra turn around the toe cord should also

be made on each of these two twists of the

filling, for considerable strain is thrown
onto this portion."

In Figure VII our artist has shown a draw-
ing from an actual photo of a snow-shoe, with
a wide-meshed centre, and having lour
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twists up to the cross-bar on each side of the

toe-hole. It is the two twists one on each

side of the toe-hole that should receive that

extra twisting with raw-Hide, the game
binding around both the toe-cord and the

cross-bar. As Mr. Kreps states, a great deal

of strain is thrown on these, hence the need

of reinforcing them.

When you have finally worked in your
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four twists on each side of the toe-hole,

(which run up to the cross-bar), then you stop

bringing them up there, ' and connect them
direclly to the toe-cord; the weaving terminates

in the centre of this toe-cord, by the way.

The toe-hole should be amply large so that

you can freely work your toe forward, and

so thai the foot does not rub against the sides

of the twistings. A four and one half or five

inch space for the toe-hole should be quite

sufficient.

The weaving of the centre portion whould

terminate in the middle of the toe-cord, at

the point marked with an X.

"FiGVm

As stated before I would highly suggest that

a wire shoe frame be made, and be worked in

with cord to give you the idea of how this

work is done. After trying a few times

you will be able to go ahead without trouble

and may then tackle the real shoes.

We have considered in the above the making
of the so-called Eastern style of snow-shoe.

It is not the only sort of shoe, however. On
the contrary there are many kinds. A great

variety of shoes is found in the Canadian
Northwest and .\laska, and perhaps one of

the best known of them all for work in and
among the windfalls, etc., is the so-called

Bear-Paw snowshoe. In Figure VIII I show
a well-known type of the Bear-Paw which is

verj' simple to make and may be used almost

anywhere. The beginner should have no
trouble whatever in making this shoe. It

may be 15 inches wide by 25 inches in length

which is a good size. It may be made out

CONNF.CTIONS
TO LANYARDS
THESAWe

AS IN

FIG

BB
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of willow or spruce. It is all in one piece,

and laps, (as shown in the illustration),

and is stoutly and closely bound at the point

(A) with a thong. If in a country with heavy

snows the mesh may be as much as one-and-

one-half inches in calibre to allow of the snow
sifting through. The winding begins some

what above the centre. (B) shows the toe-

cord. The weaving is practically the same

as that shown in Figure IV. The top

twistings end at the points (dotted lines), (C)

and (D). Thus from the toe-cord to the top

of the frame there is an opening without

any webbing. This hole should be plenty big

enough for the toe even on the wide-meshed

shoe. The Bear-Paw is a light shoe, very

serviceable, and is easily made.

In Figure IX I show a long, narrow shoe that

is much in use in places in the north, and there

are some who would use no other. There is

no specified length foi this shoe as you can

make it as long as you want. Some of the

Indians have monstrous long affairs in this

style that are clu,msy looking, but they seem

to make a go of it. To say the very least this

is no shoe for the country of moist snow.

The dry snow is most suited to its use. It is

most suited for use on dry snow, and as such

has a distinct purpose to fulfil. At the point,

the tip, (AA), the two pieces are lapped and

are bound stoutly with cord. (A) is the first

c/oss-bar; (B) the second; (C) the third.

(BB) is where the ends meet flat and snug and

are fastened through gimlet holes with raw-

hide. (CC) is a cord, or threp or four cords

twisted pulled tight Ihrougli gimlet holes, from

one side of the frame to the other. This cord

serves to hold the tips firmly in place. The
centre of this shoe btween cross-bar (A) and

cross-bar (B) is woven practically the same as

the centre Eastern snow-shoe referred to,

(D) being the toe-cord. • From cross-bar (B)

to (C) the windings are made much the same

way only the thongs come up and are looped

to cross-bar (B). A couple of twists up along

itself, however, are given, up from cross-bar

(C). The tail of this shoe is woven like the

Eastern snow-shoe part. It, however, has

lanyards along the sides, but none along the

cross-bar. The tip is worked in on this shoe

much the same as on the Eastern shoe previ-

ously referred to, save that they are hitched

around the top cord (CC), then taking another

slant as shown, up to the lanyard and with a

twist or two ar3 brought In I he cord again at

the same degree of slant; a hitch is thrown and
then taking the slant of the first one it con-

tinues down to the right hand corner.

This shoe has its tip turned up a mailer n}

Jour inches, the curve upward being begun
where the cord (CC) goes across the shoe.

No doubt this curve helps in most snow-shoes,

but it certainly does, more than ever, in. this

long, narrow shoe, as, when going down steeps,

there is no chance of the shoe poking under

the snow. No matter how long the shoe is,

it should never be over ten inches wide,—

a

length I particularly like is five feet.

In Figure X is shown how to tie the foot

fastening and no doubt an illustration will

do more to show this is done than any amount
of written explanation. For that reason one

should closely study Figure X.

As far as I have read I have come across

just one explanation on how to fix the foot

fastenings to the snow-shoe. I do not see

how I can for the life of me improve upon it,

beyond offering an illustration. Says Mr.
Clinch:

"Having placed the shoes on the ground and
the moccasined foot upon it the centre of the

strap is first placed around the heel. The ends

are then run forward, slipped down and up
through the holes made for the purpose, and
each end tied. I should mention here that in

finishing the snow-shoe two toe-straps, suffi-

ciently snug enough to prevent the toe running

forward against the cross-bar, are placed in

position and the ends worked into the mesh.

In any case the ends of the thong, which are

placed under the heel, are after tying, crossed

FT G X

TIG SH
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over the toe, under the piece running forward

from the heel, and tied again, thus forming

two toe straps. In removing the foot from

this contrivance the heel is raised, the toe

drawn baclt, and slipped under one of the

straps running from the heel forward. In

putting on the shoe this motion is reversed:

i.e., the traveller, places, say, his left foot on

the rear of the right shoe, (to hold it in posi-

tion); the right toe is worked under the heel

strap, turned forward while the strap works

up on the heel, and the toe works under the

toe-strap. By this means the traveler can

almost instantly step into or out of his snow-

shoes without any assistance from his hands."

Mr. Clinch has some other points on how to

"navigate" on these snow-shoes that are well

stated:

"It seems that the natural impulse of the

beginner is to lift his feet in a circling

motion, instead of strainght up, over the edge

of the other shoe, and directly forward. In

actual traveling it is necessary to lift the toe

so that the heel seems to drag, which it

should, and to step siraiglil ahead. In ascend-

ing a grade the proper size of toe-hole

will allow enough of the toe to pass

through to get a hold. In going down
grades more weight is thrown on the

toe. In running, the feet must be lifted high,

at all costs, or otherwise, a tumble will be

sure to follow. Every once in a while it is

necessary to lift the foot, rap the side of the

bow sharply with the handle of the axe, or a

stick, in order to keep the snow from balling

up under the fore-part of the foot. Some
of the more modern harness has a piece of

leather fastening over the section of the shoe

where this balling up is apt, in fact, bound to,

occur Use a pair of smoke-tan

moccasins for dry going and a pair of oil-tans

for wet weather. Also it is most important

that felt insoles (made from the single layer

of felt used for horse collars) be cut out to

fit the foot, to be used in the moccasins; as

they are worth an additional pair of socks.

Also mittens, when used should be strung

around the neck."

THE TRAILS
R. M. Benson

The old trails, the gold trails;

The trails we love so well;

The grim trails, the dim trails,

That always lead to hell;

The mad trails, the glad trails;

The trails that break or make;

The tra.ls that our fathers took,

The trails our sons will take.

The trails of stone, the trails of bone.

The trails of grass and sage;

The long trails, the short trails.

The trails that have no age.

The rocky trails, the sandy trails,

The trails of pLiin, and hiJl;

The trai,ls by river, lake, and wood,

The trals so lone and still.

The trails of cold in the land of gold,

The fever trails of the south;

The trails of quest, in the livid west,

The eastern trails of doubt.

The saddle trail, the pack trail,

The trail of horse and mule:

The dog trail, the cattle trail.

The trail of sage, and fool.

We've cursed these trails with bitter hate,

Yet now we love them so;

The olden trails, the golden trails,

The trails of long ago.



WINTER CAMPING IN CANADA
Leo M. Rollins .V7

FIRST and foremost my pal and I

had to look to the selection of our
camp equipment, commonly

known as "duffle." Great care needs
to be used in picking out essential

things, and weeding out non-essen-
tials. If great caution is not exer-

cised, the outer will find to his dismay
and disc-.omfort that he has brought
along a lot of stuff too heavy to carry
that has to be abandoned in making
a portage, perhaps, and at a right

considerable financial loss. But aside

from the financial standpoint, it is a
poor policy to lug along a bunch of

stuff you will have no use for, that is

something that will be in your way.
That old sportsman's adage: "G.i
light, but right," is a line that every
outer should hew to.

Now, as to the food supply, there's

really no use in taking a large supply
of food at all. Depend upon your
hunting skill to supply that. Of
course, take such essentials as salt,

bread, coffee, or tea, and things like

that, but what I mean is that you
should not be overburdened with
excess meats, canned goods, and
things like that. If you take every-
thing you will possibly require in the
line of "eats" it will take much of the
pleasure of hunting out of your trip.

You will kill game, in that case, need-
lessly. If, on the other hand, you do
not take a meat supply, necessity will

afford you a clear conscience, in killing

what game you require.

It is said that Daniel Boone could
go into the wilderness with only a
rifle and a sack of salt and live in

perfect comfort on the game and
other wild food which the forest

afforded. And you have perhaps
heard the story of the New England
man who went into the woods stripped
of everything but his brain, and came
out again in a few months clothed,

fat and perky. While few sportsmen
want to try that sort of thing nowa-
days, those who know the food value
of the fruits of our native trees and
shrubs are able to use them to good
advanlatje in supplementing other
foods, which they are not able to
carry along with them.

I shall note here below a very
interesting sketch along this line

recently printed in The Farm Journal,
which I think contains information
every outer should be familiar with:

"Aside from the numerous edible
mushrooms, roots, fruits and shrubs
and smaller plants, the trees of our
forests afford a large variety of
edibles which are highly prized by
woods connoiseurs. First in import-
ance, of course, are our native nuts
—beechnuts, butternuts, walnuts,
chestnuts and chinkapins, hazelnuts,
and several kinds of hickorynuts,'
including pecans. The kernals of all

of these are not only toothsome but
highly nutritious, and are used by
vegetarians to replace meat.
The oil of the beechnut is said to be

little inferior to olive-oil, while that
of butternuts and walnuts was used by
some of the Indians for various pur-
poses . The Indians, it is said, also
formerly mixed chestnuts with corn-
meal and made bread which was
baked in corn-husks, like tamales. In
parts of Europe bread is made from
chestnuts."

"Acorns are commonly thought to
be fit only for feeding hogs, but many
kinds of them can be made edible
and nourishing for people, as well.

The Indian custom was to pound or
grind the acorns, and by treating
the pulp with hot water, leach out the
tannin, which makes most of them
unfit for eating when raw. The resulting
flour, which contained considerable
starch, was either made into a por-
ridge or baked in small cakes of
bread. The acorns of the basket or
cow-oak, the chinkapin oak, shin or
Rocky Mountain oak, live-oak, and
of several other species, are sweet
enough to be eaten raw."
"One of the best knowL. fruits is

the persimmon, which is edible only
after it is thoroughly ripe. As this
is usually not until late in the fall,

it is commonly thought that the fruit

must be frost-bitten. If the per-
simmon is eaten before it is well
ripened, the tannic acid which the
fruit contains has a strongly astringent
effect, which justifies the story
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of the soldier in the Civil War who
said that he had eaten green persim-
mons so as to shrink his stomach to

fit his rations. The pawpaw, or

custard apple, is also best when
thoroughly ripe. The fruit of some
species of haws is eaten or preserved
while wild cherries and plums have a
food value."

"Several varieties of wild crab-
apples make delicious jellies. Some
of the largest, which attain the size

of small apples, are more or less

abundant throughout Eastern North
Carolina. Elderberries are fre-

quently used for pies and for sauce."
"The berries of the hackberry, or

sugarberry, as it is called in the
South, are dry but have an agreeable
taste. Those of the mulberry are

sweet when ripe. The mulberry is

valued in some sections for feeding
hogs and poultry.

"Many people like the fruit of the
shadbush, service-berry, or June-
berry, as it is variously called. In

parts of the countiy this fniit is used
to make jelly."

"The French Canadians are said

to use the acid flowers of theredbud,
or Judas tree, in salads while the
buds and tender pods, are pickled in

vinegar. Honey-locust pods, often

locally called "honey-shucks," con-
tain a sweetish, thick, cheese-like

pulp, which is often eaten. Those of

the mesquit furnish the Mexicans
and Indians with a nutritious food.

The Creoles of Louisiana, famous for

their cookery, are reported to use

the young buds of the sassafras as a

substitute for okra, in thickening
soups."
.. The above outline will give the

reader some inkhng of the various
edible articles of diet to be found
within the shades of the forest and on
the hill and plain, as well as in the
valleys, and it will be readily seen how
easily a mortal may exist by depend-
ing almost entirely upon nature's
storehouse for supplies. Little need
be taken along in the line of "eats," as

I have said before. What is taken,
however, should be carefully selected.

It pyys to buy the best that money
can buy. Cheap food not only is

cheap in price, but is usually cheap in

quality. And quality is what counts
most regardless of price. I don't
mean that the outer should invest a
fortune in a camping outfit, but I do
mean that he should buy the best he
can afford, and not overburden him-
self with his purchases. That is the
essence of success as a camper.

One other thing I want to call your
attention to, before we set down the
details of our winter camping trip,

and that is the "tip" that you go well

shod. Get the right weight, not too
heavy, and remember that some
allowance is made by the manufac-
turer for the wearing of extra thick
socks, so don't buy more than one-
half or one size larger than your
regular shoes, even though you are
going to put on three pairs of heavy
woolen socks, your usual size will

be suitable over the ordinary thick-
ness of socks.

I will not tire the reader with
further preliminaries as to our outfit.

Suffice to say we went light, and were
not everburdened with grub, etc.,

we meant to obtain that from
nature's storehouse, and so we did.

Winter comes a little early in the
w^ilds of Northern Canada, and upon
our arrival we were surprised to find

a rather deep snow on the ground.
It appeared we had jumped right out
of summer into mid-winter. How-
ever, we soon got used to the new
climate and brisk and refreshing
Northern air, w'hich revived drooping
spirits that a hot, sweltering summer,
had visited upon us, and we were sron
fixed up all snug and contented in our
winter camp, which was a log hut of

one good-sized room, situated in the
very heart of the North Woods.
We hunted big game and small

game, fished through the ice in the
nearest lake, and had a regular good
time, as only two venturous and
hardy creatures, such as pal and I,

could have had. We also had a
rather lengthy trap-line, and caught
some very fine specimens of the furry
tribe. Possibly our trapping meth-
ods would be of some interest.

One morning we found on our line

what is probably the hardest fur-

bearing animal in North America
to trap—^a wolveri'ae. It was a
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dandy specimen. These creatures are

not very plentiful and are found only
in the wildest regions of this country.
The wolverine is exceptionally strong
and powerful and the stoutest and
best trap obtainable is necessary to

successfully snare or trap them.»ij On
a rabbit, bird or chunk of meat you
sprinkle some wolverine liquid bait.

Directly under the bait, and about
ten inches from the tree, set the trap
and cover lightly with material simi-

lar as possible to the surroundings so

that everything will look natural to

the animal. Use trail scent on your
shoe soles in going to and from your
traps. Animals crossing your trail may
thereby find their way to the trap
and fall your victim. Different
brands of this bait are on the market,
which you can probably find by
scanning the advertising section of

your outdoor magazine.

Our next important catch was no
less than a great Canadian bear. We
used the following method to get him:
Find a hollow log, and if possible
find one about eight feet long and
hollow its entire length, covering the
fresh cuts with soil so as to look as
natural as possible. You place this

log near where you expect to set the
trap, or where you have discovered
some signs of bear. Then you take
a good-sized chunk of meat, cut
slits in it and into these slits pour
your favorite liquid bear bait. Then
take the meat, tie a good stout cord
about it and drag it in circles of
about one hundred yards in every
direction from the log. After you
have done this, place the bait in the
centre of the log and set your traps
at either end. Be sure to cover
the trap well with old leaves, dead
grass, or anything that will make the
surroundings look natural and undis-
turbed. If two bears venture your
way, you will get them both, as

they cannot leave an attraction of

this kind. In trying to get the bait
they are morally certain to get
caught. Some trappers recommend
building a V-shaped pen out of logs

and in the back part of the pen, or
smaller part, sprinkle some of the
liquid bear bait, or whatever bait you
prefer. Then set the trap about

r/i
Fifln

half-way in, covering it lightly with
leaves or dead grass. Use the trail

scent on your shoes in going to and
from your traps and any bears that
happen to cross your trail will follow
it to the traps. If 30U set your
trap in water, set it where the bear
is liable to come to fish, in still water
near the edge of the bank. Set your
trap so that it will be covered with
three or four inches of water. Cover
it well with moss, also. Then three
or four feet from your trap, out in
the water on the limb of a tree, or a
stake, sprinkle some liquid bait, or
whatever kind of bait you prefer,
arranging a guideway of logs so that
the bear in trying to get out to the
bait will have to pass over your
trap and thus get caught. Always
fasten the chain of your trap securely
to a heavy clog or drag.

We had very good success trap-
ping, but we had equally as much
success hunting. Pal took a hanker-
ing for caribou shooting, so nothing
would do him but slip off one morning
with the dawn without so much as
saying a word about it to me. He
explained afterward that he just
thought I wouldn't care to go along,
so he didn't mention it to me on that
account. I was at first indignant,
but got over it presently as good pals
should, and, seeing that he had "given
me the slip" decided to trail him in

the snow and see what he had hid up
his sleeve.

The snow at this early season
wasn't deep enough for snowshoes,
but without them travelling was
pretty slow and tedious, so I decided
to wear mine. Pal wasn't wearing
his. In this way I hoped to be able
to overtake him before he got very
far, but to my dismay I found after
two hours walking I had not yet
caught up with him.

Presently I distinctly heard a shot
away off there to the northeast, and
I cursed the luck that I was not there
to be in on the fun, as I pictured pal
leaning over that fallen monarch of
the north woods, a moose, or a cari-

bou, or perhaps a bear, gloating over
his victim. Oh! for one walloping
undercut to pal's jaw! I was in a
perfect rage at that moment. Later
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my brain somewhat cooled off, poss-
ibly aided by the brisk morning
nor'easter, and I regained control
over my nervous organism, and grew
comparatively calm. I followed the
direction of the gunshot, which was
also the same direction of pal's snow-
trail and by fast going I at length
came in sight of him. Strange to

say, I didn't see any signs of his

quarry.
When I reached him, I asked if it

was he that had been doing the
shooting, and he said "Yes, but I

missed." Whereupon, I derided his

marksmanship and told him that
was his reward for slipping off from
me, and trying to act the game-hog.
Then I let out a tantalizing laugh
that shook the surrounding scenery.

'Dern ye, enough of that, " he said

"I gather your sentiments, but keep,
them to yourself. I didn't miss
anything but myself. My rifle went
off accidentally and I nearly shot my
fool head off. Mere miracle that
you didn't find me dead instead of

just darn badly scared. My nerves

are working overtime, too, and no
mistake. Let's go back to camp."

Well, sir, it was my time to look
foolish. Here I was giving pal the
horse-laugh for missing some creature
of the woods, when he had barely
escaped with his Ufe from self-exe-

cution. I apologized, very gener-
ously, copiously mixed with dry
tears, and assisted the poor old chap
back to /headquarters, where we
spent the remainder of the day
quietly.

But the next day and for several
days thereafter, we went out together
in search of big game, and during our
camping trip killed a total of three
bears, two caribou, one morse, and
one Canada lynx, which we considered
a pretty good record for sportsmen of

our calibre.

Suffice to say, we came back to
civilization in the spring in perfect

physical condition, happy, regener-
ated, and ready for the tasks men
have to perform in commercial life.

We're going back to camp again
next winter.

THE KILLJOY
A. E. Jay

THIS bird is a well known species.

His haunts are everywhere, from the

Gulf of Mexico to the Canadian line,

and from the broad, and turbulent Atlantic

to the calm Pacific, he roams at will.

He will never become extinct as there is

one or more of the species born every minute,

and sometimes its twins, or triplets. His

methods of operations, are varied and numer-

ous, his attacks sometimes sudden and violent,

and there is no closed season on them. He
works them morning, noon, and night,

Sundays, and holidays.

There are two distinct types of this un-

feathered pest, the grouch, and the gleeful.

As a nuisance they run about fifty-fifty.

When one of these human jaybirds attaches

itself to a hunting or fishing party only two

remedies are applicable. The first is to

sacrifice the butt of a gun over his dome.

The second is to attach the boat anchor

firmly to his neck, and casfhim into the sea.

Otherwise your day's sport is practically

spoiled, as the operations of the killjoy are

contagious, and every member of the party

will become more or less inoculated with the

virus.

The more aggravating of these birds is

commonly called the mirth killer, or grouch.

This he buzzard usually commences his

grouching at the first zing of the alarm clock

in the morning, his poor "nagged to death

wife" receiving the first spasm. Someone is

to blame because his hunting or fishing tackle

is not ready-to-hand. She probably reminded

him the night before about it, but this matters,

not to him, she is to blame, not he. The
whole party must wait until he has collected

his duffel, murdered a perfectly good break-

fast, rawhided his wife and performed various,

little pleasantries he feels incumbent upon
him as lord of the mansion.

When at last he emerges from his abode,

he selects the most comfortable seat in the-
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vehicle, and snugly ensconses himself therein,

after which the procession may proceed.

Arriving at the scene of action, he criticizes

the locality, the methods of doing things, etc.

The re is not a single satisfactory thing in

the world except himself.

He growls at the dogs, and they growl

back, as they get the number of a grouch as

quickly as men do.

This grumbling Griswold continues thus

throughout the whole day. In fact through-

out his whole life. If he fails to get a shot,

it's the dogs. If he misses, it's the gun. He
is the original Alibi Isadore. When it's time

to go home he crawls into the cozy corner,

confiscates all the robes and coverings he can,

and hugging his grouch to his bosom, takes

it carefully home to his family. He will

probably thaw out enough to regale them
with his prowess as a mighty hunter, or place

the blame on the wrong party for his failure

to get game. While this is being done the

gang are around the corner leaning on the

bar, licking up sociable seltzers and swearing

by the whiskers of their grandfathers that

never again will this bird's address be remem-
bered when invitations are being sent out.

The other species is the howling, hilarious

Harvey, full of vim, vigor, and vinegar.

His soul is full of sunshine, and his head is

full of space. He is the mirthful Moses of

the party. He whistles, and sings, and has

to :be quieted with cusswords, a grip on his

windpipe, or a number nine boot. He goes

joyously crashing through the brush, looking

everywhere, and seeing nothing. He flushes

more game than anyone, blazes away at it,

and misses it by a couple of miles. But if

perchance he should keel over anything, he

whoops, and howls like a whirling dervish,

and expects the next half hour to be devoted

to congratulating him. As a hunter he has

Boone, Cody and Roosevelt standing aside

with their hats otT for him^to pass. He will

probably get lost, and yell his head off, but
that eases him not. Just as you are about
to bring the tragedy curtain down on some bird

or animal you have patiently stalked, "Bang"
goes his gun, and away goes your game.
Meanwhile he gleefully informs you how he
trimmed up a pine cone or a knot on the big

maple. And what you tell him, singes the

leaves and grass for several feet around.

But you cannot dampen his ardor.

He is happy, and cheerful, and goes home
thinking he has had the time of his life. He
has been a darn nuisance all day, but you
prefer him to the other kind. This go-lucky

devil is the same brand that blows smoke in

the dog's nose, rocks the boat, jerks the chair,

etc.. But if bad company as a hunter he is

worse as a fisherman. He hitches his anatomy
around in the boat just when you most want
him to sit quiet until you have landed that

ornery cuss that's stealing your bait. He
gets hooked into your clothing about four

times in five minutes and springs the thousand

year old joke about the sucker, and expects

you to laugh. He winds his wet line about
twice around your neck every time he throws
in; kicks over the bait can, and upsets the

lunch in the dirty boat; dangles his hands in

the water, and plays with the strung fish.

He may lose them but what's a few fish, he is

enjoying himself. And when night comes and
you betake your weary way homeward, this

bird is just as blithe and gay as when he

started out in the morning. He wants to

lug all the fish, and be the whole show in

town. He tells everybody what a fine day
he has had, and what an Issac Walton he is.

He has been a pest, and a worry to you all

day, but you cannot help but admire his

sunny disposition, and though you have had
black murder in your heart on his account
many times, you almost forgive him his sins

because of his cheerfulness.

I
^'W^m^f'



ERMINE
E. T. Martin

SIZE considered the fur of the
ermine, next to silver fox, is of

greater value than any other

kind. Skins grading "number one"
sell for more than double their weight

in gold. Before the war the larger

part of these went to the royal hous-

es of Europe, Russia in particular,

although American millionaires were
bidding against the princes of the

old world and securing many fine

skins. The year before the war be-

gan, one large dealer marketed 274,-

800 ermine skins and it is probable

the entire amount sold that season

was over 500,000 perhaps reaching

600,000. Very many failed to attain

the high standard set by royalty,

and the lower grades predominated.
An ermine is a little animal be-

longing to the weasel family, being,

when fully grown, only fourteen inch-

es from its sharp nose to the black

tip of its tail and like all members of

that family is vicious in the extreme,

killing, if opportunity offers after its

hunger is satisfied, for the sake of

killing. It can "swim" under snow
faster than a mole burrows through

the earth; more speedily than a mink
swims under water and by this means
in the arctics often approaches a

flock of ptarmigans, many of which

it kills before the birds realize their

danger.
The winter fur of the ermine in the

extreme North is pure white except

for the tip of its tail. In the United
States white gives place to brown
for nearly the entire 3^ear, the excep-

tion being during severe winters

when along the Canadian boundary
the land is snow covered. These
American skins are not nearly as

valuable as those from the far North,

seldom selling for as much as a dollar

each.

Naturally in the Arctics much
money is made trapping these white
weasels, although until of late years
the fur companies at least as far as
the Indians were concerned, got all

the profit, their rate of trade being
something hke this: For one beaver
skin, that being the unit on which
all fur values were based, was given a
single red bandana handkerchief or a
small looking glass. It took two for the
purchase of an axe and twenty for a
rifle.

Snares made of wire or twine are
used instead of steel traps unless
the ermine is young when its fine

fur is very easily damaged. A trap-
per can tell by the length of its bounds
in the snow almost the exact age of

the animal he is following. If satis-

fied it is fully matured and the hair

coarse, a snare is set. If its leaps
are short and the footprints small
then it is young, of very considerable
extra value and the fur so fine and the
skin so tender that no chance of in-

jury must be taken, in which case
another and very cruel method is

used. The trapper takes an axe,

hatchet or any weighty piece of iron,

smears it wdth grease and places it

beside the ermine's runway. The
little animal comes skipping along.

Presently its sharp sense of smell gets

a faint scent of the grease, which is

soon located. The severe cold has
coated the metal wth ciystals of

frost. Any one who has lived in a
cold climate knows how flesh -will

adhere to frost charged iron. It is

the same in this case. The ermine
starts to lick off the grease, its lips

and tongue stick to the metal and it

is held fast until the trapper returns
and puts it out of misery. And this

suffering comes that kings and queens,
the rich of the earth, may be served.

555WW



A BIT ABOUT THE MUSKY, PIKE,

WALL-EYE AND BASS
Dixie Carroll

OF all the freshwater game fish that

delight the heart of the angler because of

their fondness for the flashing, revolving

spoon or the succulent natural bait there is

none that makes the short hairs on the back

of the head stand up, like bristles, as quickly

as the musky. He's a rough customer from
the instant of the strike until you have him
safely held up for the snapshot of the visitor

and his victim, that is, of course, if he tips the

scales at a high enough figure to make you
want a picture of the happy event.

When the musky is on the strike anyone
is likely to have a chance at a battle royal

with this rough old actor. He cares little

whether the lure is handled with the fineness

of an expert or just dragged along by a rank
amateur. The high art of angling is not at

all a necessary part of the training of the fel-

low who goes after the musky. If he is in the

humor to feed or feels like a fight he will

strike most anything moving along in the

water.

It is interesting to know that he is not a

respecter of persons and therefore that any
of us have an equal chance at his nibs if we
happen to strike his home waters when he is

lively and full of pep. Many regular musky
fishermen, who have been at the game for

years, have still to land their real big one,

while many beginners at the sport of fighting

the big fellow got theirs on the first trip out.

While digging into the past perlormances oi

the musky along these lines we find that last

season at Lake Vicux Desert, at Donaldson,
Wis., sixty-five musky were caught from
twenty pounds up to forty-two. And among
the largest were forty-pounders caught by
men who had never coaxed the musky before

and two thirty-eight pounders were landed

by women on their first trj' for fame as

'"muskyteers."

Many an old hand at the game who had
been trjdng to land a grand-daddy of the outfit

would have done everything but commit
mufder to have had the rod in his hands when
these gay dogs struck.

The best time for musky fishing is generally

early and late in the season, with a trifle of a

slow-up in the hot weather, although he may
surprise you at any time and be on the feed

when you least expect it. However, during

the "dog-days" of August his teeth and gums
are in poor shape and he needs a dentist more
than a feed, at least he is not verj^ much
interested in what you show him in the style

of baits, spoons or lures.

Often in the hot weather of late July and
August you will find the musky lying close

to the surface taking a sun bath, stretched

out to his full length, a few inches under
water, merely moving a fin or so. You can

toss everything in the tackle box toward him
and he never bats an eye and at a time like
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this it's an e&sy bet that you will get more
fish if you make it a little still fishing for the

wall-eye or hunt up a spring hole for bass.

But, a tip for a little evening fishing, after

the sun has passed over the horizon and he is

more than likely to be on the feed, may
bring you a fair-sized member of the tribe.

About the best day for musky fishing is

when there is a little ripple to the surface, not

too rough, but enough movement to liven up
the water and keep the musky on the move
for feed, and an overcast or cloudy day is

likely to be more productive of a strike then

when the sun glares down on a glassy surface.

To fish for musky in strange waters without

a knowledge of the underwater weed beds, the

rocky ledges and formations, takes up a lot

of valuable time that could be devoted to

fishing. And to try the game with only one

man in the boat is bad business. It is hard

enough work to keep the musky from mixing

things up in among the weeds or snags when
you have the help of some one at the oars to

hold the boat right and work out into deep clear

water, to say nothing ofgafl'inghimif you were

lucky enough to keep him on the line that

long. Take a guide along for a few days
until you are somewhat familiar with the

waters. Afterward you can split tricks at

the oars with a pal for the rest of the time.

The musky is touted as a top of the water

fighter by most of the boys who talk about

him. Lilte other game fish that break water

and do a dance on the surface he fights that

way mostly through necessity. The musky
hooked in shallow water, say from five to ten

feet, is sure to come up into the air because

that is the logical thing for him to do. He
usually makes a drive for the bottom to

loosen up the hook or wind in among the

weeds and pull the stinging barb from his

mouth.

Finding that this system does no good, he

makes for the surface, often breaks clean of

the water and gives a powerful shake of the

entire body in an effort to throw the spoon

or bait. And generally he continues his

tactics of bottom rubbing and top of the water

shake as long as his strength remains. If

hooked in deep water and kept there he

fights an underwater battle until worked to

the surface.

Many big niuskies have fought the entire

battle without hitting the air, because they

were played in deep water, and as this fight is

not as spectular as the air stuff the deep water

musky has not been credited with as much pep

as his brother landed in the shallows.

Most muskies are taken from the shallower

waters. They usually locate a hiding-place

among the under-water weeds, rocks or

along the edges of weed-beds, rushes or lily

pads, a handy place from which they can dart

out and get the unsuspecting smaller fish that

happen unluckily to tail along past their lair.

One smash of the jaws and the musky tails

back to his resting place, and gorges until the

next victim comes along. Anf if you hook
him and lose him one day, you have
a mighty good chance to hook him
again right along in the same waters,

because he sticks to a location usually all

season.

To get "your big musky you have to stick

to the musky game and not side track off after

bass or other game fish while after this rough-

houser. Keeping right on the job and with

reasonable musky weather you ought to be

able to land the big one of your heart's desire.

Of the whole layout of fish that bring the

smile to the face of the expectant angler, be

he the gray-whiskered old "regular" or the

knee-pants, bent-pin sport, there is no

species that can be counted on to hit the

bait more consistently than the pickerel.

And most any kind of water is good enough
for him to swim around in. The sluggish

rivers and muddy-bottomed ponds are pie to

him, and he grows fat and husky at the same
time. He is quite Rooseveltian in his family

theories and raises a big gang every season.

For this family trait and the fact that most

any water is home to the "pick," he will be

with us for keeps and make much joy for the

angler who is not too fastidious to take a shot

at him once in a while.

Many fishermen cuss the pickerel and

think him small game for a "real" angler, but

a live bunch of pick on the bait end of a line

is some sport if you give him a chance to

travel a little and plaj him according to the

rules of the game. A fifteen-pounder will

make some of the crowd pant for breath if

you play him until he comes to the boat

belly-side up.

In the first place, the pickerel is kicking

around under the wrong name. He is really

the pike and belongs to the same family as

the musky, although not such a husky scrapper

as his cousin. In shape and contour he

closely resembles the musky, but is covered

along the sides with spots or daubs a trifle

longer tlian tliey are wide and running long

way with the body. The true pickerel, his

other cousin, very seldom grows over six

pounds and his is more spotted in a design
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that works all over the body and the design

is more of a continuous chain efTect, while the

spots of the pike, so commonly termed pick-

erel, are distinct daubs against a darker

background generally of greenish yellow

along the backs and sides blending into a

whitish cream-colored tummy. The con-

ditions of the water and the mineral forma-

tions as well as the underwater growths

naturally govern the colorings of the differ-

ent fish inhabiting those waters, this applying

to the pickerel as well as other fish.

Like the musky, the pickerel is a lone

hunter, he is a moody sort of a guy and he

doesn't like company. He will locate a likely

looking feeding ground, and if of size enough
to defend it will slick around that place all

season. He is not much of a rover, and if

you get a good strike from one of them in a

certain location and then lose him, you can

row around the lake and come back and feel

confident of finding him in the ,s^ame waters

and willing to take another chance at your
bait.

I know of one eighteen-pounder that had a

hang-out in a little cove close up to a narrows

and he stuck around that same piece of

water after being hooked three times, until

at last he struck twice on the same day and
joined his ancestors in the happy fishing

waters.

This pick was just wise enou.gh to immedi-
ately slip below and snag the line on a big

old pine that had windfalled out from the

shore and twining the line among the stubby
branches he secured leverage enough to break

the line or tear the barbed hook from his

undershot jaw. That I know this is because

he pulled the trick on me in the morning and
fell for my pal's spoon that afternoon, and he
still had my golden Lowe-Star spoon firmly

set in his jaw when the pal brought him to

gaff. Minnows, pan fish, bass, his own
relatives and the luckless kicking frog make
up nis menu and he feeds most any time. Of
course like most game fish he feeds heaviest

in the early morning or in the late evening,

but he keeps right on throughout the day.

If your bait goes anywhere near him, that is

close enough for him to get but a fleeting

glance of it, he will come across with a strike.

But you've got to throw it to him or troll it past

his hangout. He lies, by instinct, in wait

for the passing fish and darts out with a

swirl, striking the unlucky pannie with a

powerful closing of the sharp-toothed jaws
that sometimes cut the innocent bystander
in two. Then he darts back to his loafing

place and gulps down his victim, ready in an
instant to go after the next one.

Last season I landed an eleven pound pike on
a fly rod, after he had taken a red ibis fly

decked up with a small spinner. The rod was
a trifle heavier than the usual trouling rod,
being used mostly for bass, but it was a

sporty fight from the strike to the final kick
with the battle nearly in favor of the pick-
erel at that. After an hour and ten minutes
of back and forth stuff both hands were
badly burned by the line and the rod had a
decided set in the second joint and tip.

This pickerel probably struck that small
fly and spinner from pure cussedness, because
he was filled to the guards with pan fish and
lopped his lunch off with a wall-eye pike that
weighed dose to two pounds. The wall-eye
had no doubt just been swallowed prior to
the strike at the fly, as he was in perfect
condition. With a stomach stretched to the
extreme, it surely could not have been hunger
that caused this eleven-pounder to take a
crack at a small bass fly.

To get real sport out of the pickerel, go
after him with a sturdy fly-rod, and the steel
one makes a humdinger for this game. Or
troll for him with the fly-rod, and if you are
one of the fellows who have never been able
to get a real "kick" out of fishing for the
pickerel it's a bet that you will have your
hands full playing him on a ten-foot rod and
you will not land everv one vou strike at
that.

The pickerel does not make the top of the
water fight of the musky, he p-eters to make
a long run and hunt the weeds and snags
of the bottom, for the simple reason that he
is more familiar with that kind of water and
hopes to be able to tear out the hook down
there. If you get him in the shallow water he
will come to the top, but not with the leap of

the musky. He general'y makes a spectacular
kick-up right when you get him close to the
boat, and in the confusion of swishing the

water around makes a fighting effort to

break away. That is his last effort usually,

and his runs are shorter and less husky until

you lead him into the net.

The best bait for him is the spoon helped
with a pol-k rind or chunk, minnow or frog,

and with this bait give him a chance to turn

and swallow it before setting the hook. With
the larger spoon followed with a trebled

feathered hook, strike as soon as the old

fellow hits it.

Of all the bottom feeding fish the wall-eye

pike is without doubt the most popular. Al-
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though some anglers do not class the wall-

eye with the other game fish as a fighter,

if you play him right you can get considerable

sport out of landing him. His fight is not

of the spectacular, snappy, dashing fight of

the small-mouth bass, nor does he hop around

in the air during the scrap. He is more

familiar with the bottom and tries to stay

down in the territory with which he has a

visiting acquaintance.

The fisherman can be thankful to the wall-

eye that he is an accommodating chap in the

biting line. He has an enormous a^jpelite, is

hungry all the time and willing to feed on

your bait any time it is placed within sighting

distance.

During the hottest of hot days, when the

sun is at its strongest our old friend Mister

Wall-eye and the whole wall-eye family are

on the hunt for feed. This accounts for the

fact that many of the largest wall-eye pike

have been caught during the hot July and

August days.

Of course, as he is a bottom feeder, gliding

along about a foot above the bottom and

often lying closer than that, we do not waste

any time trying to interest him in the surface

baits. His main food is the minnow, but he

does not turn up his nose at a crawfish or

frog and a good big gob of "night-crawlers"

placed where he can get a chance at them

is his right dish.

In the way of artificial minnows the green

backed underwater bait is about the best for

him. As he is a steady feeder on schools of

minnows that make their home in the smaller

bays this is a likely place to take a shot at the

hungry old rascal. Pick out a small-sized bay

or cove and locate out towards the centre

within casting distance of the shore shallows

and throw your casts around the circle of the

bay, allowing your bait to sink and then reel

in slowly. Don't take the bail away from

the fish and don't make him break his nfxk to

chase after it. He is not an energetic party

and would rather wait for the next mjnnow
to come along than hurry after your fast

reeled lure.

If you get a strike from a wall-eye, play the

same water for awhile because he travels in

schools and generally when you locate one of

them, you can expect to land a fair string from

the same waters until the gang starts off on a

hunt for better feeding. In this the wall-cyc

is an expert, he hustles around all the time

looking for more feed. It is probably this

greedy instinct that makeh them travel in

schools as they are no doubt afraid the other

ones will locate a choice nest of fat minnows
and unless they stick together some wise

wall-eye will open up a keg of nails without

inviting the bunch to name their poison.

At that the wall-eye is not much of a family

fish. He sticks around early in the season,

pairs off with a wife and raises a family of a

hundred thousand or so, young wall-eyes,

swims around among them for a week or so

then starts out with the fellows and lets his

family kick around foT themselves. And if

they don't kick fairly lively he simply eats

them rather than look elsewhere for a feed.

The lady of the family is not much more of a

homemaker, she swims trying to keep up
with the old man in his roving. However the

wall-eye is generally well stocked in the lakes

that are best adapted to their culture the

deep, cool lakes with a fair share of gravel

bottoms and rocky formations. The entire

family do not grow up, but enough of them
do escape their hungry ancestors and other

game fish to make good fishing for them.

For a ftatural bait the minnow stands ace

high and of the minnow family the mud
minnow is the best of the outfit as a wall-eye

attractor Whether it is the brownish gold-

en flash of the mud minnow or its wiggling

lively swim that interests this game fish is

merely a detail for the scientists to dope

out, the fact remains that the mud minnow is

a winning lure for the wall-eye and he is

crazy to feed on them. Used with a small

spinner or spoon the minnow is even more
attractive then if fished alone.

Of course the mud minnow is not the only

one that makes good as a wall-eye bait.

The chub, shiner, small perch and sucker

have an inning and are good. The pork rind

with a small spinner is also very effective.

Hook the minnow up through the lips or run

the hook through the mouth, out the gills and

hook it in the back right behind the top fin,

but not deep enough to hit the backbone.

This latter method is the safest for casting

as your bait will stay on the hook longer than

by hooking merely through the lips. In

still fishing, however, I prefer the lip method

as the minnow is more lively when hooked

that way. You need a lively bait fishing in

that manner, while in casting the movement
of the minnow in reeling it takes the place ol

the kick necessary in still fishing.

Often when a large wall-eye strikes your

bait he will simply strike it and make no

further movement and you begin to say bad

Ihin.gs about another snag, but a fairly heavy

pall on your line will wake him up and the
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series of tugs and pulls he makes will serve

notice on you that you have hooked up with a

big fish. He fights a bulldog scrap of

jerky pulls without any long runs. You may
bring him up to the boat but not to net him
on the first trip, as he has a habit of fairly

burning the line off the reel on a run back of

the bottom. This he will do for a number of

times. With light tackle you must play him
carefully. He is a great old rod-smasher,

with these sudden dives to the bottom, if you

try to hold him too short.

Give him a little run for his money and

get more fun out of landing him, and when
you have him browned to a turn in the camp
fire frj'ing pan you have a dish that cannot

be beaten by any of the other game fish.

He is a clean feeder, a lover of the cool

waters and clear bottoms which makes him
the tastiest of morsels when broiled on the

grid or fried in a pan of bacon grease.

For his habit of feeding all the time during

the hottest of weather we thank him. He
fills the stringer when the bass and musky are

off the feed.

There is one spot that should never be

overlooked in hot weather fishing, and that

is the lone watersoaked log that is usually

found more or less in the lake country.

This old snag will be found with one end
just about sticking out of the water, the other

running far down in the water and imbedded
in the sand or mud bottom.

It's a hundred to one shot there are bass

down around this veteran of the forest.

One of these old snags I remember well; it

got to be a regular habit, as we passed it each

day, returning from fishing a string of lakes,

to stop and let a minnow or frog down along this

snag and take out a bass or two before we
paddled over to our camp.
And the lone little snag sticking up out of

the water; it may be only the smallest of

branches, but a cast over alongside may mean
a fine bass.

I have thrown a minnow close in to the

smallest of snags and been nearly taken off my
feet by the walloping strike of a big fish.

When a fellow is out for fish the best place

to look for them is in their favorite spots, and
the windfalls and logs are sure some regular

bass homes, especially in the hot weather.

In fishing a pool in a stream I found a little

trick picked up from a Cree Indian a certainty

in getting a fish nearly every time I tried it.

This foxy "native son" of the North woods
placed a frog on a little piece of birch bark
and let it float downstream.

Just as it passed a bowlder and swung
into the edge of a fine pool he gave the line

a little jerk and off the birch bark hopped the

frog and made for land in a natural swim,

but he only kicked about a dozen strokes

before a big old bass snapped him up for keeps.

I have worked this stunt a score of times

and it generally ended with a bass on the

business end of the line.

At times the grasshopper makes a great

little stream bait; this is usually so in the

afternoon or evening. To work him right

get on the side of the stream from which the

wind is blowing. If you will just lounge back

in a comfy position for a few minutes and

watch a pool, you will notice that the wind

carries the hoppers out onto the water as they

hop around the shore: then shortly there will

be a little splash and the water rings show
where the hopper "usetobe" but is no more.

He has made some old bass happy.

Catch a few hopper for bait and use theni

natural. Don't run a hook through them
and take all the top away, but lay the hopper

along the shank of the hook and wind a little

black thread around his body and thehookand
cast him lightly into the water.

Let him kick round himself and don't try

to help make h m flop naturally by a lot of

short jerks that only show the bass that

there is a string to the bait, and they "cer-

tainly don't want to connect up with no

string."

This method of handling the hopper is

also mighty good for the fast water just as

it enters the pools, that is, if you let the water

carry the hopper along naturally.

When he hits the edge of the quiet water

he will do a bunch of kicks that sure will

attract some of the game fins that are always

hanging around those places..

As a general thing the minnows are more
numerous in the warm streams and lakes.

The minnow from the river or creek makes
the best bait, especially those taken from

the swifter water. Besides being more

vigorous and lively than their brothers from

the warmer lakes and ponds, they have a

more silvery shine, which makes a decidedly

attractive lure to the game fins on the look-

out for a fancy feed.

For bass the silver shiner or dace makes a

good bait for most any time or condition of

water, and it is particularlj good for dark

and cloudy days and in rough water.

Tile river or creek chubs are a hardy lot

and they have a tough mouth that holds well

on the hook, and the fact that they have a bit
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more pep than the shiner, makes 'em afavorite

bait with lots of fishermen. On bright,

clean days the chub is a mighty good lure.

About the best all round minnow that

seems to cheer up the bass into a striking

humor is the mud minnow. This minnow is

a dark little fellow with yellowish golden

sides and belly, and its husky consititution

makes it a prime favorite.

He is the liveliest chap in the whole minnow
family and he is on the job every minute
that he is in the water.

There never was a bass that could resist

the "Salome" dance of the mud minnow, and
I have used the same minnow to land aS high

as three bass before he lost his kick.

The small sucker, redfin, or silverside, the

darter, the slender silverside and bluntnose

minnow all make good baits.

A strange thing in the bass game is that

these fish seem to show a preference for min-

nows from other waters than those in which

they live, which may account for the popular-

ity of the minnow from creek and stream.

When you take a flier at the hot weather

stuff, old timer, just remember to go about the

game quietly, let the bait down to where the

game fins are, and feed 'em the line of food

they have a fancy for.

At the same time, of course, you gotta

brush up your gray matter and locate the

fish in their underwater retreats, where

they have gone to enjoy the cool waters in

the deep pools.

If you go after them in the hot weather
you'll get 'em—but you have to rub the bait

right against their nose.

ON MAKING A BAIT CASTING ROD
Robert Page Lincoln

Here, in as Simple Language as Possible, We
Give Directions How to Make a Bail-Cast-

ing Rod; Material to Use; What to

Do; How to Do it.

THERE comes a time in the life of every

active bait caster when he feels impelled

by a certain fascinating spirit of

energy to make his own bait casting rod. No
bait caster's outfit is complete, of course,

without the steel rod, or the purchased split-

bamboo rod, but sooner or later one wants to

take a try at the solid-wood materials, and
thus is engendered the desire to make a rod

—

a solid wood appliance. The majority of
'

the bait casting fraternity may never get

around to the point where they will attempt

to make this rod, but certain it is that there

are thousands of a mechanical turn of mind,

and with a rather deft hand, who annually

spend many pleasant winter hours in pre-

paring a rod for the coming summer's casting

for bass, pike and muscallonge among the

pads and reed thickets. When you have
come to that state of mind where you feel

you must make yourself a rod, then is the

time to get your material and start to work.

And, too, it is a diversion that gives a great

deal of satisfaction. It is said that half of

the joys of angling consist in preparing for

the trip, and I am not so sure but that there

is a good deal of truth in this. At least that

sentiment seems to prevail among all the

angling brethren. Poor in conception is that

angler who is satisfied in finding his pleasure

solely in the active realization, which comes
when he sets foot on his favorite shore.

What sort of material do you think best

for a solid wood rod that I intend to build, is a

question that is often popped to me. And it

is a rather interesting study, too. What one

man seems to like in solid wood material

another has no desire for. John Harrington

Keene ha'd little or no use, it is said, for the

so-called dagama wood, and yet this is

lauded by such well-known rod-makers as

Perry D. Frazer and Henry P Wells. Mr.

Keene preferred snakewood evergreen heart

in that it cut down smooth under the tools,

"without any apparent grain, and coming

out from the plane with a surface like ivory

for smoothness. Greenheart is a much
harsher wood to work, but if the tool is keen

it works fairly well."

Mr. Frazer is of the opinion that the wood
the beginner should select to make his first

rod from, should be dagama; because it is

easy to secure a piece with a straight grain,

and also because it works down without

any trouble, producing at the same time, an

excellent rod.

"Dagama wood," says Mr. Fraser, "comes

from Cuba, and is rather common. The
tree grows to a height of forty or fifty feet, and
has few branches. As a rule it comes in
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billets, six or seven feet long, split from the

log, but as these are not expensive, the novice

who expects to make two or three rods can

use the best part of a billet to advantage.

The wood is rather white when first split, but

exposure to the air turns it pale yellow and it

darkens slightly when made up into rods. It

resembles lancewood so closely that unless

pieces of both are placed side by side it is

difficult to tell which is which. Its grain is

closer and straighter than that of lancewood,

however, and it has none of the pins or knots

that characterize lancewood and make that

wood so unsatisfactory to work with. Dag-
ama is light, stiff and elastic, breaks with a

long, splintering fracture, somewhat like

hickory.is easy to work with or across the

grain, and may be highly polished. Ferrules

slightly larger than those on bethabaja will

answer."

Greenheart for rods is largely used in

England; and to a certain extent on this

continent, but bethabara leads over it by far.

For the making of salmon rods, and fly-rods

it may be said that greenheart is hard to

equal. Dr. Harry Gove gives it a very high

recommendation. There is a grade of wood
known as American Greenheaft that is pushed
off on the untutored as genuine greenheart,

which as a matter of fact, is nothing more
nor less than ironwood. Both ironwood and
hickory are stained and are pajined off as

bethabara, but of course where one buys from
a cheap, unrecommended firm he cannot

trust them, and may thus be fooled. Old,

established firms, perforce, must handle

nothing but the very best and give their

patrons just what they demand. Remember
this when making your purchases.

You can go out in the woods and select the

straight part of a second-growth ironwood

and by cutting this down make a genuine good
tip out of it. You can next go out and get a

piece of hickory, also straight-grained as

possible, and use that for the butt portion

of the rod, making a very serviceable affair.

One well-known angling writer speaks of

meeting up with many of these home-made
rods down in the Kentucky hills. I may
say that by the exercise of a little ingenuity

one can turn out a rod for just the cost of the

parts,—I mean the metal fittings. Some
time when in a mood for experimentation try

making the tip of a bait rod with home-grown
ironwood, and then make the butt from
home-grown hickory and you will be sur-

prised , if you use exceptionally good pieces

what a fine rod you can make. I know,

because I have experimented with it. Many
of the so-called bethabara and greenheart

rods are nothing but ironwood or hickor\'

which may be surprising to many.

Third after greenheart I place dagama,
with lance-wood coming fourth.

The bulk of the solid-wood rods put out in

this country are made of lancewood, that

wood being easily procured, coming from the

Greater Antilles and certain Central Ameri-

can points. Ships trading in the South

invariably bring out as a portion of their

cargo a certain amount of rod woods, findibg

this a profitable industry, for one would be

amazed to know how much of the various

woods of the South come north to be made
into rods. Poor lancewood is just no rod

wood at all. lean go out in the woods and

select some ironwood and hickory and beat

a poor lancewood (or even a fairly good

lancewood rod) all hollow. But if you are

able to select an exceptionally good stick of

lancewood (or have a skilled rod maker select

one for you) I can assure you that you can

get a good rod, in fact an exceptionally well

selected piece of lancewood comes very

close to attaining to the bethabara standard.

But, as I say, you must have a skilled

man do the selecting, especially if you
are an amateur or totally unacquainted with

solid woods. Bethabara possesses a "vein

of steel" in its quality; it has life and constant

vim; and it holds this attribute right along

without dulling, providing, of course, that it is

carefully cared for. As the direct opposite of

this your inferior lancewood, or even your

medium A 1, lancewood is softer; it lacks

the necessary vein of steel, so to speak, and

invariably acquires a sc/ to the tip that will

not leave. When a solid wood rod acquires a

sel to the tip—when it warps out of line that

is the time to throw that rod away, or give

it to a fisherman who consistently borrows

rods and never returns them.

Such woods aajucara prieto and snakewood

I have not tried, and so will not say anything

about. I have mentioned four woods here

(solid woods), and from these you can make
your selection. It may be well to select

some easily worked wood for your first experi-

ment, taking on a better wood for your next

attempt If you do this try dagama for your

first rod, to tune up on, and then make
bethabara your second wood for a better

rod.

We will presume that you are to work a

piece of bethabara. You may send direct
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to a company fo- these pieces, or if you a-e

so fortunate perhaps you can go right direct

to the company and select your own stock; or

perhaps vou can get a friend to do the select-

ing for vou. Otherwise (if you trust the

companv to pick you out a good piece) see to

it that > ou select an old-established firm.

Mr Perry D. Frazer has some words to say

about bethabara that are worth reading

carefully.

"Bethabara is a heaN'y wood, but it is

nicely adapted to short bait-casting rods,

and one can be made to weigh five to six-

and-one-half ounces, and very slender, that

will be exceedingly powerful and full of ginger,

Bethabara slightly resembles butternut or

a light grade of black walnut in color; with

this exception, that when freshly sawed the

surface is covered with a greenish-yellow dust,

very heavy, and a bit sticky to the touch,

giving one the impression that the wood has

been sprinkled with yellow ochre. The wood

being so hard, the rough saw-marks hide the

grain and it is difficult to tell a good piece

from a bad one. Look closely at all sides, or

better, scrape two sides until the grain will

show, and if there are any knots or if the

corners show splinters that may be broken off

short, discard it and look further. Pound the

sticks smartly on the floor and examine for

worm holes, which although very small

are fatal to good material. I have said that

the wood shows dust of a greenish-yellow

color but this seems partially absent in some

bethabara. I prefer the grade which shows

this characteristic, and which the Enghsh

rodmakers call green washaba; but the brown

washaba, (the grade that does not), is much

harder and has a closer and longer grain in

the perfect pieces, although it seems more

difficult to get perfect pieces in this grade.

Hence it is well to stick to the green or dusty

grades, which run nicely, as a rule, and can

"be planed from both ends and on all sides

with impunitv. Some dealers sell other

varieties of imported woods for bethabara,

and some try to supply very poor greenheart

instead; but reliable men may be depended

upon to give vou what you ask for.

The fine shavings from bethabara are so

wiry and tough that a handful of them can

be used for a long time in polishing joints.

They cling together totally unlike those from

greenheart, which are short, and very brittle.

Bethabara logs are sawed into planks which

go to the rodmakers in thicknesses of seven-

eighths of an inch, sometimes more. Gen-

erally the lumbermen cut logs into pieces

seven-eighths of an inch by one inch, and

three feet long, but you can cut other lengths.

These pieces must be ripped. If. however,

they will cut the material to your order, it

will be well to have the butt five-eighths of an

inch and the tips three-eighths, for a two-

piece rod. There is a good deal of cutting

before you can be satisfied with the squared

stock; and, another thing, you must decide

which end of your stock is to be the butt, or

large end, before you begin the work of taper-

ing. There are two or three peculiarities

about this wood that will astonish you at Jirst.

Stock that is cut thin may be very crooked.

/ have worked pieces so crooked that it seemed

a waste of time to do anytlnng with them, but

after they were finished (and the rod hung up

by the top on a brad driven into the wall), all

the kinks soon disappeared, and the rod

became as straight as a perfect arrow This

method of straightening is advisable with

any rod and especially tips. {Note by R.P-L

Greenheart is the same, often looking impos-

sible Do not think you have got a poor

piece if it is crooked!) Where rods are put

away in tackle cabinets or closets, (with

ail parts tied up in a cloth partition case,) it

ve:^' often happens that one of the strings of

the case is tied more securely than the others

thus bending the tips slightly; and, if left

in this shape for long, (with perhaps some

hea\'y object resting against all), a very

crooked rod may be taken out later on. Even

standing joints on the floor, with the tops

resting against the wall, may warp them.

Better hang tips up, and the whole rod,

too if practicable. Dealers who handle the

finest wood rods often suspend them all

from the tops in cases made for this purpose.

Bethabara, as a rule, does not warp or take

"set" easily; but cut any wood into thin

strips and throw it around and it will warp.

Varnish puts an end to this, as it prevents

rapid changes of temperature from affecting

the wood easily."

Length of Rod afid Other Points: Already

much has been said in favour of the five-and-

one-half foot rod, and what is true of the regu-

lation steel rod can be taken as true of the

solid wood or spht-bamboo rod; to be used

for bait casting. In the five-and-one-half

foot length there are contained enougn

resilience, enough durability, enough back-

bone to more than serve one's purpose

make no mistake, nor does anyone for that

matter, in selecting that length. Some

think the five-and-a-half foot length too

stubby but this is a crank's libel and should
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not be listened to. This length, besides, is

generally considered the commercial stan-

dard regulation.

But how many joints should the rod have,

none, two or three, that is to be decided.

To say the very least the rod without any

joint whatsoever, (all in one piece) is greatly

to be preferred, but, sad to relate, it is so

hard to be transported, it may so easily come
of injury, etc., that is does not lend itself

to general countenance, unless, of course, you

are just to fish home waters and do not want

to carry it on the train, etc., when, I will

admit, you should make yourself a one-piece

rod, a rod without any ferrules. Undoubt-

edly the less connecting points (ferrules) to a

rod the greater will be its action, and for

that reason a one-piece rod is the best. But,

being clumsy, often impossible to transport,

it cannot, on that score at least, be counten-

anced, as an all-around appliance. The rod

mostly in service, and the type mostly made
by rod-makers is the two-piece affair, con-

sisting of a long tip and a shorter butt. In

figure I. we show a two-piece rod; and this

style is recommended. I would not, on the

other hand, attempt to make a rod, (solid

wood or split bamboo) with three joints.

The Hand-Oraep. Many prefer to make
the hand-grasp of cork to the rod alone. In

Figure 1. is shown a rod with an upper grip,

and I cannot too strongly insist that you make
your rod after this style; the inclusion of

this upper grip aids you immeasurably when
spooling the line. I do not know what I

would do without an upper grip after all

these years of casting and retrieving line. It

does not entail hardly any extra work—so by

all means add this feature.

Cork is recommended for the grip, as there

is hardly ajiything to compare with it. I

have never tried making a grip that was
cord-wound, as the cork grips are too easily

made.
Fittings- Of what material should the

mountings, or fittings be. Nickled brass I

think is useless to buy. German Silver is

absolutely best. It tarnishes just enough to

take the glitter from it and lasts longer than

the wood of the rod if given ordinary care.

How many guides will we have on the rod?

I suggest two as being quite sufficient if

they E^re placed at the right points. These
should be in suitable sizes of the so-called

raised, or trumpet sort. You need an off-set

tip-guide, making thus three guides in all.

Do not invest in overly large guides, say, as

large as quarters, as they are not necessary.

Should these guides be lined with agate?

I say yes; and if you do not promire real agate

for linings in these guides then get imitation

agate. I would," however, suggest that you
go to the trifling extra expense to get pure

agaie, as it pays in the long run, saving line

and improving your casting.

It is important that you get a good type of

ferrule, one that you can bind to the wood
well with your silk so as to leave a finished

looking piece of work. The sharp serrated

ferrules are mostly used on split bamboo rods,

but for solid wood rods I vastly prefer the

so-called capped and welled form, which note

Figure II. The capped portion^it will be

noted comes below the rest of the sleeve so

that the silk windings may be brought up
close. This leaves a perfectly finished job.

If the manufacturers cannot fit you out with

these ends, split, as shown in the illustration,

you can do this yourself with an e.xceedingly

fine saw or some othc instrument. The good

part of splitting them is that by doing this

(the silk thread covering these serrations, or

splits,) the metal is lashed more firmly than

ever to the wood, thus allowing no room for

breakage. There should be a female and a

male ferrule in this deal, one to fit into the

other. The size should be the 21-C 1-inch.

Next comes the winding check, or taper.

This is the metal part directly in front of the

forward grip. Some prefer a small taper,

but I should suggest the use of the sa-called

bottle-necked taper.

Next comes the reel-seat which should

be of the three-fourths inch grade size, which

see that you get to conform to the size of the

winding check, or taper.

You need a butt-cap, which should also be

of the three-fourths inch size.

Many rod-makers prefer to purchase their

cork grasps ready just to slip onto the wood
and so fit in place. These ready-made
cork-grips can be had either in the plain form,

or shaped. Personally I prefer the plain

grasp, and I prefer to put the corks on myself,

making them from bottle corks, of the one-

and-one-half-inch size, which are one half inch

thick. These corks should come in the

good grade, as there are poor, mediums and
good grades. Pick out the best you can get

hold of. You can buy four dozen of these for

about twenty-five cents. When you fit the

corks on, glueing them in place, allow the

whole to set firm and irremovably before

attempting to shape the grasp, which is done
with a file, sandpaper and emery cloth.

Other purchases that you must make before
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you can start are as follows: One or two
sticks of ferrule and cork cement; one bottle

of rod varnish of the very best quality; and
one bottle of white shellac; also two spools of

A or 00 silk for the windings, shades as you
prefer. Mr. Perry D. Frazer speaks of using

French glue which is to be had at most paint

stores. 1 have never used it. He says:

"Much depends on how glue is prepared and
UBed. I prefer Coignet No. I, the best French
glue, soaking it overnight in cold water, then

using it very hot, but thin. It sets very

quickly; but is not brittle. I.ike all amateur
rodmakers I have made mistakes in hand-
grasps, etc., and have tried to rectify them
by heating, steaming or soaking them, to

separate the parts so that changes might be

made. It is at such times that one learns with

what obstinacy glue will resist attempts to

separate parts joined with it. I have soaked

a cork hand-grasp for three hours in steaming
hot water, without making the slightest

impression on the glue, and have experimented
with ordinary glue and prepared cements, all

of which resisted severe treatment in a manner
that surprised me."

I have used the prepared cements and have
not found them wanting. There are numer-
ous kinds on the market. Call for the very

best grade.

Before making up my list I may call atten-

tion to the sticks of bethabara that you are

to purchase. For very obvious reasons these

must be purchased in a larger size so that you
will have plenty to work down from. Thus
the tip piece should be of one-half inch stock

and the butt-piece should be of three-fourths

inch stock, the butt-piece being, of course,

larger, again for very obvious reasons.

As to the price to pay for these parts some
have made a rod for three dollars including

all things that go into the rod. Many anglers

have some of the necessary materials on hand;
others have to purchase it all. Some have the

necessary- tools; some borrow tools; and thus

cut down the expenses. Of course, to do
a fine job, decent tools must be had; that goes

without saying. One may attempt to do the

job up with inferior tools but sooner or later

he will find himself missing somewhere and
that is the time when some instrument is

lacking.

The Tools. While one can get along

without it is best to have a jack-plane about

fifteen inches long. It will be found useful

in trimming down the rough parts. A small

iron block piano is quite a necessity. An
eight inch flat file is .nlso needed. A sharp

pocket knife is needed and also some few

sheets of Number OO's and paper. With the

planes it should be seen to that they are as

sharp as you can make them on the oil-stone

for some very fine shavings must be taken

off. A kindly carpenter may lend you his

brace and various sized bits, ranging from
one-eighth inch to three eighths of an inch.

A small vise will come in handy. A small

three cornered file may be added to the outfit;

also a fine keyhole saw. Also emery cloth

of fine grade.

I shall in the next chapter tell how to make
a simple yet practical measuring-gauge and
scraper all in one, but if you have access to it,

I would suggest that it would not be unwise

to get hold of the caliper. If you should go

into a hardware store the clerk will show you
various kinds. The so-called micrometer

caliper is the best of the lot but it costs in the

neighborhood of five dollars. A cheaper

form of sliding arm caliper costs about a

dollar and a quarter; while some, even cheaper,

are to be had for seventy-five cents. These

calipers give graduations down to l-64th of an

inch and by the use of it you can see to it that

the rod is of the correct diameter through-

out, using the caliper as you go ahead with

your planing. But as I have said, you
can do without the caliper, and use the

scraper and measuring gauge I will tell about

in my next chapter. The caliper is, what
one might call, a sort of a luxury. If you can

borrow one somewhere you are that much
ahead.

Allowing for a rise in prices you should be

able to make your rod comparatively cheaply.

I do not know what present prices are, but in

my list I give prices that should cover all of

the materials. As to bethabara (at the

present time) I do not know. Bethabara

comes up from Africa to England and thence

is shipped to the States and Canada. If the

U-Boat has prevented any shipments and

so caused a resulting high price in this wood I

do not know.

Ti-e price list —
1 Tip-piece, Bethabara, square, 48 inch-

es long, one-half inch stock % .50

1 Butt-piece, Bethabara, square, 30

inches long, three-fourths-inch stock .75

2 Agate guides, size 2 and 3, raised 1.20

1 Tip-top guide, agate-lined, off-set

type ;
• 60

Ferrules (male and female) capped and

welted, to be serrated with saw 90

4 dozen one-half inch corks, best grade.. .25
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1 Winding check or taper (bottle taper

preferred), at 15

1 Reel-seat (German Silver), three-

fourths-inch, best type, at 85

1 Butt-cap, three-fourths-inch, straight

end 15

2 spools of winding silk (green or orange

suggested), size either A or 00 30

1 Stick of fcrrule-and-cork cement, at 15

1 Bottle of rod varnish, very best quali-

ty 25

1 Bottle of white shellac, at... l'>

Total $6 20

The total here given amounts to six dollars

and twenty cents. Of course all the fittings

are in German Silver. If desired, nickled-

brass can be used, and so the price may be

pulled down; and, instead of using genuine

agate-lined guides, imitation agate can be
used, or even wire guides, without any sort

of lining. But there is no use counting the

pennies in this, because, for something like

seven dollars you are able to produce a rod

that is equal to a fifteen or twenty dollar

appliance, besides allowing you the satis-

faction of having made that rod yourself.

I have not in the above mentioned the

cost of tools. We always figure to have some
of these or have access to them from some
friend or neighbor. If you can go into a

work-shop and do your work right on a regular

bench many things are simplified, of course.

A well-fitted-out shop usually has all the

requirements that go with it. In such a
shop you should be able to turn out a matter
of three, four or five good rods in a winter,

and so whet your appetite for more, going
from the bait-casting rod up to the making of

a fly-rod, a much more difficult task and which
should never be attempted till you are well

acquainted with making a fit bait-casting rod.

Again it is not a bad idea to include materi-

al in this list for two tip pieces, as it is

always handy to have an extra tip on hand
in your case.

If you are careful you can begin right with
the bethabara wood, or, if you wish you can
experiment with the dagama wood, or a

well-selected piece of lancewood, thence
i aspiring to the bethabara wood.
fc Follow up what I have WTitten carefully;

jpote ei'eri/thinfj; miss no point—and in the
next chapter I shall go into the matter of

Working out the rod and all that is connected
with il, making the explanation as plain as
possible.

Many rod making amateurs make a vital

mistake in attempting to make their first rod

of split bamboo; that is to say they obtain

the glued together strips, both butt and tip

joint and with their tools work them down.

In the hands of the skilled rod-maker it is all

well and good to do this, but I should advise

the man who has never made a rod to first

experiment with various woods, and when he

is confident in his ability then let him make
a split bamboo rod, obtaining from the manu-
facturers the glued-up pieces, and shaping

them himself. Amateur RodmaMing puts

the question very well and is fully worth
incorporating here:

"It is folly for the beginner to

attempt to make his first rod of split bamboo,
or even to obtain glued-up stock and fit it.

Instead he should obtain that material

which is easiest to manipulate, and carry

the work through to some sort of conclusion.

Then, and only then, will he master the first

step on rodmaking, and begin to realize how
easy, and yet how difiicult it is to make a

good rod. Without question split bamboo is

the best material for rods knoum to-dai/. If you
can obtain the material in butts, joints and
tips, glued-up, so that the 'making' consists

merely in finishing it and fitting the hand-

grasp, ferrules, and trimmings, if care is

exercised a very good rod will be the result.

But I would strongly advise the flovice not

to attempt to make a split bamboo rod com-
plete; at least not until he has had ample

practice in making all-wood rods. Instead

pay a visit to some professional rodmaker
if this is possible and ask permission to watch
him at work for a little while. If you do,

my word for it you will go away a wiser, if

not a sadder, man, for you will be convinced

that you lack the skill necessary to finish the

six slender strips and fit them together

perfectly, even if you can secure bamboo that

will prove to be worth cutting up. This is one

of the difficulties encountered in rodmaking
for not all of the material that looks good will

be worth the labor of cutting. I know one

old rodmaker, who, on splitting out his mater-

ial, tests each slender strip by bending until

the ends meet, then examining the circlet for

weak spots, and if any appear he smashes
the whole piece and tries again—a severe test,

but one that will show defects before further

labor is wasted. Not that this is the correct

test, but it is one of several, the most import-

ant one being an examination based on long

experience. Some of the best rodmakers will

supply you with glued-up butts, and joints,

and if you are determined to make your first
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rod of this material select these somewhat

longer than the joints of your rod to be, so

that you can pick out the best part of each

piece when you come to fitting the ferrules-

Take only hand-made stock, fot machine-

made material is not always worth using;

much depends on how carefully the stock is

selected. The hand-made stock will

cost more than you anticipate, but it is much
cheaper in the end. If glued-u'p split bamboo
is to be the material, the method of perform-

ing the different parts of the fitting will be, of

course, the same as for the all-wood rods."

I think it important in this chapter to say

that you can make a rod with a home-made
hickory butt, with a ready-made tip to fit it,

(to be of bamboo), that will make a most
excellent rod. Many of the wooden rods on
the market are made with a hickory butt and
a split bamboo tip and they make very nice

and highly serviceable rods indeed. One of

these rods, with a hickory butt and a split

bamboo tip I have used for years, for casting

a light lure and I still have it ready in my
outfit to do duty. You can purchase a

ready-made tip for comparatively little, in

fact you can make a rod of this sort for some-
thing like four or five dollars. You can take

a common, machine made split bamboo tip

and by a suitable number of windings make
it a very good appliance. Of course it is

nothing compared to the hand-made tip

(which, obtain, if you possibly can) but it

w'ill do at least to experiment with before you
attempt an all-bamboo rod. I suggest that

you gel the tip to this rod of a suitable

length, say, thirty-eight or forty inches, to

conform to a twenty-four or twenty-six inch

butt of hickory. These I long ago realized

were the best lengths for tip and butt for a
bamboo tip and hickory butt rod. If, after

making such a rod, you see some means for

improving it you can experiment, with your
own ideas. After all, the joy of rodmaking
for the amateur is in working out his own
ideas. Nothing like stepping out of the rut

and seeing a realization in shaping up from
your pet theories.

If you should make a tour of a lumber-yard

you can pick up a fine billet of straight-grained,

well-seasoned hickory, enough for many
butts. You work this butt down the same
as in making the solid wood butt of an all-

wood rod, an explanaion in full of which
will appear in our next number. When this

wood is polished smooth and glossy, varnished

a few times and wound artistically with silk

you will be amzaed how nice it all looks and
how serviceable that rod can be. Especially

is this true it the tip be hand-made. It may
cost a little more, but certainly, as one writer

has aptly put it, in the long run it is the

cheapest. I wish I could take you out and

show you a hickory butt, hand-made bamboo
tip rod in action. You would be surprised.

Here for a few dollars and well spent hours of

a winter's evening you can make a rod, that,

while it may not be worth fifteen or twenty

dollars, at least comes very close to that

mark!
(To Be Continued.)



YOU NEVER CAN TELL
R. P. L.

[

DIXIE CARROLL

We read some time ago a re-print taken

from an article by Mr. Leigh Hunt in the

issue of November 17, 1«19 of his Indicator.

The re-print has to do with the fish like

look upon the face of Walton, the Father
of Angling.

".\naling," says Leigh Hunt, "does indeed
seem the next thing to dreaming. It dis-

penses with locomotion, reconciles coniradic-

lion, and renders the very countenance null

and void. A friend of ours, who is an admi er

of Walton, was struck just as we were with
the likeness of the old anj^ler's face to a fish.

It is hard and angular and of no expression

It seems to have been subdued to what it

worked in, to have become nntive to the

watery element. One might have said

-to Walton, 'Oh, flcsti, how art thou fishifiedl'

He looks like a pike dressed in broadcloth

instead of butter."

. To say the verj least your Angling Editor

"

was startled at this comment on one of the

great men of English letters. Directly upon
having read this we loosened the collar nt our
throat to better get our wqnd after which we
stole to the mirror to see if we also looked like

a fish; because, working on fish perchance
our countenance, too, was moulded into the

general outline of a pike— I mean, from long
thinking of fish our facial resemblance to a
fish would be uncanny, At first we thought
we detected it had the earmarks of a pike, but
upon closer inspection we found that we
looked like a blushing, dazzling brook trout

with a whimsical smile upon its lips. We
were greatly pleased upon looking upon our <

face in the mirror that it did not look like a

pike

We thought we could trap some of our
brother fishing writers, though, and, rubbing
our hands gleefully together we sent word
to Brother Carroll, asking him to send his

picture to us. Now, we said to ourselves, now
for a slirivelled up pike with a look on his face

like a January blb.zard around the corner of

the old barn. Finally it came and after
' taking out a lot of excelsior that saved it

en route we sat back with a hearty laugh to

enjoy ourselves. The first look we took at

Carroll's facial map was enough
You never can tell. I always have said

tliat angling makes for peace and good will

to men, putting the twinkle of the Old Harry
in the eye, and coloring the world with gilt

and old rose. There is nothing like angling

for the upbuilding of man, it has a broadening

influence; a bigness about it.

M'e suggest to those of our readers who feel

full of gloom to cut out Mr. Carroll's picture

and look at it—and then go fishing.

Can you notice anything fishlike about our

subject's face?
,

It does look a little chubby come to think

of it



Robert Page Lincoln

Herein We Treat of The Rainhotv Trout, (Salnio irideus), the Vivid Fighter of The Streams; An
Jntroduction to Our Streams Bound to Receive Greater Attention In The Futuie.

\ SALMO IRIDEUS

Out of the water like a living light,

The fish has risen—all its colors ])right

Glowing in beauty. Never siunmer sky

What lime a shower idles subtly by
Offered a rainbow tinted half so rare

—

Or wrought, of mist, a spell so witching fair

Fresh as the dew upon the lovely field.

In time of June; and all the cunning yield

Of beauty and of color—in this fish,

Are all the glories that an eye may wish!

Deep lies the barb; the whirring reel protests.

The bending rod each fatal passage tests;

He rises now, the monarch of the pool

—

With shake of head, the enemy to fool;

—

Then races on; a demon-driving race;

Rise after rise upon the water's face;

In churning rapid, down dismaying glide,

Across the stream where white-lipped currents ride;

Till, threshing wildly, he is safely reached,

—

And happily on the gleaming sand is beachcdl
—Robert P Lincoln.

THE fame of the rainbow trout (Salmo

irideus) continues to grow as its numbers

increase and its range, (in keeping with

this condition), becomes greater. The rain-

bow trout is perhaps the most famous of the

true trouts'of .America, and there are Ihos

who place it in the lead. A good-sized brook

trout puts up a fine fight, using under-water
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tactics. But the rainbow trout when cap-

tured breaks from the water, leaping into

the air time and time again, until the net

finally gathers him in, to be put away in the

creel if it is large enough to receive his bulk.

It is this staying fight that has placed the

rainbow trout quite in a class by itself, and
which has won for it the praises, far and wide
of both famous anglers and every-day fisher-

men. It takes the artificial fly with a superior

dash and vigor, thus proving its gaminess. It

thrives in water, that, for temperature, the

brook trout cannot survive and continue in.

Streams that are poorly adapted to the brook
trout when storJced with the rainbow, trout

become productive and enhance the charms
of the country through which these same
streams flow. It is gratifying to know that

many streams, (otherwise barren of trout life),

have been made into trout streams by stock-

ing with the brand of Salmo iridehs. Those
streams not only afford the angler a wealth
of pleasure in the capture of these fish, but
they increase the food supply also.

In a native state the rainbow trout was
found only in the waters of the western
States of the United States.

"The biggest rainbows," says Charles
Frederick Holder, "have their home in a land
of dreams on the east slope of the Cascade
Mountains of Oregon, where the great fir

forests have sought for ages to hide grim beds
of lava—showers of rock, which bombardedthe
earth untold ages ago. Mount Shasta with
its glaciers is not far away, and from the slopes

of Mount Pitt, 9,700 feet in air, the angling

invader looks down on the fair lake of Kla-
math, environed by lofty peaks, crests of

mountains that roll away in every direction;

some capped with eternal snow, some garbed
in tints of pearl, so blue, of infinite beauty
all volcanic, the aftermath of a time when
Titans lived, and played at bowls among
the lofty peaks and ranges of the Siskiyous.

Away to the north is a wonder of the world.

Crater Lake, a dead volcano, a mile above the

sea, filled with water nearly half a mile in

depth, a gleaming sapphire suspended like

the roc's egg, on top of the world; indeed, I

could not diVest myself of the belief that

Klamath with its shalloAv waters, thirty

or more miles in length, fed by eternal and
icy springs, was not the last word of a mighty
volcano burnt out and dead."

In this Oregon (the Cascade) region the
rainbow trout is at home. West by south of

Mount Shasta I have found them in the great

redwood forests of the California coast; and

elsewhere in California I have known them.

In the Sierra chain in the Kern River country,

which is, no doubt, one of the most picturesque

spots in this world. . . . But then the

rainbow trout has been widely scattered

throughout the State of California. The deep
lakes and streams have their numbers of them
and they all go to make the trout fishing of

that Far West interesting to say the very

least. The rainbow trout has known per-

haps the widest distribution at the hands of

man of any fish in the world. It has been
introduced into the streams of the British

Isles, France and Germany. For a number of

years many shipments of rainbow trout went
to stock the ponds and streams of Germany
so that to-day good trout fishing is to be had
along all the streams of that country. The
advanced methods of trout culture and fish

culture in general have no doubt stood the

German Government well instead. Nor
does the range of the rainbow trout end here.

You obtain fine rainbow trout fishing in the

streams of southern South .\frica. From
far-off New Zealand, too, come enthusiastic

stories of rainbow trout fishing, only serving

to prove, anew, that it is a fish with

an international reputation; and one that is

greeted with the utmost praise. I have been
asked many times by Canadian readers what I

think of the rainbow trout as an introduction

to the eastern waters of Canada. I will

say that I am of the firm belief that the rainbow

, trout will be the trout of the future in Canada
and the States. Sooner or later the brook

trout, (much as we dread the approach of that

day), must decline, and the rainbow trout and
the brown trout will take its place. Of course

we feel that there is no comparison between
the brook trout and the rainbow trout. We
give our eager hand first and last of all to the

brook trout, but, unless carefully protected,

the brook trout will fade out, at least in a

wild state, and only hatchery bred fondnalis

will hold their own in the streams. But please

to remember, first and last of all, that the

rainbow trout is no inferior fish. It is a fish

that commands respect, and usually wins. I

have seen brook trout anglers catch their

first rainbow trout; and I have also seen those

same men wax eloquent in praise of the fish.

As you hook one of these vivid, sprightly

fellows in a pool, and as the fish rises to the

surface with a crashing splash, not once, but

as many as six or ten times, you soon change
your opinion. The rainbow trout, down to
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the smallest fingeriing, (caught on the fea-

thered barb) proves his mettle; endears

himself in the memory and makes a wide bid

fc leadership in your consideration.

"The rainbow trout," says Kelly Evans in

his monograph on the fishes of the Province

of Ontario, "although not indigenous to

Provincial waters must be accorded a place

among the game fishes at present to be found

in the Province. The fish, iS'ilmo irin^cusi is

a native of the waters of some of the western

States of the Union, and was first experiment-

ally introduced into the St. Mary's River

by the Michigan authorities some thirt\

years ago, as well as into various other rivers

and streams of that state. In the interven-

ing time it has thriven exceedingly and in

the St. Mary's River has been known to

attain a very great size, a specimen of four-

teen pounds weight having been caught by
angling in the Canadian waters of the Soo
rapids in 1909, while in the press of 1910 the

capture in a net of a monster weighing S.")

pounds was recorded as a fact; A few of the

Provincial streams in the neighborhood of

Sault Ste. Marie were planted with the fry

of this fish, obtained by citizens of that town
from the Michigan hatchery, but it is im-
possible to determine exactly the area in

Ontario over which it is now distribute I.

Doubtless in the course of time it may b;
expected to spread west into ^xU the sire ms
entering Lake Superior, and, indeed, a small

specimen of about one-half pound weight was
caught as far west as the Steel River in 1910.

Possibly, also, it may eventually occur in the

rivers and streams flowing into the Georgian
Bay or North Channel. The Rainbow Trout
feeds chiefly on shrimp, insects and larvae of

insects, while the larger specimens in the St.

Mary's River are known to be fond of the

cockedoosh, (a species of minnow), and of

small herring. In general, however, the

fish, unlike the speckled trout, is not can-

nibalistic, and this fact greatly facilitates the

raising of young fry to the fingeriing stage in

hatcheries. It prefers waters as a rule, of

somewhat higher temperature than those

most favourable to brook trout, and can be

expected to spawn in Canada from about the

middle of May to the middle of June, while

the period of incubation should be appro.xi-

matcly 50 days. The rainbow prefers a gravel

or mixed gravel and stony bottom for

spawning purposes, though if these are not

available they will spawn on clean sand.

In game qualities the rainbow trout ranks

very high, being held by many to excel even

the brook trout in this respect. It is to b^
captured with a live minnow or cockedoosh,

or by means of various artificial baits, such

as a small trolling spoon or artificial minnow.
Strips of fat pork are also said to be effective

with the larger specimens, while the trout

will also rise to a fly, the best for the purpose

being light or bright ones, such as the Parma-
chene Belle and Junglecock. No more
exciting sport could be desired than to tackle

a large rainbow in the turbulent waters of the

Soo Rapids, where the fish is now to be

found in considerable quantities and already

the fame of the fish in this particular locality

is becoming widely known. It is to be noted

also that as a table food the rainbow trout

ranks second let none among the sporting

fishes."

Mr. Evans here recognizes cannibalism in

the brook trout, as compared with lack of this

feature in the rainbow trout, something that

will arouse much conjecture in many anglers

who firmly hold that the brook trout is not

cannibalistic. Nevertheless this trait is said

to be known to the one fish, and not to the

other. The rainbow trout, released in the

streams is said to kill off the brook trout fry

and fingerlings, and, for that reason they can-

not be placed in the same stream. As a

matter of fact I have taken raittbow trout,

brown trout and brook trout from the same
pool on the Brule River of Wisconsin and I

hope to do the sanie many years from now.

As far as my observations tend to show the

rainbow trout does not kill off the brook

trout; but, rather, it is the rough fish coming
up the rivers from the lakes that must be

man-handled and exterminated if we are to

have a generous supply of trout. Suckers,

red-horse and buffalo fish can readily be seined

when they come up the rivers in the spring,

but after they once get separated in the

streams it is hard to expect anything. Of

course it is to be expected that hordes of these

fish remain in the streams and that they

visit the spawning beds of the brook trout in

the autumn when that fish is spawning and

thus contrive to wipe out a very great deal

of the spawn, sucking it up, as they do, to the

very last egg. Quite unjustly the cause of

this ectermiuation is laid to the rainbow

trout. As a matter of fact after watching the

brook trout spawning beds it has been found

that no rainbow trout have been in the

neighborhood, keeping themselves in the

deeps of the stream. And, too, it will be

noted, that, whereas the rainbow trout are

less prone to go to the headwaters of a tribu-
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tary stream to spawn, the brook trout seek

out the most far away nooks. The rainbow

trout (given the freedom of a wide river, with

a large amount of feed) stays in the deep

river haunts or near to the rapids, rarely

going up the tributary streams, at least not

so far up that they will come in contact with

the spawning brook trout. Again the spawn-
ing time of the two species of fishes is widely

divergent. The rainbow trout spawns in the

spring while the brook trout spawns in the

autumn, aiming to get to the spawning grou nd
in September some time. Thus there are

a© contests or fights over the spawning
grounds. The two speciies at that time of the

year are far apart. Furthermore some fifty

rainbow trout of siXe were cut open at different

times of the season from spring to fall and
only in two of these fish were brook trout

fingeriingg discovered; and that, loo, in a

Stream which contaitied both of these fishes.

No test can be more accurate than this. It is

the large rainbow trout that must be looked
upon as the destroyer of brook trout. Make
the test and satisfy yourself that perhaps the

rainbow trout is unjustly set down as a mur-
derer. No consideration here iS taken of the

human fish destroyers—those who net the

precious brook trout from the streams, lured

by the rich reward given out by the hotels

and cafes of the elite. No doubt the exter-

mination of the brook trout may be laid at

the door of the unscrupulous and destructive

fishermen and the men who cut down the

forests and the screening shrubbery along the

streams, which protect the water from being

lowered as to level and heightened as to tem-
perature. But I doubt very much whether
the rainbow trout would cause the diminution
of the brook trout, unless, of course, food
is so scarce that anything that comes to hand
must be taken in, which we may presume
would be the case on small streams planted

both to rainbow trout and biook trout. On
the larger rivers, of width and depth I have
found that all sorts of trout hob-nob together

and I can't see for the life of me that there

is any appreciable difference. Of the fifty

large rainbow trout captured and examined a
number of them were found to contain small

fingerling rough fish, various chubs and min-
nows of all sort. All of these are dull and
slow-moving in comparison with the agile

fingerling brook trout. The rainbow trout

would find it quite a feat of speed to catch

the average tiny brook trout, hence I leave

it Out of the situation altogether. The smaller

rainbow trout certainly do not hold a record

as killers; since I may say they feed on prac-

tically the same fare as that adopted by the

brook trout. Small crustaceans, stream in-

sects (both on the wing and in the case) arc

devoured. The stomachs of a number of

medium-sized rainbow trout and some some-
what under medium size on being examined
were lound to contain practically the same
fare as that of the brook trout. It is when a

rainbow trout attains to clumsy, over-bearing

proportions and needs a heterogenous amount
of food to sustain its great bulk that it will

smas-h into the rough fish fingerlings, etc.. and
devour all that it can reach. I have yet to

see one of these large rainbows succeed in

chasing down and devouring an active brook-

trout. It is not so easily stalked.

To speak the truth I have nothing save

praise to accord the rainbow trout. I do
hold, however, that no stream that is small,

of conservative length, depth and width, and
having a questionable amount of fish food

along its length, should be stocked with both
rainbows and brook trout. As sure as the

sun rises in the east will one fish feed upon the

young of another, even to attacking the larger

specimens, as I have noted. I find that a

stream about six to seven feet across, having

deep holes along its route, five, six, or seven

feet in depth; and occasional falls now and then

makes for an ideal rainbow stream. Should

it be desired the stream may have a sort of a

dam at its point of meeting with a larger

stream so that the rainbows may not go out

into the big stream. Previous to stocking the

stream I would consider it a fine thing to

stock the stream with innumerable shiners

and chubs. Now and then a supply of them
may be dropped in, even' after the stream is

stocked. The result will be trout in abun-
dance and you will find them of the sort that

will rise readily to the fly. There are streams

to-day, tributary to larger streams that were
once brook trout streams. These may be

stocked following the directions I have given

above. You will find the rainbow trout easy

to rear, and as a rule they are hard-lived.

They do not throw up the candle ven,' easily.

Again they will live in water that the brook
trout cannot live in, demanding, as it does,

water that is comparatively cool or cold all

the lime; it is by nature, a spring water fish;

a fish of the fountains. Because the rainbow
thrives in higher-temperatured waters I

believe the time will come when it will bob
up everywhere, to become the universal fish

of the angling public. Therefore, we might as

well get acquainted with this admirable fish
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and consider it3 good points. It will be

remembered that the brown trout is the

universal trout of England. The rainbow

trout is liable, very soon, to take the place of

Salvelinus Jontinalis, the speckled brook trout.

Everything points to this. I have seen from

planting streams that the rainbow does well;

mounts up in w'eight fast; and takes the arti-

ficial fly in a manner that puts it high on the

list of sporting fishes. And as a food we can

certainly agree to what Mr. Kelly Evans has

said, that U ranks second to none.

"The brook trout," says Joseph Irwin, in a

capital article in the American Angler, "does

notcompare with th^ rainbow trout as a fight-

er, because its methods are different. /

consider (he rainbow trout the Jastest game

fish that swims, and it never entirely gives

up until netted, if then. In August, 1916, I

made a sixteen hundred mile trip to the St.

Mary River, in Northern Michigan, trout

fishing, and while there, met an old friend

who visited this river to try for a rainbow or

two, using a fly that he had made himself. I

saw him take a number of beautiful speckled

trout with this fly where the rest of the party,

with Parmachene Belle, Silver Doctor, and

Montreal flies had failed to get a rise. The
way he fished his fly was a revelation to all.

Our anglers were determined to learn to tie

this fly, which the originator was pleased to

show us. We conceived the idea of enlarging

this fly, tying all the brawn in it that we could,

to make it look like the native minnow called

by the Indians, cockedoosh. My friend

tried his fly late in the evening, at 7.30, and

about the third cast he hooked a big rainbow

that, like a tarpon, came out of the water

instantly. The angler ran upon the bank so

as to follow the fish. Although he hati three

hundred feet of enameled silk line on his reel.

the fish carried him one-half a mile down the

stream before he slopped the rainbow, which

jumped out dozens of times. When I tell you

that he caught that fish in five hours and fijty-

five minutes, you will readily understand why

I say that he is the peer oj them all. The angler

finally landed his fish and we weighed him

then and there. He tipped the scales at

eight and one-fourth pounds, and the angler

afterward landed, with the same fly, rainbows

weighing six, six and one-fourth, six and one-

half, and seven pounds. Next morning,

contrary to the advice of the local fishermen,

I took a chance with my four-and-one-half

ounce split bamboo rod and forty yards of

double-tapered line, and what those big

rainbows did to me I shall never forget. I

t

began just below where my- friend Peter

had won his spurs the night before and began

casting across the current of an at least

fifteen miles an hour rapids. The fly floated

beautifully until the current struck it, when
it would fairly fly to a puint directly down
stream, but at the third cast the big rainbow

came clear of the water and took the fly head

down, and although I had on a new so-called

salmon leader it snapped like a thread and was
gone. A double gut leader of six feet

was then tied on and a new fly

fifty yards further down the same thing

happened as the first. The big rainbow after

a half minute and two or three leaps in the

air got his head a little down stream and his

great sides crossways of that current, and the

leader snapped, and my second fish was off

like a shot with the fly in his jaws and the

leader dragging; he cleared a log on the

rock below like a grey hound, landing in a

big pool below. You can imagine my feelings

about that time, losing two straight fish, the

biggest I had ever hooked on a fly, but I

followed on down the stream, and after losing

my third fish by a broken hook, I landed

two beauties of five and five and one half

pounds. The bank here ran out into the

river, and owing to a break in it I could not

follow it further, but there was another

arm of swift water on the inside of this point,

where I was soon fast to a beautiful brook

trout, which, unlike the rainbow, went down
and down with a Steady, strong pull which

proclaimed his name, for if a rainbow he

would have been out of that water with a

hop, skip and a jump, a half-dozen times

while I was landing this fish. So there,

(in the same water, and within a few minutes

of each other), I had a good chance to test

the relative strength and fighting tactics of

both rainbow and speckled (or brook) trout.

I hooked and landed a number of fine rainbow

up to five and one half pounds the latter part of

August, but none so large as those that I saw

plainly take the fly, and smash my tackle

as well. So if you want to play a real fighter,

try St. Mary's River next August for the

rainbow."

All of which recalls some of the rainbow

trout I have caught on the Brule River and

other rivers of Wisconsin. The speckled

brook trout may be finicky about taking the

fly at any time of the day, but I have found

that it is possible to catch the rainbow trout

at any time of the day. I recall one summer

day catching a nice five pound-and-one-hal

rainbow. I had left camp with the troublef
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some suggestions following me that I would

have nothing for my eTorts on that day;

for the wind was coming out of the northeast,

and it looked, as far as weather conditions

were concerned, to be well nigh impossible.

But you can't hold an inveterate rod handler

from the streams so out I went. A drizzling

rain fell now and then; the clouds rolled over

the heavens. It was far from being a pleasing

outlook. I had a spot picked out that I

knew was crowded with rainbows; past

experience has proven that. To that pool,

therefore, I went.

T the head of this pool there stood two

great boulders. These boulders served as a

break-water for the elaborate pool below. In

that still water were hob-nobbing rainbow

trout speckled brook trout, suckers, redhorse

and whatnot. I know this to be a fact for I

will tell you what I took in one hour from this

pool on the Brule. I was then using worms.

I took Ave rainbows, three brook trout, seven

suckers and two red-horse. Talk about rough

and game fish getting along together. I

never had such a surprise in my life!

. On this rather gloomy day, it crossed ny
nind that a bass-size fly would go very

nicely. Something seemed to tell me to make
that selection—and I did. (One gets that

way after long association with fishing; you
seem to know just what the fish desire for that

day, or that hour).

I was using just this one fly; but I placed

two split-shot up back of it to properly sink

it down to the neighborhood of the bottom.

When I was ready I waded out over the slime-

coated cobbles of the river until I struck a

stretch of still water along a reef and then

of course, the going was of the best.

My first cast was to the right side of the

boulder. It fell fine, and with the animating

twitches I guided it on its route through

the pool. No strike; . no evidence of fish.

The next time I cast right up to the boulder,

holding the rod up so that the fly seemed to

sink very deep in the still water. A rough

curl of the outer water of the pool caught it

up, and at that very moment a fish hit it. I

struck on the moment and knew that I had
annexed to something quite out of the ordin-

ary. The big fish swung out and away from
the pool. With my heart in my throat I

kept the line taut and followed him. He
went across streams a way, and was brought

to a sharp turn. In that startling moment
he rose clean from the water—a rainbow that

went to five and one half pounds. I was so

intent upon the spectacular gyrations of the

fish that I made a mis-step on the slimy

bouldei^ and went over and under in the

water. Still I kept my line taut, and had

presence of mind to lower the rod level with

the water. I got my footing again where

the more shallow water began. Again and

again that splendid fish rose to the surface.

Thanks to the fact that the hook was set

good and deep in the jaw of that rosy-sided

one, I finally landed him, in the shallow water

though had the.water been deep it is doubtful

if I would have made good.

This rainbow trout struclj on a cold day,

with the northeast wind blowing. Since

then I have always fished on these days as

well as the finer days, the result being the

capture of many fine specimens. In rainbow

trout fishing I believe in the case of both flies

tied to Number 8 hooks, and to those, even as

large as bass flies. But instead of surface

fishing them, the angler will find that a split

shot or two on the leader will slink them down
to an appreciable depth. If the trout are

lying deep, (as on cold days,) they must be

gone down deep for and this only

can be done by the aid of split shot. No
doubt much of the ill luck of fishers on the

surly looking days is that they do not go deep

for the fish, which, as a rule are then lying

deep. Use just one fly to the leader, and see

to it that it is off the bottom six inches to

a foot. Then fish the pools and you will

see if the rainbows are not to be inveigled into

the net even on the days when weather

conditions are the worst.

The author quoted just before this

stated that rainbow trout fishing in the month
of August is exceptionally good on northern

rivers and especially on the St. Mary's River

at that time of the year. This jibes exactly

with my findings. During the hot month,

the rainbows seem to lay off feeding till in the

evening hours, and then they come alive

with a vim and vigor that is startling. The
author has mentioned the viciousness with

which this splendid fighting trout takes the

fly. I have had them take the fly the trifle

of a moment after that fly has fallen to the

surface of the water; a pick-up and an endeav-

or at a return to the depths with the prize

only to be stung by the sharp barb. Never
try to use small flies for the large rainbows to

be found in the Northern Rivers. That is

to say, never use small flies in the hours lean-

ing toward dusk. You need an appreciable

mark on the water, and that the large fly will

attend to. The Number 3 and Number 1

flies are exceptionally good. The rainbow
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trout seem to like the flies of the gay colors

far better than the drab-hued creation*; this

is a word in season. When using large flies

I like to fish with but one on the leader,

though some like to use two. One can, of

course, suit himself on this measure. A strong

leader such as the Telerana Nova is a blessing

when fishing for the rainbow; in fact it is one
of the best additions to^the outfit that one
could wish.

(To be Continued.)

>jj;,.^3*a««-.,;

"North of MacCauley Junction on the G.
T. R.," writes Mr. W. P. Whalen of Madawa-
ska, "there is a hunting camp known as

Cameron Club camp, of which Mr. .7. A.
Cameron, G. T. R. engineer of Madawaska,
is the p'-esident. One of the mcmbe 's of this

camp is Mr. J. Bertrand an engineer of Depot
Harbour. Mr. Bertrand is a somewhat stout
man and some of the boys in the camp had
intimated that it was not very likeK a man
of his build could walk far enough to find a
deer. Mr. Bertrand however, although not
much of a walker, is a good shot and he made
the doubtful one sit up and take notice. He
uses a .30-30 Savage which he has sighted to
his own fancy and among the bo>s tie is

known by the name of "Trusty Savage."
One morning "Trust> Savage" crawled up
on a mountain about a mile from camp and
sat down to get his wind. Some of the other
boys below in the swamp stirred up a buck

—

there were no dogs allowed in this party

—

which beat it up the mountain stopping only
to look back when about 190 yards from
"Trusty Savage," who drew a bead on Mr.
Buck and planted a .30-30 soft point behind
his ear. Down went the buck in a heap.
This buck's head is now mounted and hangs
.n Mr. Bertrand's den in Depot Harbour."

"1 n your November issue," writes Mr. Jame s

Parks, "I notice a piece by George R. Helton

which refers to stories by Rev. Joshua Frazerof

.Shanty Forest and River Life etc.. With

regard to the story of the minister jumping

on the deer's back in the water and finally

drowning it, I might say that this story was

correct and the minister was Mr. Frazer

himself, as my father, who is still living; was

one of the hunting party at the time and

while not an eyewitness of the scene, was an

eyewitness of the appearance of Mr. Frazer

when he came to camp sadly bedraggled

and with his clothes nearly torn off him by the

sha'-p hoofs of the dec. The late James
Caldwell of Clyde Fo'-ks, Ont. was the othc-

occupant of the boat along with Mr. Frazer.

The scene of this adventu e was in Park

Lake in Dalhousie township, Lanark County,

and I might also say that the most of the

Rev. Mr. Frazer's writings were of scenes

around North Lansrk.

As I am still living on the shore of Parks

Lake I thought a verification of this stor\'

might be of interest to some of the readers •(

Rod and Gun.



GUNS g^AMM
SELECTING AND FITTING LOW POWER RIFLES FOR

SMALL GAME SHOOTING

Alfred Loetscher

MOST ever>' locality tfiroughout this

great North American continent has

some particular small game that can

be termed harmful, while all that vast stretch

of land tilled by the busy farmer is more or

less infested with the pestiferous striped

gopher and to a lesser extent by the grey

ground squirrel. These rodents are especially

harmful to the agricultural industry, as their

principal food is corn and grain, which they

dig up after planting.

Besides this the eastern half of the country

has especially to contend with the black

thief, commonly known as the crow. To
some extent crows are useful as scavengers,

and would they restrict their efforts along

other lines, they would be classed as bene-

ficial; however, the loss resulting from their

mischievous work in both the corn field and
the poultry lot condemns them once for all.

On account of abundant feed, this game is

especially numerous in the thickly settled

parts of the country, thus necessitating

rifles of comparatively low power. Con-
sequently, we find that the use of .22-calibre

rimfire rifles is very common, with rifles of

the .22 and .25 calibre low-power, centre fire

type ranging second. To use a rifle of the

3,000 ft. sec. velocity type, even though the

shooter can afford to buy expensive shells,

would sooner or later bring him into trouble,

and probably serious trouble. The bullet

from an ultra high power rifle does not stop

as soon as one might wish to have it, especially

when shooting at an object on a tree or post.

In case of a miss the bullet goes on speeding

over hill and plain, and by reason of its tre-

mendous velocity —hasi-ipdwer. enoughs I. to

inflict mortal wounds at distances almost,

unlhought ot. These rifles should be used
with loads that will about equal the .2.5-20 in

power. Such loads are possible in these

rifles and give very accurate results.

In selecting a rifle be sure that it fits you.

About the best way is to go to your gun dealer

and try out the various arms he has and then
take the one that feels the most natural

to you. AH first-class rifles are accurate,

and, as a rule, the rifle that gives you a com-
fortable feeling when placed at the shoulder

is the one you will do the best shooting with.

Take note of the take-down construction;

if the least signs of looseness are apparent
refuse to take tliat rifle, for it will surely

affect accUi-ate shooting, especially with tang
sights. If you do not have to travel much
select by all means a solid frame rifle and once
for all do away with the inaccuracies the

take-down type allows. Also make sure that

the rifie can be cleaned and inspected from
the breech end. This is an advantage that

means more than one is inclined to believe

at first thought, but is usually overlooked by
beginners in their enthusiasm. Their one
and all desire is to own a rifle, and it is not

until they attempt cleaning that the error is

discovered. To be able to clean from the

breech prolongs the accuracy of one's barrel

by retaining the muzzle in perfect condition,

and allows unobstructed view of the inside of

the barrel as well as easier cleaning. The
first fact mentioned is in itself enough to

induce any one to buy such a rifle. The
writer has used a Marlin Model 1892 repeater

for the last 15 years and has found that this

rifle possesses these advantages in aisatisfac-
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tory way. This particular rifle shoots re-

markably well, but, remember, others may

be just as accurate. As already noted all

first-class rifles are accurate; but not all can

be cleaned from the breech, nor have they

all solid frames. In my opinion, this last

is important.

At present nearly all .22 calibre rifles are

chambered for the .22 long-rifle cartridge.

This fact accounts for the unusual accuracy

of all first-class constructed rifles of tnis

type. The .22 long rifle is an exceedingly

accurate cartridge— in fact, at ranges up to

100 yards has few superiors. Beyond this,

although accurate, the trajectory is too high

and unless one is an adept at judging dis-

tances misses will be frequent. Do not shoot

.22 short ammunition in a rifle chambered

for the .22 long rifle unless you wish to ruin

the chamber. If your circumstances require

the .22 short have your rifle ordered accord-

ingly. The use of any considerable number

of .22 shorts in a .22 long rifle chamber will

cause said chamber to become rough or even

enlargened immediately in front of the .22

short shell and when the .22 long rifle is used

again trouble will be encountered. Such

results progress slowly as a rule and generalh'

advance to such a stage that a new barrel

only will remedy the trouble when finally

discovered. Smokeless cartridges are the

worst ofi'enders in this respect. The use of

the .22 long is perfectly safe in a rifle chamber-

ed for the .22 long rifle, but it is considered

poor economy to use them; for, even if a

trifle cheaper, they lack considerably in

accuracy when compared with the .22 long

rifle. The only excuse ever found for the

existence of the .22 long is that it is better

adapted for hunting purposes. This, how-

ever, is doubtful. Any game the .22 long

can be expected to bag is naturally small and

this calls for all the accuracy that can be had

if we wish to hit what we are shooting at.

One serious shortcoming of all the .22

rim fire cartridges is their lack of killing power.

The speed of the bullet is not sufficient to

upset it much in animal tissue. The writer

has seen many, many striped gophers' shot

through the body that moved off as though

nothing had happened. On one particular

occasion a shot was taken at a hawk less than

100 yards off. The smack of the bullet

was plainly heard upon striking the hawk and

nearly knocked it from its perch, nevertheless

this hawk took wing and sailed off much to

our surprise. Such things as these are very

discouraging and cause unnecessary suffering.

The cartridges used in all cases was the

.22 long rifle. However, of late years great

imp-ovements have been made towards

increasing the killing power of the .22 calibre

rim fire cartridge by adopting a hollow point

bullet. Such a bullet increases the killing

power of a cartridge at least 50%. Be sure

when going on a small game hunt with a .22

to use cartridges loaded with hollow point

bullets and thus enjoy yourself more as well

as lessen the suffering of the ganie shot.

Do not use smokeless cartridges in any

rifle using .22 rim fire ammunition, for it will

most certainly ruin the barrel in short order,

even if one thinks he gives his rifle all the'
,

care possible. Use cartridges loaded with

Lesmok or Semi-smokeless powder; they are

more accurate and cheaper than the smoke-

less powder; they are more accurate and

cheaper than the smokeless variety as well

as easier on the barrel.

The matter of sights is usually one of in-

terest. . Many have the idea that a crotch

sight, placed a foot or more from the eye,

constitutes the best form of sight possible on

a rifle. Hand these persons a rifle equipped

with a rear peep sight af the Lyman or Marble

make and they will invariably condemn it

then and there. Their usual exclamation is:

"Oh, 1 can see all over the country with this

sight! How can you tell when you are in

the centre of the aperture?" etc. One

particular fellow claimed that to line up the

rear peep sight with the crotch sight in such

a manner as to enable one to see the front

sight through both was his idea of perfect

sighting. The poor fellow honestly believed

that under such conditions a miss was im-

possible.

After having selected the rifle that fits you

best, have your dealer attach a rear peep

sight of one of the well known makes. The

tang of each first-class rifle is tapped for this

purpose. These sights are far superior to

the ordinary crotch sights usually found on

all rifles as sent out from the factory. For

a front sight select one with an ivory bead.

After having the peep sigh't attached,

take the rifle to some rifle range and test the

sight for elevation at the various ranges.

In the event of a rifle range not being avail-

able, carefully measure off the distances from

25 yards to at least 200 yards as follows:

25 yds., 50 yds., 75 yds., 100 yds., 1.50 yds.,

.

200 yds., etc., up to the longest ranges you

care to shoot at. As you go along drive a

stake at each distance and mark it so it
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can be easily distinguished. If mucli shooting

is to be done at the longer ranges it is well to

also drive a stake for the 125 and 175 yd.

ranges. Most of our low-power rifles, es-

pecially .22 rim fire rifles, show a very high

trajectory and at the longer ranges the bullet

will drop considerably at each succeeding 25
yards, thus to enable one to do good shooting

at these distances the sight elevation should

be known exactly for each range. It is a

job to accurately judge distances, but what
good does it do one to be able to judge the

distance correctly when the sight elevation

has to be guessed at?

As the front sight is about J2" above the

bore on all rifles no change in sight elevation

is necessary up to 25 yards. With the sight

set for this range the bullet will cut the line

of sight as it ascends some yards ahead of

the rifle and cuts it again at the point of

impact. The variation from the line of

sight, except close by the rifle, is so slight,

however, as to be hardly noticeable; therefore

target your rifle at 25 yards and call it point

blank. There come.s with each peep sight

(Lyman make) a pin that drives into the

lower end of the sight stem. Should this

pin be too long to allow the sight to be
screwed down sufficiently for 25 j ards, file

it off until it is just correct for tliis distance.

This will prevent one from ever setting his

sight loo low when making a hurried adjust-

ment. Next move your target out to the

50 yard point and continue shooting until

you have the correct elevation; now, with a

sharp knife cut a mark on the sight stem,

preferably to one side of the marks already on
the stem. Also cut a mark at the 25 yards
elevation point. The reason for this explains

itself farther on. Now move the target out
to the next range—75 yards, and continue
thus until you have a special mark on your
sight stem for each 25 yards up to the dis-

tance you care to shoot. You now have a

lasting record on the sight stem and it is

only necessary to note how many marks are

above the sight stem guide to tell what dis-

tance the sight is set for; for instance, 4

marks would show the sight to be set for 100

yards, 7 marks for 175 yards, and so on up to

the limit of your record. This is the simplest,

yet most practical way to mark a peep sight

for elevation that has ever been my lot to

hear or read of. 'No amount of excitement;

except "buck fever" or great fright, could

possibly so upset one that he would be unable

to distinguish the distinct marks on the sight

eti an J sit Ivs sight accordingly.

Do not use too small a bull's eye when
trying out your rifle for sight elevation, as

this will cause irregular shooting. Use a

bull's eye that can be distinctly seen at the

distance you intend to shoot at. For most
persons a 1 " bull is about correct for 25 yards,

and from here on up an inch increase for each
additional 25 yards.

Peep sights are also fine for shooting at

moving objects. Some cannot see it this

way and prefer some form of open sight.

Contrary to the opinion of many riflemen, I

have found that to try to aim with both eyes

open a peep sight amounts to little for snap
shooting. The writer's way is to use the

right eye only and in this way he has attained

considerable success.

25-20 Stevers, No. 44. 10 shots. 25 yards, Winchester
black powder cartridges.

Those desiring the most accurate sight

obtainable should select a suitable telescope.

These can be had in a variety of powers, but

at present the trend is towards a 5 or 6-power

'scope for stationary work and one of 3-

power for hunting purposes. The low power
'scopes have universal focus and require no

focusing for the various ranges shot at. The
higher powers require focusing for the dif-

ferent distances shot at under 200 yards;

beyond that no adjustment is necessary.

Thus from a hunting viewpoint buy a 'scope

with universal focus, otherwise your game
will be gone before all adjustments are made.

The writer has a Stevens 'scope of 6-power

that was made to order witth universal focus.

So far this 'scope has given excellent results.

The trouble with the niore powerful 'scopes

is that they so magnify the bodily tremors as

to render them undesirable for offhand work.
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Telescope sights are furnished with two
styles of mountings; i.e., top and side. The
top mounts are used on all single shot rifles

and repeaters having side ejection. Those
rifles ejecting from the top require side mounts.

These latter mounts are not equal to the top

mounts for the very reason that they are

attached to one side of the middle of the

barrel, thus calling for horizontal as well as

for the usual vertical correction each time

the range is altered. Also one is very liable

to hold his rifle improperly while stretching

his neck to sight through an improperly

mounted 'scope. Therefore, when buying a

repeating rifle, if you have the faintest idea

of ever owning a telescope sight, be sure to

select one with solid frame and side ejection,

so you will be able to mount your sight on
top of the barrel where it belongs. A solid

frame rifle is all the more desirable with a

telescope sight. The greater precision of

aim with such a sight leads one to expect

more than ordinary results from it, and if

mounted on a rifle with a take-down frame

the results obtained might be so discouraging

as to lead one to condemn the 'scope. Even
should the take-down frame go together very

snugly the chances are that it will not go

together one time like the other, thus causing

the rifle to throw the bullets in a different

place each time. Such things as these are

very vexing, and to eliminate them as far as

possible have no joints in your rifle frame.

Further, after having your telescope sight

firmly attached do not amuse yourself by
removing it every time the notion strikes

you. Such treatment w^ll cause a rifle to

group its shots in a different place almost

every time. Leave your mountings strictly

alone, once the rifle is sighted in, and you will

have little trouble with your sight. The
writer cut thin strips of brass and inserted

them between the blocks on the barrel and
the mountings. These strips are a close

fit, and a light wooden hammer was used to

drive the mountings onto the blocks. This

effectually removes any spring or give that

could have occurred before.

The kind of rifle to select depends on the

person who is going to use it. For a boy just

receiving his first rifle a light-weight single

shot is especially suited. It should weigh
about 43^2 lbs., be exceedingly accurate,

simple to understand and readily cleaned from
the breech. Being a single shot it prevents

the boy from using his ammunition recklessly

as might easily be the case with a repeater.

Ihis is casting no rsflections on the fellow

owning a Stevens Favorite or other light-

weight single shot; they are well suited for

any man desiring a light-weight, accurate

rifle. Primarily, however, they were intended

as rifles for boys. All their dimensions show
that. Those desiring a man sized rifle should

select either a, Stevens Ideal or a Winchester

Single Shot, with either a No. 2 or a No. 3

barrel, 28" or 30" long. At present there

seems to be no .22 repeater on the market

that could really be called "man sized."

The ones coming closest to it, as regularly

put on the market, can safely be said to be

the Mariin Models 1892 and 1897, with 28"

barrel and full magazine. These rifles weigh

&H pounds with the octagon barrel and
nearly 6 pounds with the round barrel.

This is from 6 to 1 ounces heavier than other

repeaters. The .22 repeater weighing around

7 pounds wth 28" or 30" barrel is as yet not

to be had by the average shooter. A favored

few have been able to have barrels fitted 30"

long and then by increasing the weight at

the stock with lead have obtained rifles

weighing about 7}^ pounds. However, what
is wanted is a .22 repeating rifle that can be
bought at any good gun store, weighing bet-

tween 7 and '^}'i pounds, without having to

do a lot of fussing before you really have the

thing. The Arms companies have been

placing one light weight rifle after another

on the market and seem to have waxed "fat"

on their sales; why not, just for once, place a

.22 repeater of the above dimensions on the

market, and I am sure purchasers would not

be wanting either. First, however, let's

whip the Kaiser and consider pleasure guns
afterwards.

Where snap shooting at moving objects is

the principal desire a lepeating rifle should

of course be selected. This style of shooting j
demands that we use our ammunition quite M
freely if we expect to land our game; for U
instance, a flock of geese should fly over us *
at considerable height, we open up and
fairly rend the air with a stream of deadly

bullets and by reason of the advantage of

rapid fiie are probably able to land one.

Were wt armed only with a single shot rifle

the chances are—well I guess we would never

bag any. For extreme rapidity of fire the (

automatics are unequaled.
|

For those desiring a slightly more power-

ful, though less accurate, cartridge than the

.22 long rifle, the .22 Winchester rim fire

should fill the bill; this cartridge with a hollow

point bullet will prove quite powerful.

These cartridges have inside lubrication and
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are thus well adapted for hunting purposes,

as they do not collect dirt and grit if carried

loosely in the pocket.

The next cartridge desirable for shooting

small game is the .25 Stevens rim fire. This

cartridge is fully as accurate as the .22

Winchester rim fire, and gives considerably

more killing power than the .22 long rifle.

Ii also has inside lubrication, and is at present

adapted to both single shot and repeating

rifles. The trajectory figures show that the

flight of the bullet is considerably flatter than

that of any of the .22s enumerated. The
effective killing distance of the .22 long rifle

is right around 60 yards, while with the .25

Stevens rim fire it can well be placed out 15

to 20 yards farther. Do not understand me
as saying that this distance is the limit at

which a kill can be made; you can make kills

at 100 yards, yes, 200 yards, if able to connect

properly with the game. But for regular

kills the ranges stated are about correct.

The next cartridges in order, permissible

in well-settled districts, are those of the

.22 and .25 calibre low-power, centre fire

type. Most of these cartridges are ideal for

small game, as they possess the desired killing

rower and have a rea-onatly flat traiPctor>'

up to 150 yards.

The two most commonly used .22s of this

type are the .22-13-45 Winchester and the

.22-15-60 Stevens. Both are adapted to

single shot rifles. There is at present no

repeating rifle made for them. As to accur-

acy these cartridges are in a class with the

.22 Winchester rim fire. They are not quite

as accurate as the .22 long rifle, unless reload-

ing is resorted to.

Probably the most commonly used centre

fire rifle for shooting small game is the .25

calibre. In this line we are oft'ered both single

shot afld repeating rifles. The .25-20 Re-

peater caitridge is adapted to repeating rifles,

while the .25-20 Stevens single shot, the

.25-21 and the .25-25 arc adapted to single

shot rifles. These cartridges are in the same

class as regards accuracy as the already

mentioned .22s when using black powder
factory ammunition. However, with factory

ammunition using smokeless powder and
metal patched bullets they are fairly accurate

and might equal the average .22 long rifle.

These cartridges, however, hav^ a rather

severe effect on the barrel and tend to greatly

shorten its life.

If one wishes to obtain the utmost accuracy

from centre fire cartridges, as well as reduce

the cost of shooting, reloading must be re-

sorted to. Those contemplating reloading

should send for the Ideal Hand Book and they

will find it a great help in their undertaking.

A highly accurate load -for rifles of the

.25-20 class is to use the black powder primer,

place 2 grains of F.F.F.G. black powder in

the bottom of the shell and follow this by
the main charge of smokeless powder, use

either Schuetzen or DuPont No. 80. This

load gives less than one inch groups at 50

yards in the writer's .25-21 Stevens, and can
safely be said to be more accurate than the

.22 long rifle, especially at the longer ranges.

Bullets tempered 1 to 15 or harder should be

used. In the .25-20 Repeater cartridge

DuPont No. 75 would undoubtedly give the

best results, as this powder is especially

adapted to bottle neck shells.

To sum up the whole situation, if you really

desire an efficient outfit, select a single shot

rifle with 30" barrel, chambered for any of

the above mentioned .25 calibre centre fire

cartridges, and either a telescope or peep

sight. While you are at it add a nickel steel

barrel and set-triggers if you can possibly

afford it. Now make up your mind you are

going to do your own ammunition loading

and you will have a rifle embodying reason-

ably flat trajectory, plenty of killing power
and fine accuracy. Those selecting the .25-20

repeating rifle will have a really accurate

gun, but on account of being a repeater thfe

shells have to be cromped and this of course

lessens accuracy as compared with a rifle

using uncrimped shells.

THE EFFECT OF BARREL WEAR ON ACCURACY
C. S. Landis

THE effect, if any. of the wear of shooting

many hundreds or thousands of shots

in small calibered rifles is a matter

tli;it concerns the minds of very many rifle-

moil. Judging by the letters that I receive

this is a matter that worries about as many
riflemen as any other one thing.

Some months ago I made a test of this kind

that may prove interesting to many of the

readers.
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Soon you can buy your
Savage

SAVAGE has been making for the United
States and the Allies many thousands of

Lewis guns, large numbers of three-inch
rapid-fire naval guns, thousands of truck frames
for our army transports, and many otherprod-
ucts absolutely essential to the winning of

the war.
Our customers have been very patient under

the necessary cessation of peace-time manu-
facturing. We ask your indulgence further
only until we can take the steps necessary for

transferring our enlarged facilities to peace-
time production.

By Apri I you will be able to buy at your dealer's the .32

Savage Automatic Pistol, the .22 Savage Hi-Powerand the

famous .250-3000 Savage Sporting Riaes. Our other end
new lines will be supplied as fast as they can he put into

production.
Savage ideals will never change. But Savage produc-

tion, with our new and greater equipment and personnel,

will be much greater than has hitherto been possible.

Savage Arms Corporation
Sharon, Pa. Utica, N.Y. Philadelphia, Pa.

General Offices: 50 Church Street, New York
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I had a .22 calibre Stevens barrel that had
been fired over 15,000 rounds to my certain

knowledge and had been rusted rather badly

at one time, in addition. This barrel was
certainly a fit subject fo'r experiment.

This rifle, with telescope sight attached,

was taken to an indoor range and shot over

a 50 foot range. The rifle was fired two or

three times for sighting shots, and then I

started a run of bulls eyes that added u|p to

54 straight bulls on a one half inch bulls eye,

before I made a single nine.

Nfext time you hear of someone who is so

worried about his .22 rifle wearing out, pro-

vided he cleans it of course, trot out the two

attached targets which represent 20 consecu'-

tive shots at 50 feet and challenge him to

No. 1, Score 100

go out and beat them with any rifle that he

may possess.

Someone is not satisfied with this experi-

ment and says "oh that is all right but how
about a .30 Springfield or a Ross, why so and
so had a blank rifle that was completely

worn out after he shot it for 500 rounds with

metal cased bullets. Why mau it would

not hit a barrel at 100 yards etc.,
—

"you
know the line. Here is an interesting target

for that gentleman.

This target was shot October 12th, 1918,

being all the shooting that I have done at

500 yards up until this writing, since I came
back from Camp Perry. The target repre-

sents 20 shots from my Springfield rifle

loaded with the full charge of 50 grains of

Dupont No. 15 powder, and the 150 metal

cased bullet. This barrel I have shot slightly

over 2000 rounds, and a friend has shot it

about 150 rounds, making about 2200 full

charge rounds all told. This soore was 49

and 48, or a total of 97 put of 100. It is the

club record for 20 consecutive shots, by 2

points at 500 yards, and was equal to any

score that I saw made at Camp Perry, at

this range. Next time you worry about that

.30-30 wearing out because it has been shot

some 400 or 500 times, take hope, there is

still life in the old boy.

But, get this into your hat, these rifles were

not cleaned by any of Major Brookhart's

theories or according to any lazy man's way
of neglecting rifles. From the time they came
into my hands, they never went over night

without being cleaned, if they were used, and

ever so often they had their characters looked

.Ui^:-
No. 2. Score 100

Score of97 at 500 yiiids, shot by C. S [iandW wilh :> Jz'
.
,.30 SnringfieldjriDo that has lieen fired 2200 times.^^S:;
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WHY NOT RELOAD

Your Rifle or Revolver

Ammunition
Write us

for full details

regarding any particular calibre.

RIFLE SMOKELESS DIVISION

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE.

Let your trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., "^Milefs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.
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into. I believe that the above targets are

about as good arguments as can be produced

in favor of the advisabihty of ever>'one al-

ways and invariably making it a rule to al-

ways clean the rifle before putting it away

and that, barring the excessive shooting of a

very few men, such as military target shots,

a man's rifle, if of good make, irrespective 6f

its calibre, is almost certain to outwear and

outlive its owner..

THE KILLER
John Lynn

RECENT stories in the newspapers

dealt with one especially sharp at-

tack by the Germans in France in

which three thousand men pushed at our

lines for thirty-six hours. It is not known,

of course, how many woodenheads bit the

earth, but we lost, killed

—

about iwen'.i; men.

Now, strictly from the point of view

of results—and looking through the eyes

of the individual, the hunter of game and

the rifle shooter—that total is a mighty

poor showing for Hun efTiciency. Plausi-

ble excuses doubtless rise ready-made

from the military sharps, but the man who
handles a rifle for shooting purposes knows

what he knows. So much noise and so little

game, to put it bluntly, make it plain that

there was something wrong with the boches,

and it is well to inquire if the same weakness

exists to any great extent among our own
men.
Back, then, to the woods we must go

for a little of the A B C of practical rifle

shooting, leaving aside temporarily all dis-

cussion of fire control in action, danger zones,

battle-sight adjustment, dispersion of fire

and other theories under which a well-

fledged reader of the books will calculate in

advance how many of the enemy will be hit

by each thousand cartridges squibbed off.

Aniong big-game hunters some always

succeed better than others. These suc-

cessful men go into the woods and come
o^it with heavy bags of game under favorable

and ujifavorable conditions. They get many
shots at game, and almost invariably hit

when they shoot at. Others who go fail to

"connect" when game almost stumbles over

them, and return empty-handed from the

best places. They get fewer shots, and miss

with them, even though they may be fine

target riflemen on the range. The reason

is: Some of the hunters have acquired the

knack of killing. Others have not.

The Killer, when his methods and practices

are studied, is the man who has acquired a

great deal of practical information about his

rifle. He knows the limit of accuracy of the

gun and the cartridge, and of his own holding.

He is familiar with the fall of his bullet and
its trajectory. He knows instinctively the

lead necessary on a moving target. In an
instantaneous flash he can judge whether

his own skill is capable of getting the sights

on a surprise target. Fuirther, he knows the

habits of the game hunted, its weaknesses of

sight or other sense of power, its particular

strong points, such as its sight or scent, and
beyond that, the spots where hits will be

knockrouts. Many of the best hunters

have such information plainly memorized,
though some have it and use it without

knowing exactly how. but the facts are always
on tap in the mind of The Killer.

These facts are the groundwork of The
Killer's skill. On them he builds a structure

of as nice, clean muscle and nerve control

as is known. Once I saw a pickpocket take

a roll of bills from a lady's lap. It was on a

seaside resort porch, within a few feet of me
and the man gathered himself together,

placed his feet with care, fixed his shoulders

and generally made every preparation, it

struck me, for a panther-like spring, but did

it all so naturally and slowly that only my
nearness made me notice. Presently I

turned half away, and out of the tail of my
eye I saw his hand curve under the lady's

elbow and go to his pocket with the bills

like a flafeh of lightning. The swing and the

timing were absolutely perfect.

That is the niftiness The Killer acquires

with his rifle. He swings the gun in line

easily and with what has the appearance of

slowness. But the quickness of the crack

always surprises an observer, especially

when it is seen that the bullet has hit the mark.

Yes, The Killer shoots fairly quick—and very

straight and sure. He has cultivated the

taut eye and finger nerves that start the bullet

at the right instant, making allowance for

everything instantaneously.

Behind his skill and leading up to each
successful shot is the thorough investiga-
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Hardy's The Great British Specialists

In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Maiiufaetur«rs to

HIS MAJESTY
KINO QEORCe V.

THE GREAT
ENGLISH FIELD
says. "We mu s:
never forget thai U
U to HARDY
Bros, of Alnwick we
awe the supremacy
we have acniered as
Rod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent al this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
nave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 554 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5% ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

PRICE-—Rod, with two tops, $39.90 net. If in Bamboo protector case to
carry THE WHOLE ROD, $4.66 extra net.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.,$L16 net per doz.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto-
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

13/4. per doz. or $3.32. 9-ft. 17/4 per doz. or $4.32 net.

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, Eng^land

Moose, Caribou, Deer, Bear
The Best Districts are Reached by the Lines of the

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
IN

QUEBEC, NORTHERN ONTARIO and EASTERN MANITOBA
HUNTING SEASON OPENS:—Quebec. September Ist to Dec. 31st. Ontario. Oct. 1st to

Nov. 30tK. Manitoba, Nov. 20th to Dec. 10th.

Write for Booklet * * OUT OF DOOR '

, C. Armstrong, Canadian Government Railways
Sportsman's Guide. Cochrane, Ont.

. K. Howard. 294 Washington St.. Boston. Mass.

{Full of Facts for Sportsmer]^) to

C. G. Orttenburger. 301 Clark St.. Chicago. III.

H. H. Melanson. Passenger Traffic Manager.
Moncton. N.B.
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tion of the possibilities of his"rif]e, and prac-

tice in the action required till every move-

ment is automatically precise and complete.

The throb of the recoil is almost as familiar

to him as his own heartbeats, and the look of

the sights is an old story. A certain famous

old Killer once told me about shooting a deer.

It was on a rolling hillside among brush

higher than his head. "I sent bullet after

bullet a little to the right of where the brush

kept moving," he said, "to drive it round to

a knoll. Presently, as I expected, it jumped

the tops of the brush, and I got the sights

low on its neck, just right, when it was at the

highest point of its second jump. My
fingers were cold, and I remember wondering

if I could 'telegraph' the trigger finger and

get the firing pin into the primer before too

late. The bullet broke the shoulders."

A deer in the air perhaps travels at the

rate of a hundred feet a second. This man
got his sights on "just right" while it was

moving only two or three feet,' and then held

them there, waiting for his nerves and rifle

mechanism to act! Barring accidents, how
long would it take him to inflict twenty
casualties on the enemy in such a battle as

the one mentioned?

The standard course of shooting instruc-

tion in the army can do something, but the

vital part of the training is up to the individual

if he is to become a Killer instead of just one

of those who squib off ammunition. It takes

application and study, but every one who
passes the army physical examinations should

have the required muscles and nerves. The
place to do the studying and the training is

wherever you happened to be—at home, be-

fore you go, if possible; but, failing that, in

camp, or even in the trench.

Not all soldiers have the power of applica-

tion necessary to become killers with the

rifle, but not a great many are needed. A
German army will melt away like snow on

a south slope before a few thousand of them.

And the very knack that makes The Killer

dangerous to the enemy helps him to avoid

danger and live longer himself.—Reprinted

from "Arms and the Man."

CARING FOR FIREARMS
George Roberts Hunt

MANY people possess a rifle or shotgun

and yet have not the least idea of how
to look after it properly and keep it

in thoroughly good condition. This especial-

ly applies to boys but also to many men and

it is surprising how many sportsmen there

are who pride themselves as being excellent

hunters but who have no idea how to properly

Ipok after firearms.

One sure method for cleaning rifles or

shotgun barrels or any articles of steel, is

to render them chemically clean and dry and

then apply an oil or grease to keep away
moisture, and they are then safe for all time.

The chief diffipulty is in keeping the small

.22 calibre rifles free from rust and leading.

There are thousands of these rifles in the

country owned by boys, and with the average

country boy, you can look through the barrel

of his rifle and in nearly every case the rifling

is badly filled in with rust and lead. It is

truly a wonder how these rifles ever shoot

at all. The .22 rifle is the hardest of all to

keep in first class shape, on acoount of its

small bore. ' This with the fact that so mucn
smokeless powder is used in them. This

latter powder is all right in its place but said

place is certainly not in .22 calibre rifles.

Most hunters do not care about using black

powder but it is not necessary to do so for

cartridges loaded with Lesmok or Semi-

Smokeless can be obtained and these are near-

ly as injurious to the rifle barrel as are the

smokeless powders. These are as good if

not better than the smokeless in power and

have po noticeable smoke.

One idea that seems to be found to a large

extent among .22 rifle users is that it is not

necessary to clean the rifle out immediately

after they come home from a hunt. They
will let it stand over night. Some of them

will let it stand a week and in this way will

soon make a worthless ntte out of a good one.

It may not be noticed at first but little by

little the powder will be deposited in the

rifling until finally it will be so fouled that

the rifle will not shoot accurately.

As soon as you return from a hunt pour a

few drops of oil down the barrel to soften the

residue of the powder or run an oiled rag

through first. The oiled rag will remove

much of the residue and soften what remains
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CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best v of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right."

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

Canada Food Board
License. No. 14-216

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD.'

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
rtesulates to Stop and Regrfsters Exact DIs-

tanoes ; SSmplo. Accurate, Durable.

__ Indispensable to every lev
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially lo those who love
WALKING. Instructive be
cause of value in determiniofz
distances, a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful lo SPORTSMEN It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health prumotor
because its interest
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING Whe
ther you walk for
health, business or
pleasure^—anywhere.

f everywhere. the
AMEHICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

tald by all Dealftrs or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER COMPANY
B03 CHAPEL ST. NEW HAVEN« CONN.

!> A A. QUNTHER 00. • - Toronto, Canada
Aflents for the Dominion of Canada

THE FISHERMAN'S HAMPER
SHOULD CONTAIN A

SUPPLY OF

"St. Charles" Evaporated Milk

(Unsweetened)

It serves all the purposesTof
milk fresh from the cow.

It never curdles,
even in the hot-
test weather.

Sold in convenient
size packages.

BORDEN MILK CO.
LIMITED

MONTREAL.
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Birdseye or diaper linen is the best cloth to

use in cleaning and especially for oiling, for

a ver\- few drops of oil on a piece of it will

instantly spread through the barrel and cause

it to pick up every bit of moisture contained

therein.

After you have run the first patch through

begin with more and scrub the barrel well

with clean white patches until they come out

perfectly dry and clean. Then saturate a

clean patch with oil and thoroughlj' oil the

bore.

Should you be putting your firearm away
for a fairly long period it is better to use a

grease than the oil for this purpose. After

a month or so any oil will evaporate, no longer

affording protection to the barrel against the

moisture in the air, whereas a good grease

will last indefinitely.

In buying a .22 cartridge these can be

obtained greased and greaseless, that is on
one the lead part is coated with a thin cover-

ing of grease and the other is not. It is

advisable always to secure the greased and
if not already greased you can do by using the

grease on them that you use on your rifle.

Dip them in it so as to receive a thin even
coating. It affords protection to the surface

of the steel in the bore, greatly prolonging

the life of the rifle and it also prevents metallic

fouling.

The mechanism of any rifle requires a

lubricant and it should nol be a thin oil

for oil will soon run off and besides it has a

nasty habit of squirting out in the shooter's

face when the arm is fired. Use graphite

instead. The graphite is verv- cheap and a

thoroughly reliable lubricant.

What I have said with regard to cleaning

the rifle applies to any firearm as well. There
are various oils and greases on the market
but any person can get it at a greatly reduced

price by using sperm oil for a fairly light

oil, and vaseline for , a grease. These are

very inexpensive lubricants and answer the

purpose as well as many of the so-called

preparations.

Do not forget to give the stock and other

woodwork an occasional dressing with lin-

seed oil. Put a little on the stock and rub

it in well not allowing it to dry on the stock

and you can soon give it a fine grained ap
pearance.

I might add how to make another oil

which although a little hard to get is the equal

if not better than any similar product on
the market. When properly made it never
gets hard or gummy and preserves the sur-

face of the steel better than anything else.

Secure the feet from a deer and splitting

them open take out all the grease-like matter
from the cavity of the leg and melt it in a

pan. Do not have it too hot or you will

reduce the quantity by burning.

The woodchuck is an animal which has a

great amount of fat and many of which are

killed. If this fat is rendered out by heating

and the oil run off in a jar which contains an
ounce of turpentine to every eight of oil you
will have a fine gun grease.

Editor's Note—The above article is very

practical and timely. I am a crank on the

thorough cleaning of rifle barrels. I have a

rifle barrel that has been shot considerably

over 15,000 times and just the other day
in practice shooting, firing from the regular

military prone position with sling, no rest, I

scored 49 bulls out of 50 consecutive shots

on a 2 inch bull at 50 yards. This rifle

and barrel have been in very frequent use

for hunting and target shooting for 8 years.

1 would like to see the barrel that would shoot

with it that has seen similar service and
yet has not been properly cleaned.

If I come home from a hunting trip soaking

wet and with a wet rifle or shotgun, I wipe

out and oil that barrel first, then change my
clothes. It is also a good plan to fire a shot

occasionally from a weapon that is under-

going a thorough wetting, if the bore is

unprotected by oil or grease, as the heat of

the shot dries the bore and prevents rust

forming.

During the period of this war, when rifles

or rifle barrels are almost unobtainable, es-

pecially in Canada, we should be particularly

careful to care for what we have. A small

can of oil or light grease in a hole in the rifle

butt or the shirt pocket takes up but little

room but nothing in the hunter's equipment

is of more importance, particularly if his

weapon is of .22 or .2.') calibre.
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S'l

I was cured of terrible lum-

bago by

Minard's Liniment
—Kev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad ckse of

earache by

WSinard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs

by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

The three words that

tell the whole ^ory of

a perfedt cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In yi, I and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.

•
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I
have been waiting very patiently since the

June edition of Rod & Gun to see if some

other gun crank would not have a few

words to say regarding that one-hand gun

question. Really I do not see but what

Mr. Haines, in his lengthy article in your

June number, practically corroborates the

main points I brought out in my article in

your March number. One thing I do not

like in his article and I consider it a bad

policy. On page 64 Mr. Haines expresses

his preference for the Smith & Wesson swing

out cylinder, .44 Special revolver over the

Colt New Service.

He admits my choice to his mind is the

better gun, yet he says in regard to my cri-

ticism of his advice to C.G. to select the

New Service Colt, to use his exact words,

"my reasons for advising C.G. to select 'the

New Service Colt were solely due to his

having stated in his several letters that that

revolver suited him better than any other

large calibre double action. The New Service

did not suit me as well as the Smith & Wesson

but believing that the only way for him to

satisfy himself would be to get and try out

one of the New Service guns, induced me
to hand him the advice as printed."

I wonder if Mr. Haines considered how

many besides C.G. would read that advice.

If I had not picked him up in your March

number would he have come out and told

the others he didn't mean what he said?

When a sick patient asks a doctor what is

the matter with him, he expects to be told

the truth, not something to make him feel

good. Well every man has his own way of

doing things, only I hope that C.G. reads

the June article by Mr. Haines.

I knew of the new gun of Smith & Wesson

quite a long time ago, the one using the .45

calibre government cartridge. I cannot see

where it is any improvement. A swing out

cylinder where you have to punch out the

shells one at a time if loaded without clips,

or where you load in two clips of three shells

each, shooting metal cased bullets, which

must wear the barrel. As I understand it

this was not considered an improvement but

simply a way of using the regular automatic

ammunition in a revolver.

Now, Mr. Editor, just a word about that

little note that you tacked onto Mr. Haines

article. Pet-haps you don't believe what

you have ""ead about the skill of the so called

,bad men with the old Colt, S.A. .45. Mr.

Ill

' Haines may be a wonderful shot and you may

but in all justice to the good old timers who
used the gun in question, you must admit

that they did not shoot with the barrel

resting on a post fence or a stone walj trying

to make three inch groups at 50 yards. And
you again Mr. Editor, in speaking of my ad-

vice to throw the gun on the target ask how
often could I expect to clip a grouse's head at

say ten yards. Let me say that when I go

hunting grouse I do not use a .45 calibre

revolver. Do you? If so what do you use

for bear?

Any ordinary Shooter with practice can

throw a S.A. Colt .45 in the manner I stated

in my article and hit a man every time at

30 to 50 yards, and that is what a .45 is meant

for, wild animals and bad men and not for

grouse.

Mr. Editor, I have seen a gun expert handle

the .45 in a way to make the present auto-

matics look sick, of course he was an expert

and it w'as some few years ago. I doubt if

there are many at present who can handle

a .45 like the old timers, but do not judge

by shooters who shot from rest. Remember
in the old days a man's life depended on his

ability to draw quick, shoot quicker and to

hit what he shot at, consequently that was

the way he practiced, not for two inch groups

from rest.

Let some of the old timers write concerning

it, but I fear that there are very few of them

left. Now Mr. Editor, I have not meant to

be sarcastic, but don't say a thing can't be

done simply because you can't do it.

C. R. Maxfield,

Warren, R.I.

Reply—It seems that my request for

"ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE INFORMA-
TION CONCERNING THE ACCURACY
TO BE EXPECTED UNDER THESE
PRACTICAL CONDITIONS" part of the

note that I added under the reply by Ashley

Haines, has been entirely overlooked or

sidestepped by Mr. Maxfield.

This is what I am interested in, it is what

Mr. Haines is interested in, and is what our

readers are interested in, so I believrf. I have

never claimed to be either an expert or even

a good revolver or pistol shot. I know that

Ashley Haines is good and he does not need

to rest his revolver to get results either.

I have seen Capt. Thomas K. Lee, Capt.

LeBoutellier, Capt. Linder, Capt. Durchcn-

wald, Capt. Pruessner, Capt. E. C. Grossman,

1st. Lieut. John Dietz, Major S. J. Fort, Dr.
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The Pleasure

Of a Perfect

Canoe
is appreciated by all who love the delightful recreation and ^
sport of canoeing. The craft should be light, strong, com-
fortable, and so designed and constructed that it glides
over the water with ease, speed and smoothness.

Chestnut Canoes
embody all of these desirable features. They are easy to
paddle and manage. They are built of the very best cedar
that grows and over all is the famous Chestnut canvas
covering—filled with our secret composition that defies
wear, heat, cold and water.

SEND FOR BOOKLET—"The Chestnut Canoe is the Craft for Vou".
Write today for our Illustrated booklet showing all styles and sizes.

Chestnut Canoe Co., Limited, Box 445, Fredericlon, N.B.

We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from

16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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Jim Brown, Sgt. Arthur Smith, and many
others of equal reputation shoot the pistol

or revolver. At Camp Perry I had two scores

of 97 with the .45 Colt automatic with the

right hand, and 92 and 90 with the left hand,

scored 89 changing the pistol from one hand
to the other between shots, and believe that

I could occasionally perform the awful feat

of hitting a whole man across or underneath

a table at a drunken card game, especially

if the other fellow had soaked up the most
liquor. I do not say that anything cannot
be done simply because I cannot do it but
would judge whether it could be done by

what I know of the shooting ability of the

best shots in that line that I know of. So
far as I can see Mr. Maxfield has failed to

state a single instance of anyone being able

to hit any given mark at any given range by
fanning the hammer. Until he states de-

finite results we are unable to see where we
have asked anything unreasonable. I do
not consider it a practical method of revolver

shooting, and until Mr. Maxfield can show-

actual hits on a given target at a given range

by some given person we expect to iiold

to the same belief.

Editor.

INFORMATION ON THE LINKLETTER LOADS

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Please accept my thanks for pubhshing
the information concerning my loads used in

a Colts .44-40 revolver and a .44-40 Win-
chester model 1892 rifle.

As to the temper of the alloy which I

cast bullets from, all of my bullets, whicn
included bullets for the Winchester .40-90,

.15-90, and .44-40 transformed cartridge;

this allo\ is one part genuine babbitt metal

to 16 parts "bar lead, and said babbitt is

composed of 88 parts tin to 4 parts copper

and 6 parts antimony, {Editor's Note, this

leaves 2 parts unaccounted for) which allo>

makes a tougher bullet than the same pro-

portion of tin and lead without its being

perceptibly harder, although I have never

tested such alloy yet, I think that one gart

copper to 18 parts of lead would be s( better

alloy than what I now use. (One would need

a very much hotter fire to melt the copper to

make this alloy.

—

Editor.)

As to the bullet mould for the .38-40, we
quarreled for a year before I could get Barlow
to agree to make a mould that would cast

such bullets as I wished to use in the tests

which I contemplated conducting and not-

withstanding that he finally agreed to make
a mould to cast bullets as I specified yet he

was so angry because I refused to exploit

his ideas that he deliberately made the

whole outfit contrary to specifications, thus

doubtless deeming that he would prevent me
succeeding in producing loading that would
greatly outclass anything which our so called

ammunition experts had produced. I re-

fused to permit him or anybody else to

prevent me doing what I wished with built

over arms and specially prepared loads.

For a decade previous to this time, with a

combined charge of powder I had caused a

.40-75 BuUard rifle to shoot 6 inches higher

at 300 yards with the sights set to shoot

centre at 200 yards with factory loading, and

incidentally I used a heavier bullet than was
in the factory loaded cartridge.

With that knowledge fresh in my mind,

I was in no humor to exploit ideas that I

knew to be wrong.

As to breech pressure; sticking shells

indicate very quickly whether or not there

is great breech pressure in that particular

arm, i.e., providing the breech mechanism
possesses a goodly margin of strength and
the firing pin and the hole through which

it works is correctly constructed. I was

compelled to transform the breechblock and
firing pin of the .40-90 single shot Winchester

rifle before I could successfully use my high

speed loading in it. I would not allow a

trifling bit of gunsmithing to prevent me using

a soft alloy bullet at high speed, so 1 did the

gunsmithing.

As to the accuracy of my special loading;

in the transformed .44-40 shell, not only in

it but in all of my loading for the other arms
this greatly outclassed the factory product

for my bullets are the correct size for the

groove diameter of the bore and the shells fit

the chambers tightly, in place of misfitting

them, which makes a great deal more dif-

ference than most gunners believe. I deem
that shells should fit the chamber so com-

pletely when the action is closed, that the

bore can be filled with water and when poured

out and the muzzle is yet down, if the cart-

ridge is extracted, it will be found to be dry.

I greatly regret that I cannot furnish you

with pictures of groups made with my trans-

formed arms and special loading, for I never
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DIAMOND
Pick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days' free
trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the
street—to work—ever>'where for 5 full days, then
dtctde whether jou wish to buy oi* not. If \ ou ;ire not
fascinated by its radiance— if you consider its splendor
one triHe less than thai of a mined diamond -send it hack
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.

If you decide to keep it. pay the rock-bottom price (1.30th
;ismuch as a diamond costs) as you can aft'oi-d. Terms as
low a3 3ic a day <S1 (H) a month), without interest. No
red tape. Your ci'cdit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co. Send coupon for new jewelry book.

MARVFXLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a Kem of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial today. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

These precious gems are the master products of science -
the realization of the dreams of centuries. They arc never
set in anything but solid 14-kt. gold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the exquisite new settings for yourself.

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new book of
t^xquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-
duced a glorious, radiant gem. whose dazzling brilliance
is actually a marvel to behold. They cost but l-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put yourname and address in the coupon now—
get the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

THE GOPHIR DIAMOND CO,. OF CANADA
Dept. Y2, 140 Yonge St., Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me your new Jewelry Boob and full

particulars of your Free Trial, (>aBy payment plan.

NAME

ADDRESS .

Genuine Diamonds
\\\

I
///^ n, $2, $3, Weekly

^SSSSS"li///yyC ^^^^ money on your Diamonds
vSSVT^iSs.'^^? by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
SI, $2 or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, it is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada lor inspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers
15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

OCK
N°44

Gives you a (eelrne of reil comfort and
the assurance of perfect prelection while
exercising. Opening beneath Patent
flap A. Small amount of material be-
tween thighs C. Perfect pouch B. Welt-
bound webbing. Can be cleaned by
boiling without injury to rubber. Fit?

perfectly. " Can't rub or chafe. Finest
quality elastic webbing. Ask your dealer,

and if he will not supply you with
MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send na $( in

stamps and waist measoremeDt and we will send by mail.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept. G, Phila., Pa.

Makers of the Celebrated Sanito Suspensory No. 50

-PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted.
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON. Prapriatar

**Try one
on the
absolute
guarantee

of the
makers."

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars ofTered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and alto^^s freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact.by everybody. Sold
by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA
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preserved them, and now my eyes and my
nerves are in such condition that I can neither

see nor hold to do such shooting. I am so

nearly all in that I have been unable to do

anything that would class as work for the

last 5 years so that surely I am in no condition

to test arms and ammunition for accuracy.

W. A. Linkletter,

Benzonia, Michigan.

Editor's Note—I am very sorry that Mr.
Linkletter is not in condition to make and

is unable to furnish these groups. I had

hoped that we could gel something in this

line. Mr. Linkletter's work runs slightly

along the same lines as the work of the late

Dr. F. W. Mann, in that he had to have the

firing pin of his Winchester remodeled for

the high power loads, but is exactly opposite

in that he uses more powder, while Dr. Mann
was compelled to use LESS powder for the

same pr,essures than with factory loads.

Both practically agree on what is the correct

bullet diameter. I for one would have Iike4

to have seen this matter tried put to a finish

THE HISCOCK PARKER MAGAZINE FOR RAPID FIRE

WITH .22 CARTRIDGES

This clever device was originated by Army
Sgt. Major E. Hiscock of the Hythe school

of Musketry and was made practical by the

addition of the loading device invented b\

Mr. A. E. Parker of that firm.

The Hiscock Parker magazine can be fitted

to any .22 bore Lee Enfield rifle, the only

alteration being that the underside edge of

the bolthead should be rounded to travel

up the slope after pressing the plunger B,

and also the magazine cutoff should be re-

moved.

The magazine is strong and not liable t*

get out of order with the hardest usage, but

a certain amount of care is required in putting

in the 5 cartridges, and it is absolutely neces-

sary TO DRAW BACK THE BOLT TO
ITS FULLEST EXTENT to prevent JAM-
MING.

The Hiscock Parker magazine is made by
A. G. Parker, & Co., Ltd., Bisley Works,

Birmingham, England. None are procurable

in Canada at present, due to the war.

A REVIEW OF LT. COL. TOWNSEND WHELEN'S LATEST
WORK, THE AMERICAN RIFLE

By The Editor

When I first learned that Whelen was
about to place a new book on the rifle on the

American market I was interested and deter-

mined to be the possessor of this book as

soon as it reached the market. I believe

that I succeeded to the extent of about the

second copy sent out from the publishers.

It is, as can well be expected, some hook.

The book is divided into two general parts,

part one containing a history of rifles in

America, the A. B. C. of rifle ballistics, barrels,

stocks, forearms, balance and weight; tne

sights, sight adjustment, telescope sights,

bullets, cartridges, modern rifle powders,

reloading ammunition, trajectory, killing

power, elevation, accuracy, accuracy life and
mobilubricant, zero elevation, barrel flip and
resting the riflo. Pope muzzle loading system,

target measurements, adjustments and re-

pairs.

Part two contains chapters on The A. B. C.

of marksmanship, aiming, holding and firing

positions, trigger pull, calling the shot, sight

adjustment, position and aiming drills, gal-

lery shooting, equipment for outdoor range

shooting, elevation, zero, windage and winds,

the score book, militan,' rifle shooting, team
shooting, rest shooting and testing, range

practice for the sportsman, shooting at moving
objects, the rifle in the wilderness, the cleaning

and care of the rifle, rifle range construction,

and the National Rifle Association of America.

The rifle has a particularly good chapter

on killing power and on pages 370 and 371 y
Col. Whelen has classified all the more com/
mon cartridges into what he considers their
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Geebynite
Compass
$3.50 at Dealers

or Postpaid

Gold Filled

$6.50

IE dealer can't supply you don't take substitute. Or-

der direct from us. Folder on Taylor-made Compasses
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Rocheiter, N. Y.

SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. SO

All elastic. Self adjusting.
Anatomic fit. Will not chafe.

No buckles. Tiie pouch is

open at rear, and thereby more
sanitary.

Perfectly comfortable; need not remove
from scrotum when seated at closet, and
can be boiled to cleanse withoot injury
to the rubber.

k •* • 'V\^^ Sanito No. 50 should be worn con-
Si eaciu .} sizes stantly to promote health and vigor.

If yonr dealer will not tarnieh, send os $1 in stamps, specilying
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tioQ guaranteed or money refunded.

The Walter F. Ware Co. '^ePt. C, Phila.. Pa.
Makers of the No. 44 Mtspah Jock

DECOYS
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—
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Wn/e for IllustrcUed Catalogue—ICs Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M. R. R. Detroit. Mich.

Target Shooting
At /lo The Cost
You can actually make this great saving In target
orcctice with your favorite big game rifle by using .22,
?S or .32 pistol cartridges in connection with

MaRBLE'S Auxiliary Cartridges
Instead of the regular riBe ammunltioa. Each
cartridge more than paya for itself by
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The Schultze Gu DpowderCompany Ltd.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

SCHULTZE & LIGHTNING
GUNPOWDERS

The Company desire to inform the
Sporting Public that the constitution

of the Company, is__ entirely British.

<
\

The Shareholders are ALL BRITISH
The Directors are ALL BRITISH
The Employees are ALL BRITISH

u^ IThe SCHULTZE Powders were the
first SMOKELESS SPORTING
POWDERS made in England, and
have been manufactured since
1869 at the Company's Works in

Hampshire. Sportsmen may there-
fore continue to use the SCHULTZE
GUNPOWDER COMPANY'S
products with the knowledge that

by so doing they are supporting
a purely British Industry.

WORKS-Eyeworth and Redbridge, Hants, England

HEAD JPf-iCliSilXMiw Broad St.. London. E.G.

[

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all Icinds of fish
and game All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to
F. E. PITTMAN. General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded sheila are almost Invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving In cost is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN. CONN.
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classification for game shooting. This book

is written by a practical man for a practical

crowd and is well worth its price to every

rifleman. The book has a few more factory

cuts than I would like to see and lacks some

o 'nc experimental work done by Whelen
that I had hoped to see in it but it was not

intended merely for the experimental rifle-

men. It is the most practical work on the
market, which was what it was intended to

be and is a rifleman's encyclopedia of shooting

information.

The book is well bound and well illustrated.

It is published by The Century Company,
New York City, price S5.00, and is for sale

through the publishers of Rod & Gun in

Canada.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Wants a Rifle For Deer, Bear and Moose.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am a reader of Rod & Gun and am anxious

to get a little information from vou and trust

you will be able to answer in your next issue.

I am about to sell my .41 Winchester and wish

to buy a new rifle but .nm undecided which of

the three fallowing is the most serviceable.

A .303 Savage, a .32 Special Winchester or a

.38-55 Winchester or Marlin. Would you
kindly give me your opinion on same as to

which is the most satisfactory for deer, bear

and moose and smaller game. I would like

to get your first, second and third choicf

and your reasons tor same. Would you sug-

gest some other lever action rifle. Thanking
you in anticipation, I am,

Montreal. R. Deans.

Repbj.—Of the three that you mention I

would choose the .303 Savage for moose,

bear and deer, my second choice would be

the .32 Special Winchester. If I wanted
a Winchester rifle I would choose a model

1895 for the .35 Winchester or the .30-1906

cartridge, depending upon whether your

shots would average 200 or 50 yards. The
.35 for close work, the .30 for long

range. After ttiese two would come
the .30-40 and the ,303 British, then the

.33 Winchester, model 1886, then the .32

Special. I would consider the .303 Savage

to be just less than the .33 Winchester in

effectiveness on this game. I would prefer

the .33 Winchester to the .32 special tor

practically the same kind of a rifle, for this

work, and it is to mj mind the nicest Winches-

ter to carry, handle and snap shoot with. It

is not quite so accurate as some of the others,

when using factory loads, but it sure does

get there for snap shooting and cariying easy.

Each and every one of the above is absolutely

O.K. for your purpose.—Editor.

The .30-1906, The .30-40 and The .303

British For Deer and Moose.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I wish some information on the Winchester

.30 Army, .30 Government and .303 British.

Which is the best for deer and moose? Is

the .30-30 Winchester too light for moose?

Thanking you in advance,

E. B. G.

Detroit, Mich.

Replij.~l would prefer the .30-1906, the

.30-^10 and the .303 British in the order named.
I would use cartridges loaded with 170 or

180 grain bullets in the .30-1906 for moose.

All of these are very fine, accurate, flat shoot-

ing, clean killing guns for this kind of game.

The .30-1906 is slightly the more accurate,

has the flattest trajectory and is the easiest

to hit with, and is the cleanest killer when
loaded correctly. I would consider the .30-30

as too light for moose shooting, excepting in

the hands of^n extremely accurate shot who
could place his shots, and who would not have

to shoot into his game from the rear. It will

of course kill moose, if you hit them right.

So will most any other rifle.—Editor.

Reloads For The Krag.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Will you please advise me the proper loads

to use in reloading shells for the Krag rifle,

J. W. Grifl'in.

Bridgeport, Ohio.

Repli/.—li you want to use the 220 grain

bullet, use 35.5 grains of DuPont No. 16

powder, or 36.5 grains of 15.

For the 180 grain bullet use 41.5 or 42

grains of 16.

For the 150 grain bullet, use 45.5 grains

of 16.

Editor.
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HOTEL TULLER
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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600 OUTSIDE ROOMS
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET
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May we send you
this guide hook?

An illustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo,
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in BufTalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox. BulTalo's ideal
hotel for tourists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Fire-
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On Empire Tours.
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free.

C. A. MINER
Managing Director
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HOTEL
BUFFALO N.Y.

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

Well, who doesn't? Whea you come to

Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quiclc, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious travelercan require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station
brings jou to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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Remarks About That Cat Killing Done By-

Ma cNair.

Editor, Guns & Ammuniiion, Dcpt.

Our worthy fellow sufferer, Robert H.

MacNair, M.D. has, with malice aforethought

most wickedly attacked the king of indoor

sports, "the cussing and discussing of the

ballistics of our pet guns." May I be allowed

to present a plea for the defense?

Stealing the Doctor's thunder I claim that

the making of pie bears a ratio to thelicking

of chops as "2 is to 50." This means tha

the majority of riflemen are able to <ievote

only about two weeks per year to actual hunt-

ing in the field, leaving a period of fifty weeks

during which the only form of amusement to

be had is that furnished by experiments

conducted by themselves. As most of them
are handicapped by a lack of both the re-

quired time and facilities for making exhaust-

ive tests with rifles and ammunition, it natur-

ally follows that great interest is taken in the

results attained and conclusions arrived at

by their more fortunately situated brethern,

and I am quite sure that the pages of this

Department can ill afford to part with Bal-

listics. ,

Ballistics may be defined as the science

which investigates the motion of projectiles,

and is divided into two classes as follows:

Interior Ballistics, which deals with the mo-

tion of the bullet while in the bore of the rifle.

Exterior Ballistics, which deals with the mo-

tion of the bullet after leaving the muzzle.

Any investigation of the performance or

Ballistics, of rifles or ammunition, requires

as a starting point certain information. I

was delighted to note that our friend was

unable to tell us the story of the shooting of

a cat, without giving the necessary dope for

this purpose. True he omitted some valuable

information, but on the other hand included

much that was absolutely worthless from

the standpoint of Ballistics.

For instance he states that he used an

accurate, hard hitting Smith & Wesson

revolver, (6 inch barrel) and a .32-20 bullet.

You see he only neglects to specify the powder.

He also gives the range as the height of a

very tall tree. Practically the only depart-

ure from the straight and narrow path was in

the statement that the cat was poor, old,

Thomas by name, and crazy at that. I quite

fail to grasp the idea being unable to explain

the effects of these on the cat, and not know-

ing whether these should affect its exterior

or interior. Possibly the Doctor mentioned

these points on account of their bearing

psychophysically, on the cat. He also makes
mention somewhere of three fingers, that

sounds verj' interesting, this is a dry country

now.

I am quite willing to accept the Doctor's

simile, (can you eat pie?) but suggest that

the most interesting part of the ceremony
is a very, very thorough investigation of said

pie. The mere fact that it is pie m.ay satisfy

some folks, but please do not forget that

others may get considerable satisfaction out

of the investigation.

A. L. King.

Hamilton, Ont.

He Wants a Good, But Reasonably Priced,

Deer Rifle.

Editor, Gans.& Ammunition, Dept.

I am enclosing a stamped envelope for a

reply to this letter. The information that

I would like to get is in reference to the best

kind of rifle for hunting deer. I have read

your magazine for almost a year now and

have seen different articles on various rifles

for different purposes but now that I am come
to the point where I want to gel one I do

not remember any particular make or calibre

that you recommend.

I am just one of the ordinary individuals

that likes to have a hunt but have never had

a rifle of my own and now that I want to get

one I naturally desire to have a good one for

the purpose for which it will mainly be used.

What I want is a gun that is not too expensive,

in fact as cheap as possible, that will kill a

deer at average distances and if necessity

demanded it would also bring down a moose.

P. M. McCarrell.

Sudbury, Ont.

i?ep/y.—What you want is a .30.3 or .30-30

Savage; a 32 Special, or a .30-30 Winchester;

or a .32 or .30 rimless. Remington repeater.

If there is very much likelihood of moose a

.33 Winchester model 1886 would be better.

On that rifle have a medium size ivory or gold

bead front sight, a folding leaf No. 6 Lyman

or King rear barrel sight, and a Lyman tang

peep. Adjust the sights to suit your own

eyes, sight the rifle for 80 yards and go to it.

Here's hoping you kill the first one you draw

bead on.—Editor._

Wants a Good Fair of Sights For a Reming-

ton .22.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

What would be a good pair of sights for

a .22 Remington repeater?

^ Stanley J. Barrow,

Guelph, Ont.
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Reply.—Lyman numbers, five, six and one,

or three, six and one.—I'^ditor.

I

A Correction For The Magazine.

Editor, Gnus & Ammunilion, Depl.

I iiave always been very much interested

in Guns & Ammunition and when I read D.

L. Findlay's article, "Their first hunting trip"

in October Rod & Gun, it occured to me that

you might be able to give us some infor nation

of the kind of firearms used.

The author states that Carter emptied

both chambers of his ri/le into the opening.

Of course I know that double barreled rilles

are common among English sportsmen but

they are very rare in this country, that's why
I am interested.

However when the author proceeds to

state "Billy let old bruin have both chanibers

of his revolver" I am free to state he has me
guessing. Perhaps you can enlighten us.

I wish to thank you for the splendid part

of Rod it Gun which is under your rare. I

always turn to it first on receiving the maga-

zine. Sometime in the near future I am going

to write you about a Greener .22 calibre, but

as I wish to accompany this with a drawing or

photo I will wait till I have them ready.

H. I^. Howard.
Winnipeg.

Rephj.— I sized this story up as an efiort

of someone who kne*' absolutely nothing

about firearms and let the matter go at that.

I hardh care to criticise outside of my own
department, for obvious reasons. This story

reminds me of one that I saw in anotner

magazine some time ago. A writer was

making all kinds of fun of the hunters who
were cranks about their firearms and then

proceeded to tell us how he didn't bother with

such silliness but always look his old reliable

12 Winchester and went out and killed the

game while the dudes were chasing aimlessly

through the woods. I always get consider-

able fun out of such mistakes, and would miss

seeing them occasionally.

I will be on the lookout for your information

about the .22 Greener.—Editor.

Information Wanted About the .256 and the

.35 Newton Rifles.

Editor, Guns & Amnmhilion, Dept.

Is there any difference between the accuracy

of the .256 and the .35 Newton rifies?

Of the two calibres, would you not suggest

the .35 calibre, if it is just as accurate as the

.256, as being the best rifle for big game all

over the world?

Is the 35 calibre or the .256 Newton rifle

just as accurate as any rifle on the market

today. I have been a reader of Rod & Gun for

some time and am much interested in your

department.

Keith Tate, -

Lakefield. Ont.

Rrplij.—I would not under any circum-

stances, select a light rifle like the Newton to

shoot such a powerful cartridge as the .3.5|

Newton. The recoil would practically para-

lyze the shooter after each shot. Besides

the power of this cartridge is totally unneces-

sary for American game. The .256 Newton
is the more accurate of the two, can actually

be shot several times as accurately due to

the terrific recoil that the .35 would have, and

is amply powerful for anything that you would

likely meet. If you are sure you need more

power, also more recoil and heavier ammuni-
tion to carry, get a .30 Newton. The .256

Newton rifle is generally credited with being

a very accurate sporting rifle.—Editor.

A Letter From Japan.

Editor, Guns d: Ammunilinn, Depl.

What is the all around bird dog? Can I

train and use a fox terrier as a rabbit dog?

Does he bark or trail well? M'hat breed would

you advise me to use when going after tiger?

I want the best breed.

What is the best belt gun for the tiger hunt-

er? Which is the better for tiger, the .44-10

loaded with .soft point bullet or the .45 Colt

with lead bullet? Is there any ammunition

factory making metal cased bullets for the

.15 Colt revolver? Would you advise a .45

Colt automatic pistol? Thanking you.

Matabei ^4asuei

154 Shin Machi Dori 2. Osaka, .lapan.

Reply.—^The best all around bird dog is

usually found in an English or Llewellyn

setter or a pointer. The setter is generally

the faster dog. The pointer usually hunts

pretty close to the shooter and is better in

the woods and thickets. A fox' terrier would

make a much better squirrel than rabbit

dog You want a beagle hound or a small

fox hound for rabbits. A Fox terrier may
or may not bark on trail. They are excite-

able and will usually bark some on a hot trail.

I should judge that the best tiger dogs would

be Airedales or large fox hounds. Most likely

both hunting together would make a fine

pack.

The best belt gun for a tiger hunter woidd

likelv be a .45 Colt revolver or a .45 Colt
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automatic pistol. I would prefer the .45

Colt revolver to the .44-40.

The .45 Colt is a revolver cartridge while

the .44-40 is a rifle cartridge and to be suit-

able for the best work in a revolver the .44-40

should be loaded especially for that work.

I do not know of any company that makes
metal cased soft point bullets for the .45 Colt

revolver. They would not be of any ad-

vantage that I can see over the plain lead

bullet. I would consider the .45 Colt auto-

matic pistol to be a very good side arm for

tigers but I would put very little faith in any

sidearm -for stopping a charging tiger. I

would depend entirely upon the rifle for that

purpose.

I have not heard of anyone that makes a

practice of hunting tigers with dogs. They
ought to work fine provided the dogs did not

close in too much or otherwise those dogs

would likely go the hamburger route in about

one second.

Possibly some local outfitters or sporting

goods houses in Osaka could give you some
information along this line. If you could give

us a little dope from Japan for this depart-

ment it would be very well received.—Editor.

Shotgun Information.

Editor, Guns cfc Ammunition, Dept.

Recently I became interested in a 12 gauge

made in London by an Englishman with a

French name ending with—ette, Franchette

I believe. It is a light weight gun with 28

inch barrels and a breech block with a rod

which comes out on the left side when the

gun is opened. The gun is hammerless,

takedown and the fore end is removed bv

pulling a rod forward. Was imported by
Von Lengerke and N.Y. and bears their

name in the mid rib. It has ivory bead sights.

From this vague description can you recog-

nize the gun and can you tell me what they
sell for? Also please state if a 28- inch barrel

is as good for long range shooting as the 30

and 32 inch barrels? Is the recoil much
greater than with the longer barrels?

Recently I also saw a Colts hammerless
damascus double barrel gun. I did not

know that Colts made a double gun at all,

what are they, worth?

John L. Hensey.

Chicago, 111.

i

Reply.—^The first gun that you speak of is

a FR.\NCOTTE. I used to use one of these

guns for live pigeon shooting over the traps.

They are a very fine gua. The one I used

had cost about .$250.00 net, some years before.

This gun had side clips, the Greener round

cross bolt, double under bolts and weighed

about S,y2 pounds. These guns were made
in several grades so that I cannot tell just

what yours would be worth. Possibly S60.00

to SIOO.OO if in splendid condition. These
guns were sold by Von Lengerke and Det-

mold. New York. The Colts guns usually

sold from .SSO.OO and up, at the time they were

on the market.

The 28 inch barrel is about as good as the

longer barrel but they are usually bored for

field shooting. Trapshooters usually prefer

the longer barrels, I could not tell you what
your guns are worth at present unless I could

examine the guns. The condition is the main
thing. All guns sell very high just now.

Try some local dealers.—Editor.



SOME GAMP UTENSILS
Robert Hodgson

The homely potato can be made to serve

as a convenient candle holder. Simply make
a hole in the potato the size of your candle

and insert a handle as shown in the illustra-

tion.

FOR
STICK

FOR INTF.RIOR OFCAMPORTENTWHERE
/» STRONG LIGHT 15 RFQUIRED. A PIFCE OF
BRIGHT TIN Srr fPFOR BACKGROUND MAICE5

A FINE REFLECTOR.

A holder for several candles can be made by
securing a slab or board, nailing sticks with

curved ends at either end of the board with

which to carrj it and then placing the candles

on the slab and nailing in three nails for

each candle to keep each in place. If one

has an auger he can make holes in the board

into which to fit the candles.

For a camp lamp take a tin can the top of

which has only been partly cut open. Press

the lid down tightly after filling the can with

grease. Make. a nail hole in the top through

which run a piece of wiek, (old canvas or the

inner bark from dry cedar as soon as it

becomes saturated will answer as well as a

wick). A wire handle can be added to this

home-made or camp-made lamp.



ALPINE CLUB NOTES

THE Secretary has received the follow-

ing interesting letter from Mr. W. A.

Alldritt, a member who after three years

in Germany is now interned at The Hague.

"Your ver> welcome letter reached me, and
I can assure you it was very wlcome. How it

it brings before me the mountains in all 'their

glory, those wonderful days of the past when,

axe in hand, I made my -way through those

grand places of the world. To me no other

joy compares with climbing and exploring

in the Old Rocky Mountains, and I look

forward to a new day when we can all gather

together around the camp fire in some alpine

meadow and have a grand reunion.

"I have been much interested to hear of the

good work done on numerous fronts by mem-
bers of the Club. Of course it was to be

expected, because of the alpine type is bred

the class of men and women who do not fear.

I appreciate very much the resolutions

passed at the annual camp in Paradise Valley.

Tjjiey are worthy results of a grand organiza-

tion. I have nothing of any importance to

write as I suppose you have heard all about
our show in 1915.

"However, in case you have not, I will tell

you a few things that happened. I went to

France in the First F.xpeditionary Force and
for some time did the usual trench work. We
had some casualties but not very heavy until

that week in April when the Germans started

for the channel ports. Our battalion was
in the trenches at Langemarck on the extreme
front of the salient, and as you will have
heard t|ie Algerians on our loft broke
under the gas attack. The Highland Bri-

gade who wore in touch on their right formed
a flank for us, but that left us under (lank fire.

Then the Highlanders were practically wiped
out on the 21th, and our right also retired on
the 25th with the Germans three miles behind
us and no way out. We hung on with no
artillery support but eventually they rushed
us and it was all over e.xcept for a remnant
of which I was a part. On many days after-

wards I wished I had been a casualty as in

Germany we had a very bad time indeed.
"1 attempted an escape in 1915 but failed on

the frontier, again in 1916 and 1917 I made
three more attempts. Twice I almost got

over into Holland. .\s a result, f was always

in jail; in all I did ten terms, one year in salt

mines and was twice beaten into insensibilitv.

"However, in March of this year I was
exchanged to Holland and have been here

ever since. But how I love the Hun! They
have proyed themselves to be brutes, and
with their military methods are not human.
They know no mercy and we can never have a

lasting peace till they are beaten upon their

own lands. I am feeling all right again,

in fact am as well as ever.

"Please give my very best wishes to Mr.
Wheeler, and please tell him that I have
followed very keenly the very fine record oi

his son, Oliver. I am sure he must be proud

of him, as we all are.

".\s you will see, I have been dead wood now
for over three and a half years. It has been

very hard to bear, but at least I have the plea-

sure of knowing that others are carrying on

the work and doing it better.

"Now I must conclude. Wishing you,

personally, and the Alpine Club in general

every good wish; may the lime be very close

when we shall all meet again!

Yours very truly,

Sergt. W. A. Alldritt,

The Hague, HOLLAND.

Club members will be interested to know
that Col. C. H. Mitchell has the Champion-

ship of the Bath (C.B.) and also the Italian

Order of the Rose and that Col. W. W.
Foster now has the French as well as the

Belgian Croix de Guerre.

The secretary announces that although

we cannot hope for a reunion camp next

season a Victory camp at which some, at

least, of the -returned members will be

present, is^in prospect.



EDITORIAL COMMENTS
A GUIDE BOOK FOR JASPER PARK.

We received recentlv a copy of a Guide

Book to Jasper Park issued for the conveni-

ence of tourists visiting Jasper Park on the

Grand Trunk Pacific and Canadian Northern

Railways in Alberta. This publication is the

outcome of a photographic survey of the park

by M. P. Bridgland, Dominion Land Sur-

veyor, and is issued by the Department of the

Initerior. Until the war, Canada was the only

country where the photographic method of

surveying was in practical use, the surveys

made elsewhere being of an experimental

character or extending at most over a few

square miles only. Photographic surveying

is now an essential part of the work of the

military fl\ ing corps of the armies, photo-

graphs during the recent war being taken

from aeroplanes and the enemy's trenches,

batteries, railways, etc., being plotted from
the photographs. No general nowadays
would venture to launch an attack without

a thorough survey of the enemy's position by
his aviators. With the experience and train-

ing thus acquired it is expected that photo-

graphic surveying will come into very general

use now that the war is over, but to Canada
belongs the credit of first recognizing the

merits of the method and bringing it into

practical application. Jasper Park, with its

wide valleys and their flower spangled alpine

meadows, its smiling lakes and towering

black cliffs and hanging glaciers is a master-

piece of the .\lmighty and it is fitting that this

guide book to the park should be what it is,

one of the finest specimens of the printer's art

ever issued in Canada.

A WRITER FROM WESTERN CANADA
The February issue of Rod and Gun will

rontain a picture and sketch of H. C. Haddon,
a Western writer, who for the past five years

has contributed from time to time nature

stories to Rod and Gun. To write accurate

stories of this character one must of course be
a close obser\'er of nature and of the creatures

of the wild. Not only is Mr. Haddon a close

^observer of nature and an undoubted lover

the out of doors, with special opportuni-

es for observation, but he has withal a

charming style. Recognizing the fact that it

is difi'icull in writing a nature story to get

hold of a substantial plot—because animals
do not love and hate and scheme as do men

—

—he is satisfied with making an honest effort

to portray a day, or a year as the case may

be, in the life of the different animals with
which he is familiar. There is nothing sen-

sational in these stories but one cannot read

them without being transported to that out-

door world of which he writes, while to many
readers the absence of the killing that is

associated with so many stories that appear
in the pages of sportsmen's magazines, is an
agreeable elimination. Mr. Haddon will

continue to contribute stories throughout 1919

as will also Bonnycastle Dale whose picture

appears as a frontispiece in this issue.

ONCE AGAIN

The North American wild pigeon or pas-

senger pigeon once so exceedingly common in

North America that flocks of more than two
billion birds have been seen, has been gener-

ally believed for some >'ears past to have been
extinct, though from time to time reports of

isolated birds of this species have come to

hand, only to be disproved. Recently a

report comes from Amsterdam, N.Y. that

Messrs. Rasmussen, Wilson and Sanders of

this city encountered a flock of passenger

pigeons on October 1st, 1918 while on a bird

study trip in the vicinity of West Gahvay.

and Charlton, N.Y.' One of the birds it is

said alighted within a few feet of the party

and Mr. Rasmussen, who has been studying

birds for twenty-five years, declares that there

is no possible doubt of indentiflcation. It is

to wonder, if possibly, the passenger pigeon

has reappeared, when a genuine bird man
makes the repo;-!, or is it another case of

"even Homer nods'?" We confess we are

sceptical as to the accuracy of Mr. Ras-

mussen's conclusion.

A Bouquet, A Promise and a New Year

Greeting.

"I am delighted with the very marked
improvement in your maga!zine during the

last year" writes a subscriber. "Long may
you wave." So say we all, and it is our

intention not only to maintain but to sur-

pass the standard of 1918. Our department

editors, who have served us so well through-

out 1918, are being retained, and we have

other features, stories and articles in prospect

for the new year. To all our subscribers,

and to our contributprs as well we extend

hearty New Year Greetings.



FOUR REMARKABLE TARGETS
Four remarkable targets are here repro-

duced showing some exceptional shooting

by John Sharpe, a member of the Irish Rifle

Association of Toronto. Mr. Sharpe was

born in Australia, and has been a rifle enthus-

iast from earliest boyhood. After serving

three years in the Victoria Rifles, he came to

Canada, and has since travelled throughout

the United States, England, and Germany.
For the past few years, he has been associated

with the Queen's Own Regiment as

armourer-sergeant, and at present holds

the rank of battalion-sergeant-major in that

regiment. The rifle is his hobby, and

No- 2

it would be diflicult to find a make
with which he is not familiar. The -four

targets shown were shot at a range of 75

yards, and the ammunition was loaded with

nitro-cellulose smokeless powder.

Target No. 1. Seven consecutive shots, no

sighter, flat-nose bullets, ten-cent piece will

cover.

Target No. 2! Ten consecutive shots,

round-nose bullets. This wonderful target

No. 3

was made with the aid of a coach, who sig-

nalled the amount of correction in elevation

and windage. Starting with the northern

point of Scotland, a depression of two minutes

in the elevation of the back-sight was ordered,

and so on, the marksman keeping centred on

No 4

the bull's-eye. The ninth shot put the county

of Kent on the map, when six minutes in

elevation and six minutes left wind were

ordered for Ireland.

Target No. 3. Ten consecutive shots, no

sighter, round-nose bullets, Canadian one-

cent piece will cover.

Target No. 4. Seven consecutive shots,

no sighter, round-nose bullets, ten-cent

piece will cover.
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FROM THE BAIT BAG
SETTING THE DOUBLE SPRING TRAPS

I'^ver fumble round with cold fingers trying

to set a No. 2 or No. 3 double spring? Ever

wonder if there wasn't some easy way of doing

it?

The cut below illustrates one way of over-

coming the difficulty. Get a couple of pieces

of board 1x1 or 2x1 inches and from a foot to

eighteen inches long. Tie them together at

one end loosely but securely with strong string

or wire, insert the spring of your trap between

them and then use them like a pair of nut-

crackers. Having pressed one spring down

with them you can put your knee on the

boards to hold them in place and you can

then press the other spring down with y»ur

hands. They won't take up a great deal of

room in your pack or weigh very heavily and

they will save you considerably in time and

temper.

For the big grey wolves you need a double

spring, but for lynx or fox the No. 3 is plenty

strong enough with one spring removed.

Here is something worth trying in the scent

line, good for marten, mink or weasels.

Punch some holes in a can of salmon and
then put it in a warm place, such as behind a

stove, if you are a bachelor, until it is ripe.

Then mix in witli it some Three in One oil.

and use as niuch as you could put on a dime
at each set.

If only marten are expected you can also

add a little aniseed.

A subscriber, J. Carman Thompson of

Hillier, Ont. writes:

I am president of a trapper's association.

We have a nice club house with two rooms
up-stairs and three down-stairs and a good

cellar and cistern. We buy up furs and send

them to the fur houses, and do a lot of trapping

ourselves. We had a trap set for a skunk

that was killing chickens, and found a musk-
rat in it. We got a pick and got him out.

We found three little muskrats about four

inches from head to tip of tail. We have
them in our club house. The old one and
little ones make good pets.

THE NEW YORK SEPTEMBER FUR SALES

The results of the fur sales held in New
York on September 25 were highly satisfac-

tory from all points of view. The demand was
keen and values were established on a slightly

higher basis than the spring sales. The best

silver fox brought S600,. and the prices paid

for this fur were generally higher under the

acti\'^ buying for export, chiefly for Denniark.

White fox came second in demand with a top

price of $58. A new high record was estab-

lished for dark marten at 75.50 each. Ex-

cepting for beaver, the average price of all the

furs sold equalled or exceeded those obtained

at the spring sales. Silver fox was 20 per

cent, higher, and white fox showed an advance

of 35 per cent.

What is said to be the highest price ever

paid in this countrj' for raw skunk skins was
obtained when the finest lot offered brought

SO each. A "freak" fbx fur auctioned for

the Red Cross brought S500. Total sales for

the three days amounted to .51,750,000.

Prices for house cat were 50 per cent

higher than last spring, and those for ermine

35 per cent higher.
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TIPS FOR AMATEUR TRAPPERS
Robert G. Hodgson

IV.

MUSKRAT AND SKUNK TRAPPING.

The muskrat is not a hard animal to cap-

ture, but as many mink are often caught in

muskrat sets it pays to use care in making

these sets so you are ready for Mr. Mink if

he comes along. Mink are fond of muskrats

to eat, and kill many for food. There seem

to be two tribes of muskrats, namely, house

rats and bank rats. They are one and the

same as far as the species go, but some
prefer living in houses and otliers in holes in

the banks. They are not like mink for

travelling, for while they travel sorhe, it is

usually at night and they are verj- seldom seen

in the daytime. Being strictly water animals

they are always trapped in marshes and

around lakes and ponds, and are very seldom

ever found away from water.

BAITS. As I said before, muskrats, as I

find them, do not take well to baits, at least

not in the sections I have trapped in, as

natural food is too plentiful in the shape of

water plants and roots. However, in some
sections they take well to bait and the follow-

ing are preferred by them—mellow

apples, carrots, turnips, mangles, corn, pump-
kins, roots and grasses.

TRAP SIZES. The No. 1 Victor is the

size generally used for muskrats but I would

urge you to secure the No. 91 Victor on

account of its higher grip and double jaw
which takes an easy and firm grip so high up
on the animal's leg that it cannot twist out.

For trapping where the animal cannot be

drowned, these traps have no eaual.

METHODS OF CAPTURE. Favourite

methods for blind sets are to find their paths

leading from one stream into another or to

their feeding grounds and set a trap just

where they come out of or go into the water
• Find a steep bank where muskrats travel

and take a stick and run into the bank having

the end stick out over and place half an apple

on the end of the stick. Now set your trap

directly beneath bait and stake end of chain

as far out in the water as you can. Do not

have trap set in over four inches of water.

It is a good idea in trapping rats in water to

take a good sized stick and place out in water

about a foot away from trap stake so when the

muskrat makes for deep water, which it

naturally does as soon as caught, it winds the

chain around the stake and soon drowns, as

it has no chance to get back onto the bank and

chew or pull its leg off.

Where you find their slides are also excellent

places to set your trajps, and j'ou can find

these slides as a rule on streaim banks where
muskrats are plentiful. Set your trsip at the

foot of the slide and stake your chain as far

out in the water as you can, using second

stake as before mentioned to drown them.

In ponds you will see many old logs which are

worn smooth and have droppings on them,
which is a sure evidence of muskrats. Make
a notch in the log with an axe the size and
shape of your trap, cover with an old water
soaked leaf and staple trap chain to side of

log and when caught they will make for

water and soon drown as the weight of the trap

will prevent them from getting back onto the

log again. No bait is necessary for this set.

although it can be used as a greater .attrac-

tion. It is a good plan to sprinkle a little

decoy on the log in the running season.

When you find their feeding grounds, which

you can tell by the roots etc, floating around,

set several traps there, under water and on
nearby logs.

Stake a cabbage head in shallow water

by tying a stone to it, and set several traps

around it.

They can also be taken readily at the

mouths of their holes by using the Stop

Thief or KiHum traps which fit ove"- the

mouth of the hole and catch them by the

neck, thereby choking them. In some places,

however, the law does not allow you to trap

at dens.

You will find you will not catch many
muskrats in the winter months when
everything is frozen up, but if you can find

their paths under the ice, you are fairly sure

of success as all you need to do is to cut a

hole through the ice and set your traps in

the paths. You will often catch quite a few

rats this way.

The skunk is a very affectionate (?) animal

and is thoroughly disliked by both men and

beasts but when it conies to securing the hide

very few give them the cold shoulder, so to

speak. In case you should come to logger-

heads with the skunk ,you can remove the

odor by washing the clothes in gasoline, being

very careful you are not near a fire, and

the clothes should be hung on a line out of

doors so when the gasoline evaporates the
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odor goes with il. The hands can also be
washed with gasoline, tar or carbolic soap;

the last two are not as dangerous as the

gasoline.

The skunk is not a cunning animal by any
means, though as I said before the traps

should be set carefully as you never know when
a mink is going to investigate the set.

TRAP SIZES. While skunks have been and
are being caught right along with the No. 1

Victor, it is better to use the No. 1 J/^ or 2 as

they are strong and should not'be trusted in a

small trap. No. 91 Victor will hold them in

most cases, but I advise a little larger trap,

and if you desire a double or webbed jaw
trap get the No. 81 J^ or 91 J4 Newhouse.
Skunks have a habit of chewing off their legs

and if you use a double or web jaw trap, it

will to a great extent prevent this. They can

also be taken at the mouths of their holes and
instantly killed by using the Killum trap.

BAITS. The skunk eats much the same
food as the mink, they are great chicken thieves,

as you are doubtless aware to your sorrow,

and are especially fond of "strong" eggs.

METHODS. The favourite method is to

set traps in the mouths of their dens. Dig
a place in the ground the exact size and shape

of the trap, place a piece of batten under

pan and around jaws to prevent dirt from

getting in and clogging its action. Throw
rt piece of bait in the hole beyond the trap.

Stake the chain as far out from the hole as

possible or you may have some trouble get-

ting them out so you can kill them. It is a

good idea to tie chain to a long pole so you can
pull the skunk out and have him at a distance

to kill him, or you can gent Ij' lea d him to

stream if there is one close by and drown him.

In shooting them trj- and hit them in the spine,

as this will paralyze them so that they will

"be unable to throw their scent. A 22 calibre

rifle is the best. (Edit. note. As long as

their hind feet are off the ground the skunk
cannot throw their scent. If you have a

partner get him to hold the pole up so that the

skunk swings clear of the ground, then go

in and use a club on him across the small of

the back, or right on the point of the nose,

smacking the nose back towards the eyes.

This is quicker and cleaner than smashing
the head to a pulp. Or else hold the pole

yourself and let your partner tr> his hand.

H. C. H.

Another method is to find their trail leading

from one hole to another, or out in their

travels, and set your traps in these tracks. If

reasonable care is used you are sure to catch

them.

Find where they go under barns, old build-

ings, and around stone piles and set traps

there, where either scent or bait can be used

or not, just as you see fit.

Roll two logs together about six inches

apart where there are signs of skunk, set a

trap at each end of log, place bait in between
logs stapling trap to logs.

Another good method is to hang a musk-
rat or hen that is tainted to a limb a foot or so

off the ground wliere skunks travel, and set

trap directly underneath.

(Next month Mr. Hodgson will write on
Raccoon and Fox Trapping.)

QUERIES AND ANSWERS

Query—Can you help me to locate a good

trapping ground for this winter?

Ruthven, Ont. ' G. E. P.

Ansiver— If I were you I would try around

the White River. This is a big country with

lots of good trapping, and if you will spend a

week or two in looking around I think you
I will be able to find a piece of country that will

t suit you. By all accounts there will be quite a

1 lot of trapping done around that district this
' winter, but there is lots of room for everybody.

Perhaps some of the shy readers from that

part will tell us a little of their experiences.

Mr. P. O. Reilly, an old reader of Rod and
Gun tells me there are lots of foxes around

Ignace on the C.P.R. main line, and if you
wanted to use your fox h6und this district

might suit you. H. C. H.

Qnerij— 1. Can you tell me how to grad

raw furs?

2. Is there any book published on the

subject?

Benito, Man. P. D.

Answer— I can, but it is rather like trying

to tell a man how to buy a horse. I have

tried this year to get standard measurements
for the different skins for various sections,

but as one well known fur house wrote me it is

impossible to give them as they are always

forced %o take the quality of the skin into

consideration as well as the size. So, first

of all you must make yourself acquainted

with the different furs from your section.

Learn what is a large mink and what is a

medium fox. The same sized skin caught
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in another section might onh grade a medium
mink and a small fox.

You must be able to recognize a prime

skin. Sometimes fat will be left on a skin,

because if it was removed the blue unprime

spots would show up. and you must get onto

dodges like that.

The two chief exceptions to the rule of

grading are muskrats and skunk. Musk-
rats are graded into Spring, Winter, Fall

and Kitts. The spring rats are No. 1 or

prime, winter No. 2 or partly prime, fall or

No. .3 or unprime, but still ha\4ng a com-
mercial value. Kitts are only partly grown
or are badly damaged.
Skunk are graded by the amount of white

present in the stripes. No. 1 or black is a

prime skin with the stripe not extending

beyond the shoulders. No. 2 or short stripe

is a prime skin, and the stripe, if vervvnarroy,'

may extend nearly to the tail. No. 3 or long

stripe has two stripes running the- entire

length, but there must be as much black

between the stripes as there is white in either

of the two white stripes. No. 4 or broad
stripe is prime but contains more white than

black.

The other furs are usually divided into four

grades, Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. To grade No. 1

the skin must be prime, well handled andfree
from cuts or shot holes.

Each grade is again divided into large,

medium and small. Some houses have a

No. 1 Extra Large—chiefly to catch suckers.

If you know of an honest fur house never

ship to anyliody else, no matter how alluring

their price lists mav be, and you will soon get

on to their system of grading.

2. The best book published on the subject

is the Fur' Buyers Guide by A. R. ITarding.

Mr. Harding has been connected with the'

fur trade for over thirty years and at one time

owned the Hunter-Trader-Trapper magazine
which he founded. He is now back in his

old business of fur buying, and I have no

hesitation in recommending liis book. You
can obtain it from the offices of ROD and
GUN, price $2.00 II. C. H.

CANADIAN NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS
THE Canadian National Field Trial Club

held its fifth annual trials at Ojibway,

Ont , beginning on the morning of

November 5th., and finishing on the after-

noon of the 6th. The Club was fortunate in

the weather, which was bright and cool

enough for the dogs to run without discomfort

in the mornings, but later in the days it

became warmer, with scenting conditions

poor, which made the afternoon braces hustle

to hold their own with the early morning

competitors. Birds and rabbits were more
numerous than in any trials of recent years,

which proves that our last winter's storms,

with zero weather, had done no serious harm
to ou • quail-, as had been reported.

Just before start, 3 hour race; Judge Spracklin looking them over

place the dogs, but this was Tom's firstThe trials were judged by Joseph Spracklin

one of the Woodstock old bojs, but now of

Windsor, Ont., and Tom Gilbert of Sandwich,

Ont. Joe has officiated before, being one of

the old school of bench show and field trial

handlers, which accounts for his ability to

appearance as judge, and he found the task of

following the dogs on foot a more serious

undertaking than he expected and was
thoroughly tired at the finish.

The faithful followers who attended the
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trials this year, were a small but enthusiastic

gathering, which consisted of the; Messrs.

Hendricks, Wells and Wilson, of Sandwicn,

Earl Mason, Sandwich, W. P. Smith, Sand-

"Toby Kent," best pointer at trials

wich, Dr. Hagmeier, of Kitchner, Frank

Watson, Detroit,' Mich., Governor Wandless,

of Sandwich, Bert Pellon, of Sandwich,

Dr. Bromley, Detroit, Hector LcBeouf,

Sandwich, Minor Gregg, Detroit, Fred Moore,

Amherstburg, Jack Wilson, Tecumseh, Will

Hollern, Windsor, Louis Gignac, Windsor.

The club made a new departure this >ear

which proved entirely satisfactory and popu-

lar, the usual custom was to make a drive

each day from the grounds to have their

noon day lunch, and bench show, which was

the cause of considerable lost time to the

running, so the club served lunch on the

grounds, and also held its bench show before

the afternoon braces were started. The dogs

competing as a whole were a keen lot, but the

"Pppp"s Honey Boy," winner of all age and best
setter at trials.

entries were small compared with previous

years, so the club has decided next year theV

will run two championship stakes for the

beagles and bird dogs, if they can secure a

suitable rating from the Canadian Kennel

Club, so boys start right now and get your

dogs going to compete next yeai for a field

Championship, for we have had four years of

war-time trials, which has been discouraging,

so next fall when conditions are back to nor-

mal we will look forward for the largest entry

in the history of our trials.

THE WINNERS*

The Beagle Derby had only two entries,

but the quality of these two dogs was of the

highest. Dandy s' Boy was picked as the

winner of this event by the gallery, but little

Mollie surely showed this big dog the way
to drive and on the turns she is a wonder.-

The Fifteen-inch All-Age class and open

Three-hour Stake were won by that good dog

"Ringwood," winneV of all age, 3 hour endurance
fstake. witn owner, Jas. Hendriks.

Ringwood, a hard worker, with all the class

that goes with a good beagle. Second went

to Haig's Tramp, in both of these events. He
is a grand starter and driver but could be

improved on checks and turns. He is owned
by Dr. L. G Hagmeier, Prop., of the Haig
Kennels of Kitchener, Ont., who had several

entries in the beagle events, but, owing to

one of the crates of dogs being lost coming
from the Western trials held at Bass Lake,

Ind., only three of his dogs started.

The Derby for the bird dogs was won by

Bird, a nice looking setter bitch, a very wise,

even running and consistent worker for a

Derby^ and she also showed the judges she

could find the birds. Second went to an

un-named pointer bitch, ownted by Dr.

Bromle\ of Detroit, Mich. She is full of hunt.
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goes fast and wide, hunting all the birdj

places on the course, but was a little over

weight for this event for the speed she was

going commenced to tell on her after her

first series. Third went to Alfords' Frank, a

very wise even-running and consistent young

pointer dog, which made a most favorable

impression upon all who saw him run.

The ^All-Age was won bj Pepps' Honey

Boy, which in this event, ran one of the best

races seen at the Canadian trials. He had

speed, style and range, covering his ground

beautifully, and was always looking for birds.

He also had the honor of taking first in the

bench show, and thus wins the right to pose

as one who can hold his own both in field and

on the bench. Second went to Daisy Dru,

who has been placed on numerous occasions

in the Canadian trials and, although getting

on -in years, she has the speed of some of

the young dogs left in her old carcass yet and

showed her hunting quahties on a bevy of

running birds, which was considered the class

handling of the trials.
|

Third was won b\

Nurse Bell, a nice looking setter bitch, with

.all the good qualities of a good setter.

BEAGLE DERBY RUNNING
Little MoUie—Dandy's Boy—Put down at

the edge of bush, Mollie soon had a rabbit

going, making a nice drive through grass to

bush, where Dandy picked up check, but

Mollie beat hina to the turn and drove to loss.

Dandy started another rabbit, taking him

through thicket, where Mollie picked up

check, driving him across stubblefield to

thicket for a loss. Rabbit started by spec-

tators, dogs put on with Dandy driving for

a loss. The judges decided 'to put them

down in the afternoon on a marked rabbit

to finish their running. Down 8.20, up 9.00.

SECOND SERIES

Little Mollie—Dandy's Boy—Put down

on a marked rabbit that was in hiding in old

sewer drain, which proved to be a good run-

ning one, Mollie drove hard to check, rabbit

turned out of ditch across road, where Mollie

picked him iip and drove for a quarter of a

mile down meadow, with Dandy harking in,

two lengths in rear. Mollie made the turn,

driving rabbit across field into thicket for

check. Mollie at this time was hunting

hard and soon^had rabbit going in opening

again, this time both dogs were driving

shoulder to shoulder when ordered up. Down

L30, up 2.10.

CANADIAN NATIONAL FIELD TRIALS
SUMMARY

OJIBWAY, ONT.. November 5.—Canadian National
Field Trial Club's third annual open Derby, for
beagles whelped on or after January 1st. 1917.
Two starters. Judges, J. J. Spracklin and Tom
Gilbert.

Little Mollie, black white and tan bitch, by AftOD
Dandy Boy-^Beauty. James Hendricks owner
and handler.

With
Dandy's Boy, black white and tan dog, by Afton

Dandy "Boy—Beauty. Earl Mason owner and
handler.

Results
1st. Little Mollie. 2nd. Dandy's Boy.

15 in. All Age Running

Haig's Tramp—Ringwood—Put down on
the edge of a gravel pit, Ring soon had a

rabbit started, with Tramp harking in and
running true to scent. Ring over-ran drive,

Tramp catching the turn for a nice drive,

but Ring soon outfooted him, driving bunny
to hole. A rabbit was kicked out by spec-

tators and dogs put on, both driving true,

with Ring the leader, through old peach
orchard, across road, into bush for loss.

Down 9.15, up 9.45.

Nellie H,—Haig's Ranger,—Put down in

ragweed, where Nellie soon had a rabbit

running, making a short drive to loss. Ran-
ger started another one for a nice driye, with

Nellie harking ture. Ranger being about

five pounds overweight, Nellie soon out ran

him and driving to hole. Down 9.55, up
10.25.

Beauty—Haig's \Varrit>r—Started in field

of brush and stumps, they soon had a rabbit

running with Beiiuly the faster of the brace.

Rabbit took to bush, where Beauty drove to

a loss under woodpUe. Both dogs got right

down to work, with Beauty a little noisy at

times, but could not start another, scenting

conditions getting poor. Down 10.30, up

11.10.

SECOND SERIES

Little Ned—Nellie H.—Ned was drawn

as the bye dog. Put down at the edge of

thicket, where Ned soon had a rabbit running,

at the same time Nelli^ started another that

crossed Ned's drive, whiph Nellie took and

drove to loss. Two other short drives were

had. Down 11.20, up 11.50.

Haig's Warrior—Ringwood—Put down

in thicket Warrior soon started a rabbit for

a short drive to check. Ring picked up same

after some nice hunting and drove for a'loss.

Both dogs did some nice hunting but could

not start another. Down 2.20, up 3.

Ringwood—Haig's Tramp—A move was

made to new grounds, which proved gameless,

also with considerable time lost, and another

short jump ended the running for the day.
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CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson Bay Company, Northern

Indians and their modes of Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7 inches, is printed on good

quality heavy paper and contains thirty-seven chapters,

The book is from the pen of a Hudson's Bay Officer (Martin Hunter),

who has had 40 years' experience with the Hudson's Bay Company

—

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was stationed at different

trading posts in Canada, Price, cloth bound, postpaid, $1.00.

A NEW PREMIUM OFFER
An Opportunity to secure FREE a Beautiful Oil Painting

We have the originals of the oil paintings executed by our cover design
artist, F. V. Williams, during the past year and have decided to give our sub-
scribers the opportunity of securing one of these FREE. Mr. Williams excells
in reproductions of Big Game Hunting, Canoeing, Fishing, Camping, etc. and
his cover designs reproduce with skill and fidelity Canadian outdoor life in its

varied phases.

Your Den's Attractiveness May Be Greatly Enhanced by One of These

The paintings are of^generous proportions being 19 in. deep by 14 in. in
width. The reproductions give a hint as to the coloring and quality of the
work but no reproduction can of course compare with the original painting.
The original of any one of the paintings which Mr. Williams has done for us as
well as the original of the February and subsequent covers may be procured
by you

For Twenty-Five New Subscriptions
Look through your fyles for the past year and choose the design that

appeals to you most. Then write us without delay of your selection and at
the same time ask for sample copies and subscription blanks which will be sent
you promptly.

Address yoijf application for copies and blanks to

Premium Dept. Rod and Gun in Canada Woodstock, Ont.
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with both dogs working hard but could not

start game. Up 5.15.

SUMMARYJJ
OJIBWAY, ONT.. November 5.—Canadian National

Field Trial Clubs' open Fifteen-inch All-Age

Stake. Seven starters. Judges, J. J. Spracklin

and Tom Gilbert.
, , ,,,

Haig's Tramp, white, black and tan dog, by Warrior

—

Haia's Hazel. Dr. Hagmeier, owner and handler.
With

Ringwood, white, black and tan dog. Teddy—Lady.
James Hendrick owner and handler.

Haig's Ranger, white, black and tan dog, by Dan-
Mammy MulT. Dr. Hagmeier, owner and hand-

ler.
With

Nellie H., white, black and tan dog, by True Jack

—

Bettina. James Hendricks, owner and handler.

Beauty, white, black and tan bitch, by Teddy—Nellie.

James Hendricks, owner and handler.
With

Haig's Warrior, white, black and tan dog. by Stormer
—Music. Dr. Hagmeier, owner and handler.

Little Ned, white, black and tan dog, by Teddy-
Nellie a bye. Earl Mason, owner and handler.

With
Nellie H.

Haig's Warrior with Ringwood.
Ringwood with Haig's Tramp.

Results
1st. Ringwood. 2nd. Haig's Tramp. 3rd. Little Ned

15 in. Three-Hour Stake

The morning opened bright and'crear, with

scenting conditions good. The start was a

little late, owing to a wait for Dr. Hagmeier,

who had been taken sick through the night

and had to be taken to his home in Kitchener,

Ont. Twelve dogs and bitches were started

in this event and the drives they ran were a

sight to see, for never have we seen dogs pack

and hunt together as they did. The gallery

thought that Tramp was the class dog of

this event and on nunierous occasions Tramp
whipped out for some good casts, which re-

__guited in picking up rabbits for some good

drives, but Ring had the speed and class as a

driver and the Judges decided him to be the

best All Age dog.

Results

1st. Ringwood. 2nd. Haig's Tramp. 3rd. Nellie H.
Res. Haig's 'V\'arrior.

Bird Dog Events

It was decided the night before to let Mr.

Gilbert take the bird dogs and start the first

series, so as to get through on Wednesday,

as some of the boys running dogs were on

munition work and their time was limited,

so Mt. Spracklin finished the beagle trials at

noon while Mr. Gilbert was running off the

first series of bird dogs.

Derby Running-

Buster Boy—Bird—It was soon seen that

Bird was the better in range and speed, while

Buster was not so wide, but hunting all the

birdy places and working his ground intel-

ligently. Bird working through field of

stubble, half pointed, then running in and

putting up a bevy, with both dogs chasing.

Down 9.25, up 10.10.

Ramson's Beauty G.—Alford's Frank

—

Both were moderate in range, with Frank

leading his brace mate slightly. Frank point-

ed a meadowlark, and when flushed both dogs

had a good run, this putting the, go in them

for the balance of the heat, Down 10.15, up

10.45.

Guy's Ramson—Unnamed pointer—Put

down in corn field, with pointer going to right

and Guy to left, both dogs looked as if they

were going to bolt, but were turned back and

started on again. A little later a bevy of

birds was seen in the air, with both dogs com-

ing from the edge of bush, but the judges did

not see the guilty one. Dr. Bromley's dog

was goitig fast and wide at this time and

hunting all the birdy looking places, and no

doubt if she had some of the overweight she

was carrying run ofT she would have been

placed first. Down 10.50, up 11.20.

Second Series

.\Iford"s F rank—Guy's -Ramson—This

proved to be the biggest surpiise of the

Derby. Guy simply slowed down and his

handler had a hard time keeping him out.

Frank found and put up three birds that he

chased to bush which ended the heat. Down
11.30, up 12.00.

Bird—Unnamed pointer—Both started

away nipely, working out all the birdy looking

places. Working toward main steel plant

road and across into cornfield. Bird soon put

a bevy into air. Down 1., up 1.40.

SUMMARY
OJIBW,\Y, ONT., November 6.—Canadian Nationa

Field Trial Club's fifth annual Derby, for pointers
and setters whelped on or after Janifary, !, 1917.
Six starters,two pointers and four setters. J udges,
J. J. Spracklin and Tom Gilbert.

Buster Boy. white, and orange setter dog, Roy's
Ramson—Nurse Bell, Hector LeBeouf. owner
and handler

With
Bird, breeding not given. Minor Gregg, owner and

handler.
Alford's Frank, black and white pointer dog, by
John's Timorah—King's Sister's Souix. Mason

and Walker, owners; F. Walker, handler.
With

Ransom's Beauty G, white and orange setter dog. by
Roy's Ransom—Nurse Bell. Hector LeBeouf,
owner and handler

Unnamed pointer bitch, breeding not given. Dr. C
A. Bromlev, owner and handler. •

With
Guy's Ransom, white and orange setter dog. by Roy s

Ransom—Nurse Bell. Hector LeBeouf. owner and
handler.

n
Alford's Frank with Guy's Ransom.
Bird with Unnamed pointer-

Results
1st. Bird. ,^nd. Unnamed pointer. 3rd. Alford s

Frank. '

All Age Running

Daisy Dru—Nurse Bell—Put down in

cornfield and worked north along edge of bush
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The Camper's Own Book

1918—SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1918

This is that BIG little book of the open—America's new
outdoor manual. It comes to you bound as you see here. It is

"woodsy" from cover to cover—stirred by lake-breezes and
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere.

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn
NL Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. E. H. Forbrush-^
these and others join this camp fire council. They say their

•ay about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they

spin a yarn or two by the way,

"The Camper's Own Book" measures 8x5 ^g inches over all. It is a goodly gener-

ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you've ever seen.

Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes the

pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you're one—you know you are.

PRICE PER VOLUME
In the appropriate green T-cloth

Post-paid

$1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED WOODSTOCK, ONT.

"GARAGES AND HOW TO
BUILD THEM"

Every Auto owner is vitally interested in the subject of where to keep his machine.
The most convenient place is on your own property in a private garage, the
architecture of which is in keeping with your house.

There is also an extensive chapter on Garag*
Equipment and Accessories in which Is des-

cribed the construction and operation of turn
tables; sasoUne storage and pumping; oil cabin-

els; constructing a repair bench and tool cabin-
ets; lockers; rules to prevent freezing of water
in cylinders, radiators, etc.; washing apparatus;
lighting apparatus: etc.

This large 15ft-page book is the only one of its

kind and shows a standard collection of New,
OriginQl and Artistic designs for up-to-date Priv-

ate and Public Garages adapted to Frame,
Brick, Stone, Cement, Stucco, or Concrete Con-
struction, together with Estimates of Cost-

55 DESIGNS OF GARAGES are shown by per-

spective views and floor plans giving dimensions,
etc. Also remarks on Garage Construction,
explaining the advantages oi each form of con*
struction and giving details about the manner of
erection, selection of materials, hints on super-
Tision, etc.

It is juat the book to give you important points

and ideas if you are about to build a garage. Its

iaformation will save you money.

A Brand New Book, Elaborately Illustrated, Artist-
ically Bound, Price $1.00, Postpaid. Address:

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, WOODSTOCK, ONTARIO
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where Daisy after a fine piece of roading,

pointed. Bell was brought up, but would

not bark and went on. .Judges ordered

birds flushed, whieh Seguin promptly did.

Daisy was a little unsteady to wing, but

stopped at command. After a few minutes'

delay both dogs were put on singles. Bell

making a good find, which she pointed nicely.

Both dogs at tinies were too wide for singles.

Down 1.45, up 2.20.

Rod—Bird— Cast off in lowland alongside

of creek and working to highland on edge of

bush, the latter was easily the better of this

brace. She was running in an easy, stylish

way but with less speed than in her Derby

race. Rod was not in the best of shape when
put down, which caused him to slow down at

finish. Just before ordered up Bird found a

bevy that she put into the air and promptly

chased Down 2.30, up .3.

Pepp's Honey Boy—Toby Kent—Put down
in wheat stubble, with both dogs going out on

a wide cast, Toby going to right and Honey to

left, Bromley soon had, his dog on birds and

when Honey located birds flushed with Honey
steady to wing. Worked across cornfiekl to

bush, they were put on singles, where Toby
made two nice single finds and Honey one.

Down 3.10, up 3.3.5.

Second Seiies

Bessie Proctor—Bird—Dogs were put down
sn ragweed and scruboak, where Bird had two
singles in the air. A little further on Bessie

had the whole bevy flying with both of them
chasing. Both dogs settled down to work
and when spectators started a rabbit. Bird

saw that she was not in her class as a runner.

Down 3.45, up 4.25.

Pepp's Honey Boy—Daisy Dru—Both
dogs going wide, worked toward swale where
Honey was found on point, with Daisy back-

ng. Bromley flushed his birds with both

dogs steady to wing. Judges ordered dogs
put on singles, both dogs show they could

handle birds with the best of them. Down
4.30, up 5.

SUMMARY
OJIBW.W, ONI'., November 6.—Canadian National

Field Trial Club's fifth annual .\11-Age Stake,
open to pointers and setters. Seven starters,
five English setters and two pointers. Judges,
J. J. Spracklin and Thomas Gilbert.

Daisy Dru, black white and tan setter bitch, by Blake's
Boy—Ruby Di;u.^ Emile Seguin. owner and
handler.

Nur.se Bell, Orange and white setter bitch, breeding
not given. Hertnr LeBeouf. owner and handler.

Rod—Black, white and tan setter dog. breeding not
§iven. Seguin and Druillard. owners; Emile
cguin, handler.

\yith
Bird—Black, white and tan setter bitch, breeding, not

given. Minor Gregg owner, N. W. Moore,
handler.

Pepp's Honey Bov. blacki white and tan setter dog,
by Pepp Windem D.—Huby Dr. Dr. C. A.
Bromley, owner and handler.

With
Toby Kent. Lemon and white p > nterdog by Manitoba

Rap—Gipsey .lingo. Mason and Walker, owners.
F. Walker, handler.

Bessie Proctor, liver and white pointer bitch, by John
Proctor—Kiamachi Bess. Mason and Walker,
owners. F. Walker, handler.

With
Bird—run as second series dog.

II

Pepp's Honey Boy with Daisy Dru.
Results

1st. Pepp's Honey Boy. 2nd. Daisy Dru. 3rd.
Nurse Bell.

Bench Show

The show, to which all entries in the stakes

were eligiljle, was held on the trial grounds

each day after lunch, where, \\iith all outdoors

for a ring, and a grassy carpet under, foot,

giving each dog the opportunity of his or

her lifetime to show at their best. Judges,

J. J. Spracklin and Tom Gilbert, made their

awards satisfactory to ail.

Awards

POINTERS—Dogs and bitches. I, Mason and Walker
(I'tjby Kent). 2. Dr. C. A. Bromley (Unnamed
point.^r bitch). 3, Mason and Walkers (Alford's
Frank).

SETTERS—Dogs and birches, 1, Dr. C. A. Bromley
(Pepp's Honey Boy). .2. Minor Gregg (Bird).
3. Druillard A Seguine (Rod)

BEAGLES—Dogs and bitches, 1, James l-Jendricks
(Nellie). 2, Dr. Hagrneier's (Haig's Tramp). 3
James Hendricks' (Beautv^.
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PROurr
GUARANTEED PRICE UST
guarantees you more money
as the market goes up; no
less if the mcirket goes down.

Prouty Pays Spot Cash
We send you your check the 'Hay ship-

ments are received. You do not have to

worry about your money. There is no

risk at all when you ship to Prouty.

Big Profits on Furs
when you ship to Prouty, the oldest

established fur house in New York, the

Fur Market of the World.

Write for new Price List

We need your furs now. Get on our
mailing list TO-DAY.

Send us your name. Then send us your
furs.

"Grandad Shipped

to Prouty"

No matter where you have been
shipping your furs, or what prices

you have been getting, Prouty's
Guaranteed Price Ljst system is

sure to bring you still higher prices,

still greater satisfaction. Let us
prove this to you. Try us, that's all

we ask. Get the facts. Convince
yourself.

Why Ship

Elsewhere?
why should you ship your furs elsewhere,

when New York is the accepted Fur Mar-
ket of the World, and Prouty's is nationally

recognized as the old reliable fur house in

New York, established almost fifty years

ago? Think what this means to you!

Bu>'ers from all over the world flock to

Prouty's. For New York is the centre of

the world's fur wealth and I*routy is the

heart of the fur wealth of New York.

That is why buying is always briskest

at Prouty's and why highest prices are

always secured for you when you ship to

Proutv.

J. L. PROUTY'S SONS, inc.

Raw Furs, Ginseng Roots,

Golden Seal, etc.

382-384 West Broadway New York City



A DEER HUNT ALONG THE
MOON RIVER

T. L. Stevens

Last Fall the writer decided to have a

hunt and on October 27th left Toronto to

join a friend in Muskoka, which district we
reached at about 11.30 Saturday night. The
weather was anything but good as il rained

all the way going up. Ho^^ever, as I was pre-

pared for any kind of weather I was ready

to make the best of it. Arrived at the end

of the railway journey we rowed two miles

up the lake, staying over night with two

other friends who later joined our party, the

two who had previously arranged to be with

us being unable to make connections this

year.

Our party of seven left for camp on Wed-
nesday, the 31st, the captain kindly sending

his team and wagon as we had quite a load,

consisting of two canoes, two tents, blankets,

robes, food and an old stove. We had a long

way to go before reaching the river on which

we intended using the canoes. Some of the

way we drove through the bush and were

abliged to remove fallen timber at certain

places and in others to fell timber, before we
could proceed, as vwe had a hay-rack on the

wagon which took up considerable room.

The river was reached, however, about one

o'clock and we had lunch, to which we cer-

tainly did full justice, and which served to

put us all in a particularly good humor. We
did not stay here long as we had to find a

site for our camp. Two of the party left

with the canoes and a good load of stuff and

succeeded in finding an excellent spot, well

sheltered, and beside a nice lake. Most of

the time going in it was snowing and our

prospects for a good hunt looked better than

they had. Some of the party came across the

tracks of large bear.

By about nine o'clock that evening we had

things in pretty fair shape.

On Thursday we left good and early and

were at our places for our first day's hunt

by 7 a. m. I got a shot at a deer during the

afternoon at about 300 yards but missed, and

the first day brought us no luck. About 4

o'clock we landed back at camp all ready

for supper which was soon prepared.

The next day we were again off early and

the youngest of our party, a good scout, who
along with the captain had taken dogs in,

landed a nice buck which we cleaned and hung
up as it was too far to trail him to camp.

This was all the game we landed the second

day out.

On Saturday I was seated on a log when
I spotted a fine doe coming my way. I

dropped dow'n behind a log hoping she w.ould

come nearer but it was a case of "I saw you

first." However, I fired two shots but

missed. The next man also had a shot and
he missed. Those who have hunted deer

know the chances are in favor of the game
if very far off, and if the bush is any way
thick.

- Saturday night came and we had only one

deer, but as we still had some time we did

not worr>-. Sunday was spent fixing up th

camp and getting firewood and in scouting

around generally. We also endeavoured to

locate another camp where we heard there

were large black bear, but did not succeed.

We were off early Monday morning and

about two houlrs . after leaving camp the

bombardment began. I thought every-

body was firing but me. It turned out

that six or seven deer had been disturbed

by scouts taking the dogs in and four or

five came to one man, while two ran over to

the next man. However, two of them, one a

nice doe with horns in the velvet, were hung

up. We took the hearts and some liver for

our supper and on the last run, going to

camp, we landed another,, making four.

Things began to look as though they were

going our way, although one of the party

had told us we would have no luck because

we had "birch poles in our tent." Never-
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degre
South of Winnipeg, and is big enouRh to includ_

rfte'l

:sv».,

the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mmeral, waterpower. Gsh, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be haa in some
districts at ."iO cents per acre, and in others FREK

AJready there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a-spider's
web over a huge part of that immense lorest-robed territory.

For free descriptire literature, write

H, A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildings, TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister o.' Lands. Forests and Mines.

TRAPS

GUNS

-and TRAPPER'S EQUIPMENT. Animal Baits of all

kinds

-At low prices. We have a number of used guns, but in good
condition at favorable prices.

Send for Special list

"^DPIKEG®
123 XxifO St. B..

Forests in Battle!

There's an appealing little brochure

awaiting your request. It is called "The

Forests of Canada in Peace and War,"

It is yours for the asking. WTien you read

it, you will realize the wartime and peace-

time strategy of the forest possessions of

this Dominion—The British Empire's only

timber supply.

^ If you have ever met a forest, j'ou'll want

W^ little publication. Send in a friend's

Trame white you're at it.

Canadian Forestry Association

206-7 Booth Building, Ottawa

Sir R. I^. Borden. Hon. President.

Lt.-Col. |J. S. Dennis, President.

\

Next time you
are passing a
grocery store
drop in and
purchase a one-
pound tin of

Klim genuine pasteurized separated
milk powder.

When you reach-home, read the direc-

tions on the label and make a drink of

Klim. You will appreciate the genuine

inilk flavor, and be glad that you've met
with a fr end wlii> will be aood I'ompanv

next time you're in the big out-doors.

Just picture what it will mean on a camping
or hunting trip to have such handy, clean, easily
packed milk powder, with the natural flavor.
Flapjacks, biscuits, tea, coffee, cocoa, are all
made more delicious by using Klim. Andj it

makes a great drink, hot or cold.

Don't pass tliat grocery store,

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242

J

liiK^ik^ikjr^r^ii^ ^
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theless the man who cut them got two deer,

though he swore it was the hat he wore that

did the trick.

Some people say there is nothing in dreams.

Before leaving home I had a dream and in

this dream I saw two of our party with the

hide of a fine black be^ This dream, how-

ever, did not come true, though possibly had

we been a little more experienced it might

have done so.

On Tuesday morning we went farther

away from the camp than we had done

previously. It was pretty cold and there

was nothing moving. I think I must have

kept still for three hours. I could hear

nothing of the dogs and I had just stood

my rifle up against a tree and was standing

beside a big beech tree when I heard a shot

fired by the man next to me. I grabbed my rifle

and looked around to see if anything was

coming my way. Then I saw one of the

finest black bears you would want to see,

going for all he was worth. I took a shot

at him but missed. The dogs then came
up and took his track for a while and I start-

ed after him, to find that the shot I had heard

had been iired not at the bear but at a deer.

Farther down the line we heard four more

shots and I made sure they had his bearship

this time, as I knew there were two men
close together at this point. We lost no

time getting there and gave a yell but there

was no answer. We thought they must

have downed him and were fooling us, but

on looking around instead of seeing where

they had trailed him we saw only his tracks

with theirs following him. We took up the

chase as we found they had not followed him
far, not knowing the bush very well. By
this time there were four of us and we fol-

lowed him a long way hoping to find him
taking a rest, but we had to give up as bleed-

ing had stopped and there was no snow. We
sal down then to eat our lunch and while we
were doing so a deer popped his head over

a small clilf and said hello to us, though he

lost no time in getting away again. We
dropped our lunch at once and took a parting

shot at him but did not get him. Not com-

ing across the. remainder of the party, and

as it was long past the time we were to meet
them, we made for camp.
There were great yarns that night about

climbing trees, etc. We had no luck that

day and some of the party talked of making
for home as there was work there that needed

their attention. However, it was finally decid-

ed to hunt Thursday and break camp Friday.

Thursday was iny day, for I landed two and

the man next to me landed a fine big buck. It

got dark before we could get the big buck out

so we hung him up and had to use the com-

pass to find our way back to the camp. On
Friday we left some of the party to pack and

four of us went for the buck and trailed him
to the river. We landed home, a pretty tired

bunch, but all having had a good time.

All agreed that we could not have had a better

bunch of fellows and we had secured a deer

for each.
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WHERE SHALL
I SHIP MY FURS?

The Important Problem

Every Fur Shipper Must Solve
to be Successful

You are receiving price lists and other literature from
' many different Fur Houses—all claiming to pay the high-

est prices, etc., etc. This makes it difficult for you to

choose your Fur House and a wrong guess may mean
dollars out of your pocket. You must exercise great care

and caution in choosing the Fur House to whom you are

going to entrust your catch of Fur-bearers. You can solve

this important problem by making "Shubert" a trial

shipment.

For more than thirty-five years "Shubert" has been
paying Fur shippers "more money" for their Furs—always
giving an honest and liberal assortment—paying the highest

market prices—sending returns out promptly; in other

words, rendering "better service"—"quicker." "Shubert"
offers you the SERVICE of an honest—reliable—responsible
—safe Fur House—where you take no risk. "The Shubert
Guarantee" protects you absolutely.

A Trial Will Convince You. Get a Shipment Off-TODAY.

Write for the 'Sfj? »Mirrt sijipper." a complete Fur Market Report
and Price List issued at every change in the Fur Market.

It's FREE-Write for it-NOW.

SHIP YOUR FURS DIRECT TO

A.B.SHUBER1
I Tke Largest House In ike "World

I Dealing Exclusively in

I AMERICAN RAW FURS
I 25-17 W.Austin Ave. dept.148 Chicaqo.USA-^ ^

IL^MMM ^^MM IIMIIIIM^I^IIMM^MMI^'^
^*»-'



ORGANIZED EFFORT WILL CONSERVE AND
INCREASE GAME

E. R. KERR

Every sportsman in Ontario knows that

previous to the entrance of the Migratory

Bird Law duck shooting was becoming poorer

and poorer year after year.

When the sportsmen of the United States

organized themselves into a national body,

The American Game Protective and Propaga-

tion Association, the first big work under-

taken was the passage of a federal law that

could create one-law-making authority for the

protection of wild water fowl.

How well that law has succeeded is graph-

icalh illustrated in the following record of the

Blue \\'ing Hunting Club of Clarks\ illc,

Tenn., which does its shooting on Reelfoot

Lake, a public ducking ground;

November, 1913—11 men killed 226 ducks

in 9 days.

November, 1913— 10 men killed 35 ducks

in 7 days.

October, 1914—11 men killed 120 ducks

in 11 days.

November, 1914—11 men killed 137 ducks

in 8 days.

November, 1915—13 men killed 151 ducks

in 14 days.

November, 1916—17 men killed 856 ducks

in 10 daj-s.

November, 1916— 7 men killed 317 ducks

in 4 days.

November, 1916— 7 men killed 285 ducks

in 4 days.

November, 1917— 14 men killed 1,329 ducks

in 10 days.

The Migratory Bird Law went into effect

March 4, 1913.

Ontario sportsmen must study this record

and see what Essex County Wild Life Con-
servation Association has assisted in doing,

by its support of the law in behalf of national

organization of sportsmen.

Point Pelee, Essex County, under the di-

rection of the guerillas ot destruction was
sliding down the toboggan slide and going

with lightning speed into oblivion as a ducking

ground. To-day, under the watchful eye, of

Mr. F. H. Conover, of Leamington ,Point

Pelee is rapidly reconstructing itself as a

haunt for migration and will, within another

year, be restored very closely to its former

condition.

Essex County sportsmen are not selfish.

They desire to see every county in Ontario

enjoying similar areas but this can be attained

only by the keenest interest of ttie sportsmen

c,oncerned, by complete and thorough organ-

ization with a view to the protection of link-

ing-up fly-ways between counties.

Your aid is asked on the basis of our past

accomplishments. We are only asking you

to help yourselves when we urge that you

organize your county and become active units

which later .may merge into the "North

American" Game Protective and Propagation

Association.

You must organize yourselves and protect

your sport with rod and gun. If you fail in

your duty and the quivering thin-lipped

gentry accomplish their ends every game bird

will surely be placed on the song bird list and

game shooting in Ontario will become an

extinct pastime.
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"DUNNE"
Still the FAVORITE SKATE for

SPEEDING, HOCKEY and PLEASURE

Quality of material, workmanship and finish

guaranteed.

W. H. DUNNE
1492 Queen Street West

J

i

I

i

TORONTO
I

i

—..,_„—K,<_.,—,.-,.^,j.

RAW
^a'nt FOX, WOLF, SKUNK
We are paying Good Prices for these

furs which are in good demand,
WRITE FOR PRICE LIST. We pay

Express and Postage. "Prompt Returns."

Established 1865

E. T. Carter & Co.
75 Front Street, East

TORONTO - - CANADA

FURS
Highest prices paid for RAW FURS

Skunk

E. SWICK
Dealer in all kinds of Raw
Furs. Will travel and buy
large lots.

Write for prices to

CANFIELD, ONT.
Phone - ll>jnnvjlle 24H. V2

\

+>—

Ue are mjkint? Flar Averape Bids for
Muskrat, Skunk jnd other fcurs.

fe>. .^ Wrllo lor our bosi ^ iJB~ -* ollors on all lors ^ '^

GE0.W.GRIGGSFURCO.,GOO0ELLI0WA

J

I
Send us your Raw Furs and we guarantee that we wiB not give you a Raw Deal. We i

I
want your business. !

i| THE BRITISH RAWFURCO. 185 KING ST. E. TORONTO. !
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WHY ESSEX COUNTY ORGANIZED A PRACTICAL
WILD LIFE CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

E, R. Kerr

ALL upland game-birds were on the

toboggan slide and going with lightning

speed into oblivion. All game animals

were experiencing serious depletion at the

mouths of gun-barrels and predatory pests.

Future sport with rod, gun and rifle was

threatened with extinction and every citizen

realized he and she ,owed to posterity an

exceedingly heavy debt.

It would scarcely be in keeping with the

patriotic spirit of the times if we did not give

thought and effort in behalf of the country

in its troublous times during the past four

years of war. We are confident that if every

sportsman in Ontario were a member of a

wild life protective association he would re-

pledge himself heartily in support of every

movement to carry Canada through to vic-

tory and perpetuate the ideals that have been

born in us as sons and daughters of Canada.

The fact that "sportsmen" mainly con-

stitute the membership of the Essex County

Wild Life Conservation Association leads

many to regard us solely as shooters of

animals and catchers of fish, and we would

that it were possible to publish broadcast the

fact that this organization stands primarily

for protection arid propagation of these

natural wilderness resources, with a view to

taking only so many fish, only so many game

birds, only so many game animals and only

so many units of the various forest life as the

supply, from time to time, will easily bear,

without in any way menacing its existence.

We wish this association might be known as

a friend of the trout, bass and pickerel, the

deer and other large and small game birds

and animals, and not merely slayers of game,

and each individual member a companion of

the inhabitants of the wood and lake, shooting

only that which makes him worthy of his

title as sportsman, and angling for the trout

in such a manner as to give the quarry a fair

chance against light tackle. We deplore the

fact that usually the hunter's pride and

prowess is measured by the carcasses in cold

storage, and the fisherman's success by the

weight of his creel or his snapshot of a six-

foot string of fish. The deer, grouse, quail

and other game, . the trout, bass and other

fish are worthy of your steel and your slender

rod, but the modern firearm, the automobile

and the plug-fisherman put the balance of

existence beyond the attainments of the

forest to perpetuate itself. The march of

civilization means encroachment upon the

forest preserves; the pollution of rivers and
small lakes and streams menaces the fish life

that sickens of its old haunts; the denuding
of the hUls warms the streams that formerly

ran cold for the homes of the troUti-and the

automobile searches out the very last little

nook that was once sanctuary for fish and
game.

To combat all this there are two remedies,

—

education and legislation^and above and
before this (and a part of them) is good
sportsmanship.

I^egislation is foi* us all to watch. Wise
laws have done much in certain instances in

the Province of Ontario, but there are those

who would not only deprive them of their

teeth, but undo them completely. This

association makes it its annual duty to stand

firm in support of conservation and conserva-

tive Igws that protect the people's interests

and heritage and oppose the selfish and heed-

less legislation that thinks not of the morrow.

As time goes on and humanity encroaches

upon the wilderness, further stringency will

from time to time become necfessary, and we
gather at the Miner Farm at Kingsville, also

at Dominion Park and Bird Sanctuary on

Point Pelee to consider questions of moment
and discuss those things that are \'ital not

only to each and every sportsman who loves

the wild life of the woods and marsh, but to

the whole Province of Ontario and Dominion

of Canada that depends somewhat on its

vacation throngs that come here for what we
have always wished to offer, a land where

fish and game still exist in primeval surround-

ings.

It is our sincere wish that we may be able

to impress upon every sportsman, and every

citizen who does not hunt or shoot, in Ontario

the value of organization. Every man who

loves to fish and hunt, and every man who

loves to sit in the lap of nature, should join

some body such as the Essex County Wild

Life Conservation Association. The pro-

tection of the forest, fish and game in Ontario

is perhaps more important to Ontario than

to any other Province. They mean much to

our great commonwealth. We have given a

good deal of attention to out fish and game

but not nearly enough to our forests and the

opportunity to% the establishment of many
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A HbuDAYnBiFf !

FOR YOUR FRIENDS I

Nothing would be more acceptable or better appreciated than

A YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION
TO

j

ROD ANDGUN INCANADA
j

Because each issue will be the reminder that you are the provider
|

of several hours of interesting reading.
|

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
j

On receipt of $1.00, additional with your own subscription, we will
j

send the magazine during 1919 to ONE of your friends; for $1.50
j

additional to TWO of your friends; for $2.00 additional to THREE
j

of your friends. -

j

All you have to do is to fill in the coupon below, tear it off and mail i

it to us along with your remittance, and ROD AND GUN will be
j

sent to your friends with your Christmas Greetings.
j

YOUR OWN ACCOUNT IS ENCLOSED IN THIS ISSUE.
Do not fail to find it.
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cities of refuga for fish and game. There is

srarcely any work more important than

this. We know there must be sports-

men in every county that wish to "get"

to their people and wake them up on this

important subject. We must protect and
supply fi.sh and game. We must acquire,

protect and replenish our forest areas. We
must spend millions in this work, and leave

to out children at least as good conditions

in this respect as we found when we were

little boys and first heard the Aurmur of a

trout brook and the call of the wild.

Ontario presents j> beautiful picture to the

sportsmen of the Province because Ontario,

pre-eminently represents a sportsman's para-

dise. We have been giving credit to the

sportsmen though they have done, and are

doing, mighty little to maintain the colorings

of a fast fading picture. As our population

increases it becomes absolutely necessary to

enact and enforce wise laws, and to these

county associations with their individual

cities of refuge for fish and game guarded and

protected by the citizens of the county in

addition to their high aims falls an oppor-

tunity to aid the sportsmen" and legislature

alike. A sportsman, be he angler or himter

should make it a point to "right" the "wrong"

mental attitude of some one (if not more than

one) angler or hunter each season, who would

otherwise continue to kill gamesimply for tne

sake of killing and catch fish simply for the

number. County organization draws to-

gether all county units and factions and

places ea. h individual upon his honor as well

as creates a localized protective condition.

Ontario fish and game must be conserved

for the future. Hundreds of citizens who do

not hunt or shoot now are contending for tne

preservation of this national asset. Will the

sportsmen of Ontario organize themselves

properly and protect sport with rod, gun and

rifle from fast becoming an extinct pastime?

Are the sportsmen of Ontario big enough to

accord to posterity its rightful heritage in ttie

wild things of the wild places? These are

questions that have been put to me. These

are questions that must be answered only by

the sportsmen of Ontario

Editor. , Rod and Gun.—
In a late issue of your interesting monthly

I read an article, re the conservation of game,

in which the writer (whose name I have for-

gotten) deplored the loss of our western

chicken through setting out poison for the

gophers. The writer also suggested that the

Government should pass a law prohibiting

the practice mentioned.

I wisli to take issue with the writer ia the

latter pari of the contention and would

suggest that the Government pass a law

penalizing owners or holders of land for not

setting poison for gophers but at the same
time dictating the method to be followed.

It must be remembered th;it in the West
the gopher is a most destructive pest and

costs the farmer a great toll for their presence.

I am informed that a £opher will eat and

destroy an average of three bushels of wheat

during the year as they store up for the

winter as well as cut down and destroy during

the summer months. Apart from the w-heaf

a farmer has a lot of trouble with his garden

plants as the gopher is very fond of young

plants such as cabbage, lettuce beets ect..

and I know farmers who have had to set

their plants three and four times this year

because the gopher treated himself. When
one considers that it is not uncommon for

five hundred gopljers to be killed on_ one

quarter section, it is ea.sy to undcrstandwiiat

the loss to the country would be if the farinors

were prohibited from destroying the pest.

It is also easy to understand that if the

farmer were prohibited from setting bait

poison there would be a great increase of
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RAW FURa
TRAPPERS ' K^

Write today for our quolations. Do not ship anywhere until

you have seen the high prices we arc paying. We arc an old established and reliable
CANADIAN FUR HOUSE, and guarantee you high grading. Write now.

162 BAY ST.

LEVIN FUR COMPANY
Dept. D. TORONTO, Can.

Dent's Condition Pills
A marveloua tonic for dogs that are ^al out of sorts,- run down, thin
and unthrifty.with harsh starinc coat, malerated eyes and high colored
urine. There is nothing to equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and
debilitating (diseases You will notice the difference after a few doses.
At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent Medicine Company,
Toionto, Canada and Newburgh,^ N Y. Apractical treatise on dogs
and their traming, 160 pp. fully illustrated mailed for 10c to all customers-

"The Canadian Golfer"
(Official organ of the Royal Canadian Golf Association).

Has the highest class subscription list of any monthly magazine published
in the Dominion.

It covers an exclusive field exclusively.
Printed on 100-lb. book paper and handsomely illustrated.

The men and women who play golf are good people to know and do
business with. They are splendid spenders and any magazine that pertains

to the Royal and Ancient Game has a warm spot in their hearts and a

premier place in their homes.

High class advertising only accepted.
price^$3.00 per year. Office of publication—

Rates on application. Subscription

BRANTFORD, ONT. Ralph H. Reville, Editor and Publisher
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gophers as they have litters of seven to ten

at a time, and the logical result of this would

be increased loss to the country.

I fully appreciate the desirability of con-

ser\'ing game and have even,' sympathy with

those who trj' to protect all kinds of birds,

save some destructive creatures such as the

crow and the magpie. Those are pests that

should be destroyed and you will never get

' many chicken where they are numerous, at

least this has been my observation.

But to return to the poisoning of gophers;

I maintain that the Government should pass

an Act compelling every person owning or

controlling land either cultivated cr not to

set out poison from the early spring to the

late fall. My reason fdr saying all summer
is that I have always found that the gopher

will come to a camp for the grain dropped

around the place. They will come from long

distancej to a hay camp and stay around

where the horses have been fed oats. Hence

I say that they will take poison any time of

the year. And hence also every person hav-

ing land should be made to set poison because

there is little use of one farmer doing this if

the land around is left to harbour a multitude

to raid his land at will.

I say the Government should regulate the

method to be used in setting out the poison.

My reason is the same as the one given in the

article I have referred to which expressed the

desire that the use of poison be altogether

prohibited. There is no doubt at all but that

some birds do get poisoned but the loss

sustained is nothing to the saving resulting

from the death of the gopher. But if the

parties who set out poison would use a little

thought they would avoid the loss of bird life

and at the same tihie increase the destruction

of the pest as well as cheapen the cost of

protecting themselves.

A man can poison all the gophers without

getting a single bird if he uses care, and with

a tenth of the poison. Let him take three

short pieces of boards and nail them together

with the centre one down two inches and

nail a short piece across the end. This will

make it stand up. Then put in some oats

or other bait and let the gophers gather

around as many as like to. Then take some
ground oats and boil well with a little poison

and sugar, they like it sweet, Put that in

the trough and in an hour you will have them
all. The poison can then be removed if any

is left and the good bait placed, in the same
place to coax more to come. This will remove

any danger of killing desirable birds. I have

practiced this method for the last nine years

and I never knew anything but one jack

rabbit to fall from the poison.

Since we cannot allow the gopher pest to

increase and we all desire to protect our game,

why not have legislation enforced to aid in

both ideas. We spend considerable money
in protecting game why not legislate with a

view of meeting the two objects. We want

the birds but we do not want the gopher.

Mac Leod. Alta. J. H.

•|iill|l||'iwil(|)j fm
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ummtismmtEb
Thousands of trrtppprs know that

they get the liest of ireatment by
shipping to nie 1 pay the very
highest nmtket quotations, my
price list is simple, is never mia-
lBadin«. and vou gat -your niooev
hy return maU.
Head this:
"U s a jfileasuro to deal with a
Ann tike yours. 1 get every
cent my furs art: worth: and
have received such nice checks
from you that I am telling my friends herethat
they will do well to get in touch with you"

For my reliability refer to FIKTII NATIONAL lUNK
and IKYINU TKVST CO.

Louis Brimberg
Dept 1 3( )1 50 West 26-ST, NewYork C'Ay

P Pictures ot principal fur-
bearing animals and their
tracks, trappine laws and
parcel post map, mailed
on receipt of your name
and address. Our illus-

trated price list and ship-
ping tags will also l)e sent to >ou-^alI free.
Write lodav to Department M
BOLLES & ROGERS .Si 3 So. 13th St. Omaha, Neb.

TRAPPERS

All About Airedales
By R, M. Palmer

A Book of Qeneral Information
Valuable alike to dog lovers and owneri,
breed^s and faucters. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenea. Interesting alike to the nov-
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than
the Airedale and of particular interest to
the Airedale fancier.

Paper Bound $1; Cloth Bound $1.50

WE WANT ALL KINDS OF FURS

FOX, BEAR,BEAVER, LYNX.

i MUSK RAT,

MARTEN.MINK.ET?
' WEIL PAYS THE MOST

Remits Quickest. Pays
I ^skcll Holds sblpments 5 days If desired.[^'"^i" Furs are blgb. Big moDey trapping
I thisyear. OurlargelllustratedTrapper'sGuide
I Sent Free. Frequent price-lists keep you posted.
I Traps and Bait. In business 60 years. Biggest
I bouse, AskanyBank, Ca-shquott'd forhldea,

WpilRro^L&Cn "TheOidSquareDealHouse."
IJ7*^ *QB ^"*» Capital Sl.000.000. Paid.
|Bo!l »»o Fort Wayne, Ind., U. S. A.
•Boys, .fap This Year. Grut Chance. Everybody Write.

«

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.

MOUNT BIRDS
ANIMALS, QAMB HEADS AND ALL TROPHIES

The wonderf tt 1 art of taxidermy which has lont? been kept asecret
can now be easily, fj nick ly learned by in.ill In your home in a few
wet'ks By an entirely viomelhud you cm HOjyleara thit, money-
iimking profession duriii^jyoursi^aie time. Success guaranteed.

Vnii Can MtLp Mnnpvl ^''*'"*"''® *''*P****'*•'"*^'''^*^''"y•

are in Erf-at deiiinml. This ia the time to|e;irij. Trophiea are sent hniui-
rpds of nules f'.r tho hF-.t TaTiilennists io nmint. A ibilledTttXidoruuel,
like a ikiiled doctor, can churge as tnucli as bd pleases.

KEAUTIFUL TROPHIES FOR TOUR OWN HOME
Ynu can decorata your owd home and df« with y<^up rare and beautiful
specimens. Hunters, trappers and naturalists leuni in a very short timfi,

Bj our method till profession is limple. Success guaranteed or no tuitiuD.

Oreat Book FREE—"JToicfo Leai^to Mount Birds and Aniniah.'*
This beautifully illostratcd book, a copy of Taxidf.rinu HItiga:ine and
hundreds of letters from praduates sent free if you write ut once. Ma he
yourself iadependent by learninp tbi.7pi:ifeB&ii'a. Write/or/ree book*

N. W. Sdhool ot Taxidermy 10 N Elwood Bldgw Omaha. N«b..

Planting Hair in the
Human Scalp

—By W. T. Pember
Has already been accomplished with suc-
cess. Therefore there is no reason why
men should appear bald headed.

The finest imitation of nature is also made
in the Toupee Many genuine sports are
lacking in nature's covering for their heads.

In consulting W. T. Pember you will be
sure to receive the advice of an expert.

Pember's Hair Store
129 YONGE ST., TORONTO



FOR SALE, WANT AND

EXCHANGE DEFT.

Advertisements Will be
inserted in this Department
at 4c. a word. Send re-

mittance with order . Copy
should not be later than

the 10th of the month.

ANTIQUE FIREARMS
BUY, SELL. EXCHANGE old-time anJ modern Kire

«rms. Antiques wanted Stephen Van Rensselae , Slli
Madison Avenue, New York.

BIROS AND ANIMALS
V\ II.D ANIMALS—Correspondence solicited with

parties interested in Fox Hanchmi; or in piirchabing or
selling stock. Blake Vanatter. OeorRetown. Ont. J i f

DOGS.

THE HOMESTEAD KENNELS, GREENWOOD.
MISS.—Have for Sale Trained Hounds, for Fox, and
Cat, Wolf and Deer, Coon and Oppo.'»sum and Skunk.
Squirrels and Rabbits, good as live. Fine lot of young
dogs. Trained dogs sent on 15 days trial. 10 cents
For illustrated catalog. 5-T.F.

FOR SALE—Trained and untrained fox, deer and rab-
bit hounds, also pups. Herman Fischer, Waterloo, Ont.

1 0-:i r

FOR S.\LE—"Airedale pups, both sex. registered, verv
choice. Write for prices and pedigrees." C. A Yorke,
Ruscomh. Ont. 1-lT

FOR S.\LE—Black and tan hound, 1 year old, good
breed. Price §10. .\pplv F. Childs. Woodstock. Ont..
Box. 746.

FOR SALE.—Splendid Llewellin, English, Msh, Gordon
setter pups and trained dot's, pointers, spatiicis and re-
trievers in pups and trained dogs. Enclose st.Ttnii for
description. Thoroughbred Ke nnels. Atlantif I'v. a »r

Highly trained coon, skunk, opossum, fox. deer, wolf
cat, rabbit, hounds. 10 davs' trial. \ few good s.Tuirrel
dogs. Enclose stamp. Clarence Smith, Altamont. 111.

1 IT

"FIELD AND SHOW DOG"
With All Breed Directory Combined.
Special Department on all breeds, especiallv Airedale
terriers each month. The best and most popular
Kennel advertising medium in America.
Issued monthly; Price $1.00 year, sample copy 15c.
Published by JOHN A. WHITE & SON,
739 W. Federal St, Youngstown. Ohio, U.S.A.

LOST—ONE FOX HOUND BITCH, mouse color,
white and tan; one small fox hound dog, black, white and
tan, small black spots on body. Ran "from Key Harbor,
November 2nd. Reward. W. Laishley, 78 Queen St.
West. Toronto. 1_IT

LOST^Deer hound, deep chest, black, white. Ian. on
the Key Valley railway, between Paxley and the lumber
camps. C. Graham, 129 Sorauren Ave., Toronto, Ont.

1-lT

Thoroughbred collie, airedales, St. Bernard hunting
dogs, toy breeds, list 3 cents. Shadydell Kennels, York,
Pa 1-IT

WANTED—Greyhound pup, male, must be of a good
hunting stock. Will pay reasonable price Kenneth
Moore. Seeley's Bay. Ont 1-IT

AT STUD
The Magnihcent Champion Russian Wolfhound
"Champion Pelrofski of Addlestone."
Many wins in Englan<l and Canada.
Latest wins, Montreal L.K.C. and C.N.E. Toronto.
Proven Sire. Fee $25.00
Owner A. V. Webley. 60 Craig St., Ottawa.

U. R. FISHEL'S kennel:
The best in Pointers. Pup
pies. Broken Dogs a n '

select Brood Bitches for sal
at aii times. Cham. Com
andre Frank. Cham.Armani
Ham, in the stud. Writ
me your wants. Dog
Educated and Boarded

U. R. FI8HEL,
Box 44- HopCi Ind

jl

BOOiv ON

DOG DISEASES

America's

Picneer

Dog Medicines

And How to Feed
>toiU'd free to any address by

the Autlior

H. CLAY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 3Ut Street, New York

ENGINES AND LAUNCHES.

FOR SALE—Marine Engines, two cycle, two, three atu
four cylinder, also 2 cylinder 4 cycle. AH new. Write fo
further particulars statinij horse power required, to Box L
ROD AND GUN, Woodstock. Ont. TF

FOR SALE—23 ft. Semi-speed launch, beam 4 fee
3 inches, finished ready for engine. This is a new launch
now ready for delivery. For further particulars, etc.
write Box F. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock, Ont. TF

Row boat Outboard motors and others cheap; alsc
reverse gears, rear starters, magnetos, etc Send for list

Guarantee Motor Co., Hamilton, Canada. 10-TF

GUNS
YES— I WILL TRADE GUNS—Send 2c stamp for

complete list of second hand and shop-worn Tirearms.
Everything guaranteed. Tell us what you want in tirst

letter. Wm. R. Burkhard (Established in 1855). 143
East 4th St.. St. Paul. Minn. "The Onsioal and Old
Reliable/' 12-TF

GUN REPAIRING
W. A. Brock

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Restocking, Barrel Boring, Stock-Bend-
ing, Barrel Browning, etc.

A II work guaranteed.

BROCK'S
The Sporting Goods Store of London, Ont.
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bargains— .280 Ross, also cartridges. S M M
user. .303. .32-10. 22 Automatic. Pump shotgun.
-(?et revolvers. Kenncdv. No. '3 McMahon Street,
jbec. P. Q.

'

l-I r

'OR SALE—28-3rf cal. model 45, Stevens target rine.

^le shot excellent conditiail, S2.">.00. J. F. M. Stewart,
R. No. 1, Listowel. Ont. I-IT

"OR SALE—20 ,^auae Winchester, pump shotgun,
od as new, not over a dozen shots have been fired out of
in perfect condition. Price S23.()0. Wit/1) it goes one box
. 6 shells. Apply P.O. Box :u&. Midland Ont. l-IT

JEW—20 Winchester, cost SIO.OO will take S30.00.
her have double. Roy Coons, Brinston, Ont. l-IT

iTEVEN'S FAVORITE—32 calibre, "shot." Thou-
d 22 cal. sliorts. "Smokeless." .\pply D. Murray,
rrow, Ont. ,1-IT

VANTED—GMM U.S Navy, or 7MM Mauser rine,
te price and condition. Geo. P. Tctt. Bedford Mills.
t. l-IT

V.\NTED—32.20 Winchester, inside
id. Geo. Hill, Box. 103, Field, B.C.

barrf^l must be
i-ir

V.\NTED—22, 8 or 10 inch revolver,
iirose Alberta.

,Stanlev Bailey,
l-IT

VANTED.—Ross .303 Model E. 10. Sporting,
rritt, Clementsport, Annapolis Co.. N. S.

Rov
1 IT

HUNTERS AND TRAPPERS
;chofields Guide tells you the practical details that
i.gs success. All about animal scents. Hunting,
3ping, shot-.gun, wing and rifle shooting. 02 pages
engraved pictures Book only 30c prepaid. O.

itchell. West Milan, N. H. l-IT

ROOTS AND HERBS
tOLDEN Seal and 60 other plants used in making
dicine, dyes, perfumes, etc. How to gather, hiqh war
:es and address of buvers. Book postpaid onfv 20c.
iscng Co., West Milan. N. II.

' l-IT

SPECIALS
"OR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
I one tail. Never been used. Box L, ROD AND GUN
odstock, Ontario. TF
/lARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
5t successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
mage soon; strictiv confidential; most reliable; years
ixperience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
[ 556. Oakland. Calif. 3 IT

;PECKLED TROUT—Now is the time to stock vour
ids and streams. First class trout of all ages for im-
liate shipment. For full particulars, write John Gall,
aager Caledon Mountain Trout Hatcheries, Inglewood,
ario. 9 37'

TRAPSHOOTERS—Canadian Blackbird targets
ps and repairs. Can make immediate shipment
son Long, manufacturer, Hamilton. Ont. 1-lT

PIRITISM—What! Hundred Page Booklet gives bible
to this phenomena. .Mrs. G. Brown. York. Pa. l-IT

I'idow and maiden worth over $50,000 anxious to marry
orable gentlemen. M'rite, Mrs. Warn. 2216i..;.Temple,

,\ngeles, Cal. *
l-IT

:ZEMA, PSORIASIS, goitre, tetter, old sores

:ism. piles, cured or no charge. Write for particular
;ema Remedy, Co.. Dept. R. G.. Hot Springs. Ark..

TAXIDFRMY AND TAf.'NING

>R SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent coo-
Apply Box L.. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock.__^ TF

".'TED.—.Moose. Caribou. Elk, Sheep, Deer heads
|o mount. .\lso horns and scalps.

SALE.—Mounted heads. .Arizona birds. Jack
Prairie dogs. Squirrels, horned Lizzards, Gila
!ctc. Chas. Evans, Taxidermist, 1210 E. Van
Boenix, .\riz , U. S. .\. 1 IT

Artificial eves and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.
r Spanner & Co., 26 Elm St., Toronto. We buy raw

3 I2T

*•—-—••

1

Raw Furs
Are you interested in them?

Do you know that I sell direct

to the Manufacturer,

That I guarantee highest prices,

Hold furs separate on request,

What more can I offer?

Write for price list and send me
a trial shipment.

J. U. NICHOLS
Box 338

Ingersoll, Ont.

r ^Do You Want a Launch
To use on the Muskoka Lakes?
Here Is Your Chance--A new 20ft, Hull, read

for engine. Save all freight charges.
I Address: Box 55, Rod &. Gun, Woodstock, Ont. ;

—z^"^-— z^^i'sr- ::b"5^- 3sass;z:

Engines at a Bargain

One 22 h.p., 3 cylinder, 4 cycle

Engine.
manufactured by the Hamilton Motor
Works. High tension magneto and
driving gear, timer, oil and grease cups.
Approximate weight 800 lbs.

One 18 h.p„ 2 cylinder, 2 cycle

Engine,
manufactured by the Hamilton Motor
Works, with similar equipment to above.
Weight 400 lbs.

Both the above engines are absolutely
new and we are offering them at a bargain.
Write for- particulars.

Box H. M., ROD AND G UN IN CANADA,
Woodstock, Ontario.

\
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BOYS! Double Your

Pleasure Outdoors This Summer-
Get one of these splendid little Rifles—FREE. It isn't going to cost you any money—all

we want is a little of your spare time, and you have surely lots of that after school or on
hoUdays. Just think of Having a real accurate-shooting .22 calibre Rifle of your own.
And here's your chance.

$5.00 BOY SCOUT RIFLE—FREE
This Rifle is .22 cahbre, shoots .22 short,

long or long rifle cartridges. Guaranteed for

either black or smokeless powder. Barrel

22 in. long. Weight 3 Ji pounds. Hammer
breech block, trigger, extractor, and three
springs of tempered steel, are all the work-
ing parts. Barrel and action detachable
from stock for convenience in carrying.
All you have to do istosendus

Five New Yearly Subscriptions To

"Rod and Gun in Canada"

at $1.50 per year, and we will ship this handsome
little rifle, all charges prepaid to any address in

Canada or U.S.A. Ask your dad for the names of
some of his sportsman friends. Call around and see
them. Get them interested and they will be only
too glad to subscribe to Canada's Leading Sporting
Magazine. Begin at once and send for Sample
Copies. Subscription Blanks, etc., today.

ADDRESS: PREMIUM DEPT.

W. J. Taylor, Limited, Publishers, Woodstock, Ont.

No Motor Boatman Should Be Without a Copy
of This Reference Book, Price $1.25

If you own a motor boat or ever expect to. you should not be without a copy of thU
book. It costs O.JIV SI.25, but itA worth cannot be estimated. It is endorsed by th«
leading boat and engme manufacturers, motor boating publications and boat clubs The
large.st firm of marine engine builders in the world, after reading a cony of Motor Craft
Encyclopedia, said; *'Wc never expected that such a useful, practical book, would ever
be published. Instead of $1.25 you ought to charge $5.00. The information it contains
is invaluable.

MOTOR CRAFT ENCYCLOPEDIA
The Standard Hand Book on Boats and Engines

Written io popular langiiage from a non-techmcal standpoint. Contains over 150
gages of valuable information. Twenty-seven chapters, covehng> every phase of motor
eating. Tells a thousand>and-one things ever>- motor boatman should know. Helps yoa

to overcome all motor boat and engine troubles. Handsomely illustrated and bound in
attractive three-color stiff board cover. A useful reference book for any Ubrary.

SUMMARY'OF CONTENTS.
The history of the internal combus Distress signals.

tion motor. Harbor regulations.
Explanation of two and four-cycle U. S. Life Saving Service Signals-

motor. National Motor Boat Bill.

Internal combustion motor aaxiliar- ^ hat to do in case of accident.
ies and their functions. Rules for determining horse power.

How to operate an internal combus- How to lay up boat and engine loc

tion motor. the winter.
Engine troiUJe How to remove carbon deposits, and
Propeller wheels. other useful receipt*.

Reversible equioment. How to build a motor ice boat.

Furnishings and fittings. Dictionary of Motor Craft terms.

Navigation rules.

TROUBLE CHART—Enables you to locate any ordinary engine trouble with dispatch

'WHERE TO GET WHAT YOU WANT'* SECTION
This ia a Terjr tueful feature for anyone interested in the purchase of a motor boat or equipment. It pvea a

lajsilled index of manufacturers and supply houses of everything needed by the motor boatman. Tells where to
get what you want. Describee and illustrates many of the latest and best things on the market.

Addrees Orders to Book Department W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., PUBLISHER, Woodstock, Ont.

The evolution orthe motor boat.
Various types of motor boats in

common use.
The Built to Order, Stock and Knock

Down Boat.
How to select a motor boat.
Points to be observed in buying a

second-hand boat.
How to build a motor boat.
Smoothing ofT and calking.
How to ^aiot a motor boat.
How to mstal) a marine motor.
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ROD AND GUN FOLK
H. C. Haddon Makes a Confession

1AM enclosing the photograph
you asked for" wrote H. C.
Haddon, in replying to our

request for a snapshot and some
details of one of Rod and Gun's
valued contributors, and should be
a fool to refuse your request. I hope
you may get F. V. Williams and
Robert Page Lincoln to come through.
This is a subject that is always
interesting. I, too, wish you could
have come, personally for an inter-

view for I could have given you some
good fishing or hunting.

'The horrible past you ask about
is as follows

:

'My height is five feet eleven,

weight 180 pounds, eyes grey, com-
- plexion dark. I was born in England
about thirty years ago—mother the
daughter of a newspaper man, father
an artist with a picture in this year's
London Academy. Came to Canada
to make my everlasting fortune and
my only regret is I am not a native
son.

"Have spent adventurous, happy
years gathering no moss. Have rid-

den the range and kept store and
mucked ore and hand-logged and
now am settled and contented on a

ranch in the British Columbia moun-
tains. From my window I can see

the blue of the lake and behind
and all around are the everlasting
mountains; a few opened up with a
mile or two of trail, but the major ty
as untouched as on the morning of

Creation. From my verandah I have
^seen deer, bear, wolves and cougar,

and many of the smaller people, and
this is compensation enough for me
for the lack of street cars and picture
shows. During May of this year I

saw deer, one or more, on fifteen

occasions. Had a cougar break into
one of my pigpens during last winter
and kill seven pigs for me. I got
the cougar. So you see this life is

just as interesting as living in a city.

"Have been writing for about five

years and have sold stories to several

of the English magazines, including
the London "Field." Also to many
of the Canadian ones. My first

story in Rod and Gun appeared in

1913, and the end is not yet.

"Have no particular ambition ex-

cept to make "the unforgiving minute
yield sixty seconds worth of distance
run."

"I am unmarried—but still hope-
ful, and an old disability has prevent-
ed me from getting any nearer than
England in the Great Adventure."

In addition to editing the depart-
ment, "Along the Trap Line"
throughout the winter months (Mr.
Haddon has had considerable exper-
ience along the trap line himself and
is eminently qualified to carry on a
department of this kind), this writer
will contribute stories to some of

our early spring issues, two of which,
"Forbidden Fruit" and "The Greater
Force" will appear in the March
and Apfil issues respectively of Rod
and Gun, both stories being suitably
illustrated by Mr. F. V. Williams.
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The moon slipped above the ragged
skyline behind him, a great disc that
bathed the wilderness in a sheen
of silver above, the deceiving shadows.
Often he sank to his boot-tops in

patches of ooze when he uttered great
round oaths of impatience. There
was that on his mind that made him
unmindful of his step, savage at

even fancied delays. Two baleful

points of green light glared up at him
as he rounded a sharp twist in the
trail. The snarl of the bob-cat dis-

puting the trail was cut short in a
muffled crunch as Bedore's heavy
bobbed boot went home just behind
the pointed ear and flung it stunned
into the brush. Twenty mmutes

- more and Bedore walked out upon
the pulp camp road where the walking
was cleaner. Ahead in a clearing
blinked many yellow dots of light.

Bedore w'asted little time at the
store. Securing the medicine for
which Mother Gagnier had despatch-
ed him he set out on his return as
swiftly as he had come. Not till

he reached the approach of the dead-
fall bluff did he pause. There a
strange misgiving gripped him It

might have been the faintest of sounds,
a partridge stirring on its roost in the
brush, a prowling wolf or merely a
puff of night wind among those
ghosts cf trees. Something it was
came to him from out of the silences
and put upon him a dread of the
unknown.

Bedore was disorganized tonight,
on edge all over. He told himself
that. He must get a grip on him-
self and push past or face the worst.
There were tfiose beyond whom he
must no\. fail. To cut around through
the bush, to dodge the deadfalls would
mean the loss of a precious hour.
With jaws set he struck up the slope.

L Crashing, stamping sounds broke
I abruptly ahead. With these went
I the spell upon him. Fear vanished
k from his being. His practiced ear
ft told him it was a wild beast, and of no

beast of the woods was Joe Bedore
afraid. Swiftly, noiselessly he wentK forward, his eyes and ears alert for

•movement in the shadows. A bear
"*^most Hkely, he conjectured; if a dog-

bear it would give way on his ap-
proach, if a bitch there would be

a fight. From under Bedore's right

hand came the smothered click

of his rifle's hammer.
He topped a roll on the bluff and

halted. Below him, limned in the
moonlight, stood a great, dark hostile

hulk, a cow moose set for a charge.
Bedore's rifle went to his shoulder
like a twinkle of light, his practiced
eye aligning the ivory bead as swiftly.

But before his finger pressed the
trigger to send a soft-nosed .303
crashing through the animal's brain
his vision caught that behind her
which made him change his mind.

The man leaped aside barely in

time to avoid the deadly up-swinging
hoofs as the huge cow carried by her
own momentum went crashing down
the trail. He sped forward gripping
his unfired rifle. Gently enough he
pushed aside the wet, helpless thing
that blocked his path. He raced
on as never before he raced from
living thing in the bush. A turn
in the trail he hoped would save
him. But a bellow of rage and the
thunder of hoofs behind told him
he was mistaken.

Once again the trailsman barely
dodged in time to hear the hiss of
razor-sharp hoofs pass his face. To
his right was a half-fallen, half-rotted
pine, some ancient monarch of the
hillside, who miraculously escaping
the fire fiend, had at last become
prey to the hurricane and time. Up
the trunk of this Bedore clambered
not an instant too soon.

The cow returned immediately.
She was plainly puzzled till she got his

spore. She charged the trunk of the
tree and threw the brush round-
about it in renewed rage, a magni-
ficent black demon of energy. At
another time Bedore would have
fully enjoyed the moonlight perfor-
mance, but now he was ruefully
debating on how long it would take
for the cow to tire herself and leave
him to his own resources.

A new disappoihtment was due to
him. When the animal had smashed
a pathway round the tree and spent
herself on vicious assaults on the
trunk, she merely went to the trail

and there stood silently on guard her
long, broad ears^the keenest in the
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woods—alert for the slightest move-
ment on the part of her prey.
Minutes passed. They dragged

by as hours of torture for the man in

the tree. What might have happened
or be now happening in the little

cabin half a mile up the trail? Cold
sweat broke all o\,er him at the
thought.
Twice Bedore raised his rifle to drop

his tormentor in her tracks and each
time lowered it. The sentiments of

another crowded in upon him. What
would she say to such an act? Would
Marie condone such a deed at such a
time? Marie—if he only knew she
was safe he would not care, he could
be content to sit there for an age.

But this suspense he could not stand.
They were waiting for him up there
at the cabin. They^ He wonder-
ed dully, the cold fingers of fear
gripping at his heart. For the third
time he brought his high-power gun
to his shoulder.
A faint, plaintive bleat came from

far down the trail. It acted like

magic on the cow. With an answer-
ing call she was away, gone in a
thunder of hoofs. Bedore slipped
cautiously from his perch to the
ground.

Twenty minutes later he turned in

at his little clearing. There were,
bright lights shining from both win-
dows. He could see no stir within.
The lack of activity, the all-per-

vading silence oppressed liim. With
a shaking hand he lifted the catch of

the door. Mother Gagnier met him.
But he could read nothing in her
mask of a face.

"It is over?" He gasped it in the
habitant tongue.

On the owl-like, leathery visage of

the old midwife there broke a smile
and she pressed her fingers to her lips.

Then he knew. Stealthily she led
him to the opened bedroom door.
From there Bedore looked upon a
glorified vision no man can ever for-

get—a mother with her first-born.

Oddly memory filmed on the in-

stant a scene among the deadfalls—

a

great, guarding mother of the wild;
behind her a stumbling, awkward-
limbed, new-born moose calf—the
scene that had stayed his finger on the
trigger.

'"He's the biggest, liveliest boy that
ever was born in Nadawaska district,"

old Mother Gagnier was saying.



Chas. Dorian

WHAT'S your opinion on it,

Bill?"

Bill was in no hurry to reply
to the question suddenly hurled at
liim from three sides of the bunk
house. He was sitting on the edge
of his bunk, arms folded across his

knees, "just chawin'." His red-
bristled jaws worked rhythmically
a few times and then he tossed the
quid over the bridge of his tongue.
With that object under temporary
subjugation he looked about him
unconcernedly without perceptibly
changing his posture, his back arched
and knees close to chin.

Outside it was February, cold as

the poles, clear and moon-glimmered.
Timber ripped with the exuberance
of idiotic frigidity while the smoke
from the log camps spiralled upward
in the shortest route starward. In-

side it was equatorial, smelly, smoky,
humid. The big box-stove in the
centre of the room glowed blood-red:
the tank atop it exuded smells of

stewing sweat, while strung on wires
around it, woolens in varying stages
of drying suggested the doings in

Hop Lee's laun'ly. Through the
haze of noisome incense from near-

briar bowls and dope sticks, the
voice of Bill Street, buck beaver of
the Red Deer limit, drawled above
the din of camp chat and nocturnal
medley.
"My opinion's jest whut it alwus

wuz. War's an advencher, and there
be pups and old dogs that don't
want none of it. Me—I don't care-
maybe into it sooner or later. If

I wuz a young fellar, bent on beatin'

the conscription game, I'd do it

easy's rollin' off an elephant's tail.

I'd get me a good stake together and
raise a fringe on me map and then
go down to civilization and pack a
sizeable turkey. About the month
o' March, when dog-teamin' is just
right, get a bush outfit and supplies
fer two months and beat it out on
snowshoes, leavin' the dogs to pack
the goods. Easy? Well, you're
whistlin'!"

Having thus added to the wisdom
of the circle he resumed his cat-and-
mouse game with the quid, blinked
his gray eyes wisely and kept an ear
cocked for new developments in

the conversation.
The youth for whom these observa-

tions were diplomatically passed, re-
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garded the crowd from his corner of

the bunk-house in a silent gaze. He
had been a whole winter with them
and though the life had built around
him the proportions of giant manhood
it had not loosened his natural re-

serve, a reticence more morose than
dignified. He was a good woodsman,
having been broken to it down in

Quebec. Perhaps down there it would
have been different with him, among
his own people, used to their ways and
their language. In the North On-
tario woods he was among strangers,

and though some of them were
French Canadians he kept aloof from
them as much as the others. He
could not fail to know that he was
the butt of comments varying from
bitter resentment to tolerant apathy
toward Quebec's stand in matters
military.

Bill Street's summing up seemed to

hit the mark: Adolphe Grenon was
evading the issue in Quebec and
worrying over a way to beat it in

Ontario. Close observation through
the ill-lighted and hazy atmosphere
was impossible but it was sensed by
the group that Grt'enon had per-

ceptibly brightened up at Street's

little speech. Along about a week
later he drew his pay and Street saw
him sling his turkey to his back for

the hike out.

"Well," he sang out, "S'long, Pea
Soup. Good luck!"
Grenon trudged on with head bent

regardless of the wel -meant valedic-

tion.

"Pea Soup" turned up in May-
bridge with his hair long enough to

curl, a moustache already curling

and a beard that would have been a

joy to some men ten years older.

His first duty was to have the hirsute

accumulation on top reduced and
the rest trimmed. He bought a
pair of tortoise-shell-rimmed glasses

to complete what he was pleased
to think a disguise.

He secured a long toboggan and
made careful purchases of concen-
trated foods and then set out in

search of suitable dogs. He could
not afford to buy huskies and had
to be content with three large danes.

His next care was to get away from
town without attracting attention.

From Maybridge he travelled east-
ward until he reached the Wahnapitei
River and then followed it northward.
For three nights he made hh bed of
pine boughs. On the fourth a fear-
ful blizzard blew and he had to build
an arbor for shelter. He was less

than thirty miles from Maybridge,
yet no wilder country could be de-
sired for hiding. He had it all care-
fully planned, down to renewing
supplies when they gave out—-but

there was one thing he forgot.

That fourth night would have
discouraged a stouter heart. He
struggled against blinding snow to
gather brush for his and the dogs'
shelter and when he got them nicely
bedded down, and had fallen asleep,

a howl augmented the shrieking of
the wind, his dogs snarled and barked
and in an instant were in the swirl

of a tempest far more terrible than
the blizzard. "Pea Soup" picked up
his rifle to defend himself as the sav-
age animals hurtled his way. He
fired blindly, for he could not see
them. And then the fight ceased
and a yelping creature departed
through the blinding storm leaving
Grenon with only the corpses of his

canine friends.

At daybreak next day he started
to reconnoitre for a more desirable
haven and was surprised to find a
deserted shack buried to the roof

with snow: three hundred yards
away was an iron bridge across the
Wahnapitei—a railroad bridge! Had
he his dogs he would have retreated

four or five miles into the wilderness.

Then he reasoned that if anyone
came after him especially they would
find him in the heart of the woods as

readily as close to a railroad track.

He could take a chance on this

shack which he found later was well

hidden from view from the track.

A few days later a thaw came,
rendering the use of moccasins and
snowshoes decidedly undesirable.

The shack was old and dirty but
well preserved. It contained only

one room with a door off its hinges

and a window without lights. "Pea
Soup" began to display many at-

tributes that would have made him
useful in an army: he was, above all,

tidy. He soon had a habitable camp.
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He made a bunk and filled it with
pine branches. He could partially

undress before retiring which he
could not do outdoors. He contin-

ued to build his fire for cooking out-
side as there was no way of doing it

inside.

The spring came with a drive,

leaving no between-season. Grenon
was kept indoors for weeks owing
to the flooded condition of the land,

and then of a sudden drought came
and the birds made merry. He had
become lazy, sleeping more than
half his hours away until the fine

weather brought him out. He kept ac-

tive then enough, bringing in an odd
partridge and oftentimes a rabbit.

Solitude was making a wild thing
of him. Had he been a poet he
would have written rhapsodies: in-

stead, he fretted lest his presence
there become known. Every day
a train passed along the railroad

and he shrank into a corner of his

shack if he happened to be in or hid
himself for an hour if outside. Some

"

day that train would stop at the
bridge and a man in uniform would
come for him. He was afraid, not
that he would be thus cornered,
and have to submit, but that he
would probably kill his pursuer.
A menace worse than these fears

was upon him almost before he knew
it. It came in the night with a faint

droning sound and he was awakened
by the monotonous hum of it. It

was the advance picket of the mus-
quito army of occupation, millions
strong. The first night Was one of
reconnoitering and Grenon managed
to get fitful stretches of sleep. When
he was fully awake at daylight there
were flying sentries with bayonets
fixed, moving about his blankets.
A hundred little nodules on his neck,
his forehead, his wrists began to
sting and his finger nails worked
frenziedly to appease the itching,
only succeeding in opening wounds
for fresh attacks.

He overhauled his remaining scanty
[stock of provisions in search of grease
twith which to anoint his sores.

There was nothing, not even the
saline bacon or butter. All he now
had left were bouillon cubes. Now
was the time to start for town and

load up fresh supplies. He dreaded
it. He put it ofT day after day, long
after everything was eaten up and
"he lived solely upon the fruits of his

aim, now too unreliable to net him
sufficient food.

The viirulent stings ate into his

nerves and silver-legged black flies

came to augment the torture imposed
by their longer-limbed malefactors.
Semi-starvation threw in weight
against his will to stay and one day
he slung his blankets over his shoul-
der, loaded his rifle and sleuthed a
zig-zag trail toward the track.

A rabbit scooted across the brack-
en-covered course ahead of him and
he paused to take aim. He lost

sight of the animal and took through-
the tangled brush in pursuit. Here
was hope interrupted on the brink of

despair. If he caught the rabbit he
would have a good meal before going
farther and enough grease for oint-

ment. In his flurry he stumbled
into a bog hole and fell against the
twisted root of a fallen tree. Throw-
ing out his gun arm for protection
the barrel caught in one of the coil-

ing roots and bent his wrist back.
From the bog hole arose a furious
horde of flies which attacked him
venomously. They alighted on
every part of his flesh and crowded
into his ears, and nose and mouth,
while he raved and swore and cried.

He crawled out of the tangled
growth and dashed across a beaver-
meadow in a hope that he would
outrun the pests. But he only ran
into fresh battalions of them. His
flesh was sticky from the gory stabs.

He tore his coat off to wrap about
his head and neck. He thrashed
about in the bush, farther and farther
from the track, with the frenzy of
madness. And the flies followed him
or arose in new swarms to envelope
him. His coat fell away from his

head and he gave it no concern,
but stumbled on. Now the enter-
prising black flies crept up his shirt

sleeves and into the gaps at his neck.
He tore at every new sting until his

shirt was in shreds. For hours he
fought against the noisome mass. A
howl pierced the sunset stillness in

bloodchilling reverberations and in

his mania he thought it was his own
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cry. Foaming and exhausted, he
threw himself down and tried to
outyell the weird voice that rent the
air, but only froth and low moaning
escaped him.
A stealthy thing came into the

woods and bore softly down upon the
broken body. Grenon, beyond the
thrall of terror could see in the gray
timber wolf only the symbol of

merciless conscription. When the
animal yelped to the spit of a bullet

from across the haze and a man in

khaki took its place Grenon was
babbling:

"You're too late^—the war is over."
These words, reiterated in simple
sing-song caused the man who looked
at him to shake his head. Then,
dashing away commiserating thoughts
he bent over Grenon and shook him:
"Hey, Pea-Soup," he drawled,

"turn out! The logs is on the skid-

way waitin' fer someone to roll their

tails."

Grenon stared for a moment and
repeated his litany.

"What a raw beefsteak you've
made of yourself!" went on Bill

Street. "If it wuzn't fer your voice

I'd think you wuz any old settler

with a notion that skeeters wuz good
CQpipany. Come on, boy, never
mind about the war-—let's get some-
thin' inside ye."
He got the limp body into a stand-

ing position and adroitly swung him
round so that he could carry him on
his back. When they reached the

shack, Bill Street, took a vial of

carbolic acid from his pocket and
tinctured a basin of water with which
he laved the exposed parts of Gren-
on's body.

Bill wore a broad hat and his

khaki suit were prospector's clothes.

Grenon ceased muttering and regard-
ed Bill in a dazed way.

"You poor nut!" condoled Bill,

as he tried to make a clean man out
of Grenon. "Whiskers is all right

in winter but not in bug weather.
See, I got a dose crop all around
before I left town. Got me a new
safety razor, too, so's the flies won't
have much to fasten on, see. Bad
swellin' in that wrist. Bud. We'll

fix that up with a real red-cross

bandage. When a guy goes into

the bush he needs a first-aid outfit.

Ye git to know a lot o' things by the
time ye git to be my age."

Bill worked silently for awhile and
when he had washed his patient
all over, he shook out the blankets
and tucked him in, naked. He rub-
bed oil on the boy's face and then
commanded:
"Now, talk!"

"Thanks," murmured the lad,

faintly.

"That's all right. Now I'm goin"

to fetch my tent and grub to this

camp. I got lots o' cheese-cloth to

put up on the winders and we'll

fight these sword-swallows to a stand-
still!"

He was back in an hour building
a fire to make a meal.
"Meantime, have some o' this,"

he invited, producing a bottle of
pain killer. "This is nootral booze.'"

Grenon took a gulp of it and
interest in life revived.
"How'd you find me?" he asked

Bill.

"Oh, jest cussed dog-scent. Was-
n't lookin' fer you special but know'd
I'd meet up with ye sometime. Got
me a miner's license down to May-
bridge to try me luck at somethin"
different. They been findin' gold
down on the Wahnapitei. Now that
gold starts somewhere, doesn't it'?

Well, I'm lookin' fer that spot and
it can't be far from here."
"W%at you going to do with me?'"

asked the lad, sharply.
"Goin' to feed ye and maybe you

and me'll git to be pals. Maybe
you'd rather not—it's all the same
to yer uncle Bill."

"Why don't the flies bite you?"
persisted the boy.

"They don't like to git their feel

wet, so I jest keeps me complexion
damp all the time."
Grenon gulped down the tea that

was made for him and after eating

heartily he and Bill Street retired.

Next morning Bill asked Grenon:
"Have ye been fightin' flies dry

since they come out?"
"Dry?" queried Grenon.
"Yes, haven't ye been puttin' on

oil?"

"None to put on," said Grenon.

"Why boy, that spring down there
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is full of it. If ye hadn't anything
else why didn't ye use water? Keep
moist—that's fly season motto. But
that there spring—I'm hootin' wor-
ried about that—wouldn't be s' prised

but what there's oil under this swamp.
Say, now, wouldn't an oil boom be
jest as good as gold? By crick, as

soon as ye kin git around, we're goin'

to town and let it gradg'ly leak out
about there bein' oil runnin' wild in

the Wahnapitei. Won't nobody bite?

Well, yer askin'!"

The boy did not say anything
about the trip to town until the day
Bill announced that they were to

start, when the boy looked at him
suspiciously.
"You won't hand me over?" he

asked.
"Say, kid," said Bill, dropping his

kit bag, jamming both fists into his

back trousers pockets and bending
over the top half of his body in a

menacing way. "Cut that kind o'

dope. We're pals, ain't we?"
The day spent in Maybridge was

one of careful circumlocution. Bill

and "Pea-Soup" stayed together.
In the barber shop they both went
through the details of shave-hair-
Irim-shampoo-singe-headrub-oil and
emerged in the bloom of adolescence.

Bill whisked his pal across the
street to a clothiers and decked him
out in khaki ducks like his own and
bought him new underclothes. They
visited the mining recorder's office

and there Bill let it "leak out" about
the oil.

"It's there," he affirmed, "and
God only knows what's keepin' it

from buslin' out and floodin' the
country."
"Now," he said to Grenon as they

were leaving that office, "We'll git

us another case o' pepper water and
a stack of other necessaries and beat
it before the oil rush starts."

"What we going to do if there is

no rush?" asked "Pea-Soup."
"Say, are we pals or ain't we?"

asked Bill, pointedly.
"I'm sticking, Bill— I didn't mean

anything," said Grenon.

"That's all right, kid. There'll
be a rush all right. Didn't ye see
me sowin' the stampede seeds in the
right place?"

Bill was right. Humanity tumbled
into the Wahnapitei valley as if upset
out of a cloud. They came in a
hurry, which means without any-
thing much but a miner's license

—

and some even forgot that.

Every day brought a horde of

them. The first arrivals were from
adjacent mining towns but within
a week they were coming from Pitts-

burg. Like Caesar, they came, they
saw, they swore—and stayed to feed
the flies.

They all wanted to examine the
source and Bill allowed one or two
to sample the spring—then he and
"Pea-Soup" took turns guarding it.

Any more who wanted samples could
have them at a dollar a bottle—-pain

killer size.

They paid the price grudgingly
and smothered their grudge in the
"oil" to ward off the flies. They
were an unhappy group of pros-
pectors, many ready to give up the
first day. 4|
One lamentable case came to Bill

and said he hadn't a dollar in the
world and would go crazy unless he
had somethiiig to put on his stings.

Bill invited him to splash himself
well in the spring and gave him a
bottle to take away with him.
"When that's gone, come back fer

more, unless ye strike some on yer
own claim."
That it pays to advertise was

proved by the rush for samples of
the spring water to be used for fly oil

and Bill was forced to go to May-
bridge for six more cases of pain-
killer, leaving the befriended pros-
pector to change shifts with "Pea-
Soup" in watching the spring. He
sold the pain-killer at a good profit

and the holders of the bottles present-
ed them for refilling with "oil" at a
dollar a refill.

Business was running briskly up
to the time a certain mining engineer
arrived at the camp. He had decided
to sink a hundred dollars in railway
fare and rations as a bet with himself
that there was no oil in the Wah-
napitei region.

He cited history, geology and
horse sense to prove that there never
was enough vegetation in that rock-
ribbed region to press down into
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enough oil to lubricate a grindstone.
If oil there was to warrant such an
immigration as he heard was now in

the valley, it was assuredly a freak
of nature. The only clue to an oil

possibility was the limestone strata
beneath the cedar swamp covering
an area of twenty square miles.

Skeptical from the first he risked the
trip on the strength of many dis-

coveries in the north resulting con-
trary to all geological signs. And
when he arrived at the spring he
sat down cross-legged and rocked
backward and forward with con-
vulsive laughter.

Bill grinned from pure contagion
and asked *

"What's ticklin' ye, old sport?"
Benny Coldring stopped long

enough to dig a handful of black flies

out of his eyes, ears and nose, and
then articulated:

"Oh, what an easy nut? And all

I had to do was think—only once.
Oil! Ye stars of Golconda! Ye
stones that bleed! Well, what are
you grinning at?" soberly addressing
Bill.

"What do you know about oil?"
QclrpH Rill

"What should I know? Tell your
story first. How did you discover
it?"

The good humor of Coldring seem-
ed to take on in the camp and in a
short time a crowd had gathered at

the spring. Many of them were
far from humor-struck, however,
wrapped up in swathings against
the attack of the best cursed insect
in the universe. Some had torn the
linings out of their clothes -to tie

around their heads and necks and''

wrists while they sweltered in the
heat.

"It was here," began Bill, "that
we got the clue to the riches held in

the bosom of mother earth."
"Which," interrupted a wag, "take

wings when they get to surface."
"And bore for blood," cut in an-

other.

Coldring started to laugh but cut
it short.

"By Heck," he said. "If there's

oil in that spring, I'm going in for a
swim," and he started to cup up
some of it to rub on his face.

"Say, boss, why don't you charge
him the regular rate?" asked one of
the crowd.

"This is bargain day," said Bill,

"the spring's free."

In a moment the crowd jostled
each other to get a good soaking in

the beneficent spring, while Coldring
stepped back and marveled at the
stampede.

"Think it was a shrine or some-
thing," he commented, "Go on with
the story."

"Well," said Bill, "when we saw
there wuz oil we know'd we could
draw a crowd. And we know'd
there wuz flies to beat the devil.

So we decided to get us licenses and
wait fer the oil rush and nacher'ly
wuz prepared with bottles to dis-

pense the stuff that would be most in

demand. First thing they sez is

'dam . a dry country' so out comes
mister pain-killer: then they sez,

'dam the flies,' and out comes the
fly oil!"

Coldring laughed.
"Then," he said, "you're really not

sure that there is not lots of oil here?"
"Say," drawled Bfll. "What d'ye

suppose this shack's here fer? " Well,
I'll tell ye. When that bridge yon-
der wuz bein' put up Bill Street wuz
foreman o' the bridge gang. We had
a camp here. We kep a lot o' sup-
plies on the job—and six or seven
barrels of oil. WeH, Bill Street got
tired o' the job and went lumber-
jackin' and o' course don't know
what happened after that, but bein'

here now and thinkin' it :)ver don't
it seem nach'rel to ye that when they
broke up they left a lot of oil behind
which when the barrels got kind o'

rotted leaked into the earth and
spoiled a dam good spring?"
"Now, you're talking. Bill Street.

By the way, do you remember the

water-boy that was always asking
you bothersome questions?"
"Do I? Say, you ain't little Red

Herrin' that used to
—

'course ye are!

Well, I'm spanked!"
The crowd began to draw closer

to catch the story demanded by
Coldring but they were just in time
to miss it. Coldring addressed them:

"Boys, we're stung. If we're good
sports we'll chalk this expedition Up
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to experience and go back to plain

wages. All the oil that's here is

refined oil that has exuded through
the earth from an old oil cache used
by the railroad when they were
building that bridge. I know, be-

cause I was water-boy on that outfit

when they broke up and left the oil

behind. When I heard of this rush
I was fooled the same as the rest of

you, never thinking about the old
oil cacne until I arrived!"

"We're stung good an plenty,"
said the wag, crushing six mosquitos
with one smash.

"Pea-Soup" was asleep when this

scene was enacted. When he awoke
to take over his turn at watching the
spring Bill announced:

"This is our last day. Bud. We're
pullin' out. Here's yer share of the
profits!" and he doled out a goodly
sum.

"What are we going to do now?"
asked "Pea-Soup" counting his share
of the oil boom receipts.

"What did ye larn most since ye
come up here?" asked Bill.

"Me? Oh, I guess what I learned
most was that flies are not so hard to

handle once you learn how. I seem
to have worked hard and suffered a
lot and didn't have to do it. What
would you advise me to do now,
Bill?"

"Do? We're pals, ain't we?" de-
manded Bill.

"Sure, Bill, but—" began "Pea-
Soup."

"But, nothin'. What you think
I been keepin' a clean mug and look-
in' young fer? We're goin' you and
me, to sign up together see?"

"I see," said Grenon, grinning
with relief.

THE END OF THE CHASE

A moose shot b> Mr. J. B. Williams of Philadelphia in the vicinity of Minnitaki Lake
suuth of Sioux Lookout on the Canadian Government Railways. This locality, is reached by
the "Transcontinental Route" from Toronto, via the Grand Trunk and Temiskaming and
Ontario Railways to Cochrane, Northern Ontario, thence by C. G. Rys. The spread of the
antlers of this animal measured 47^2 inches.



Part IV. A YEAR WITH THE DEER

H. C. Haddon

MID-JUNE found the wild roses

a-riot with their wealth of bloom,

broad petals pink and frail and

sweet in their short lived day. The
hills lay calm and quiet, bathed m the

sunshine that brought content and

rest, flooding valley and hillside with

its lavish warmth and penetrating

even the thick foliage of the big

timber, so that the sunbeams danced

through the leaves until they reached

the soft moist floor of the forest.

Over the whole world seemed spread

a mantle of laziness. Mid-day, with

its rapidlv increasing heat found

the hillside deserted except for the

sun loving gophers that idled at the

mouths of '^their burrows, repeating

interminably their single monotonous
whistle.

, , , ,

From flower to flower the humble

bee buzzes his clumsy way, his legs

burdened with the yellow pollen that

he has gone a-labouring all the day

to secure. Big butterflies sit sunning

themselves upon convenient rocks

and stones, opening and shutting

their gaudy coloured wings, or chas-

ing each other aimlessly across the

op^en spaces. Only the ants are

working, bustling and hurrying tire-

lesslv upon their silly errands.

The hills seem resting, as a trav-

eller rests at the end of a long journey.

Behind, forgotten now, is winter and

its problems, and not yet come the

autumn with its winds that hint of

snow. Now, in a world of sunshine

and of feed a-plcnty, nursery and

nest are in evidence on every hand,

a symbol of the eternal youth of the

world.
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Nodding pine grass covers the open
hillside, or wherever the big trees

break up to form little natural mea-
dows, and dotted over the hills and
through the open spaces the wild
flowers wave and bend in every
passing breeze, here big patches of

purple pentsienwn, there the lupin,

blue and gold, mingling with the
round white flower heads of the wild
garlic. The white flowers of the
salmon berry are everywhere; rarer,

but making more of a display are the
bushes of the mock orange, with the
kng sprays covered with blosscm.
(iaining a scanty foothold among the
recks, the stone-crop opens its yelbw
flowers and blooms and lives before
the fierce heat of August dries up the
moisture that it craves. Peavine
mingles with the pine grass, an ever
iipen invitation to the working bees
that visit it continually during the
long hours of daylight.
With the coming of late afternoon,

us the sun hangs low over the further
hills, the hillside yawns and shakes
herself and then wakes up to new life.

A yearling bear works up from the
swamp below, feeding as he travels
snatching a few mouthfuls of grass
here and farther on turning over a
fiat . rock to secure a single beetle
that is not quick enough to escape.
Up at the cres^ of the hill he tears a
rotten log to pieces to get at the
swarming black ants inside, and fcr a
few minutes licks them up in comical
enjoyment, before disappearing from
sight in the bench behind.
A couple of red squirrels run and

play and chase each other through the
long grass to the meadow, to gain the
safety of a tree with sudden screaming
chattering as a gliding shadow warns
them of the big hawk that comes
sailing on steady wings around the
edge of the meadow.
A little company of chickadees

;iJight amcng a patch of willows and
work and scramble their way through
the branches, hanging head down-
wards beneath some swaying spray
or hrpping from limb to limb^ calling
io each other with their cheerful
whistle, chick a dee, dee, dee, chick a
dee, dee. Gradually the sun sinks
lower and lower towards the western
liills, and finally dips out of sight

altogether. Up on the top of a big
fir a robin sings his vesper song as the
long mellow twilight comes creeping
across the valley, and the cool night
winds come drifting down the draws.
Then suddenly two dees and their

fawns appear as if by magic from
among the trees, so quietly and quick-
ly that your eyes can scarcely follow
them, or your ears hear them. There
one minute was the meadow, empty,
and the next second the deer arc there,
cropping at the grass.

The does are not hungry, for they
have been nibbling at tender twigs for
the last hour, and now they wander
across the meadow, snatching a few
bites here and there, and stopping
every minute to stand like statues
looking down into the valley. So
they wander through the cool clois-
tered aisles of the big timber, and
after them the four fawns.
Then suddenly with a snort

the leading doe goes off on the
jump, to be followed instantly by
her companijn, both of them calling
to the frightened fawns to follow.
There is no danger—onlv here in the

gloaming an hour of schooling for
the benefit of the fawns. This of
course the dees cannot explam, and to
the fawns, still half awed with the
wonder of the world, comes only
the knowledge that their leaders
have commanded flight, and that
instinct urges obedience. So thev
too break into the jump to try anii
keep up with the mothers who seem
in no hurry to wait for them.
On every hand the big silent trees,

rank after rank, their foliage
scarcely stirred in the evening breezes.
Away from the open spaces of the
meadows the gloom is deepened in the
timber, and the light is fast failing
into darkness.
Everywhere among the trees are

the bodies of the fallen—here a single
big fir lying half rotten and moss
covered, there a veritable tangle of
windfalls that form an effectual. bar-
rier to rapid progress—and wandering
and twisting aimlessly, and yet even-
tually arriving at its destination, is

the game trail that the does have
taken to.

Picture the scene, if you like, while
the fawns learn their two fold lesson.
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The big white flags of the does stand in the shadows of the timber, a clear

out with startling conspicuousness waving beckoning signal for the
fawns to follow. So they dig their

little feet into the earth beneath
them, and go off on the jump after

the flags that pick out the way for

them to travel, each one in turn ele-

vating his own little tail as a sign

to those that follow after. Seeing
it you can but marvel, as all of

Nature's actions give you cause to

wonder.

With their protective colouring
and the gloom and shadows of the

timber the does are almost invisible.

While they remain standing still you
strain your eyes in vain to pick them
out—and then, with the first step

Ihcy take up go the flags, and all the
fawns have to do is to turn where
they turned, rise where they jumped
—and at the end they have found
their way over an unknown game
trail in the dusk that is scarcely

distinguishable even in the daylight.

For that is what the flags are for,

the reason why Nature has given to

the white tailed deer the vivid dis-

tinguishing characteristic that has
stuck to them as a name. While
they are standing still, watching you
and wondering what you are, they
keep their tails down, and their

protective colouring hides them, and
the shadows and th^ dusk complete
the protection. Remain perfectly

still, and the doe will stamp her

front foot at you, time and time
again, until you make some move-
ment to show what you are. Then.
with a snort she goes off en the jump,
tail erect at once, and frcm a near by
thicket the two fawns break out, to

follow the white waving flag without
question.

For this same reason the rabbit also

wears a white tail that stands out

plainly in the dusk when the grey

of the' fur is invisible, and that shows

the way to those behind as she takes

to runway or burrow.

The one point that is hard to recon-

cile is that this white flag, while

picking out the road to safety for the

young^is a source of guidance also

for the pursuing danger. This Na-
ture never considers. The individual

does not matter as long as the ofT->ig buck, the leader oi Ihe
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spring are saved, for they in their

turn will continue the species. An
example of this is the salmon that

lives its four years, then spawns and
dies, with its life work accomplished.
So during the long days and warmth
and mellowness of summer the fawns
lived and played and learnt their

lessons in the greatest of all games

—

Life. Often the big, buck would
come and join them in their play,

sometimes a younger buck, sometimes
a younger doe that had lost her

single fawn. As the warmer weather
came the deer moved down to the

lake, and the moist ground round it

was covered with their tracks.

From the lake up through the tim-
ber to the bench above and from
there to the basin where the deer
had wintered led a number of small
winding game trails, used and made
l)rincipaliy by the deer, and yet
furnishing to all who had eyes
to see a b'-^nd highway from ho:f
and claw. 1 liese trails the fawns
were taken over again and again until

they knew the different runways
and where they led to.

Often the big buck would find one
of the does and her fawns in the cool

swamp at the end of the lake, and
here, in the tangle of lying logs and
trees was another favourite play-
ground for the education of the fawns.
See where a big cedar has fallen and
lies supported on a stump, stretching
out over the lake.

Not so very high above the ground
yet it furnishes the commonest ob-
stacle that is met with in travelling
through the hills. To the big buck,
with his splendid size and strength
it presents no problem. He . leads
the way never hesistating as he clears

it without visible effort, and after him
the doe, taking it just as easily

withcut breaking her stride. So,
when the fawns come to it they also

make the attempt, knowing that
their leaders have done so, and
clearing it without mishap, and land-
|ing on fhe other side, stiff legged and
[steady without losing their balance.

So. a hundred times a day, and m a

liundred different ways the fawns
learnt their lessons in the schoolroom
of the hills, always growing in size

and strength as the
weeks slipped by.

calm peaceful

"Up at the very top the big buck stamls looking

down at the lake."
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They still wore their first spotted
coat, and would do so until the
colder nights of autumn set all the

deer shedding their summer coats and
growing their heavy winter ones.

The first winter of their lives they
usually spend with the does that
bore them, for they will not breed
until seventeen or eighteen months
old. So, in their second summer
while the older does are again busy
with the fawns, and the bands are

broken up, the yearlings wander and
move round till the love months find

them gathered up into the harem of

some buck, to play their part and fill

their place in the complex scheme of

things called Life.

As the summer passe^ the big buck
showed less and less mclination to

spend long hours wandering round
his range, and preferred instead to

lie up in the swamp, or in the timber
in close proximity to one of the

meadows. Early June found his new
horns starting to grow—first merely
a couple of soft velvety knobs—but
growing as the weeks passed until

late summer found his antlers at the

full, though still in the velvet. At
first, as they grow, the horns are soft

and tender and alive, but once the

full growth is completed the blood
vessels that have fed them dry up,
and the horns receive no more nour-
ishment. Then, with the growth
completed they harden up, and at

this time they are a source of con-
siderable pain to the animal. As
they harden, the velvet, the outer
skin of the horn, dies and dries, and
finally peels off. So you can some-
times come on the bucks as they are
emerging from the velvet, rubbing
and scraping their horns against some
convenient tree. The irritation

seems to be considerable, and the
flies are another source of annoyance,
and at this stage the bucks do not
care to move around a great deal,

preferring instead to hide themselves
away until their horns are hardened.

Gradually the summer burnt itself

out. August with its fierce heat ending
with several big storms that sent the
thunder crashing and roaring through

the hills. The drenching rain that

followed seemed to clear the air, so

that much cf the oppressive sultry
heat was gone.

So slowly that you could scarcely
notice the change autumn began to
take summer's place. Flowers that
had blossomed riotously were dead,
and in their place instead the seed
pods that they had lived to produce.
With many berries the bears grew
fat in preparation for their long
winter's sleep. The gophers, the
earliest of the hibernating animals
were already gone till the spring
warmth should call them out again.
The summer birds, swallows and hum-
ming birds and flycatchers, slipped
away. Up on the higher summits
came a sudden early fall of snow

—

lying but a few short hours and then
away again, but sounding the warn-
ing to the summer migrants who
would still linger.

Beside the lake one afternoon the
big buck found the youngest doe
that had lost her fawn early in

the spring. With her was another
doe, with a single fawn (now a sturdy
youngster) and a young buck with
but two points on either side of his

head. Beside the big buck he looked
little better than a fawn himself,

and he must have realized how small
a chance he had, for sometime during
the following night he left the little

band and went on his way alone,

veering round eventually to the
southward of the lake.

As for the big buck, a king new
crowned with the majesty of his

splendid antlers, and at the threshold
of his kingdom, he remained with the
two does, and within a few days they
joined up with the other two does and
their four fawns.

So September slipped away, and
October came, the month of leaves,

and with it all the glory of the Indian
summer. The nights grew colder,

and intensely silent, and in the early

mornings the ground was white with
frost- The spirit of Fall crept into

the air, indescribable, indefinable,

yet always subtly present- -here in the

mellow gold or scarlet red of the
leaves, there in the smell of dying
vegetation, and everywhere in the
breezes that blow down fi^om the
summits laden with the tang ^, of
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new snow— the Spirit of Fall, of Love
and Courtship.
There lies the lake, primeval, eter-

nal, calm and unruffled in the peace
of the late afternoon. Over at the
end the big buck comes out of the
fiwamp, and with him the four does
and the fawns, and together they all

work their way up the hillside, now
one, now another hidden by the trees.

Up at the very top the big buck
s tands looking down at the lake,

sampling the breezes that come to

him, a splendid picture with his

magnificent size and strength.

So for a minute, and then he,

hastens to catch up with the does who
are already ranging ahead.

Slowly the shadows creep across
the valley. Further up the hillside

a horned owl began to call, mournful,
monotonous. Up in the timber the
deer circled round before bedding down
for the night, still feeding as they
travelled, and at their head the big
buck, the leader of the band, his

band and night closed down upon
them, a night of stars with the cres-

cent love-moon hanging low in the

sky.

THE CALL OF THE WILD
J. A. BONNEV

LATE in October, 1917, many colored

leaves were falling gently to the ground

reminding our hunt club of many happy
days spent in the north woods. So insistent

did the call of the wild become that a date was
set for a meeting and the club assembled to

plan for another outing to take place at an

early date. As a result of these plans we
went to our hunting grounds via the Canadian
Northern Railway which gave us good

accommodation. Our party consisted of Capt.

B. Atchison, secretary-treasurer G. Adams, T.

Garner, E. Yonge. W. B. Tait, C. Little, E.

Harris, R. Hutchinson, Prof. Mosley , C.

Bonney and J. A. Bonney.

Our train was scheduled to leave the

Union Station, Toronto, at 10.30 on October

29th, but owing to the great number of

hunters and supplies did not pull out till

11.35 that night and we arrived at our des-

tination the following day at 7.20 p.m. We
were fixed up for that night by a friend and

the following morning were given a record

breakfast, fresh fish being on the menu, after

which we proceded to take our supplies

out to our camping grounds where we put

up our tents, one cook tent 14 x 16 one

sleeping tent 12 x 16 and another for the

dunnage 10 x 14. Supper over we filled up
our pipes with the good tobacco and proceeded

to enjoy ourselves. "Prof." gave us some
jcornet solos and we had a number of songs

in which all joined.

The next morning was November 2nd and

[ter a ramble about we returned to camp at

SIl.30 having seen no signs of game of any

description. We decided to go on the wesl

side of the railway next time and had nol

gone far before we saw plenty signs of deer,

also signs of moose. Consequently we placed

our firing line, let down the dogs and had ^i

run. T. Garner was the first to open the

count by getting a deer with two nice shots

in the neck, which counted number one.

The next day our cornel soloist with the aid

of several revolvers and a .30-30 Remington

succeeded in landing deer number two,

a little spike horn deer. The following day

we had a run at two but failed to tally.

The next member of the party to score

was the secretary, G. Adams, who handed

out three nice shots at long range from ;i

.30-30 Remington and landed a 215 pound

buck. About one hour later J. A. Bonney
put down a fine buck of similar size with a

single shot at very close range, about 25 feet

from a .32-40 Marlin. C. Bonney the next

day succeeded in adding another to the

count with two nice shots from his .32 Special

Winchester.

Next to score was C. Little who stopped

a deer that was heading for the Rockies a I

full speed which brought the count up to

eight. Capt. Atchison was the next to raise

the count to nine when he got his .280 Ross

working and cleaned up about half an acre of

bush. C. Little came back strong and got

two nice shots dropping a nice doe, which

closed the hunt, ten trophies having been

secured. We broke camp on November 15th

and returned home to share in the spoils and

to count the days till the next season's hunt.



Leo M. Rollins

THE lion of the Canadian Rockies
is known in different parts of its

range, which extends through
Mexico on down to South America,
by various names, such as panther,
painter, el Icon, and puma, and

sometimes it is locally known as

cougar. It is known scientifically

as "Felis concolor," but wherever
found it is a trophy worthy the best
efforts of the hunter, possessing an
exceedingly savage and vicious dis-

position that at once makes it diffi-

cult and thrilling to pursue.

The writer recalls a very inter-

esting and thrilling encounter with
two of these beasts in the mountains
of British Columbia, accompanied by
my pal, Thomas Hubert Hutton,
whom readers will recognize as a
frequent contributor to this maga-
zine.

The best season for lion hunting
depends somewhat on weather con-
ditions, but from November to

March is considered by most sports-
men as the ideal period, while there
is an abundance of snow on the ground.
The professional hunters like these
months best because the pelts are far'

more valuable to them than during
warmer ones. We found the snow
so deep we had to use snowshoes in

trailing these animals. These felines

are universally recognized as out-

laws, and in nearly all parts of its

range, so far as I know, the hunter
is not required to take out a license

to hunt them, but 6n the other hand
the government usually pays the
successful hunter a bounty on each
lion killed.

Mountain lions prey upon their

less powerful fellow creatures, such
as the deer, to an enormous extent
and for this reason they are the most
hated beast with which the sportsman
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comes in contact. It is said a lion

will kill an average of one deer per
week. This is a matter that should
be given the widest publicity so as to

acquaint everyone with the fact

that no mercy, or quarter, should be
shown this stealthy, sneaking animal,
which is one of the most serious

setbacks to efTective conservation
extant.

This beast, however, furnishes rare

sport, being one of the hardest
to 'kill by fair, still hunting.
During daytime he usually lies

hidden in some cave or forest glen
practically impenetrable. He is ex-

tremely cautious in his movements,
never making a sound with his great
padded paws, and his coloration
blends almost perfectly wth the
surrounding cover.
Without the aid of dogs his pursuit

is well-nigh impossible. We took
with us a mixed pack, four thoroughly
trained hounds and two crack Aire-
dale terriors. Experience has proven
that a mixed pack gives better
results than a pack composed all of
one kind, whether it be hounds or
Airedales, for each lacks somethmg
the other has. The Airedale terrier

possesses bulldog tenacity, courage,"
and great fighting ability, but lacks
the speed and scenting powers of the
hound. On the other hand, the
hound is not so good a fighter as the
Airedale. But together, a mixed
pack, they are well nigh invincible.
• We had got an early start and so
before long had reached the hunting
ground, or camp among the moun-
tains being in close proximity -to

excellent game fields. The dogs were
set free, we following as best we could
on snowshoes.
The dogs were every one still-hunt-

ers, so we hoped to be able to
surprise Mr. Lion and drop him
before he could discover we were on
his trail. To this end every precau-
tion was taken to make as little noise
as possible, and we trudged on through
the snow with careful step and with-
out talking. Fact is, we cared little

for conversation, as'the steep climb-

ing was taking all our breath and we
lad none to waste in gossiping.

The lion was not to be deluded,
for we soon discovered from his

tracks that he was "speeding," which
we could tell by the increased dis-

tance between leaps. He had evi-
dently scented us. The dogs could
not be called off very easily, however,
as they were most bent upon bring-
ing to bay their quarry, so we had
nothing else to do but follow them as
best we could.
The crafty cat time after time

threw them off the trail, by back-
tracking on his trail, wading up a

small mountain stream, then taking
long strides for liberty on the oppo-
site bank. We spent the remainder of
that day following the bloodthirsty
dogs, and when darkness caught us
unawares we were very far from
camp, with the dogs still running the
lion. Lusty notes from my foxhorn
failed to retrieve them. Apparently
they had gone quite mad with the
lust of a bloody feast before them. It

reminded one somewhat of the blood-
thirsty Huns, though as a matter of
fact, there is no living creature in the
animal kingdom low down enough
to compare the Hun to. The modern
Huns are in a class by themselves, and
apt to stay there for a long, long
time to come. A dog, while some-
times bloodthirsty, kills only when
hungry, but a Hun kills women and
children wantonly and has shown
himself to have absolutely no regard
for suffering humanity, but kills

indiscriminately, all who block his

path to world-wide dominion. Cer-
tainly such a beast is not to be
compared with even a member of tne
dog family. A dog loves those whom
he thinks are his friends. A Hun
practices deception with his friends
and merely uses them to further his

own insidious aims, to be cast aside
when he has done with them. But
the day of reckoning is fast approach-
ing, when the dirty Hun will be,

dragged before the bar of internation-
al justice and made to confess his

hideous crimes against humanity.
He will be disarmed and made to
accept the terms of peace the Allies
will dictate to him. He will accept
these terms, because he will have
been whipped and made to accept
them.
But enough of that! If I get

fairly started on that subject, I am
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apt never to get back to the subject
in hand. As I have previously stated,

darkness caught me and my pal,

Mutton, far from camp, without a

guide. Some fix to be in. It's a

terribly lonesome feeling, I can tell

you. You feel utterly done for. Hav-
ing no compass was the worst
trouble. We could have made it

back all right had we brought a com-
pass along, but forgot this important
item. Let our misfortune be a lesson

to others. By all means don't neg-
lect to take along your compass. It

comes in mighty handy sometimes.
Had we had ours with us, it

would have saved us an all night's

struggle. As it was, the night being
almost starless, we had to wait until

the following morning and sunup
before we got our bearings. Then
we beat it for camp, and landed there

completely worn out. After drink-

ing two cups of black coffee each,

venison steak and eggs, we took an
all-day's snooze, awakening just in

time to prepare for the evening meal.
Next day we fared forth again

as fresh and full of vim as ever.

Towards noon we unexpectedly ran
into a herd of elk. These are very-

interesting creatures and deserve all

the protection we can give them.
With the advance of the season in

the fall the elk leave the higher
altitudes where they have spent the
latter part of the summer and go
to lower levels. Most all the elk

leave the mountains and go to the

valleys at the approach of winter, and
we were surprised to find them here

at this season. The life of the elk

during a winter of average severity

is a constant struggle to preserve
existence. Following the path of

least resistance, the majority of the
animals, including most of the young
calves, find themselves in the valley,

where they are soon forced to browse
on the willows and other shrubs
already nearly destroyed during prev-
ioxis winters. The elk soon eat the
smaller twigs and then are forced by
hunger to attack the bark and larger

t>ranche3. The woody fibre thus
swallowed furnishes little nutriment
and is said to be actually injurious

especially to the younger animals.

Jvven sagebrush is drawn on for

sustenance. Haystacks about ran-
ches are, of course, eagerly sought.
If insecurely fenced, they are soon
at the mercy of the starving animals,
which, on these occasions, frequently
die from overfeeding. When they
find these stakes securely fenced
large numbers die from starvation.
Many herds, composed mainly of

adults of both sexes, sometimes ac-
companied by a few calves, remain
on the open hillsides and among the
aspen and spruce woods of the moun-
tain slopes, Although there is usu-
ally some mortality among these
herds, they fare better on the whole
than those which seek the valleys,

since they are in smaller bands and
have a larger proportion of older and
experienced animals. Besides secur-
ing some grass, they browse on the
twigs and bark of the aspen poplar
and to a less extent on the spruces.
Any brush left by woodchoppers is

devoured at night, as the animals are

freely nocturnal. Some of these as

bands make forays to the valleys

feeding time or during the night and
return to the hills to rest.

We could have bagged a goodly
number of the elk, but let them go
on their way unmolested. We were
after the arch enemy of the elk and
deer—the mountain lion, and noth-
ing was to turn us aside from this

objective. Suffice it to say, we were
successful that day, and nightfall

found us back in camp with a beauti-
ful mountain lion skin, which later
I had made into a handsome rug.

My pal got his the next day, under
circumstances that were very ex-

citing, so I will set down here the
foray and fracas in detail.

Old Tobe, old Ginger, and Roscoe,
were the names of the hounds we
took this day, and Woodrow and
Rex were the Airedales, five in all.

This time we took a different route,

and by noon had reached a wild

and weird, though romantically beau-

tiful, country, where the mountain
peaks pierced the skyline not unlike

the skyscrapers of New York City,

presenting a view wonderful to behold.

The Creator certainly outdid him-
self in making this part of the uni-

verse, and if there was any Divine
partiality shown, it was handed to
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the Hocky Mountains of North Am-
erica.

Now, the mountain Hob is a most
wise and smart animal and while
powerful enough to be dangerous to

man, in reality he is very timid. As
is generally thought to be the case,

a lion does not crouch on a tree limb
and silently drop on an unwary
creature's back. Neither does he
run his prey down in the open chase,

but always makes his stalk by crafti-

ness and stealth, attacking if possible

trom behind, relying on two or three
tremendous springs to bring him on
the poor victim's back. Dashing his

quarry to the ground by the impact
of his weight, he rips open its throat
with his massive claws or sinks his

fangs into the back of its neck. The
power of his jaws is terrific.

The dogs-were loosed at the proper
time and at once hit a hot track. We
followed as swiftly as we could, but
they got out of hearing distance in

about thirty minutes time. How-
ever, we kept pegging along, until
finally we could make out the bell-

toned notes of Old Tobe baying, and
we knew the quarry had been treed
or holed. This was music to our
ears and we hastened forward with
all speed to be at the finish, which
both of us well knew would be ex-
citing.

When we arrived on the scene the
dogs had Mr. Lion up a small tree

they forming a circle at the base.
For a short while we were in a

quandary as to how to proceed,
fearing that if we shot the lion and
only inflicted a flesh wound, he would
in his mad frenzy leap among the
dogs and probably kill some of them
before we could finish him.

I said to my pal, "you're a crack
shot, can't you drop that beast with
one or two to the heart?"

"I ain't near the shot you are, bo,
you try him," he replied.

"No," said I, "that's all stuff,

you're the goods when it comes iv

what is called on the ball diamond
a "pinch it."

And I insisted that he do the job.

He at last agreed to the proposal,

and, leveling his rifle at the snarling

creature, pulled the trigger. Bang!
Bang! Bang! Three reverberating
shots rang out, but pal must have
been a bit nervous, for, as we had
feared, the lion remained very much
alive, though, as we had expected,

he lajided square in the middl-e of the

pack of dogs and with his terrible

great paws did fearful execution,
knockii^ them iji evcr\' direction as

fast as they would rush in. Their
gamencss in this case was what got

them in bad. Their nerve over-
balanced their combative prowess.
Result: two of them never revived,

and two of the balance were sorely

crippled up for life. But the drama
didn't stop here. Having batted
the dogs out of his way, Mr. Lion
proceeded in our direction, very much
to our dismay, and we decided it was
a case of either dropping him or

.suffering the same fate as the dogs.

We concluded to make a stand, and,
firing as rapidly as possible, the
skirmish went on. In our excitement
we were eviden,t.ly shooting very wild,

as nothing seemed to interfere with
the steady, creeping approach of the

infuriated beast.

The lion came on, and on, until

within ten feet of us when my pal,

who had recovered his nerve evi-

dently, make a hit to'the heart and the
mountain lion toppled over dead
without a murmur.

This day ended our happy sojourn
in the British Columbia Mountains, a

trip long to be remembered, both
for the excitement we had and the
wonderful enthralling magic of the
mountains.
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E. T. Martin

THE building of a railroad from
Anyox Wharf to the Dolly
Vardeii mine through a section

of the Coast Range mountains, proved
a much more difficult piece of work
than had been expected.

As planned the road is one of the i

crookedest in the world, winding
around and around through the hills

looking for the easiest way and find-

ing all equally hard.
The cut is either through soft

ground where slides are frequent, else

where there is nothing but rock and
much blasting necessary. The skies
drop water every day for a yearly
rainfall of a hundi'ed and forty inches
if the season is dry and how much
more when it is wet, one cannot
pretend to say, besides the hills leak
and leak until in places a shovel full

of dirt is half water.

The mine manager objects to such
a lot of wetness. It adds too much
to the. cost of the work. The men
don't like it for the reason they lose

too much time. The bears and wild
goats, of which this year there have
been quite a few, also are not suited
by the weather conditions. If they
climb, everything is cold and there is

snow. If they go down all is slush
and mud underfoot with rain, or
sleet and often snow overhead so
they keep moving in search of a
spot where food and at least reason-
able weather may be found.

In the construction gang there are
many mighty Nimrods, at least to
take their own say-so for it, and
when unusually stormy weather
comes they lay down shovels, bars
and picks, take their gun,3 and go
after the ducks, else the bears and the
goats who really have a better right

to the mountains than the men
because they were there first.

Half the road had been completed
when at the end of a wet day there
came an unusually heavy downpour
which in the chill of the evening—it

is always cold in those mountains-
turned to snow and plenty of it,

covering rails, road bed, unfinished
work, everything.

It was not cold enough to freeze

the ground, and it absorbed water
from the melting snow until it could
hold no more. As fast as the snow
melted more fell to take its place,

making the ground so soft and in-

creasing the danger from land slides
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so much that at quitting time, word
was given out "no work tomorrow."

That nighit at Anyox, Denny the
rodman, Tom the chainman and
Platters, the assistant cook and dish-

washer, decided if the weather was
too wet for work, it was not for play,

so they would go hunting.

"Goat meat ain't so very bad if

you season it with plenty of red
pepper," Denny, supposedly the
best hunter in the party, advised.
"And we might git a bear or two if

we're lucky," he continued.
"Listen to the boy. He sure ain't

no piker. 'A bear or two.' One
wouldn't do him," jeered Pan Cake
Bill, the cook.
There was much overhauling of

Bill, the cook.
Tiiere was much overhauling of

firearms that night. Denny had an
up to date rifle, Tom a shot gun, an
old style pump, but the only ammuni-
tion was a box of shells loaded for

ducks with number six shot. As for
Platters, he had a .38 calibre pistol

and decided to take along the light

axe with which he was wont to chop
wood for Pan Cake Bill, remarking
as he sharpened it, "You never can
tell when a thing will come in handy."
"Going to run the engine and a

snow plow out a piece in the morning
if it ain't snowing too hard," Aic-
Mapters the engineer informed them,
adding as an invitation, "will take you
along if you want a ride."

They did, and in the morning
before it was fairly light, Denny,
Tom and Platters were cuddled in the
bottom of a dump car while the
wheezy toy, dignified by the name
of locomotive, with a makeshift snow
plow ahead, was pushing its way up
^e grade. Near the end of the
completed part the engineer suddenly
sTiut off steam and the "train"
stopped of its own accord without
any putting on the air or whistling
for down brakes, then McM asters,

leaning out of his cab window pointed
excitedly to a s'pot the wind had
swept nearly clear of snow and
shouted, "bifiiar tracks; one of your
bears was here not five minutes ago.
See there hasn't any snow fallen in
the toe marks yet."
The hunters looked, then piled out of

the car as fast as they could climbover
its side. The tracks were there sure
enough, wide and long, shaped like

the hand of a powerful man and un-
questionably made very recently.

Denny shivered. He said it was
the cold that made him. Platters

started to get back into the dump
car, while Tom went after the bear
with his shot gun, only delaying
long enough to call back, "Hey!
you duffers, if you are so scared of a

few footprints in the snow, what
would happen if you met the real

thing?"
This shamed Denny into slowly

following, but Platters had no repu-
tation to live up to and he would have
remained with McM asters only he
was afraid to with nothing but an
axe and a pistol for armament.
The tracks led on through the cut,

then turned, the bear climbing a

granite peak the walls of which were
nearly straight up and down, muddy
claw marks and broken pieces of

rock showing the route he had taken.

Tom, after trying to follow ^nd
slipping back repeatedly, told the
others, "There is nothing to do but
to go around. Come on."
They circled for half a mile then

found where the hill was not so

rocky and steep with bushes and roots

to hold onto and help in the climb.
Tom was still the leader when

they reached the summit, but many
tracks showed where the bear had
beaten them to it and been there

first.

A crust on the snow made his pro-

gress slow as he kept breaking through,
but was strong enough to hold the
hunters and therefore to their advan-
tage.

The tracks were followed around a

bush-covered point, down into a

deep gully then up another steep
hill.

As Tom reached the far side of

the gully and was about ready to keep
on after the bear, he glanced up and
there, standing on a little table-like

platform of rock was the bear him-
self, a wall of solid granite on two
sides of him.
He was standing erect, jumping

around like an instructor of boxing
and occasionally striking out with
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one paw or the other. He had for

company a great he goat, "the
grand daddy of all the goats in the
mountains," Tom whispered. The
goat was bowing and scraping like a
dancing master, always keeping his

wicked horns pointed at the bear's
breast.

"They're fighting, they're fighting,"

gasped Platters, forgetting his fear.

"The bear has got the goat cut ofT and
wants to make a good meal off him.
Look at that now," as the goat
feinted, drew back in time to avoid
a blow from the bear's paw that
would have put him out of business,
then came back with a butt which,
landing in the bear's stomach stag-
gered him so he nearly fell on his
back.
"Hurrah for old Billy!" shouted

Tom, forgetting that silence is golden.
The echoes caught the sound of his

voice, tossing it back and forth
alarming both goat and bear, the
last by reason of that punch in the
stomach, more than the goat. He
seemed to be trying to guess how
many new enemies were after him
and wanted to escape from them all.

He turned And half ran, half slid

down the hill coming to a stop
almost at the feet of the hunters.

Denny raised his rifle -and shot
once, twice, six times, as long as
there was a shell in the magazine.
The first at fifty yards, the last at
less than twenty feet, missing each
time, one shot coming nearer the
goat who was rapidly putting dis-

tance between himself and his ene-
mies, than it did to the bear which,
snarling and angry stood up on his
hind legs and advanced on Denny.
The rodman was neither a pugilist

iior a wrestler. He had no desire for

even a one round contest with this

savage brown bear as he backed
away, carefully watching the bear
iind paying little heed to where he
was stepping so it was hard.y remark-
able that he tripped over a vine and
fell on his back. The animal then
turned on Platters who threw his axe
ut him and ran. As might be expected
his aim was poor and the axe hit

nothing but the wall of granite.

Tom had been as busy as a honey

bee in clover time, trying to make a
shot which would hit the bear and
miss his friends. He pulled the
trigger several times before he real-

ized his safety was on and that was
why the gun would not go. Rem-
edying this, he gave the bear a load
of number six shot full in the face

which made the animal think it

really was honey time and that a
swarm of bees were stinging him in

the face, on the nose and around
the eyes. He whined, kept rubbing
his damaged features first with one
paw and then the other, then notic-

ing the clatter of Platters' feet for

the first time, started for him but
forgot what he was after or where
he was going and kept on down the

gully.

"Don't let him get awayl Stop
him! Stop him!" Tom shouted to

Platters who replied:

"I aint no stop watch. If you
want any stopping done, do it your-
self. If you're coming down here

bring my axe. I'm—I'm on my way
to the wharf to cut wood for break-

fast."

Tom turned and looking at Denny
who was plainly undecided what to

do, asked him, "Ain't you got no

backbone neither? Are you coming
with me? To hear you tell it you
are just the Best hunter in the whole
Anyox crowd. Now's your chance
to make good."

Denny answered, "I dunno. I

dunno. That bear's a savage brute.

I don't believe I want any more of

him."
Tom rejoined, "You are both big

cowards, that's what you are. If

you ain't coming along, lend me your

rifle. I can't place much dependence

on this old pump gun."

After considerable argument Den-

ny let Tom have the rifle, taking

in return the shotgun and pistol,

then half running, half walking, soon

overtook Platters.

They fpund the engine broken

down and abandoned by McMasters,
but there was plenty of wood ff r

fuel, the water tank half full and an
abundance of snow that could be

melted' in case of need so they
made themselves comfortable, built
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a roaring fire under the boiler and
soon as mu,ch steam was coming from
their drying clothes as from the

boiler itself.

As far north as Anyox, at this time
of year days are short and nights
long. Dark was upon them before

they were half dry, the sky had
cleared and from the bright moon
there was nearly enough light to see

to read by, but the branches of the
trees cast weird and fantastic shad-
ows as they waved in the wind and
it took very little imagining to con-
tinually think they saw things that
really had no being. Their nerves
were at high tension and they were
debating whether or no they should
leave their uncanny surroundings,
pull out and walklio Anyox, when
for the tenth time Platters saw
something. !He straightened him-
self, pointed up the cut and exclaimed
"Oh lordy, there he is again!"

One look convinced Denny that
whatever the others might have been,
this was real: nothing more nor less

than their friend the bear coming
down wind on them, unconscious of
Iheir presence, neither knowing nor
caring what the engine with its snow
plow and dump car were. He stop-
ped often and rubbed one eye with a
great shaggj- paw and occasionally
stumbled as he walked.

Denny whispered, "He can't see
out of one eye. That load of Tom's
partly blinded him. He thinks he's
got something in it and is trying to
rub it out."

It did look that way. The bear
also showed he was worried and
nervous, still he came slowly on
acting as if he expected trouble
from every shadow that fell across
his path.

"I ain't lost no bear. I don't want
him coming up here to warm his

feet. What can we do?" asked
Platters in a whisper.

"I'll show you," replied Denny,
pulling open the throttle and giving

a jerk to the whistle cord.

There came a great cloud of vapor,
a hiss of escaping steam, the rattle

of machinery, and the shrill toots

of the whistle.

The bear gave a quick jump,
glared at the black monster spitting

such thick clouds of vapor and
shrieking worse than the wind demons
of his native hills, then he came to

life and with one bound left the

track, scaled the mountain side and
was away as though some evil spirit,

booted and spurred, were astride his

back and driving him on.

Five minutes later another dark
form coming down the cut showed
in the moonlight. This time it was
Tom and a very angry young man was
he.

"A fine lot of dufTers you are,"

he spluttered at Denny and Platters.

"A fine lot, I don't think. Here I've

trailed that bear for hours and just

when I got him where he was my
meat, you've got to turn on that

blooming steam and scare him out of

the country. Why couldn't vou have
waited?"
"If you think I'm a good decoy duck
to shoot bears over, you've got an-

other guess coming. I ain't and
never will be,"Platters informed him
while Denny shrilled:

"Waited!" Waited! Well I should

say not."
The bear has never been seen

since in the Dolly Varden country.

It , also was months before Denny
and Platters heard the last about

their bear hunt and the chasing of a

blind bear with a stalled locomotive,

clear out of northern Canada, also

it is needless to say that Denny made
no more boasts concerning his skill

as a hunter of big game.

I
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F. V. Williams

The male Butterball is described b> one autliority as having a length of 12.25 inches. "We
have seen them both below and above these figures in size but this may be taken as the
average length.

These birds belong to the same family as the Golden Eye but are not to be confused with
them. Rod and Gun will give a cover color plate later on of the Golden Eye. The cover on
this issue shows the Butterball, a smaller duck than the Golden Eye and with a head very dif-
ferently marked as the white on the male extends from below the eye to the top of the head in

a broad white band. A brief des(?jiption gives a light-blushing gray bill, purplish green head
with wide band ofwhite; dark back', light greyish tail and pinkish feet.

The female is considerably smaller than the male. She lacks the "pufi'iness" of the male
bird and a description would include a small duck, bill dusky, above a greyish color inclined
toward black—in some very nearly black—feet blue grey with dusky webs, speculum white.
This is confined to five or si.x secondaries of the wing; below white, shading into greyish along
the sides, front of breast and lower abdominal regions. This is a fair general description of the
female bufl'lehead-- A pair of these little fellows flying along shore or diving into the very
breakers along the sea coast have warmed the heart of many, a longshore gunner or perhaps
it was in some inland pond that you've seen them, admired them, and possibly bagged a few.
At anj, rate the Butterball is well named for he is as dainty as his name would imply

.

THE little fluffy purplish green
headjof the Butterball drake
came out of water first. One

of five he was that had been diving
in toward the sandy beach, three
drakes and two modest coloured little

ducks. They were frightened when
they came to the surface. The water
was shallow where they were feeding
and our guess is that they heard the
thud of the gunner's feet as he rushed
over the sea wall and down toward
the water's edge to be ready for a shot
as the little divers came to the surface.

Oh yes he was playing the game fairly

enough, as most games of life and
death are played. He had waited
half frozen, for over three hours, in

a bitter north-east wind and snow
for these same ducks to come within

shooting range and now he stood witli

feet braced and gun swinging from
side to side covering the tumbling
water in front of him, ready Lo "put

it onto" whichever duck showed
up first. The wind was blowing hall

a gale and the gunner was numb with

the cold and exposure and the ducks

came to the surface much farther out

than he expected—forty-five yards

awav if they were a foot. As we have

stated they came lo the surface

already frightened. The little drake,

the first up, dropped outside an m-
coming roller and escaped the first

shot, which was delivered at one of
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the hens, and considering the dist-

tance, was a good shot, as she prompt-
ly fell over with hardly a kick to
show that she knew what had happen-
ed. The second up, one of the drakes
escaped the shot directed at him
by dropping off to leeward with the
speed of a comet, and the first drake
out when he attempted to rise, with
the other two drakes that were now
also at the surface, was greeted with
the third and last shot. He "stag-
gered" in the air, wavered a second,
and then wheeled and went away off

shore before the wind. The distance
was so great that the gunner did not
attempt a fourth shot but contented
himself by helping the old dog
ashore with the one duck he had
secured from the flock.

Away off shore went the three
drakes and presently one of them
began to drop behind. Finally he
came to a rest on the water. Shot
through both legs he was. One
single pellet of the No. 1 shot the
gunner was using had broken both
his legs just above the feet and as far
as swimming was concerned he was
helpless for two hours. He drifted
off shore before the wind, then the
wind veered about to the south-west,
the tide turning floods started to run
back into the bay and in another
six hours the little Butterball was
back where he had started from that
afternoon. He drifted in, and be-
hind some sheltering rocks he climbed
out onto the sand . In his crippled
condition the wind bothered him
but by the use of his wings he half
flew and half walked on his broken
legs across the narrow piece of sandy
beach to the shelter of an old rail

fence that ran along the sea wall.
Long tufts of "beach grass" grew

up out of the sand hereabouts and
close by the rail fence it was par-
ticularly close growing and tall. It

was matted against the cover of the
fence in such a way that it made a
fine shelter from the wind and into
this shelter the little fellow crawled.
All his jauntine.ss had gone now.
He was only a mass of light and dark
feathers dragging two helpless pink
feet that hung on like two clods
of dead tissue, and the circulation
having stopped they collected the

moisture and the moisture froze and
in a short time the two crippled feet
were two lumps of ice and the little

drake, half dead, rested in the shelter
he had made for himself till the first

grey of dawn began to break in the
east.

It was bitter cold and in a few
more hours he'd have been—if left

undisturbed— a piece of frozen flesh

covered with feathers, a prize for
the first prowling foxr—if the crows,
the scavengers of the beach, did not
find him first.

Something was coming down the
beach. He was to leeward of that
something: and terror broke through
the stupor that was creeping over
him and in a panic he attempted to
fly for the water—fly as he had many
times out over the sea wall to the
breakers beyond. But now he could
not rise. The weight of his frozen
feet held him down. Great balls of
ice they were now and in his weakened
condition he fell, fluttered along a
bit and fell again. He was half
way to the water's edge and was
tumbling down a bit of steep beach.
Another, another and still another
and the little ball of feathers

crumpled up and lay still, the two
feet encased in two inches of ice

lying grotesquely oirt behind him.
Like all the wild things he'd made
a brave attempt to preserve the life

the Creator had given him but the
fates were against him. He'd done
his bit—and failed.

The gunner came hurrying along
the beach. The wind was at his

back but now it sure was cold. The
old repeating shotgun under his arm
contained four shells, not that he
expected to get a shot just yet,

but this particular gunner was al-

most, or most always, ready for

emergencies. Experience had taugfit

him that it was generally the unex-

pected that happened in the shooting

game as well as the greater game
called life.

Cold he was and in a hurry, a

desperate hurry. He wanted to get

to the ledges just in front of him and

get hidden before it got any lighter.

It was already becoming light enough
to see and in a few minutes more
there would be a good chance of
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gelling a few shots al incoming
whistlers, old Squaws and Butter-

balls.

What was that? The man slop-

ped so quickly that the dog at his

heels bumped into him.
Like a flash the repealing shotgun

—

the most merciful of all guns, by the

way, if used by a real sportsman,
because he has four chances after his

first two shots at his game, to lake

care of the cripples—came in line.

A bounding, tumbling ball of while
indistinguishable in that light as to

character—was the target. He was
a fair wing shot was this gunner
bulthe light was. not very strong and
the first two shots fell behind. From

the third a pellet struck the mark and
the fourth struck fairly and the
rolling, tumbling white target slopped'.

The old dog rushed forward and
picked it up and then turned and
offered the game to his master. The
gunner took the little Butterball from
the dog and gazed in amazement at

the feet encased in their heavy coat-

ing of ice.

"You pore little devil, you sure had
tough luck. B'lieve me there's a lot

of things harder than dyin' even
for ducks."

At the whistle of wings overhead
the gunner and his dog hurried

away to their stand on the ledges.

MY FISHING ROD
Sound be thy sleep while snow falls deep.

Thou rod of fairy grace.

From cold and storm I'll keep thee warm.
Within thy fleece lined case.

For Winter's chill would suit thee ill.

Thou child of sunny climes.

So au revoir, till we once more
Hear Spring's enchanting chimes.

In typhoon grip each bamboo strip,

'Mid jungles of Cathay,

Learned how to bend, and pleasure lend.

To me on many a day

.

Thy lancewood tips oft felt the lips

Of Guinea's heavy dew.
So, jungle born, the cold you scorn,

• And I must coddle you.

And oft around with silk you're wound
From gardens fair in Spain,

Where in the sun the silk worm spun.

That you might stand the strain

Of lusty trout that dash about

Throughout each Summer day,

In purling stream, now but a dream.

Till dawn of first of May.

Now rest in peace in downy fleece,

While Boreas rules the weather.

Till gentle Spring makes waters sing

Then out we'll go together.

And by the streams where sunlight gleams.

Fish often as of yore.

So quiet lie, 'tis not goodbye,

But only au revoir. —Ilderim

"DO VERMIN PREY UPON WOODCOCK!?"
Referring to the above query which ap

peared on page 824 of your December number,
well I am an Irishman and you know Ireland

and Wales are the greatest places for wood-
cock in the world.

1 have known a case of a man with a double

muzzle loader, kilhng in a country land, CTulli-

branagan near Newcastle Co. Down), 30

miles from Belfast, 22 J^ Brace, between 11

a.m., and 4 p.m., in October, in 1915.

And I have always known it and remarked
Ithat if you have come about over night

ifter a shoot, the rats will never touch a

/oodcock. Again ferrets won't touch them
Her they are dead )jut thej wi 11 kill them

—

)t eat them.

I have a famous Gordon setter bitch, which
would retrieve beautifully. She would set

woodcock, but nothing would induce her to

properly retrieve them. She would go to

them, pick them up and carry them a yard

or two, then drop them and nothing would

induce her to touch them again.

Again I had a Bedliivgton terrier that

would just take one bite at a hedgehog, draw

a badger, kill an otter, or fox, and was abso-

lute death sentence to any thing, (even man if

he teased her) and who was a good gun dog

and would retrieve land or water, but would

not retrieve woodcock. Why?
Old Soldier.



Reginald Gourlay

PERSONALLY like many other
lovers of the open, and the dog
and gun,— I am much given

to the pursuit of the wily and agile

Wilson Snipe.

I am glad to say he is tolerably
plentiful this year; that is, in the
district that I am acquainted with,
though not alas! in anything like the
numbers of the past. Still, there
were more of these swift and elusive
long billed migratories here last fall

than there have been for the last

three or four years, which is,—as far

as it goes,—satisfactory.

The only fault the Wilson Snipe has
as a game bird is his comparatively
small size. He enjoys nevertheless,
many claims to distinction in the
opinion of the genuine sportsman.
Some of these I will try to enumerate
in this short article. To begin with,
he is certainly the most widely dis-

tributed game bird on the face of
the earth. He is found all over
Europe,—in Asia, Africa, North and
South America, and on the great
island continent of Australia,—wher-
ever marshy land is found; and is the
same cunning old game bird every-
where,—with the same zig-zag flight,

and uncertain ways.

This wide distribution of "Gallin-
ago Wilsoni" enables Mm to give
sport and amusement to "all sorts

and conditions of men." He is the
'stand by" of the British subaltern
in peace time in India and Burma.
Just recently said British Subaltern
and his merry men have been more
strenuously employed in lessening
considerably the numbers of the
"unspeakable Turks" and their equal-
ly unspeakable Hun associates in

Mesopotamia and Palestine.

In Australia, the herdsmen of the
great plains know well his harsh
"Scaipe-Scaipe," as he rises in wisps
before them as their horses splash

over the long marshy levels.

In the States and in Canada,—all

over North America, he is distributed

in fair, sometimes in great, numbers.
Kane records that he found the

Wilson Snipe far within the Arctic

Circle. From there to Tierra del

Fuego this agile migratory is found

wherever the land,—or rather the

swamp,—suits him.
This wide distribution enables him

to give pleasure and healthful sport

to all sorts and conditions of men. It

also provides against his extermina-
tion, a fate that seems to be in sight
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for some, of our finest game birds,

—

the woodcock for instance.

Owing to this, and his other qual-
ities, I think the Snipe will outlast

as a wild game bird, every other
species in. America. His main feeding
and breeding grounds in the vast
marsh lands about our great lakes and
rivers will be untouched for many a
generation. This year, according to

my own observation, he is more
plentiful in this district than he was
last year. On the othe:r hand, the
woodcock, once very abu^dant here,

seems to be rapidly passing away.
There should be a five years' close

season at once for the woodcock,

—

all over the States and Canada, if

this fascinating game bird is to be
given a chance to exist for a genera-
tion or so longer.

I am glad to think that the Wilsc n
Snipe's chances are better, for to my
mind there is a peculiar charm and
fascination about the pursuit of this

agile long bill, that renders it one -'i

the most attractive of sports.

The wide prispects,—the vast free

open spaces in the great marsh lands
where this bird is mostly found, the
interesting and abundant life you
encounter in these watery wastes,
and above all, the opportunities you
have of making what all sportsmen
love,
—"A mixed bag,"—all these

things add to the strange charm of

snipe shooting.

There is indeed a subtle charm in

the great wide open spaces of the
"marge between land and water,"
where the sportsman generally seeks
this swift and erratic flighted bird.

He can see as he traverses it,

many things which the city dweller,

or even the upland game hunter
never views. He can watch the big
marsh harrier sailing along just over
the rushes,— beating for his prey
just like a pointer or setter dog, he
;an mark the swift dart of a mink
icross some rush circled pool, or the
flower V shaped track of a swim-
ling muskrat. He can start the
)ig grey blue heron from his statue-
like pose or solemn stalk through the
shallows. He may by luck come on
a large flock of the greater and lesser

yellow legged plover,—a piece of

good fortune which happened to

myself only in October last.

He can sometimes flush a flock of

teal or other small duck in the larger

bulrush fringed pools; or creep up on
an assembly of black duck, mallards,
or even of the fall ducks, redhead, or
bluebills, in the larger and broader
channels and estuaries.

And then there is always the

Snipe, the particular bird he is after,

to look out for, as when this long
billed bird once gets a move on, he
doesn't give the sportsman much

'

time for reflection.

It's a case of shoot quick and shoot
straight, or "get left."

There are some difTerences of opin-
ion as to the dilTiculty of shooting
the Wilson Snipe,—some maintaining
that he is one of the hardest of game
birds to hit on the wing, and others,

that he is one of the very easiest.

Strange to say, they both are right,

and both are wrong. When the

snipe first arrives on our shores he is

thin and active after his long migra-
tion, and gets away not only swiftly,

but with those misleading zig-zag

twists which cause the sportsman to

expend so many useless cartridges,

and so many unmerited reproaches
and objurgations on his poor innocent

dog.
The Snipe always rises against

the wind. So do all wildfowl that

I know of. When walking up snipe

therefore, do the very reverse of

what you would do if still hunting
for deer; that is,—go down wind to

him. This plan will often enable
you to secure some easy cross shots.

As I said at the beginning of this

paper you come across other objects

to shoot at in a marsh besides Wilson
Snipe, and you also meet some queer
characters. ' Early in October, and
also early in the morning, 1 wus
crossing some swampy levels and
submerged buckwheat fields in the
viciriity of the little town of P in

search of Wilson Snipe, which were
tolerably abundant in places. I'd

just arrived, and had got one bird,

and missed another, when I was
aware of a tall figure looming through
the rising morning mists which follow
a white frost jn these abnormally
damp October days.
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As he drew nearer, splashing
through the rushy levels, "a strange
invisible odor hit the sense," like

that which accompanied Cleopatra's
barge up Cnidus, but not nearly so

agreeable. As the man drew nigh,

I soon discovered the reason of this

fragrance of the wild. Hanging over
his stalwart shoulders was a bag from
which protruded the bushy tails of

no less than four fme specimens of

the Canadian polecat, commonly cal-

led skunk.

I stopped, and discoursed with
him,—at long range.

He carried also over his shoulder
a 22 calibre rifle.

He informed me that he trapped
these highly scented animals in a
corn field—(not near a chicken yard,)
and also informed me these interest-

ing animals were very fond of corn,
which was news to me, though I

knew raccoons were. Also, that he
carried the rifle to despatch them with
before taking them out of the traps,

because as he said with earnest
solemnity, "If ye are bitten by a
skunk, you'll croak sure." This be-

lief is very, common in this district.

He then went on to confirm this

fei

u

i

j' -^ViAVA>v>^

theory of his by the following in-

teresting anecdote.
"I hed a brother-in-law wunst^

—

a widderer, an' one of the meanest
men Grod ever made. This here
feller lived all alone by himself with
a whole tribe of tame skunks, the
only things he could get oh with,

—

a feller-feelin' likely. They used t)6

run all over him, and feed out of his

hand. Well one da,y, one of his

friends must have gone back on him
fer when some folks happened in on
him, they found him swole up as

big as a cow,—an' croaked. His
pets was all gone, but I ketched
them round about. Their skins was
wuth three dollars apiece raw."

After hearing this interesting fact,

(or fancy) in natural history and
science, I took leave of my perfumed
friend and went on my way after

snipe.

I was bitten ±)y a mink once, that

I thought I had shot dead, and have
reason to remember the event vividly.

All the Mustelidae,—weasel tribe,

are little demons to their last gasp, «

and if you shoot one, don't pick him
up till you are sure he is dead, or

disturb his last passing moments,
or you will be apt to remember the
circumstances for some time after.

But to return to the Wilson Snipe.

The snipe which on the whole pre-

sents the same queer mixture of intelli-

gence and imbecility which we observe
in his near relative the Woodcock
(philohela minor) has one very idiotic

trick which I think, arises from his

dislike to leave a good feeding ground
when once settled down in it. I have
often fired at and missed, (open i

confession is good for the soul,) a 9

Wilson Snipe r stood and watched
him till he became a mere speck
against the grey sky,—seen him
turn and seek various points of the

compass successively, as if he were

uncertain what distant part of

North America to emigrate to, and
at last beheld him come nearer and
nearer,—-till with the swift perpen-

dicular descent peculiar to this bird,

he has dropped within fifty yards of

the place he started from. Many
besides myself must have observed
this very silly, but very convenient
Irait of the Snipe.
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Snipe have been fairly abundant
ia the district I live in, but though
this was once one of the best counties
in Ontario for woodcock, I only saw
this latter bird three times last fall.

This emphasizes the remark I made
in an earlier part of this paper, viz:

that only prompt protection for at

least five years, will save the wood-
cock from speedy extinction. This
protection moreover, should extend
all oven the States as well as Canada.
The quail, the Enghsh pheasant,

and the Mongolian one, to a great
extent the wild turkey even, can be
protected and kept in a semi-domes-
ticated state on preserves, as is the

case in Great Britain, and many other
countries; but the migratory wood-
cock cannot.
The dog,—par excellence,—for

snipe shooting is a well broken
retriever, or still better, Irish water
spaniel, trained to hunt very close

to the gun,—and above all, to re-

trieve well. The best broken pointers
and setters, are to my mind, out of

place in a marsh.
I know I missed my old Irish water

spaniel, (now alas, no more!) deeply
this fall.

In the beautiful days of mid
October, "bringing rains of Septem-
ber," and earlier in the month, the
fresh air and exercise one gets while
ia pursuit of this long billed migra-
tory make it useful as well as attrac-
tive. The time he is with us is not
l<»ng. Soon chill November winds

begin to blow, and the Snipe,
with other pleasures and beau- l

ties, blows away too. But the October
noons are golden.

I felt this so much, that last time
I was out shooting, I tried to write
a poem on the subject, but only
worried out the first verse, which
is too great a gem, however, to be
left to oblivion,—So I append it:

"Where the snipe in wisps and flocks

is

"In the sunny afternoon,
"There the sportsman boldly cocks

his,

"Devastating musketoon!"
The Snipe is not decreasing as fast

as other game birds, and I trust will

be with us for future generations of
sportsmen.

THE TOO ABUNDANT CROW ,

"Glancing through the December number
ot' Rod and Gun" writes Mr. E. R. Kerr of

Walkerville, "I observed an article on The Too
Abundant Crow,' b>Mr. McVeigh. I keen-
ly appreciate his attitude toward the shotgun
ia the d^truction of crows. Horse and cattle

carcasses are very difficult to treat and are

not alwa>s available. Appreciating his in-

t^-est ia the destruction of this menace I

wiAd suggest that he, and others, utilize

iaiestiaes of hogs over which is sprinkled or

pattered str> chnine. Place this in the centre

a field and watch results."

'I nple Mr. McVeigh's appreciative letter

aaent the crow in your December issue" writes

Mr. Reginald Gourlay. "I may say that I

shot eight crows during the month of .June,

1918, two of them with a .22 rifle. Crows
are young and foolish then. Some sportsmen,

however, have shot more than that."

ALBINO DEER

Two white deer, called albinos, were this

year shot by Mr. Ed. Scott of Renfrew, who
formed one of a party hunting at the "Plum
Trees," a point on the Madawaska about
midway between the Deschenes and Coltons.

They were male fawns. In nearly every

hunting season a white deer isshot somewhere
in Ontario, but very rarely do two of them
fall before the rifle of one hunter in one season.

Nimrods regard them as a freak of nature.



THE 1917 DEER HUNT OF THE INDEPENDENT
SHARPSHOOTERS HUNT CLUB

R. D. Wright

MY early boyhood had been spent
in the heart of the Algoma
woods, woods where the love of

the hunt so dear to every man, can be

enjoyed to its fullest extent at the

expense of the game which abounds
there. Circumstances had, very early

in my life, made it necessary for me to

bid the north farewell and seek an
eastern city. Here in my later years

I was to be found firmly established

with the north still the centre of my
dreams for the gold line future.

Always there remained with me a

vivid picture of a proud creature

standing silent, rigid, listening, sil-

houetted against the clear gold of an
autumn sunset, an autumn picture

such as neither brush nor pen could
adequately describe, the gray glossy

coat fascinatingly outlined amid the

glorious woodland riot of red and gold

and green. That picture had held

dad and me entranced, until with the

speed of a shot the deer had bounded
over the crest and was gone—and
after a lapse of ten years I could close

my eyes and behold that picture.

The memory of this perfect creature

—Queen Anne—had formed always a

central part in my dreams vague and
elusive though they were.

The season's appeal had given me
the old heart hunger for my northern
woods and the soothing solitudes of

my old home. That morning as I

began to sort my personal mail a

familiar post mark claimed my at-

tention and with feverish haste I

ripped open the envelope and found,
in startling coincidence, an invitation

from C. E. Spencer, president of the

Independent Sharpshooters Hunt
Club, to hunt with them on their

private hunting ground near my old

home. My longing was to be satis-

fied. I was going home to hunt

—

going home in quest of Queen Anne.
At the request of the president

the eastern members and guests of the

club were to arrive in Nairn Centre,

my old home town, a little early. As
the flourishing town of Nairn had
spread outward, the big game had

retreated, and the club had this year

been reluctantly obliged to abandon
the old grounds and seek the big game
in their newer haunts.

This year consequently we were

obliged to come earlier and each one

to do his share in cutting roads out-

ward from the newly located hunting

home. On the special train I boarded

as I came northward I found scarcely
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standing room. Hunters from all over
the Dominion had, it seemed, chosen
the northland as their hunting do-
main. With difficulty I found a few
old friends of my own northern days,
and in the reunion forgot that a dozen
years had intervened between our
last meetings, forgot that thousands
«f miles had been covered, forgot ail,

but that within a few hours I would
again be home—and become a part

of the eager hunting expedition, soon
to be on foot. As the train approach-
ed the station on the morning of a
perfect fall day, a band struck up,
and the cheering warned me that we
were being met. There followed the
cordial northern welcome. Then pro-
ceeded by the bra^s band of the
flourishing town, we withdrew to the
Hotel King George, where a reception
awaited us. This I was told was an
annual feast, resembling the christen-
ing of the club held at the same place
in 1911. The reception was unani-
mously voted "great," but it was no
five o'clock or pink tea affair—just a
real sports celebration wherein nortji-

ern and eastern magnates sat side by
side and partook of the sumptuous
feast in honor of the easterners.

When the inner man was satisfied

there came the renewing of old ac-

quaintances in the visibly changed
home town. First among these was
Mr. Hall the kindly pioneer store

keeper, who for years has supplied the
club with eats. Mr. Hall's business
kept him busy during the week but

,
Sundays he motored out to be a guest
at our famous Sunday dinners.

' Another friend, Mike O'Leary,
with his cheery Irish brogue gave us a
hearty welcome. By the way, Mike
is related to the famous Mike O'Leary
V. C. Other hearty welcomes ac-
corded us were those of the northern
club members among them, W.
Decker, R. Hall, C.E. Spencer, Geo.
Tom and Joe Edwards, R. Wright,
J. R. Burton. There was a general
murmUiT of disapproval and regret
from the older members that they
were not to return to the old haunts—
•'but the settler had displaced us.

^With many misgivings we climbed
into the waiting autos and sped west-
ward to the new reserve. The entire
party knew that from all points of

the compass hunting reserves already
occupied stretched outward. Our
misgivings, however, gave way to
amazement when after a short drive
we drew up before the new club.
The Spanish River noted for its

winding course partially encircled our
reserve in a series of beautiful bends,
a peculiar ground, part of it heavily
timbered, with much of the remainder
rough and rocky rising in huge peaks
to meet the sky line. To the south
runs the Government Trunk Road.
On the chosen ground a model

hunting home was already completed.
This Club house is a regular country
palace. I had visions of the rough
and ready shack wherein the hunters
eked out the bare necessities of life

during the two weeks or month of the
hunting season, and at what I saw
I gasped in open mouthed wonder.
To my great astonishment I found
here many luxuries not even enjoyed
in city homes.
The club is a two-storey model

twenty-four by thirty-six with an up-
to-date cookery sixteen by thirty-six.

The first flat consists of cookery,
dining room and den. The cookery
is fitted with the latest word in cook-
ing accommodations and is the pride
of our gentleman cook, George Mc-
Ewen, who derives the greatest pos-
sible pleasure out of a vacation spent
ill displaying his brilliant culinary
gifts for the benefit of the boys, whose
out of door appetities surely do
justice to his prowess. His fame as a
cook has spread throughout the sur-
rounding country and visiting days
he finds himself beseiged by an ad-
miring throng.
The lighting system is in itself a

noteworthy feature. Each room is

fitted with two five hundred candle
power gasoline lamps.
The dining-room and den are hung

with mounted heads of various ani-
mals, prizes from former seasons.
The den besides being sumptuously
furnished has a beautiful rifle rack
across one end. This rack has a
capacity of fifty rifles and here during
the season are hung the Savage
22H.P., 250-3000 and the 256 long
ranged Newton rifles, and these rifles

in spite of the Sharpshooters' great
experience have proven themselves
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best suited for the northern hunting
always ensuring us the lawful supply
of game.

Another special feature consists of

drawers fitted in the wall. Of these
drawers each hunter has his own and
here is stored his own supply of

ammunition.
The upper storey is divided into

one main room and a store-room.
The sleeping room provides .every
convenience for the health and per-
fect rest of the hunters while the
storeroom is a striking novelty. The
inner part of this storeroom is thor-
oughly lined with tin and here at the
close of each season the bedding and
upholstered furniture are stored.

Early in October 1911 W. Decker
and C. E. Spencer organized a club
known and chartered as the Inde-
pendent Sharpshooters' Hunt Club,
and by each year enrolling crack shots
from east to west they had, before
they abandoned their "first hunting
ground, become famous as a club of
A one marksman. Each fall they had
obtained their prescribed number of
deer as well as bear, moose and other
game. The club has now a member-
ship of fifty. For the most part the
members are northern and southern
magnates, among them being C. E.
Si>encer, president; W. Decker, vice-
president; A. L. Ratz, secretary;
N. D. Hall, treasurer; Dr. R. W.
Faulds, A. L. Jeanneret, M. Schu-
maker, F. A. Fisher, L. Fischer,
H. 0. Weichel, T. Marshall, 0. S.
Scheifley, A. Killian, C. E. Gibson,
G. McEwen Cook, E. Otto, J. Hed-
rick, G. Edwards, T. Edwards, J.

Edwards, R. Hall, G. Boyce, L.
Paquette, A. Smith, A. E. Spencer,
and J. R. Burton, pal and compatriot
to anyone on mischief bent, famous
throughout the north as an enter-
tainer and holding a reputation sur-
passing that of George Washington.
The above mentioned names are
those that took part in the 1917 deer
hunt.
The ranks of the club have been

,sadly depleted by the war, and we
have an honour roll worthy such an
organization, all comrades who are
verifying their fame as crackshots in

defending their country, and paying
their depth of gratitude to the north.

My first meal in camp was a never
to be forgotten one. Back and forth
flew the wit and repartee of nay
newly made friends. There were real

stories well told, many members re-

counting their adventures of the past
year, experiences the like of which
have never been recounted even m
the Henty books. It is a fact that
truth is even stranger than fiction.

In a lull in the conversation I broke
in to enquire about piy guest tlie

mysterious Queen Anne. Had any-
one present heard of a deer so named?
For a moment there was silence,

then everyone laughed and all eyes
turned to the president. "Ask
Spencer" '^as the answer.
"Yes she still makes this grouad

her hiding place; her mate is here as
well and they are both as cunning as
a wolf and fear neither god, man nor
devil. They are very seldom seen,
yet each year some of our party
manage to get a shot at them, but
always at a long and unknown range.
Time and time again they have
sneaked out of our circle at a point

that was left unguarded leading, our
dogs northward of the hunting
grounds and nothing would be seen
or heard of the dogs till about noon
the following day when they would
return completely tired out, and of

little use for the remainder of the
season.

I've fired a hundred rounds of am-
munition at them in a season. But
they possess a charm of life which
defies hunters and bullets. Bu.lets
travel l'> their very body then swerve
aside. Years and years they* have
been known here in th^s country as
the two bullet pro )f deer. Queen
Anne and Du Caw."
"Du Claw." What a >frange

name," said I.

"Du Claw is a strange deer," re-

marked Dad. He has the speed of an
antelope and years ago a hunter
succeeded in nipping one of his flyiag

forefoot. He got away, however, and
ever since has left the strangest

track. It appears that the bullet

split one of his front claws, and now
one portion of the claw turns back
against the foot. However, this never
impaired his speed any and seems
now to have served only to sharpen
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lus otlier senses. Du Claw can climb
with the agility of o mountain.

their escape. Bui this year we swore
by the mam dog trail that we would

Can. ..,„ ,.,,
, to landing point on western trail

Bound for landing point on eastern trail

sheep, can choose a runwSy where nc
one has been placed. So far thev•We i)oth been successful in making

have old Du Claw and his mate to
take east with us this fall or, we will
tear the club house down and ruin
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three or four hunt clubs. That's the
reason we have the nineteen dogs
with us and the long ranged Newton
Rifles.

Ere long we were warned that to

arise on hunting schedule we must
retire early. Each member was set

his task for the following season.

Spencer was to get up at four-thirty

and light the fires, 'all the men were
to be up at five, the cook to have
breakfast ready at six,' and at six-

thirty every man excepting the dog
setters were to hit the trail. George,
Thomas, Joe Edwards, and Robert
Hall were appointed dog setters, and
the dogs were in their care till they
boarded the train for home. The
rest of the members were split up in

two parties, one party to carry all the
water required for the season while
the other party were to get all the
wood required for the season. Spencer
and Decker had the placing of the
men on the runways. With all the
necessary arrangements made for the
duration of the season we rolled in

for the night.

At exactly six-thirty next morning
each member commenced his allotted

task. Decker and half the men began
cutting a road east while Spencer and
the other half speedily laid low the
brush and undergrowth along a trail

westward. At dark these roads were
completed. Teams could now pro-
ceed into the preserve for four miles
each way and the game could thus
be conveyed so as to save the hunters
much carrying and hard work. After
a hearty and well earned supper the
boys took the rifles from their cases,

cleaned out the grease and hung them
on the rack preparatory to an early
start and a record kill the first day.
Cartridges were unpacked and put
into the drawers, and after an hour of

pleasant chatting everyone rolled in

eager and anxious for the dawn of the
first day of the big hunt.
With a whoop and hurrah I was

rudely awakened long before the
specified time to find my companions
already astir and hustling around.
The way Link, Dave and Schumaker
were talking gave evidence that they
had already been to the spring for a

drink of fresh water. George the

cook must have been close on the

trail for the dishes were rattling a
little louder than usual.

Six-fifteen saw us all even to the
dog-setters, impatiently awaiting the
word go. An opening volley from all

the rifles in camp and the hunt was
on. Soon the red capped boys were
lost to sight. In an hour's time a
signal shot from Decker's rifle warned
us that the last man had been placed
on his runway and that the dogs,
which were entering the circle i/om
four directions, were to be let go.
The baying of the hounds was a
sound dear to the hunters' hearts and
soon I could distinguish the yelp,
yelp as hounds somewhere close to
me had started a deer. One by one
the dogs joined in and round and
round the pot-hole he did go, but the
fast pursuing dogs soon forced Mm to
break the circle and as he did so a
well directed shot from Tom's rifle

sent him to the ground. Three or
four of the nearby boys rushed to the
spot to help hang him up. He was a
nice buck weighing about 175 pounds.
In a few minutes the dogs were again
running at full speed, this time after
two different deer which were soon
forced out of the circle. One of them
being a nice doe chose my runway and
the third shot sent her to the ground.
As the other dogs were still running
every man stood by his runway
awaiting the other fellow to attempt
to break the circle. This time choos-
ing Dad's runway the animal broke
through the circle but as it was only
a fawn was allowed to proceed. Dad
caught the dogs as they came up and
held them till the dog setters came up
as it was near time we should return
to camp for dinner. Twt) quick shots
rung out from the setters' rifles as a

signal to us that the run was over so

we hung up my doe and returned to

camp, where we found dinner await-

ing us. We all had a drink to the

little fawn that dad refused to shoot.

Moreover, Dad forbade any one of the

party shooting the little fellow this

season. "If you do," he said "I

will know him and your trips to the

spring will be cut off for the duration
of the season." After this there were
a few of the boys who took the
second, yes the third, look at a deer
before they shot, and so far as the
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club knows Dad's little fawn is still

enjoying life.

The remaining days of the hunt
were each similar to that first one,

differing only in the number and
kinds of game, days crowded with
sport and fun and brimming over
with a new and novel excitement.

At six-thirt\' each morning we were
on the trail eager that not a mo-
ment's sport should be lost. Each
day bristled with old boyhood scenes

and activities. A week and a half had
gone by and still Queen Anne re-

mained concealed. I was longing for

even a view of my dream deer. At
last it came. One day we were all

out still hunting and after travelling

for two or three hours Tom came to a

large pot hole and thinking it a likely

looking spot for game sat down for a
few minutes' rest and to look things
over. After fifteen or twenty minutes
had elapsed seeing nothing he de-
cided to return to camp, and fired

three shots as a homeward bound
signal to the rest of his pals. As he
did the crashing of brush could be
heard on the far side of the pot hole.

Springing to his feet to get a shot at

the white flags which could be seen
everywhere he stepped on a rolling

stone and his body hit the ground
with a crash that threatened damage
to the earth. He regained his feet

just in time to see Queen Anne doing
the disappearing stunt. We were all

in camp when Tom came limping in

weary and spent. Eagerly we plied
him with questions and finally learned
that he had seen Queen Anne, and
had made a wild but vain attempt to
bring her down. Instantly the whole
camp became the scene of the utmost
confusion. Tom had seen Queen
Anne leave the pot hole through a

deep ravine which led to a thick
swamp with a possible area of three
hundred acres. After supper we made
the necessary arrangements for

Queen Anne's arrest.

Next morning at dawn found every
man and six picked dogs on the run-
ways surrounding the swamp. Just
as the sun came up we threw our
forces into action. The six dogs were
taken in from four points by the
setters. In less than five minutes
they were all at work and seemed to

eaetj have a different deer. It was
about ten minutes before they started
to lead out for places unknown.
The first to makp their appearance
were two little fawns but we didn't
want any apology for Queen Anne so

the little fellows were allowed to pass
through and the dogs were caught
and reset. Deadly reports from the
heavy rifles at the far off runways
told us that something was trying to
break the circle. After what seemed
an interminable space of time a series

of different yelps could be heard which
indicated that all the dogs were now
running together. They circled, at
the far end of the swamp then came
running straight toward me down a
long narrow birch ridge in the centre
of the swamp. On they came and
when they seemed to me to be about
four hundred yards away I put the
rifle to my shoulder and made ready
to meet whatever might be coming.
At the same instant there were two
quick shots from one of the setters'

rifles and in a few seconds the dogs
quit howling. In less than twenty
minutes the pack was again howhng
at the top of their voices. They
would make a little circle then run
straight for about two hundred yards,
then make another circle. This went
on for about an hour when every man
was convinced that it must be Queen
Anne. Every man fired a shot each
as a signal that they were sure the
dogs were now pursuing the long
looked for deer. We had the swamp
so closely guarded that we didn't care
whether she knew where we were or
not. To the north of this swamp was
a high range of rock that looked to us
to be impassable even for the sure
footed mountain sheep. Naturally
this range was left unguarded with
the exceptions of a man at each
nearly three quarters of a mile apart.
Of course it was there that Queen
Anne chose to make her escape and
she managed to get over half way up
when the dying groans of one of our
dogs which had lost his footing and
fallen nearly fifty feet from a ledge of
rock, attracted the attention of one
of the nearby setters who was in the
thicket below. He rushed to the spot
and found that the dog's back was
broken and to his regret he was
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obliged to shoot the dog to put it out
of misery. It was that shot that
drew the attention of the men on the

far off runways who could just barely
see her slowly climbing the range and
in' a few minutes every rifle was
rapidly emptying its magazines into

the rock around her. Great streaks

of white smoke and dust could be
seen flying from the rock above her.

It was not until after eighty-nine

bullets had burst on the rock above
her that she turned back. She, too,

had a few good falls and slides before

she reached the bottom. The fast

pursuing dogs were close upon her
and when she got into the swamp she
had no time for circhng. It seemed
as though the dogs, sought revenge
as they seemed to be driving her
faster than ever before. As she
reached the birch ridge she turned at

right angles and ran along its top
again exposing herself to the majority
of the boys at a distance of six

hundred yards. Magazine after

magazine of ammunition was fired

at the flying creature, but all to no
effect. Afterwards it was discovered
that but one touched her and it

entered her right front hoof. For a
strained second silence followed the
shots, then a lone sharp report echoed
from the mountain side. Dave had
paused long for the well directed aim.
In plain view we could see our prize.

She cost the club one good dog and
one hundred and sixty-seven rounds
of ammunition. I had gained my
heart's desire, had seen the forest

Queen in all her glory, seen her last

vain attempt to elude her determined
and relentless pursuers. I had not
been lucky enough to bag her myself,
but she had been brought down by
dear old Dave, a member of our club.

My quest was ended and fulfilled.

In a half hour's time all the boys
were on the spot and reported having
shot two nice bucks and Frank had a

four hundred pound bear. We re-

turned to camp for dinner. But the
.club hardly knew whether to triumph
over the bag or to sorrow at its cost,

for the gallent young dog. Driver,
was the favorite of the club. All

through the season wolves were fre-

quently heard, and at times the noise

came too close to the club for even

comfort's sake. However, this sound
grew to be familiar and was lost sight
of altogether.
One morning we found large bear

tracks just outside the back door.
During the night it would seem we
had had an unknown but very in-

teresting visitor. After a fruitless

search for the marauder we gave up
the hope of bagging him and forgave
his curiosity concerning us. However,
this was not the last we were destined
to hear from Mr. Bruin. Several
nights after we were shaken out of our
dreams by a frightful noise of dogs
barking and the occasional boom of a
heavy voice followed by a vicious
bang. In a second or two sleepers in

'

all stages of undress appeared at the
doors and windows each fingering the
trigger of a heavy Colts pistol which
is among the Sharpshooters' equip-
ment. . The moonlight with its weird
brightness revealed a burly bruin
standing on his hind legs and viciously
lunging a pair of huge paws at the
enraged occupants of the kennels.
Already one dog lay motionless upon
the ground and as we watched spell-

bound another met the flying paw
and was thrown nearly twenty feet

where he died a few minutes later.

Half a second later several pistols

spoke and bruin turned savagely
about to face his avengers. With
a howl of rage the fierce brute bound-
ed toward us, but even as he leaped,
a rifle shot was heard far above the
noise of the pistols and with a groan
of pain, the huge bulk crumpled up
and was dead. Bruin had tragically

finished the duty he had taken upon
himself, that of avenging the death
of five of his descendants already to

the credit of the Independent Sharp-
shooters. But one deer now remained
to make up our lawful number.
Three days were still left us. Now
that deer had to be DuClaw the mate

"of our Forest Queen. To our great

joy the succeeding morning four

inches of real hunting snow lay on the

ground, just the thing we were need-

ing for our final big search for old

DuCiaw's peculiar track, yet when
one by one the tired searchers re-

turned it seemed as if we were fated

to suffer defeat. At six-thirty there

was but one more member to report

1
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and he was still out. As the evening
wore on and he did not return we
began to be uneasy. One of the boys
climbed on top of the house and fired

three shots. This done we listened

intently and in the far off distance
heard the faint report of a rifle. At
intervals of ten minutes we would
fire a shot and once and a while there
came an answer coming nearer to the
,camp. At eight-thirty Decker, weary
and fagged out came in tired yet
eager to impart the glad news that

on the outskirts of our grounds he
had, early in the day, come across

DuCIaw's track crossing a stretch of

open countn,^ He had followed him
till late that evening when he entered
a large swamp. There Decker felt

DuClaw would spend the night, so he
returned to camp.
As on the other occasion we hurried

preparations for a close-in on Du
Claw early in the morning and re-

tired. That night passed all too
slowly. I was eager for a view and a
shot at DuClaw, the Queen of the
forest's cunning and time honored
mate. Long before dawn every man
and dog was following the trail to
the swamp. At nine o'clock we
arrived on the spot where DuClaw
had entered the swamp the night
before. " Half the men went each way
to form the circle around the swamp.
It was about ten thirty before the
signal shots were heard that all was
ready. One of the setters took
DuCIaw's trail leading two dogs until

he came to where DuClaw had laid

down for several hours at this spot.

There were fresh tracks and he could
no longer control the dogs, so let

them go. The other fourteen dogs
were held in reserve at different

points around the swamp, and at
intervals of an hour three or four
fresh dogs would be let go, as the
Sharpshooters had learned by ex-
perience that DuClaw could easily
tire out two or three of the ordinary
dogs. Several deer were let through
the circle without a shot being fired.

Two hours had now elapsed and
DuClaw was still holding his own.
Nine dogs were now in pursuit and
the din became deafening. Never
before had I witnessed such a hot
chase. At times they would be

almost upon him. Finally the first

dogs were beginning to tire out and
lagging back. We knew that Du-
Claw could not hold his wonderful
speed much longer and the remainder
of the pack was cut loose. In less

than half an hour DuClaw made a
dash to break the circle, but was in-

stantly met with a bullet from D^d's
Newton and DuCIaw's famous career
had ended. He and his proud mate
had fallen prey to the Independent
Sharpshooters. We carried him to
the end of the trail and hung him up.
Here the team could reach him next
day. We then returned to camp,
arriving there early in the evening
and having dinner and supper to-
gether.

The last morning of our stay
dawned bright and clear with no
warning of impending disaster or a
hint of the regret we each felt at the
breaking up of camp. All morning
we packed while our teams travelled
back and forth bringing in the
trophies of the hunt. Towards late
afternoon the sky darkened for a
storm and everyone hastened his
preparations for leave. One of the
teams had gone out for DuClaw and a
few other deer that hung along the
trail. And when it had not re-

turned, it was decided to hurry the
other teams the majority of the
party and the game to Nairn. Never
before had I been permitted a view
of such a splendid array of game.
Every prize of the forest was ours,
bear and deer being there in extra-
vagant numbers. Never before in

my unsophisticated woodsman's life

had I dreamed that such prizes ex-
isted but the champion shots of the
north had outrivalled and surpassed
wonders beyond my ken. The hunt-
ing ground " that had at the com-
mencement of the season caused us so
much worry had proved itself to be
one of the most excellent in all these
northern wilds which are so full of
excellent hunting reserves.

Long ere the season was over we
had discovered that the new reserve
was the breeding centre for the big
game for the surrounding country.
The nature of the site itself made the
reserve a place of refuge and freedom
for many species of animals. Here
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for years they had roamed un-
molested and the pioneer hunter had
traced the footprints of moose, deer
and bear who for a score or so of

years had haunted the wilds of New
Ontario.
We had sent two loads of game to

Nairn and but four of our party
remained behind to await the return
of the team which had gone out after

DuClaw and a few others. A car was
in front of the camp awaiting us and
through the fast gathering gloom we
peered for a sign of the returning
team. Already we had become un-
easy, for as the other teams had come
in with their loads earlier in the day,
their drivers had warned us that
wolves were collecting and now as we
listened intently we thought we
caught the baying of wolves in the
dim distance. Suddenly a shout
warned us that someone in trouble
was coming to us and a man on
horseback dashed into the clearing.

It was one of our drivers from the
belated team, and several seconds
later the other horse came panting
into sight carrying an unconscious
form. From what we were able to
make out a pack of wolves had at-

tacked them and their load. They
could not control their horses and
had to unhitch and leave the load at

the mercy of the pack while they rode
to safety and for help. A bough of a
tree had struck the second teamster
a blow that had almost finished him.
Without a moment's delay three of
us grabbed our rifles and climbed into
the waiting car, while the other
fellow stayed with the injured team-
ster. Here was where our little Ford
stood the test. No asphalt pave-
ments slid away from under the
rubber tires but the rough and rocky
road jerked and strained its last bolt
and as for driving well, say, a repre-

sentative of the O.T.A. had he been
a witness of that trying ride would
have had the crowd arrested for
breaking the laws of Ontario. Just
as the last vestige of dull gray died
away in the sky we came upon the
scene. Long ere we reached the
wagon with its precious load we could
hear the fierce howls and noise of the
brutes as they tore into and fought
over our deer. The headlight of the
car flashed over them, dazzling. Im-
mediately the horrid noises stopped
and they stared as though stunned,
at this new apparition. We com-
menced firing at once and after two
or three volleys in which their leaders
and mates went down silently the
remainder of the pack skulked off into
the brush along the road side. Upon
examination, we found our load of
beautiful specimens ravaged and
ripped open and almost a total wreck.
DuClaw had been among them and
there remained of him but a stripped
carcass. Three other deer were de-
stroyed beyond hope, but in the place
of the four deer we piled on the huge
bodies of nine wolves. These would
at least bring us a bounty, even
though they could not assuage the
loss of the pick of our season. Thus
ended the happiest and most exciting

period of my life. I had come to hunt
with a boyhood pal and his club, had
turned a dream into a quest which I

had seen brought to a successful close

and here I was on the station plat-

form, content to return once more to

business and its worries. As the train

pulled in, we parted from our friends

with many tender farewells and the
wish that we might return next year
when, God willing, the earth would
again be restored to peace and we might
have with us the members who were
then doing their bit so bravely and
so well over in France.
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very easily. He was still especialh

angry with Bill, and in order to

pacify him. and at the same time
protect our weaker member, two
or three of the boys explained most
emphatically that we had not meant
any harm to his oxen, and with the

assistance of a few simoleans he had
soon cooled down, and allowed Doc
and Bill to mount the oxen before

the camera. He even went so far

as to allow our photographer to take

a picture of himself with his men.
This ended our first fracas and shows
what real "'kale" can do when i)laced

in the hands of such linancial mani-
pulators as Little Joe and the Doctor.

arrived at our grounds. It took
only a few moments to unload our
dunnage, and with a snort from the
engine and a wave from the baggage-
man, the train was gone, and we were
practically cut off from civilization

for one week. '

Then began preparations for mak-
ing camp, which for the past eight

years has been placed in the same
spot, about one hundred yards north
of the track. Half the crowd carried

in the baggage while the others were
bus\ with the tents. Con, ven>-

wisely, had left the walls standing
and the iloor laid from the previous
fall, and inside of one hour both the

No. 2—Nine members of the club, all in red hats and mackinaws

They undoubtedly saved Bill from a

terrible beating, and why should they
not, because, when a member leaves

his business at Niagara Falls and
comes all the way to Port Arthur for

a week's hunting, is he not worth
fighting for?

We were soon on our way once
more, Sand Lake being the last

stopping place before arriving at our
camping ground. There we were"

welcomed by Con, who had our stoves

and pipes all ready to be loaded on to

the train. After the engine had
taken on water, we made our last

start and in twenty minutes more had

living and cOok tents were up, and
Tom, the cook, was preparing supper.
The bales of straw were carried

i'n and spread over the green boughs,
sleeping bags were placed in order
and everything was ready for the
first night's rest. Lights went out
at ten o'clock and it did not seem
very long before six-thirty next morn-
ing, when Charley, the president,

wakened all hands with the call

"Daylight in the Swamp."
After breakfast was over, there

being seven of us, we split up into

pairs, and sallied forth on our first

day's hunt. As the wind was from
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the south we all decided to travel

towards Arrow Lake, eacii pair tak-

iog a different ravine about half a

mfle apart. The first day has been
ia the past usually a lucky one, and
tbis proved no exception, as when
everyone had returned to camp that
afternoon, it was found that two
young balls had been slain, first

blood coming to Little Joe and the
doctor, while Pen and Mai were
responsible for the other. Naturally
there was great rejoicing in the camp
and everyone was in high spirits,

except the doctor, who wag rather
peeved and a little disheartened
liecause he had missed his shot.
While Little Joe, with his new rifle,

was downing his quarry, the doctor
had a beautiful standing shot at a
large bull, and although he succeeded
in upsetting him, he made a hurried
edt and got away from both of
them. To make up for his poor
marksmanship, the boys insisted that
the doctor give a farewell party that
first evening, and it is safe to say that
everyone enjoyed himself, although
it is hardly likely anyone will forget
the good shot which the doctor
misseid.

The next day was spent in carrying
in the game, and immediately after
breakfast the whole gang, including
the cook, took the handcar and went
up the track about half a mile and
then in to Little Joe's moose. Each
one had a packsack and after the
animal had been butchered by Tom,
and all the bones extracted, we all

started on our homeward journey
with about forty-five pounds of solid
meat.

Just as we arrived at camp, we
were greatly surprised and pleased
to see Con coming up the track on
his speeder, and with him, "P. W."
and Fred, who were to join our party.
As soon as we had a light lunch,
taking up olir packsacks again, with
the exception of the cook, we all

went back for the other moose, and
returning at five o'clock, each man
felt that he had done a good day's
work.

The next two days passed quickly
aad although considerable territory
was covered, no game was obtained

and in order to keep up the shooting
spirit to concert pitch, it was decided
to hold an "At Home" on Saturday
evening, with Pen and Little Joe as

entertainers. Lack of space pre-
vents us telling all that happened,
but there is one outstanding feature

which the boys will always remember.
It is this. Little Joe does not care

No. 2—Little Joe and the Cook

to have any- of the boys tickle him
under the chin. The following even-
ing Fred's initiation took place and
the rules of the Club are so strict that
it is impossible to tell the nature of
this event—suffice it to say, that
those members who were absent on
this occasion will never know what
they missed. Jack had already crept
into his sleeping bag, and did not
lose any time in dressing when he
found he was to help administer the
degree to the new guest. The next
morning Bert was very much annoyed
when he was told that he had missed
the most successful initiation yet
held in the annals of our Club.

Early the next morning. Con and
his car came up to take Fred down
to Whitefish to catch the train, and
it was with feelings of regret that we
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all bade him goodbye, after his brief

stay in our midst. He assured us
that he had enjoyed every minute
of his visit and seemed pleased to

think that he was getting away with
more than a guest's share of our good
fellowship. He was doomed to disap-

pointment, however, and before he
had airived in town he had good
proof that the Pine Ridge boys had
put one over on him.. Fred now has a

task ahead of him to restore to the

Secretary of the Club its rightful

property before he can become a

member in first class standing.

After Fred's departure, little hunt-
ing was done for the remainder of

the day, and so Tom decided to take

deer, and it was decided to call it a

rabbit. The accompanying snap, Klo
3, shows six of the boys sitting down
to their afternoon meal with Bill's

rabbit roasted in the centre of the
mahogany, all ready to be carved.
The next morning all were on the

trail bright and early, and when
account was taken of the day's
happenings, Bert was found to have
been the victor, by getting a nice

two year old bull right on the middle
of a tote road not more than one mile
from the track. Wednesday was
spent in. bringing in this meat, and
after the division was made of all

the game, it was found that each
person had at least seventy-five

No 3

—

Sl\ of the boys sitting down to their afternoon meal with Hill's "rabbit" in the centre

some pictures. No. 1. one of them
shows the nine members of the Club,
all in red hats and mackinaws,
with the three "outlaws" in the
front row. Another is a picture of

Little Joe and the cook, and is

taken especially to show the size

of Con's hat, which must naturally
fit a very small man.
The following day Pen and Bill

were responsible for one deer each,
Pen getting his at a distance of three

hundred yards, after experimenting
a few shots with his new Remington.
Bill's was hardly worthy of the term

pounds. This was packed in indivi-

dual sacks and made ready for the
return trip.

Thursday morning we had to rise

earlier than usual, as there was
considerable labour entailed in break-
ing camp and when the train down-
ward bound arrived, at 9.45, v/e

were ready. While travelling home,
many talfes were heard from other
hunting parties of their good and
bad luck, yet we felt that we, as a
Club, were in a class by ourselves,

as we believed that we had more
genuine good fun in any one day
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than other clubs had during their

entire trip.

Arriving in Port Arthur at 2.45

p.m., sharp on time, all the boys
dispersed to their various homes,
glad to have left behind their ten

day home in the wiltlerness, yet
happy with the complete satisfaction

that they had been spared to partici-

pate in the hunting trip of the Pine
Ridge Hunting and Fishing Club for

1917.

MY FIRST EXPERIENCE IN
BEAR HUNTING

Milton Carr

AFTER acquiring considerable
experience in hunting big game,
but like many more, probably

not enough to qualify as an expert, I

feel waitanted in saying that nine
limes out of ten, it's the unexpected
that happens, that there is no dope
to be handed out, that can be relied

upon in the game called 'hunting'.
And yet I have had one or two things
handed out to me that panned out
eighteen carat when we made some
good killings just as planned, and
every detail turned out true, the
game being right there to the inch,
as though it was tied up for us.

These limes, however, were excep-
tions as nearly alwa^ys it's the sure
thing that goes wrong and never
pans out.

I have followed bear, moose and
deer till I thought I had a lead pipe
cinch, and that it was only a matter
of minutes when I would make a
killing, only to have them suddenly
turn down wind and disappear, as
though they were off the map, and
then again, coming home tired out

—

having given it up as it were—and
not being ready or prepared—I have
turned a corner and—hokey, pokey
there he was—the unexpected, just
as though he had waited for me all

day. You see, it was like this, my
father moved us, (a large family) up
to the Parry Sound district. We
landed at Gravenhurst, which was
then the end of the steel—after that
there was bush, then more bush.
That was forty years ago, when I was
a boy. At this place, a small sized
man kept a small hotel and a very
large sized bear, with which he fre-

quently wrestled, to entertain his
guests, and to show, as he said, how
nice and tame and harmless the bear
was . A few days after one of these
performances, reverting to his old
bear family traditions, the dangerous
pet started in to eat the landlord up
and had him nearly undressed, partly
skinned and badly torn up, when a
timely rough-house rescue intervened.
Then the bear went to the butcher,
and the landlord to bed. I vowed
then and there that I was going to
shoot a bear, and picked the place out
on him where I'd hit him. and some-
thing kept nagging at me, til later I

did the job. We moved on up
through the country to where we
thought there ought to be a village,
but it had not come yet—there was
only a river and a waterfall between
two high hills. Then we built mills

—

and the village came, a house at a
time, till there was the usual corner
store, post office, hotel, church, school
and village blacksmith shop, but
progress, prosperity and railroads
just seemed to dodge the place.
There was, however, no end of game
and fur. The wolves howled around
on the hills mostly every night; we
could see deer most any time. An
old trapper (call him Jake) who
chewed tobacco incessantly and
squirted the juice through a missing
tooth hole in his gums with an accur-
acy that would keep a present day
war sniper guessing, hung around
the hotel and store in his spare time,
which was most all of it and regaled
us boys with stories about bea,r and
wolves, till I could see bear in my
sleep. One night he came in from
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his camp with a bunch of fur and
whispered to me that he had caught
two bear only the night before out
at his camp. He said he knew as
well as he was alive that two of the
bear were now already in the traps
waiting for us to go out and kill and
skin them and if I would come along
he would let me do the killing, and
perhaps I could shoot the other two
as well. 1 was just fifteen minutes
getting my father's consent to this

bear hunt, but met with a red hot
protest from my mother, who styled
my trapper companion guide, an
ideal tobacco spitter, tramp, loafer

and village bummer.
At five o'clock next morning, we

were off. It waB a dirty trail to his

camp, twenty-two miles out—up a
river most of the way, the rail

winding in and out around bends,
through blind snyes full of water,
backed in from the main stream,
swollen high by spring floods. These
blind snyes, we often crossed on poles
and floating timber, and we were as

often in as out of the water. Our
40-pound pack soon felt like a hun-
dred, but consolation came with a
bright' sunshiny morning, and such
a spring morning as it was. Chick-
adees were twittering everywhere,
telling of lots of work in Canada,
Canada, Canada, as they seem to

say, while partridges drummed on
logs in every direction, and occasion-
ally a deer would flag us in passing.

Each time we stopped to change the
pack, I would ask Jake if he was sure
the bear would be there, and each
time, he spit, swore and protested
with more vehemence than before
that he knew they were there, and
seemed vexed that I should doubt it.

He suddenly turned off to one side
of the trail, and from under a log, dug
up old Brown Bess, as he called her.

She was an old Fenian Musket and
some gun at that time. After ex-
plaining her virtues and showing me
how to use her, he turned her over
to me after he had cleaned out the
nipple and put on a fresh cap, which
was like my Grandfather's plug hat

—

it had on a rim, as he said, to turn
the rain. The hammer stood up
about two inches high when full

cocked, and clicked twice under the

operation. Jake said it clicked to
warn you that it was ready and that
something might happen. Shortly
after we arrived at camp, and sure
enough there were two fresh bear
hides stretched in large hoops to dry,
and a bear ham hung on the end of
the camp, which removed all doubt
about Jake's veraciity as far as bear
was concerned. "The camp fairly

hung with dried venison and rat
pelts—his cook stove was a fire-

place in one end, and the cooking
utensils, bar a tea pail and fry pan,
were hay wire hooks. The dinner
wagon was a large sized tinplate
with an island warped up in the
centre by the heat—from this we
both ate our bear steaks. Jake said
it was too late to kill and skin those
two devils that night, so they could
stay in the traps till morning, and we
could skin them better when they
were warm. Accordingly, we both
settled down for the night. After
a 4 o'clock breakfast, and Jake had
whetted an axe, he handed me Old
Bess and we both stepped out into
the silent darkness that always pre-
cedes daylight. Now, I was born
with a kind of cowardly disposition
and fear seemed to grab right hold
of my heart with both hands and
hang on—my legs wobbled as we
went down a path into the bushes
and darkness, towards a rapid. We
could hear a roar in the distance, the
weird noise of which did not tend to

mend matters. I followed so close

to Jake that I several times stepped
on his heels till he wheeled around
angrily asking me if 1 wanted to gel

up and ride on his back. We came
out on a sand bar, washed up
beside a large pool at the foot of the
rapids—Jake had it all doped out
right and timed to the minute. He
suddenly wheeled round and spit a

squirt of tobacco juice so close to my
face that had I jerked one inch the

wrong way, it would have put my
eye out of business, with the words
following: "Didn't I tell you.'" and
pulling out a roll of bills, offered to

beat me twenty to one that there

were two bears in the traps. Down
at our feet on the sand, were the

print of two fresh bear tracks, with
the toes of their old shoe packs
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pointing up stream towards the traps.

I knew now that we were in for a
killing sure, and that Jake knew
what he was talking about a* all

times, and I kept closer to him than
ever. Though I had been born cow-
ardly, nature to some extent, offset

the weakness by giving me the
faculty of lighting-like decision, which
often proved of use, and this I

depended on. No surprised animal
could decide quicker than I could.
Two years later I found myself fish-

ing in the same rapids with an old
she bear'. She was fishing for suckers,
I for trout. She fished sitting down,
I standing up, and as I turned a
sharp elbow in the stream, there she
sat—about sixteen feet away. We
both discovered one another at one
and the same time and we both
made up our minds together, for
she went out and up the bank like a
big ball of fur and took her fishing
tackle with her, while I went out and
up the bank on the other side and
left mine in mid-stream. When my
faculties came back to me, I found
myself standing on top of a high
stump high up on the bank. The
bones in my legs were gone— I must
have fallen dbwn getting out, for I

had a stone in each hand, weighing
four or five pounds and I did not
remember stopping to pick them up.
The whole thing was over in about
three and three-fifths seconds or less

—a cold damp feeling was on my
forehead, and I was ashamed, but

glad I was alone—yet I was not alone,

for I have passed that stump three

times since, and it seems to chuckle

while I laugh. Talk about decision,
you see I had decided to fight her

—

had picked up my implements of
war—chosen the battle ground—had
got possession of it—all in three
seconds, while my old girl was smash-
ing a swath through the bushes up a
steep side hill. She had nothing on
me, but I admired her shrewdness
in getting away, and if nature had
done little for me by way of courage,
it had done less for the bear, and I

was pleased with myself that I had
stayed and seen it through.

Since then I have learned some-
t^iing about bear—even grizzlies, and
with further acquaintance, have lost
some of my fear, as they seldom start
or invite trouble with a man.
To get back, the rapids was a bad

and swift one, and in the disappearing
darkness, looked like a flock of sheep
running down hill in the night, and
we slowly crept up the stream,
while the uncanny shadows lurked
behind each stone, rock and tree,

and I wished I were home. Jake
suddenly motionecl me down on all

fours, and we both crept on hands
and knees to the top of a small knoll,

and on sticking our heads over (it

was" now clear daylight) there on
either side of the rapid^ was a small
log pen, with bait and trap in each
but no bear—they had not come yet

—

the sure thing had gone wrong—it

was the unexpected. How I waived
every protest with Jake to stay over
another day—slid home that after-

noon—fell in the river—sneaked in

home after dark—and the stafT I

told the boys next day is a story I

never will write.
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(conclusion)

THKRE are times, I have found, when the

rainbow will not be enticed into the fold

bv means of the artificial fly. ft is then

that the live, or near-to-live bait, as a lure,

comes into its own.

I never use the shiner, the chub, etc., alive

on the hook for the rainbow. Cut one

of the sides from the shiner, to form a long

tapering V. Put the hook in at the sharp

end; though it is far better to have a double-

hook device for this. Simply thread an

e>ed hook on the leader; run it in about one

inch and one half and tie it there. Then tie

on another hook, for a lead-hook. The in-

hook is connected to the end of the V; the

lead-hook a little further forward. Thus
when the trout strikes he cannot fail to be
hooked; which might be the case were just

a single hook to be used. The rod for the

big rainbows should, preferably, be a steel

fly-rod and the reel should be large enough
to admit of at least one hundred yards of line.

Now with your minnow side on the hook,

(a couple or so of split-shot on the leader

ahead of it is sufficient to sink it into the

deep holes), you drop it down and you allow

the flow of the water to take it down stream.

Let it slip by the boulders, and around the

obstructions in the water; remember that the

big fishes lie next to these. When you feel

a tug at your line, set the hook, for you can

be sure that it is being mouthed. If you

should choose to use ninnows, these may be

allowed to die in some shallow water, as it is

of no practical use to fish them alive on the

hook. You use the double-hook here, too.

Connect the in-hook to the jaw of the minnow;

the lead-hook along the side. Play it to the

current and the deep pools, giving it a likely

appearance of animation by moving it in the

water with twitches of the rod-tip. As a rule

no split shot is necessary when using a minnow
in this manner. The cockedoosh minnow,

as previously spoken of is a very attractive

one to the rainbow trout, as this is one of the

minnows on their daily bill of fare. Some
fly-tyers (especially Louis Rhead) have

produced some glittering minnows that have

been found excellent for rainbow and other

trout fishing. On many of the northern

rivers, in the evenings, or near to evening, in

the summer, these artistic creations prove

their worth. It may be said to be true that

as a trout grows large in size, while it is not

blunted as to sense of selection nevertheless

it desires something that appears to furnish

a meal with four corners to it. Hence the

"meatier" a lure, the more it appeals to the

I
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trout, especially if it is unique and appearing

to be the real thing.

When fishing for rainbow trout I vastly

prefer using the autonialio reel, of not too

heavy a size; there are many light ones on the

market. It should be understood in using

the automatic reel that it does not necessarily

need to be on the rod when fishing. Simplv

attach it in a firm manner to the breast of the

coat, if you prefer. In this way you can

strip the line from the reel, or touch the lever

which takes it in. As a rule, however, one

likes to have the automatic reel right on the

rod, in which case it is best to procure a rod

heavy in proportion, such as a steel fly-rod,

and fit it out with as light an automatic reel

as can be found. The Kelso automatic reel

and the Bristol or Allcock, Laight rod (of

steel) seem to work well together. Because
there is so much give and take business when
going up against the rainbow trout it is well

to be prepared in the right manner.
It is not- Strange that where there is one

fault-finder with the rainbow trout there are

nine to commend it.

No one has found finer words for the rain-

bow trout than the late-deceased Charles

Frederick Holder. In speaking of an im ident

in the catching of the large rainbow trout in

Oregon he says:

"Ihad made perhaps, ten long (and I fear)

unwieldy casts, nece.ssary on account of the

perfect clearness of the water, when I dropped
the fly into a snug harbor, beneath a quaking
aspen; and, according to angling ethics here,

permitted the fly to lie a second, then began
to move it toward me with an upward inflec-

tion of the split bamboo. The big fly had cut
the clear surface perhaps a foot, when the
water broke in a \iolent swirl; there was a

flash of gleaming silver, the rod bent into a

perfect bow as I instinctively struck, then a
dazzling radiant vision went whirling into

the air, and I, with quivering nerves, was
playing my first big rainbow, or was it playing
me? Here is a very fine point. How it came
at me, how it repeatedly went into the air,

how I nearly fell overboard, are matters oi

personal history, and need not be dwelt upon;
but for the first few seconds that living rain-

bow, which went pirouetting over the little

river on its tail, throwing impossible aerial

swings and leaps, filled a large space in my
imagination. I fully expected a repetition of

my first fiasco, and could not believe that the

big fly would not come whizzing at me through

the air, shot by the frantic fish. Again and
again the rainbow leaped, a silvery radiance

flashing in the sunlight, dropping back to

dash about the boat, to come in with a rusli,

faster than I could reel, to stop, and balk, and

protest, high into the balmy air. As nearly

all of these rainbows had a trick of charging

the boat, my companion had pulled lustily

for the open waters, away from the deep

shadows of the aspens, out into the open bay

,

where the white dome of the distant mountain
rested upside down; and in this mimic snow-

bank I played the rainbow, brought it to the

quarter; then my companion dropped the oars

and stood by with a net. But not yet; the

sharp-eyed fish was out-fought , but not

caught. It balked at the deadly thing, and
made a splendid rush away, and tugged, and

resisted, testing every inch of line, leader and

rod with sturdy, hammering blows in the

full abandon of its second wing. Again I

reeled it in; again it broke away, then after

fifteen or twenty minutes of fighting, I brought

it to the boat my companion netted it in

gallant fashion, and lifted it in. You have,

perhaps, never seen a big rainbow fresh from

the icy pools of its choice. Know, then, that

this fish, this seven pounder which I held

upon the scales, was a thing of beauty and a

joy forever beyond all dispute. Its back was
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well sprinkled with ocelot-like black spots; the

color a deep green; the lower surface, silver,

vHhile over all seemed drawn a fihiiy gauze of

>oine old-rose fabric of inexpressible delicacy

aad beauty, which was intensified along the

nedian line in a band of pink and rose and
other tints that produced all the colors of the

raiabow, for true, and gave this radiant crea-

ture rank among the birds of brilliant plum-

age."

It was Doctor W. P. Gibbons of California

who first gave the rainbow trout his attention,

according it a scientific name, Salmo iridia.

David Starr Jordan in 1878 translated this

s<-.ientific term into its English meaning,

namely: rainbow. The rainbow trout has a

comparatively large dorsal fin upon which
are all the way from five to eight rows of

blacks spots, the exact number not being

constant. The spottings are dark. On the

body most of these spots occur above the

lateral line: some appear on the face. The
rainbow trout of the smaller streams are apt

te be profusely covered with these spots.

On the older fish, especially the males, there

IS witnessable a stripe of pink or reddish along

the lateral fine; sometimes bright rose and
sometimes of a faded-out hue, much depend-

ing, of course, upon the water the fish is taken

from; .the color of the w^ater, whether clear

or murky; also the state of the bottom of the

stream, whether muddy, or dark, or sandy
and bright. In the streams of the mountain
i-ountry the rainbow may reach maturity

at a length of seven inches. On the other hand
where the food supply is abundant the rainbow

trout will reach a weigh of six, seven or eight

pounds for the average that you catch of

size; then reaching from there up to the maxi-

irium weight, that of twenty-five pounds.

Perhaps ^.a the future there will be rainbow

trout that will attain to even greater propor-

tioas than this in the eastern streams where
the food supply is unending. I understand

Ihat a rainbow trout of well over twenty
pounds was found dead along the shore of

one of the Wisconsin streams that pour into

Lake Superior. If -the rainbow trout has

:irress to the ocean it will go flown In th(^ sea

spending a part of its time there, when it will

again come up the fresh-water streams during

the spawning season. While in the ocean its

bright fresh-water coloration fades; it then

takes on a silvery hue and is quite hard to

distinguish from the steelhead trout. By
reason of this likeness of one to the other

many anglers along the Pacific Coast from
British Columbia to Southern California have
strenuously held that the rainbow trout and
the steelhead trout are one and the same.
Of course this is disproven by the body con-

struction, and other points that are unfafling.

in spite of coloration which has led so many
astray in the endeavor to find out wfaat is

one fish and what is another. "There are no
teeth on the middle line of the tongue of the

rainbow trout," writes David Starr Jordan.

"The head of the rainbow trout is larger than
in any other of the trouts or the charrs, its

length being contained from three and oae-

half to four times in the length of the body,

measured along the side from the- tip ©f the

snout to the base of the caudal fin."

Nor alone are the anglers deceived in the

belief that the steelhead trout and the rainbow
trout are identical. Some years ago W. C.

Finley, the State game \varden of the State

of Oregon wrote

:

"I would call the rainbow trout aad the

steelhead trout practically the same fish.

Scientifically they are considered ideatical.

The steelhead is called such because it goes

to salt water for a while, while the typical

rainbow is accustomed to stay in fresh water.

However, in many cases no one can teM by

examination of the two, side by side, which
is the steelhead and which is the rainbow. Of
course it is easy enough to dsitinguish what wc
call steelheads when they come in the mouth
of the Columbia during the winter time.

On the other hand, when the fish are caught

in the Rogue River during the m»nths of

summer I think the steelhead and the rain-

bow trout identical."

Mr. Finley states that scientifically the

steelhead trout and the rainbow treat are

identical. I have as yet failed to fiod one

scientific piscatorialist or icthyologist who has

coiAe to any such conclusion. The two lead-

ing fish authorities of the world. Barton

Warren Evennann and David Starr Jordan,

do not believe so. In their great work they

state:

"Although it is not an anadromous species,

the rainbow trout frequently moves about in

the rivers, and it often enters the sea, large

sea-run specimens being often mistaken
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for steelheads." And more positively one of

these authors says:

"It is thought by some anglers that the

young fish hatched in the brooks from eggs of

the sleelhead remain in the mountain streams

from six to thirty-six months, going down to

the sea with the high waters of spring, after

which they return to spawn as typical steel-

head trout. This view is unfounded. In my
experience the rainbow and the steelhead are

always distinguishable; the steelhead abounds
where the rainbow is unknown; the scales in

the steelhead are always smaller, (about 150),

than in the typical rainbow trout; finally the

size of the head in the steelhead is always
distinctive."

There are about five sub-species of the rain-

bow trout. The smallest trout of all, and the

smallest of the rainbow trout, is found down
in Mexico. This is a dwarfed specimen. I

have never known any to get beyond a certain

set measurement. This dwarf rainbow is

scientifically called Salmo nelsoni. In the

San Gorgonio Mountains, in the southern
pajrl of the State of California, is found
another species of the rainbow trout, which
some are prone to believe is not a rainbow at

all, but is a species all of its own. "This
little trout," s;i>s Jordan, "is plain colored,

with verv larg,; black spots, and very small"

scales, like a cut-throat trout. It lives at a
height of 7,500 feet, and is shut off from the
lower rainbow trout of the Lower Santa Ana
River by a series of waterfalls." This trout

has been given the scientific term, Salmo
fuermanni, after Dr. Barton Warren Ever-
mann.
There is a well known rainbow trout in the

States of Washington and Oregon that was
named by Dr. Suckley, Salmo masoni. It

is but a small trout, and I doubt whether
masoni ever goes to two pounds weight. I

understand that some have been taken as

high as one pound and one half. It is especi-

ally identified by a small mouth, and ver>
few, if any, spottings on ttie back fin.

In the Kern and Kings River country of the
Sierra Nevada mountains of California is

found an elegant trout, perhaps one of the
finest of ail the rainbows, a "crimson-sided,
blatk-speckied, fine-.scaled, white-tipped" fel-

low that was first brought to light .some twenty
two years ago b\ Dr. Chas. H. Gilbert; and in

honor of its finder the fish was named Salmn
gilberti bj David Starr Jordan. Salmo gil-

berli may always be told frdm an\ other trout,

and from the other members of the rainbow
trout family, by the tip of white that marks
the dorsal fin; as a rule, too, a dash of reddish

or reddish-orange at the gills may be noted
on at least nine out of ten members of this

variety, caught. It is a splendid fish, and
while it does not go to great weights, still,

in the lakes, where it is to be found some have
been taken as high as twelve pounds. The
stream gilberti is much smaller; but taken
on the artificial fly it more than gives a good
account of itself. It sticks it out to the ver\

end, leaping time and time again in the

endeavor to extricate the hook from the jaw
And, speaking of the form gilberti, we

finally come to the finest sub-species of all

the rainbow trout, the golden trout of Volcano
Creek. I have been asked so many times b,\

Canadian readers just what, is a golden trout
that I feel that I must dwell on the subject no-*

that I am at it. The form, gilberti is the slock
from which, we are told, the golden trowt

got its rise, when, no one knows.
'The Kern River trout {salmo gilberti)."

writes Jordan, "goes up all the streams as far

as it can, but it cannot ri.se above the water-
falls. A trout will work its way up any cas-

cade, when the ascent is humanly, or, rather,

salmonically
, possible. But there must be a

limit in these wild regions, and when th)s

Umit is reached, the stream above is barren,

that is, it is barren unless some one deliberate-

ly stocks it, or unless the trout in it were tberf

before there ever was a waterfall. In the ca.s<-

of the Kern, the trout are older than the faMs.

In three different streams these ancient fishes

still remain. In each of these the trout,

through long continued isolation has beconat

'

a spe( ies distinct from the parent stock, Safmc
gilberti. The first of the.se singular trout, (the

golden trout), was described by the WTiter

a dozen \ears ago under the name of Salmo
aguabonito, for the waterfall Agua Bonita", or

gracious water, which shuts off the trout in

Volcano Creek. This species, proves, bow-
ever, to be one from the South Fork of the

Kern River. The species in Volcano Cre<?k
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has been named Salino roosevelii by D r.

Evermaon, and the other, from Soda Creek

(on the Kern) is called Salmo whilei."

The Kern River, it should be remembered,

has its rise on Mount Whitney, which is the

highest mount of the Sierras, being some

15,000 feet over the sea level. It is a river

of great beauty, flowing between granite

rocks and through a region that is rarely wild.

All the rivers in this region are famed for their

beauty and the wealth of angling they afford,

and are nol fished by hundreds of thousands

of people as many suppose. Owing to the

fact that this whole part of the Sierra region

is more or less unget-at-able, only a few

venturesome souls go there.

The average golden trout never grows to

any appreciable size; most of them rarely go

over eight inches in length and the average

good-sized fellow does not go over six

inches. In spite of this it is a little giant foi

activity; it is animation personified. It. is

built for life in rough, swift water. The fins

are inordinately strong, and are large in

proportion to the size of the fish. When
taken on the fly they are great little fighters,

winning exclamations of delight from the

fishermen. "The streams in which they live

are near the timber line and open to bird or

man. They take the hook readily, and are

thoroughly unsophisticated." It is too bad

that this has been the case for in the past,

destructive fish slaughterers went in and

nearly wiped out the whole of this amazingly

beautiful species, which are said to rank among
the most beautiful fish on earth. The Govern-

ment took a hand about this time and the

result has been 'a 'generous protection; and

it is just so that the golden trout will survive;

else they would, by this time, be a thing

of the past, wiped out by the same cold-

blooded "sportsmen" that have contrived to

do away with all our fish and game!

The golden trout have a golden coloration,

most beautiful to look upon. This color

gleams in the water like metal; and seea in

their natural haunts they afford the eye an

exhibition of changeable lights, of melting

and merging hues. It was undoubtedly

through the writings «f Stewart Edward
White that the golden trout was prominently

placed before the people. When taken from
the water the wonderful hues of this fish

fade away , and are gone. Fish culturists have

thus been foiled in their attempt at planting

them elsewhere, for it is only in their chosen

waters that they keep this charming hue.

"The rocks over which these streams flow,"

says Jordan, "are of bright granite and
quartzitc; gray and red. It is supposed that

the color is protective, for the fish are colored

like the bottom. To a bird looking into the

stream, the deception is perfect. It is sup-

posed, though no one knows, that the colors

have been attained through natural selection.

The redder the fish, the better its chajLce

to escape the fish-hawk and eagle. • If this is

not the cause of the color, no one can guess

any other, and to escape its enemies through

resemblance to natural objects is not a trait

of the fish alone, but of hundreds of othet

creatures in these, and other, mountains.

But whatever the cause, nothing in nature is

more beautiful or more graceful than a golden

trout, alive in these clear, icy, sun-lit

waters. Alive, I say, for a dead fish, withered,

dusty, warped, sticking to the dried leaves,

is no pleasure to any one, and a golden trout

at best is but a bite. And this is the point of

it. Let us keep them alive; more than half

of these trout are dead already. . . ."

.\11 three of the golden trout are treated to

a bright orange coloration; having a reddish-

orange stripe down the side; the fins orange;

and black spotted as are the rainbow trouts.

The black spottings exist in greater number
upon Soda Creek trout {Salmo, lohilei). On
whitei the spots are numerous op the dorsal

fin and the caudal fin being more or less

exactly placed. The Soda Creek trout I find

is rosy-and-purple-blotched along the median

line; the under parts belly up to the median

line being gold-yellowish; the back is sort of

bluish, sometimes brownish-green.

Men have sung the praises of the golden,

trout; and I suppose will as long as they live.

Radclyffe Dugmore the faniDus English

outdoor writer and photographer crossed

the continent at one time especially to view

the golden trout in their haunts!!



ON MAKING A BAIT CASTING ROD
Robert Page Lincoln

(concluded)

IF
you have the various materials on hand

>ou are now ready to go at the making of

the rod. The first thing you want to

decide upon at this stage is just where you

are going to place the ferrule, presuming that

you are to make a two piece rod. And right

here there is a little scientific truth to be

revealed that should be thoroughly digested.

K. A -

From the point where the dotted line ceases

to the end of the rod the distance is 54 inches.

Now take a long strip of paper (a seven foot

piece of wall-paper is all right)and on this

draw a diagram the exact length of the rod.

which is five and one half feet. Exclude the

twelve inches of the handle with dotted lines

and then mark olT erery six inch point Jroni

A
. ,

FIG

But before we go about the two piece rod.

I wish to call your attention to Figure IV,

which is a scale, all in one piece of a rod to be

made in one piece, without any ferrule. As I

stated in my previous chapter, if you are in a

country where a one piece rod can be easily

transported then by all means make one of

these, as, vvithout any ferrule, or joint, it

zm; JD.

there to the tip oj the drawing. Number as

shown in the drawing, 6, 12, 18, etc., up to 54.

At the deep end, the rod should be 15-32

inch wide, and at the tip, as shown on the

scale, 7-64 inch. At the point 12 inches the

rod is 21-64; at 24 it is H; at 30, 7-32; at 42,

5-32; at 48, 1-8. With this scale kept before

you at all times when making the rod

(EL
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FIG 31

makes a tool that is certainly excellent from

all points of view, and this is especiallly so if

you make that rod with every, degree of care

and consideration, going about your work
painstakingly and not with a rush and bang.

In fact the making of a rod calls for constant

compare the rod as you work and see to it

that you get the diameters of every six inches

as shown on your paper scale. In this manner
you cannot go amiss. The explanation of

this and the drawing in the magazine should

be so plain and is so accurate that no on*-

cc:
-,-Q_
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FIG HI

A

care and it should be remembered that it is

not all done at one sitting, so to speak. Now
then in Figure IV is shown a rod that is the

regulation length, which is five-and-one-half-

feet. The dotted line to the left is twelve

inches in length and this is uniformly left

to be used as the handle,or approximately

that. I suggest that one foot be allowed for

the handle, which is my regular method.

should fail to understand it. Study it care-

luUy\

This scale diagram (Figure IV) can also

be used in your making of the two piece rod.

You merely find the point where you want
the connection made and then scale accord-

ingly. However it is best to make a separate

scale for the two piece rod.

But right here we come to the question
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5>revk>osl> led up to, where to place the ferrule.

In Figure V we show an illustration of a two-

piece rod one length (the tip) being nearly as

iong as the butt piece. This is drawn follow-

ing the calculations of Mr. Perry D. Frazer.

Here the tip is shown as being 33 inches long.

that the strain is more evenly dis-

tributed, thrown, as it should be along an
unmarred tip joint. On all counts, therefore,

I prefer a rod with the ferrule set at the point,

B, for the obvious reasons stated.

In Fig. VII, therefore, we show a rod per-

'%. 21/
'/4 v-r« -%V '/s

ill" 18" im' iiO" it," Ct2' itB" 54"

sr-
.FIS IV.

K'kile the butt piece is 323^2 inches in length,

3^noet equal. With the addition of the tip-

top) guide and the ferrule this will make a rod

at five-and-one-half feet. The only trouble

I have to find with the Perry D. Frazer rod,

making the joint in the exact centre, is that it

tioned off to give a long tip and short butt.

Here it will be noted the tip is 40 inches long,

and the butt piece is 26 inches long, thus

giving a 66 inch length or five feet, six inches.

I cannot too strongly suggest that you make
a rod after these dimensions, and I do not

/if 33
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FIG V.

weakens the rod. I made one thus, with the

ferrule in the centre^ and I did not like it. In

Figure VI. we show the reason for this. If

y»u should take a rod of this calibre, connect

the line to a tree and put a drastic curve to it,

a strain, you will find that by the having

FIGVr.

Lhe ferrule in the exact centre, at

A, a vast strain is laid on it.

While the ferrule sits in tight and
is well cemented in, and wound
in with silk, nevertheless the

strain on it cannot but, sooner
or later, make for weakness, at

least to a certain extent. By
placing the ferrule at the point

arrowed, B, it can easily be seen

think that you will regret doing so in the

very least. Although seven inches are added
to the tip the same measurements may be

preserved, having the tip at 7-64 inch, and the

lower end of the tip at 17-641 The same
with the butt piece; at the ferrule it may be

19-64 inch, and the usual 15-32 inch at the big

end. On your blank side of the wall paper

you can make a full length drawing of this

rod, after the measurements given in Figure

VII and then when it is drawn y»« can
study it and see if you like something lighter

or heavier. Or>y,ou can follow the measure-

ments of the one piece rod (Figure IV).

As shown in the drawing (Figure VII) the

tip is 7-64; ten inches down it is 9-64; in the

centre (80 inches) it is 12-64; at thirty inches.

14-64. This is a pretty even graduation but

it certainly does not produce a stubby ro4.

If you are now ready to go ahead be sure

to start with the tip first. As I have said it is

best to work on some work bench; but if you

have none handy then improvise one that will

stand firm, without swaying and tottering.

Instead of nailing a mere cleat against which

to butt the wood, and so plane it down, you

insert a one eighth inchbi,tin the brace boring

a hole in the wood up and down, perpendicular-

ly. Then you turn it and bore aa*t1ier
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hole through so that one hole will be perpend-

icular and the other horizontal. Glance at

Figure VIII. A, shows these holes one cross-

ing the other. Of course you have your piece

longer than the piece length. Thus you
reserve, say, eight inches in the end for your

holes. Or up to the mark at I. From I to 2

IS the twelve inches of the hand-grasp. There-

we will say, from a carpenter) bore a one-half

inch hole in this piece of saw-blade. The
holes should range from one half inch down
to an eighth of an inch. With these holes

bored along a line, cut right through the

centre of them so that the piece left will be a

piece vsith half circles. Now by taking a

file these semi-circles are brought to a keen

l

l£

%Y 'Vit' ^if/tr X %'Cf
2t.

FIG 301.
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V
fore from I to the holes is surplus, merely to

hold the piece in planing it. In B, is shown

the bench. Drive a headless nail in so that

about a half inch is above the wood. The
piece is inserted by one of its holes and is so

held while you plane. Before you begin ac-

tive work run the plane over all sides so that

vou may note how the grain runs, then act

in accordance. Set the plane to cut very

fine, and see to it that it is sharpened on the

oil-stone very keen. Plane the edges first

so thai you will get an octogan, as shpwn

/ ®
FIG -Via. \i 9. 1

edge. Be sure that you run the file up and
down, not cross-ways. When this is done the

piece is again heated, and tempered, when it is

ready to use—a very efficient tool. With
this you can measure the different parts of the

piece, and scrape down the wood at the same
time. If you will carefully study Figure

IX you will be able, more readily, perhaps,

to know how this is done. A, shows the saw,

the dotted line being a portion marked to cut

out. B, shows the holes bored down the

e.'iacl centre of a line drawn .with a nail on the

/'

(D
in C, of Figure VIII. Go slow, and be care-

ful, aad examine the wood carefully as you go
aioag. Do not plane deeper on one edge
than the other. Constantly turn the wood
when planing it, to thus pay attention to all

side*. Of course the wood is so planed to

taper toward the end. the tip.

We will say that you have planed down so

that the first stage has been passed. You

steel. C, shows this piece cut down the

centre leaving half-circles. A glimpse will

show up all points necessary to understand.

This scraper and measuring gauge, all in one.

cannot be equalled for practical service.

You have, until you have goUen the right

taper, and trimmed dow^n the corners, used

the fine-set black-plane. Now you are ready

to get the measurements at the different

[

•w conae to the second stage, that of getting

your various thicknesses right in accordance

with the scale. If you have a calipers as I

st«te«l ia a past chapter, all well atid good, but

if not y,ou can make a scraper and measuring

gauge, combined, as follows

:

Take a portion of the blade of a saw and

tafce the femper out of it by heating. With
a series of drills in your possession (borrowed.

points. Refer to the drawing on the wall-

paper, and mark off with a pencil every six

inches. Note the diameter at each six inches.

Then beginning at the pencil mark nearest

the tip put your scraper-gauge or calipers on

that and see how it sizes up in comparison

with the drawing. Work it down, then

pass on to the next, working alwajs toward

the tip. The very fine sandpaper now comes
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in for its turn. At first you]use the sandpaper
with a block of wood inMt; then as^your rod

takes on shape you discard the block and
use the sandpaper on (he hand. Do not rub

too long at any one point but keep going over

the whole. By running the rod through

the hands your sense of feel should tell you
where any uneven places are; these you must
take dowp, either with the fine set block plane

or the sandpaper. As you get every point

down to the right calibre mark that point

with a blue pencil so that you do not go oyer

it again.

When J ou have the tip of the rod ready do

not lay it aside on the bench to put on the top

guide and ferrule later, but put them on now.
"Fitting the ferrules," says one amateur

rod-maker, "I consider one of the most diffi-

riGX.

f^

cult things"'in rod making. To make the
ferrules fit tightly their entire length and
keep tlie sections in line, one with the other,
's a task calling for the utmost care and
patience. The most helpful thing I found
was the square, or other strajght-edge, which
could be held on the stick and as the wood

heal both the cement and the jerrule putting the

cement on evenly. When the tip guide and
the ferrule of the tip are on rub the tip piece

down with alcohol, the reason of which is to

take off any grease, etc., that may be adher-

ing to it. This done, turn the piece beside

the flame to heal it and have your rod var-

nish near to hand also heated. Put a thin

coat on the piece and by turning it around near

the heat the varnish will lay evenly over all.

The tip is now hung up in an airy place, being

careful to get it away from settling dust.

The butt piece is made after the same
manner as the tip, seeing to it that you get

the measurements right. The place for the

handle, (one foot), is allowed to remain 15-32

throughout, the rest tapered toward the

ferrule, to 19-64.

This portion, (the butt), being finished, you
will be ready to attend to the hand-grasp, the

making of which is more simple than it would
look. Tackle firms now carry' corks for mak-
ing hand-grasps, ready to slip onto the wood,

with holes to fit the wood cut through them.

I would suggest that you buy these corks,

with the holes bored through them. If not

yjou will have to cut the holes yourself. If so

procure a brass tube of the 5-8 inch sort

(Note- One rod-maker uses a five-eighths

inch old ferrule for making these holes, and

another uses a five-eighths inch metal tube

from a menthol-inhaler box) and by sharpen-

ing the end of this to a cutting edge the holes

can be cut out, making a sort of handle to

fasten to this tube . In Figure X is shown
what is meant . Off to the side shows the

cutting edge of this tube, with undulations,

keenly filed. I have used a round file for

drilling holes. It costs comparatively little

to buy these corks ready, with holes cut

through them.

In Figure XI we show the hand-grasp,

the reel-seat, the forward grip and the taper

12
FIGXr.

was slowly revolved the square showed
whethei or not the shoulders had been cut to

an even depth."

There is certainly a lot of truth in this,

and the filling of the ferrules,5so that the

whole will be in proper alignment, should

be watched out for.

When filling the tip guide and the ferrule

the distance making in all very close on twelve

inches. The handgrasp of cork is four and

three fourths inches; the 'reel seat three and

one half; the forward grip 2 inches, the whole

to make the desired length. Be sure to get

your hand-grasp the same in length as in the

drawing.

Taking up a otork washer \oa.now heat the
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end of the rod, and putting some cement

on it, also heated, >ou affix a washer to the

end of the rod. as told. In this way you keep

on uatil you have washers enough on to fill

a space of four and three fourths inches.

There you have your corksin place; and they

sbould be large enough, of course, so that it

will allow you eilough surface to work out

the swell in it. (You now glance at Figure

XII.) 1. of A, shows the corks in place.

Number 2, of A, is a round piece of wood,

®
(fflHMi:

3

FIG33I.

®

\

oftea made of pine, being three and one

eighth inches in length. Not a little care

is needed in shaping this piece as it must just

exactly flt the reel-seat on the inside; in fact you

cannot get the fit to be too accurate. A piece

of a broom-stick works well,. and if you have

access to a wood lathe you can have it turned

very accurately to perfectly fit inside the

reel-seat. A hole is bored through this piece

a hair under 15-32 inch, the thickness of the

rod. The piece ready, put some heated

cement on the face of the top cork, and along

the wood and press the piece up to the cork.

Next the reel-seat is pushed down over this

round piece, and, by using cement on it, the

reel-seat is pressed into place and well onto

the cork which is trimmed down painstaking-

ly sg that the metal sinks in on it, taking hold;

use cement with care. Now look at B, of

Figure XII. This shows the reel-seat in

place and the cork washers for the forward

ijrip in place. Enough washers are nused to

nil a space of two inches. The inner wooden
piece, up-holding the reel-seat should not

come flush with the end of the reel-seat.

Please remember this. At least a fourth inch

liepth should be allowed—that is to say, the

wooden piece terminates one fourth of an

inch from the end of the metal, the reel-seat.

Shape your first cork so it sinks in to meet
this wood, and use cement liberally. When
your forward grip cork washers are in place,

shape the last cork washer to receive the taper,

ur winding check (5); put on cement and ram
that in tight—and you are done with that.

Next shape down the cork at the butt end
and fit in the metal butt-cap (6). This

should be heated and cemented in. When
it has sufficiently cooled, drill a hole in the

end and either put in a screw or drive in a

brass pin of some sort.

When the whole of the butt end of the rod

is done, use alcohol on the wood, give a thin

coat of varnish like the tip and then append

it in some airy place to dry.

The cork is now ready, after a munber of

days drying, to be trimmed down neatly

to the desired swell.

With the file the rough parts may be taken

down; then the fine grade of sandpaper and

emery cloth is used. If you find that using

the sandpapier on the cork lengthways will

not produce the desired velvety finish then

try cross-ways, and thus between cross-wise

work and length-wise work you will find that

the job may be done up very nicely. The
hand-grasp should be one and one sixteenth

inch thick at the thickest portion. iVhen the

hand-grasp is done turn to the forward grip

and attend to that in the same manner.

Presuming that your rod parts have dried .

out (though not too much so) you will then

be ready to fix on the windings and while

making these windings, to whip on the guides.

If you want more than two guides you are

at liberty to place them on at correct posi-

tions. If two guides then the first one may
be placed fourteen inches down from the tip

with the second one at nineteen inches; this

being from centre to centre measurements.

One amateur rod-maker offers some pretty

good ad\ ice here that may not be amiss though

I have never followed , this up. He says:

"The guides can be wound on either of the

two sides of the rod on which the long,

straight, continuous grain appears. You
will notice that there are two sides on whicli

there are a sort of broken-up grain, and two on

which there is a long grain. Of course you

must take this into consideration when you

cement your reel seat and tip-top guide into

place. Choose the side for your guides which

gives the most perfect curve when bent away
from the side where the guides will be."

Mr. Perry D. Frazer, on his part says:

"Take up the guides, one by one and file

the upper edges of the bases, so that the silk

will not be cut by them in winding; then,

with a few turns of common thread, tie eacli

on the rod and true them all up by sighting

through them from both directions. To assist

in their alignment tiny shallow holes should

be drilled in both ferrjiles, so that in putting

the rod together it is merely necessary to seat

the ferrules with the two marks opposite in

order to align the guides perfectly. This

applies to all rods."

Some prefer, to begin winding their silk to
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the rod when the first coat of varnish is a

trifle soft, but not so soft, by any matter of

means,, so that it is sticky. The claim for

this as a good point is that the silk binds in

well, at least better than on a rod where the

varnish is perfectly dry. This, by the way,

is a good point to remember. Some believe

in using the winding, silk waxed; but after an

attempt at this I was sorry I did it. Never

ivav silk when winding it.

It may be believed that silk windings are not

necessary on a solid-wood rod, but allow me to

say that they are a necessity. They strength-

en a rod, and yet, if wisely spaced, do not take

the action out of it, making it too stiff. If

windings are placed from one to two inches

apart then do not strengthen a rod, it has been

said; but if they are spaced one inrh apart

throughout the butt and three-fourths inch

apart, or nearly that, apart, throughout the

tip joint, the rod will" be strengthened. You
can suit yourself. If you believe that you
would like the rod strengthened, make the

windings as stated. Some prefer making
windings three-eighths of an inch wide

around the ferrules, and some make double

windings to hold down the serrations of the

ferrules, but I vastly prefer using only one

winding. You can chose one-eighth or one-

fourth inch wide windings through the tip

portion, spacing them, as stated, about three-

fourths of an inch apart, and one inch apart on

the buft piece. Begin to wind the tip first

working down to the centre ferrule. Decide

how wide you want the windings apart, and
measure from edge to edge. Mark along

the piece with a pencil, and then start in.

In Figure XIII we sliow from A to F various

moves in winding; a glimpse at each is enough
to show vou how-. .\, shows how all of the

&n
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windings are started. B, shows A drawn
tight. In C, is shown B, but with a loop of

thread laid in. With this thread you pall

through the last winding to form what is

known as the invisible ending. Use butto;-

hole silk for this pulling-through thread-loop.

D, shows the final thread pulled through. E,
shows what you can do if you have a wide band.
After you have wound on about twelve wiB<!

ings you lay on your thread; you go over tb;it

some six times, then insert your last thread
through the loop and pull it through, forging

the invisible end. In F, is shown a method
of forming the invisible ending. In this when
you come to your last round throw three
loose rounds; put your thread between as

shown, and then gradually working witli

your fore-finger and thumb, impel it into

tightness. For average work the other

moves, besides F, are recommended.
Great care must be taken with the very

fine windings in the tip. There is a chance
here that you will get careless; but by being

persisteiiit, and painstaking you will master

the finer ones and then on to the ones of a

more respectable diameter. Use exceptional

care around the ferrules and the guides,

preferably using one half inch wide windings

over each guide base, taking off with a file

the sharp edges so that they will not cut the

threads. When the windings are done turn

them over a fire just so close that the fuzzy

down over each is done away with. You are

now ready for the shellacing and vamisbing.

Go over all of the windings with some thJBDe<1

out white shellac. This is put on with a

slender camel-hair brush. Without letting it

have much time to dr>\ wipe this off, and
press the windings down with thumb and
forefinger to get the silk line, and laying

compact. (Under no circumstances attempt

this with smutty fingers). When you have

done this then touch them again lightly with

shellac and put the rod away to dry for two

days, -\fter two days take down the rod ajKl

go over all with a flannel cloth to put a pohsh

to the rod and clean it. The so-called coach

varnish is excellent, if coming in the beei

recommended grades. So-called Valspar var-

nish I find good. In the absence of that, buj,

as I have stated, some good grade of coach
,

varnish. Fishing tackle manufacturing firms

put out good grades of rod varnish. The

Valspar varnish will not turn white; it will

not chip, or crack. In applying the varaish it

should first be heated. Now taking yom
fiat brush, and by taking up just a MMt
varnish on it begin at the rod tip and work

downward. It is not a matter of how much
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varnish you can get on in two minutes that

counts, but how little and how well you can

lay on that little that brings the best results.

It often chances that spots are skipped; for

instance a part of a winding. This you should

be careful to watch out for. It is best to

brush around the windings with the varnish,

first and especially around the guides and the

ferrules so that none of the varnish will get

onto them. • Again, see that the varnish

covers well, but not loo thickly. Erase all

bubbles that arise; and see that you have

smooth work. When your rod is done, put

it away to dry out; and only when it is

thoroughly dry should you go after the

second coat. Three days should see your

rod ready for this second coat.

Before applying the second coat go over

the rod with powdered pumice (or rottenstone)

and water, and lightly rub it down

—

not too

hard—for then you may wear through the

varnish and this should not occur. When
you have lightly done this, wash off in cold

water and dry thoroughly with a woollen

cloth. You are now ready to put on the

second coat of varnish. You go over the rod

again very thoroughly and finally hang it

away in a room that is airy, dustless, and dry.

If there is a hook in the centre of the ceiling,

hang the rod from that hook.

It should be understood that the shellac

on the windings preserves their natural colors,

while not cnmpletehj, at least to a great extent.

When finally covered with the varnish they

stand out very fresh and clean. Many
amateur rod-makers have made a mistake

by putting the varnish directly on the silk

windings. The result has been that such

silks as green and red have turned dark or

black, making them eye-sores. The touching

of them up with shellac preserves their

natural colors.

NEW FORMS OF FLIES

Fascinating as is the art of the dry fly it is,

nevertheless, a fact that but few anglers in

this country care to take it up. As a general

rule the reason for this is that the waters

are generally very strong flowing, turbulent,

and therefore not just the right water for

testing out the real merits of the fly. Never-

theless it is a method that is perhaps the most

killing of all. Again anglers are rather

against the dry fly because it entails the

trouble of drying the fly between to the water

casts. I have been experimenting for a long

time on getting a fly that would float without

oiling it, yet having' feather wings, etc., I

have perfected such a fly and I will have it

for sale this spring. This fly will float with-

out oil and rides the water. All of this form

will have the thick, meaty body of the moth.
It has been said that two thirds of the trout

llios are taken by the trout in the belief that

these same flies are moths. I caused this fly

to be fished in various parts 6f the country

this summer and the results have been such
that I feel confident in placing it on the

market. It has been found excellent for all

the trout, and as good iti the Wefet ap else-

where.

I have continued my work on the detached

I

body ,fl> and have made a great advance with

^that. I will also be tying various flies of my
DW'n make-up in the detached bod\ form, all

tried out.

I am t>ing also the spread wing fly. The
spread wing fly has never been given much
attention in this country and to the bulk of

the anglers is an unknown quantity. While

the spread wing fly sinks, nevertheless for a

lew seconds it rides the water till the wings

wet and then it sinks', but while it rides the

water it is taken b> the troVit.

In the bass fly tyj)e I am tying three sorts

and these are distinctly different from the

regulation form. It is the most killing

because it more closely imitates what the bass

think this creation to be. The average angler

ma> not be aware of the fact but the bass do

not take the bass fly in the belief that it is a

fly at all, believing rather that the artificial

creation is a minnow. By a few crafty touches

I have produced just what you want. I have

three or four forms of bass fly to offer all tried

out.

I feel that the great devotion I have given

to the art of angling should be recognized h\

the great army of anglers. I will have more

to say on this subject later.

The bulk of the flies tied in this country are

constructed by sweat shop slaves in dark

cellars of the slums. Even t,hen dealers do

not hesitate to charge as high as two and

two dollars and a half a dozen for them. Even
though mjilerials are way up, over one dollar

and a half the dozen for flics is profiteering.

Robert Page Lincoln.
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THE moon, a yeiiov\ disc, hung in the

steel-blue sky lending a pale light to

the snow-covered world below. No
wind stirred the naked branches of the trees.

All seemed wrapped in an awesome solemnity

that reached from horizon to horizon. The
clumps of balsam stood out against the gray

background, mere blile-black patches in the

scheme of things. A mysterious land of

frost and snow. It was where the trees and

all the creatures appeared to be resting ii^

unbroken sleep. '

*

Out from a snow-covered covert where he

had just quested for a pair or so of white-

footed mice rose a large weasel, pausing,

listening, the sensitive nostrils reading the

atmosphere. Presently he came forth and

slipped lightly across the snow, his bead-like

eyes ever on the alert, his pure white body
seeming no more, no less than a ridge in the

crystal ermine blanket. Pausing now and

then he skipped along. He was not hungry
for already he had slain with his vicious teeth

four mice and had feasted upon their bodies.

But his adventurous spirit and the peculiar

bloodthirsty desire to kill kept him to the

night-trail. Presently he reached the creek

and as noiseless as a shadow pursued his course

up along the water way.

Suddenly in his progress he stopped still

in his tracks. A delicate, suspicibus odor was
communicated to his all-revealing nostrils.

Cautiously he moved forward. He soon

found the object of his search—a man-trail:

but unlike any other man-trail it shed a

strange, penetrating, fascinating odor that

was magnetic in its effect upon the rapacious

little creature. He leaped and skipped along

the trail for some ten feet, his nostrils quiver-

ing to the same strange scent. Then followed

the trail further. Still the tracks let up the

powerfully compelling odor. The trapper

who had made the tracks had rubbed the

soles of his lumbermen rubbers with anise

oil for some certain reason as we may suspect.

The large weasel followed the tracks for

no reason apparently than to find out where

that odor led to. Curiousity instinctively

got the better of this cold-blooded murderer

in white. On went the tracks, the weasel

following. In due course of time the tracks

led up to a great tree that stood beside the

stream, a gnarled, over-hanging tree, with

wide-spreading roots. The scent of anise

became stronger. The blood quickened in

the veins of the weasel. Suddenly he was

brought up against the side of the tree. Here

a new scent filled his nostrils. It was the

flesh scent of a cotton-tail.

Up there against the side of the tree were

tacked the entrails of a rabbit. Moving up

close the weasel rose to sniff it. Next he

dropped to his feet in the convenient pocket

formed at the base of the tree. Both fore-

feet fell fair and square upon the pan of a

light-set, medium strong Number I trap and

the jaws rose, taking in the legs up close to

the body. The large weasel, clad in his garb

of white had pursued his last trail. He drew

back, shooting the strong yellow musk liquid
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from him, so that the night air was pungent

with it. As he struggled he dislodged the

spring-pole from a natural wooden peg on

the tree-side and the next moment he was
lifted high and dry into the cold air. There

he struggled and swayed. It was a fitting

death for a creature so unscrupulously blood-

thirsty one that killed but for the joy of killing.

It was during the autumn that the trapper

had made his particular tour of investigation

along the big stream. Drifting down with

the flow of the water in his canvas-covered

boat, he kept his eyes open and alert to what
was going on. At various points along the

stream there were flag-beds and reedy nooks.

Lying in wait near these, never moving, the

trapper had watched. And he watched not

in vain!

It was not long before he saw the water
along the shore part and a large, dark-brown

river muskrat came swimming up-sl^ream

to the flag-bed, twirling his rudder-like tail.

Every now and then he would pause, to lie

on the water like a motionless stick of wood,

waiting, listening. Witnessing no disturb-

ance near at hand that would tend to reveal

the presence of an enemy, he got busy in

among the flags, gathering them together by

cutting down to the base of the roots. While

thus occupied a second rat swam in. The
second rat likewise set to garnering roots and
flags. The river rats were very busy at this

time of the year. They were gathering their

food for the winter and were uprooting it,

bringing it to their dens in the banks, the

entrance to which was under water, the central

chamber sloping up from the water.

-It would have been an easv matter for that

trapper to have shot these rats with the light

rifle that lav in the boat. But this he did not

want to do. It was his plan, on this particu-

lar tour of investigation, to discover where

that under-water tunnel leading to a bank
den happened to be Once the den was found

he would have a place to trap all that winter.

The first rat had gathered together enough
and swam away along the bank. With a fine

pair of bird-glasses the trapper watched. On
forged the rat. Very soon he turned turtle

in the water and dipped from sight. The
water cleared of ripples. The first rat did not

le again to the surface. Where he had gone

inder that spot denoted the entrance to

le den up in the bank. To make certain

this fact the trapper watched the second

tat. Having collected a bundle between his

teeth the second rat also swam up along the

bank and disappeared at the identical place

marked down bv the first rat.

The trapper sought out the spot indicated

and on a tree directly above the tunnel made
a wide blaze with his camp axe. In this way
day after day in the afternoon hours when
rats work the best, in the autumn, (when
collecting) the trapper marked out a number
of tunnels along the big river.

When winter came the trapper cut through

the ice along the bank where the first tunnel

was and baring his arm he soon discovered

the entrance with his hand. In front of this

door-way was a flat surface, what one might

call a foot-rest. Upon reaching the entrance

to the tunnel the muskrat would allow the

fore-paws (wnich are held against the body
while swimming) to fall to the foot-rest; and
thence would scuttle up-passage to the inner

chamber. At the very entrance to this under-

water home the trapper placed a trap, the

chain of it being connected to a sapling and
the sapling being laid across the hole in the

ice.

That night and for manv nights muskrats
coming and going up the river and looking in

at the various under-water homes had stepped
in this trap: fatal steps all of them, just as

the stop was fatal to the muskrat that sought
entrances to the under-water home on the

particular night of which we are speaking.

When the large mink left his den at the side

of the small tributary stream that flowed

into the large stream that night he little

knew that two days later his hide was to

decorate a three-piece stretching board. Had
he been a df-rk brown mink with the length

he possessed he would have brought a neat

sum in the furmarkets. He would go to

thirty-eight inches on the stretching board,

but because he was a cotton mink the less said

the better. Now the trapper did not know
that this fellow was a cotton mink. One can

hardly tell by tracks whether a mink is dark or

very light. The trapper had seen the tracks,

and that was sufficient.

About a mile down the big stream from the

tributary water-way the waters were some-

what rough. This action of the water had
kept the ice from gathering on the surface,

leaving a moderate open space in the ice.

Some fifteen feet below this opening in the

ice there was a second opening, also caused

by the surging water allowing no congealing

of the ice at the surface. The large cotton

mink always made it a point to begin the

evening by dropping in on these open places

in the ice. He would enter the water at the

first hole. Once in the water he would visit

the underwater banks and the large stones,
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under which he would make it a point to rout

out the large frogs that lay there in a dormant
state waiting for the warming influence of

spring to call them forth. With one or

another of the frogs or fish life in that vicinity

between his teeth the large cotton mink would

come to the surface at the second hole, and

once out of water would deposit his quarry on

the ice. He would feast upon such frogs as

were needed to quell the hunger craving and

would then, unwisely, allow some five or six

frogs to lie upon the ice, half dead, nipped

through the head. It was on the morning of

the snow that the trapper had found some six

of these frogs, as I have said, squirming around

at the edge of the water hole.in the grey of

morning; wherefore the trapper had smiled in

his sardonic way, and had deliberately loaded

up his pipe, lighting it with the same air of

deliberation. It was when he arrived at the

upper hole that he paused, more interested

than ever. In that upper hole was a log of

driftwood jammed into the bottom in such

a manner that one end of it rose out of the

water a matter of four inches. Ice had
formed around that end making a circular

platform some four inches in diameter. When
the snow fell the night before it had rapped off

this platform very neatly Snow

is that way. Always has to tell everyting;

can't keep a thing to itself!

This large cotton mink whenever he felt

like going into the water would mount this

neatly adju.sted platform and being monarch
of all that he surveyed, would pause there

a moment to view the world before making
his dip. To him it must have taken the place

of a springing board. So it was that the

trapper noted the tracks out on the end of the

butt of driftwood.

The trap had been set very neatly upon that

platform; a Number 0; and the chain had been

attached to a wire; and the wire had been

attached to a large stone in the bottom of the

stream. There was no need of a large trap

for upon capture the mink would leap itno

the water, and would be carried under and

drowned. Under the pan of the lightly set

trap had been placed some cotton to prevent

the snow from brushing in to fill the space

between. A tissue paper was next laid over

the jaws and some fine snow dusted over

all. Only a single track from shore approach-

ed the neighborhood of the set. When
everything was ready the «single man track

leading out was eradicated by brushing down
the snow with a branch.

This was the beginning of—

—

FULI.Y 200.000,000 wild rabbits are killed in the

United States every year, according to estimates

made by the Biological Survey of the United

States Department of Agriculture.

Many of them arc jack rabbits, the majority of

which have not been utilized in the past. If all the

rabbits killed were consumed, they would furnish

between 200,000 and .300,000 tons of v.iluable food,

and if proper measures were taken to insure the collec-

tion of skins, these alone would have a value of $20,000-

000.

The Biological Survey has frequently been called

upon to help Western farmers in coping with the

rabbit pest. In view of the probable economic value

of rabbit meat and fur in the coming few years, the

energies of the farmers and ranchmen will be directed to

the conservation of this important resource.

Already a number of establishments for collecting

dressing, canning and shipping rabbit meat are in

operation in Western centres. As in Australia the

transition of the wild rabbit in this country from its

status as a pest to source of profit is assured.
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LONG RANGE SHOOTING
LIEUT.-COL. TOWNSEND WhELEN, U.S.A.

LONG range shooting calls for a higher

degree of skill than any other form of

shooting which the rifleman is called

upoa t» undertake. Success in this form of

sliooting requires that the rifleman shall be

a hard and accurate holder, an excellent

judge of conditions, and an expert in the

technique of his rifle and ammunition. He
must also be supplied with a suitable and
accurate rifle and ammunition.

Leag range, in the sense that we are using

a here, refers to the ranges of 800. 900, 1000,

and. 1200 yards. Long range shooting may
be divided into two classes—Military Long
Range Shooting in which only military rifles

are" permitted, and Long Flange Match
Shooting in which "any" rifle is permitted.

Despite the connection with the word "mili-

tary" long range shooting is almost wholly

a garac, a sport, and has little connection

with the training of troops for battle firing.

Its value from a military point of view lies

in the iafluencc it has on improvement in

rifles and ammunition. But as a sport it is

most absorbing and interesting, requiring

an extremely high order of skill, combined
, with a healthy physique. Not only practice

I but considerable study, is necessary if one

Iwould progre.ss towards a fair degree of skill.

Kxcdiing at it depends upon temperament,
are, aai perseverance. It must be ap-

proached gradually. One cannot hope to do
even decent work at it until he has become
expert at shorter ranges.

The first requirement is hard and accurate

liolding. There is a saying among long range
shots that "Nothing but an absolutely perfect

hold and pull will get there." The usual

position is the militai> prone position using

the gun sling in the regular manner, although

some men using match rifles fire in the back

position. The prone position must be abso-

lutely correct, and the riflemen must have had
enough practice in it to hold like a rock. I

well remember that at one time a year had
gone by during which time I had had practic-

ally no practice in prone shooting, and was
then called upon to train for long range

shooting. It took three weeks of daily

position and aiming drill, and forty shots

fired each day to put me in shape again. The
novice who can learn to hold well enough
on one season to make a decent average at

long range is very much of an exception.

We do occasionally find, however, a young
man of excellent physique who has been
started right by a good coach, and who
develops into a first class holder in a couple

of months. Such a man may make an occa-

sional excellent score at long range, but he

has not the knowledge of conditions, nor the

experience to make even a fair annual average.

Judgment of weather conditions can be

gained only by experience, and one can

gain this best under a good coach. The man
who attains excellence without coaching is

very much the exception. One must be able

to judge, foretell and measure the conditions

which cause lateral deflection (wind and
light), and those which cause vertical deflec-

tion (wind, light, weather, rifle, and ammuni-
tion). To develop correct judgment it is

necessary to do a lot of shooting, to most
carefully watch conditions through the teles-

cope before and after each shot, and to make
minute records in the score book. Try to
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find out the cause for ever> shot gone astray,

but remember always that in learning to

judge conditions you will arrive nowhere

until you have learned to hold, and have

obtained an accurate rifle and ammunition.

It is not possible to succeed without good

tools. Accurate shooting calls for accurate

tools and accurate work. We can perhaps

connect the word "skill" with holding and

pulling, the word "experience" with judgment

of conditions, and "accuracy" with rifle and

ammunition. The successful long range shot

must have a long range rifle, excellent long

range ammunition, a high power telescope,

and a proper score book. If he is using a

military rifle he must also have a micrometer

sight adjuster. There will also be necessary

a rifle rest, in which to rest the rifle between

shots, a rest for the telescope, mobilubricant,

a spitzer greaser, proper cleaning materials,

and access to a thermometer, barometer,

and hygrometer.

There are comparatively few rifles made in

America that are suitable for long range

shooting. The only ones that can be regarded

as satisfactory are the United States Rifle,

Model of 1898 (Krag), the United States

lifle. Model of 1903 (Springfield), the Win-

chester single shot rifle in .30-40 or .30-1906

calibre when fitted with suitable sights, the

.303 Ross Military Rifle, and the .280 Ross

Long Range Match Rifle. The United

States Rifle, Model of 1917 can be regarded

as in this class as soon as a satisfactory rear

sight has been provided for it. A few rifles

have been made to order in America by skilled

gunmakers which are capable of accurate

work at long range. If metallic sights are

used it is absolutely essential that they be

peep sights, and that they have both eleva-

tion and windage adjustments. Arrange-

me'nts must be had for adjusting and record-

ing elevation in minutes of angle. This can

be obtained on military rifles by means of a

micrometer sight adjuster. A telescope sight

for long range work must be excellent in every

respect, and must have mountings per-

mitting adjustment to minutes of angle for

both elevation and windage.

One must start with the adjustments of his

rifle perfect, and must keep them so. There

must be no change in the rifle after one starts

in with his shooting. This demands careful

attention to such matters as trigger pull,

tightness of bands and screws, seating of

barrel in stock, guarding against dampness

and warping of stock, proper cleaning, etc.

The most popular ammunition in America

for long range shooting is the .30 calibre

Model 1916 U.S.G. cartridge. It is safe to

say that 99% of all long range shooting is

done with this ammunition. Not every make
of Model 1906 ammunition will do by any

means. To be successful one must have

special match ammunition. The large am-
munition factories, before the war, each

year loaded up a batch of ammunition intend-

ed specially for long range shooting. The
Winchester Repeating Arms Company and

the United States Cartridge Company used

180 grain bullets, and the Remington Arms

—

Union Metallic Cartridge Company ,used a

172 grain bullet instead of the regular 150

grain military bullet. Moreover special pains

were taken in loading this ammunition. The
powder' was most carefully selected and

blended, and each charge was weighed by
hand, and was correct to within

,'o
of a grain.

The bullets were made with the greatest care,

and then were carefully selected by calibra-

tion, weighing, and spinning to determine any
faults, in which process of selection probably

50% of these bulJSts were discarded. Any
failure on the part of the marksman to attain

a possible at 1000 yards could not be traced

to ammunition of this class. On the other

hand, with the very best military animunition

the first class long range shot found that an

average of about 44 points was all that he

could hope for at 1000 yards.

To describe in- practical detail all the

technique which enters into long range shoot-

ing would require at least 300 pages of this

magazine, but perhaps a listing of certain

points covering the system of firing to which

all long range shots must give minute atten-

tion will give the novice an inkling as to the

procedure in this class of shooting.

On going to the firing point: See that you

have rifle, ammunition properly greased,

micrometer, score book, pencil, telescope,

telescope rest, rifle rest, spitzer greaser, and

sight black. See that the rifle is clean, the

bore very slightly lubricated with mobilubri-

cant, the bolt oiled, and the sights blackened.

All the articles except the rifle can be conven-

iently carried in a dope bag (small suit case

just long enough to contain the telescope and

telescope rest.)

On arrival at firing point : Find the target

assigned to you, sit down behind it, calculate

your elevation and windage and record

them lightly in the score book, adjust the rear

sight for elevation only, adjust the sling of the

rifle, see that tne black on the sights has not

rubbed off, and then loaf until i| comes timerJ
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foe you to take vour plnre al the firing stake.

Do not tire your eyes by looking at the targets

but keep your eyes open for change in weather

conditions; particularly noting whether the

wind is constant or variable in direction and
velocity and whether it is diminishing or

increasing.

On being called to the firing stake: Go
up promptly, hand your score card In the

scorer, select a smooth, levef place on which
to lie, stick your rifle rest in the ground plac-

ing the rifle therein, set up your telescope in

proper position trained and focused on the

target, place score book and pencil just

below eyepiece of the telescope, weight the

pages of the score book down with your
ammunition, place micrometer on the score

book, then take your rifle, adjust the sling to

the arm, lie down and aim at the target being

sure the position is correct and comfortable,

note where the elbows come on the ground,

dig small holes for them with the rifle rest,

place the rifle rest in its correct position, and
place the rifle in it. You are now ready
to begin shooting. Your expert shot can do
all this and do it accurately without hurry
or fuss, in about .30 seconds. The novice
must do it accurately, and must not hurry or

fuss no matter how long it takes him. How-
ever,, if one takes too much time the range
officer or scorer is likely to get peevish, and
this does not tend towards the right frame
of mind to start a score at long range with.

Therefore, for the novice, considerable drill

in getting into position is necessary. Pay
attention to the system, comfort, .everything

convenient and in the right place, a steady,

correct, comfortable position.

Firing: Elevation has been calculated

^nd set before coming to the firing stake.

Look through your telescope, note mirage,
wind direction and velocity, and set wind
gauge. Load the rifle, get almost into the

firing position, take one final look through

the telescope to see that the wind and mirage
have not changed, get into correct position,

steady down, hold hard, and get off with
perfect aim and perfect pull, call your shot.

Now open your bolt and throw out your
fired shell, instantly look through your teles-

cope to see that the mirage has not changed,
record your call in the score book, as soon as

the target comes up look through the

telescope and see where your spotter is,

make the necessary entries in your score

book, see that thfe scorer calls the value of

your shot correctly and in a loud enough
voice for you to hear plainly, make the sight

corrections for the next shot if necessary, load,

last look through the telescope, fire again,

and so on to the end of the score.

The above is the system used by practi-

cally all long range shots of note. You must
get on to this system and school yourself

in it. System is very important. Nothing
must hurry or disturb you while firing.

Remember, if you have no system the range
officer and scorer will both probably hurry
and disturb you. You must know the system
so well that your mind is free from the details

of it, and can devote itself to the firing pro-

blem.

First, last, and always remember that long

range shooting requires skill, e.xperience,

and good tools, and that extemporizing or

substituting in any of these will result in a

handicap. Success in long range shooting

cannot be expected,

Without having mastered mid-range shoot-

ing.

Without skill in holding and pulling.

Without experience in judging conditions.

Without a proper rifle and ammunition.

Without a telescope.

Without a micrometer or match sights.

Without a well kept score book.

Without a well drilled system of shooting.

HOLDING OVER
R. H. Davidson

WHAT degree of accuracy can be expected

by "Holding off" our target or in other

Words, what is the average number of hits that

can be safely figured on by holdingoff the object

to be hit? Holding off in this case meaning
"Holding over" our target. Why should it

be necessary to hold over? Why not hold on?

The rifleman's old Hoodoo Gravity here steps

in and proceeds to muss up his calculations

and cause him no end of trouble to land a hit

when shooting at unknown ranges, be it game

or target. When we know our range and have
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taken the necessary steps to accurately mark
our sights for such, (which few hunters seem

to take seriously) we then have old "Pop"
gravity at our mercy. But how often docs

the unexpected or even the expected shot at

game, be it man or beast, put in its appear-

ance in just the right spot, that is the distance

we have our sights set for? Not very often.

Therefore it becomes very necessary that we
know the ballistic performance of our pet

game getter, meaning by this, particularly the

rise and fall of our bullet over various ranges

in order to place a shot and do it quickly

without losing the precious time to make
the correct sight adjustment.

Quoting in part Prof. Donovan's very

instructive article published in "Arms and the

Man" for Sept. 7th entitled "The art of

holding over." "We will recall that no

matter how fast the rifle shoots, the earth

gravity always makes it drop at a definite rale

given as }/2 gt- squared. Meaning one half of

32.16 multiplied by the time in seconds

squared that it takes the bullet to reach the

target. Or you may prefer another method.

The bullet in the first second always drops Ifi

feet and each succeeding second drops twice

the preceding one plus 16 feet, therefore the

second one it drops 16x2+ 16 = 48 feet. He
gives us a chart showing the effect of gravity

on a bullet in flight. This proves to be by one

of his methods, the time of flight squared

multiplied by 16. The 16 in this case being

the drop in feet in the first second. To make
a long story short, to hit our object at a;iy

distance with our rifle sighted for 100 yards,

we must "hold over" three times the trajec-

tory height of our bullet for the range we
believe it to be, above the object to be hit.

Of course, it can readily be seen this would
not be necessary only at distances where three

times the height of trajectory exceeded the

size of our target. For instance from the

Mflitary standpoint, the trajectory curve

of the .303 British cartridge Mark VII when
sighted for 200 yards is 3.02 inches at 100

yards. Therefore it would only be neces-

sary to hold over nine inches minus half

the depth of our target (in or(ler to strike

centre) which if it was a man in the prone'

position would be approximately 10 inches.

Our hold then would be with this cartridge

dead on for anything down to the smallest

object we would expect to hit at this distance.

Our object under this method now is under-

stood to be a distance beyond that for which

our sights are set for, and also beyond the

danger space of the trajectory or «urve in

flight of our bullet.

It is not the writer's intention to attempt to

give the percentage of hits that should be

landed on game at unknown ranges using this

method of sighting. There is a vast differ-

ence between placing a hit on running game
in open country and a stationary target

which is already very much dead. I leave

my first two questions unanswered. ] merely

wish to show the results of a reasonable test

made under Military conditions at ""known"
ranges using this hold over method. And
further I might add. I am not vain enough
to consider my results as a standard, or the

^

maximum number of hits which can be made.
Indeed it may be the minimum number that

should be scored. Nevertheless I herewith

give the results as they occurred.

The writer used as his victim a cardboard

figure of a man in the prone position. Height
22 inches, \vidth 26 inches at bottom. This

to be used up to 600 yards. The first test

was tried at 100 yards using the .22 Long
rifle cartridge. Savage repeater, Lyman tang

peepv Globe front with bead. AH shooting

done from prone position. Target was
reduced to one sixth size or 3 ^^ inches high

as shown in figures. The trajectory curve of

the .22 Long rifle for the various makes aver-

ages about 6 inches for this range. This called

for a hold over of 18 inches (with sight set

at zero or 12 yards) minus half the depth of

target or roughly 16 inches. Tai^t was
exceptionally hard to see due to size and

blending with background. Eight mile wind
blowing, varying from 11 to 1.00 o'clock.

High ground behind target. .Shots hitting

figure only were marked. Figure 1 shows

results this range.

10 shots, shots

No's 2,9 & 10 find-

ing their mark or

33 per cent. hits.

Results using .303 British full service load

Mark VII. Rear micrometer peep on rifle,

wind gauge. Range 300 yards. 10 shots.
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t/o hits No's 4 and 7 shown on figure 2, or

percent hits. The trajectory at this range

; given by the U.M.C. people as 29 inches

'hich corresponds very close by my own
levations. Hold over was 87 inches minus
inches (half depth of figure) or roughly &14

«t. Wind from 2.00 o'clock velocity 10 to 12

liles. This was taken care of on wind gauge,

lits only were marked. 600 > ards was given

up after the^above

results were made
at .')00 yards as it

i« I seemed absolutely

foolish to attempt

W|lien the hold over called for 11 feet.

)0 yards was next tried. Trajectory at this

mge is 8. .34 inches. Hold over 25 inches

linus 10 inches or 15 inches. Wind from

.00 o'clock, 10 miles per hour. Wind
auge used. Figure 2 shows shots No's 11, 12,

4. 15, 17. 18, 19 and 20, 8 hits out of 10 shots

r 80 percent. The shorter range as might

8 expected shows, the highest percentage of

its. The shooting at 100 yards with the

.22 being about equal to'500 yards'^nd the
hits totalled about the same.

Now wherein lies the difficulty in getting

our man? My experience
,
showed me that

the difficulty of estimating the hold over was
augmented by the target being shut from
view by the rifle when raising over figure.

And a lateral error creeping in equal to at

least 3 degrees or 15 inches at 500 yards or

the equivalent of .30 inches. Fifty percent

of misses by close observation were to the

side of figure and this was not caused Jt)y wind
either.

As to using this hold over method in the

game field. It is our only hope to carry our
rifle sighted for the danger space of its trajec-

tory for the particular game we are hunting.

Carrying our rifle sighted for 100 yards and
holding over three times the trajectory for

ranges beyond that distance may be all right

in the Mihtary game where our man shows
up beyond the danger space of the trajectory.

It is not necessary in the game field where we
take advantage of high velocity which gives

us flat trajectory, and carry our rifle sighted

up to this limit. Beyohd that point we should

knoV the fall of omr bullet, (this can be as-

certained by test) for ranges w-here hits might
be made by holding over. Holding over in

this case not being three times the trajectory

height, but the actual fall in inches of bullet

below line of sight for the distance our sight

is set for. This of cou rse is only in emerg-

ency cases' where time means everything.

Where time permits I for one will raise my
elevation what I think is correct and "hold

on."

COMMON SENSE IN PURCHASING FIREARMS
C. S. Landis

UST what is meant by the above phrase?

It may mean very many things, and in

lany cases the application of it may save

le hunter very serious inconvenience and
idless expense, some phases of which 1

|1 try to illustrate as 1 go along,

his article is written for the guidance and
^ of the common everyday hunter and
Wtcr and we will not consider specialized

ases like the trap shooter, the experimental
^Heman, the long range military target shot
> the expert reloader of ammunition.
Common Sense in Purchasing Shotguns.
There is less chance for the hunter to get

off on the wrong foot when purchasing a
shotgun than when buying any other type
of firearm and I believe that it is lucky that

this is so because the shotgufl shooters,

excepting the trapshoolers, as a rule are not

sboh faddists as rifle or revolver shots, and
besides shotguns are not made in the almost
numberless calibres which have been offered

to the rifle shooting public.

The average backwoods store handles 12

gauge shells, and no other kind. In the duck
shooting regions, especially around famous
places like the Susquehanna flats and Barnegat
Bay and other similarly far-famed duck
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shooting stands 10 gauge shells and guns are

still frequently seen but in other ordinary

places the ten bore has followed the wild

pigeon and the great auk.

Sixteen, twenty and twenty-eight gauge

guns are all right for those who can always be

certain that they can and will take a full

supply %l shells with them. Out of the way
places that are annually frequented by tour-

ists may have a few boxes of sixteens or

twenties which are nearly always loaded with

ridiculou»ly light loads of powder due to the

ignorance of the country storekeeper in not

knowing the proper loads for these gauges

and to the old custom ofsalesmen unloading

any old thing on easy marks.

The party that hunts in real game country,

said country being usually pretty far from

railroad centres, wU occasionally run out of

shells in the field, this is particularly true

in quail, partridge and rabbit shooting. The
average country store handles only 12 gauge

shells loaded with 23-2 to 3 drams powder and

number I to 7 shot, usually fours to sixes, and

a load of 2}4 drams smokeless and 1 H ozs.

5's is not a particularly soul satisfying load

to a bird hunter whose world, just at that

moment, revolves around a load of 3 drams,

iKozs. of 73^chilled.

These shells are nothing extra but they

are far better than nothing and will kill

the game if used with discretion. In addi-

tion nearly every hunting party or hunter,

will sell, loan or give a half dozen shells to a

party out of ammunition, and those acquired

shells, in 99 cases out of 100, will be 12 gauge

shells.

A party that has a big covey of birds

marked down, a half crazy dog or two, three

or four hours of daylight left, a light game bag

and with no shells that will fit, within 20

mifes, are not in a particularly enviable posi-

tion, at least not to those who have been

caught under these conditions.

In addition, a sixteen a twenty or a twenty-

eight is always ballistically inferior to a full

charged twelve and the only advantage

possessed by any small gauge is light weight

of gun and ammunition.

The full choke craze.

The craze for full choke guns, a craze that

has been well helped along by much trap

Shooting and by most writers on shotguns and

shotgun shooting, and also by nearly all

manufacturers of shotguns advertising the

close patterns that their guns can be bored for,

is the great stumbling block in the way of the

average hunter ever getting to be a really

successful hunter of small game.

Ninety men out of each hundred have
absolutely no business with a full choke gun,
unless they confine their shooting to trap

shooting, duck and goose shooting and squir-

rel shooting. They simply cannot shoot up
to the qualities of the gun and the close pat-

tern at short-range is a hopeless handicap to

their lack of skill.

A full choke gun is about as valuable for

shooting rabbits and partridges in the brush

of a thick chopping as a .45 calibre rifle would
be. The one remedy for this condition,

pro\ided you already own the gun, is the use

of the so called "Brush," "Scatter Load" or

'Bush" shells, shells that are so loaded that

"they scatter the shot. These shells will do
very fine work on rabbits at short range.

Select the shells loaded with 7 or 7}^ shot to

get the jjpttern, but they do not pattern close

enough for good consistent work on birds.

The average shot should use an improved
cylinder and rather closely choked modified

choke double gun, or a modified choke single

or repeater. Such a weapon will account for

just about twice as much game as a full

choke will in the hands of the average shot,

especially in choppings, and the game will be

fit to eat instead of being a disgusting mass

of feathers, hair and blood.

Probably eight rabbits out of ever> ten

that one kicks out himself are shot at inside

of 15 yards, inside of 30 yards if jumped by

ypuT own dog, not some other fellow's dog,

and birds will AVERAGE not over 20 to 25

y^rds, at least they will in the woods or brush

and briar patches.

The average hunter, living in a wooded or

partly wooded country, and not as a rule

being an expert wing shot, will have his bag of

game for the season average about as follows

:

rabbits 75 per cent, squirrels 20 per cent and

birds including partridges and turkeys,

five per cent. In localities where there

is much brush and little hardwood timber, his

game will average rabbits 75 per cent, part-

ridges, quail and turkeys, 20 per cent, and

squirrels 5 per cent.

If one will actually take pains to remember it
j

he will find that four fifths of his rabbits are 9

either shot out of easily seen tufts of grass,

briar patches usually tufts of grass in briar

patches; corn shocks, brush heaps and heaps

of leaves in the woods, and in choppings four-

fifths of his partridges will be shot or flushed

out of the same kind of cover.

Where does a full choke gun used as such,
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come in for this kind of shooting? This

answer is that it does not come in, for a full

choke was never intended for this kind of

shooting.

One is prone to rememljer how last year he

killed a rabbit a full 75 yards when raced by

dogs and forgets all about the fact that two

thirds of the rabbits he missed, usually nearly

all the rabbits that he missed, were missed in

briar patches and choppings inside of 50 feet.

They were missed because a ball of shot the

size of one's fist is not very likely to hit a

.

speeding ball of fur somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of a line of rapidly moving grass

which is two feet above the rabbit's back.

Buying the Proper Rifle.

Buying the proper rifle is considerably more

of a proposition than buying the proper shot-

gun, and while it is not likely to be as expen-

sive at the beginning a mistake is likely to

prove worse in the end

The all around rifle is the rifle that every-

one wants and of course no one ever finds it

but I believe that the closest approaches for

the average wan are the .22 long rifle, rather

heavy weight, well sighted repeater at one

extreme, and the ..30-30 carbine at the other.

Now I know of course that a real rifle crank

will seldom buy or use either, but as I said

before, the cranks are not being considered in

this.

The".22 long rifle repeater will take care of

all small game shooting for the average man,
will be his best bet on a trap line, especially

when used with hollow point cartridges, and
will do far better target shooting that he can

be expected to do. It is a waste of time and
money to buy a gun that will shoot into a

2 inch circle at 100 yards for the man who
cannot hold into less than a one foot circle.

And, I am safe in saying that the average man
cannot hold into less than a one foot circle at

100 y ards, I have seen dozens of them try it

on measured rifle ranges, and have seen the

great majority prove it, by missing the whole

target time after time.

For the average man to buy a .32-20, a .25-

20, a .22 high power or any one of the single

shot special shells, for his small game shoot-

ing, target shooting, and general enjoyment
and amusement, is the heighth of folly because

he cannot aiTord, at the present price of ammu-
nition, to do enough practice target

shooting to ever become an expert shot,

or even a fair shot. He is in exactly the same
class as the hundreds of men who own, or

at least run, Packards, Pierce Arrows and
Cadillacs, when if the truth be known, they

have no business to own a Ford.

How many men do you know, who are

really expert rifle shots, who have not been
in the shooting game at least ten years'?

Most of them have been in it twenty or

thirty years, and the rifle these men use to

practice with is the .22 calibre rifle.

The .30-30 carbine as the big game rifle for

the average man.
I suppose that many will wonder why I

advise the man who shoots one or two weeks
a year to get a .30-30 carbine. Here are the

reasons.

The cartridges can be obtained anywhere
in America. All the back woods(stores have
them, possibly one third or at least a quarter

of the Northern hunters will be using it,

and one can get shells in a pinch, miles from
a store. The rifle is light, handles fast and is

sufficiently accurate and powerful and has

sulTicient range to do good work at any range

that a rifleman of this class is at all likely

to hit big game. I believe it is a waste of

time to sell a 500 yard rifle to a 50 yard shot

and a fifty yard shot is about the speed

of the average, not expert, big game hunter.

Some years ago I had the pleasure of

making the acquaintance of two hunters who
had the local reputation of being especially

successful hunters and sure death shots.

They had each killed several deer, or at least

had each brought several deer home with

them, and were generally considered far

above the average as hunters and rifle shots.

One day the three of us went out to the woods
to do a little target shooting in preparation

for their annual hunt. One had a .38-55

Winchester and the other a .303 Savage
equipped with Lyman sights.

As a result of the shooting, all of it rest

shooting at that, I found that neither man
could keep more than three fourths of his

shots on the side of the largest stump we
could find at 100 yards, and they both firmly

believed that they had killed deer time and
again up to a quarter of a mile.

Possibly they had done so, OCCASION-
ALLY, but every time I hear of these terribly

long kills that are continually being made in

this brushy mountainous country I recall

some of my timber surveying days and
remember how dreadfully hard it was to get a

300 foot (100 yard) clear "shot" even by

cutting away the undergrowth with axes, and
about the day that we got into really good
sized timber and had to make a set up on an
average of about every 75 feet and how that

old woodsman, hunter and lumberman in our

party wanted to lick me because I claimed

that the line we were running that he said was
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at least 2 54 to 3 miles long was a grapd total

of 1320 FEET and yet this line was within

500 yds. of his house where he had lived

continuously for over 20 years. The tem-

perature was about 105 in the shade—and not

a breath of air stirring.

Last fall I met a man on the hunting trail

who was all excited about losing a deer at

what he claimed was over 700 y ards," he

could see his horns as he ju,mped over the

brush and could see the hair fly when the

bullet hit his shoulder" etc., etc., and I am.
willing to say right here that it took a con-

founded good pair of eyes to tell a buck from

a doe, when both were standing still, at 100

yards, right on that spot. There are, of course

exceptional circumstances under which it

is possible to see a buck in flight at a half

mile or so, and it is also possible to kill that

buck by a lucky shot, but most people would
do better to pay attention to killing the bucks
that get out of beds inside of 100 yards in the
brush and laurel thickets.

And, it takes no thousand yard rifle to do
this kind of shooting. The man with a .256,

or a .280 Ross or any other high velocity,

hard to clean rifle, with its expensive ammu-
nition, ammunition almost impossible to

buy outside the cities, and impossible to

shoot much due to the expense, is not much
better off in the laurel thicket than the old

settler with his .30-30 or even his old Win-
chester .44-40.

This, of course, is all rank heresy for a .gun

crank like m>self, and a privileged person

like an Editor, to get off in public, but after

all is said and done, and after we consider the

shooting abilit\ of the average hunter, his

lack of ability to judge distance, his chances

or rather his lack of chances of getting any

shots at longer than 150 yards and to the fact

that he is not likely to kill a running deer at

over 200 > ards more than about once in a

lifetime, doesn't it seem reasonable, rational

and sensible that this kind of a hunter should

be advised to purchase a rifle that he can buy
ammunition for anywhere, that uses ammuni-
tion that is as cheap as possible, so that he can

practice as much as possible to improve his

shooting ability, that uses ammunition that

will not foul his rifle so that it becomes inac-

curate, excessively hard to clean, or dangerous

after the misuse that the average man gives a

rifle, and that he be advised to purchase a

rifle that is altogether adapted to snap shoot-

ing at short ranges, the only ranges at which
he will kill anything an>how except by acci-

dent. Then when after years of use of such a

rifle he acquires the skill of the more expert

shot and discovers that it is advisable to

clean a rifle oftener than once a year, and
knows how to properly care for and use a

real and regular rifle, then it is time for him
to graduate into the crank class and get

anything that he can afford, but until then is

it not well to adapt the tools to the individual

and let him be governed accordingly.

This is why the old single action .45 Coll

was and is popular among the frontiersmen

and why it is tabooed among crack target

shots, The man who doesn't know which

way to move his rear sight to hit his mark is

not likely to miss his micrometer if he forgets

it and leaves it at home but there are times and

places where a micrometer is about as necess-

ary as one's suspenders or belt, if you want
to shoot and win in classy company. There-

fore let us choose our weapons with an eye to

the use to which they will be ut and with

due regard to the fapabili lies of their owner.

EVEN AND UNDER-CALIBERED BULLETS
IN THE .256 NEWTON

M. DE W. Hemmeon

DURING the last few months I have

perforce and involuntarily conducted a

series of experiments with even-calibered

and under-calibered bullets in my 6.5 m-m
Mauser made at Obcondorf and chambered
there for the .256 Newton cartridge. The
perforce part is owing to the fact that 1 can

get no bullets from the Newton Co.,1 cannot

get even an acknowledgment for money sent

last June and paid to the Company through

a Buffalo bank, of which fai t 1 have the proof

In justice it should be said that since about

May 1st, Mr. Newton has not been President

of the Newton Arms Co., which is now in )

receivership.

I had on hand, however, nearly 300 Newton
139 gr. bullets, but 300 bullets are not enougli

for my spring and fall d, ily shooting. So

I turned to .•\. O. Niedner of Maiden, Mass.,

who very kindly left paying work to make me
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50 shells and a few hundred bullets. The
shells are necked down Springfields, as good

as can be got now. But the best he could do

in the bullet line was to upset the regular S.P.,

25-35, 117 gr. bullet to calibre .266, which I

thought would be better than raliber .264. I

had a sizing die for .264 and used it la. r.

The result will be taken up further on.

I was already keeping a record of scores

using No. 16 powder and the 129 gr. bullets

Why not compare? I had about enough No.

16 for 20 groups but wanted to save a tew

Newton bullets for emergencies, and so set

aside 175 of them. I had enough No. 20 for

250 of the 117 gr. bullets and I managed to

get 50 upset to .264 for myself and sized down
50 more to the same calibre. I should perhaps

have crossed over with these powders but I

was under way wth No. 16 and the Newton
bullets before this occurred to me. .\nyway

here are the data and the results. Distance

260 yards, measured. 17 groups on the A
target; shells U.M.C. for first six groups and
30-1906 for all the rest; load, 43 grs. No. 16 with

the 129 gr. bullet, calibre .264. 12 groups,

same target and distance; load, 43 grs. No. 20.

bullets 117 gr., cal. 226. 10 groups, 43 grs. No.
20. 117 gr. bullets, cal. .264. Average for the 17

groups 5.85 inches; troublesome mirage on
some days and few days free therefrom. Average

for the 12 groups 5.6'.l inches ; very little

mirage. Average for the 10 groups 5.62 inches;

practically no mirage. Swedish position

as described in Rod and Gun for July, article

"The 6.5 m-m Oberndorf Mauser." These
aveiages are a little larger than my average

5.5 inches as stated in the aforementioned

article. The 17 group average is the worst

and should have been the best. Looking

over the records as I write I see noted (bad

mirage) for five groups which average about

7 inches. The rest are smaller and run from

6.25 inches to 4 inches: most were under

5.5 inches.

The 117 gr. bullet is not meant for this

rifle, whose throat (cone or lead) is short and
designed for the Spitzer bullet. The 117 gr.

bullet was swedged to a modified Thomas
point and its spring line is so far forward that

the action clo.ses with difficulty whether the

calibre be .264 or .266. The former gave
greater accuracy, but seating the .266 bullets

farther back made them almost equal in

accuracy to the .264 bullets. Excluding the

first six groups of the 17 group string the

.264 Newton bullet is the most accurate, but

however, the groups lie taken, the under-

calibered bullet is more accurate than the

even calibered. Also bullets seated well

back gave smaller groups than bullets seated

far out. This is contrary to theory, and would

not hold in a close chamber, but in a chamber^
with ordinary clearance, seating the bullet

with its nose jammed into the rilling causes

it to upset on impact at once and completely

and with its rear part larger than the bore

through which it must be driven, which leads

to heavy chamber pressure. And as no
two bullets upset to exactly the same degree,

velocities vary and accuracy falls off. Of
course the ideal system, and that which gives

most accuracy, is the Niedner system, so

called because Mr. A. O. Niedner uses it in

this country, of even chambering and caiibr-

ing, but that system calls for hand-made
everything, which means high cost. Most
of us therefore, must use the loose chamber in

which under-calibered bullets seem lo be
better.

This does not mean excessive under-calt-

bration however, such as that in the .280

Ross; not more tJhan .002 inches. Nor
does it mean longer life for the barrel; it means
shorter life. In an article some months ago
in Hod and Gun, reproduced lately in Arms
and the Man, it was stated that the under
calibration of the .280 Ross 145 gr. fcullet

prolonged the life of the barrel over that of

the Springfield. A slight knowledge of the

metal cutting properties of the stream of hot

gas which always at first rushes past an under-

calibered bullet, would have told the writer of

the article in question that the reverse is the

case. If unconvinced let him read a series

of articles in Outer's Book a year or two ago,

which embody no haphazard surmise like

his own but the results of scientific experiment

by "Bill."

Yet, as befoVe written, we of the poor

family, would better use the under-calibered

bullet. Such under-calU)ration must not go

too far, however. To wit, the Ross 145 gr.

bullet measures about .287; the bore diameter

of the rille is .289 in the catalog and .291 to

.292 in all the rifles I have ever known to be

tested. Here seemingly is the reason why it

can use such tremendous powder charges,

and also a reason for its inaccuracy. The

latter has been dealt with by Lt. Col. Whelen

in his magnificent new work The Anieirlcan

Rifie. For this see his book pp. 238 and .598.

He gives the average Ross group as over 12

inches at 200 yards. As to the former: the

.256 Newton shell holds 55 grs. No. 15 with

about 3^^incheso:r space between powder and

bullet. The .280 Ross holds .60 fers. 15 with I
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Victory—and your Savage

FOR more than a year you've bought
your guns collectively, as members of
the nation.

And you asked us for Lewis Machine Guns—nothing but Lewis Machine guns—all

we could make. And you got them and
used them—in uniform—under the stars
and stripes.

And you've won the war. So now we can
go back to making your hunting rifles and
pistols again for you as individuals—for
your private, personal needs in civil life.

We're working hardlto get you the guns
that you've unselfishly and " patriotically
waited for so long.

And the .32 Savage Automatic Pistol and
the .22 Savage Hi-Power and .250-3000
Savage Rifles will be ready by April.

Savage Arms Corporation
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no air space at all. In proportion to

its bullet the .256 Newton has the

larger powder capacity, 92% of the capacity

of the .280 Ross. A bullet of the same pro-

portion in the .256 Newton would weigh 133

grs.. while a bullet of the same ballistic

coefficient weighs but 121 grs. Late tests

show the velocity of the .256-125 gr. bullet

to be 2961 f.s. and that of the .280-143 gr.

to be 2912 f-.s., barrel length 21 inches in each

case. With the suitable powder the possi-

bilities of the .256 Newton, in the way of

velocity, are therefore greater than those

of the .280 Ross.
\

As before stated accuracy was greater with

bullets 117 gr. seated well down in the shells.

Also chamber pressure was far less. This is

probably due to the fact that even-calibered

bullets so seated meet with less resistance

at first and being under way are upset less

than those firmly held against the lands,

which is in accordance with the well known
law touching the capacity of moving bodies

to retain their shape. Apparently no nail-

like head was formed cf their bases.

If we must use loose chambers in rifles of

extreme velocity, and the arms companies

have said it. the under-calibered bullet seems

preferable to the bullet of even caUbre unless

one is willing to sacrifice velocity and accuracy

to barrel life.

NOTES ON REVOLVER LOADS
W. A. LiNKLETTER

IN the November issue of Rod & Gun, Mr.

Smith inquires for inside information on a

combined powder charge for the .15 revolver.

The Editor replied "Probably Mr. Linkletter

will be able to answer your questions." Per-

mit me to remark that it affords me great

pleasure to do so.

My bullet, which I use in the expanded

. 14-10 shell, being .4375; is so near the size of

the .45 bullet that there needs to be very

little difference in the charge of powders, so

therefore, I advise a charge of &}^2 grains of

black powder in the bottom and 5 grains of

Hull's eye powder on top of that, that being the

charge that I used in the .11-40 shell when I

used a 260 grain bullet but when I increased

Uie weight of the bullet to 275 grains [ cut

the black powder charge to 7 grains. .Seeing

that 5 grains of BuUseye powder is what is in

the factory .45 smokeless loading a person

needs no spyglass to discover that adding SJ^

Lxains of black powder for a priming charge

ruts considerable ice" yet such loading pro-

duces no greater recoil than the original

40 grains of black powder which was loaded

in the government cartridge. This combined

rharge of powders produces greater speed

\iilh less breech pressure than the 40 grains

of black powder.

One of my correspondents, who has used

m> loading in his Colls .45 revolver for several

sears, remarked that when he fired it at a

ride target at 200 yards it gave him the sur-

prise of his life when he found that the bullets

hit several feet higher than the bullets from
factory loading.

The size of the Wads.

Use wads the size of the outside calibre

of the shells. Thus if a loading funnel is

used all of the air in the shell above the pow-
der is compressed in with the powder which
adds greatly to the power.

I had Kings .Semi Smokeless powder, when
used as a priming charge, to slightly outclass

black powder, and at any rate I have been
using It for the last live years.

I greatly regret that I am unajsle to furnish

some shot up targets which were pJroduced

with my special loading, both with the revol-

ver and the model 1892 Winchester rille

(.M-40) but I am so nearly "all in" that

neither my eyes nor my trigger finger will

permit me to do any more line shooting and
not having a machine rest I am unable to

produce the goods.

W'ilh the slow twist of the .41-40 rifle when
I .Irst tested the revolver loading in it with its

260 grain bullet with its sawed olT nose .375

Hat why a half dozen shots at a hundred yards

spattered all over a foot circle with each

one keyholing. Then I thought that I was up

against it haVing a special barrel made to

specifications for the rifle and for it to have

a 16 inch twist like the revolver.

After studying over the problem for several

days I corkiliided to reduce the size or cross

section of the flat nose of the bullet and
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metal-cased bullets in high-power military

and sporting cartridges
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benefits of experience in gun manufacturing of over 50 years.
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Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., ""^tuefs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.
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also to add ten grains to the weight of the

bullet, both of which I did and presto! the

rifle with the transformed bullets shot smaller

groups than it did with factory loading, and

incidentally proved to be a better loading for

the revolver. By reducing the powder charge

one and one half grains, the recoil remained

the same as before..

Kings .Semi Smokeless powder presumably

is lighter than black powder and I always

loaded the priming charges by measure so the

7 grains of black powder is practically one
fourth dram and eight and one half grains

is five sixte'eftths dram. Bullseye powder is

16 grains weight for a dram in bulk. So,

if Mr. Smith, or anybody else, uses Kings

Semi Smokeless powder in the .45 Colt why

they can use the same BULK of priming

charge as the 5 grains of Bullseye.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Editor, Guns tt Ammunition, Dept.

Please advise me through the Guns &
Ammunition Dept. of Rod & Gun which will

prove the more satisfactory for short range

shooting, the .22 short, Lesmok powder;

or the conical breech caps, smokeless powder.

Mossman Dubrule,

Prescott, Ont.

i?ep/(/—Undoubtedly the .22 short Lesmok
cartridge is the better in every way, excepting

in price.

Editor.

Wishes Information.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have read many interesting lines in Rod
& Gun and would like to ask a few questions.

I have a 12 gauge shotgun which has no

name on it, only TPG imitation twist barrels,

guaranteed government test, with the follow-

ing stamped on it, barrels 18.3 F 12 gauge etc.,

left barrel choke bore. What make is it and
do you think it will shoot dense smokeless

powder? It is a hammer gun, 30 inch barrels,

pistol grip.

What is the best way to line up the sights

on a Remington 12.^ .22 repeater, rear Lyman
peep sight no. 1?

Is the Remington U.M.C. cartridge as

good as others and can it be bought for my
gun?

I. L. K.
Lakefield Ont.

Reply—Your shotgun is most likely a cheap
grade Belgian gun of uncertain make. You
could undoubtedly use 22 or 21 grain loads

of dense powder in it but it will likely do

much better shooting with black powder.

The gun, if it is like the average cheap Bel-

gian gun, will likely shoot loose in a season

or two with dense nitro powder.

Best way to line up a rear peep sight on any

riile is to put up a target at say 30 yards,

draw a line along the String of a plumb line

held so that the line cuts the centje of the
bull, .\djust the sights, with the rear sight

in its lowest position, so that your group of

shots cut this line either in the bull or close

above or below it. Then raise the rear sight

as far as possible and shoot another group.

If this group cuts the line some distance

ABOVE the bull, the rear sight is put on
straight. If this last group is to one side or

the other of the line put pieces of paper
under one side or the other base of the rear

sight until the group does cut this line. Then
your sight is perpendicular, provided of

course your holding is uniform, and your
rifle will shoot centre, laterally, at any range,

excepting of course the deviation due to drift

and windage.

The Remington U.M.C. cartridges are as

good as any others. If you mean the Special

Remington U.M.C. cartridge similar to the

.22-7-45 or .22 W.R.F. cartridge, it can only

be used in Remington or other rifles especially

chambered for it. The barrel of your rifle

will be stamped with the natne of the cart-

ridge, or cartridges, suitable for use in it.

Editor.

A Letter From a Revolver Crank.

Editor, Guns Sr Ammunition, Dent.

I wish to congratulate you on thrway that

you have brought the .\rms & .Ammunition

Dept, of Rod & Gun to the front. It ranks

with the best of them and is getting better

each issue.

In reloading low power cartridges, .32-20

and .38 Colt auto also .38 special, I mean
shells bought at the present time, I can only

reload about 2.'> out of a box once and the

rest twice, due to them breaking off about

a .-juarter inch from the base of the shell.

i
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Get Outdoors and Shoot!

Trapshooting is a fascinating out-

door "all-year" sport. Go into the

keen, invigorating outdoors and

shoot! Test your eye and judgment

against the swiftly skimming clay

birds. No sensation quite excels the

satisfaction that comes from "break-

ing 'em one-two-three."

There is no sport more fascinating

—no game that sharpens the faculties

quicker—or is a better tonic for the

brain and the body. No sport has

greater possibilities for health, in-

terest and friendly rivalry than trap-

shooting.

SPORTING
POWDERS

Write
For those who want to know

more about the sport of trap-
shooting we have prepared
literature and booklets on the
subject. We will be glad to
send \ou all particulars for the
formation of "gun clubs" in

connection with country clubs
or societies. Write for copy
of booklet, "The Sport Allur-
ing."

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL.
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This happens using black powder, the charge

being 17 grains in the .32 -20.

After trj'ing various loads I find that I get

about the same results and have come to the

conclusion that this is caused by the use of a

metal that is too hard owing to the shortage

of copper. Where the shell breaks it appears

to be crystallized.

I have some old shells that have been load-

ed as many as 20 times and yet they show no

signs of giving out.

For the benefit of those who do not reload

and who find shooting pretty expensive I

would say that I am reloading .38 specials

and .32-20 shells for approximately one half

cent each, using black powder and casting

my own bullets; whereas factory loaded shells

cost me $2.75 for .38 specials and 52.35 for

the .32-20's American makes. This means
quite a saving to a person who shoots con-

siderably and in my case I try to shoot 20

shots per day with rifl e and revolver.

I find that I can obtain better accuracy with

my own loads than with factory loads (my

own idea) (same here, Ed.) While speaking

on reloading could you tell me why I could

not load my .38 Smith & Wesson special to

get the same results as the .38 automatic

Colts?

The .38 special uses 3.4 grains of BuUseye

powder and the .38 auto Colt uses 4.6 grains

of the same powder. I can see no reason wh\
this cannot be done but there must be a

reason and I never like to go beyond what

the various manufacturers say regarding

their guns.

I use a .32-20 Winchester equipped with

Lyman sights for gophers and crows. With

it a person generally makes a clean kill or a

clean miss. I use the .250-3000 Savage for

heavier work. (Why not try the 86 grain

metal cased bullet for the .25-20 Winchester

in the Savage in front of a medium charge of

DuPont No. 80 powder for that crow shoot-

ing.)

In revolvers I have.

.38 Colt Bisley model, 5J^ inch barrel.

.38 Colt target, Officers Model, 714 inch

barrel.

.45 Colt automatic.

.32-20 Smith & Wesson Military model.

.22 Colt W.R.F.

.32 Smith & Wesson, safety hammerless.

I have owned every model made by the

Colt and Smith & Wesson concernk, also for

every cartridge. The .38 Colt Officers Model

is my favorite of the lot. They are very fine

target guns but I do not believe that they

will stand the rough work that the other Colt

revolvers will. On mine I have had two cy-

linder locks break and the firing pin come out.

The last cylinder lock that broke I made a

new one myself, making the broken place a

bit heavier and have fired about four thou-

sand shots with no more trouble from that

cause.

The Bisley model I use for packing at all

times and for knocking about with. I have

made a set of homemade partridge sights

for same and use it mostly for tomato can

shooting. I cannot do as good target work

with it as with the Officers Model, possibly

this is due to the shorter barrel.

I do not like the .32-20 cartridge for a

revolver as it seems to me to be too heavj'

for a revolver of that weight. I would think

that it would be all right in the Bisley model

that the Colt people make with a 7'^ inch

barrel.

The .22 W.R.F. I would advise anyone

wanting this model to get one using the .22

long rifle and you have a fine gun. It is

more accurate than the .22 W.R.F'. and far

cheaper for shells. Personally I would like

to see this gun about 4 ounces heavier in the

barrel and the grip a bit longer. It would

then be some gun. The same applies to

the Smith & Wesson .22.

In the automatics I like the .38 Colt mili-

tary model. It makes a fine gun for the trap

line, as it is the most powerful of the auto-

matics, and is also more powerful than any

of the revolvers. The 7.63 Mauser has a

little more penetration and is a little faster

than the Colt. It has not the shocking power

of the Colt and I have known it to put moose

down (but am not recommending it for big

game hunting.) As to target work, I can do

far better with it than any of the autos.

TVhile I have a .45 Colt auto I have not been

able to do much with it owing to the cost of

ammunition for same.

I have owned a 7.65 Luger and fired 300

shots out of same. On the 20 yard standard

target was very seldom able to get more than

4 shots on the cardboard, let alone hit the

black. From records I keep my average for

20 yard standard targets runs about 70 with

revolvers and "about 50 with Colt auto .38

and auto .45. How do you explain the Luger

shooting?

The only thing I can see was I never master-

ed the grip. The majority of the shooting

was. high.

I have a lot of targets that are very inter-

esting but as I am practically alone in the
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I
The Schultze Gunpowder Company Ltd.

I
SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

I
SCHULTZE & LIGHTNING

j

GUNPOWDERS
I
The Company desire to inform the

j
Sporting Public that the constitution i

! of the Company is entirely British. !

I

The Shareholders are ALL BRITISH
j

I

The Directors are ALL BRITISH
j

! The Employees are ALL BRITISH !

TheiSCHULTZE Powders were the !

first ^SMOKELESS SPORTING !

! POWDERS made in England, and !

I
have been manufactured since I

I
1869 at the Company's Works in

!

Hampshire. Sportsmen may there-
fore continue to use the SCHULTZE

j
GUNPOWDE.R COMPANY'S

! products with the knowledge that j

I by so doing they are supporting
j

I
a purely British Industry.

)

iWORKS-EyeworLh and Redbridge, Hants, England |

HEAD OFFICES:40. New Broad St.. I^ndon, E.G. |

VEST POCKET
.CREW DRIVER

fits the pocket—as easy to carry as a
' knife—always handy, always ready.

I Is flat and compact — no loose parts.
Handle is steel — sliong and ri^id— hand-
somely nickel plated— grives an excellent
grio. Has three good long blades that lock
open separately. Made of special screwdriver
steel— perlecily tempered—guatanleed. It is a
great thing for everybody, especially hunters,
anglers, motorists, machinists, carpenters, lock-
smiths, storekeepers, larmers, salesmen and

repairers ol typewriters, adding machineSt sewing machines,

I

guns or any mechanical devices.

Price 50c, by Mail, postpaid, \f not at your deal-
\] ers. Ask for Marble's Pocket Screwtl river and oUicr sf.eciaUies.
1 Write (or catalog. Sample Kltra-Solvenl Oil free l( you mention dealer's name.

I Marble Arms & Mfg. Co., 5ei mitn., Gladstone, Mich.

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
'I'KRMIER MALLARD. Reg. U. S. Patent Office

On your hunting trip lake along Mason*8 Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Wriie for Illustrated Catalogue—It's Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Milford and P. M. R. R. netroit, Mich.

RIFLES
of Yesterday

IN the good old days before
the War, when men shot

game instead of enemies, Am-
erican sportsmen swore by the
B.S.A. rifle.

The unique B.S.A. "Lever
cocked" air rifle and the
B.S.A. .22 calibre target and
sporting rifles, famed for their
intense accuracy, were par-
ticularly favored by Amencan
rifle connoisseurs.
During the War one great American
munition maker used B.S.A. .22
rifles exclusively in testing daily
output.

The War enhanced the already
splendid reputation of the B.S.A.
for reliability, accuracy and power
(when power was wanted). MU.
lions of B.S.A. rifles were made for
Allied land, sea and air forces.

It was the amazing B.S.A. ex-
perimental work and machining
skill which made the Lewis machine
gun the wonderful weapon it turned
out to be.

The B.S.A. of today is the resuh
of all the years endcdvor that have
«one before, and first fruits of gruel-
ling tests of the great War. See
'->ur announcement next month.
Write for further inforrruuion and
rifle booklets sent jree upon request.
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shooting game I would not send them. In

my own case when reading these things I

like to see them verified.

In conclusion Mr. Editor I would say that

I would like to have a talk with you on guns

as I can talk them but c&Tinot write them.

With best success to your department.

Alberta. F. R. Daniel.

Reply—Judging by your letter, if that

meeting ever happens we will miss several

perfectly good meals before th.e talk is over.

I like to get letters from men ii'ke you and you
do not have to be afraid to send the targets.

You ought to take in the National Matches
or something in that lifae if you ever get the

opportunity. These are the places where

you meet cranks by the hundred and the

tents of the more noted shooters usually

sound like the weekly meeting of the ladies

aid society.

That .250-3000 Savage will make you a

much better crow and gopher gun than the

.32-20. Try different mid range charges of

Du Pont No. 80 and No. 21 powders. You
can eayiy get the metal cabed bullets for the

.25-20 \\ inchester and they will shoot VERY
accurately. They are also very cheap.

Be careful about overloading the .38

Smith &. Wesson Special. This gun will

occasionally shed a cylinder, or a chamber or

so, when overloaded with Bullseye. But it

sure is some target gun.

Saw a very peculiar German make revolve'"

a few days ago. It looked something like a

cross between a Stevens target pistol, a

Merwin &. Hurlbert revolver and with a few

relations on its mother's side in the Webley
family. Rumor said that the former owner
has ceased to care for such things. It sure

was a man's size weapon. Possibly I can
get a photo later.

When you feel like another talk try us

again with some of those targets.

Editor.

A Maxim Silencer on a Revolver.

Editor, Guns & Amnnmilion, Depl.

I have been a satisfied reader of your maga-
zine since I was a kid of 12 years of age but
this is the first time I have written for infor-

mation and any advice that you can give me
will be appreciated.

I have a .32 calibre Harrington & Richard"
son hammerless breakdown action revolver.

What I want to know is could I fit a Maxim
silencer to the barrel of this revolver? I have
been told that the silencer will not work on
revolvers, only on pistols and rifies.

If it will not work on this arm can you give

me a list of revolvers or pistols that it will

work on? I think that it ought to work on
this arm with a clamp type of coupling con-
nected with the silencer.

Frank Baker,
Philadelphia

Reply—I understand that the Maxim sil-

encers are not adapted to any arm that has
an escape of gas at the breech. In which
case the silencer does not silence This of

course takes in all revolvers.

The Smith & Wesson and Sitevens pistols

would be about all that would be left. They
would balance about like a potato masher or

a chestnut knocker, when held by the light

-end.

In addition, Pennsylvania forbids the use of

silencers in all game shooting and I believe

also some states forbid their use on pocket

weapons.

The silencer is at its best on a .22 target

weapon or on a .22 for squirrel shooting.

Editor.

Experiences With a .22 High Power Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

During the past five years I have been an

interested reader of Rod & Gun in Canada,

your particular portion of the magazine being

the section in which I am most interested.

I might add that your replies to others have

been most helpful to me on several occasions.

I have just returned to Canada after two

years service overseas with the Royal Naval
Air Service, in which service I had a good

many thrilling experiences.

I have, in the past, had several rifles of

various chlibres, but al the preseirt possess

a .22 high power Savage which I boiight be-

fore the war. The little rifle certainly does

deliver the goods as far as small game is con-

cerned. Next month I am going after moose,

artd I think that the small bullet will be tjuite

effective enough to do the trick. A great

many rifle cranks claim that a heavier calibre

rifle is required for big game, but it strikes me
that accurate shooting is more to the point.

I may changs my opinion after the trip, but

^do not expect to do so.

I can group my shots in a two inch bull at

100 yards with my rifle, shooting from rest

of course, but have often picked off chickens

at that range, shooting offhand.

Enclosed is a snap shot of a wolf which I

shot last week, from the back of a running

horse, at 150 paces. Of course the wolf was

running too. One shot did the trick.

i
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PROUTY!
GUARANTEED PRICE LIST

guarantees you more money
as the market goes up; no
less if the market goes down.

That is Why Prouty
Quotes You the Highest

Prices andPays Spot Cash

If you send your furs today,

Prouty will send your check as

soon as they are received. You
can always depend upon our sure,

cash method of doing business.

Write For Our New Guar-
anteed Price List! Write

TODAY! Then Act. Ship-

ping Tags Furnished on
Request.

Prouty Needs Your
Furs Now!

Buyers are in New York now in order to

get the best furs in the market. We find
that they are demanding better furs to-

day than ever before, and are willing to
pay higher prices to get them. Now is

your chance to take advantage of the
market situation.

We are ready to buy yuur turs immediate-
ly. If you have been sending to us in the
past, you know- our methods and will

continue to ship to us. If you have never
shipped your furs to Prouty, you have
been missing an opportunity and will be
glad to know about a fur house that can
always be depended on to pay the highest
market prices. Whether you send one
skin or a hundred, Prouty always gives
you the same fair treatment, the same
fair grading and the same fair and square
Guaranteed Price List System. Ask other
trappers what they think of Prouty. Get
the facts from them. Convince yourself.

New York, the Centre of
the World's Fur Wealth
New York, the home of Prouty, is the
world's fur market. Buyers from all

over come to Prouty's for their furs, and
have been coming to Prouty's for many,
many years. Why? Because they know
that Prouty is the oldest established fur
house in New York, following one policy
of fair-and-squareness for fifty years, and
sticking to it.

"Grandad Shipped to Prouty"
Thousands of trappers are sending their

furs regularly to Prouty's. They are all

satisfied with our treatment. Whether
or not you haye dealt with us in the past,
tag your next shipment to Prouty and you
will continue to sendTJs all your furs.

J. L. PROUTY'S SONS, inc.

DEALERS IN

Raw Furs, Ginseng Roots, Golden Seal, Etc.

382-384 West Broadway New York City

m
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I am not writing to see this in print but

merely to let you know how much I appreciate

your magazine, and its efforts to promote
clean sport in Canada.

B. W. Broatch.

Maidstone, Sask.

Reply—Your interesting letter is certainly

worth printing. Those freak shots that a.

fellow pulls off once in a while make one

forget an awful lot of bum shooting. I had
a f«nny one happen to me a few days ago. I

was out hunting small game and in tramping

up a gulley after rabbits, my head being about

level with the surface of the surrounding field,

I kicked out a rabbit which circled very

rapidly toward a hole in a briar patch. I

swung around and fired a snap shot almost

straight behind my course and knocked the

rabbit a double flip flop and then he smashed
iiito a chicken and drove that through the

l>riar patch. I thought I had made a rather

uafortunate double as f was in sight of the

farmhouse but the chicken got up and walked

•ff as unconcerned as if nothing had happen-

ed. I never saw the chicken until after I

had tumbled the rabbit, never saw the gun and

do not know what position I fired from but

do know that that rabbit did sure surprise

that chicken for a few moments.

I wonder if you could be induced to relate

some of your gun and shooting experiences

on th^ other side, something like our friend

M .G. O. in his sniping articles. I have no

doubt that with your shooting skill you

could do well on moose with the .22 provided

that you did not have to shoot at the rear

»f a rapidly vanishing bull.

Editor.

Sights For a .25-20 Winchester Repeater

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have a .25-20 Winchester repeater. Can
you siiggest a good combination of sights for

this ride tor h vmting? How is the hollow

pointed bullet for accuracy? What is the

killing range of it and the factory load?

G. P. T.

Bedford Mills, Ont.

Hcphj—A very good combination of sights

*ould be the Lyman Nos. five, six and lA.

A windgauge rear, double micrometer rear

[icep preferred, would be better but more

expensive. I always like a windgauge sight,

especially when you use different styles and

makes of ammunition. I have never tried

out the hollow point bullet in the .2.5-20 but

would judge that using the proper load of

Schuetzen powder, that it would group into

lli inches at 50 yards. Some groups shouid

be considerably better than thjs.

The killing range, on small game, and in

the hands of an expert shot, is about 125 to

140 yards. I do not mean the range at which
you could make a kill olice out of a box ot

cartridges, but with sufficient regularity to

be worth shouting. On foxes, wolves or

similar sized game, about 150 yards. linger
shots would be in the lucky or freak class.

This cartridge has both energy and accuracy

enough to kill quite regularly at twice this

range but the trajectory height is such that

on-e will undershoot or overehoot with such

regularity that he will wish for a high velocity

rifle in several languages.

Editor.

Wants a Partner and InformatioQ.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am sorry to say I have just finisked

reading Rod & Gun, but was very mnch
pleased with the contents. On reading

sapper A. Gibbons' story in "Along the trap

Line" I wondered if when he coines home I

could hit the trail with him as while I have

had no experience at trapping or big game
hunting I would like to get some partner of

that kind as I love the wilds and am a good

shot.

If there are any real sportsmen around

where I am living I would like to hear from

them through this magazine, and if they are

wanting a hunting partner to go for deer or

moose I would be pleased to hear from them.

I am going to try out a new .22 that I have

and will use Winchester, Remington and

Dominion cartridges loaded with smokeless,

Lesmok and Black powders and will let you

know what success I have.

What striking energy has a .35 Winchester

automatic and can I get cartridges loaded

with Lesmok powder for this rifle?

Is the .41 Swiss Army rifle worth buying

ammunition for? Some say they are no good

What is the muzzle velocity of the black

powder shells for this rifle?

What causes a .22 bullet to turn sideways.

when striking the object shot at?

G. H. Russell,

45 Francis St., Winnipeg.

Reply—You will undoubtedly find that there

are many experienced and RE.\L sportmen

around your neighborhood but thoroughly

experienced men are usually rather slow about

teaming up with inexperienced hunters with

whom they arc not acquainted so that you

had better count upon going with the most
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Q/ie light
that says:

"Qliere it is/*
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ookin^ for things with lighted matchei" 15
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'

hunting trouble. Daylc banishes dread and

dan^r. Canadian Naiional Carbon Co. Ltd,1bionto.

This is the Military Dai/lo
No. 3651, one of the 77

styles of Daylo.
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Mail us your orders or write for Catalog.

Our reputation has been won by our efficient service.

SPIELMAN AGENCIES REG'D
45 St. Alexander St. Montreal

+
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i

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slil

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact,by everybody. Sold

by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA
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experienced man that you know personally,

who can and will go with you and whom you

are absolutely sure that you can get along

\\ith. You might go with some thoroughly

experienced man, who was a splendid hunter,

and yet who was a rummy, a grouch, was very

peculiar and set in his ways, wanted every-

thing in camp and out, to be done exactly as

he wanted it done, you doing the work, and as

a result you would have a thoroughly miser-

able time of it. See the point? Then there

is that most important matter of finances.

Either you or he may be able and expect to

spend several times what the other man ex-

pects and can spend on the trip or on the line

and the man who is short of change will

likely feel very badly about the matter.

The experimental work with the 22's will

be very interesting and we will be very glad

to hear how you make out. The 35 Winches-
ter is now very little thought of as a deer or

moose cartridge, the .351 Winchester auto-

matic being very much superior, and the
.35 Winchester model 1895 being very mucK
superior ballistically to either. Lesmok pow-
der is not as desirable as smokeless in the .35

and I do not know where you can get cart-

ridges loaded with it in this calibre.

The 41 Swiss army rifle is a good depend-
able rifle so far as it goes, fcut it is a long

clumsy weapon not very well suited to hunt-

ing. It can be and has been considerably

improved by cutting six inches or so otT the

barrel. The cartridges should give about

1200 or 1300 feet per second velocity, a 100

yard trajectory of about three and one half

inches and a 200 yard trajectory of about

18 inches. This is supposition on my part

as I never saw the figures stated. I have
seen both the gun and cartridge in use in

deer hunting.

Tipping of .22 bullets is nearly always

caused by rusted and pitted barrels or barrels

injured in cleaning. Off shots of .22's, as

well as all other calibres, will usually be found
to be slightly tipping by careful experimental

screen shooting, such as was done for -years

by the late Dr. Franklin W. Mann.
Editor

The Fox Shotgun.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

At the time it came out I read your state

ment in the Februarj' 1918 issue of Rod &
Gun in regard to the Fox shotgun. Various

things prevented me from writing to you at

the time but 1 have kept it in mind and am
now coming to you for further light.

While you do not assign any reason you
do intimate clearly that the Fox gun would
not be as good a gun in a heavy weight as a

Parker. I am about to order a Fox for duck
shooting and am very anxious to get your
view more fully stated. In your opinion

does this go to the balance or the shooting

qualities of the weapon, or wherein do you
find the obiection? i

I now have a 7M pound Fox which I have

been shooting for the past five years. I have

owned and used many guns during the past

thirty years among them all the pumps, one

automatic, all the double guns of reputable

American make and one of the famous
Greener guns and I must say that I find this

Fox gun is the best in balance and shooting

qualities and the easiest handling of any shot

gun that I ever put to my shoulder. This

Fox gun has sold many other Fox guns among
my friends and acquaintances.

Here are the dimensions of the new gun
that I have had in mind for some time.

Fox 12 gauge, weight 8 pounds, 32 inch bar-

rels, both full choke to handle heavy loads.

Stock 14, 25^ & 1}^ with steel butt plate

sharply checked. Now if you come along

with some information that busts this wide

open I'm going to be in a deuce of a fix, but

like the prospective juryman, it's ^oingto

take some strong evidence to overcome my
prejudice.

I like Rod & Gun immensely, especially

the Guns & Ammunition Dept., and one of

these days I will send you some dope on what
I consider the proper cleaning rod for a small

calibre rifle, one I have decided upon after

years of experience, not unmixed with grief.

Also lately I have been in correspondence with

Niedner and Whelen on dimensions for a rifle

single shot Winchester frame, barrel to be

chambered and balanced by Niedner, to

handle the .25-35 shell with the 86 grain

bullet. When I get this rifle in my hands I

am going to break into print once more
A. J. Walsmith,

Oskaloosa, Iowa.

Reply—-The Fox gun is absolutely all right.

My present shotgun is a Fox and has been

my favorite for the last five or six years. I

have always considered that the Parker and

Smith guns make up balance and look the

best in the heavy weights, and the Ithaca,

Fox and Lefever guns look better and handle

better in the medium and light weights.

The gun you specify is a medium weight gun
according to my ideas.

If you will have much shooting at jumping
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Outboard ^

Motor

Chestnut
Canoe

Any Standard Detachable

Motor May Be Used

This model is an ideal craft for pros-

pectors, surveyors, hunters, trappers,

fishermen and all who want a light,

roomy motor boat at low cost. It is

built so that any standard detachable
motor may be fitted in 30 seconds.

Conforms to the usual high Chestnut quality—fine cedar hull, double

gunwales of selected spruce, keel of finest hardwood, cane seat at bow,
strong bar across centre, wide, movable seat at stern. Over all the

celebrated Chestnut canvas covering—^heat ~ cold — and waterproof

WRITE FOR Get oxir free booklet showing Chestnut Canoes in all styles and sizes.

BOOKLET A postcard saying you want it will bring you a copy by return mail.

Chestnut Canoe Co., Ximited, Box 445, Fredericton, N.B.

We furnish Knock

-

Down and in

various stages of

completion.

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from

16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton
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black ducks and others that tower very sharp-

ly I would select a gun with less drop to the

slock. If most of >our shots are at passing

birds, some long range shots on the water,

aad few sharply rising birds, the dimensions

you specify would suit me very well.

My own specifications for the Fox for your

purpose would be a straight grip, trap stocked

pigeon gun, bored for close shooting with

large shot. The gun to weigh 8M pounds

with 32 inch barrels and to have a drop at

comb of one and one half or one and five

eighths inches, and but tS.vo or two and a

fourth inches at the butt. Have the comb
ver> heavy and the grip large and well check-

ered.

Such a weapon will balance very well

a»d handle fast. A straight gripped gun
should have LESS drop than one with a full

{Hstol grip, or at least that is how it works out

with me.

Editor.

Buying a Gun for Deer and Moose.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Dept.

I am in need of some information about guns
and have noticed that you help beginners to

choose rifles, etc.

I desire to know what is the best rille for

hunting deer and moose and what calibre.

Do you consider a .35 Remington automatic

•r a Savage repeater to be the best? Is an
automatic allowed in the brush and is it a

safe gun to handle and does it kick as much as

jlher high powered rifles?

Is the shooting range as far as other repeat-

ing rifles? What calibre Savage is suitable

for a young fellow 20 years old?

T. R. T.
Twronto. ,

Reply—Tliere is no best rifle for everyone.

Both the .303 Savage or the .35 Remington
should suit you very well for your purpose.

The .33 Winchester would also be very good.

As you are evidently lacking in experience

in shooting high power rifles, rifles of greater

recoil than these would likely prove a failure

for you. The .35 Remington has a rather

uncomfortable recoil.

The Remington is safe, carries up as far

IS anyone with your lack of range experience

would likely hit anything, and is a good clean

kiling rifle. Apply to your game guardian

l« ascertain whether you could use an auto-

matic rifle in the territory where you do your

hunting.

If recoil is very objectionable to you I would

suggest a .303 Savage, a .32 special Winches-

ter or a .30 Remington and do not exceed

these in power.

Have your rifle equipped with a semi-jack

front sight either ivory or gold bead, a folding

leaf rear, and a peep on the receiver or tang.

Factory sights are not usually adapted to

shooting game.

Editor.

A Rifle for Deer, Black Bear and Target

Shooting.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Which of the following guns are the best f«r

deer and black bear and also for use as a

target rifle, the .38-55, .303 British, .32-49,

and .30-30?

Lome Sproule

Sarnia.

Reply—You do not state at what range y«u
wish to do your target shooting and whether

you will use metal cased or ca?t bullets in the

target shooting. Neither (io you state

whether the .303 British would be used in a

bolt action or a Winchester.

Generally speaking I would select the .303

British as first choice from this selection.

Unless you can secure the ammunition far

same easier than for the .30-40, I would sug-

gest the .30-10 or so called Krag cartridge, in

preference to the .303 British.

Editor.

Restocking a Springfield.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I wish information relative to the best

method of restocking and resighting a new
1903 Star Gauged Springfield. I refer to

your letter in the November issue of Rod &
Gun entitled "Information on the Springfield

and the .256 Newton." I notice you speak

of one having been restocked by a Mr. Webb
of West Fairview, Pa.

What about Ludwig Wundhammer, ^nd

where is his place of business?

I have examined the Newton rifle, but it

appears to me that I would prefer a heavier

stock. The rifle should not be lighter than

8 pounds.
'

I note that for sights you advise a gold bead

front and for the rear sight a Lyman double

micrometer peep. Is there a rear sight such

as you mention made by the Lyman people,

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED to the Spring-

field? In other words does it fit the slot that

contains the regular army sight?

Your idea of a relatively long stock I

think is good. Please advise me as to the

best method to obtain a first class job in
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TRAPS
for all animals from a Weasel to a Grizzly Bear. Only
a few varieties are shown here

—

We Carry in Stock
thirteen different kinds of traps in eighty-five (85)
sizes. THIS IS THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
OF ANIMAL TRAPS IN CANADA, enabling yoo to

choose the kind and size you desire and be assured of
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

We Sell the Traps—We Buy the Furs.

Worth its weight in Gold to any Trapper:-

This marvelous bait is

excellent for Wolf,
Fox, Mink, Skunk and
all animals that eat
meat"—It contains no
poison, it is the odor
that draws the animal
to the trap.

HALLAM'S MUSKRAT BAIT for Muskrats and Hallam's Trail Scent to cause animals
to follow your trail—All $1.00 per bottle or 6 bottles for $5.00 postpaid by us.

NO. 44 JUSTRITE HEADLIGHT gives a penetrat-
ing light and will not blow out. It burns ten hours on
one charge «f carbide. It has a lens for diffused light

for c^mp purposes and a special long distance lens for
huntia«. Weight 2\i lbs. Price $5 00. Cap 40
cents extra. Give size desired.

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT 100
candle power with flat flame burner
and interchangeable lens—light can be
cAianged up or down like a lamp—has
darkening doors and will not blow out.

Price $8.50 or with self-lighter 9.00.
Mailing weight 3 lbs.

945

GILL NETS mounted with leads, and,
floats ready for the water, 25 cents pet
yard.. In ordering give size of mesh,
stretched measure desired.

Traps, Guns, Aninal Bait, Headlights, Nets, Shoe-
packs, Marble's Specialties and hundreds of other
articles for the trapper and hunter, described and
priced in HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS-
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE-
Fall 1918 2nd edition just off the press. Write
your copy to-day. It is Free. Address in full.

for

— —imitedam Biail<lin.g,TORONTO.
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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lestocking and resighling with approximate
expense.

George E. White.
Montpelier, Vermont.

JReplij—I have gotten in touch with Mr.
James Webb, West Fairview, Pa,, and his

charges will be as follows. Restocking with

fine curly walnut, full pistol grip, .$17.00.

Checking stock and forearm, good grade $5.00.

Finishing stock $5.00. Putting on sights

$3.00. I am under the impression that the

$3.00 included turning off the rear sight base

which is quite a job and rebluing the barrel

underneath. Mr. Webb has not made a

business of restocking in the past but he has

consented to do this work. He is not much
of a letter writer and has no catalogues but
he is very conscientious and he knows his

business and can and will do his work well.

He lives but a mile or so from me and is well

known to me. He is not at all inclined to

blow his own horn and very much under-
estimates his own ability. Mr. Webb has
worked out a model of stock with a very full

pistol grip, set up close to the grip, a rather
long forearm and the stock below the barrel

and just front of the magazine is full on the
sides and rather square cut at the bottom,
the forearm being a little longer than those on
the Newton and Sauer Mauser rifles, and to

my taste is quite an improvement in carrying
and holding the rifle. His completed Spring-
field weighed 7?i pounds.

Ludwig Wundhammer is located some
place in Los Angeles, California. I saw a

Springfield rifle used by Mrs. E. C. Crossman
at Camp Perry, that I understand was re-

stocked by Mr. Wundhammer. It was a
most beautiful piece of workmanship. I know
nothing of his prices and have never seen any
other examples of his workmanship. Mr.
E. C. Crossman used to speak in the highest
terms of his workmanship.

The Lyman people do make a special sight

for the Springfield. It is a double microm-
eter sight and is screwed to the right side of

the receiver at the bolt. I have used two of

them and they are "the sight" for the Spring-
field rifle. The Lyman concern makes
another rear peep for the Springfield
that they fit onto the cocking piece of the
rifle. This sight has no windgauge but it

is closer to the eye than the other and some
persons prefer it for that reason for hunting
purposes. The Buffington rear sight is

removed, and most people have the rear

sight base cut off and the barrel reblued. I

always liked the Sheard Gold bead sight with

this rear Lyman double micrometer on the

Springfield.

P. J. O'Hare, 33 Bruce St., Newark, N.J ,

catalogues the Lyman rear double micrometer
peep at $8.00, which is about as cheap as

you can get it. This sight can be used with

or without the eye cup, that costs fifty cents

extra.

You would need to allow Mr. Webb about
three weeks' time, counting shipment tune,

for your job. He would do the work at odd
times, and would not let it go out until he

was satisfied that it was the best he could do.

He is apparently doing these jobs as a hobby
like most of us take to shooting. His price

of $30.00 is not excessive for the work re-

quired.

From what I have seen I believe that you
would be perfectly satisfied with the work
of either of these men.

. Editor.

Special Loads for the .26-36 Winchester

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have read with great interest the dif-

ferent articles pertaining to arms&ammuni-
tion that you have written for Rod & Gun.

I have a beautiful Winchester repeating

rifle model 1894 calibre .25-35, nickel steel

barrel. The rifle was made to order, and I

think it is a better made rifle than the rifles

usually carried in stock, because I have a

friend who is an exceflent shot and he has

made several ten shot three inch groups at

100 yards with factory ammunition in this

rifle.

I have been wondering what results I

would get with the following loads.

No. 1. Eighty six grain soft point bullet

and 22 grains of DuPont No. 20 powder.

No. 2. Same bullet and 8.5 grs. weight of

Schuetzen powder.

No. '3. The 101 grain spitzer bullet and

30 grains of DuPont number 16 powder.

Numbers one and two were taken from an

article written by Townsend Whelen but were

used in a rifle having one turn in 14 inches

instead of one turn in 9 inches as the .25-35

has.

Number 3 ought to give me a high velocity

but do not know whether the powder charge

is excessive. That is -why I am writing to

you to know what results you think I would

get with these loads in my rifle.

Dr. H. V. Hight,

Mclndoes, Vt.

Reply—Numbers one and two should

work well. I would increase number two a
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HOTEL TULLER
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Offers

Special inducements to Out-of-Town
Guests.

$1.50 up, single, $3.00 up, double,

600 OUTSIDE IROOMS
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floors—Agents* Sample Rooms
New Uniq ue Cafes and Excellent Entertalnmen t

1 7' ^1^^ .

May we send you
this guide hook?

An illustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo,
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in Buffalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox, Buffalo's ideal
liotel for tourists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Fire-
proof, modern. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
$2.00 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free.

C. A. MINER
Managing Director

North St. at
Delaware Ave.

HOTEL
B U F FALO N.Y

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

Well, who doesn't? When you come to

Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious traveler can require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station
brings you to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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grain or so. Better try <iumber 75 for the

Schuetzen as Schuetzen is better adapted to

straight shells than to the bottle neck shells.

Try l>eginning with 25 grains of 16 behind the

101 grain bullet, and if chamber pressures

appear all right, keep increasing a grain at a

time, carefully watching the primers. Believe

that .30 grains will give trouble from shells

sticking or stretching. Might also have some
trouble from primers leaking gas. Your
rifle is evidently very accurate. I would
enjoy trying it with some hand loads and a

telescope sight.

Editor.

Another Moose Gun Wanted.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Depi.

Being a steady reader of Rod & Gun I am
taking the liberty of asking a few questions

which I trust will be answered in a future

issue.

1. What Winchester rille would you prefer

for big game hunting such as moose and large

bear, I mean the rifle that has the punch at

the longest range?

2. Which rille of model 189.) do you thing

would give the best satisfaction, the .405.

oi- the .30-1906?

3. Which is the easiest ritle to clean?

4. Would yon purchase either or both of

these rifles in take down style in preference

to the solid frame?

5. Would the eafirbine model 1895 in the
.30-1906 give the same satisfaction as thi>

rifle?

6. What would you consider the ideal

set of sights for your preference for these
two calibres and could siich be placed on
the rifle at the factory?

7. Will the Winchester .30-1906 shoot the
three kinds oi bullets, 150, 180 and 220
grain?

C. D. Martin,

Prescott.

Reply~l. Either the .30-1905 with the

180 or 220 grain bullets, or the .35 Winchester.

2. The 405 if you can s/ioot it accurately

if not the .30-1906. . It is a matter of being

able to stand recoil.

3. The larger calibre always.

4. I would purchase the solid frame rille.

5. I would prefer the rifle to the carbine.

Never liked a short barrel.

6. My ideal set of sights would be a me-

dium size Sheard Gold bead front, a Kiap

No. 6 rear, and a receiver peep. You should

be able to get them on at the factory.

The .30 Winchester wifl shoot the tkreo

classes of bullets, but all of them loaded in the

1906 shell and not loaded too far forward in

the shell for magazine fire. Do not try to

use the 1903 SHELL in the 1906 rifle. Use th-

220 grain bulkl in the 1906 shell.

Editor.

TAKES ISSUE WITH ALGONQUIN PARK
RANGER.

Editor, Rod and Gun.

As a regular reader of Rod and Gun. I

happened in your issue of Dec. 1918, to see

some notes on Algonquin Park. I do not

understand exactly the conditions of this

game reserve. I see someone named Mr.Bart-

lett about to give orders as to the slaughter

of deer. A few days later the killing starts

then come the notes that 500 were taken out

of the park, I'd like to know if the persons

killing these deer complied with the game law

of that province. I don'tthinkso. If game are
'

becoming too numerous, why were not the

hunters of said province allowed to take an

additional buck on each license and hunters

allowed to enter the Park to hunt same?
Probably the rangers would say: "Oh, the

Park is to keep game!" Perhaps the killing

of 500 is a new way to keep game which I

as a hunter do not understand. I also

would like to know what became of all this

meal.

And also what was done with manv valu-

able heads. I suppose they were divided uji

along with all the choicest meat, among Messrs.

So and So. But I suppose a detailed report

was made out. The government will have

to remembei' a park is a park and when
game become too numerous they have

to remember again that said game is the

property of the hunter who lawfully wishes

to hunt same and of. course, is lucky enough.

This is in my eyes a deplorable atrocity. .\

remark was made about poachers Pickie the

world's most famous poacher. Surely hfe
'

has to take a back seat, when compared with

the rangers in .\lgonquin Park. I am sorry

for the game that has to sleep within the

same boundarv as these men. I am no

hand at defending either the grmc, or the

hunter, I only wish I was living in the \-ici»ity

of Algonquin park so as to have a little chance

to speak on this matter. As discussion was

asked that is why I write this letter. But

perhaps Algonquin rangers will say this is

not discussion.

A. Y. D.

Alberta.



EDITORIAL COMMENTS
With our next issue we hope to present to

our readers a picture of Rod and Gun's artist,

Mr. F. V. Williams, whose contribytions, in

the way of illustrations for the interior pages

of the magazine and designs for the cover cuts,

have so greatly added to the attractive appear-

ance of the publication during the past

few years. Mr. Williams is Canadian born,

a true sportsman and lover of the out of doors,

and skilled with camera, brush and pen.

Reginald GourUiy, of Picton, Ont.,who has

been a frequent contributor to Rod and Gun
for a number of years past, having had ar-

ticles in both our December and January

issues, has recently suffered the loss of his

son, Austin, who died of pneumonia on

December 19th. Austin Gourlay was con-

nepted with the Bank of Montreal whose
officials speak very highly of his character and
ability. The late Mr. Gourlay was an ama-
teur boxer of no mean ability and a good shot

and his sudden death is regretted by a wide
circle of friends. Rod and Gun extends its

sympathy to Mr. Reginald Gourlay in his

bereavement.

Among the books received at tMis office

lately are the following: "The Cow Puncher"
by Robert J. C. Stead; "The Sister of a

Certain Soldier" by Stephen J. Maher; and
"Nature Lovers' Poems" by Amos K. Mehl.
The first named, a novel by Robert J. S.

Stead has the earmarks of a produ^'tion "made
in Canada," being written by a Canadian
author, published by a Canadian firm. The
Musson Book Co., Limited ofToronto, and illus-

trated by a Canadian artist, Arthur Heming.
Written by a writer who possesses intimate
knowledge of conditions in Western Canada
this book is a pleasant contri/iution to Cana-
diati literature and will add much to the
literary reputation of its author who besides
ha-vijig written poetry of considerable merit
is the author of two other novels of western
life. Already the first Canadian edition has
been exhausted and a second one is on the
press. Through this story of western life

runs a vein of humor, philosophy and patri-
btism, the latter in keeping with the times.

"Nature Lovers Poems" is a collection of
poems by a nature lover dealing with out of
doors subjects. It is very attractively gotten
up, printed on good paper and finely illus-

trated by sketches and photographic repro-
ductions. Amos K. Mehl, the author of this
admirable little collection, has included in it a
number of poems which he has previously

had pubhshed, among them one which
appeared in Rod and Gun and which is ;

entitled "My Desire.'

"

The booklet. "The Sister of a Certain

Soldier" by Dr. Stephen J. Maher, is the
story of a young colored girl's remark^le
success in arousing the latent spirit of patri-

otism among the people of her own race and
community during the progress of the recent

great world war.

The following letter which was sent us

under date of December 2.3rd, accompanied
by a subscription for 1919, by Mr. Roy Fraser

of Fitzroy Harbour, Ont. is our idea of one
kind of Christmas present.

"I must congratulate you on your splendid

magazine. I am familiar with all the sports-
.^

men's magazines, but, while all are enjoyable,

none of them give the same keen, satisfaction

or are "as full of meat" as Rod and Gun. Its

ideals and characteristics are those of the

gentleman sportsman; it has a fine balance

in the various departments of its pages; and
it cannot fail to exert a splendid influence. '

It is deserving of the most enthusiastic sup-

port that can be given it and I predict

an ever increasing number of readers and
admirers.

"Robert Page Lincoln's anglioig articles

are thoroughly enjoyable. I was very pleased ,

to see in the October number an article by my
good friend, Louis Rhead.

"I am particularly interested in articles

on revolvers, pistols and small game rifles.

Those by Mr. Landis on .22 rifles I prize very
highly, and I wish you would have as many
of them as poseible.

"If it ip not presumptuous will you permit

me to suggest a few subjects upon which I,

and possibly other readers, would be glad

to see articles at your convenience.

1. "The .22 Long Rifle Hollow Point

Cartridge.

2. "The Use of Auxiliaries and Supple-
mental Chambers in High Power Rifles (special

reference to .32 S. and W.)
3. "Loads and Results in the 28 Gauge.
4. "The Use of Single Ball in Shotguns.

5. "Reloading Revolver Cartridges.

6. "Short Range and Round Ball Loads
in Rifles (I'm interested in .32-40 Marlin and
.30 Govt. '06 Win.).

7. "An article on fly fishing for black bass
by Dr. Harry Gove or Louis Rhead.

8. "Fox Trapping articles ad. lib.! .

"Good luck to you Encyclopaedia Sports-

manica and may you live long and prosper."



THE CONDITION OF THE FUR MARKET
H. C. Haddon

OWING to the exigencies of publication

this magazine must necessarily go to

press some considerable time before

this issue is in your hands. This is written in

late November. By the time >ou read it

conditions maj have altered, or they may not,

but in any case the writer feels that a word

of warning will not be out of place. The
armistice is signed, and as far as we can see

,

the war is over. Probably every person in

the civilized world is now wondering what

will happen.

A careful examination of all the price lists

furnished me by the fur trade .shows two

things. Firstly that fur hlas opened the

season at higher prices than have ever before

been known, and secondly that no one seems

quite certain that they will remain at that

level.

Undoubtedly certain lines are very short,

notably skunk and znuskrat. The supply

cannot cope with the demand, but it must

be remembered that much of the demand is

caused by government orders and not by the

vagaries of Fashion. For instance each of

the stiff brimmed hats worn by the American

soldiers contains the hair of six rabbits. Musk-
rats have been bought heavily by the Allied

governments for the use of their aviators.

What is going to happen when this demand
ceases—or rather this demand at any price?

Perhaps by the time you read this prices

will have taken a tumble. If they have not,

my advice to you is to keep very little fur

on hand and to ship as often as you can. To
the writer it looks as if the present high prices

cannot last throughout the entire season.

While the value of the dollar has declined,

in many cases the advance in prices on dif-

ferent lines represents an artificial inflation

due to abnormal conditions. Suppose the

prosperity of a certain fur buying class

depends on or is caused by war (conditions,

munition making etc. What is going to

happen when this condition ceases and things

go back to normal again?

Fur may even yet climb to still dizzier

heights, but in any case you will not be mak-
ing a mistake in unloading as often as you can.

At the prices prevailing at the time when
this was written you are certainly getting

every cent that your furs are worth, and
more, if you would confess it, than you would
care to pay for the skins for your own person-

al use. Europe is short on furs, and there is

no great surplus on this side. Even so if

values are forced too high the number of

purchasers will of necessity be limited, and
the result then is,inevitable.

The season should be a good one. Fur
seems as plentiful in many sections as it has

been for several years. At the date of this

writing fall muskrats are worth from 95 cents

to 11.25 for large skins. No. 1 large mink
are quoted around $10.00 and No. 1 skunk

about $8.

As for thp finer skins, there seems no limit.

I was shown a small dark marten the other

day, no bigger than a mink skin. I offered

$.35 for it, but the offer was refused, and the

skin eventually sold for .5150.

Compare this price with the size of the

skin and yoii will wonder, even as I do, if

this can continue.

That furs will ever drop to the winter (^

1914 level is unlikely—but by all indic.ilions

a decline is coming—so don't be left holding

t he bag when it does come. %

This year, if never before, it is certainly

going to pay you to handle your furs as well

as you can. Many trappers spend consider-

able time on the body of the skin, but the

head is stretched any old shape, usually like

an old glove. This detracts from the value.

Always shape and size your stretching

boards so that all parts of the skin are filled

out—but no more. Better to undcrstretch

than to overdo it. Never ship skins loaded

with fat and grease, and do not leave them

too long on the stretching boards.
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TIPS FOR AMATEUR TRAPPERS
v.—RACCOON AND WEASEL TRAPPING

Robert G. Hodgson

TilF, coon, asitis commonly called seems

to be a mixture between the bear and

the dog family. They are not as

numerous as they once were, especially up
here in Canada, but what are here seem to

be of a larger size and better quality than the

southern coon found in the States. Their

homes are in hollow trees as a rule, sometimes
in rocks. The animals are seldom seen in

the daytime.

Foods.—As is well known the coon is

especially fond of corn, also fish, frogs, rabbits,

crabs and sardines in oil, and like the bear
has a great fondness for honey.

Trap Sizes.—The No. 1 Y^ or No. 2 Victor
is about the correct size for coon, although

I have caught them in much smaller traps,

but they are very strong animals, and it is

better to be safe than soiry. The Tree Trap,
made by the makers of the Victor traps, is

especially adapted for the raccoon and the
No. 2 will be found to be the correct size.

It is for use on logs or trees and can be used
when deep snow prevents the use of other

styles of traps and can be attached to the

base of the tree and is then equally good for

other animals that do not climb. It catches

by the neck, killing the animal almost in-

stantly, and is especially desirable for long

trap lines where the traps cannot be visited

daily. A ratchet prevents any attempt at

escape on the part of the animal.

Methods.—Find a log crossing a stream,

and if there are coons in the neighborhood
you can be sure they are using this log. Cut
a notch in each end of the log, size and shape
of trap, and staple chain to log so that the

animal will fall off the log when trapped and
into the water, where it will drown.

Coons are very curious animals, and this

trait can be taken advantage of in the follow-

ing manner. Look for their tracks along a

I stream and set your traps out in the water a

pfew inches, and place a small mirror or piece
' of tin on the- pan. The coon sees this and
doubtless imagines it is food, reaches out its

paw and is caught.

Where they visit cornfields,, they wil! have
a certain place thev go every night. One of

the very best blind sets can be made here

where they go under the fence.

It is a good idea to use a heavy drag or

clog to attach trap to, so the coon can move it

a little, as on a solid and straight pull when
the trap is nailed to a log he is apt to pull

out. Have a good heavy drag, however, or

he may get away and you will lose coon trap

and all. When you can find their dens you
can set a trap immediately at the foot of

the tree and one or two others within a few
feet. The only drawback to this set is that

if there is more than one coon in the den
the others are liable to get alarmed and leave.

Where you find their tracks along a creek

are excellent places, setting the trap where
they have to go around some obstruction so

they will be sure to step into the trap. Coon
are not cunning like mink or afraid of humarf
scent like foxes, but they have a good gener-

ous amount of common sense, and you have
to use a little care in making your sets for

them.

The fox, with the possible exception of the
wolf, is the most cunning animal we have.

It is with the most perfect assurance, there-

fore that I say that the amateur will catch

very few Uses until he i learns a little about

them, and he will have far better success if

he hunts them with a dog and a good rifle,

say about .25-20 calibre with a full magazine
to have plenty of shot at your comniand.

I do not tell you a fox is hard to trap just

to discourage you. I always like to call a

spade a spade so you wont be disappointed

when you endeavor to follow what I do tell

j-ou.

The traps should be prepared as I explained

before, and then, if possible dipped in blood,

after which they should never be handled with

the bare hands, but use gloves and do not use

them for any other purpose... Never draw
blood on a fox caught in a trap, for if you do
the other foxes will smell it and will not gO\

near while this remains.

Baits.—Their food consists chiefly of flesh

and they prefer muskrat carcasses, rabbits,

poultry and mice. They prefer tainted flesh,

and a good bait is made by putting a muskrat
and skunk carcass, also some mice, in a jar,

and burying or hanging it in the sun for a

(ouple of weeks and then adding scent of

skunk and a little muskrat musk.

Traps.—As a fox seems to be ver\ tender
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on the toes a large trap is not required, but

• it is best to use a No. 1}-^ or 2 Victor.

Methods.—Where you can find a fox den

that you know is inhabited a good set can be

made here by digging a hole in»the sand down

the mouth of the entrance, making it the same

size and shape as the trap. Place batten

under pan and around jaws and then cover

trap with sand, using bait or not just as you

think fit. If the hole is large and you think

there is any possibility of his escaping without

getting caught, set a couple of traps outside

the hole so he will have to run over either

one or the other.

Nail a good sized bait to a tree four or five

feet olT the ground, using an old hen, muskrat

carcass or rabbit, and sprinkle a little decoy

on or above the bait. Set two or three traps

near the bait and have one set directly under

so that when the fox endeavors to jump and

pull down the bait he will land directly in

the trap.

Where they travel a sheep or cattle path

a good blind set can be made in the following

manner. Get a pole about ten feet long and

a fairly stiff one, then, standing to one side

of the path (do not go any nearer to the path

than the end of your ten foot pole) dig out a

hole in the path as well as >ou can with the

end of the pole, then tie your trap chain to

the end of the pole and set your trap, putting

some batten under the pan and ^B'Ound the

jaws. Then lift the trap and pole and place

the trap gently in the cavity you have scraped

out for it, and drag a little dirt over the trap,

leaving it level with the surface of the path.

Leave the pole there fastened to the chain

and use a drag and when you go to look at

your trap do not go up close if there is no-.

thing in it. When you make a catch in this

set pull it to one side by the use of the pole

and kill it and reset the trap. The next fox

that travels that path will not find your scent

mixed up with the other fox scent and so

will not have his suspicions aroused.

If you find a hollow stump you can make a

good set by putting some of the bait (as

described) in the hollow and place a trap on

top of this, covering carefully and set a couple

of traps around and about three feet from the

stump in the direction from which the fox

is most likely to approach.

Foxes are very fond of mice and if you can

secure an old nest, or several of them take it

to where you know foxes are in the neigh-

bourhood and set your traps in it. Have
some mice in the nest if possible and have the

nest appear natural so that the fox will readily

think it is a nest and will pounce upon it only

to find his mistake. Place some decoy on

near-by bushes as an attraction.

When cattle die and are drawn out into

the woods foxes will usually come to get a

meal, and traps set around the carcass will

usually have good results. The chief draw-

back to this set is that you will probably also

catch dogs.

It has been found a good idea to set a trap

in the path they travel, but do not cover it,

then set one on each side, carefully covered.

The fox seeing the uncovered trap will of

course walk around it, only to get caught in

one of the others.

Another good stump set is to find one hav-

ing protruding roots running out in a V shape.

Nail a 'piece of bait to the stump and set your

trap inside the roots, or you can set two, one

at each side.

(Next month Mr. Hodgson will write on Handling Raw Furs.)

SOME TRAPPING FALLACIES
J. S. Hicks

1
think the trapper, or rather the would-be

trapper must be the original fall guy.

Not long ago I heard a neophyte in the

trapping game, in all seriousness, spring,

that hoary gag the "tongue trap," and when

I smiled he cited ROD AND GUN as his

authority. Really Mr. Editor you should be

more careful, our sense of humour is so often

eclipsed by our credulity, and hunting knives

are dangerous things to scatter promiscuously

through the snow. (Edit. Note.—Like the

wagon tire set—remember how it goes?

Smear some blood on a wagon tire in frosty

weather and when the animal tries to lick

it off it gets its tongue frozen to the tire,

where it is found by the simple innocent

trapper.—H. C. Ji.)

This ancient atrocity reminds me of another

old timer—the rabbit, the brushpile and the

camp fire—ever hear it? Well here it is,

try it some time and let us hear how you

succeed. (Note.—Not this child. I'm too
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busy. I prefer to get them in rainv weather

ivhen the bush makes their wings so wet that

they cannot Hy.—H. C. H.)

Find a place where rabbits are numerous.

aud cut three or four piles of browse, then

some clear cold evening after the rabbits

have become accustomed to feeding on your

brushpiles build a good sized camp fire and
tramp the snow down hard all around it.

The rabbits after filling up on your browse

will gather around your fire in grateful ap-

preciation of your hospitality. The heat and

a full stomach induces drowsiness and they

alt fall fast asleep. By and by the fire dies

down, and next morning you will find them
still there, each with the bosom of his trousers

frozen fast to the hard trodden snow.

Joljing aside, the amount of bunk circulated

about trappers and trapping and the numer-
ous advertisements of magical baits and
scents and old trapper's secrets must cause
said old trappers many a hearty laugh.

I'll tell you an old trapper's secret, the only
one I ever heard of that was worth a hoot

—

HARD WORK. In fact there are no old

trappers' secrets as generally understood.

Certain principles are followed in trapping
different animals, and various methods and
sets have been thought out and improved,
passing from man to man, each adding his

own personal touch according to his ability.

Scents have their uses, of course; a notable

example of this is the fondness of the lynx for

castoreum, or better still the scent from the
oil stones of the beaver—in fact I have found
this scent attractive to a number of animals,

including the fox, but this is the only case in

which I would venture to rely on scent alone.

The beginner cannot do better than to

secure a copy of Newhouse's "Trapper's
Guide." It deals only with the use of steel

traps, but it gives the reader a very good idea

of the habits of the different animals, and
the methods used to capture them. Apart
from that the book is a very interesting work
of its kind. Harding's "Deadfalls and
Snares" also contains some very good ideas,

I though much of it is of very little practical

I value. However, the reader should remember
ft that all the knowledge gained from books will

not make him a trapper, only actual exper-

ience on the trap line, and patient study on
animal signs and habits will enable him to

choose correctly the proper place for a set,

and so plant his trap that the animal will be
sure to step into it. Indeed I have some-
times thought that this faculty is of an in-

stinctive or subsconcious nature, for while

I have never possessed it in a very high degree,

I have noticed that after an absence of several

years from the trap line, it required some
time for me to get my hand in again; not

because I had forgotten anything or was less

careful than formerly; it seemed just luck,

though I am sure it wasn't. The spring

pole is an instrument for securing captured

animals that is frequently mentioned in

books dealing with this subject, and I believe

it deserves some attention. Newhouse des-

cribes it as a sapling, or a pole thrust into the

ground, bent over and fastened with a hook,

or a notch cut in a tree. Now I believe I

can speak with some authority on this sub-

ject, for it cost me considerable time and
patience when a boy, and if there is any var-

iety of sapling that will retain its spring after

being bent for days, often weeks, and frozen

in that position, I have yet to see it.

As a matter of fact the contrivance in com-
mon use is, or should be called a balance

pole. It is a pole ten feet or more in length,

wired to the bole of a tree, or set in a crotch

as most convenient, about two thirds of its

length from the butt, the short end drawn
down and fastened to a stake with a strip of

bark, or in any other way that will allow it

to be released by the animals' struggles.

Balance poles used for snaring bears are

usually about twenty-five feet in length, and

six inches in diameter at the butt. The butt

is raised and held in position by a pair of

shears, and the struggles of the bear dislodg-

ing the shears allow the balance to operate.

Neither in snaring or in steel trapping is it

necessary that the balance should be heavy

enough to raise the animal clear of the ground.

The idea is that the pole should play the ani-

mal just as an angler plays a fish, never giving

any slack, but at the same time not putting

any undue strain on trapchain or snare. The
balance pole is not necessary for marten.

A No. trap will hold any marten, and
although in this I may be wrong I believe it

is more humane than to hang the poor beast

by one foot, thus to suffer what must be a

very, painful death. The deadfall is the

cleanest and most humane method of taking

marten or fisher. They die quickly, with the

stump trap almost instantly, and the fur is

always in good condition.

One argument in favour of the balance for

marten is that it lifts the furbearer beyond the

reach of other animals, but in the average

marten country of the west, the snowfall is

so heavy and continuous that its use is out

of the question. Moreover, where one takes
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into consideration the length of the trapchain,

trap and catch it is obvious that no ordinarv

pole will lift it be>ond the spring of a wolf,

wolverine or lynx.

The wolverine is the greatest marauder

and although he will sometimes pass up a

frozen marten on the ground, or in a deadfall

his bump of curiosity is so well developed,

that should he see one suspended just within

reach something would surely happen.

Next to the wolverine the shrew mouse is

the greatest pest that the marten trapper has

to contend with. These little creatures will

not only clean up the bait in a pen or deadfall

in a surprisingly short time, but, what is much
more serious, will burrow into and strip the

fur off any animal caught and allowed to

become covered with snow. Frequently old

pens and deadfalls become so. infested with

them that it is necessary to use poison or

abandon the set. When using poison a

5^ inch auger should be carried; with this

bore a hole into the tree in which the dead-

fall is cut or against which the pen is built

>

and load it with poisoned meat. The meat
should be well driven into the bottom of the

hole so that the furbearers cannot reach it.

However, the surest way to avoid loss is to

visit the traps regularly and often, especially

in snowy weather. I notice that writers on
this subject strongly emphasise the conceal-

ment of the traps. Now I doubt very much
whether it is possible so to conceal a trap that

an animal cannot detect its presence. Of
course when setting for animals of a sus-

picious nature every precaution should be

taken, but even then I believe the test of a

trapper's skill is not so much in his ability

to conceal the trap as in his success in divert-

ing the animal's attention from it. In my
own practice I never cover a marten trap, but
build my pen long and narrow, so that the

marten will back out. Of course he sees

the trap, and on entering will probably avoid

it, but having secured the bait, he forgets

the trap and backs into it.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS

fnierfi— 1. Should skunk be turned fur

side out when taking them to your dealer.

2. Would you give me some good sets for

while weasel and also tell me whi( h is the

best bait to use?

R. J. M.
Dorval, P.Q.

Answer— 1. Skunk should be cased flesh

side out and when dry it is not necessary to

turn them—in fact most dealers prefer them
flesh side out.

2. The best set for white weasels is to

make little cubby sets wherever you think
the animals are likely to travel. Weasels
are not hard to trap, having no fear of man,
and if only weasels are expected it is not
necessary to cover the trap. They are very
light in weight and for this reason the trap

must spring very easily, so easily in fact as

to almost catch a mouse if it touches the pan.

Weasels are very cleanly, and though not

aquatic they will enter the water readily for

the purpose of bathing and washing, and when
trapped they will take to the water in the

same way that a mink does.

Their food consists chiefly of mice, and
rabbits, birds, etc., when they are lucky

enough to make a kill.

Wherever mice are plentiful is the place

to set your traps, such as around old barns,

etc. Water ways, especially small streams

all furnish plenty of good sets among the log

jams and upturned roots along the banks.

When travelling overland, away from old

buildings or creeks the next best place to set

your traps is among rock slides or stone piles.

Don't expect the weasel to have a regular

runway. They are liable to stay around some
place where mice are plentiful for a week and
then travel for miles before they stop again.

My experience is that they keep on the move
all winter and if your traps are set in good
places you are bound to have more or less

success. ,

I remember once a weasel passed one of

my marten traps up in the hills and ran for

six miles until he came to my next trap, down
in the settlement. He followed my broken

trail all the way down, and if he had not

investigated the trap that caught him he

might have run for another six miles before

he stopped.

One trapping guide I read recently, put

out by a well known firm, advises the trapper

to find the weasels' trails and set the traps

on these trails. This is hopelessly misleading.

You have only to follow a weasel track in

the snow to realize how much a creature of

moods a weasel is, resembling a mink in this

respect.
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This knowledge of the habits of an animal

is necessarv bofore \ ou can trap them success-

fully.

In laying out your line run it along creek

banks, making your sets in log jams and hol-

low stumps. If there are any old buildings

in the neighborhood, such as deserted logging

camps, etc., these will all furnish good places

to set traps at.

A few years ago, on a small creek about a

quarter of a mile long I caught over fifty

weasels in one winter. There were lots of

mice among the old logs and rocks, and I

caught every weasel that hunted through

that territory. If you set your traps where
mice are plentiful, you will find weasels will

visit these places all winter, not staying very

long perhaps but crossing and criss crossing

through the surrounding district.

Fish oil makes an attractive scent. The
bait must be fresh. A musty bait has very

little attraction.

Blood is at all times the most potent lure

you can use. When setting out my trap

down in the settled countr\ I put my bait

(rabbits, squirrels, chicken intestines, etc.)

in a coal oil can and mix with them an\ blood
I have, fish oil, etc., and carry the can round
with me, packing my traps in a pack sack.

The bait should be fastened to the back of

the pen v^ith a nail or sharp stick, as a weasel
will always carry anything away to eat if it

can. An old trapp^^r once told me that
toasted cheese was the best bait that he had
ever used for weasels, but so far I have never
tried it, though I have caught muskrats with
it.

Almost any sized trap will hold a weasel,
and either the No. or 1 are the most used.
Some trappers prefer a No. 1}^ as then the
weasel is caught across the body and killed

instantly. On the other hand when killed

and frozen in this position they are hard to
remove from the traps without damaging
them.

Trusting this will be of some use to you.

H. C. H.

Query—I am very interested in wur book,
Rod and Gun, and am asking a few questions.
I live in a hilly country, the streams are not
wide, sometimes a >ard and a half. Is it

a suitable place for mihk and raccoon?
Please tell me of five sets for each if you can.
Also give me the tracks of skunk, rabbit and
Weasel.

What is the best gun for a boy of twelve to

have.

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. W. S.

Answer—Should be suitable for mink and
coon. I have caught mink on streams that

were not a foot and a half wide. If there are

any fish in the streams there are probably

some mink anyway. Copies of Rod and Gun
have been sent you and these contain much of

the information for which you have asked.

Some coon sets appear in this issue. The
cut below illustrates weasel tracks. TJie

tracks always run in

>^ pairs, and are made by

W the hind feet, which

»^# tread in the same place

^r that the front feet did

The length between the

"jumps" varies with

the size of the weasel,

running from sixteen

to twenty inches.

Don't be discoura-

ged if you cannot find

the tracks of mink or

coon, as these animals

sometimes travel in

the water for quite a

way^, and so do not

leave any tracks. Set

your traps as carefully

as you can and don't

disturb things more
than you can help.

Write to some of the

firms advertising in

Rod and Gun and they

will send you their

trapping guides, which
will help you to get an idea Of the various

animals.

The Boy Scouts rifle advertised in this

magazine should be just the thing you are

looking for.

H. C. H.

4
4'

WEASEL

GUNS AND AMMUNITION
A CORRECTION

We regret an error which appeared in our

December issue in the article entitiled Ran-
dom Notes Concerning the Big Six Shooters,

by Ashley Haines. The last target shown
with the article read six shots at 10 yards.

This should have read six shots from rest at

60 yards—a very different thing. And in

the January issue Alfred Loetscher's target

was shot at the range of 55 yards instead of

at 25 yards. The black spot on the lower

left hand part of the target is not a bullet

hole.



SALT ANIX PEPPER SHAKER
To make a salt and pepper caster for camp

use, cut a piece of bamboo three inches on

each side of a joint. Obtain some pieces of

tin and puncture them with holes. Fit these

CORD OR WIRE FOR HOLDING ENDS IN PLflCF >

ONE METHOD OF MAKING
TOP FOR SALT AND PEPPER
SHAKER. THE TOP OF MOST
ANY GOOD SI2ED ROUND TIN

'WILL 00 AND CUTOUTASSHCWN

on each end of the bamboo. If a stopper is

required a small piece of metal just a shade

smaller than the tin top can be placed over

the top of the bamboo before the top is fitted

on.

HINT TO A BOATMAN
When rough weather forces you to

moor your larger craft in deep water at

WHISTLE SOLDERED IN TOP;

your buoy attach a large tin can, a large

carbide tin or a five gallon gas tin will serve

very well. Attach to the side *ith the open
end eight or ten inches beneath the water.

At the top a hole is cut large enough to admit
the mouth of a small whistle. The whistle

is soldered in. Every wave that rolls in

forces the air through the whistle and it.s

shrieks may easily be traced.

F. Oulton Hammond.

CABIN BUNK
Here is an idea for a good healthy bunk

for a cabin. To begin with you make the

bunk with l)oard sides, ends and bottom.
Do not however, make the sides or ends very
high! Get spruce, pine or cedar limbs about
one foot square and begin laying them at the

head of the bunk at an angle of thirty degree*.

Lay them one against the other the whole

METHOD OF ATTACHING
SHEETING FORCOVERj)

IN FILLING BUNK KFfPTHf

ENDS OF BRANCHES TURNED DOWN .

night it is a very unpleasant duty to

have to hunt around for moorings. To

length of the bunk. When you have one

layer make another on top of that so that you

will have two layers of limbs. Next take

a sheet and put over this tacking it to the

ends and sides. You can also make a pilloT^
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rom pine needles which will be very fragrant

nd induce deep. J. Ward.

THE CAMP FIRE

N OLD IDEA BUT A GOOD
RTHf CAMPFIRf,

Some fellows when camping out always

cut the wood for their fires into short logs,

but by far the best,way is to chop it to about

four foot lengths and burn it in the fashion

shown in the illustration. Keep pushing

the ends toward the centre as they burn away
and you will have a good fire all the time

without the trouble of cutting short legs.

Always store away plenty of dry lighting

wood at night in case of rain in the morning.

When sleeping out, especially for the first

time, the ground seems very hard and one

generally wakens up feeUng very stiff. A
good idea to lessen this feeUng is to scoop

away the earth just where the hip and should-

er bones will lie so that they can rest in the

hollow parts. I always do this when camp-

ing out and sleep much more comfortably

than I would on the flat ground.

Percy G. Peerless.

X
Mv\r^^ Q^tw <? - ^ <^'^v^^^H
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In his New Year's message to the Alpine

lub this year Mr. Arthur O. Wheeler, the

ub's director expresses his thankfulness and
;)preciation and that of the club members to

Jose who are returning after having fought

lie t'reat fight for freedom, at the same time

Bcnrding the sorrow felt at the loss of those

\o, flying, have won immortal fame. Of the

ne hundred and thirteen members of the
dpine Club of Canada who haveserved, eleven
fill never again answer to the early morning
oil call amidst the Great Hills. Though
avin^ come through the trying period of th?

'ar a bitcrippled. the club is still strong and
;ady to welcome back to its camp fires the

>ng absent heroes, men and women, who will

soon be returning from overseas. It is pro-

posed next summer to hold a "Victory Camp"
to express the club's rejoicing at the triumph

of the cause of the Allied Nations, their deep

sorrow for the dead, and to consider best how
the absent members may be welcomed home.
This camp may most appropriately be held

at the summit of the Yoho Pass where the

initial camp of the club was held in 1906.

It is proposed to hold a "Welcome Home"
camp in 1920 beneath the shadow of the

mighty Mt. Assiniboine. Mr. Wheeler is

anxious that as many members as possible

may meet next summer at the Victory Camp
in order by concerted action to make Ihe camp
of 1920 the occasion it is worthy of being made.



It is our intention to make this Kennel Department bigger and better than ever; more
interesting and instructive to the owners of dogs and more interesting to breeders as an ad-
vertising medium. As Rod and Gun has a good circulation from coast to coast as well as in

many of the States, and reaches that class oi red-blooded sportsmen who admire agood dog,
breeders will find these pages particularly ^(TeCtive in disposing of their stock. List your
kennels in these columns and take advantage of this active market.

THE MAPLE LEAF KENNEL CLUB'S INITIAL^ SHOW, HELD
AT TORONTO, JANUARY 2nd and 3rd, 1919

G. G.

IN
the way of dog shows the introducton,'

event put on by this club may be consid-

ered a success. The Maple Leaf Kennel

Club is a recent organization of Toronto

fanciers for the purpose of putting new life

into dog show matters in that city. The older

organization, the Toronto Kennel Club,

however appeared to co-operate harmoniously

with the new club's efforts—offering at this

show their special prizes to members. The
judges selected were two well known Anglo-

Americans from down New York way. The
gentlemanly Charlie Hopton has been seen

here before while Chas. Trayford made his

first appearance before Toronto fanciers at

this show. The latter's placings in some
cases did not appear to meet with the favor

of some of the ring siders but no judge can

give complete satisfaction. The venue, or

place where the show was held, was an im-

provement on those of late years. This was
the three storey modern, well lit, clean,

factory building adjoining the Gayety Theatre

on Richmond street.

The only fault found was in the small size

of the judging rings, especially so was this

the case when it came to the variety classes.

The benching was spacious, strong and

tage to those visiting the show to see thor-

ough-bred dogs.

English bulldogs, Boston terriers and

collies drew the largest pntry at this show,

followed closely by Airedales. The fancy

in these four breeds is \ery keen in Toronto

and in Ontario so that one can always see

at any special all-breed show here, something

interesting.

To take the readers of Rod and Gun on a

short visit to the dog show let us imagine

we are passing through the main entrance on

to the first floor. The front end of this flat

was given over to the display of the wares of

the Happy Dog Supply Co. Bey/ond came

the exhibit of large dogs, about a half dozen

splendid specimens each of Russian wolf-

hounds, Newfoundlands and mastiffs, a pair

of English setters, Irish setters, pointers,

bloodhounds and fox hounds, and one old

English sheepdog or bob-tail, a splendid

specimen and something new to Ontario dog

shows.

The front end of the second floor was par-

titioned off and here in a more quiet atmos-

phere one could view all the toys of fashion,|

the Peke, the Pom, poodles, little terriers and

fragile Italian greyhounds. Outside in th^
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exhibit of the popular Boston terrier and the

many fine specimens show the keen rivalry

of the fancy in this breed. In the centre of

the floor was a judging ring and here could be
seen the celebrated Charlie Hopton going over

a class of dogs up for judgment. To the

casual spectator it is very interesting and a

source of mystery the way a judge goes

through a class of dogs; the way the judge
makes the dogs go around, forward and back
and over, here and there, pair up and then

each one do its own individual performance or

posing, reminds one of a countrv' or square

dance and as a ring master, Hopton certainly

gives the ringsider his money's worth.

On the third floor were benched all the fine

English bulldogs, collies, Airedales, fox

terriers and spaniels. There was not a large

showing of spaniels or in fact any of the gun
dogs at this show. In the ring on this floor

Mr. Trayford in a grey check suit and spats

and with his ruddy complexion gave one an

impression of the typical English kennelman.
Dr. Villeneuve of Montreal attended the

show with a string of well-known Montreal
dogs including the good pointer, Ch. Perdreau,

whom we have commented upon in former

issues, also the setter, Sonora Shamrock.

He had a brace of English bulldogs including

the great Kersal King who at this show went
to best dog in show. At the Montreal show-

last year Kersal King was criticised by the

Montrealers, while it was admitted that he
had a wonderful head and front, as being a

cripple in hindquarters. However, the doctor

now has this dog in the best of condition to

cover this defect, rolling fat. Still it was
noticed that King was not a very sound or

active mover, evidently from the lack of good
muscle. The doctor also had Mr. Aitken's

wire fox terrier, Raby's Model, Mr. Powes-
land's Barnyard Queenie and Alf Lepine's

Maiden Corporal. Raby's Model, who did

so well at the last C. N. Exhibition show, at

this show took winners bitch, also best fox

terrier in show, beating the good winning dog,

Mickey's Model. Vanguard Queenie was
second bitch while Maiden Corporal was also

well up in the winnings. Altogether the

Montreal dogs were a splendid lot showing
the results of the thoroughness with which the

Montreal fanciers go into the game.

Alf. Delmont, the widely known handler

and judge, was up from New York to see

the show and at the same time with an eye to

business in the way of {Mck ups. Mr. Del-

mont knows we breed some good dogs in

Canada. Toronto's sensational Boston ter-

rier, Mr. Levack's Count Dee Cee, unbeaten
this past year, met defeat by Joyce's Prince

a counterpart of the Count, but cleaner in

face, developing wrinkles giving him a too

bully appearance. There were a lot of fide

Bostons at this show and tt>e decisions were
closely watched and commented upon by the

fanciers present.

In Airedales there were some interesting and
instructive decisions in puppies. In puppy
dogs I had looked for ClayclilT Sentry, the

eight months' son of C. H. Claycliff Swell

Lady and Silver Birch Sensation to go first

but judge Trayford evidently saw something

in Silver Birch Nipper the 11 months son

of the sensational Ch. Silver Birch Banker,

for after looking him over most carefully

and repeatedly, using all his efforts to make
him show he finally gave him the blue ribbon

and Sentrj' got second. Sentry has much
the cleaner head, was put down in splendid

form, stepping right out and shovving to per-

fection, whereas Nipper was in poor form,

would not show at ah, in fact appeared sick.

However, this is the way Nippei's sire started

his show career so that this pup may turn out

better than his present appearance would
indicate.

It will be most interesting to see these two
come together in the future. Sentry is

worth watching.

In puppies bitches Mistress Oorang, a 7

months' daughter of Morning Commander,
was the attraction oi all Airedales and it was
freely said she should go far, yet only got

2nd, Claycliff Lady Bird, a litter sister to

C. Sentry, taking 1st. Mistress had the

better body and back, ear, color and expres-

sion while Lady Bird failed noticeably in loin.

I wish here to point out how this decision of

Mr. Trayford's was reversed by Mr. Hopton
in an indirect way. A good pair of pups are

this Lady Bird and her brother Sentry, with

Sentry much the better of the two. In the

puppy variety class both Sentry and Mistress

Oorang came up for competition before

Hopton who placed Mistress over Sentry.

Now if A'listress can beat Sentry she surely

should beat Lady Bird also.

I understand there was another similar

interesting reversal of decisions between
the two judges in English bulldogs.

In the older Airedales that good pair,

Broomhill Defender and Defiance, both by
Morning Admiration, took premier places in

most everything. A new dog, Birchcliffe

Barrister, is a verj' attractive one who with

more substance would make some dog.
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QUERIES AND ANSWERS

Will you please giv^ me your opinion of

what is the matter with m^ dog. I pur-

chased a sleigh dog about two months old

and after I had it home a few weeks I noticed

that the dog would scratch and pull his hair

out so I washed the dog every few days and

put a carbolic ointment on, whicii, however,

seemed to have no effect on it. The legs

seem to be the worst place. I have two more

dogs, one M them a pointer which has the

disease, whatever it is, ills ver> bad. It seems

like a sort of dandruff.

F. A. H.

Rephj—Doubtless your dogs have eczema.

The livfer needs stumulating,so if there is a

druggist handy have him mix yoli a powder

of eunom^ n, 5 grains for 3 medium sized dog,

two or three for a small dog. Follow this up

with a teaspoonful of the following mixture

daily .

—

Fowler's solution of arsenic 1 drachm.

Iodide of Potash, 1 drahm. Acetate of Potash,

4 drachms, Infusion of Gentian cone. 1 ounce.

Add water to make eight ounces. If the

skin is sore and wet rub such places with

boracic acid ointment; oleate of zinc ointment

is better. Keep the dog's system built up

with good food and use clean fresh meat.

After the first week see that the dogs get

exercised. It may take two or three months
to cure eczema.—Editor.

I have a foxhound two years old who by
all appearances seems to be in good health

yet on several occasions after an hour's

hunting he has collapsed and has had to be

taken back to his kennel. After being in

his pen an hour (jr so he completely recovers

This dog does not appear to be fully developed

in his hind quarters neither does he carry

his tail up in the usual hound style. Would
these faults indicate kidney trouble? Per-

haps some reader who has had a similar

experience would enlighten me.
Sportsman.

A NEW HUNTING TERRITORY

The above picture reproduced from a
photograph illustrates the possibilities of the
new hunting district opened up in the Opasa-
tika Region of Northern Ontario. The

territory is north of Opasatiki Station on the
new Transcontinental route between Toronto
and Winnipeg, and 91 miles west of Cochrane.
The above trophy has a spread of 55}^ inches,
has 26 points and a width of antler of 16
inches. The head is one of many secured in

this year's open season.

Swarms of European birds visit Palestine

in winter and many breed there. The cranes,

as in Dante's fine line, still pass the winter

"trailing their long-drawn line across the

sky," and in the spring the voice of the turtle

is heard in the land.

The Holy Land is appropriately a strong

hold of the pigeon family; turtle doves are

found, the wood pigeon comes in myriads in

winter, and the common pidgeon, the true

dove of Scripture, is still abundant, both wild

and tame, throughout the country. As a

contrast to these, "every raven after his kind,'"

the crow tribe of several species is in abund-

ance, and birds of prey, from the great giffon

vulture, the "eagle" of Scripture, to the

sparrow hawk, are a feature of the country.

In the deep, tropical Jordan Valley we find

a sort of aviary of real tropical birds, which

found there a refuge from the last glacial

epoch—the lovely little sun bird, or "Jericho

humming bird," the land-feeding, white-

breasted kingfisher and a species^of gregari-

ous thrush.
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WartoPeaop

Use the Employment Offices!

A Message to Canadian Employers from the

Director of Repatriation

The biggest problem that Canada has to face in the coming months is the
)roblem of employment. The cessation of war-work, the demobilization of the
ighting forces jointly mean that almost half-a-million workers will have to be
•e-absorbed into our commercial and industrial life. It is in Canada's best interests
;o ensure that this resettlement and readjustment takesplace as speedily, smoothly
md efficiently as possible. *

The Employment Offices which the Govern-
nent is establishing, with the co-operation of

he Provincas, are therefore not an experiment,
)ut a national necessity. They will prove to be
ust as great a national asset to Canada as they
lave been to other countries.

Canada's Employment Offices will be 64 in
lumber—a complete nation-wide chain from
;oast to coast. They will be located in all

lentres of 10,000 people and over—and wher-
iver the need for them exi^sts. More than orie-

lalf are already in operation.

-the right man for the

Through these Government Employment
Offices, all persons in need of employment,
)oth male and female, soldier and war-worker
vill be placed in touch with §uch positions a§
ire available.

*

Every effort is being made to have thjese

)ffices run on uniform, business-like methods,
["he supervisor and interviewers in each office

ire being secured. The supervisor and inter-

ricwers in each office take care that an employer's
particular needs are promptly filled. They en-

leavor to supply only such help as an employer

\

can confidently take on-
right position.

Thus, from the standpoint of the service
/rendered, the Government Employment Offices
will warrant the heartiest co-operation aqd
support on the part of the employers of labor.

The Dominion and Provincial Governments
recognize that the whole success of Employment
Offices depends upon the degree to which em-
ployers give this co-operation and support.

They therefore urge employers to do three
important things.:

(1) To seek first from the local Employment
Office whatever class of help they may need.

(2) To fill out as completely as possible and
mail promptly the postcard which will be sent
each week to every concern of 25 or more em-
ployees showing (a) the payroll of the previous
week; (b) changes in staff and the nature of the
occupations.

(3) To refer complaints and dissatisfaction

promptly |:o the Provincial Superintendent of
Labor or to the local Employment Office.

The Repatriation Committee
OTTAWA f'y Director of

Repatriation

, 4



HAMILTON GUN CLUB
The event for the club championship over the

Fulford'jlraps brought out a large attendance of both
members and spectators to the Hamilton Gun club, on
"Saturday. Dec. 2Ist. The weather conditions were
ideal, and reminded one of spring, instead ot Dec. 25th.
It was a fifteen-bird event and. in order to finish out
the program, it was necessary to establish a rule that
after a contestant had two misses he dropped out,
and after the eighth target it was to miss and out.
There were twenty entries and the eighth peg.th^
field narrowed down to H. Lennox. J. Gomph. M. Garr,
and D. Konkle. Carr was eliminated on the ninth
bird, while Lennox went down on the tenth. It was a
fight between Konkle and Gomph up to thirteenth
bird, when Konkle drew a fast one and missed. It

was then up to Gomph to get the next two straight
which he did, thereby, winning the gold medal. Gomph
had had his eye on this particular honor quite awhile
and has been close up a number of times before. He
was in great form and. with the runner up. Konkle,
put on a lively race which will not be duplicated for a
while.

JA five point sweep aUo was very interesting and
resulted in a tie between Bert Smyth, L. Lennox and T.
W. Barnes,with straight scores, and who divided the
prize.

The scores were:
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^4.22 grows to ^5.22

And each dollar
grows in value

Have You Bought

Your THRIFT Stamp

TODAY?
As a means to secure War-Savings Stamps
buy THRIFT Stamps REGULARLY. Thrift

Stamps cost 25 cents each and 16 on a Thrift

Card represent $4.00 in buying a W-S.S.

The Dominion of Canada will pay
you 15.00 in 1924 for each War-
Savings Stamp you buy this month.

Thrift Stamps are sold

by patriotic dealers

everywhere.

War - Savings Stamps

are sold wherever

you see this sign.
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last timea team for the president won was in 1915, when
E. H. Sturt won by G points
There were live new members shooting over the

traps, which was a good ausury for the start of
the season. A visitor. S. Young, of St. John. N.B.,
at his first try at the clay birds, put on a tidy score
of 19out of 25.

In the evening the dinner was held at the Hoyal
Connaught and no "lost birds" were called. After
ample justice had been given to the good things pro-
vided, ,a splendid program was given. Miss Grace
Miller was a gem with her songs, recitations and dances,
as also was Miss Huth Goodale with songs. Miss
Grace Bailey and Miss Pearl Goodale were most pleas-
ing with several piano duets. H- Foster capably pre-
sided at the piano and also gave selections. Roy
Mcintosh was in good voice and was most generous.

After the (irogram Court Thomson was voted into
the chair and made a most versatile chairman. Every-
one was called on to take part and many hunting yarns
were given. Plans for the club were discussed and
this season should be a banner one from present indica-
tions.

A. Bates
A. Parmenter. .

.

M. Goodale, . .

C. Thomson. . . ,

E.H.Harris...
W.Wilson
N. Long
W.H Pratt ..

B. Marquette. . .

D. Konkle
H. Lennox-
J. Hunter. . .

J. Durham. . -

J. Jenks
J. Gline
J. H. Newman...
W. Livingstone.
E.H. Sturt
F. W. Watson
G.Beattie
D. Green
Geo. Stroud. . .

T. Gardiner -

M. Rasberry
W. Rasberry
T. W. Barnes. . .

C. Graham
C. Syer.

A. Bates.

S. Young 25

Shot a
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OVER THE TOP
We are now over the top of the Winter of

1919 and plans will soon be, under way
for the SpnnR and Summer.
When considering the all important ques-

tion of what you may require in a Canoe,
Skiff, Outboard Motor Skiff or small Launch,
write us, and without incurring any obliga-
tion on your part we will gladly furnish
catalogue and full particulars of the many
styles of boats we buUd.

Ask about No. 143

THE LAKEFIELD CANOE CO., LIMITED,

LAKEFIELD - ONTARIO - CANADA

TRAPS

GUNS

-and TRAPPER'S EQUIPMENT. Animal Baits of all

kinds.

At low prices. We have a number of used guns, but in good
condition at favorable prices.

Send for Special list

SHBDPKEGo
183 KzNO St. B.»

RAW FURC>
TRAPPERS KJ

Write today for our quotations. Do not ship anywjiere until

you have seen the high prices we are paying. We are an old established and reliable

CANADIAN FUR HOUSE, and guarantee you high grading. Write now.

162 BAY ST.

LEVIN FUR COMPANY
Dept. D. TORONTO. Can.

No. 44
Gives you a feel of real com-
fort and assurance of per-
fect protection while exer-
cising. Opening beneath
patent flap A. Small amount
of material between the
thighs C. Perfect pouch 8.
Welt-bound webbing.

All Sizes - - SI

rrMIZPAH JOCK SUPPORTER I SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. SO

All elastic. Perfect fit. Self-

adjusting, will not chafe.

No buckles. Pouch open in

rear, therefore more sani-

tary. Perfectly comfortable.
Need not remove from scro-

tum while at closet.

All Sizes - - SI

Thia Jock and Suspensory are all elastic and self-adjusting. These goods may be i^oiled

to cleanse w^ithout injury to the rubber. The Jock should be worn when exercising, and the Suspensory at all

other times, to promote heaKh and vigor. If your dealer will not furnish, send us stamps or money order,
GpecLfying large, niedium or small pouch, and w^aist measure, and we will mail promptly.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

THE WALTER F. >VARE COMPANY Dept. C-2 PHII.ADELPHIA. PA^ U. S. A.
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H. Peterman.
E.Elliott
W. La Conn. .

W. Gurzon. . .

T. Brown.

.

H. Briggs. .

E. White
H. Hindlev. .

.

R. Baird

Shot at Broke McCallum Trophy Events.

ST. HUBERT SHOOT
Two extra events were required to decide the winner

of the club spoon handicap at the St. Hubert Gun
Club's traps on Saturday afternoon, Jan. 18, A. W.
Throop winning out by a margin of three birds over
Blyth Beattie. The latter gunner had a regular field

day, capturing high gun honors, when he ran seventy-
eight straight, completing his day with a total of ninety-

six out of a possible one hundred. lie was awarded a
spoon for his remarkable ruji.

Ideal weather conditions prevailed at the Ottawa
West traps, with a large attendance of both gunners and
spectators. The hign temperature allowed of the
visitors remaining out of doors, an unusual occurrence
for this time of the year. The weather was also

productive of ko'"\ scoring, seventy-nine per cent,

of the targets thrown being broken.
The club spoon event, tne feature of the program,

consisted of a twenty-five bird shoot at Yellow Bands.
After the first event, five of the competitors were lied

with possibles. The first shoot off failed to decide the
winner, Messrs. A. W. Throop and Blythe Beattie
turning in possibles. In the latter, Mr. Beattie's

first score in the McCallum Trophy match was allowed.
Ilowever, some objection was raised to his second score

being allowed in the succeeding event, so that he was
again out on the traps. He had been scoring so con-
sistently that some of the members opposed the sub-
stitution in the hope that he might set up a record.

However, he missed four to Mr. Throop's three, the
handicaps making little difference. G. B. Greene
holds the club record with 87 straight, and a total

of 98 out of 100.
Messrs. Blvthe Beattie and G B. Greene scored their

ninth success/ul defence of the McCallum trophies on
Saturday afternoon, when they defeated J,. M. Roberts
and N. Brownlee. challengers by a margm of fourteen
biriiS. At the close of the first twenty-five, the de-
fenders were leading by three targets, the scores stand-
ing 48 to 45. However, in the second event, the chal-

lengers fell short, while Beattie and Greene held firm,

registering 96, to the challengers 82. Incidentally the
score of the defenders was the highest ever recorded
in a McCallum trophy match. Another successful

defence of the trophies will give Messrs. Beattie and
Greene possession of the cups.

J . M. Roberts carried oil the money in the Sweep
Stake event, an extra at twenty-five targets, scoring
twenty-two. O. T. Ring was second witn twenty.
W. L. Cameron, who was shooting at scratch in the

spoon handicap, put on a score of twenty-four. Only
for his misfortune in missing his fifteenth bird, he would
have figured in the extra events.

The scores follow:

Club Spoon Handicap.
1 Event at 25 Yellow Bands.

B. Beattie -5
W. L.Cameron.. 24
A. W. Throop. 23
J.M.Roberts,. 22
H. Graham. ... 22
Geo. Easdale,

.

22
R. Barber 22
N. Brownlee. .

.

21

G.B. Greene. 21

W. J.Dey 20
Dr. Wnitcrs. , ,

19

R.F.Howard., 19

J.Bradley 18

O.T.King 18

E.Bcdard 17

T. Baird. .
15

C. J. Booth 15

C. Williams 12
1st Shoot off: B. Beattie, 25; A. W. Throop, 2.3,

handicap 3-25; II. Graham. 20. handicap 3-23; R.
Barber, 18. handicap 5-23; W. J. Dcy, 12, handicap
5-17.
2nd Shoot off; A. W. Throop. 22-3-25; R. Beattie,

21-1-22.
Extras: Sweep Stake—J. M. Roberts, 22: O. T. Ring

20; R. F. Howard, 19: N. Brownlee. 19; C. J. Booth 18;

J. Bradley 17; Dr. Winters. 17; R. Barber. 15;

Baird. 14.

65
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^oiiipate if f

DIAMOND
Pick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days* free
trial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera—on the
street—to work—ever>-where for 5 full days, then
decide whether you wish to buy or not. If you are not
fascinated by its radiance— if you consider its splendor
one trifle less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.

If you decide to keep it. pay the rock-bottom price (l-30th

as much as a diamond costs) 33 you can afford. Terms as
low as 3ic a day ($1,00 a month), without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co. Send coupon for new jewelo' book.

MARVELLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial to day. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Geme
Are Not Imitations.

These precious gems are the master products of science—
the Realization of the dreams of centuries. They are never
set in anything but solid 14kt. gold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the exquisite new settings for yourself.

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new book of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at List Science has conquered Nature and has pro-
duced a glorious, radiant gem, whose dazzling brilliance
is actually a marvel to behold. They cost but l-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put your name and address in the coupon now —
get the free book immediately while this great ofi'er lasts.

THE GOPHIK DIAMOND CO., OF CANADA
Dept. V.I, no Yonge St., Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me your new .'ewelry Book and full

pftrbiculars of your I^ree Trial, easy payment plan.

NAME

^ik ^ii?^ ^ij!^. ^ii/ A^nm

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book of Qenerail In-formation
Valuable alike to dog lovers and owQcra.
breodcri and faneiers. Illustrated from
selected pbotograpks of noted dogs and
rare srenee. Interesting alike lo the nov-
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than
the Airedale and of particular iatereat to
the Airedale fancier.

Paper Bound $1; Cloth lound Si. 50

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.

k

introduce

Mr. Grocer

7/

Ask your grocer to make
you acquainted with this

blue striped tin. You'll soon become
great friends with its contents—the only
milk you can buy in tins that has
the natural flavor unchanged.
Klim is pasteurized separated milk in

the form of a powder. Use dry with
other dry ingredients in cooking and
baking adding just sufficient water to
form batter. Whip into water for use
as liquid.
Vour wife will welcome Klim to her kitchen,

and it certainly is ideal for your own use when
camping, canoeing or hunting. Don't forget
to ask your grocer.

Canada Food Board License No. 14-242

t:i^
Ik ^iik ^ik ^ jw Jir

Genuine Diamonds
\\\\l////y

«1.*2, $3, Weekly
NNNA\\|//^vyX' Save money on your Diamonds

^^SS><7'^f^^»^^^ t>y buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
SI, S2 or S3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
in Price and Quality.

Wrlt« to-day for Catalogue, it Is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada '"rmspeetion
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

Al^ates
COLLAPSIBLE
MINNOW-TRAP
—— A Proven Success —^-

'One of ttift b«it »nglcr4"-tricks"
prodoctd in many 4ca60tvs~

3uparior to arvylhma oP-*t>e ''•nd

Ne>*^YoR»*

Pmiladelphia
It carfo'inly tatiehci the minnows and itj

comp»g h^«.sa ti ao otceJIcnlr^iaturc" Toronto
MADE OF OELLULOID-UNBREAKABI-E. ANDtNVISIBtE

!N WATER. THE ONLY COLLAPSIBLE TRAP ontmb MARKET

iiy • • l?c^.i^b^^Money0^der onlLj

A.J.A.LGAT E.
73 E.ADELAIDE ST.Toronto-CAN ^"^^^ folded
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North Carolina was high in both amateur and profes-
sionals last year with 93 and 7. New Jersey was high
the year before.
The largest State championship tournament of the

year was held in Pennsylvania, 201 residents partici-
pating. Illinois was second, with 148 home shooters;
Kansas third, with 127. and Nebraska fourth, with 1 15.

Kentucky had the greatest number of non-resi Jeiit
entries—51; North Carolina had 50 and Missouri 47.
Pennsylvania had the largest shoot, with 231 entries;

Illinois was next, with 163. and Kansas third, with 157.
Time was when the professional shot had it all over

the amateur, but that time is no more. The simon
pures have just a little on the pro's if anything. Forty-
five States held amateur championships and profes-
sional titles were decided in 40.

These statistics furnish a comparison oftfae scores
that won the titles:

Score.
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PRINCE GEORGE"
TORONTO CANADA
Ma^ificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted.
Coisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.

European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON. Pr«pr4*tov

m
N. 130 Skunk

E. SWIGK
Dealer in all kinds of Raw
Furs. Will travel and buy
large lots.

Write for prices to

CANFIELD, ONT.
Phone - Uunnville 24R. 12

$3^59
at Deala«

•r
Postpaid

Gold FiDed

$6.50

Ceebynite Compass
If dealer can't supply you don't take snbstittjte. Or-

der direct from us. Folder on Taylor-made Compasses
on request. -

^crInstrumentCompcmk»
Rocheiter, N. Y.

Automobile Troubles and How to Remedy Them
By CHARLES P. ROOT

CONTENTS—Back firing. Blow-back of gas into carburetor. Popping noises, Buzz in
coil (other than contact breaker buzz), clatter and grind in gear box. Compression, faulty.
Compression, none. Explosions. Irregular or uncertain runnmg. Metallic or puffing noises.
Misfires Resistance slight when operating starting handle, Start, failure to. Steering er-
atic. Stoppage of engine. Water escap«s. Air lock. Batteries, Bearings, Bent axle, Brakes,
Carburation. Change Speed gear. Clutch. Coil, Connecting rod or crank shaft broken.
Contact breaker (High tension magneto). Contact maker. Knock in bearings generally or
in Transmission system.' Leaks: Loss of power. Gear, Governor, Hunting, Ignition. Lub-
rication, Misfires, Muffler troubles. Noise, Overheating, Pipes burst out or fractured.
Piston troubles. Popping in carburetor. Pressure leaking (in case of pressure feed) Pre-
ieoition. Short circuits. Spark plug. Steam bound or air lock, Steering. Supply pipe
caoked, Tining, Tires. Valves, Valve springs. Water circulation. Wheels.
Prices- Flexible Leather tl.50 Cloth Binding $1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED, PUBLISHER, WOODSTOCK, ONT.

"The Canadian Golfer"
(OflScial organ of the Royal Canadian Golf Association).

Has the highest class subscription list of any montlily magazine published
in the Dominion.

It covers an exclusive field exclusively.
Printed on 100-lb. book paper and handsomely illustrated.

The men and women who play golf are good people to know and do
business with. They are splendid spenders and any magazine that pertains
to the Royal and Ancient Game has a warm spot in their hearts and a

premier place in their homes.

High class advertising only accepted,
price $3.00 per year. Office of publication-

Rates on application. Subscription

BRANTFORD, ONT. Ralph H. RevUle, Editor and Publisher



AN INTERESTING LETTER

The accompanying reproduction is of a

picture o^ Captain C. G. F. Wheeler, of

Winnipeg. A record of Captain Wheeler's

life reads like a tale from "The Arabian

Nights" as an article published recently in

"Khaki Call" describing some of his exper-

iences from the time when as a boy he went

to sea with his father, up till quite recently

when he received his discharge after forty-two

and a half years of service in the army and

navy,—goes to prove, ^^'hen the world war

broke out he was poultrj' farming in British

Columbia, but gave this up and after over-

coming obstacles which he encountered on

account of his age, was successful in securing

through the intervention of Earl Kitchener, a

commission in the Royal Irish Rifles and pro-

ceeded to Belfast in 1914. After his arrival

in Ireland he was gazetted 2nd Lieutenant

and promoted to Captain by express command.
In 1916 he returned to Canada and in 1917

joined up again and has now retired on

account of age. Captain Wheeler lost one

son in the recent war and has two still ser\ung.

one a Major, M.C., D.S.O., in the Imperial

Army.
Captain Wheeler has nine medals and

seventeen clasps, including the Royal Hu-
mane Society medal for saving life at sea

(in the Bay of Biscay). He has also two
other medals but does not wear them because

he says they are Picadilly kissing medals,

and a|-e not service or veterans' medals. In

forwarding the photograph from which the

accompanying cut was made Captain Wheel-
er wrote: "I am entitled to three service

chevrons, one red and two blue, the red one

means service at the front in 1914 and each

blue one means a year's service overseas.

.Although I have 14}^ months' service since

these chevrons were granted me yet I only

claim what I am entitled to."

The following interesting letter from Cap-

tain Wheeler was received under date of

December 12th. 1918.

"I want to write and say what a nice little

monthly yours is. I simply love it. I have

read it ever since its first copy was shown me
many years ago.

"Let me tell you that I have come across

your publication in some queer places in my
time. For instance I came across it at the

Bristol Hotel, Cairo, Egypt; Ras-el-tin

palace, Alexandra, Egypt; Korti, Soudan;

Naples, Italy: the Persian Gulf, and last but

not least, the place where they say there is

only a piei.e of blotting paper between there

and Hell, viz.:Aden, as well as hundreds of

other places. It has cheered me during this

late war on many a lonely night and on many
a lonely post and I shall always love it as a

clean, straight and healthy periodical.

"I believe that in the different parts of the

world to which I have had the honor to serve

in I have shot and trapped most of the big

game. In fact I have killed or helped to kill

all the big cats and all big game except tiger

(India), moose and tapir. I helped in my
own little tin pot way to kill fifteen man-eating

lions in Bechuanaland, Matabeleland and

Mashonaland in eight years and many apd

many a tough time we had. I have been

scared almost to death up there around Fort

Tuli on the Shaishi River. Some day perhaps

when I can find the time and the inclination

I will write you one or two stories of those

stirring times after buffalo and lion and lefme

tell ypu that the African buffalo is the most

savage of all animals. I would rather tackle

a park full of silvertips Ihanjan old lone bull.
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Dents Condition Pills
A marveloua tonic for dogs that are al out of sorts, run down, thin
and unthrifty.with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored
urine. There is nothing to equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and

,debilitating diseases You will notice the difference after a few doses.

At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent Medicine Company,
To onto, Canada and Newburgh,' N Y. Apractical treatise on dogs
and their training. 160pp fully illustrated mailed for 10c to all customer^.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. • Ideal Canoe Trips

The coantry traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish

and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company, ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost Invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving In cost is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Hardy's The Great British SpeciaHsts
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

MaRufaoturcrs to

HIS MAJESTY
KING GEORGE V.

C2ES

THE a RE A T
ENGLISH FIELD
says, " We must
never foryet that it

is 10 HARDY
Bros, of Alnwick we
owe the supremacy
we have achieved as
Bod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe. "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
have been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5}4 ozs.;9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5^ ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

PRICE Rod, with two tops, $39.90 net. If in Bamboo protector case to

carry THE WHOLE ROD, $4.66 extra net.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the Iqte F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.,$1.16 net per doz.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine, Ditto,
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

13/4. per doz. or $3.32. 9-ft. 17/4 per doz. or $4.32 net

Hardy Bros.,Manufactory Alnwick, Eng^land



A LETTER FROMiNOVA SCOTIA

Editor, Rod and Gun.

I have taken a great interest in big game
hunting for the last twenty -five y ears and was

a subscriber to your magazine before "the war.

In 1914, I enlisted and went ovef with the

first contingent, arriving back in Nova
Scotia a few days before the annual sports

of the Nova Scotia Guides Association took

place at Yarmouth in 1918. Most of ihy

time in France was spent as a sniper and

owiiig to my woodcraft and quickness of

shooting I am able to be back in God's

country again.

Several articles in your December number
have interested me very much. "The Sports-

man a Good Fighter," "Shoot, or the Germans
will Get You," (What a pity that fellow

didn't get into practice sooner;, "When my
Laddie Went to War" and "When Christmas

Comes in the Northland." In fact they

were all good reading. But what is wrong

with this little Province? Are subscribers

from Nova Scotia afraid to write. \Ve have

one of the best game provinces in the Domin-
ion. This last season there were nearly

fourteen hundred moose taken, a goodly

number of deer as well as bear and small

game. I have been a sportsman's guide for

a good number of years, moose calling and

still hunting being my favorite sport also

bear hunting in the late fall with hounds

"Charged by a Moose" by Mr. J. Barres

Smith was all right. I have had three

experiences in my hunting where moose have

charged and perhaps later if our reader-

would care to hear such a tale 1 would endeav-

or to relate same of my experiences for you
know a man who has followed the woods for

twenty-live years has had some adventures

with moose and bear which cause the same

feeling up his spine as tJiut which he has when

a l)i« Hun is about to shove a bayonet clean

through him. Thanks to my trusty rifle,

which I never once forgot was loaded, unlike

some mep I have seen who" have had bombing

drilled into them to such an extent that they

actually forgot they had a rifle, I am back
again.

The last few years have not been without
some close calls and I have the holes to show.

The old saying that a bullet hole will heal

up and hair over in six months is a fairly

accurate one. My shooting brought me in

contact with the best shots of our Canadian

corps who met annually at the Canadian
Corps shoot in France, revolver and rifle

shots.

I would like to see the Bluenoses wake up.

Yours truly,

Brookfield, N.S. James B. McLeod.
i

THE ABUNDANT GROUNDHOG.
Editor, Rod and Gun.

I have noticed in two different issues para-

graphs on "The .'Abundant Crow." I agree

with Reginald Gourlay. I think the crow

should be shot whenever he shows himself.

I have destroyed dozens of eggs this year and

also many young and old ones.

I ha\e only been a subscriber to Rod and

Gun since August last. I didn't know what

I was missing in not being a subscriber long

ago. I think this magazine should be in

every sportsman's house.

Since! have been taking it I have failed to

se« anything on the "abundant groundhog."

They do about as much harm as the crows. I

have been trapping, poisoning, shooting and

destroying them and their homes for years.

Last spring as soon as I was done trapping

fur-bearers I went at the ground-hog at once,

and I trapped dozens of them. I think that

other trappers should turn in and trap the.'«

and if many were to do so their numbers

would soon be decreased. The young make

dandy pets. I had four two years ago.

Hillier, Ont. L. C. Thompson.

WOLF SHOT NEAR THEDFORD.
On Sunday afternoon, January 12th, Mr.

George Martel shot a full-grown timber wolf

in the bush in Bosanquet a few miles north of

Thedford. It was thought that these ani-

mals were extinct here.
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
Soulh of Winnipeg, and is nig enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery. NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had in some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREK.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense lorest-robed territory.

/ For free descriptUe literature, write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildines. TO'RONTO. CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON. Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines.

There's an appealing little brochure

awaiting your request. It is called "The

Forests of Canada in Peace and War."

It is yours for the asking. MTien you read

it, you will realize the wartime. and peace-

time strategy of the forest possessions of

this Dominion—The British Empire's only s

timber supply. f

If you have ever met a forest, you'll want
'

this little publication. Send in a friend's !

name while you're at it.
|

Canadian Forestry Association j

206-7 Booth Building, Ottawa i

Sir R. L. Borden, Hon. President, j

Lt.-Col. J. S. Dennis, President, f

-.—

+

Learn tliis Ureal
Profession
byMaU

MOUNT BIRDS
ANIMALS. GAMB HEADS AND ALL TROPHIES

The wonderfnl art of taxidermy which has lon^ b?en kept a secret
can now be easily, quickly leatned by niuil in your home Id a fevv
weeke By an entirely uttt* mefhod you can woujleani this money-
making pro£essloQ during yourspare time. Success guaranteed,

Vnii fan Malrp M-np^i There are big profits In taxidermy.
lOU Cdll maKe moneyi Men, women an.il>.yy skilled in this art
are in grf&t demand. This is the time tolenro. Trophies are sent hund-
reds of Dtilcs fcr the bctt Taxidermists io inuunt. k ehiUedTazidorousi,
like a skilled doctor, can charge as much as he pleases.

BEAUTIFUL TROPHIES FOR TOUR OWN HOME
You can decorate your own Imme and don with yonr rare and be&utiful
specimens. Huiiterfi, trappers and naturalists learn in a very short time.
6y our method thi profession is simple. Success guaranteed or no tuition

Oreat Book FREE—"^oiofo Learn to Mount Birds and AnimalB.'^
This beautifully illnstratei book, a copy of Taxidermy Magazine and
hondreds of letters from eraduatoB sent free if you write at once. Make
yourseli iadependontby learoinf^'^'pc'GfesstoQ. Write for free hook.

N. W. Stibool of Taxidermy 10 N Elwood Bld«M Omaha. Neb.

A LAUNCH BARGAIN
A 20 ft. hull manufactured by the Brgcebridge Launch Works of Bracebridge, complete

ready for engine to the following specifications:

—

20 ft. overall, 4 ft. 10 in. beam, will seat 6 to 8 people. Ribs, keel, coamings and deck
of best Northern Oak, planking of Louisiana Red Cypress, .5-8 in. thick. No deck fittings

or gas tank.
This launch is being offered at a sacrifice, as the owner will not be able to use same.

Launch cost $200.00. Will sell for $1^50.00 f.o.b. Bracebridge.

LAUNCH IS BRAND NEW—NEVER BEEN USED.

Apply Box 200, Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.

i
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GAME SANCTUARY FOR NORTHWESTERN CANADA

Wculd Protect Mountain Sheep, Caribou and Moose

The Advisory Board on Wild-life Protec-

tion has been drawing public attention to

the need for protecting the important game

resources of Northern Canada, and is now
looking into the need for a game sanctuary

in Yukon territory to save from destruction

the mountain sheep, caribou, moose and

other large game that are found in consider-

able numbers in that region.

"From information obtained from pros-

pectors, hunters, trappers and Indians it is

estimated that there are probably between

4,000 and 5,000 mountain sheep in the district

bounded by the White, Donjek and Nisling

rivers," says Mr. A. L. Bell, of the R.N.W.M.
P., Whitehorse sub-district, in reporting on

the advisability of establishing such a sanc-

tuary. "These animals have undoubtedly

been driven to that district from the more

accessible areas on account of persistent

hunting on the part of both white men and

Indiaiis. Unfortunately, the Yukon game
ordinance does not sufficiently cover the

preservation of mountain sheep, as under

Sub-sec. 1 of Sec. 9 explorers, surveyors,

prospectors, miners or travellers who are

engaged in any exploration, survey, or

mining operations, or other examination of

the territory, and are in actual need of the

beasts, birds or eggs for food, may lawfully

hunt, take or kill the beasts or birds, and eggs

of the birds or other wild fowl so mentioned

in this ordinance. Section 23 of this ordinance

states, 'with the exception of Section 3 hereof,

this ordinance shall not apply to Indians who
are inhabitants of the Yukon Territory'.

(Section 3 applies to butt'alo and bison.)

"I have no doubt that mountain sheep,

as well as moose, caribou, etc., have been

wantonly slaughtered by Indians—-and by

white men as well—not only for food, but also

for dogfeed. The Indians accuse the white

men of this, and, on the other hand, the white

men accuse the Indians of the same. Un-

fortunately, the Indians are aware that, under

the ordinance, they may kill practically as

much game as they wish, for food or otherwise.

"I consider the suggestion of creating this

area into a sanctuary an exceedingly good

one, and, if it is carried out, a detachment of

one constable could be established, or a com-

pelent game warden employed, who, with

dogs or pack-hors3, could patrol the district

at regular intervals and keep in close touch

with both Indians and white men. This is,

in my opinion, the onlymethod by which the

game can be preserved."

FOX HOUNDS MUST HAVE SUPERIOR HUNTING
ABILITY

Hunting in America requires an altogether

different hound from those used in England,

conditions being ver>' dissimilar, "says a

writer in All Outdoors. "Hounds require

superior hunting ability, wide ranging, greater

perseverance and patience, and, above all,

a much better nose to enable them to take an
old and cold track probably made the day
before and work it out inch by inch for six

or eight hours if necessary.

"Hunting and training qualities are usually

inherited from the dam, while speed endurance

and comformation are transmitted from the

sire. Even a superficial knowledge of the

subject indicates that speed and hunting

instinct are among the greater qualities a

hound should possess and they are much
sought after.

"But a hound, lacking vital force, staunch-

ness and endurance, can never excel. During

the kindergarten course as far as possible

pups should be trained under the most favor-

able hunting conditions, and the work made
as easy and light as possible.

"Later on harder problems may be submit-

ted for their solution. An ideal hunting day

is when the ground is damp and moist (not

frozen) with a hea\'y atmosphere, a cloudy |
skj', and light southern breeze.

"All hounds should be taught to swim, but

do not do it by throwing them into the water.

When the water is warm enough not to chill,

take y«ur hound out in a boat a short distance

from the shore, place him gently in the water,

and pull ashore fast enough to prevent efforts

to get into the boat.

"It is seldom that more than a couple of

lessons are necessar>- to make them feel at

home in the water."
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telOi^
Michigan Boulevard and 13th St.

300 Roomj—European Plan

Room TJith detacKed iho^er, $i.oo a daj>

Room ^itK pri-^ate b!tK» $1.50 to $a.50 a da^
TtJo persons, $a to $5 a da;p

In close proximity? to "TKe Loop," CKicago's busi-

ness, shopping, and tKeatre district.

^y^OMSc)uU)emOyaepUaUlySnD\/eu> Southern QyoteU^

I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—ivev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Xaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

The three words that

tell the whole ^ory of

a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In ^, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.



SOME TEST QUESTIONS FOR SPORTSMEN
The foUowirtg test questions have been

submitted' for publication in Rod and Gun
by Smedley's Agency of Marceline, Mo.,

U.S.A. Who speaks first?

1. What is the origin of the terms 10,

12, 16, 20 gauge shotguns?

2. Two rifles are fired in the air at an
angle of forty five-degrees, one with a range of

one mile the other with a range of two miles.

Which bullet will strike the ground first?

3. What is the meaning of .45-90-270

as applied to a rifle?

4. What is the common name for the

pinnated grouse?

5. What Wild Duck flies the fastest?

How fast?

6. What is a contour map?
7. How do you compute the live weight

of a deer from the dressed weight?

8. What is the meaning of foot pounds
as applied to rifle bullet?

9. How can ybu tell the difference be-

tween a large mouthed and a small mouthed
Black Bass?

10. What fish is called the Silver King?

11. How can you tell directions by the

face of your watch?
12. Why does a Northern Dog Driver

use "Mush-on" as word of command to his

dogs?

13. What direction does the compass
point on your home longitude?

14. From what direction do Northeast-

erns come?
15. A bullet is fired horizontally three

thousand feet a second over a level plain.

At the instant it leaves the gun another bul-

let is dropped from the hand held even with

the muzzle of the gun. Which bullet will

strike the ground first?

16. When do brook trout spawn?
17. What is the difference in the Black

and the Brown Bear found in the Rockies?

18. What travels faster than the wind

which drives it?

19. Under what conditions does a sail-

boat have the right of way over a motor

boat?

20. What Game Bird is protected all the

year around in Canada?

NEW LAKES OPENED UP FOR FISHING

So successful was the Ontario Government
fish policy during the first year it was in

operation, and so great was the demand for

the friesh water fish, that the Fisheries Depart-

ment has decided to open up new waters for

fishing purposes this coming spring. Hon.

Findlay G. Macdiarmid, Minister of Public

Works, has announced that negotiations are

now in progres,s between the department

and fishermen for the opening of half a dozen

lakes in Northern Ontario for fishing pur-

poses. The Indians of the district say that

there are unlimited quantities of fish in these

lakes, but the department is unable to esti-

mate the possible supply until operations

begin.

Last year the Government conducted fish-

ing operations at Lakes Nepigon and Nipis-

sing, the former being the chief source of

supply for a large section of the Province. In

the fall, Orient Bay, at the Northern end of

Lake Nepigon, was also opened. This year

the Government will carry on operations on a

larger scale at Lake Nepigon, as the fish

caught there are of a ver\' choice variety. The
lakes which are to be opened will be operated

on the same basis as is Lake Nepigon, where

the fishermen supply the equipment, and

the Government pays them so much for their

catch.

By opening these new lakes the Govern-

ment has not found it necessary to take a

larger percentage than last year of the cateh

from the fishermen elsewhere in the province.

The distribution branch of the Fisheries

Department has been active in preventing

dealers taking an unfair advantage of the

public. Some months ago an official was

appointed to check up the Government

dealers. It was learned yesterday that four

dealers, all in Toronto, had been refused

further supplies of Government fish because

they had tried to dispose of the fish at a higher

price than that allowed by the Government.

A private company will be granted a 30-

year permit by the Dominion Government to

graze reindeer in the Northwest Territories.
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CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right.
"

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."
Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Reffulates to Step and Regriftters Exact Dis-

tances ; Simple, Accurate, Durable.

_ Indispensable to every lov"
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be
cause of value in determining
distances: a necessary ad>
iunct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
bow far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-

, ther you walk for
I health, business or
I pleasure^anywhere,
f
everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
etlecl.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

e«ld by all 0«alM-« or Direct

AMERICAN PEDOMETER CtMPANY

I

M3 OHAPB. ST. NEW HAVEN, CONH.

•. a A. OeNTHU ee. Tw-mto, Canada

I
AgAOta for the Dominioo of Canada

No Trouble to Prepare

/3cmle4i4
Reindeer Coffee

or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, 'at picnics,

hunting, fishing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL

^^^
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WANTED—High Grade hammerlcss ejector. W.
Armstrong. 31 'The Oaks," Bain Ave. Toronto 2-lT.

~FOR SALE—22 Stevens Favorite $4.50. 32 Stevens
Favorite $5.00 and 22 Winchester repeater, model 1906,

18.00. AH guns in good condition. G. F. Carmichael,

772 Palmerston Ave., Toronto, Ont. 2-IT

MOTOR BOATS

Motor boat for sale cheap. 20 ft V holtom and as good
as new. also 4 cvl. 4 cvcle engine, bore 3^^" stroke 4 'a",
lit for boat. Apply to W. I... Richman, Lindsa.v, Ont. 2-lT

SPECIALS
FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. .Never been used. Box L, ROD AND GUN
Woodstock. Ontario. TF

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
Box 556. Oakland. Calif. 3 IT

FOR SALE—Building lot at Lake View, 2'-i miles from
Big Lake Nomininque. P.Q. Good place for fishing and
hunting. Cash. Box 24, Rod and Gun. Woodstock.
Ont. 2-lT

Big game ammunition loaded to order. Progressive
powders with cop[jer jacketed bullets. Henry Bros., 616
Cordova. St. East.. Vancouver B.C. 2-lT

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, flZXTni.'^i, X'^u^:
matism, piles, cured (>r no charge. Write for particulars.
Eczema Remedy, Co., Dept. R. G.. Hot Springs, Ark..
U. S. A.

TAXIOFRMY AND TAflNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, hne specimeo excellent cod-
dition. Apply Box L,, ROD AND GUN. Woodstock,
Ont. TF

.\rtilicial eyes and skulls for I'axidermlsts and Furriers.
Oliver Spanner & Co., 26 ICIm St., Toronto. We buy raw
furs. 3 12T

Raise Hares for Us
InunenBe profits easily and quickly made. We
furnish atock and payS2.00each aiulexpressage
when three months old. L'ontracts, booklets,
etc . lOc- Nothing Iree-

Thorson Rabbit Co.
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Add To Your Collection of

Victor Records—FREE
We are offering "His Master's Voice" records as premiums for new

subscriptions to ROD AND GUN Magazine.

Two new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a 90c record.

Three new subscriptions at |1.50 each entitles you to a $1.25 or a $1.50
record as desired.

Four new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $2.00 record.

Five new subscriptions at $1.50 each entitles you to a $2.50 record, and
so on.

Send us the subscriptions and we will have tJie record or records you
earn sent you, all charges paid.

Sample copies and subscription blanks will be furiiished on application.

DEPARTMENT Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Onl.

ii

'.mm

CANADIAN WILDS
Tells about the Hudson Bay Company, Northern

Indians and their modes of Hunting, Trapping, etc.

This book contains 277 pages, size 5x7 inches, is printed on good

quality heavy paper and contains thirty-seven chapters,

The book is from the pen of a Hudson's Bay Officer (Martin Hunter),

who has had 40 years' experience with the Hudson's Bay Company

—

from 1863 to 1903. During that time he was stationed at different

trading posts in Canada, Price, cloth bound, postpaid, $1.00.

W. J. TAYLOR, LTD., Publisher, - Woodstock; Ont
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THE HERCULES ROD.
Westwood's Patent Unbreakable Silk Bound Split Cane Rod. 9 feet, a oz..

The Patent Dark Green Silk Binding adds greatly to its beauty, as well as increasing its strength some fifty per

cent. This Rod has become a great favorite for Trout and Bass Fishing.

Hercules Trout Rod, 9 feet, 5 oz., each ^^'I'nm
Hercules Bass Rod. with four Aftate Rings, each 25.00

Expert Silk Bound, medium quality, made in Trout and Bass, each ... 10.00

Eicell, Silk Bound, fair quality, in Bass orTrout. each 6.00

THE UNEQUAL ROD.
Westwood'.s Patent Silk Bound Steel Rod, Trout, 10 feet

,, . . „.i.

This Patent DarkGri-cn Silk Binding protects this rod absolutely against rust, besides adding greatly to its strength

and beauty.

Trout Rod. 10 feet, each
Bass Rod. 5 to 9 feet, each ^ ;

i^;--;: „W
'

Bait Casting Rod, 5 toS'a feet, with large German Silver Rings, each.

do. do. withone Agate End Ring
do. do. with Agate Butt and End Ring, each. .

do. do. with all Agate Rings, each

7.50
7.50
8.00
10.00
12.00
14.00

THE BLAKE ROD.
Highest Grade Split Cane Trout Hod. M feet. oz.

Trout Rod. each ^tliu,
Bass Rod. 8 feet, each

.-
i

-i^ _, . : •: • •: ;.
'"""

Fur a first class Rod it cannot possibly be surpassed and is m great demand.

The ALLCOCK, LAIGHT & WESTWOOD Co. Ltd.
MANUFACTURERS, TORONTO
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ROD AND GUN FOLK
Something About Our Artist, F. V. Williams

F. V. Williams first saw the light

of day at Grand Harbor, Grand
Manan, New Brunswick. He dis-

covered at the age of seven years,
while on a visit to Roxbury, Vermont,
that fishing was great sport. An old
fisherman at that place took the 'kid'

along on a fishing trip, gave him two
hooks and a bit of cotton line and
left him with a few earth worms for

bait on a small bridge while he went
after trout. The 'kid' lost both
hooks via the 'catfish' route in half
an hour's time but in the same length
of time he had become thoroughly
impregnated with the fishing germ.

At eleven the subject of this

sketch was taken out on the rips in
the Bay of Fundy and introduced to
pollack fishing by a sportsman uncle
who later coached him in the art of
'long shore gunning.' Trout fishing
in the streams on Grand Manan
Island was certainly good and in

season trout fishing was much more
interesting than work.

At fourteen he went on Gannet
Rock Light station as assistant and in
five years of this service saw enough
of fishing, sea fowl and seal sho:>ting,

boating and life in the open to prove
that outdoor life was and is the
greatest medicine on earth either for
invalids or for athletes. \

At the end of this service he went
to Los Angeles, Gal., and in hisspare
time chased coyotes and cotton-tails
in the hills back of San Pedro. From
there he went to Vancouver Island

where he labored as a coal miner
in extension and Nanaimo mines
to get the wherewithal to chase deer
and black hear and follow the salmon.
One season on the Fraser river salmon
fishing, the beauties of British Col-
umbia scenery and the memories of
rugged old Grand Manan and the
Bay of Fundy with its rushing tides

and winter storms, combined with
a taste for drawing, sent him to
bridge work on the mainland in

British Columbia to get the necessary
cash for a course at an art school.

A short term was spent at Richard
Partington's school on Pine Street,

San Francisco, then back he went tto

Seattle as a street car motorman, to
gather up some more funds, back for

another term at the art school, then
more street car work, then to Chicago
to the Art Institute with holidays
spent in Michigan and Wisconsin
after partridge, deer, bass, maskin-
onge and—pictures. Through all

his wanderings, which extended from
coast to coast, Mr. Williams remem-
bered that he was Canadian born
and dreamed of the day when he
should return to Canada and be
able to devote the major portion of

his time to work on a representative
Canadian outdoor magazine. To-
wards this end he established rela-

tions with Rod and Gun some four
years ago or more, as the designer of

their cover cuts, and returned to Can-
ada in 1918. Mr. Williams' present
address is London, Ontario, where his
Rod and Gun studio is located.



H. C. Haddon

FOR three days it had snowed
without ceasing, but now this

fourth day brought relief, and
the leaden clouds broke up to show
the clear blue sky behind them.
Not the stinging, driven, frozen snow
of mid-winter, this storm, but the
big, heavy flakes of the spring snow-
fall, and while ihe earth was covered
deeper and deeper with this soft,

clinging blanket of white, all nature
seemed to sleep.

Some time during the course of

the storm, a little band of deer had
moved to a hollow more protected
from the wind, and though their

passage had broken a trail like the
furrow from a giant plough, yet now
the scar upon the virgin whiteness was
filled and healed, until only here and
there was left a faint undulation
that finally lost itself among the
trees.

As the sun broke from behind the
clouds and the sighing wind died
down, the intense silence of the
mountains reasserted itself. There
were, to be sure, occasional sounds,
but they were infinitesimal compared
to the awe-compelling silence that
had enveloped the forest for un-
counted years. Snowslides might go
crashing down the mountain-side,
scarring the face of the hills and
changing the course of a creek,

but no sooner had their last echoes
died away, than you wondered if

you really had heard anything after

all, for in the big timber it seems^as
if it must alM^ays have been noiseless.

In autumn storms, or days of summer
calm, now and again some| giant

of the forest will fall, with none to

mark its falling, and for a second or

so the eternal silence will be broken
as the great tree returns with a

crash to the earth from which*it
has sprung. And then, almostjin-
tensified by the comparison, the
forest returns to its brooding, sphinx-
Hke silence.

So now, with the coming of the
sun and the breaking of the storm,
came also sounds of life, and the
little people of the hills, hunters and
hunted, snow bound for three days,
began to stir themselves. The same
dominant thought animated them all,

for late winter, and March especially,

represents a time of ceaseless search-

ing for food, and three days of en-

forced idleness will sharpen any appe-
tite.

A blue jay, alighting on the limb
of a big balsam, sent a miniature
avalanche of soft snow falling to

the ground, and swerved into flight

again, screeching with indignation.

At the sound a red squirrel started

to chatter at this desecration of the

silence, and was answered from fur-

ther up the valley, and for a few min-
utes the two animals scolded and
complained to each other, i'rom
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a hillside to the left, came the
discordant calling of a flock of whisky
jacks. Close at hand a woodpecker
drummed upon a hollow tree.

Over against the creek bed, where
a tangle of fallen trees had piled

themselves in grotesque formation
above an upturned root, a big por-
cupine came out from where he had
been sheltering ftom the storm,and
for a few minutes he stood shaking
his head from side to side, as if to

get rid of the drowsiness that still

clung to him.
Probably of all the animals that

were now busily engaged in finding
something to eat this porcupine had
suffered least of any during the
three day storm, for no matter how
severe the season, he can always
find sufficient food to keep him fat.

For the smaller animals such as
marten and weasels, winter has its

terrors, for the deep snow makes
hunting that much harder, but the
hills are always full of countless
mice, and these at least, will provide
a meal when the rabbits fail. Not
so with the larger carnivora though,
and to them the winter trails are
full of days lived on the ragged edge
of starvation, for they must kill often
to keep their muscles hard enough
to stand the wearing strain. The
other seasons of the year usually
find them well fed, for in spring
and fall and summer life is more
or less abundant in the mountains,
and a meal is not hard to obtain
with so many young animals learn-
ing their first lessons of the world.
Even the early part of the winter

provides them with good hunting,
but by March—the month of deep
snows—the old and infirm have all

been killed oif, and even the foolish
have learned wisdom, or paid the
price of their folly.

I To the porcupme comes no such
I spectre of starvation. At the best
E of times he is one of Nature's puzzles,
m for though he is very good to eat, if

\ you know the way, yet to the unin-
• itiated he is nothing but a collection

of sharp quills that is best left

unmolested. For this reason, he is

so often left alone, and so he lives
and dies in an atmosphere of exagger-
ated safety. To him the seasons bring

a continual round of feasting, for
all the woods are his larder, and the
variety of his food is legion. In
the spring he fin Is ample fare on the
many green shoots that are respond-
ing to the sun. Beneath the outer
bark of the trees, too, the young
growth is green and succulent with
the rising of the sap, and so you may
find him many times, sitting sedately
on his haunches, and gnawing away
contentedly with his chisel-like teeth.

The passing months cause him no
concern, and in the gloaming of the
summer evenings you will find him
feeding among the lily pads that
fringe the lake. These, and the
abundant greenstuff of the wilder-
ness keep him contented till the
frosts come, and the first snowflakes
of the winter. Then, when the rest

of the world is seeking everlastingly
for food, all that he has to do to
gorge himself to repletion is to strip

the outer husk from the nearest tree
until he reaches the soft inner layer
of bark beneath it. About the only
animal that has no fear of man, you
will find him round the settler's

cabin seeking for salt, or back in

some lonely valley that has never
been prospected.
To the porcupine under the tangle

of fallen logs, came now a reminder
that he was hungry. At first he
hesitated, as if disliking this new
snow, but after the first plunge he
waddled along gravely, leaving a
deep broad trail behind him. The
trees in his immediate vicinity appar-
ently failed to please him, for he
passed them by without even glanc-
ing at them. Presently he came to

the trail made by the deer, but
this was filled with soft new snow,
in which he sank almost out of

sight, and after following it for a few
yards, he branched off again into the
unbroken snow. For perhaps a hun-
dred yards he travelled before he
found the tree he wanted, a slim
balsam sapling, and then, having
found it, he lost no more time, but
started to feed, his sharp teeth
rasp, rasp, rasping as he bit into the
tender bark.
Further up the mountain the timber

thinned out into isolated patches
as the soil was displaced by rocks^
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He glided in and out among the tree trunks."
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and the face of the hillside was torn

and broken by some titanic con-
vulsion of Nature. From among
the tumbled confusion of boulders a

lynx appeared as the snowflakes
ceased, and stood for a few minutes
looking down into the timber. In
direct contrast to the well-fed porcu-
pine, he presented a picture of

semi-starvation, for the rabbits had
been thinned out by too much
hunting, and the deep snow demand-
ed an added toll in strength for

each mile travelled.

Even his heavy coal, thickened
by the bitter cold of the mountains
could not hide the thinness of his

body, and the gaunt hollows behind
his ribs bore silent testimony to a

pitiless succession of endless days
of hunger.

iSo now he stood for a few minutes
in^Jthe shelter of the rocks, while
his eyes grew accustomed to the
glare of the new snow.
At the sight of the timber below

him his stubby tail twitched excitedly,

and he llattened back his tasselled

ears to catch the slightest sound.
Then, driven on by his hunger, he
started to descend Hie hillside, sink-

ing deeply into the soft snow despite
his heavy paws.
He dropped down into the limber

withoul meeting with any success,

and vanished among the trees,

mingling ghost-like with the shad-
ows that haunted the silent places.

Once, nosing round the half buried
tangle of a fallen hemlock, a blue
grouse rose up right at his feet,

bursting out from its hiding place
with a roar of beating wings, and
half blinding him with a smother of

soft snow. So quick was the big

bird that though the lynx rose up
and sprang, his teeth oijly clicked
impotently upon the empty air.

So for perhaps an hour, he glided
in and out an^ong the tree trunks,
ilmost noiseless in his progress, his

lunger increasing as the short win-
ter's day waned and disd.

SA^s the sun went down behind
the further hills, it grew suddenly
colder, as it always does in the
mountains, and then, almost before
it had gnnvn wholly dark the moon
came up, big and clear and round, and

the limber was again full of a thou-
sand shifting shadows. Among
these the lynx moved and watched,
keen and alert, as others besides
himself were moving and watching.
From a summit to the left the hunt-
ting cry of a wolf floated down
upon the empty silence of the win-
ter's night. A horned owl on a dead
balsam called monotonously across
the valley. Once, from the edge^of
the timber a rabbit shrieked its long
death-cry as a weasel or a marten
succeeded where others had failed.

At this sound the lynx turned off

at right angles from the course he
had been following, and almost im-
mediately he struck the trail made
by the deer.

For a second oi' so, he stood
looking at it, trying to puzzle out
its meaning, for the trail was too
old for his nose (notoriously poor
anyway) to tell him anything about
it. However, he made his decision,
and turned to the left, following as
it happened the back trail.

Almost at once he found where
the porcupine had crossed, and at
this tangible evidence he quickened
his pace in the anticipation of the
kill.

The porcupine was still rasping
away at the tender bark, and at the
sound of the big cat's approach he
dropped to all fours, humping up
his back, and burying his nose in
the soft snow at the foot of the sap-
ling.

Instantly the lynx crouched within
easy springing distance, his stubby
tail twitching spasmodically in his

excitement.
So for a minute neither animal

moved. The porcupine remained as
though turned to stone while the
big cat crouched and quivered, ready
to strike at the first movement of his

victim. As if realizing his peril the
porcupine refused to move, and when
the strain had become almost intol-

erable the lynx sprang, alighting a
few feel to one side of the porcupine,
and throwing up a shower of soft
snow as he whirled round in case
the porcupine h d been stampeded
into flight.

Fin ing this feint useless, with
warjf careful strokes of his fore paws,
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the big cat next attempted to under-
mine his intended victim, but the
sole result of his labours was that
the porcupine merely sank deeper
into the soft snow.

Nonplussed, the lynx crouched
motionless except for the quivering
of his stubby tail. Two or three

times he growled hoarsely, as if with
pent up excitement, licking his lips

as the eager saliva drooled from the
corners of his mouth.
Now and again a tree cracked

with the frost, breaking the silence

with a noise like the report of a
pistol. Overhead the moon climbed
higher and higher in a sky studded
with a million scintillating stars, that
danced and twinkled in the bitter cold.

To these two* with their deadly
game of patience, the minutes dragged
by on leaden feet. And then sudden-
ly the spell snapped, and with a
hideous squalling screech, the lynx
leapt. Again he whirled as he land-
ed, turning and lashing out with his

fore paws to try and turn the porcu-
pine over on its back, so that he
could reach the unprotected throat
and rich warm blood so tantalizingly
beyond his reach.

Quick as was the big cat, this

stupid, clumsy porcupine was quicker,
and at the exact moment he struck,

and his tail, with its thousand needle-
pointed barbs, caught the lynx across

its face. Stupefied, the lynx clawed
madly at the sudden burning red hot
pain, and in that instant the porcu-
pine struck again.

Crazed with the awful unbearable
agony the lynx rose onto his hind
legs, tearing at his nose and eyes
with claws that left great gashes in

his face, claws that dug and tore but
could not stop this bitter burning
torment.

In vain he rolled over and over,
tearing and biting at himself in his

desperation. In vain he buried his

nose and head in the snow that could
only cool his burning skin but could
not stop his dreadful suffering. Some
of the quills had found his eyes, so
that his sight was wholly gone.
Others had passed through his lips

into his gums and through them
into the roof of his mouth. Nose
and ears alike, were full of them.

and breast and legs and paws. Slob-
bering and foaming at the mouth,
with blood from a hundred pain-
racked wounds, staining crimson the
whiteness of the snow, the big cat
threshed and floundered round in

his blindness and agony.
Once he found where the porcupine

still crouched, as he had crouched
motionless and waiting since the
beginning of the tragedy. Again
the deadly tail struck, but the lynx
was impervious to any further suf-

fering, and the porcupine was killed

and ripped to pieces, and left lying
there, a broken shapeless mass be-
neath the tooth-scarred sapling.

Presently , tired out, the big cat
collapsed in the snow beside the dead
body of his antagonist, but though
the snow was cool and soft against
his heaving sides, his pain and terror
could not let him rest, and with
unsteady feet and stumbling step
he moved away among the trees, his

ghastly screeching echoing eerily from
the shadows of the silent, snow-
draped forest.

In vain the big cat sought by-

flight to leave his misery behind
him, but the burning throbbing pain
was always with him, here where
a sloping hollow sent him sliding and
falling, there where he blundered
against the tree trunks in his blind-

ness. And then the gods of the
A\ild stooped and saw and took
pity on this luckless lynx
Three grey wolves, lean and thin,

with the hardships of the winter
trails, heard the strange squalling,
and took up the big cat's trail,

slipping over the ground like great
grey shadows.

Quickly and silently they worked,
in deadly earnest, with their ever-
present hunger, and with no strength
left to resist, the lynx was surrounded
and rushed off his feet in their first

assault.

Speedy and certain were their

eager teeth, and merciful the big
cat's death. A few minutes later

the wolves had disappeared among
the trees, and only the trampled
snow was left, with here and there a
tuft of silvery hair and patches of

blood-stained snow, already freezing
hard beneath the watching moon.

i



WILD GEESE AS I HAVE KNOWNTHEM
Edward T. MaRtin

WILD geese are citizens of the
entire world. No pent up Utica
contains their bounds. Thcyare

everywhere from the equator to the
poles. Hatched in Northern Canada
and in the shadow of the Arctic
circle, they do not even wait for their

wings to develop before they start

spreading out over all North America,
the whole of Europe, much of Asia,

not overlooking the islands of the
sea and going even as far as the
Antipodes.
They feed on insects and berries

during the short Arctic summer,
growing fat on mosquitoes with iced
strawberries on the side and when
ready, if not through moulting, and
if the long wing pinions have not yet
grown to their full extent, start

southward afoot.

Naturalists who have made a study
of bird life inside tjie Arctic Circle
show a very interesting photograph of

a goose infantry army on the move.
The geese had chosen a route through
a country of marsh and lake and the
picture was so lifelike, one could
seem almost to hear them honk and
gabble as they fed.

The progress of such a body of
birds naturally was slow. Every-
thing behind it was stripped bare of

all green stuff, the only thing left,

the winged insecits, and of them it

^ looked as if the more eaten, the more
remained.
At the end of a week or ten days

the advance of the army was half
walking, half flying, then the geese
took to the air and thq rush of the fall

migration was on.

'Geese, as they feed on the stubbles
L and prairies of northern Canada,
r drinking from the rivers and ponds,

lequire but little water, one or two
, drinksinaday. They are far from being
ft "geese" Ln the comipon acceptance
M, of the term, and are nobody's
* fools. Are shy, wary and up to the

wiles of the hunter. If killed in any
large numbers it is because they are
betrayed by their own kind in shapes
of live dec:)ys, birds trained for many

moons to work the undoing of their
wild kindred: something they not
only accomplish well but enjoy.
In fact, it seems as much sport to
them as to the gunners they arc
helping.

They will call and talk to geese
Hying over, using everything from a
long hailing honk to the gabble of
"Good feed here, brcthers" and the
soft notes of love. Then when the
strangers hear, and hearing, circle
over the blind so that several fall to
the gun of the hunter, those traitors
to their race utter whoops of joy and
hop around inside their pen of fine
netting like Indians executing a war
dance. If, however, everything is

not just right around the gunner's
pit then all this fine work on part of
the decoys goes for naught.
An empty shell, a fragment of

cardboard from a cartridge case,
a small pile of dirt not swept up and
caried away, anything that does
not belong near a pit, that does not
look regular, is plenty to turn a flock
of oncoming geese and make them fly
with many a "ha! ha!" to a safer spot.
Their eyes are sharp. They need no
binoculars to note a danger sign.
Things that mallards, the shyest of
ducks and canvas backs which are
some leary in their own right, pass
unnoticed, these same geese will' tower
and shy from.
The stubble fields of the great

Northwest, of British North America
in particular, are where the big
honkers most congregate at the end
of the first leg of their migration.

If the grain has been carefully
gleaned and there is but little wast-
age, a condition to be expected in
these times when everything should
be conserved, the migrators find
pickings poor and need the ever
present crickets and grasshoppers to
complete a meal, nor is a hungiy
goose above bolting an occasional
field mouse, or a whole litter of young
ones if they are to be had.

Mice, by the way, form the occas-
ional food of any bird capable of
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swallowing one, from a pelican or beyond salvage and unfit for human
crane to a screech owl and of all sorts use.

and conditions of fish that are able The honkers fed on this until able

to a-mousing go. . to liold no more, sunned themselves

t$0^

Shooting Over Live-Decoys 2. Goose Shootiny oji a Burning
3. Gathering Up Dead Geese

Once and only once during sixty

years of gunning have I struck a

banquet hall of the geese. This

on a very large wheat field that had
been burned over, the wheat charred

awhile, took a drink and returnetl

again and again until they became,

so heavy and logy it was often pos-

sible to ride down on them horseback

before they would fly or using a buck-'
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board to circle a Hock cutting the
circles smaller each time until within
easy range for a shot gun.
How heavy they got to be I don't

know. I killed one that was a shade
over eighteen pounds and heard of

others twenty and twenty-one pounds
in weight; also I do know that one
when killed in the air, if it fell on a
man's head, would beyond doubt
break his neck.
Many of these geese would burst

when they struck either land or water
but this didn't spoil their use for

table food. They were fine. It is

the food a bird eats that makes it

good or bad. Wild celery makes
canvasbacks the king of ducks.
Wild rice causes the blue wing teal

to run a close second. Wheat and
corn left out so they can get it, im-
proves geese, mallards and pintail,

but take the same birds after the
grain has gone when either from
choice or necessity they are feeding
on pepper grass and smart weed, that
is another story as is the case with
clam-eating canvasbacks. I once
killed a canvas with four large clams,
shells and all, in its craw.

Fish-eating mallards are in the
same class and jack snipe that have
been feeding on fish spawn, belong in
the garbage can, unless a person
likes the courses of his dinner mixed,
say fish and game served from the
same platter.

Per contra, feed a grebe on grain, a
merganser on celery or a mud hen
on wild rice and soon there is little

to choose between them and their
more aristocratic relations.

This was proven to my satisfac-
tion when long years ago a grain
carrying vessel was cast ashore on a
desolate point in Lake Ontario and
broken up by the waves. For miles
the beach was covered with corn I

think, although it may have been
wheat.

.
First the gulls and the fish

ducks gathered to the feast. They
must have sent a wireless to the
puddle ducks, the cans and the blue-
bills, for they came in great flocks to
the banquet.

After a time a pair of market
gunners discovered the ducks. One
of the two told me an old squaw was
no more fishy than a teal nor a shell-

drake than a mallard. That shell-

drakes picked and heads cut off sold
right along as mallards with no kick
from their customers. This I be-
lieved for I have seen the same thing
hold good in other instances notably
when on a prolonged gimning trip near
a lake so filled with wild celery that
the water dyed our hands, our
decoys, even the breasts of the ducks
a pale yellow and all the waterfowl
were good. We ate just what the
cook served, canvasbacks, bluebills,

mud hens, and were unable to tell

one kind from another except by the
shape.
Those migrating geese gleaned

every day from the stubble fields

of Canada enough to feed a small
army.

If a rough guess were asked as to
the number of geese scattered over
the Canadian grain growing districts

I should say, large and small, a
hundred thousand not to mention
ducks.

If a migrating goose cannot eat a
pint of food in a day he surely must
have stomach trouble, indigestion,
dyspepsia or like complaint. This
would mean 6250 bushels of food the
goose commissary department would
require each day, or 187,500 bushels
during the month when the rush
of migration was on.
For many years during my appren-

ticeship as a shooter I could not get
the hang of goose shooting. I could
not kill a goose and that was all there
was to it.

An old hunter at whose shack I

was stopping put me wise to the way.
"Ed," he said one day after having
seen me make a particularly atro-
cious miss. "Ed, how many black-
birds can you kill out of ten at, say,
thirty yards?"

I considered myself pretty fair with
a shot gun, was good for eight or nine
live pigeons out of ten at the traps.
"Probably eight," I replied. Then
my instructor continued:

"Yes, that is what I thought. Tell
me now how many times larger the
head and neck of a goose is than a
blackbird."

I made a rapid calculation and
answered, "Six times, anyway."
He then went on to say, "Very w-ell,
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what's the matter with playing the

head of a goose is a blackbird. If

you get a little behind, the neck is

there and a shot through it is about as

good as one in the head, but you
must use small shot, nothing larger

than sixes."

I had been loading with everything

from buck shot to number two's.

A shift to sixes seemed ridiculous but
I was game to try it. No use going

to a doctor unless you intend taking

his medicine.
I hadn't yet reached the dignity

of a pit and live decoys so next day
I took a stand in a fence corner

between two grain fields.

It was not long before a half a

dozen honkers staffed my way.
If I had failed to kill with buck

shot, f wa,s sure those thick feathered

birds would laugh at the sixes; that it

would not more than tickle them,
perhaps dust their feathers a little.

The instructions of my preceptor
in the hunting business sounded all

right; were probably correct in theory

but wrong when put in practice.

Who ever" heard of killing such big

birds with such fine shot?
When aiming at the head of the old

gander, the leader of the bunch, I said

to myself, "It won't work. I know
it won't. If I only had my gun loaded
with buck shot!" Note how wise I

was in my own conceit. How little

I had learned from experience.

I pulled the trigger and as I saw
the old boy double up, swung on the

bird behind him. The gander in

falling grazed my head with its wing,

a foot to the left he would have hit me
squarely, my shooting days would
have ended then and there. The
bird would have avenged himself.

As it was all the harm h^ did was to

cause me to flinch and miss with the

second barrel.

From that time on, goose shooting
was as easy for me as before it had
been hard. In my time I have killed

nearly a thousand of the big birds,

making a total average of better than
sixty with a hundred shells and once
making but a single clean miss with
one hundred shells.

To the old hunter's advice, let me
add a little of rtiy own. I like sevens
better than sixes, and playing the
head of a goose is a lone blackbird,
remember a goose is large and all

large birds seem to fiy more slowly
than they really do. Consequently
the tendency is always to shoot behind
and I now am satisfied this was the
reason for much of the poor work I

did in my early days.

A goose under favorable conditions
can do ninety miles an hour while
seeming to go but fifty. Then when
shot through the body back of the
wings with coarse shot, will carry
it for miles before letting go and
dropping dead.

Lack of confidence also has much
to do with poor shooting. When a
person is sute he is going to score a
miss usually he does.

As "citizens of the world" geese are
now being protected in most of the
civilized countries and they need it

too for in spite of their cunning
ability to look out for themselves, they
have decreased rapidly in the last

dozen years, perhaps more than many
other varieties of water fowl.

This comes largely I think from
the activity of nest robbers, pre-

daceous animals, birds and equally
predaceous men.

It is up to Canada to say, "Thou
shalt not" to the men, be theyi white
or red, for in Canada and within the
Arctic Circle is where most of the
web-foots nest. To say "Thou shalt

not" and to enforce the dictum as all

laws are enforced in British North
America.

As for the marsh rats, the crows, the
hawks and the owls, it does not seem
possible to stop their natural instincts.

Yet the rats I beelive are almost as

destructive as the Indians. What
can be done though, if only a li*tle

will help and should not be over-

looked if we expect the geese to stay

with us and not to follow the passen-

ger pigeon, the moa and, a hundred
other varieties of birds and animals
down the road to oblivion.



WHEN IT'S HARDWORKINTHEWILDS
Aubrey Fullerton

Canoeing Under Difficulties in a North Country Slew

DON'T say too much about the
joys of the wilderness to a man
who has been there. He knows

more about them than you probably
do, and has a keener appreciation of

all the delightful things that can
and do happen in the back-of-the-
beyond places; but he knows also

from his own and others' experiences
that it is possible, and at times
unavoidable, to get into some
wretched messes in those same happy
haunts of nature. If you are dis-

posed to be too ecstatic about it he is

likely to come back with evidence
that life in the wilds is not all beauty
and grace.

There is, for instance, the matter
of crossing swamps. That alone is

enough to slacken the average man's
enthusiasm, and if he does not by so

much qualify his praise of the wilds,

it is because he isn't average. Not
all parts of the wilderness, to be sure,

are on the swamp list, but in any large

range of wild country there will be
found more or less of bad lands and
more or less of such experiences as

only swamps can produce. They do
not spoil the wilderness, but they
give a sober coloring to a man's
impressions and recollections of it.

In the north of practically every
province of Canada the wilderness
trails lead sooner or later to slews,

than which no mixture of land and
water has greater possibilities of

nastiness. There are many such
places in New Ontario, in northern
Alberta and Saskatchewan, and in

the Northwest Territories, as every
sportsman, surveyor, and explorer
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in those parts has found to his dis-

comfort. Sometimes they look Uke
meadows of rank grass, but they are

the wettest meadows ev^r made. If

one must go that way, there is

nothing for it but to plunge and
flounder through muskeg, the exis-

tence of which is usually heralded

by a few tamaracks among the

spruce and jackpine. The only solid

footing one can find is an occasional

hummock or tree-stump, and for the

rest of the way he sinks from ankle-

deep in a deceitful mossy-watery
mass that will never dry up.

To get a loaded canoe through such
a place is pretty nearly the hardest
kind of navigation. Paddling is out
of the question. The crew is com-
pelled to turn out, wade through the

slew, and drag or push the canoe
along. As a matter of fact, however,
it is not a fit place for any kind
of a craft to be in: an overland port-

age, other things being equal, is

preferable.

A companion experienced to travel-

ing in swamps, and almost equally
a grievance to the flesh, is traversing

the heart of a wind-swept forest.

No one does it for sheer holiday
exercise but some, such as surveyors
and bush-rangers, have to do it as

part of their routine duties. They
do not grouch about it, but it is safe

to say they never get to enjoy it.

One such man, a surveyor who did

some frontier work in northern On-
tario, found five miles a day all that
was possible in the way of speed.
"When we had penetrated the

heart of the forest," he said in a
letter after he had returned to civiliza-

tion, "progress was so slight that we
scarcely observed it. The deadfall
was maddening. The trees had
dropped in all directions year after
year, and judging from the character
and extent of the fall, I should imagine
that' four times as many trees lay
piled and rotting on the ground as
were towering around us. Climbing
not to mention clearing, such tangled
obstructions is extremely dangerous.
When you have scrambled to the
topmost log your perils are by no
means past. You have to creep
warily along the prostrate monarch
keeping a sharp look-out for snags,

and making sure of hand-and-foot-
hold lest the spongy- moss or rotten
bark give way beneath you and you
fall headlong down among the criss-

crossed trunks beneath you, sure of a
score of bruises and maybe a broken
limb."
For downright liard work that

keeps up for longer time and distance
than either the swamp or forest work,
the men who pack freight on their

backs over wilderness portages are

perhaps entitled to first rank. Two
hundred pounds is a normal load for

one man. Many of the halfbreed

How Portaftes Make Hard Work for Packers
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packers are equal to 300-pound loads,

or even more, but experience has
usually proved it to be too rtiuch.

Not long ago an old packer was seen
at one of the northern trading posts,

who, in his younger days, was very
proud of his strength and boasted
that he could carry four 100-pound
sacks of Hour over the portage. He
did it, but at the cost cf his future
strength, for now he can move only
on crutches. Even half that weight
is a burden that tries one's powers,
and sometimes most severely.

On one of the trails in the Hudson
Bay fur trading country is a particu-
larly bad place, known as Mossy
Portage. It is three miles long, and
two mil^s of it is thick bog. To cross

it the packers must wear wading
boots with legs half as long as them-
selves, for with every step they sink
to their knees into the oozy swamp.
All the baggage is stowed away in

dunnage bags, to make the fewest
possible pieces to carry, for some-

times the unlucky portager falls

headlong in the bog, bundles and all.

One other factor that contributes
to misery in the wilderness is the
scourge of flies and mosquitoes. In
season these pests of the North are
unescapable, and they are in literal

billions all over a country that
would otherwise be a summer para-
dise. They turn holidaying into hard
work.

Yet, with all these handicaps

—

swamps, deadfalls, portages, and flies—the men who know the wilderness,
and whose work or pleasure takes
them there from year to year love
it like most people love home. They
will admit all the hard things and then
overweigh them with the good and
happy things. But it's no use to
hide the facts in their presence.
There is some credit in going through
a swamp or a forest deadfall, and the
real wilderness traveler will take
account of the tough experiences as
well as the pleasant ones.

A MAVERICK IN TOWN
Harry W. Laughv

There's a bang in mv head and a clang in the air.

And this cursed old cit> roars

With a niedle> of noises that addle my bralin

—

A melee m> soul abhors.

For I'm ranging tonight, 'mid the noises and dirt

In this overgrown town on the hill.

While I \earn for the rangeland, the wind in the grass.

And a 'tr\out' with old "Dead Eye Bill."

I was told that prosperity throve in the towns,

Opportunitv waiting I'd find;

.So I turned in my chaps for a slinky boiled shirt.

And I left Sounding Lake far behind. ^

Now, a graduate puncher, in purple thrice dyed,
I am aping the sty les of the wags.
While my soul longs for freedom, the rain on the range.

For my old pommel slicker and rags.

Tonight, while the moon strives to mellow the glare

That is shed by these glittering lights,

A couple of boys, near the old Neutial Hills

Are singing their way through the night
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As they night herd the dogies that graze on the bench
While the round up bojs sleep in the draw.
And the fairies are dancing in rings round the spring
Where the Indians met to make law.

The mud hens protesting their right to the lake

Where the wild ducks have come for a feed; \

The blat of a <alf as it winds through the brush;
The sigh of the winds in the reeds;

The plaint that the coyote sobs out to the moon;
The whistling of wings overhead;

Make a lullaby anthem that sweetens the dreams
Hovering over the cow puncher's bed.

While the other boys sleep to the sorig of the range,

I, a "Button Head" doomed to the town,
Tramp the lime lighted way that the sages all say

Will lead to both fame and renown.
Where harlots and harpies, like vultures on guard.
Infest every turn of the way.
And Apples of Sodom adorn every bush '

Where the blossoms have bloomed for a day.

And I long for the wind sighing soft on the range.

For the tang of the sage in my nose,

For the billows of cactus bloom wooing the sun.
The perfume of the shy, blushing rose.

The bawl of the dogie, the flickertail's peep.

And the ripples that run on the lake,

Where old "Dead Eye Bill," with his gun on his k^iee

Waits at dusk for the low» flying drake.

SAY, hold on! I've a hundred or two in my jeans.

THAT'LL buy me an outfit and more..

This "Sissy Boy" life to the discard I'll shed.

And I'll hit for the high line once more.

Down the Battleford Trail I will dig up the dust.

While I whistle the moon out of sight.

And the coy otes will sing me a glad welcome home
As I'm loping along through the night.

The Oriole's' warble will throb through my sleep

While a rosy flush heralds the dawn,

And the prairie dog barks from his mound in the grass

Near my bed on God's flower gemmed lawn,^ , -

.'Vnd another day s dawning will find me once more

—

Ere the lie-abed world Is awake.

With Lockwood and Morehead my old round up pals.

At the cow camp beside Sounding Lake.



H. Mortimer Batten
|

With these beasts that sleep away
the winter, autumn is their

harvest, and during this season

of plenty they haVe nothing to do
but just idle about, eating and
basking and eating again, and thus

laying on fat which tides them over

the winter months. With the first

coming of the cold they "den up"
in some cosy nook, and the long

winter sleep falls upon them. It

is a deep sleep, almost as near death

as it could be, and thus, since they

are using up no energy during this

period of inaction, since they are

just alive and nothing more, they
require little or no food, the plenteous
covering of fat accumulated durmg
the autumn months of plenty being,

as it were, a natural store. Thus
the bear which dens up in autumn fat

and lubbardly, energises in spring

thin, hungry, and thirsty, and very
often so dazed after his long sleep that

he will run straight into a party of

men on his headlong run for water.

This ability to sleep away the

winter given most animals whose
food becomes scarce during that
season, is one of the most wonderful
provisions of nature. It is not a

matter of sleep overcoming them
so* that they have no choice in the

matter, but simply a point of con-

venience. A bear in captivity knows
his food will come to him regularly

through the winter months, and so,

in all probability, he remains awake
and lively, and though in the far

north, bears always hibernate, in

summer lands they never do so.

But we are to discuss the squirrel.

Being but a small animal, he is

unable to slefep the whole winter

through without food, and though
he is supposed to hibernate he does

not, on the whole, take the matter

very seriously.

Late in the fall, when the golden
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shafts of light fall through the trees,

thick with russet leaves—when that

first tang of frost is in the air, and
somehow you feel as though you
ought to creep through the woods on
tip toe and spy on all the furtive

life you can hear scurrying through
the leaves, the squirrels get busy.

There is no chattering and squabbling

and rowing among them; instead

each squirrel seems to have his

allotted home range, and to proceed

about his own affairs taking no
notice of anyone. Acorns and nuts

are abundant everywhere, and from
tree to tree the squirrels go, leaping,

stopping, da4-ting, listening, in their

restless, jerky manner, but working
each tree systematically. It would
appear that they are collecting acorns

or nuts, for every two minutes or

so they descend to earth, listen a

moment, speedily scratch a hole at

the edge of the bank, then dart up
into the trees again. Many scores

of times have I watched them doing

this, and many times, after carefully

marking the exact spot, have I

strode up to see what was buried,

but never have I succeeded in finding

anything.
There" is little doubt, however, that

when thus employed the squirrel is

burying food, but since he never twice

returns to the same spot, since he

rjM" MiJff

must scratch during the course of the
autumn, many hundreds of holes

—

can it be supposed that he remembers
the locality of each one of them, and
can return, weeks after, to root up
his store? No! In the "autumn
every squirrel buries nuts, and if, say
in the early spring, the supply thus
buried is required, the squirrels in

that locality are just as likely to nose
out and scratch up nuts burieid by
an uncle or cousin as they are to nose
out nuts they buried themselves.

As a matter of fact, I do not regard
the habit just described as part of the
squirrel's recognized storage. At the
end of the autumn, when they behave
thus, they have already accumulated
their necessarj" winter store, but, the
storage fever still being upon them,
they amuse themselves in this manner
without having any definite object in

view. But the wise hand of nature is

at work here as everywhere. In the
first place the buried nuts, scattered
all up and down, may prove useful as

a reserve supply should winter prove
so long and fierce that the main store

is used up, and in the second, should
not the squirrel himself need them,
then they remain safely buried, secure
from the keenest frost, to sprout forth

next spring and some day develop
into trees!

Thus each autumn the squirrels

plant their own orchards as it w«re,
strengthening and extending the for-

ests with the foods they require, so

that, should their numbers multiply,
there will be range enough for all.

Now we are faced with the question

—

is it because nuts are abundant in

certain localities that squirrels have
long abounded there, or is it because
squirrels have long abounded there
that nuts are abundant?

I have said that, when the squirrel

takes to burying nuts haphazard, hs
has already laid aside his winter store,

and of this I am convinced. By now
the nights are cold, and as dxisk draws
near each squirrel makes for Ijis cosy
nook—probably a hollow tree. In

this hollow tree he has his store, and
as winter draws nearer he rises later

each day and retires earlier, till at

length the day dawns when he does
not rise at all. The winter sleep is
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now upon him, but it is a light and
fairy-like sleep compared with that of

many winter sleepers. A gleam of

warm sunshine at midday will bring
him forth, blinking but lively, even
in midwinter, to scurry among the
branches and dry leaves for a^ little

while, then creep back into his cosy
nest.

I have many times in the summer
months discovered a squirrel's larder
of the previous winter—or rather the
husks that remained. Hazel liuts

and acorns evidently form the bulk
of the supply, and it is to be noticed
that a squirrel never troubles to

crack the bad nuts. These he casts

aside with the husks, so evidently
he is able to tell—probably by their

weight—which nuts are worth oi)en-

ing. >

There is much that is lovable and
attractive ih this little restless wan-
derer of the forest glades. Perhaps
it is that he haunts the spots dear to-

ns, and because, when we see him,
the world is bright around us and we
ourselves are happy, that he is among
our darlings—or is it just because he
is beautiful? Beautiful he is as he
flits among the golden and russet

leaves, as golden and russet as the
brightest of them—light hearted and
free through his wakeaday wander-
ing, always a joy to behold.

Why does the squirrel wear a fine

tail? Is it merely an ornament?
No. Nature does not waste material
over ornaments. The pheasant wears
a long tail to mislead his foes, so that,

when they leap upon him, they are
only too likely to fall short of the
pheasant himself, and catch only his

tail, at which he rises and leaves them
in possession of it. The fox wears a

bushy tail to keep his nose and legs

warm as he lies curled up, and also to

assist him in making those lightning
turns and twists at full speed which
are so necessary to circumvent his

natural quarry—Brer Rabbit. And
similarly the bushy tail of the scjuirrel

is invaluable in assisting him in his

daily affairs—so valuable, indeed,
(Seton says) that' a squirrel that has
lost its tail cannot live.

A scjuirrel's tail is his parachute.
You will notice that when he springs

from branch to branch he twitches
his tail downwards not only to assist

him in gaining the necessary impulse
of the leap, but also in breaking the
force of the impact when he lands.
Thus he can land, lightly as a feather,
on a twig so slender that his weight,
wrongly applied, might snap it. Thus
he can turn in mid-air and alight,

if so he choose, head upwards on the
vertical trunk after throwing himself
head downwards through space for

many feet. Should he by chance lose

his tail the loss does not appear to

cause him any immediate inconven-
ience, for he will turn and chatter
abuse as light-heartedly as if no great
calamity had befallen him. Some-
times, perhaps, he will lose it while
swimming" a creek, a large trout or
pike snatching savagely at it while
he swims, at which the sheath strips

easily from the bone, leaving only
the naked stem. But the squirrel's

fate is sealed. Sallying forth into the
woods he tries again his headlong
leaps. Here he falls short, and drops
to earth heavily, there a twig snaps,

and lets him down, again he leaps for

the trunk and, deprived of his rudder,
stripped of his parachute, is unable to

perform that final twist, and strikes

the trunk head foremost. It is not
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the first mishap that kills him or the
second, but the many mishaps that
come each day, till at length, baffled

and beaten, urrable to understand
what has befallen him, he creeps away
to that secret nook of his, and the
long sleep falls upon him.
Then there is a little grey squirrel,

called the flying squirrel. From its

forelegs to its hind legs extends a fur-

covered tissue, which, enables the
animal to plane or float considerable
distances from tree to tree. A curious
point is that the habits of this little

cousin of the common red squirrel

are quite the reverse to his. Whereas
the red squirrel hibernates, the grey
squirrel is astir the winter through.

and however wild the blizzard may
blow, however furiously the snow
flakes may drive, he is at his gambols.
And whereas the red squirrel is

strictly diurnal in his habits ,the

grey squirrel is strictly nocturnal

—

the one never sallying forth after
darkness has fallen, the other never
sallying forth till darkness has fallen.

The grey squirrel, prized on account
of its fur, is an even more beautiful
little creature than the red, and while
the latter is apt to be noisy and
ferocious, and to descend to deeds
of bloodj" murder, his little grey
cousin is modest and secretive, much
of his life being locked away in that
great book of mysteries—the night.

AN INTERRUPTED MILKING
ESTELLA G. SNELGROVE

THE month was September, 1917; the

night was dark and muggy.
A farmer and his wife living in the

Swan River valley had gone to town to do
their weekly shopping. Expecting to be

home early they had left the cows unmilked,

but as usually happens in Western towns on

Saturday nights, they were delayed and just

arrived home at 11 o'clock.

The thrifty house-wife hurried into a big

apron and gathering her pails in one hand and
the lantern in the other, rushed out to do her

belated milking. She called the dog but he

was off in the bush on an expedition of his

own and so she fearlessly made her way to

t he farthest side of the farm-yard and stirred

up her cows. Cows, however, have ideas of

their own and refused to go any nearer the

house, so rather than dispute the matter with

them, she sat down where she was and began
to milk.

Once, upon looking up, she fancied she

saw a man standing near her but on addressing

the apparition found it did not answer. As
she watched and her eyes became used to the

darkness she saw it was only one of the cows
snifling the air in a manner common to them.

Suddenly there rang out on the still night

air the squeals of a pig in agony. It seemed
to be a young pig for the woman could hear

the frightened grunts of the mother. wI\o was

in an adjoining pen. ^oudly the woman
called to her husband, but she could not make
him hear, so again gathering up milk pails

and lantern she sped as fast as possible to the

house and with bated breath told him that

something was wrong in the pig pen.

With the exasperating coolnes^ common to

man he very deliberately took down the rifle

and together they made their way to the pen

in question. (The man believed that the

noise was but imagination on the part of the

woman). On arrival there, however, great

was their surprise to find a huge black bear

hugging and scratching a pig of about a

hundred pounds weight. The man became

really frightened then and deciding it was

scarcely safe to tackle Bruin with only one

shell in the magazine, J,hey returned to the

house, got the necessary shells and again

approached the pig pen. The bear was still

there and while Mrs. Farmer held the lantern

her husband fired the shot that settled for all

time Mr. Bruin's earthly career.

The poor pig, though not dead, had to be

killed and dressed as well as the bear. Help

was summoned from the neighbors and the

bear skinned and the pig dressed before

morning. A great deal of oil was taken from

the bear's fat but the skin when sold was of

little value as the season was very early.



AWAY up in the top of a leafless

tree was what looked like a

cub bear. With its back against

the trunk and its two forepaws

crossed comfortably on its stomach

this fellow that looked like a bear,—
and was a porcupine—dozed peace-

fully.

The tree swayed slightly m the

March breeze but the big porcupine

did not seem to mind it in the least.

He did not even open his eyes. The
sun was mighty fine up there. For

a March day it sure was some sun-,

almost too fine to last, in fact a

'weather breeder' and perhaps for

that very reason the animated pin-

cushion was soaking in the sunshine.

,
Three o'clock came and there was

a decided change in the atmosphere.

The sun that had been starting rivu-

lets from every snowbank and bring-

ing forth birds and beasts at ever>'

opening in the woodland suddenly

disappeared. The sky became over-

cast and from out the northeast came
a chilling wind, a wind that spoke

of a belated snowstorm. In two

hours' time the first flakes began to

fall-
, . r ,

•

"Old Preparedness" had left his

perch bed at the first sign of coolness

in the upper air. Yes sir, he was sure

wide awake now and he ambled
carelessly along testing a twig here

or nibbling the bark on some partic-

ular tree there; and paying not the

slightest attention to any other living

thing. Confidence personified

—

that's what he was as he shuffled

along through the half dark woodland.

Other beasts walked carefully, aye,

even stealthily, but rtolt so our friend.

He made as much noise as he pleased

and by the same token travelled

where he pleased. Crossing a trail

a big lynx lying in wait on the far
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side spat liercely at him. The glare
from the yellow green eyes would
have sent any other denizen of this

neck of the woods scampering away
in a panic, but not so the porcupine.
He merely elevated a ridge of quills

that looked like a row of Allied bay-
orijpts coming over the top of a trench,

slightly arched his baj-k and awaited
developments. The lynx slouched
away in the darkness.

Across the trail down the side

hill and across the little stream, still

asleep under its winter coat of ice,

and up the other side went our friend.

Only twice did he pause in a mile and
a half of trail, once to sniff suspic-

iously at some strange taint in the
air and ' again to examine with his

nose some man's tracks in the snow.
At the end of this mile and a half

of travel he came to a dead halt

behind a small heap of newly cut
brush, and, if a porcupine could
show excitement, he certainly fehowed
it in every move.
Back and forth, back and forth he

travelled, from one point of vantage
to another, his black snub nose
wrinkling and his little beady eyes
almost popping from his head. There
out in front of him were the remains
of what had been a camp. The camp
fire still smoked, though only a very,

very little for the owner of that
camp had kicked snow enough on
his fire, or the embers of his fire,

before leaving it to put it out or-

dinarily. This two legged creature
had also sensed the coming storm and
had gone away in a hurry with the
intention of making his main camp
where there was a comfortable log

cabin some ten miles farther down
the valley by a little lake.

But—there was something else

the traveller had left, a delicious,

tantalizing odor no porcupine could
resent and that was the smell of

fried baccn. He could stand it no
longer but started boldly out into

the tiny clearing. Half way to the
smouldering embers there was a

piece of that delicious bacon. His
mouth fairly walered at the sight

of it. Then he caught sight of an-
other and still another piece, rinds

Ihey were it is true, but there was
fat salty meat on them too. Talk

about your lily pads, beechnuts,
water roots and berries or the dif-

ferent tender barks and twigs that
are supposed to be a porcupine's
perquisites, all these were as nothing
comgared to this and hefeasted while
the darkness came on and the snow
came down thicker and faster, till

every bit of that bacon was cleaned
up.

This little chore completed to
his inward satisfaction. Porky started
off to the right of the little clearing
and here within two hundred yards
of the camp he found a hollow log.

Yes sir, he'd been there before. No
need to ask that question could you

, but have seen him. With one or
two preliminary snjffs and a great
rustle of quills he entered the dark
entrance and proceeded to crawl to

the extreme far^ end of the hollow,
some ten feet in. Here he rolled

up in a ball with an array of pointed
quills pointing outward. Woe to

the intruder, who in that narrow-
cavern, ran into that barrier. Before
even Porky had time to realize it

he would have been pierced in a
dozen places.

Outside it snowed and the air turned
from a spring atmosphere to a wintry
sharpness and the snow came down
for thirty-six hours continuously.
At the end of that time it abated for

about an hour, the wind shifted

—

and it snowed again.
For forty-eight hours Porky slept,

or at least we suppose he slept. At
any rate he stayed in his log retreat

for that length of time and when at

last he came to the entrance he had
to shove himself through a small
snow bank to gain the outside world

—

and such a world! When he had
left it forty-eight hours before it

was a woodland with patches of

earth showing through the winter's
snow. The trees which had been
entirely free from snow were now
loaded with it and the ground was
white everywhere. To add to the

troubles of the wood folks the cold

snap that had followed the snow
storm had formed a crust, which
memit that both those that hunt and
those that are hunted were doomed
to go hungry.
Not so Porky, however. It mat-
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tered little to him what conditions
were. His digestive apparatus was
capable of anything. In a pinch
almost any tree or bush within reach
would furnish him with a meal of
some sort. Yes sir he'd live and grow
fat where others would starve, and
for this very reason the hunter
traveller who had left the bacon
rinds, had left them knowing full

well that the porcupine he'd seen
round camp for a few days would
pretty nearly be sure to find them.

But why the porcupine any more
than any other of the wild folk?

Say, ever eat porky stew? Let me
tell you this, get lost in the woods if

you will, without 'grub,' perhaps
without gun or ammunition, even
if you have the latter it is not always
easy to locate game when you need
it most, meet a porcupine,—and in
countries where he's protected you're
pretty sure to do so—a club will do
the trick, a crack over the nose and
he's your meat. To awell fed human,
porcupine may not look very appe-
tizing. To a starving person he
looks different, and in all our North
woods he's the one animal that can
best take care of himself through a
hard winter. He eats when he
pleases, while others starve, and he's
not a very shy fellow, he regards
you as he does all others, relying on
)iis 'defense of 'quills' he 'balls" up'
and awaits your attack.

Well, it's good to know he's around
when the others all fail, and the
summer camper who shoots 'porky'
for fun has perhaps destroyed what
rnight have been a starving man's
-dinner in winter.

Let us get back to our friend.
The snow had crust enough • to
carry him,—in places, and he care-
fully picked out these places and
made his way back to the camp site,

but after a half hour's fruitless dig-
ging about, he made off into the
brush. All day he was exploring,
and at nightfall, a bit tired but with
his stomach full as usual, he returned
to the old log.

Now down on one side of the log
grew some large evergreen trees.
Hemlock and spruce they were most-
ly, with here and there a small

himself of the
caused by his

filled with the
the porcupine's

cetiar. The branches of the larger

trees came down close to the ground.
In fact they touched the ground in

places and in one or two instances
they lay over the old fallen cedar
in such a position as to give plenty
head-room for an animal even as large

as a lynx.

Along the outside of the log came
the porcupine. The snow was a

little soft here and he was belly deep
in it as he waddled toward his home.
What was that?

A slight movement the other side

of the log and Porky turned and ran
a few clumsy steps and then rolled

himself into a ball just as a catapult
of gray fur shot over the log a:nd onto
his spear coated back.

There was an ear splitting screech
as the big lynx—the same that hati

avoided Porky two days before

—

forgot the hunger that had driven
him to the attack and tried in a
dozen ways to rid

maddening torture
forefeet which were
barbed spines from
back.

Into the shadows he went, voicing
his pain to all the woods while the
porcupine, after a five minutes wait
to make sure the way was clear,

came out of his ball of defence and
shuffled into the hollow log where
in half an hoiur he was fast asleep.

Two days later the traveller was
prowling about with camera and rifie.

It was loo late in the day to take
pictures and he was on his way back
to the log cabin. In making a
short cut through a thicket a gaunt
grey beast, half crawled, half walked
in a frantic endeavor to get out of
his path. The effort ended in a

floundering heap in the snow that
showed a badly crippled and half
starved lynx. There was a spurt
of flame in the semi-gloom of the
wood as the carbine spat a soft
nosed bullet that ended the misery
of the big lynx. Misery it had been
indeed for when the traveller had
got the carcass home the great fore-
paws were found to be filled with
porcupine quills causing the flesh of
the feet to fester, which had prevent-
ed the animal from walking and, of
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course, hunting for the prey that a number of these torturing barbs
would have kept him aUve. In an to the roof of his mouth where they
endeavor to remove the quills from had worked into the flesh and gone
his feet he had evidently transferred nearly out of sight.

Thomas Hubebt Hutton

IF
you have never stalked a frog

in the marshes, along the shore
of some lake or stream, your

experience as a hunter is not quite
complete. You have, in short, missed
something worth while. It matters
not whether you use the small
twenty-two rifle, or what boys call

a "nigger-shooter," or perhaps you
may use a pole and line with a
pin hook adorned with a piece of
red flannel, the sport is there just
the same, and it requires real skill

on your part in any case in order to
approach and lure the wily frog into
your trap, encompassing his downfall.

In order that we as sportsmen shall

be perfectly familiar with the habits
and development of frogs, and there-
by better equipped to capture them,
I will give a brief outline dealing
with that phase of the subject.

All frogs undergo a tadpole stage,
Uiough in some species this is so
rapid as to lead the casual observer
to think it omitted. Upon the dis-

appearance of frosts at the close of
winter the hibernating frogs return
to active life, and as the waters warm
up in the spring sun their notes are
heard in suitable localities all over
the country. In some species the
song is distinctly a chant d'amour;

in others it is continued long after

the breeding season is over. During
the breeding season the social in-

stincts prevail, species of usually
solitary habits congregating in large

numbers, thus becoming ready prey
for the hunter.

Rapidity of development is mainly
dependent upon the abundance of

food and the temperature of the

water. The most favorable condi-

tions are a shallow pool, readily

warmed by the sun and well stocked
by organic matter, that is, an old

pond. In this stage the frogs may
reach a length of several inc^jes, the
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bullfrog tadpole being the largest.

The numerous species closely resemble
one another, but after! some exper-
ience can be distinguished by certain
points of mouth^structure, size, and
color. '

• f^-

In a period which'varies from two
months to two years' the first indica-

tion of the adult form appears in

the protusion of the two hind legs.

The forelegs or arms, owing to their

being concealed by the gill mem-
branes, are much later in coming
out.

As the legs become functional the
tail is absorbed and furnishes material
for growth, so that little food need
be taken. In the case of the second
year tadpole the capture of insects is

begun before the tail is lost. As the
gills are replaced by lungs during
this time, it is essential that the
tadpoles have access to land or rest-

ing places and it is a time of peculiar
hardship in the creature's existence.
When the tail is almost fully resorbed,
the purely aquatic life is forsaken for
the amphibious and the food is

changed from dead to living matter,
which must demonstrate its living
condition by motion. The peculiarly
formed tongue—loose behind, so that
it may be thrown out quite a distance
— is covered by a viscid secretion so
that j, the frog readily captures any
insects or small animals that approach
it closely. For this reason, a hook
baitedf^ with something attractive,
such as red flannel, frequently looks
so good to them that they will readily
grab and swallow it, to their ever-
lasting remorse and regret. If you
have never tried this form of sport,
do so at your earliest opportunity.
You will be surprised at the amount
of exhilarating joy you can get out of
such an enterprise. The old as well
as the young folks will find they like

it, and then there are those delicious
frog legs, fried to a crisp brown, as
the reward for your efforts and -skill.

Tadpoles, it is said, are generally
content to wait paiiently for their
food, and even the adults do not
search actively for food. Sexual
maturity is reached in three or four
years, being latest for those species
that pass the first winter in the tad-
pole stage. It is generally believed

that frogs live for 12, 15, or even 20
years.

While in the tadpole stage they
furnish tempting morsels for ,fish,

reptiles, some mammals, and other
frogs, and especially for wading birds,

such as herons and cranes. They
are defenseless in their natural shallow
habitats, which render them ready
prey during this stage, and it is up
to man to prevent this wholesale
destruction. In the adult frog stage
the relentless pursuit by birds and
reptiles is continued until of the

hundreds of eggs deposited few be-
come reproducing individuals. Only
slight revenge for all this slaughter
can be taken, when they occasionally
capture disabled fish or small fish

of sluggish habits found in the mud
or on the bottom, and instances are

recorded of their eating snakes, toads,
and young birds, but insects and
lower forms are their staple diet, and
all other instances cited are excep-
tions.

Prof. Cope, in his work on the
Batrachia of North America, des-
cribes the marketable or commonly
eaten frogs as follows:

"The most widely distributed
species is the common frog, spring
frog, shad frog, or leopard frog (Rana
virescens). It is found from the
Atlantic Coast to the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, and from Lake Atha-
basca, in Canada, to Guatemala,
Central America. It reaches a length
of about 3 1/2 inches, exclusive of

legs. The toes are well webbed, but
the web does not reach the tips of

the fourth toe, as in the common
bullfrog. The head is moderate in

size, the snout being rather pointed;
the tympanum (ear) is distinct and
nearly as large as the eye. The hind
limb being carried forward along the
body, the tibir -tarsal articulation
reaches nearly the tip of the snout.
The color is usually bright green,
marked by irregular black, dark-
brown, or olive blotches edged with
whitish or yellowish. These spots
form two irregular rows on the back
and one or two or less indefinite rows
on the sides. The blotching is con-
tinued as spots or bars )n the pos-
terior extremities. These spots are
frequently smaller and more numer-
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ous than shown in the specimen
figured. The glandular fold which
runs from the orbit to the posterior

part of the body is yellow. The
under surface is whitish or light

yellow and unspotted. The leopard
frog passes from the tadpole stage

the first season, and is more gregarious

than the bullfrog or' green frog.

These considerations are of import-
ance from a culturist's standpoint.

"The green frog or spring frog

(Rana clamata) is found throughout
the Eastern and Central States and
neighboring parts of Canada. The
body and limbs are stout and massive,
the legs are short, and the head is

more rounded than in R. virescens.

The tympanum is very large, though
this differs in the sexes, as a rule

being larger than the eye in males
and smaller in females. A fold of

skin runs from the eye backward,
with a short branch from the tym-
panum to the shoulder. The femur
and tibia are equal in length, the
web of toes not reaching end of fourth
toe.

"The color above is dark olive

posteriorly, passing into brilliant

green anteriorly. It is sometimes
greenish-brown above and on the sides,

with small round brown spots. The
buttocks are usually mottled with
brown and yellowish white, but are

almost uniformly black in some speci-

mens.
Below, this species, white or greenish

white, sometimes more or less mottled
and blotched. The throat is citron

vellow.

"This frog is especially aquatic in
habits, not hunting on land; it

frequents all kinds of fresh waters.
It is more solitary in its habits than
R. virescens, living singly, in pairs,

or in small companies. It is active
on land and in water, but not noisy.
A nasal "chung" it occasionally ut-
teres. When disturbed it often emits
a shrill cry as it leaps into the water.
It is preeminently an inhabitant of
swamps and marshes, especially those
connected with rivers or large creeks.
"It is the first species heard in spring,
and although its voice is not loud,
the noise produced by thousands of
them is deafening when heard close
at hand, and is transmitted through
the atmosphere for many miles. It

may be imitated by the syllables
chock, chock, chock."
"The pickerel frog, marsh frog, or

tiger frog (Rana palustris) closely
resembles the leopard frog, but may
be readily distinguished from it by
the bright yellow on the thighs and
legs. It is solitary in its habits and
is often found in the grass, although
preferring cold spring streams. In
the Alleghany Mountains it is the
most abundant frog.

"It is a very active species, taking
longer leaps than any of the others
here mentioned. The note is a pro-
longed, low, grating croak. Owing
to its disagreeable odor it is but
rarely eaten.

"The bullfrog (Rana catesbiana)
is the largest of North American
frogs, reaching a body length of over
8 inches. It has much the same
geographical range as the spring frog.

The body is very bulky and clumsy,
the legs are thick, and the head is

broader than in R. clamata. A
fold of skin extends from the eyes
over the tympanum, around the inser-

tion of forearm, and disappears on
the breast. There are no folds on
the sides of back, as in R. clamata
and R. virescens. The skin is slightly

rough above. The tympanum is larger

than the eye, with the same sexual

differences as in R. clamata. The
tibia is slightly shorter than the

femur. The hind toes are fully web-
bed. The complete webbing of the
fourth toe, with the absence of dorsal

folds of skin, furnishes means of
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distinguishing this from the spring

frog.

"The color above is olivaceous,

brown, or ferruginous, with darker
blotches half the diameter of the

eye, more or less uniformly distri-

buted. The color is sometimes yel-

lowish green without blotches or

other markings. The hind legs are

barred above and the buttocks
blotched with nearly black markings.
The lower parts are white, with
obscure mottlings of brown, the

throat sometimes being bright yel-_

low. In the young the blotches'

above are reduced to distinct black
dots, and the under parts are yellow-
ish anteriorly. The habits are much
the same as those of R. clamata.
Both species pass the first winter in

the tadpole stage and are said under
favorable circumstances to pass even
the second winter so. This fact,

with the solitary habits of the adult,

is of importance to the culturist.

-"The Western frogs are not well
known. The range of Rana preliosa
is from Montana west to Puget
Soimd, thence south to southern
California. It is the common frog
of the Northwestern States. The
body is stout and depressed like R.
catesbiana. The head is obtuse,
rounded, subtruncate, and broader
than long. The eyes are small and
the tympanum, which is sometimes
indistinct in some small specimens,
is smaller than the eye. Skin thick.

The femur is shorter than the tibia

and not quite half length of body.
The toes are fully webbed. A de-

> pressed ridge extends from eye to

nank. The color is dull yellowish-
brown (dead leaf) above darker on
sides, with circular browji blotches
between the ridges. The outer sur-
face of the limbs is blotched trans-
versely. The under parts are yellow-
ish white, with obscure brown marbl-
^ing, posteriorly salmon color."'

"Rana aurora is found in the west-
|rn coast region of the United States.
The body is depressed and elongated;
limbs slender, well developed; head
broad, acute, rounded anteriorly;
eye moderate; tympanum smaller
than eye, but riot sA small as in

preceding species. A fold of skin

^,iS^Ji!2fei2a^

runs from eye to hind leg. The
femur is shorter than the tibia, which
is rather more than half the length of

body. The toes are riot quite fully

webbed, the last joints of all the toes

and last tAvo of the fourth toe being
free. The color above is greenish-

yellow, with golden reflections,

spotted and black. The sides of

abdomen and hind legs are reddish-

orange. The under parts are dull

yellowish-green, spotted.

'"While the species of frogs des-

cribed are those commonly used for

food, there seems no valid reason

why any of the Ranidae ma^' not be

eaten. The small size of some, with

possibly a disagreeable odor, has

prevented their use up to this time."

F. M. Chamberlain, who collected

a part of the data herein, offers some
timely suggestions for frog-culture,

as follows:

"From the foregoing discussion

of the development of the frog it

will be seen that its culture must of

necessity be a matter requiring time,

patience, and an appreciation of the

animal's habite ancl needs. So far

as can be learned, attempts thus far

made in the cultivation of frogs from
the egg stage have been arrested at

the period when the larva assumes
the adult form. From this time the

food must be living, and it generally

consists almost entirely of insects.

The difficulty, approaching impos-
sibility, of furnishing these in suffi-

cient quantity has been the great

drawback. The placing - about the

pond of meat and decaying matter
to attract flies has been suggested,

but the contamination of the water

by the poisonous matters of decom-
position has counteracted all bene-
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fits produced. The frogs, failing in
the supply of more natural food, have
been compelled to devour one an-
other.

"To rear the tadpole is compara-
tively easy. Anyone may obtain a

supply of eggs by visiting the stag-

nant pools in the early spring with a

dipper and bucket, but this method
is said to be less advantageous than
the stocking of suitable waters with
a sufficient number of pairs of mature
frogs. The young can be protected
by building a close fence around the
edge of the pond J.o exclude such
enemies as raccoons and reptiles,

while a screen must be provided so

that wading birds, whose long legs

furnish them special facilities, can
not stand in the water and devour
the helpless tadpoles. Any device
to be effective must be so arranged
that there is no room for birds or
other animals to stand on shore or
in shallow water, either on or under
the screen, and at the same time it

must allow the young to come to

land, for if there is no opportunity for

the tadpoles to breathe the air at
rest and exercise the legs, the period
of metamorphosis will be indefinitely

delayed. They have been kept in

aquaria for years in the I tadpole
stage.

"Food during this period is readily
provided. If a shallow old pond is

chosen, already well stocked with
organic matter, it will supply, unaid-
ed, food for a large number of frogs.

This may be readily increased by
supplying animals refuse, liver and
such material, care being taken, of

course, not to leave a surplus to

putrefy and infect the water. The
more abundant the food and the
warmer the water the more rapid is

the growth, hence the desirability
of selecting a shallow pond. The
young should be separated from the
adult frogs during this time, as they
are eagerly eaten; and it is needless
to say that the pond must be free

from fish, turtles, snakes, and cray-
fish.

"The critical period occurs at

the time of metamorphosis. The
creature is now abandoning its

aquatic habits and has not yet a

perfect apparatus for terrestrial life.

Any slight disarrangement of the
natural environment is liable to de-
stroy the equilibrium. The rapid
resorption of the tail furnishes matter
for growth, so that food is not so
much a necessity, but as soon as the
terrestrial habit is fully assumed live
food is absolutely requisite, and
should be furnished in liberal quan-
tities. There seems to be no reason
why this might not be accomplished
by transfer of the tadpoles to waters
where natural food abounds. It is

useless to attempt to supply this
food artificially by any method at
present known, neither has any de-
vice to increase the natural abundance
of insects been practicable as yet.
The pond should have a growth of
rushes and other plants; wild rice

(Zizania aquatica) has been recom-
mended, but it might attract birds
that would prefer young frogs and
tadpoles to their vegetable fare.

Shade is necessary. Such a pond
will furnish natural food for a large

stock of frogs, and give opportunity
for successful breeding.

"One of the most successful "frog
farms" is in Ontario, in the Trent
River Basin. It has been in opera-
tion about twenty years and annually
yields a comparatively large product
of frogs. The waters were stocked
by means of mature mated frogs.

No attempt is made to confine the
frogs until near the time for shipment
to market. They are then taken alive

at night, with the aid of a torchlight,

and confined in small pens that can
be drained when the frogs are desired

for market. No food is given, as

this is naturally present in sufficient

amount for successful growth. The
species is the eastern bullfrog (Rana
catesbiana); it begins to breed at

the age of three years and reaches a

marketable size in four years."

It is said this farm yields about

5,000 pounds of dressed frog legs

annually, besides over 7,000 living

frogs for scientific purposes and for

stocking other waters.

In capturing frogs for market, or

for sport, lines baited with red cloth,

worms, or insects are extensively

used; guns, small-bore rifies, and
spears ar^ also frequently employed,
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and cross-bows are adopted for this

purpose in Canada. They are often

hunted at night, a lantern furnishing

light for the hunter's aim, at the same
time blinding the frogs. Many are

dug out of the mud, after they enter

their hibernation, large numbers fre-

quently being found together at

this time.

This form of hunting offers a new
variety of sport, at the same time
adding a delicious dainty to our food
supply. Get busy, boys, and try
your luck!

THE COW KILLER OF THE CHOKE
CHERRY

Ashley A. H.\ines

"I wouldn't stand on the ground
and shoot at that bear for five hun-
dred dollars", said old man Howell
in a most emphatic manner. "Oh,
yes; I know what you young fellows

think about it; you think a man would
be foolish not to take a chance on him
at any time, and under any circum-
stances; but you wait until you've
hunted and trapped for over fifty

years, as / have, and had the exper-
experience that Fve had, and maybe
you'll be wiser than you are just now."

"Well, then, if you wouldn't stand
on the ground and shoot at that
critter, how would you manage it,

provided you dared to shoot at hiVn
under any circumstances?" queried
Jim Simpkins who, although young,
had a reputation as a dead rifle

shot and as an unusually successful
hunter.
"How'd I manage it " asked the

old hunter, "Well, I'll tell you. In
the first place, I'd build me a plat-
form in a tree fifty feet from the
ground near where the grizzly had
made a kill and watch for him moon-
light nights. He couldn't smell you
that high from the ground and unless
one became excited, as might happen

i with one as young and inexperienced

I
as you are, and fell out of the tree, nc

I one would be taking any chances but
^ the bear", and with this parting

shot, "Old Man Howell", as he was
^fciniversally called, shouldered his
^"ifle and walked away.

The conversation had taken place
in a heavily timbered ravine some-
thing like two hundreds yards from
where the various log buildings stoid
that had been erected by Kit Lawton

a half-dozen years previously. Big
grizzly tracks

—
"bigger'n I ever seen

before", the old hunter had asserted

in a most positive manner—covered
the moist earth surrounding the

remains of the cow that had fallen

victim to the mighty stroke of the

grizzly, a bear that had been living

sumptuously off the settlers' stock

all that Fall, his last kill being the

best of the three cows that belonged
to the widow Lawton, and this last

depredation of the grizzly had been
responsible for the gathering of most
of the settlers of the Chtke Cherry
at the place we have mentioned
where plans were laid calculated for

his destruction.
But at the end of the hunt that

resulted, the old grizzly was still

alive and retained as great a relish

for the ranchers' stock as previously,

as was plainly evident by his killing

a three-year-old steer for old Abe
McGee the day after the settlers had
given the old grizzly an all day chase
in which every dog in the settlement
figured more or less conspicuously.

But it had resulted in dismal failure

the dogs being ignored in a most
contemptuous manner by the old

bear which led the hunters through
thick brush, fallen timber and dense
fern-growth higher than a man's
head, the old grizzly always some-
where ahead, the dogs as was always
plainly evident by their constant
ki-vi-ing. somewhere-in-his-immed-
iate-neighborhood while the hunters
were always hopelessly somewhere-
in-the-rear.

Several, including the old man
himself, built platforms in trees high
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above the grizzly's victims, and many
a cold night was experienced by these
hunters watching for the bear's re-

turn, but without any being offered a
shot. One day, however, Si Hawkins
had the chance of a lifetime, and
probably the surprise of his life,

when, in stealthily working his way
through the woods, he had seen the
mammoth bear rise on his hind feet

to nearly twice Si's height and stand
in that position, with nothing but the
trunk of a four-foot tree lying be-
tween them! Who was the first to
leave that immediate vicinity, or
why Si failed to shoot the bear he
was hunting for, were things he never
succeeded in explaining to the satis-

faction of the men that were more
or less interested.

The next kill was at Jim Simpkins'
father's place. Jim and his father
were away from home that night
which left Mrs. Simpkins, with two
little children, the only ones at home.
All of the stock had returned to the
place that night at the usual time but
one of the largest cows. At dark
Mrs. Simpkins heard this cow com-
mence to bawl in a frightful manner,
but as this was several hundred yards
from the house and down in the
thick timber, and being naturally
afraid of the grizzly that had been
killing stock so often that Fall, Mrs.
Simpkins barred the door and devot-
ed her attention to quieting the
children who seemed to realize that
something dreadful was happening
to Betty, their pet "bossy-cow".

For not less than two hours the
bawling continued, and then gradu-
ally the sounds subsided until all was
quiet and Mrs. Simpkins became
convinced that at last the cow's
sufferings were over. On investiga-
tion next day, the cow was found,
terribly mutilated, partly eaten and
with a broken back. The several
settlers that examined the carcass
decided tiiat the bear had broken her
back with a stroke of the mighty paw
and then feasted while the animal
was still alive.

The next night, anticipating the

bear's return, Jim Simpkins watched

the carcass from a blind he had made

on a little knoll within thirty yards
of the kill. The night was bright
from a full moon. Jim, who claimed
to have the "best shot gun in the
province" to use his ownwords, lav
in concealment with that weapon
loaded unusually heavy with buck-
shot and watched the bear appioach
the carcass, which it dragged up a
steep hill for fifty feet and deposited
on' a level spot, after which it feasted
to the full and then left without
drawing a shot from Jim's direction !>

"Light was too poor," Jim explain-
ad to the inquisitive, and this explana-
tion had to suffice as none other was
ever offered.

Following Kit Lawton's death,
three years before our story opens.
Mrs. Lawton had struggled faithfully

to make a living for herself and two
children. Dick, at that time was
just past thirteen, and the baby,
Bess, but little past two. Dick was
an unusually strong and ambitious
boy and naturally was of great help
to his mother, and by their united
efforts the small clearing that Mr.
Lawton had left gradually became
larger, more vegetables and grain

were grown each year while the little

hen-house that had accommodated a

couple of dozen fowls had given way
for one accommodating as many
hundred. When they had finally

become owners )f three good milch
cows, it seemed that they had reason
for being unusually thankful and were
looking forward to a time when such
constant effort as had been theirs

would not be necessary to make a

living.

But the loss of their best cow then
fell to their lot and this seemed a

loss that they could ill afford. Hers
had been the richest milk and nearly

as much butter had been churned
from her cream as from both of. the

other two-, and butter at the mining
town a dozen miles away always

brought a good price; and as Mrs.

Lawion had'the reputation of making
exceptionally good butter, hers was
always greatly in demand at th<-

highest price." This source of rev-

enue, in future, would be largely cul

off.

"We'll have to do the best we

/
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(3an with the two we have left,"

she told Dick, speaking of the other
cows they still had, "and if that old

grizzly doesn't get them, we'll manage
some way, especially if the hens do as

well this winter as they did last,"

and Dick assured his mother that
there was no reason to think other-

wise as they were both learning more
about poultry and the care necessary
to secure a large egg production.
And eggs, like butter, always com-
manded the best prices in the mining
camp.
"We raise all the wheat we need,

you know. Mother," Dick had said,

"so we are not now at the expense
of buying grain for the hens, and you
know I've managed to get bone and
meat for over a year without having
to be at any expense in that direction,

and I think we shall manage as .veil

in future. And you know that when
we had to buy bone and meatscraps
for the hens, it cut down the profits

a whole lot. But this is not going
to worry us any more for I really think
we have enough green bone on hand
to last at least six months. We shall

have to thank that old grizzly for it,

though, but I wish he had left our
cow alone as I hate to feed her bones
to the chickens, though don't think
of it at all when grinding up the bones
of the other cows he has killed around
the settlement".

"Yes, Dick," his mother had re-

marked, "it is very fortunate we
can now raise all the grain we need,
as well as hay and vegetables; also
very fortunate that you discovered
a way to avoid buying expensive
poultry supplies."

The "discovery", or one of them,
that she alluded to was Dick's first

beginning to save all the bones and
meat scraps he could get hold of for
the hens^ Some of these he secured
when a neighbor butchered, others
when he killed a deer as he was a
successul hunter, and he utilized all

the refuse parts such as leg bones,
heads, etc. Then he made another
discovery when he found that he
could trap or snare the snow-shoe
rabbits that were quite plentiful in
the woods. These, drawn, and
allowed to freeze, were easily ground

into chicken feed and the largest egg
yield they had ever had was when
feeding this rabbit meat and bone,
with the wheat of their own growing.
"Not very expensive keeping

poultry when you don't have to

buy either wheat, bone or meat,"
and Dick, giving little Bess just
"one more toss' till her head "almost
bumped the ceiling," as that little

tot gleefully expressed it, sat her
hurriedly in a chair and darted away
towards the barn to attend to the
chores.

"Looks like it was going to snow
tonight," he remarked an hour later

as he entered the house, "and if it

does, I suppose our troubles from
that old bear will likely be over for
this year at least as he will have to
hit for the higher ranges soon and
find a place to den up for the winter,
provided he hasn't already done so.

Old man Howell thinks he may have
left here a week or so ago as he hasn't
been seen for some time."

"It will be a great relief to me when
I feel fully convinced that he has
left, and when he does leave I do hope
that he never comes back. I've
worried a great deal for fear you
should meet him some time when
you were out hunting as I always
feared you might try to kill him and
m^ybe only cripple him. And if

this had happened, no one knows
what might have happened to yo\i",

his mother said as she proceeded to

set the table preparatory to the sup-
per that Dick always relished after

the day's work out in the crisp air.

That his mother had often worried
over the possibility of Dick meeting
and trying to kill the big bear, Dick
was fully aware, but had she known
that he had often spent whole days
hunting for this terror of the neigh-
borhood, she would have worried
ten times the more; but this he took
special pains to conceal from her.

While she had often told him never
to hunt the big bear, or to shoot at
him if he should see him, Dick had
never promised that he would follow
her advice, or that he would not, but
always disposed of the matter in a
way that led her to believe that the
big bear was the last animal on earth
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he was hunting for. Had she been a
bit more observing, however, she
must have arrived at the true situa-

tion, for Dick this year—though not
until the big grizzly's appearance in

the settlement—had been hunting
with his father's twelve-pound "Buf-
falo Sharps" rifle instead of the little

forty-four Winchester carbine he had
always previously used. This rifle

used a cartridge "long as a corn cob",
to quote old man Howell's own words,
and was a gun that had never failed

to send its five-hundred-and-fifty
grains of lead through the shoulders
of any animal it had been trained on
by Dick's father in the days when he
was considered one of the deadliest

rifle shots on the Frontier and a
hunter that never refused a shot
however risky, at any game under
any circumstances. And his old

Buffalo Sharps always proved itself

worthy the name engraved on its

heavy octagon barrel, and that name
was "Old Reliable".

The rifle was much too heavy for

Dick, but remembering the record it

had had as a big game rifle in his

father's hands, and always remem-
bering that his fa,ther had oSten stated
that one of the heavy bullets through
the shoulders would drop instantly
any animal, this influenced him in

selecting it when there was a pos-

sibility of meeting the big bear.

The next morning, just after Dick
and his mother had finished their

breakfast, Mrs. Lawton said

"I wish you would stay with Bess,
Dick, while I run over to Mrs. Wil-

^ son's with that pattern I borrowed
yesterday. I won't be gone ten
minutes and as soon as I return you
can finish your chores", and snatch-
ing a shawl which she threw over her
shoulders she hurried away to Mrs.
Wilson's, the nearest neighbor by
five miles. Bess, in Dick's opinion,

was the best child in the world, but
she had one bad habit—even IDick

had to admit this,—and that was the
habit of "crying her eyes out", as her
mother expressed it, if left in the

house alone if but for a moment.
Mrs. Lawton had not been gone

three minutes, Dick always declared

wh^n relating the events that were

to fill in the ten minutes or so follow-
ing her departure, when, as he said,
"things began to happen", Bess
still occupied her throne,—the high
chair—with a spoon firmly clasped in
her chubby right hand while the
left held the bowl from which she was
still liberally helping herself with her
spoon. Dick just then happened to
glance out of the window, springing
to his feet the instant following to
exclaim, but jnostly to himself ,

"That's him, all right! But what
can I do with Bess here and Mother
away? She'd cry herself sick; besides
it won't do to start a racket of any '

kind. But I'll fix it all right. Here
Whiz! Here Wiggles!" and seizing
a pan of new milk he placed it hastily
on the floor while Whiz, the little

dog, and Wiggles, the cat, approached
the tempting liquid, growling and
snarling, from opposite sides. But
they never actually let their antip-

athy towards each other lead to open
hostilities, and Dick trusted that they
would never break their past good
record, though he hoped, and expect-

ed, that the sundry snarls and growls
would continue as long as the milk
held out, and that should continue
for several minutes—long enough for »

his purpose—,and believing that
Bess's attention would be attracted

by the cat's and dog's behavior until

his mother's return, he had plenty
of time to slip into the kitchen un-
observed. Once there, he quickly

slipped a handful of the "corn cob"
cartridges in his trousers pocket, and,

with the old Sharps, hastily slipped

out the back door.

"Too late, I guess", he told himself,

"but careful trailing may do the

trick yet. Here are his tracks! Gee
but what a whopper he must be!

And he's headed straight for where he

killed the cow. IF that should hold

him for just one minute, it'll give me
the chance I'm after", and Dick,

with the big Buffalo Sharps gripped

tightly in his right hand and with

three spare cartridges, ready ' for

emergencies in his left, carefully

approached the spot where the cow
had met her tragic fate.

The dense timber had enabled Dick
to approach within fifty yards with-
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out danger of being seen by the big
bear, provided that animal was at the
spot as he hoped, and reasoned, he
would be. All of the cow's bones
Dick had hauled to the chicken house
to be ground up for the hens, but the
head he had hung in a near-by tree,

seven or eight feet from the ground,
intending to use it at a later date for
coyote bait. Judging from the way
the ground was tracked up, Dick and
several others who afterwards exam-
ined the spot decided that the grizzly
must have been smelling around the
place where he had kitled the cow
several weeks before and finding
nothing to suit his fancy, had turned
and was just in the act of rearing on
his hind feet to inspect the cow's
head that hung in the tree above
him, wheli discovered by Dick.

But the bear had not discovered
Dickl That individual dropped to a
sitting position, hife right leg pointing
straight to the front but his left

drawn back against his hip. His
left fore-arm dropped around his
left knee, the old Buffalo Sharps
being drawn slightly to the shoulder,
and with the words

—

his fathers
words—ringing in his ears, ""right
through both shoulders", the sights
aligned themselves almost automat-
ically on the fatal spot, and the old
Buffalo gun spoke the first time since
having been shot by its old owner.

Following the report, Dick found
himself trying to regain his feet
something like six or eight feet farther
back than when he had pulled the
trigger, and when he had accomplish-
ed this feat, it was to find the action
open ready for the insertion of
sfnother cartridge, he having uncon-
sciously thrown the lever and ex-
tracted the fired shell with the one,
smooth motion as taught him by his
father even when Dick had been too
small to more than lift the big rifle.

But what of the big grizzly? At
the instant Dick had pulled the
trigger, the bear had been standing..
on his hind feet, his body towering
to its full height. "Right through
both shoulders" sped the heavy bul-
let and without a sound the monster
bear dropped limply to the ground.
As Dick approached the fallen

bear, the bear that had killed stock
and terrorized the neighborhood for

the last time, a horseman rode up
from the opposite direction, drew
rein, and exclaimed:

"Boy, you've got your nerve with
you, to tackle the bear standing on
the ground that old man Howell,
with his fifty years of experience
woUjld not tackle, similarly located,
for live hundred dollars! Mrs. Law-
ton", said the rider as Dick's mother
hurriedly approached, "your boy has
the nerve of his father and you should
be proud of him."

With white face, Mrs. Lawton
approached carrying Bess, all smiles
now but with tear-stained cheeks,
mute evidence of the failure of the
Whiz-Wiggles scheme—to drop limp-
ly on a near-by log after which she
said:

"Proud of him? Why, certainly
I'm proud of him". And then, try-

ing to smile, she added: "But he
disobeyed me, I'm afraid, as I have
always told him that he was not to

hunt the big grizzly. And oh, Dick!
Why did you leave Bess alone with
Whiz and Wiggles to cry her eyes out
ansd after I had told you to stay with
them until

—

"

At this point Mr. Sawyer, for this

it proved to be, the richest stock man
in the province, spoke up and said:

"Mrs. Lawton you'll have to for-

give Dick this once as everything has
turned out just as it should except
for one thing. And that relates to

the loss you have suffered from this

bear killing your best cow. I'd like

that bear's hide, and will send a

couple of men over within a few hours
to remove it if you and Dick will be
satisfied to part with it for the two
best cows I have; and you can be the
judge. What do you say to this

proposition? Is it a bargain or not?"
"Sure it's a bargain", exclaimed

Dick, "only I'd like to keep the meat
and bones for chicken feed if you have
no use for it".

Christmas day a sleigh drew up

before Mrs. Lawton's door, a large

bundle being carried and placed on

the porch by the driver who merely
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stated that he had been instructed

to dehver it to Mrs. Lawton. Noth-
ing further could be elicited in the
way of information from the driver

who soon after departed. On the

bundle being opened, what was the

surprise of Dick and his mother to

unroll the big bear's hide, beautifully
mounted into a floor rug, the gaping
mouth, blood red, and with its cruel
teeth, containing a card reading:
"Compliments, J. L. Sawyer."

FIGHTING NATURE'S HUNS
George H. Corsan

NOW that the war is over we are

by no means through fighting the
Huns, forwe have them with us in

many forms: there is the "Hun of

the Garden,"—twitch or quitch-grass

that will send its spear through a
potato and will smother all fruit trees

if left uncared for.

Then we have the "Hun of the deep
woods"—the great horned owl—that

kills the little horned owl, which is a

great mouser. It also kilte all the
rabbits, ducks and has even been
known to kill pigs, so capable a killer

is it. Geese, partridges, ruffed grouse,

pea fowl and turkeys I have known
succumb to its ability to kill. Grey,
black and fbx squirrels it utterly

annihilates. These last and musk-
rats it swallows whole. Skunks it

kills and eats and I even suspect them
of being able to kill mink. I would
like to hear from the readers of Rod

G**(irHf H. *l()^^^>ll witij :i bi^ -stlii.t; r.-iy. caujjht in

San Diego Bay. Cal., and Hose Ilaywo()d. champion
swizniner of the bay.

and Gun on this last as I only suspect
them. I also suspect that they kill

hawks at night time. Has any one
a record as to this? We all know
that hawks and crows will worry
them in daylight. Has any one
seen either the gyrfalcon or the
goshawk kill a great horned owl?
If crows were less cunning he would
be able to kill them but he merely
scares them away, and this is the
only good act I know of to his credit.

I ask every hunter to shoot this

"Hun of the air." His talons are

worse than his biting power.

Then we have that "Hun of the
countryside everywhere near large

cities—the house cat. This creature
gets just one taste of a bird and from
that day will never bother about a

mouse. Even though the humane
societies offer to call for and smother
painlessly the household pet, yet
ladies will drive out in their autos
and dump out of a bag a family of

cats or one old Tom! And they do
it every day and becaus^ my 17 acres

of bird sanctuary look wild and quiet

my place is selected. But thank
fortune I can procure fish heads and
fish scraps for the asking. These I

throw in a pile placing eight traps

around them. Then "Mr. Hun"
gets caught (for no cat can resist fish)

then"my .22 talks and later some
favorite tree gets a treat.

This past summer I spent down at

the California army and navy camps
teaching- swimming to Uncle Sam's
soldiers, marines, aviators and sailors.

While at San Diego I saw Rod andGun
Gun in Canada on sale, at the book
stores and it was a very pleasant
surprise to me. And while at San
Diego I met another Hun in San
Diego Bay. On the mud bottoms
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of that Bay lies a little fish about the
size and shape of a pie. It has a

little round tail that has a terribly

sharp serrated lance about half way
up the top of the tail. You have
merely to step on this Hun if you
wish to have a three weeks' trip to

the hospital, for its barb is very
poisonous and it 'generally manages
to jab the lance clean through the
foot and then jerks it out tearing a

ragged hole—nice and painful it is

too. This Hun is a sting ray or

stingeree" as the boys call it. It

does not live in the open ocean nor
does it stay around the sandy bottoms
but mud bottoms are its favorite

places. I caught one two feet across
and it had a lance over six inches long.

It was the rat tail species which keeps
out in the deep water. A man once
picked his teeth with the dried barb
and drew blood and died from the
poison. To avoid stepping on them
keep your feet on the ground and
push it along but never lift it up
as you may place it down on a sting
ray. When touched by the big toe
it simply swims away. It is as ugly
as one can imagine it to be. The
pie-sized sting rays are speared in
shallow water with very little diffi-

culty, the larger sting rays may be
caught in the deep waters of the bays
with hook and line baited with

sardine and resting on the bottom.
The largest sting ray is tame sport

as they give no pull but are easily

pulled up by a small child.

There are some other Huns such as

the red squirrel that eats the brains

out of insectivorous nestlings and
the crops out of seed eating fledglings.

Minks and otters destroy fifty times
their skin value. The short eared
owl destroys quail, snipe, plovers and
woodcock and does not bother with
field mice as the little horned owl
does; it has very short bent-back ears

and a half hawk like appearance.
In distinguishing the owls we must

not get the little horned owl mixed
up with the screech owl as this

latter rarely kills a mouse but devotes
its time to killing little birds.

Then we must not overlook the
snapping turtle as a Hun for not only
is it a Hun in features (look close at

him) but in disposition also and baby
swans, geese and ducks are devoured
by him. Place a log out in the pond,
marsh, lake or river and he will rest

on it and it is real sport to shoot him
with a .30-30 or .25-20 or a long rifle

.22 according to the weapon on hand.
A .25-20 with a peep sight while
lying on the ground generally makes
the beginning of turtle soup for by
this means you are enabled to hit him
in the eye.

THE CALL OF THE WILD
Leo M. Rollins

DID yau ever stop to inquire of yourself

as t* what really draws you afield,

whether you go thither in search of game
or fish, whether you go for big game of small?

You haveri'tv Well, the chances are if you
had pondered the question, sooner or later

you would have discovered that something

besides the fish or the game was the real

reason for your going. Sounds odd, doesn't

it, but nevertheless true, as I hope to show.

The thing that underlies your ambition to

shoot moose, caribou, deer, ducks, or whatnot,
is not the game you strive to bring to bag
merely, but there is a greater something
involved, which is no less than nature itself.

The caH of the wild, so to speak. In other

words we go afield not only for the sport of

hunting or fishing, as the case may be, but for

that greater desire to be within the realm of the

great outdoors. That is really the joy that

attaches to being the true sportsman.

And, let us try to discover all the secrets

of this enticement. We call it nature, but

that is a very broad term. In this particular

case, let u>s find specifically what elements of

nature entice us afield and cause us to enjoy

the sport of hunting or of fishing.

Dr. Leonard Keene Hirshberg, A.B., M.A.,

M.D., 'of Johns Hopkins Universfty, Balti-

more, Md., writes a paper that bears upon
this very question. He gives some interesting

thoughts on the "sense of color," I quote him
as follows:

"The sense of color is a great, divine gift.
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Colors that are gay and attractive give zest

to the spirit, force to the muscles and keen
action to the emotions. Most colors are

pleasant and the loveliest border on true

happiness. The purest and most thoughtful

minds can scarcely resist a love of color.

Indeed, the poet-artist Ruskin spoke as well

for physiology as he did for color when he
sang that color is, in brief, a type of inner

feeling akin to love." "It is especially

connected with the blossoming of the earth,

with its fruits and flowers and with morning
and evening."

"Psychologists have a multitude of in-

struments and tests whereby you may be
tested as to the influence of colors upon your
affections, feelings and sentiments. The
transition of the average person through the

stages of student, art devotee, up to artist

and genius can be traced in this way by in-

struments of the experimental laboratory."

"The coloi-blind man, to be sure, by a

trick of heredity which skipped his mother
and all women, confuses reds and greens.

He, of course, is worse off than you and I.

Yet white means the good, the true and the

pure to him as it does to you. Black be-
speaks evil, unpleasantness, gloom, de-

pression and mischief."

"Scarlets and reds, however, appeal to

those who are not color blind as some-
thing stirring; pleasant excitement, ef-

fervescent action such as that of the blood
in happy motion; patriotism and the fighting

spirit are associated, perhaps from the child-

hood ideas of flags, flames, blood, pictures

and the brilliancy of red itself."

"Similarly, gold and yellow both arouse the
emotions started by the days bright with
glorious sunshine. The exaltation of the
spirit produced by yellow, orange and gold is

strictly physiological. As the sun energizes

and makes life, motion and helpful emotions
the colors associated with it to a similar

degree do likewise."

"The actinic or chemical vibrations and
particles of all light are also present in various
strengths in the different colors. Sunburn
and tan are the result of such radiations of

mixed white and yellow light."

"Blue and violet light are also ricn in these

chemical rays, but green is a calming, com-
forting color, because the sharpest, cutting

chemical rays are diminished to a minimum.
Foliage, grass, trees and vegetation generally

recall so many happy summers that the

associations so pleasantly mixed with green

can not be separated from the soothing

powers of the color itself. While the popular

notion that "green rests the eyes" is not

altogether coriect, it has at least a modicum
of truth in it, because the sharp intensive

rays are largely absent from it."

"The blues of marine colors, the vast

expanse of the heavens and the tints of so

many eyes strike the human ego as a sweet,

tender, divine spark. Blue has a pleasantly

insidious influence and power over man.
There is something physiological and psy-

chological all combined in blue. Pale blues,

sky blues, marine blues and Napoleon blues

all impress the spirit with a vast, divine

significance."

"Purples, violets, deep blues and their

close kin of the melancholy end of the spec-

trum seem to depress, frighten and subdue
the vital activities both of man and many
microscopic plants and animals. Just as

sunshine and sorrow are linked in the human
emotions, happiness and shadow are coupled

verbally. As the evening shadows fall

purples and violets pass before the eyes.

•There is in them more melancholy than the

mere onset of twilight and veiled purples."

Dr. Hirshberg has given us, in a few words,

much food for thought. It is now clear to us

why we enjoy hunting and fishing not only

for the sake of killing the quarry, but for the

finer emotions of getting in touch with nature

We now see why going hunting or going

fishing affords us such beneficial results from

a physical, as well as mental, standpoint.

It is the colors. The greens, the reds, the

yellows, and the gold. This is what affects

our state of being. All who have witnessed

the dawn of a perfect day, the rising sun, the

fleecy-white clouds, the azure blue of the sky,

sunset, the starlit night, and all who have felt

the soft gleam of mellow moonlight, know
that colors do have a varied and certain

effect. And who amofig sportsmen has not

noticed the soothing powers of the soft

green of the forest, or the rippling blue-green

of ocean, river, or wind-tossed lake'

Hamlin Garland, writing about The Grand
Canyon of the Colorado River in Arizona,

says that "when the light falls into it, harsh,

direct, and searching, it is great, but net

beautiful. The lines are chaotic, disturbing

—

but wait! The clouds and the sunset, the

moonrise and the storm, wiU transform it into

a splendor no mountain range can surpass.

Peaks will shift and glow, walls darken, crags

take fire, and gray-green mesas, dimly sees,

take on the gleam of opalescent lakes of

mountain water."
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There's colors for you. See what an effect

they had on this writer? Notice how strongly

he was impressed by the different shades of

light? That's the effect of color on the mind.

If there were no difference in colors and
shades of light, this would indeed be a bleak

old universe. Suppose everything were gray

or black or some dull color. On the other

hand, suppose everything were green, red, or

l>lue. It would present a very monotonous

scene in either case, would it not? Then
think of the beautiful color schemes of wood-
land, hill, and dale, of river, lake and ocean,

of the cloud-flecked sky and starlit night,

and you can glimpse how artfully the Creator

has made use of the various colors. Another

writer goes on to say: "The blues and the

grays and the mauves and the reds are second

in glory only to the canyon's size and sculp-

ture. The colors change with every changing

hour. The morning and the evening shadows
play magicians' tricks."

John Muir, famous writer, says: "It seems

like a gigantic statement for even Nature to

make all in one mighty stone word. Wildness

so Godful, cosmic, primeval, bestows a new
sense of earth's beauty and size But the

colors, the living, rejoicing colors, chanting

morning and evening in chorus to heaven!

WTiose brush or pencil, however, lovingly

inspired, can give us these? In the supreme
flaming glory of sunset the whole canyon is

transfigured, as if the life and light of cen-

turies of sunshine stored up in the rocks was
now being poured forth as from one glorious

fountain, flooding both earth and sky."

Color, color, colorl It is color that im-

presses every lover of nature. That is the

element of enticement known as "the call of

the wild."

DON'TS FOR ANGLERS
Albert E. Jay

Don't oversleep, the early angler gets the

fish.

Don't swear, or you won't catch any fish,

so sayeth the old proverb.

Don't leave all your preparations for the

morning, get all ready the night before.

Don't lie about the size of your fish, the size

of your catch, or the size of the big one that

got away. It's old stuff, and you can't

compete with the old timers on it.

. Don't economize by using last year's

tackle, believing it to be as good as new.
Time deterioriates everything, except booze.

So don't spoil the whole trip by losing the big

one on account of a rotten line. Get a new
one, and get the very best.

Don't start out with a grouch in the morn-
ing. Your attitude may make or mar the

pleasure of the trip. The world, including

fishermen, crave good cheer, and sunshine.

As you meet others, others will meet you.
Smiles beget smiles, while grouches and
crankiness beget cusswords.

Don't manifest a selfish disposition, be
liberal with the fellows. Take your share of

the work, and do it like a man, even a trifle

more than your share. Don't try to cop out
the soft stuff, show the boys you are with
them heart and soul, in everything. They
will make it just as easy for you as they can,

and in the end acknowledge even in your
absence, that you are a regular guy.

Don't lose your patience and temper if they
don't pull you out of the boat biting, and
want to move to some other spot. Fish are

erratic cusses, and run in droves like sheep,

and you may just leave before the drove

arrives. Get into a promising location, and
stay thereuntil you are really sure there are no
more fish. Then move, but every move
takes time, and you will soon get the habit,

and want to be moving all the time.

Don't attempt to tell old timers how to fish.

You will only waste your breath. If there is

one point in the world a man is set on it's his

fishing ability, and though he may not catch
fish you are taking awful chances in criticizing

his methods. It will only result in an argu-

ment, and give him a bad taste in his mouth
when he looks at you. But you can get some
mighty valuable and useful information by
observing the ways and workings of those

old birds. You can make use of their ex-

perience free.

Don't rock the boat, unless your life in-

surance policies are all paid up to date, and
your available cash invested in Victory Bonds,
and Red Cross donations. If all t}iis has been
done, and you are alone in the boat, go to it.

Rock the old tub to your heart's content.

Rock it sidewise, lengthwise, and any old way,
and if the worst should happen your bereaved
and benefitted relatives will at least have the

satisfaction of remembering you were thought-
ful.



A GOVERNMENT RESERVE
Where the Angler and Lover of God's Out-of-Doors Finds

a Haven for Rest and Recreation

No better place could be devised for a

real summer holiday for red-blooded

men and women than the Algonquin

Provincial Park of Ontario, situated in the

"Highlands of Ontario," 200 miles north of

the City of Toronto. It is an unspoiled

territory of nearly two million acres. Two
thousand feet above the level of the sea,

the Park is a wonderful spot in which to

renew the energies of a tired body or refresh

a wearied spirit. Its tonic air filters through

hundreds of square miles of pine, ' balsam

and spruce; the days are unusually long with

bright sunshine, while the cool evenings are

a time of enchantment. The park is also a

paradise for the fisherman and canoeist.

The Provincial Government of Ontario in

setting aside this reserve as a recreation

ground for the people also decreed that it

should be a sanctuary for the wild life of the

forest. The animals and birds have not

only survived, but have multiplied exceed-

ingly. The animals have been allowed for

more than twenty years to live their lives

immune from the dangers of man—for carrying

firearms in the park is strictly against the

law—and they have ceased, apparently, to

regard him as their enemy. The mink is to

be seen hunting along the banks of the

streams; the red deer browses in the valleys,

^uirrels chatter in the tree-tops and beavers

perform their architectural feats in sight of the

camper.

The prohibition against hunting in the park

greatly adds to opportunities of the camera
hunter, since the wild creatures are free from
molestation and offer such ease of approach

as cannot be found in localities where they

are persistently hunted.

Several rivers take their rise in Algonquin

Park, among them the Petawawa, Amable
Dufond, Madawaska, North Muskoka, Nip-

issing. South and Pine. These streams are

swift, clear and deep; their shores are, for the

most part, rocky and their banks heavily

wooded.

There are also over fifteen hundred lakes

in Algonquin Park, varying in size from one

acre to several acres in extent. Many of

these lakes are connected by deep, still-water

A 14-lb. Salmon Trout.
Caught in Algonquin Park, the Land of a

Thousand Lakes

channels or racing ribbonlikc streams of

"strong water," making it possible for the

canoeist to paddle fifty miles without having

to make a single portage.

The innumerable unsurpassed camp sites

which line the shores of every lake and water-

way, and, to the real beginner the provision

of occasional shelter huts in which he may
make camp, even without the trouble of

selecting a site or erecting a tent, mean that

the park is practically a school for wood-

craft and canoe handling. Algonquin Park

is reached by the Grand Trunk Railway

System.
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Who or What Is This Club Mr. Hornaday Represents

UPON picking up November number of

Rod and Gun and perusing page 638 I

was greath surprised to observe that

even one Canadian sportsman was unfamiliar

with the renowned William T. Hornaday,
Director of tlie New York Zoological Park and
Manager of the "WILD LIFE PROTEC-
TION FUND."
Mr. R. J. Parrott's ignorance of this great

man ma> serve as an excuse for his harsh

"utterance.

The Wild Life Protection Fund in the

United States is subscribed to by some very

wealthy and influential citizens of that coun-
try who have at heart the interests of wild

life and sportsmen's posterity. For many
years the members of this fraternity have
very carefully observed wild life conditions

m North America and have noted a steady

decrease in the numbers of all species of bird

and animal life.

It seems to me a blessing that some men
had the forethought to institute a campaign
in behalf of our fast vanishing fauna, and that

they have lavishly expended their money to

educate good citizens to the necessity of

putting on the brakes a\id stopping up the

leaks to prevent a quick plunge of all game
and sport with the gu;i into oblivion.

The Protectors of ^^'ild Life have had many
hard roads to travel and numerous pitfalls

to avoid but they have travelled, and are

travelling, the roads and have avoided, and
are avoiding, the pitfalls that would ultimate-

ly lead to a catastrophe.

I heartily agree with Mr. Parrott that there

are some men of the cities unqualified to

enter our sacred forests to hunt game or fish

the streams. If 1 subscribe to that I know he

will. Will he just as readily subscribe to

the fact that such men also are to be found

among those resident in the closp proximity

of the wild places. If he subscribes to the

latter then we are agreed.

The "Club" of which Mr. Hornaday is the

head was composed of about five men away
back in or about the year 1908. These men
enjoyed clean reputations as "sportsmen."
They were men who would not take advant-
age of any living thing, including the beast,

MAN. Gradually the "Club" increased in

membership and its membership roll now

represents upwards of 5,000,000 American
and Canadian "sportsmen." Among this

membership is the Essex County Wild Life

Conservation Association which enjoys an
active membership of citizens of Essex County
some of whom hunt and shoot and fish and
others of whom do not hunt and shoot or

fish but who do enjoy a day or two with
nature studying its beauty and enjoying the

passage of a quick flying bird or an excited

mammal.

The Essex Counts Association is the out-

growth of a proper appreciation and under-

standing of the policy and motives of Mr.
Hornaday. As a result of an appreciation

by "sportsmen" of the intent and purpose of

Mr. Hornaday, the citizens of Essex County
have been instrumental in the setting aside

by the Ontario Government of upwards of

.3,000 acres in the vicinity of Kingsville,

Ontario, as a bird and game sanctuary in

which to conserve from the pot-hunter and
poacher those valuable insect-destroying

birds, and to culture game birds that the

surrounding territory may be repopulated

with game creatures for the benefit of human-
ity that enjoys recreation with a gun. As a
result of the interest in wild life taken by
citizens of Essex County the Dominion Gov-
ernment has set aside old and historic Point
Peleo as a Dominion Park and Game Sanc-
tuary where insectivorous birds will be per-

petually protected in the interests of agri-

culture and where true sportsmen, under
stringent restrictions, now enjoy to their

hearts' content the noble sport of duck-
shooting.

The sportsmen of Essex County are proud
that they accorded an attentive eye and ear

to the utterances of this noble man, Mr.
Hornaday

.

I am extremely proud of the fact that I

have devoted at least a portion of my lifetime

to a careful study of Canadian forests, mar-
shes and streams and the w i d life that fre-

quents their many interesting haunts. The
Hornaday plan is to conserve for the sport«-

men of to-morrow the wild game of North
America that they may sparingly, and with

a conscience, partake of a heritage. Long
may he live to swing his "Club."



THE HOW OF CASTING
Robert Page Lincoln

Some Practical Instructions On How to Cast

With the Fly, Also Various Moves Made
In Bait Casting; A Lesson That

The New Man At the Game Will

Readily Understand.

NO one has attained to effic'iency in fly

casting, either for trout or for bass until

he has done that same fl\ casting by

means of the most efficient tool of all—the

bamboo fly-rod, with the solid wood rod com-

ing second in preference. It has been said

that in fly casting the rod should do the work;

and this is eminently true. To really have

the rod do the work it is necessary to have a

rod that contains a lively action and which

will force out the line at the least impetus of

the hand that holds the grip. When a rod

such as this is acquired one will be surprised

to find that he can cast and reach the mark
with very little effort, without flailing the air,

and without casting himself into a living

state of unconsciousness. Anyone who has

spent a day on a stream casting with a stiff,

heavy rod knows exactly what I mean. To
be able to cast well up to thirty feet is a feat

to say the very Ifiast—if one is casting with

the hea\'y unwieldy rod. Add to this the

equal failing of having a reel too hea\^ for

the rod and is it any wonder that there is

such poor fly casting going on. Given a five

ounce fly rod of bamboo, and a reel that

balances well on it and one is able to get the

line out without much trouble and will be

surprised to find that the sweep of the tip

of the rod does the work and the desire^ to

flail the air is eliminated for the very simple

and adequate reason that there is no need of

so doing. A rod that is a thing of life and

energy, therefore, is the rod with which_,to

do fine fly casting. Such a rod is the bamboo
rod, especially if fitted out with a suitably

light reel.

If the stream you fish be exceedingly rapid,

rough, and deep, and if the fish therein are

of size and bulk, (as for instance the broolt

trout of the Nipigon, the rainbow trout of

the St. Mary's River, and the sea trout of

the eastern Provinces) then I would suggest

that you eliminate the bamboo rod for these,

also various western streams, and use the

steel fly-rod, which for rough and tumble

work can hardly be equalled, but for the

average small stream fishing, for average

sized fish, and for bass fly fishing I vastly

prefer the bamboo rod, or the solid wood rod.

If the stream you are to fish be wide and you

have to reach the various pools by means of

distance casting, then by all means the

bamboo rod is the rod you are looking for.

By carefully following out the above procedure

you will not run far amiss of the mark. In-

deed one steel fly-rod and one bamboo rod

to the outfit I believe to be very reasonable.

There will come a time when you face large

fish in rough water and in such a case it is

the steel rod that takes on a sudden new at-

tractiveness. If you have ever faced a

large fish on a rough river with a wand of

bamboo in your hand you will know what I
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mean. In summing up it may be said:

There is a time and place for everything, the

lly casting rod not excepted.

If one were to read about fly casting for a

year and never use a fly casting rod one

would be apt to think that the art is one of

the most difi'icuit in the world. When it is

'said that it is more difi'icuit to become a good

bait caster than a good fly caster one is not

far off the mark. One learns by intuition

the "how" of fly casting. The art of it comes
naturally, without the least trouble. There-

lore the first thing to do is to get a rod with

which to learn fly casting. The next step

is to get near some good water and cast. The
rest will generally take care of itself—if you
recognize the few rules that are necessary.

Having connected up the rod, place the

reel on the reel seat firmly, thread the

line through the guides and then attach

to the leader one fly, say a number
8. You are now ready to make the

iaitial cast and if you are actually casting

on a wide stream, say, of smooth flowing water
so much the better; otherwise you can learn

most anywhere on open, flat ground. You
now let out about fifteen or twenty feet of

line. With a sharp up-pick of that line

from in front of you you throw the rod straight

up to a point equal

to forty-five de-

grees, as shown in

Figure 1. The
rod should never

go over the slant shown ,in Figure 1 as this

throws things out of whack. Now, then, as

you throw the rod up and as the line flies

back you will feel a tug at the line as it curves
out in back. The moment you feel this tug
it is then that you start the forward cast.

In figure II we show the end of the forward
cast; the rod should not have a deeper slant

than that shown in the drawing for otherwise
the line will lose its impetus and will fall

lifeless to the face of the water.

If you will look carefully at Figure II you
will note that the man is holding an out-strip-

ped portion of the line in his left hand. As
the rod goes forward in the forward cast this

line is let out through the guides, and in this

manner is the length of the cast increased.

For, as the line flies forward it creates a pull

and this pull will take out the line very nicely.

In this way you lengthen the line as far as
you desire, stripping the line out during the
time of the casting, and shooting it out
through the guides as the rod goes forward.
At first it is not best for the amateur to

attempt shooting line through the guides.

Just take out fifteen or twenty feet and hold
the line clinched with one hand against the
handgrasp and go to it, leaving the left hand
to its own free will. Become used to plying
twenty feet of line well before you attempt
making any great distances. Most amateurs
fail here because, of course, after two try-

outs they want to see if they can beat old
Seth Green with his eighty-five foot record.

Don'l do il. The artful casting that is neces-
sary is the close-in casting, for most of our
streams are such that a comparatively short
line will do the work, excluding the need of

casting thirty yard.s, or more. Anyone who
can cast accurately up to thirty and forty is

doing very nicely. Most anglers choose to
go below that.

There is a desire on the part of thie amateur
to make the forward cast before the back
cast has developed. If you do make this

forward cast before that time you will find

that the line will lose its life and will collapse.

In a short time you will instinctively know
when to cast forward as you feel that rather
delicate pull at the line signifying the time
to go forward with it. Therefore I will say
the first point to overcome is the desire to

make the forward cast before the back cast

has reached the stage where it makes a pull

at the line. Again if you wait too long it

will collapse from not being cast forward
soon enough.

If you will look closely at Figures I and II
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FIGE

you will note that the arm during the casting

is held close to the body—that is to say, the

elbow is held close to the body. The hand

grasps the grip of the rod, as shown, with the

thumb extended along it. As the various

casts are made the thumb gives back, or

pushes forward. Mainly it may be said that

in fly casting it is the wrist that does the work—
remember that: you never flail the air, which

you are forced to do if the rod is clumsy, and

heavy. If you try -vvTist work on a stiff rod

your wrist will feel after a very short time as

though it had experienced a touch of inflam-

matory rheumatism. You are able to hold

the elbow close to the body, and work the rod

with the wrist if the rod be a bamboo rod.

For nine-tenths of the work in both wet

fly fishing and dry fly fishing the modes of

casting as shown in Fi-

gures I and II are all

that are necessary.

Anyone who is pro-

ficient in these will have little trouble in

realizing complete success. Of course, on

the small streams, (and especially the brushed-

in streams) it is hard to fish any way, except

by worming yourself in here and there; and
in such cases one does the best that he can in

any way of fishing—and mostly in fishing

the brushed-in streams it is a case of using

the worm or live bait or using none at all.

However, as one wades the streams there will

come the time when he will want to get his

fly up under a bank or under some bushes

that over-hang the stream. To do this it

will be found that the up and down cast

as shown in Figures I and II will not do the

trick. Therefore one uses the cast shown in

Figure III which is known in angling par-

lance as the Flip Cast. In this you merely

hold the butt of the rod near to your stomach;

grasp the fly between the thumb and the

fore-finger of your left hand; draw it back and
aiming at the point desired shoot it at the

spot you desire to reach. In this way (after

a little practice) you will be able to reach the

most desirable places without any trouble.

There is another cast for such work as this

that is known as the Switch or Side Cast but

it is more difficult. It consists in casting the

fly from the side, in a sort of an under-handed

fashion as in bait casting, the point being to

reach the nook where the perpendicular cast

will not do it.

Of course it should be remembered most
emphatically that the line for fly casting

must be an enameled one, as without this

there will be little or no efficiency resulting.

Usually a level-calibered line' is used in fly

casting; but if one wants to enjoy a long cast

and marked accuracy he must avail himself

of a tapered line. The tapered line is fine
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Uward the tip and the heavier portion being

back of it it helps to force it out to a long dis-

tance.

"Fly casting," saysHenshall, "depends on a

heavy enameled line cast by a pliant and

Ksilient rod, with a gradual and repeated

lengthening of the cast to reach the desired

goal. Bait-casting depends on the weight

•f the lure, plus swivel and sinker, at the

end of the line of extreme lightness and

thinness, aided by the rapid action of the

gearing of a multiplying reel to sustain and

prolong the momentum applied by the im-

pulse of a flexible rod, so that the goal can

be reached at the first cast."

Elsewhere I have stated that the proper

rod for bail casting (that is to say the proper

all-around rod) is the rod measuring five and

•ne half feet, for within that length are con-

tained all the desirable points you may ask

for. Most of one's casting is done with the

under-handed method, and for the under-

handed method the five and one half foot rod

is the best in my estimation. On the other

band I believe that for over-head casting a

led of six or six-and-one-half feet is vastly to

be preferred. I am surprised to find that Mr.

Henshall's opinion is the direct opposite.

He states that:

"In black bass fishing on open water or

flowing streams, especially in wading, casting

a bait by the underhand method is the best

>lan with a rod of seven or eight feet, and six

or eight ounces in weight."

Personally I could not conceive of under-

hand casting with a rod, say. of eight feet.

It would be hard to prove that it is an eiTicient

method.

Mr. Henshall suggests a shorter rod for

over-head casting; one of six feet. Were I

to make the selection for the two modes of

casting I would suggest the long rod for the

•verhead casting and the shorter rod (if six

feet be considered a short rod), for side cast-

ing, or the under-handed method, as stated.

"Overhead casting for black bass," in

Dr. Henshall's opinion, "is practiced with a

light rod about six feet long. It was originally

devised for casting a frog overhead into small

openings, or clear spaces in very weedy ponds,

where the conditions were unfavorable for

playing a fish to the finish, and where it must

be landed as soon as possible to prevent it

becoming entangled among the weeds. For

this style of angling, overhead casting is

well adapted, as somewhat more afccurate

casts can be made in this manner than by the

underhand method."

In Figure IV is shown the first move in

casting with the overhead method. The rod

is thrown up over the shoulder and cast for-

ward almost at the same time; it is all done

in one quick movement. You have, say, a

place between the pads lined out that you

wish to reach. As you face that spot you

line up, or aim, when you throw back the rod.

By a little practice you will be able to make

this cast so that the lure will fall quite sound-

lessly to the water and in the desired place.

Figure V shows the end of the overhead cast.

There can be no doubt about it, the overhead

cast if rightly employed is a winner; it is a

means to attaining a degree of accuracy that

is not obtainable through the under-handed

FIG V
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cast. It seems that by throwing the rod up

perpendicularly one is able to get into a com-

fortable alignment with the object desired to

be marked down. Time and again while

fishing along the pads you will come across

an indentation in the water vegetation that

you simply feel that you cannot reach with

the side svsipe, as many call the underhanded

cast. It is then that you line up and cast for

that place with the overhead cast, as being the

cast most accurate for the purpose. At first

(as you cast in this manner) you are liable to

find that the reel gets ahead of you by over-

running. I may say at this point that until

you get used to making the overhead cast

you are liable to have bother with thumbing

the reel. When you throw the rod back

over your shoulder preparatory to making

the overhead cast the thumb is pressed firmly

to the core of the line, just like you hold the

thumb on the reel core when making the side

cast, or underhanded cast. When the rod is

cast forward the thumb at once eases up
from the core, though not so much so t'lat

the tip of the thumb brushes along the

line, dibbing at it as the fine shoots out to

its destination. As the lure shows signs of

falling to the water increase the dibbing at

the line so as to slow down the momentum of

the line. If you suddenly press the thumb
tip to the reel core you will not be able to

.stop it; it will keep on running and the result

will be the detestable backlash, an over-

running of the line. The knack of the whole

thing lies in educating the thumb tip to dib-

bing at the line or letting the skin of the

thumb brush the line as it shoots out. As
the lure shows signs of falling the touching of

the thumb tip to the line must be increased,

so that when the lure does fall your thumb
finally presses down firm on it and no trouble

is had. '

The reason a longer rod, in my estimation,

is best for overhead casting is that it has an
agreeable resiliency which helps to force" out

the line. In fact in overhead casting some
of the essent al principles of fly casting are

seen. Here also the line must be forced out,

in some measure at least, by the impetus of

the rod. Hence the need of a rod of from six

to six and one half feet for all around over-

head bait casting; whereas a five and one half

foet rod is sufficient for underhanded casting.

In imderhanded casting the rod is not counted

on to force out the line, for in this method, the

line shoots forth from the reel, tlje rod just

serving to direct the line.

The method of underhand casting is on all

counts the most common of all, and is the

method that is in use by at least nine out

of ten bait casters.

Figure VI shows the first position in making

the underhanded cast. The rod, with the

thumb pressed to the core, is brought for-

ward smartly to an angle of some forty-five
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degrees, as shown in Figure VII which shows

the termination of the underhanded cast.

As you cast forward, the thumb instinctively

lifts from the cored line, and, as when you
cast overhead, the thumb keeps touching

the revolving core to slow down the mo-
mentum; as the lure shows signs of falling,

the touching, or dibbing of the thumb to

the revolving core becomes more pronounced

so that when the lure does fall you will have

slowed up the momentum of the revolving

core so that when you finally press your
thumb down the result will be a conclusive

termination to the momentum. If the thumb
is suddenly pressed down without your having

dibbed or brushed the core with your thumb
as the line went out, the result will be an
unstayed momentum; the sudden pressure

will cause the line to violently over-run;, the

result being a backlash.

I would here suggest to the amateur when
first learning bait casting by this method never

to start in trying to cast across the world.

Inevitably that is what the amateur does.

Start in casting ten, fifteen, twenty feet, and
get the hang to things. Then when you have
gotten used to your rod and reel you may
increase your casts.

There is n* place in the world where con-

ditions are better to learn bait casting than
on a lake shore, with a sandy beach, and no
trees and bushes in back of you where your

lure will hang
up. After you
have learned

to cast a few
short distances

and h;

cated

thumb so

it knows

cored line, you next go in for accuracy

casting. Mark down spots here and there

on the water, say a reed thrusting itself up

in the air twenty feet away. Cast for that

reed and do not pause until you can reach

within a foot circle around it at least ten

times in succession. By doing this you train

your mind to gauge accurately and to cast

with a nicety. I believe that it is when a

man starts in learning to cast that he either

becomes a good bait or fly caster or a poor

one. If you have learned in a haphazard

manner you wdll continue to cast in a hap-

hazard manner right along. Begin in the

beginning and you are miles ahead.

It is the detestable
i
backlash that one

sooner or later gets mixed up in.

Amateurs have the impression graven on

their minds that trained bait casters never

have known such a thing as a backlash. This

is all rot. I have fished with many well

known casters and I do know that they ac-

cumulate backlashes just as well as anyone

else. Of course not as often, but at least

occasionally.

There are reels on the market that have

anti-backlash devices that save one from the

backlash, one having a bale wire in front that

lifts as the line shoots out, and drops as the
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line slows down. Another reel has centri-

fugal, (inner), governors. Some reels too,

like the Pflueger Supreme, have a combination

of an anti-backlash feature, a free-spool

attachment, and a level-winding device. The

level-winding device is attached to a front

pillar and guides the line back and front,

evenly, like a sewing machine. Of course

this is a great help; at least some think so.

Personally I like to have a reel without this

device. One angling writer states that one

might just as well have a self-aiming gun as a

reel with a level-winder.

One of the secrets of efficient bait casting

is to see that the line is wound on the reel

evenly, not criss-croised, bunched and built

up on one side and a deep ditch on the other

side of the core. Distribute the line equally

across the spool running it back and forth,

from one side to the other, much as you have

seen a sewing machine do. If your line is

thus well distributed the result will be that

there will be no snapping tight of the line when

it is cast. Often if the line is poorly wound

on the reel a sudden sharp cast will bind the

hne tight. I have known times when it has

been necessary to cut off an entire good line

through poor winding of same on the reel.

Therefore I cannot too strongly impress upon

the amateur caster the necessity of spooling

the line equally back and forth," excluding

thereby a binding tight of the line.

There comes a time in bait casting when you
find yourself standing on a lakeshore where

there are many trees ,bushes or other detri-

mental obstructions behind you, so that you
cannot swing the rod back either for the

overhead cast or for the underhead cast.

Then you have to resort to a highly efficient

cast called the Frontal Cast.

In Figure VIII we show the first position

in this cast. Holding the rod, with the

thumb to the cored line in your right hand

bring it over to the left side, as shown. Mark-
ing down the place you wish to reach, you
very smartly bring the rod forward and up

over to the right side. Figure IX shows the

termination of the Frontal Cast. This is

a very efficient method, as I have said, and
bears paying close attention to. With this

cast you are able to wade along the shores,

casting outward and reach places that other-

wise are not to be attained to. I find that

for accuracy this method is a dandy one, and

should be learned by all amateur casters as

well as those finished casters who may have

been partial to the side swipe and the over-

head cast. This Frontal Cast is also a good

one to use when in a boat, when you wish to

reach close-in places and when you wish to

escape driving a ganged minnow into the

scalp of your unoffending partner at the oars.

I have in the above remarks paid attention

to the various casts that are used in bait cast-

ing. Before I close I feel that a few further

remarks may be made. Many amateur bait

casters complain that they have trouble with

one or another of the smooth running reels

they are the owners of; for instance their rule

may revolve too speedily so that they can't

keep track of it, and cannot seem, no matter

how they try, to properly thumb the reel.

In the hands of the experienced man there

is nothing equal to the high-priced, smooth-

running reel. It is a very jewel for efficiency.

But the amateur finds it a slippery eel under

his uneducated thumb. I would never sug-

gest to the amateur to try casting in the begin-

ning with a high-priced, exceedingly smooth-

running reel. There are medium smooth-

running reels on the market for from six to

ten dollars that are all one can ask; and which

will give wear, and will last, if taken care of,

for as long as ten years.

Again there is the matter of the line for

bait casting. A heavy, hard-braided line,

while being stronger (and it will easily handle
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heavier fish) is clumsy on one count, in that

it fills up the reel, and dulls the momentum

so that you have to cast much more forcibly

to get it out. For black bass fishing the

twelve pound test soft-braided silk line is

the line to use. Get it in the whitish color,

black-cTiecked throughout. This soft-braided

line spools like silk, for a certainty and is

easily cast out through the guides, going to

very great distances. The hard-braided line

may last longer, there is no doubt, but one

does not do such nice casting with it. Under
excessive casting a soft-braided, twelve pound
test line will not last much over a week, if

that. See that on your rod you have a

reel guide, (the guide nearest the reel), and
the tip-top guide lined with agate as this

agate lining provides a smooth surface over

which the line slides back and forth. Natur-

ally it can be seen that this spares the line.

Figures X and XI show the beginning and
the end of the cast when surf casting in the

ocean for ocean fish. This is what is called

a two-handed rod. As shown in Figure X
the rod is thrown back over the shoulder,

the thumb pressed to the thumb guard against

the core of the line. It is thus brought for-

ward and up in the manner shown in Figure

XI. Naturally with such a rod, one throws

his body forward, especially the right shoulder.

One thumbs the reel during this process the

same as in bait casting, finally pressing down
when the lure falls to water.

BREAKING LOCKED DOORS
Being Descriptive of the Joys of Winter Fishing With a Few Suggestions

Regarding the Modus Operandi.

0. Warren Smith

Author of "Trout Lore" and Angling Editor of "Outdoor Life."

Photos bv the Author.

PROBABLY the great majority of anglers,

once they store away their rods and reels

in the fall, do their fishing in books.

Now be it far from me to intimate that book
fishing by the side of the fire-place, when the

flames leap up the wide chimney, eager to do
battle with Jack Frost, is not enjoyabler It is.

I delight in the e.xcercise. As between brook

fishing and book fishing, I do not know which
I would choose. Fortunately I may indulge

in both. Just the same there is good fishing

outside of books, far from the ingle nook, for

those who possess red blood and courage-plus.

I refer to ice fishing.

Now I have rushed into print not once but

several times discoursing of its joys ann how
to set about it. Always my articles have
resulted in scores of letters telling of better

ways and methods. Many good fellows

find fault with my simple "tip-up," and with

drawings a-plenty explain how one can make
auto-striking tip-ups, contrivances almost

as intricate as a Borrough's adding machine.

No, I will have none of them. For me, either

a simple twig stuck in the snow, frozen in

with a splashing of water, or a made tip-up

that will bob down with the nibble of perch

or crappie.

Simply take a quarter inch board some
eighteen inches long—the cover of a packing
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1 Through the Winter Woods to the Lake.

3. Bringing Out Wood for the Fire on the Ice.

The Destination of the Ije Fisher.'

The Brook in Winter

case will do—and mark out vour lip-up as per or dip end, say one and a quarter. Bon

the drawing. At the rear it should be about a hole through the center two inches nearer

two and a half inches wide, and at the froiil the tip end than the butt. Bevel both the
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front and rear to niakf a Hue-winder of the

, tip-up itself. For your line use an ordinary

twisted cotton, to which you attach a sinker

and hook, the latter being of a size to s^it your
(ish. The length of the line will depend upon
the depth of water to be fished. That you
will know from summer experiences.

So much for the outfit; now for the fish.

Probably the species which lends itself most
admirably to the needs of the ice fisher is

the common yellow, or zebra perch, though
crappie and stinfish are not to be passed

lightly and heedlessly by. Perch live in

great schools and when you are visited by
one, your hooks arc kept busy for half an hour
or so. I have seen four out of six tip-ups

waving their tail-ends in the air at the same
lime, indicating that four fish were hooked

at the same instant.) Upon the other hand
I have sat by my fire out on some wind-
swept lake for hours without seeing a sign

of a fish; but that is fishing as all my readers

know. AVho'd have fish bite all the time any
way? We'd never appreciate the sunshine if

it didn't .rain once in awhile. There would
not be much joy if there was no sorrow.

/Vfter all. things are doped out about right.

The bait that will win large fish is, of course,

small minnows, shiner minnows. Ordinarily

they can be secured from some creek entering

the ice-covered body of water, or a hole cut

close in shore will well up full of them. Per-

haps that sounds "fishy"—no pun intended

—

but it is a veritable fact. I have actually

assissted in shovelling out four barrels of

shiners just as one would shovel hog-feed

from a kettle into a pail: the water actually

thick with little fishes. It seems that when
the air becomes somewhat exhausted under
the ice, the minnows foolishly gather in great

schools doge up in shore seeking air. Then
to open the door is to have them boil up,

literally, until the hole is thick with wriggling,

squirming bodies. A hint: get your bait

for summer, if you resort to live minnows.
Sometimes one fails to secure minnows, then

what? Well can't he resort to worms? You can
get worms any time providing you are wilhng
to pay the price, the price of any worth-while

thing, WOI^K. I have pecked and chopped

my toilsome way through three feet of frozen

earth in what I now call my "war garden,"

always finding the little red wrigglers all

curled up, waiting for the south wind to

unlock their living tombs. I have never
failed to find worms by going deep enough
in the coldest weather. Well, it is hard
work, though a charge of blasting powder or

a big fire might help out. I have never tried

either. Often >iou can find worms under a
compost pile in some fs^rtiier-friend's barn-
yard: there the ground is not apt to freeze. I

remember a backwoods saw-mill where I

could alway/s secure worms from under the
saw-dust pile. And, tell it not out loud, I

have been known to fill a box with earth in

which I have stored worms in the fall. Why
not, pray? My wife insists upon my cover-

ing beets, carrots, etc., with earth so that
those long-toed gentry will be fresh and crisp

all winter through. When doing that why
not fill a small box with earth and earth
worms? A word of caution: don't plant the

worms and vegetables in the same box, for
the worms ma>' forget that it is sleepy time
and get busy on the roots, then you will have
some one to settle with.

I have written several times upon how to

cut a hole through the ice; and a word regard-

ing that important matter here may not be
out of place. Always you read about cutting

a round hole, leaving the core of ice intact

and lifting it out whole. Sounds nice arid

easy. You will discover that the core will \

shiver into a thousand sparkling bits and the

hole will be too wide for your supporting
twig. I have learned to cut a long hole, a
simple gash, in the frozen surface. No matter
how long it is. Perhaps an ice chisel—any
blacksmith will make you one—is one of the

most convenient tools the ice fisher can
carry. After the axe has struck through into

the H 2 O, the water will boil up and fill the

hole. To chop beneath a foot or two of

water is a sloppy, nasty job; and when the i

thermometer registers somewhere below frezo,

every drop will burn like fire but will fail to
warm as does that element. With an ice

chisel fixed to the end of a staff you can rim
out the hole easily, working with many a
prod and poke beneath the surface and not
splash. The ice will come to the surface and
can be dipped out with a small pail. A tin

can with bottom punched full of holes makes
an ideal strainer.

^»F



Robert Page Lincoln

THERE are special days that people

in general took forward to with an

eager eye and a heart bubbling over.

There is no day so full of glamour; so jam-
packed with delights untold; so ridiculously

made up of anticipations as is the glorious

Opening Day for trout in the eyes of the trout

fisher. All other joys compared to the joy

of realising the fruit of endeavor on that

glorious Opening Day retreat in disorder into

the gloomy background, where, as best they

may, they tr>' to please each other with the

thought that: "It won't last long. It'll

soon be over. We'll have him back with us

before so veiy long!"

About the time a man takes his rod apart

and bids farewell to the trout streams (in

August or September, as the case may be),

he begins to think of Opening Day. The
man who does not do this is just no trout

fisher at all. It does not matter in the least

if a man goes out trout fishing on Opening
Day; at least he thinks about it; and lays his

plans for that great event. Someone, some-
where or another has stated that half of the

joys of angling are the pleasures that come
through preparing for the trip — and I

fully believe it.

like pumpkin pi«.

have a half-«f-a-

pie thrust npon you,

(when you did not knew
you were on the eve

of bemg the recipient of it,) is one thing. To
prepare yourself for a pumpkin pie when you

put the seed in the ground; when you watch

it grow to aldermanic rotundity and maturity;

when you finally sever it from the vine and

take it in to Mother; when you see her make
of it a golden-brown delicacy—all this waiting

and anticipation is something very nearly

equivalent to preparing for the great Opening

Day to come. The joys of partaking of a

pumpkin pie are what one might call eph-

emeral joys; so are the joys of Opening Day.

They end at sun-down; but from six to eight

months have been spent in preparing for the

delights to be realized on that auspicious day.

You may never go out trout fishing on Open-

ing Day. But that does not matter. It

marks the beginning of the end of the snow-

and-cold-wind days. It is the relief sign

of the summer to come. It comes with the

buds and the flower^; a herald of better hours

and greater realizations.

Opening Day for the trout is the time of

year when great battles cease so that mighty

generals may lay their plans for future days

of angling. The soldier glances along his

rifle to see that the guides line up right. . . .

Presidents of mighty corporations ajt in

deep thought and the door lettered "Private" /
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is closed tight while a book containing varied

and tasty-looking flies is taken out from

among the papers, again to look them over

with a rising heart. As you look down on

the street you imagine the white-wing clean-

ing the gutter is gaffing a large rainbow trout

when he reaches forward to sweep in a ragged-

looking Ex-Presidentio cigar stump thrown

away by someone who did not believe in

smoking the last two-thirds of the cigar. In

yeur fancy you hear the rush of the wild

stream water. Gurgle, splash, smash, roar.

It may be the noisy street-cars making that

eommotion, but your active sub-conscious-

ness connects it up with the stream of your

choice so what does it matter? You lean

back in your chair; you arch the fingers of

your hands and you blow a smoke wreath

toward the ceiling That was a great

fight with that last trout you got. My,
didn't that fellow blade the water though?

He just seemed to rip it up and across with a

might of fight in him that you never knew a

trout could possess,. He seemed to love the

very thought of stripping the tapered line off

•n your reel. Down there to the shallows

you finally led him, and contrived to work
your waiting net under him. What a beauty

he was! That day, and that hour lives in

your memory, marking, a red-letter achieve-

ment not to be equaled by any other pleasure

in life. You try vainly to imagine something

that you have experienced that would, within

a shade, be as tempting but you fail to connect

up.

As you sit there day dreaming in the

dawning spring there may be a cautious

knock at the door. Mr. Jones is ready to talk

over that new deal, perhaps. Devil take

that deal; can't it possibly wait. But no,

it isn't Mr. Jones but your bosom friend,

Mr. Brown, who also happens to be an angler,

or at least has leanings that way what time

the sun is getting ready for the warming-up
period. "Brown, Brown," you repeat. . .

Mr. Brown is welcomed in and the key

is speedily turned in the lock after him. Mr.

Brown lays aside his hat and wipes the top

of his bald head with a handkerchief.

"Busy to-day?" he queries skeptically.

"I was for a while," you state nervously, as

tyou

sit down, adjusting your glasses, "but

my mind seems vacant to-day. Don't know
why."

Mr. Brown puts one hand on each knee

and leans forward. v

"I'll bet a good smoke you've been fighting

[

trout ever since you^landed here at nine

o'clockl"

You sigh.

"I'll plead guilty to the charge," you say

in a weak voice. "Hang it all, how can a

fellow help it? It's in the very air"

"In the air is right," repeats Mr. Brown.
"I came down to the office this morning and
what should Mr. Green have done bat brought

a colored reproduction of a brook trout which

he has set on my desk, right in front of my
eyes. Mr. Green is an amateur fly-tyer you
know. There he has laid out a dozen home-
tied flies, and a card beside it saying, mind
you, 'With all the luck of the season. Com-
pliments of Mr. Green.' Needless to say I

started in fishing mentally at nine o'clock,

and have been playing them to net ever since.

So I finally came down kere to see

how you were faring."

Are Mr. Green's trout flies haphazard
creations, or are they what ome might call

artful?,' you inquisitively ask.

"0 my yes," answers Browa, and brings

out the card. "Just look at this one, and thai

one, for instance. Have you erer in youj
life seen anything so catchy? I never have.'*

You study Mr. Green's flies from every

angle. Mr. Green has been reading up on
the making of trout flies and has constructed

some with detached bodies; motk creatures,

too, with "meaty" bodies, dusted over with

gold powder. Some are so startling in their

appearance of lifelikeness that you rub your

eyes, deceived and pleased, at the same time.

This one you say to Mr. Brown will go nkely

on that stream, and that one on that; and so

forth and so on. Finally you lay the card

aside.

"This Mr. Green has a brilliant future

ahead of him," you state quite positively.

"He has a great head for business,—and other

things. Such men are deserving of speedy

advancement and a salary in proportion to

their actual worth."

"Now that's queer, since you speak of it,"

says Mr. Brown. "I have just this morning

thought the same. I had intended to speak

to Mr. Green this noon. The fellow is a

genius;, as his trout flies prove. It isn't

strange that a man like that is efficient not

only in business but in trout fishing and fly-

tying." And so forth, and so on.

"Much of the delight of angling," says

Willis Boyd Allen in a delightful article in a

recent American Angler, "lies in the prepara-

tions for it. WTien the snow drifts on the

window-ledges in January' I remember that a
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new year has begun, and after the day's

work is over I take out my fly-book, make an

inventory of flies and leaders, test one or two

doubtful-looking places in the snelled bait

hooks, give a turn to the reel, and, best of all,

take a whiff of the penny-royal black fly

mixture, the aromatic and time-defying per-

fume of which creates the proper 'atmos-

phere' for an angler's reveries and anticipa-

tion. As winter gives place to spring I note,

enviously, brief paragraphs in the newspaper,

recording catches by lucky fishermen who
have braved snow-squalls and overflowing

swamps to whip the streams, the very day,

'the law is off.' The fever begins to burn in

my veins; still I cannot leave the city. It

must be late June, or even early July before

I can pack my fishing tackle, forgiving my
creel the lop-sided space it takes up in my
small trunk, and purchase my ticket for a

certain little hamlet nestling among our

northern hills, or for the sleepy old Maine
town where the gray farmhouse still stands

unoccupied, but always waiting, dreaming

of the four generations of my ancestors it has

sheltered
"

The joys of opening day on the trout

streams are not the thought that the creel will

be filled to overflowing. In the litjht of fish

conservation I am prone to state that Open-
ing Day is a very angel of preservation.

Some catch trout on Opening Day; others

fish solely to wet the line, one might say,

else why this sticking it out along a few rods

of the stream angling as much with the eyes

as with the rod, the hook, and the line. The
mere joy of being out again, in the free and

open untainted air is a blessing that is beyond
the power of human word to express. Now
and then the Red Gods are rewardful and the

result is three or four as fine trout in the creel

as one could possibly expect. But if no trout

should visit upon your hook, do you sit down
and mope. You do not. You turn a glad

eye aloft; or landward, you mark an early

flower uncurling here; a leaf-bud bursting

there; and over in a field a sparrow is telling

you that the spring has come, spring has

come, spring has come. What more could

one desire? Ten trout.

Early spring trouting (the trouting that

occurs on Opening Day), is worm-and-hook or

nothing at all. Nevertheless, the angler who
goes forth without his fly-book handy makes
the mistake of a lifetime. You never can

tell what the trout are thinking of these

things until you try them out. The streams

we now flowing full banks; thousands of

rivulets have served to bring them up to the

level; and those same thousands of rivulets

have also served to color the water from any
shade desired from Brazilian coffee-brown to

clay-gray. Nevertheless, the trout are be-

stirring themselves. During the winter

months they have burrowed themselves down
in the mud, in which cosy retreats they have
lain in a state of dormancy that will not

'break its mystical spell until the warming
rays of the sun flood the 'and with gold.

When these trout do come out of hiding they

are weak and not a little disgusted; sick at

heart. But very soon they quicken into

doing, and after a few days' physical exercise

with their fins they are ready to sally out and
see what they can do for the good of their

stomachs. At such times as these they rub

their "hands" in delight as they see an earth-

worm roll down stream into their midst. . . .

There is a rather crafty way of "getting

around" the worm question when fishing for

trout on the day of opening. It consists

of adjusting trout flies along your hat-band

and carrying a fly-book and showing your

friends the fly-book when you leave so that

you first settle all their doubts. They will

know, (1), that you had a fly-book along on

your trip, and that you had flies on your hat,

and, (2), when you come home again, exhibit

your fly-book, but be sure that you put some
old, used flies in place of the unused ones thus

to give them the appearance of having seen

service not such a long time before. Scorn

saucy questions such as: "What kind of

worms did you use?"—this is perfectly legi-

timate; as long as you do not show a fly-book

with flies that have never seen wet water.

"There are fly purists," says that delightful

angling writer, O. Warren Smith, "who never

resort to bait under any circumstances—so

I am told—but I have often noticed a sus-

picious bulge somewhere about the clothing of

the average April trout fisherman, though he

ostentatiously displays a well-filled fly-book.

Why not be honest and boldly carry the worms
in a convenient bait-box fastp/ned to the belt?

It is much more in harmony with a backward
season and obviates getting behind the half-

shield of a leafless tag alder, where you go,

not to fill your pipe (as you foolishly imagine

you cause man to think,) but to get out the

baking powder can and worm-up."

It is sad that at this season of the year

there is a type of human being, who, in a spirit

of boast (and a desire to be superior to his

brother anglers), will go forth and by any
means known to science will contrive to
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mount up a catch of ten or fifteen large trout.

I have known such fish to show frog-spear

marks and the biting edge of a thin copper

wire that had been used in snaring the big

fellows during their run up stream to spawn

later on in the spring. Invariably these

trout are caught, (in the presence of other

men) with the fly.

It is true that the acme of sportsmanship

in trout fishing lies in using the fly; but even

the earthworm may be used in such a manner
that it proves to be almost, if not fully, a

means toward an end that is fair and just.

John Harrington Keene spoke very highly

of the method of worming for trout, that of

hooking the worm just under the skin with a

small hook and playing it in the water, never

allowing it to roll on the bottom after the

manner of the inveterate still fisher. With a

three-and-a-half ounce rod this is a method
not to be passed b> lightly.

One is no less th« sportsman when using the

worm, if it be used with care and considera-

tion. The bait box at the belt is not neces-

sarily a stigma of dishonor. When trout are

not taking the fly what will they take, if they

are bottom feeding? The worm. Hence
why not the worm? "No sportsman,"

says Charles Dudley Warner, as recently

quoted' "will use anything but the artificial

fly, except he happens to be alone." There is

something whimsically exact about this

assertion. As we each and individually

digest the full import of it we allow our minds
to go backword to days when the flies just

exactly wouldn't bring home the bacon. It

was then, say, that we got us a few worms and
had fish for supper.

"Fly fishing is an art," says Dr. David
Starr Jordan, "a fine art beyond a doubt, but

it is an art and, like all art, it is artificial.

Fishing with an angleworm is natural. It

fits into the need of the occasion."

And just so when the trout are bestirring

themselves in the spring, when the trout

are hugging the bottom of the stream and

feeding upon whatever live material will wash
down to them—it is then that the humble
earthworm "fits into the occasion;" though we
taboo it later on when the stream insects are

rising and the trout are feeding along the

surface. It is then that we go out behind the

barn, and, removing a portion of the compost
heap we delve deep in quest of the sinuous

ones, enough to reward us, and fill our hearts

with brightness, when we use them in the

home river. If artificial flies are used in the

spring, before the trout are under way,

they must be gotten down deep, or they will

prove nigh unto useless. A couple of split

shot will serve to sink them deep enough, when
they are moved along here and there in the

pool, giving them animation, a lifelike appear-

ance which the trout are deceived into be-

lieving is an insect broken from its case and

struggling to the surface, Do not fail to

play them in the deep holes, close to the bot-

tom, and especially up along and under the

banks; also at the heads of pools and in the

still waters below rapids a little later on
when the fish have come out of their dormancy
for sure and are going forth to scour them-

selves on the sands. I caught a large Ger-

man Brown Trout on a deeply sunk fly (I

believe the fly nearly scraped the bottom)

one spring morning when weather conditions

were anything but pleasing abroad. The
trout took that fly with a snapping tug; and

that trout was no more.

Trout at this season of the year feed upon

the insects of the stream devouring the cases

and the larval insects within. They are

grubbing, grubbing, grubbing, sometimes all

day long. Open the stomachs of the trout

that you catch and you will be surprised to

note what a mixture of sticks you will find

within them. Hence it is that if you are to

use flies on Opening Day, and thereafter, use

the fly deep-sunken. Play it close to the

bottom for it will deceive the trout into

believing it a newly-hatched insect. Flies

played along the surface ailord nothing!

Re FISHES' SIGHT
H. M. Rosenberg

APROPOS of fishes' sight. I wrote you

a mighty nice letter last year containing

a theory concerning it as well as several

observations that might have been interesting

to you had you r^eceived them. But I know
you didn't receive them, principally because

I didn't send them. You see I had the sheets

all nicely laid out on the table-arm of my pet

chair, ready to fold and mail to you, said

chair standing in front of the big window of

my studio. The date Was December 5th,

1917. Need I say more about the mailing
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of the sheets? The next time I entered the

laom the sight was scandalous, and if only

I'd had a beard I woijld have muttered

things into it. And my "nice letter" was
gone and I would get no credit for it; and I

have forgetten the observations though

I do remember something of the theory. The
latter was brought back to me by "the man in

tiic yellow slicker" who wrote down his

observations for the November number of

Rou and Gun. The idea floated in one night

while dreaming in front of the friendship fire

in camp. Late that afternoon my companion
expressed a desire to try the outlet to the lake

above the larae one on which we were camped.

I went up to the inlet with him in the boat,

where he left me, promising to return in a

.short while. Of course I had my rod with

me. The water being low, (it was September)

,

I knew it was useless to cast around the

stream as I could see bottom well into the

lake. I moved the boat out and onto a rock

where I could reach with about 30 feet of line,

a spot which looked mighty inviting. I

expected exactly nothing but to kill time and

practice some casting with a single fly, the

day being bright and deadly calm, and I

hadn't been any loo cautious about getting

into position.

Well I began with a Jenny Lind at the left

of the quarter section, winding up at the

right of the deep spot. Now "Jenny," as

you no doubt know from experience, is a

great spring fly. About a dozen rounds and
I changed to a Nixon, another good spring

one. Then came the Parmachene Belle,

the Brown Hackle, the Jock Scott and oh,

about ten different colors and names, but not

a movement gave me encouragement, I

then sat and lit my pipe and had a look

through my fly-book. My! there were some
pretty looking things in it, and had I been a

trout I certainly should have swallowed the

whole outfit right there. I picked out, with

some dubious doubts, a dirty looking yellow

fly, something between a Green Drake and a

Willow Fly, and began practice again. When
directly over the deep spot he came, a nice,

big hulking fellow; he smashed it; and the

fight was on^as soon as 1 could get my heart

back where it belonged. He weighed just

two and one half pounds when back in camp.

One more followed him on the same fly, being

something like one and one half pounds in

weight; and then my friend came down the

trail with nothing and we returned to camp.

It was later at the fire that I began to muse
on the discrimination displayed by these

trout and I arrived at the theory that the

lenses of fishes' eyes are so constructed

that the rays of light, ("halation" I believe

photographers call it), which surround an
object placed against the light and which

to us is merely a dark spot, are dissipated;

and add to that the filter of water between the

fish and object, enables the fish to see the

local color of the object from below as well

as we can see it from above. Then again, a

fish may rise through irritation. I saw what
I believe a genuine case of 'it on a New York
stream once. My companion, fishing a bit

ahead of me came within reach of a fine old

snag and made a cast some inches too short, as

the trout stopped before reaching the fly

and returned to his lair. We both saw him,

and, waiting a tew minutes, the same thing

occurred again- after which he refused to

come out even to the most coaxing move-
ments of the fly. Friend persisted for fully

ten minutes and becoming impatient began

switching his flies rapidly towards the snag

like a whip, when the tail fly went under and

that trout was caught. He distinctly got

mad at the annoyance and determined to

stop it. That method though, if generally

successful would cripple my color theory,

wouldn't it.?

However, this is more to show you that I

read yt ur things with the same strong interest

as eve/, than to advance any scientific dis-

coveries.

Angling Editor's Notes—A very bright,,

instructive, and intelligent letter rny ^ear

friend. You may be sure that had you sent

in your former obsei-vations and conclusions

they would have found place in our columns

ere this. '

As I take it from your remarks about using

a great number of different kinds of flies on

the trout on a stream you were fishing, finally

to have success with one that looked like a

Green Drake—as I take i^ from this you are

of the belief that all of the llies you had been

using up until you started in with the Green

Drake, were, in the eyes of the trout, unnat-

ural-appearing, perhaps as \o color and as to

form, hence they were left alone; but the

Green Drake seemed appetizing and therefore,

it was taken. I would approach this view

with caution. In the first place the water

had been cast over considerably before you

put on the Drake; and I am of the belief that

the trout were cautious and perhaps suspected

artificiality in the flies, as we are of course led

to believe. Trout come and go in the pools

of course. It may be that the trout you took
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wfcre incomers and were caught on the "im-

pulse of the moment" as one might say.

Trout are bound to be cautious when the

same fly falls to the -water as high as fifteen,

twenty times, much in the same place. The
bulk of the time a trout is caughl'during the

first few casts, and I do not think a trout will

pass by a lly that looks mealy and natural in

its appearance. Lucky casts that drop a fly

almost at the lips of a trout account for most
of the captures. It is for this reason that

casts up alongside of boulders, under banks

and beside logs, and at the foot of rapids

or small tumbling waterfalls generally catch

a trout the first or second cast, if at all. Of
course when there is a hatch on, no matter
what fly be used on the leader, it may win a

fish; it may win a creel full in a short time. I

believe that when there is a hatch on the

trout lose a great deal of their native cau-

tiousness and fine sense oj discrimination^

presuming that they have this wonderful
quality of deduction and calculation. It

was just this that led me to work upon a new
floating trout fly that I am placing on the

market this spring which floats without any
oil. Now I will not say that this ily imitates

arty special fly that the trout single out as they

come to the water, but the form is there; the

spread wings are there; and the fly floats in

the spent fly fashion. When I first used this

fly and actually caught trout with it, it dis-

turbed a great number of conclusions I had
laid out and which I forced myself to adhere

to. I have now proven to my own satisfac-

tion that a fly that floats and will float, even
in rough water, without the aid of oil is liable

to do wonders.

When I first made this fly I sought to dis-

cover this:

(a) Will not the mere matter of a fly with
spread wings, floating on the water so cap-

tivate the senses of tljie trout that it will rise

and take it; and

(b) If this were true, would it be necessary

to install any of the theories of exact imita-

tion, aside from, of course, the exact imitation

of a fly form and wings, and legs, i.e., hackles.

And so I evolved this fly. I will not say

that it is strictly new; but I havg never

heard of it being used before. I tried this fly out

one summer evening and caught all the trout

I desired on two blocks of stream. Basing

my conclusions upon this and numerous other

attempts at perfection I am come to believe

more fully than ever in the floating fly as

against th^e wet fly, especially if that floating

fly may be used in swifter water.

Also in swifter water the intervening blurs

of the water shut out from the fish at least

something of the keenness found in their eyes;

but where the water is ordinarily clear and
smooth flowing there can be no doubt in my
mind but that a trout can tell the naturalness

of a fly's color, looking up at it from under-

neath. Now in the case of my floating fly

I have looked up at it in water from one to

two feet and it is not possible that I could

see as much of that fly as would a trout. Yet
so much as a mere stirring of that floating fly

by twitches of the fly-rod will balance all

the caution in a trout, causing it to strike

admitting, of course, too, that the Jly is cast

up to a. likely place. Hence, as I have
always held, and always will hold, a study of

the stream you are fishing is a requisite. In

time one learns just where to place a fly where
a trout is most likely to lie. The haphazard
fisherman casts at large anywhere there is

water and has not even a strike.

I was sitting with Charles Van Horn one of

Ihefdremost rod and fly makers-in this coun-

try, in a back room of a store where he docs

all his work, in the town of Los Angeles.

California. We were of course discussing

flies and had occasion to speak of many of the

monstrosities which are offered to the im-

tutored. Here for instance are the flies of one

famous fly-maker. They are burdened down
with a super-abundance of hackles untfl the\

bristle like nothing known to nature, and yet

these flies are presumably tied in "exact

imitation" of some insect or another. When
a fly of this sort is played in the water if the

trout are so discriminating they certainly

should know that a fly has not three thousand
legs, whisks and feelers; and yet these flics

are "exact imitations." One writer tells

us that the hackles on a fly make the trout

think the fly a caterpillar. Well of all things!

And yet in exactly imitating a fly these fly

tyers install three thousand bristling hackles,

thus presumably exactly imitating a May-iy
for instance; imitate NOT. What is the use

of correctly imitating a fly as to body, wings,

etc., and then ruining the prospect by putting

on a fist full of hackles. If the troiit should

be deceived by the lifehkeness of the body, it

would not be deceived by the bnnch of

hackly. Summing up in this matter: I am
getting away as much as possible from the

use of a great number of hackles, and I now

actually believe that no hackle at all would

be for the best, especially if you want to show

of! to the trout a fine fly body and lifelike
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wings. Will someone please rise to lay low

this argument?
That a trout takes a fly out of exasperation

at times I do not doubt. How many trout

are annually taken on wet flies of the standard

regulation sort for just this reason I do not

know. I have time and time again had the

experience you speak of. But I can beat you
there. I had been standing at one spot milling

a stream, when the line had occasion to drift

into a nook not ten feet from me where there

lay a great log. As the fly bellied out, and
came straight it came in line with the log;

about a foot from it. As it paused a moment,
there was a strike and thanks to a sensitive

wrist I set the hook. It was one of the finest

brook trout I caught that sufnmer. Think
of it! There I had been standing all that time

not so many feet from that trout and yet he
took it when it came around to him. And all

that time I had been far from cautious. A
floating fly sent down over that trout should

have instantly called a strike; whether the fly

were oiled or otherwise,

—Robert Page Lincoln.

A HUNTING TRIP IN THE CROWDS NEST
PASS COUNTRY

D. W. M.

MY story commences in a small town in

British Columbia.

With the opening ofthehunting season
I received an invitation from Pete, an old pal

of mine, to accompany him on a deer hunt.

Pete lived about 25 miles down the river. In

the course of a few days I started out to join

him with my saddle and pack horses. My
progress was rather slow on account of a

fresh fall of snow and my pack horse was
packing a heavy load. I had a tent, a take

down stove, blankets and a good stake of

grub.

Finally I puUed up at Pete's house and here

! stayed for the night.

.\fter deciding upon what direction to take

we struck across the Elk River toward the

South Fork and foflowed the trail up the

Fork for a few miles, establishing our head-

quarters around on the edge of Baldy Mount-
ains. From here we decided to hunt. Being
unable to supply feed for the horses, I was
obliged to take them back to town and return

to camp on foot the following day.

The new snow gave good prospects of good
hunting and early next morning we set out.

We had only been out of camp a short time
when we ran across fresh deer tracks.

Following these we came across two does and a

buck. Moving around in a clump of second
growth, Pete pulled up and took a shot at the

buck aiming for his neck. He reeled and
tried to get away but another shot brought

him to the ground, leaving Pete with his

first victim.

I started off after the does. I did not get

in range of the pair until I had followed them
for about two hours, then finally I took a shot

at the largest of the two and she dropped in

her track with her neck broken.

It was a long and tiresome haul back to

camp for the old doe was a good weight, but

following my own tracks I finaUy reached

camp. Pete was waiting for me with supper

ready, which consisted of bacon, beans, hot

cakes and coffee. After we finished eating,

we changed into some dry clothes and hung
our deer on a tree. After this we cut some
dry wood and went inside the tent where we
played cards and had a smoke for an hour

or so then about nine o'clock we roUed in,

tired but happy over our first day's hunt.

Next morning after breakfast we start out

again. We kept close together until lunch

time but after eating, separated. I decided

to climb up on the ridge, keeping my eye

peeled. I got a glimpse of a buck going over

the other side of the ridge, so I picked on him
and followed him quite a while. He took

down the ravine and as he was passing an

open patch, I had a shot at him but just

wounded him in the shoulder. He was

bleeding enough to make an easy trail to

follow. He started going up on the ridge

again and Pete hearing me shooting came
over. WTiile talking to him I got another

shot at the buck and this time he was my meat.

Pete took my .30-30 then and I started to

haul the buck in to camp. It took both of us,

turn about, to get to camp which we reached

before dark, tickled at our good luck.

Next day we decided that we would try
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our luck at fishing, so after breakfast, we cut

a pole out of the bush and started to fish.

I being a poor fisherman only got five trout

in the morning but Pete came in with his

basket full up. I asked him if the fish were
committing suicide that he got so many. In

the afternoon we stayed in camp.That evening

we had a fine dinner consisting of fried trout,

with some bacon, beans and lots c* potatoes.

We sure did enjoy that meal. After eating

we sat around the fire and talked for a while

too full of fish to do anything else.

The snow started to fall again at night.

On the following morning which was fine after

the snow, we started out again. We' trav-

elled up until one o'clock and never saw one

single fresh track. Thinking that the deer

had gone back up on the mountain we decided

to climb.

I was going over a ridge when I came up
with Pete. From here we saw a big buck and

we started after him. After following him
a short way, he stopped up in a bunch of

willows. The hill side was open above the

willow patch. Pete went up above and I

gave him lots of time, then I went into the

bush to start up the buck, which started

up the hill, but a shot from Pete's rifle brought

him on his back. I left Pete with the buck
and started over the ridge. When I reached

the top I stopped for a minute or so, and
while looking around I saw a doe about
four hundred yards below me. I started

right there to get down to her but she was
moving across the ridge and travelling a lot

faster than I was.

I couldn't go^very fast on account of the

snow and thenjto my disgust I came out on
top of a high bluff rock, and by the time I got

a way down from there I lost sight of my deer.

I got on to her track, however, which took

me up on the ridge again. As I was going

through some willow I jumped her, (she

had been lying down ) and she started up
the ridge but going closer to camp. I was
watching for her coming out of some bush and

just as she came into the open I took a shot at

her but missed and she started up again. I

waited until she came past a clump of bush

then I tried another shot. This time I hit

her. By the time I got up to where I last

saw' her I looked over the rocks and there

she lay in the snow.

It was late in the afternoon by this time so.

I decided to leave her there until morning,

knowing that I could not get her to camp
before dark.

So I went along the ridge and far below me
I could see the smoke from our camp. I

made a bee line for the smoke, hoping that

it wouldn't snow before morning and cover my
tracks. On my way down I jumped a doe and
two fawns. I got into camp just before

dark, after a dry change of clothes and a

good hearty supper, we turned in for the

night.

At daylight next morning we went for my
deer, which we found in great shape, returning

to camp before 10.30. We finally decided to

call our hunt to a close.

After lunch I started for town to get our

horses. They were feeling extra fine after

their rest. I got back to camp next day
before noon. We thought we might as well

wait until morning before packing. Next
morning after breakfast while I was saddling

the horses Pete was taking the tent down and
preparing to move camp, which was hea\icr

going out than going in. In the afteroon we
stopped at Pete's house, unpacked the horses

while Pete's wife was busy preparing a meal
for us. After telling our experiences which

seemed to interest the rest of the household

we started to skin out one of the deer. That
is quite a job, especially, a frozen one.

We then had a venison supper, the first of the

season.

The following morning found me on my way
towards home. About three o'clock that

afternoon I reached there, just as proud as they
make 'cm, and feeling fine after the best hunt

I have ever had.

"fj-.-
-«-«?"^V'"M'"%



A CONTRACT IS A CONTRACT
The Contractor

A"CONTRACT is a Contract"
some wise Johnny said at some
time in the dim past, and often

when you think it over for a time you
wonder if there is so much to it as you
first thought. But anyway, there are
contracts and contracts. Also when
I contracted to secure and dehver to
the party of the first part, place of

residence, New York, occupation,
gentleman, one moose head with
spread of not less than 68 inches, said
head to be in good condition, the
party of the second part bit off quite
some chew.
But "A contract is a contract,"

and as I was to get a grub stake of
fifty dollars and four hundred and
fifty more when the head was de-
livered I felt the party of the second
part could not lose so very much on
the venture. Then to be honest, I

wanted to go "out there" so badly
that I would be glad to go for nothing,
if I could afford it. I believe there
are a few others in this world who
feel much the same way about the
first of October in Canada.
There are times, you know, when

living in Canada is not all joy. Say
about the middle of January during a
hard winter, or the middle of March
when old winter takes a fresh hold
and you wonder if there is anything
in that old ground hog and shadow gag
you have heard all your life.

But suppose that is true, what has
that got to do with October in the
same grand old country. September
is all right too, sure it is, but October
—say, even the poor mutt in the
city feels it. That "tang" in the air

that makes you step out as if you
were really going somewhere worth
while, and if you are of the red bloods
you take down the rifle to see how it

has come through the winter. Not
that you expected to use it of course,
but your thoughts—^no your feelings
just drew you to it and you want to
tell some long-suffering friend some
of those old stories of the shots you
made. It is not only in the bush that
the misses don't count, they don't

count in the stories you tell either.

Ever notice that?
Oh, well, there are others, and how

can you expect a fellow who can't
always see both sights at once to
always see such elusive things as
facts. I know men who would scorn
to tell a lie about anything else in the
world who never tell the truth about
shooting.

To come back to October, and how
many times I have wanted to get
ahead to it no one but myself will ever
know. Why do you begin to take
long walks about that time, and why,
when you do walk do you just

naturally go where the leaves rustle

under your feet? If you say you
don't then all I have to say to you is

that it is not you I am talking to at

all. Nature calls to her own at that
time, and only her own can hear.

You are not one of them. October,
when the earth and the fullness

thereof is ours, seed time and harvest
is past and all healthy living things
are at their best, fat and hard and all

full of pep. The young wild things

have all grown up and struck out for

themselves. The foolish hare has
raised a larger family, to what end,
that there may be food for others
and enough left over to do the same
thing next year. The grouse and the
deer, and even the little mouse, and
the fishes have done their share to

furnish food for the rapacious ones
of the air and the earth and the
waters under the earth. And we are
of the rapacious, else why are these
things provided and why do we also

feel the call to come and get our
share? And the call comes in Octo-
ber, when our blood is as wine in our
veins and the things to be hunted are

in their prime. Why? We do not
know, but we feel, and we want to go.

It is not merely to kill, few things in

nature kill for the love of killing.

They kill to live—that's necessity

with both man and beast. But the
pleasure is in the hunt, and all that
that means.
Now what are the things it means?
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First, it is October, the grandest
month in the year. The maple leaves

have turned red, many are falling.

The "Skeeter" and Black Fly have
gone, no one knows where. Why
they are, why they come and why
they go we know not. One of the

many reasons we love October is

because October is our month and
not the property of the small pests

that fly by day and night to make
life miserable for all other living

things.

Now we hunt up the man we like

to go to the bush with, and talk of

many things because he understands.
He may not be the man we would go
to. New York with, or many other
places, oh dear, no. But he is the

man who fills in in the bush. We go
away with him and are happy. He
does not have to be told things, he
sees and knows without words. He
can work hard or h.af the same way
without complaining. You may think
that last foolish, it's not. Next to

the man who doesn't know how to

work, I dislike the fellow who doesn't

know how and when to loaf.

But let us get back to our contract,

we can talk of other things while
loafing after we get to work.

This contract business was new to

me, but I am willing to try most
anything once, so I went to it. When
the contract was made and the party
of the first part had gone to his

"place of residence" I went after the
man whom I wanted to make the
party of the third part—namely,
friend Bill. Bill listened to all I had
to say. He is good at that, and then
he said, "I suppose you know, Jim,
that this is not an A 1 moose country?
There are moose, but they are not
as thick as Black Flies in July, also

and furthermore they don't all have
a "spread" of sixty-eight inches.

And t said, "Yes, I know, but
listen you old Flat Head, how many
times have you ever gone out at some
)ther fellow's expense, with a chance
io make some money? How much
grub will fifty dollars buy? How
would half of four hundred and fifty

fit your needs when you get back?
Do you like to go out anyway? Do
you know what month this is?" Then

he stopped me—"Jim, you talk too
much. You are trying to give me a
few hundred reasons while all I want
is an excuse. When do we start?"

"Well, this is 2 p.m., October 5th

—

how about 7 a.m., October 6th?"
"Suits me, come on and buy the

grub."
Now I am not going to say in just

what part of Canada I have my
stamping ground, for reasons. But
it is a land of hills and valleys, lakes

and streams, forest and burnt lands.

There are many such places in this

wide Dominion.
At 7 a.m., October 6th, we were

off. And this was no poverty struck
prospecting trip, no sir, we were going
m style. We had our old equipment,
and that fifty dollars was more than
suiTicient for grub and ammunition.
What did we have? Well, we had our
old three fathom canoe. Oh, I know
it is big and heavy, but we like lots

of room. Three good paddles, the

spare lashed to the side. Two light

axes, one fastened in bow for spare.

Four plain grey blankets, one tent,

treated with waterproof. Two
"turkeys" with spare sox, shirts,

underwear, caps, needle and thread,

yarn, etc. These bags make good
pillows at night. Cooking outfit in

heavy bag, matches in tight tin box.

Box salts, bacon, bread, flour, tea,

sugar, salt, pepper, potatoes, a few
apples and some onions. Two 40^4
Winchester Rifles, with two hundred
cartridges. Briar plug with spare

pipes, two or three fish lines with
hooks.

Some people will laugh at the old

40-44, but as a bush gun it is not so

bad. Heavy enough to knock down
most anything at short range, easy to

keep in good order, and easy to shoot

so you can take the head off a part-

ridge most every time, and the cart-

ridges are cheap and easy tc get.

Not so much spare room in the old

canoe after all. Bill looked her over
and remarked "Say, Jim, suppose
we get the moose head in three days
how about the ?" and he waved
his hand over the baggage.

Now I did not expect that of Bill,

and I told him so. I also told him
that I was going to worry over only
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one thing and thaf^;was that his big
feet might wear a hcle in the canoe,
nothing else, and that only a part
of the time. The password on this
trip was "No worry—No hurry and
d—the high cost of living" ; the other
fellow was paying for it, anyway.

Bill apologised and said he only
had a small fear that I might want to
come back too soon. And as that
was about as close to an insult as Bill

wanted ti go we left it at that.

The first day was mostly lake work
with no wind, and we didn't break or
strain the paddles much. And the
glory of it, the water like a sheet of
glass, with the low hills rising from
the edges, while the islands just
floated, so you could not tell at a little

distance what was really land and
what was shadow. A loon off to the
left and a pair of duck flying low and
swift between us and the shore. All
we could see was ours, and all we
couldn't see, as well. Surely we were
kings. Old Bill was a prince, anyway.
He was in the bow that morning and
I liked to watch his easy swing to the
paddle. He hasn't spoken a word for
at least two hours, but I know that
he has seen all that I have, possibly
more. Come to think about it I guess
he feels the same about me. If he
didn't he would have at least pointed
to that mink on a log we passed some
time ago. Perhaps he feels toward
me much as I towards nim. Never
thought of that befoie. If he does,
I'rn satisfied, the old Square Head.
It is net because he can't talk that
keeps him from talking, h. can, when
he wants to, for he has been where
they teach them to both think and
talk.

Now he knocks his pipe on the
gunwale, lays his paddle across in
front of him and shifts his knees

—

. "Say, old Hard Face, 'member
White's "Silent Places?"

"Sure. Why?"
"Do you think he was there?"
"Um—don't know, why?"
"He put too much noise in."

"Oh, well, he had to have the hu-
man interest stuff, you know. He was
writing stuff for people to read. No
one would want to read about you
and me in the silent places, and the

silent places themselves don't make a
noise like a best seller."

"Huh—guess that's right."
And on we go, already in the silent

places, but going in with each dip
of the paddle. High noon and a low
point ahead with sandy beach. I

head the old scow for it and I see
Bill's head nod as he stops paddling
and prepares to ease her on to the
sand. Dinner, bacon, bread, butter,
tea and sugar. Good enough for a
king, if he is hungry.
Put out the fire and get on board.

The sun is on our left now and the
shadows will soon begin to creep out
from the other shore. The light of
the afternoon, which differs from that
of the morning, makes our world
look just a little different.

In an hour we are at the head of
the lake we have been in up to now,
and we enter the slow sluggish river
that joins it with the next lake, or
expansion of the stream. Ten miles
of this and out again into the open
lake broken up by islands and points
running far out. More of our kingly
estate, and we stop paddling to take
a view of it.

Bill says, "Island fr point?"
"Either one that looks good up near

the far end," and the paddles dip
once more. We pass several islands
and as many more points.

Bill is now in the stern
—"Good

moose lake, Jim, narrow, deep bays,
shallow water, good feeding time in

summer, ^d lots of woods."

"Sure, and looks like low country
back, gDod for winter yards. How
about that point ahead, big trees,

sand?"
"Looks good to me." And we

head for it. It is not late, but "No
Hurry" is the word, and we intend
to be comfortable. No landing at

dark for us with poor camp and short
evening, no sir, us for comfort and a
long smoke.

The point proves to be an ideal

spot for a camp ; large sturdy live trees

very little undergrowth. We soon
have the tent up, bush cut for beds,

and the spare duffle stored under the

upturned canoe.

There is still time for a look around
before dark, so we take the rifles and
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strike inland to look for signs. Found
plenty of Red Deer signs and one old

moose track. Also ran across covey
of partridges. Bill remarked, "Some
fox will eat most of them poor things.

Let's have a few." And he proceeds

to clip the head off three with his

"cannon." At least he knocks the

head off two for the third one when
picked up had not a mark on it.

The large bullet passing close to the

head had stunned it. I had seen this

happen with a "Snyder" bullet, but

not with a Winchester.

Back to the camp and supper.

The birds were hung up for use next

day. Fresh killed birds are not all

that some people seem to think them.
Then after supper we sit by our little

fire and smoke. And it was good to

be there. The moon was coming up
causing long shadows to stream out
over the water while all the land was
still and full of mystery. And yet
there came to one small sounds of the
night, a flap in the water from a
mink or rat on their own small busi-

ness, the soft hoot of an owl at a

distance and the squeak of a mouse
as he gives up his life to feed a weasel
or owl.

Presently Bill says, "About this

contract. Tomorrow evening we
should do some calling. Now do we
shoot anything that comes with good
liead, providing anything comes, or
are you going to measure each one
until we find one big enough?"

"If it took you an hour to think
that up, how long would it take you
to think up a joke? But all the same
I agree with you, we are not going to
shoot a whole raft of moose on chance.
I have looked over all the big iieads
I came across lately and have a fair

idea of what sixty-eight inches means,
and I guess you have too, so we will

go slow and easy on this thing and
until we ars pretty sure of the spread
nothing d.ing in the shoot line."

. "You have said it, slow and easy,
and where is your pocket rule to do
the measure act when we do get
him?"
"On the paddles, you chump, also

on the gunwale of the canoe, and you
know it."

"Oh, all light, guess we will man-

age. Hear that, eh? Wolves across

the lake. Sounds like a hunt. Won-
der if the deer water in this pond."
And we sat and listened to the wild
dogs close in, now here, now there.

We hear the howl, drawing closer

together, then a burst of sound and
we know they are off, and some poor
deer is running for life, and we wait
to learn, if we, by chance may learn
more of it.

The opposite shore is only a few
hundred yards away and in black
shadow so that while we cannot see,

yet we look. A half hour passes and
then we hear a crash right opposite,

a bawl from a deer, then a splash and
thrashing in the water, silence for a
minute and then the long drawn howl
of a wolf.

"Missed by the eternal," remarked
Bill, and "I am glad of it. "You see

what happened, old runway to the
water and the buggers posted a watch
on it right at the water. He missed
his hold but scared the deer badly, and
now the deer is in the water coming
our way. Bet we see him in a few
minutes."

Sure enough we do see him, or

rather we see his "wake" and he
comes on until we think we see the
head— , a doe, and I thought itwould
be, for the buck doesn't often bawl
like that even when caught by a wolf.

She came on until she was within one
hundred yards of us, then stopped for

a moment and turned off into the
bay to miss our point with its smell
of fire and humans. Had she been on
land with no water near she might
have come right to us. Such things

have happened, but safe in the water
she could afford to give all enemies
the go by. "We'll let her go and good
luck to her, when we want a little

venison we will do our own hunting."

"That ladies and gentlemen," re-

marked friend William, "closes our
performance for the evening, thanking
you one and all. But say Jim how
much would you give right now to

have that pack in range of these old
Slam Bangs of ours?"

"You do say foolish things some-
times my dear William, so we will

now go to bed and dream that old
dream of having forty-eleven wolves
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just where we want them and the old
gun won't work."

So we turned in and I lay and
listened to the sounds of the night.

The wolves were off hunting up
another deer, and I could hear them
in the distance. An owl hooted at
regular intervals, and I guess I had
been asleep when "chow, chow, chow"
and I threw off the blankets and came
out of the tent with Bill a close

second.
. "Don't shoot the son of a gun, wait
until I get a club," this from Bill.

We found clubs and went after Mr.
Porky. He was hard at work on the
canoe, and we laid him low with bad
words and good blows. Leaving him
where he fell in hopes he would act as
a "scare" for others of his kind.

"Do you know, Jim, the Lord has
me guessing all the time, but when I

think of some of the things he is

supposed to have made I often stop
guessing. Is there any use in asking
you why he made the porcupine, the
loon, black fly, mosquito, rattle

snake, rat, mouse

—

"Say, who do you suppose I am,
anyway, sing that song to yourself,
I'm going to bed."

I don't know why but I crawled out
in the morning in time to see the 'sun
rise. It was worth it. jThe grey light
that seemed to hold a chill that be-
longed to it, then the gold in the East
turning warm, and then the sun
himself, just peeping over to see how
things looked before coming right
out, but the water saw him and
laughed. It was only a kinky little

ripple but I didn't notice it until the
rays of the sun hit them.

"Bill, come out, you sluggard, and
see the sun and "praise God from
whom all blessings flow."

"Porcupines included in the list?"

"Shut^up you heathen and come
out."

"Well, He made 'em both, didn't
He?"

"Say would you think of—of

—

fleas when looking at Niagara?"
"Might at that if there were many

fleas and they were on me."
"Just for that you cook breakfast.

I'm going to rig up supports for the
canoe to keep it out of the reach of

Porky. I think we are going to stay
right here a few days."

"Oh, very well, but I suppose Ij

may wash my face first."

So I proceeded to cut a few forks
and cross pieces to make a rack for
our Marine Department.

It is a peculiar thing that the
porcupine will chew anything that
man has had his hands on. He will

even tackle a hickory axe handle..

The stored up energy in the jaws of a
porcupine and beaver and the head
and neck of the woodpecker is some-
thing to wonder at.

By the time we had finished break-
fast we had other visitors. First
came that thief, the meat or carrion
bird. Next was the spy and telltale,

the Blue Jay. I saw Bill look from
his gun to the Blue Jay, and I knew
he had murder in his heart, but I

reminded him that if he killed one
there would be two cr three come to

take its place, so that he would not
improve matteis much.
As for the Carrion Bird, we would

leave him alone until we had fresh

meat hung up. Then he would have
to be eliminated. The Carrion Bird
is nothing mere than a fluff of fea-

thers, but he can carry away and hide

more fresh meat in one day than
would fill a hat.

We decided that we would put in

this day exploring the lake, locating

all important bays and points so that

we would have a good idea of our
surroundings.

Without going into the bottom of

the deepest bays we estimated the

shore band of that part of the lake

lying north of our camp to measure
about 12 miles, and the country
looked like very good moose ground.

At the extreme north end of the lake

we found in addition to the river

leading out cf the lake, a stream

coming in from the west, and follow-

ing this up a short way we came to a

large beaver dam with a considerable

pond behind it, and fresh work,

showing that the pond was used by a

considerable colony.

It is always interesting to find a

beaver pond where you can examiBe
the fresh work of the beaver, the size

of the trees that they cut down and

4
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their method of getting them to the

water. Whether they can actually

fell them in the direction they want
may, or may not be, the exact truth,

but as near as I can tell from observa-
tion, after the tree is down and the

limbs are cut off some member of the

colony, presumably the leader, will

mark" off the trunk by taking out a
bite at regular intervals, and other
beavers cut the log according to these

marks. I measured one leg about six

inches in diameter and found that

the marks were spaced at regulai

intervals of about six feet, the dis-

tance between the marks bemg ex-

actly the same except where a knot
intervened. Then the little slide-

ways they make for sliding these
sticks into the water are very inter-

esting. They smooth out a piece of

ground, removing all obstructions
and then wet it thoroughly to make
the slideway for the timber, but so

much has been written and told of the
work of the beaver that there is

really nothing new to be said, but do
we not give this little animal much
more credit than he deserves for his

industry, for, after all, his work is

merely to secure food that he may
live, and all other animals, including
man, devote the greater part of their

lives to the same effort.

After we had a snack at the camp
we crossed the lake and struck back
for a hill that would give us a good
lookout for a survey of the country.
It was probably about a mile from
the water to the hill and though a
fairly level land it was inclined to be
swampy. Not far from the foot of the
hill we came across a very large and
fresh moose track and followed this

a short piece until we got a good im-
pression on the soft ground when
friend William proceeded to sit down
and deliver a lecture. He measured
the hoof print with his hand and in-

formed me that this was our moose,
and he had no doubt to his measuring
up to specifications.

We did not follow the tracks for
any distance as we first wanted to get
a better view of the country as this
might give us a line on the direction

in which his mooseship would likely

travel, so we proceeded to the top of

the hill. There had been a good crop
of blueberries on this hill and we
found numerous bear signs which we
stored up for future reference. From
the lay of the country we judged that
the moose was not likely to go further
east than the hill we were on, in fact

the opposite side of the lake, the side

on which our camp was located we
judged to be the best moose country
and that any moose that happened to

be on this side was more likely to

cross the lake than go further east.

With this idea in mind we separated
and started back for the lake, one
of us going back over our own tracks
and the olher proceeding north and
striking down about half a mile
further in that direction. I came out
close to the canoe and waited for Bill.

He came down the shore. When he
came to me he stated that the moose
had been between us and had actually
crossed the lake while we were in the
bush. This was quite satisfactory,

and we returned to camp deciding
that we would do no more travelling

that day, but would wait until even-
ing and do a little callmg. This we
proceeded tc dD, but without success,

and we reasoned that the moose hav-
ing been disturbed by us and got our
smell, would not come to that locality

for a call so we turned in without
definite plans for the next day.

It was Bill who was up to see the
sun rise that morning, and he came
back from the edge of the lake full of

excitement. When I asked him what
was disturbing his peace of mind he
informed me that he was strongly of

the opinion that there was $450.00 of

our money swimming across the lake,

and when I reached the shore about
two seconds later I agreed with him.
So there was our moose swimming
quietly on the opposite side a few
hundred yards north of us. It was a

matter of seconds to get the canoe
into the lake, and with me in the
stern and Bill in the bow with the
rifle to get after Mr. Moose. We
headed him before he reached the
shore and Bill wanted to know if I

thought of driving him. Now it is

an easy matter to drive a red deer,

but I have my doubts about driving

a large bull moose 'when he was so
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close to the shore, and safety, how-
ever, we tried it and soon discovered
that the canoe was in more danger
than the moose so we drew off a httle
piece and Bill planted a couple of

bullets in front of his nose. This
turned him partly away from the
shore and we kept edging him off

until we had him headed off in the
direction of the camp. I warned Bill

to be very careful and not hit the
horns, and when he was within 100
yards of shore we drew up on him and
Bill planted a bullet close to his ear,

which settled that part of the ques-
tion. The trick then wasto get him
ashore, and this was no small job, but
we finally managed it and then pro-

ceeded to measure the horns and
much to our satisfaction we found
that they were at least up to speci-
fication.

Now this, of course, was a wonder-
ful piece of good fortune, and we
should have b,een perfectly happy.
As a matter of fact we were not, and
when we had finished dressing our
kill and preparing the head for
transport we held a Council of War
and finally decided that we would
leave our outfit where it was, take in
the head and part of the meat and
return for a more extended stay in the
wilderness. This we finally did, and
the real fun of the hunt came after
the contract had been filled.

A SUCCESSFUL MOOSE HUNT IN GOOD
OLD NOVA SCOTIA

Harold G. McCulloch

THE first day of October 1917
had come at last, the day my
friend Victor Sutherland, and I

had long looked forward to, the
opening day of our annual moose
hunt.
We had planned this trip for several

months and there were very few
things missed in our outfit in the
line of provisions, smokes, rifles or
ammunition, that would be needed
for a week's outing in the tall timbers
of Guysboro county.
We had made arrangements for

two guides, Ernest Dean and Jimmie
McLean. Everything being in readi-
ness we left Westville, N. S.'', about
7.30 a.m. with a good little team for
Trafalgar, Guysboro county, the
home of our two guides.
From Westville we drove to Lome,

then took the old fifteen mile stream
road for a distance of fourteen miles
tlirough solid woods, arriving at our
guide's home about noonr where a
good meal had been prepared by
Mrs. Dean, in anticipation of our
arrival; and we certainly 'punished
it,' you can take it from me.
We did no hunting the first day,

Saturday, and on Sunday when it

rained did not move out of the house,
but had some gdod music for Mrs.
Dean had both an organ and a violin.

On Sunday night it stopped raining
and turned colder and Monday was
just an A 1 day for hunting. Accord-
ingly we made preparations for an
early start.

My guide carried a 7MM Mauser;
Victor had a Remington Pump Action
.35 calibre ; Jimmie had a .303 Savage;
and I had a Browning Automatic .35

calibre. So you see we were well

armed and the next thing was to get
our lamps on Mr. Moose.

Vic and Jimmie harnessed up their

team and drove about 12 miles far-

ther on along the 15 mile stream road
to a place named Carr's Camp, while
Ern and I stayed behind to hunt in

the Trafalgar and Caledonia section.

We started out early with ,the

intention of calling but before we got

to the place where we were going to

call there was a strong breeze blowing
so we decided to do still hunting.

We walked down the Caledonia road
about two and a half miles to Archie

lake, when we decided to leave the

road in search of old "Guy Legs."
I tell you a hike like this two and a
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half miles on a clear, October morn-
ing when everything is shining like

silver with frost before the rising sun,

sure puts a spring in your step and
a sparkle in your eye.

To come back to our search for

"Guy Legs"; we left the road, taking
a course round the head of Archie's
Lake. After travelling about a half

mile we strdck a good sized track
fairly fresh, which we decided to

follow for a way and see what would
turn up.
We had not gone far until we came

across his bed, where he had lain down
the night before, and we then knew
he was not far ahead of us for his

track from there was brand new.
We followed it for half a mile, I

should judge, when we discovered he
had joined a cow and calf. The cow
had evidently been calling him.
We went very carefully now, wind-

ing back and forth with the tracks
until we struck a heavy spruce
swamp, into which the three of them
went. There was a high hardwood
ridge on one side of the swamp and*
Ern said they were up there feeding.

We then took a circle up the edge
of the swamp. We had only gone a

few hundred yards when I thought
I heard twigs breaking, so we listened

for a few minutes and sure enough
they were there.

We crept along very slowly for a
few yards and first got a sight of the
cow and calf but did not see the

The Home of the Guides. 2. Vic and Jimmie and Their Trophy. 3. As He Fell.

4. The Writer and His Moose. .'>. Victor and His Moose.
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big buck. We sat down then on a
log and watched that cow and calf

for about five minutes. They were
feeding very peacefully and did not
know there was any one within one
hundred miles of them for the wind
was in their favor. Just then the
buck put in his appearance from
behind a little knoll. I slipped the
safety off on my Automatic, looked
the sights oyer, took a good bead
back of his fore shoulder and pulled
the trigger.

The sharp crack of that .35 Auto-
matic when it spoke out in the morn-
ing air sure put feeling in my bones
that only a man who has heard and
felt it himself can imagine or describe.

When I pulled that trigger over
the top of the knoll he went in a heap
and was out of sight in the under-
brush. He sprang to his feet again
and made for the swamp. Both Ern
and I made for it, too, but in different
directions, so that if he got past me
Ern would be likely to get a crack at
him with the Mauser.

I don't know if the moose had as
hard going when he struck the swamp
as I had, or not. I know I got into
a lot of fallen trees and underbrush
and that I tripped and fell a dozen
times in my hurry. But I just
recovered my feet in time to hear the
woods cracking and to see the old
boy coming straight at me at about
thirty or forty yards. This was when
I blessed the Automatic. This is the
only time I ever came face to face
with a wounded moose. Perhaps
some hunters don't call 25 or 30 yards
a very close corner, but I want to
tell you it was a little too close for
comfort, in my estimation.

I put the Automatic to my shoulder
once more and pulled twice. This
changed his course all right and just
as he turned I pulled again. This
bullet went under his right fore leg
and through his heart. He made one
plunge, reared on his hind legs and
tipped over backwards, never to
plunge again.

When Ern heard me shouting he
came up and we started to perform
the usual operation on our trophy.
We just got nicely started when I

heard the woods cracking and looking

round I saw the old cow coming
straight at us at a rate of speed
similar to that of the Ocean Limited
going through the Wentworth Valley
eight hours late.

I made a grab for the Automatic,
which I thought I might have to use
again in the way of self defence.
But she did not come that far but
stopped at about 40 yards and stood
for a minute or so and then walked
slowly away.
• We got our meat quartered up and
went for the horses and got it to the
road without much lugging, with the
exception of putting it on the wagon.
When we got to the house with our
meat we found that Victor and Jim-
mie had just returned also with a
nice moose. They had only hunted
for about an hour after they left

camp before they had spied their
buck and one shot from Victor's
Pump :35 broke his neck.

We measured the two sets of horns.
Vic's was 383^ inches and mine was
41 y^ inches, seven and eight points
each—two nice little junks.

We wrapped our meat with cotton
to keep it clean and got everything'
ready for an early start for home the
following morning.

Before finishing this account ' I

would like to say a word or two about
our guides. Both of them, Ern and
Jimmie, are two of the best woodsmen
and hunters I have ever hunted with
and I know Vic will say the same,
and anyone wishing to have a moose
hunt for a week or so would make no
mistake in getting in touch with either
of them. I know either would give a
hunter a good time and do everything
in his power to make the sportsman's
trip a pleasant and successful one.

We were pretty tired and when we
had got everything ready for the
start next morning we hit the hay
quite early that night and had a good
rest. Next morning we were up early

and had a good round of moose steak
before leaving. After saying good-
bye to Mrs. Dean and the guides \ye

started out on our twenty mile trip

for home, very much pleased with
our trip and very proud of our tro-

phies.



SUITABLE RIFLE3 FOR DEER SHOOTING
Ashley A. Haines

TWO or three years agoM r. Geikie, then the

able editor of Rod and Gun's Gun and Am-
munition department, requested an article

from the writer concerning suitable rifles for

deer shooting. Some of the readers may
remember some of the statements contained

inHhe article referred to and some of the rifles

the writer mentioned as having been found

the most satisfactory for his use. Some of the

readers may remember the mention that was
made of a "whittled down" .30-30 Winchester

carbine, credit for which mainly belonged to

Mr. Fcank M. Woods who has been a frequent

and interesting contributor to this department.

The little carbine referred to, as some will

probably recollect, weighed just under five

and a half pounds. To arrive at this almost

featherweight mark for this calibre Mr.
Woods had found it necessary to alter the

little gun from full to half-magazine, sub-

stituting an aluminum tube for the steel one

hollowing out the butt stock, and usipg a sole

leather butt-plate for the regular steel carbine

butt. The light weight reached in the course

of re-modelling was very near the limit,

working on the existing foundation, and when
carried in the mountains, across deep canons,

over fallen timber and through thick brush,

the going made still more difficult by deep
snow, then it was that this light weight Uttle

arm was fully appreciated.

With it the writer killed three deer, a

coyote and dozens of blue and ruffed grouse

and scores of woodchucks, the smaller game
being shot with reduced charges turned out by
the aid of the Ideal reloading tools. The
little gun in the hands of the writer's oldest

son accounted for the only bear it was trained

en. The first shot, a reduced load which, for

power, was practically a duplicate of the

.32-20 cartridge, would have killed in a few

seconds luit as a"precautionary measure" a

full .30-30 charge followed the lighter cartridge

and the bear was ready for skinning.

Now I desire to mention that while this

little gun accounted for all the large game it

was used on, and the light weight appealed to

me strongly for hunting in sections such as I

have 'mentioned, it would not be the gun I

should select or recommend for deer shooting

under all conditions. For long range shooting

where match-rifle accuracy would be extremely

desirable, a heavier rifle would be better.

But still if hunting deer where the shooting

would usually be at moderate ranges, and
such would be the conditions in the country

I have hunted in for nearly eighteen years,

a five and a half pound rifle, built on a proper

foundation and properly designed, would
be the one I should choose every time though

it would not be the arm I would always advise

the other fellow to select as I realize many
would be slow to adopt such an extremely

light weight rifle. And this reminds me that

I have heard many men of muzzle-loading

days complain of the "muzzle-light feel" of

the early repeaters like the old Henry and
'66 and '73 model Winchesters. I have
often wondered what these same men would

say if some of our present light weight re-

peaters were placed in their hands! By this

I have in mind such muzzle-light rifles as some
of the long barrelled Savage rifles and parti-

cularly the .30-40 box-magazine Winchester

with its very light-weight-muzzle 28-inch

barrel.

Great as was the change from the heavy
muzzle-loaders to the first of the repeaters,
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there were men who recognized their advan-

tages and persisted in their use until the

muzzle-light feel disappeared just as men have

found to result after becoming accustomed to

the still lighter muzzle-weight found to

exist in the latest types of repeaters like the

28-inch barrel box-magazine Winchesters and

Savage rifles. And, could the still lighter

weight rifles I have in mind (properly pro-

portioned, remember, for no existing action, in

my opinion, can by any process of "whittling"

be produced which will result in as properly

proportioned rifle as one built on a new foun-

dation) be had, I am pretty positive that it

would not be long until it would be in the

hands of many satisfied users who wPuld

find much of their hunting in rough, moun-

tainous sections where the game would be

nothing larger than deer or black bear and the

ranges usually shot not greater than those at

which such game is ordinarily killed.

Now, Mr. Landis, who is dishing up an

extremely interesting Guns and Ammunition
department, asks for something pertaining to

some of the rifles I have used on deer, effects

of different types of bullets used on such game
nature of wounds made, etc., etc. This is

some subject, believe me! To adequately

deal with some of the interesting experiences

which have befallen me would fill a pretty

good-sized book, so it will at once be apparent

that in this department where -space is limit-

ed but little better can be done than to briefly

touch on a few of the many instances which

occur to me.

First permit me to say that I crippled quite

a number of deer years ago which were never

secured. And these unfortunate results were

obtained with rifles which others were having

the very best of results with. Now where

shall we place the blame? With the shooter,

certainly. Why did I have the crippled ones

when others using similar guns and ammuni-
tion were getting their deer regularly enough?
I was hitting my deer but not getting all of

them. Those shooting under no worse con-

ditions with similar rifles and cartridges were
getting their game. Why the difference? I

can think of but one explanation and that is

this: Evidently I was merely shooting at my
deer and not at some certain spot on that deer.

Shooting at a running deer, plunging through

thick brush, over windfalls or dodging among
big boulders up or down steep mountain
sides, one may not be surprised to hit a deer

under such conditions anywhere; no, nor

surprised if he misses it clean. But when

a man misses or only cripples a standing deer

at moderate ranges he can place the blame
where it properly belongs—on himself. Some
of my crippled deer were shot while standing

but only partly seen through thick brush.

After I finally came to the conclusion that it

was a mistake shooting at a deer not perfectly

enough outlined to be certain where I was
holding, and simply forced myself to make
my first shot land in the vitals, I began to get

dead instead of crippled deer. Then another

thing that has contributed to my success in

deer hunting is I hunt much more carefully

having discovered many years ago that it is

not the amount of ground you hunt over in a

day that counts but the manner in which

you hunt over it. Go slow and carefully

and get all the standing shots you can and be

sure as possible that your first shot is all that

will be required.

Yes, I believe I realize the importance of a

quick second or third shot, when required,

as well as any one; but I have made it a

practice for many years to fire my first shot

as deliberately as though using a single-shot

or a muzzle-loader. Several times a second

or third shot has followed when the deer would

make his twenty foot bounds in his attempted

getaway usually to^discover that the first shot

was all that was needed. The unnecessary

second and third shot have been due simply

to the fact that the deer do not always fall

instantly when shot through the vitals. M«st

of my standing deer have bee» sh«t in the

heart region,—usually a few inches above the

heart, yet I believe it very near the truth

to say that most of them have made at least

a few jumps after receiving the bullet. From
my experience with all the different rifles

and types of cartridges used on deer, I should

not Select the heart region as the best for

instantly killing a deer or, for that matter,

any game. Still I remember not many years

years ago the statement appearing that a;

heart shot was always instantly fatal. The
theory may be good but in practice it won't

pan out a fact. As an example I might

mention having seen a large bear shet

through the centre of the heart with a .38-40

Colt revolver which ran an estimated 40#

yards. Some story but fact just the same.

From what I have written, som« may gel

the impression that as I am very particular

to make my first shot a fatal one I might

as well go back to the single-shot rifle. Please

don't misunderstand me. I could be perfectly

satisfied with a Winchester single shot rifle,

in very light weight form (if such an arm coutd

be had) if living in a good gamt country.
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Nevertheless I realize the advantage of a

quick second or third shot, when it is needed

as well, perhaps, as any one. And while,

as intimated, I do my best to make the first

shot a fatal one I find that if another is>

required I only have to pull the trigger as the

habit of manipulating the lever the second

the shot is fired was formed so long ago that it

is likely never to be forgotten. Right here,

though it has not been requested, I am going

to hand out a bit of advice for those who may
need it that had the same advice been handed
me years ago would have been appreciated:

It is Uiis: Hunt your deer carefully; get as

many standing shots as possible: if you get

the standing shot don't say "Shoo!" (as you
might be excused for doing if after chickens

with a "scatter gun") just for a chance at

your mowitch on the jump, but hold for a

vital spot and don't pull until you feel certain

your hold is right. If you miss, or he jumps
before you have time to shoot, then go right

after him in earnest. The quicker I shoot

under such conditions (that is after he has

jumped) the better chance I seem to have
of doubling that deer up head in the air; and
I have heard other deer hunters say the same
thing. But my first shot at a standing deer

is invariably very deliberately taken.

What is the best make, model, calibre and
weight of rifle for deer shooting? I have used,

I presume, more than my share of the various

.American-made rifles but I am not going to

state which of the many I have used will be

found the best for the other fellow. That is a

matter he'll l/est decide, after experience with

various rifles, lor himself. I can easily state

which of the many I have used seem to suit

me the best. Among the high-power rifles

giving velocities around 2000 feet per second

I certainly do like the .30-30 Winchester. If

weight is- not objectionable, the full length

standard 26-inch octagon barrel rifle with full

magazine suits me finely- I don't know of

another gun that seems to hang more perfectly

for me than this one does. The extra-light-

weight .30-30 of this make is also fine and a

bit better where the going is difficult and
ounces are worth eliminating. For ordinary

work, which means in brushy, timbered or

rough hilly sections, the carbine in this

model is excellent and I could tell of many
a mowitch a victim to several of those excel-

lent little guns I have used successfully on this

game. The regular half-magazine Winches-

ter carbine in the .30-30 calibre is also fine

and a bit lighter but perfectly dependable

and to be strongly recommended for the man

who wants about the lightest weight possible

without whittling down as Mr. Woods did the

gun which I have already described. I have
killed deer with all the .30-30's mentioned
above except the standard weight half-maga-

zine carbines and can say with an assurance

of being pretty nearly right, that any one
having any such arm in good condition,

properly sighted, and used with good ammuni-
tion, will get his deer as regularly as any man
with any gun provided the man with the .30-

30 does his part.

I do not claim that guns of the .30-30 class

will drop deer, or any big game as quickly at

all times as though shot with some of the 3000-

ft. sec. guns now appearing on the market,

for it should be plain to any one that such

guns delivering a bullet ,at such terrific speed
will knock the life out of the game
quicker, on the average, provided the bullet

reaches the vitals, than most bullets generally

used travelling at 2CKX) or less feet per second.

But from, what I can learn concerning the

extremely high-velocity guns, when used on

deer, the game, after being shot, resembles

sausage a bit too much for me.

In speaking of the guns of the .30-30 class

I have in mind the well-known .30-30 Win-
chesters, Savages and Remingtons using the

.30-30 .32 Special, 303 Savage and .32-40

H. P. calibres. The cartridges used, and the

guns using the cartridges, are all good but I

prefer the Winchester myself due to being

old fashioned, I suppose, and prefer a hammer
gun. I have killed deer with the Savages and
Remingtons and anyone having either make
should have venison for the frying pan if the

conditions, when the deer is finally sighted,

are at all good.

As I am writing by request of personal

experiences, I might say that it iS my belief

the .30-30 will usually mutilate a deer more
than the .30-40-220 cartridge. And for this

reason. The .30-30 seems to almost invari-

ably expand fully as much as any one could

desire, at ordinary ranges, on such game as

deer. Even on coyotes (and I have killed a

lot of them with the .30-30 Winchester) and
also on gray wolves, the soft-point .30-30

bullet ruptures well and the animals with

which it connects generally get very nearly

all of its force. The .30-40-220 bullet will

upset, all right, but the tendency is not to

rupture so badly on animals of the deer size

as does the .30-30. On such game the .30-30

judging from my experience and what I can
learn from others, usually makes the most
ragged wound. However the .30-40 is un-
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doubtedly the most reliable in uniformity

of expansion and penetration as it surely

upsets, but seldom, if ever, on deer flies to

pieces as badly as the .30-30's sometimes do.

The .33 Winchester is very like the .30-30 in

its action on deer -as the soft point-bullet

ruptures much more than does the .30-40-220.

Here is the way I shall dispose of the two car-

tridges —the .30-30 and .30-40-220. If all

my deer shooting were to be confined to the

biggest of the big mule deer (the tough old

bucks) I rather think I'd choose the .30-40-220

(|^ box-magazine Winchester and use the 220-

grain bullet. If I really thought I had to have

a gun with greater velocity I'd use the same
gun with the soft-point 150 grain sharp-point

Winchester bullet which, I believe, gives 2650

f.s. velocity. But for deer hunting under all

conditions the .30-30 (I am considering the

smokeless guns, now^ remember) would be my
choice.

I have spoken of the penetration of the 220-

grain .30-40 bullet being more uniform than

the .30-30 when used on deer. In this one

respect only does it seem to me to be superior

to the .30-30 for deer. I doubt very much if

it will drop a broadside deer any quicker, o^

perhaps so quick, as will the .30-30 as I have

found the .30-30 to give greater mutilation, as

a rule, on deer than the .30-40. But if, as

sometimes happens, one strikes a big deer

quartering say from one hip through to the

opposite shoulder, as will sometimes happen
in running shooting, then it is that the .30-40-

220 has it o\ er tjie .30-30 and other cartridges

of its class. The 220-grain bullet will come
nearer reaching the vitals than the .30-30 just

as some of the old .40 and .45 calibre lead

bullets would be found better than some of

the soft-point, small-calibre bullets more
generally used these latter days for deer shoot-

ing.

And that reminds me of an experience I

once had with a large buck shot at an estim-

ated range of 350 yards with a Remington-
Hepburn single-shot rifle using the paper-

patched .40-70-330 Sharps straight-shell

cartridge. The bullet shattered the left

hip bone and passed entirely through the

deer (he was far above the average size)

lodging against the skin of right shoulder.

This bullet svas upset at the front end back
for about one-third its length and I dare say

would have weighed within a few grains of

standard. Now had this been a .30-30, or

some of the 3000-ft. sec. bullets, would it have

reached the shoulder? I doubt it very much.

Possibly an occasional b\illet of this type might

have equalled the old .40-70 but I doubt if any
of the smokeless guns with their soft-point

bullets would show as uniform penetration

under identical conditions as would some of

our old .40 and 45 calibre bullets. To be
sure I realize penetration is not always a test

of killing power. You want a bullet that

ruptures, or upsets to a certain extent, but I

cannot think that one wants a bullet that for

any reason flies to pieces too often, or to such

an extent as to vary greatly in penetration.

I could mention instances where some of the

most popular small-bores had been found

deficient in this respect but as others using the

same guns have failed to encounter the same
difficulty I will pass on.

I have written considerable concerning the

desirability of a light weight rifle for deer

shooting under conditions where a heavy
rifle could not be conveniently carried. Now
permit me to say a few words concerning the

big-bore rifles of which we hear less and less

as the years go by. If weight of rifle were not

an objection and the range would seldom

be greater than 150 yards, and I wanted what
we often hear about, the real "WHderness
rifle," do you know what I'd surely have and

tie to for keeps'? It would be the old reliable

1886 Winchester in either A5-''0 or .45-10

calibre but loaded with the old 350 grain

bullet first brought out for the Old Centennial

Winchester. That combination has killed_

about everything in the game line that has

ever existed on the Western hemisphere

(barring pre-historic animals, of course), as

well as having found plenty of admirers in

India and Africa.

I should use the 350-grain bullet, nothing .

heavier and nothing lighter, and DuPont
No. 80 powder, or, if this wasn't in reach,

DuPont No. 1. Either are good enough.

Lacking these, some brand of good old black

powder would be pressed into service aftd I

should expect to land my mowitch just as

regularly as in the black powder days when
we had but an occasional dream of smokeless

powder or greater than black-powder veloci-

ties. A good brand of black powder then,

DuPont's, Hazzards or Laflin and Rand,

properly loaded behind a suitably lubricated

cast bullet and the game was ready for the

frying pan when the rifle cracked if the man
behind the gun had been looking straight.

I am pretty certain that I am now laying

myself open to ridicule, but I might as well

say it now as any time and have it over.

A man is hardly considered a hunter unless

he uses the most modern smokeless gun,
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and while I seldom take the same rifle in the

hills twice in succession, I must say that for

several years I have used m> little .38-40

Winchester, model 1892, for deer shooting as

frequently as my high-power smokeless rifles.

.\nd it has killed all the deer it has been

iilsed on but three. Yes, three were missed

olean^no blood for which I was thankful.

Eighteen were shot at. One of three missed

I believe, would have been secured had I

been usning one of my .30-30 Winchesters as

the naiss, I think, was dup to underestimating

the range. Two of the fifteen secured had

been shot previously by others, the first of

these two receiving a soft-point .33 Winches-

ter close to the heart which would have killed

in a few seconds as a bullet from the .33 will

kill a deer as surely and quickh as any gun of

equal velocity, its only fault, if fault it can

he called, is it, in my opinion, mutilates a bit

unnecessarily . The .38-40 dropped this deer

as it attempted to run fast through thick

timber at about fifty yards. The other deer

(killed since this article was started) had had
a leg broken by another to be killed later by
the writer with a single shot from the .38-40.

Some will ridicule, possibly , the man who in

these days of ultra-high velocity rifles would

use such an arm as a .38-40 or.44-40 for deer

or any other game, but for much of my hunt-

ing I'd fully as soon have one of these calibers

—I'm not at all particular which— as any

of our smokeless rifles of any make or grade;

and I have said quite a bit at different times

concerning the desirable features to be fouWd

in the more modern rifles. Where the shoot-

ing is likely to be at ranges beyond 150 yards

these two calibers, as well as most of the old

lilack powder calibres, are entirely outclassed

by the modern smokeless rifles, but at ranges

not greater than 1.50 yards there are plenty

of hunters using these low-velocity rifles who
manage to get their mowitch as frequently

as the high-power man shooting the more
powerful and far more expensive modern
cartridges.

For moderate r anges, the 1892 Winchester

suits me finely for deer shooting. The gun,

while not as light as it might easily have been.

is certainly not heavy as was its predecessor

the famous 1873 model, and is so easily mani-
pulated and so sure in action and beautiful

in design that one cannot well help but fall

in love with it. Its big brother, the 1886

model, has always been a favorite with me and
if needing any arm of its power I'd often be

found in the hills with one of them. The
.30-30 for a moderate high-power suits me
well enough for deer though a still lighter

weight arm using this ammunition would be

eagerh jumped at by the writer if one were
placed oil the market. Then, as mentioned
before, if a longer range, high-power rifle was
needed, I know of nothing now in reach that

would suit me better than the .30-40 box-

magazine Winchester with the soft-point

150-grain bullet. Two other anus I might
mention that for special occasions would be

suitable for my use. One would be the

Winchester single shot rifle fitted with the

28-inch barrel used on the .30-40 Winchester
box-magazine rifle. Such an arm, of course,

the makers have never offered us but had
they turned out sucli an arVn, as they easily

could have done, there'd have been many
such rifles sold to hunters who have balked

at the heavy weight .30-40 single shot

—

the gu'n with its No. 3 barrel, you know,
weighs something like nine and a half pounds
and not many of ye modern hunters take

kindly to a rifle of such excessive weight

even if it does have the best single-shot action

in existence. The other, rifle—, well, "there

aint no such critter" at present, but if the

"whittling down" scheme works, as I fully

expect it will, I hope later on, to show photos

of the gun in this magazine as well as give a

full description of same. It won't be exactly

what I would have if it were possible to build

from the foundation up, but for the purpose

intended ahd working on an existing founda-

tion, I have every reason to believe the little

arm I have in mind will weigh not over

4^ pounds, will equal practically its original

accuracy and will be, for my purpose, suffici-

ently powerful for deer shooting under the

conditions under which it is expected to be

used. More concerning all this when success

is attained. Until then, so-long.

FIGHTING IN THE AIR
AVIATEUR CaNADIEN

THE iMilor of this Department has

requested me to relate some oi m\
experiences as a war pilot for the benefit

of the readers oJ Rod and Gun. I shall

endeavor to give you an idea of the ups and
downs ot an airman's life, both before and
after obtaining the much coveted wings, the

sign of the fully trained pilot.
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The embro flier is first grounded in the

theoretical end of the game, which comprises

a course in the theorj of flight, aeroplane

construction, engineering, meteorology and
armament. None of these subjects sound

particularly interesting, yet the> are all

necessar> lorerunners of the practical side

of the work which follows.

It is a great moment in one's life when
notice is received to prepare for the trial

flight. If the would be pilot comes through

this test successfully, he knows that there is a

fair prospect that he ma\ in the near future

be able to take a machine up b\ himself.

After throe or four hours dua' training, made
up of nights of from fifteen to thirty minutes'

duration, with an instructor, followed by a

serries of landing practices, the pupil is

usually declared ready for his first solo, or

flight alone.

If the first flight comes off without mishap,

the pupil continues to practice and as he

increases in fiying efficiency, he is put on

faster machines until finally he becomes able

to handle the very fast scout or fighting planes.

Next to the actual flying, the most import-

ant training that the pilot receives is a course

in aerial giinneryi. This course lasts about

two weeks and when it is over the pilot knows
machine guns from A to Z. The mechan-

isms of the Lewis and the Vickers machine

guns are first taught, and this is followed by a

thorough drilling in their manipulation, and

also in target practice.
' After gaining a fair amount of efficiency in

manipulating the guns with the full use of all

his faculties, the pilot is blind-folded and

restricted to the use of one hand. Every

third or fourth cartridge in the feed is doc-

tored to cause a certain kind of a jam in the

working of t^e gun. The pilot learns to

differentiate between these jams by the sense

of touch alone, and to clear them accordingly

.

The reason for this training is, that when
in the air the pilot cannot always see what
sort of a jam has occurred, and he must be

able to tell what has gone wrong by feeling.

Moreover, one hand has always to be on the

control lever of the aeroplane, and it is nec-

essary to be able to clear the jams with the

one hand which is free.

Service ammunition is more faulty than

one might suppose, and the pilot who becomes

dexterous enough to clear jams while flying

finds it a distinct advantage. To say the

least it is decidedly annoying to be in the

middle of a scrap and have our guns sud-

denly "cut out." Misfires or slightly bulged

cases can usually be treated in a second, but

a bad bulge or a separated case means break

off from the fight if you can get away, which

may pfove to be extremely difficult if_the

odds are against you.

In the gunnery course one spends hours

firing hundreds upon hundreds of rounds at

both stationary apd moving targets, designed

to be as nearly as possible like an aeroplane

in flight. This is followed by firing from an

aeroplane at targets in the nir. The aerial

target which we ue.fed was suspended from a

balloon.

No very brilliant scores were made, as not

being experienced pilots we were afraid of

running into the balloon cable, so we did our

practicing at long range.

One day one of the boy's declared that he

was going to fly close enough to the target

to make a good score. He became so inter-

ested in his shooting that he forget all about

the cable, and ran slap into it about 800 feet

above the earth.

Strange to say the cable held, and the ma-

chine slid down it to the ground. We pulled

the would be marksman out of the \\Teckage,

and on regaining consciousness his first words

were "What's my score?" No one had the

courage to tell him that he had scored a suc-

cession of goose eggs.

At the conclusion of the gunnery coiirse I

was sent to France along with several other

pilots who had been with me throughout the

training in England. A few days after reach-

ing our base depot we were separated, and

sent to various squadrons which were in need

of pilots; there to work out our destinies in the

great struggle for existence.

I was so fortunate as to be sent to the

crack fighting squadron where I was given

a new machine, the first which I could really

look on as my own. Needless to say it was the

latest thing of its kind and I was very anxious

to try it out.

After I had had a couple of daysin which

to become accustomed to my new aeroplane,

for like people each aeroplane has its peculi-

arities,_ one of the older pilots escorted me to

my first view of the lines. We kept sufTici-

ently to our side to be ou't of the danger zone,

and flew low, so that I could get an idea oiT the

lay of the country in our particular sector of

the front. From the height of five thousand

feet the trenches spread out below like a fine

network of ribbons. I made several trips, and

consulted the maps a good many times, before

I could distinguish between our own trenches

and those of the enemy.
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The foIUwiag dav I was assigned to one of

the flights, and had my first taste of actual

warfare. Our flight consisted ol five ma-

chines. The flight commander fiew in the

lead, the other machines in a close wedge

shaped formation. Wc left the ground at ten

a.m. to go on a hostile patrol. When we had

reached a height of fourteen thousand feet

our leader led us across the lines into hostile

territory and soon afterwards I got the

fright of m> young life. A Hunarchie (anti-

aircraft battery) opened up on us, and the,

high explosive shells began to burst all around

us. One would hear the explosiom, see a ball

of smoke and then the concussion would

cause the aeroplane to rock. In my inexperi-

ence I thought that we must assuredly all be

blown to pieces before the show endeed.

This was a little treat that the Huns gave

us whenever we appeareed o\'er their terri-

tory, and I soon learned not to pay any atten-

tion to their little joke. Occasionally a

machine would be brought down by shell

fire, but more often they were entirely missed

or only slightly damaged.

My attention was so fully occupied in

keeping my plane in the formation that I

had very little time to look around me. Like

all other new pilots I had to depend on my
comrades at first for protection from hostile

aircraft. It is not long though before one

de\ elops eyes in the back of one's head.

Before going up I had been instructed to

stick with the formation no matter what

happened, as the enemy were always on the

lookout for stragglers. Despite my best

efforts to the contrary, I lost the formation

at last, and as the countr>- was all new to me
I did not know which way to go to get back

to the aerodrome.

Being lost I headed West until certain that

the lines were well behind me, and then landed.

I discovered that I was about forty miles from

home. I managed to get lost twice more

in covering that forty miles but finally got

home three hours late for lunch. Incident-

ally I had been reported as "missing" but

that little error was soon rectified.

[
During the next few weeks I learned a great

P deal about the work of a fighting squadron.

» We went on hostile patrols twice daily,

' weather permitting, and I obtained a great

deal of useful knowledge from discussing

aerial tactics with the experienced members

•f the squadron. The squadron's work was

primarily fighting. Each flight that went on

{Mtrol was on the look out for enemy machines,

'ftmd a fi^ht. Occasionally our work was

varied a little when we would go as an escort

to the slower two seated machines which

were doing photographic work.

A great deal of strategy and genera\ship

must be displayed in successful aerial warfare.

Much depends upon the flight leader, and no

light responsibility rests upon his shoulders,

as he is largely responsible for the members
of his flight. His endeavor is to take the

enemy by surprise, and of course he has to

guard against surprise.

A favorite trick of both sides was to hide

in the sun, and suddenly pounce on any
unwary enemy machine which happened to

come within striking distance. At times

several machines would hide in the'sun, and a

single machine would fly three thousand feet

below as a bait for the enemy. When the

bait was attacked the machines which were

lying in wait above would dive down, and
quite often take the enemy completely by

surprise.

My first scrap taught me more about

fighting than all the theoretical training

which I had previously had. It was only

the most phenomenal luck which pulled me
through that first fight with a whole skin, at

I made a couple of mistakes which^in the

majority of cases prove fatal, but as I said

before, all the luck in the world was mine that

day.

I had been sent up to drive away a Hun
machine which was doin^ artillery spotting.

When I arrived at that sector where the Hun
was reported to be working, no machine was

in sight, so I concluded that he had finished

his work and had gone home. I decided to

cruise around a little and see if something

exciting might not turn up. Before long I

sighted a machine about two miles behind the

German lines. After looking around care-

fully to see if any other enemy machines

were in the vicinity, and seeing none, I

started after the machine which I had sighted.

I had not gone far, when I heard the familiar

"KAK, KAK, KAK," of a machine gun, and

saw the smoke of tracer bullets too near to be

comfortable.

A Hun two seater had come out of the sun,

and taken me completely by surprise. The
enemy machine was passing under me and the

observer was firing like mad at a range of not

more than fifty feet. I immediately forgot

all I had been told about not attacking a two

seater without first manoeuvering to corns

in on the blind spot, which is the only safe

method of attack. As I say, I forgot every-

thing, and saw red; consequently turning
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to attack directly into the observer's line of

fire. It was simply a contest to see who would
score a bull first and I won. Having silenced

the rear gun, I manoeuvered for a favorable

position to attack the pilot, and pressed both

firing levers. "Kak, Kak," and both guns

jammed at the same time. When this

happened, I happened to look up and saw
seven enemy scouts diving towards me. I

immediately thought of the old saying, "Go
West, young man, go West, and grow up with

the countrj"." To think, was to act, and you
can safely bet that on the homeward journey

my machine exceeded all the known speed

limits of the past, present and future. On
landing it was discovered that my machine

was literally riddled with bullet holes, but

fortunately no hits had scored in a vital

part. This little experience impressed on me
the foll> of attacking a two seater in the hap-

hazard style just described. "Never again."

I think that I may say without fear of,

contradiction, that aerial fighting is the most
exciting sport in the world. The manoeuvers
are executed at a speed of from eighty to one

hundred and fifty miles an hour or even more
at times. A fight does not usually last as

long as it takes to tell about it afterwards, but

while it is on, things are certainly moving
SOME.
The main object of course, is to obtain the

advantage of position, and once that is ob-

tained a good shot can usually put his oppon-

ent out of action in a very few seconds. Good
shooting is the keynote of success in this

kind of fighting. The pilot who can accur-

ately train his guns on the enemy in the mini-

mum of time is the successful fighter, ever>'

time.

There are two methods of aiming a machine
gun in the air, namely, by using the sights,

or by witching the trail of smoke from the

tracer bullets which are used, and correcting

the aim accordingly.

The latter method is the more popular

as one can find the target quicker. Most
scraps take place at ranges of from one hundred
feet to one hundred yards, which allows very

little time for monkeying with sights. A
hasty glance may be taken over the sights to

get the general direction of the target, then the
firing levers are pressed, and the trails of

smoke from the tracers show what
correction is necessary. Of course, some
pilots stick to the sights, but it is a slower

method.

The sights usually consist of a large bead

in front, and a very large peep sight (about

four inches in diameter) at the rear. The
peep sight is marked qfl in quadrants and
certain position on the dividing lines indicate

the correct sighting for certain angles of

attack at a set speed. The idea is splendid

where time is not at a premium, but is too

slow for snap shooting.

The difficulty of shooting accurately from
an aeroplane may be illustrated by com-
parison with ground work.

How many marksmen have we can score

even a small percentage of hits with a rifle,

when shooting at birds flying? The airman
is expected to make a high score on a target

travelling about one hundred miles an hour,

when he is travelling at a similar speed and at

any old angle to the target. Consider the
mental gymnastics which the pilot has to go
through in figuring out the correct lead for the

various angles of attack, and at constantly

varyihg speeds. Notwithstanding these dif-

ficulties I have seen a star man shoot his

opponent down, by firing only five shots, the

engagement lasting less than that many
seconds.

The pilots are continually practicing marks-
manship at various kinds of ground targets.

The most popular form of target is a piece

of painted canvas cut to represent an aero-

plane and spread out on the ground. The
pilots dive at this target from a thousand or

fifteen hundred feet, firing as many rounds

as possible in the short time 'which the dive

lasts.

Our machines were armed with two Vickers

machine guns, mounted rigidly, side by side,

on the body of the machine, and slightly below

the level of the pilot's eyes. The guns were

directed towards the target by the pilot man-
oeuvring the machine. In other words the

altering of the path of flight of the machine
altered the direction in which the guns were

pointing.

The guns synchronized with the propeller,

so that the bullets would not hit the blades.

This was effected by means of cams which

prevented the guns firing whenever the pro-

peller blades were passing in front of the

muzzles. The rate of fire of each of the guns

was about four hundred rounds per miniute,

and the guns fired singly or together simply

by pressing the small firing levers.

We used the regular .30.3 ammunition, with

full metal patched spitzer bullets. Every

third cartridge in the feed bells contained

a little magnesium in the base of the bullet.

The magnesium burns, leaving a small trail

of smoke as the bullet travels through the air,
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thus marking the flight of the bullet through

the air.

These bullets were not very accurate

except at very short range, still they were

sufficiently occurate to give one a good idea

of where one's shots were going. When a

tracer bullet penetrated a gasoline tank, it

set fire to the contents and the aeroplane

would go down in flames. This was a com-
mon occuiance, and I need scarcely add, was

dreaded by all airmen. Our machines were

not armour plated anywhere, as plate meant

'

extra weight, with a corresponding loss of

speed, and also of performance. We were

not bothered to any extent by trajectory, as is

the land sportsman, as our range seldom

exceeded one hundred or one hundred and
fifty yards, and for that distance our guns

shot flat enough for all practical purposes.

The Huns used armour piercing bullets to

some extent, the object being to damage
our engines.

Flying is, in my opinion, the most interest-

ing branch of the military service, and I came
to that conclusion after having previously

served in the Infantry, Cavalry, and ArtUIery.

It may be a short life, but it is also a merry one.

No other service presents so much scope for

the individual to develop himself and prove

his ability. The development of flying is at

present only in its infancy, but the present

development indicates wonderful possibilities.

I feel certain that the time is not faf distant

when travelling by air will be almost as

common as travelling by land.

EXPERIENCES WITH SHOTGUNS
J. H. Chisholm

SOME five or six years ago, as I was
wandering with my chum through a

small patch of woods locally known as

"bald hill" looking for something to shoot in

the line of crows or other vermin, we came
suddenly upon a newly erected slaughter-house

situated among some small spruce and alders

near the shore.

This was in the middle of March with the

snow still on the ground and the trees near

the building were literally black with crows.

There were fully four hundred in sight.

I had a small rifle with me at the time and as

I owned no shotgun the sight of so many crows

within easy reach of home decided me to buy
one. So, in May, I proceeded to buy the gun

I could afford and not the one that I wanted,

viz; a Harrington & Richardson single barrel

12 gauge.

I knew very little about shotguns at that

time and even less about the ammunition

so took anything that the dealer offered

for a start.

Poor success fell to my lot at first as there

seemed to be something wrong with both the

gun and the load. Very often I undershot

when the bird seemed to be fnirly centered. I

finally discovered that the gun had too much
drop, being 3% indies at the butt with a 13

inch pull.

Next cam.e the lo.nd. I had been using

Kynock shells lo;ided with .'i dnmis :ind one

ounce No. 6 chilled. 1 made lc fr:ime 1 by 4

feet and covered it with cheap waU paper.

white side out, measured off forty yards and
started in.

Those Kynock shells gave very poor results,

averaging about 35 per cent in the 30 inch

circle at 40 yards. Why?
A copy of "Guncraft" coming about this

time gave me the reason.

The English shells were. loaded to give a

velocity of 1050 feet per second with 3 drams
bulk and one and one-eighth ounces of shot.

Therefore with but one ounce of shot the

velocity would be higher.

Having a few "Arrow" shells left, these were

next tried. The load was three and one-

fourth drams DuPont and one and one-eighth

ounces of No. 6 chilled shot. The results

were about the same as the Kynock shells.

The reason was too much velocity.

Next came "Nitro Club" shells loaded with

3 drams of DuPont and one and one-eighth

ounces of 6's chilled. These were better,

averaging about 55 per cent, but like all shells

that I ever used loaded with DuPont the

velocity was too high for best results in the

ordinary gun.

Best results were secured with "Remington"
shells loaded with 3 drams powder and one

and one-eighth ounces of 6 chilled shot.

These gave a 60 per cent, pattern, and fairly

even. I tried a few trap loads of 24 grains

Ballistite and one and one-fourth ounces of

sevens and one-half, chilled. l"hese averaged

about 61 per cent. One shot with this load,

was extremely close. I somehow swung off
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the target at the instant of firing, which put

the pattern so far to one side as to leave room
for only three fourths of the 30 inch circle,

and in this three-fourths of the circle were
contained 75 per cent of the shot pattern.

Thus, I found that the lower the velocity

the closer and evener the pattern.

A Mr. Richmond, writing to the "National

Sportsman" about this time had this to say

in regard to testing your gun." Try your gun
at 40 yards on the cover of a"National Sports-

man" using one and one-eighth ounces of No.
6 chilled shot. The gun that puts 15 on the

cover and 10 through the magazine is a good
one. Not every gun will do it."

Of course I had to try that also so I secured

several pieces of cardboard the size of the

"National Sportsman" to shoot at as I think

too much of the magazines to destroy them.

With the Remington shells and 3 drams
powder and one and one-eighth ounces of^

Number 6 chilled shot, this gun averaged 15

pellets on the paper and later when tried for

penetration on the magazine, about one half

of the pellets went completely through it.

One trial with "Nitro Club" shells loaded

with 24 grains Ballistite and one and one-

eighth ounces of number 5 chilled shot, gave
17 pellets on the same target.

I measured many of the shots at crows on
trees also and a great many were killed at

35 to 40 yards and a few at longer ranges.

Incidentally I might say that the tots'

number killed that summer was 37. They
were very tame 'and very rarely flew over
fifty yards when fired upon. These were all

shot in spare time, evenings, holidays, etc.

One Saturday evening between six o'clock and
nine, I killed 8 of the black rascals and would
have killed more if the shells had held out.

Of course, other shooters got their share

also. The inevitable result was that the

crows were thinned out and finally became
so wary that I have only killed one in the last

year and that with a Stevens Favorite .22

long rifle at 125 measured yards.

We don't look for much in a cheap gun and
I think this was an exceptionally good one. I

fired about 400 shells through it without doing
the gun any harm and when I sold it on ac-

count of the too crooked stock, it was as tight

as when new.

I also loaded some of the "Arrow" shells

by hand with 3 drams Deadshol bulk smoke-
less and the only shot 1 had on hand at the

time, "BB's." Thege were used on game only

and gave better results and less recoil than

any factory loads tried. Once 1 killed two

cranes with one shot at about 70 yards with

this load. These shells were loaded as

follows—U.M.C. No. 33 primer, 3 drams
Deadshot, one homemade card wad, one

Winchester three eighths inch white felt,

another card wad, one and one-eighths ounces

"BB's" card wad, and a one-eighth inch

square crimpf. y
After disposing of this gun my mind grad-

ually turned to the smaller gauge until I

finally purchased an Iver Johnson 28 gauge
single gun. I had read much about the

wonderful results secured with the smaller

gauges, how they equalled and sometimes
exceeded the performance of a 12 gauge, etc.,

and was somewhat surprised on trying this

one to find that it did not equal the 12 I had
just described. The gun fitted perfectly, 14

inch pull and two and three fourths inches

drop, with a rather high comb but rather butt

heavy.

This was remedied by removing the butt

plate and boring out the stock until the

balance was correct.

Next I tried it on a target and found the

shot balled badly, there being a hole like a

bullet hole near the top and another near the

bottom in the right hand corner, with some
few scattering shot between.

Examination of the chamber showed that

the cone, instead of being a straight taper was
somewhat concaved with a sharp raised butt

where it joined the barrel.

Afterthis was removed and the cone polished,
the gun shot better but not very much better.

The next step was to measure the shell, which
was two and one half inches long and the

shell chamber was two and seven eighths with

a three eighths cone.

So, being something of a mechanic, I made
a bushing of hard brass to fit the forward part

of the chamber and properly tapered for the

cone and drove this tightly into the chamber
to fill the gap ahead of the shell leaving

about one thirty second inch clearance after

the shell was opened out and so taper into

the bushing where the cone should be.

After reaming and polishing the bushing,

the gun was again tried and was found to

shoot fairly even but not close enough. As I

could not procure the shells I wanted the next

best were tried, being Winchester Repeater,

loaded with one and three fourths drams of

black powder and five eighthsounceof number
8 soft shot. Also some Nitro Club shells

loaded with one and three fourths Du Pont

bulk, and five eighths ounce of number 6

chilled shot.
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The number 8 shot did the best work of any
tried but at the best the pattern was too open

averaging about 35 per cent in a 24 inch circle

at 30 yards. A better gun would do better

but no more small gauge guns for me. A 12

or larger will be my choice in the future.

In closing would say that if Mr. Landis had

been here when the crows were plenty he

would have had his fill of shooting with any

weapon as you could get any desired shot

from 1.5 yards to 500 and lots of them. Now
however, the crows are gone and my gun

cabinet is therefore minus a shotgun but still

contains a Ross .303, a Stevens Favorite .22

long rifle, and a single shot target pistol made
by myself from a Hamilton No. 27 rifle of .22

calibre. .

If the Editor ever forgives me I will send

in a description of the pistol, how it was made
and show a snap shot of pistol and target with

the distance, ammunition, etc.

(Note,—I would be very glad to receive

this description and targets, and also, about

that crow shooting, you ought to try a scope

sighted .25 calibre rifle if you ever get the

chance. It will make even crows most
mighty exclusive and particular about the

common people that are allowed to approach
within shooting distance. I always did take a

large amount of enjoyment out of landing an

86 grain bullet on an old crow that was

yelling at me at what he imagined was a per-

fectly safe range.—Editor.)

TEACHING FRIEND WIFE TO SHOOT
R. H. Davidson

TEACHING my wife to shoot a small

calibre rifle has been one of the pleasures

of my hobby. Said hobby is known as

"Gundesitis." My father who was nearly as

fond of the rifle as mj^self diagnosed my case as

such. My wife fully believing his diagnosis

correct therefore had faith in my teachings in

how to hit a distant target and hit it often.

Being very fond of small bore shooting myself

there was no reason why my better half could

not help to increase this pleasure so forthwith

her ladyship broke into the game. The first

weapon used was a Winchester single shot,

open sights (unadjustable) and using the

Long cartridge. Truly not a very good com-
bination to start with but nevertheless the

little arm was much more accurate than her

holding showed on the paper. At the begin-

ning many a bullet had an uncanny way of

eluding the target entirely. Said target

being six inches square at 25 yards. At last

one day one of the many ten shot strings

decided to all stay on the paper and from that

on they were always to be found and the dis-

persion was noticeably smaller from day to

day until the little Winchester and its open
sights were outclassed by its pupil.

The next stage was started with a Savage
repeater with Lyman tang peep and combina-
tion bead foresight. This combination with

the use of a sling to aid holding improved the

groups on the standard 25 yard target with one

inch bull and half inch centre until the scores

began to creep up toward 50 and 60 and an

occasional string of ten shots totalling 70.

The stock of the Savage being a trifle too long

further progress would be up hill work and
discouraging, and not wishing to shorten this

stock as it fitted me snug and had just the

right feel I purchased a Ross single shot

to complete the course. This arm was cut

down in the stock to measure 12M inches

from trigger to butt-plate. This alteration

with the addition of a substantial sling strap

insured comfort, which by the way is I believe

one of the most desirable points in any arm.

The Ross is equipped with a small rear apera-

ture sight mounted just to rear of bolt on

back end of receiver. To finish it off the

regular square block foresight was taken off

and a Lyman aperture globe sight substituted.

This made as nice a combination as could be

wished for and I advised my wife if she

couldn't still progress to the extent of knock-

ing the buUseye full of holes with a reasonable

amount of practice she was a hopeless case.

This added determination on her part and

practice started in earnest. Both being fond

of the outdoors no better way of enjoying it

could be imagined than a hike for fifteen

minutes to our private range with a hotly

contested competition or two run off before

returning. A few lessons on sight adjustment

were given and the fundamental principals for

making each adjustment, such as finding the

zero and why each movement of rear sight

would move our shot on the paper just the

amount we wished. Shooting was started

from the first from the prone position the

pupil being taught the use of the sling. I
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1. Mrs. D turning out her first 95 x 100.

Ross .32 single shot: Mrs. D.'s target at 95 and my own making it a tie.

firmly believe it wrong to start a beginner in

with any calibre rifle from any other position

as their holding is too faulty to allow any

chance of calling their shots, and until they

can call every shotasitis marked any adjust-

ment of the sight to correct the error is useless.

After becoming fairly proficient in calling

the shot, practice and the expenditure of

ammunition was started and every box of

fifty rounds showed an improvement of the

groups. It is not the writer's intention here

to give any details as to the proper method
of teaching any one to shoot straight as there

are many better qualified than I at this game,

but merely to show the pleasure one can

derive in teaching someone else who is inter-

ested and becomes more so the further they

ad\ance. My wife taking up this sport has

added enjoyment to it for me especially after

she developed into a V.O per cent. shot. I

advised her toward the beginning she would

never make 90 per cent. I have since had

to retract this statement. Not only retract

it but admit defeat at her hands. The snap-

shot of targets herewith shows a 95 turned out

by her in our last shoot and yours truly had to

get down to business to save being disgraced

entirely. The best that could be turned out on

this occasion was a tie. I am not citing this

as phenomenal shooting as note the scores

of several women contestants in the indoor

small bore matches for 1918 published in

ARMS AND THE MAN of better than 90

percent turned out for twenty strings of 10

shots. Mrs. D. says she can do it. I fully

believe she can. Here is where more of the

competitive spirit showed itself, and it is

this spirit that makes any sport what it

should be. Some of you old gun cranks who
have a wife who is not gun shy, take her out

some day and introduce her to the .22, coach

her along until she understands its habits and

let her take up either the target or shooting small

game as she desires and you will more than

likel^ find a willing scholar and your time well

spent.

^/m
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The
Powder
You

' Shoot

>OIVIINION

HIGH GUN
PREMIER

ARROW
NITRO CLUB

lELBY LOADS
:hali.enge grade
UPtRlOR GRADE

>\BLACK SHEIISm

Ifie&leA/tv
FIELD
RECORD

WfNCHESTER

WHEN you go to the traps or into the game
covers for a day's sport you use the shell

which experience Has taught you is best

adapted to your needs. To get the best results

you stick to your favorite shell just as you do to

your favorite gun.

You should be fust as careful about the powder that

this sh^ll contains.

That the powder plays an important part in your
shooting is obvious. In this connection you can't

do better than select and slick to

HERCULES
Smokeless Shotgun

POWDER
The next time liiat you buy shells look on the top
wad for the name Infallible as well as on the base
for the name of the shell. You should have no
difficulty in getting shells loaded with either one
of these powders for they are found in any one of

the thirteen standard shells listed here.

Hercules Smokele.ss Shotgun Powder can be relied upon lo
give you the same service at all times. Its qualities are riot

affected by lime or weather conditions and it will always give
high velocity, light recoil and even patterns.

HERCULES POWDEI{^ CO.

35 \V. 10th St.

Wilmington Delaware

DOMINION

HIGH GUN
PREMIER

ARROW
NITRO CLDB

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENCr. GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE

^^ AJAX
CLIMAN'

FIELD
RECORD

t&NCH£Sr£R
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PROS AND CONS OF THE .30 NEWTON
A. A. Thomas

THERE are many rifle men throughout the

country who are interested in the 30

Newton on account of its wonderful ballis-

tics, and occasionally some "crank" who is not

"crank" enough will write up a small article

but will not go into details enough about his

experiences so that some other "crank" can

benefit thereby, and as the writer has b6en a

gun "crank" for years, and has had consider-

able experience with the 30 Newton I will try

to give the brother sportsmen a few of my
experiences with same.

The following remarks are not written with

favor or malice, I am simply stating facts as I

have found them. .

About a year ago I purchased a 30 Newton
rifle with 24 inch barrel along with 100 cart-

ridges for same. My first trouble arose with

the bolt binding, it would not work freely, and

would not throw out the shells, sol took the gun

to a friend who is a Sergeant in the army and a

bolt action expert. He scraped the parts with

a smaU fine file, then took a piece of fine emery

cloth and after filling same with brass he

pdlished up the rough parts. He then whittled

out a pine stick and with powdered pumice

stone polished some more and after more pol-

ishing with the stick of wood only and giving

parts a coating of vaseline the bolt worked

very well as the vaseline keeps the parts from

cutting and causes the wearing surface to

wear smooth, as' the Chrome Venadium Steel

is soft and will cut easily, I also found that

by rounding ofi' the bottom corner of shell

extractor with a file would let the shells feed

up more freely into the chamber when using

magazine, which by the way holds three and

one in the barrel makes four.

The next thing I discovered was that the

firing pin did not protrude far enough through

the bolt head which I easily remedied by

adjusting the nut on the rear of bolt. The
firing pin should protrude 3-64 inches.

Next thing I did was in the way of improving

the sights to my own ideas, as I hke the

regulation military sights, so I took ofi' the

front bead and put on a straight thin sight.

I then took off the non-elevating rear sight and

put on a 250 Savage rear sight which gives

elevation and windage, and at the same time

tnoreasea my sight base 2 3^ inches, I don't

like a peep sight as they are continually in the

way and will get "jimmed" sooner or later.

Next I went out to try her out and after

sighting up found her extremely accurate, and
as for power I shot a rock as big as a man's
head and it just naturally pulverized it.

Next I found trouble with the ammunition
which was some of the early stock which
had poor- primers,- and just 20 out of

the 100 failed to explode, which Mr.
Newton offered to exchange for good ones.

Next thing I did was to send and get

a complete set of Newton's reloading tools,

which work fine in every respect, for the

shells after being fired several times and the

neck only needing resizing they fit perfectly

into chamber being easily extracted. The
chambers of these rifles are not all the same
size for I tried to put one of my reloaded shells,

in another rifle and it would not go in being

maybe 1-10,000 inches difference. I also got

a supply of Newton's 172 grain bullets,

some No. 9 primers, and after going through

a lot of red tape and paying 25 cents I finally

got a permit to buy powder, then I got a set

of miners' gold scales and after having them
tested I proceeded to "load up" which 1 did

by using 67 14 grains of Du Pont Improved
Military Rifle powder No. 15. This is the

best maximum load possible with any powder
now manufactured and with the 172 grain

bullet gives a muzzle velocity of 3100 f.s.

The factory load is 72 grains No. 13 but this

powder cannot be bought by the retailer,

the 172 grain Newton bullets by actual

weight run all the way from 172 to 175 aver-

aging about 174 grains.

Next thing I did was to try her out on the

600 yard range with a standard 20 inch bull,

I sighted her up with factory loads and after

firing 3 sighting shots put three straight in the

bull, I then switched off to my own loads to

see how accurate they were, and I put 4

straight in the bull so I reckoned that was
good enough and went home well pleased. I

have not tried her on a longer range than 600

yards, but feel confident that she is extremely

accurate at any and all ranges, By the way,

the Springfield sounds like a pop-gun along-

side of her.

For those who load their own shells the

following "dope"'' is intended:—With the 156

grain bullet a maximum charge of 71 grains

No. 15 will gi\e a \elocity of 3250 f.s. \ni
with the 172 grain bullets the following:—67 J/^

grains No. 10 will gi\e a muzzle velocity af

3100 f.s. and 50 to 60 grains No. 16 will give
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Denfs Condition Pills
A marvclouR tonic for dogs that are a) out of sorts, run down, thin
and unthrifty. with harsh starin.q coat, matcrated eyes and high colored
urinr. There is nothing to equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and
debilitating diseases You will notice the difference after a few doses.
At (IruKgists or by mail, fifty cents The Dent Medicine Company,
Toronto. Canada and Newburgii. N Y. Apractical Iroatisr on dogs
and tlu'ir traininc. irapp fiiMv tlUistratrd mailed fur H'c to ali nistomerc.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish

and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.

Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and hunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and huntinq can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTM AN. General Passenger Agt. Reid Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving in cost is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver. v.--

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Hardy's The Great British Sp^ciaHsts
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

::3i^ s^tg^issS

Manufacturers to

HIS MAJESTY
KING GEORGE V.

\ ,

THE

THE G RE A T
ENGLISH FIELD
says, " We must
never forget that il

<« to HARDY
Bros, of Alnwick we
owe the supremacy
we have acfiiered as
Rod makers.

"DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervisedby the

champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

Eerts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
ave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight b}i ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5?4 ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

PRICE Rod, with two tops, $39.90 net. If in Bamboo protector case to

carry THE WHOLE ROD, 14.66 extra net.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc. ,$1.16 net per doz,

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color

No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto,
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

13/4. per doz. or $3.32, 9-ft. 17/4 per doz. or $4.32 net

Hardy Bros.,Manufactory Alnwick, England
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all the way from 2800 to 3100 f.s. and 35 to

50 grains No. 18 will give all the way from

2000 to 2700 f.s. this making a nice load for

deer and similar small game, if the 150 grain

service bullet is used v, ith these loads the m.

V. will be slightly higher and the breach

pressure will be slightly lower. The full load

is much too powerful for ordinary- game and

is intended only for long range or Kadiak

"Brownies" or similar large bear. During

these war times it is impossible to get the No.

15 powder in some localities, therefore the

Nos. 10,V16, or 18 powders will have to do.

The bullets may also be hard to get though 1

understand the Newton Co., have lots on hand.

If, however, the shooter uses the 150 grain

service bullet and wishes to make a' soft point

of same for game it can easily be done by

taking a pair of sharp pliers and cutting around

the jacket 3-16 inches from point and break-

ing off jacket there. This will leave a small

tit of lead core sticking out which can be

pounded back with the side of pliers into a

round nose. This makes an excellent soft

point for they will not go through a pine tree

15 inches thick which proves that they

expand properly upon impact. In doing

this be sure to make the point round so that

shell will slip readily into chamber.

Another trouble I found was in the set trigger.

It would not stay set. so I had an expert gun-

smith fix it for me by working over the back

of set trigger, for it could not come back far

enough, I have heard of others who have had

this trouble, while others claim that when

they tried to set the trigger the gun would

go off. Of course the set trigger is only

intended for \ery fine or long shots and not

for quick shots at game.

Then the last but not the least trouble

arose with the stock which was made of very

soft wood, and as the recoil of this rifle is

similar to the 405 Winchester it drove the

rear tang on top back into the comb, also

splitting in between the trigger and magazine.

To remedy this I put in a few pieces of paste-

board between recoil lug and niche in stock

in front of receiver to take up the lost motion.

This is the point that takes all the thrust

of the recoil, and is situated where the maga-
zine cover screws in underneath. This

helped all right for a few shots but my troubles

were not over, for that part of stock that

takes all the recoil let go splitting ofT and

slipping backwards, and the only remedy for

this is a new stock which I can get from the

factory for S4.00, ready to put on but the

outside unfinished or varnished, in ordering

same I ordered a piece of steel put in behind

and wider than the thrust shoulder to prevent

any possibility of it splitting out again, also

a bolt put through stock between trigger and
magazine to prevent from splitting in centre,

the stopk to be made of a selected piece of hard
walnut and to make the rifle to weigh 8}^
pounds if possible, as she now only weighs
7 pounds, 5 ounces too light for the load.

I am also having the factory put on a recoil

pad which costs $3.00 for she is sure a MAN'S
gun, though not unpleasant to shoot with the

shoulder erect, but in shooting prone where
the collar bone gets all the shock with no give

to the body you get the benefit of the kick

and you will sure notice it.

The 256 is a much nicer rifle to shoot for the

recoil is practically nothing, but the 35, well

I don't think I would like to shoot it.

It might interest the reader to know that

Newton never made a 22 Newton or a 276
Newton or a 40 Newton. He has, however,

made a few 30 Governments and a few 35s

and lots of 30 Newtons but his most popular

gun is the 256 which is the nicest all around

gun he makes, but I prefer the 30 Newton on

account of the power in case I get into an

argument with a large bear, and besides the

bore is larger making cleaning easier, I always

use Hoppe's No. 9 never putting oil in the

barrel.

All of the above named troubles and others

are now being remedied in the new guns being

turned out for on the 20th April, 1918, Newton
went broke, and a Mr. B. E. Holmes, being

appointed by a receiver, is in charge of the

I^lant and is seeing to it that the |uns are

perfect in every detail, Newton didn't charge

enough for his guns and couldn't afford to

pay mechanics to put on the workmanship,

therefore his guns were poor sellers on account

of these deficiencies, but now the rifles cost

more and are worth more being made properly.

As to the shooting qualities, the old ones will

shoot just as well as the new. Newton
claimed that the parts of his rifles were inter-

changeable which they were not, for I tried

to put a bolt out of another rifle into mine and

it would not go in. There are several sports

throughout the country who sent in orders to

Mr. Newton for goods just before he went

broke, and have never got the goods or the

money, myself being one of them for $10.00

worth. But I ain't kicking, for Mr. Newton-

put in the hands of the American sportsmen, an

American made gun that has the world beat.

It is the most scientifically constructed rifle

in the world made along the lines of common
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300 Rooms—European Plan
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I was cured of terrible iun:-

bago by

Mmard's Liniment
—nev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

fViinard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

P^inard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

The three words that

tell the whole ^ory of

a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In }i, X and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.
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sense and having the greatest power, and

when all is said and done I must confess that

I am quite satisfied with it and would not take

$100 for it if I could not get another, for they

are the only gun for Kadiak Brownies. Every

once in a while I hear some crank say that

a 30-30 is big enough for any Brownie and that

they wouldn't have anything else. Well

up in Alaska the old timers every once in a

while run across the skeleton of some fool

that thought just the same way.

,
I heard of an incident that happened at Mc-

Carthy, Alaska, last fall. There is an old

timer up there by the name of Capt. Hubrick

who guides sports for big game over into the

White River and Sushana countries. His

reputation as a "dude wrangler" is unexcelled.

While getting ready one morning to take out a

party for Brownies a certain "Dude" was
standing there with a 250 Savage and Cap.

asked him : "WTiere is your bear gun?" And

he said: "Here!" Cap. thinking he was
joking, asked him if he intended to hunt bear

with that pop-gun and the dude said: "Why
not, for the Savage people claim it is big enough
for the biggest game in north America."

Cap said: "I suppose you believe them?"
Then the dude began to wake up and asked

Cap. if he had a better gun, so the Cap. went
into the shack and came out with a .405 and
the dude said he was afraid of it, and Cap.

told him it wouldn't hurt him as much as a

wounded bear, so they started out and in the

course of a few days Cap. steered him up
against an 800 pound Brownie and that dude
could shoot too. He shot and wounded that

bear in the shoulder and the bear charged and

that dude put four shots into him before he

would quit and he said afterwards that he

never felt the gun kick, and that it didn't

sound a bit too loud.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Information on Machine Guns

Editor, Guns & Amnnmition, Dept.

Will you permit me to correct one or two
mistakes in an article published in your
December issue on page 818 under the head-

ing of "Machine Guns" by P. T. Streit.

Your writer says that the gatling gun was
used by England in Egypt in 1882 and it

reads as if the British never used that useful

weapon before.

Lord Roberts used it in 1877, 78, 79 in the

Afghan war and in many hill fights in India

in those years. The first real fight when the

gatling came into its own was at the battle of

Ulundi in the Zulu war in 1879 against the

kordes of blacks at the principal Kraal
(Your humble servant was there and I think

I should know.) Another thing which I

should like to put right is his claim that Hiram
Maxim is an American Engineer. Maxim is

nothing of the sort, he is a British subject and
BOthing on earth makes Maxim more angry
than to call him an American.
Mr. Streit goes on to sav the SO CALLED

ENGLISH VICKERS. (Vicker's different

inventions and improvements in automatics,

both guns and otherwise are wonderful )

Allow me again to inform your contributor

that the old Maxim and Vickers Maxim are

as different in some of their internal parts and
weight as chalk is from cheese. I could name
many ways whereby the Vickers Maxim and
the^old model^l893,Maxim are quite different

in make, thrust, bore, lands, and grooves,

take up and recoil.

Capt. G. F. Wheeler.

Winnipeg.

Revolver Notes.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I was interested by reading the article

entitled "Revolver Talk" by M.G.O. in the

September issue of Rod and Gun. I think

that the revolver has not come in for enough

consideration and that few sportsmen are as

competent in its use as they might be. I

believe that trying to shoot with short barreled

revolvers of inferior make has been responsible

for many becoming disgusted with this arm.

If they had started in by using a good .22

calibre pistol, say a Smith & Wesson, with an

8 or 10 inch barrel, target sights (suited to

their eyes) and would do a little serious prac-

tice they would be surprised how quickly

they would improve and become fair shots

and at the time time have a barrel of fun at

a small outlay.

Then get a Smith & Wesson or Colt's

revolver with 6 or 6J^ inch barrel, fitted with

proper adjustable sights (I emphasize sights

as I consider them very important) and .38

Smith & Wesson mid range cartridges.

At first they will find it hard to keep on the

target at 20 yards but with steady practice

they will soon want them grouped in the

centre of a 6 inch circle.
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CLARK^SIPREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right.
"

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."
Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
Re§:ulAt«8 to step and Ree:i6ter6 Exact DJa-

tanoes ; Sfmpla. Ao&urate, Durable.

Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
pecially to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be
cause of value in determining
distances: a necessary ad-
iunct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotor
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real .incentive for
WALKING. Whe-
ther you walk for

I health, business or

I

pleasure—anywhere,
f
everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer. $1.75

••Id by all •al»r« or Direct

AMEIII6AII PEBOHETER COMPANY
MS ONAPCL ST. NEW HAVEN, CONN.

lUNTHEa M. Twofito, Canada
Adenta for the Dominion of Caaada

No Trouble to Prepare

i3cm{e4i4
Reindeer Coffee

or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,

hunting, fishing or camping. ^i^

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL

^^^' Contain

both]

Milk

and
Sugar
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Since the Americans went into the war the

importance of the pistol and revolver in

modern warfare has been established and in

Quebec the Ross factory, which had been

taken over by the Canadian government,

has been opened by the North American
Arms Co., and equipped for the manufacture

of automatic pistols for the United Stat«s

government. I believe fhat it will not be

long before the revolver and pistol come in

for what they deserve.

S. H. Kennedy.
Quebec.

Ballistics of the .303 Savage and .32 Reming-
ton.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I would be thankful to you for furnishing

me with the Ballistics of the .303 Savage
model 1899 and .32 Remington pump action

rifle. Is this latter referred to as the number
14 Remington?

Rev. C. F. Christiansen.

Denbigh, Ont.

Repbj—The ballistics of the .303 Savage
and the .32 Remington cartridges follow.

The rifle referred to is the model 14 Reming-
ton.

.303 Savage.
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VWartoreacjp

Employers-Give the Returned

Soldier a Square Deal!!

THE intelligent and untiring co-operation of employers throughout

the whole of the country is the very keystone around which Canada's

repatriation plans must be built.

Many employers are keeping positions open for soldiers who formerly

held them. That is as it should be. But it is not enough. There are

thousands of men being released from the army who have no definite

positions to go to.

Every employer, in taking on new help, should as far as possible give pre-

ference to a returned soldier. Firstly, because he owes it to the returned soldier.

Secondly, because it is good business to do so—and here's the reason:—The soldier

is a better worker, more efficient and dependable, because of his military training.

He is a better citizen, with a broader outlook, a clearer vision of the things that

matter.

Do not suppose for one minute that the soldier has lost initative. The man
who has been "over the top" is a man who has learned to do a job thoroughly

—

when it has to be done. He does not work by the clock.

But giving the returned man a job—and the best job you have is not the only

duty employers must discharge.

Th^ returned man must also be given a reasonable chance to pick "up the

threads" again.

He does not look for sympathy or for better consideration than those who did

aot actually serve in the fighting line. ?Ie does not appeal for charity.

But he does demand a square deal.

The Repatriation Committee
OTTAWA
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and eliminate unaecessary shooting while

hunting deer.

Editor.

Extreme ranges of the .22 high power and
the .30-30.

Editor, Guns & Ammunilion, Dept.

For the purpose of settling an argument
would you please advise whether the .22

high power Savage or the .30-30 Winchester
has the greatest range. Will you please

give the speed of each of these bullets.

R. Parent,

Jack Fish, Ont.

Reply—I have no figures that give the

extreme range of either the .30-30 or the .22

high power. I doubt very much whether
anyone knows within several hundreds yards
how far either will shoot, when elevated to

give their extreme range. The weather
conditions at the time would also have con-
siderable bearing on the matter. I can give

you the ballistics of each at 1500 yards.

The .22 high power has a muzzle velocity

of 2800 feet per sec6nd and at 1500 yards it

is still Gil feet per second. It takes the bullet

four and one quarter seconds to get that far

away and half way out it is 72 feet above the

line of sight. It still has an energy of 62
foot pounds, which is much less than that of

the .22 long rifle at the muzzle. You can
see that at the ranges of 1500 yards and more
the .22 high power is far from being a high
power rifle.

The .30-30 has a muzzle velocity of 2008
feet per second. It takes the bullet 5 seconds
to travel 1500 yards and half way out the

bullet is just 100 feet above the line of sight.

It still has an energy of 119 foot pounds,
just twice that of the .22 high power at the

same range.

The extreme ranges of the two cartridges

would be very nearly the same. Neither
one of them are of much use at ranges greater

than 300 yards.

If you loaded the .30-30 with a 150 grain

spitzer bullet, such as is used in the .30-1906

cartridge, it would very easily outshoot the

.22 high power at the longer ranges.

Editor.

The price of "The Book of the Pistol and
Revolver."

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.—
Wliat is the price of the book known as

"The Book of the Pistol and Revolver" by
Pollard? G. P. T.

Bedford Mills.. Ont.

Reply—The price of the book is $2.75.

I would be pleased to receive your order at

that price.

Editor.

Information on various rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunitio'n, Dept.

I have a Winchester .30-30. Do you
think it will do any great harm to the barrel

of the gun by using an adapter and firing the

.32 Smith & Wesson revoh'er ammunition?
Would a Savage .22 automatic be a good

rifle to use for partridge and small game?
Do you consider the .351 Winchester a

good gun for moose and deer?

Mervyn Bailey,

Thessalon, Ont. '

Reply—I do not think that it will injure

your .30-30 very much if you use the adapter

occasionally to shoot the pistol cartridges if

you clean the rifle well with a good nitro

cleaner as soon as possible after using.

Using a reduced load such as 9 or 10 grains

of number 80 powder and either the 150 or

the 170 grain metal cased factory bullets

would be far more accurate, as are also any
one to fifteen cast bullet of this calibre.

The .22 Savage automatic rifle would not

be as generally satisfactory as the regular

model 1914 Savage, .22 with 24 inch ban-el.

This is due to the better fit, size and trigger

pull of the regular repeater. The auto

Savage, however, is a good little rifle.

The .351 auto Winchester would be a good
rifle for woods hunting but I never cared for

automatic rifles. I would prefer the .30-1906.

the .30-40, the .35 Winchester model 1895 or

the .33 Winchester model 1886.

Editor.

Choosing a pair of shotguns.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

For several years I have been a constant

and interested reader of your Department
and as this is my first attempt to butt in I

hope that you will pardon a rather lengthy

list of questions.

I wish to purchase two good shotguns,

one a light handy 20 for upland work and tht

other a hard shooting 12 for trap and water

fowl shooting.

What weight, length of barrels, length •i

shell chamber and style of boring w«uld y«u

recommend for these two guns?

Would the stock measurements for the

20 be the same as for the twelve er should

they be proportionally smaller?

I am thinking of purchasing a Greeaer f»r
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fastidious traveler can require for comfort,

convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station

brings jou to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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the 12 and a Fox for the 20. What do you
think of my choice?

D. R. Mcintosh,

Trail, B.C.

Reply—I would advise ypu to get a Greener

Parker or Fox trap and duck gun for the 12.

Have the gun made with 30 inch steel barrels,

or if you are rather inclined to like a long gun,

32 inch barrels, chambered for two and three

fourth inch shells. Have the gun bored to

shoot 75 per cent, with the left and 65 to

70 per cent, with the right, in a 30 inch circle

at 40 yards. Specify that you will use num-
ber 4 to number 7J^ chilled shot and 3 to

3J^ drams powder. For mypelf I would have
the gun weigh eight and one fourth pounds
empty and have a straight grip trap stock

made good and full in the grip with the heavy
trap comb. Pull fourteen and one fourth

inches, drop at comb one and one fourth

to one and one half inches with 2 inches drop

at heel. You can shave down the romb if

necessary but you will have a hard time to

build it up.

The Fox would make a fine twenty gauge
field gun. Have this gun chambered for

standard length shells, and bored for number
7 to 8 shot. I would have 28 inch barrels on

the Fox, have it weigh about 6J^ to 6?^
pounds, bored three quarters choke right

and full choke left. I would have the stock

14 to I4li inch pull, straight grip, trap

-model, one and five eighth inches drop at

comb and 2}4 inches at heel.

A sixteen gauge the same, except a half

choke right and full left.

The pattern of an open bored 20 gauge is

something that will cause profanity in the

best of families. ^

Editor.

Wants a good repeater.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have learned a lot of things by reading

Rod & Gun since I started to take the maga-
zine. It was through reading the Guns and
Ammunition Dept., that I got the notion to

resighl my Savage .22 repeater, which I did

and have had good success with the three

sights I put on.

I also have a Stevens single shot pistol and
I intend to get a shotgun and a big rifle as

soon as I can.

Will you please answer some questions for

me? I want a repeating shotgun that must
do for ducks, prairie chickens, partridges

and rabbits.

Which would you consider as being the

best combination for this game, the 12 or the

16? What make would be the best in your
opinion?

Is the King leaf sight. No. 6, flat top rear

sight, (which you recommend) any better than
the Lyman leaf No. 6 rear sight or the Sheard
single leaf rear sight, for a middle sight for

rifles and carbines?

Why is the King No. 6 flat top rear sight

better than the King number 7 semi-buckhom,
for snap shooting?

What is your opinion of Marbles Game
Getter for usefullness to a trapper?

Walter E. Heffel.

Alliance, Alberta.

Reply—I would advise you to get a Win-
chester repeater, either model 1897 or 1912,

or a Remington repeater, 12 gauge, 30 inch

barrel. Get the straight grip Tournament
or Trap gun if you can afi'ord it. They
handle much nicer than the other style, to

my taste. If you cannot afford a more
expensive gun than the standard grade get

one of those, they are perfectly satisfactory.

Ducks, prairie chickens and rabbits make
an e.xtremely hard combination to choose a

gun for. For the ducks, and also late, in the

season for the chickens, you need a full choke

gun. For all the others, and also for much
of the other shooting as well, a modified choke

is very much better.

If you can afford it get both modified choke

and full choke barrels fitted to your gun and

you will be fixed for everything. Unless you
do very much long range duck shooting, I

would certainly recommend that you pur-

chase a modified choke barrel to pattern

about 60 to 65 per cent, for the work you have

outlined.

If you can get the trap gun, trj' the follow-

ing measurements. Full heavj' trap comb,

straight grip, trap style. Drop at comb one

and one half to one and five eighths inches.

Drop at heel two inches or if you are rather

long necked, two and one fourth inches.

Try a 14 inch pull, unless you are short in

the arms, when you will need about thirteen

and three fourths inches pull.

I prefer the King sight because it has a

white diamond in the centre, which I prefer

to the triangle of the Lyman and to the fact

that the centre of the sight is a sliding block

that gives a considerable range in elevation.

This the Lyman sight does NOT have. The
Sheard of this style I have not used.

I like a flat top rear sight. A gold bead

front sight, that is the bead part of it, just

seems to sit right on>top of that ivory diamond
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and one can do verj' nice game shooting with

this combination, especially for running shoot-

ing-

My objections to the Game Getter are

that it is too large for a pistol and too small

for a rifle. It has tw9 barrels and one set

of sights and the two barrels will NOT shoot

to the same elevation and windage with the

same sight setting. I would prefer a good

24 inch barreled .22 repeater shooting the

.22 long rifle hollow point bullet cartridge for

the trapper's rifle. I would also prefer a

light 20 gauge shotgun.

The Game Getter is a very well made gun

and shoots well and wears well but the di-

mensions do not suit me.

The Winchester Repeating Arms Co.,

lately put out a very nice little carbine, a

.25-20 model 1892 with a 13} i inch barrel,

measuring from the front end of thfe receiver.

This little rifle, when equipped with a very

small ivorj' or gold bead front, and a Lyman
tang peep, would make a ver>' nice little

trapper's rifle. It has a regular stock and
butt plate, but is very light and short. The
standard sights that are furnished on it are

far too coarse to allow good shooting on such

a short barreled weapon. I have seen and
handled two of these little rifles.

'

The .25-20 is the trapper's ideal cartridge

if he reloads. Did you ever try- one of them?
Editor.

He wants to try another big game rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

For some time past I have been a reader

of your iViagazine and find it very interesting.

I am a great lover of the hunt, especially

the red deer and moose hunts, and have for

many seasons taken my two weeks off for that

occasion, which I have enjoyed more than
anything that I could take in the shape of

an outing.

My reason for writing you at this time is

that while I have tried many guns, and while
the one that I now own (which is a .250 high
power Savage) did splendid work this season,

I am not yet satisfied.

I have been told by reliable persons that
the bullet from this rifle will, if fired through
underbrush or small twigs at moose, explode
and fly to pieces before it reaches the game.
I may say that with my rifle I have NOT had
this trouble, as this fall I shot a moose through
the heart, the first shot downing him, and
there was a great deal of underbrush.

I say that I am not satisfied with my rifle,

not because it is old and not in good condition.

for that is not the reason. I take pride in

keeping my guns in first class condition and
will say without fear of contradiction that

my rifle is as good as new in every way, fitted

with Lyman peep sight and the stock is

prettily grained, naturally, with pistol grip

and well balanced. I have nothing against

this gun except the thing I mentioned re-

garding the bullet being light and liable to

be exploded by the underbrush, if such a

thing happens.

1 have taken a great fancy to the Remington
automatic rifle, as a friend of mine has just

purchased a new one, but owing to a sudden
sickness was unable to take in the hunt this

season, therefore the gun is still untried^on

game. I have had several shoti out of it and
like it very much. It is a .32 calibre rifle.

I would be pleased to have your opinion

of the tvyo guns and tlie one you recommend
for such game as I have spoken of. Also if

you know of a new rifle or slightly used one

in good condition, which I might get at a

reduced price. I mean a .32 automatic or

Remington.

T. C. Grills.

New Liskeard. Ont.

Reply—Down here all automatics arc

unlawful for use in game shooting. I have

used the .32 Remington pump action. Our
experiences with this one particular rifle were

unfortunate.

A friend who has twice been a member of

the Pennsylvania state rifle team and myself

could neither of us hit less than a one foot

circle at 50 yards with this rifle. We judged

that the factory loaded ammunition that wo
had for it was no good. I can hit a one foot

mark (target) at 300 yards about as often as

I care to shoot at it with a .30 calibre military

rifle. This .32 ought to be a very fine hunting

rifle if the ammunition is O.K. Down here,

these pump action Remingtons are ver>',

very popular.

For moose I would pick a more powerful
rifle, either a .30-1906, a .30-40, a .35 or .405

Winchester model 1895, a .33 Winchester
model 1886, or a .303 if I wanted a Savage. I

would certainly want a long heavy bullet for

moose shooting.

Personally I would not buy a .250 for

moose. If I had one I would use it. Brush
would undoubtedly deflect a light spitzcr

pointed bullet at high velocity more than it

would a blunt pointed heavier bullet, and
this without any regard to the rifle out of

which the bullet was fired.

I do not know where to advise you to buy
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a second hand rifle. Try an ad. in Rod &
Gun. It is a risky business, this buying a

second hand rifle. I would demand to

examine the rifle, especiaUy the bore and

takedown joint, before purchasing.

I have two friends, who have, between

them, killed over 40 head of big game, includ-

ing several moose and 8 Kadiak bear and have

lost but one cripple in doing so. They used a

pair of .35 calibre model 1895 Winchesters.

The .405 Winchester would be the most
deadly American lever action big game rifle

for you, provided that you could shoot a

rifle of this recoil accurately.

My own choice would be a good hard shoot-

ing .30 calibre rifle.

Editor.

TIPS FOR AMATEUR TRAPPERS
Robert G. Hodgson

VL—PREPARING AND HANDLING FURS

'T'HIS is a veiy important part of the

trapping game although very few seem

to realize it, and it should be remembered that

furs that are prime, well skinned, fleshed,

stretched and dried will bring better prices

than poorly prepared ones One great

failing with the young trapper is his desire

to begin early trapping, and his only returns

are poor prices and discouragements.

When you catch an animal it is best to

skin it as soon as possible after being caught,

but be sure it is dead before you begin skin-

ning it-.- A sharp knife shoujd be used but

care must be taken to skin carefully as it is

an easy matter to cut the hide badly, es-

pecially around the ears and eyes. Always
leave the feet on skunk, mink, fox, coon and
weasels, as they are used in the manufacture
of the furs themselves. It is not, however,
necessary to leave them on the muskrat.
The next thing after the removal of the pelt

is fleshing, that is all the fat and loose flesh

should be scraped off by placing the hide

over some round object and using a dull

knife.

The stretching of the hides is a vcrv im-

portant matter and it is often difficult for the

novice to get thq stretching board the correct

sh e so in the matter of skunk and musk-
rats this can easily be remedied i}v securing

the Newhouse fur stretchers which are made
of No. 8 gauge wire and sell for about ten

cents each which is certainly cheap enough.

Thei' last indefinitely and are better than

boards as they are the natural and correct

shape; besides, hides on these will dry quicker

and they cannot stick or freeze on them as on

the board stretchers, when, of course, in the

latter case the boards must be split to remove

the skin. It may be as well to give the

correct way to use these stretchers.

After drawing the skin to its proper posi-

tion 'on the stretcher, seize the skin, belly side

up, at the lowest point with the left hand and

the spur at the right with the right hand,

then force the point of the spur through

the skin. Then turn stretcher over andJ|

repeat the operation, f'brcing the other spur

through the lower end of the back near the

tail.

To stretch the skin^with the left luaul

seize both skin and spur to prevent becoming.'

disengaged and with the right hand work tlu'

skin from the upper end of the stretcher down

to each end at the same time drawing d^)^\ll

with the left hand. When sufi'icientK

stretched secure same by sliding the spur arm

towards the end of the stretcher. Do not

use the spurs for stretching, they are merely
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to retain all the stretch secured by hand and

they will lock automatically.

By stringing a wire from one rafter to an-

other and using the hook on one end of the

stretcher to suspend them by as many as

fifteen skins can be drying between one

rafter.

In stretching skunk skins the outer spur

has also to be used doubling on this point.

When dry the skins are released instantly

by gently drawing where barb pierces skin,

at the same time pushing at opposite end

where the barb arm encircles the stretcher.

You will not have much trouble in stretch-

ing raccoon hides as they should be open and

stretched as square as it is possible to get

them, so you can nail theni on a wide board.

Small lols of furs are best sent by parcel

post, but no skin having any odor can be sent

in this manner. The parcels must be tied

and not sewed or sealed when sending by mail

otherwise they will charge you full letter rale

on them. Do not send furs by freight, neither

use barrels or boxes in shipping them, but

send by express in good burlap sacks free

from holes. Place an invoice inside with

the bundle- and mail one to the finn you are

sending to, sew up mouth of sack securely

and sew on several tags for fear one should

get torn off.

Some trappers use very poor methods as

well as unsportsmanlike ones to secure fur,

the worst of which is digging out skunk.

Any trapper can readily see if this course is

followed it will not be long before there are

no skunks in the neighborhood as it is a well-

known fact that skunks are very lazy and will

not dig their own holes and, therefore, vvhert

you destroy a hole ypu lose your chances of

securing another family there for season after

season as new skunks are always moving in as

the old ones move out or are trapped off.

And then smoking out of the fur bearers

Such as mink, skunk, coon, fox, etc., "is cer-

tainly not giving the game a fighting chance

any more than using a net on trout is—and

now is the time when it is a question whether

or not we are going to wipe out all the furs or

save some for the eoming generations. Game
laws are of no use unless the trapper keeps

and enforces them rigidly. Make your mind

up now to protect our fur bearing animals,

trap only in season and leave sulTicient for

breeding purposes for each succeeding season.

While several ,years back had any one sug-

gested fur farming they would have been

laughed at, now it can be readily seen that the

industry is a reality and not a dream, as wit-

ness, the many corporations breeding black

and silver foxes without mentioning the many
breeders of less valuable animals. This is a

great occupation for young trappers who can

readily capture wild animals to begin tlieir

breeding stock with. Before doing so you

should secure a copy ot a book onlFur Farm-

ing by A. R. Harding from the offices of Rod
and Gun. It must be remembered, however,

before >;ou begin that no business can be run

successfully unless you are prepared to give it

careful attention, time and study, and neither

can fur farming. Most boys will find the

work very entertaining, and there is no

reason why, if they are willing to work, they

cannot make a success of it, and a very pro-

fitable one at that.

IN THE TALL TIMBER
J. S. Hicks

N two occasions only have I known
I M m marten refuse to enter a trap, and in

\ both cases they were frightened by a

; trap with a high pan. The first case hap-
" pened in my presence and the marten tripped

the trap with his breast and retired in dis-

order. Returning presently he circled the
' pen several times, then very cautiously clawed

the trap out of the pen and secured the bait.

After watching him devour it I introduced

myself, whereupon he climbed a tree and

cussed me in vigorous martenese while I

reset the trap. Returning next day I found

that he had again dragged the trap out into

the snow, but without springing it. Then
he wandered down the line and jumped into

another trap set in exactly the same way,

which does not speak very highly for his

intelligence, whatever may be thought of

' his appetite. The other case happened in

much the same way, but instead of dragging

out the trap the marten tore the side out of

the pen, secured the bait and started down the

line,- cleaning up several other steel traps

in like manner before he came to a deadfall

that proved too hard a nut for him to crack.
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and he lost his overcoat. For mink I prefer

a pen of the same shape as that used for

marten, but use a larger trap, and if suitable

covering is at hand I use it.

In setting for marten in the high basins

where only balsam brush can be had for pen

building I usually carry a stick four or five

feet long and fashioned like a paddle. In

such places the snow will average 8, 10 or

more feet in depth, and a boulder or windfall

appears only as a hump in the snow. 'V\'Tien

I come to such a place I tramp the snow down
until I have a face about two feet high, then

with my paddle I cut a trench back into the

mound about two feet, and the width of the

blade, throw a little fine brush into the bottom
for my trap to rest on, bait, set my trap with

a stick thrust through the ring into the snow
and a bunch of brush over the trench to

protect the tra». This set can be made in

half the time required to build a pen and will

last quite as long.

The novice may wonder why so much im-

portance is attached to speed in setting, but

in a high altitude, with a large number of

traps to run, an extra minute spent over each

set becomes a serious matter.

For trapping animals of the weasel family

proper bait is of the first importance, especi-

ally in very cold weather. Such animals as

squirrels and rabbits are almost useless when
frozen, and deer, caribou and moose meat is

not much better. Grouse meat is gc(od bait,

but meat of a greasy nature, such as beaver
or porcupine is best. Dried fish is also good,

but fresh fish has the attractive qualities of a

snowball. Scent is useful of course but for

animals of this family I believe it is greatly

over rated. Hpwever, as these animals are

gifted with a keen scent and a great curiosity

anything that attracts their attention is

helpful.

In cold weather bait should always be cut

when frozen, and kept in that condition.

When cut in this way the grain of the meat
is left open, whereas if not frozen when cut
or if allowed to thaw in the bait sack, on
freezing again it becomes to all intents and
purposes a chunk of ice. Drags are nearly

always efTective. Part of a beaver or por-

cupine carcass, or even a rabbit, dra%yn along

the trail is a strong inducement for the fur

bearer to follow. Fresh bloody meat is best,

of course, but even after it ceases to leave a

bloody trail minute shreds of flesh will be

worn from it.

When using steel traps ior marten my
favorite set is a rotteji stump or hollow tree.

Cut a hole about stump high, the width of the

axe blade and six or more inches deep, set the

trap in the hole, business end out and secure

with the staple, or with a wedge passed

through the ring and driven into the tree.

The bait is placed in the back end of the

hole, of course, and a short pole should be

placed in a leaning position against the tree.

For lynx, scent should be used, either with

or without bait, and the Indian method of

snaring is very elTective. For this set a pen
should be built at the foot of a spruce, or

some other thickly limbed tree for protection

from snow. The pen should be about two
feet in diameter, built of dead boughs from
which the foliage has fallen, and should be

quite open. In the entrance a frame is

placed which should measure about eight by
ten inches, pieces of willow about three

eighths or half inch is the right thing. In this

frame the snare is set. Now tie a few feathers .

to a notched stick, dope the feathers with

"medicine" and fill the notches with grease

of any kind—oolican grease preferably

—

and fasten in an upright position in the back

of the pen. The lynx, while licking the stick

and tickling his nose with the feathers, will

be constantly watching through the sides of

the pen, and in turning his head from side to

side tightens the snare. The snare should be a

stout piece of cord—ordinarily chalk line will

do, but salmon twine doubled and twisted is

best as weather conditions do not affect it.

The balance pole should be sixteen feet in

length, 3 or 33^ inches at the butt, and if

possible should be dry, as a green pole will

sag with its own weight and accumulations of

snow, thus losing much of its effectiveness.

These remarks on snaring and balance

poles would be incomplete without a descrip-

tion of the trip or trigger in common use

throughout the north. This ingenious con-

trivance is simply a piece of wood about

two inches in length and H inch in thickness,

notched lightly about an eighth of an inch from

each end, and made fast to the snare a foot or

more from the pole by half hitches around the

notches. The pole is then drawn down and

a turn taken around a stake with thai portion

of the cord above the trigger, the trigger of

course lying flat ^gainst, the stake and para-

llel with it. The turn is completed by passing

the cord beneath the short and lower end of

the trigger. The weight of the pole holds

the fastening secure, but a very slight pull

on the snare will draw the trigger to an angle

with the stake, and release the b^Jance

instantly. To be complete any article on
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trapping must of course tell how to catch a fox.

—in fact the fox set may be regarded as the

"Hall Mark" of the literary trapper. So,

by way of credentials, and just to prove that

I haven't been talktng through my hat, here

is a set that I have never seen in print.

Find a knoll, root or boulder or any eleva-

tion standing a couple of feet above the sur-

rounding ground. Hang a grouse to a limb

about six feet from the ground, and a little

to one side of the elevation. Now imagine

yourself a fox trying to reach that bird, figure

out where you would jump from—the knoll

of course—the initial velocity required,

trajectory, etc. Now find where you would

light and set your trap there. The fox may
pass a dozen times without venturing to try

for the bait, but eventually the temptation

will be too strong for him and your success

will depend on the accuracy with which you

have gauged direction and distance.

You may steep your trap in spruce tea if

you like—it won't hurt the trap, and the fox

won't mind.

SOME OTHER SETS
H. C. HadDon

i

The otter is not an easy animal to trap as it

is intensely suspicious of human signs. Other

animals such as wolves and coyotes and foxes

also have this failing, but there is thig differ-

ence—that the wolf may be suspicious of

your set and simply gives the whole lay-out

a wide berth, relying on his intelligence to

warn him of any possible danger. He does

not usually leave the neighborhood because

you have set a few traps for him. This you

will find is quite a common occurrence with

the otter. In fact so delicate is his suscepti-

bility that the Indian trappers will not camp
beside a stream where they inteild to trap, -

but will go some distance back from the

water. Of a roving , wandering disposition,

the otter still keeps to more or less settled

habits. The chief trouble is to locate them as

they will travel for surprising distances,

apparently for no purpose at all.

Generally speaking they prefer the wilder-

ness, though a few often linger close to the

fringes of settlement. They are aquatic

animals and their food consists chiefly of fish

though they will occasionally kill muskrats

and eat them, and will sometimes eat clams.

In trapping the otter if you slap your

traps down at "likely looking" places you
will meet with very little success. You must
know the country, and so know the difi'erent

landmarks of the otter's travelhng. Where
a stream takes a sharp turn the otter will

.generally portage across the neck of land and

if you can find one of these trails you have a

good place for a trap, placing it in the water at

either end of the trail, and covering carefully

with water soaked leaves and mud. The
traps should be set in from two to four inches

of water, and in all cases wherever possible

they should be set from the water. The bank

or land should not be touched either with

hand or paddle.

Another good place is at the foot of the

slides (if you are lucky enough to find them)

and also at the place where they leave the

water to approach the slide.

If you know otters are travelling a certain

stream, but have no regular place for leaving

or entering the water you can often meet with

success with that valuable old stand-by—the

barricade set. Find a place where the stream

narrows down and the water flows evenly

and smoothly, and narrow up the stream still

further by placing dead brush on either side

and leaving a passage about eight inches wide

in the middle. This should be done in an

artistic manner, preferably in the summer so

that it has ceased to attract attention by the

fall.

For spring trapping (when you will find the

otter will do most of his travelling) a very

successful method is to find where the bank

bluffs down into fairly shallow water. Set

your trap here, carefully covered and staked

out into deep water, and then stick a piece

of dry beaver castor on a stick and place it

about ten inches above the trap. The
Indians will sometimes vary this set by using

a piece of fresh peeled poplar. This set

is good for either otter or beaver. There must

be absolutely no disturbance or human sign,

and everything must be done from the boat.

For winter trapping when the waterways

are all frozen over you cap sometimes make
a catch by placing a trap directly underneath

one of the springholes that are found in nearly

all lakes. The water is usually shallow

and the trap can generally be placed directly

in the bottom. If there are any •tter around
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they will use these places for entering and
leaving the water.

Another method is to find a long deep pool

where you are fairly certain otters are travel-

ling and cut through the ice and make a pen

of dead sticks about fifteen inches deep and

eight or nine wide. Set the trap at the

entrance, either on the bottom, if the water is

not too deep, or on a little platform of sticks.

For bait use a lish, and fasten it by a string

or thin w'ire tiirough the gills, head up stream

so that it will move with the current. Throw
some snow in the hole when you have firyslied

and everything will freeze over again.

In spring trapping any old logs projecting

into the water will generally be examined,

and these can provide some good sets. Cut a

notch in the log so that the trap will set in it.

and then place mud over trap and notch,

sprinkling water around liberally to remove
the human scent. Above the trap on the log

place a few drops of dope.

The size trap most used is the No. 3 Victor,

often called the otter trap. The Nos. 2]^
and 'iy2 are designed especially for otter, and
are furnished with teeth. They also have
raised pans wjiich enable the traps to be set

in deeper water.

For scents oil of anise and beaver castor

are both good, and perhaps better than either

is oil of rhodium.

The skins are usually shipped flesh side

out, though in any case it makes vei-y Httle

difference. The tail should be split open
the entire length. )

;

TENACIOUS LIVED ANIMALS
George Robert Hunt

Have you ever observed the resemblance

between animals and man in certain things?

Take as an instance the tenacity of life.

Some men do not seem to put up a fight to

live while others are always fighting. It is

the same with animals. When confronted

with some obstacle they become disheartened

and not caring to make an effort to escape

they prefer to lie down and die.

Animals of the Mustelidae family are very

hard to kill and especially is thissoof the mink.

Elliott Coves in his monograph on North
American Mustelidae says: "The tenacity

of life of the mink is something remarkable.

It lives for many hours—in cases I have known
for more than a day and night—under the

pressure of a heavy log, sufficient to hold it

like a vice, and when the middle of the body
was pressed perfectly flat. Nay, under one
circumstance which I recall the animal
showed ^ood fight on approach. When
caught by the leg in a steel trap, the mink
will usually gnaw and tear the captive mem-
ber—sometimes lacerating it in a manner
painful to witness, but, singular to say it

bites the part beyond the jaws of the trap.

The violence. and persistence of the poor,

tortured animal endeavoring to escape are

witnessed in the frequent breaking of its

teeth against the iron. This is the rule

rather than the exception. One who has

taken the mink in a steel trap can scarcely

form an idea of the terrible expression the

animal's face assumes as the captor ap"
proaches. It has-always struck me as the

most nearly diabolical of anything in animal

physiognomy. A sullen stare from the

crouched, motionless form gives way to a new
look of surprise and fear accompanied by the

most violent contortions of the body, with

renewed champing of the iron, till, breathless,

with heaving flanks and open mouth dribbling

saliva, the animal settles again and watches
with a look of concentrated hatred, mingled

with impotent rage and frightful despair."

Mink, when found in steel traps are as a

rule alive and seldom drowned. A blow
or several of them are usually given on the

head or the end of the nose, which sometimes
kills them. In other cases I have seen them
come to, and an endeavor be made to choke

it to death, by fastening a cord around
its neck by a slip-knot. One case I knew of

it could not be choked in this manner on

account of its thick fur and hide. The trap-

per being in a hurry he drew the string as

tight as possible and then hung it in a tree

so as to leave it suspended by the cord around

its neck. This was about two o'clock in the

afternoon and at half-past five when he

went to see, it was still living, so it was
necessary for him to hold it under the water

for several minutes until it was drowned.

The weasel, a smaller animal of the same
family as the mink, has not the fighting

qualities characteristic of this latter animal.
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When caught in a steel trap they give up

almost without a struggle and are seldom

found alive in the trap.

The fox or wolf, when caught in a trap

is far too cunning to pull and thus hurt his

injured leg but will live a long time when
thus imprisoned.

The muskrat. while not a hard animal to

kill by using a club, is nevertheless very hard

to drown and it is surprising how long it is

necessary to hola them under the water to

drown them. So great'-'is their desire for

freedom, that if caught in a steel trap they

will quickly chew off their imprisoned member
and in this manner escape. This latter applies

equally as well to the skunk and these are

the only two animals who resort to this

practice to any extent.

The fisher is a very strong animal and it

often gives the trapper great trouble to hold.

Once they are caught in a steel trap, they

will live as long as a mink when in this predic-

ament and are fighting all the time to escape.

The marten on the other hand, which is a

close relative of the fisher's,—all belonging to

the weasel family, has no such courage and
lies down to die with very few struggles after

it sees it is captured.

The lynx; which generally is thought (in

books of fiction) to be a dangerous, snarling

savage, is really a great coward and has no
courage at all. Even when caught in an
.undersized steel trap, he makes little effort

to escape but simply stands up and awaits

the coming of his captor or curls up in the

snow and freezes to death.

QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Query—Can you give me the name of a good

book on trapping fur bearers such as mink,

marten, fisher, beaver, etc., and where can

I get it?

Doherty Siding, Ont. F. C. F.

Answer—The best book on the subject that

you can get is the Science of Trapping, by E.

Kreps. This covers the whole subject and
contains much useful information on the

habits of the different animals.

The same publishers also issue companion
volumes on Wolf and Coyote Trapping, one

on Mink Trapping and another on Fox
Trapping. You can secure any of these

books from the olTicos of ROD AND GUN.
price $1.00 each. H. C. H.

Query—What is the best make of traps for

mink and the correct size to use.

Toronto, Ont. J. R. T.

Answer—Any of the standard traps will

give you satisfaction, though if you are doing

very much water trapping in very cold

weather the jump traps are not as liable to

suffer from broken springs as the plain spring

types. For size the No. and 1 Newhouse,
1 and 1 '/2 Victor or the 115X Triple Clutch

are all suitable. Generally speaking you
need a trap a little larger on land than you
do where you are making a water set and can
drown your game almost as soon as caught.

H. C. H. '

BLACK FOX TRAPPED IN WATERLOO
COUNTY.

A large black fox was trapped on Februaty
2nd last, on the farm of Ephraim Reist,

near Elmira. The animal was dead
when found, but the body was frozen, and the

fur, which is \alucd at about Ss.'jOO, was in

perfect condition. It is the first black fox

caught in the county iu many years.

CANADIANS FEAST ON VENISON

Writing from Bonn, Germany, Fred James,
official correspondent with the Canadian
Corps, says-

Venison is becoming qiute a common
item on the menu of some of the Canadian

units in the vicinity of the front line east

of the Rhine, for deer are very plentiful in the

pine forests that stretch across the semi-

circular.area our troops are occupying.

'"It was in those forests the ex-Kaiser

often went to shoot deer in the autumn and
winter, and occasionally visited the neigh-

borhood in the summer months to enjoy
trout fishing in the fresh-water streams that

flow through the valleys between the pine-

clad hills."

BREAD MADE FROM MOSS

It is said that Indians along the Columbia
River make a kind of bread from a moss
that grows on the spruce fir tree.



ONTARIO'S MEAT RESOURCES
George Dickson, O. L. S.

SOME months ago, I observed in the

public press that some brilliant genius

had conceived the idea of slaughtering

our horses, and putting the flesh on the

market, to make up for the shortage of but-

cher meat, this means the slaughtering of our

three year olds; for the flesh of an old plug,

which has spent its best days' in looking

through the collar, would be a poor substitute

for a three-year-old steer. Is Canada so

overstogked with valuable horses that she

can afford to do this?

There is no animal inthe farmer's barn-yard
which, if properly nourished has cost him
so much at three years of age as the horse, and
is a large percentage of those young and
valuable animals to be raised for the sole

purpose of supplying the market with butcher

meat?
I think I am safe in saying, without fear

of successful contradictions, that there has
been no other period in the history of Canada
when the farm has been so well supplied

with domestic animals as now, from the
thoroughbred roadster, down to the old

grey gander, or the barns so well filled with
an abundant harvest as they are to-day, or
have been on the whole for the past three
or four years. Then why should everything
which one consumes cost so much?
Blame the war. Yes, blame the war for

everj'thing. One thing which the war has
done. It has brought out such a crop of

sharpers and profiteers as our Donimion never
knew before, the cold storage gentlemen have
their ware-houses filled to overflowing with
perishable foodstuffs.

Query: Are they doing this to conserve
the food supply for the public good, or to

corner the market?
Thousands of dollars worth of the most

choice food has been consigned to the incin-

erator, simply because those geittlemen are

holding it up for a larger profit. During the
hottest part of last summer, I observed in

a leading periodical that one firm had twenty
thousand dozen eggs, spoiled in transit.

What was any firm doing with so many eggs,

if not to get control of the rrtarket? At
the very season when eggs should be cheapest,

small villages were paying 50c per dozen, yet
there is no variety of produce which the
farmer can raise so ch,eaply as poultry and
eggs.

Let the government compel the cold
storage gentlemen to place every article of

farm produce on the market at the end of one
month after receiving it, and take whatever
price is going. There would not be the slightest

danger of their losing money on the transac-

tion, and they would be compelled to be
content with a reasoriable profit. This
would be a drastic measure, but it would
be no more than the exigency of the case
demands. The Ontaj-io Government acted
wisely in taking control of the inland fish-

eries. Large consignments of fish, were, in

consequence, placed upon the market at a

reasonable price, and thus delicious food was
placed within the reach of the poor char-
woman and common laborer, as well as the
gentlemen with a handle to his name. The
government also brought in last year 650
carcasses of red deer from the. Algonquin
Park, and selling it at a reasonable figure,

placed itwithin the reach of all.

But this is only an introduction to what
might and should be done. In this province

we have five large forest reservations, the

Algonquin, Tinaagami, Mississauga, Nepigon
and Quetico, in which neither hunting nor
trapping is permitted at any time and each

is in charge of a staff of guardians. These
reservations, have an aggregate area of

22,497 square miles, a larger area than either

the Kingdom of Holland or Belgium and
since hunting was abolished, deter, moose,

and caribou, and all the varieties of fur

bearing animals indigenous to the country

have increased in numbers so rapidly that the

woods and waters are now literally swarming
with them. In proof of this, I ha%e learned

that the whole 650 deer killed in the Algon-

quin park last winter, were got within one

mile of the railways, and assuming that they

would each on an average dress one hundred

pounds of meat, at 10c per pound this would

represent the nice little sum of $6,500, be-

sides the hides, which would easily be worth

$2.00 each. These reserves are all well tim-

bered, and are simply a large stock fami

where the animals require neither to hi

sheltered or fed. All that is required to

preserve them is simply to see that no

poaching is allowed, and the animals left

severely alone to propagate their species.

Shpuld these animals be protected and

allowed to increase in numbers, simply lo
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furnish rood f<jr wolves and other carnivora,

or die of old age? A full grown moose, will

dress on an average, between seven and
eight hundred pounds of beef, and a caribou,

as much as from two and a half to three red

/ deer. •

At least three hundred moose and two or

three thousand red deer and caribou, might be

taken each season, and this number would

be well within the natural annual increase.

Why cannot our government send in a few

expert hunters every fall to kill and bring out

the game? I' ran p;isily be stalked, and no

doubt the guardians know where to go to

find them.

Do not let a pound of it fail into the hands
of the cold storage men, but place it in the

hands of the retailer, who deals directly with

the consumer. By doing this a large amount
of delicious meat could be placed upon the

market every winter, the consumer receiving

the choicest cuts at a lower figure than he now
paysfor the cheapest part of a hog or steer and
at the same time Ihe^ meat would yield the
retailer as large a profit as he has at the
present prices.

It is our intention to make this Kennel Department bigger- and better than ever; more
interesting and instructive to the owners of dogs and more interesting to breeders as an ad-
vertising medium. As Rod and Gun has a good circulation from coast to coast as well as in
many of the States, and reaches that class ot red-blooded sportsmen who admire agood dog,
breeders will find these pages particularly effective in disposing of their stock. List your
kennels in these columns and take advantage of this active market.

THRILLING ADVENTURE WITH A PYTHON
From London Field

WE are indebted to Major A. W. Birch,

late S. W. Borderers, for the following

letter .from Miss Margaret CoIIyer,

\\ I'll known to many followers of hounds in

the south of England. The letter speaks for

itself, and affords a noteworthy example of

pluck and endurance on the part of an English

sportswoman who may vvell be congratulated

on the result of her adventure:

"I ani li\ ing now in an utterly uninhabited

part of the fountry, with about thirty 'boys.'

My house is a round log-hut, thatched with

graM, and built in a narrow valley between

the Olioba river and a ^smaller stream, known
as the Simba, frorh which I get my water. Yes-
terday, April 9, I had been herding, the boys
all day breaking up ground for a vegetable

garden. It was a very hot day, and at 4 p. m.
I went back to the hut, told my boy to get me
some tea, and in the meantime took off my
gaiters and my belt, to which Ls attached my
big whistle with which I call my boys, and
my big hunting knife. After tea my three

dogs came and begged me to take them for a

w ilk, so I started off for a short stroll just as

I was, and not troubling to take m\ rifle, nor
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even a stick. My dogs consist of a young

Airedale dog, Pickles, an Airedale bitch, a

nughty huntress. Dona, and a large South

African buckhound. Big Man, which I use for

pulling down wounded buck. I walked down

the Simba river, and let the dogs try for a

jaclfal. Then I thought I would go to a

place where I often put up a bushbuck, and

let the big hound have a chase. So I turned

up through some dr\ grass by the bed of a

dry stream which runs down the hill to the

river. Here I struck into a game track and

walked slowly along up rather a steep hill

meaning to take a short round home. The

bushbuck was not about, and Dona and Big

Man came back to heel. The young dog was

on in front out of sight over the brow of the

incline. Suddenly I heard him give tongue

and thought he had hit off the buck, so I

cheered on the other two, when in a second

his joyful opening turned to howls and y ells

of agony. Thinking a leopard had probably

got him, I ran about fifty yards and saw

him still on the track which crossed the bed

of the stream in the coils of a huge python.

Three coils as big as my body were around

him, blood was streaming from his mouth,

his eyes implored me to help. The other

dogs were barking round the snake, but not

going for it. The snake was open-mouthed,

trying to get hold of the dog's head. If there

is one thing in this world I have always been

afraid of it is a snake; a small grass snake

would be quite enough to make me yell and

run. Here I was, a quarter of a mile from

help, quite alone, and my dog being strangled

to death in the grip of the biggest snake I had

ever seen. I felt for my whistle which I had

left on my camp bed. There was no time to

lose, hnd no use to shout for help. The dog

w^as being killed and was past howling. I

looked round for some weapon, and seized a

heavy root of a partly burnt tree. It was only

about two feet long, so I had to go right in.

There was 3 feet or so of the snake feeling

round Pickles' head, and I made a whack at

the back of its neck. I hit. it fairly hard,

and it then came for me like a flash and struck

and bit me on the shin. I jumped back, and

Dona, seeing it go for me, grabbed it in the

neck and pulled it back, and the big dog got

hold of its tail. Dona was whirled into the

air in a second, and either let go, or was shak-

en off. I went in again and hit twice, as hard

as I could, and it made another lightning

plunge at me, dragging Pickles with it. It

got my other leg this time. I did not move,

but banged and banged its neck and head with

the root, and Dona got hold again. I think I

must have partially stunned it, for, to my
utmost relief, it began to unloose the dog. I

hit several times more, and then it turned

and began to crawl slowly away down be-

tween the banks of the stream. I grabbed

hold of Dona, and dragged her off, shouted at

Big Man to leave it, and Pickles lay gasping

on his side. Then I began to shout for help

for my blood was up, and that snake was going

to die. .\fter what seemed hours I heard my
head boy's whistle, and knew they were

coming. .\\\ the army arrived with knives,

and my chief boy had the sense to rush into

my hut and bring my rifle. They all thought

a lion had got me. I told them hurriedly

what it was, grabbed my rifle, and dashed

down the stream after the snake. It had

not gone far, and was coiled up under a big

root. I could not see the head, so knelt

down about ten feet away and put a bullet

from my Mannlicher Mauser into the middle

of it. This stirred it up, and it came at me
again. I followed on with four more bullets,

which all hit, but was shaking all over by

this time. I could not hit the head which

waved about. However, I saw that the brute

Wt\5 so badly hit it could not get away, so I

sent my boy back for my 2 bore and a No. 6

cartridge. One shot with this blew its head

to pieces, and I put one more in for luck. We
then got the bhute up on the bank, and as it

lay, I measured it 15 ft.; but it was still

wriggling, and I dare say if it had been

straight out, it would have been longer; but

I was not going to touch it, and none of my
boys would. They were all terrified and
would not go near it. Some people have an

idea that natives have no affection. I wish

to prove this untrue; my head boy, Kago,

when he arrived Vith the rifle, and found I

was still alive, caught hold of me in his arnis

as though he would never let me go, and

when it was ail over, and the snake was dead,

he collapsed with a dreadful headache and a

kind of ague. He kept saying, "I thought you

were being killed, I thought I would find you

dead." I do not think he slept all night, and

came into my hut several times in the night

to see if I was all right. This does not look as

if there was any want of feeling. All's well

that ends well, and the dog was not hurt much.

One hind leg was badly bitten, and his head

also was bitten; strange to say no ribs were

broken, and he was only stiff and sore. My
legs were rather sore and swollen, l»ut except

lor a nerve-shaking experience, no real dam-

age was done. The most curious thing is
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that although I possess this terror of snakes,

during the fight for my dog's life I felt not

a particle of fear; but as soon as all was over,

the old horror came back, and I could have

run from the dead snake had I not been

the boys. My head man gave me a lecture,

and made me promise I would never go out

again without Kago and my gun. He said,

•This is not Nairobi or Kabete; it is forest

all around, and no one to help you. I am
afraid for you—very.' This is the story

ashamed of showing the white feather before just as it came about.'

THE FOX TERRIER
Those who have had the pleasures and

excitements of bringing up a Fox Terrier

puppy will appreciate the humour of the

following description of the characteristics

of the breed, from the pen of a writer in our

contemporary, the Spor/ino Times.—

•

"The Fox Terrier is a small black and white

disturbance which afflicts and delights many
families. The Fox Terrier has thin legs, an
active, expressive mouth, a lean, well-shaped

head, talkative eyes, and a nose which leads

him swiftly from one misdemeanour to an-

other. Originally, he had a liberal tail,

but it has been edjted and revised by man into

a mere Stump. This was done because of

the fact that when the Fox Terrier's tail was
as active as his head it took two people to

watch him.

"The Fox Terrier is a house pet, and is

clean and dainty in his habits. He lives on
meat, milk, potatoes, mice, old shoes, cur-

tains, books, opera hats, and tablecloths.

In return for this diet he guards the house

with unremitting ferocity. No burglar can

come near without dislodging an eruption of

barks from the faithful brute. He also

guards the house against ail cats, dogs, taxi-

cabs, late pedestrians, bats, owls, dead leaves,

and moonbeams which may chance to pass
the place at night. After a family has got
used to a Fox Terrier and has lost him tem-
porarily it can sleep through a boiler explosion

and a fire next door.

"Losing the Fox Terrier is a favourite

diversion of the family which owns him—or

at least pays for the dog license. He is as

difficult to keep around the house as a hus-

band. The ordinary Fox Terrier has a large

acquaintance around the town. Owing to

his wandering disposition, the Terrier is

loved twice as much as ordinary dogs. He
is frantically welcomed when he returns home,
and the family is grateful when he goes away
again and gives it a rest. Very few people

have seen a Fox Terrier die, because he almost
always loses himself first.

"The Fox Terrier is vivacious, audacious,

ingenious, mercurial, hysterical, wheedlesome,

companionable, affectionate, optimistic, fickle,

restless, and irrepressible^ He is, in fact,

the chorus girl of the dog family."

FEEDING PUPPIES
A bitch suckles her puppies frequently,

and, generally speaking, newly-weaned pup-
pies should be fed 5 times a day, including the

first thing in the morning and the last at

night—on no account let them go to bed
hungry. Their stomachs are not constructed

to stow away large quantities of food at a

time, so that to furnish them with all they

have capacity for involves supplying small

amounts at short intervals. Giving suitable

nourishing foods regularly—a little at a time

and often—sums up the whole art of puppy-
feeding; and good feeding, warmth and clean-

liness are the principal secrets of rearing

puppies. Supply only just as much food as

is eaten up eagerlv. There should never

be anything left in the dishes; but if there is

it must be taken away at once. Keeping
food before them all the time will not induce

them to eat any more. When puppies are

fed together, the stronger ones are apt to get

more than their share, and to eat not only

what they need but what they think the

others want, so that they should be closely

watched by their owner—"food from the

hand of the owner fattens!"—or other re-

sponsible person all the time they are feeding,

and it is an excellent plan to feed each puppy
separately, as far as possible, that it may not

be disturbed by the rest. Feeding puppies

together without supervision may suit the

two or three strongest; but the weaklings
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usual]}' have to put up with so much or so

little food as their more vigorous fellows

cannot find room for. Give the little ones

a proper chance to eat in peace. They are

likely to grow into leavings themselves if

they get nothing but leavings to eat. Person-

al attention counts in puppy-feeding. No
matter how good your man in charge, he has

not the interest of ownership.

The writer holds regularly in feeding pup-

pies of exceeding importance, and more espec-

ially so in breeds where size and bone are de-

sired. Too much food at one time and too

little at another gives puppies indigestion

and diarrhoea, thus checking their growth;

and the food must be increased very grad-

ually as the puppies' powers of assimilation

grow. The owner who stuffs his puppies

with more than they ought to eat one meal
and then lets the proper time for feeding go

by without giving anything buys such growth
as he gets in the ver>' dearest market. Reg-

ularitj is so cheap that plenty of it should be

used in feeding puppies. It is good for them;

and what is good for them is good for you

too. Regularly-fed puppies rarely harm

themselves by overeating if given proper

exercise.

WhQe the food must not be given hot, the

chill should be taken off it, for—apart from
the fact that little puppies are easily chilled

—

where cold food is fed, valuable energy is

wasted in warming it up to blood heat in the

body. A temperature of about 100 degrees

F. is best. It is an expensive way of warming
icy-cold foods to do it inside puppies; and
it pays to take the chill off the foods for some
time after weaning.

If scrupulous cleanliness be ever impor-

tant, it is so in the feeding of young puppies,

as milk foods soon decompose. Not only

must the food be perfectly sweet, but the

dishes should be quite clean, and so far as

practicable, the puppies should be prevented

from licking up remnants of food from the

floor. Washing milky dishes in scalding

water cooks the milk on them. Rinse them'

in cold water before scalding them. Sour

milk is often fed under the impression that it

prevents intestinal parasites. This belief

has no basis in fact; and such milk frequently

scours puppies, thus tending to weaken
them.

A DOG'S INTUITION
The Hon. Grantley Berkeley tells an

interesting story of the wonderful intuition

of a dog of his, and how animals can best

be trained by kindness. He says: "In proof

of the natural beauty of the sport with dog
and gun I now narrate an incident which
happened to me in the New Forest with one
of my Setters, then a young dog in his first

season. He was ranging, as he ever ranged,

with the long but cautious gallop of his race,

and coming close up-wind of a snipe, flushed

it; but the snipe, not being aware of man's
presence, simply flew a few yards out of his

way, and pitched again. 'Chalk' dropped
when the biid rose, but, having marked him
to the ground, not being more than ten yards
from him, rose to his point again. On seeing

this, though at a long distance, I commenced
to walk up, when in my way I nearly trod on
a rabbit, which I then killed. At the noise

of the gun 'Chalk" dropped to down charge,

watched me pick up the rabbit, and then, on

seeing me coming towards him, rose steadily

to his point again, and the snipe also fell to

the gun. How I qaressed the young dog,

showing him the snipe and letting him kiss

it over and over again, purposely appearing to

him to be immensely overjoyed to get it^

I leave to my readers to imagine, my doctrine

with dogs of all kinds having ever been to

let them learn from me, and rule themselves
'

by my apparent feelings and desires, not

through intimidation, brutality and blows."

HE NEVER SPOKE AGAIN
A ventriloquist who had a worthless dog

and no money hit upon a clever scheme to

convert the former into the latter. Going into

a restaurant he took a seat, the dog sitting on

the floor beside the chair. When the waiter

came the ventriloquist turned to the dog
with the query: "Well, Jack, what will you
have?" The waiter nearly collapsed when
he apparently heard the dog answer, "A ham
and beef sandwich." Then he hastened to
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Pick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a S days' free
Irial. Wear it to the ball—to the opera

—

on the
street—to work—everywhere for 5 full days, then
decute whether you wish to buy or not. If you are not
fascinated by its radiance— if you consider its splendor
one trifle less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
at our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.

If you decide to keep it, pay the rock-bottom price (I-30th

as much as a diamond costs) as you can afford Terms as
lowasS^c a day (SI 00 a month), without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co. Send coupon for new jewelry book.

MARVELLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the aRes has been solved. Science has at
last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They arc
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests and cut glass* Get
one on trial to-day. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

These precious gems are the master products of science —
the realization of the dreams of centuries. They are never
set in anything but solid 14-l(t, gold. Write for the new
catalogue and see the exquisite new settings for yourself.

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new book of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-
duced a glorious, radiant gem. whose dazzling brilliance
is actually a marvel to behold. They cost but I-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put your name and address in the coupon now —
get the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

THE GOPHIK DIAMOND CO , OF CANADA
Dapt. Vi, 140 Yonge St., Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me your new Jewelry Book and full

p«rtiCQlars of your Free Trial, easy payment plan.

NAME :

ADDRESS

;V ""^Ph- "^-

Ask your grocer to make
you acquainted with this

blue striped "tin. You'll soon become
great friends with its contents—the only
milk you can buy in tins that has
the natural flavor unchanged.
Klim is pasteurized separated milk in

the form of a powder. i Use dry with
other dry ingredients in cooking and

\| baking adding just sufficient water to
form batter. Whip into water for use
as liquid.
Your wife will welcoii^e' Klim to her kilrhen,

and it certainly is ideal for your own use when
camping, canoeing or hunting. Don't forget
to ask your grocer.

Canada Food Board^Llcense No. 14-242

\ iX

iMuili.Slnioh,"Cooo,°Rabbits,etc;,

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappers'

Guide. It tells how. Givinf;
the first time in print the treasured secrets of
the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS' SUPPLY CO.
BOX C. ... OAK PARK, IL

FO^ YOUR SPRING OUTING Provide Yourself With

PIKE EQUIPMENT «" -«
""tSlL'^s 'L,y Need

PI INS ^* '°^ prices. We have a number of^used guns, but inVlV^iltJ
. good condition at favorable prices. Send for Speaa! List

'•-D.PIKEGo
123 KnfO St. B.,

Tn-wA'vm
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the proprietor. "I say, gov'iior,".he exclaim-

ed, "there's a dog o\er there that can talk."

It immediately struck the proprietor that

such a dog could draw custom, so after hear-

ing the animal talk he began bargaining for

him. The dog during the haggling over the

price begged in so realistic a manner not to

be sold that the restaurant keeper became the

more determined to have him, and at last

agreed to the ventriloquist's price, £20. As
the trickster started for the door with the

money the dog inquired"

"Have you really sold me?" "Yes, Jack,

I've sold you," was the reply. "Well,"

said the dog, "mark my words, I'll never speak

again!"

FISHHOOK DISGORGER
II know that a fish hook disgorger

can be bought cheaply but the person who
takes a pride in making his own tools may be

interested in the home-made one described

herewith. It is made of a piece of heavy

gauge galvanized wire, one end being filed

to a point and fitted in a handle whiah can

be checked or carved so as to prevent its

slipping from wet or "slimy fingers. The
other end is flattened and then split open in

the diagram shown and the sharp edges are

filed off. If a person wants one to put in his

pocket he can make it like figure two.

FIG Z .

A HANDY HOOK.
Figure three shows a hook tliat can be

made of galvanized wire or bought in a hard-

ware store for about fifteen cents a dozen.

It is a very handy thing on which to hang
pots, etc. over the fire. The top bend fits

over the cross bar and (he bottom holds the

pot or other utensil.

FOR CARRYING GAME.

The little article shown in figure four can

be used conveniently for carrying game.

It is made ol spiingy wire bent in this shape.

Open it up, put the head of the rabbit or duck

N0 4r.
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of

kthe American Union.
Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN

ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land Ot for mixed farming which may be had in some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREE.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's
web over a huge part of that immense lorest-robed territory.

For free descripHre lUerature. write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonlzatloii, Parliament Buildings. TORONTO, CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON. Minister o. Lands, Forests and Mines.

RAW FURQ
TRAPPERS Kj

Write today for our quotations. Do not ship anywhere until

you have seen the high prices we are paying. We are an old established and reliable
CANADIAN FUR HOUSE, and guarantee you high grading. Write now.

162 BAY ST.

LEVIN FUR COMPANY
Dept. D. TORONTO, Can.

"The Canadian Golfer"
(Official organ of the Royal Canadian Golf Association).

Has the highest class subscription list of any monthly magazine published
in the Dominion.

It covers an exclusive field exclusively.
Printed on 100-lb. book paper and handsomely illustrated.

The men and women who play golf are good people to know and do
business with. They are splendid spenders and any magazine that pertains

to the Royal and Ancient Game has a warm spot in their hearts and a

premier place in their homes.

High class advertising only accepted,
price $3.00 per year. Office of publication

—

Rates on application. Subscription

BRANTFORD, ONT. Ralph H. Reville, Editor and Publisher
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etc. in the loop which will spring together

?nd hold it tight, then shp the hook part of it

over the belt.
—"Chipmunk."

couple of cedar poles and two crotohed slicks

and drive the crotohed sticks into the earth

abou't two feet apart. Place the other sticks

FRONT VIEW.
LOADED FOR AN AbNIGHT FIRE.

TO ENSURE A GOOD FIRE.

If you want your fire lo bum well lake a

SIDE VIEW .

PARTLY FILLED. SHOWING CONSTRUCTION

in the crotches and then place the logs on
these poles and start your fire at the bottom,

"lago."

EDITORIAL COMMENTS
We are ^giving publicity on another page

of jlhis issue to a letter received from a sub-

scriber in Toronto, Mr. James B. McMaster,

in which he alleges that during the past

season there was much illegal slaughter of

fish and game along the Magnetawan River

in /the Pariy Sound District. This would

, seem to be a matter for co-operation on the

part of the Ontario Department of Game and

Usheiics. It is diliicult to educate a

game hog; and where education fails legis-

lation must be enforced. The Deputy Min-

ister, Mr. D. McDonald, has assured us

tliat his Department is only too anxious to

co-operate 'with any person to secure a better

observance of the Game and Fisheries laws

but in cases of violations, before the com-

plaints can be investigated, it is essential

that definite information and the names of the

parties in such cases be given to the Depart-

ment. There is no doubt that theie is a lot

of illegal work going on throughout the

Northern portions of the Province and with

the Deputy Minister's assurance that his

Department will take action to stop it in

each and every case wheic evidence is found,

it is up to sportsmen who are aware of such

depredations to report them promptly, having

regard for accuracy of detail, to the Depart-

ment.

On the evening of February 8th we were

skating on a pond scarcely a half mile distant

from our office precincts. It was a glorious

night, moonlight and stailight, and the ice.

which had been worn smooth by afternoon

hockeyists, was in fine condition. A few

days earlier there had been patches ol open
water around the edges of the pond but now
the ice on which were skating, out in the

middle, was firm and hard notwith'standing

the fact that this particular night the weather

was unusually "mild. An occasional soft

snowflake was falling. Suddenly we became
aware of a sound that is suggestive of spring

and early, summer but which we have never

associated with February in Ontario. This

was nothing less than a frog chorus, which

was continued for more than an hour, or as

long as we stayed on the pond. We casually

mentioned this incident to our ornithologist

friend the next morning and were grieved

to note his look of incredulity which was

\ followed by the suggestion that we must

have had a ringing in the ears, perhaps due

lo a recent attack of the "flu." .Now we are

perfectly sure that it was frogs we heard and

we have corroborative evidence to support

the btalcment—for we were not alone on the

pond. Have any of our readers heard a

frog's orchestra tune up this early in the
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TRAPS
for all animals from a Weasel to a Grizzly Bear. Only
a few varieties are shown here

—

We Carry in Stock
thirteen different kinds of traps in eighty-five (85)

sizes. THIS IS THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
OF ANIMAL TRAPS IN CANADA, enabling you to

choose the kind and size you desire and be assured of
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

We Sell the Traps—We Buy the Furs.

Worth its weight in Gold to any Trapper:-

^XjCJC.^^^'^L

A.rkim£il Dai t

This marvelous bait is

excellent for Wolf,
Fox, Mink, Skunk and
all animals that eat
meat—It contains no
poison, it is the odor
that draws the animal
to the trap.

HALLAM'S MUSKRAT BAIT for Muskrats and Hallam's Trail Scent to cause animals
to follow your trail—All $1.00 per bottle or 6 bottles for $5.00 postpaid by us.

NO. 44 JUSTRITE HEADLIGHT gives a penetrat-
ing light and will not blow out. It burns ten hours on
one charge of carbide. It has a lens for diffused light

for camp purposes- and a special long distance lens for

hunting. Weight 2M lbs. Price $5.00. Cap 40
cents axtra. Give size desired.

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT 100
candle power with flat flame burner
and interchangeable lens—light can be
changed up or down like a lamp—has
darkening doors and will not blow out.

Price $8.60 or with self-lighter 9.00
Mailing weight 3 lbs.

946

GILL NETS mounted with leads, and.
floats ready for the water, 25 cents pet
yard.. In ordering give size of mesh,
stretched measure desired.

Traps, Guns, Aninal Bait, Headlights, Nets, Shoe-
packs. Marble's Specialties and hundreds of other
articles for the trapper and hunter, described and
priced in HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS-
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE-
Fall 1918 2nd edition just off the press. Write for
your copy to-day. It is Free. Address- in full.

_ allam
THE LARGEST

,. -vimitet.
Lin.g,TORONTO.

IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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season? On the other hand when have we
had a season like the winter of 1918-19?

Who can blame the frogs if they mistook

February for Spring.

In connection with its administration of

the Migratory Bird Treaty Act and other

work in game conservation the Biological

Survey, Washington, D.C. desires to secure

information concerning every hunting club

or other organization whose object is the

hunting or conservation of game of any kind.

It desires information as to the names of the

ofl'icers, the location of their hunting ground,

if they possess property of this kind, and the

number of members of the organization.

The post office address of the secretary is

particularly desired. The assistance of our

readers in this matter will be greatly appreci-

ated by the Biological Survey. Letters

should be addressed to Chief, Bureau of

i Biological Survey, Department of Agriculture,

Washington, D.C.

The Dominion Parks Branch, having in view

the protection of our forests from fire, are

distributing little "pipe protectors," which

are adjustable to any size of pipe and will

prevent fire escaping from it. A spark or the

live ashes from a pipe has been responsible

for starting many destructive forest fires,

fires in w-hich trees, shrubs, flowers, terns,

birds' nests and^iiany other interesting things

have perished. Many people use pipes when
riding on horseback, or when in automo-
biles or carriages and it is hoped that these

little protectors' may be used and may prove

effective along with other means which are

being employed to minimize the danger of

forest conflagrations.

Contributors are requested not to forward

to Rod and Gun any articles which describe

the taking of migratory game birds contrary

to the Migratory Birds Convention Act. The
American Game Protective Association has

forwarded a notification to all sportsman's

publications in the United States cautioning

them against publishing any articles which

would indicate an apparent breach of the

treaty. 1 This association is asking that even

articles recording incidents which occurred

in past years before the provisions of the

treaty came into operation be omjlted also.

A subscriber, Mr. E. T. Cooper, of the

Cranbrook District Rod and Gun Club, of

Cranbrook B.C., writes asking if we can put

him in touch with a hatchery that can supply

us with a quantity of Rainbow Trout Eyed
Eggs for hatching.

We regret that we do not know of any
hatchery that can supply Mr. Cooper's

requirements but shall appreciate it if this

information is forthcoming from some of our

readers as a result of this paragraph.

ILLEGAL SLAUGHTER OF FISH AND
GAME

Editor, Rod and Gun.-—
"What in the world are our game laws

coming to? Must all the humane sportsmen
of Ontario suffer at the hands of these devils

who kill for the "sport" of killing? The
amount of wanton waste of game life is fast

reaching an alarming figure.

"I have just returned from our camp on the

Magnetawan Preserve in Parry Sound dis-

trict and looking back my blood fairly boils

at the selfish waste I have seen. While there

we discovered two fawns of 3 to 4 months old

in a state of decomposition but the decay had
not yet obliterated the marks of the bullets

fired into them for apparently no purpose

whatever. Two men, if they are worthy
of such a name, passed through our region

three months ago. They killed far more
game than they had the slightest need for.

On their return journey they dumped down
three magnificent deer because they had
killed more thaif they could carr>' with them.
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Can You Lead Men and Women

WAR-SAVINGS Societies need leaders—organizers---

men and women with initiative. Who will start

a War-Savings Society ? Who will lead the way ?

War-Savings Societies

Help Thousands
To Save

War-Savings Societies liave been, and are, a tremendous
success in Great Britain. Ttiousands who were never able

to save their money have accumulated Government certificates

worth hundreds of dollars.

In the United States, millions of people are members of War-
Savings Societies, which are organized in factories, offices,

stores, farming communities, sections of towns and villages,

schools, and clubs.

Everywhere throughout Canada, War-Savings Societies are in

process of formation. Everyone who can save an occasional

quarter should belong to a society ; first, for his or her own direct

benefit ; second, because Canada can use the money to excellent

advantage, as in the case of the War Loans.

For details of the organizing of War-Saving Societies

and for particulars regarding War-Saving Stamps or

Thrift Stamps, address
"Secretary, National War-Savings Committee, Ottawa."

and put O.H.M.S. at top of envelope. No postage is required.

War-S(wings Stamps are^oldat
$4.02 this month at Money-Order
Post Offices, Banks and other

places displaying this sign.

Thrift Stamps arc sold at 25
cents each whereverWar-Savings

Stamps are sold and at

many stores.
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When we found them the deer were too far

gone to use as food.

"One of the best fishing grounds in our

district for mountain trout is now on the

verge of barren. Why? Because three

people were not content to take their chance

with the troll or fly and had to set nets with

the result that several trips were necessary

to carry their supply from the cache to the

nearest road where they had a wagon waiting.

Finally they got sick of it or something and
off they went leaving upwards of a hundred

trout averaging 1 J^^ to 2J^ lbs. each.

"When we discovered them they had be-

come unfit for use so we had to fill in the hole

half full of fish. We learned about the

"fishermen"' later from their guide, an Indian.

We also found the remains of three ducks

which must have weighed from 5 to 7 lbs.

when alive (and which had apparently been

abandoned while in good condition) on our

return journey.

"If this keeps up much longer a sportsman

may as well burn his rod and rifle for all the

use they will be to him. WTiy must a man
be forced to sacrifice his favorite hunting and
fishing grounds to the lust of some creatures

who know no more about the "hunter's un-

written law" than an oyster? Must we sit

idly by and see our favorite haunts which

many of us (I for one) have visited regularly

for thirty years become devoid of all life

simply because some freaks with rifles up
and play the hog? Can you not through

your iTlagazine appeal to the true sports

who peruse its interesting pages to co-operate

in every way in putting the lid on the ramp-
ages of these pests?

"I am doing my best and I feel sure that

you and the readers of Rod and Gun will do

the same."

Toronto. Jas. B. McMaster.

Re THE VIKINGS

Editor, Rod and Gun in Canada.—
I have been very much interested

in the article entitled "The Vikings," by
Robert Page Lincoln, in the October number
of your magazine. Speaking of the vi,sit of the

Norsemen to a place which they named
Vineland, he says, "Relics of their presence

in the same Vineland we have found none.

That is to say along the Atlantic coast."

He then goes on to discuss the Kensington
runestone.

It may interest Mr. Lincoln to know that

two inscriptions have been found at Yar-

mouth, Nova Scotia, which would indicate

that this place was visited by the Vikings.. I

quote from a work called "Markland, or Nova
Scotia," published in 1903 by the Markland
Publishing Company. It was my privilege to

meet the cultured author of this work, the late

R. R. McLeod, about the date the book was
issued. At page 151 of the book mentioned
he says:

"There was ^a older discovery of America
than that of Columbus; almost 500 years

before, the Scandinavians of Iceland, who
were fairly in league with the sea, drove their

venturous prows into these strange waters

when they had neither compass, quadrant,

nor chart. The account of their voyages is

preserved in Icelandic writings. That they

landed somewhere in Nova' Scotia, as they

coasted from Greenland is a very reasonable

expectation; that they made the port of Yar-
mouth seems to be indicated by the narrative.

As if to confirm this latter conjecture there

have been discovered two inscribed stones

within the limits of the harbour. One of them
was found nearly a hundred years ago, the

other only four years ago, 1898. They were
about one mile apart, and several hundred
pounds in weight. The writing is cut into

hard quartzose rock in straight lines, and
seems to be in the old Runic characters

employed by the Scandinavians. An expert

in such matters, Mr. Henry Phillips, inter-

prets the brief record as follows: "H.\RK-
USSEN MEN VARU" (Harko's son address-

ed the men"). This may not conclusively

settle the matter of their origin and import,

but it raises a strong presumption that they

are genuine records of these intrepid voyajers."

In the preface to the same work the author

quotes from Icelandic writings in which it is

stated that Captain Leif Erikson touched

a land "covered with wood, white sands were

far around where they went, and the shore

was low, and he said this land shall be

named after its qualities, and called it Mark-
land." This description applies to many
places along the Atlantic coast of the Bluenose

province.

H. D. Ruggles.

BEAR HUNTING IN NORTHERN
ONTARIO

A few years ago, two hunters, one I know
well, "Spencer," went one morning, on a

"still deer hunt." On reaching a long swamp
they divided, each taking a side. About
half way up the one side Spencer heard the

brush cracking and got ready to shoot the

deer. He did not have long to wait before a
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Tent Satisfaction for

Sportsmen and Campers
When you are out in the open for

days at a time there is nothing more
satisfying than to know positively

that your tent is dry and' waterproof.

Hundreds of sportsmen and camp-
ers are insuring themselves tent satis-

faction and dry, comfortable sleeping

quarters by having their tents made
from PRESERVOED canvas, and
in many cases by treating their old

tents with PRESERVO.

PRESERVO is a scientific, soft-

finish waterproofing that does every-
thing that a canvas waterproofing
should do. It makes canvas really

waterproof—keeps it soft and pliable

—protects it against mildew and

decay, and, best of all, greatly
lengthens its wearing qualities.

PRESERVO is good for both old

and new canvas. It is inexpensive
and easily applied.

Successfully used for treating can-
vas wearing apparel, canvas duffle

bags, pack saddles, bed rolls, sails,

boat covers, etc. i Canvas water-
proofed with PRESERVO will easily
wear twice as lOng as untreated canvas.

We have an interesting booklet
telling especially about the uses of

PRESERVO for sportsmen and
campers. Copy mailed free on re-

quest. «

ROBESON PRESERVO COMPANY
419 White Block, Port Huron, Mich.

* Eastern Branch: Canadian Branch:
357 Western Ave., Boston Mass. Sarnia,,Ont.

The Hunter-Johnson Co.
311 California St. San Francisco, Cal.

Dislribulors for the Pacific Coast •

Waterproofr
and Preyervey Canvas
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big shiny black bear came out right near to
him. He raised his rifle and over went the
bear. To Spencer's surprise he heard more
cracking of brush and in a moment four more
large black bears made their appearance,
Spencer had been considered a good hunter
and was a native of this port, of the "Highlands
of Ontario," but so many bears seemed to

get on his nerves, although ho had a fine
high power Winchester he was unable to fire
another shot but climbed on a large stump
and sat there while the four bears went lei-
surely up looked at their dead comrade and
walked away. It was some time before
Spencer come to sufficiently to get off the
stump. This happened within 150 miles

of Toronto.

"Why is there not more bear
and wolf hunting and less of
the slaughter of dcer especially
with dogs and in the water?

W. H. Merrill;
Toronto, Ont.

AN ENGLISH SUBSCRIBER'S
* LETTER
Kdilor, Rod and Gun.

I have received the August
and September numbers of Rod
and Gun, and am very pleased
"ith them, they are fine. I

lion't think there can be a book
to beat it, as it takes in absolutely
c\ erything anyone wants tolcnow.

I think Rod and Gun Mechan-
ics is a good new department. I

have enclosed two ideas for it and
perhaps you will print them if

they are any good.

My chunfand I do a bit of
camping on a backwater of the
river Thames each summer, and
go in our own, homemade boat,
"The Moorhen." She is only
about 9 ft. 6 in. long and 2 ft.

2 in. beam and is a queer looking
craft, but she suits our purpose
all right. I have just found
some snaps of the boat and a

picture of myself, which I am
enclosing. The dog in the pic-

ture is one of the sharpest little

beggars out, perhaps it will

surprise you to know that his

mother was a Yorkshire terrier.

Hoping you will find the en-
closed ideas of some use. I re-

main,

Yours faithfully,

Percy Peerless.

^m
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YAeCEEBYNITE
a twenty Four

-

^oiyrCOMPASS
$3.5? at Dealers or Remit .«

• Direct if not obtainable
locally

Leedawl Compass $1K
Majnapole .. $1?^

Litenite
'

Aurapole •;

(TUT '^tfUl maSim

GENUINE

DiAHOHDS
ON APPROVALC$ a- A MONTH

I

Wear a genuine, perfect diamond fori

one week at our expense. Examine the!

stone under all conditions, then don't|

buy unless we save you from 10',;

40' ; - We sell direct to you. at importer's prices.|

Wc can give ydu best values in Canada.

OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT Th?rl"ol

may pay a3 low as $i a month. No notes or mort-r

gages Small deposit with order balance as desir-|

ed All Charge Account dealings confidential.

10<7„cashdiscount. 7>2'7o incrcaseguaranteed.!

Diamonds purchased from us may be exchangedl

any time at a 7 J
2

', t increase.

<>>.» <%«• -rkeeAlettcrorpostcardbringsl
CATALOG FREEbeautiful catalog off

exclusive diamond rings, pendants, tiepms, etc.l

Gives history of the diamond, explains qualitiesl

and values, and how you may get one to wear al

week without cost. A book every diamond-lover|

should have. Send today-

DIAMONDS LIMITED
Dept.WM. 6 Temperance St., Toronto

It Hooks'em Every Time

!

ition of the HOOK is the reason. Hook releases when fish strikes
- and sudden slop when book reaches end of slut sets the hook

firnjly into jaw. Dans and
dives just like a real fish.

^^P_-, -^^-vK—^wJICatches more than any
^^' 'j'^^*^*^^ji^""""" spoon or wooden

* minnow. Great for all

game fish such as B^ck ^-^ '' ^^ Bass, Trout, Musky, Pike, Sal-

mon, Cod, Tarpon. Jc. Made in six sizes. Ask your dealer for

Knowles Automatic Striker or we will send it postpaid. Fully guaranteed.
Cataloi! free. Finishes: SILVER—SILVER AND COPPp:R-.BRASS.
Length i%' 2V8" 2V 3Vi' 4>'l." 5V="
Price each 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c Jl.25
S. E.KNOWLES, 79 Sherwood BIdg.. S«n Francisco, Cal.

Weeds and Shallows
Hold No Bugbears for This Motor

HliHli'S a real sportsman's motor. A motor that

enables you to run up in weedy, reedy bays and shal-

lovvs—a motor that'll take you am/where a boat will float.

No more tugging and pulling at oars that dip up a load of

weeds at every stroke. No more hanging over the stern

of the boat to pull weeds off the propellor. No more back-

aches—no more blistered hands—no more work. Every
joy-killer that ever tagged a sportsman is banished with a

ROWJBOATMOTOR
It attaches to any ruwboat by simply turning two thumb-
screws. It operates on the same principle as motors in

big launches. The shaft extends straight out from the rear

of the boat. The cniciine

is in a vertical position.
The drive is direct from
engine to propellor. The
entire motor pivots on
stern of boat Can be
raised or lowered by
f>ressure on steering hand-
e. Steers by swinging
propellor to right or left.

Propellor r i s e -s over
stones, sunken logs or
other obstructions. Goes
through weeds like an eel.

Drives boat right up on
beach. Has speed of 5
to 10 miles an hour.
Weighs about 60 pounds.
Guaranteed against de-
fects in workmanship or
material.

Catch Ksh,
Eela, Mink, Mu.ikr.'its etc., In large
numbers, with the New, Folding,

, Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It

catches them like a fly-trap catches flJe.->. Str.itiR atid dar-

al>le Made in all sizes. Write for descnptiv" Price List, aiid

our Free Booklet on best bait known for attractine all kinds

ofiish. J.F.Gregory, 3308 Oregon Ave =• ""' "»

J5 Speed

O' Motor
for those wiBhing
highly refined

motor. Has 6

speeds. 2 for-
ward,2back-
ward and

neutral.
H as a

Btarter; no crank-
ing. Magneto in fly-

wheel. Positively the

highest development
in rowboat motor de-

sign.

Special Catalog
en ReQuest

St. Louis, Mo.

Send for Details
Get our beautiful Liberty Drive
Book now. Have your motor in

ample time. Also please name youT
dealer. If interested in launch

2 to 30 H. P., give
length, beam,
draft and tvpe of

boat.

$5o.

[T-^
J

Only

all complete, ready to run, with battery
ignition. Comes in two sections, for ease
in carrying. Can be quickly connected
together.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR COMPANY
103 Caille Bldg. Detroit, Mich.

PERFECTION MOTOR COMPANY
380 St. James St. Montreal

On Marine Motors is the Hallmark of Quality

1



TOURNAMENT DATE.
Good Friday, April 18. One day registered shod

at Hamilton. D.'A. Nilson, Hamilton Gun Club, Ham-
ilton, Ont., Secretary.

PORT STANLEY GUN CLUB.
rhe Port Stanley Gun Club merchandise shoot on

Jan 27th, was a grand success, there being thirty-eight
shooters present from London, St. Thomas, and the
surrounding country, and every shooter received a
^ood prize. Following are the scores at 25 targets, with
handicaps:

—

Killed H. Total-
R.Day 22—2 24
R.Edwards.. 17—7 24
L.Carey 21—2 23
W. Binns 18—5 23
S. Falkncr 17—6 23
McCausland 19—3 22
Mrs. O'Loanc. . 15—7 22
H.Moore 20—2 22
B. Glover. .

.'.
i 17—

4

21
Wm. O'Loane 16—5 21
Baker 17—4 21
C. Cromwell.... 18—3 21
A. Glover 18—3 21
G.Tborne 15—6 21
J.H.Taylor... 14—6 20
J. Monteith .. 11—9 20
I,. Cromwell. . . 13—7 20
M. Black 12—8 20
Jordan 16—3 19
J. Oliver 10—9 19
W. Hindley., 15—4 19
W.Stanton 12—7 19
J. Sharpe 7—10 17'

R. Guest
,

10—7 17
Geo. Hough.

.

4—12 16
J.Nixon 7—9 16
L. Black 7—9 16
C. Hough 7—8 15
B. Link 11—4 15
Smith 12—3 15
M. Dicks 9—

6

15
T. Ring 10—5 15
R.Smith 7—

8

15
B.Jones 12—3 15
Pet Fox 8—7 15
Wm.Rudd 9—

6

15
Tom Smith 9—6 15
John Wood 11—4 15

There were a number of sweeps shot, in which
some good scores were made. Scores of 23 and 24 out oi

25 were common when the boys got going.

The Second Event was a Sweep at 25 Targets.
K.

iicrt Glover 24
K.Day 22
McCausland... 22
Jordan 20
Baker 16
A. Glover 24
W. Hindley 21
.O'Loane 18
Mrs. O'Loane.

.

20
H.Moore 22
J. H Taylor 22
Edwards 16
W.Stanton 17
J. Monteith 18
C. Thome 21

No. 3 Event Sweep at 25 Targets.
K.

Bert Glover. .

.

25
' R. Dav 24
McCausland 22
Jordan 20
Baker 19
A. Glover 24
W.Hin.lley 19
J. A. Tavlor. .. 16
R. Guest 18

The county of Middlesex and Elgin jointly intend
having a Champiotiship Shoot at 50 or 100 targets in
thencarfuture the shoot will be held in London, Ont.
The county of Elgin also intend holding a Champion-

ship Shoot at 100 targets at Pt Stanley Ont., at their
lait championship Shoot. Eliza Carey the pFesent
holder of the cup broke 99 out of 100. This coming
event will be strongly contested for.

JORDAN GUN CLUB
A large and enthusiastic crowd of shooters was in

attendance at the fourth shoot of the winter series of
the Jordan Gun Club. fir. Beam^and Mr Fifield

two well-Known sportsman of St. Catharines, paid
the club a friendly visit and as their scores indicate they
have not forgotten how to smash the flyini? cla\'s

Summerlike weather favored the shoot and as a
result the scores ran higher than usual.

In the trophy event, D. Konkle and S. Honsberger
were out in front by the narrow margin of one bird and
the finish of this interesting trophy event promised to
be a hummer.

In a special. 25 bird event, H W. Hunsberry broke
them straight, followed by M. Honsberger with 23,
D. Price 21 and Wm. Nicholson 19.

Those shooting and their scores were as follows;
Shot at Broke.

H. W. Hunsberry 85 78
M. Honsberger 75 67
D.Price 75 63 ~

D. Konkle .50 44
S. Honsberger. 50 42
J. Spence 50 40
F. Church 50 40
D.Troup 50 39
E Fisher .50 39
W. Nicholson . 50 38
Dr. Beam 50 37
A. Fifield .50 36
E.Durham 50 35
W. Reed ,50 27
C. Martin 30 22
E. Honsberger 20 14
D. Hcckadon 10 7
The \'irgil Gun Club with a ten-man team visited the

Jordan Gun Club on Saturday, February'Sth, and shot
the latter team the first half of a 100 bird race for the
championship of the Niagara District, which was won
by the close margin of 13 birds.
The high men for the home club were D. Price with

44 X 50; H. W. Hunsberry with 43 X 50; L. Spence
with 42 X 50.
The high men for the Virgil Club were Ball and

Dawson with 43 x 50 and Lloyd with 42 x 50.
Shot at Broke

H. W. Hunsberry 85 77
M. Honsberger 70 60
D.Price 65 58
J. Spence 65 56
W. Mover.

.

60 50
E. Fisher 50 41
F. Church 50 40
D. Konkle 50 40
S. Honsberger 65 47
D.Troup 50 33
Dawson 60 51
Ball 60 50
Llovd 50 42
Miller 50 39
Walker 50 .38

Casselman 50 38
Niven 50 ,37

Hitchinson 50 ,37

Sandham 50 34
Slinnerland. .

.

50 ,34

Durham 40 31
Schnick 40 33
Lane 40 28
Reed... 40 17
Killmcr ,35 28
Fifield 35 25
Wolfendcn. . 35 23
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Tested Tackle
Is Half the Batde!
TT'S time to plan for that fishing trip. Don't wait until
^ the last minute to supply yourself with equipment.

Good fishing tackle is half the battle! Select it with utmost
care—use only tested tackle. Anticipate all your require-

ments—be ready for every emergency.

There's nothing like having confidence in your rods and
reels and lines and knowing that your fishing kit is complete
to the very last item that you may need.

Thousands of anglers, both amateur and expert, use and
prove

Wilson Fishing Tackle
After you have hooked your fish—when the final struggle
for mastery begins—that is the time when you will best
appreciate the sterling qualities of your Wilson Tackle.

It will mean a great deal to you THEN to know that your rod and reel

and line will stand by you through the pinch.

There is a Wilson Rod, Reel, Line, Bait, etc., to suit every taste and to

serve every purpose. Wilson Tackle has stood the test of countless
battles with the "big beauties."

The Wilson line is complete. Anythinjf you need can
be purchased from Wilson dealers.

Wilson Fishing Tackle Catalog Free
Send for it today. This book also describes, illustrates

and gives prices on many special items in hunting and
camping supplies. Address Thos. E. Wilson & Co.,

700-720 N. Sangamon St., Chicago.

Chicago ThosE.Wilson&Co.
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Nicholson 35 22
Martin 30 18
A.Troup 30 20
High 15 10
B. Niven 15 13
Wallace ; 15 12
Bufton - 15 8
Muir < 15 7

Wslland Gun Club Gets Away to a Good Start
At the reorganization meeting and Club shoot held

at their new premises near the Pumping Station,
Welland. Saturday, Feb. 8th. 1919, the turn out
exceeded all expectations of the most optimistic con-
sidering the fact that the afternoon was cold and that
this organization has been practically out of business
for the war period of the past three years.
The lineup for 1919 is composed of a great deal of

excellent material and with the support and co-oper-
ation of those directly interested as shooters and a
reasonable amount of support from the business men
of the City of \\'elland in regards Clubs shoots or
tournaments, this Club should be able to give a good
account of themselves either at home or abroad.
The officers for 1919 are as follows;

—

President, Geo. C. Brawn; Sec'v-Treas., H. E. Tim-
merman. '

The dues for 1919 are S2.00. payable in advance.
The regular shooting days are the first and third Sat-
urdays of each month at 2.30 p.m.

Scores for the afternoon were as follows;

—

Shot at Broke
O. M.Wade 25 20
H. E. Timmerman

^ 25 18
A. Michener

, 25 18
J. Hunter 25
R. Timmerman , 25
W. Brittin S ^ .' 25
L.B.Spencer 25
Chas. Hagen 25
G. C. Pettit 25
H. M. Balfour 25
F. Cutler 25
J. Misener i : 25
W. Wilson 25
C. C.Brown 5

16
16
15
15
13
13
13
12
6
2
5

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.'
The second event of the Kleinf & Binkley clasS

handicap brought out a large number of members at
the Hamilton Gun Club on Saturday, Feb. 1st. The
conditions were ideal for the sport, and the scoresWere
above the average.

In A class, A. Bates. T. W, Barnes, George Beattie
and Bert Smyth are now fighting for the lead with 46
each, while H. ^.ennox is close up with 45. Bates and
Beattie tied with 23 for the spoon given for the high
score in the class, and on the shoot-ofi Beattie won the
prize.

J. Gomph and G. Stroud are going neck and neck
for the first place in B class, with 46. Dr. Green is in
second place with 44. Stroud, with 24. took down
the class spoon.
W. W. Livingstone won the spoon in C class, with 22,

which also nut him in front with 38. Albert Smyth is
in second place, with 36, and G. Brown in third, with
35.

E. Harris aspired to get the challenge medals awav
from H. Lennox but was unsuccessful with 18. as against
20 for the holder, Bert Smith is the next challenger on
the list.

E. H. Sturt had the best total for the afternoon with
46 out of .50. and has struck his old-time form, so will
be a hard man to beat in future events. G. Beattie and
A. Bates also were in good trim with 68 out of 75, as
also was B. Smyth witn 45 out of 50.
The scores were;

_ „ Shot at Broke
George Beattie 75 68
A.Smyth 50 32
H.Lennox 75 64
Bert Smyth 50 45
N.Long 75 62

W.Moyer. ..^ i „ 50 40
II. W. Hunsberry 50 40
M. Honsbergcr. '. 50 41
S. Honsbergcr

[ 50 33
D.Konkle 50 36

G. Brown
W.H.Pratt....,
B. Marquette*.

.

E. Harris
I".. H. Sturt.

.

T. Gardiner

50 40
100 58
50 39
75 59
50 46

J. H.Newman 75 54
J. Cline 50 34
W.W.Livingstone 100 77
M. Rasberry 75 47

W. Rasberry 50 34
J. A. Jenks 25 15
W. Wark 50 ' 40
D. Chilman 100 63
C.Thomsofl 75 58

J. Gomph 50 43
H. Lutz 50 32
Dr. Green 50 42
G. Stroud 75 66

A. Bates
A. Glover
T. W. Barnes
A. Parmenter
C. Linkert
B. Schwenger

75
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Lures that they like
The Emerson Hough Fly and the Pacific Coast
Trout Fly—two South Bend Bucktail Flies which

' have proven their merit in catches like above.

The Emerson Hoiisrii designed by the prominent
sportsman of that name, is a favorite and one of
the most deadly flies ever produced.

The Pacific Coast Trout Fly has proven an /'
unusual killer for grame.v trout in far west- /
ern waters. Both are made with or with- '

out single gut snell. Spinners extra. /

Get "The Days of Real Sport" Free

Fully illustrated by Briggs, the famous
cartoonist a "back to the boyhood
days"' story of fishing. Describes
full line of trout and other lures. /

.' Soiitli
Bend

/' Bait
/ Couipanv

' 8281 Colfax Ave,
South Bend, Ind.

The Pacific

Coast Trout Fly

Soutli Bend Bait Go.
8281 loUax Ave.,

South Bend, Ind.

Send me 4th Revised Edition
of "The Days of Real Sport."

,' Name..

Address.,

Address

PeterborouSh Canoe Co.,
Ltd., 288 Water Street,
Peterborough, Canada

way-s /oak/or
Jrade MarJCin

The TRADE MARK is on every genuine

"PETERBOROUGH
CANOE"

and Is backed by a guarantee

It will pay you to get our
catalogue and Investigate.

We makea complete line of

CANOES, ROW BOATS,
SPECIAL OUTBOARD

MOTOR BOATS,
DINGVS & LAUNCHES

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted.
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON. Pp«pH«««v
N. 130 Skunk

E. SWICK
Dealer in all kinds of Raw
Furs. Will travel and buy
large lots.

Write Jor prices to

CANFIELD, ONT.
Phone Dunuville24R. 12
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A. Glover
H. Lutz
T. Linkert
M. E Fletcher.
J. H Newman.

.

L.J. Holton

hO
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Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
SI, $2 or $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advanttfffe

in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, It (a free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada ''^r mspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers

15 Tftronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. SO

All elastic. Self adjusting.
Anatomic fit. Will not chafe.

No buckles. The pouch is

open at rear, and thereby more
sanitary.

Perfectly comfortable; need not remove
from scrotum when seated at closet, and
can be boiled to cleanse without injury
to the rubber.

^ K 1 • The Sanito No. 50 should be worn COD-
S1 eaclu .5 sizes gtantly to promote health and vigor.

If yoor dealer will not fornish, send us $1 in stamps, specifying
large, medium or small pouch and waist measurement. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or money refunded.

The Walter F. Ware Co. ^ePt. C, Phila.. Pa.
Makers of the No. 44 Mispah Jock

Tough

Strong

Durable

Invisible

in Water

((
I will get another

Joe Welsh Leader—
if this one ever wears
out."

This is just one of thousands of

testimonials from the innumerable
fishermen using it.

If your dealer can't supply you
send 25c for 3-ft. sample.

JOE WELSH
Pasadena, California

Exclusive Agenl
U. S. and Canada

For a CRUISING, HUNTING or PLEASURE CANOE
You cannot beat our Model No. 22—16 ft. long. It is the steadiest canoe on the

market and a very easy paddler.
We also offer many other sizes of canoes and skiffs—and we make them of Cedar,

Basswood or Canvas Covered.

GET OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

WM. ENGLISH CANOE CO. limited, Peterborough, Canada

STOP—Putting off writing for our Cata-
logue. Spring will soon be here and
your whole summer's pleasure may be
made or marred by your choice of a
canoe or skiff.

LOOK—Through our Catalogue—it's Free
for the asking and write us telling us
what you want and for what use, our
expert advice is at vour service.

LISTEN—SAFETY FIRST—that caution
is unnecessary if it's a Lakefield Canoe.
Skiff, Outboard Motor Boat or small
Launch as they are all built for Safety,
Lightness and Strength.

THE LAKEFIELD CANOE CO., LIMITED,
LaKEFIELD . ONTARIO - CANADA
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Mauser carbine, 43 cU excellent condition with 24 cart-

ridees. $6.00. Winchester 92, 44 cal. 19 inch barrel,

shooting order. S4.00 with 35 cartridges. A. M. Allen

1107-13st. West, Calgary, Alberta^ 3-11

FOR oALE—250-3000 rifle, used twoapasons, first-class

condition, S50.00. D. M. Poruch. Andrew, Alta. 3-11

SPECIALS

FOR S.M-E—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side

and one tail. Never been used. Box L, BOD AND GUN
Woodstock, Ontario. ^^

" MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish

marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years

of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club .

Box 556. Oakland. Calif. 3 1 1

WEALTHY voung widow wants trust-worthy, home-
loving husband, old as 60 considered. Mnie.. Box oX-1.

Los Angeles, Cal. 3-IT

YOUR FUTURE FORETOLD:—Send dime, age.

birthdate for truthful, reliable, convincing trial reading

Hazel Hause, Box 1408, Los Angeles. Cal. 3-1 F

Widow and maiden worth over SoO.OOO anxious to marry
honorable gentlemen. Write, Mrs. Warn. 22Uii2 Temple.
Los Angeles, Cal 3-1 1

PHOTOGRAPHS—Real prints of Show Life; Points

of Interest in the U. S.; Bathing Girls. Send 25c for

sample proof sheet containing assortment of bathing
pirls. Amount returned with first order. Frank H
Trafton. Box 726c, Houston, Texas.

WANTED—20,000 eyed eggs of rainbow trout. Wil-
ling to pay good price to careful shipper. Charles Haus;
chudt. Timmins, Ont. 3-IT

LOST—Dunnage bag containing tent, sleeping outfit

and clothing, checked to Drocourt. C. N. Ry. The party
holding same please notifv .1 Anguish. 48 Nelson St..

Branlford. Ont 3-IT

ATTENTION SOLDIERS— I make enlargements 10
inches high from small photos or films for fifty cents.

Hunting and fishing scenes, dogs, horses, etc. Joseph
McGurk, Detroit, Mich. 3-IT

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, fatl'i-%, ''dandruff, rheu-
matism, piles, cured or no charge. Write for particulars-

Eczema Remedv. Co.. Dept. R. G.. Hot Springs. Ark.,
U. S A

TAXIDERMY AND T ANNING

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L.. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock,
Ont. TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists 6nd Furriers.
Oliver Spanner & Co.. 26 Elm St.. Toronto. We buy raw
furs. 3 12T

Tan your own deer hides calf or sheep skins. Send one
dollar for full instructions or send stamp for sample of
leather. G. H, Edwards, Brackenrig. P. O. Muskoka.

3-IT

Raise Hares for Us
In meuBe profits easily and quickly miide. We
tirni eh stock and pay S'i.Uiieach'andexpressage
when threi' months old, ("ontracts, booklets,
etc . 10c. Nothing free.

Thorson Rabbit Co., Dept. 28

Mounted Moose Heads
in excellent condition

Bargain for quick sale. Box 41, Rod.and
Gun, - - WOODSTOCK. ONTARIO

TRAPPERS
I Want

5,000 Spring Rats

Will Pay from $3.00 to $1.40
No Less Than $1.40

for everj^ Rat you send. Must be well handled,
Oieavy furred, and run large, medium and small
'Ship at once, while the price is high.

531 J-2 Manning Ave.
TORONTO

Aurora, Colorado

S. ROBERTS

Songs of Forest

and Stream
—By C. T. EASTON

A Fine Little Colleclion 0/ Poems
for the Nature Lover and Sports-
man, Including the Following :

The Trout Stream; Lines on a Mayflow-
er; The Fisherman's Dream; A Morn-
ing's Walk: Winter; The Sanctuary;
The Last of the Buffaloes; A Nimrod;
Hunting the Moose; A Summer Morn-
ing; In Arcady; Wanderlust; The Full-

ness of Joy; Halcyon Days; Plovers;
The Death of Summer; A Flower of ,

the Wild; Pontiac's Speech.

Neatly bound and moderately priced
at 15c a copy. Orders received and
given prompt attention by the publish-

ers.

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED
Woodstock, Ont.

All About Airedales
By R. M. Palmer

A Book of Qenera.1 Information
Valuable alike to dog lovers and owner*,
breeders and fanciers. Illustrated from
selected photographs of noted dogs and
rare scenes. Interesting alike lo the nov-
ice who is a fancier of other breeds than
the Airedale and of particular interest to
the Airedale fancier.

Paper Bound $l; Cloth Bound $1.50

ROD AND GUN IN CANADA MAGAZINE
(Book Department), WOODSTOCK, ONT.
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The Double Track Route

WINTER TOURS TO
CALIFORNIA

And other Pacific Coast Points, also to

Alabama
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Rod and Gun Folk: Our Friend Landis
J. R. Mattern

LANDIS—Charles S. Landis— is

the editor of the Guns and
Ammunition Department of

Rod and Gun. How he came to at-

tain that proud position the reader
will fully understand after glancing
over the following brief inventory
of the fellow by one fortunate enough
to know hitn in everyday life.

Perhaps it is well in the beginning
to state that this thing of being an
editor of such a department is more
difficult than is commonly supposed.
One must not tackle the job directly

and barehanded if he wants to get
away with it for* any length of time.
To sit down at a desk in the maga-
zine's office for the sole purpose of

writing and editing soon makes a
man chair-bound, and the informa-
tion he passes out nearly all_ gets to

l)e second-handed and stale. In fact,

it gets so dry and shriveled that it

no longer interests the boys at all.

That is why we find Landis located
away down in Pennsylvania, a thou-
sand miles and more from most of

the readers of his department in the
magazine. In his home town of

Harrisburg he ostensibly is holding
down a job that takes him, as he goes
lo work of a morning, through the
marble and tiled corriders of the state
capitol building. But those who
know him realize that this connec-
tion is kept up just in order that he
may retain his freshness of viewpoint
and to maintain his close touch with
the world of men and events. The
things that occupy his mind and heart

and all his spare time and cash, are
shooting of all kinds, getting ac-
quainted with riflemen and shotgun
men and short gun men of all de-
grees from everywhere, and writing
about the things he finds out. The
engineering job of his is largely cam-
ouflage.

Landis himself prefers to shoot
small bore rifles more than big bores or
high powers. I do not know the
reason, unless it is that he frankly
recognizes that small game is always
with us while big game is only oc-

casionally shot. Certainly he does
not kid himself with the idea that
he is a mighty hunter of the latter.

A mistake that must be guarded
against, here, is the idea that Penn-
sylvania, being away down in the
Southeastern part of North America,
provides him no chances at fair to

medium game. From his window,
Landis can look up the Susquehanna
to where the river breaks through a
steep cut in the last ridges of the
AUeghenies, only five miles away.
From that point westward and north-
ward extends several hundreds of

miles of genuine sure-enough moun-
tains and wilderness. There are

farms in some of the valleys, it is

true, but over manj^ of the mountain
spaces one can climb the brush for

fifty miles at a stretch without
coming to a road, much less a house.
With this country at his back door
Landis gets a shot at deer now and
then almost within walking distance
of his own fireplace. During the two
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weeks open season of 1918, there were
upwards of two thousand deer and
four hundred bear killed in the state.

This is enough to practice on.

Besides that, Harrisburg has a very
live rifle club with a splendid range
on which he (?an keep his muscles gun
broken. Incidentally Landis helped
to daddy the original unorganized
shooting movement into official

shape, and has served as secretary,

range officer and general spark coil

of the club ever since. I remember
meeting him for the first time back
a goodly number of years on a
trolley car. I had a rifle betwefen my
knees, and he boarded the car and
came sliding into the seat beside me,
evidently being drawn to the gun
like a hound to a piece of liver.

That is Landis for you. He is a
gun-man in all the better senses of
that term. He is one of what the
solid and respectable pacifies call

those hare-brained fools who don't
know any better than to waste their
time and money monkeying around
with guns." He could not join the
World War on qpcount of certain
physical disqualifications which he
bitterly regrets, but it is undoubtedly
true that he has saved the life of
more than one American soldier and
accounted for several eixtra wooden-
heads. He did it by using uncounted
hours in teaching Harrisburg boys
how to shoot straight and quick.
His club, due in a conspicuous
measure to his personal efforts, has
sent to the army and to France some
50 of America's best shots—men who
have the nerve and skill to down five

charging boches in ten seconds.
What makes his remarks worth

reading is his passion for the real

dope as against theory fake. It

seems to be growing on him, too, as

I notice that less and less he takes
anyone's words for facts, and more
and more he prefers to put things to

the test of actual trial or use. This
habit of his betting only on sure
things can be illustrated by an in-

cident that happened a couple of

years ago. We are familiar with
the kind of talk that passes round
among the boys as to what shots

they have made, and what groups

are possible with their rifles—the
greener the rifleman, the farther
away he can hit the impossible every
time. Landis had been shooting
crows with his 25-21 and killing some
of them up to 200 yards, yet against
the brilliant talk of the crowd his

results were cheap. Knowing what
he knew he took them all along
several Saturdays on a shoot, and
he killed twenty-five crows while the
other fellows with their 30-30s,

Springfields and other, rifles all to-

gether killed only one.

You find him shooting crows all

winter, every week or so. In the
spring you find him out after ground-
hogs, and during the summer on the
range with his Springfield and hunt-
ing in the fall. Last September we
found ihim at Camp Perry, Ohio.,
as a member of the Pennsylvania
Civilian team, and it was noticed
when the scores were totaled up on
the last day of the National matches,
that Landis stood at the head of the
team. It was noticed also that he
had a wide circle of friends, for along
the firing line he would be stopped
continually by a man from Missouri,
or Massachusetts, or California or
Idaho or some other seaport.

Lan!dis riles easily. All that is

necessary is to approach him with
the looks or talk of a parlor sport
or a parlor pet of any class. He has
no notion of being too proud to
fight, and I verily believe that he
would have shot or would shoot a
junker German on sight at any time
between July 31, 1914 and the dale
the formal treaty of peace is signed.

It is a pity he didn't get "Over"- as a

sniper, for barring accidents, he would
have gotten his dozen or so of the

enemy.
To pass upon the articles in the

Guns and Ammunition Department
and to answer the questions asked

of the editor would take, one natural-

ly assumes, someone BIG in the shoot-

ing game. Landis gets the passing

and the answering done in a pretty

fair manner, I think we all agree, in

spite of the fact that he is not a tiger

hunter, or a retired army officer, or

even a noted timber cruiser or scout.

He does it well because he is a young
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man with a head full of information
on shooting and a soul full of earnest
enthusiasm for the game that gives
most red-blooded men pleasure in

the woods and that did the Germans
a job.

Should you come to Harrisburg to

see Landis, first make sure there are
no National or other matches on for

which he may have left home. Also
asccftain if he has been seen going
crow shooting out over the hills that
day. If signs point to his being in

town, then try the news stand in

the depot, where you may finjd him
waiting to seize the very first edition
to arrive ofeach of the current shooting
magazines. In case he is not there
he may possibly be at one or another
of the sporting goods stores. Try
Ixis home or office last.

And now—better finish this, or
you won't know him—what sort of a
hombre will you look for? Tall,
with that piercing blue-gray shooting
eye? Not by a sight! Landis is

the fellow old Johhny Colt had in
mind when he made his first 45's in
order to equalize all men according
to the Constitution. For Landis i|s

five feet a^d four or five inches tall,

weighs about 135 pounds, wears
glasses and so far as I can judge from
pictures, looks almost exactly like

Mr. Lloyd George of England. To
look at him you would never think
he could shoot you at a thousand

yards nearly every crack, or tell

you offhand the depth of the rifling

in the new Enfield to a ten thousandth

of an inch. But he can.

H. C. Haddo^"

IN conipany with about a hund-
red other cattle the brindled
heifer had wintered at the Old

Ranch. Every afternoon a cowboy
would ride over and throw them, from
the railed off stacks, hay sufficient

for their needs. For water there was
a creek that remained open part of

the time. When this was frozen over
there was always snow with which
they could quench their thirst. For
shelter they huddled together under
the dark pines that began where the
meadow ended, or sought protection
from the wind to the leeward of the
stacks. It was not the most com-
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fortajble form cf existence, but being
range cattle used to rustling for their

living, they were accustomed to hard-
ships—and the mountain men do not
pamper their stock. Most of them
were contented, excepting always the
brindled heifer. Certainly they had
all wintered well, and were in good
shape. But to the brindled heifer

(more than to the others) the mere
domination of man was an ever
galling influence. Untamed, un-
broken, she had never even been tied

up, and she hated the barb wire fence
that kept her, and her companions,
within the limits of the meadow. It

was a sign of man's power over her,

and a curtailment of her liberty. For
this same reason she hated the cow-
boy that came each day to feed them,
for he, too, stood for authority. But
most of all the brindled heifer hated
the dog.

She was only a little brown bob-
tailed bitch, but wise in the ways of

the herd, and a thoroughly broken
cattle dog. Her duties were to keep
the cattle at a respectful distance
while her master spread their hay
round on the snow. This made the
operation very much easier than
trying to distribute it among a
jostling surging herd of hungry beasts.
Most of the cattle accepted the in-

evitable, and waited until they were
allowed to approach. Not so, how-
ever, the brindled heifer. Every day
brought the same passage of arms
between her and the dog, and always
the dog, backed up by authority came
of^ best. This gradually rankled with
the heifer, and she tried new ways of
evading this restraint, but they were
always discovered and frustrated,
and she was driven back into the
herd to await her turn with the rest.

At the beginning of the winter she
had merely been wild. By the time
spring came she was no tamer, and
was mean with it in addition.

Almost as soon as the snow had
disappeared the grass began to shoot
up amongst the big timber, and this,

with the already budded willows
made winter feeding no longer neces-
sary.

The cattle were driven bark into

the mountains, and lef^ to rustle their

own feed or starve. At first they lost

flesh, but this wag soon recovered as
the mountain herbage flourished in

the ever increasing warmth of the
sun.
For a while the cattle (as if feeling

the winter-long association) remained
in a fairly compact herd, but feed was
too scarce to permit this and gradually
they dispersed until it was rare to

find more than two or three individ-
uals together. The brindled heifer

was one of the first to leave. Now
that there was neither dog nor fence
to restrain her she travelled for sev-

eral days out of sheer sense of free-

dom, and by the time she came to
the big slide she was a good many
miles in advance of the rest of the
herd.
Here she found abundant feedjto

satsify her, and revelling in her new^
.found freedom she became as wild
and unapproachable as the" white-
tailed' deer that also haunted the
slide, coming out to feed only in the

early morning and late evening and
hiding herself for the remainder of the

day in the big timber that fringed the

slide.

All around her the world was wak-
ing up to a new lease of life after the
rigors of the winter, and under the
double influence of sun and warm
spring rains Nature hurried now as if

to make amends for her enforced

idleness.

The willows were already in full

leaf and huckleberries and soap-ber-
ries and the ever present buckbrush
were close behind them.

Among the dead dried stems of the

salmon-berry the new shoots were
springing up and the big broad leaves

unfolding. On open slide or in shel-

tered valley vegetation was appear-
ing almost overnight, and bursting
into sudden hfe, here the curled frond
of the bracken, sticky and brittle as

yet, but later on to be tough enough
to cut one's fingers to the bone, there

great patches of yellow dog tooth

vie lets, proud and erect, a blaze of

colour on the hillside, nodding in the
passing breeze; or white, green tinted

Star of Bethleham niding coyly in the

shadows of the timber.

And over everything the Spirit
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offspring—an elusive indescribable
restlessness, here in the warm spring
winds or there in the thousands cf

little pools of water that were forming
everywhere to go drip, dripping down
into the big creek in the valley below.

All Nature seemed to feel this in-

fluence, breathing of courtships and
mating, or the finer, nobler state of

Love's fulfillment.

Higher up on the summits the
mountain ewes fed nervously, watch-
ing the while the piled up rocks where
their tiny lambs were hidden; and
in the sheltered draws the big wide-
eyed does carefully covered their

spotted long-legged fawns before they
went out onto the slide to feed in the
dew-soaked silence that precedes the
dawn.

Sitting gravely on his rocky spur,
the big golden eagle whistled to his

mate, a new note of tenderness in his

call; or strutting with beating wings
on some hollow log the willow grouse
sent his booming drumming love mes-
sage echoing through the mountains.

To the brindled heifer also came
this call (because for this the world
was made) and urged on by her
necessity she ascended the slide until

the timber thinned out and the piled

up lying logs gave place to little

open meadc ws.

Here she bedded down for the
night, nervous as she always had been,
testing the wind with her nose to
learn its secrets just as if she carried
no brand upon her shoulder to show
that she was domesticated. And
dawn, when it came, streaking the
east with its first grey fingers and
then breaking into the radiant glory
of sunrise in the mountains found the
heifer nervously licking her calf—

a

shaky legged calf brindled like it?

m,C)ther. As the sun rose and warmed
the earth this baby found its first

meal and so gained strength, standing
up on tottering wide spread legs

while its mother lavished on it a love
both fierce and tender.

Probably to the brindled heifer
these first hours with her calf were
the only moments of sweetness that
she had ever known. Unsociable
and aloof, hating everything that
restrained her freedom, she found no

sense of companionship in the herd.
Long-horned, wild-eyed, the cowboy
that had tended her had described her
as "ornery"^and had let it go at

that. But to every female in this
world, from shaggy she wdf even to
barren hybrid mule that can bear no
young comes this same Divine, un-
quenchable mother love, this strange
Greater Force that can send the
mother grouse flying at you with
ruffled feathers when you disturb her
brood, or that can drive even the
timid frightened rabbit into a sem-
blance of ferocity in the protection of

her olTspring.

To many, unfortunately, this hour
of devotion is all too short, and after

the first helpless stage is passed, they
will relentlessly drive their young
away from the maternal side. This,
after all, is inevitable where Life is a
continual battle for existence. But
the hour, while it lasts, is magnificent.
It needs to be to compensate for the
terrible price that Motherhood de-
mands.

The brindled heifer felt the magic
of its presence. No animal, (or
person either, for that matter) is ever
wholly bad, and this heifer was no
exception to the rule. Basking in
the waimth of the sunlight, and
fussing tenderly over her calf, she
came as near to happiness as she
probably ever could ccme.

Among the golden shadows that
sifted down through a clump if heavy
foliaged pines, a she bear paused in
her wanderings to rest, with a sigh
cf contentment, in the soft moistness
beneath the trees.-

At this opportunity her cub eagerly
approached her, and sitting up grave-
ly on her haunches the old bear al-

lowed him to satisfy his appetite.
Next the cub felf playful, and again
the she bear gratified his wishes, rol-

ling him over and over in the soft

fragrant pine needles that covered
the ground, biting and worrying him
with mock ferocity, and growling
deep down in her throat so that the
cub whined and whimpered in his

excitement. He would have con-
tinued the game indefinitely (^oi any-
way until he felt hungry again) but
the old bear seemed in no mood for
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"And at this sudden, glorious smell, he
trembled with excitement."

further play. The day and the hour
were aUke in their warm softness, a
lazy enervating influence that called

for sleep. It was a spring of rapid
growth for all vegetation, and the
she bear was full fed. With a little

grunt of satisfaction she burrowed her
way into the dry needles and moist
earth, and closed her eyes.

Not yet fat (though that would
come later, when the hills were full

of ripening berries) yet she had
quickly put on flesh after the long
winter's fast. When she had first

come out, lean and hungry after the

months of hibernation, the tissues of

her body had been drained of their

vital forces (like a honeycomb that

has been emptied of its honey) but
now, with the abundant greenstuff

of the mountains she was again in

good condition, and her coat was
long and sleek.

Finding that his mother seemed of

no further use to him the cub started

to explore on his own account. A
few yards took him through the little

clump of pines, and at once the coun-

tiy opened out into a series of mead-
ows, broken in places by outcroppings

of rock or patches of scattered timber.

Ever\' thing was warm and peaceful.

A woodpecker tapped and drummed

upon one of the yellow barked pines
that waved, golden and graceful in

the sunlight that bathed the whole
mountain side. On a flat rock a big
white and yellow butterfly sunned
himself lazily. High in the clear
turquoise blue of the sky a hawk cir-

cledT and whistled to the lady of his
choice. From far down in the valley
below came the faint roar of the creek
that was daily growing bigger as the
snow water from the summits came
down to feed it. Close at hand a

warm breeze sighed amongst the
trees and stirred the dancing grass
like a ripple on a sheet of water.

The bear cub found a dozen things

to interest him, here a white grub,
fat and juicy, hiding under a rock
that he had turned over, there scores

of big black ants that went scurrying
away when he scratched at a rotten

log. Further out on the meadow he
found the runway of a mouse, and
while following this with his nose he
caught a whifT of the animal itself,

and at this sudden glorious smell he
trembled with excitement, and start-

ed to scratch away at the hole down
which the mouse had disappeared.

Further away, on another corner
of the same meadow, hidden from the
direct rays of the sun by an over-

hanging rock, the brindled heifer rose

to her feet angrily. The spell had
broken with a snap, and the softening

influence of the fingers of Maternity
left her, and she became at once the
wild resentful heifer of the winter.

Even here in the wonder of her gold-

en hour, she was not free from per-

secution. She had seen the cub as

he had first left the clump of pines,

but had not seen him as such. To
her it was the bob-tailed bitch that

she had hated so bitterly during the

winter. Indeed, her mistake was
excusable for the bear cub was near-

ly the same si7e as the dog, and very

similar in colour.

The heifer had been smouldering

with anger as she got to her feet, but

as the seconds passed the fire of her

rage broke out into sudden burning

passion that sent her tearing out into

the meadow after the bear cub.

To the cub, intent only on digging

out his mouse, this apparition of the
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enraged heifer came^ as a sudden
blinding shock that left him rooted
to the spot. Seeing that her enemy
refused to run, and mistaking this

for defiance, the heifer started to roar
with excitement, or anger, or possibly
both. At the sound the cub woke to

a sense of his position, and started
back for the clump of pines as quick-
ly as his little short legs could carry
him, bawling for his mother—and
after him the heifer, fighting mad and
seeing red, with lowered head and
tail extended straight behind her.

Whether she found out her mis-
take I cannot tell you. If she did
the passion that might have died was
fanned into life again by the rank
animal smell of the bear cub.

She caught him before ever he
oould reach the pines. One long horn
impaled him tossing his body over
her head, so that he fell behind her,

dead before his body touched the
ground. The heifer whirled round
short, and almost flung herself upon
the body of the cub, stamping it into
the ground with her feet, and then
catching it with her horns and tearing
and rending it, so that it seemed
impossible that what a few short
minutes ago had been the cub, filled

to the brim with the joy of living,

could now be this broken, shattered
body.
And then vengeance like a blast

struck tne heifer, as the justly en-
raged she bear came sailing in to the
attack.

Both of them were so utterly mad,
so thoroughly driven on by a sense
of their outraged motherhood that
neither felt any fear of the other.
With a great roaring growl the bear
sprang, and if she had landed the
conflict would have finished there and
then. But so quick was the heifer

that the bear only caught her a glanc-
ing blow across the neck, tearing
deep down into the flesh, but not
doing any serious harm. Infuriated
with the sudden agony of her wounds,
the heifer made a vicious rush, but
the bear evaded this, running just
ahead of the heifer as you have seen
a dog run when attacked by cattle.

And then suddenly she stopped and,
so quickly that she must have turned

even as she rose, she flung herself
upon the heifer, landing on the neck
and shoulders, and lashing oiit with
all four paws at once.

The heifer slipped with the force
of the blow, and both of them went
down together. Of the two the
heifer suffered the most, and when
she rose to her feet again, sick and
shaken, most of the fight had been
knocked out of her.

Again the bear threw herself upon
the heifer, but she misjudged her
distance, and the heifer caught her
with her horns, tearing her stomach
nearly its whole length. With a
ghastly tickling roar the bear hurled
herself forward again, before the
heifer could get her horns free. All
the strength she possessed went into
that one blow, and the heifer went
down with a broken neck, down onto
her knees at first, and then rolled
over without a sound.

And then equally as suddenly the
she bear collapsed beside her, stream-
ing with blood—and so they lay,
these two antagonists, in the silence
and the sunlight.

Presently, waking from his sleep
and feelmg hungry, and missint:

his mother £rom beside him, the calf

rose to his feet, shakily at first, and

"The calf watched his first and last sun go
down."
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then more steadily as he felt the
strength that had flowed into him
while he slept.

Slowly, a few feet at a time, he
went out onto the meadow. Two
or three times he stopped and called

her, but there was no answer. There
never could be any answer now, for

the heifer had given all that she had
in his defence. And then, suddenly,
the calf saw her—but that strange

instinct that animals possess warned
him that there was something here

that he could not understand. Slow-

ly he approached her his eyes blink-
ing with curiosity. Fortunately
for him he could not realise what it

all meant. Here was his mother
but she was so cold and still, and made
no movement at his caUing. And
just behond her was something
strange and brown that filled him
with vague fear.

Over in the west the afternoon sun
was dying in a blaze of golden glory,

and turning, with wide open, troubled
eyes, the calf watched his first and
last sun go down.

'^^^^^IL/ ' t^ '^^iL\ ^^^^^^r^Sa^
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places to claim them. As it was a

number of years since I had seen a
full Canadian trapping season Laddie
Jr. and I were in high spirits.

"Onlj^a few hundred yards more"
puffed the boy—our loads were large

and one sleigh drew heavily.

"Shanty's all right" he cheerily
announced as we drew near. The
only signs of human or animal life

were the tracks of a weasel that had
evidently lived under the little house.
It did seem nonsense to spatter this

snow scene with muskrat traps; but
distant canoes and trappers were
seen the next day crossing to their

selected places, so the lad set the
alarm clock for the first peep of dawn
on the first of March and I heard his

sleigh go creaking off into the dark-
ness next morning. As I wanted
him to learn, and as he only is licens-

ed, I let him go alone. He was in

time for our island trapping ground
as it opens the last on the lake and
has the smallest catch. There was
no one else about, but at the mouth
of the Otonabee River the traps were
set by lantern light shortly after
midnight. There the catch runs into
the thousands, twenty men setting
as many as three to four thousand
traps in a space of about two hundred
acres, catching from one to two —or
in the best seasons three thousand
muskrats.

"Oh! the poor thing" I heard
Laddie Jr., complain, as he picked
up a snowbird that had sprung a
trap and was frozen stiff, and dead.
Another day he came in and showed
me a dead song sparrow that , had
also been caught in a trap.

"Laddie", I said, "go and spring
every one of your hundred traps, I'll

help you if anyone dares to take your
places and we will try and stop this

cruelty to animals." I first of all

spoke to all the white men and In-
dians I could meet, asking them to
claim their places for the whole
month of March, until the open water
of April, by unset traps. Then I

wrote to the Department of Game and
Fisheries telling them of the evident-
ly enormous slaughter of the inno-
cents each spring. Just figure it

out for yourself. I should estimate

that there^are a"^ million muskrat
tr^ps set in Canada each spring, aiid

if they caught only two birds to the
hundred, as Laddie did before we
stopped the senseless method, that
would mean twenty thousand of our
migratory insect eating birds caught
before the trapping season opens.
Alas! even with the utmost kindness
towards the wee songsters, I cannot
conceive of any method that can
be adopted to stop the catching of
them during the actual trapping days.
Fully fifty thousand must be caught
during April. Many of the larger
ones survive and are liberated by the
best of the trappers. I know that
I have made it a habit to take every
living bird I have ever found in the
spring out of any and all traps I

pass. I know I can do this safely
without the owner of the trap thinking
I have removed a furbearer as I never
trap myself, and consequently have
no furs in my possession.

Well, good people; do you wonder
that our insect eating' birds are
getting scarce and that the pests
of the fruit and the vegetable and
the cereal are getting more numerous'
every season when it is a fact that
we destroy a large portion of the
insectivorous birds before they have
even made their nests? The Depart-
ment will, I think, ask the trappers
to claim their places with unset
traps—and they will not be at the
loss of a sir^le muskrat by so doing.

Oh! the wondrous beauty of it

all. Mother nature was awakening
from her winter's sleep. The sweetly
calling redwings made the marsh
ebho with their music; wrens were
twittering pertly; the chickadees were
still with us as well as the hairy wood-
peckers; both acrobats walking up-
side down so jauntily. Crows cawed
early in the month; the groundhogs
came out and whistled in the second
week; snowbirds flitted like miniature
snowstorms; Glaucous-winged gulls
came sailing along in the third week;
plover, song-sparrows, whistle-wings
and marsh hawk arrived all on one
day; killdeer came the next day;
robin and blaebirds came next; bit-

tern came late in the month; chip-
munks and flycatchers were seen
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Correct Way to Drag a Canoe Out of an Open Spot If You Have No Ice Chisel
or Pike Pole

on the 23rd; black ducks the next day;
seven wild ge^e winged heavily
along; and an even dozen American
mergansers on the next day; bluebills

in flocks, oriole and great blue herons
in the last week of March, canvas-
backs, bullfrogs' croaking, patches
of open water along the shores,
swelling buds and dripping sap trees,

kingfisher and loon; and great cracks
in the strong lake ice—all these in

the first week of April. We two
went about with thankful hearts
rejoicing that we were permitted to

see so much of the wonderful beauties
of Nature.

"I've found a dead muskrat in a
tprn open house, what shall I do
with it?" questioned the lad one
March day.

"Brimj it in, it is yours," I toj'd

him. He did so and I found the
throat sadly torn by a mink, so of
course I judged it had been killed

and left after it had been partly
eaten. I walked back to the muskrat
house and saw where he had found it,

but I am so much opposed to dis-

turbing the houses of the furbearers
that I made no deeper investigation,

and thereby he and many trappers
lost a number of pelts that might
have been saved as at this date in

late March they were in perfectly
good condition. Hundreds, yes it

may be thousands of Rice Lake and
Otonabee River muskrats, had been
frozen during the 35 degree weather
of midwinter and lay dead in their

houses. As manj^ as two, three,

anti five, were found in a single

house after^ the warm weather had
spoiled the' pelts and bodies too.
Still I would hate to find any reason
that would give us the apparent
right to tear into a muskrat house.

"I can't find five of my traps"
called Laddie to me across the bog.
I walked over and saw where his

"tallystick" had been thrown down
and of course knew at once that a
meaner animal than a skunk or
wolverine or wandering Indian's dog
had been about. A trap thief had
passed that way. The coward had
taken a clean sweep of our neigh-
bours' traps, taking some sixty odd
from the three boys camped on a
neighbouring island. He did not
come again, so our sentinels with
rifles never got a shot at any myster-
ious animal they would have heard
during the night. I advised simply
firing in the air to scare the wretch
but where men have a grievance they
are apt to shoot too low so I trust
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he will not come again as we don't
want any wounded men in Rice
Lake marshes. One day I pictured
the lad squatted over the bow pulling
his canoe out of the open water onto
soft squashy ice, just tapping along
with his feet until he got it on solid

ice. Then again I pictured him as
he leaned over her pushing her from
behind, in such a position that if she
broke through the ice he promptly
fell forward flat into the canoe.
Still I urge the use of airtanks in
all canoes, and the next chap who
cannot swim who takes a girl out
and drowns her because "the canoe
upset" should most certainly be
hanged.

It was wonderful to stand and
watch the power of the wind-shifted
icefields, crashing and grinding in
midlake, or tearing up "great tree
roots and huge stones as the ice

ground up onto the shores. Laddie
had a nice free ride on an ice-sh )ved
rock one sunny day.
The lad was getting a few pelts

and learning the ways of nature.
One thing I tried to impress firmly
upon his mind. It is all right for
him to take a few furs along our
own island, so long as he does not
trespass on another island or any

inclosed ground or ground that has
signs on it forbidding trapping,
providing he is getting his education
at the same time (he attends private
school and always stands at the
head of his class, but modesty urges
me to mention that there is only
one in the class). He must however
never grow up with the idea of making
a living trapping fur, hunting and
fishing. So many good, clever lads
are spoiled for all their life by pick-
ing up a few easy dollars while they
are young with trap and minnow net
and line and gun. The dividing line
between the honest boy and the
lawbreaking boy who sells his fish
and ducks is very line and easily
crossed and, as the game becomes
scarcer and the laws against taking
and selling are enforced for the
FIRST time (they are dead letter
laws now), he will find himself with-
out a livelihood and in danger of
capture all the time.
At last came a day when a great

wind under a hot sun got the mighty
icefield in motion and they literally
dissolved in tinkling streams of big
piled "shoves" upon the shores.
Wildly flew the myriad ducks among
the scurrying ice cakes and, thread-
ing their dangerous lanes were the

Once the Canoe is on the Weak Ice Push It From Behind with Both Hands So
That You Fall Into It When It Breaks Through
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returning trappers of nineteen eigh-
teen in their Rice lake canoes—

a

game of weird dread and danger
through the binoculars notwithstand-
ing which they safely made the
further shore every time.

One remarkable thing, the musk-
rats and the beaver, also, maintain
open feeding holes through the thick
ice all the winter long, just as the
seal does in more northern sea waters,
If they started at the first of the
winter's ice and rriade and kept these
holes open I could understand how
they did it, but how they gnaw their

way through two to three feet of

ice beats me. They then keep it

open by bringing up a few mouthfuls
of weeds and stuffing these into the
top of the opening; even if these
do freeze a little they are easily re-

moved. It is very difficult to catch
the muskrat in its feeding or airhole,

as the opening is but the size of its

body and a trap laid on slanting
slippery ice is very easily dislodged.
The Indians are very much against
the use of these holes for the placing
of traps and I think they are right.

The great majority of trappers
do not make a trip around their

traps on Sunday. There is the day
to be considered "Honour the Sab-
bath Day and keep it Holy" comes
first. But the suffering animal must
also be considered. - Our method is

to take a walk along the island
shore early on Sunday morning and,
if any muskrats are alive in the traps,

to kill them and leave them.

Now as regards trespassing. A
great many trappers go wherever
they can get with a canoe, even if

the grounds have signs warning tres-

passers off. Others, men who re-

spect the rights of their neighbours,
keep off such ground. The only
reason why all do not do so is that
some magistrates decide in favour
of the owner and some in favour of
the trespasser. I have heard trap-
pers say that as they buy a license

the Department should send a man
out and have this thoroughly de-
cided, because the more lawful a
man is in both trapping and hunting,
lishing and shooting, the more he
gives the less lawful chaps a big

advantage. Where we are camped
the 'lunge are safe in the spring, for

none will break the law right under
our binoculars—poor things they are
an easy mark for the spearsman in

the spring. To see a pair of these
great fish within a paddle length of

you, silently fanning the water with
their balancing fins, their big, shark-
like snouts and glazed eyes promin-
ent, is to freeze you to the spot until

splash! they have spied you and have
plunged off.

I think if the Department uses
returned soldiers to enforce the Game
Laws we will all have an even chance
at fish and fin and fur.

There is on Rice lake a large
modern pleasure motor boat, a double
decker, that uses so large a tank-
supported boathouse that it is a
long hard job each fall to pull it

upon the ways. Therefore the ow-
ner, a Pittsburg, Pa., man, left it

floating the last winter with the
motor boat raised well above the
water, the tanks, or pontoons, run-
ning the full length of the boat house
on both sides amply supporting it.

Evidently he again decided to let

the boathouse float during the winter
season of 1918-19; as from our camp
we saw it, after the "freeze up,"
firmly frozen into the surface of the
lake.

One day, a few weeks later. Laddie
came into camp saying

—"That big
boathouse is sinking." True enough,
down it went on one side until the
window sills were level, on the one
side. With the water at the severe
angle at which it rested there seemed
to be danger of the big boat inside
upsetting. Here it stopped however
—evidently the bottom on one side

was on the mud. A telegram was
sent to the owner and a man dis-

patched. A crew was soon collected

and after many days' work with
jacks and levers, working on the
thin treacherous ice of this unusually
mild winter, the boathouse was
raised to the level, the broken air-

tank pumped out and the cause of

the accident discovered. A muskrat,
seeking a winter home, had eaten its

way into the air chamber and caused
all this damage.
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I have known a few pair, or couples,

of these active borers to tear such
long passages into a dike on the

shores of the Pacific, as to cause a

tremendous flood of all the farming^
land enclosed. Often while passing

those farm lands on a coasting steam-
er at high tide we have pointed our
camera down at the farm houses and
barns below us, inside the dikes, and
wondered just what those people
would do when Old Ocean again

rushed and seethed over those rich

black bottoms? To see the multi-

tude, after the muskrats had made
the channels large enough to weaken
and break the dike, working by twink-
ling lantern light, with wheelbarrow,
bags and shovels, hastening against

the incoming of the next tide, was
to learn a lesson as to the destructive

powers of this world wide denizen of

the swamps and marshes—the musk-
rat.

The St. Clair Pickerel Run
^. L. McCready

THERE are three kinds of fish

stories—possibly more— but
three, there are, at least.

Perhaps the first to suggest itself,

is the exaggerated hyperbole So-and-
So employed in describing that very
impossible catch last summer. And
the second class we will classify as

those interesting articles featured in

our magazines, descriptive of trout

and black bass fishing—trips to dis-

tant lakes and streams, that places

this sport far from the reach of many
of us.
- For the third class there remains
the commonplace angling in the more
settled districts; that pastime of such
well-known history that writers pass
it by unnoticed.

It may be that stories of this last

order fail to create interest, or the
topic is written in a colorless way,
but, to me, summertime and pickerel

fishing on the St. Clair River always
held much of interest. Perhaps the
beauty of the river, and its variety of

passing pleasure boats and freighters

make a special appeal to me; but,

whether for the river's sake, or for

its fishing, one could seek many places

before finding a better in which to

spend a few summer days.

Let those who have never been
there picture a hot July afternoon;
one of those days when a film of

colorless heat waves dance up and
down just above the earth's sun-
bathed surface. Picture the placid
St. Clair River flowing onward, its

mile wide crystal surface reflecting

a careless indolence under the
sun's relentless rays—I say indolent,
for how could anything be otherwise
under the influence of such excessive
heat? But underneath the river's

indolent surface still works that
tireless agency, the current, that
urges the mighty river onward,
creeping with a three to four mile
rate of speed ever onward toward
its distant goal. Such is the St.

Clair River in the height of the
pickerel season.

It is on days like the one de-
scribed, that glancing out on the
river's surface you will see numbers
of small black objects, borne on-
ward by the current, that on their

nearer approach prove to be small
row boats, each with one or two
occupants.
These boats drift along at a

selected distance from shore, but
well out of the path of the Great
lakes steamers and freighters. The
occupants are perspiring, though
lightly clad people; some 'with straw
hats, others wilting under heavy
thick felts, but all suffering with the
stoicism of Indians. And, indeed,
many of them are Indians, being
Walpole Island and Sarnia Reser-
vists. Possibly three-fourths of them
are Indians, and the rest white
people. Most of them are men,
though in some of the boats, (those
with two occupants) one may be a

woman and the other a man.
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Out on the river where its shiny
surface attracts and refracts the
sun's rays like a mirror, these people
drift along tempting the finny tribe

below with their bobbing chugging
lines.

They sit out there with the mer-
cury bubbling above ninety in the
elfin shade, and bob a ten inch reel

and sixty feet of line, up and down
a six inch rise and fall, the sinker

at the end hitting bottom each fall,

and they do this twenty-five and
thirty times a minute with con-
siderable patience and endurance.
Then at the end of all their exertion

there is mile after mile to row their

boats back, miles which the current
has carried them on while they
angled.

In the old days they had a more
convenient way of returning to their

starting point. In their boats they
carried 100 or 150 feet of half inch
hemp rope. One end of this rope
fastened to the bow of their boat,
they cast a coil of it containing the
other end abroad an upbound steamer
and some obliging deckhand making
it fast the little boat would stand up
against the steamer's stern swell, and
start out after its escort at an eight
or ten mile clip. But now there are
strict laws against this procedure, and
it is very rarely that they make the
return trip this way.

Just so with the game laws. In the
old days they could catch and sell

fish both large and small, while now
they have to be of a standard size

and all the little ones must be re-

leased.

Sometimes in those boats with two
occupants, one rows the boat gently
against the current, while the other
works a deep trawl. Even at night,
with the moon in the right quarter,
the deep trawl can be worked with
good results.

A decade ago, large numbers of
Indians, and also white people pro-
cured their living from the pickerel
run; and at intervals during the day
you could look out on the river and
see their skiffs and clinkers drifting

down like a small Armada. Of late

years the run of fish is smaller and the
number of fishermen less than half.

The game laws and towing laws no
doubt help to discourage the occu-
pation.
Where one man could make ten or

fifteen dollars a day a few years ago,
he is now lucky to make as much in

three or four days. Of course this
big wage was made at the height of the
run, when the fish are most plentiful,

which is only about two months each
summer, with a few weeks before and
after the run when the catch is only
casual.

Possibly altogether the season lasts

from the full moon in June until

the first week in September.

That pickerel fishing as it would
seem,' is mainly monopolized by
money-making anglers must not be
conceded; there are always those who
enter the game for the sport of it.

Some of these sportsmen have naptha
launches, which obviate the necessity
of rowing back after drifting, or, more
commonly they anchor their skiffs in

the channel and do their fishing at

rest. If they have anchored in a
spot where the run strikes they will

have as good success, if not better,

than in drifting.

The chugging line I should say is

usually linen, about 60, 70, or 100
feet wound on a ten inch crotched
reel. At the business end of the line

an oblong lead sinker, five or six

ounces in weight is attached with a

triple hook affixed c|t)se against the
extreme end. For bait, they use
worms, minnows, small pieces of beef,

or even a small tuft of red flannel

—

just whatever pleases Mr. Pickerel
for the day. Sometimes they use no
bait whatever. In that case the
angler shines the lead sinker and the
fish bite at it as it is chugged back
and forth—the fish perhaps mis-
taking the shining sinker for a min-
now, snaps at it as it is jerked up-
wards and his teeth slipping off the
sinker his jaws land on the three

pronged hook beneath.

Of the deep trawl, enough is said

when it is mentioned that it is the

usual arrangement of three lines of

different lengths leading out from a
main line. ThejTiain line passes from
the boat to within about a foot of the
river's bottom. The three lines men-
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lioned extend out from the main line

parallel with the current and are

placed one above the other at about

three feet apart. As it takes two
people to trawl, one to row the boat

and one to handle the trawl, it does

not appeal to one alone, although

some do manage it by themselves;

but for two people it is the ideal

method of fishing, as there is less

danger from fouling on snags than

with the chugging line.

Nor is pickerel fishing confined to

the deep trawl or the chugging line.

One with a good rod and line may
have equally good luck angling from
one 6f the numerous wharves, the

manner and method of catching your

fish being a matter of personal choice-

So much for the St. Clair pickerel

run, and to end this narrative it is

sufficient to say, that every year, as

regularly as the full moon in June,
the run begins in the St. Clair River,

and as regularly as the run itself

appears that enthusiastic following of

the rod and reel, that take their daily

toll from the hungry hordes.

Trout fishing in the fastnesses of

New Ontario is conceded the sport

par excellence, and I hope to taste of

it shortly, but, when summer rolls

'round, I'll visit the old St. Clair

River, get out on its bosom, brave
old King Sol, and see if the pickerel

still bite on the old chugging line.

Speckled Trout of Northern Ontario

Here is a catth of speckled trout that would

delight the heart of any angler. They ran

from sixteen inches to twenty inches in length

and were taken in the Upper Drowning River

in Northern Ontario. Speckled trout such as

these can be caught all around the stretches

of the Upper Drowning River. This stream

is reached either from Pagwa, Grant, Twin-

lakes, or Cavell stations on that section of the

Transcontinental line between Cochrane and

Winnipeg. The Upper Drowning River is one

of the newly opened up sporting territories

of Canada, and the stations mentioned are

reached by through train ser\'ice over the

new Transcontinental Railway via Grand

Trunk from Toronto, the journey being

one of about fourteen hours.



Cyril G. Ball

HERBERT and I have been
friends since the days when we
learned of the three R's, and as

we both were gifted with a love of

nature and the great out-of-doors we
have consequently angled together
on many streams and lakes. But
nothing has been quite so enjoyable
as our trip from Calabogie to the
Schooner Lakes.
Through the long cold nights of the

winter of 1917 and 1918, we sat by
the fireside while the wind whistled
through the wires and the snow piled
in great drifts before the onrushing
storm, and dreamed of the bright
sunny days to come when the leap
of the trout and the whistle of the
stag would again be heard by the
murmuring brook. We oiled and
polished our rods and reels, resorted
flics and generally put our tackle

boxes in shape for action. Or as

"The Tent Dwellers" more poetically
describes it;

And let us buy for the days of Spring,
While yet the North Winds blow

For half the joy of the trip my boy,

'

Is getting your traps to go.

And this we found to be so as we
sat and planned before a cheerful

fire with that ever pleasant com-
panion, 'the Old Briar Bowl." It

was our intention to travel as lightly

as possible with canoe and provisions,

details of which I shall give you later,

and after completing all arrangements
we rested on our )ars, so to speak,

but very impatiently, until the com-
ing of the day.
The morning of the 29th of June

was bright and warm as a day in June
should be, and we left Toronto at 8
a.m. by C.P.R. for the starting point
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at Calabo^ie which lies on the K. &
P. branch of the C.P.R. about 70
miles west of the city of Ottawa.
Most of the morning we were enter-
tained in the pullman smoker by one
of our heroes returned from France
who fortunately for us was not averse
to relating some of his experiences
while participating in the chastise-

ment of Willie II )henzollern. But
when the dining car conductor re-

lieved us of all our spare cash for

what should have been a free lunch
that spoiled all the fun, and it just

dawned upon us that these fellows

with pencils in their ears and'towels
over their arms are really highway
robbers in disguise. However, we
arrived at our destination without
further inconvenience, other than
a newsy with a voice like a sea lion

letting us know every fifteen min-
utes that he was selling peanuts,
popcorn, chewing gum and candy
for a living, and we alighted at the
little yellow station at 6 p.m.

Calabogie, is a sleepy little village

of some 400 inhabitants and lies oiT

the Madawaska River at the foot of

Calabogie Lake. It bears mute evi-

dence now of the days of the riverman
with its nine old fashioned hotels

along the riverfront where in days
gone by the lumberjacks were wont
to spend their summer evenings after

the spring drive in wine, women and
song. Through the long summer
days and nights revelrj' reigned sup-
reme. Men slaked their thirst,

f )ught and danced to the tune of the
fiddle till the snow fell again and they
returned to the woods to work for the
coming of another spring. But the
axe has done its work as has also
the prohibitionist and the sound of

the fiddle and the tinlde of the
glasses is stilled forever. The old
dog sleeps peacefully on the fast
decaying piazza, and as we stood in

this village in the fading light of

that summer evening the only sound
that broke the stillness was the rush-
ing water of the beautiful Madawaska
ever hurrying on its long journey
toward the sea.

By 7 p.m. we had our clothes
changed, canoe in the water and
duffle packed ready for the start, and

away we glided over the dark still

water into the face of the setting sun.
Herbert paddled and I got out an
otter tail spoon and cast into Cala-
bogie Lake to see if we could get
some fish for our evening meal which
we had not yet had. Well ; my efforts

were soon rewarded with two nice
pickerel of about two pounds each
and after paddling for about an hour
we reached the mouth of Constaw
Creek where we made camp for the
night. We soon cleaned our fish

and about the time the sun had set

we were sitting by the fire enjoying
our first meal out under the great
blue sky. We topped off with a
comfortable pipe and after a liberal

application of fly dope to prevent
being devoured by those bloodthirsty
villains commonly known as mos-
quitoes, we rolled up in our blankets
and were soon far away in the land
of Nod.

The next morning which was Sun-
day, broke bright and warm although
we did not waken until 8 o'clock.
Herbert conceived the novel idea
of roasted blackbirds for breakfast,
so off he went with a small rifle

while I lighted the fire and prepared
to receive the game upon his return.

We were travelling light and relying
a good deal upon fish and game to
supplement our food stores. How-
ever, Herbert was quite successful
and soon returned with several fat
birds which were soon on the fire and
made a breakfast fit for a king.

After clearing up the breakfast
things we decided that our lunch
would be quite incomplete without
fish so we started off in the boat in

search of something big. We soon
caught some small mouth bass, al-

though not very large and before
noon succeeded in landing a pike
weighing just three pounds. This
looked like a fair lunch so we returned
and prepared our noon meal which
consisted of fish, bacon, fiapjacks, and
apricots for dessert. After the usual
pipe we decided that we had better be
on our way, so we broke camp and
started on our way up the lake
intending to be far up the Madawaska
by nightfall. During the afternoon
we came to a very likely looking spot
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for bass so Herbert rigged up his steel

casting rod with a small white spinner
and an A 1 Foss Pork Rind Minnow
on the hook, cast in and almost
immediately got a strike. Away
went the line with the reel buzzing, a
leap in the air and the fight was on,

and after a few minutes' struggle
Herbert landed Mr. Bass. After
that he hooked seven more but )nly

succeeded in landing four but these
looked like a promising supper so we
paddled on.

When we reached the point where
the Madawaska empties into Cala-
b )gie Lake Herbert wished to call

upon a friend who has the only sum-
mer home on the lake, and who is a
resident of Calabogie during the win-
ter. We were invited to spend the
night and as our genial host is a
native from the South of our neigh-
boring republic, we were entertained
in true Southern style, which one
must experience in order to appreciate.
No two ever appreciated a shelter

like we did that night as by ten
o'clock a violent electrical storm was
in full swing and it seemed as if all

the water in the sky came down at
once.

Monday morning was fine and cool

and after a delicious breakfast we
prepared for our start up river. Our
host's elder son Bob desired to accom-
pany us for a day and as he is a big
strong jovial lad of seventeen sum-
mers, well acquainted with the coun-
try we were indeed glad to have him
along. We bid our friends goodbye
arod now left behind all traces of

civilization. The river from here on
is wild and rugged on both shores all

the way to Algonquin Park where it

has its source, and our onjy company
was the song of birds by day, and the
whistle of the stag and the howl of

the wolves by night. But these
sounds are as music to my ears and
an opiate to my tired body after the
year's struggle for existence in the
big dirty city where the smell of the
pines and the sweet sound of laugh-
ing water are only found between the
covers of a book.

After a short paddle we came
to white water and Bob informed us
that while there was dead water a

short distance ahead there was still

a high falls to portage, making in all

about four miles, so we decided to
portage the whole business at once.
We loaded our duffle upon our backs
and taking an old lumberman's trail

through the bush and along the
riverbank we plodded on, now and
then resting to enjoy the beauty of the
landscape and watch the numerous
squirrels at their play. Did it ever
occur to you gentle reader, that when
you watch a beautiful squirrel sitting
on the limb of a tree eating a nut,
you smile, your muscles relax and

I

you feel at least for that moment,
contented and at peace with all the
world! Observe this the next time
you see a squirrel.

At noon we rested in a pleasant
cool meadow where we partook of

lunch and being rather tired lay
down and slept for an hour. Being
now completely refreshed we again
started on our way and soon reached
the end of the portage when we took
to the water and paddled on in

silence until 5 p.m. Another water-
fall was then reached but this time
the carry was only about fifty yards
and so we paddled on into the fading
day. Shortly after it began to rain
and blow rather cold so we concluded
to make camp and rest till the morrow.
We were feeling almost too tired to

fish but we tried a few casts without
success and finally made supper from
our store of provisions, pitched our
tent toward the rising sun and slept

like true brothers of the angle.

The morning was all that could be
wished for and after a good plateful

of cornmeal porridge, bacon, .flap-

jacks and prunes, not to forget the
fragrant coffee, we embarked for

further exploration into the silent

places. The river widened here and
steep hills began to rise on either side

thickly wooded to the water's edge,
wild and primitive with no sign that
man had ever passed this way.
As a matter of fact, our map showed
that the shore on our left had never
been surveyed and was now as it was
when the Red Man stalked his deer
with bow and arrow. We paddled
on and on with the only sound the
dip of our blades and at noon reached
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the Norway Rapids. Here in a

little piece of meadow land our host of

the previous Sunday has a small

fishing camp to which we were kindly

given carte blanche, and while Herb-
ert made camp Bob and I set out to

iiunt the bass, and shortly after

returned with four beauties which
we ate with relish. After lunch Bob
wished to go back home so he crossed

the river and struck out on foot along

a road that would take him some two
miles to his father's mine, and from
which point he would be driven home
by sundown. Herbert and I re-

mained at the Norway Rapids until

the following afternoon having caught
several good bass and had a generally

pleasant time with Mother Nature.
On the following afternoon we crossed

the river and leaving our boat took
the road that Bob had gone the

previous day and arrived at the mine
of The Black Donald Graphite Com-
pany in time for our evening meal,

an4 now I must tell you of the minp.

The Black Donald Graphite Mine
is situated in one of the most pic-

turesque spots in Northern Ontario,

lying some fifteen miles from the

nearest railroad in the heart of the

wilderness on the shores of Whitefish
Lake, and looks to the west toward
Mount St. Patrick. Words fail me
to describe the beauty of the scenery

at this spot but the gorgeous sunset

over Whitefish Lake is worthy of

the brush of Turner. This happy
little village is a world unto itself and
with its 45 or 50 families all com-
fortably housed, church and school,

general store, dance hall and moving
picture show, is an object lesson to

those who find so much to grumble
about in the large cities where so

many superficial pleasures are to be
found. Here under the kindly dir-

ection of the Superintendent who is a

big man with a big heart this thriving

little industry goes on night and day.

Here there is no strife, the men are

all well paid and those who are

married have their individual homes
where they lack nothing in comfort

and enjoy their evenings with their

wives and families by their own fire-

side. Once a week a free movie show

is given to all the inhabitants and on

Saturday evening a dance is held in

which old and young appear to take
great pleasure, dancing the famous
old square dances till the early

hours of the Sabbath morn.

Upon arriving at the mine, the
Big Chief Greatheart who holds
lordly sway over these simple people
of the hiJls, extended to us the Free-
dom of tlie City and after an excellent

supper prepared by a first class

backwoods chef, we were ushered into
a pleasant bedroom with a real bed
where we slept and dreamed of this

quaint little village hidden far away
in the hills, that digs from the ground
an^ sends to the outside world that
shiny black powder that smooths the
moulds of the great castings made in
the large cities, lubricates the wheels
of commerce, and last but not least

gives me the pencil with which to
^

write this story.

The next morning we had our boat
and duffle hauled into the mine and
after dinner again hauled out to the
river some miles beyond where we
had left it, and I might say here,
that the river rises so rapidly be-
tween these two points that navigation
is well nigh impossible. When we
dropped into the river again we were
far from the haunts of men and start-

ed on the last half of our voyage to

the schooner Lakes. That after-

noon was warm and bright and as

Herbert paddled on over the deep
black water I brought out my favorite

old casting rod and baited my hook
with the famous A 1 Foss Pork Rind
Minnow, and right here I want to

tell you that you will go a long way
Ijefore you find a better bait for small

mouUi bass than A 1 Foss Pork Rind
Minnows. Herbert paddled and I

fished, and while no doubt many
anglers will condemn me for what
was really trolling, I think that as

long as I was using a complete casting

outfit and it was necessary to get on,

I am to be excused. That afternoon
we had most excellent fishing and
after catching several fine bass I

succeeded in hooking a pike of about
three feet in length, a fine thing

to hook on light tackle, and after

playing him carefully for some time
with the hope of saving my tackle.
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I thought he was about ready to

land when he bit through the gut and
went off with my perfectly good bait,

spinner and all. Herbert being loath
to lose a good fish proceeded to

explain to me in anything but aca-

demic style, what ad fool I was
to be fishing in water where whales
abound with an outfit only suitable
for sunfish, so to please his highness I

put a copper spoon on a line that
would hold anything from a minnow
to a shark and cast in. Before we
had gone far I got a jerk that nearly
broke my arm and after an exciting
struggle of several minutes I suc-
ceeded in bringing the victim into
the boat and instead of a pike he was
the largest small mouth bass we had
caught that day, a regular beauty
some sixteen inches in length. This
one afternoon's sport was worth our
trip alone, but deciding that we
had about as much fish as we could
eat for the next few hours we discon-
tinued fishing and paddled on to find

our resting place for the night.

Before sundown we reached the
mouth of Mackie Creek at the foot
of the Colton Rapids and here found
a pretty meadow where we proceeded
to make camp and rest for the night.
When we counted our bass we found
that we had just an even dozen, more
than enough for our immediate needs,
and I am sure had we been members
of that unsportsmanlike tribe "The
Fish Hogs,'.' we could have filled our
boat with black bass that afternoon.
The river turns sharply to the right

here and our camp faced the Colton
Rapids directly to the west, and as
we sat there by the camp fire enjoy-
ing our evening meal, the sun , a big
red ball of fire mid faint clouds, sank
to rest slowly and silently behind the
falling water. The whip-poor-will
began his nightly song, . the bass
leaped merrily in the river for the
careless fly, and as I sat there in the
gloaming drinking in those wonder-
ful gifts of nature I realized that it is

in such places that men like Reming-
ton find their inspiration.

In the morning after a most delici-

ous breakfast of four bass, coffee and
other fixings, vve prepared for our
journey up Mackie Creek to our

final destination, round Schooner and
Long Schooner Lakes. It is a dis-

tance of perhaps five or six miles and
the creek is about thirty feet wide
with a depth of three or four feet

except in places. It rises verj' rapid-
ly all . the way and runs through
virgin wild with thickly wooded
banks resembling in spots a tropical
jungle. The scenery is simply be-
yond description but if I told you
what I think of it as a navigable
waterway I would be arrested in the
next chapter. I was out for an out
of doors holiday and I got it, but if

I live to be as old as Methuselah
never shall the memory of that trip

up Mackie Cfeek be erased.

We started with the day fine and
warm and before we had gone many
yards we found it necessary to portage
then all was lovely for perhaps a half

mile when the sound of falling water
reached our ears and we knew an-
other portage was ahead. After
safely making that we again took
to dead water but after rounding the
first bend we again ran into white
water swift and shallow with no way
but to get out and walk those rapids
which we did for quite a mile. At
first the sensation of the cool water
against our legs was quite a novelty
and very refreshing, but by the timewe
had firiSshed that mile it was cold and
repugnant and as noon was getting
near we were feeling tired and hungry.
At the end of these rapids we came
to a high fall running between steep
"hills and as we could not go between
the hills we decided to go over them.
It was n'ecessarj' first to cut a trail

some 200 yards with hatchet, through
the jungle, but by one o'clock we had
boat and all on top of that hill and
there devoured the last four of our
beautiful bass. After the last sparks
of our fire had been extinguished we
started down the other side of the

hill and found when we reached the

water's edge that if was a case of

more wading. Of course there was
always enough water to float the

canoe but as we both had to guide it

carefully from being dashed to pieces

on the rocks, walking these rapids was
a slow tiresome job travelling against

the stream. Taking to the cold
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water after lunch was about the most
hated thing I ever did in my life, still

I did it willingly as I had set my
heart upon getting up that creek by
sundown. We had not gone far

when another beautiful waterfall pre-

sented itself and once more we had to

sit down and figure out how to chop
our way around it. We finally suc-

ceeded, and much to our disgust

found more rapids on the other side,

but on we went slowly but surely
for some time when we came to

another fall of about six feet, and
being by this time somewhat fed up
with portages I said I'd be d if

I'd portage that fall, I'd climb
through it if I died in the attempt,
and Herbert, always game, agreed,
so with the aid of rocks, water trees
and cusses, we climbed over that fall,

ourselves, boat duffle and all.

Fortunately mosquitoes and black
flies bother me little, perhaps I have a
tough old hide, but poor Herbert has
one of those delicate pink skins so
dear to black flies and by this time
he looked like the bloody hero of a
thousand fights, cursing the man who
concocted our fly dope which appeared
to him to be useless. I was begin-
ning to feel that I had done a fair

day's work myself but Herbert with
his old indomitable spirit said, 'Lay
on Macduff the big trout bite lustily
in Old Schooner to-night," and lay
on we did for another mile, but here
we came to dead water and were
able to paddle and rest our weary legs
for awhile. Sir Walter Raleigh cer-
tainly had nothing on us when he
went down the Orinoco. After pad-
dling for a short time that sweet
sound of running water that spells

portage to our ears again broke the
silence and after rounding the next
bend we met the villain face to face
and so another portage was chopped
through.

I might tell j'ou before going any
farther that we had been informed
before starting, (of cou;-se by one
who had never been up the creek),

that it was dead water nearly all the
way with a couple of portages that
were small, and while I do not bear
that person any malice now I could
have murdered him without the

flicker of an eyelash that afternoon.
Not knowing how much farther we
had to go the psychological effect

was also beginning to tell on us and
I declared that if we met another
portage we would certainly camp
this side of it for the night. Well,
meet another portage we did and
light below the fall we beached the
boat on a large flat rock and pre-
pared to rest for the night. I must
frankly confess that I was never so
thoroughly exhausted in my life, but
after building a large fire to warm
and dry us, and with a good supper to
which was added a small glass of
brandy, (used in such emergencies
only), we rolled up in our blankets and
in spite of the rushing water that
sounded like the roar of an express
train throughout the night, we slept
soundly until morning. The next
morning we crossed the portage
which proved to be the last and
paddled into Schooner Lake at 10
o'clock.

Right here is where I had hoped
to start a great fish story but unfor-
tunately it turned out to be a great
angling fiasco. The Schooner Lakes
are far away in the hijls and we had
been informed on the best of author-
ity, that they are simply fillejd with
trout, and as Herbert is really a trout
angler, his heart at this point was
filled wiith gladness. We made camp
on a pretty little island and as we
intended to remain in this vicinity
for at least a week, began operations
of a permanent nature. We made
ourselves a comfortable bed of fir

boughs and set things out for solid

comfort. Fly rods now came out in
earn^est and we started out after the
game we had set out for, but the
weather changed, a strong wind
began to blow and rain to fall.

However, we fished till sundown
an,d then after sundown, but nary a
sign of trout. The next day was
Sunday, still cold and raining, but
we succeeded in getting a good fire

going by the use of the candle, and
after breakfast made another try for

the wily trout as we rteeded some for

lunch. But our efforts were without
success so Herbert in disgust com-
promised by picking blueberries while
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I washed the clothes, and that even-
ing we had stewed blueberries for our
tea.

Monday was stiJl cold and raining
but we fished all day and all night,

trying every conceivable method from
tly fishing to scraping the bottom
of those lakes with a copper line, but
still no fish. This was indeed dis-

couraging and as Tuesday was still

cold and raining we broke camp and
started back to the Madawaska
where we knew we could get plenty
of bass, and personally I am a bass
angler. I still think, there are lets

of trout in the Schooner Lakes as I

have it upon unquestionable authori-

'

ty but we certainly must have hit the
lakes when the fish were on a holiday.

• Profiting by our experience of the
trip in, we reached the Colton Rapids
on the return journey by Tuesday
evening, not even tired, and after a
lapse of four days again had fish for
supper. The next morning we pad-
dled a few miles down the river
catching four nice bass for our lunch
and made camp in a pretty meadow
with the idea of spending the balance
of the week on the river, but that
evening about sundown a rabbit
visited us and Herbert straightway
prophesied stewed rabbit for the
morrow. It was getting too dark
to see the sights on a rifle and Herb-
ert missed him several times with his

Colt. However, this did not fright-

en Brer Rabbit. He seemed to like

our company and in fact at one time
came right into the tent where 1 had
a candle burning and was preparing
to retire for the night. Herbert for

some reason became very annoyed at

the little fellow and declared he
would get that rabbit if he sat up all

night, and to this end prepared.
He came into the tent, lighted his

acetylene lamp which showed quite
a bright area for some distance
l)efore the tent, and here waited
through the night to get a shot at

the poor little bunny while 1 fell

fast asleep. Herbert is generally
a good hitter but Mr. Bunny laughed
at his bullets ail night long and as

far as I know still scampers through
the cedar swamps of the Madawaska.
At 6 a.m. I was awakened by a

sad tired voice informing me that
there were two 38 calibre bullet holes
through the canoe, and of course,
below the water line. Moral: Don't
try to shoot rabbits after dark, go to
bed. So here we were on the wrong
side of the river with our ship stove
in, however, we had read all about
Robinson Crusoe years before and
after .temporarily patching our craft
by driving two good wedges in the
holes inside of several thicknesses
of a sugar sack, we broke camp and
started for the mine, believing that
our boat could be better repaired
there, and upon reaching there our
friends very kindly sent the canoe to
an old Indian Chief who lived in the
neighborhood, and his squaw made
a very satisfactory permanent repair.
We could not get our boat until the
following Monday so remained at the
mine until that time enjoying the
hospitality of the men of the hills,

which is something unknown to him
who dwells in marble halls. Most
of the time we spent angling for large
mouth bass in Whitefish Lake, in

which we were quite successful, our
catches being prepared and served by
the mine's excellent chef.

Early Monday morning we were
driven to the point on Calabogie
Lake where our canoe lay and again
took to the water with the intention
of remaining on the lake for the
balance of our stay. We made camp
on a fine SEjndy beach and set out to

catch some fish for our dinner which
we did in a very short time, bringing
in a small pickerel and a couple of

bass. The day was bright and warm
and after dinner we lay down in the
soft sand and fell fast asleep, not
waking until 6 p.m. We caught some
more fish for supper and that night

had a rbyal feast of fish, bacon, beans,
flapjacks and stewed prunes. We
were not- feeling inclined to retire

early on account of our long nap in the

afternoon, so we built a big friend-

ship fire, and with a comfortable
pipe, talked and smoked the night

away at peace with ourselves and the

world in general.

On the way down from the mine
to get our canoe Herbert succeeded
in shooting a rabbit and the next
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dajy we feasted on rabbit stew with

iiice thick gravy and little dumplings,

which turned out to be our last meal
in the open although at the time we
did not know it. In the afternoon

we called upon our friends at the

head of the lake to let them know
that we were safely back from tlA

wilderness, but this was not sufTi-

rient and we very ' willingly

accepted a pressing invitati6n to

spend the few remaining days of out
vacation at their rustic little cottage
which sits on a hillside commanding
an excellent view of the river to the
west and CaJabogie Lake to the east.

There we stayed for three days
amid laughter and song, enjoying
the hospitajity of the most charming
hostess and genial host that we have
ever had the good fortune to meet,
and on the Thursday afternoon cros-
sed the wa;ters of the lake to Calabogie
whiere we once more returned to
boiled shirt and starched collars and
the ways of city men. In the early
morning following, as the sun was
creeping up over the distant hills a
train steamed out of the little station
bearing two sunburnt meki with con-
tented minds and rested bodies
prepared for their great tasks in the
city beyond.

In conclusion I might say, that in
my opinion, most of the lists of pro-
visions included in works on camp
life contain far more than is really

necessary, and as it is certainly
desirable to travel light I give a list

herewith of the actual equipment
that we carried in addition to a 59
pound canoe and some odd clothing

that I have not mentioned and which
is usually a matter of choice with the

canoeist. Even had we not stopped
at the mine and with our friends, our
provisions were ample for two healthy
men for three weeks. It is expected
of course, that these will be supple-

mented by fish and game.

PROVISIONS

Flour 21 lbs.. Bacon 9 lbs.. Coffee

1 lb., Chocolate 2 lbs., Beans 5 lbs..

Sugar 15 lbs., Prunes 3 lbs., Apricots
3 lbs., Crisco (shortening) 2 lbs.,

Cornmeal 5 lbs.. Baking Powder 1

lb., 1,000 Matches, Si,x cakes soap,

small bag Salt, small can Pepper,
Klim, (Powdered Milk), two cans
pint size, Beef dripping, (for frying
fish) 2 lbs.. Flask of brandy, (for

emergency). Tobacco, J4 lb-, Pot of

jam, (small pot to get one used to

being without butter).

EQUIPMENT
Socks, three pairs, scarf, mosquito

dope, towel, tooth brush, tooth paste,

strong boots, slippers for camp, Sur-
geon's plaster, laxative, blankets,

small tent, one pound hatchet, 100
feet good rope (most useful) needles,

linen thread and yarn, fishing tackle,

revolver and cartridges, oiled ground
sheet, 1 dozen candles, sheath knife,

compass, camera, cleaning rags, wip-
ers, and oil, rifle, (small calibre),

cooking utensils, safety match box.

The Bufflehead

The picture on the February cover of Rod
and Gun is always one of the magazine's
attractive features, and the drake buffle-

head by F. V. Williams is so life-like that I

feel the artist should be complimented for his

production. The bronze-green and purple

hues of the head of the male are brought out
10 perfection and make a beautiful picture.

This sprightly and sociable little duck is

becoming alarmingly scarce and f think
should receive the same protection as the
wood-duck. A few years ago numerous
Mocks passed south on their southern migra-
tion, while for the last three or four years I

have not seen more than a dozen altogether

consequently I appeal to all sportsmen to

refrain from shooting them. The time has

arrived when duck-shooters should be con-

tent to bag a limited number of the larger

varieties of ducks and give the smaller species

a chance to increase their depleted ranks.

Both blue-wing and green-wing leal and
ruddy ducks, are decreasing altogether too

rapidly, and duck-hunters should exercise

some self-denial and allow them to pass

on if they get the opportunity to kill them,

otherwise they will pass into oblivion with the

passenger pigeon.—John Townson.



Toling Wild Animals
p. H. Moore

Toiling little, a gent named Nowe
" Toled" a mink, then told me how

When seals into his toils would rise,

He'd toll the knell of their demise.

HAVING hunted both as an ama-
teur and a professional for a
great many years pretty well

all over the North American con-
tinent, I had until lately labored
under the impression that I knew of

nearly every method extant or ex-
tinct for catching wild animals.

Early in June, of this year, an
acquaintance living at Voglers Cove
on the Atlantic Coast of Nova Scotia,
"sprang" a new one. In a very
matter of fact way he told me about
a man named Nowe, living in his
little village who made a practice of
"toling wild animals." When asked
to elucidate, he explained that he had
accompanied his friend Nowe when
he caught mink by means of a wire
snare held in his hand which he slipped
over the mink's head, after "coaxing"
him close enough to do so. This
sounded like true "animal magnet-
ism" or plain bunk, and I naturally
doubted the truth of the story.

My acquaintance then went on
to tell me that he had actually
shipped three pair of mink caught
this way by Mr. Nowe, to a local fur
farm, and that he had received
$65.00 per pair for them alive for
breeding purposes. He then told
how this wizard Nowe could and had
caught other wild animals by the
same method. Then he gave in
detail a performance he had seen
Nowe conduct with seals in Port
Medway Harbor.
"Nowe would lie down on the rocks

near the edge of the water," he said,
and writhe around in imitation of a
seal, and thereby coax the real
seals up so close to him, that he could
put his hands upon them and actually
play with them, or fasten a lope to
them if he wished to."

Now, although I beheved that my
friend was, in most things, perfectly
honest, and although in my early

fishing adventures I had "tickled
trout" and snared fish with fine wire
my experience with wild animals
convinced me that such hypnotizing
of the kind of game he was referring
to would be impossible. Both the
acute sense of smell and sight poss-
essed by wild things would preclude
the possibility of their being fooled,
while Mr. Nowe was giving them a
"close up" of his act.

A couple of weeks later I was taking
a cruise in my motor boat from Port
Medway Bay eastward along the
Atlantic Coast, and put in at Petite
Riviere breakwater for the night. On
Monday morning July 22nd, as ' I

sauntered along the plank top of the
old break-water, I saw a mink dodge
in under some broken planking. I

stood still, and a few minutes later
I saw three young ones darting in and
out among the ballast' rocks of the
structure. They were about twenty-
five feet from where I stood, and
although they had seen me did not
seem to be particularly frightened.
I hurried back to the motor boat
to get my camera, and returned to
the same spot, but did not at first

see my quarry. Then I glanced over
the side of the breakwater and saw
the three young mink playing or
fishing on the end of some spiles near
the edge of the water. I set my
camera for a six foot focus, and
keeping out of sight, sneaked along
until I got opposite and just above
the point where they were playing
and peered cautiously over the edge.
The mink were there, but they saw
me before I had time to get the
camera pointed down at them, and
ducked out of sight. I stood per-

fectly still and just watched. In a
few seconds one stuck his head out,
spied me and ducked again. Then
another one stuck his head out a little

way and whisked back out of sight

before I could snap the camera. A
third darted out in another place.HI
tried my best to get the camera
focused on any one of them, but [they

were too quick and wary.
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l.t, I aimed the camera and took snap No. 1." 2. "In a few seconds one of the little
chaps poked his head out and I took picture No. 2." 3. "He crawled out a little further
and I took snap No. 3." 4. "He crept out to within three feet of the lens and I took
picture fs'o. 4."

I suddenly thought of the Nowe
method, that I had recently heard of,

and decided to see if I could excite
their curiosity so that they would
come out^and keep still long enough
for me to take their pictures. I had
heard mink squeal when they were in
a trap or in a fight, and believed
that I could imitate closely that par-
ticular sound, but it did not seem
like a practical thing for enticing
the youngsters into view. After
pondering a moment I took a bunch
of^keys out of my pocket and tinkled

them like ringing a bell. I peeped
ov^r the edge of the break-water, and
three curious little heads ducked back
under the logs. I then held the
bunch of keys in the sunlight and
tinkled them again. Three little

heads immediately popped into view.
As long as I tinkled the keys and held
them where they could be seen,
the mink seemed to be fascinated,
darting in and out between the logs
while working their way nearer and
nearer. Finally one little fellow stuck
his head out from under the logs just
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beneath my feet, So holding the
keys dangling upon my finger, I

aimed the camera and took snap No.
1 accompanying this article.

As it was an awkward place to
try to get another photo, I resolved
to see if I could coax any one of the
little family -out into the bright
sunlight on the top of the break-
water. I tiptoed back to the hole
in the plank where I had first seen
the • mink, held the camera ready,
and jingled the keys. I was fully

thirty feet away from the point where
the mink had been playing, and where
I took the first picture. In a minute
or two all three minl\ popped out of
the hole in the planking, saw me,
and scurried to cover. I was so
anxious to get a picture of the entire
family, that I missed my chance of
snapping two that showed for an
instant in the finder.

Every time I would jingle the keys,
the little animals would pop out in

some new spot, so I focused the
camera as nearly as I could on the
nearest hole in the planking, and kept
jingling the keys and waiting. In
a few seconds one of the little chaps
poked his head out and I took pic-
ture Nc^ 2. He seemed to be fas-

cinated by the sun shining on the
metal work of the camera, or the
jingle of the keys, and he crawled
out a little farther and I took snap

No. 3. Then I leaned over and held
the camera as close to him as I could
without stepping forward, and he
crept out to within three feet of the
lens, and I took picture No. 4, so
close that it was out of focus. Wind-
ing the film between the pictures did
not seem to frighten him.
He acted as though he was uncon-

sciously drawn toward the camera.
After i snapped the fourth picture
he crept up to within six inches of the
toe of my shoe. I could have picked
him up in my hands, but I did not
care to risk a bite, as a mink's teeth
can make a nasty and even dangerous
wound. A sudden movement of my
foot seemed to bring him out of his
trance, and he scurried out of sight.

While this performance was going
on the other two members of the
family were dodging in and out of the
broken planking, and seemed much
interested in the temerity of their

courageous brother.

The above experience has changed
my views as to the possibility of

toling wild animals.

The standard dictionary gives the
meaning of the word "toil" as a
snare or trap. It also gives "tola"
as a method employed to fascinate
animals. Perhaps the native ex-

pression as used in Nova Scotia is a
combination of both.

Fossils From the Canadian Rockies

A later report on the explorations and field

work of the Smithsonian Institution in 1917,

says the Scientific American, records a remark-
able collection of fossils made by Secretary

and Mrs. Walcott at the now well-known
'Burgess Pass fossil quarry," near Field,

British Columbia, discovered in 1910. In the

course of fifty days' work the party took out a
section of the quarry about 180 feet square,

thus practically exhausting a site that has
yielded the finest and largest series of Middle
Cambrian fossils yet discovered and the

finest, invertebrate fossils yet found in any
formation. More than a ton and a half of

specimens were trimmed out at the quarry
wrapped in bundles, carried by pack horses to

camp and thence to the railway station at Field

whence they j^were shipped to Washington.

Large blocks of hard shale were first

blasted loose, then carefully split with chisel

and hammer to expose any fossil remains

between the laminae. The shale has pre-

served for some twenty million years, animals

that were as soft and non-resistant as jelK -

fish, worms, crabs, etc., notwithstanding all

the vicissitudes these rocks have since under-

gone from the time they were simply hard-

ened mud. They have been subjected to

much pressure and profound chemical chang(\

but the fossils remain perfect.

Readers of Rod and Gun who" are also

members of the Alpine Club of Canada, will

recall meeting Secretary- and Mrs. Walcotl.

formerly Miss Vaux, at the A. C. C. summer

camps in the Rockies.



his cousin from across the creek to

the scene and the cousin's arrival

l)rought a third jay from upstream.
Meanwhile the disgusted mink, tak-
ing advantage of an old log that lay
with half its length under water,
crept ashore and sought the shelter

of the tangled undergrowth that
gave no evidence of his intentions to
such as the mischievous jay.

The mists lifted from the water
slowly, giving way to a clear atmos-
phere as the sun's rays like polished
lances darted through the openings
in the timber about the lake. Up

LIKE a gem in its setting the
northern lake nestled down
among its . surrounding circle

of spruce, hemlock and a few scattered
birches. Not a ripple marred its

surface out in the centre but in-

shore in the tiny coves and bays
there was a constant moving about
of unseen forces. A long ripple close

to the shore, a triangular ripple it was,
gave away the secret of a big mink's
underwater progress to a watching
blue jay and this blue jay like most
of his family was ready to gossip.

Following along shore he waited until

the mink's ugly little head appeared
when he straightway began to yell

at the top of his voice. This brought

_ -.- ^r ^-
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particular spot when there was a
spattering rush on the surface of the
water and a score of shiny sided min-
nows came shooting out of the water
taking a dozen different directions

as they entered it again. Perhaps
five minutes passed and this was
repeated. A blue-coated spike-beak-

ed kingfisher sitting on a stub at the

very end of the creek saw all this

commotion and noticed the min-
nows. Part of them were headed
in his direction. There was, perhaps,
two feet of water directly under
where his watch tower was placed,

much mud, and lots of water plants.

The crested one fixed his X ray eye
on the water below him and waited.

There was a streak of white and
yellow as a minnow darted past and
then a couple of others, but these

pieces of animated breakfast were
all moving too fast for the kingfisher

and, of a sudden, the fisher shot up
in the air a foot off his perch and with
a cry like unto the filing of a saw
started on a trip down the lake.

Everything was quiet in the little

bay at the mouth of the creek for
some fifteen minutes after the depart-
ure of the kingfisher and then a
squirrel began to chatter. A red
squirrel he was. You did not need to
see him to know that, if you know the
species, but he was not excited this
fellow, he was merely stirring things
up a bit. He ran up a spruce tree

close to the water's edge, ran way up,
and near the top where the sun was
beginning to feel a bit warm he
indulged in an April sun bath of
perhaps five minutes' duration. He
then came down and investigated an
old store house under , an upturned
log and from there started toward the
creek.

At a certain point, perhaps one
hundred yards from the creek, the
bay narrowed down to about thirty

feet in width and across this narrow
channel a small hemlock had fallen.

In places the trunk of the tree almost
touched the water and it made an
ideal footbridge.

Our bushy tailed friend had used
it many a time and this morning he
ran lightly out until about half way
across. Here he stopped. Perhaps
he admired his reflection in the water,
which hereabouts was like a mirror, or

perhaps it was another sunbath the
red one was after. At "any rate he
stopped and with his red brush curled

jauntily over his back he proceeded
to arrange some imaginary disturb-

ance to his sleek coat. Half way
through with this performance he

stopped abruptly and after possibly

a second's keen scrutiny of the water
below he scampered across the bridge

and away up a sapling beyond.

At ten feet above the water he

came out on a limb that swayed with

his weight and gazing down into the

mirror below proceeded to scold and
swear himself into a state of wrath
that was so noisy as to be ridiculous

had there been anyone there to hear.

It was broad daylight now. All

the woodland was alive to welcome
the spring sunshine for it gave promise
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of a glorious day and the spring days,

the days that life is coming back to

the great northland, are days that are

good to be about.

They were a bit early in their

arrival that season but a pair of mud-
hens "Coots" (Fulica Americana)
had already' started their home in

this little bay. Cleverly concealed a
floating nest was already half built

among a mass of old debris, weeds,
driftwood, etc. and this morning in

his blue black coat his white waxy-
looking bill shining in the sunlight,

Mr. Coot was making a short tour
of inspection. His mate was preening
her feathers a short distance away
on the edge of the bank. The male
bird started feeding; one dive he
made and came up with some delicacy
known only to coot fancy. A few
seconds swishing about on the surface
of the water and the morsel was
gulped down and Mr. Coot dived
again. When he came up his lady love
had joined him and she promptly
proceeded after the manner of all

privileged characters of the female
species to take away from him the
proceeds of his dive. Evidently he
expected this, for he gave up what-
ever it was to his mate and promptly
dived again.

The female coot went squawking
down the little bay, half flying, half

swimming. Back she came fluttering

alcmg the surface in a circle, circling

about a great commotion that was
going on in. the water under the
surface a short distance away from
where her mate had dived a few
minutes before. She was not of the
breed that makes for desertion at

signs of trouble. She flew about and
the calling and splashing attracted
mere than one pair of unseen eyes,
and their owners from the cover of

bush or tree 'froze' to watch this

thing that was happening out there
in the little bay.

Presently there was an abrupt
ending to the struggle in the water and
the maimed, disheveled half dead
coot came to the surface. Feebly
he tried to swim for the protection
of the shallower water close inshore.

He had made half the distance and
his mate who had swum closer was

encour-
aging
in everyway
possible
his at- ^ °^'"^'' "'

tempt ~i--=^ '

'

to make ~^^s^-
fs'yi

it.

There was a sudden clearing of

the water to the left and a white and
dark greenish yellow body shot into

the air falling back with a 'smack' that
sent the tiny wavelets to the far
shore. A fresh water wolf was
getting>^is bearings. The leap in the
air was followed by a savage rush and
swirl in the water and the half dead
water fowl disappeared from the
surface forever, leaving his discon-
solate little mate to fly up and down
their former feeding ground in vain.

The wood folk from their hiding
places gradually went about their
every day affairs and speedily forgot
what had happened to one of their
neighbors as they were too busy
foraging for themselves and the com-
ing families that the new summer
always brings to them.

It was just twenty-four hours
later. A slight morning breeze rip-

pled the surface of the lake as a canoe
with two occupants came silently

around the point and slipped like a
live thing past the little cove. The
youngster in the bow was facing
the stern with a rod out to which
was attached a trolling spoon, while
the older man in the stern handled a
paddle that made as little noise as
the canoe itself.

"I got him! J got him! Steady,
steady, there, or we'll both get a
ducking you!" cautioned the one with
the paddle as he swung the nose of
the canoe out toward the middle of
the lake.

The lad in the bow was sure having
a strenuous time. Reeling in a few
feet of line there would come a rush
from whatever it was he had hooked
and he would lose yards where he had
gained feet. Twenty minutes of this
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sort of thing had gone on when the
line suddenly became so slack that
both canoeists thought the fish had
escaped. The boy reeled in, half

the line he had was on the spool,

when there was a sudden flash of

white in the water not ten feet from
, the craft and an enormous muskalunge
swam swiftly by. One glance the
man in the stern gave the long lean
jaw of the 'fresh water wolf.' Those
jaws were tightly closed but there
was a glint of metal that could come
from only one source, the trolling

spoon must be hanging there.

"You'd better look lively there and
get that slack line all in. I don't
think he's broken it and he's pretty
well hooked, but you've sure got
some 'shark' on there, boy 0!" The
fisherman reeled in like mad and the
big fish had evidently turned away
from the canoe for as the line came
taut he rushed away and finally

threw himself bodily out of the watqr
—a grand sight against the blue of

the lake—then striking the water
in a shower of spray he tore away
apparently fresh as ever.

It was no use. The man handling
the canoe had seen big fish before, he
guessed that this one was well hooked
and he had worked the canoe and the
big fish out into deep water and there
was no chance for the fish to foul

the line among lily pads or water
weeds. The big fellow was getting
tired and twice the boy had reeled

him within ten or twelve feet of the
boat and now the lad was bringing

him in again.

The man laid his paddle down in

front of him in the canoe and picked
up a .22 calibre rifle. The big fish

came to the surface not four feet

from the canoe. His jaws were open
now and he lay on his side apparently
exhausted. Then slowly he righted
himself and as he did so the little

.22 spat viciously, there was a quiver
of the fins and the big fish rolled over.

The .22 bullet had struck just where
the head joins the body above the

gills and had broken the spine.

Carefully they rolled the canoe
down and slipped the big fellow in

over the gunwale and as they paddled
back toward camp they marvelled
at the enormous paunch on this forty

pound fish.
^

"Guess he must have had some
breakfast," the boy remarked.

"Yes, he's probably swallowed a

big bass," returned the man and the

boy just to be contrary said he bet

it was a dozen big frogs.

Arrived at the beach in front of the

little camp the fish was weighed.
Forty-two pounds and five ounces
the scales said. It was then photo-
graphed and finally opened up and
right there the two campers got a

surprise for there was neither fish nor
frog in the 'wolf's' stomach but a

badly mussed up mudhen.

The accompanying illustration

shows Mr. A. Q. UnderbaTclte's Aire-

dale, "Prince Barney." The Airedale

was seven months' old when the

snapshot from which this reproduc-

tion is made was taken. Mr. Under-
bakke u.sed two Airedales last winter

to run three miles out into the countr\'

for milk, and saj-s they could make
the trip as fast as a team with him-
self on the toboggan, Mr. Under-

bakkc's weight being 175 pounds.



The Hudson Bay Region

Thomas Hubert Hutton

HENRY Hudson, in the year
1610, while seeking a north-

west passage, entered and ex-

plored a portion of the great inland

sea that bears his name. Sixty years
later the Hudson's Bay Company was
organized to trade for furs with the

natives of this vast unexploited re-

gion adjacent to the Bay. The first

trading posts were established at the

mouths of the rivers tributary to the

Bay and were then gradually extend-
ed inland. Consequently the south-

ern and western shores of Hudson
Bay and the principal rivers empty-
ing into it on the west had become
pretty well known at a time when
immense stretches of territory in

North America, apparently better

located and more easily accessible,

remained unexplored. As a natural

result, thp birds and mammals of this

semiarctic region were early brought
to the consideration cf naturalists,

and many species whose ranges ex-

tend over a very immense area were
first described from specimens sent
to Europe from Hudson Bay, which
was mainly dm to the labors of the
employees of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany, who, residing at the trading
posts and coming in direct contact
for trading purposes with practically

all the natives of the region, were
able to secure natural nistory speci-

mens with little difficulty, especially

the larger species. The numerous
collections made were sent to Eng-
land by ships which paid annual
visits to the posts. In this fashion
many of the mammals and birds,

mainly littoral and pelagic species,

first became known to science. But
as time went on less and less atten-
tion was given to the fauna of this

region, while most other partr of

North America were ransacked for

natural history specimens, with the
result that the close of the nineteenth
century found Hudson Bay one of

the most neglected fields of modern
zoological research. Some species,

originally described from poor speci-

mens, and in the loose and naturally

inaccurate style of a hundred years
ago, were known by these descrip-

tions alone, while others were rep-

resented in museums only by poorly
mounted and faded specimens, en-
tirely unqualified to meet the re-

quirements of modern scientific me-
thods. This lack of material, togeth-
er with the absence of definite

knowledge as to the boundaries of

the life zones, made it desirable that
a collection, as thorough as possible

under the circumstances, be made in

the region. .

Accordingly, early in the summer of

1900, Edward A. Preble was detailed

to make a biological reconnaissance
of as much of the region immediately
to the west of Hudson Bay as it

would be possible to cover in a single

season. His brother, Alfred E.
Preble, accompanied him as assistant.

The Hudson's Bay Company still

maintains trading posts throughout
this region and the officials of the
company composed almost the entire

white population at that time, these
posts biing situated on the usual
lines of travel, and constituting the
only bases of supplies available,

theref'^re it was considered the better
plan to arrange with the company
for food and means of transportation.
This was done on his arrival at Win-
nipeg, and obtaining a canoe from
the company, he set out the next day
down the Red River. The following
morning he and his brother took the
Northwest Navigation Company's
steamer "Princess" at West Selkirk,

and on June 17, they arrived at Nor-
way House, near the north end of

Lake Winnipeg, where they began
operations. They remained here
until .June 23, when the northern trip

was resumed, taking along two Indian
guides, wh ) also acted as boatmen,
and camp hands, and a large Peter-
borough canoe, in which their collect-

ing and camp outfit and previsions
wer3 carried.

They passed down the east channel
of Nelson River, and ascending the
Echimamish, followed the usual boat
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route to York Factory, pausing at

favorable points to collect. At the
head of the Echimamish proper,
which terminates abruptly at a rock
30 yards broad called the Painted
Stone, they made a portage and
launched their canoe in a small lake.

A stream flows eastward from this

lake and thus they had the advantage
of the current for the balance of the
way to Hudson Bay. Beyond Paint-
ed Stone Portage the route passes
successively through the Robinson
lakes, Franklin River, and Pine,
Windy, Oxford, Knee, and Swampy
lakes, and these different lakes vary
from a few miles to forty in length,
and the channels connecting them
contain many xapids. Hill River
forms the outlet of Swampy lake,

the last of the chain, uniting with Fox
River to form Steel River, which in

turn unites with the Shamattawa,
and the resulting stream, called Hayes
River empties into Hudson Bay at
York Factory. On reaching the Bay
they exchanged their canoe for a
sailboat and made their way up the
west coast to Fort Churchill, at the
mouth of the river bearing that name.
Here, after a few days' stay, Mr.
Preble left his brother to complete
the collection, while he pushed fur-

ther northward, well into the Barren
Grounds. This trip consumed three
weeks, and on his return to Fort
Churchill they immediately started
on the homeward journey in order
to compjete it before navigation
closed.

Winnipeg is situated at the junc-
tion of the Red and Assiniboine
rivers, on the site of old Fort Garry,
and to the westward stretch the
plains, but the vicinity of the rivers,

the explorers found, were well wooded
with elm (Ulmus americana), mossy-
cup oak (Quercus macrocarpa), bass-
wood (Tilia americana), ash-leaved
maple (Acer negundo), and other
species.

Soon after they entered the waters
of Lake Winnipeg, about 42 miles
from the starting point, their course
carried them too far from shore to
observe forest conditions, and such
was the case throughout much of the

voyage up the lake, though a few

opportunities for notes were offered.

At the Narrows they could see that
the western shore was well wooded
with birch and conifers, a character
of forest which continues south al-

most to the mouth of Red River.

The Greenland whale (Balaena
mysticetus Linn) was formerly found
as far south as Churchill River,
according to Hearne, who says that
three were killed there in the course
of twenty years. They were more
plentiful to the northward, and the
Hudson's Bay Company carried on
a whale fishery in the vicinity of

Marble Island for several years, in

the latter part of the 18th century,
which, however, proved to be unprofit-
able and was abandoned. During the
latter half of the nineteenth century
American whalemen frequently visit-

ed Hudson Bay and vicinity. J. C.
Ross recorded Greenland whales from
the western shore of Prince Regent
Inlet, where they were found in

considerable numbers. A few were
also seen about Boothia, and Cap-
tain Lyon saw many whales, prob-
ably of this species, near Duke of

York Bay, Southampton Island.

Southwell records that the whale
ship "Active," from Dundee, while
in the northern part of Hudson Bay,
in the summer of 1899, spoke an
American vessel which had on board
the produce of sixteen whales, pre-

sumably killed in the Bay. It is

possible that other species occur in

the region, according to Preble, but
he found no specific reference to
them.

(Monodon monoceros, Linn) Nar-
whal. Said to be occasionally killed

about the northern part of the Bay.
During Parry's second voyage many
were seen near Duke of York Bay,
on the north side of Southampton
Island, and at other points in the
upper part of Hudson Bay.

(Delphinapterus catodon, Linn)
White Whale. Beluga. Common all

along the coast and seen dailywhenever
they were on the water. On July
13th, while returning from Beacon
Point, Mr. Preble says he saw a school

of dbout a dozen white whales in

Hayes River halfway between the
mouth of the river and York Factory.
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He states they were passing on with
the ebbing tide, having ascended
the river a short distance during the
flow, as is their custom, and were
emitting a variety of sounds from a
shrill scream to a hoarse snort or
grunt. He states the mouth of
Churchill River is a favorite place
for these whales, and at the time of

his visit the Hudson's Bay Company
kept several men constantly at work
'capturing them. The method gen-
erally employed was as follows: A
large net is sunk to the bed of the
river—usually at the mouth of some
natural basin—and after a school has
passed over it into the enclosed area
it is raised, imprisoning some of the
animals, so that when the tide falls

they are at the mercy of their captors.
The oil is extracted for export and
the meat is used for food for the gods.
In former years white whales were
shot from 'whale stands' maintained
at the mouth of the Hayes and
other rivers, but this method seems
to be less in vogue at the time of Mr.
Preble's trip.

A number of the animals, the lar-

gest about 14 feet long, were rather
hurriedly examined at the 'whale
fishery' by Messrs. Preble near the
mouth of the Churchill July 30.

Their color ranged from a deep blue-
black to silvery white. It is usually
stated that the dark ones are the
young, but he found this was not
invariably the case, since some, at
least half grown, were nearly black,
and others 3 or 4 feet long, were as
white as the largest. An embryo
about 7 inches long and nearly pure
white was obtained at Churchill.
This species seems to abound in all

Earts of Hudson Bay, and ''has also

een recorded from other localities

to the northward. Southwell reports
that the whaling ship "Balaena"
took 820 white whales in Elwin Bay,
Prince Regent Inlet, during the
month of August, 1894.

(Rangifer caribou (Gmei.) Wood-
land Caribou. Mr. Preble states
the woodland caribou is found
throughout the region traversed be-
tween Norway House and Hudson
Bay. It seems to be more common
toward the Bay, but is occasionally

killed, he states, (usually in the win-
ter) near Norway House. Mr. Wil-
liam Campbell, of Oxford House,
reported to Mr. Preble that the
species was much less common than
formerly; it is said to have become
scarcer in some localities, as the moose
extends its range, apparently being
driven out by that animal. On
their way to the Bay they saw tracks
of woodland caribou several times
on Steel River, once coupled with the
tracks of a wolf that had evidently
been trailing caribou, and on the
return trip a caribou was killed on
Steel River by a party which ascend-
ed a few days in advance of them.
Between York Factory and Fort

Churchill a few small bands could be
found at that time throughout the
year on the "Barrens." Tyrrell saw
them here early in the winter of 1893.
Messrs. Preble saw none, but noted
a great many tracks on the 'Barrens'
between Story and Owl rivers July
19, and they were told by some
Indians they met that they had killed

several within a week.

Dr. Milne informed Mr. Preble
that he has seen them between Fort
Churchill and Cape Churchill, and
that the latter point is considered
a good hunting place for them at any
time of the year. He thinks these
small bands formed the "northern
fringe of the bands which migrated
to the coasts in the spring, the great
majority of which in their journey
cross to the south of Nelson River,"
an opinion which Mr. Preble thinks
has weight on account of his fourteen
years residence at York Factory. A
favorite crossing point on the Hayes
River he says is about 40 miles above
York Factory, though they sometimes
crossed much closer to that post.
Their return movement occurs from
about the middle of October to the
last of November, he states, and
during these semiannual movements
the animals are much pursued, espec-
ially m the fall, wnen the weather is

usually cold enough to preserve the
meat for winter use.

(Rangifer arcticus, Richardson.)
Barren Ground Caribou. The pres-
ence of Barren Ground caribou was
first noted August 3 by Mr. Preble
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at a point about 50 miles south of
Cape Eskimo, where he and his

assistants saw their tracks on landing.
During the next few days the Indians
made several trips in quest of the
animals, but found none, although
comparatively fresh tracks were ob-
served in every direction. While
they were encamped about 25 miles
south of Cape Eskimo, August 10
to 13 they frequently heard wolves
howling in pursuit of caribou, occas-
sionally seemg a few of which they
killed two, a rather young doe and a

buck about three years old.

The animals were apparently just
commencing their usual fall journey
southward. They showed a ten-
dency to seek the vicinity of the
shore on account of the protection
gained from mosquitoes and other
insects, which were less numerous
there, owing to the wind. Even
under favorable circumstances they
were attended by swarms of insects,

and when feeding kept almost con-
stantly moving.

Soon after having left their camp
on the morning of August 13, they
saw several near the shgre. A young
buck on a point of land was approach-
ed as closely as the depth of water
would permit—about 200 yards. He
showed little fear, trotting along the
shore abreast of their boat for about
a quarter of a mile. He would
frequently stop and wade a short
distance toward the boat, at short
intervals spreading and contracting
the white patch on his throat laterally
into an oval disk, so abruptly as to
give the appearance of flashes of light.

Finally he grew tired of following and
dropped behind. This was the last
one seen.

James Clark Ross recorded rein-
deer from Cape Warrender, north
shore of Barrow Strait, and from the
coast of North Somerset, and observ-
ed them in great numbers on the
Isthmus of Boothia. Dr. Rae ob-
served them migrating northward
about the 1st of March, near Repulse
Bay, and found them on the west
coast of Melville Peninsula as far as
Fraser Bay. Lyon recorded them
from Duke of York Bay, Southamp-
ton Island.

The southern range oi Barren
Ground Caribou, on the west coast
of Hudson Bay, may be said to be
limited to Churchill River. Even
in former years these caribou were
seldom known to cross that river,

and Mr. Preble says they could still

be killed within a few miles of Fort
Churchill. Farther inland, he states,

they reach the south end of Reindeer
Lake.

(Alces americanus, Jardine.) East-
ern Moose. This species was found
throughout the region traversed from
Lake Winnipeg nearly jto Hudson"
Bay. While ascending the Echim-
amish, which Preble states was a
noted locality for moose, they fre-

quently saw places where the animals
had crossed the stream, and the
bordering swamps were mtersected
by a network of their tracks. Many
of the tracks were so recent that the
mud had not yet settled; but no
animals were seen, though he says
they were constantly on the lookout
for them. A young one was killed

by a party of Indians at the outlet of

tire Echmiamish a few days before
they ascended the river, and the
cranium of a female, probably killed

during the previous winter, was
found at the middle dam. The
extensive swamps below Robmson
Portage were said to be also much
frequented by the animale, one of

which was trailed for some distance

by his Indian guides.

At Oxford House, 60 or 70 miles
beyond Robinson Portage, the moose
were found to be formerly almost
unknown, according to information
given him by several officers of the

Hudson's Bay Company, but were
extending their range toward Hudson
Bay and were then frequently killed

near that post. On Steel River, as

they were ascending it September
1 , they saw a fresh track at the mouth
of a small stream a few miles below
Fox River, and at York Factory Mr.
Preble saw a skin shown him which
had been brought from Shamattaw;i
River, where the York Factory In-

dians then went regularly to hunt
moose.

Farther inland the moose ranged
to the northwest. Mr. Preble saw
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a head at Norway House Irom the
vicinity of Split Lake, and J. B.
Tyrrell met with moose on Stone
River about 100 miles west of Fort
Churchill.

(Obivos nioscliatus, Zimni.) Musk-
Ox. The musk-ox was first described
from the region between Seal and
Churchill rivers and formerl>- ranged
in winter more or less regularly to

about that latitude.

(Sciuropterus sabrinus, Shaw.)
Hudson Bay Flying Squirrel. This
species of Canadian fauna is said to

i)e found throughout the region tra-

versed by Mr. Preble* between Lake
Winnipeg and Hudson Bay.

(Sciurus hudsonicus, Erxleben.)
Hudson Bay Red Squirrel. Messrs.
Preble found the red squirrel abund-
ant and generally distributed through
the region to within a few miles of

York Factory, where the trees dwindle
to such an insignificant size as to
afford the animal an uncongenial
home.

The party found a host of other

more or less interesting fauna in the
region traversed, but space is limited
and therefore we cannot describe
the other species found. Perhaps
in a later article we shall be prepared
to go more at length into the study of

the fauna and flora of the great
Hudson Bay Region, than which
there is no other region on the West-
ern Continent, and particularly in

North America, that holds so much
interest for the hunter, the trader,

and the trapper. Volumes could be
written without exhausting the great
subject and without doing this region
full justice. I have taken the liberty

to describe Mr. Preble's journey in as
nearly his own words as possible,

feeling that his language could not
be improved upon, and in order to
present conditions as he found them
as he would present them himself.

The Hudson Bay Region is perhaps
America's great game field, and well
worthy a trip by every sportsman
who has the time and the inclination
to search out the treasures to be found
there.

Moose Heads from Northern Ontario's New Territory. Camp at Zadia Lake. Leo
Schiller' s_Party from Akron, Ohio, with Jim Guess as Head Guide



Edward Boqth

Secretary, Ottawa District Boy Scouts Association

"A mist on the fair horizon,

The infinite, tender skij;

The ripe, rich tints on the corn-fields

And the wild geese sailing high;

And all over upland and lowland
The sign of the golden-rod—
Some of us call it Autumn "

THUD! "Churr-rr-rr!"— and a

rustle of nails on bark as an
impudent red squirrel leaps to a

higher limb preparatory to dropping
another pine cone on my tent. My
half - waking, half-sleeping rumina-
tions interrupted I stretch luxuriously

at full length, then raise my head and
open my eyes to the greetings of the
morning sun-beams pouring in at my
open tent door. Then I reach for

my watch and speculate a moment
whether I was awakened by the noisy
pranks of the hungry red rascal over-

head in the tree, or by my cerebral
alarm-clock, that sixth sense, which
had been "set" overnight to ensure
that I awaken early. The watch
informs me that "time's up" and I

sit bolt upright—then drop back
again immediately, slowly and silent-

ly to cover, speculation all gone, at

sight of a huge grey heron stalking

here and there with dignified strides,

enjoying a comfortable breakfast from
among the inhabitants of a pool some
of my boys had dug on the beach as a

convenient place for keeping live

minnows.

Quietly and as inconspicuously as

possible I move my hundred and
eighty-odd newly-awakened pounds
from my bed, continuing until I have
placed a fold of the tent between the
lordly bird whose host I have unex-
pectedly become, and me. Then I

quickly slip out of night clothes and
into day ones and proceed to stalk

his heronship. Some bushes close

to the pool afford good cover and I

lie and admire the grey fellow as he
creates havoc and consternation
among our live baits which we had
designed for far different "fish" than
this. He is a marvellous creature.

I wonder at the graceful handling of

such an outrageous-looking muscu-
lar make-up. Having feasted my
eyes sufficiently, I withdraw from my
observation point to the shelter of

my tent, and when later I walk down
to the beach he has gone about the

usual business of herons, whatever
that may be.

This is the annual Camp of the
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Patrol Leaders of Ottawa District

Boy Scouts Association,' at Con-
stance Bay on the Upper Ottawa,
and I look forth from my tent on a
dozen other big ones which shelter

the still sleeping boys. Last night
I promised to awaken some of the
fellows early this morning for a sun-
rise fishing trip. Before letting Bed-
lam loose—that is to say, before

awakening the would-be fishermen,
having yet a little time I take a look
about at the Camp and its surround-
ings. The sun has mounted over a

"grey dawn" and is breaking slant-

wise into the woods behind. Every-
where is the hushed, busy movement
of live creatures foraging. It is the
early morning feeding hour. Over-
head warm bits of color relieve the
sameness of the soft, late-August
mDrning sky. Out on the lake great

woolly billows of mist are being
wrapped up and folded away, and
far across I see the tops of the Laur-
entians, ancient sentinels that know
not man or his works. There is "pep'
in the air, everything breathes of

fullness of growth, of completeness.
I run over again the lines which were
in my half-awake mind when that
red gentleman in the tree decided
I had slept long enough:

"And all over upland and lowland
The sign of the golden-rod "

and I recognize nature's morning
message: "Autumn is near!"

Startled heaves and quickly-n\uz-
zled exclamations reward my vigor-

ous though silent shaking of sundry
blanketed heaps, and pretty soon we
are all down at the canoes ready for

business—with the rest of the camp
still in slumberland. The order is

"Quietness"; paddles bang against
canoe sides, a foot slips off a log
into the water with a splash, and a
grunt from its owner, there is a
noisy blue flash as a tattle-tale king-
fisher drops from a dead limb and
departs with shrieks of derision

because we had not paid attention
to him. Notwithstanding all the
row we get safely away.

To reach the mouth of Constance
creek, the scene of our operations-to-
be, I push through some tall, whip-
like reeds from which we raise huge

flocks of swallows which had roosted
there overnight; as my canoe breaks
quietly out into clear water again I

nearly fall out in astonishment at an
old black duck which rises with much
fuss and great protest almost from
under my paddle. The boys re-

mark that she has been "sticking
around" in a very friendly way for
several days and one son of a pacifist

father suggests that he "hammer her
over the nead" next time he gets
close. After I have quelled an incip-

ient riot arising from a discussion as
to the best way to do the "ham-
mering," we get a spoon troll over-
board and the real business of the
morning is under way.
We paddle cautiously and hope-

fully along the weed-bed edges for
half a mile without result other than
a weed oi; two on the troll. One of
the boys has been reading Lover's
story, "Handy Andy"—and he de-
scribes in an undertone for our
benefit the fishing excursion of Mr.
Furlong, wherein that gentleman's
unintentional hosts manipulate a
single salmon so that Furlong thinks
he sees a tub-full caught.

"Let us catch a fish. Peat, and
play that game on the fellows in the
other canoe!" This from Craig
whom I yesterday complimented upon
nis reliable qualities.

"Got to get him first; besides
they'll get onto it!" Peat's liver

seems out of whack this morning.
It was his foot that slipped off the
log a while ago.

I am sitting in tne stern of the
canoe, with the troll line held be-
tween my teeth and running back
over my left ear into the water and
out to the troll fifty or sixty feet

behind. Just as I decided the proper
angle from which to attack the recal-

citrant liver, there comes a mighty
yank on the line and at the same in-

stant Craig, with a heave that nearly
upsets the canoe, jumps to his knees
yelling: "Oh, good-night Doctor!—
Look at your ear!"

—

"Look at the bottom of the creek
you mean; for goodness' sake, SIT
DOWN!" gasps Peat as he makes
frantic efforts to steady the frail

craft.
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I hold steady a second or two,
fearing that my troll has caught a
submerged dead-head, of which there
are several in the creek, but a strong
back pull on the line asures me that
my catch is very much alive. Then a
mighty splash in our rear, yells of

amazement and excitement from the
kids and I drop my paddle and
commence to get in the line. At
first it comes smoothly and evenly and
I think I have an ordinary catch.

Then suddenly my heart stands still

as the line is whipped from my hand
and goes hissing over the gunwale.

"Oh, don't lose him. Doctor, he's

a whale."
"Don't talk; get the landing net!"

"Oh, shut up!"
"He'll get awav sure!"
"No he won't!'^'

Gasps, giggles, squeals of excite-

ment— I am getting the line in again
and after a while there comes up
quietly from the depths a monster
black head. As it rises it turns a
little and a savage eye glares up at

us. A picture of devilish greed and
savagery, that black head with long
savage snout and needle-sharp teeth,

my troll spoon hanging at the side

of the mouth. Just time for one
look and he has shot away under the
canoe. Over go both boys to see him
again and I have just time to leap

to the opposite gunwale to save us
right side up. Then more pulling

in and rushing out of the line; I am
afraid to trust its strength with such
a big fellow; the net looks childish
this morning somehow in present
company.

"Let us go ashore and haul him
up in the weeds" suggests Craig

—

"Then we can jump on him!"
"Jump on your Grandmother!"

growls Peat disrespectfully
—"He'd

bite you!"

A few more rushes and jumps and
he has tired himself out. The troll

IS too well set to be shaken out. This
cannibal's career is nearly ended.
Gingerly we edge him up, the net is

sneaked down behind him; "Now
Craig, when I give the word!—Mind
your feet, Peat!—Ready?—Now!" A
push behind, a pull in front and there
flops into the canoe a thirty-nine

inch pike, as savage looking a crea-
ture as one could imagine. In-
stantly pandemonium breaks loose.

From end to end, from side to side,

under decks and over thwarts, he
thrashes slaps, leaps, snaps. We-
follow him, each in turn and then
all together, with paddles, cushions,
bare hands, any thing to prevent him
leaping back into the creek. We hug
him; we all try to sit on him at once;
we squeeze him against the canoe sides.

He squirms free; another fellow gets'a
grip—or thinks he does! Bloc d flows;
slime, scales, filth are everywhere.
The whole canoe and contents are
one indescribable, dirty tangle. The
canoe is heaving about like a drunken
man, in momentary danger of slip-

ping the lot of us into the fish's home
element. At last he is quiet, smother-
ed in the wreck himself has made.
We cover him tightly with a couple of
ruined cushions, and squat back to
look and laugh at one another.

"I'm trembling like anything!"
declares Peat ruefully inspecting a
finger damaged in the melee.

"Good-night, Doctor, you should
have seen your ear!" reiterates Craig.

With blood-stained hand I flick

a fish scale from the end of my nose
and point out to him regretfully my
inability to see the member he refers

to. Then I take a cautious peep at
our catch.

"He's a bird!" I tell them.
"He's a peach!" agrees Craig.
He's a fish!" insists the matter-of-

fact Peat.
"He'd be a dandy to play the Fur-

long game with!" reflects Craig.

"Hang you and your Furlong
game; what did you swat my finger

with that paddle for?" demands he
of the liver.

"Aw, keep your finger out of the
road; I was trying to hit that, you
poor fish!" pointing to the pike.

"Who's a poor fish ?"

"Keep your hair on!" I tell them,
"Here are the others."

Comes a dip of paddles from down
the creek. "Get anything?" calls

Morehouse. I realize that it is not
for me to say anything. Both my
companions give tongue together;
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1. 16 Pounds, All Pike. 2.^A Boy's Delight CPainfed Turtle. 3. A Visitor on .the Beach.
4. Looking Pleasant. 5. A Big Fellow. 6. Jim Crow. 7. Enough for Breakfast.
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"Get anything?—We got a lu-lu!"

"Come and look!"

They line up along side.

"Where is your minnow?" asks
Williams.

—"Let us see him!"

Peat gingerly removes a cushion.

"Holy wild-cats!" says Forbes,
"Look at the brute!"

We paddle back to Camp, too much
taken to fish any more. Forbes'
boys catch a bass and three pike
before they come in. We meet at

the shore to inspect the catch, the
boys in noisy wonder, Wong, the
cook, beaming. Last night when I

said: "Fish for breakfast!" he said;

"You catchee, you got to clean'm

—

me no likee!" This morning as he
looks at the prize, his verdict is:

"Pletty good; too big you; me
clean'm!"
But his fate is not as Wong would

have it. My naturalist friend up
the bay promises him a place at
Ottawa, where mounted and shining
he will some day be the admiration
and pride of some of the fellows who
helped land him.
As we sit down to breakfast, I

hear Peat jibe: "Oh, good-night
Craig; Look at your ear!" Craig's
retort is drowned in a camp yell:

"Rickety, rickety, riff, raff,

Chickeiy, chickety, chick, chaff,
LeVs give a harse-laugh—

H-E-E H-A-Wr
and from the cook tent comes this:

"Ya, Doctor catches big fish; too
big; me no clean'm; Hee Haw!"

When a Little Child Prayed
Patience Reed

THE Fisher-lady, poised lightly

on a stone in the midst of the
swirling northern stream, cast

her fly far into an eddying pool, then
slowly reeled it in, with a look of

mock despair in my direction.

"It's no use trying any more to-

day," she called out as she stepped
from stone to stone to where I was
seated on a rock. As she adjusted
the tackle she continued with a slow
reminiscent smile.

"And yet—if I had the simple
faith of the little child I used to be

—

I might catch the biggest trout in the
pool!"

"I'll tell you about it as we walk
back to the camp—almost the most
"wonderful story I know of the direct
answer to prayer," she continued,
laughing a little wistfully, I thought.
"We lived in the country when I

was a very little girl and I had a very
dear playmate, Mary her name was.
I sometimes wonder if any other
little girls ever had such a wonderful
childhood When we were
five years old we learned to fish in the
little trout stream at the foot of the
orchard.

"There was never another stream

like it. Where we knew it best it

ran through marshy pasture land and
the scrub willows and marsh milk-
weed and wild forgetmenots hung
over it making deep shadows. In one
place it formed a tiny tapids and a
waterfall, then rounded out into a
deep still pool. A great elm grew
at one side and hawthorn trees at
the other. In spring the men used
to wash the sheep there. And there
were vague, fearful rumors told us
children of a quicksand bottom into
which a man and sheep had once been
sucked. We had been cautioned
never to wade in the sheep hole and
we used to approach it timidly,
round-eyed, holding our breath with
wonder and fear, while we were small.
But one day when we were twelve
years old, Mary dared me to wade it,

and clinging tightly together we
waded through it from one bank to

the other. It was the most marvel-
lous adventure of my childhood but it

disiJroved forever the quicksand the-
ory, and even at twelve one grieves
a little over shattered illusions.

"The summer we were six years old
we were allowed to go fishing alone.
We would trot down the hill, apple-
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limb tackle over our shoulder. Mary
always carried the little tin pail to
put the fish in and I had the can
of worms. It was a day like to-day,"
the Fisher-lady continued softly, "all

blue sky and golden sunlight, only
the skies were bluer and the trees

greener as they are always—in youth.
Tim, the hired man, had cut the
thistles in the pasture and some had
fallen and dried along the dusty path.
We tried to avoid these but several
halts had to be made to extract
thistles from our bare little feet. At
the end of the long lane we came to

.

the sheep-hole where we were allowed
to go that day as a special privilege.

It was deep and still and mysterious
as always, as we peered into its

depths. We could see two small
brook trout, quiet in the water save
for faintly moving fins, and farther
out, at the very bottom, a great shoal
of suckers, lying motionless, shadowy,
almost invisible in the ooze.

"We went far beneath the elm to

"bait up." I had lost my hook the
day before in a willow branch, so

that day a carefully bent pin was
attached to my cord, and Tim had
chosen the slimmest and straightest

branch on the old harvest apple
tree for my rod. We fished patiently

for a long time and I had to bait very
often. I remember that I suspected
the worms of crawling off the pin.

Usually we caught a few chub or

shiners, and once in a great while a
wonderful, spotted ti'&ut. But that
day we caught nothing. We had
started off in such glee; to go home
without a single fish was a tragedy.
And, at that moment Ihe great idea
occurred to me. The night before,
mother had read to me the story of

Peter Gray, a small boy, who had
prayed to God, that his father, who
was very ill, might be restored to

health.

"I forget all the story but I remem-
bered the moral. Peter's prayer was
answered and if his prayer was
effective why not Mary's and mine?
God was no respector of persons, I

argued in my childish way. And this

was an opportunity to prove the
praye? theory. Quickly I confided
the idea to Mary, and with some

notion that the prayers might be
more effective if made in secret, we
went back to the old snake fence,
each taking a separate corner, and
knelt on the grass to pray.

"It was so very long ago that I don't
remember just what I said, but I

prayed fervently and for a big fish.

Mary was waiting for me as I arose,
and we baited carefully once more.
And at the very first throw I caught
him—the largest trout that had ever
come out of the old sheep hole. I caa
seehim even yet—all silvery and rain-
bow spotted and wonderful. He had
swallowed the bent pin, far, far, down
and I can't remember how we dragged
him out. We couldn't get him off the
pin so we simply ran for home, now
carrying, now dragging the trout.

,1 can remember how our feet patted'
along over the dusty path and: how
the thistles stung as we sped over
them, and how Tim heard our shrieks
and came running from the meadow
where he was cutting hay.
"And 1 remember the dear, dear

home faces, as they gathered around
us, and laughed and petted us, and
made much of the prowess of the two
little fisher maid|s. My last waking
thought, that night, was that life

would be very simple and wonderful
indeed, for one could have just what
one wanted if one only prayed
Poor little kiddie," laughed the Fisher
lady, after a little, and wistfully, I

thought.

Salmon of 3v5 lbs. Weight

The accompanying
picture reproduction

is of a salmon of 3,")

lbs. weight caught by

Sergt. J. A. Harrison,

on August IVth last,

in Saanich Arm. This

fish did not seem at

all anxiouslo be lan-

ded and put up a good

fight before he was

near enough to the

boat for the gaff to do

its work.



Hunting the Coyote with Hounds

James S. Meagher

THE coyote of Western Canada,
is, without doubt, the toilghest

and cleverest animal extant.

Bigger and stronger than his brother
to the South, he finds life on the vast
prairies of the West, just one darned
thing after another.'

His instinct is so amazingly sharp
that sometimes I have seriously

doubted his inability to reason.

He has learned the valuable lesson

of co-operation too; generally hunting
in pairs, male and female (coyotes

pair for life), and very often in

bunches of four and five, and some-
times ten and a dozen.
When one coyote finds something

edible, he immediately notifies his

nearby companions of the fact, per
medium of his famous howl, so weird
and unearthly as to get on the strong-

est nerves. Suspicion is his predom-
inant characteristic, and I have
known him to avoid the most cun-
ningly set traps imaginable, for no
other apparent reason other than
'he didn't like the looks o' it.' A
man with and without ^ gun makes
all the difference to Mister Coyote,
and if one is unarmed he will become
so fresh that one positively has to

'shoo' him off; show him a gun though
and he's away across the prairie until

he gets out of range, and then he'll

take up that peculiar attitude so

common to his kind, broadside-on
to one with head turned in your
direction, and no matter what tricks

one resorts to to get a shot at him,
*'01e Man Coyote' is always standing
there looking back out of range.
Although I pride myself on being

both a good shot and 'wise in the -

ways of the wild,' I always had to
work mighty hard to get the coyote.
I was not alone either; everyone I

had come in contact with had agreed
with me that coyotes were too wise
for anyone outside a Peace River
Indian.

I would probably have gone on
iuinting under this impression, if I

had not met one day, a local rancher

with what was then a new innovation,
some 'coyote hounds.'

Of course I had heard of the coyote
being hunted with hounds, but had
never given the system much thought
having heard so many old hunters
and trappers poo-poohing the idea
as some crank's freak notion.

Anyway, upon my friend's cordial
invitation to jump in (he was driving
a burkboard) I clambered in beside
him prepared more or less to see some
crazy dogs tn,^ the fool stunt of
catching a coyote!
We had not gone far when, on

rounding a bend in the trail, I espied
a coyote sitting beside a 'Buffalo
wallow,' about half a mile away. My
friend immediately stopped the rig,

and jumping off lifted the flap of a
box-like contrivance covered with
cheese-cloth and ordered the five

hounds, who had been loping along-
side, in.

While taking a route that would
gradually bring us within five or six

hundred yards of the coyote, I

enquired as to the reason of keeping
the hounds in the box.

My friend explained that as the
hounds hunted on sight, it was
obvious that they should not see the
game, unti} within the killing range
aforementioned.

I dubiously remarked that I frankly
doubted the ability of anything on
four legs ever outrunning a coyote,
much less killing him.

"All right, you wait," he laughed,
"my bunch are sure bad medicine
for Mister Coyote if we ever get
within killing range."

After taking several short cuts
through ravines and coulees, we
pulled up onto a hill and sure enough
there was the coyote, about four
hundred yards away to our right,

just sitting down taking in the scen-
ery.

My friend swinging the rig round
so as to have the end of the box facing
the coyote, threw up the lid and
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yelling "Coyote!", turned the five

dogs loose.

The coyote, who up to this had not
paid very much attention to us (they
do not take fright at any rig drawn
by horses as quickly as at horsemen
or pedestrians) suddenly came to life

with a start and streaked out for

the tall timber in a hurry; but the
hounds, to my great surprise, were
gaining hand over fist.

After about two hundred yards of

straight running the lead dog forced
the game to turn, once-, twice-, and
the third time the heeler dog shot in

and a cloud of dust obscured the end
from us, as the rest of the hounds
piled on to the 'Old Man of the
Prairies.'

When we arrived on the scene, the
coyote was already dead, with the
dogs sitting in a circle around him.
Upon examining the carcass I was

still further surprised to find it, out-
side of a few tufts of hair missing from
the tail and a little of the fur spoiled
at the throat where the heeler had
taken his grip, in perfect condition!

After congratulating my friend
upon the fine performance of' his

cfogs, and listening to his story of how
he, like myself, had always taken
coyote with trap or gun, before mak-
ing the acquaintance of the hounds, I

wound up by purchasing a pair, male
and female, from the five he had with
\him, for sixty dollars apiece.

These formed the nucleus of my
present kennel of twelve hounds,
eleven bitches and one stud dog, all

well trained and sure killers, and
worth around a thousand dollars.

The coyote hound is a cross be-
tween a Scotch deerhound and a
Russian wolfhound, the pure breeds
of either kind having proved unsatis-
factory; the wolfhound will kill but
he will not follow the game up if he
happens to miss it on the first or
second turn, while the deerhound will

give chase but will not attempt to
kill if the game snows fight, which
the coyote will always do.

The hardest part of training is to
get your hounds to co-operate proper-
ly; sometimes your lead dog generally
uie male, .will turn the game four or
five times without the heeler attempt-

ing to take a hold of it, generally
from being either too far away to
the left or the right.

,

Again, the lead dog will outrun the
heelers too far and after fighting
around with the game will come back
giving the chase up.
Sometimes the dogs happen on a

young coyote, and unless thev get
a flying start on him at least five
hundred yards the game will outrun
them, as properly trained dogs will
seldom follow a coyote more than one
mile, except when followed up on
horseback. There are several meth-
ods of hunting the* coyote with
hounds.
The best is to take a light rig and

a light fast team and a good fast
saddle horse; when the game is within
killing range, turn your dogs loose,
they being in the cheesecloth box
of course, and follow them up on your
saddle horse, as well trained hounds
will follow the game for several miles
if they are followed up on horseback.
Taking a three year averagfe of the

amount of coyotes followed and
killed I find that the number of
'kills' out of the amount follow^ed was
eighty per cent; the other two per
cent being always clean getaways, for
if once the dogs pull him down they'll
kill him for a certainty.

Another method used by some is to
take the dogs in a flivver after the
game and try to outrun the coyote
if possible, before turning the dogs
loose; I have tried this method but
abandoned it principally because the
rough prairie to be crossed (for one
naturally cannot pick and choose)
tends to sicken the somewhat delicate
hounds, and also a coyote is very sus-
picious of automobiles.

Another method is to use the rig
and team as before mentioned but
instead of a saddle horse a high-
power rifle is used.

The idea is to fire ahead of the
game after the dogs are turned loose
in an effort to 'queer' him as much
as possible, by making him swerve,
etc., this is all right if one is a good
judge of distance, but I have known
several fine male hounds to be shot
through bad judgment of distance.
The coyote hound is a very quiet
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animal around a house and seldom
or never barks. He is decidedly
a hearty eater though, and will

consume about three times as much
as an ordinary dog, but all things

considered, I think he deserves the
extra 'grub' in the amount of coyotes
he gets, a good pair should get easily

twc^ hundred dollars worth of pelts

in a season's work.
The season in Western Canada

opens about the first of November up
until the first heavy snow, after

which the hounds are at a heavy
disadvantage owing to their thin

legs sinking in the snow.
An old stiff coyote is easy picking

for the dogs, but the young ones often

outrun them, except at very close

ranges, say two or three hundred
yards.
' In a country where there is any
considerable amount of scrub or

cover the hound is practically useless

as the coyote is an adept at losing

himself, and once the game gets out

of the sight of the dogs they wil!

not hunt for him.

Once a coyote by any means,
should whip a hound that . hound is.

practically useless, as all the confid-

ence necessary for a successful killer

to have, is lost and the hound be-
comes a lukewarm enthusiast for the
chase.

Coyote hunting with hounds is a
fine sport besides being a very exciting

one as sometimes the game will put
up quite a fight when cornered,
especially when chased with but a
pair of hounds.

When one considers that coyote
pelts are gelling around fifteen dollars

each, the business end of it is not to

be despised also one has the satis-

faction of knowing that he is helping
to rid the country of one of its great-

est pests, and is earning the thanks
of the farmer who 'thinks of his

roosts, and the sheepman who thinks,

of his lambs.

Fishing at Pike Lake, Vancouver Island

Norma Dumbleton

THERE are a great many men
who would rather fish than shoot
in these troublous times. Of

course, those who really prefer shoot-

ing to fishing just took a little trip

over to France and now that they are

back, like my soldier-pal, they are

tired of shooting and prefer the more
graceful art of casting, or the very
absorbing sport of angling.

I shall be obliged to callmy sporting
companion by the simple name of

'Jack' for safety's sake, because I

wouldn't care for this article to be
the cause of a dissolution of side-

kickership, nor would I care to have
my innocent block knocked off. He
has a really fine name, truly an an-
cient one, in fact, for it savours of the
Bible, but, as it is not 'Peter' it has
positively nothing to do with fishing.

Most of our fishing was done at

Pike Lake, which is a small piece of

water, in the vicinity of the Highland
District, Vancouver Island. This

little place is a highly favoured place
for law-breaking boys and men, who
would shut an eye while passing a

tree or shrub upon which was tacked
a notice informing them that "Fish-
ing in This Lake is Punishable by
Law." When fishing season first

comes in, the rocks are lined with
these wicked people and 'bobs' may
be seen floating all around the edges
of the Lake.
The first days we entered into the

joys of fishing we trolled, using a

spoon about an inch and a half in

length, bright only on one side. My
father showed us a two-and-a-half

inch spoon and advised us to use it

but we laughed at the idea saying

that a spoon of that size employed
where fish seldom exceed an eleven-

inch limit, would scare all the trout

into the growth at the bottom of the

lake or the weeds at the edges.

We used all manner of small spoons
but caused very little excitement
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among the fish and only succeeded in

landing a couple of sprats. Failing

to tempt the trout with spoons

•we tried casting; Jack is rather good
at casting; but there were so many

.-dead flies in the wake that the fish

did not worry about the artificial

ones at all.

At last we got a monstrous spoon,

«gg-shaped, is the best way to des-

cribe it (I do not know its inventor's

name) , three inches long and bright

on both sides and determined to give it

a trial since we had failed with all

the other means at our disposal.

Round and round the lake we went;
it was early afternoon and the June
sun poured upon us an intensity of

heat that scorched our shoulders

right through our khaki shirts—and
not even a nibble from a sprat.

After a while, Jack, who was row-
ing, told me to reel in the line, which
I was by no means loath to do, and
we landed in a small cove from
whence we made our way into the

forest. Finding a cool, mossy rock,

we threw ourselves upon it with
grunts and sighs of satisfaction and
then commenced to discuss the lake,

the fish, the big spoon and my father

in the most uncomplimentry language.
Also we began planning a trip to

Brentwood Bay or Patricia Bay to

get some fishing. This last we said

in tones of the utmost sarcasm and
disgust.

At last we decided to go home and
have supper, and back to the boat
we went.

"Shall I put out the line just for

fun?" I asked.
"Oh, if you like," said Jack care-

lessly as he slackened the speed of the
boat, and I let out about thirty feet

or so of line.

"Perhaps, as it is sunset, the fish

might —" I was just remarking when
"Hello!" I broke off as I felt a series

of spirited tugs at my line.

"Keep out of the weeds, Jack, I

think he's too big to take chances
with!" I said striving to speak coolly,

and then commenced a spirited com-
bat between the fish and me. My
slender rod would bend nearly double
at one moment and the next instant
would spring back again and I would

cry out in dismay "Oh, he's gone!"
and contradict my statement in the

same breath as another violent jerk

would bend the rod again.

At last I coaxed him up to the boat-
side and could see his dark form still

fighting and diving under the water.

Gently I drew him upward while

Jack seized the landing-net and
waited for the order to 'cop' the
victim.

"There—ready!" 1 cried as my fish

came to the surface with a blind rush
and Jack scooped him up in the net
and deposited him, gasping and flop-

ping about on the bottom of the boat.

"Peach!" said Jack, "He must be
over eleven inches."

"Yes, well over." I said. You un-
hook him.''

I love the way that Jack handles
a fish when he takes the hook out of

its jaw; he does it in such a neat,

masterly way and does not allow it

to splash blood all over me like some
fellows have done. Some men are

not meant for sportsmen. I remem-
ber going out salmon fishing in a
launch with two fellows one day. I

landed a dandy salmon, that proved
to be more lively in the boat than
it had been in the water. Of course,

it had to be killed before we could
extract the hook from its jaw. The
boys each took a turn of tapping
it on the head with an iron bar,

but were so afraid of hurting the
poor thing's feelings that they would
neither of them hit hard enough
to quiet Mr. Salmon. At last, I

blush to relate, the weak woman in

the party had to do the deed. The
boys did not admire her for it either.

By the looks on their faces, I think
they must have put her down as

heartless and cold-blooded.

Well, to return to my neglected
narrative. Jack, after disengaging
the hook, threw the trout under the

stern seat and we gave the idea of

supper the 'go by.' We caught three

more fish, all over nine inches, and
fell to praising my father and the

three-inch spoon with great warmth.
Then there came a time when my rod

gave a tiny jerk.

"Bite?" asked Jack.
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Yes, quite a snappy one," I

answered.
Jack rowed more cautiously and

again the rod jerked: quite a healthy
pull that time.
"Row easily ,Jack, this is a cunning

old beast and I'll bet he's huge

—

there he goes again!" I said grasp-

ing the rod more firmly, while my
heart thumped with expectation.

Half-way round the lake Jack rowed

;

again and again the rod jerked

and trembled until my nerves were
tensioned up with excitement and I

felt the only thing that mattered in

the world was the landing of that

fish.

At last Jack grew weary of the

nerve strain. "Something must be
wrong with the hook," he complained.

"Yes, that fish should have been
on long ago. I'll take a look at the

hook,"" I said, commencing to reel

in. And when I had reeled up
thirty odd feet of line, imagine the

surprise and disgust of both of us to

see a big sprat absolutely "all in,"

dangling pathetically from the hook.
Ohioh! oh! what a tragic reality after

all our glorious expectations of a fish

umpteen inches long—a wary old

stager nibbling cautiously at our hook.
Jack said a bad word as he viciously

jerked the poor little wretch off the

hook and threw him under the seat.

"He'll be welcom.ed by the cats,"

I remarked consolingly.

Off we started again, but after

travelling a long way with no luck

whatever, we decided -to go home;
Jack was just going to turn the boat
round when my rod gave such a
jerk that I thought I had caught a
snag. Then back at the end of the
line a fish sprang with frantic effort,

high into the air and came down with
a great splash.

"A real guy this time" I said tri-

umphantly as I began to reel gently.

"Gee! How the rod bends," said
Jack.
"The biggest of all," I replied.

Who can describe what it feels like

to reel in a big fish, who fights for
every inch of the line that you take,
who leaps into the air till you tremble
for the power of endurance of your
cast, who jerks the rod till the tip

bends almost double and who never
tires for one single instant?

Such was the behavior of my fish.

More than a score of times I thought
that he was gone and as many times
I cried out exultantly that he was not.

And who could describe the triumph-
ant delight that filled my whole
being when at last, aided by Jack
with the landing net, ][ succeeded in

landing the prize?

'Prize'—did I say? Well, I should
think so! Thirteen and a half inches
long; one pound in weight! A mon-
ster for Pike Lake! No wonder
Jack and I shook hands across the
gasping victim and no wonder that
i didn't care when I felt that Jack's
hand was all slimy.

Planting Land Locked Salmon in a British Columbia Lake

Mr. E. T. Cooper, secretary of the Cran-

brook District Rod and Gun Club, has sent

the following interesting little account ol the

results of planting land locked salmon fry

in a B.C. lake.

In the month of August, 1915, a number of

Kamloops trout or land locked salmon fry,

were planted in Premier Lake which is situat-

ed on the Cranbrook Windermere road.

Previous to this date, no fish of any kind were

ever seen or caught, and it was an undisputed

fact that there were none whatever in this

lake.

Two years went by, and nobody ever

thought of fishing in Premier Lake, thinking

no doubt that it would be at least five or six

years before the fry planted in there would

bSj big enough to catch.

This spring a party who were spending a

week end at the lake, thought they would

try a few casts just for fun. Imagine their

surprise to see an enormous fish rise and take

the fly with a rush. Being only armed with

light trout tackle, they naturally lost every-

thing they had. Rumors began to be sjiread

around town about the wonderful fish in

Premier Lake. Naturally nobody believed

them, putting them down as more fish stories.
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Ho\ve\er, four local sportsmen, more bold

than the rest, undertook to make a trip to

Premier Lake to find out what was doing.

They arrived over night, so as to get an early

start in the morning. All night long they

could hear the fish jumping and they could

hardly wait for daylight to come, to get out

on the lake. Daylight did, however, come at

last, and off they went. A short distance

from shore, thay started to let out a troll;

no more than forty feet of line was out when
"bang" something doing. Everybody made

a grab for the rod, and everybody offered

suggestions as to what to do; the treatment
however, did not seem to agree with Mr.
Salmon, for with a grand rush he broke the

line and was gone. A prayer was offered and
out went another troll; not very long to wail

when "zing" went the reel again; ye gods wnat
sport; a grand rush taking a hundred feet of

line before he can be checked, a mighty leap

clear of the water a good five feei, his bark
arched, and sides glistening in the sun; an-

other rush causing the line to sing through the

water, and he leaps again; another rush and
another leap, then down he goes; down, down,
down, would he never stop? Yes the strain

on him is telling and he is gradually being
coaxed up; great bubbles break on top of the

water released from his lungs; up he comes,

and right up to the boat, when off he goes
again; 'tis the last grand effort for this time

he comes to the gaff, and into the boat. Out
comes the scales, thirteen and a half pounds.
Can it be possible that a fish can grow to sucii

a size in less than three years? Awful hard
to believe, but behold the proof. Three more
were landed during the day, when the con-

quering heroes started for town to spread the

news.

Several good catches have been made in

this lake since, the fish averaging between
'6 and 14% pounds.

The Cranbrook District Rod & Gun Club
through the help of the Dominion Govern-
ment, are this year planting upwards of two
hundred thousand fry in various lakes in the

district similar to Premier Lake, and if the

same success is met with as with those planted

in Premier Lake, the Cranbrook District will

be as noted for its salmon fishing, as it is at

the present time for its wonderful trout fish-

ing.

"Some Trip"

Freeman Tupper

SOME six or seven months
before the hunting season
opened, Roy and Bailey planned

a moose-hunting trip, and as a seed
that is planted grows to a beautiful
tree in the fulness of its time, so did
the idea of hunting expand into a

beautiful dream of camp-fires, and
hunting life in general.

It would be an exaggeration to
state (to say the least) that the clerks
in "His Majesty's Mail Service"
were required to work over time as a
result of their planning, but the
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increase in the amount of mail that
Roy exchanged with his brother-in-

law, Jack—, was quite evident. Jack
always accompanied them on their

annual trips, and of course, he was
advised on every new detail, and
OK'd every scheme.
As the summer months went by,

and the cool of the evenings pro-
claimed the first edge of fall, Roy
and Bailey began to count off the
passing days much the same as a
small boy keeps tab on days, hours,

etc., to the end of school.

They were ardent believers in

preparedness, so when the hunting
season finally opened, Roy had every
match in its proper place, a^nd they
were all on the "qui vive" for the
pistol shot."

Jack arrived on Saturday. An ox
team was engaged to tote their

canoe and dunnage and was to start i-

early Monday morning for Long
Lake. 0. Harlow, a friend of theirs,

was to go also as guide and caller.

Sometime on Sunday, Harlow inform-
ed them that he would be unable to

leave before Thursday. That in

itself seems only a trivial thing, yet
had it not been for that very instance
this account would never have been
written. Well to proceed. Roy and
Bailey did not see why they should
wait until Tuesday, so they agreed to

go along with the ox team Monday
morning as per arrangement, while
Jack, it was decided, would wait and
come along with Harlow on Tuesday.

If Arthur B. Reeve could devise
some delicate instrument to detect
the ardour of a man's hunting in-

stinct, I think Jack's would have
fallen a little short of Roy's and
Bailey's in this instance at all events.
However, we shall soon see an illus-

tration of the Biblical statement that
"The last shall be first", etc.

When the grey dawn appeared on
Monday morning, and the stars
faded one by one according to their
brilliancy, Roy and Bailey were well
on the road to Long Lake. The ox
team creaked and lurched over the
rough, rocky tote road as it plodded
along, and soon a hot fall sun was
pouring down upon them out of a
cloudless sky. Had they been going

to the "office" as usual, clad in thin
summer wear, any movement would
have been an effort, but to go hunting
clad in heavy woollens, well, as far as
I know no word of protest can be
truthfully recorded.

After they had journeyed some
seven or eight miles, and had branched
off on the Long Lake road (a road,
by the way not one of them had everN
been over before) the god of mis-
fortune visited them for the first

time. As they were passing over
an old cross-way, the rotten poles
gave way and the oxen fell through,
nearly^breaking their necks. In order
to get out of their difficulty, they
were obliged to cut away the old
stringers, and remove the entire
structure of rotten wood. During the
next few hours they encountered
several more of such cross-ways, a^nd

in every instance they had to throw-
aside the old poles, or cut a road
around. During these delays which
were a bit annoying, Bailey con-
tracted a severe pain, caused no
doubt, from over exertion and drink-
ing too much water. This was all

to the bad, since Bailey could no
longer help. It was only because
the team was very slow that he
managed to keep up at all.

Presently they came to an old
camp. Roy's spirits went skyward
and he exclaimed "Boys we're here at

last. Harlow told me about the
camp and said the lake was just
around the turn. Hurrah!" They
approached the turn with eager faces
and glad hearts, expecting to see the
broad expanse of Long Lake. The
teamster whipped up his tired team a

bit, and glad to think the journey
was over, began to whistle. Bailey
threw away his cane and said "he
was ever so much better," but alas

when they came around the said turn
instead of seeling the mych-looked for

lake, they were confronted with
another rotten cross-way. The fact

was this was only a feeding camp some
five or six miles from the lake.

The teamster stopped whistling,

Bailey crawled on the load and
covered himself over with a quilt, and
Roy, the faithful optimist, said, "it

must be the next turn." However,
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as they plodded along and turn
after turn failed to reveal the lake,

even Roy's spirits hovered around
zero. That five miles seemed like

twenty to them. Finally an hour
after sun-down they arrived at an-
other camp, and just beyond the
lake showed with its pink hues,
distinct in the twilight. They pitch-
ed their tent, ate a hurried supper,
and "turned in," too tired to smoke.

The next morning dawned cool
and calm. The teamster started for

home at daylight. It was a beautiful
-morning to call, but Roy apd Bailey
sat around ^11 day not wanting to
spoil any chances before Jack and
Harlow arrived. All through the
hot afternoon they sat around and
watched the road for their friends,

but they watched in vain. At twi-
light as they sat in their tent, and
looked out on the lake, watching the
different colors reflecting from a pink
and golden sky, wondering what had
delayed the^r friends. Jack and Har-
low were home relating to a verandah
full of eager listeners, a very remark-
able moose story. The two had left

home Tuesday morping as planned.
Just outside the village limits the
tote road' ran close to a number of
small bogs. As it was a fine cool
morning, Harlow said "when we get
to the first little bog ahead, I am
going to sound the call." Jack'was
not particularly interested; in fact
he was keen on keeping on. How-
ever, they walked out on the bog a
little and Harlow called. Before one
could say "boo" a big bull moose step-
ped out on the bog, and started on a
trot toward them. Neither rifle was
loaded, and both were in cases.
Never since the night previous to the
battle of Waterloo was there such
mad haste. But you know there
are all kinds of moose; wise ones,
foohsh ones, and curious ones. This
was one of the foolish ones. Jack
snapped seven times before he real-

ized the gun was not loaded. Then
he loaded up and shot him. Dinner
time saw them batk home again,
moose and all. To further these
unexpected events, both Jack and
Harlow were called suddenly away
on important business. So, they

hired a young chap to go to Long
Lake and tell Roy and Bailey what
had happened, and for them to act
accordingly. The god of misfor^tune
was still in the running. The young
man in question never got within
ten miles of Long Lake.

Wednesday morning was another
ideal morning for moose hunters,
frosty and calm, just the kind of
morning Roy and Bailey had been
dreaming about all through the sum-
mer evenings. By thi^ ij.Ttie they
were nearly crazy with inaction.
They wanted to call, to still hunt, to
do something, yet neither one claimed
to be callers, and they did not want
to spoil further chances by still

hunting before their friends came, so
they sat around all through the hot
sunny hours of another day. As
the day wore on and their friends
did not appear, a suspicion began to
grow in Roy's mind that something
was wrong in Denmark, so to spealc.

After supper was over they talked
the matter over, pro and con, viewing
the matter from every angle, but
could come to no satisfactory con-
clusion whatever. They wei;e indeed
in 'a quandary. It was true they
coirid get home by canoe through a
system of lakes and streams, but if

tiiey left too soon their friends-

might come and be stranded without
food. On the other hand if they
stayed too long they would be unable
to get home by Saturday. However,
to make sure they stayed over Thurs-
day, spending the day hunting, and
chasing loons on a peaceful lake.

They retired early Thursday even-
ing, their minds made up to make an
early start for home on the morrow.
Sometime in the night, after the fire

had died down to only a few red
coals, and the hunters were bundled
warmly in their quilts, far away in
their dreams, fate again hovered
about and in the stillness of the night
a big bull moose sauntered by their
tent, giving the sleepers a half-

frightened, half-curious glance as he
passed, leaving his big foot-print in
the ashes.

Roy discovered the track in the
morning and all the hunting ardor
which had waned during the week
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owing to their peculiar circumstances,
sprang into life again. It was a good
day to still hunt, which made it

doubly hard to leave just at the time
when game seemed to be hovering
about, but they had no choice in the

ilnatter. An hour later saw them
pushing away from the shore with a
very heavily loaded canoe. They talk-

ed little, for reasons of their own,
besides it looked like rain. They
paddled over Long Lake to the

brook; through the brook, a narrow-

crooked affair, to Eagle Lake; across

Eagle Lake to the dam, where they
had dinner.

As Eagle lake brook was impassable
to a canoe owing to its rocky nature,

it was necessary to carry to the

Liverpool river, a mile distant. This
was no easy task as they had all

their friends' dunnage as well as

their own.
After dinner they started with

their first loads. Roy carried his

rifle, but Bailey left his until next

Lime. When they arrived at the

river Roy thought it unnecessary'to
carry his rifle back and forth,* so

stood it by a tree. Meantime rain

was falling merrily. About midway
back to the lake a fierce, intense

bellow rent the air which froze Roy
and Baiiey in their tracks. This
mad bellow was repeated. They
had never heard anything like it

before in their lives, and it made their

blood run cold for it was the mad
I'hallenge of an angry bull moose to
all moose in particular, and to the
world in general.

When the boys saw the big animal
[jawing and raving about not over
seventy' feet from the trail, they
sprang into action like an automatic.
Bailey started for Eagle Lake as fast

as his short legs could carry him, and
f^oy was beating all world's records
in his flight to the river for his rifle. I

Ihink the memory of what they had
just heard lent a little speed to their

flying feet. They may doubt this

if they read it, but it is my opinion
anyway. Well the outcome of all

this mad haste was what you probably
will guess before you read further, a
cJear case of "Old Mother Hubbard."

When they got back the woods was
bare. The bull moose had gone to
parts unknown.
The remainder of the afternoon

the hunters kept their rifles close at
hand, until all their dunnage was
moved to the river. By the time
they got their tent pitched it was
dusk, and the rain developed into a
downpour. Thej' pitched their tent
in a hurry and had the extreme mis-
fortune to pitch it in a low place.
Sometime in the night Roy had a
vague notion that his foot was in the
water, but by moving it a little he
was content to believe it a dream.
After a little more time and a little

more tide, Roy waited for no man
and sprang to his feet. Dreams were
realities now, he had been lying in the
water. He aroused Bailey, who was
sleeping on a little higher ground,
and with the aid of lighted matches,
they viewed their surroundings. As
far as eye could reach they could see
nothing but water, which was rising

they noticed with the rapidity of a
tide. The heavy wind blowing up
the still water had backed-up the
water, and together with the heavy
rain, had caused the river to overflow
its banks. They lit their lantern and
secured their canoe. High land was
too far away to move all their dunnage
so they had to slop around in the
water until daylight, by which time
the water was up to their knees.
At daylight they packed their

water soaked dunnage in the canoe
and proceeded down the river. All

day long they buffeted the head
winds in the still waters, and struggled
with an obstinate canoe in the falls

where the water ran white, and the
roar was deafening. All the while
the rain was falling Hke an equinoc-
tial three years overdue. About
five o'clock they arrived home
tired, wet, disgusted, hungry, and
anything else you can think of, jolly

well sure they did not want to go
hunting again for awhile at any
rate.

Indeed, Roy was so disgusted
with the whole affair that for two
months his wife could not even get

him to set a mouse-trap.



Approaching Fairy Lake, Lake of Bays

THE LAKE OF BAYS

We run with rushing streams that toss and
spume.

We speed or dream upon the open meres;

The pine-woods fold us in their pungent gloom
The thunder of wild water fills our ears;

The savage vigour of the forest creeps

Into our veins, and laughs upon our lips;

The warm blood kindles from forgotten

deeps.

And surges tingling to the finger-tips.

THKRR never was a region betterdcsigncd

for vacation purposes than "The Lake
of Bays"—"The Highlands of, Onlaro,"

reached through the town of Huntsville, 1 15

miles north of the City of Toronto. The
whole territory is one great mass of lakes,

streams and forests. And you will be amazed
at the extent of the lakes, which appear so

small on the map. You had perhaps expected

to see some charming miniatures such as

Windermere, Como or Maggiore, through

which a tiny vessel would travel fretfully.

But any of these Canadian lakes will supply

you with new outings each day for a whole

season.

The multitude of islands and the diversified

shoreline cause you to wonder how the cap-

tains of the steamships find their way.
Indeed, tliese lakes are a veritable maze, a

watery labyrinth, the haunt of novel illus-

tions and evasions. Against the stcei)

woodlands nestle pretty cottages, hotels and
summer villas. Nearly all these charming

summer homes harmonize with their svir-

roundings of wistful and brooding woods.

The Lake of Bays is one of the jewels

in this great chain of lakes and is indeed one

of the most beautiful stretches of water to

be found in any country. Perfumed breezes

blow across the lake at all hours of the day

and night. You may bathe in its cool

waters, take boating excursions to the various

points along its shore line, enjoy your golf

on picturesque links, and catch fine bass and

trout.

The name "Lake of Bays" has been well

chosen—the innumerable bays afford a

constant delight and surprise. To the broad
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stretch of lake succeeds the sudden inlet—the

sheltered haven, where one may pluck the

growing things on the shore, the tender green

which comes down to the water's edge, cool

and sweet in the height of midsummer.
Speckled trout, salmon trout and black

bass are plentiful in Lake of Bays, while

salmon trout and speckled trout are found in

the waters of the surrounding lakes and rivers.

There is absolute immunity from hay fever

in this region. Being situated at an. altitude

of more than 1,000 feet above sea level the

air is found to be most invigorating and pure,

and its efficacy is pronounced.

There are many hotels jn the district,

including those to suit the tastes of the most
fastidious, while others cater to the wants of

the more modest.

AN EL DORADO OF UNDEVELOPED NATURAL
RESOURSES

' H. W. Parsons

THE consensus of opinion seems to be that

Canada is about to embark on a pro-

gramme of development, reconstruction

and expansion which may be summed up as

—

advancement.

Four years of necessarj; quiescence along

these lines will undoubtedly give place to

activity.

It is but a natural sequence—except in

those countries where exhaustion will retard

progress to any extent for a long time to come.

Our young country, a vigorous stripling com-
pared to those whose histories cover many
centuries, emerges from a world war with

•energies unimpared, wearing a glorious crown
earned by the brave lads on the fields of

Flanders, and requiring no period for recupera-

tion before engaging with undimished powers

in a campaign of advancement ever towards

peace and prosperity.

We have within our gates vast unused
material known and undiscovered, mineral

wealth, water power, agricultural lands, fish-

eries and forests and places too of hidden
wealth almost inaccessible for lack of trans-

portation facilities.

It may be said, the prospector travels ever

in general directions West and North for it is

towards the Frigid Zone the "Terra-incog-

nito"—that the seorets of nature lie yet
undiscovered.

There is no better hunting ground, variety

and number considered, than Northern On-
tario, for it is here the "big" game hunter has a

great selection—owing to the huge extent

of the country and its inaccessability it is more
or less a sanctuary. The "evergreen ' bush
runs up to within some 50 miles of the Bay,
this strip known as the "barren lands" has

little covering except some scrub.

Trapping fifteen miles north of Cochrane

offers a fair return. Catches have been made
which for variety and quality are hard to

beat. Timber wolf (scarce), mink, marten,

beaver, fisher, cat, fox, lynx, skunk, weasel,

rat, ha\e all been secured by one trapper, and
at the remunerative price of recent years a

good income was assured considering the high

quality of the furs our North county
produces.

I have met moose and black bear on the

roads, -getting within a few rods before they

"took to the woods."

The possibilities for food production within

the Arctic circle have recently been vouched
for by the well-known explorer Stefansson.

Better known but not generally known is

that part of Canada north of the '50th

degree. In the region of James Bay within

150 miles of railway communication lies an

Eldorado indeed practically unheeded, yet

within its environment containing fabulous

mineral wealth. Deposits of millions of

tons of iron ore have been discovered in the

Belcher Islands and gypsum, lignite and other

valuable minerals await development.

The "frozen" idea in the minds of many
would be dissipated by a visit to this wonder-

ful bay between May and October. It is a

fact that during the growing-season frosts do

not occur as they do hundreds of miles further

south. Here wild life revels: bird and beast

and fish are here in quantities in and around

''the deep blue sea within a glorious bay."

A wondrous sea-side playground lies within

650 miles of Ontario's largest city—a day's

run.

Approximately the gap existing between

James Bay and the nearest railway at Coch-

rane is 160 miles. Within this space are rivers,

rapids and waterfalls, the land sloping to

the bay more after the first 100 miles of bush
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which is composed chiefly of spruce and Jack

Pine.

Here then Ve have water power, pulp wood

for paper making in huge quantities and an

immense acreage suitable for farming, as a

large portion is embraced in what is known

as the "Clay Belt."

Minerals, fish, fur and forest products exist-

ing in plentitude, agricultural products as-

sured, and a health and summer resort

unrivalled within this province of Ontario,

awaiting only railway facilities over a dis-

tance of 160 miles, it is to be hoped the ex-

tension of the T. & N.O. Railway will be in-

cluded in the programme of development

which It is expected will be ?2rried

on in the near future.

PEERLESS TIMAGAMI
THE lover of Nature has to search

farther and farther for the unspoiled wild-

erness as the years go by. Every year

miles and miles of the "forest prim-

eval" are being sacrificed to the onward

march of civilization. Areas that would

put to blush a kingdom's fee are every year

sacrificed to the lumberman's greed. Soon

A 24-lb. lake trout caught in Lake Timagami

the majority of the great Northland's forest

playgrounds will be things of the past, and the

sportsman and the wilderness lover will have

to go farther afield to find the unbroken

haunls of their finned, feathered and furred

friends.

Resting in the midst of the green wilder-

ness of the Government Timagami Forest

Reserve (50 miles by 60 miles) 300 miles north

of the City of Toronto, like some gigantic

octopus with its innumerable legs and arms

and feelers stretching out in every direction

into this wonderland of evergreen hills, lies

Lake Timagami.
Here you must come, if you really wish

to enjoy Nature. Here are no conventional

settlers' clearings. Here are no sawmills

sending out trails of black smoke, and moun-,

tains of bark and sawdust, to poison the clear

air, and pollute the crystal waters.

Half a mile after leaving the "fire-horse"

at Timagami station you are in the bosom

of the unbroken forest, surrounded by slopes

of pine and balsam and fir, and lost in the

labryinth of islands and inlets and channels,

stretching foi; interminable distances north

and south and east and west.

Imagine this lake with its 1,600 islands and

islets! There are 1,259 islands surveyed and

marked on the government map, ready for

leasing to the prospective cottager. Visiting

four islands each day and remaining forty

days each year it would take you ten years ta

merely pay each one a flying visit.

Think of Timagami with its 3,000 miles of

shore line! If you paddled around it once to

explore its beauties you would have a canoe

trip from Halifax to Vancouver and on some

200 miles into the Pacific Ocean.

No wonder that Cy Warman, after being

caught and held along with a dozen charmed

and delighted Chicago newspapermen, authors

and poets in these Timagami north woods,^-

came out singing:

''Crystal Timagami, Wasacsinagama!
' Low waves that beat on thy shadowy shore.

North of the Nipissing, up the Temiskaming,.

We will come back and sing you encore;

Back to the wilds again, show me the way.

Make me a child again, just for a day.

"Wondrous Timagami, Wasacsinagaiha!

Swift running rivers and skies that are blue.

Out on the deep again, rock me to sleep again,.

Rock me to sleep in my birch bark canoe;

Back to the wilds again, show me the way,

Make me a child again, just for a day."



We Were Seven

Bill Riverside

OUR p;irtj consisted of seven, class A.

Seven is supposed to be a lucky number.
None of us had ever shot a gun off or

seen a deer. The call of the wild was the

incentive, coupled with the food shortage

and a need of outdoor exercise.

We had a well thought out plan of cam-
paign and knew just where ^ve were going.

A friend of ours who had been in the Parry
Sound district last year pos*e<l us fully on
what to do. He was a man of experience and
reliability and he assured us that if we were to

have the full measure of suc( ess and pleasure

we desired we must not specialize. We must
set our minds on capturing and killing every-
thing that swam, climbed, trotted, walked,
galloped or crawled, in fact everything that

wore feathers, fur, hair, horns or quills.

To accomplish this successfully we must
have an abundance of dogs—collies for coon
and ground hog, Airedales for skunk and wild

i:ats, spaniels for grouse, retrievers for beaver,
whippets for weasel, bull dogs and terriers

for bear, and miscellaneous breeds for general
purposes, but no hounds as they make too

niuch noise, which has the effect of frightening
things away

.

It happened that big Bob Allen, the leading
spirit of our party, had three dogs, two
terriers and one coach dog. .So it behooved
the rest of us to procure the remainder of the
canine contingent. We advertised, not for

any particular kind, but just for dogs, and the
next day we were confronted with a glutted
market. We bought three fox terriers, two
-A.iredales, one whippet, two greyhounds, one
bull terrier and several of unknown breed.
I was lucky enough to secure a very fine

specimen of English bulldog. The owner told
me he was fairly good on bear but specialized
on porcupine. He called him John Bull and
the dog looked the part. He had lost an eye
in a fight and I understand his opponent lost

his life. John Bull's countenance was some-
what foreboding. In fact he looked as if he
had fallen on his nose out of a seven storey
window. He appeared slow of action but
had the earmarks of a forceful character.

When the day ai rived for our departure
we had twenty-three dogs in all and it cost us

seventy-*5ix ,dollars to ship them to a little

station in Parry Sound where we were going

to get off, and later on, seventeen dollars for

damage done to a man's leg who wantonly
wended his way through the express car

without a club, also eight dollars for a pair

of pants to the station agent who inadvertently

neglected to climb a telegraph pole when he
saw us detraining the dogs.

We engaged a settler to convey our outfit

from the station to our camp, an old deserted

lumber shanty several miles over a very

rough road into the wilderness. We had a

sketch of the camp and surrounding district

which was just li'ke a war map, it showed
everything except what we wanted to know.
The load was very heavy and after going a

few miles the settler struck for more money
and we had to pay an excess of ten dollars.

The creaking old wagon gave us much pause
lest it should break down under the burden
of provisions, bedding, cooking utensils, and
seventeen guns with ammunition enough to

supply two battalions of infantry in a frontal

attack. Oh yes, and we had a keg of powder
for reloading shells and five gallons of two
per cent, lemonade for reloading pilgrims.

We found the dogs very troublesome on our
way in and decided to put three of the worst
offenders in the wagon, leaving three for each
man to lead, except myself. It was decided
that John Bull was all I could be expected to

manage, and we had to keep a reasonable

distance apart to avoid open conflict. Had
it not been that John Bull was slow to anger
we should have had many sanguinary engage-

ments on our way in. .\fter many trials and
anxious moments we arrived at our cabin just

as the sun was setting in a glow of amethyst
far away over the wooded hills tops. We
were weary and heavy-laden yet light of

heart, a veritable band of Robinson Crusoes,

lacking a Friday.

I was detailed to take charge of the dogs

while the rest put the house in order. They
gave me trouble from the start. I tied them
here and there to the many trees that sur-

rounded the cabin and when my task was
about finished I was bitten on the leg by

Bob Allen's bull terrier. He was a nasty

brute and wanted to bite everything in sight.

We called him Kaiser. I was the first casu-

alty and Dr. Glendon cauterized the wound.
By the way, we had two doctors in our party

and it looked as if we were going to need more,

not to mention an undertaker.
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The next morning we rose early and as I

was invalided it was arranged that I should

remain in camp while the others went on
reconnoitering trips in different directions,

taking one Airedale with them to try out.

During the forenoon, while thev were all

away I turned the dogs loose for exercise

and for a time they seemed to enjoy it im-
mensely, until Kaiser disputed the right of

way with John Bull, which led to hostilities,

and jn less than two minutes the whole
twenty-two dogs were engaged in it. The
fight looked like a great moving brush pile

and what to do I knew not. First I tried

throwing buckets of water on them, which
only seemed to add fresh fuel to their ntlKl

inipetuousity. They fought on with such
ungovernable rage that I concluded death
to all must be the end of the fight. I could
see John Bull's tail sticking out of the ani-

mated heap and he seemed to be just eating
the others up raw. I then tried taking one at
a time by the tail and throwing them back of

the firing line, but no sooner was this done
than they would leap back into the fray with
renewed vigor. They seemed to be possessed
of the very devil. "The angry blasts of hell

with restless fury drove the spirits on."
What could I do? Every effort I made seem-
ed only to intensify the carnage. As a
final stroke I decided to carry one at a time
and chain them to the nearby trees. By
the time I had two safely tied up peace had
been mutually agreed upon and on looking
over the scene of action I saw that the Kaiser
and two whippets, a coach dog and three
spaniels were dead, while several others were
mortally wounded. John Bull seemed not
lo have suffered anything of a perman?nt
nature and he walked about with a'' unrulTl-

od a mien as though he had been at a prayer
meeting.

That evening on the arrival of the hunters
from the hills the whole surrounding neck
of the woods re-echoed with rhetorical exple-

tives and after I had outlined the conflict

in detail they waxed exceedingly wroth and
tried to throw the onus of the whole catac-

lysm on me. I naturally resented this, and
;n forceful retort, which led to a wordy con-

fusion of tongues. A real fight was onh
averted by the timely arrival of big Bob Allen,

who had been lost and who had had great

difficulty in finding his way back to our home
«weet home. He had been shot at repeatedly

duiing the day by members of the party who
had mistaken him for a deer. Although
Bob was an ungainly biped he really looked

more like a human being than a deer and it is

hard to understand the mistake. Bob said

he felt perfectly safe while he was sure they
were shooting at him. The danger lay in

their shooting at something else. Dick Reid
had lost his valuable Airedale terrier. This
dog, it seems, was running a deer and was
about fifty yards behind it when Dr. Starling

took a shot at the deer and got the dog.

After supper the lemonade was passed

and partaken of somewhat freely. This had
the effect of soothing our battered, bruised

and torn nerves. We all mourned the loss

of the six dogs and concluded that we would
be handicapped by the resulting canine

shortage.

Plans for the following day were then laid

and as my game leg rendered me unfit for

aetual service I was again deputed to remain
in camp to look after the cabin and dogs.

The frequent disbursement of lemonade lent

enchantment to song and story. The dead
dogs were forgotten and the evening passed
in hilarity.

At sunrise the following day each man
struck out in a different direction, all the
dogs being left behind with me as it was
deemed unwise to use the dogs until the hunt-
ers were better acquainted with the grounds.

The sun rose brightly in the west that
morning. The boys accused me of having
faulty latitudinal comprehension. I know as

a general thing the sun rises in the ea'Jt in

most countries, but not in Parry Sound. Why
even a compass is of little or no use for some
reason it always points in the wrong direction.

In the middle of the forenoon I was over-

come with unrest. In truth I yearned for the

busy haunts of men, being homesick and
lonely. Dogs and trees had lost their charm.
A house! A house! My kingdom for a

house. I had heard there was a settler living

about three miles distant who had what was
called a good farm with broad acres of cleared

fields. I decided to take all the dogs that

were in walking condition and hie me thither.

Words cannot describe the heartfelt pleasure

I experienced at seeing that farm. A modest
log mansion, it stood in the centre of a tri-

angular stumpy, rocky field. Yet it looked

a veritable garden of Eden to me. The farm
consisted of several such fields here and there

among the rocky ridges. The dogs had
scattered and left me (excepting John Bull)

in quest of game as I thought. .Ml at once I

heard shooting, several shots in succe.->sion,

then a lull and then another volley. I

hurried to the scene thinking the shooters
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had a bear at bay. Crossing a ridge I looked

down on a little field and saw three men
engaged in shooting our dogs and by the time

I reached them they had killed all I had with

me excepting John Bull who was at my heels.

They pointed across the field to a number of

dead and worried sheep. It was the farmer

and his two sons and they were blaspheming
vociferously. They demanded a settlement

forthwith at a rate of forty dollars per head
for the deceased sheep. I told them the dogs

did not belong to me, that I only owned the •

one at my side, namely John Bull. At that

the old man drew his gun as though to shoot

my canine companion.

"Hold!" I exclaimed. Stay your hand
good yeoman, that dog belongs to me, and
he never chases sheep, he knows he cannot run
fast enough to catch them. The old man and
the two boys were so angry their eyes blazed

like a cat's in the dark. I was afraid they

were going to shoot me as I looked right

down into the barrels of three guns and
fancied I could see the bullets coming
slowly out. I had a vision of the ending
of a perfect life, a consummation to me
devoutly undesirable..

"My home, my native land no more," I

whispered to myself and in a final impulsive

outburst I rose to the occasion loudly pro-

claiming in a most dramatic voice:

"Justice, men, justice! How can you hold

me responsible for the acts of a wandering
band of dogs? You might as well blame me
for the blustering w^ind that blows or the howl-

ing of the wolves in the hills at night."

This declamation saved my life and I was
allowed to go on suspended sentence. I was
mighty glad to get back into the woods where I

shared my luncheon with John Bull as we
ftomeward plodded our weary way. I felt

» sadness at heart at thought of the dogs that

had been shot. Only John Bull and I re-

mained. There was a ray of hope in the

reflection that the few crippled dogs left at

home uiay have recuperated sufficiently

within a few days to allow of their being taken
into action. This gave me a sense of relief

for a time as I realized that a shortage of dogs
would place us in a very serious predicament.

I made up my mind to put on a bold front

with the boys in camp. I would justify my
actions and paint my misfortune in the most
glowing colors.

1 forthwith set about preparing my defen ce

rehearsing it loudly and forcefully as though

addce'ssing a multitude. Doubtless old John

Bull thought I had gone mad, and not

without reason.

Finally I reached a summit from which I

could see our cabin and horror of horrors, the-

place was on fire and great wreaths of smoke-

were bursting through the roof. I ran fran-

tically, hoping to reach the place in time at

least to save the lemonade, but when withia

a hundred yards or so of the burning cabin

a terrific explosion took place. The fire had
reached the powder keg and when I arrived I

found a big shell hole instead of the cabini

while everything was scattered far and wide.

Burning embers, twisted gun barrels, rem-

nants of clothing, dinged and battered pots,,

pans and kettles, trunks, valises and carpet

bags were torn to shreds and the surro.unding

trees wer6 festooned with fragments of copper

colored dog flesh. All the invalided dogs had

been blown to fragments. John Bull and I

alone stood to give sigh for sigh.

I broke down and wept bitterly. John Bull

seeing I was in distress howled in the most
heartrending manner. We two were indeedi

alone in a howling wilderness.

That afternoon seemed a week long. The-

sun apparently stood still most of the time.

I fancy Joshua must have had business on his.

hands that day. I waited impatiently while-

John Bull went out into the woods and'

retrieved what looked like the mutilated;

remains of a dog but which proved to be a ham
which looked pretty good in spots. Accord-

ingly it was promptly commandeered. My
next thought was: "Where can I get a frying;

pan? Tell me ye winged winds that round-

my pathway roar." After about half an

hour's hunt I found one fully one hundred

yards back from the shell hole. It was dinged'

and bent but I grasped it as a drowning mam
would a straw.

Just then I heard voices. Th e boys were

coming home. And when they arrive d uponi

the scene yea verily H broke loose. I

will not attempt to describe the looks, lan-

guage and actions of each in detail. Not one-

of them expressed a word of delight at seeing.

John Bull and me alive. In fact our comings

out of the catastrophe alive was the most

regrettable feature of the accident to them.
,

I tried to throw them off their guard by-

doing most of the talking myself and for a

time they did seem spellbound and as though

there were not enough words in the English

language to fit the occasion. I finally stood

up on the edge of the abyss from whence the-

cabin had departed and addressed them thusr

"Brothers in hunger and distress. Allowr
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me to express my heartfelt sympathy for you

all in this hour of trouble. Not forgetting

that man needs but little here below nor needs

that little long. The paths of glory lead but

to the grave."

"Grave," screamed big Bob Allen. I saw

at once I was making a bad impression.

When talking at random that way one always

says the wrong thing. It would have been

better if I had kept my mouth shut, yet I

ielt it my duty to s ay something. However,

I realized that I must change my tactics so I

proceeded to appeal to their better nature.

"Boys," I said, "let us reason one with

another." At this point a fresh storm broke

out.

"How can we reason, you saphead," they-

roared, while we are all dead hungry.

"Have patience, men," I replied. "I have
found a frying pan back in the woods and John
Bull has foraged and found the remains of a

ham, so let us eat, drink and be merry." As
soon as the words were out I knew it was
a mistake to mention drink as this brought

forth a fresh outburst of wrath. However,
it soon died down as hunger had to some

extent sapped their strength. We sliced the

ham as best we could and fried it and, needless

to say, ate it with omnivorous relish, after

which we started on our long seven mile

tramp to the station. The journey was
uneventful for the most part and painfully

silent. At one point only was the spell

broken by a settler's dog rushing out in a

threatening manner. John Bull promptly
put him to death.

We reached the station finally, weary, worn
and sad. I wired my wife for the hundred
dollars we had in the savings bank but alas

she had bought a Victory Bond with it so we
had to pawn our watches and guns for enough
to get home on.

Please don't mention this little episode

gentle reader, as I promised the boys not to say
anything about it.

Editors Note.—^It is our impression that

Bill Riverside must have imbibed something
stronger then "two per cent." to enable him to

concoct this yarn, but in view of his previous

good record as a contributor we had not the

strength of mind to refuse this fairy tale.

Smithville Hunt Club in the Northern Woods
A. H. SCHMEK

O:
lN Oct, 27th, the Smithville Hunting
fClub, loaded their chartered car, with
shot and shell, dogs, motor boat,

canoes, and other articles, and started on
their annual hunting trip into the wilds of

Northern Ontario along the French River.

Although it was raining when the train

pulled out of the station, the citizens, in

.goodly numbers turned out to wish the boys
^'good luck". The trip on the train was jolly

and everybody had a splendid time, singing,

telling stories, playing cards, etc.

The party arrived at I'rench at 7 a.m. the

following morning.

The air was chilly and there was some snow
on the ground which disappeared however
about noon. After unloading the car, which
consisted of provisions trunks, grips, dogs,
motor boat and canoes, the club members
started on a 15 mile trip along the French
River, which the newcomers found very pic-

turesque though to tell the truth they would
have enjoyed much better if the weatherman

/ 8iad been more sociable.

On arriving at the camp at 12.30 P.M. the

cook proceeded to prepare the mid-day meal.

Sleeping tents were erected. Then the boys
put their shoulders to the wheel and built

a log cabin 18 by 30, chinked with moss,
which made it quite cosy. On Monday night

it rained very hard and the tents and
their contents nearly floate«i a\vay. By about
3 A. M. straw ticks and bed clothing were
soaked, and the tent dwellers had to get out
and sit up the rest of the morning. The log

cabin was completed at last, and would have
been a credit to any of the early pioneers.

Bunks were made to accommodate 20 men on
the west side. Tlje stove was placed in the

centre and the table at the east end: while

there were windows at both endi and a door
at the north side.

November 1st came at last and everybody
was ready to beat it for th^ tall timbers to

try their marksmanship. Three deer were
carried to camp the first day. It was very

interesting to sit on the top bunk at night and
hear the boys tell their experiences. One
man said he saw a wild cat with some kittens.

It would take a book as large as Webster's
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dictionary to put their experiences between
the covers.

On November 21st three more deer were
carried to camp again. One of our party said

lie had seen a crocodile with four smaller ones

on its back singing "Home Sweet Home."
On November 3rd two more deer fell vic-

tims to the boys and Grand-dad Putman came
1 nto camp smiling like a baby with a new toy.

He had shot a buck.

November 4th Sunday, was rather quiet,

and smoking was the topic of the day, with an
occasional joke or story. Some of the Bur-
lington hoys called at the camp. In the

evening a discussion was opened on the war.

November 5th promised to be an excellent

day and the weather was very mild, but luck

was against the boys, as few deer were seen

and some of them were out of shooting dis-

tance. The cook took a holiday and was out

on trail.

November 6th luck favored the boys with

two more deer. One of the men had a very

cold bath, however, he was holding the dogs,

and was nearly ready to shoot at a deer when
the dogs saw him and made a jump, throwing

him on his back in two feet of water.

November 7th the boys were fortunate

enough to secure three more very fine speci-

mens of venison whi( h made them feel very

proud of their day's labor and everybody was
ready to do their share at the table.

The next day which was Thursday, proved

to be an unlucky day. Much credit is due

the rook who took a great interest in the

welfare of the boys When the cooking is up
to the standard it adds appreciably to the

outing as all sportsmen know. Three

cheers for the cook!

On November 9th luck once more loorried

up and the boys came from the runway with
three more fine specimens of bucks.

In the forenoon of November 10th three
more deer were the prize. On that day the
president was called to St. Catharines to act

as juryman, The boys were very sorry

to see him leave. Three cheers for the
president were sounded as he stepped into

the boat also a safe journey home.

Sunday came again, and nothing exciting

took place that day.

On Monday, November 12th the count
was finished in the forenoon. In the after-

noon some of the boys went to the Niagara
Falls Camp to see how they were

coming along. The Burlington boys called

at our camp and expressed the opinion that

our boys had the finest specimen of deer they

had seen this year.

In the afternoon of November 13th a

load was brought out to French Station,

consisting of 20 deer, 6 men, and 4 dogs, in a

pointer 36 feet long. The men slept in the

station over night while the remaining boys

at camp prepared for the final trip en the

following morning.

On November 14th the remaining boyt,

closed up camp and with luggage and doga,

arrived about noon. Everybody turned in

then and loaded the car. After the car was

loaded the boys explored the country, until

supper was ready.

The parly reached Toronto at 8.30 A. M.
on November 15th., had to wait until 1.10

P. M. arriving in Smithville at 3 P. M.
Everybody expressed themselves as having

had an Al time.

CAT PATIENT, SKILFUL HUNTER

H. AT. Beck says that it is his experience

that "if a cat discovers a bevy of quail or

covey of grouse or a brood of woodcock she

has one mission in life after the discovery, and
that is to destroy them all, and if she doesn't

get them to-day she will to-morrow or the

next da>, and a more patient, skilful hunter
never existed."

WOULD PROTECT SQUIRRELS

For the protection of grey and black squir-

rels in Wellington county an order in Council

has been passed by the Ontario Government
forbidding the hunting, taking and killing

of these animals in that district for three

years from October 30, 1919. This action

was taken at the request of the Wellington

County Council under the Gan^e and Fish-

eries Act.

WALRUSES WEIGH A TON

The average sized Alaska walrus is as big

as an ox and often weighs more than a ton. A
walrus v^as recently killed by some whalers

near Point Barrow, says the Indianapolis

News, whose head weighed 80 pounds, and

skin, including flippers, 500 pounds. The
animal had a girth of 14 feet, the skin was

from half an inch to three inches in thickness

and the blubber weighed 500 pounds.



A Visit from "Stripe Back"
W. G. M.

"Skunks may come and skunks may go.

But they leave a smell behind them."

THIS is what I thought as we poked and

prodded at the last one of two dozen or

more, under the supply house at the

lumber camps near Sudbury, where I was

clerking (for my health) during the winter of

1915-16.

We arrived at camp to start operations for

the winter, on Augugt 5th, and although we
sent out no invitations to the creatures of

the woods, theyy came of their own accord,

and started to "dig in" for the winter.

The supply house just back of the cook-

house was fairly well filled with nearly all

kinds of food for the winter, and more was

coming in. The flooring was made of small

poles, and there were plenty of holes.

The skujnks were the first anmals, first

two or three and then what seemed to be

aboot a dozen, and it is of these animals I

want to write.

They started by burrowing under the

flooring of the supply house, then under the

cookery, itself, until at last the cook, his two
helpers and mjjself, decided to oust them from

their peaceful abodes, as the air was becoming

too "skunky".

The funniest scene I saw that winter

happened one evening in September. The
foreman (a jolly good Irishman by the name
of Sloan) arrived late for supper but the took,

.\lex. Moore, had a good hojL supper wailing.

The foreman sat in his customary place at

the head of the long camp table with his

back to the supply house door which was left

open in the evenings to let the cool breezes

come in. I was seated next to the foreman
where I had a good view of the door, and the

,
cook and his two helpers were sitting on

the edge of their bunks a few feet away.

We had been talking about fifteen minutes

W'hen suddenly, I spied a big skunk standing

in the doorway and calmly sniffing the air.

The cook saw him too, but motioned to me
to keep quiet. After a pause of a minute

the stunk walked slowly toward the table,

stopped ten feet away and then proceeded

towards the foreman's small bench. For a

few- seconds I had to take my eyes off Mr.
Skuhk and made an effort to blow my nose
with my large, red handkerchief,, hoping thus

to hide my laughter. We wanted to let the

skunk lomo up to the side of the foreman's

bench and then see him jump. But while

snickering to myjself, the boss bounded up
with a yell, upsetting the remaining part of

our suppers in his haste to get away from
Stripe Back. As soon as he gained his leet

and spied the cause of hurried ascent, he

grabbed the bench and swung it over his head,

ready to depl a mighty blow. We all knew
what the result of that blow would mean—so

evidently did the boss—for the bench re-

mained suspended. Whpt a suspense!

Every eye was centered on the skunk, who
stood motionless, with tail erect and ready

for action. To coax the skunk out was the

ne.xt job and was finally accomplished, after

many failures, by the cook, whoVticd a piece

of fresh meat to the end of a string, tossed the

meat near the skunk and pulled it toward the

door. .\t the third throw the skunk decided

to follow the bait. Exit the villain. Close

of the first scene.

This may sound fishy, but there were six

of us to witness the act. We tried the trick

later to coax others from their holes, but noth-

ing doing.

Our next exciting incidertt was when we
had a skupk wedged in between three pork

barrels. One of the party volunteered the

statement that if a skunk's tail is held dowj>

—

well, yjon are safe from a gas attack.

Getting a pole we held down Mr. Skunk's

tail while the cook rigged up a snare on the

end of a pole to slip over Skunky.'s head to

strangle him to death. Attempts however,

proved futile or at last we conceived a new
plan—and it worked. Dan, a cookee, was to

pull a barrel away quickly while, Loe, the

other cookee, was to grab the skunk's tail and

throw the rascal behind him with a quick

jerk. The success or failure of this scheme

depended upon the speed and team-work^

—

if the man who held Mr. Skunk's tail had

hesitated a fraction of a second loo long

—

quick the gas masks.

After a dozen attempts Joe finally got a

half-Nelson on the skunk's tail and at the

same time a barrel was pulled away, With a

yell and a jerk, Joe flung the skunk out of the

door and into a pile of tin cans. From there

we pelted him with tin cans and stones, and

as he slopped for a second on the brink of the

creek a large rock hurled through the air and

struck him. As he rolled into the water, the

air became sickening and we all ran for the

cookery for a good wash.
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The silver stream is calling,

The spring is in the air,

—

The song of'lark and sparrow.

Are sounding everywhere!

Beside the brook the birches.

The maples by the lane.

Come into life, they're budding

With leaves of green again.

The crocus on the hilltop.

The violet by the sedge

—

The honey^suckle's twinkle

From every tangled hedge

Tell of the summer's coming.

The time of boot and fly

—

Of free-lance to the torrent.

The winged lure to ply!

Then out when cock is crowing,

Then up with break of day,-

One glance again to heaven,

The heart will guide the way
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'Longe Jottings

Robert Page Lincoln

AFTER fishing a certain lake an angler

coming back made the statement that

all that was to be taken in that lake was
a row of small muscallonge, some of them
jufit barely going over the thirty inch law-

allowance. He made the declaration that all

of the big fellows were gone, and that only the

small ones were to be taken by means of the

spoon-hook; or any lure for that matter. He
asked me what I thought about it; The big

fellows had been speared in tlie spring by the

natives, was his opinion.

"To a certain extenjt it's true," I said.

"I once had the same idea about a lake being

fished dry of big ones, tmtil in the spring I

saw hundreds of massive muskies swimming
around on the spawning banks. After that I

arrived at the conclusion that there were
large mupcallonge in the lake all right, but
they were hafd to get on the hook. They
had learned too much, these big fellows, and
were not to be tempted."

"But how do you make that out?"

"Well you let an under-sized musky hit

the lure and get tangled up, and fight for his

life to get away. Bring that under-sized fish

into the boat, Isok^hini over for a while, and
then put him back in the water and I'll swear
that fish has learned enough through ex-

|)erience to keep away in the future from any
suspicious contrivances twirling through the
water."

"You mean that once a fish has been

hooked and played and then put back again

and let free that that fish will not strike again,

but will grow old and die of old age."

"Some will be tempted to strike again, and
many do," was my opinion. "But there are a

great number that are not to be fooled the

second time—that is to say,, fooled by :i

fisherman's lure."

"V\c seen too many large muskies in photos
in the magazines to believe that," said my
angler friend.

".\nd yoi^ believe that every last one of

those hulking muskies you see in the photos
were taken upon the hook," I asked.

"That's what I'm telling you," broke in my
friend. "These fellows profess to get these
large fish by hook and line but what is tn

prevent them from spearing, shooting or

snaring them and then posing them as a catch,

made with hook and line. That's what I say

:

the big fellows come by their death at the
hands of the unsportsmanlike fellow who is

after fish and doesn't care how he gets it, by
fair means or foul, just so he has something
to pose with."

I thought this over.

"Some are taken that way—perhaps more
than we know. But I rather believe that
most of these big fellows are as wise as they
make them and keep away from all lures,

once they have had an experience to brighten
up their wits, but may get caught on a bail

they have never seen befolre. A lake mav be
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full of large fish, and only a unique bait wUl

lure them on to a strike."

We have often disepssed in print why it is

that a black bass will strike a fisherman's lure.

One man believes that it is anger that impels

the fish to strike the bait. Another thinks it

is curiosity. Yet another firmly holds tha;t

the fish thinks the lure a true food proposition,

and tJiat, therefore, he strikes the bait with the

idea in view of having a feast at its expense.

Take anger, for instance. You may tVoll a

lure before the nose of a bass a certain number

of times, and finally the bass will turn and

nail that lure. No doubt he struck through

anger. This is especially true in the spring

when you fish in and around the spawning

nests of the baspes. If you are ignorant of the

fact that the bass you see is guarding a nest

with eggs or fry in it you will cast time and

time again so that your artificial minnow pass-

es right by the bass's nose. Finally the bass

with a div;e will hit it, and will lose his life.

Equally ignorant you believe th-at it was your

"cupning" that contrived the capture; that

it pointed to immense piscatorial knowledge

and right bait selection on your part whereas

the bass hit through anger in protection of his

home and little ones, as you would do in the

sanie condition, ft is when the basfe are free

from the duties of pro-creation, the duties

of reproduction, that 'they take to coursing

up and down the shores. It is then that they

hit a lure for another purpose. Many fish are

taken quite unawares and hit the lure on the

impulse of the moment—and this applies to

many fish, including also the pike and the

muscallongc.

Presume that a nuiscallonge is lying in a

certain nook of his favorite bay facing in

shore. Presume that you have rowed into

that bay very silently, with hardly a ripple of

the water; so silently that the fish is not

aware of your presence. You cast your lure

up to the other side of the nook, and though

the musky heard that lure fall he was not sure

what had happened. You begin to reel, and

the glittering lure passes not in front, but in

back of him. A ray Wavers through the water

and suddenly swinging he beholds that some-

thing coming. He swings and strikes at

practically the same time, without first

viewing it. He struck on the impulse of the

moment. The lure took him unawares.

Hence it is my firm belief that if one is to fool

the reall}' large fish he must row into a bay

silently as possible and cast as directed, to

catch the large fish off their guard, so that

they will strike on the impulse of the moment.

The smaller, unsophisticated fish dash out

and nail a lure,—but then they have had no

previous experience to tune up their instincts.

No doubt when you troll in the old-time

manner, just outside of the weeds, reeds and

pads any number of large fish lying there

in wait in the various indentations in the

pads witness that lure twirl by, but they

will be facing the lure, and they will hear

the boat coming. The boat comes first.

Now the fish grows wary. The oars and the

boat disturb the water. Had the lure itself

come by without any boat near at hand that

fish is not liable to have been wary, and
would have, perhaps, struck the lure as it

came by. Here is something that I have not

tried out, but which seems to me to be some-
thing that would bear trying out for the in-

terest it may contain. The idea is to elim-

inate the boat rowing by the place where the

musky happens to be. You see I hold that

the boat coming by disturbs the water and
thus imbues the fish with

i
caution. (Of

course I refer here to fish that are found in

lakes that have been fished over a great deal,

which finny ones are liable to be far wiser

than those taken out of lakes in the wilder-

ness.)

Presuming that you wish to test out my
idea.

Y'ou have your spot picked out where you
feel sure a nice fellow is lying, say beside an
overhanging tree, some dead-heads, some
pads, or off of a certain bar. The idea is to

eliminate the boat which ordinarily is rowed
by the place spotted out. Making a wide
detour one boat pauses some fifty feet or

more from the place in question though in

line with the spot. Another boat is now
rowed far around the spot as cautiously as

possible, one of the occupants of this boat

holding the line and lure that is to be trolled

across the place mentioned. The line is

never allowed to touch the water but is kept

stretched, the fi.sherman in the other boat

holding the rod high up to facilitate this

performance. WTien the other boat has

rowed fifty feet on the other side of the sup-

posed place thought to be holding a musky
the lure is slipped into the water and at a

signal the boat holding the rod rows away.

Thus, (both boats Iseing in alignment), the

lure twirls through the water desired to be

fished. I am of the belief now that this

method will work out nicely. The reason

is that no disturbance is made during the
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whole performance. The fish will hear noth-

ing suspicious around him; the lure will

appear before him, seeming to have come out

of nowhere. On the impulse of the moment
he will strike that spoon-hook or wobbler

minnow with all his might.

Casting for musky and pike hap proven

exceptionally productive of captures. The
reason of this is simple. No boat is near at

hand to disturb the water, and so frighten

the waiting fish. But this method of trolling

I believe to be even more interesting for

the reason that all sounds are eliminated; for

it will be remembered that in casting for the

musky the lure dropping to water makes some

sound.

I have referred in the above to fish gone

after in much-fished water. In wild waters

the fish are generally quite unsophisticated

and are not hard to catch. Even in much
fished water the use of a lure new to that lake

is liUble to catch a big fellow unawares; there-

fore it is always a good idea to bring three or

four kinds of lures, leading them with the

spoon-hook, one a regulation spoon of the

Skinner sort (which whirls along at one level

in the water), and a second type of spoon

known as the darting or wobbling spoon,

which I have previously spoken of in this

magazine, showing drawings of various kinds.

If you have kept the various fishing notes

articles, (as you should), you will easily be

able to refer to this description. The eccen-

tric motions of the wobbling and darting spoons

in the water are liable, (by their very original-

ity), to catch a fish off his guard, with the

result that a capture is made. The wobbling

and darting spoons should be in every lake

angler's outfit for they may be used in casting

as well as trolling for bass, pike, muskies, wall-

eyed perch and pickerel, not to forget their

apt use in the capture of the lake trout.

As the years have passed by I have come
to believe that casting for pike and mus-
callonge is one of the very best methods of

capturing these fishes, and should not be

passed by by the active fisherman. It is not

strange that the so-called orthodox method

of capturing the pikes has been by means

of trolling. The man who experiments with

any other method beside trolling is as one in

ten. The pikes and muskies are trolled for by
means of the rod and reel, the fisherman

silling in the back of the boat while it is

rowed along the shores or over the feeding

ground of these fish. Where the man hold-

ing the rod and reel, trolling, scores greater

than the hand liner I cannot possibly see.

He merely holds the line by means of the reel

where the hand liner holds the line in his hand.

True, once a fish is captured the fisherman

plays the finny one gaff, but until that moment
arrives the fisherman is merely a puppet

holding a rod. The man who casts for these

fish, (as done in bait casting for bass), is

constantly busy, and has a constant chance

of measuring his skill ^\ith the fish. In

trolling in the ordinary manner for the various

pikes, what do we find to be true? Simply

that miles upon miles of water are covered

without a strike. Great distances in between

may be termed fishless. The fish stay in and
aroliiid certain places, such as in little bays,

with intervening space where no fish, at the

moment, happen to be. Naturajly, there-

fore, were these fishless areas left out of the

bargain, and were the feeding grounds and

so forth, fished over, the results would be the

greater. By following up a system of bait

casting this can be done. Also, time counts

while fishing, for there are certain few hours

in the afternoon and in the morning that may
be termed the prime fishing hours. In those

hours the fish, (then feeding or coursing

a^Qut,) are most liable to take the whirling

lure, through what reason we do not know.

If the certain limited hours in which the fish

are feeding are wasted in trolling over fish-

less areas it can naturally be seen that the

chances of piling up a few captures are few

and far between. The man who bait casts

for the large preying fishes leaves all the

fishless areas and fishes only in the spotted-

out, chosen grounds of the fish and has suc-

cess, usually, in proportion while the iron

is hot, so to speak.

Another thing that interferes with trolling:

there are weeds to be encountered; sometimes

the hook attadies itself to a weed and great

lengths of line must be reeled in and the

weeds picked off before the luxe can again be

put out on duty. This is usually exasperating

and a waste of good time. I note hundreds

of anglers trolling for the various pikes in

weedy waters, and the bulk of the lime they

are taking in line and picking off weeds. I

have said and I again say: Where weedy
waters occur the trolling method is well nigh

useless. You all know it to be a fact that

while trolling your hook has caught into and

pufted up a weed length anj'where from six

inches to six feet in length and you have

not known what has happened. Only by

your sense of feel in trolling can you tell
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whether or npl you have accumulated a weed
and that weed generally has to pull out hard

before you can tell whether or not it is a

weed; the long, slender weeds may actually be

pulled up without your knowing what has

happened. Again there may be a loose,

floating weed on top of the water. Your line

crosses this in trollins^, and sooner or later

slides on down to the hook. The result is

that you may troll around a bay with a weed
from six inches to six feet, as I have said,

attached to the hook. A weed on the hook
will stop even a small, unsophisticated fish

from hitting at the lure. This fact, first

and foremost, is a huge point scored against

trolling. Of course, where waters are uni-

formly free of weeds, in good areas, there is

where trolling should be tried out if tried

out at all. Let me point out a case. We will

say that there is a ma.ss of weeds, reeds, or

pads extending along the shore. Sometimes
these pads or reeds come to an absolute'"con-

clusion" at a certain point. Outside the
edge of these is deeper water withou't weeds.
Thus along that whole edge it is possible to

troll, or cast, with the utmost freedom.

I like to bait cast for the true pickerel, tlic

greater pickerel, (or what we call the Great
Northern Pike), and for the musky. The
outfit for this casting business is much the
same as that uped for bait casting for bass.

In fact I use my Number 33 Bristol for all this

casting for the larger fish. The line, howe\ cr,

is not the bass line, which is soft braided and
tests to twelve pounds. I prefer a slightly

heavier line for tihe musky. You can get a

silk line of the Kingfisher sort that tests to

twenty pounds that is u^ed for the musky that

I consider ideal. This line, though testing

to twenty pounds, does not lie hard on the

reel, but reels on well, and casts out nicely.

This line (the twen^ty pound test Kingfisher)

is of the same color as the bass line of the

soft braided sort, being whitish-grey, and
checked with black. Many heavier, hard
braided lines of Japanese and Italian silk I

have foutod too clumsy, for they pack hard
on the reel and make a large core in no time.

A line such as the one I have mentioned
should be rubbed down with oil of a good
grade, though none of the .gummy oils will

do. The best gun, typewriter and reel oil

on the market is what I use. I dip a little

onto the flannel piece and then run the line

througbit. Don't eversoakyourlineintheoil.

as this in not necessary. Oiling the outer

surface of the line a little to form a barrier

against the water is productive of excellent

results and preserves the line; this is true not

only of the musky line but also of the bass

bait casting line.

I cannot say that I admire any pike casting

lure so well as the Number 5, silver-bladed,

fluted spoon. It is to me a lure that has
attractions innumerable. It is not too small,

nor too large. It is heavy enough to capt

with for long distances without any other than
its own weight. Its glittering, whirhng spoon,

catching and shooting forth the sun-rays

from right to left, acts as a positive charm to

any fish that may come within the radius of

its diffusion. Therfore, first and foremost,

I commend the Number 5 spoon to the fisher-

man who wishes to go bait casting and
have some agreeable success at the work.
Among all the spoons that I have tried,

(and I have tried out pretty nearly

all of them), I recomftiend the fluted

type, no matter who the maker may be. (It

may be said in passing that almost all spoon
makers now make spoons in a fluted type
besides their other unfiuted sorts). The
reason the fluted spoon is best is that these

flutings, or ridges, on the spoon blade, con-

centrate, and diffuse the sun rays vastly

better than the ordinary unfluted spoon.

Indeed, where the waters are murky, a fluted

spoon will be seen by the fish where an ordin-

ary smooth-bladed spoon may go uniioticed.

It is best for two to be in a boat either for

trolling or bait casting for the musky or the

large pike. I need hardly state the reas»».

One man in a boat to both row and fish is

well nigh impossible, especially if the fish

caught is a large one and you are near to the

weeds. Heeding the call of instinct the

fish will dive into the weeds, reeds, or pads,

will take a couple of turns around a weed,

cause the spoon to hang loose, and will then,

in some way unknown to science, manage
to extricate that lure from his jaw. One
needs to be exceedingly careful when fishing

alongside of the pads and reeds or he will lose

a large fish. The moment one is hooked

just outside of the pads it is well to keep

a yery taut line while the man at the oars

rows out into the lake. Keep impelling the

fish outwa|rd. Don't a^low slack or he will

dive, forthwith, i,nto the "jungles."

I have previously staged that the use of a

bait practically new to a la|<e will ajs often

as not capse a musky or large pike to rise

on the instant. I once had an experience in

this line that is worthy of mention. The

'

lake I was fishing had a splendid bar in the

middle of the lake. It had been estimated
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that over fifty nice sized muscallonge had
l)een captufed off that bar in three years

lishing, which is very good indeed for one

spot some two hundred feet long, "fhere

came a time when the muskies along this bar

seemed not in the least eager to rise to the

SpOOHj.

"Has anyone ever tried any of the wobbler

minnow family off that bar?" I asked the

habitant.

He looked the minnow over curiously

and stated that he had never seen it used
in that lake, nor had he ever seen it in use

elsewhere. So eager was he to see it tested

out that he went with me, rowing the boat.

We rowed in as silently as possible to this

l)ar, and I made some dajidy casts into the

likely placjes. There was a deep indentation

in the reeds where I had previously taken out
a nice musky, which looked to me to be a

mighty suspicious place on that particular

morning. I therefore made an overhead cast,

the ba^t dropping right smack into the head
of that indentation among the reeds. The
wobbler started its gliding outward, when
that very moment a musky smashed it with
might and main and a battle royal was on
that I wish you could have seen. That
musky was an eleven pounder but by the way
he fought you would have thought that

nothing short of a tuna was at the other end.

But what that wobtrfpr looked like after the

fray is so hard to de^ribe that I give up.

That, in the main is the trouble with the

use of wooden artificial minnows as musky
lures. They do not stand the wear and tear

of the teeth on the enamel, even though that

enamel be of an ordinary well-wearing quality.

The brush-like teeth of the bass, (if you can
call such, teeth), are qu|ite different from the

fangs of an active musky. However, prac-

tically any of the artificial minnow family will

do well on the musky. And this is especially

I rue of the muscallonge that are to be found

in the rivers.

Many of the rivers of Canada, (especially

(tert^n rivers in Ontario, such as the French
Uiver), contain some of the most active and
spirited members of this family of Esox.

They are full of the real old finny fighting

spirit and there is a reason for this, of course,

Through living a life, constantly facing the

on-rush of the water they 'have become
possessed of a great vim and force; they have

a kick to the tail that would put a man's
eye out; their fins it may safely be said are two
times as strong as the fins of a la^^e musky. A
fish such as this striking vour lure is out for

business a;Qd directly you have connected
up with one you know that you have a fight

ahead of you. In the waters of a lake there

may be no on-sweeping current, unless there

be a stream running through the lake, gen-

erally there is not. But in the stream there

is a rush to the water. When you catch a

fish there the added force of the water helps

the fish a very great deal. Hence the necess-

ity of watching carefully, and playing the

fish with every bit of ingenuity you are cap-

able of. Many an old river musky has a
spoon-hook clanking in his savage old jaws,

the result of breaking lose from a piscatorial

tether with the halter coming along with him.

If there is a sunken log in that stream your
stream musky will know it, and will, if you
allow him time, get that line snagged around
it and will contrive to break loose.

"The lake musky is sleepy and half awake
compared with the river musky. The river

musky is awake all of the time and knows
what he is about," says a writer.

Added to this is the fact that the river

musky, inch for inch, is a larger fish than the

lake specimen. I actually believe that a
river musky will seize a spoon, knowing what
it is , and will fight to the end just to prove
his superiority.

There are httle still-water places along

the musky river; places beside sunken logs

and behind boulders that bear testing out.

Right below a falls they are prone to keep
themselves. Start a green-mottled, perch-

like wooden minnow near the surly, rapid

water and let it go down into the stiller water
and the result will be the very best. If*"

you are to use artificial minnows on the

musky try the greenish-hued fellows, the

rainbow-hued sort or the white and red-headed

ones. The white colored ones are reserved

for the gloomy days; the greenish-colored ones

for the brighter days.

Nothing can be more true than to say that

where the minnow schools keep themselves

there the muskies are to be found during

the feeding hours. Take around the mouth
of a stream pouring into a lake, or around the

outlet of a stream from a lake; there the

minnows are found; and there the muskies

course about in quest of them. The musky
fisherman hunts out these places. Row in

the early morning over these places and

watch the water carefully for signs of life under

the water surface. If you should see a swirl

in the water, a ridging streak and right

thereafter a lot of minnows skipping along

the water surface, and jumping out, take
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it for granted they are being hunted. Row
ever so silently into that place and cast

ahead of the skipping minnows. A neat
little fluted spoon in a case of this sort, from
four and three quarters to number five in size

is v,ery taking; or a darting, wobbling spoon
is liable to take a big fellow unawares. It

may reasonably be said that the more hungry
a fish is the more cautiousness leaves him.
Especially if a silvery spoon is cast in where
minnows are being driven by the fish, will

the preying fish mistake the spoon for the real

thing, and this is very true if you have care-

fully observ^ed the main rule for all fishing

—

than of using caution of approach, and
caution and noiselessness in your casting.

It appeals to me that the pike are more
vicious in their feeding than are the muskies.
I refer to pike that size up from five to ten
pounds. I once saw a ten pounder half rise

out of water among a minnow school four

times. I knew that fellow was a ten pounder
(and some over ten pounds), for we later had
him baked in clay in camp. He died» after

a strenuous fight, at the end of a line having
a Number 5 spoon for a lure. I really believe

there is no fish so vicious as a pike when
it is really hungry and is out to get a meal or

bust doing it.

The best months in all the year formusky
fishing, anyway, are September and October.
After the muskies have spawned out they are

generally insatiable in their greed to fill up
with any food that comes around, and it is

then, in June, usually, that the musky fisher-

manshouldhithimoutforafewcasts. Cover a

lake with the utmost care, even though it

take a whole morning to cover one side of

the lake which will be more to your credit than
though you fished a whole chain of lakes. It is

not an uncommon thing to hear fellows start

out with the words that they are going to

fish five or six lakes that one day. Unless

they cover the whole region in that day they
feel they are missing something. As a matter
of fact they miss it all. I have yet to see

one of these wide-territory fishermen come
back with anything. To study the lake

you are to fish is the main thing to be remem-
bered. Know where the best places are

—

and to know where these places are you must

be discerning enough to ascertain where the
feeding grounds are. One cast well directed

is a hundred times more prolific of success

than ten casts directed in a wide circle and at

abandon. Watch the water for anything
suspicious, as I have stated, as to skipping

minnows and actual rises of a fish in the
water. (This, above all is the keynote 'to

the right way to fish for bass.) The feeding

fish is the one you should hunt out not a

fish, that, later on, after the feeding hours
are over, is filled up and is lying idle digest-

ing his morning kill.

Fish feed in June both in the very early

morning, and in the afternoon from four to

six or seven. From five in the morning to
seven in the morning is the time to be out,

though I have taken them around ten and
eleven many a time. It has been held out
as a rule that the water should not be glassy

when going out for muskies, and this is true.

A little curl to the water is best. Do not
forget the rainy, mizzling days, for on these

days you will find many a big fellow abroad,

and generally they are pretty well in-shore

on those days. On the very stormy days
they generally come into the sheltered bays
where both the live bait, the spoon, and the

white-hued artificial will be taken.

To get a large musky into the boat alive

cannot very easily be done. The same is true

of a large pike of over t& pounds. Many
use a hook gaff in landing a musky; others use

one or another of the family of clincher gaffs.

For my part I like nothing better than the

long-barreled, twenty-two calibre pistol, of

the Stevens type. This is one of the most
efficient weapons a person can carry with him
on his trip. As soon as the big fish is brought
close enough to the boat and to the surface

to enable one to get a crack at the head, the

pistol is levelled and the big fellow is laid out.

For my part I would never suggest musky
fishing done from a canoe, unless, of course,

the occupants in that canoe are learned in the

art of directing it. The best way is to play

the fish till he is quite exhausted. Then
on bringing him near to the light craft an

accurately-placed bullet will serve to com-

plete his capture.
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On Making a Split Bamboo Fly Rod
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In this Article We Make an Attempt to Acquaint the Amateur in the Gentle Art of Making

the Split Bamboo Fly-Rod, An Art in Every Sense o] the Word.

Robert Page Lincoln

THERE are thousands of intelligent

anglers who should be able to make their

own fly rods, but it is safe to say that

but one angler in a thousand ever attempts

the tricii. This is mostly due of course to the

fact that written instructions on doing the

job well are hard to be had. Few books

or articles have appeared telling how to do the

work of cutting and fitting the slender strips

of the bamboo, and yet if these instructions

are painstaking and entire, and accurate,

even the amateur, who will use the utmost

care and follow up his work thoughtfully can

turn out a rod that will surprise him. When
I say this I know what I am talking about.

The main stumbling block is in getting

started at the work. A person has heard

someone say that it is work for a professional

rod-maker; not the amateur; and therefore

has made up his mind that it cannot be done

without years of study and tools that cost a

great deal and are fitted for this work alone.

All of this is a matter of the mind, for the

tools used are quite common, and few in

number. What is necessarj is time, and the

proceeding with the work slowly, but surely,

thus arriving at a fitting conclusion. It is,

of course, a test of your skill, but skill consists

mainly in using your intelligence and pro-

ceeding slowly and carefully with your work.

It is the man who carelessly hurries his work
who does a clumsy job and has nothing to

show for his dayiB of labor.

There is absolutely no use in the world for

the amateur rodmaker to try making a split

bamboo rod until he has first tried his hand,

fully and freely, at making solid wood rods,

for in so doing you learn practical lessons

that are not otherwise learned. After you
have turned out a couple of nice solid wood
rods, to be used in bait casting, y,ou next

turn your attention to solid wood fly rods,

and these may be made of both greenheart

and bethabara so nicely that they are almost

equal to the split bamboo; in fact I have
used rods of both the above woods as fly rods

that have proven almost second to none.

Dr. Harry Gove recommends the greenheart

very highly, and, in fact, a great number
of solid wood fly rods are used in England
where the idea is more followed up than on

our shores. I would surely advise the ama-
teur rod builder to go to a solid wood fly rod

before attempting the split bamboo proposi-

tion. A solid wood fly rod may be made in

any length to suit the taste. In Figure I., I

give a scale drawing of a 9 foot, 8 inch rod,

giving the calibers of same throughout its

length. Every three eighths of an inch

in the drawing is equal to six inches "in Ufe."

Nine and one half inches are allowed for the

handgrasp, which includes the reel-seat, which
should be of the three-fourths inch style.

The reel seat, of course, is below the hand,
unlike that of the bait rod. The cork wash-
ers are fitted in first over the wood up to the
point where the taper check is to be, being

careful to keep within the nine and one half

inch measurements. The bored cylindrical

piece of pine wood (which is one fourth of an
inch less in length than the reel seat, which
will allow of the cork sinking in well)is slipped

on next at the end of the rod and the reel

seat fitted snugly over that. In making this

wood piece you can cut it the same as directed

in the article on making a bait rod, save, as I

have said, that the reel seat is below the

handgrasp. (A) of Figure II shows the

cork washers being fitted and pressed up
close together; also showing the cylindrical

piece of wood over which the reel-seat io to

rest ready to be fitted up to the cork. (B)

shows the handgrasp finished, the reel-seat

pressed in and cemented; the cork grasp

filed, sandpapered and emeried down and the

taper check pressed down well onto the cork

and cemented into place. See, too, that you
fill in enough corks, and see that all are

cemented in firmly.

The rod I have just mentioned (9 feet, 8

inches in length) is made in three pieces. If

you will glance at Figure I. you will note that

at two points there are dotted lines across

the rod. These show where the ferrules are

to be placed. Each joint of this rod is 39 J^
inches in length. The ferrules should be of

the water-proof, serrated or split sort, sizes

21-64 and 13-64.

In the above I have given directions for

the making of a solid wood rod, either betha-

bara or greenheart, and it will be rather

heavyj, of course, being seven ounces in
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weight. A rod of this sort will be good for an

all-around appliance, for bail fishing and for

fly-fishing too, and will handle large fish

nicely. Naturally y,ou can make the rod

lighter in which case the calibers must be

narrowed down, and the length shortened.

In Figure III, I give a scale for a fly rod to be

nine and one half feet in length; the joints

being 38 3
'2 inches long, each. The weight of

this rod will be from six to six and one half

ounces, making a very nice all-around appli-

ance. The reel seat is of the three-fourths

inch size. The grasp, (reel seat included)

goes to nine and one half inches. The fer-

rules are serrated and waterproofed. Size

of ferrules 19-64 and 3-16. In Figure Til

we are showing the three joints of this rod and

the calibers are every six inches of the rod.

In making Mour scale drawing let three-

eighths of an inch be equal to six inches

"in life." (A) of this drawing shows the

butt, 13-32 at the butt and 19-64 up to the

first ferrules. (B) shows the middle joint
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19-64 at larger end. at the butt, and 13-61 at

the thinner end, where the second ferrule is

installed. (C) shows the tip .joint, 11-61, six

inches in to about 5-61 in the tip.

.3gr'4-

fc'-
/!'• iJi' a' 9^ 35

.^8t'l m

-^i:^
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In Figure IV. we show a scale of a dandy
lly rod, of' just the right weight that suits so

many of the angling fraternity. The length

of the rod in Figyre IV. is nine feet, and its

joints are Sej'a inches ip length, each. It

carries, entire, a weight of five and one hall

ounces, which includes, of course, the three-

fourths inch reel seat. The handgrasp on
this rod goes to nine inches, which see thai

you stick to. The ferrules arc of the usual

serrated or split waterproof sort, and are of

sizes 9-32 and 11-64. In (A) is shown the

batt joint, being 7-16 at the butt and 19-64 at

the first ferrule. (B) shows the middle
joint, answering in calibre at the butt end of

it to the thinner portion of (A). This joint

is ,3-16 at the second ferrule. In (C) is shown
the tip, being in answering calibre at its

butt-end with Ihe mid-joint, and being 5-64

at the tip.

Here we have gisen calibers for three rods

of varied weights, and lengths; and you can
select as the taste suits you, whether you
want a long and heavy rod, or a shorter and
lighter rod. In making a fly rod of solid

wood \ ou proceed with \ our work in a careful

manner, mucli the same as you do when
making a solid wood bail casting rod, previ-

ously told of in the pages of^this magazine.

It is not difTicuIt; all >ou need to do is to use

care; to get your calibers accurately, and to

use your calibers, or home-made gauge, told

of in the last article and you will not come
amiss. Here, during the long hours of late

winter or early spring you can construct a rod

that will amaze you with its fine action.

Indeed the action of a rightly cut and worked

3^r-
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piece of bethabara is flawless, and there are

times when you will vote it the absolute equal

of the split bamboo; many believe the betha-

bara and greenheart rods are better than bam-
boo. You will do well to make your fly rod

of solid wood before you tackle the split bam-
boo, for by doing this you will have learned

lessons right from >jour own experience that

no amount of written matter could make
more intelligent. One may make mistakes,

and it is better that one make a few mis-

takes, perhaps, for it later shows where one

was wrong and how he may remedy the con-

dition. The obtaining of well selected pieces

of wood, is, of course, desirable. A straight-

grained piece works down nicely. Then all

one needs to do is to use the block plane

with painstaking care, and to watch the

scale drawings to see that all calibers arc kept

intact. The rod when finished is wound
carefully with silk. Owing to the slender-

ness of the tip it must be wound carefully. It

should alway^is be remembered in winding

slender-tipped rods that the tip should be

started first, never the heavier end of the

joint first, for if you do this you will find that

you have nothing to hold onto when you
get to the tip. It is best to mark out a

diagram of the rod, and mark the points where

you are going to have each winding for in

this way you will g^t them accurate, the

spaces between being just right. These
windings may be one eighth of an inch wide

or less and spaced three fourths of an inch,

edge to edge. Some prefer to have these

windings even more narrow than one-eighth

of an inch, but for my part I vastly prefer the

one-eighth inch winding, three-fourths of an

inch apart. These windings support the rod.

Of course the wider the windings, and the

more narrow they are between, the stronger

you will make the rod so you can suit y;pur-

self. As many as three colors of silk can be

used harmoniously in winding a fly rod,

though some prefer to have just two. The
main thing to remember, as I stated in my
directions for rod winding in the previous

article is never to apply the varnish direct

to the windings as this takes the natural

colors out of them, thus making a green

winding, dusky, and a red winding, almost
black. The thing to do is to apply thinned

out white shellac of a good grade to them with
a camel hair brush, and after this is thor-

oughly drj- to apply the varnish. It is a

good idea to connect up a fly rod when it is

finished for drying and to hang it, full length

from a hook in the ceiling, in a dry room.

Otherwise each joint can be hung up separ-

ately. It is said that a varnished rod that is

hung up next to a damp wall will cause the

varnish to "crawl" down over the ferrules

and into the guides. The centre of the room
is the best; and hang them from the ceiling.

II.

The Split Bamboo—A Beginning.

Is it worth while making a split bamboo
fly-rod? It certainly is; and the satis-

faction that will be y'ours when you fish a

stream with a perfect rod of your own con-

struction is, of course, not easily stated. To
have made a rod of this sort lifts you out of

the class of the average into the higher school

of scientific anglers. To be able to show a

rod and say: "Here is a rod that I made,"
is a mark of distinction. Furthermore what
you have learned on the inside about rods by
the time you have made a couple of solid

wood bait casting rods, a solid wood fly-rod,

and a split bamboo fly-rod is a thousand

times more than you have learned in the

books, ' out of the mouths of others. Rod
making is the entering wedge to a wider and

greater knowledge and appreciation of the

joys and pleasures of angling. There was

a time long ago (the Handicraft Age) when
most everything in use was made by hand.

We look back upon that age with envious

eyes. Some of the handmade furniture, etc.,

made in that age are now the costliest of

treasures. The coming of taachinerj' trans-

planted the handcraftsman and the result we
may see on every hand brazen cheapness, for

the most part; everything glossed over to

appear what it isn't. Anything hand-made

by a skilled worker is worth a very great

deal more than machine made productions.

And certainhj, as regards the well-constructed

hand made split bamboo rods they so far sur-

pass the machine-made productions that there

is no comparison. True, poorly made hand-

made stuff is not an example of what we are

driving at; but a good handmade rod

is as near to perfect as a thing can be. A
perfectly made split bamboo rod is a treasure.

It has life and action. Your stiff rod soon

wears you down and ypu can be thankful if

y^u can make a cast of thirty feet with it.

Bamboo as it is gotten into action has suffici-

ent force, of itself, without exerting arm-

work. The wood rods of bethabara or green-

heart are next to split bamboo, the best for

excellent and tireless casting though some
believe these, as I have aforementioned, to be

the equals of bamboo.
"Half the fun," savs one entertainint'
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Start a Gun Club
In Your Town ^

Others are doing it. Join the out-
door bunch in the best of all Spring
Sports—trap shooting.
For the man or woman who loves

shooting, breaking the clays has no
equal. And—there's no "closed sea-

son" on the clay pigeons.

Dominion «

Shotgun Shefls
are the reliable and favorite trap
loads. They have been proved
fast, accurate and dependable by
the holders of records in trap
shooting and are backed by the
big "D" trademark and made by

Dominion Cartridge Co.
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angling writer, "is had in the cold season,

when there is neither fishing nor casting

practice, in repairing, altering, ,
or making

rods to be used in the spring and summer.

Rodmaking is a pastime in itself. There is no

closed season; in fact, the rainy days, the

stormy nights, the wintry holidays are the

times to practice it. Try it, you who think

you cannot make a rod. As for a shop, any

vacant room, or a corner in a basement, will

serve, while as for tools, only a few simple

and inexpensive ones are needed. Make
solid wood rods, if you prefer, for a starter, to

get your hand in, but do not fail to attempt

the making of at least one split bamboo rod.

This work is really not so diflicult as it may
seem. Careful, patient attention to details

and sharp tools are the principal items to be

looked after. And the work is so fascinating,

that, after >ou have had a little practice you

will grow as enthusiastic over it as the fly and

l)ait casters do over their practice on the

platform.'"

Every word of the above I subscribe to.

There are no dreary, monotonous nights' for

the rod maker. Every moment is crowded

with fascination and charm. How eagerly

one looks forward to the opening of the

season then, when he can try out his pet rod.

Of course, that joy cannot be expressed in

mere words; only to say that the first time

you get your line out nicely, and without

anv exertion to a sixtv foot mark vou reel

FIG V.

in your line so that you can sit down and

think it over and go over in memory the

hours you spent in making that rod. Then
when > ou consider that you have to Piay as

high as sixty dollars for such a rod the im-

portance of it first dawns upon you.

The first bamboo rod to be made was in

three strips, and it is believed to have origin-

ated in England, though there in nothing

exact about this. About 1870 four strip

bamboo rods were quite common in both

7\jnerica and England. The first split bam-
boo rod to be made in America was construct-

ed by a man by the name of Samuel Phillipe.

The six strip bamboo fly rod is said to have

been placed for sale on the market in 1870,

in the United States. H. L. Leonard was
the maker of this design which remains one

of ^he best forms of fitting strips and the

number of strips to be fitted, to be had.

Seven stiip rods were also made, so also the

eight strips, both of which have passed out

of favour, though there still are a number
of manufacturers turning out the eight strip

rods. The hard, cold, practical fact about

both the seven strip and the eight strip rod

^(though more so, the eight strip rod) is that

the strips at the tip take on the thinness of

half tooth-picks; being very fragile; mostly

slivers and glue. The six strip forms the

happy medium between this by having

strips a little staunclier at the tip, and. in

combination with the glue, makes for a fine

rod of lasting merit.

The rind or enamel of the bamboo cane is

what puts lite and vim into a rod of this sort;

without this tenacious rind the bamboo of

course would be useless. But because it is

so tenacious, containing pliancy and resili-

ency, also durability, it is a material that

leads over all. Therefore on a split bamboo
rod this rind, or enamel, counts for a very

great deal, fts importance can hardly be

overestimated. Nothing will do better at

this juncture than to give a drawing of a

cross-section of cane, for such an illustration

will do more in explanation than will any

amount of words. In Figure V we show this

cross-section. Look at it closely. The dark-

er outside rim around, lettered (a) is the

precious enamel. Letter (b) is the mid-sec-

tion, and is next in firmness. The inner

portion ilettered (c) is the softest part. The
letters (e) and (d) show two V-shaped sec-

tions, strips, cut from this cane. Note how
it includes the enamel for an outer surface,

and the mid-portion for the centre of the rod.

Now glance at Figure'VL This very simply
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YOUR PROTECTION IS SAVAGE DUTY
Ourlfirst duty was to you as a nation. We've discharged it witli all we

had in us. And the emergency is over, and we're released from it.

Our next duty is to you as individuals. Thai is why we're working to get

the Savage Automatic Pistol ready for you again as soon as possible.

We're putting into it the same concentrated efficiency—the same con-

scientious endeavor—that we put into our military work.
For we realize the importance of our trust. The safety of the individual

—

of the home—is the safety of the nation. 1^,

And the Savage Automatic Pistol has proved the most perfect protective,

defensive means that human ingenuity has yet devised.

Also makers of Lewis Automatic Machine Guns,
Kishf Ordnance. Military. High Power and Small
Caliber Sporting Rifles. Automatic Pistols and Ammu-
nition. Motnr Cur and Truck Pressed Steel Frames,
Parts, Transmissions. Axles, etc.

Sa\^gk Ai«vis Corporation
UTICA, N. Y.

Sharon, Pa. New York City Philadelphia, Pa.

Let yotir trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., ''^tk'efs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.
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FIG YT

and adequately

shows these six

strips fitted

and glued thus

forming the emi-

nently desirable

whole. Note how
the enamel is on
the outside, and
the softer wood
on the inside

forming the cen-

tre. It is need-

less to say, that,

scientifically, both in theory and in

actual practice this is the only safe and sane

method of arranging the strips; though there

was a time, I am told, when rod-makers sug-

gested having the enameled portion inside,

with the softer portion outside. Needless to

say this method died shortly alter being dis-

covered, so that now all split bamboo rods

are made as shown in Figure VI., rind or

enamel outside and softer wood inside. Re-

garding split bamboo rod manufacture Mr.

Perry D. Frazer comments:

"In some of the so-called best rods turned

out in England the jo'ning of the strips is very

bad while for some reason, best known to

themselves, British makers stubbornly cling

to those abominable contrivances, the lock-

fast ferrules, and refuse to believe—what was

ccftnmon knowledge on this side a generation

ago—that there is no other ferrule worth

while other than our common German Silver

suction ferrules. Using brass," as they do, it

is not to be wondered at that they cannot

make these 'stay put,' and must perforce

resort to locking devices. Our makers stand

oh the platform that ..ix strips of cane

cannot be improved in any way known to

science or art. On the other hand we find

British makers resorting to all sorts of devices

that are alleged to be intended to stiffen or

strengthen their rods. Some put steel centres

in the joints; others wind the joints spirally

with narrow steel ribbons—both methods
clumsy attempts to bolster up an article that

evidently needs heroic treatment. All these

things may better be called selling points than
improvements."

There are two recognized first class grades
of bamboo to use in a split bamboo rod. The
first is the Tonkin; the second is the Calcutta.

In the years that have gone by many rods

were, and still are, of course, made of Calcutta

bamboo. In late years, however, a good
grade of Calcutta bamboo has been hard

to obtain and the result has been that fully

two-thirds of the good bamboo rods, first

class appliances, have been made from Tonkin
which has taken a distinct leadership. Cal-
cutta bamboo canes are often burned and
spotted with fire marks. The natives in

collecting the cane often lay these canes on
smudge fires of grass and leaves, seeking thus,
by heating the canes, to straighten out
crooked specimens. It is also said that the
canes are laid on fires in this manner to
exterminate wood insects, also to remove
close-clinging vines, and one of many other
reasons. Mr. J. J. Hardy, the English rod-
maker (whose rods are justly world famous)
holds that by the process of laying the canes
on the fires at least fifty per cent of them
are destroyed. No doubt jungle fires pharr
many of the canes, which are collected and sent
out anyhow, The fact of the matter is that
if the enamel of a strip of bamboo is at all

bitten into by fire, it makes that strip prac-
tically useless as a subject for attention. Only
sound sticks are desired, the enamel uncharred.
Here the Tonkin comes in for attention.

Comparatively few Tonkin canes are found
fire-marked. Tonkin is recommended as a
distinct leader. Where does it come from,
and what is the reliable nature if it? Says
Mr. Frazer:

"Tonkin canes come from the Province
of that name in French Indo-China, on the

Gulf or Tonkin, an arm of the China sea.

Probably most of them are cut in the valleys

of the Black and the Red rivers, which lie

due east of Mandalay, in Burma, and as

Calcutta and Tonkin canes grow in the same
latitude, this may account for the belief held
by some that Tonkin canes equal Calcutta
bamboo for rodmaking purposes. It is,

however, a Jact thai very Jew projessional rod-

makers will admit that anything can equal

frst class Calcutta canes. A veteran says one
reason why he is inclined to use Tonkin is

found in the fact that good Calcutta canes are

very dffiicult to obtain, and with them there

is so much waste. Many of the Tonkin canes
furnish thicker material than the other
variety ,and if properly seasoned and selected,

make excellent fly and bait-basting rods.

Few of them are burned, which furnishes

another reason for their popularity. Some
are stained unevenly before they are split,

and when the strips are matched and glued
these mottled places appear here and there

on the rod, giving the effect that is so pleasing

to anglers of the old school, who, through

custom, prefer the mottling to the white
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INFALLIBLE

Which Do You Use?
The only question is one of choice, you can
buy any one of them loaded with In-
fallible.

Any one of these thirteen standard brands
of shells is the best to the man who is

accustomed to use it—when it' is loaded
with Hercules Smokeless Shotgun Powder.
Pick your favorite—-loaded with Infallible

—and you will have a combination that is

hard to equal at the traps or in the field.

HERCULES
Smokeless Sholgun

POWDER
is always the same. It always gives the

same even patterns and high velocity with
light recoil, always burns free and clean

and always acts the same under any wea-
ther conditions.
When vou buy your favorite shells be sure

that they are loaded with a Hercules

Smokeless Shotgun Powder.

HEJ{CUL£S POWDEI^ CO.

35 W. 10th St.

Wilmington Delaware

DOMINION

R^m^^ton,

SELBY LOADS
CHALLENGE GRADE
SUPERIOR GRADE

ftBlAOC SHEUS®'

itioiieA/n,
FIELD
RECORD

"KlNCHeSTEK
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enamel of the unburned canes. The sta'n'ng

is a harmless process, and may be produced

in several ways. Tonkin differs materialh

from Calcutta. The nodes, or knots, are

smaller and less troublesome, and in the

rough beveling you can plane through the knots

tiiilh sajely. This cane is much coarser than

Calcutta, harder, and in breaking a strip

the surfa( e gives way in long splinters, leaving

softer pith strata, which arc tough, but not

springj'. Because of its greater stillness it is

used for tournament rods. It resembles

somewhat our Southern canes, but its sur-

face is darker and the fibers reddish. It is

harsh and glassy, soon dulls the edge of the

plane, and must be handled i arefuUy or

the hands will be cut and scratched."

The above appears in the front of Mr.

Frazer's book and does not, it seems, afford

a straight out and out recommendation for

the Tonkin, as the reader will note by the

general tone of it. Elsewhere, however, Mr.
Fraser has quite emphatically stated:

"Tonkin cane is the only material worth

considering in the making of a first class rod.

The day of the Calcutta bamboo rod has

passed; and it is best to forget that your

grandfather ever made a good rod of that

material. I doubt if any other amateur

rodmaker has poked into more queer corners,

and out-of-the-way places in New York. City

and its environs in search of Calcutta bamboo
than I have, and for all the canes that I

bought, carried home, and finally threw away
I would not give one red stamp to-day. It

would be a shameful waste of two perfectly

good cents. Tonkins is used by all first-class

rod-makers; and although some of them may
sigh for the good old days of the Calcutta rod,

in the final analysis they will admit—albeit

modestl>—that they are making mighty
good rods to-day. The truth is that their

best rods are better by far than any that

grandpa ei-er made of any material. What

more, then, does any amateur rodmaker
want?"

Personally I have had just abcut the same
experience as the above, and since my first

attempts have never looked twice for Cal-

cutta material, except out of curiosity.

The Tonkin canes may be had in bundles,

some coming in the four foot length, others,

in the six foot length; these are cut from

the butts of stalks, by the way. At their

thicker end they will go to 1 Ji inches in

diameter and the wall of them is from one

fourth to three eighths of an inch through.

Each stick of this material should cost about

fifty or sixty cents which excludes unnecessary

profiteering. Select the sticks, or canes, I

should say, that are six feet in length. Ac-

quire three of these lengths, well-selected,

well-seasoned, and of the right color. I may
pause here to tell about the right color of the

canes. A cane that is greenish of hue has

not been seasoned and shQuld not be used.

The well-seasoned canes show up a red-yellow

hue; often as not orange in color. Good
canes may show up streaks of stain color, or

may be blotched. This is not a sign of

weakness; but rather of strength. There can

be no doubt but that if you send to a recom-

mended firm they will supply you with the

best, if you ask for the best. I doubt very

much if the experienced men connected with a

firm would send you inferior cane if Mou ask

for the best.

The first thing ypu do when you are ready

to start with a six foot length of cane is to

split it into quarters. In Figure V. we show
how this is done, first cutting the cane in half,

and then across the other way. In doing this

you will have four pieces. If the cane is

straight-grained it will cut down through

readily enough and will not shoot off to one

side. You make this cut with a butcher

knife or flat-bljaded hunting knife of good

grade. You merely find the centre at the

FIG VH

\^ ^2S^ ',i\'ii.

..i(
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DuPont

Smokeless Powders
for short range charges

in Sporting and Military Rifle Cartridges

Gallery Rifle Powder No. 75

Sporting Rifle Powder No. 80

Descriptive Leaflets Forwarded Upon Request

Rifle Smokeless Division

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U. S. A.

Target Practice
At Little Cost

'^hoot Pi&tol CartridgeB in Rifles with

Marblfs
^^3^ uxiliary Cartridges

Loaded * yt)

in maga
zine or breech
Ballet IS 36% into

rifling. Without
harm the flriDK pin of gun
strikes firing pin in aasiH-
ary. exploding cartridge. Ballet
starts with a twiet and doesN'OT
»trip nor load barreL Does not harm
rifle firing pin. Aak your dealer. Sample
NitroSolvent Oil for his name. Send for 60-P.

catalog ofMarbie'eGunandQO Outing Specialties

MABBLEABMt&MFC.CO.. 581 Delta Ave.. Cladstone, Mich.

This auxiliary cartridge'
made for nearly all ri-

fles, shoots pistol
cartridges just as

accurately as
regular rifle

ammunit^n
— and you
sava 75 per

caDt OD cost.

Price
75.

DECOYS

THAT

REALLY

DECOY.
I'ltEMrER' MILLIRD K«g U S Patent Otfic.

On your hunting trip take along Mason's Decoys

—

perfect in shape and coloring. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We . manufacture all species—Crow, Duck. Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several grades.

Write for Illuslraied Catalogue—It's Fret.

Mason's Decoy Factory
5»0 Mllford and P. M. R. R. Detroit. Mlcb.

The Schultze Gunpowder Company Ltd.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

SCHULTZE & LIGHTNING
GUNPOWDERS

The Company desire to inform the
Sporting Public that the constitution
of the Company is entirely British.

The Shareholders are ALL BRITISH
The Directors are ALL BRITISH
The Employees are ALL BRITISH

The SCHULTZE PowdersTwere the
first SMOKELESS SPORTING
POWDERS made in England, and
have been manufactured since
1869 at the Company's Works in
Hampshire. Sportsmen may there-
fore continue to use the SCHULTZE
GUNPOWDEjR COMPANY'S
products with the knowledge that
by so doing they are supporting
a purely British Industry.

WORKS-Eyeworth and Redbridge, Hants, England
HEAD OFFICES:40. New Broad St.. London, E.G.
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top, the butt resting on the floor. Now
take a hammer and hit it smartly, first on
one side arid then the other. Doing this it

will split down to the first node, or partition,

or joint as it is variously called. Now you
work the knife carefully down to that first

node and then you hit the knife with the ham-
mer first on one side and then the other,

easily at first, and then growing in force. It

the knife is keenly sharp, as it should be,

you will soon contrive to get through the node.

In this manner y;ou proceed down the line

until you have split it in half. You are now
ready to get at the ridges of the half section.

At each joint, as y ou will- note, there is a

ridge outside the wood. These ridges must
be filed down with a flat file of not too coarse

calibre. Instead of filing lengthwi.se of the

wood you file across the wood taking the

ridges, thus, down to the level of the rest of

the woods. When these ridges have been filed

down you are ready to get at the inside par-

titions that were left inside as you cut the

cane through the partitions. To take out

this you use a carpenter's gauge, a large size

of gauge being preferred to the smaller sizes.

Work these away down flush to the wood and
when this is done you will have both sections

of your cane free of ridges and the remainders

of the partitions inside. You have previ-

ously cut the cane into four parts as shown in

I'^igure V. You will now be ready to split

the sections into the strips. Needless to

state these strips must be wider than they
are when you are ready to glue them together,

simply because you must have enough edge
lo work on.

You have now acquired si.x strips of this

bamboo, ready to be shaped into the V.-form

later to be fitted to make the whole. Ordin-

arily these strips arc far from being straight;

in fact most of the time they have deflections

off from the nodes and otherwise may not look

pleasing to the eye. The amateur at this

point has a distinct falling of heart, believing

it quite impossible to get those strips suffici-

ently straight so that a perfectly straight rod

can be made. Therefore the strips must be
straightened. This is done by heating each
section of the cane strip, (see Figure VII.),

close to a flame, making it so hot that the cane
becomes unpleasant when touched by the

fingers. The strips should not be burned,
however, as that spoils the enamel. What
effect has the heat on the wood? Simply it

becomes workable and when very hot you

can straighten each section nicely,—and just

<?o you pass from one part of the strip to the

other, heating it, and working it between

the fingers, thus straightening it out. When
each strip is straightened it is set aside to

cool off. When it does cool through the

strip stays in that position. The six strips

are worked the same way. The result should

be six straight pieces or strips. Only the

worse deflections are treated this way.
If the sweep be long, and gradual, it is not

necessary to treat it this way, as when you
press it down in the wooden mold for plan-

ing it, it will lie "put" in good shape.

After the strips are ready comes the next
move. In Figure VIII is shown six strips

of prepared bamboo, ready to be planed down
to fit, matched together. This matching is of

course a very important part of the work.

Each strip should be three or four inches long-

er in each end than is necessary. The lines

(a) and (b) in Figure VTII, hold, between
them, the exact length of the joint; all outside

oj that is extra, so as to give you room for

working, and for fitting. On each strip

in the drawing will be seen marks. These
are the joint partitions or nodes places that

have been filed down. If ypu were to match
these slender strips so that these node places

come right opposite each other, all at one

place, needless to state there will be a result-

ing weakness of the rod at these points.

What then to do? Simply arrange the sticks

so that the node places do not fome opposite

each other but are distributed as shown in the

illustration. If they are distributed in a

thoughtful manner the result will be a per-

fectly matched group. The need of a surplus

to each stick can be easily seen when it is said

that one strip must be advanced and one

B
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Canadian Pacific

The Sportsmans Line

If you're thinking—and you should

be—where you'll go fishing this

spring and summer, let us make
sometimely suggestions.
«

Did you ever try Nipigon River, the haunt

of the big speckled trout?

Or Point au Baril and the Georgian Bay
district, French River, Trout Lake and
Lake Penache, where you'll get black bass,

'lunge, pike and pickerel?
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drawn back to arrange- them carefully. The
move Is simple, and the illustration tells all.

Be sure to have enough surplus on each stick

up to (a) and (b).

When you have arranged the strips for

the butt piece you move on to the centre

joint, arranging the sticks for that. You
leave the tip, or the tips, (for it is generally

well to make two lips) till the last as these are

the most difficult to make. Here we may
pause to add a word of wisdom. Mr. Frazer

remarks.:

"In all of this work of selection it is a good

plan not to pick out for any one joint more

than two strips from each cane split up.

and one would be even better. From several

good canes it is likely you will get a better set

than if they were all taken from one or two.

If two strips from the same cane-are put in a

joint, see that they do not lie on diametrically

opposite sides; as the strips of a rod work

in pairs; and each pair should consist of two

perfect strips."

The above works out, as I have found to be

true, as well in theory as it does in practice

and for that reason I can cerlainh recommend

it to the readers The fact of the matter is

that this is the only method of selection that I

have followed up so I can say nothing of any

other.

When your sticks are matched and laid

out it is well that you do not get them mixed
up. If they are not marked it is not so

certain but that you will get them turned

around and out of place. As the sticks lie

before ypu take a pencil, and, beginning with

the top one, number them down—I, II, III,

IV, V, VI,

—

on the enamel side. To recognize

the butt ends of the strips from the smaller

ends of those same strips, dip the butts in red

ink. Then you will never fail to recognize

them at a glance.

We have now safely passed the first stage

in the making of a sixty dollar bamboo rod.

In the next number the second stage, and
more, will be outlined.

Stu4y every point of explanation carefully.

After all it is in reading carefully the very

simple directions. I am using no intricate

terms and using as simple English as possible.

Many writers make a fatal mistake in telling

how to make things by writing in weighty

terms. If I do no more I shall see to it that no
cramped and intricate language is used to

puzzle the reader.

In the meantime, if you like (and as the

amateur surely should) work out a fly-rod

of solid wood; and then be ready to get at

your split bamboo rod.

(To be Continued)

About Trout Flies

Mentiun was made in the March Number
of this magazine of trout flics I will tie for the

coming year. I find, however, that I shall be

unable to supply more than a local demand,

since all of my fly-tying is done personally,

(being a crank on the subject I would not

employ help). Nevertheless I wish all the

anglers reading Rod and Gun to get the bene-

fits of my findings, and shall, I hope, in an
early issue begin a new series of art'cles on
the tying of flies that should be eagerly looked

for. I feel that anything I may have found

out should be the property of all. t^
—The Angling Editor.
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CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

l^il Cn FIIK^H
Prepai'ed from the best of meat, carefully

IuIIlU Olrlffw selected vegetables andseasoned "just right."

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

^A, C '^ E. O i-

3SftK(!MlTFO,M0N:N

Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

meal.

LIKE ALL THE CLARK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL
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ALGONQUIN PARK
HIGHLANDS OFONTARIO
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An Incomparable Summer Vacation Spot Midst Wild and Delightful
Scenery.

1500 lakes, rivers and streams—crystal clear and teeming with game
fish.

Unlimited scope for the canoeist and camper.

2000 feet above sea level.

A resort for the refined.

The "HIGHLAND INN" affords fine hotel service, Nominigan Camp
offers novel and comfortable accommodation at reasonable rates.

Write for illustrated descriptive literature giving full particulars, rates,

etc., to C. E. Horning, Union Station, Toronto, or J. Quinlan, Bonaven-
ture Station, Montreal.

G. T. Bell
Passenger Traffic Manager,

Montreal.

W. S. Cookson,
General Passenger Agent,

Montreal.
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Twenty-Five Calibre Tests and Experiments

LlEUT.-COL. TOWNSEND WhELEN

SEVERAL months ago Rod and Gun
published an article which I wrote

dealing with small game rifles. , This

article seems to have occasioned unusual

interest, and I have had repeated requests

for a detailed description of the tests and
experiments which lead up to the general

conclusions which were given in the above

article.

From 1898 to 1910 I conducted a number
of experiments and tests with various; rifles,

but these were rather crude, and it was not

until 1910 that I gained the knowledge
necessary to enable me to standardize my
methods of testing. Since that date I have
tested the majority of American rifles and
cartridges, not only with stanHard loads, but
with a great number of special loads. Care
was taken to select normal rifles without
defects of bore and chambering, powder
charges (except in factory cartridges) were
carefully weighed correct to within 1-10 grain,

loading was done with the greatest care.

The firing was done from an immovable
muzzle and elbow rest as described in my
book "The American Rifle." The rifles were
sighted with telescope sights having mount-
ings reading to minutes of angle for both
elevation and windage, so as to have a method
of comparing points of impact. A standard
target was selected, and the range carefully

measured. Care was taken to select days for

experimenting when there was no wind that

would cause a lateral deflection, and when
the temperature and barometer were almost
constant. EiTect of light was eUminated by
having the muzzle and elbow rest in a small

house. Seven years of these experiments

have proved that, to all intents and purposes,

I was successful in eliminating the human
element from my testing, and that com-
parative results can be relied upon. In the

following records the data has been grouped

according to the various cartridges.

.25-20 SINGLE SHOT CARTRIDGE.
The rifle was a Winchester single shot

rifle, having a 27 inch. No. 3, round, nickel

steel barrel. The rifle weighed 9J4 pounds.

It was sighted with a Winchester, Type A,

5-power telescope having a No. 2 rear mount-
ing. A movement of a single degree of

elevation or windage of this mount was
equivalent to a change of the sighting amount-
ing to half an inch at 100 yards, that is to

thirty seconds of angle. In the tables below

the sight, setting has been corrected so as to

make the point of impact and point of aim
coincide for each group. Winchester shells

and Winchester No. IW primers were used

exclusively. DuPont powders (except Light-

ning) were the only ones used, and the

numbers in the columh of powders refer to

those powders. Groups were measured in

decimals of an inch, measuring between the

centres of shot holes farthest apart, and thus

indicating the size of the circle which will

contain the centres of all the bullet holes of the

group. Each group contains ten shots.

Mobilubricant was not used on the bullets.

The rifle was cleaned between groups except

where the kind of powder and bullet were not

changed. The tables give the order of firing

of the various loads. After cleaning, the new
group was always started with the bore clean,

and lubricated very lightly with sperm oil.

No fouling shots were fired. Throughout all
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SfPUTBHHN
MicKigan Boulevard and 13th St.

300 Rooms—European Plan

Room Xi?itK detacKed sKo\Oer, $i.oo a daj^

Room ^itK private b»th, $1.50 to $^.50 a da>>

T'cOo persons, $a to $5 a daj)

Inclose proximit^^ to **TKe Loop/* CKicago's busi-
ness, shopping, and theatre district.

\L\ui2shM

munaszn
I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—ivev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs

by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

The three Avords that

tell the Avhole ^ory of

a perfedt cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table

*'Seal Brand" Coffee.
In yi, I and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. is?

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.
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the tests there was no indication that the tendency to lly high, or anywhere except

first shot fired under these conditions had any into the normal group.
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We furnish Knock-
Down and in

various stages of

completion,

Launches,

Cruisers,

Auxiliary
Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors.

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from

16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton

•^BLLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
flesrulatee ta Step and Rariatars Exact DIs-

t«noaa ; Simpla, Aoowrata, Burabla.

Indispensable to every lov-
er of outdoor sport and es-
peciaUy to those who love
WALKING. Instructive be-
cause of value in determining
distances; a necessary ad-
junct to compass and as use-
ful to SPORTSMEN. It fur-
nishes the true solution of
many a disputed question of
how far it is to or from vari-

ious points. Best of
all it is a wonder-
ful health promotoi*
because its interest-
ing notations afford
real incentive for
WALKING. Whe-

, ther you walk for

I

health, business or
I pleasure^—anywhere,
f everywhere. the
AMERICAN Pedo-
meter tells the whole
story of just how
far you have trav-
elled.

FULLY
GUARANTEED

One Hundred Mile
Pedometer, $1.75

a*ld by all Dcalart or Direct

AMERICAN PEB8METER CMIPANY
Ml SHAPtL (T, NEW HAVEN, OONN,

1. A «. aVNTHC* 00. Tor«nt«, Canada
Aieots for the DominioD of Canada

No Trouble to Prepare

Reindeer Coffee
or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,

hunting, fishing or camping.

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL
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Denfs Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thin
and unthrifty.with harsh staring coat, matcrated eyes and high colored
urine. There is nothing to equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and
debilitating diseases. You will notice the difference after a few doses.
At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent Medicine Company,
Toronto, Canada and Newburgh, NY. A practical treatise on dogs
and their training. 160pp. fully illustrated mailed for 10c to all customers-

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in all kinds of fish

and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and iTunting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country in the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN, General Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S, NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And hand loaded shells are almost invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded iimmunitlon, and the
saving In cost Is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver.

IDEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN. CONN.

Hardy's The Great British Specialists

In *Talakona'' Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods
05==cizii:i:jr=»-^-^ ,

. •

Halufaoturars to

Hia MAJESTY
KING CEORCC V.

THE GREAT
ENGLISH FIELD
says. "We mv st
never forget that it

U to HARDY
Bros, ofAlnwick we
ouoe the supremacy
we have achieved as
Bod makers.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest
design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in high class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

Eerts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
ave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5}^ ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5% ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

PRICE-—Rod, with two tops, $39.90 net. If in Bamboo protector case to
carry THE WHOLE ROD, $4.66 extra net.

DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.,$1.16 net per do«.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto,
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

13/4. per doz. or $3.32, 9-ft. 17/4 per doz. or $4.32 net

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, Eng^land
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for 50 yards the rifle will shoot with this

load .23 inch low at 25 yards, and 1.17 inches

low at 65 yards. The rifle was then sighted

correctly for 65 yards and the sight adjust-

ment found to be Elevation 83, Wind-gauge
76. Therefore, with the rifle correctly sighted

for 65 yards it will shoot half an inch high at

50 yards, and exact centre at 25 yards. It

was decided that 65 yards was the best sight

adjustment for this rifle and load for hunting.

Comparative test with telescope and metal-

'

li: sights. 2 o'clock, 3 mile wmd. 10 shots

at 50 yards with same standard load gave a

group measuring .98 inch with Elevation

83 and Wind-gauge 78, telescope sight. 10

shots at 50 yards with Lyman No. 103 rear

sight and gold bead front sight, Elevation

2 minutes. Wind-gauge 1 minute rigiit, gave

a group measuring .95-inch which was l.-inch

directly above the point of aim.

Boie Sighting. When correctly adjusted

telescppe, sighted foi above load at 50 yards,

is aligned on the centre of a bullseye

50 yards away, a sight on the same
bullseye target through the bore of the rifle

strikes the target approximately 4 inches

above the point of aim with the telescope.

While the above tests showed that Schuet-

zen powder gave the best results, yet I believe

that Schuetzen should be regarded as obsolete

on account of its tendency to deteriorate

when loaded in dirty shells, and to vary in

strength when exposed to moisture in the air,

thus rendering it rather unsuitable for use

in cartridges which must remain loaded for a

long time. I believe that these experiments

should be continued with No. 80 powder, and
think that a satisfactory standard load can

be worked up with this powder. I intend to

undertake experiments with this in view as

soon as the opportunity presents itself. At
the time that the tests were made No. 80
powder had just been put out by the Du Pont
Company, in fact it'was not yet on sale. We
know how to use it much better now, and I

believe a more satisfactory load can be worked
up with it which will not deteriorate with age.

.25-21 Stevens Centre Fire Cartridge

My first .25 .alibrc rifle was a Stevens

Ideal for the .25-20 single shot cartridge.

Shortly after I obtained this rifle a series

of articles appeared in SHOOTING AND
FISHING by Huben Harwood describing

in great detail, and in a most interesting way,

his experiments and experiences with the

.25-21 cartridge in Stevens rifles. Becoming
greatly interested I disposed of my .25-20

rifle and had a Winchester single shot rifle

for the .25-20 cartridge bushed and recham-

bered by John W. Sidle for the .25-21 cart-

ridge. This rifle had a 28 inch No. 2, half

octagon barrel, a light action and was sighted

with Lymau sights and a Sidle snap shot

telescope of about 4 power. I used it a great

deal on squirrels and turkeys in West Vir-

ginia, and for all kinds of small game in

California for about five years with excellent

success. The only powders used were black

and Kings Semi-smokeless. I found that

bullets from a mould made by Harry Pope,

86 grains, were better than Ideal bullets and

adopted this bullet for all my work. 1

worked out a number of quite accurate

charges for it, averaging groups from an inch

to an inch and a half at 50 yards. Unfor-

tunately there remains but a small r^ord
of the tests with this rifle which I give here-

with.

.25-21 Winchester Rifle. 50 Yards. Muzzle and elbow rest.

Remarks.

2 cannelures exposed outside shell.

Cartridges loaded two years.

Started clean, cold, freshly loaded.*

* Over half the bullet holes showed tipping.

Powder,
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HOTEL TULLER
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Ofiers

Special inducements to Out-of-Town
Guests.

$1.50 up, single, $3.00 up, double,

600 OUTSIDE IROOMS
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floors—Agents' Sample Rooms
New Unique Cafes and Excellent Entertainment

May we send you
this guide booli?

An illustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo,
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
Wben in Buffalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox, Buffalo's ideal
hotel for tourists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Fire-

proof, modern. Un-
usual cuiiine. Ecery
room an outside room.
$2.00 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free.

C. A. MINER
Managing Director

North St. at
Delaware Ave.

HOTEL
BUFFALO N.Y.

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

,<ome o>

Well, who doesn't? When you come to
Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious traveler can require for comfort,
convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the Union Station

brings you to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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Neidner chamber such as he makes with great

accuracy for shells accurately reamed at the

neck to a standard diameter. The rifle

is sighted wath a sidle snap shot telescope of

about 4 power, which is secured to the barrel

by Winchester No. 2 mountings, which, how-
ever, are attached to the barrel by Mann
taper dove tails and not by the regular Win-
chester dove tails. The mountings read to 30

.

seconds of angle same as in the case of the

regular Winchester telescope sight. In this

case the axis of the bore and the line of sight

of the telescope coincide when the mounting

is set at 106 for elevation and 100 for wndage.
When the reading of the wind-gauge is in-

creased it is equivalent to taking more right

windage. In the tests, Winchester shells and

U.S. Cartridge Co., No. 8 primers were used

exclusively. I am giving the notes on the tests

of this rifle exactly as they apppar in my note

book. e1i17W104 indicates the reading of the

telescope mount when the sight is set correctly

to cause the centre of impact of the group

and point of air(» to coincide. The group

measure is given in inches measuring from

centre to centre of shot holes farthest aparf..

Test of Nov. 10, 1914.

10 grs. No. 75. 87 grain Savage .250-3000

bullet. Range 50 yards. Bullets tipped and
keyholed. Would not hold a foot target at 50

yards.

10 grs. No. 80. 87 grain Savage .250-3000

bullet. Range 50 yards. Bullets lipped and
keyholed. Would not hold a foot square

target at 50 yards.

10 grs. Schuetzen. 87 grain Savage .250-

3000 bullet. Range 50 yards. Bullets tip-

ped and keyholed. Would not hold a foot

square target at 50 yards.

21 grains of No. 21 powder. 87 grain

Savage .250-3000 bullet. E115W105.
10 shots, 50 yards, 3.10 inches.

10 shots, 50 yards, 2.85 inches

5 shots, 50 yards, 2.00 inches

A letter was written to Mr. Neidner re-

garding the above test, and under date of Nov.

12, 1914, he replied as follows:

"I am not surprised that the bullets tipped

with small loads and jacketed bullets. For
reduced loads you had better use a light lead

bullet. I think that when you get up to 20

grains and over of No. 20 powder you will get

good groups. A large load will keep the

bullets point on."
'

* Test of Nov. 24, 1914.

22 grain sNo. 20 powder, 86 grain Winches-
ter soft point jacketed bullet.

10 shots, 50 yards, E119\V106 1.20 inches.

10 shots, 50 yards, E120W108 2.02 inches.

22 grains No. 20 powder, 87 grain Savage
.250-3000 bullet. 10 shots, 50 yards, E120-
W108, group measures 3.76 inches and all

bullets tipped considerably.

22 grains No. 21 powder, 86 .grain Winches-

ter soft point jacketed bullet. 10 shots, 50

50 yards El13W 106, gave a group measuring

1.40 inches, 9 shots of which were in a group

measuring .85-inch. With the same load,

10 shots, 100 yards E114W106, gave a group
measuring 4.30 inches, the group appearing

like two five shot groups, one above the other,

the lower one measuring 1.60 inches and the

upper 1.52 inches, the centres of the two
groups being 3 inches apart.

10 grains Schuetzen powder. Ideal bullet No.
25719, cast 1 to 10.

10 shots, 50 yards, E121W104 1.90 inches.

10 shots, 50 yards, E121W106 1.40 inches.

10 grains No. 75 powder. Ideal bullet No..

25719, cast 1 to 15.

10 shots, 50 yards, E122W104 1.25 inches.

10 shots, 50 yards, E123W104 1.35 inches.

Note: All shells require a slight resizing

after firing. Use reSizer for .250-3000

Savage cartridge which is O.K.

Test of December 8, 1914.

10 grains of No. 80 powder, Ideal bullet

No. 25719, 73 grains, 1 to 15.

10 shots, 50 yards, E122W104. 2.10 inches.

lOshots, 50 yards, E123W104. 2.00 inches.

9 grains of No. 75 powder. Ideal bullet No.

257|9, 73 grains, 1 to 15.

lOshots, 50yards, E123W104. 1.90 inches.

10 shots, 50 yards, E123W105. 1.97 inches.

22 grains of No. 20 powder, 86 grain Win-
chester soft point jacketed bullet.

lOshots, 50yai-ds, W119W104. 1.22^nches.

lOshots, 100 yards, E119W104. 1.77 inches.

23 grains No. 20 powder, 86 grain Winches-

ter soft point jacketed bullet.

10 shots, 50 yards, E117W104 gave a group

measuring 1.20 inches, eight shots being in a

group measuring .98-inch.

10 shot^, 100 yards, E117W104 gave a i

group measuring 2.55 inches, nine shots

being in a group measuring 1.58 inches.

After the above tests a load of 22 grains

weight of DuPont Militan,' Rifle Powder No.

20, and the 86 grain Winchester soft point

jacketed bullet was selected as standard for

this rifle, and during the month of Februan,',

1915 ten groups of ten shots each were fired

with this load at 100 yards from, muzzle and

elbow rest with the following measurements:
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2.45 inches.

1.94 inches.

1.62 inches.

2.03 inches.

1.46 inches.

1.53 inches.

1.83 inches.

1.63 inches.

1.79 inches.

1.46 inches.

Average 1.77 inches.

.250-3000 Savage Carlridgt.

The rifle tested was a regular .250-3000

Savage rifle, 22 inch round barrel, groove

diameter .257-inch, land diameter .250-inch,

twist of rifling one turn in 14 inches. It was

tested first with the full charged Savage

factory ammunition, which at that time (1914)

was loaded with an 87 grain sharp point

expanding bullet jacketed with copper, 32

grains of DuPont Military Rifle Powder No.

21, and a U.S.C Co. No. 8 primer. This

ammunition gave a chamber pressure of

50,000 pounds per square inch, and the vel-

ocity as measured by the Savage chrono-

graph averaged 2930 feet per second at approx-

imately mid-range with the chronograph set

up for 100 feet. Then groups of ten shots

each were fired at 100 yards, muzzle and el-

bow rest. The smallest group was 1.40 inch,

and the largest 4.12 inches, average 2.96

inches.

It was then decided to work out a reduced

load for this rifle, but this was delayed some-

what due to the fact that it was found that

shells once fired with the full charge were

so expanded and lengthene.d through spring

in the breech action that when reloaded with

reduced loads they could not be seated in the

chamber. A lot of new primed shells were

obtained, and at the very first attempt such

a satisfactory reduced load was obtained that

the experiments were not carried any further.

This load consisted of new Savage shells,

U. S. C. Co. No. 8 primer, 10 grains weight

of DuPont Gallery Rifle Powder No. 75, and

the regular 87 grain Savage pointed expanding

bullet same as used in the full charged cart-

ridge. With this ammunition 10 groups of

ten shots each were fired at 50 yards from

muzzle and elbow rest. The smallest group

measured .95 inch, the largest 1.90 inch,

average 1.42 inch.

During all the above tests the rifle was

sighted with a Lyman No. SOJ^ rear sight, and

a gold bead front sight. With this sight on

this Savage rifle one point change in elevation

moves the point of impact 6.15 inches at 100

yards, and one point in windage similiarly

causes a movement of 2.46 inches. With the

Savage factory high power load the correct

sighting was found to be Elevation 3 points,

Wind-gauge set at zero. The point of im-

pact on the target was one inch above the

point of aim. The reduced load required an

elevation of 5M points, and IH points of

right windage, giving a point of impact at 50

yards that was M inch above the point of aim.

In all the above tests the cartridges were

inserted in the rifle dry, that is without

Mobilubricant. No signs of lumpy metal

fouling were seen at any time.

Deer Rifles

p. A. L.

You ask "What is the best deer cartridge

and rifle?" Now that question has been

asked and answered a thousand times, yet

the answer given last year may not be the

correct one this year.

Strictly speaking at the present time there

is only one really up to the minute deer cart-

ridge on the market and that is the .250-3000

Savage. Do not run away with the idea that

this is the best cartridge that can be produced

for deer shooting, far from it, only it is the

best cartridge for that purpose on the market

at the present time.

Some will ask, ''What is the matter \vith the

Newton 256?" From my experience with

this cartridge I place it in the moose class.

Why is the little .250-3000 Savage such an

effective cartridge on deer and similar game?

That 3000 ft. sec. velocity is the key. With

such a flat trajectory you do not have to

calculate the distance over ordinary deer

shooting ranges, you simply hold on, result

more hits. Also on running game you

seldom have to lead it. That little pellet

seems to be on the spot the instant the trigger

is pulled.

The recoi is so slight that any man, no

matter how unused to fire-arms, can shoot
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it just as well as a .22 rim fire. And last but

not least, nine tenths of your game will be

|)icked up where hit, not 50, 100, 200 or more
yards away, as is usual with rifles of the 2000

ft. sec. velocity class, even with much bigger

bores and heavier bullets.

When a bullet travelling at such high speed

strikes an animal it produces such a para-

lyzing effect on it that causes said animal

i collapse at once, something strange but

true, the life seems to be knocked out in-

stantly.

This .250-3000 Savage cartridge is used in

the famous model 1899 Savage rifle with a

few extras added to bring it more up to date,

some good and some very bad points.

, The checked steel butt plate and checked

trigger, also the full pistol grip built close

up to the trigger guard, are three excellent

features and should be on all rifles.

The rifle is a takedown by removing the

forearm and giving the barrel a quarter turn

same w'll be removed from the receiver for

convenience in carrying, cleaning or packing

for a trip, but not for efficiency,.

You may ask "What is the accuracy of the

.250-3000? Now that is a question that

needs quite a bit of explanation. As regards

the cartridge alone, I beheve it is very accur-

ate and capable of very, fine work in a solid

frame rifle with a properly constructed barrel.

.\s at present used in the takedown rifle it has

been my experience, after shooting hundreds,

yes thousands of shots out of these rifles, that

the average accuracy is about 14 inches at

100 yards.

Now you will think that very poor accuracy.

Well just keep your coat on and we will talk

it over. Now the accuracy of any rifle is not

always the ability of that rifle to shoot, say

a 3 inch group at 100 yards. The true

accuracy of a rifle is the ability of that rifle

to hit a certain sized mark to-day, tomorrow,

one week or six months hence.

The joint of this takedown rifle, as it comes

from the factorj% is tight, or rather it sticks

and requires more or less force to take it

apart. Each shot fired acts like a blow of a

heavy hammer and tends to set the screw,

till after say, one hundred rounds have been

fired the rifle takes apart much easier, or in

other words the takedown is becoming loose.

At the end of two or three hundred rounds the

takedown is generally pretty loose. I have

seen cases where the barrel could be rattled

in the receiver. Could you expect great

accuracy from such a shaky outfit?

As I said before the acuracy was about 14

inches at 100 ^ards, that was for rifles that

have been used considerably. A new rifle

for the first one hundred rounds will likely

show much better accuracy. The first one
hundred rounds should be contained in 10

inches.

Say your .250-3000 Savage rifle i^ sighted

with a Lyman 29 J^ rear sight and aV.M. front

sight. You take it out to the 100 yard range

and set up your target and shoot a 10 shot

group. That group is perhaps high and to the

right of the bull. You move the Lyman
sight the correct number of points for eleva-

tion and side movement to centre the group

in the bull. Tomorrow you have a little

spare time and you go out to prove your

sighting. You shoot 10 shots "into" that bull.

You go up to the target and behold not a shot

has hit the black, all are well below, and you
go home. Then you wonder what is wrong.

Some time later you make up your mind to

try that rifle again. You go out and fire your

10 shots with the sights stiU the same as

before. You go up to the target and find

4 shots in the bull and the other 6 to the

left. You can go on week in and week out

shooting groups any where around and into

the bull, but you cannot zero a takedown

rifle with any degree of accuracy. 1 have
fired hundreds of shots to prove that fact.

These groups will average about 6 inches

between shots farthest apart but you cannot

credit the rifle with 6 inch accuracy.

Considering the construction of this barrel
*

in conjunction' with the takedown and it i

seems marvelous to me that the accuracy

is as good as it is when using a cartridge giving

50,000 pounds breech pressure. I cannot

understand why any, modern rifle maker

should whittle down that already slender

piece of steel to such a ewe necked pipe sten\

and then to further weaken the job 'by

cutting two slots in same, top and bottom,

nearly to the bore itself. How could such

a cracked whip lash be expected to stand

up under 50,000 pounds breech pressure and

3000 ft. sec. Velocity and shoot accurately?

I consider that a barrel should be absolutely

straight taper from chamber to muzzle the

rear sight should be put on a band and the J
front sight should be on a raised block as a |f

band on the muzzle is not a very pleasing

looking affair. No cuts in the barrel what-

ever should be tolerated. We must retain

all the stiffness and strength possible in a

barrel that uses these high velocity cartridges.

To sum up I have tried fairly to explain

lhe*good and bad points of this .250-3000
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Savage rifle. They are points gained by
actual experience, not what some one else

has told me I said at the start that there

was only one really up to the minute deer

rifle to be had at the present time and that was

this .250-3000 Savage. I still hold to that

statement and say that the man who spends

two weeks in the deer hunting grounds of

the North woods each year will get more
pleasure and' efficiency out of one of these

rifles and a few boxes of cartridges than any

other rifle on the market to-day. I have

killed a lot of doer and much lesser game with

these, rifles and know that they are game
killers, not game wounders.

The Ideal Cartridge.

What do you consider would be the idea'

all around cartridge? Now that is a question

that many shooters will have different

opinions upon.

The most numerous big game that wc have

to-day is the red deer. Therefore, there will

be more rifles used on deer than all the other

big game put together. We can design our

cartridge to be most effective in killing deer.

Having used such cartridges as the .25-36

Marlin, .25 Remington, .30-30, .303 Savage,

.22 High power, .250-3000 Savage, .256

Newton, etc., we can note the good and bad
points of all.

The greatest point in a game killing cart-

ridge is high velocity. Get 3000 ft. sec. veloc-

ity and you get a great killer, no matter what
the calibre, therefore we must build our ideal

cartridge on the base of not less than 3000

ft. sec, muzzle velocity.

We all, or at least a great many of us, know
that the .250-3000 Savage is an extremely

clTective weapon on deer, especially at the

shorter ranges, say. under 200 yards. A
great many think the bullet too light when
used at longer ranges as it loses velocity

rapidly. I would advocate a heavier bullet.

Now, as to the actual cartridge, I would
advocate as being as near ideal as possible

for deer shooting. I wOuld take the Spring-

field shell and slightly shorten it to suit the

,

required powder charge. I would neck it to

.250 calibre, remember .250 calibre, not .236

or .356 or some other hybrid, but the standard

American .250 calibre. I would load that

shell with a 100 grain spitzer bullet, pure

copper case, and put enough DuPont improv-

ed military rifle powder behind the bullet to

give 3100 ft. sec. muzzle velocity in a .24 inch

barrel, which I would consider the standard

length of barrel for this cartridge.

I am sMre such a cartridge would be amply

powerful for deer and black bear. If the

occasion arose I do not think that any hunter

need take to the tall timber if he met a moose

for I am sure such a cartridge would quickly

dispose of Mr. Bull.

If the different rifle makers would adopt

such a cartridge as the above described that

cartridge would soon become standard, such

as the .30-30 has been in the past, and

ammunition could be more readily purchased

in all parts of the country. I believe it a

bad policy to have too many different cart-

ridges, especially cartridges that are so

nearly alike in results.

There are few rifles on the market at present

that are adapted to the above described

cartridge but now that the war is over wc
should see something new in the rifle line.

Models that have been on the market for

fifteen to thirty years should be discontinued

and more upto date models suitable for the

new high velocity class of ammunition be

put on the market instead. Surely the

Canadian and American shooters are worthy

of something really modern and up-to-date.

If this cartridge was used in a rifle action

that locks close up to the head of the shell,

such as the bolt action, eliminating the

spring that is present in all the present lever

actions, which allows the shells to stretch

and expand, it would be an ideal cartridge X»

reload. It could be reloaded from a .25-2U

or even lighter, up to the full load, using the

.25 cal., 86 grain soft point or full metal case

bullet or the Savage 87 grain spitzer as used

in the .250-3000.

Ammunition makers should freely sell the

100 grain spitzer bullet or any other bullet

they make to any shooter that wants to

reload. I am sure they would lose nothing

by doing so, in fact they would by encouraging

more shooting and the use of more ammunition.

Come along riflemen and give us your

opinion of this great s ubject of the ideal all

around up to date cartridge. Surely you can

have a discussion of this subject through the

columns of Rod & Gun. I have freely given

my opinion, now let us have yoiirs.

Editorial Note—I would be glad to have

such a discussion in the columns of this

department. The lines of the proposed

cartridge and rifle follow very closely the

lines I laid down in a discussion of the same
thing last fall in the article called "Rifle dope

and some discussions." I am rather inclined

to the belief that such a cartridge should

have a bullet of about 125 grains for the full

charge and that 2800 ft. sec, velocity would
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be sufficient for all practical purposes. The
Mauser bolt action of course would be the

action. The barrel should be at least 24

or 26 inches long and heavy enough to be of

some use as a barrel and not merely as a tube

to get rid of a bullet. The rifle should not

under any circumstances be a takedown, and
it should not weigh less than 7H pounds.

It should be built man size all over, stock,

grip, and barrel, and should be fitted, when

sent out Jrom the Jactorii, with a genuine pair

0} sitjhts.

I believe the time has come to demand that

the riflemen of America are entitled to at

least one rifle designed to fit a full grown he

—

yes a regular adult male, a human being at

least old enough to vote and wear long pants

and say "Damn" in front of his Dad. We
have about 30 models of kid size rifles right

now that we can lose without any loss

at all. If enough of us yell loud enough

and long enough possibly some factory will

read or hear the handwriting on the wall.

—

Editor.

Queries and Answers

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am the owner of an old Colts revolver,

which has been in the family many years, but

am somewhat puzzled as to its correct identity

in respect to its age and also as to where it

was made. Possibly there are others in the

same boat.

Down the seven and one half inch barrel

(octagon) are engraved the words "address

Col. Colt, London." On the cylinder, which
has the usual marine scenes, are engraved the

following words in very small letters, "Engag-
ed 16th, May 1843," also "Colts 'patent No.
17252."

My understanding of the case is this,

Samuel Colt was born in Hartford, Connec-
ticut in 1814 and made the first model of his

arm in wood in 1824, while still a sailor boy.

In 1835 he took out his first patent for re-

volving firearms, though he subsequently

learned by visiting the tower of London that

revolving firearms , of an inferior character,

it is true, had been made long before he
thought of them. In 1835 a company was
formed at Paterson, N.J. for the manufacture
of the Colt revolver. In 1842 the company
was obliged to suspend and from that time
until 1847 none of these arms were manu-
factured at Paterson or anywhere else so far

as I am aware. In the latter year, however,
came the Mexican war and with a real demand
for the revolver. Thereupon Samuel Colt
made a second model into which was incor-

porated some of the improvements that

experienced military officers suggested.

Now what I want to know is, when and
where was my revolver made? Apparently
in London, presumably in London, England,
as I can find no record of Colt having resided

or having a factory at London Conn. What
mean the words, "Engaged 16th. May 1843,"

a year after the suspension of the Paterson

N.J. factory? The original owner of "my"
gun was unquestionably an Englishman
named Seymour (the name is on the grip)

and there is every evidence to show that the

mahogany case in which it has reposed for

seventy odd years is also of English manu-
facture. The bullet mould is l^arked "Colts

patent" though the brass powder flask bears

the imprint of "G. & J. W. Hawksley, Shef-

field."

The arm, I may say, is a beautfiul piece of

workmanship, and is in as good order as the

day it came out of the shop, though there is

every indication that it has been used a great

deal.

That Samuel Colt should have chosen
marine scenes, such as fleets of sailing ships

for decorating his revolvers is certainly an
evidence that the romance of the sea and his

early training had left a deep impression on
his mind.

Frederick Paul,

Toronto.

Reply—Not being interested in or informed

regarding old firearms I referred the matter

to Mr. Stephen Van Rensselaer, New York
City, and he replied as follows "I have the

following to say in regard to the revolver

which you have. It was made by Samuel
Colt at his London factory, London, England,

about 1865, where he had a factory for

several years which he sold out to the London
pistol Co., who made inferior imitation Colt

revolvers, the manufacture of which was soon

discontinued as they were unsalable.

Your revolver is evidently a .36 calibre

navy revolver, which accounts for the naval

scene on the cylinder, which was put on by
the rolling process and was not engraved.

Almost all the flasks were made in England
and imported by Colonel Colt for use with

the American made revolvers. They were
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Takes You to the^Haunts of the Big Fellows =
Every fisherman is just dying to catch the big fellows. Manl'^How they do fightl

And how religiously they stay on the far side of the lake or way up the stream.
Seems you never catch them near camp. They're' always miles away. And yet,
what difference do those miles make if you have a

IB Speed

c/ Motor
for those wishing
highly refined
motor. Haa 6

speeds . 2 for-
ward.Sback-
w ard an d

5»^_^^^^neutral.
^^^^•SfH as a
starter; no crank-

ing. Mapneto in fly-

wheel. Positively the
highest development
in rowboat motor de-
sign.

Special Catalog -

on Reijueat

labertyDrive
ROWBOAT MOTOR

attached to the stern of your boat. You never row. You just set your motor at
trolling speed, put out your lines, light your pipe and takeiteasy whileyour'*Liberty
Drive'^ chug-chugs alongHo the haunts of the big fellows. You make your catch,
come home aa fast as ten miles an hour and feelinc bullr. Nn aching mnBcIes. no blistered hands,
no tired body. It'a one grand round of pleasure. Never a "'joy-killer" in eight.

Goes Throush Weed* Like An Eel
Motor pivots on the stern of the boat. Raises or lowert by pressing on steering handle- Steers by
swinging propeller to right or left. Propeller rises over stones, sunken logs, etc Has speed ol five

to ten miles per hour. Weighs about seventy pounds. Send for details.

We Also Build
a complete line of marine motors from 2 to sn h-p Ask for special catalog
Give length, beam, draft and type of boat to be driven,

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
104 Caille BIdg. -ft Detroit

PERFECTION MOTOR CO.
380 St. James St,

MONTREAL
llllllllllllillillllllllllll

PRICE
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JOE w^Lsn
a LEADERS

Cast Dcdpectly

for
DRVf=n_V
FLICS

OR

OEWELSH
^SADEMAQLirODhlA
EXCLUSIVE AGEHT
-US'^CAriADA-

"There's a

Reason

Why"

The last letter from
A. C. Palmer, Stam-
ford, Conn-, encased
a $21.50 check for
"Telarana Nova"
Leaders. Mr. Palmer
is an ANGLER.

"Here It Is,

Boys !

"

Joe Welsh's

Blue Deril

Darning Needle

Send 75c and get the
"Blue Devil" and a

3-ft. Leader.

Transparent Floating
Indestructible

WM
Take Klim
WithYou
On your next trip, whe-

ther it's for a day or a
month, be sure to include Klim with
your supplies. Klim will add little to
the size or weight of your equipment,
but it will looK bigwhen meal time
comes round. The purest and freshest
separated milk in convenient powder
form. Has the fresh milk taste, and
you can use it wherever milk js
needed. Quickly ' made into
liquid by whipping into water-
Ask your grocer.
t (Canada Food Board License
'— --_ . u—iia
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either made by Hawksley or Joseph Dixon &
Sons."

A letter on targets and sights.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.
Seeing that you always welcome letters

from any of us I am venturing to send in

one which I hope will be of interest to some of

the boys.

Here is a suggestion for a lot of fun for a
few fellows in the winter time. If you live

by a lake and can shoot out on the ice it is

a great place to shoot, especially if one of

the bunch has a boathouse in which you can
all take shelter and shoot out of the door.
You can have regulation targets out on the
ice but that necessitates some one to mark
them and he has to be out there in the cold.

You can save up bottles and electric globes
to break but the supply of these soon becomes
exhausted. Trapshooters clay birds generally
fail to break for a bullet, merely a hole, punch-
ed in them.

Here is a way to get a bountiful supply of

cheap and sure breaking birds to snipe at on
the snow or ice. Go around to the hardware
dealers and bum or buy the scrap glass and
cuttings, then get a 15 cent "re,d devil" glass
cutter and cut it all up into convenient sizes,

say 2" by 3" for 50 yards, and 3" by 4", or
3" by 5", for 100 yards. Mix up a little

lamp black or buy a can of drop black to
paint them, and set them up out on the snow.
The best way to set them up is in split sticks

which are stuck in the snow.
One can go out and set up a dozen in a row

and then all hands snipe at them turn about
or contests can be arranged. No marker is

required, for the hits are self regislering and
there is a pleasure and a thrill in shooting at
something that flies all to pieces when hit.

These targets can be packed away and
saved up all summer in a very small fraction
of the space taken up by bottles and globes
and the waste is nil as the glass is already
waste.

If you are breaking glass out on a lake
it will sink in the spring and take care of
itself providing it is not where people bathe.
If you have no lake and are shooting over

A

some man's field of course you will do all of

your breaking in one place and bury it in the
Spring to prevent danger to animals and
barefoot children. These glass birds can
also be used in summer but would have to

be painted red or yellow to show up against
the summer background.

I don't see much in Rod & Gun about tur-

key matches. That is about the only forBi

of contest we have here as there is no rifle

organization but there may be a dozea or

more of these matches at different farms out
through the country and though all the rifle-

men are busy working men we generally get

out to some of them. The regulations are

"open sights only" so the Marble and Lyman
sights so freely recommended are no we in

these contests.

Very close shooting is done nevertheless.

Often at 50 yards range all of the ten men
are in the 2 inch bull, shooting from a plaak
rest. The 100 yard range shows class too.

although of course these contests are not S(i

close. Ten men enter at a fee of 20, 25 or

30 cents, according to the value of the birds

and fire one shot each, the shot nearest thf

tack taking the bird.

I would like to hear from some of the fel-

lows, through the magazine or by letter,

who are accustomed to shooting under thi

open sights that they have found most ef-

fective.

You Mr. Editor could probably give us
something on it too. I designed and made a

peculiar pair of sights that I find very close

shooting and very easy on the eye, as there

are no whiskers on sights or bullseye and you
have an unobstructed view of your object.

The front sight is a post about one eighth

of an inch wide and is notched on the top.

The rear notch is square and wide enough t'l

see daylight each side of the post, and UK-
top of the bar is perfectly flat. In sighting

the top of the front sight is lined up flush

with the top of the rear bar, the notches an-

centered and the bullseye nestles in the cradli-

formed by the front notch. ^ S
I am enclosing a drawing, considerably

enlarged, of how it looks. I score 90 and 91',

pretty regularly on the 50 yard range with

Frovi 5il^^t: RearOi Lniedupon Tarcfei'
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1((The Canadian Golfer"
(Official organ of the Royal Canadian Golf Association).

Has the highest class subscription list of any monthly magazine published
in the Dominion.

It covers an exclusive field exclusively.
Printed on 100-lb. book paper and handsomely illustrated.

The men and women who play golf are good people to know and do

business with. They are splendid spenders and any magazine that pertains

to the Royal and Ancient Game has a warm spot in their hearts and a

premier place in their homes.

High class advertising only accepted. Rates on application. Subscription
price $3.00 per year. Office of publication

—

BRANTFORD, ONT. Ralph H. Reville, Editor and Publisher

FISHERMEN!
Do You Want a Collapsible Minnow Trap ?

IT WILL COST YOU NO MONEY—ONLY A LITTLE TIME.

Just send us FOUR new subscriptions to ROD AND GUN at $1.50

per annum each, and we will send you postpaid, an unbreakable, celluloid,

collapsible minnow trap, value $3.00, manufactured by A. J. Algate, Toronto.

Sample copies and subscription blanks are sent free on request.

Premium Department

Rod and Gun in Canada - Woodstock, Ont.
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these sights, the ten ring being 1 inch in

diameter.

W. E. T.

Orillia, Ont.

Reply—Your suggestions for ice shooting

are certainly novel and also very practical.

Some years ago I annually shot 2000 to 3000

shots a year at ice cakes on the Susquehanna

river, which at my home was almost a mile

wide. The river was full of rocky ledges and
the ice would jam up on these ridges and the

ice cakes would be pushed up on end .making

the most striking targets and even up to 300

yards the ordinary 22 long rifle would register

hits with a shower of ice. On sunshiny days

the targets would show up real well and as the

targets were at unknown ranges one certainly

learned how to hold for all the distances.

Then when the ice would go out the current

would sometimes become much faster than

a man could walk, probably 7 or 8 miles an
hour in flood time, and the ice cakes floating

past make the hardest kind of targets at

say 100 yards and over. I found that the

Sheard gold bead front sight made a very

good front sight for this kind of work.

Your turkey match sights look very good.

I believe, however, that a perfectly flat bar

front, fairly wide at that, would be about as

good and much easier to make. Have you
ever tried it with your style of rear sight?

The bull just seems to sit right on the middle

of these wide flat bar front sights.

Down here apparently normal nien will

go out and shoot at blocks with a shotgun at

turkejy matches and the fellow who gets a

grain of shot nearest the cross, wins. They
spend whole days at that kind of gambling too.'

Seem to think it is skilful shooting, when some
fellow hits the centre of the cross.

This turkey match shooting sounds very

interesting to me and I would like to have

some of your targets, or from anyone concern-

ed in this kind of shooting.—Editor.

Do they grease these modern nickel jacketed

bullets and if so what is the best kind to use?

In loading the powder, if the powder does

not fill the shell do they put a wad in to keep
the powder back against the primer?

Sometimes I read about putting black

powder in nearest the primer. Does not

this get mixed up with the smokeless in

carrying the shells around? Do you think

enough extra energy can be had to justify

hand loading?
'- What is the ordinary load, with a good

snappy load of powder?

R. H. Dean,
Fort William.

Reply—The standard velocity of the .303

Savage is just under 2000 feet per second and

not 1500 feet per second as you suppose it

to be. It is not advisable to grease metal

cased bullets unless you exceed about 2500

feet per second velocity and therefore is not

ad\dsable with your savage.

In loading full charges, or reduced charges

of smokeless powder, the powder is just

loaded loosely in the shell and you can be

certain that it will ignite O.K. if you use the

proper nitro primers. Black powder priming

is not advisable vnlh full loads in this shell.

A very good full load would be the metal

cased factory bullet and 28 to 28.5 grains by
weight of DuPont number 21 powder. For

a reduced load 10 or 12 grains of number 80

powder would be very good. Ten grains of

number 75 would also do well.

Very few persons reload to get greater

power but to get greater accuracy and more
shooting for the same money. Also in many
cases, to have a variety of loads for different

purposes.—Editor.

Reloading the .303 Savage.

Editor, Guns &, Ammuniiion, Dept.

I would like a little informatior^ concern-

ing the .303 Savage. I have a .303 Savage

long barrel 1899 model, also an Ideal reloading

tool for the same. I saw an article in a maga-
zine about speeding up the .303 Savage from

its usual velocity of something over 1500 feet

per second to something like 2000 feet per

second. I would like to have some informa-

tion on this as regards the kind of powder and

weight of bullet and also the method of load-

ing,
j

Greasing bullets for the Ross.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Kindly let me know a good composition

of Mobilubricant for a high power rifle. My
rifle is a Ross .280. Could you give me the

composition of the grease that they put on

the steel jacket hollow nose cartridges?

Are there any soft point bullets for a Win-

chester 40-72 model 1895?

Eugene Dupras,

Montreal.

Reply—You evidently want the composition

of the grease that the factory uses on the

bullets. I do not know what this is. Pos-

sibly some of the readers can advise us.

Most likely a combination of Canuba wax,

bees wax and Mobilubricant. Mobilubricant

would be_i_salisfactory for anything except
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Out-guessing the ClayBirds

You—everyone—can shoot the first time out, but

like every other sport, skill comes with practice.

Trapshooting is an out-door sport—it is healthful.

It develops mental and physical qualities that are

very desirable—concentration, self - reliance, judg-

ment of speed and distance.

It is not a sport that requires a high degree of

physical effort. Any open space, winter or summer,
in camp, at country clubs or resorts—without elabo-

rate paraphernalia or preparation, you can quickly

set the elusive clay pigeon skimming and learn by
practice to outguess its erratic flight.

We have {Prepared a booklet on the

technique and practice of Trapshooting.

We will be pleased to send you a copy

with our compliments. Write for it
—

ask for "THE SPORT ALLUR-
ING" booklet. I

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL., U.S.A.
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hunting, where it would be messy and liable

to rub off.

Write to the Remington U.M.C. or the

Winchester companies about the metal cased

bullets for the .40-72 Winchester. Cannot

see that they would be of any particular bene-

fit at the velocity of this cartridge and to get

real high velocity would result in a most

elegant recoil, not to mention other troubles.

A .40 calibre high velocity rifle is not just

exactly a lady's plaything.—Editor.

Re Ontario's Meat Resources

The article entitled "Ontario's Meat Re-
sources" in our March issue was bv James

Dickson, O.L.S., of Fenelon Falls, not

George Dickson, as staled. The fur-bearers,

adds Mr. Dickson, increase in numbers in

the ratio, of at least three to one ot either deer

or moose. In the Algonquin park alone, a

sufficient number of pelts might be taken each

winter, to pay all the expenses incurred for

the protection of all the parks put together,

and leave a handsome surplus for the public

treasury. The beaver not only produces

one of the richest and most valuable furs but

its flesh is a rare delicacy which only requires

to be tasted once to be appreciated. It has

been the present writer's privilege to enjoy

many a good meal of it, and he would just

as soon think of throwing a leg of spring lamb,

as a leg of beaver, to his dog.

Irish Rifle Association
Noles on Rifle Shooting from Toronto

J. W. Smith

THE writer's prognostication in last

month's issue of the "Rod and Gun",
regarding the representation of Ontario

at Bisley this year has proved correct and it

can now be definitely stated that the Irish

Rifle Association of Toronto will send twenty

members to England this summer, from which

a powerful team will be selected to uphold

the international reputation of Canadian

marksmanship. That so signal an honor has

befallen the Toronto Irish-Canadians is only

as it should be, as they have worked hard

and perseveringly throughout the war to

hold their organization together, in spite of

the adverse conditions caused by the absence

of half their active members at the front, and

the lack of interest shown by the Govern-

ment.

Practice will commence at the Long Branch

Ranges just as soon as weather permits, and

the 800 and 1000 yd. ranges, which have been

closed for the past four years, will be opened

up. That the visit has been made possible

is due, not only to the prominent part taken

by the Association in keeping up interest in the

sport of rifle-shooting, but also to the influ-

ential support of certain loyal Irishmen of the

city, who are attending to the financial end of

the project. Whilst the event is too far dis-

tant to predict the personnel of the team, the

reader should refer back to the November

issue of the "Rod and Gun" where will be

found the history of the Association, and a

few remarks concerning the more prominent
members.

The Association has two teams entered in

the Toronto Indoor Civilian Rille League, and
the first team are as yet unbeaten with five

wins to their credit and five matches to shoot.

The remarkable score made by this team on
February 4th in their match against the

Exhibition Rifle Club, when each member
scored the possible of 35 points, is a feat which
stands as a record in Toronto on a range
officially authorized by the League. Had
the range been the full 25 yards, it is claimed

that this score would have marked a world's

record for indoor shooting. For a junior

team, the Irish 2nd have done remarkably
well, and caused quite a sensation by defeating

lastyear'scitychampions. North Toronto, by &
points on January 28th, whilst the strong

St. James and Exhibition teams only beat

them by one and two points respectively.

The officials of the .\ssociation, headed by
the president, Mr. Dave Spence, are watching

the work of the two teams closely, with a view

to picking the material for the coming trip

to Bisley. Although the real test does not

come until the marksman is tried out on

the longer outdoor ranges, indoor shooting

is good practice, and a splendid test for skill

in holding and pulling, without which it is

useless to attempt long-range shooting.
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"The Line of the Nine"
SERVING

Nova Scotia—New Brunswick

—

Prince Edward Island—Quebec-
Ontario—Manitoba— Saskatchewan-

Alberta—British Columbia

Canadian
Mal'ianall

p ailujan si

QV$.t/r^

Reaching the Famous
Fishing Waters in

Laurentides National Park
Quebec

Algonquin, Nipigon and
Quetico Parks, Ontario

Jasper Park, British Columbia

WRITE FOR

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAYS series

of "Out of Door" Booklets— the Anglers'

Guides to the Best Fishing Waters
in Canada.

H. H. MELANSON
Paasenger Traffic Manager

TORONTO, ONT,



Destroying Varmints

Robert G. Hodgson

WE all learn that it is the little things

that count, look after the climes and
the dollars will loolv after themselves,

and yet an enormoub amount of waste goes on,

on the farm, without the farmer giving it

more than a passing thought. With the

government admonishing us to save, most

farmers are endeavoring to do so in many
things, but there are some ways as I said

where waste goei on, and though the farmer is

usually aware of it to a certain degree, he never

goes after matters in a systematic manner
to remedy them.

For instance let us take the woodchuck
or ground hog as he is sometimes called. He
eats the grain, makes long trails from one

burrow to another or to certain parts of the

fields, and where these trails are there is

certainly no grain there as it does not have the

chance to grow, and he also furnishes a very

easy method of a horse breaking its leg from

stepping in the holes. However, leaving the

latter out of the question, we can cons,ider

the other two as sureties. We of course have

no means of knowing approximately how much
grain they eat and destroy, but a family

will get away with a good deal and if you just

figure up how many families there are on

your fami you might arrive at some definite

conclusion. The woodchuck hibernates dur-

ing the winter, and if he goes into his winter

seclusiori in poor condition he will not live

through till spnng. lie knows this and so

puts on much fat in preparation—and this

comes from your farm.

They usually come out of their burrows in

April, the fore part, but of course are often

seen out earlier than this. This, however, is

the exception and not the rule. The young

are born the fore part of May and so if the

old ones can be killed befoie the young are

born there will be that much less trouble and

expense in making a clean job ot them.

One favorite method of exterminating them

is by shooting, but as the hunter cannot
always be there at the identical moment
they see fit to come out this plan is not wholly >

successful.

Trapping will meet with more success, for

the steel traps will always be ready to "re-

ceive him" and moreover they can be attended

to any time of the day or night. The chief

difficulty will be found, not in getting them
into the traps, but in holding them there.

They are exceedingly strong, and the trap for

their capture should not be one of the regular

No. 1 usually sold. The two trap manufac-
turers in North America (there are only two
doing business in a large way) both make
traps especially for the woodchuck and such

hard pullers, and if you select any of the

following you can rest assured of his capture

as far as it lies in the trap's power to do so.

215 High Grip—215X Triple Clutch.

91H Victor—91J^ Jump—81}^ or 91}4
Newhouse.
These traps are all of the double jaw and

high grip pattern, which makes them escape

proof, pull proof and gnaw proof. It will

pay you to get some of these in buying as the

ordinary pattern trap will seldom hold a

wood-chuck unless it happens to catch in a

lucky place, but with the traps mentioned

you are sure of the chuck being there every

time he steps in the trap. The best place to

set the trap is of course in the mouth of the

den. They are not suspicious or cunning

until several have been caught then they

may give the trapper some fun to outwit

them—or if one should escape from the trap

he will naturally be suspicious for some time

after. Set the trap at the entrance, just

nicely inside, covering it with dirt so that it

will appear natural, but putting a piece of

batten under the pan if the set is made in sand

otherwise the trap ma> fail to spring. Fasten

the chain by driving the staple on chain into

tree or rail, or if this is not handy drive a good
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Canvas Facts for

Sportsmen
Every man who enjoys outdoor life, camping, fishing, hunting, etc,, has need for many

articles made from canvas.

Tents, ground covers, bed-rolls, pack-;saddles, canvas wearing apparel, duflle bags and
supply covers are just a few of the many things made from canvas that go to make up the com-
plete camping equipment. And for these needs there is no other material that gives the same
service and economy a^ canvas properly treated with a preservative waterproofing.

By preservative we mean a waterproofing that protects the fabric and increases its wearing
qualities. We mean a product as PRESERVO, tne scientific, soft-finish waterproofing.

PRESERVO is the users guarantee of absolute satisfaction. Canvas treated with PRE-
SERVO is not only made really waterproof, but made proof against the elements which destroy
plain canvas all too quickly.

PRESERVOED canvas is absolutely immune to the harmful effects of mildew and decay.
It keeps soft and pliable and is not effected by severe weather changes nor by rain, hail, sleet or
snow.

Almost any canvas goods dealer can supply you with tents, covers, etc., made from
PRESERVOEID canvas. Or if you wish to add new life to your old canvas, get a can ot liquid
PRESERVO— it is easily applied by following the simple directions. If you have any difficulty
in securing PRESERVO it will pay you to write us direct, and we will see that your need is

quickly supplied.

An interestingjbooklet telling about the uses of PRESERVO for Sportsmeri, mailed free on
request.

ROBESON PRESERVO COMPANY
419 White Block, Port Huron, Mich.

Eastern Branch: Canadian Branch:
357 Western Ave., Boston, Mass. Sarnia, Ont.

The Hunter-Johnson Co. '

311 California St. San Francisco, Cal.
Distributors for the Pacific Coast

Waterproofj'
and Preyervey Canvas
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stout stake xeciirelij into the ground, being

sure that the chain ring cannot slip over the

top of the stake. And be sure that you have

the chain drawn so that when caught the

woodchuck cannot get any further into the

hole, otherwise if he can get in a short dis-

tance, partly around a bend and once gets a

good hold you can almost pull him apart

before you can get him out.

When they find their numbers decreasing

one by one they will become more wary,

avoiding the traps as much ab they possibly

can and occasionally you will see where

they have dug out a new entrance as thej'^ arc

aware that a trap is at the old one and they

are not taking any more chances on getting

caught and making another mark on the

board for the trapper. When they begin

to get cautious the best method is to set

traps in their runways, where they go under a

fence in entering a field and such like places.

The trap should be carefully concealed, sunk

down level with the ground and the chain

should be staked off in the grain or grass out

of sight, if possible. You understand, being

on the lookout for traps how these precau-

tions are necessary to ensure the capture of

the chuck. Then after you have caught

scAcral on the runways begin to set traps at

the mouths of the holes again, leaving the

others set if you possibly can and have enough

traps. When they find traps are placed

everywhere they become rattled and in

desperation will go any place or in any hole.

And yet another method for getting rid

of woodchucks is to secure some bi-sulphide

of carbon from a druggist. Pour it on some
old rags and lighting it throw it back in the

Iniirow, stopping up ail entrances so that the

gas cannot escape. Bi-sulphide of carbon is

highly poisonous and very inflammable so

naturally it should not be kept near a fire.

Although I began this article with the inten-

tion of dealing only with the woodchuck I

might as well add a few notes on some favorite

methods of getting rid of other food eaters and
destroyers.

About the only practical and sure method
of getting rid of crows is to shoot them, for

being far too cunning to be exterminated

they will not take poison or be captured or

scared away by numerous other methods.

Several methods of shooting might be recom-

mended but it is best for the hunter to be
hidden in some trees or bushes and have a

wounded crow, which with its cawing will

attract others. Failing a wounded crow a

crow call and decoys would be the next best

thing to attract them.

Crows as well as hawks can usually be
caught in the following manner where they

have a habit of carrying off chickens. If

you have ever taken the trouble to notice

before they make a raid on the chicken coop
they will perch up in a tree to figure out the

best method of attack, and they will always
light on the tree (or whatever else happens to

be high enough off the ground) nearest the

coop. By getting a long light pole and put-

ting a small piece on the top to accommodate
a steel trap nicely, then set your trap and erect

the pole close to the coop. Have it so that

you can take it down readily to reset the

trap and fasten the chain to the pole. Every
hawk or crow that comes along with inten-

tions on your poultry will see this pole and
will settle on it to think things over, thereby

getting caught. The jump trap is the most
suitable type of trap for this set, as they have

no protruding springs and will set on d smaller

area. It would be as well to wrap some rag

around the trap jaws to prevent breaking the

bird's leg and so allowing it to escape.

In conclusion a word on rats. Between
destroying and eating they get away with a

go(5d deal of grain in a -year as well as some
eggs and an occasional chicken. Poison is the

remedy usually recommended but there is

always the danger of cats and dogs getting it,

or their carrying it into the granary and the

horses and cattle getting it.. The safest

method is to use traps set in the granary, feed

boxes, etc., or in dishes of grain set in a

tempting place for the rat to help itself.

If you get a cat in this set don't say any-

thing. If it is a neighbour's cat give it a

"what the devil are you doing here, go home
you brute" look and let it go—but don't

tell your neighbour. And if it should be

your own cat don't say anything anyway.

It will not be necessary, for the cat will have

already said all there is to say and the subject

will be exhausted.

Queries and Answers
Query.— 1. Will you please tell n\e if a

ferret is a good hunter for game and price of

same.

2. Will smokers give good success f»r

smoking out skunks?

Seeley's Bay, Ont. K. M.
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WAR-SAVINGS STAMPS ARE SOLD WHEREVER YOU SEE THIS SIGN

Build a $50 Bond

A Plan for

Investors-

Big and
Little

A War - Savings Certificate, provided

free of charge witli your first War-

Savings Stamp, has spaces for 10 War-

Savings Stamps.

A War - Savings Certificate with a

W.S S. in each space is a Dominion of

Canada " bo;id " for the payment of $50
on January 1st, 1924.

And you invest less than $41 to secure

it—paying as it proves convenient to

you.

War - Savings Stamps cost $4.02 in

March, $4.03 in April and $4.04 in

May.

Fill up your THRIFT Card (16 Thrift Stamps

at 25c. each). Thrift Stamps earn no interest,

but a filled card represents $4 when you invest

in a War-Savings Stamp.
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AT ALL MONEY-ORDER POST OFFICES, BANKS, ETC.
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Answer— 1. Ferrets are used principally

for driving animals out of holes and burrows

and will give the greatest satisfaction on

rabbits and rats. I used to keep them ray-

self for this purpose when a boy. For any

other purpose they are not of very much
use. I doubt very much, except in odd cases

if they would bolt a skunk, though they

might be used on muskrats, and I am certain

that they would prove successful on the

'•/estern gophers. If the ferret is what we
used to call "hard" that is a killer, you would

have to muzzle it or there would be trouble

in recovering it. With regard to prices

write to the breeders advertising in Rod and

Gun.
2. Under some conditions, yes. In the

majority of cases, no. This is a miserably

poor way of taking fur anyway. Can't

you catch them in traps, and give the game
a chance?

H. C. H.

'Query—Please tell me how to make lace

leather out of a horse hide, and how to tan

muskrats and wolf skins with the hair on.

I ndian Head, Sask. P. deV.

Answer.—If you mean for snowshoe lacing

no tanning is required. Simply scrape hair

off and cut the hide in stf-ips from half to

three quarters of an inch wide. An article

by Robert Page Lincoln in the Jan. 1919

number will give you full information on the

subject. The home tanning of hides is

usually such a complicated job that it is

oftener cheaper to let an expert do it.

To tan small hides with the hair on a good

standard rough tanning recipe is simply to

rub flesh side of skin with two parts salt-

petre and one part alum, roll and let it dry

then work soft. To dry the fur side of the

skins take two parts wheat and one part

clean sand, heat it and rub it in the hair

until dry.

H. C. H.

Query—Do you know anything about the

raising of mink in captivity for their fur?

Could an amateur make money at it? I have

been reading Rod and Gun for about a year.

Do any of the older copies give any informa-

tion on the subj ect, or have you any books on it?

Sarnia, Ont. B. E. P.

Answer.—Mink have been and are being

raised right along for their fur. Articles on

this subject appeared in the July 1910 and

September 1911 issues of this magazines,

copies of which have been sent you.

In raising any fur bearing animal for their

fur several fundamental principals have to be

borne in mind. The first is that the animal

must lend itself to captivity.—The second

is that the conditions under which it is kept

must be suitable, and the third and chief is

that the man in charge must understand and
like his work. Given these essentials success

should be possible for an amateur. Of course,

the first year his profits may resemble experi-

ence rather than the coin of the realm, but

it is profit none the less.

Old mink caught wild are practically

untameable. I am sending you the name of

a man who can usually supply young ranch

raised mink. With suitable housing accommo-
dations the industry should not present any
greater obstacles than say raising ferrets.

Water is almost essential for success, and
plentiful shade from the sun must be supplied

else the fur will fade. If petted the young
mink become fairly tame, but they are al-

ways more or less treacherous. At the

present time and for the next few years you

could probably dispose of all your surplus

stock alive and so make a little better than fur

value. Eventually the industry of fur farm-

ing will be based on fur values. At present

most of the money has been made by selling

breeding stock, and while still in its infancy

enough has been done to show that success is

not difficult to attain—for the right man.

Fur Farming, by A. R. Harding (Price $1.

from the offices of Rod and Gun) is probably

the most complete and up to date book on the

subject and considerable space is devoted to

mink raising. I would suggest that you get a

copy, and after reading it should you find there

are still questions about which you are doubt-

ful we will be pleased to help you answer them.

H. C. H.

Query— 1. Could you please give me a

good set for a wolf, also one for a jack rabbit.

2. What size traps should I get for the

above?

Winnipeg, Man. I. A.

Answer—The most successful wolf sets

are generally blind sets. That is the traps

are set without bait—and to malce a catch

they must be placed in such a position that

the wolf will step into them. To do this, one

must find trails that the animals are using.

Any natural obstruction offers the best oppor-

tunity, as where a rock or bush narrows down

the trail, or where the animals are in the

habit of jumping a httle stream or similar.

You must study the whole thing out for your-

self, set traps, and then try and discover why
you have failed. If you can find this out

you will be on the high jroad to success. It
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FishWith Wilson Tackle
Mosf Complete Line of Tackle and Sundries

with a World-Wide Reputation for Quality

Choose your fishing equipment for the coming

season from the time-tried WILSON hne.

Wilson Tackle and Sundries embrace "Every-

thing for the fisherman"—rods, reels, lines, bait,

nets, etc.—including all camp equipment.

It means a lot when you've hooked your fish to

know that your tackle is WILSON.

Wilson Complete Illustrated

Fishing Tackle Catalog Free

Write for our new Fishing Tackle Book describing and
illustrating the most complete line of fishermens' supplies

in America. All your "old favorites" and everything that's

new. Address Thos. E. Wilson & Co., 70O-72O No.

Sangamon Street, Chicago.

Leading Sporting Goods Dealers, Hardware and De-
partment Stores throughout the country sell and recom-

mend Wilson Fishing Tackle and Camp Equipment

W /A /7
Thos. E.Wilson & Co. New York

v/ w^
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may be you broke a bush, or spat or walked

on the trail, or covered the trap too thickly so

as to leave a hump in the trail—all very simple

in themselves yet sufTicient to make the diff-

erence between failure and success. If you

can set your traps while it is snowing so that

they get covered you materially increase your

chances, also a rain after you have set them
will help remove the human scent and signs

that are the big stumbling block.

If you can find any carcasses of stock

you have a chance to make a catch around

them, especially on the trails that they use

in approaching the carcass. Also in the near

vicinity you will find a rock or bush or stick

where they leave their body scent in the same

manner as the dog does, and this makes

a very good place for a set.

For blind sets use two traps, one just ahead

of the other. The stride of the grey wolf

is about twenty inches and it is possible he

might step over a single trap. Then, too,

if you do make a catch he will usually get in

both traps and you would have some chance

of holding him. They will usually pull out

of a single trap. I lost a whale of a cougar

myself this winter by neglecting this very

fact.

The traps must always be covered and

should be wired to a drag in preference to

being staked solidly.

B;iit sets are rarely successful with the

amateur as they are too obvious. If you use

bait use it as small as possible—a few white

'feathers would arouse the wolf's curiosity

much more than a big chunk of meat. In

fact if feed is a I all plentiful they will not look

at dead bait. In making bait sets the gang
sets are to be preferred—either three or four

traps in a triangle or square with the bait

in the centre.

I have never heard of any set for jack

rabbits that was very successful. Where
they come to feed from stacks that are not

wired in you should be able to catch them,

or you could drop little handfuls of hay on the

snow and see if it attracted them. You
might also get them with apples parsnips, etc.

Perhaps some reader who has trapped them
will give us a few sets.

2. For grey wolves the No. 4 Newhouse
and no other, if you take pride in your work.

For coyotes No. 3 Newhouse or No. 3 Victor.

For jack-rabbits Nos. 1 or 1 }4 Victor.

H. C. H.

Ouery— 1. Would you take the 22 or 32

along the trap line, especially for coons?

2. When getting traps what would you
advise in the jump trap line. No. 1 or 1 J4 for

muskrats?

Forest, Ont. K. E. K.

Answer.—1. Either are good guns, and
being no gun crank I hate to discriminate for

fear of hurting someone's feelings. On the

whole I think I would prefer the 32. I have

dropped two deer iVi their tracks with the 22

long, but one can lose an awful amount of

small game with them unless it is hit in a

vital spot.

2. The No. 1 Jump is plenty large enough

for either muskrats or mink.

H. C. H.

Editorial Notes

C. S. LANDIS MAKES HIS APPEARANCE
In this issue appears a picture of Mr.

C. S. Landis, the capable editor of our Guns

and Ammunition section, the picture being

accompanied by a sketch of Mr. Landis contri-

buted by J. R. Mattern who is qualified' to

write of Mr. Landis by reason of his personal

acquaintance with him and because of their

mutual interest in the subject of guns and

ammunition.

National Conference on the Conservation of

Game. Fur Bearing Animals and Other

Wild Life.

The prevention of the ruthless slaughter

of game; the regulation of the fur trade;

conditions of trapping and killing fur bearing

animals; restrictions in the issuing of gun
licpnses, etc., were matters of interest dis-

cussed during the national conferertce on the

conservation of game, fur-fcearing animals

and other wild life held at the offices of the

Commission of Conservation in Ottawa on
February 18th and 19th. The meetings were

attended by representatives of the provinces,

sporting and game protective associations,

sportsmen's magazines, etc., among the

speakers being Dr. W. T. Hornadaj;, director

of the New York Zoological Park; Honore

Mercier, Minister of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries, Quebec; Dr. C. C. Jones, Chairman
Fish and Game Committee; Hon. Arthur

Meighen, Minister of the Interior; Dr. C.

Gordon Hewitt, Consulting Zoologist; J. B.
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The Camper's Own Book

1918—SEVENTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR—1918

This is that BIG little book of the open—America's new
outdoor manual. It comes to you bound as you see here. It is

"woodsy" from cover to cover—stirred by lake-breezes and
redolent of pine. It is endorsed by outdoor men everywhere.

Authors of country-wide repute have, with their enthusiasm
and familiar knowledge, aided its making. Dan Beard, Emlyn
M. Gill, Captain Kenealy, Oliver Kemp, Dr. IS. H. Forbrush

—

these and others join this camp fire council. They say their

•ay about a hundred little practical details that hold close interest for you; and they
pm a yarn or two by the way.

"The Camper's Own Book" measures 8x5 yg inches over all. It is a goodly gener-
ous volume with over 200 pages and 21 of the finest illustrations you've ever seen.
Everybody should have a copy who believes that a day under the free sky makes the
pomp of emperors ridiculous. And you're one—you know you are.

PRICE PER VOLUME
In the appropriate green T-cloth

Pnt-fxid

$1.00

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED WOODTOCK, ONT.

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Condacted.
Cuisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service.
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL M. THOMPSON. Praprl«M« m
N 130 Skunk

E. SWICK
Dealer in all kinds of Raw
Furs. Will travel and buy
large lots.

Write for prices to

CANFIELD, ONT.
Phone - Dunnville24H. 12

It Hooks'emEveruTime

!

The position o| the HOOK is the reason. Hook releases when fish strikeo
' and sudden stop when buok reaches end ofslotsetsihehook

firmly into jaw. Dans and
dives just like a real fish,

atcbes more thaa any
oiher spoon or wooden
minnow. Great for all

gnme fishsaoh as Black ^^^^-^"^ ^^ Bass, Troul, Musky, Pike, Sal-

mon, Cod. Tarpon, etc. Made in six ^^ sizes. Ask your dealer for

Koowles Automaiic Striker or we will send it postpaid. Fully guaranteed.
Catalog free, Fioishos: SILVER-—SILVER AND COPPER—-BRASS.
Length 1%" 2V8'' 2^4" 3^" 4V2" 5V2"
Priceeach 35c 35c 55c 75c eOc $1.25
S. E.KNOWLES. 7Q Sherwood Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

FISHNETS

OVIfS TRAPS SPORTING GOODS
JOHN HALLAM, Limited

41 Hallam Bnildint TORONTO

Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from us. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms.
$1, $2 or J3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage
in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, it Is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada '"r in.<;pectioD
at oar expense. Payments may be made Weekly or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS., Diamond Importers
15 Toronto Arcade - - Toronto, Canada

Catch Fish,
Eels, Mink, Muskrats etc., in large
numbers, with the New, Folding',
Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It

catches them like a fly-trap catches tiies. Strung and dur-
able. Majle in all sizes. Write for descriptive Price List, and
onr Free Booklet on best bait known for attractinvr all kinds
of flab. J.F.Gregory, 3308 Oregon Ave., St. Loois, Mo.
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Harkia, Commissioner of Dominion Parks;

Mr. Jack Miner, Kingsville, Ont.; Mr. J. B.

Burnham, President of the American Game
Protective Assiociation; J. Walter Jones,

Charlottetown, P.E.I. ; and R. H. Coats,

Dominion Statistician. Future issues of

Rod and Gun will contain excerpts or repro-

ductions in full of some of the addresses deliv-

ered at this conference, which will no doubt

be found of much interest to our sportsmen

readers and those interested in conservation

generally.

THE ALERT COTTONTAIL.
A subscriber writes asking if there is a

reason given why the hare or rabbit has its

nose always in motion. It would seem that

the cotton-tail rabbit not only keeps its ears

open but its nose also ever on the alert.

The nostrils of the rabbit are partially covered

and in order to be always sure of getting

every scent they are kept constantly,, wabbling,

the split upper lip is said to aid in this per-

formance. When the rabbit is try.ing to get

a scent, it moves its head up and down in a

sagacious and apprehensive manner.

WISE BEAVER.

We heard some time ago of a farmer who
was troubled by beavers flooding his farming

land. In order to frighten the animals away
when they started building a dam he erected

a scarecrow. The first night the farmer say&

the beavers did not wotk but the secu)nd night

they, cut down the scarecrow and used it in

the dam—a truly up-to-date conservation of

both effort and material.

The Man Who Is Going To Make Canadian Game Fields Adjacent to

the Canadian National Railways Known to Sportsmen

W. L. Crighton, the newly appointed

General Advertising Agent, Canadian Nation-

al railways.

[^Born Derby, England, in 1871.

Entered Canadian Railway service May
1891 in District Passenger Agent's office,

Canadian Pacific Railway, Toronto, serving

four years as advertising clerk in that office.

June, 1901, resigned from the Canadian

Pacific to accept the position of Advertising

W. L. CRIGHTON

Agent of the Intercolonial Railway with office

in Moncton, N. B.

February 1st, 1919, promoted to General

Advertising Agent, Canadian National Rail-

ways, with office in Toronto.

When first joining the railway world, the

Publicity Department of a transpsortation

company was looked upon almost as a luxury.

Its importance is now recognized as an inte-

gral part in any well organized railway.

Had exceptional opportunities of acquiring

the necessary knowledge of the requirements,

of railway publicity. Commenced career-

under W. R. Callaway, then District Passen-

ger Agent of the Canadian Pacific Railway,

now General Passenger Agent of the Soo Line,,

who is considered one of the brightest men
in the railway advertising world. When
promoted to Montreal worked under such,

prominent railway officials as D. McNicoll,

C. E. E. Ussher and Geo. H. Ham.
While in charge of the Canadian Govern-

ment Railways' Publicity the numerous pubx

lications which have been issued from time

to time have been marked with such accuracy

of information and artistic merit as to place-

them in a very prominent position in trans-

portation propaganda.

Exhibition displays have had exceptional

educational value, and notably at the St.

Louis Exposition, the Canadian National

Exhibition at Toronto and Quebec Provincial

Exhibition have received the highest award of

merit.

Well known to the newspaper fraternity ofT

Canada.
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FISH NETS
AND NETS AND NETTING OF ALL KINDS

SEENES OR DRAG NETS
DIP NETS

TRAMMEL NETS

GILL NETS

HOOK NETS

BROOK NETS

GILL NETS mounted with leads and floats ready for the water, 25 cents per yard. In ordering

give size of mesh, stretched measure desired.

TRAPS
for all animals from a Weasel to a Grizzly Bear. Only
a few varieties are shown here

—

We Carry in Stock
thirteen different kinds of traps in eighty-five (85>

,

sizes. THIS IS THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT*'
OF ANIMAL TRAPS IN CANADA, enabling you toi

choose the kind and size you desire and be assured of|

PROMPT SHIPMENT.
We Sell the Traps—We Buy the Furs.

Worth its weight in Gold to any Trapper:-

This marvelous bait is

excellent for Wolf,
Fox, Mink, Skunk and
all animals that eat
meat—It contains no
poison, it is the odor
that draws the animal
to the trap.

HALLAM'S MUSKRAT BAIT for Muskrats and HaUam's Trail Scent to cause animals
to follow your trail—All $1.00 per bottle or 6 bottles for $5.00 postpaid by us.

Traps, Guns, Animal Bait, Headlights,

Nets, Shoepacks, Marble's Specialties and
hundreds of other articles for the trapper

and t. hunter, described and priced in

HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS-
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE-

947
Fall 1918 2nd edition just off the press.

Write for your copy to-day. It is Free.
Address in full.

_ -unitedam B-uild.ing,TORONTO.
THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA



It is our intention to make this Kennel Department bigger and better than ever; more
interesting and instructive to the owners of dogs and more interesting to breeders as an ad-
vertising medium. As Rod and Gun has a good circulation from coast to coast as well as ia

many of the States, and reaches that class o! red-blooded sportsmen who admire a good dog,
breeders will find these pages particularly effective in disposing of their stock. List your
kennels in these columns and lake advantage of this active market.

CANADIAN DOGS DO WELL AT BIG
NEW YORK SHOW.

THIS year the Westminster Kennel Club

Show at Madison Square Garden, N. Y.

the leading dog show of America, was
not up to former years in entries of quality or

liogs entered. This may be that the fancy

has not yet recovered from the setback of

war times or it may be that breeders did not

wish to bring oui their best specimens before

(he new judges selected this year.

Canadians however, sent a splendid lot

'if dogs which were well up in the awards,

rhe Canadians were highly comiilimented by

the New York Kennel press on the high

quality of their dogs and on their persever-

ance and good sportsmanship in attending

this show every year. I would like to suggest

to the Canadian fancy and kennel clubs that

they should make more effort to have the

fanciers of the U. S. send more of their dogs

to our Canadian shows and especially to the

Canadian National Exhibition, which is it not,

the second largest dog show in America.

Haymarket Faultless, the Ottawa bull

terrier, who was awarded champion of all the

champions at the Garden Show last year was

only beat out this year for this premier win by

Gh. Briargate Bright Beauty, an Airedale

terrier from St. Louis.

Following is a list of the Canadian winners.

Variety class, Canadian owned.;—

1st.—Charbonnier's (Montreal) bulldog,

Kersal King.

2nd.—Kent's (Toronto) greyhound, Ch.

Master Butcher.

3rd.—Gubbs' (Toronto) bulldog, Kilburn

Fascinator.

4th.—Turcottes' (Montreal) English setter

Cooks Bobbie.

Mastiffs—C. Dickenson of Toronto took

leading place with Boadicea of Wingfield.

Pointers—Beauchamp's Ch. Perdreau took

2nd open.

Eng. Setters—Turcott's Cooks Bobbie got

a 4th place.

Irish Setters—Howard's Tyrone Larry

(of Montreal) got 4th novice, and 4th limit.

Sturdie's Glencho Morty O'Callaghan, 3rd

limit and 3rd in the open. In females,

Swann's Parkdale Red Feather was 2nd novice

and 3rd limit, while Trudeati's Sonora Peggy
was 3rd novice and 4th limit.

In Field Spaniels just the Toronto pair

were shown. Lord Bertie and Wardleworth

MoUie , so won everything in this breed. The
same was true in Smooth Collies with Swires'

Ch. Canute Treasure and Canute Artful.

C' Martin of Montreal showed the only

Belgian Sheep or Police dog in Ducaux.

In Cocker Spaniels, Chas. Bowerbank won
4th limit and 1st open in red dogs with Sena-

tor B.

In Collies (rough), A. Donaldson of Toronto

won 2nd open and 2nd in the Champion class.

In Chows of which there was a surprisingly

large entry, Maj. Bishop, V.C., got 3rd li nit

and 1st open with his Blue Goblin.
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Get My
New S. O. S.

TANGO
Trade
Mark

It's a wizard for casting. You can
put it in tlie exact spot where the big

fellows hide, among the weeds and in shallow
waters. Swims on Surface with a lifelike swim-
ming motion. At will you send it wiggling below.

Thousands of professionals, amateurs, women and children
are making record catches of all kinds of game fish, trolling or casting
with all models of my

Registered Trade Mark ,J

—the liveliest baits that float. They wiggle, dive and swim like a
minnow in action. The Tangoes get the big ones—Bass, Pickerel,

Pike, Muscallunge, Lake Trout and Brook Trout.

At your dealer's or sent direct post paid—stamps or Money Order. "Regular,"
"Junior," "Weedless Midget," and
"S.O.S.Tango" Models, each

All models patented and guaranteed.

Set of assorted colors and models $4.00

Deal«rs: Send today for samples of my newest, fast selling
model and my generous selling plan and beautiful Counter,
Display.

J. K. RUSH 944 S. A. & K. Bldg., SYRACUSE, N. Y

Sportsmen

Prospectors

Surveyors
You want a^canoe that will stand any

strain—easy to handle—light on the por-

tage, yet can carry big loads—Over the

rapids is where you test a canoe.

Chestnut Canoes
# are built for strength and beauty—They are finely shaped, built of the best and strongest New Brunswick
Cedar and covered with a seamless, absolutely waterproof and non-destructible canvas.

The Chestnut Pleasure, Sponson, and Cruiser Canoes are comfortable, roomy, clean, safe and hand-
somely finished. They are the most suitable craft for the purposes for w ir'ch thev were dsii^ned.

Chestnut Canoe Co. Limited, box 445, Fredericton, N.B.
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In English Bulldogs Canadians showed up

well. H. A. Wilson of Toronto with Jellico

Westall took (under 45 lbs.) 2nd limit and

Gubbs' Regal Rascal took 3rd. In open

Kersal King was 1st; Jellico Westall 2nd and

Regal Rascal 3rd. Limit dogs over 45 lbs.,

Gubbs' Kilburn Fascinator, 2nd; Levack &
Jackson, King Moston, 3rd. Open, Kilburn

Fascinator, 1st; Charbonnier's Failsworth

Carl Duke, 4th. In Bitches, Charbonnier's

Kersal White Gladiator got 1st, under 18

months. Under 40 lbs. Bowling's Judy
of Lombare was 4th. In Limit and open

(o^;,er 40 lbs.) Scott Wilson's Clevelock

MoUie was 1st and also winners ;Tuson's

(Lethbridge) Penfold Selected, 2nd.

Boston Terriers; Lewis's Joyce Prince

(Torontb) under 17 lbs. took 3rd open, being

beat by Feder's Rattler King and Doherty's

Model. In 17 to 22 lbs. Levack's Count
Dee Cee was 3rd limit. Over 22 lbs. Auburn
Burley, 4th. In bitches Levack's Little Miss
Mack annexed two 3rds. Jackson's Paddy
Dee and Henderson's Yankee Sensation, of

Toronto, were not placed; Slattery of Ottawa
also showed.

In smooth Fox Terriers only one Canadian
dog, Rockley Knockout was shown getting

3rd limit.

In wires Mr. Aitkens' Rabys Model in

strong competition took 4th and Mrs. Web-
ster's (Ottawa) Lady Wireboy of Paignton

3rd in the open.

Airedale terriers were not up to the Garden
standards or numbers of other years, espec-

ally so in the younger dogs. Hardly any of

the well-known champions were there. Cham-
pion Polam Maxim (Toronto) was 1st open

and winners, 2nd to Ridgewood Rocket and
3rd to Brookhaven Laddie, two U.S. dogs

while Morning Commander (Toronto) was
reserve. In bitches, Parkton Sweet Olive

(Toronto) took 2nd and BirchclifTe Perfec-

tion 4th. Broomhill Betty was in this class and
should have been placed. In novice she

won 2nd.

Canada's sensational Airedale of 1918

Ch. Silver Birch Banker was sold in Toronto
the first part of February for $1,800 to

Alf. Delmont the famous kennelman and
judge of Philadelphia. Banker was born in

Toronto, Dec. 1916, his sire being a son of

Ch. King Nobblers Double and a bitch by
Clonmel Master Crack and Bothwell Peggy;
his dam is by the Swiveller stud Rockley

Ranger and a sister of his sire's dam, as

Crack is by Primrose Rebound, Banker is

thus the good result of a fortunate crossing

of the Swiveller, Primrose and Oorang strains.

Mr. Wright gave him to Harry Clayton

as a pup, only winning 3rd puppies at the

C. N. Ex.. 1917. Harry sold him to Jos. Per-

kins for $30.00 Perkins resold next day to

Geo. Ward for $60.00, who immediately

put the pup into the right condition and the

following week at Ottawa won all through

his classes and could have sold him there for

$200 or $300. At the Montreal show follow-

ing Ottawa, Nanker took five firsts and manj-

specials being only beaten by the celebrated

imported English Champion Rebound Oorang.

At the Montreal Spring Show Banker won
everything beating the celebrated interna-

tional Champion Polam Maxim and this

under the famous international judge Geo.

S. Thomas. At the last C. N. Ex., Banker
again beat everything including Polam Maxim
and also was judged the best dog in the whole

show. During 1918 while in Mr. Ward's
hands Banker netted him over $1000.00;

breeders all over Canada using the dog.

This is some record both as a money rnaker

and a prize winner for so young a dog and of

all the Toronto canine experts Mr. Ward is

to be given great credit for his judgment
and faith in this dog. Mr. Ward is not only

an expert judge of an Airedale but of almost

every breed of dog having been most of his

life in England, a thorough fancier and acted

as judge on many occasions, several times

picking out pups which afterwards became
champions.

OFFER OF $5,000 FOR CHAMPION TER-
RIER.

Ottawa may lose its champion of all champ-
ions in the dog world, Ch. Hay market Fault-

less, the perfect bull terrier that swept every-

thing before it in its class at the recent New
York Victory Dog Shew, and which was
judged second best only to an American-

owned Airedale as the grand champion of all

classes.

Jeff Livingstone, the millionaire American
horseman, has made an offer for Haymarket
Faultless. Humphrey Elliott, owner of the

canine, has named $5,000 as his price, and the

animal will probably change hands at that

figure. Three of the prize puppies at the

great exhibition were by Haymarket Fault-

less.
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of Today
THE B.S.A. rifle is play-

ing as important a part
in the enforcement of terms
as it did in the winning of the
great victory.

Thousands of soldiers of the
Allies are marching through
Germany today armed with
B.S.A.'s.

Merit Established
The B.S.A. proved its merit
in the War. As long as
memory lasts the B.S.A. rifle'

must be associated with the
stubborn defense against the
pitiless aggression of the enemy
and with the final triumph
of Allied Arms.
Future B.S.A. products must
benefit from the remarkable
war-time effort and experience
of the makers.

With these prospects for the
future we snail deal in our
next month's announcement
in tfhis journal.

Guaranteed
Not to Dack-Lash
HPHE instant your bait hits

the water the South Bend
Anti-Back-Lash Reel stops
running. It positively thumbs
itself, no back-lashing, no snarls,

or tangles. You simpl>' start reel-

ing in.

THE SOUTH BEND
ANTI-BACK-LASH REEL
runs freely, making every cast

perfect. Makes casting easy for the
beginner and easier for the expert.

Ideal for night casting. A written,

unlimited time guarantee accom-
panies every reel sold. Over 40,000
now in use.

BASS-ORENO BAIT
The favorite of game-fish lures.

Proven to get fish whare others
fail. It darts quickly, dives and

wobbles most
fcattractively.

Twelve dif-

ferent colors. Ask your dealer to

show you all of the twelve. 75c each
everywhere in U. S.

—

with treble or

single detachable snap-eye hooks.

FREE
THE DAYS OF REAL SPORT

5th EDITION
Illustrated by Briggs, famous cartoonist.

A live entertaining fishing-tale. Also pract-
ical hints on bait-casting and angling.

Send for it today FREE.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.
8283 COLFAX AVE., SOUTH BEND. IND.

Send me copy of the Days of Real Sport

Name

Address
.



TOURNAMENT DATES.

June II, 12. 13, Eastern Canada Chanininnship Trap
Shooting Tournament, under the auspires of the
foronto Gun Club, on grounds of Toronto Gun Club.

DOMINION PLACES TRAPSHOOTING ON AN
ORGANIZED BASIS AT LOCAL MEETING.

TraiJshooting in Canada was placed on an organized
basis when at a meeting in Toronto attended by
twenty sportsmen, representing about lifteen gun
flubs, the Eastern Canada Trapshooting Association
was formed. W. H. Goodcrham and George H. Cash-
more, both of Toronto, were elected President and
Secretary-Treasurer, respectively.
The new organization voted to affiliate with the

American Trapshooting Association, which controls
the sport in Canada and the United States. The A. T.
A. registers^all tournaments, compiles the official aver-
.iges and .sanctions championship events. In the
United Stales this is done largely through subsidiary
associations, of which there are 46. Canada in the
future will have two of these subsidiary associations,
one in the East, the other in the West, with the western
boundary of Ontario the dividing line.
The Eastern Canada Trapshooting Association

will hold a championship tournament, sanctioned by
the A T. .\,, on June 11th and 12th. At this shoot
the high gun on the 300 targets. 16 vards rise, which
will constitute the titular event, will be eligible to
represent Eastern Canada at the Grand American
Handicap Tournament scheduled to be held in Chicago
the week of .August 11th. In addition to the two
Canadian champions. East and West, there will be 46
wearers of trapshooting crowns from the United States.
Although the event is known as the international cham-
pionship of single targets, the winner is called—and
properly so—the champion of champions.
The Canadian Association will approve all appli-

cations for registered tournaments from gun clubs m
Eastern Canada, and the clay target sport is expected
to have a remarkably successful season under the new
nuspjces.

Stoncy McLinn, Secretary-Manager of the American
Trapshooting Association, came to Toronto from New
York to as,sist in the organization of the Eastern
Canada Association. He was delighted with the in-
terest shown, and said:

—

"Canada has some of the best sportsmen and most
capable trapshooters in the world. We are glad to
welcome them into our association and to have them
join with us in the conduct of the sport on a broader
scale. The winner of the championship event at our
international tournament never was the champion
•f champions in fact, so long as Canada was not repre-
sented. Now the Dominion will send two of her stars
to Chicago, and perhaps one of them will return with a
lot of U. S scalps dangling from his bell. If he does
he'll come back with the sincere congratulations of his
brother trapshooters in the States."
The Canadian trapshooters plan to register a number

of large shoots in this section, some of which will
attract the American cracks.

All gun clubs in Eastern Canada are invited to join
the new association, and upon so doing will be entitled
to elect a representative on the Board of Management
Gun club Secretaries are requested to communicate
with Mr. Geo. H. Cashmore, 27 Elmer avenue, Toron-
to.

JORDAN GUN CLUB
The fifth shoot of the winter series was held on

Saturday Feb. 22nd and the usual large crowd of shoot-
ers was present. The weather was ideal for the sport
and as a result the scores were higher than at previous
shoots.

Those shooting and their scores follow:
Shot at Broke.

H. W. Hunsberry 70 65
O. Price : 60 ,'j2

M. Honsberger 60 50

'J. Troup. . . . ..

W. Moyer
D. Troup. :

E. Durham. . .

.

D. Konkle
S. Honsberger.
E. Gulp
N. Gulp
A. Schnick.
A. Troup
J. Spence
E. Fisher
C. Martin
W. Nicholson.

.

E. Kratz
D Lane
A. Smith
D. Heckadon.

.

60
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ASSEMBLE YOUR TACKLE IN A

TAK-IT-ALL CASE
lis one was not made for some other purpose and then con-
verted for tackJc—it was made for tackle You wiH valui-

It because it is light and can carry your complete etjuipment—all in its separate compartments, with a plush-linecf com-
partment for reels.

The all-wool construction eliminates noise aud rusl
Furnished in mahogany, black walnut or fumed okl English
or golden oak. Three sizes as

—

No. 1, 12in. length. Sin. high. Sin.
No. 2, 13Hin. ,, 9in. „ Sin.
No. 3, 15in. „ lOin. „ 9in.

deep. Price $ 9.7.S

11.50
14.75

PHILLIPS & McLEAN, Wallaceburg, Ontario

FOR YOUR SPRING OUTING Provide Yourself With

PIKE EQUIPMENT
GUNS

We are Headquarters for the
Sportsman's Every^Need

At low prices. We have a number
good condition at favorable prices.

of used guns, but in
Send for Special List

'•"DMCEG©
128 XnfO St. B.,

lOBOirro.

PackaCZZBYmrt
Double DuiyCOMPASS
When You "Go In" ^
$35?alDealers
or Remit Direct
ifnot oblainable

locally

AJ^ates
COLLAPSIBLE
MINNOW-TRAP

Leediwl Con
•MaAnapo'

"^
•Liteniti

5.. Ict^InstrumcnfCompani&i
HOCHF..SrEU NY,

SBT "^^aH,..,,>*" ^ PtioVEN 'Success —•—
"One of tfie best anglcri "tricks'

produced in rnafw 4ea60iv&~ NcwYoriv
•Superior* to anything of^Hie. kind

wc hfcvt tvef 4etn~ ...
. pMILADtLPHIA

It c«.r*tsinty cat-tht^ the minnows ond its

Compschie-Miian sjtceJIentT^xatwrc"' T'OAONTO
MAOe OF CELLULOID -UNBREAKABLE AND INVISIBLE
IN WATF" 'HE ONLY COLLAPSIBLt TRAP ON TME MARKET

5*500
Sf^ • • R'crr>ii'txjMone(j(Jraer oniu -

A.CJ.A.LGATE.
73 E.ADELAIDE ST.Toronto-Can ~-^«^ folded

|Miiili,Skunk,"Coon.''Rabbits, etc.:

wilh

A Dime brings Illustrated Trappers
Guide. It tells how. Giving

the first time in print the treasured secrets of

the wisest old trappers in this country, it's

worth dollars to you.

TRAPPERS' SUPPLY CO.
BOXC. - - - OAK PARK, IL

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

{Traie Mark Rtgistered)

A licjuid not made wilh acids; thoroughly
removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in any climate—removes metal
fouling and leading. Nitro Powder Sol-
venl has been put to the test at National
Rifle Ranges; used by U. S. Riflemen;
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to do all claimed for it. Sold by
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N. 8TH ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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•J. H. Jenks ot;
C. Linkert ii
M. E. Goodale. . . .V;:: ,X2
M. Carr }^^
A.Parmenter... ')i'i

M.E.Fletcher ?S
T.W.Barnes ^'9

H.Lennox .^^
A.D.Bates 's5
H.Lutz ™
A. Glover f^
A. Schnick 5n
Nelson'Long 3"
B.Smyth.. ::.

75

C.Thomson ?n
J. H. Newman '. S?
p. Terrvberry.

. ^ ... o?W. Rasberry. .....' 2^
J.Cline...... ?5
E. H. Strut. . .

.'..

7?
T.Gardiner . ,/,n
G.Stroud " °0

Dr.Green °°

A.Smyth '00

N.S.Braden s5
L.Holten l^
A. SclJwenger.

.

^Y

13
42
110
83
59
4.3

68
106
43
33
32
31
66
47
39
57
15
56
31
65
75
67
80
17
57
30
16

a '^o!,'S;j^'L*^l<?r"rf"To„rrrt:,i'''.n^ ^LTt'^V'''"-

gMBiS^h^^^S^- !, ^- -?- >^4;j

gX^L. ^^"b:^ ^nol^l^Slj'n/l^l^j/'f.^^Slff

•

1^6'h'^i
1°"°^™^ ^/M^'^Ld'ale. ^ih%"'7' B^afe'^

event and t^edTr",'.? P^S"" ^ ^'"'8^' of 25 for this

bofh tied aaain withS','"^
spoon and in the shoot-off^i^iu nea again with 21, but in the next iimp «ii# aBates won .t with 22. while H. Lennox brok™a * ^

In B class, G. Stroud now has the lead, with 108
rnri Ar^r"^^ '° "'^"^"."'^ P'=><=e with 107. M Carrand Dr. Greene are tied for third with 103 G
s1,oCn'wi1^ 11."

'' '^"'"^ »"'' ''^''- drewXwn\h'e cl?b

r~fi' ?.™wn has been shooting verv ron-skfentl,, i„Class C, and is now holding SrstposU.onwitrqV
W^W^ Livinlf

'°"'" ^n' o^" his nea?e'st einTpetitor'

^ro^Jn ^i;'?h^fs°p"o^on v^itf?^'."^
'^ "''^'^ ^'"^ ^« ^eo!

M. Goodale has been shooting in rare form of lafeand succeeded in holding the challenge medi? agans?
?ot 21 "1:'''^?,";^," h«

°° ^ l^",?
of 23,\hile G. Matt e

§eJidedat''thfStshoof
"'"''"""' '"• '^"'^h will be

of 115
Goodale put on the score of 100 out

«„Pi'k'"8 ^^^ afternoon one of the pleasing feature.

fiSd 1.*^
P/"^".'-^""" "f =" beautiful tapestrv chester-field to the retiring secretary, Donald A Wikon in

^t^h the club."'
"" '""« and 'highly esteemed ter^ice"

The scores were:

J. Hunter Shot at Broke
M. Goodale ,.^0 39
G.Beattie - "| lOO
A.Parmenter H? ti
W.Barnes ,^ 5JM.Carr '9? 84
G.Brown '^ 49
W.H.Pratt....:.::. l^

59
B.Marquette ^- ^0 29
w. w. Civingstoni .:::::: ,^S 30
A.Bates JXX S?
E. Harris '00 89
H.Lennox ; ^5 64
J.Gomph 100 85
J.D.cliilman Zt 57
A.Smith 75 49
H.Smyth 50 31
Dr Greene 25 ]5

G.Stroud Zg 43
M.Fletcher I^ 62
E.Sturl 50 44
T.Gardner Z^ 5?
F.W.Watson

^g
45

TORONTO GUN CLUB

4S hirH« r„ 1-
^"^^ Cooey was the winner, with

out of 25 birds ^^rnfh T". ^t" ^P""*'' shoo? wi h 22
T>ophy for Class B. at'sO bird°"M°G *H„? h'''

^*"*^"

wi?h 39 birds Scor'lsT-
^"''''' '^^ Cockburn won

H. Gooey Shot at Broke.
A.Hulme.:.::: 'OO 95
J.Morley... |05 87
G. Dunk 105

Dr.Jordan ::;..
"5

G.Vivian '06
E. G. Hutchison..::: 20
G. Nutson ; ii
F. Cockburn ; 90
H. Ruck 65
R. waterworth. ::::::: 5nW. McKeand... ^0
E.Jordan jg
J.Dunbar.... 65
J.Markle.... " 25
S.Ross

::

25

C.Smith 30
C.Clarke 25

25

88
88
91
78
54
51
49
44
23
12
41
15
12
16
14
21

BALMY BEACH GUN CLUB.

heS''laTufd'a'y"'ff.V°i;'FT"l?T\ ^'""
"."K^^^the spoon event and RW ^' ?rS?'"'"'- "¥ h'Sh in

handicap event The sco^esT'
^"''^''"•y '" 'he special

A. P. Holden,. Shot at Broke.
w.H. Cutler... .:::::

o 84
T.F.Johnson "0 81

.T.D.McGaw 35 29
P.Morgan 50 41
A A. Llird.

. . .
'00 58

w H. Gooderham:;.;; ;;::-: 1^ fo
J.Jennings 2" .45
N R. Gooderham v.:::::: 2i 72
W.H.Burke J2 69
RH. Combs.. ,§9 47
MajorDalton.

.
: '92 94

E.R. Pitcher 50 29
A.V.Trimble 35 29

i H.Trimble... - ^f
22

T.Wibby 35 26
p.j.Boothe...:.:: ?R tiF.Armstrong 39 5J
C.Newton.. ...

35 .24

w H. Cutler. . .
..::;.•::: ,ig S|

'^M-Xr.::: •:•;:::::::"::::::::::: 1 |
^.^"r^^-::

:•::===: | U
R- Watts. : 75 48
FE.McCurdy M 36

M.A.Kennedy. '00 85

F.E.Healy ...

' ^5 28
F. Lewis. .: 90 74
W.Hughes ,25 16
E. Marsh .

' '0 88
E.Salisbury 95 68

G.H.Cashmore
V. i2 35

C.Purkiss 59 39
w Roadhouse. . . . . ::.:.:.:: iR nS.M.Knox gX 26
w. s. Edwards.. :;::: f? 56
L. Curran ?2 §2
G.Cannon • f?

24
T Sockeff '5 141

. socKett joQ gQ

wnTlH r^''tl*'*,?,„?'^''ye trapshoofing clubs in the

Canada ol''''\L^'*L='r'= '? 'he Unitcl States, 70 in

nlwaif r,,h» r^- ' hihPP'ne Islands, the Bahamas,tiawau Cuba, China. New Zealand and Australia 7in Alaska and 1 in the Canal Zone.
Australia, 7

)..„ JP .'?''V"u«'
hard hit by the war, weathered the

rifn"^''"'"/?"
&''"'=' *han any other sport, andfs nowreapmg the harvest, for everyone wants iT-tU^l^

bas°: l°ht°°tii: T9^%"?'"'^'
allurfng"- w^irCj^on'^a fi'rS?eT

ITA ltsT^'oro^o''n^eviX;t?rfwl!l b'e'^d^evX^e'd^"'"^-
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and tour Middle States of
the American Union.'

Aside front! its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower, fish, game and scenery, NORTHEFIN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land lit for mixed farming which may be had in some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREE.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's

web over a huge part of that immense lorest-robed territory.

For free descriplice HIerature, write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament BuUdlnea, TORONTO. CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands. Forests and Mines.

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The slit

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom
in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,
automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact.by everybody. Sold
by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. HAMILTON, CANADA

every genuine

PETERBOROUGH
CANOE"

and Is backed by a guarantee

It will pay you to get our
catalogue and Investigate.

We make a complete line of

CANOES, ROW BOATS,
SPECIAL OUTBOARD

MOTOR BOATS,
DINGYS & LAUNCHES

MIZPAH JOCK SUPPORTER I SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. 44

Gives you a feel of real com-
fort and assurance of per-
fect protection while exer-
cisinE- Opening beneath
patent flap A. Small amount
of material between the
thighs C. Perfect pouch B.
Welt-bound webbing.

All Sizes - . Si

No. SO
AU elastic. Perfect fit. Self-

adjusting, v^ilt not chafe.

No buckles. Pouch open in

rear, therefore more eani-

tary. Perfectly comfortable.
Need not remove from scro-

tum while at closet.

All Sixes . - $1

This Jock and Suspensory are all elastic and self-adjusting. These goods may be toiled
to cleanse without injury to the rubber. The Jock should be worn when exercising, and the Suspensory at all

other times, to promote health and vigor. If your dealer will not furnish, send us stamps or money order,
specifying large, medium or small pouch, and waist measure, and we will mail promptly.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

THE WALTER F. WARE COMPANY Dept. C-2 PHILADELPHIA, PA^ U. S. A.



FOR SALE, WANT AND

EXCHANGE DEPT.

Advertisements will be
inserted in this' Department
at 4c. a word. Send re-

mittance with order. Copy
should not be later than

the 10th of the month.

ANTIQUE FIREARMS
BUY, SELL, EXCHANGE old-time and modern Fire-

inns. Antiques wanted. Stephen Van Rensselaer, 805
Madison Avenue, New York. 8 12T

BIRDS AND ANIMALS
WILD ANIMALS—Correspondence solicited with

partie« interested in Fox Ranching or in purchasing or
selling stock. Blake Vanatter. Georgetown. Ont. J.t.t

FOR SALE—Best quality ranch-raised mink, also
Canada wild geese. Nelson Waldron, Tyne Valley, Prince
Edward Island. 4-lT

FOR SALE—Red foxes,' one male and female. H.
Greentree. Paris, Ont. 4-lT

Raise rabbits for profit. pedigreedlBelgians. New Zealands,
Flemish giants, ready for shipment. Edw. B. Fancher,
Port Dalhousie, Can. 4-lT

\V.\NTED—Five pair 1919 bear cubs, the smaller the
better. Will furnish crates, pay express and $20.00 a
pair. Can also use fox and wolf pups, and live owls and
geese. Portage Wild Animal Co., Portage la Prairie,
Man. 4-2T

DOCS.

THE HOMESTEAD KENNELS, GREENWOOD,
MISS.—Have for Sale Trained Hounds, for Fox, and
Cat. Wolf and Deer, Coon and Oppossum and Skunk.
Squirrels and Rabbits, good as live. Fine lot of young
dogs. Trained dogs sent on 15 days trial. 10 cents
for illustrated catalog. 5-T.F.

FOR SALE.—Splendid Llewellin. English, Irish, Gordon
setter pups and trained dogs, pointers, spaniels and re-
trievers in pups and trained dogs. Enclose stamp for
description. Thoroughbred Kennels. Atlantic. Iowa. tf

"FIELD AND SHOW DOG"
With All Breed Directory Combined.
Special Department on all breeds, especially Airedale
terriers each month. The best and most popular
Kennel advertising medium in America.
Issued monthly; Price $1.00 year, sample copy I5c.
Published by JOHN A. WHITE & SON,
739 W. Federal St, Youngstown, Ohio, U.S.A.

The old time. long-eared Mack and tan puppies, supreme
in hound character, pure bred. True to type and tradi-
tions of the breed Pedigree includes the longest-eared
and most celebrated old-timers the world has ever known
W. D. McCaffrey, Box 367, Huntsville, Ont. 4-lT

FOR SAL]^—Two old time black and tan fox hounds,
nine months old, pure bred. Also one bitch Walker fox
hound, black, white and tan, pure bred. W. D. McCaffrey.
Box .367, Huntsville, Ont. 4-lT

FOR SALE—AIREDALE DOG—Fine pedigree, four
years old, perfect health—well broken. Can send photo
and full description. Box 166, Hamilton. Ont. 4-lT

Jfc^
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SPECIALS

SPORTSMEN! COME THIS WAY!—Good camps;
tine hunting, plenty moose, caribou, deer, and bear; also

Kood fishing.—Bert Norrad, Boiestown, New Brunswick.
I'.anada. 4-11

ATTENTION SOLDIERS—I make enlargements 10

inches high from small photos or films for fifty cents.

Hunting and fishing scenes, dogs, horses, etc. Joseph
McGurk, 1015 Gratmt Ave., Detroit, Mich. 4-11

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two .side

and one tail. Never been used. Box L, ROD AND GUN
Woodstock, Ontario. TF

MARRY IF LONELY; for results, try me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; hundreds rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential: most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. "The Successful Club",
Box S.W, Oakland. Calif. 3 IT

> PHOTOGRAPHS—Real prints of Show Life; Points
of Interest in the U. S.; Bathing Girls. Send 2.'ic for

sample proof sheet containing assortment of bathing
pirls. Amount returned with first order. Frank H.
Trafton, Box 726c, Houston, Texas.

ECZEMA, PSORIASIS, l°t%%iZir''Xf^lu:
inatism, piles, cured or no charge. Write for particulars.

Eczema Remedy, Co., Dept. R. G., Hot Springs, Ark.,
U. S. A.

TA XIDFPWY AKD TArniMG

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L.. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock
Ont. TF

' Artificial eves and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.
Oliver Spanner & Co., 26 Elm St., Toronto. We buv raw
furs. 3 I2T

Tan yoMr own deer hides calf or sheep skins. Send one
dollar for full instructions or send stamp for sample of
leather. " G. H. Edwards. Brackenrig. P. O. Muskoka.

.!-IT

^ Raise Hares forTUs
mmenae profit s easily nnd quickly made. \V

furiiisti stoclt a nd pn ylSiOiieach andexpresBaiJ
\vhen three mo ntli6 old. ' 'ontracts, booklets
etc , lOc- Nothing (ree-

Thorson Rabbit Co., Dept. 28 Aurora, Colorado

THE THREE VETS '

(Bill Potts, Walter Potts and Windy'Carr)

Mountain Guides and Outfitters

For Hunting, Fishing and Exploring Parties.

MORLEY - - ALTA.

TRAPPERS
I Want

5,000 Spring Rats
Will Pay from $3.00 to $1.40

No Less Than $1.40

for every Rat you send. Must be well handled,
heavy furred, and run large, medium and small.
Ship at once', while the price is high.

531 J^ Manning Ave.
TORONTOS. ROBERTS

FREE!
A

Thermos Bottle
Keeps Hot 24 Hours Keeps Cold 72 Hours

Thermos make hunters,

fishermen and campers inde-

pendent of stated meal hours..

Hot cofTee, tea or soup, or iced

drinks can be prepared when
convenient and kept hot or

cold for the morning start, the

all day tramp or long hours

with the rod and gun. Thermos

give heat without fire and cold

without ice. Thermos keeps

liquid steaming hot for 24

hours or ice cold for three

days.

FOR SIX NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
we will send a Thermos Bottle all charges paid.

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

ROD AND GUN - WOODSTOCK, ONT.

i

i

i

i

j

j

i

i

j

i

j

+-

M>^m-t>^m^— I i|i

A LAUNCH BARGAIN
A 20 ft. hull manufactured by the Bracebridge Launch Works of Bracebridge, complete

ready for engine to the following specifications:

—

20 ft. overall, 4 ft. 10 in. beam, will seat 6 to 8 people. Ribs, keel, coamings and deck
of best Northern Oak, planking of Louisiana Red Cypress, 5-8 in. thick. No deck fittings

or gas tank.
This launch is being offered at a sacrifice, as the owner will not be able to use same.

Launch cost $200.00. Will sell for $150.00 f.o.b. Bracebridge.

LAUNCH IS BRAND NEW—NEVER BEEN USED.

Apply Box] 200, Rod and Gun in Canada, Woodstock, Ont.
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IMMOND
Pick out one of the glorious, radiant Gophir Gems,
set in solid 14-kt. gold, and get it on a 5 days' free
trial, VVear it to the ball—to the opera—on the
street—to work—everywhere for 5 full days, then
decide whether you wish to buy or not. If you are not
fascinated by its radiance— if you consider its splendor
one trifle less than that of a mined diamond -send it back
3t our expense. You don't pay us a penny for the trial.
If you decide to keep it. pay the rock-bottom price (l-30th
as much as a diamond costs) as you can afford. Terms as
low as 3jc- a day iSlIK) a month), without interest. No
red tape. Your credit is good with the Gophir Diamond
Co. Send coupon for new jewelry book.

'MARVFXLOUS NEW DISCOVERY
A problem of the ages has been solved. Science has at
last produced a gem of dazzling brilliance. They are
called Gophir Gems, and resemble mined diamonds so
closely that many people of wealth are preferring them.
Gophir Gems stand fire and acid tests and cut glass. Get
one on trial today. Wear it before you decide to buy.

SET IN SOLID 14-kt. GOLD—Gophir Gems
Are Not Imitations.

These precious gems are the master products of science —
the realization of the dreams of centuries. They are never
set in anything but solid U-kt. gold. Write for the new
ratalogue and see the e-\quisite new settings for yourself.

SEND THE COUPON For New Jewelry Book.
Put your name and address in the coupon on a letter or a
post card and send to us at once for the big new booh of
exquisite Gophir Gems. Read the fascinating story of
how at last Science has conquered Nature and has pro-
duced a glorious, radiant gem. whose dazzling brilliance
is actually a marvel to behold. They cost but ]-30th as
much as diamonds, and wear forever. Do not delay an
instant. Put your name and address in the coupon now—
get the free book immediately while this great offer lasts.

THE GOPHIR DIAMOND CO.. OF CANADA
Dapi, \ 5 HO Vonge St., Toronto.

Gentlemen—Send me your new Jewairr Book and (all
partictilarB of yotir Free Trial, easy payment plan.

NAME :

ADDRESS

LAREFIELD
CANOES

,^^^^

-^s^^

That the Lakefield Canoe Company is identified with
the Canoe business in more ways than the actual
™anufacture is exemplified by the following facts.
Lakefield is situated at the outlet of the last great
remaming belt of such tfmbers as are used or should
be used in the manufacture of canoes and boats
Basswood Red Oak, Rock Elm, Butternut and Ontario
White Cedar. Champlain and his six hundred Huron
warriors, on his way to fight the Iroquois, passed the
site of our factory and possibly camped there more than
lOO years ago.
The Kawartha Lakes, at the foot of which Lakefield
canoes are built, form the most ideal canoeing ground
on the continent and possibly in the world.
Every man in our employ is a canoe man, and an
enthusiastic user for all the purposes a canoe can be
put to, and we have been building these for half a
ccnturi'.
That we are proud of our name and reputation goes
without saying, and whether a painted Trapper's
Special or a high-grade varnished canoe, the same
quality of material, workmanship and finish go into all.

That Lakefield Canoes are gaining in popularity
year by year is evinced by the fact that as soon as
the Armistice was signed we commenced getting letters
from men in Belgium and France who come from even
the remotest parts of the Continent.
We like giving assistance and advice in helping a cus-
tomer to choose the style of craft most suitable to
his or her requirements, and it is to fill these require-
ments that we have eight models and fourteen lengths
in canoes alone.
Whether you are interested in Canoes, Skifis,
Outboard Motor Boats or a small Launch, write
for our Cata'Qgue. It is free for the asl^ing.

The LAKEFIELD CANOE CO., Limited

Lakefield, Ontario.

For a CRUISING, HUNTING or PLEASURE CANOE
You cannot beat our Model No. 22— 16 ft. long. It is the steadiest canoe on the

market and a very easy paddler.
We also cfler many other sizes of canoes and skiffs—and we make them of Cedar,

Basswood or Canvas Covered.

GET O.UR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

WM. ENGLISH CANOE CO. Limited, Peterborough, Canada

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
Li^'ht. easy to handle, no leaks or repairs: check as bag^'age, carry by hand;
siife for family: ailsizes: non-sinkable; stronger than wood; used by U. S.
and ForeiKn Governments. Awarded First Prize at Chioapo and St. Louis
World's Fairs. We Bt our boats for Outboard Motors. Catalogue.
KING FOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO. 465 Harrison St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
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THE HERCULES ROD.
Wegtwood's Patent Unbreakable Silk Bound Split Cane Rod. y feet. D oz..

The Patent Dark Green Silk Binding adds greatly to its beauty, as well as increasing its strength some fifty per
cent. This Rod has become a great favorite for Trout and Bass Fishing.

Hercules Trout Rod, 9 feet. 5 oz., each $20.00
Hercules Bass Rod, with four Afiate Rings, each 25.00
Bipert Silk Bound, medium quality, made In Trout and Bass, each . . . 10.00
Eiccll. Silk Bound, fair quality. In Bass orTrout, each .

S-OO
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Like the teeth of a hu?? saw!

YOU'VtL stood in awe before a buzz saw and watched it literally tear its way
through a piece of material. Beint; driven at such a terrific "speed, it pro-
ducesresultsthat are almost startling. But if you were to run the buzz saw
at a much slower speed, and take some of the keenness off of the teeth, then

you would have an action very similar to that of road bumps, ruts and rough
places as they rack, strain and wear out your Ford Car or Ford One Ton Truck.

The thousands of sudden, heavy impacts, while not suffi'-Jent to cause
I nstant breakage, yet cause great and unnecessary wear on all parts, particularly
the power unit ana the tires.

It has been proved by nearly a million Ford owners that by properly cushion-
iiig their machines against road shocks and vibrations with Hassler Shock Ab-
sorbers, that you save at least 30 per cent, of the ordinary tire and repair expense
and that your Ford's depreciation is decreased' a like amount- You also obtain
considerable increase in gasoline mileage, due to the smoother running. Hass-
Icrs prevent squeaks, rattles and deterioration, for the spiral, conical springs of
rhrome-vanadium steel compress on either uoward or downward movements.

In addition to all of these savings you have such greatly increased comfort
' hat your Ford Car or Truck rides and drives as well as the highest priced heavy
models. It steers easily, holds the road, travels safely at high speed, and the
:;cneral and good satisfaction vou derive from its use is increased astonishingly
liy Ilassler Shock Absorbers.

Ilassler Shock Absorbers can be put on in a very few minutes, either by you
ir vour garageman. There arc two types, one for all Ford Passenger Cars, the
ither "Double or Twins" for the rear of th'.* Ford One Ton Truck.

10-DAY TRIAL OFFER
I>on't ride without Hasslers because some one tries to
discourage you. They are a quality product—worth their
price. The Hassler dealer in your vicinity will put them on
for 10 days' trial. Your money' refunded if you say so.
Write for name of dealer and Trial Blank,

Robert H. Hassler, Limited

210 Sherman Ave., North, Hamilton, Ont., Canada

THE HASSLER GUARANTEE:
Absolute sat/sfaction or your money back.

• ' HASSLtRS

to.il Pii&scnaei' Cai'S

Shock Absorber
P-vrr.MTP-r

' i .iii;^ -I'T itl the anult' t.lL..\Mi j

'. ..y iii"J I M'-v loi- til*- most r.-silien: dfj« n ',( ,^

I hr- Bjjrinvs ciirii|tre»s on either upward or ilowuward
ri'vpititnts- do uot •tretcn out of shape—do not allow }
ip throw. Kasslers laut a» loaij ii.b the Kord aad make ^'

MADE INI.CANADA
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Catching the Pacific Dogfish
Written and Illustrated by Bonntycastle Dale

THE farthest Western point over
which the Union Jack, with the
Beaver added, rules, lies among

the Scott Islands, evidently christened
by some good captain of one of the
Admiralty cruisers that for the last

few centuries have faithfully tried to
chart all the islands and reefs and
bars the wide world over. SufTice
it to say that you can't go any further
west without getting your feet wet
and if you do get thus far west you
will be jolly glad to get back to some
niore civilized country. Here are
some of the pleasant hints on our
chart: "Channels not examined;

heavy tide-rips and overfalls, dan-
gerous for small vessels; tides run-
ning 1 to 3 knots."

And, to add to the impressiveness
of the scene in several places the
oaken ribs of stout unknown wrecked
ships glimmer and bleach in the
leaping "races" and on the wind-
blown reefs. Still we had got to
Quatsino Sound without losing any
of the more essential parts of our
anatomy. We came up on a stout
little seafarer of the C.P.R. service
and every time she ducked down a
sucking hollow, why—we went with
her and every time she emerged with
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a rushing scoot on top of a great
cascading billow, why—we just stuck
to her, and all was well.

"Say!" exclaimed Laddie Jr. "If
they keep getting smaller we'll soon
be off on a shingle." This super-
cilious remark was caused by my
dickering with the owner of a "coal
oil burner," a twenty-five footer,

that had no business outside the deep
sheltered harbour we found her in.

True, we had come down from the
palatial Princess Charlotte to the
Tees; and now to the "Coal Oil Can,"
as Laddie always called her, her right
name being that of her original

owner, "Chou-chou-san." All the
Captain of the Tees said was: "Be
careful, I have known the Govern-
ment boat try for thirty days to get

a landing on Triangle Island with
lighthouse supplies and not make it."

Triangle was the outer isle of the
Scott group. I just wish to say here
that gas masks were not invented
when I took this trip, if they had been
I would certainly have worn one

—

to catch my heart when it leaped out.

Oil, they tell me, is good to quiet
the waves. Well, the Chou-chou-san
must have been intended for a sort
of deadener, as she was saturated with
the oil she burned from stem to stern.

She reeked with it inside her stuffy
cruiser cabin and outside it eddied
off in long strangling currents. We
were pretty well filled up with water
and food, as I hoped to stay for

thirty days on one of the reefs.

Laddie said he feared we might be
there six months, and I guess the
captain of our oil can may have
thought we would be there forever
as he insisted on my paying the
round trip in full before we left his

little wharf, which money he instantly
handed to his little half breed wife.

"What reef is that?" Laddie Jr-

asked the Capt., as we passed out.

"Danger Reef," he grunted back.

"That's Rugged Point," he volun-
teered later—charming names to as-

suage one's nervous tremors. All
this time the little scut was racing up
two hundred foot long waves and
swiftly coasting down t' other slope,

just pausing a moment at the crest

to take a nice big cruiser deck load

of water, like a sea bird drinking at
the summit.

"I may have to run into Sea Otter
Cove if it ain't breaking too heavily,"
he howled to me. The scene now was
one of terrific grandeur, only it

looked too much like our last scene
to be comfortable to me. I wasn't
feeling a bit too well, and the boy was
crouched below the steering wheel

—

none too joyous either.

"Too rough." yelled the man into
my ear as he turned her out from the
shore over the great billows that were
now tormented by the "backwash"
from Cape Russell. Away out we
went into that turmoil, doing about
a ten mile clip when the tide was yet
with us as it flowed about four miles
an hour here. We struggled over
the screeching seas towards Cox
Island, and found a wee bit of a lea

behind it in which to lunch—and
bail out. We were long on bailing
that day, for the cockpit was a nice
little imitation ocean.

With the tide now flowing swiftly

against us (it looked like a group of

rivers all running amid the ocean), we
finally made Lanz Island and pushed
our bow most thankfully onto the
pebbles. Our provisions and sup-
plies and many coal oil tins filled with
fresh water—>the five gallon coal oil

tin is a regular household item on the
Pacific Coast—were landed and the
Chou-chou-san was off on her fifty

mile homeward trip. My! How
small she did look skurrying off to-

wards the east. Our island was just

a bare up-lift rearing about twelve
hundred feet up, and with many
birds and mighty little woods. What
stunted stuff there was low down, was
wind harried and twisted, and there
was a rocky point, available at low
tide, that was just one heap of rocks
and well inhabited by the wildfowl.

On this inhospitable point we
found a family of Nootkas gathering
dogfish oil. He is a great biter that

same dogfish. Bait your hook nicely

for a halibut, and you pull up a dog-
fish; change your locality and trj- for

cod on one of the reefs with a nice

mussel bait—and you catch a dog-
fish; go behind the island and hang on
for dear life to the kelp (this wonder-
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Cockpit of the Chou-Chou-san; Cutting
off a a dogfish. White men usually throw
them back into the sea.

ful deep sea fuca was growing here
in ten fathoms to fifteen fathoms of

water and yet its big hollow buoy-
ant cups, as big as cocoanuts, were
floating on the surface) ; let down your
line ever so carefully for the big sal-

mon and sea bass and red rock fish

swimming there and you pull up a
nice sharklike dog.
Between times, when the cameras

could not work, and the fishing in-

stinct bade us go, we took the old

man to help us and went out in the
big cedar canoe, and just let them
bite for all they were worth. You
see all of the dogfish that is not mis-
chief is just pure oil filled liver, a
good fat ten pounder being liver from
gills to tail. All the body cavity
seems filled with liver.

Yes! of course you can eat it, who's
going to stop you. The Indian fami-
ly ' did time and again, but you
see we were a b!t particular with the
whole Pacific ocean to choose from;
so we caught and ate cut-throat
trout.

There was a little group of islets

about four miles off, across a tide

This dogfish just disgorged three squid
and two young dogfish, the latter from the
sac, as their young are born alive.

distracted channel, over which even
the Indians would not venture. If

you have never seen a tide-rip sud-
denly rear its tall lean-back-falling-

roaring-angry waves in mid-channel
you cannot understand this, but no
small boat that man has built can
always overcome these treacherous
rips. Laddie suggests a stout oak
barrel as just the thing to fool a rip

"every time." Maybe so but I

have seen them devour and break
up and overwhelm stout timber rafts,

and one of them drowned my dearest
friend. So I just watched the hun-
dreds of sea-lions hauling out and
lovemaking on Haycock Islands
through the big telescope, and I tell

you it was a wonderful sight. The
monster bulls drove the young bach-
elors down into the sea in frantic

fights, and then waddled up, roaring
like the bulls they were, and twining
their long necks about their sleek

females and told them, no doubt,
just what dandy chaps they were.
To distract our attention from the
turmoil of sea and current, wind and
sky, that surrounded this wild island,
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was the most wondprful lowest low
tideline, a wilderness of mighty sea
weeds tossed in wild confusion, and
bared twice each twenty-four hours
by the receding tide. In the pools
left in this awful channel, (I use the
word advisedly, for there are nowhere
on earth, travellers tell me, wilder
coasts than our outer British Colum-
bia Coasts), were to be found the v

rare things of the seas. We took the

horrid wolf eel, a fish as long as a

man, with a great mouth filled roof

and jaw and tongue with great
crunching teeth. The Devil Fish of

the nature fakers was here in num-
bers. Oh how those weird desk
writers could sputter on their type-
writers if they had seen Laddie and
me stoop down, search under a
lowest low tideline boulder, and spy
a great grisly mass squatted there.

In the boy's arm would sweep and the
unbarbed steel hook at the- end of the
short stout cedar pole would flash in

and out with fifty pounds of writhing
Devil Fish on the end. No! they
did not as a rule instantly devour us,

even though you have read that they
would. No! the old Indian just
made three or four swift passes with
a very sharp knife, and the eight long
jelly like tentacles, of the colour of

cooked sago and about as harmful,
fell into his rude sack, and later made
good food or equally as good bait

—

and, of course, caught dogfish.

There was something that attracfed
us down near the little beach-comber's
hut where the native family squatted.
I am sorry the greedy sea gobbled up
most of our rolls of negative the time
we failed to keep the ca,noe right side

up; but they are worth describing.

The poor little old withered mother
had borne all these boys and girls,

six of them, without medical aid

or nursing, working up to within
a few hours of each babe's arrival and
at work a few hours after. The
result of this heroic life was that the
entire six were imperfect, one poor
girl, the eldest, was entirely crippled,

and no modern hospital gave its

useless one more attention than bro-

ther and sister, father and mother,

lavished on this cheerful crouched

bundle of humanity. The other chil-

dren were all malformed. Usually
the backs were much bent, or the
poor chests were hollow, yet they all

pursued the willing dogfish as if they
were in the pink of condition—so
mayhaps it was sympathy that toek
us there so often.

Early each morning this happy
band of Kwakiutls \yere up cackling'

like mad. They have an odd cack-
ling language. Then the old shrivel-

led man and the three beys went out
with their rude hooks and sea-lion

sinew lines and devil fish bait and
hauled in a canoe load of dogfish.

These were brought ashore, and the
livers swiftly taken out, and thrown
into the numerous coal oil tins that
simmered over the fires of llotsam
burning among the rocks near the
hut. Oh! the odor that arose to

high heaven from the hut and the
pots. Yes! let me be truthful—and
the family also. Rancid dogfish oil

has a boucjuet all its own, once smelled
never to be forgotten. The two
girls and the old mother faithfully

stirred the fire and the pots and pxii

away the rendered oil in more coal

oil tins. Now, as the canoe was
only a forty foot one, I should say
that forty of the tins were all they
could possibly transport as the whcjle

family and all the poor bit things

they possessed were crowded into it

each time.

We helped them load in three

dozen tins of good clear oil, about
one hundred and seventy-five gallons.

Then the little square sail was hoisted,

the mother squatted in the bow, the

old man steering in the stern, the

three boys on one side were to paddle
and shift across as needs be. They
made a sort of throne nest for the

dear little cripple in the centre of

the craft. In addition, it held a tin

of water, another of cooked devil-

fish, a pile of raw sea urchins and
some pilot biscuits. As they had
sand aboard and sofne faggots I pre-

sume they could heat something on
the journey if they wanted too. We
watched the long loglike craft with
its mildewed sail rise and fall over
the great billows, and soon lost

them in the distance.

It was a week later that thev rctura-
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3. The lowest low tide line.
4. Swimminft Guillemot.
5. Rugged cliffs and the seafowls' breeding grounds In B.C.
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ed. Now remember it had taken
them a full month to gather those
tins of oil, I found out they were
allowed twenty-five cents a gallon
in trade for it at the little store half

a hundred miles off, and they showed
me just what they got for it—a big
silk scarf for the oldest girl, and some
very brightly colored china, and
some brighter colored print, and a
bottle of cheap perfumery for her, and
some ribbon, and a bag of flour and a
few bits of groceries—not a very large

pile in that great long canoe—but
the unadulterated pride of the old
withered dad—as he li|'ted the girl

out and piled present after present
into her lap, while all the others
smiled and clacked as she bent over
them, clawing them with her poor

thin hands was pleasant to see.

They made a regular triumphant
procession up the beach with this

wan figure as the centre and the
old man rubbing his hands and
smiling like some old millionaire
and pointing to the girl and her
possessions, strutting alongside. We
filled our note books with many an
odd fact on bird and beast and
animal; and we left the lonely island
gladly when our odoriferous boat
returned, but the lessons we had
learned from that old savage and
his family were not entered in pencil

or ink. We had them packed away
safely in that wonderful storehouse
called memory, and in a classified

index they were referred to as "ex-
amples."

S'f ^^/^J?--^
("f^

-Atr--

Kemper H. Broadus

IF
you had known old Bill Linsey

' as long as I have, you would have
discovered that he has a most

remarkable fund of hunting yarns;

some of them once had a vague found-
ation of fact, others are the products
of his imagination—but all are works
of art. If, as I say, you do not know

him, you swallow them all like the

best butter, but, otherwise numerous
grains of salt are required.

Billy settled himself back comfort-
ably in his chair, his feet on the edge
of the stove and his pipe going nicely.

"D'ye remember," said he, "the time
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when that there dook an' his outfit

of servants an' aiders an' all came
out here for three weeks huntin' in

the Rockies. 01' Eight-Squar', the
guides used ter call him, after a
kind of contraption that he brought
along to kill big game with. By
golly, that sure was some gun! She
weighed maybe 'bout eighteen pound,
an' had all kinds o' fixin's an' dinguses
on it to tinker with. There -wjas a
spy-glass on top to sight through;
an' the shells was near six inches long
an' an inch thick. She was a terrer.

When or Eight— I mean the dook,
an' all his servants gets here, he asks
me to sorter take a look at his outfit.

He sez to me kinda proud-like jes'

after he's hired me, •"I have brought
with me what I think is one of the
most compact and simple equipments
ever used! I kinda gasped, but
I figured out what he meant, an'

then he says kinda lofty-like that I

can take a look at it. It was a son-
of-a-gun, all right. Why, there was
foldin' chairs an' foldin' beds an'
tables, an foldin' stove, an' enough
guns to make him president ot

Mexico. There must have been six

ton of truck there—that was his

"simple" outfit. I sez to him right
there, "Either you take an' dump
about four ton of this d fool busi-
ness here at the station," I sez, "or I

don't guide no tenderfoot on no
huntin' trips." "Come, come, my
man," he sez, "these things are quite
necessary for comfort."

"Necessary," I yells, "We ain't

a walkin' hotel! Do you mean to say
you're goin' to take all that parlor
stuff through Broken Rock Pass?"

It took some argifyin', all right,

but he finally left about half o' the
stuff behind; an' all the furniture but
one table an' a chair. It was the
best he could do.

Well, we finally got started. There
was the dook an' me, an' a cook that
I'd got—Frenchy, his name was—four servants o' the dook's, his
personal secretary, an' one of the
packers that Macintosh had out with
him the summer before. We had a
string o' twenty horses, as well as
the ones that the duke an' his bunch
rode, an' when we got started it

looked like all Alberta comin' back
from a three-days' drunk.

One of the bosses got ornery about
ten miles out an' bucked off the dook's
fancy table an' then rolled on it. I

guess it wasn't meant to be sat on
like that 'cause what we pulled out
from under the boss would have done
credit to a steam-roller. It was
plumb successful— fer toothpicks.
Well, we reached the head o' the pass
that evening an' started to pitch
camp. Sure was some camp. 01'

Eight-Squar's servants was about
as useful as a bunch o' steers, an'
after they had monkeyed 'round fer

a couple o' minutes, I told 'em to
vamoos while the packer an' I cussed
those patent tents o' his into workin'
order. Sinfce there wasn't no table
the cook spread out a pack-
cover, dealt out the grub—it was
sumpchuous too—an' hollers 'grub-
pile.' The packer an' me hustles
over an' sets down—the servants an'
the seceterry figures that they was
meant an' comes along too. When
we was about half-ways done eatin'

the dook sings out that we can
"bring his supper to him at once!"

"Your grub ees right here," an-
swers Frenchy, "an' by gar, you come
here to eat heem." This sure did seem
to rub the dook the wrong way, but
pretty soon his belly was too strong
fer him, an' he turns up to tuck away
his flapjacks—they was real cold by
that time—lookin' 'bout as friendly
as the business end of a hornet.

The dook wanted to git started
bright an' early next morning, so 'long
about six o'clock Frenchy cuts loose
on the bottom of a pan, an' in about
half- an- hour Eight-Squar' comes
along all fixed up fit to kill. He had
a yaller coat fair crawlin' with pock-
ets, an' pants an' hat to match. His
boots was wonders—nice, pointed
toes like he was goin' fer a dance, an'
soles that was thinner'n a sardine
can. I had a hunch right then that
he was goin' to have his troubles, but
I sez to myself, "Jest you lay low an'
say nothin', Billy, 'cause the dook's
out here fer sport, an' those shoes o'

his will sure give him some."

So the dook an' me started out ..fer

a place a few miles away where I'd
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got three grizzlies the year before.

After about two hours goin' them
narrow boots o' his started pesterin'

him, an' pretty soon he couldn't
go no further. So I sez to him,
"Take them fool things off, an' I'll

fix you up proper," an' pulls a pair
o' moosehide moccasins out o' my
pocket an' tells him to put 'em on.
After that we went along a piece
further an' I sees some b'ar tracks big
enough fer him to be the grandpa of

all grizzlies.

We followed 'em along fer a piece
an' then I sees mister b'ar about three
hundred yards away an' amblin'
along easy-like. The dook heaves
up that cannon o' his an' squints
through the spy-glass.

"My tiod!" he yells, "he's coming
after me"—fer the b'ar must have
looked about as big as a mountain
through the glass, (I 'member lookin'

through it once at a bug an' the durn
thing looked that big I near fainted.)

Anyhow, he cuts loose with his

big game killer. She was an autom-
atic, an' by the time he'd emptied
the blame thing toward where he
thought the b'ar was, he was layin'

flat on his back purty nigh ten feet

from where he started shootin'. He
jumpsup with another yell an' heads

fer the biggest tree he can find an'

—

say," Billy stopped and looked at mc
with a reminiscent grin

—
"did you

ever see a fat dook climbin' a tree
like all hell was atter him. That's
what this one did. I was laughin'
so hard I had to shoot twice to git

the b'ar, an' jest as I was gittin'

ready to skin him, a poor scairt little

dook comes up to watch me.

'*D-d-did I get him," he sez.

Now, I knew what I was paid for

so I lied somethin' noble.

"Why sure you did," I sez, "an' it

was a durn good shot, too," an' I

pointed to where my bullet had in-

terfered with the ol' grizzly's works.

The dook was mighty quiet on the
way back to camp, an' when we got
there he gave orders to break camp
an' head fer home. I guess he had
bad dreams . fer quite a while after-

wards thinkin' about that turrible

b'ar that took atter him.

Now that's the true story of how
the great dook what's 'is name got
his first an' last b'ar. Yes, sir,

gospel truth. Say, durn you, what
are you laughin' at?"

But I almost believed him, just

the same.

Mother Earth
H. Mortimer Batten

THE man who first spoke of the
Earth as the Mother of all

things must, I think, have been
well versed in the ways of the wood-
land. To most wild creatures the
Earth is Mother, guardian of their

blind and helpless infancy, but among
them all there are but few which
really belong to the earth. The mole
and the badger may be taken as
examples. The mole lives under-
ground, probably not more than his

snout, thrust up with unerring aim to

snatch a scurrying beetle in its travel,

protrudes above the surface for

months on end, and if he finds him-
self above ground 1 think it is by
accident or misfortune. Probably he

is sick. Possibly he has struck a

patch of dry, unfruitful digging, and
rather than tunnel through it, he
faces the perils he is so ill equipped to
meet, and risks an overland journey.
Truly the mole belongs to the earth.

His eyes are merely surviving atoms
of a bygone age, when he was some-
thing slightly different from what he
is to-day. Once upon a time he
needed eyes, but his present mode
of existence does not call for them.
They are difficult to find, even when
one knows just where they are

—

these sightless pin-points. Possibly
they possess nerves of some sort,

possibly they answer a useful purpose,
but one is inclined to think that they
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are merely significant of a lost sense.

Practically all the senses arid nerves
of the mole are concentrated in his

snout. A blow in the snout kills

him instantly; which proves that this

part of his person is very closely and
elaborately connected up with what
little he possesses in the way of a

brain.

The chief hunting senses of most
creatures are hearing, sight, and smell.

They have eyes, ears and nose.

The mole has only a nose, ar^d all his

senses are contained therein. When
a beetle runs on the (Surface a few
inches over him it is his delicate snout
which advises him of the fact, and
enables him to locate its exact where-
abouts. His hearing organs, like

his eyes, are very inadequate and
moving in darkness and in silence, his

sole surviving sense is the sense of

touch and smell.

An interesting experiment is to

catch a live mole, and place him
unharmed in a bucket half filled

with earth. Leave him there till

he is hungry, then approaching the
bucket silently, drop a live beetle into
it. The beetle will scurry round a

time or two, finally coming to rest

under a pebble or some other imag-
ined shelter. Ere he has been there
thirty seconds, and while we stand
by silently watching, there is the
faintest suggestion of movement, a
pink snout appears, quick as light,

directly under the beetle, and as

instantly disappears. But the beetle

is gonel

Truly the mole belongs to the
earth. It is his mother, protector
and friend. But there are other
creatures, less fortunate than he,

whicth seek their shelter in arms less

secure than those of Mother Earth.

We come next to the badger. It

has been said by an. authority that
for every hour a badger spends on
the earth surface, he spends thirty
underground. Those who are fam-
iliar with badgers will have no diffi-

culty in accepting this deduction.
Personally—drawing from my own
and other peoples observations of

badgers in the British Isles— I am
inclined to think that the only time
they travel far on the bosom of

Mother Earth is when sexual attrac-
tions lead them to explore new fields.

A solitary male badger, for instance,
lives a nomadic life, digging himself
in each dawn, and perhaps converting
a soft patch of greensward into a
veritable warren in a few hours.
These warrens, or prospects, mark
the course of his heart-longing wan-
derings, and the keeper into whose
reserve he has wandered, wakens
to the conclusion that the whole
property has suddenly become alive
with badgers.

I regard the badger as one of the
two four-footed creatures to whom
the earth is jniore than Mother. It
is Mother, home, protector, food
giver.

But to the higher order of four-
leggeri, fur-bearing beasts, the Earth
is Mother only—the protector of their
infancy. The more developed the
brain of a beast, the less he seeks the
Mother Earth as a sanctuary. He
uses it merely as a hiding place.
And those which have sought the
earth as a permanent abode, have
done so by evolution, because their
brains proved insufficient to enable
them to contend with the perils of
a free'and open life in the sunshine.
No creature takes the darkness

by preference. Foxes, wolves, bears,
hunt at night time because sad
experience has taught them that
darkness is safest. They love the
sunshine and the warmth, just as we
ourselves love them, and m countries
where man is still unrecognized as
the despot of God's earth, the foxes
and the wolves hunt in day time
far more than in regions where man
and his firearms are known and recog-
nized. Then, as man prospers and
civilization advances, the beasts of
the thickets become more and more
nocturnal and less diurnal, but wheth-
er or not man comes and goes, Earth
remains their Mother^the guardian
of their helpless infancy.

Look over the creatures of these
northern wilds—to how many of
them is Earth the Mother? The
wolf, the fox, the coyote, and most of
the small fur bearers breed under-
ground but as soon as the young can
find for themselves thev are weaned
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from the bosom of Mother Earth, even
as they are weaned from the bosom
of their mortal Mother. If they seek
the earth thereafter it is either to

hide their little ones or when hard
pressed by foes—then Mother Earth
is once more their guardian, ready
to hide them and their secrets against

their bosom.
Earth is truly the mother of the

wild kindred. In her arms they are

born. When hard pressed by foes,

their last resort is Mother Earth, and
when at last, that strange lassitude

which they do not understand falls

upon them, Earth is their last shelter.

Into the damp silence they creep,

unseen, unthought of, and the guard-
ian of their infancy is their protector

when death comes, a Mother in life,

old age, and sickness. *"

Not only are the wild creatures

born underground, but those which
die naturally seek the shelter of

Mother Earth when the end is near,
for with sickness comes the desire
to creep away and hide.

Mother Earth! Not so long ago,
as time goes, man himself found his

infancy in her arms. Now it is

only when his friends weight his lids

with gold that he seeks her bosom,
and I, dear friend, and perhaps you,
have seen one whom the world had
soiled, laid at the bosom of Mother
Earth and covered over. And as

the soft soil fell on him—or, alas, her I—we have turned away with a sign
of ' contentment, the sweet smell of

the earth in our nostrils, feeling that
here, at any rate, was peace.

Mother Earth! To the wild kin-
dred of our shores you are truly a
Mother, the protector of their infancy,
their friend in hour of direct need,
their guardian when the final shadows
close.

How to Build a Skiff

The following is a description of an easily

constructed 12 ft. skiff, suitable for rowing

and paddling. This is the type used by

many duck hunters, as it may be easily

pushed through marshes. It is constructed

of % in. dressed pine, or cypress.

The sides consist of planks 14 in. wide,

but 12 in. planks may be used, the length

being 12 ft. 4 in. Two stem pieces ane con-

structed, and the plank ends are fastened

to them with screws. Nail a crosspiece

on the plank edges in the exact centre, so

as to space the planks 34 in. apart; then

turn it over and nail another crosspiece in

the centre of the planks for width, and make
the spacing of the other edges 40 in. Plane

the lower edges so that in placing a board

across them the surfaces will be level. The
floor boards are 6 in. wide and fastened on

crosswise, being careful to apply plenty of

red lead between all joints and using gal-

vanized nails 2 in. long.

A deck, 18 in. long, is fastened on each

end. It is made of strips fastened to a

crosspiece. The seats, or thwarts, consisting

of 10 in. boards, are placed on short strips

fastened to the side planks about 5 in. from

the bottom. The oarlocks are held in a

wedge-shaped piece of wood, having a piece

of gas pipe in them for a bushing, the whole

being fastened at the upper edge of the side

planks with screws. The location of these

must be determined by the builder.

Some calking may be required between the

bottom, or floor, boards, if they are not nailed

tightly against one another. J'he calking

material may be loosely woven cotton cord,

which is well forced into the seams. The
first coat of paint should be of red lead mixed

with raw linseed oil, and when dry any color

may be applied for the second coat.

While for use in shallow water these boats

are not built with a keel, one can be attached

to prevent the boat from "sHding off" in a

side wind or when turning around. When
one is attached, it should be ^i in. thick

3 in. wide, and about 8 ft. long.



A. E. Jay

SEVERAL years ago, I was storm-
bound in a combination hotel,

and outfitting store just on the
edge of civilization. It was what you
would call a tough town.
Here the lumberjacks outfitted for

the winter, buying clothing and with
what was left, booze, or celebrating
the last chance for a big carousal
before going to camp for the long
hard winter's work.

Fights were frequent and full of

vigor. The law was of a very lenient

nature. Cook, the proprietor of the
hotel, stood behind the Jacks, and
ruled the law. The town marshall
was his bosom friend, and one of his

best customers.
I had worried Cook for two days

for some thrilling stories of the
wild and woolly country, populated
with wild men, and wilder women,
but so far without obtaining very
gratifying results.

One evening just after supper, a
man of perhaps sixty or sixty-five

years, walked into the hotel office,

and nodded to Cook. Both men
passed into the bar, and catching
Cook's eye through the door he sig-

nalled me to come in.

I was introduced to the stranger,
whose name was Peter Bruley, as a
friend of Cook's. Peter Bruley, who
was French, was probably five feet

eleven, and rather slender of build,

but notwithshanding his age, was
erect, and alert. Although some-
what unkempt in appearance, he
bore evidence of having been a "real
man" in his day.

I purchased a couple of drinks, and
was wondering why the cordiality on
the part of Cook, when Pete's atten-
tion was attracted to a new arrival

in the hotel office, and Cook whispered:
"You've nSarly drove me bugs for

stories, Ask Pete how he got them
claw-marks on his arm. Maybe
he'll tell you, and maybe he won't."

I warmed up to Pete, and when he
reached for his drink caught a

glimpse of several long white scars
running lengthwise down his arm, and
over the back of his right hand. I

purchased some cigars, and we re-

paired to the office, and sat down.
Our conversation was unimportant

for a few minutes. Then his cigar
burned out, and reaching over to

scratch a match on the stove the
injured arm once more came into full
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view. Now was my time to strike.

Displaying surprise I asked him what
had happened to his arm, asking if it

had been clawed by a bear. He was
wise in a minute, and turning in his

chair, he called to Cook:
"Say, Cookie, if I spin this yarn

again it will cost you a quart".

Cook replied to go ahead if the

stranger could stand it he could.

.\fter this Peter Bruley sat and
smoked for several moments, then

hitching around in his chair he began
his story- I will repeal it as nearly

as I can.

"No that warn't no bear. Thai
was one of them dam pisen links

(lynx). I used to say them things

were not so bad as they was painted.

I didn't believe they ever bothered
anybody what left them alone, but 1.

changed my mind twenty-two years

ago this fall. That's when I got

them scratches.

".Jim Wagner and me was cutting

timber, sawlogs, and railroad ties

twelve miles back on the north
branch of the Montreal. We had
been pardners for three years, and
there was never a better, nor a

squarer man than Jim. He was
sober, hardworkin' and honest as the

day is long. He warn't never lookin"
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for no trouble, and I never heard of
him finding any but oncest. That
was the only time I ever see Jim riled

up. It was the year he went dowa
to Ontario and got married. He
fetched his wife back with him and
I had the shack tidied up a bit, and
came out to meet them. Cook here
was keeping the, old place across the
street in them days and ,it warn't
no Sunday School joint. His half
breed wife, (she's dead now) ran the
eatin' house and Cook the bar. Jim
brought his wife and passed through
the bar with her to the eatin' room.
A young feller half full of hooch
chirrupecl up: "Some Calico Cook,
is she going to stay long?"

I reached for him but Jim got to
him first. He snapped out: "Yes,
d you, but you're not," saying
which he grabbed the feller by the
collar, and seat of the pants, swung
him clear off his feet, and shot him
through the door like he was a bag
of straw. He landed in the mud, a
wiser youth. Jim looked at me
kind-a sheepish, and asked me what
he ought to do to him I told him
nothing, he had done cnuffi thought.
Well we got a pony, and started at
ten o'clock at night on that twelve
mile trip. Jim would not hear of

his wife staying in that hotel that
night, and I didn't blame him none.

"Jim Wagner may have been all

light as a man but when it came to real

goodness, that woman of his made him
look like a blamed heathen. She
was one of them women who fit

themselves into the places they under-
take to fill. She married Jim, and
came to this hcle in the woods and we
never heard one word of complaint.
She made for me and Jim what wc
hadn't had for years, a home. When
we went out to work we felt all

shined up. Our clothes we;e clean,

and there were buttons on all of

them. She made dishes of feed out
of ncthin' warmed over twicest.

Well, things went on fine for

nearly a year, and then one night Jim
told me his wife warn't feelin' verj-

pert. I'd been noticin' things, and
knew about what we was up against.

I went eight miles to get an old breed
woman, who staved with us for two
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weeks. Then one night she was look
real bad, and as an old batch like me
ain't very good company insich-a
time, I tcld Jim I would l>unk in

the old bunkhouse Jim and me had
built first. Some nights before this

we had heard some animal screeching
in the woods.

.
It made Jim's wife

tarnelly nervous, and skeerish. Jim
'lowed it was nothin' but a screech
owl, but he told me it was one of two
things, a painter, (panther) or link-

and he thought it was a link as he had
heard them in the Canadian woods,
some years before. We had heard it

Lwo or three nights, but this warn't
nothing to worry us. We was sure

there warn't no painters around, but
the Injuns had said there was links

:nound the mouth of the Montreal.

I was bedded down in the old bunk-
liouse, and was soon sound asleep,

i I must have been about 'leven

o'clock when Jim raps on the door.

He was skeered almost to death.
The wife was sufTerin' terrible, and
the breed woman said we had better

g^t the doctor.

,
I was up and in my clothes quick-

er'n I ever done it afore, Jim's wife—
God, if.it had been my own nipther
it wouldn't -have been worse. Jim's
wife, she hed been the only woman
I had know'd for twenty years that

was worth a pinch of snuft.

I went to the cabin with Jim. The
sounds I lieard made me feel different

than enything else I hed ever heard
before. I told Jim to get my rifle,

and I would hike it. Jim brought out
the gun, and I was ready to go when
I told him I wishl he would git my
revolver too. He said, "You won't
need that, will you Pete?" Init he
fetched it out, to me. It was a long
barrel .38 Colt with a holster. I

buckled it on, and struck off down the
t rail on the trot. I was a good roader
ill them days, son, and for the first

three miles I ran hard. Then the
moon went under some clouds, it was
low anyway, and it was so dark I had
to pick my way. I walked as fast

as I could, and not lose thcN trail, and
had come to the big ravine that's about
seven miles from here, when I jist

t'lt it in my bones I was bein' follered.

1 lieerd nothing and seen nothing, but
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1 was sure. I stopped and listened,

and looked all around, but it was so

dark I could not see twenty feet.

Then I started on but I couldn't get
it out of my mind that I was follered.

The rifle was slung at my back, and
I unslung it and cocked, it ready for

use. I had reached the bottom of the
ravine when I turned quick, and there
in the trail not thirty feet behind me
was two bits of light. I threw the
rifle to my shoulder and pulled. The
lights was gone, I must have shot
low, as at the flash I saw something
bounce into the air, and heard a growl
or snarl. Then the lights were green-
ish, and coming straight for me. I

shot agin, and missed. If I could
even have seen the barrel of the gun
I would have stood a chance. But
it was so dark I could only see those
devilish lights. I didn't have no
time to shoot agin. Those lights

^ raised up in a spring for my throat.
You talk about presence of mind,
stranger, there ain't no such thing.

You just do the first thing your
instinck tells you to do. But you
sure do think a whole lot. Would I

be killed, and Jim's wife not have no
doctor? I did what I did without
thinking, I smashed the rifle sidewise
plumb into those yellowish green
lights. They was a snap as his teeth
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bit the steel framework of the rifle.

I could feel one of my fingers sting,

and I heard a ripping of cloth, and
knew he had reached me, with his

hind feet. I soon felt the hot blood
running down my right leg. When
the rifle struck, or he hit the rifle the

shock almost jolted me off my feet,

but my back struck a small tree, and
I braced myself for what might come.
The devil had fallen back, and was
dazed as I thought, but he only
jumped away about ten feet, and
then came back again. This time I

was more ready, and I smashed the

rifle into him with all my might, and
he went ]>ack to the ground with a

thud. He came back with a snarl,

and sprang agin. This time I got

in a good lick, and while he gathered
for the next spring I pulled my revol-

ver. When he came I jammed him
with the gun, and pushed the revolver

ahead and that was when he got my
arm with his claws. I pushed too

low, and he raked me with his hind

foot, but I hung onto the revolver,

and waited for him to come again.

He was right after me, and I was
more careful in pushing the revolver

ahead, I could feel his hot foul breath
when he leaped, and when his jaws
closed on the rifle stock I pushed the

little gun around till I could feel the

muzzle touch- him and then pulled.

There was a muffled shot, and a

hellish snarl. He struck the ground
and was at me agin in an instant.

I warded off the beast and sent

another shot into him from the

revolver. After this he sank down to

the ground snarling and biting him-
self for a few seconds, and then lay

still. I was bleeding badly from my
wounds and was so weak and dizzy I

thought sure I was going to keel over.

Then 1 thought of Jim's wife. She

must have a doctor, so I kind of got a
grip on myself. I bolstered my
revolver, threw a shell into the rifle,

and started on my way. Well, stran-
ger, I am not just clear as to what
happened after that. Cook there
says I staggered into his place about
two o'clock, with just enuff sense
to tell them to send Doc. Phillips to
Xim's place, to get Indian Joe to
guide him. The next I knew I came
to life in the back room of Cook's
saloon, and his breed wife, and an
Indian herb doctor were dressing my
wounds. These on my hand were
about the same as the ones above my
right knee. It was four weeks before
I was able to travel from the fever
I got from these cuts. When I got
back to Jim's the baby was quite a
shaver. Mrs. Jim made a lot of fuss

over me, but I told her 'twant nothing
but what Jim would have done. Jim
said:

"Pete, you ole son-of-a-gun, I wish
it was a boy so it could have been
named Pete."
But it warn't. It was a gal. She

teaches school now over in the
settlement and has the skin of that

,

pesky critter on her bedroom floor

and she calls me Uncle Peter.

Poor Jim, he heard the rumpus
that night, said he knew I wasn't
doin' no target shootin' at that hour,
and wanted to come to me, but it was
a case of love and duty and. love won.
When Doc. Phillips and Indian

Joe found the cat next morning
coming back from Jim's, the Indian
turned it over with his foot, and said

:

"Pete, him dam lucky, no get
killed."

"Well, son, that's all there is to^it.

I don't want no more such tussels, but
if Jim's wife was sick I'd do it all over
agin tonight."
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A. L. McCREADY

JOE Gurvelle, better known as

"Frenchie," was a little, old

Ontario Frenchman—a farmer
by vocation, and at times, when the
coureur-de-bois blood of his ancestors
asserted itself, he was a hunter of no
mean merit.

K Perhaps I should say marksman,
rather than hunter, as the quarry
of the hunter in Old Ontario is not
at all plentiful, but as a marksman
Joe could score as many bull's-eyes

and inners as the best of them, and
often more. He was the local cham-
pion at trap-shooting; always bagged
the most birds at the live pigeon
shoots, and when in the fall of the
year the local sports left for the
North and the haunts of the moose,
Joe's party were sure to return with
their legal allowance of game.
(i> One instance of his marksmanship
furnishes the sequel to an interesting

midnight adventure of his. The
story as it runs arises from a moon-
light rabbit hunt. To Joe, a shot in
the half light of the moon was worth
more than a half dozen in the da,y-

time. The novelty of it appealed to

him, and moreover, on these occa-

sions he hunted alone, not even
accompanied by his favorite pup.
Snippers.
Moonlight rabbit hunting is a

favorite sport with many. In the
severe weather, the ground covered
with snow and ice, the rabbits take
to cornfields where the corn is left

out in shocks. Possibly they burrow
in the shocks for shelter, but more
likely it is for food. Anyway, select-

ing a night with a sufficient amount
of moonlight, one has a good oppor-
tunity of bagging one of these small
fellows as they take their nocturnal
rambles.

It was with this intention that Joe
started out one below zero and moon-
light night. The moon was just
right, and but a slight breeze was
blowing from the northwest. The
place he had in view was a somewhat
distant and secluded place, so start-

ing out across fields he came to the
railroad and continued down it till

he reached his goal. It was a big
twelve acre field dotted with corn
shocks.

Going in at one side he began
crossing the field. Like all back
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farm fields, the drainage was poor
and the fall rains and the early
winter thaws had left stretches of
water in the furrows and low places,
which were now frozen solid. He
was getting well into the field, when
intent on looking out for Mr. Rabbit
he neglected his footsteps, and as a
result he slipped on a patch of ice.

Burdened with the rifle he failed to

save himself, and fell awkwardly,
landing on the pointed edge of a fur-

row that was frozen hard as rock.

The quick surprise of the fall soon
gave place to an intense pain below
his left hip, where his leg had come
in contact with the sharp ridge of the
furrow. He made a movement to

get up, but the wrench it gave him
nearly took his breatli away. His
leg was broken. With the realiza-

tion came a tremor of fear. What
could he do now! It was easily
four or five below, and to remain
inactive for long only meant one
thing It was near mid-
night, and that anyone would pass
this secluded spot was highly im-
probable; and to shout was an
equally futile hope.

Half crazed, he reached out to
crawl toward the railroad, but the
effort only made the pain in his leg
unbearable. He was utterly helpless!
He tried to ease his injured leg, and
gritted his teeth from the pain it

caused. He censured himself for

coming on the trip alone. Paul
Brebouf would have accompanied
him if he had only mentioned it.

But he had not, and here he was
alone face to face with the prospect
of freezing to death. The little

fellow was frightened, and rightly
so. The hopelessness of his position
added terror to his fright, and he sat
dejectedly bemoaning his fate. But
what could he do? Slowly he became
calmer and realized that in spite
of his heavy sheepskin coat and
coarse woolen jersey, he was shivering
from the cold. He swung his arms in
lumberman fashion, describing semi-
circles as he threshed both" hands
against his shoulders in an endeavor
Lo speed his tardy circulation, but
the motion aggravated his leg and he
had to give it up.

He sat there thinking, his thoughts
running back over the thirty odd
years of his life—bachelor years
for he had never married. Some
say he thought too much of his rifle

to have affection in his heart for a
wife. He lived with his father and
mother in the old home, and was
their mainstay in their declining
years—his brothers and sisters long
since married and responsible to
numerous progeny.

In less time than it takes to tell it,

he paraded the fondest memory
of his life's history before his mind's
eye, till exhausting the store his
thoughts digressed to old Jim Kelly.
Kelly had been thrown from the rail-
road by a passing train one night
the winter before. He had been
drinking, and was on his way home
when the train overtook him! The
next morning his frozen body was
found beside the railroad. His legs
were broken, but the coroner claimed
that death was directly due to freez-
ing.

As Joe sat there getting colder
and colder he pictured Kelly lying
helpless slowy freezing to '

death.
He thought of the horror of it; the
steadily creeping chill; the sting of
the frost, and the ache of the extreme
pain. How the old man must have
suffered—utterly helpless and alone

—

lying there with both limbs broken,
and unable to make a move for his
relief, doomed to lie and fight the
sting of the frost, until his freezing
body and benumbed senses should
give him that feeling of warmth and
comfort—a feeling which foreshad-
ows that lethargy from which the
freezing person never rouses.

Then he placed himself in the same
position as Kelly, and Kelly had met
his fate less than a half-mile from
where he, himself, would die. The
circumstances haunted him. He
worried his brain into a blank, and
sat aimlessly gazing at a switch light
on the nearby track.

As he watched the steady glare of
the light his thoughts turned to Pat
Casey, the big Irishman who tended
the diamond watch tower and looked
after the railroad lights. If he could
get Casey, he might yet be saved.
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But Casey was in the tower at the

far end of the half mile switch, and
he would be shut in by his warm
little stove \\ith his clay pipe and its

load of Canada twist. To shout
loud enough for him to hear, even if

he had been in the open, was out of

the question—the wind was in the
wrong direction. There was no hope
from Casey.

Ail at once Joe thought of the

one o'clock express, and that Casey
always looked out to see if the lights

were O.K. before her arrival. It was
then possibly about time for him tc

make sure.

Joe had an idea.

He was about seventy yards from
the switch light, its round bull's-eye

lens straight before him. He would
break the lamp. Painfully he raised

the rifle in his aching arms, placed
his freezing finger on the trigger

and with a long careful aim, he fired.

A sharp report and the bullet was in

its way. Joe looked, but still the
light burned red and maddeningly.
He had missed. He tried again;
there was the report of the rifle, then
the click of metal against mptal,

the red light became white, flickered

in the breeze and died out.
Now would Casey see that the light

was out?
A wait that seemed ages, but no

sign of Casey. The tingling cold

that had been torturing the little

Frenchman had turned to a sensation
of warmth. It had come! He was
beginning to freeze. In a little while
he would become drowsy and succumb
to that sleep which was irresistible.

The chill of terror now gripped his

heart. He roused himself; stretched
out his arms and shook them in

frenzied appeal as he crossed himself
ancl prayed for help. Oh! that Casey
would come to his aid!

At 12:30 Casey got up from his

seat by the fire and took a glance
at the lights.

"The divil! That blooming light's

gone out, and a blithering cold night
like this," he exclaimed as he knocked
the ashes from Ins pipe.

He turned and looked down the
opposite stretch of the track toward
the nearby town of Charleston. A

timber in the tower gave out a report
like a pistol as it strained under
the prying force of the severe frost.

Casey turned to the stove with a
shiver, the light could go hang for
all of him.
As he stood warming his hands at

the fire, he began thinking: "What
if some of them high mucky-mucks
of the railroad staff were on the train
and should see that the light was out!
There would be trouble for him in
that event." He considered the pos-
sibility a minute, then buttoning
up his coat and pulling his cap down
over his ears, he picked up his lantern
and opened the door.

Joe looked up from his prayer t©
see a light jerk, jerk, foot by foot
as someone made his way down
the tower ladder. Casey was coming.
Tears filled the little fellow's eyes-
he would be saved.

Casey started up the railroad at an
easy run, and ten minutes later he
stood still in his tracks at Joe's
shout of: "Help! Pat, help!"

"Holy Mary!" said Casey, "what
the divil is that?"

"It's me—Frenchie, I'm hurt

—

come and help me."
Casey left the track and crossed

the field to Joe. "An' 'tis you!"
he exclaimed as he lifted the little

fellow in his big strong arms, ten-
derly, like a mother an infant.
"Troth an' you'd be frozen stiffer'H

a mackerel be mornin', if that crazy
light had'nt gone out."

Twenty minutes later Joe was
safe in section man Moran's warm
kitchen, and the doctor on the way
from Charleston. Casey afterwards
never remembered the trip, but he
marvelled at the fortitude Frenchie
displayed, as he lay without murmur
in his arms and bore the pain of his
injured hip, that in spite of all Casey's
care, must at times have been pain-
fully jarred in the journey down the
uneven path of the railway road bed.

Weeks later Joe was out again
none the worse for his experience,
except for a slight limp in his kft
leg, and a few tender spots where
the frost had succeeded in doing its

work.



F. V. Williams

The Mallard duck is one of the finest; this duck is a favorite everywhere. What gunner
or sportsman has not at some time or other had his pulses quicken at the sight of a couple of
fine old "green-heads" coming to the decoys?

With a range of both hemispheres, it is perhaps the best known of all the game fowl. In
North America we have it from Alaska to Lower California and through the Eastern Provinces
and Middle States to the Gulf of Mexico.

A good description of the mallard drake, a greenish yellow bill, dark green head shading
to purple, pure white ring around the neck, speculum, purplish green with white edge, breast
dark red or rather reddish brown, shading to purple and over the tail a characteristic curly
type of black feathers, feet an orange red. No other duck can be mistaken for the drake mallard
when in full plumage.

The female is a sober colored fowl, head and neck pale tawny brown inclined to be of a buff
color. The color darkens on the crown of the head as well as forming a line on either side of the
head with the eye in the centre of this dark streak. The feet as a rule are not so bright as
the drake's, and the bill is blotched or rnarked into a dusky tone, mixed with more or less orange,
particularly at the base along the margins and at the extremity. The female mallard rnight be
mistaken—arid has been by the author when shooting—for female black duck, but it is never
so large, nor is the plumage so dark, and the speculum on the wing of the mallard is Jramed in

black, which is not the case with the black duck, which difference distinguishes the two at a
glance.

IT'S pretty near a safe bet to wager
your money that every reader of

"Rod and Gun" who has followed
duck shooting has at some time or
other "mixed it" with "Old Green-
head's" family.

It was a rainy day on Vancouver
Island. Ever hear of it raining out in

that country? There's no better

country on the map but it sure does
rain at times.
The two fellows from the little

town of Nanaimo were out prowling
'round looking for a duck or two to

replenish their larder. One fellow

had a gun, the other went along as a
spectator. "Must have been anxi-
ous to go gunning," did you say,
"to go out in the rain just to look
on?" Well, you see out in that
country they don't pay much atten-
tion to the rain, they just let it rain,

and the weather has got so used to

having its own way that it rains

quite a good part of the time.
Well, as before mentioned these

two were out after ducks. There
was a small bav with a bit of a fresh

water stream running into it and at the
entrance to this bay . was a goodly-
sized ledge. Now the fellow that had
been carrying the gun all morning
thought it about time to eat, and
turned the gun over to his companion
and advised him to get out on the
ledge, as ducks were bound to

come in over the ledge to go to the
little stream for fresh water. His
pa,rtner took the gun and as directed
went out and concealed himself am-
ong some big boulders on the top
of the ledge, while the hungry one
sat back a short distance in the woods
at the edge of the bay and started
in on the "grub." From where he
sat eating he had a good view of the
entire bay.

It was November and there was a
regular November rain coming down.
It was cold, raw and nasty, and the
fellow out on the bar had but recently

arrived from sunny California where
his hunting had been chiefly cotton-
tails, quail, etc. and the hunting
done under entirely different weather
conditions. It was one thing to
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sit back in the woods where one
could "stamp 'round" and keep his

circulation going and watch the other
fellow out on the windy, rain-swept
rocks waiting for them tc "come
over" and quite another to be out
there himself, so for that reason he
of the sunny South kept down in the
lee of a big boulder and just waited,
paying no particular attention to the
seaward and windward side of the
ledge at all, and it was from that
side that the ducks were almost sure

to come as they were driven in by the
increasing gale outside to the shelter

of the smoother water of the bay.
It was not long before a pair of

butterballs went hurn,'ing by over
the ledge. They were within easy
gunshot but as the fellow with the
gun was not watching for the ap-
proach of fowl from off-sliore, they
passed his shelter before he could
get ready to shoot, heading in to the
little stream where they splashed
down and were soon diving and
having a regular "butterball picnic."

Ten minutes later a half dozen saw-
bills shot past and slid into the water
a short distance from the sporting
butterballs. The fellow over in the
woods was grumbling — between
mouthfuls of fried egg sandwiches

—

his disapproval of his partner's ideas
of duck shooting, when he happened
to glance out over the ledge to wind-
ward. Four long-necked high-flying
fowl were headed in straight before
the wind for the bay. "Klallards!"
muttered the sandwich eater as he
paused with a half eaten morsel
half way to his face. "Mallards! and
I'll bet that chump is too near asleej)

to notice them."
In over the ledge they came, a

little too high for a good shot, once
around the bay and the next time
they passed over the ledge they were
within easy range. Mallard style,
they were circling about and taking
a "good look" before alighting with
the other fowl at the point where the
stream emptied into the bay.
Around they came again and this
time they l^arely missed the top
of the ledge, but the man with the
gun never moved and the ducks,
although they evidently saw him,
must have decided he was a part
of the landscape as they veered off

and went to rest with the others.
"Well, I'll be busted! Did you

ever see a gunner like that? Why
that bunch o' mallards almost knock-
ed that lobster's hat off and he never
even saw them." The sandwich dis-

appeared in two gulps, but just as the
fellow in the woods started to his
feet, the man out on the ledge got up,
took a casual glance to windward and
started shoreward. The ducks in-

shore sprang into the air and hugging
the far shore left the bay to seek
other shelters, entirely unnoticed by
the hunter, stumbling shoreward along
the top of the ledge.

"See any ducks" sarcastically re-

marked his companion, as he came
into the shelter of the trees. "Nary
a one" returned the other "Say you
know, I believe I went to sleep out
there for a little while, it was so
bloomin' nasty and wet and the lee

side of that boulder was the most
comfortable spot I've seen to-day."

"Yes, I guess you did, all right,

all right," returned his companion
and then he wondered what made his

partner grin. Some hunter, hev,
what?
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And again three friends 'way up the

Ccast from Nanaimo, out after ducks,
or deer—they were both in season, the
fellow out after deer came out on the
banks of a tiny river and thinking
he might possibly get a shot at a

"Mowich" along the stream, lie was
proceeding along shore, making as

little noise as possible when suddenly
from just in front, on the far side of

a bunch of lew trees, came the

quack — quack, quack-quack, and
gabble of mallards. »

Stepping cautiously to a bit of

cover he peered out, but was not
careful enough, there was a warning
([uack! and an old greenhead shot
into the air. In two seconds the air

was full of them. The hunter raised

his rifle and sent one bullet into the
thickest of the bunch and three
mallards dropped back to the river
and the current brought them in
within reach so that he retrieved
them all with the aid of a bit of brush
broken from an old tree.

Say! that night at the camp fire

it was dilTicult to tell whether it was
fish or fowl cooking. Those ducks
were as fat as butter, but—they had
been feeding on salmon eggs, and
mallards though they were, they
sure were "strong."

However a woodsman's appetite
soon decided that they were good to

eat, and they were "put away" to

the last mcrsel.

And there was another time up in

Northern Wisconsin, this time, a long,

long distance from old Vancouver
Island. There was a little gem of a
lake entirely surrounded by timber,
Lhc trees coming right down to the
water's edge. Out in the centre was
ir small island, perhaps one hundred
feet across. It also was a mass of

trees. Between the island and the
shore was a bit of a marsh. Weeds,
water-plants, etc., had grown here
until they made a sort of floating
platfcrm between the island and the
shore.

At the far side of the pond the
nan with a gun made his appearance.
\'o, he did not walk out into sight,

but from long experience he stood
itock still just inside the brush of a
dlen tree and looked the lake over.

Out on the marsh that was men-

tioned above, were objects moving
about. At that distance it was hard
to distinguish just what kind of

ducks these moving specks were, but
he knew that they were ducks—that
was enough.
He took off his coat and cartridge

vest and putting a half dozen shells

into his trousers pocket and two in

the gun, he turned back into the
woods away from the lake. He
had left his partner with the small
boat just across the narrow neck of

land that separated the lake, but the
partner knew what his object was
and would not follow for a long time
or until there were shots to tell of

something doing.
It took one hour and fifteen min-

utes by the hands of the partner's
watch before there was any sign

and at Lhc end of that time the man
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with the gun raised himself to 'is

knees in about four inches of water
behind a small tamarack that grew
up through the moss that covered
the shore line hereabouts.
Twenty-five, perhaps thirty yards

away, sat a green-winged teal and
either side of him sat a mallard
drake. The drake on the left with
his head under his wing was taking
a mid-day wink o' sleep. The one
on the right sat preening his featheis

—a doubt about the killing power
of the old 16 gauge shotgun, loaded
with number seven shot for partridge,

and the thought of dumplings and
stewed duck, mallard duck, wild

rice fed, caused the gunner to take
a -pot shot at the fust drake, and one
shot did the business. The second
di-ake and the teal jumped, so did
the gunner. He "flopped" to his

feet—as the water was becoming
deeper as the moss sank with his

weight. A snap shot at the receding
drake brought him down. It was
the work of a few seconds to put
in two fresh shells and empty them
at the old green-head and then that
same green-head did what hundreds
of its kind have done before and will

continue doing as long as there are
mallards. Badly wounded as he
was, he submerged his body till noth-
thing but the top of his head and bill

were visible, and then headed straight

across the little stretch of water to-

ward the tangle on the far shore.

The hunter noted the direction the

wounded duck was taking and as he
was too far away to shoot at succes;*-

fully he turned his attention to the
dead bird, only to discover that he
would probably go over his head
in the floating bog in front of him
should he attempt to get anywhere
near the fowl as he lav on the weed
bed.
There was only one way out and

he took that, going back by the most
direct route possible to where his

partner was waiting at the boat—all

excitement having heard the shots.

They dragged the boat accross the

narrow strip of land separating the

two lakes and after rowing back and
forth a couple of times discovered the
wounded mallard in a tiny cove
hiding in a pile of drift wood and dead
water-weeds. It was the work r f but a

few seconds to secure him and then
they turned to the weed bed and by
much poling-the weeds were too thick
to either paddle or row— they suc-

ceeded in shoving the boat into tbe
cove where the other mallard lay. "A
lot of work," did you say, "to get two
ducks?" Perhaps, but anything
worth while is worth working for and
if you'd have asked a party of four
that night as they sat at supper with
mallard pot-pie and dumplings in

front of them "if it was worth while,"
even the cook would have told you,
"it sure was. Them there mallard.s
are great birds, hey?"



George Roberts Hunt

^^'r•^f

WOODCHUCKS are looked on
from many different angles.

To the farmer he is a pest and
destroyer of food, to the farmer's
son a means of sport, to the hunter
a means of target practice and to

the person who has a desire for study-
ing animals a great source of de-
light.

It must be acknowledged , however,
he is a great destroyer of the farmers'
crops and moreover, furnishes a
ready means for horses to break their

legs by accidently stepping into the
mouth of the woodchuck's burrow.
In some localities they are known
as ground hogs, in others as wood-
chucks, both names foreign one to

the other and neither one would give
a correct impression of the animal
to a person not already acquainted
with it. Why these animals should
be given the name of woodchuck I

cannot see, for though they are fre-

quently found living in the woods
they are more often out in the fields

along some fence. The name ground-
hog is a little more fitting as he lives

in the ground but the reason of his

being designated "hog" is not clear

unless it is because of his prodigious
appetite. He most assuredly does
not represent our domestic porker.
Marmot is really the best name

for woodchuck as they have four
chisel like front teeth and really

belong to the rat family.
There are several varieties but

the one ryost common is known as the
silver or gray and red woodchuck.
The whistler or hoary marmot will

perch himself on some high knoll or
rock and send his piercing voice,

sounding much like an intermittent
steam whistle, all over the country.

Of marmots there are the hoary mar-
mot, yellow-footed and the Olympic
marmot.
Woodchucks live on green vege-

tation, the tender clover and succu-
lent grasses and newly arrived sprouts
as they spring from the ground.
Beans and cabbages also are" favor-
ites. They will often play havoc
with a melon patch and have even
been known to eat peaches and other
ripe fruits. As these foods cannot
be procured through the winter time
nature has pre-ordained that the
woodchuck should hibernate and he
does on the first approach of cold
weather, usually in October but fre-

quently not until November. To
last them during this fasting spell,

much fat must be put on during the
summer for if a poor woodchuck went
into his winter quarters he would nev-
er come out in the spring. An
active animal always on the move
never accumulates much fat so the
woodchuck has been provided with
short, stubby legs, so he is unable to

run well. He is, therefore, impelled
never to go far from his home and if

the reader has ever taken the trouble
to notice he never does. Not travel-

ling to any extent then, but lying

around most of the time he soon lays

up a good store of fat as nature
intended he should. The woodchuck
is supposed to come out of his burrow
on February the second ,and if he
sees his shadow he goes back for six

weeks and we will have a prolonged
winter. If, however, he fails to see

his shadow, spring is near at hand
and he is supposed to be out from
then on, a good deal of the time at

least. Like other signs this saying
as a rule fails to prophesy the weather
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correctly. I do not see why he should
be mixed up with our weather con-
ditions anyway. On February, the
second, the Roman Catholic church
holds a festival of a religious charac-
ter which is known as Candlemas.
There is a tradition in most parts of
Europe to the effect that if it is

bright and clear on Candlemas day
it is an infallible sign of a late severe
winter. There is an old saying in

Scotland: "If Candlemas be fair

and clear, there'll be twa' winters
in the year." Some naturalists claim
woodchucks come out of their bur-
rows thin and in this they may be
correct but in most cases where
I have seen them they are in good
condition when they emerge from
their winter's sleep. The woodchuck
is a most confirmed hibernator and
during this dormant state is more
dead than alive, being in a state of

semi-consciousness. i

Animals belonging to this (the
rodentia family) are inclined to be
nocturnal in their habits and while
for all I know the woodchuck may
come out at night he is out far more
in the daylight. During June, July
and August they are most active
but they prefer mornings and even-
ings to come out to feed no doubt on
account of the hot weather. When
feeding they rise on their hindlegs like

a rabbit (it is said they support
themselves with their tail when so
doing) and look to see if any danger
is in their vicinity, the same natural
instinct will be noticed in the half
grown young ones. Having many
enemies they are instinctively born
and bred to be always on the look-
out for these. They have very good
hearing and can see well with their
eyes. It is my belief they can "feel"
anyone approaching quite a distance
off by the vibK^tion of the ground
if they tramp naturally.

One curious fact abou-t the wood-
chuck is that he does not seem
to drink much water. You can see
without any effort the path leading
from hole to hole or to a feed ground
but you never see a path to a nearby
stream. I have often wondered at
this and looked repeatedly for their
trail to a nearby stream but failed to

locate any. In other cases I have
seen them have their burrows nearly
half a mile away from the stream or
water supply of any kind.
They are extremely powerful dig-

gers and furnish many skunks with
homes already made. They have the
power to close their ears while dig-
ging to prevent the dirt from getting
in. Once a woodchuck has made up
his mind to have a burrow in a certain
place he will have it there in spite of
all obstacles. For some reason they
prefer to have burrows partly under
or alongside a rail'fpnce. What the
chuck does with all the dirt in dig-
ging has never been found out and
the only solution to this, problem I

can see is that he must pack it on the
top, bottom, and sides of the burrow.

When they are attacked it is

claimed they chatter their teeth as a
warning. As to this I cannot say, but
I have heard their shrill high-toned
whistle which is uttered on the
approach of any danger and then
they dart down into their hole,
usually to poke their nose out a few
minutes later.

Their tracks resemble those of a
raccoon very much being plantigrade,
that is walking on the whole sole of
the foot. They will even climb a
tree if taken unawares and seemingly
take great delight in walking and
running on rail fences.

Let no one think that the wood-
chuck is a docile little animal for all

who have ever had any experience in
this matter will find they are exceed-
ingly ferocious. Their sharp incisors
are powerful weapons and I have seen
them time and time again whip
dogs, the latter being badly cut up.
One dog I had in particular received
quite a few trimmings before he
finally caught on to the "science" of
capturing woodchucks so to speak
and after that it was all up with
Mr. Woodchuck. He xyould see one
out feeding, or maybe just outside of
his burrow and by means of hiding
in grass, behind trees, crawling on his
belly and other like performances
would get within springing distance
and would have his victim by the
back of the neck in the twinkling,
of an eye. He got so at last he liked
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the sport so well he would go out
alone and unaided and you would
see him returning with a 'chuck, in

whose body every bone was broken.
It is comical in the extreme to

see a full grown man running from
a small animal like* the woodchuck
but I have seen it several times. In
one case a friend of the author's was
out ploughing one day and he noticed
a woodchuck away from his burrow.
He waited until it was sufficiently

far enough away so he could cut
it off from its retreat and then
picking up a dead stick made for it.

As soon as the animal took in the
situation, without a moment's hesi-

tation, he made straight for his

aggressor. The latter made a drive
at it with his club, missed the animal,
dropped the club and ran. The
woodchuck, chased him back beyond
his burrow and then he leisurely

returned to it, stopping at the mouth
of it to survey the defeated farmer.
As a matter of fact it is very seldom

they will venture far enough away
from their home so that any animal
can cut them off from it, unless they
do s6 when there is no possibility of

any enemies being in the neighbor-
liood. Having one, usually two and
frequently three burrows they run
into the one that comes handiest,
when pursued. They are extremely
strong and it is almost an impossi-
bility to pull them out of a hole once
thev have taken a firm hold.

And then as to their eating quali-
ties. Most people would hold their"

hands up in horror at the thought of

eating them, yet they are ver>'^ clean,
living on the very best of the land
while the domestic hog which we
are all very fond of, has no equal
as a filthy animal. The hen also

will eat any carrion, including snakes,
toads, rats, mice and goodness only
knows what more. Personally I have
never eaten woodchucks, not because
I was afraid to, but because I have
never had an opportunity. Some
tell you that they are exceedingly
tough and taste strong while others

claim they are a dish much to be
relished. ' How are we to know unless

we find out from personal experience?

From a commercial standpoint
their hides are valueless and the hair

on the pelt is not fur but very coarse
hair unfit for anything. However,
the hide when the hair is removed
and properly tanned makes excellent

whip lashes, laces, etc., for various
uses which are fairly strong and
tough.

Their range is from Hudson Bay
to North Carolina and west to Iowa
and Nebraska.

During the early part of the season

the young live with the old, but as

the fall season comes on the young

leave home, dig a burrow of their own
and there hibernate for the winter.

Some Extinct and Vanishing Birds

Edmund H. Fletcher

SOME sportsmen would think
it a great achievement to have
shot the last specimen of a

species which was supposed to be
extinct. And in a case where it

could be proved it was the last of its

race, it would be of little importance
. whether it was shot, or died a natural
death, as it would have no opportun-
ity of reproducing its kind.

There are various reasons why some
species become extinct, though man

is from one cause or another generally
the chief factor.

From whatever viewpoint we look
at it, extinction' is a crime, and should
be stopped as far as stopping it is

possible. It is usually brought about
by sheer wanton destruction, and
shortsightedness, very few if any
have become extinct from natural

causes alone.

Severe climatic conditions, such as

unusually rigorous winters, do a
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share, and it is well known that late

snowstorms or long continued frosty

spells, are fatal to great numbers of
migratory birds, but even then the
fittest and fattest usually survive.

/As an example of this, the winter
of 1893-4 was one of great severity
in the British Isles, especially so in

Ireland, where owing to the close

proximity of the Gulf Stream, snow
and frost rarely lasts longer than a
few days. In this particular season
great quantities of snow accompanied
by arctic frosts continued for about
six weeks, freezing rivers and lakes
with thick ice which had never before
been frozen over in the memory of

man. Naturally all the birds suffer-

ed, and more especially insectivorous
and soft billed sorts, and many
which had been very common, during
the fall, were rarities the following
spring. Seabirds as well as land-
birds were amongst the victims. It

was an everyday occurrence to see the
people feeding seagulls in the streets
of large cities, in places where the
birds had never before i^een seen.
Naturally an occasional time like

this thins out the ranks pretty well,

but then a few normal seasons will

!)ring the numbers up to strength.

. What are really the causes of ex-
termination can be traced to the
agency of man adding his weight to
natural conditions. He kills the
birds for food or commerce, and un-
less adequate protection is given
them they soon become rare, and
once rare every hand is against them.
A sportsman is.rarely one to liv-e, and
let live; if he sees a rarity while hunt-
ing, he is not content to tell his

friends about it, in case it might be
listened to as a fish story; he has to
shoot it merely to back up his words,
even though he throws it in the ash
pail afterwards.

The Great Auk, is perhaps the
best known of our extinct birds.

This was a large flightless seabird, as
big as a goose, but possessing wings
no larger than a mud-iien, which
were useless to it except when swim-
miftg under water. In a sense it

flew under water, but never in the
air. It frequented the North Atlan-
tic coasts both 'of lEurope and Ame-

rica, also Iceland and Greenland.
Funk Island North of Newfoundland
was perhaps its best known breeding
place. Unlike other seabirds it was
esteemed as food, and being of a
rather stupid disposition was easily

killed on land, Lack of the instincts

of self preservation, was doubtless
the chief reason for its extinction. It

was discovered that the flesh yielded
a large quantity of oil, and being of

gregarious habits were easily killed

in large numbers for commercial
purposes.

I see that Sir Ernest Shackleton
has recorded the oil bearing quali-

ties of the Antarctic penguin, another
bird of similar habits to the Great
Auk, and flightless also, and a bird

totally without fear of man, having
never had any unpleasant experiences
with him. But it is to be hoped that

for the sake of a few barrels of oil,

which the world can do nicely with-
out, this interesting bird will not
follow in the steps of the latter species.

In 1*^14 the last known living

passenger pigeon died. This \vas a

captive in the Zoological Gardens at

Cincinnati. Six years previously the

last two wild ones were shot, strange

to say both on the same day, though
in different states, one in Michigan
and one in the state of New York.
As late as 1876 the passenger-pigeon
was as common as the English spar-

row is to-day. Early writers tell

us of countless millions, which as-

sembled at certain well-known breed-

ing places. As Longfellow gives it

in Evangeline,

"Foretold by wondrous signs,

But mostly by flocks of wild pigeons,

Darkening the sky in their flight,

With naught in their crops but an
acorn."

One of their breeding places in

Michigan, covered a distance of

twenty - eight miles, with a wi,dth

of from three to four miles, and had
from three to a dozen nests in every
tree. One could scarcely conceive
such a vafet army of pigeons, and how
they found food enough for them-
selves and their young, is a mystery.
And yet twenty-two years later,

one captive bird was all that was
left of the vast army. Such a rapid
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disappearance is extraordinary in
a country like this, where there
are hundreds of square miles of
virgin forests and prairie. It would
seem that like the Indian they were
fated to disappear before the march
of civilization. Doubtless the early
settlers thought the supply inex-
haustible, and probably the authori-
ties looked upon the birds as likely
to become something of a plague,
which would devastate the whole
country if not kept under. Still

it was a pity that some measure of
protection was not afforded them,
even at the eleventh hour, to save
these beautiful birds from annihila-
tion.

Another beautiful bird now sup-
posed to be extinct, is the Carolina
parrakeet. These were the only re-
presentatives of the parrot family
found in North America. There
are two reasons why they figure in
this article, one because they were
extensive fruit eaters, and so incurred
the perhaps righteous wrath of the
farmer, and secondly because of the
brilliancy of their plumage, which
consisted of a pretty blending of
yellow, orange, and green and which
led to their wholesale destruction by
the plumage hunters.

The wasteful fashion in vogue of
woman having bird skins and wings
to decorate their hats is one of the
chief reasons why certain species of
birds, especially those having bright
and showy feathers, are extinct to-day.
When one considers the millions of
women who each like to have a
dozen hats if they can get them, and
don't object to a feathered decora-
tion, it is easy to imagine the great
trade there is for the plumage hunt-
ers all over the world. Both Queen
Alexandra and Queen Mary have
set an example by not using such hat
decorations as causes the destruc-
tion of so many interesting and beau-
tiful creatures. If the example were
better followed by woman in general,
many of our birds naw on the verge
of extinction could be handed down
to posterity. While in London, Eng-
land recently I was disgusted to

see no less than eight bullfinches

adorning the brim of one hat in a

milliner's window, while some of the
others en exhibition had two or three
bird skins.

Perhaps the cruelest of all, is the
case of the white egret, a species of
stork. These birds yield a long
delicate plume known commercially
as "Osprey" and the feathers are at
their best during the breeding season.
Consequently the birds are killed

just when they should be protected,
which means the death from starva-
tion of their brood. Needless to say
the egret has all but disappeared
from -the face of the earth, and
though laws now exist for its pro-
tection, it is hard to say if sufficient

remain to "carry on" without the
danger of interbreeding.

Systematic egg collecting is also

a means to an, end, as in the case of

the St. Kilda wren. Here we have
a tiny atom of bird life, which has
no showy feathers, weighs about
half an ounce, and lives in one of the
most unget-at-able spots on earth.

If you look at a good map of Scotland
you will see directly west of the Outer
Hebrides, a group of tiny islands

from which it takes its name. The
islands are famous as the breeding
place of millions of water-fowl, also

as the only refuge of this particular

species of wren. Some fifty or sixty

inhabitants eke out a livelihood on
the largest island, subsisting on sea-

birds, and their eggs, and fish. One
in particular the fulmer petrel fur-

nishes them with most of their wants
including oil. Once or twice a year
in calm weather a drifter or Govern-
ment boat calls, and an occasional
tourist interested in bird life turns
up. But for the greater part of the
year the natives are completely cut
off from the outer world. One would
suppose in such a locality a wren
would attract little notice. But on
the contrary it i; a much sought after

bird, on- account of its rarity, and
the price which its tiny eggs fetch

from dealers, and naturalists.

The American Long - billed and
Eskimo curlew and especially the
latter are now very rare birds, prin-

/ipally on account of being esteemed
as a table delicacy and consequently
being shot at sight byj^ gunners,
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while the whooping crane, scarlet

ibis, bar-tailed pigeon, and trumpeter
swan are on the high road to extinct-

tion.

Much is being done now-a-days
in the way of bird protection, and it

is to be hoped that in some cases

these measures have not come too
late. Bird sanctuaries, and a close

period extending over a term of

years do much to prevent certain

species from becoming too rare. The
chief difficulty is that practically

all birds are more or less migratory,
so that a law in one country does not
protect them in another. Take the
Eskimo Curlew for example. It nest-

ed in Arctic Canada, and spent the
winter in South America, so that had
it been protected in the former coun-
try for a term of years, it would
only have resulted in giving better
sport to the hunters in the latter,

without numerically benefitting in

the long run. So unless protection
can be given throughout the whole
range, it is uselsss, at any rate for land
birds. With sea birds it is different
as many of them only come ashore
during the breeding season, living

on the "No man's land" of the ocean
during the remainder of the year.

In the British isles sea bird sanc-

tuaries have been a great success, and
many rare species of birds have now
safe breeding places, watched over
by keepers. The Fame islands off

..the coast of Northumberland is one
of these, here the rare Roseate tern,

and a colony of eider ducks add
interest to the scene, to say nothing
of the tens of thousands of commoner
sorts. The Gannets have their home
on the Bass Rock in the Firth of

Forth, while several of the large land-
owners are now giving protection to

the Golden eagle, a much persecuted
bird, and one which has few breeding
places remaining. So much of the
country is protected year in and year
out by landlords who own the game
that bird sanctuaries, in the proper
sense of term, are not required,

except perhaps in the case of the few
whose habits have made them the
enemies of the game keepers.

Hawks, owls, jays, crows, and ravens,
naturally do some damage in a game
preserve, or around the farm, still

their extermination should not be

allowed. A happy medium can gen-

erally be arrived at, without going

to either extreme.

Do You Think That Noah Brought Any of These
Animals Into the Ark With Him ?

William MacMillan

MYSTERIOUS Nature, that wise
and ever bountiful Providence
that plans and schemes to pro-

vide adequate protection for her
children of the forest, exerts a won-
derful appeal to the imaginations of
the average American. The lengths
she will go in order to throw a mantle
of camouflage over their goings and
comings is nothing short of mar-
vellous.

From the neutral color of the in-

visible mole to the assimilating spots
of the imposing leopard of the snow-
capped mountain tops, she spares no
pains to endow her children either
with a defence so cunning that it is a
weapon of offence as well, or with a

means of attack that appears to
provide the attacked one with a
counter offence.

Strange as it may seem Nature
decrees that this animal prey on that
one and immediately she sets to work
to equip the weaker one with a pro-
tection that seems peculiarly fitted

to foil that particular enemy. Truly
the ways of Nature are past the
understandings of man. To one she
gives the speed of that wind that rips
through the forest on the wings of a

blizzard and this speed necessarily
means that it is given in order to flee

danger and again in turn to overtake
the legitimate prey that is foreor-
dained to be his. The fox, that fleetest
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runner of all the fur covered folk,

owes both his life and his dinner to
the swiftness of his twinkling legs,

and were he heaVy furred as to legs
his speed would suffer, wherefore
Nature gave him long slender limbs
free from long hair but in case the
long winters of his life be too muc h
for him she tacks on a thick, heavily
furred brush which sumptuous affair

he sweeps around his legs when at
rest or over the young in the case of
the mother. So you see how the fox
got his tail, is just every bit as in-

teresting and strange as how the
"camel got his hump."
The weasel, that silent little fellow

that Hits in and out of the rotting
stumps on the mouldy floor of the
forest, think you that he is forgotten?

See him in summer with coat as
brown as the bark of the tree at whose
roots he digs. The winter dress too is

no whit less effective in protecting
the wearer's life from the myriad
dangers that surround him and that
slip up so swiftly in the silent dark-
ness, and from the brown of the
summer coat to the beautiful white
of the winter one is but the change of
a week. Then not satisfied with this

exacting care over one of the smallest
of her children Mother Nature gives
Mrs. Weasel a coal-black tip to the
end of her white tail, a beacon light

to the little ones floundering in the
deep snow behind her.

The lynx too, that long legged,
ungainly looking brute that looks all

feet, given equal chances can't poss-
ibly run as fast as the hare which
Nature says is meant to figure on his

bill of fare, so in order to get him and
get him quickly, friend lynx has re-

course to those great pads of his and
darts swiftly over the freshly fallen

snow in the wake of the doomed
bunny, leaving behind him footprints
'as big as a house." So well furred
is he that like the bear he carries but
.a tiny black tipped bob of a tail that
worries nobody, least of all himself.

Does a fisher fish? Might as weU
ask does a perch perch, for the fisher,

that richly furred member of the
marten family, is as much at home in

the water as is your h6use cat.

Wandering along the bed of dried

streams this powerful fellow snatches
a living from others not so strong or
cunning as he and only the wolverine
is his equal in keeping clear of trouble.

Blind as a bat!" Forsooth the bat
isn't blind at any time. Keen vision-
ed are these little mice of the "Air
Service" even though they would
impress the casual observer with a
dimness of vision that is but ouf
method perhaps of defence. Indeed
the bat sees every bit as well as
our old friend the owl and by the
way have you ever seen an owl
swallow a small bird? Nature has
given him a stomach of odd con-
struction so that he does not bother
chewing his feathered dinner; deftly
turning the bird around he swallows
his meal head first and with a pro-
digious gulp and—no that isn't the
last of it for were you to drop around
to Mr. Owl's perch an hour later you
would be surprised to see a number of

small, tightly rolled little balls of

feather which the wise old fellow has
spewed up from that strange stomach
of his, and as the bird so the mouse,
is swallowed also, a gulp and he has
disappeared, head, tail and hide.

Some time later he turns on the
reverse geai- and up comes the ball of

fur and bone. While we are talking
about owls, and there seem to be
scores of difYerent kinds, have you
ever noticed that enormous eye of his

and the manner in which it works.
Despite the fact that he will stare at

nothing in particular for "hours on
end" some time or other you will see

him wink and lo and behold a "trans-
parent, glasslike lid precedes the lid

and closes down from the inside

corner. Knowing full well the terror

that an owl inspires in the breasts of

all the smaller feathered folk capri-

cious Nature has given to one of the
butterflies an exact impression on
its wings of a great owl face, so that
on being pursued by a relentless

winged enemy the butterfly by a

reverse flip of its wings changes itself

to an apparent owl and the pursuer
darts away in surprise and fear.

If someone were to ask you "what
does the beaver eat?" the chances
are one hundred to one that your
answer would be "fish." Nothing
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could be further from llie truth, for

the finny tribe hnds no place on the
menu of the beaver. Bark, yes,

roots and various herbs but flesh,

none. And Nature gifts him with
a cunning and skill that is equalled
only by his prodigious strength while

as a construction engineer he has no
rival. An interesting fact about this

interesting animal is that when an
experienced trapper sets his deadfall

in an ^ffort to get his scalp or rather
skin, /lie takes good care to set only
with dead wood for full well he knows

'that were he to set with green wood
it would n-it be long before his in-

tended victim would be free and
strange to say dead wood has no
interest to the average beavei be it in

connection with trap or in the making
of his home.

Did you knew that this strange
fellow is an exponent of wireless
telegraphy? The crack of a beaver's
tail on tlie clear, crld, moonwashed
waters of a lake deep in the forest

is Nature's wonderful system of ,

danger signalling given her children
on the rivers, and lakes of this great
continent. For deeper and deeper in

woods the crack is taken up and
relayed on and on till not a beaver
moves for miles around because you
see the "crack" of the flat tail on the
water is the result of the sudden
plunging under the surface of the
tail's owner. Not satisfied with kill-

ing this marvellously gifted animal
for his hide, man goes to the ignomin-
ious length of making soup out of
his tail and medicine from his kidneys.
Then there is his miniature, do you
know hi'm, the little muskrat? Mil-
lions of him were slaughtered last

year for milady's furs. While lack-
ing a lot of the spectacular glory of
his friend the beaver, he is, neverthe-
less, much like him in various ways.
Zoologists tell us that, that long
scaly tail of his is proof positive that
at one time our humble "rat" was
entirely a water animal never ven-
turing perhaps to breath the pleasures
and dangers of the outer air.

Everyone is more or less familiar
with the general characteristics of the
coon but have you ever seen them
eating? Mighty particular is he of what

goes down that throat of his. For
some reascn or other Nature has
gifted him with an extraordinary
amount of saliva wherefore his coon-
ship proceeds to coat every piece of

food with a thick slimy covering of

saliva, so that every delicacy intended
for his stomach is disposed of with
a soul satisfying gulp. And the
way in which he handles those fore-

paws of his would put many a human
'to shame.

Not long ago, in November it was,
I asked a noted big game hunter and
wise man of the forest to try and
obtain for me two large black bears in

the meat. A friend of mine in New
York had Icng been contemplating a
real, man-sized barbeque, in short a

"bear of a dinner." "Can't get no
bear yet," said the B.G.H., "There
ain't 'nough snow on the trees." I

looked at the old man in astonisli-

ment and then proceeded to explain
to him in a kindly way that I didn't
want bears with wings that perched
in the trees but the ordinary or
garden variety of bear and I finished
up by saying: "Now what in the Sam
Hill do you mean by saying that
there ain't 'nough snow on the trees?"
and this is what I got: With the
coming Df cold weather Mr. Bear
becomes restless, and as is the way of

his kind, picks himself a comfortable
spot in a pile of rocks and slips

quietly into the arms ot Morpheus for

the winter. Now then, down comes
the snow, piling in great drifts over
the forest and bending the branches
of the balsams with an ever increasing
weight cf snow. Bruin sleeps on
and the animal heat of his great fat

body rises up and melts the snow
on the trees that immediately sur-
round his home and thus he is un-
wittingty betrayed to the keen-eyed
hunter.

To the ordinary person this sleep-
ing habit of the bear is one of the
most extraordinary things of Nature,
but, if we look at it with a mind pre-
pared beforehand with the won-
ders of Dame Nature, we will soon
look about for the reason. For »o
matter how odd or unusual is the
habit of some animal, there is a

perfectly good reason for it and when
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we succeed in ferreting out that
reason we are struck "dumb" with the
wonder of it.

Look you what the bear feeds on,
berries, honey, and roots, meals that
in winter are buried many feet deep
so in what better fashion can the bear
overcome this handicap then by
"feeding himself fit to bust" in the
fall and sleeping with the first

crack of Jack Frost. Through the
long winter months his body uncon-
sciously draws on the reserve of fat

that Nature bade him accumulate in

the proper time and when the warm
spring sun touches the world with a
hand of velvet. Mother Bruin tumbles
out of her nest with a trio, perhaps,
of healthy babies.

f:l Apropos to the sleeping habits of

the bear one grave - faced Indian of

some eighty summers calmly in-

formed me a few years ago that
before .going into winter quarters
the bear shambled to a creek and
with great diligence and circumspec-
tion selected a half dozen smooth,
round stones which he forthwith
swallowed and these he kept turning
over and over in his stomach during
the hng wiriter. And this old fellow
was not alone in his quaint belief.

Let us take a look at the giant
polar bear who lives on the jagged
edges of the' heaving floes and who
delights to plunge into the biting
waters of the Arctic. He isn't a bit

too far away from Nature to be for-

gotten for she soaks his thick yellow
white coat with an abundance of

oil so that a cold that bangs the bot-
tom out of the thermometer but
invites him to a pleasant swim.
Think you that even in spite of his

bulk he would stand much chance
from his enemies were Nature to
fail in providing him wfth a coat that
blends with the silent white wastes of
his habitat?

Strong and powerful on land or
rather on ice, he is the terror of the
seals for he dives and swims with
the best of them.

As a wonderful example of the
beneficial protection which is rendered
every creature according to its needs,
we might take what might be called
one of the ugliest of the smaller
animals, the porcupine. Strange to
say while mostly everyone is ac-
quainted with him by picture or
story, few, remarkably few, have
ever seen the porcupine in its own
home. "A Ball of Darts," best
describes it. Frightfully slow and
awkward in all his movements he
would soon fall a prey to the wily
fisher or cruel lynx were it not for all-

provident Nature. She has clothed
him with a coat of mail or quills

rather. These sharp barbed points
are buried in the fur of his back
and tail and but loosely secured by
the roots. At the first sign of danger
a contraction of the muscles forces

the quills upright and doubling his

nose and feet under his body he rolls

up in a ball and plays possum. Now
the oft repeated belief that the porcu-
pine throws or shoots his quills is

quite contrary to the actual fact.

They do not, and cannot. An at-

tacker sometimes comes in contact
with the swishing tail and the barbed
darts are his reward. Porcupine
steak is a delicacy that has no rival

in some parts of the country.

Woodland, Hill and Dale
Leo M. Rollins

COME with me to the Canadian
Woodlands, and roam o'er hill

and dale. There view nature
as a "close up" movie picture. It

will afford not only exquisite pleasure,

but a tonic to your soul as well.

View the creatures of the wild in

their natural haunts. Stalk them
with a kodak. Match your skill and
cunning with theirs. The result will

rudely awaken you to the fact that

they possess craftiness and stealth

you never reckoned on. You will

come to realize that it takes real art
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and much patience on your part to

match them.

By day the woodchucks, sciuirrels,

chipmunks, and spermophiles arc

abroad and unite with the birds to

lend an air of pleasing animation to

forest and plain, but with the gather-
ing shades of night countless beasts
saunter forth in search of prey.
These small folk of the night swarm
from their snug retreat among the
rocks, in hollow trees, under logs or

other cover, and even from the shelter

afforded by buildings in thickly
as well as sparsely settled commun-
ities. In both number and variety
they exceed anything seen by day.
The air is filled with all sorts of noc-
turnal noises, the flitting forms of

bats, etc., with numbers of rabbits,
flying squirrels, rats and mice,
kangaroo-rats, pocket-gophers, shrews
and even moles. This abundance of

night life brings forth the prowling
powers of darkness in the form of

velvet-winged owls, minks, martens,
weasels, skunks, and their wonderful
scenting and vision reap an abundant
harvest. But the drama does not
stop here. In turn the carnivores
are subject to the predatory law of

might and are at times hunted by the
larger carnivores, such as great horned
owls, wolves, foxes, fishers, bobcats,
and mountain-lions.

When viewed with an unbiased
vision, these little animals of wood-
land, hill, and dale are certain to
charm the observer either by their

beauty, grace and agility, or by their

varied and interesting habits. No
lover of the outdoors can long study
mammals, large or small, without
observing many traits of intelligence

of such a high order and so closely

akin to his own as to awaken feelings

of friendly fellowship.

Small creatures of glaSe, glen, and
more open places, possess varied vocal
powers, but the different colorations
they give their voices and character
of the notes and calls indicate clearly

that they are employed to convey ,a

variety of meanings.
Some are practically voiceless, for

instances, the hares and rabbits,

except when in an extremity of fear

they utter loud shrieks of terror.

Some other small mammals, includ-
ing squirrels, prairie-dogs, etc., bark
and chatter, while mice and bats
have a variety of funny squeaking
notes, and marmots and ground-
squirrels possess chattering notes
and sharp whistling calls. In addi-
tion some of these animals, partic-

ularly squirrels and mice, have a
continuous series of notes which are
said to correspond to the songs of

birds. In the case of the singing
mice, and in other instances, these
notes have a very musical character,
similar to the warbling of canary
birds. Various unrelated species of

these outdoor mice have been found
to be songsters, and a further in-

vestigation may prove them all pos-
sessed of "musical talent" to some
extent.

One of the most interesting forms
of wild life is that of the bat. Some
bats have bulldog faces. Some of

them have heads that are strangely
sculptured, some being smoothly
contoured and shaped like the heads
of young foxes, others appearing like

miniature bulldogs; still others hav-
ing curious cartilaginous nose-leaves
upright on the muzzle. Still others
have their entire visage molded into
a hideous mask repulsive to the hu-
man eye.

Not alone are their facial features
variegated, but their habits are ecjual-

ly varied to meet special conditions.
Some of them in certain parts of their
range eat and subsist wholly upon
fruit; others solely upon insects,

while others, bite other mammals,
including man, for the express pur-
pose of drinking the oozing blood,
from which they get the required
nourishment for their sustenance.
All of them are nocturnal in habits,
but some of them appear late in the
afternoon, before sunset; most spe-
cies, however, wait until the dark-
some shades of night have enveloped
the earth before venturing forth.

One of the most interesting crea-

tures of the North "Woods is the genus

"Lepus americanus" or the Varying
Hare. These white, jr snowshoe
rabbits, as they are commonly known,
form a small group of closely related
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species and geographic races of hares.

Sometimes they attain to a weight
of five pounds, being about half the
size of the arctic hares, which they
closely resemble in form, except that
they are built more heavily and have
proportionately shorter legs and
larger hind feet.

Almost without exception they
become white in winter and change
to a dusky or brownish color in sum-
mer. The molt from the brown
summer coat to the white winter
garment occurs with the arrival of

the winter snows, the exact time
varying according to the season,
and in spring the same rule applying
governing the disappearance of the
white and the substitution of the
dusky summer clothing. There has
been a great deal of controversy over
the manner of this change in color,

some saying that at the approach of

winter the hairs turn white' with the
first snow. It has been definitely

proven, however, by government
scientists that both seasonal changes
are entirely due to molt.

The one exception to the coloration
rule is furnished by the Washington
hare (Lepus washingtoni), which
remains brown throughout the year.

This species habitates the cool, dense
forests of the humid coast belt of

Washington and adjacent part of
British Columbia, where the snow-
fall or climate does not affect its

pelage.

In the wintertime the large hind
feet of the varying hares and their

lengthy, spreading toes are entirely

covered by a heavy coat of hair,

which forms broad snowshoe pads,
enabling their possessors to move
about freely over the soft snow, a
characteristic that is responsible for

one of its names in common use

—

the snowshoe rabbit.

The range of the varying hares
extends from Maine and extreme
eastern Canada, including Newfound-
land, to the Pacific coast, and from
the stunted bushes bordering the
northern limit of trees south to the
northern border of the United States

and beyond, following the loftier

Alleghcnies to West Virginia, the

Rocky Mountains to New Mexico,
and well down the Sierra Nevada
Mountain Range in California.

These hares, like other species of

the hare family, make "forms"
wherein they lie by day, for they are
principally nocturnal in their habits.

When the mating season occurs in

early spring, the males become ex-
ceedingly restless, several sometimes
congregating in one vicinity and
occasionally fighting and chasing one
another about. At this time, as
well as at other times, snowshoe
rabbits have a habit of thumping
rapidly on the ground, making a sort
of dull sound that can be heard for
some distance. It is probably done
with the hind feet, as is known to be
the case with the European rabbit.
Varying hares constitute one of the
most important mammals of the nor-
thern fur territory. They are widely
distributed, and exist in such numbers
as to be an important source of food
supply both to the Indians and such
predatory birds and mammals as
the great horned and snowy owls,
the goshawk, gyrfalcon, lynx, fox,

fisher, ermine, etc. The kinds are
also used by the Indians for robes.
It is said that about every seven years
these hares become overabundant,
at which time a malady strikes them
with such force that their numbers
are greatly decreased, and this reg-
ulates the number of varying hares.
Nature has provided for them in

this way as it has done in the case of

other mammals, so that they may not
become too plentiful. As these
hares increase in numbers, some of

the birds and mammals increase in

proportion. This is especially notice-

able with the big northern lynxes.

TJie seriousness of these maladies
to the hare also has far-reaching
efrect on tho natives, not infrequently
causing starvation and death in

many a lonely Indian lodge in the
great northern wilderness.

We could go on describing the
various forms of northern wild life

indefinitely, but what's the use.

Take the tip and go see for yourself.

Get firsthand information, gathered
by experience, both bitter and sweet.

We guarantee the sweet portion of
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your camping experience will greatly
predominate. There really need be'

no bitter part to it, if you go well
prepared

—
"light but right." Take

such articles as you absolutely find

necessary, leave all things else at
home. A sojourn in the outdoor
world, in close proximity to the great
North Woods, will do your heart's
blood good. Try it!

Ducks
A Hunt-Hungry Hunter's Harangue

"Fun Hunter"

Ijust want to tell a lot of your fellows how
I feel and what I h'ave to think about

during these long off season periods of

restriction and see if the rest of my fellow

spprtsmen have not a kindred feeling.

To give you a proper sense of appreciation

I must first tell you of a few of my very

pleasant surroundings. First of all important

considerations is the pal I have. We are

mated to a dot, having the same inclinations

for all outdoor sports. We have together

partaken of about every variety of sport the

North American continent can provide. We
have taken it all in from the tops ot the high-

est mountains to the depths of the oceans

and the whole aggregate of delights afield has

left us with a high sense of appreciation of

what has been and a very keen appetite for

what is yet to be. We have been married

for some time and my pal is just as keen for

all the outdoor sports as I am and believe me
that's going some. I claim a skill for her in

all the outdoor attainments unmatched by
any lady of the land. So you see my first

enumerated possession is a very valuable one

and goes a long way towards perfecting a

sportsman's requirements. You all know
that a proper pal is almost a necessity in

our line and I surely have one.

Of course dogs, and guns and boats and
tackle and various equipment that we can
look upon and gloat over and fondle and
utilize in our mind's eye as the ?tage settings

for wonderful visions of future delights are

requisites also. Of vital importance is loca-

tion and in this we are most fortunate for

we have chosen our residence very carefully

because it puts us in the midst of more
sportsmen's delights than any other one local-

ity I know of. We can ride out from our

home any day and get within hand-shaking
distance of a moose or a chipmunk, a fifty

pound lake trout or a striped perch, a noble

Canada goose, or a Jacksnipe.

However the immediate purpose of this

little sketch is to tell the readers of Rod and
Gun about one splendid duck hunt we had.

My poor descriptive faculties will only allow

me to touch the outlines and you with your

visionary powers must fill in these outlines

with all the real delights and thrills and ecs-

tasies which it is so impossible to convery

with the pent

This little hunt has its headquarters at a

real duck shack on the shore of a perfect duck
lake. The name of the shack is "Fun Hun-
ters' Home" and the name of the lake "Duck
Dreams Fulfilled," and the following are real

circumstances that happened to the writer

and his pal. Here the ducks have the most
nearly made to order home that I have ever

seen. The complete evolution of the duck
from the egg to a hunter's satisfied stomach
is here to be had in absolute perfection. The
shack is 16 x 16 feet and the lake is 4 x 12

miles and every mile is full of particular ducks'

ideas of perfection. The little old shack is

rough but very comfortable inside and ab-

solutely more dear to the hearts of its owners

than is any palace to its king, being built and
equipped for two very particular and happy
hunt lovers.

We arrived at 3 o'clock p.m. on October

14th, 1917; weather "skookum" for ducks.

That doesn't mean sunshine and balmy
breezes, but it does mean that kind of a day
that has an indescribable something in it

that sets the wings of the ducks to vibrating,

their throats to quacking, and the hunters'

thrill machinery to speeding on high. You
all know what I mean. It's a "something

abroad in the air."

In just ten minutes the smoke is coming out

of the chimney, the boats and decoys are

hauled out and Doc is sawing wood while

Mrs. Doc is preparing in the interior of the

palace, material for gastronomic exercises
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that would make a city bred appetite hide

its face with shame.

As dusk approaches the wind dies down and
the great evening flight begins to pour into

the lake. We stand within ten feet of the

shack and warm up our guns but spend the

time until dark principally in making a

study of the flight. An amazing number of

ducks went into the lake that evening giving

great promise for the morrow. At dark it

was dead calm and we feasted our oral organs

on almost unbelievable conditions. The
clamor of the different duck noises was indeed

interesting to analyze. Our trained ears

could readily distinguish the language of

each species. That intense murmur that

would lead us to believe a brisk breeze was
blowing, had it not [seen dead calm, on close

study resolved its self into the pattering of

innumerahle bills greedily teeding on the great

quantities of duck delicacies dished up in

Lake Bountiful, the noise at times, amounting

to a roar. That's hard for some of you to

believe, but it was there just the same.

Well the next thing on the program ot delights,

was some sleeping which pastime got a horrible

jolt at .3 o'clock a.m. when that devilish alarm

shouted, "cut out that snooze and start the

fire," In a mighty short time the bacon, eggs,

coffee etc., were disposed of, the lunch is

packed and two properly equipped hunters

were in the boat and off on the lake for as good

a day's duck hunt as any heart could desire.

And such a morning! dark, foggy, smelly,

chilly enough, with jusl the hint of a north-

west wind coming. Nothing there for a

love-sick aesthetic maniac to rave about,

but the stuff was there that makes your trig-

ger finger, itch and the shivers of anticipation

chase each other around under your sweater

The indications of wind and weather told

us to head lor the other side about four miles

away and set oui decoys at "Sunrise Cove."

Say! Just take a try at this some morning;

to cross a lake made up of open patches of

water and clumps of weeds, about half and
half to a certain point four miles away in

darkness and fog.

Your uncle Doc is the man who can do it.

I can feel direction. I think I must have

something like a homing instinct. It has

served me many a good turn in trackless

stretches of woods and water. Do any of

you have it?

We came out within 200 feet of "Point

Desire" after about an hour's rowing; and

every second of that hour and eyery foot of

those miles was a perfect pot-pie of unseen

delights. Quacks, squawks, and squeaks

predohiinated, a whole atmosphere full of

all the different duck alarms, protesting at

• being hustled out of their trundle beds and

lazily half flying, half splashing away to

security.

At our destination was a sort of channel

extending along the lee side of the lake for

about a mile. At the place where we decided

to set our decoys the channel ie easy shooting

distance across. We have been there before

and know what to expect. We sooa have a

big-flock of decoys set out and with our boat

well concealed and our backs to the wind we
waif for daylight. Our boat is tied down
firmly to the rushes by a little trick of our

own making it perfectly solid and unrockable.

It has plenty of dry soft hay in it and is Weil

supplied with lunch and thermos bottles of

hot tea. There is a great flight on before it

is light enough to shoot. We hear the whirl

of wings as that uneasy feeling is brought

to the ducks by approaching dayl'ght. We
can discern their fleeting shadow.^- forms

hurrying past and hear their morning con-

versations. They can see our decoys and the

swish of their lighting is glad music to our

ears and then the broad day light comes and

then the real fun. We can distinguish the

different varieties when we begin to shoot and

they are about all there and Doc can speak

the language of each tribe. There comes a

big flock of mallards preparing to go to the

fields to fill up on number one northern

wheat, but they see the decoys and hear the

seductive argument coming, from the rushes

and the temptation to investigate is too strong

to be resisted. They pitch down and -set

their wings. First, as they approach is

heard the loud quack of the duck and the

more subdued squawk of the drake, and, as

they got nearer and hover for the descent into

the water, that gentle gabble which almost

amounts to a grunt of satisfaction, as they

prepare to participate in the good things that

are plainly demonstrated to be there. In the

blind are two crouching forms, motionless

and well hidden, four eager eyes peering

through the rushes and conveying great

gobs of pleasant impressions to two hunters,

tuned to the highest pitch of thrilling antici-

pation. Those trained eyes are crowding a

heap of information into a mighty short

period, they estimate the number, the kind,

the distance, the speed, pick out the green

heads as the more coveted prizes and specu-

late on the probable results of the, soon to

follow climax.
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"The time has arrived," Doc whispers.

"Now" and Mrs. Doc is allowed the first

shot which is quickly followed by all the

effective shots that two properly applied

repeaters can deliver, and then something

drops! Get your think tanks working

on that situation. There is more honest-

to-goodness, heart walloping fun right there

than I can begin to tell about. The whole

cornucopia full of delicious sporting spills

with one splash on your devoted bean. Got
it? If any cripples start to swim away they

are picked off with the .22 automatic which

is sure the proper dope for just that purpose

when coupled with the right amount of

skill. We have hardly time to measure and
discuss the results of our first rally, for there

are more coming. We have shot in all the

best duck resorts of North America but never

have I seen a more perfect, made-to-order

days shooting than that was. They were

certainly there in number and variety. No
need to take those long cripple-producing

chances. I am not telling how many we
bagged but will say that our average of ducks

in the boat was 65 per cent, of the shpts fired.

The great northern flight of the evening

before produced results and after the sharp

edge of excitement had worn off, we let our

friends the scaups, or bluebills, light unmolest-

ed amongst the decoys, and, after we had
bagged a few teal for our own private use we
allowed them to go whizzing by unsaluted.

We made up faces at the spooney and
butterball and such like and had our fill of

sport with the Mallard canvas back, red

head, gadwall, widgeon etc., etc. The morn-
ing was warm enough, the wind just right and
shooting conditions as nearly perfect as I

have ever seen them. Now here comes a

bunch of canvas backs, that prince of the

duck tribe, fat and slick with the abundance
furnished in this perfect duck pasture but

still hungry and jealously greedy at the

thought of thai big flock of decoys usurping

their favorite breakfast room. There is no

prettier sight for a duck hunter's eye than a

flock of canvas backs coming up against the

wind to a bunch of decoys. They can crowd
about as much joy-elixir into^a short space of

time as anything I Jcnow of, they have dis-

tinguishing characteristics—that are dis-

cernible to me almost as far as I can see them,

and when they get near enough to show their

gray backs .the real fun sensations begin.

Next their red necks and heads show up

and that distinctive even slant from the tops

of their heads to the end of their long black

bills and the general lines of grace and beauty

mark the canvas backs as a King and fairly

smear him with duck majesty. He and the

Mallard have a close race for first place in

my esteem tank. But they are right over the

decoys now and Chummie is leveling that

16 gauge pump and Doc is trying to pick out

two crossing birds for his first shot. I pro-

ceed to get busy, but to see her out of the left

corner, of my eye, working that old window-
washer, is well worth the price of admission

that bunch came in with perfect confidence

and leisure but they certainly showed a burst

of speed on departure that would make a

comet green with envy. They were less

numerous but the sacrifice they left behind

was fully justified in every particular.

Rant not to me, you cranky croakers,

about the "slaughter of innocent bird life"

for just think of the great satisfaction to the

hunter and as a meat procurer and a joy

producer, its a darned bigger and better

job any day than wringing the neck of a

chicken. Get down! Here comes a fine

flock of red heads pointing right for the decoys
with a style all their own. They are saying

to the decors! "Here! get out of our garden

what do you presumptions rascals mean by
gobbling up all our choice roots and seeds?

make room at the banquet for some real

folks direct from the Lake of the Woods."
We took toll from them and wished them a

happ,y and safe journey to and from their

southern wintering quarters.

And then the gadwalls came. I have never

seen as big a flight of those beauties as on that

day. All the other Northern varieties were

there and it was difficult for us to restrain

ourselvfes from entering the game hog class.

We got all the ducks that were coming to us

and maybe some few besides. But we surely

did hog on the fun. It just simply came to

us in hunks and we put in a day that can only

be had by a fortunate few. Just think of it

fellows: all the whole bunch of duck hunter's

perfections, just spilled into one delightful

day. It was not a question of getting all

we could but rather of choosing what we de-

sired. It was with reluctance that we laid

down our guns and proceeded to retrieve our

birds and prepare for the row to camp.
Our ducks had all drifted across the channel

and were easy to find, Mrs. Doc doing the

pick up act and I standing in the stern with

the push pole, made short and pleasant work
of it.

We arranged our load to properly trim the

boat and I took the oars for the four mile row
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to camp over the same course in mid after-

noon that we had taken before day light that

morning. And we saw them this time, making
their get-away but unmolested, as we had
ours. We reached camp in plenty of time

to leisurely preform all the little camp duties

that to us are pleasures. Mrs. Doc had
picked and dressed a couple of beauties on

the way to camp and they were soon in a hot

oven. Our ducks were then tied one dozen

in a bunch and hung up on the shack. We
sorted, and inspected, and compared, and

admired our prizes and talked over the stick-

out incidents of the day while that supper was
in process of preparing. We each know our

share of the work and just how to make camp
life pleasant. We again watch the great

evening flight go into the lake and then we
eat. And say! that meal and that appetite.

Possibly somebody might have a descriptive

faculty that would do justice to it but I

doubt it.

Then the house was made ticiy, the alarm

clock was wound and we went to rest in a

fine clean bed and closed our eyes on a super-

lative day's sport. By the way can you see

'em after you lie down and close your eyes?

I can plainly see their black fleeting bodies

sticking out of the darkness and coming in all

kinds of slants and attitudes.

Now
J
perhaps some bloated millionaires

princes and kings, have had more enjoyment
in a day than we had but I'd just like to see

the color of their hair. I don't pretend to

be descriptively skillful but no single man can

tell it all. I've only touched the high spots

on thisj but you fellows who know can

peek around inside and imagine what I have

left out. We have had the real outing ex-

perience of most all varieties. I'd like some

day to tell you about some more of them and

perhaps I will be able to do so if this one

cat hes on.

What's the Reason?
John Townson

Ihave been waiting for some of the numerous

readers of Rod and Gun to write what they

thought about the scarcity of game in

difl'erent parts of the Province of Ontario last

fall and becoming impatient, decided to pen

a few lines myself.

Not only were game birds of all kinds scarce,

but there seemed to be a dearth of all forms of

bird life. Have the feathered denizens of the

air been afllicted, like so many of the human
race, with the Spanish "flu"?

I have been in communication with sports-

men who have hunted in widely separated

parts of the Province, from the St. Lawrence

River in the northeast to the shores of Lake
Erie in the southwest, and they all tell the

same story, the worst fall on record.

At the opening of the season, on the 1st

of September, there appeared to be about

the usual number of black ducks, and there

were a few Wilson snipe that had been bred

in the adjacent marshes, but the_ October

flight of both ducks, snipe and plover was

an absolute disappointment.

The writer generally spends the last two

weeks in October in Prince Edward County,

and this was the first time that I never saw

a single snipe, plover or wader of any kind

whatever. October 1918, was a strange

month at Weller's Bay. It usually blows

about four days every week from the west or

southwest at the east end of Lake Ontario,

whereas, last October, we had a light wind
from the east fluring the last half of the month.

On the 27th of October I saw several large

flocks of ducks flj'ing in a southerly direction.

They were flying at such an altitude that I

could not be certain what kind they were,

but surmised that they were either redheads

or canvas-backs. In any case they had a

through ticket without stop-over privileges,

and seemed bent on reaching their winter

quarters without paying us a visit. There

were large flocks of ducks reported by the

fishermen out in the open waters of Lake
Ontario, but the fact is they did not visit

their usual feeding grounds.

A friend of mine, who shoots at Port Rowan,
told me that there were a large number «f

canvas- backs in Long Point Bay, but as they

all congregated together in one vast flock in

the middle of the bay there were none »f

them brought to bag. The other varieties

of ducks that frequent this noted feeding

ground were conspicuous by their absence,

and the shooting was away below the average.

Snipe and plover were also never so scarce at

this point.
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Reports from the north country stale

that this is an olT season for rabl)its or hares.

One rabbit hunter told me that on one of

liis hunting trips he had shot five Virtrinia

horned owls whicli goes to show that their

supply of food up north is restricted, and, as

the great horned-owl and goshawk are the

most destructive l)irds we have on both rab-

bits and rulTed grouse, the outlook is not a

hopeful one under the circumstances. The
goshawk is a northern bird, and only comes

south when his food supply is short in his

northern home.

.\n article in a Cleveland paper ^tates that

the shooting in Ohio last fall was the worst

on record, even on the preserves it was away
below the average, so that the scarcity of

game covers a pretty wide area

.

It seems all the more strange that the ducks

should be as scarce as they were, because

some of my friends in Prince Edward County
told me that they hadnot seen as many ducks

in a good many years as visited the dilTerent

bays and marshes of the county last spring

on their northward flight. Let us hope that

they went south by a different route, and
that they will be back in increased numbers
nc.\t fall.

Large Mouths on Light Tackle

Robert Page Lincoln

1IIAVE no doubt in the world but that

the future will see light tackle fishing

come more and more into prominence

in the angling world, and the cruder methods

of fishing pushed farther and farther into the

background with each recurring season..

'I'hcre has been a noticeable tr^nd in that

direction now for several years. More
sportsmanlike methods are in demand, and

hence it is that lighter lures, and lighter rods

follow along in the procession. It really

did seem many years ago that fishermen

were of the opinion that the tackle could

ot be heavy , enough to suit the purpose.

The heavy green linen line of the hand-liner-

.seemed to be perfectly in keeping with the

^p«rk of the day, though of course the true

anglers were using fly-rods then as well as now.

It has been found out in later days that it is

not necessary to have a rod ten feet long,

or a cane pole to reach across a lake to catch

fish, and have a great deal of sport out of the

performance. With, the light of conservation

shining full upon the world it is not strange

that the day of light tackle is coming into its

own, principally for the interest that it

creates. If a man goes out a-fishing he gen-

erally does not do so to rival the commercial

fishermen; he does not do so fojr a business; for

a profit. True, by staying within the laws'

limit he can catch and smoke his fish and thus

afford himself an excellent food supply—but I

refer to the average person who goes out for

the enjoyment entirely, of fishing. .A few
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fish caught on light tackle will give him more
satisfaction than a carload of fish caught

by clumsier methods.

For instance consider the method of using

a cotton thread in fishing for both the ocean

fish and the fresh water fish. This surely

is the height of art in fishing. Some may
think it a fantastic fad. Many will try it

out. As many more will openly scoff at it.

Nevertheless the idea will tend to point out

the sanity of fishing with light tackle. One

must needs be artful in contriving the cir-

cumvention of a large fish on light tackle, but

here I wish to have a few words to say on

this light tackle b'usiness. If I say there is a

time and a place for the use of light tackle I

am saying something that I may qualify thus:

To go into a weedy, pad-ridden lake with very

light tackle is courting disaster in the very

beginning. The chances of getting the fish

out, fine and free, are as one chance in ten.

I would never suggest the use of light tackle

in very weedy water. The freer the water is

of weeds and pads, etc., the more light tackle

in its element. Take when you are fishing

off the bars, the playing of a fish upward with

light tackle is of exceptional interest and one

must know and gauge every rush of the fish

to be able to do it. To be able to exhibit

a large fish you have taken on a light rod and

line, and a small lure, is, indeed, a credit to

yourself, and certainly is an art—but that

art is not best followed out in the weed-

ridden waters. I happen to know this

because I have tried it out.

The day of the large, clumsy, many-hooked
artificial minnow is over. It represented one

phase in the searching around for the right

sort of a lure. The artificial minnows that

are worth while can be numbered on a hand.

You know and I know which of these are

meant. They have stood the test, and are

really worth buying.

It was at first thought that to interest

large fish, large lures must be used. How this

happened to come to be believed was that

fishermen thought that fish looked upon the

artificial minnows entirely as a food proposi-

tion and that if they considered it food, the

larger that bit of food the more the fish would

be liable to take a crack at it. This does not

w'ork out in practice. Bass and muskies do

not have bull-frogs on their bill of fare, and
therefpre one does not use bull-frogs wiien

casting for these fish, or trolling for them.

Rather one selects a medium-sized fellow; a

smaller one than that is, as often not, selected.

"Large baits for large fish." says one writer.

This is disproveo. in practice. A great num-
ber of fishermen go out with large-sized spoons

for the muscallonge; up to Number 12 in ^ize.

Usually this is far too large. Personally I like

the Number 5 size. Some of the biggest

muscallonge ever captured have been on
small lures. Many large fellows have stuck

to Number 3 lures and have failed to come off.

This is just a hint that it is well to remember.

In late yearj the buck-tail lures for bass

have come into public notice and favor.

They usually consist of a buck-tail, with a

small spinner up ahead of it. This lure is

weighed and with a light bamboo casting rod

and a smooth-running reel it may be cast,

often to good distances. The bucktail lures,

with spinners, should have a wide try-out by
those who have wasted a great deal of times

with large, unsavory appearing lures. Some
of these lures, too, have weed guards over

them and may be cast right into the weeds and

pads, and up into the various indentations

without any trouble. It has been the com-
mon practice to attach a sliver of pork rind to

this buck-tail and this has been found very

--taking. I prefer the buck-tail that is fed^in

color, for against this the white pork rind sliver

will show up very bright. A two inch long

strip of white cloth, one half inch wide, to

waver in the water, is attached to the hook

of the red buck-tail. When this is reeled

through the water the cloth has a^avering
motion that is quite irresistible to bass as

well as to other fishes.

If you are casting with a light bamboo
casting rod, with a light, soft-braided line

and a smooth-running reel you will perhaps

like to try out casting with a large bass-size

fly. Procure a silver-bladed casting spoon

with an opening shaft to it, the kind on which

you can slip a fly through its eye with ease.

Select a bright-colored fly, slip it on the shaft

and snap it closed. You will find that with

a little practice you can cast this very nicely,

especially if you have in your possession a

smooth-running reel. If not, hh6 on a
,

couple, or three, fair-sized split-shot to the

line aSkd you are ready for business. I find

that around dusk along the shores you are

able to W'ork in this light lure with the very

best of results; watch where the bass are

flaking themselves seen in the water a-feeding

and then cast to those feeding fish. Reel

the lure through the water craftily, with little

jerks and starts in between and that bass will,

like as not, surprise you by what he does.

When casting this light lure I like to wade
along the shores up to my knees, or above and
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cast at short distances all around me to the

pads and the snabs in the water where they

happen to be. The killing part about this

wading along the shore is that the bass can-

not see you. A bass may be ten feet away

and because you are sunk down low in the

water, the line of vision of the fish is so im-

paired as to let you completely out of that

finny one's sight. Of course should you cast

with the rod high in the air he is liable to get

a glimrse of the rod and its shadow. To off-

set this always make your cast with the side-

swipe, or under -handed cast, as it is called

I have often caught bass as close to me as

ten feet; and once when I stood perfectly still

a large bass (unable to see me or tell my legs

from a couple of piles in the water) swam right

by me. I merely mention this latter instance

to show you that this method makes for

keeping yourself quite out of the basses' line

of vision, not that I got that fish, which I

didn't. There is nothing so filled with

ihterest as this casting for the bass along the

shores, with the light wand bait-casting rod

of bamboo, a light line, a smooth running reel

and a large bass-fly connected to the shaft of

a Number 3 spoon. What the bass take this

affair to be I do not know. I have especially

watched this combination reeled through the

water and to say the very least it looks good

enough to eat, even from the human view-

point. Therefore, when you tire of using

those hulking big baits and the heavy steel

rod, take down your light tackle some early

morning right when the sun is a-peepin' over

the horizon, or some evening when the dusk

is beginning to slip down over the land, wade
along the shores and do some cautious cast-

ing, pushing along just as easily as you do

when trout fishing and you will be surprised

at the results. I remember many a day's

sport in flooded areas, where water had

encompassed some stumpy and rampiky

land. When the water was clear it was so

clear that you could see right to the bottom.

My, how those bass liked to hang around

those logs. Early morning I would row in

there and cast with the light rod, the fly and

the spoon and I took out some strings of

bass that'were dandy to say the very least.

I introduced this light spoon and fly to a cane

pole fisherman, and he told me that he would

use the frog no more; the fly-and-spoon com-
bination was all one could ask for, and then

some. He shcfwed me a six pound bass he

caught one morning, and had in his live box

pen in the lake. He caught the fellow one

early morning, at the mouth of a channel,

between two lakes when the finny one was out

feeding.

When using this combination I like the

silver spoon or nickle-plated spooon, (as you
will), the very best. However, there are

days when no sun is shining when the white-

enameled spoon is catching to the eye. Don't
forget the white enameled spoon for the days
when the water is murky. They show up
splendidly

.

Fly fishing for the large mouth black bass

may not be an orthodox method of rounding
in this member of the sun-fish family, but it

certainly proves at times the most killing of

all.

Of the bass most liable to rise to your flies,

the stream bass have certainly been considered

the foremost. The reason for this should be
quite plain in the eyes of the fishing brethren.

Stream bass, like stream trout, feed greatly

on water-bred flies, which we may believe

they are on the watch for, as witness how
nicely the small mouth rises to take an insect

on the water surface. Stream bass, one
might say, are right in the fly element, whereas

the lake bass are not always in such an elem-

ent, though lakes having shores, studded with

rocks, produce great quantities of flies in

season and so call on the fishes to feed upon
them. Lake bass are liable to feed mostly

on minnows, Crustacea, etc. In season

however, they are after the flies that fall

along the shores, when the flies, (the artificial

flies), may be brought into use most success-

fully. This does not always prove to Be the

case; it occurs, however, during the season

when flies are coming up out of the water the

thickest—say along in June.

The large-mouth bass is not a stream fish

—

though it is often found in the streams. Of
their own accord, in a native state, it is highly

doubtful if a large mouth bass would live in

running water if still water, (lake water),

was to be had. Exactly the opposite is true

of the small mouth bass, as it prefers the

streams, the running water—though found,

it is true, in abundance in lake waters. It is

entirely a matter of environment, and bass

often have to take what sort of water they

can "lay hands on."

If large mouths are planted in a stream they

must perforce make the best of it; but if there

are any pools, mill ponds, etc., along that

stream, there you will find them, the instinct

in them guiding them to stiller, deeper waters-.

Large mouths in the streams feed on live

flies, the same as do the small mouths, and are

taken on artificial flies. Below dams, mill
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ponds, in pools, up beside banks, near to a

rapids, there the large mouths of the stream

are to be found, and where the water is not

too deep the fly will do, the work. Indeed the

artificial fly is surpassing in its excellence in

this case, and I give it preference to any other

form of lure when you are plying the streams.

Yet the man who would use the artificial ily

on the large mouths comes up against the

same proposition as does the plug caster and

the live bait user. He finds that Mie bass

are just as uncertain in theirnotions in taking

the fly as they are in the lakes in taking the

artificial minnow. In the early part of the

bass season when the bass are in shore and

feeding, directly at the close of the all-import-

ant spawning season, it is then that the

artificial fly is in its element. Every angler

has witnessed the days when a hatch of insects

being on, the bass and the sunfish, rock bass,

etc., are along the shores of an evening rising

everywhere for the true winged food. The
artificial fly, under these circumstances, will

be far more successful than the plug, merely

for the reason that the fish have concentrated

their attention on insects and seem to take them

in preference 'to all others. Say some

evening the natural flies are falling to the face

oi the waters. The fish are noticeably rising

everywhere along the shore, picking them up;

with here and there a wider ring where a bass

got busy. You steal down to a quiet nook

and from concealment you cast lightly out to

where you saw the last big bass rise. You
move your two flies craftily in the water, by

twitches of the rod, allowing the flies to sink

a matter of six inches under the surface.

You will not always have a strike, but a great

many times you will, and it is not impossble

to come home with six or seven bass as the

result of an evening along the shore. Fly

casting for the bass, (and I am here referring

to the large-mouth), extends way into the

dusk, up to 8 o'clock, when it will be found

that the bass are rising more freely than ever.

Most anglers quit fishing just about the best

time of all; that of around sun^down. As a

matter of fact it is just then that fishing takes

a turn for the better. During the day-hours,

or while there is light on the waters use the

smaller size of flies, say the Number 4 or 6,

but as it grows darker try the Number 1 to 3

size for the simple reason that as it grows

gloomier the bass can see the larger fly the

better. As it grows darker the bass come

closer to the shores, which is all the more

reason why you should ply the fly industriously

while the afterglow is fadmg away.

Instead, therefore, of being a detriment, the

dusk is a help, and the bass are even more
deceived, as the dusk comes on, into believing

that your lure is the real thing.

Any of the standard regulation flies will do
when fishing for the large mouth in this man-
ner. I may name some as follows: The
Black Gnat, the .Professor, the Queen of the

Waters, the Grizzly King, the Hackles, the

Palmers, the Parmachene Belle—all of these

I have used on the large mouths with success.

It may well be said that the basses, (both the

large mouths and the small mouths), do not

practise selection, but I have noticed, that,

as between the drab-colored flies and the

bright-colored flies, the latter have been the

most taking. When using a large bass fly of

the Number 1 to 3 size it is hardly necessary to

have more than one at the leader's length.

Use a leader of the invisible sort, from six

to nine feet in length; I generally use the six

foot length for the purpose, and generally

use a tapered line. In fishing along a lake

shore do not whip the water till it groans, as

some fly fishers do. Watch where the fish are

rising, and then cast accurately, aiming to get

a fish that has just risen, much as you do in

"fishing the rise" in dry fly work. I have
figured that six "chuck and chance it" casts

do not work as well as one cast to a fish that

has just risen. Often in day fishing, the fish

may be seen, and you know just where to

place the fly so as to catch the eye of the big

fellow. Strike as soon as you feel contact

of the fish-mouth with the feathers.

As I have previously mentioned, fly fishing

has not been considered as an orthodox

method of capturing the large mouth bass,

although fly fishing has led as a means of

taking the small mouth crusader. Person-

ally I see no great reason why the small

mouth should be more avid for the fly than

the large mouth. The truth of the matter is

that we are prone to use flies almost entirely

with the former and live bait, plugs and spoons

almost entirely on the latter. Those who
deviate from this apparently fixed rule are

the exceptions in the game. However, were

flies as generally used on the large-mouths,

(with some show of skill^and knowledge of the

habits of the fishes), I am sure success would

be, not the exception to the rule, but rather the

common thing. I would venture the

assertion that if the average plug caster has

one strike in fifty casts he is doing well; that is

to say, of course in well fished waters. (We
are not considering wild waters here). Un-

dcrubtedly the over-zealous plug casters have
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done more to frighten the fishes of the lakes

into wisdom, and caution, than any other

thing. Where the understanding man would

not think of placing a plug in a pocket in the

weeds more than one or two times before he

moves on, the energetic caster would not think

of ceasing until he has plumbed the depths of

that innocent pocket six, or more, times, at

ieasi. Just what the bass must think of it

we do not know, but the bass that thinks this

persistently dropping plug to be a food pro-

position is certainly not an average bass.

The nine basses out of ten which so many
fishermen think are so foolish learn to ignore

and stay well enough away from these weird

creatures with hooks upon them. In sum-
ming up it may be said that fifty casts of the

fly to fifty casts of the plug should prove, one

as prolific of captures as the other, and by its

noiselessness and newness to the waters, would
certainly take the lead over the artificial

minnow. Yet the artificial fly is rarely used

on the large mouth, simply because it is out

of the common rut of things, and fishermen

hate like sin to depart from the old school

of fishing. Besides all this, to play a bass on

, the fly-hook with the fly-rod is a sensation all

' in itself.

The best time for all fly-fishing for the large

mouths comes right after a warm, light

sprinkling summer rain. The morning, we
will say, has been balmy; it clouds over and
a rain falls. The bass and the copper-bellied

sun-fishes will be inshore. The coming of the

rain means that insects will be washed into

the stream by the action of the rivulets, or

brushed off of the shore-trees by the falling

rain, which same flies and insects will fall to

the water, thus to be nabbed by the incoming
bass. At once begin to ply the rod, and
remain as much as possible in concealment.

You will now note the bass so close to shore

that their backs almost are thrust out of the

water. One may stand at the water's edge

and cast up-shore and thus be in perfect con-

cealment; in fact the up-shore or down-shore

cast is the best. Bend low, if need be, to

escape observation. Hunt out a place where
a big tree has branches extending out over

the water. Under these branches you may
be sure the fish are lying in wait as the rain

falls, especially in the month of June.

Best of all, however, are the warm-drizzle

hours, in the midst of leafy June. Fish then,

also, around the mouths of inlets and around
the outlets. At the inlets where the water
flows out the baa* are prone to tarry du'ing
these drizzly hours. They know that the

streamlet brings down food. Cast a fly and
let the current take it down. They will be

lying out there where the ripples end in the

calm water. Of a sudden—taken unawares,

on the impulse of the moment—the largest

bass in the lake may take that fly with a swirl

in the water, and the fight is on. Cast in a

frog or a plug and like as not it will startle

the life out of the fish, but the noiselessly

falling artificial fly is quite another thing.

Some of these little rivulets that enter a lake

flow with some force right out mto the lake,

—and these are the places you should search

for. Nor alone are the flies used. There are

now "flies" on the market which are really not

to be called flies at all. They are tied to a

gut-snell; are made of short clipped hair for a

body, with long, trailing hairs behind. I have
used the South Bend Bait Company trailing

hair flies successfully. When these flies are

moved about in the water the quivering tail

hairs take on a quivering animation with the

result that some bass must up and test the

edible delights of your offering.

Equally as it is true that the light rain on

the lake will bring forth the bass, by sending

them inshore, so, too, on the streams will

the bass be active. Below dams and falls

they will now be found feeding, as often as

not, 1 lose to the surface. Right out there

we will say there is a large rock. There is a

nice little, suspicious looking place right near

it. Cast the fly to hit there, and move it

around. If there is a bass in that pocket,

lying there watching, the chances are that the

fly win be nabbed on the moment. Where
many bass fishermen cease fishing during a

rain, the knowing fisherman stays right at it,

though he be wet to the skin, for experience

has taught that during these hours the best

of the fish may be taken. Especially true

will it be that bass are inshore if there are

large trees hanging out over the lake with

their branches. If such happens to be the

case fail not to try the flies in such places.

They will prove the most killing of all.

I recall one time when I had fly fishing

for large-mouth bass brought forcefully to

my attention. There was a rain on, with a

spirited wind creating waves on the lake.

It was no time, apparently, to be out. On
the other side of the rise of land there was a

bay that ran up fro^m the big lake. This bay
being quite protected by the rise of land and
the trees, the woods, along that rise were
quite calm. Rather interested I went down
there and imagine my surprise to find the

whole bay filled with bass. Repairing to the
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tent I brought out the fly-rod, connected up,

selected a large-sized fly and making my way
cautiously down to the shore I cast from a

crouching position up to under the branches of

an overhanging tree. I had moved that fly

perhaps a foot when I had a chopping strike.

That was number one. I caught all I needed

right along that shore half crawling along the

shore and casting. The bay water was being

peppered by the dropping rain all this while.

You would think from the way those large

mouths took those Hies that they were not

large mouths, but small mouths. The hint

contained in this amounts to: Don't forget

to fish when there is a wind, or drizzle on,

and search out the sheltered bays, for there

it seems, the bass go for shelter or in search

for food, during those hours. If there be a

streamlet running into that bay, so much
the better. The bass and other fish will be

around the mouth of it in quest of food.

I have spoken of the use of the Number 3

spinner and large bass fly for use in casting

with the bass rod, of light construction. A
spoon on shaft, with fly, of this size, will go

poorly on the fly-rod tackle. But select a

smaller fly and a Number O spinner, and the

tables are turned.

There is something exceedingly fascinating

in casting for the bass with the bird's-eye

spinner, (as I am minded to call it, through

reason of its tininess.) If you are ever out

and you see a lot of minnows jumping out of

the water, you may be sure that bass are

around. The minnows generally are small.

Your small spinner dropped neatly at a

selected spot ahead of those minnows and
played with twitches in the water is ten

times more apt to get to get a strike for you
than a burly wooden minnow clapping down
out of the ether, knocking piles and pads to

dust as it hits water. The reason this glitter-

ing small lure entices th bass is that he is

looking for smaU minnow. The glittering

spinner is small; is deceiving; and if worked
rightly in the water, at the right time,the

bass will be glad to sample it and thank you
for allowing them the privilege. Mainly
in the past the trouble has been that far too

large lures have been used. Believing that a

large, square meal in the shape of a chunk of

food was just what the bass were looking

for has led many to use these only, eschewing

the smaller lures. The cutting- open of the

fish does not prove that their stomach con-

tents are made up of food as large as the

average wooden minnow. Rather we find

small minnows, helgramite, etc., from one tie

two inches in length. The large piece of food

they swallow now and then, when they are

able to obtain it, is the exception to the rule.

In the future, I have no doubt the light

lures, and the light tackle, will forge ahead

into prominence.

Slam-bang fishing is done fori

On Making a Split Bamboo Fly Rod
(Continued from last issue)

In This Installment Many Di(Jicult Things About Bamboo Rod Making Are Gone

Into; The Planing o] the Strips; The Making oj Planing Moulds.

Robert Page Lincoln

III.—ON PLANING STRIPS

BECAUSE the planing of the strips is an

intricate process some rodmakers have

as many as three or four different molds,

or planing blocks on which to tr'm down their

strips. Of course the planing blocks of the

amateur may not be as good as those of the

skilled rodmaker, but if care is used one

cannot well go amiss, urilcss one grows careless,

when ,it is hard to expect anything. When
the strips are ready for the rough or initial

beveling, a sort of a mold is needed to hold

them in place. The rough beveling, of course,

is just to take down the rough edges and to

make it ready for another finer mold. \
board having a tongue and groove will

answer ver^' nicely for this purpose. In the

groove of this board the strip may be laid

while you are planing. A piece that is some

four feet in length answers nicely. This is

fastened to the bench in one of many ways

while you plane the rough part dofljn, tapering

it slightly toward the tip, In this way you

are able to get the strip somewhat in the

shape of a V. Some will have nothing what-

ever t9 do with the common grooved board,

but prefer a planing mold, such as that shown
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in Figure IX. This is really very simply

made, though care must be taken to get the V
true throughout. This mold is made of some
^ort of hardwood, birch, oak, or maple; it must
Ije well-seasoned and run as true-grained as

I^ossible. You will be able to pick up these

pieces if you will search around in any lumber

yard. This mold is four feet in length, one

and one half inches thick by two inches in

width. The pieces to answer to each other

should be accurately planed so that by

placing a straight-edge on them they are true

lengthwise; then with the try-square also see

FIG IX.

that they are straight across. In (A) of

Figure IX the two pieces, are shown with

dotted lines showing where to make the bevel

to match. Do not attempt to plane them
until you realize that these grooves should

be, in depth, only one halj oj thai oi your true

rod calibre. Study those words carefully.

Only one half of the true rod calibre. Let

us take an example. We will take the butt

joint of a three piece split bamboo rod; a rod

such as tliis has a butt joint, middle joint

and tip joint. It is the butt joifit, the joint

to which your handgrasp is -attached to which

I refer. We will say that the true calibre

of this joint is 7-16 at its heaviest terminating

point at the butt. We will say that at the

end of the butt joint where it meets with

the feirule the calibre, the true calibre, of the

rod is 18-64. In planing strips for this butt

what must be the size of the bevel or groove?

At the butt end this beveled groove should

be one half of 7-16, or 7-32. The other end
should be one half of 18-64 or 9-64. Thus
your planed groove is 7-32 in the front end,

and 9-64 in the other. This is very easy to

understand. For making grooves for the

middle joint and the tip joint you can follow

these measurements, making each groove for

each joint, one half of the true calibre of the

rod at each end. There are two ways of

planing in these bevels so that they will

answer. One consists^f running a groove of

7-32 right through from one end to the other;

that is to say it is at all points, front, middle.

iilliiiliiiiiilliiiliiiiiiliiiiiliiiliiilllllimii

FIG X.

and end. The two pieces are then hailed

together, or screwed together firmly, with long
screws that go nearly through them. Then
the piece is shoved up in a planing cleat

on the work-bench, and tapering from the
front to the back you plane the piece so that
finally the end groove will answer to the 9-64

measuremertts. By using the straight-edge,

the try-square, and a centre gauge you will

very readily get it trued up. In Figure X we
show the highly necessary centre-gauge which
no amateur split bamboo rod maker should
do without. It is one of the best and simplest

tools that can be bought. It may be pur-

chased in almost any hardware store for the

sum of twenty-five cents and may be had
tempered and without temper. The tem-
pered gauge is the one you want. The sharp
tip of this gauge is used as a scraper. The
large V at the end you later use as a pressure

scraper, by drawing the strips through it. A
smaller V is seen on the top edge, and a' still

smaller V on the bottom edge. The various

sizes of V's are used to tell you the calibers

and to true up the splits. All of these V's

have the demanded angle, that of sixty

degrees; the degree of the splits throughout.

Its usefulness can readily be seen. If you are

not sure of the right slant of your V at any
point on the rod you merely place it in one of

the V's of the centre gauge and you can tell

at once what is needed.

We have told in the above (before we
started in to tell about the centre gauge), how
to cut in the grooves in the blocks in one way.
We will now explain the second way. The
top of this piece is not planed as the first one;

rather 't is left straight throughout. With
your sharp plane you make a bevel on one

side of the block, deeper in the butt end and
running down fine in the end. Vou do this

to the other block too. Now with the aid of

the centre gauge place the V throughout the

length and see how it sizes up. Use the plane

where it is needed. In this manner you
keep on till you have just about gotten it

right, especially as to the upper edges. You
now reverse the blocks and make bevels

along their edges of a finer calibre answering

to the tip of the rod, etc. The pieces are now
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nniled (preferably screwed together) and the

blocks, are laid on the bench. Using your

centre gauge as a scraper you go through the

groove from tip to butt, trueing it up. In this

way you will get a perfect V throughout.

It shpuld be understood that this block

mold, like the piece of grooved board, is used

only for roughing in the strips. A better

mold is made later on.

When you now plane down the rough sides

of your strip remember that is is the V-faces of

these strips that you are to work down and
arc the ones on which you must concentrate.

In planing your strips always see that the

rind, or enamel side of the strip lies against

one or the other side of the groove, go that

one side of the V, of the strip is always up.

The rind or enamel should never be heavily

planed. Ranemher it is the sides that are

worked on!

In the above we have told of a long planing

mold; but it is not the only one. There
is a very short planing block that is very-

much in use, both by amateurs and skilled

rndmakers, and it would be well to tell of this.

For making this short block I prefer oak.

I have made several of this material and like

it very well. This block should be perfectly

squared throughout. It is si.\ inches in

length, lias a width of three inches, and is

two inches thick. Four lines are drawn down
the face of Ihis with a pencil, a like distance

apart. Ivicli pencil line shows the centre of

each groove to be cut is 13-64; the third groove
is 11-64. while groove Number four has a

depth of 9-64 of an inch. With your saw
handy you lay the edge on the pencil mark
and saw a couple times easily so that a saw-

mark is formed the length of the wood piece

along the first line. You do this on each
of the other three; then you are ready to go
further. With the aid of a long, three-

cornered flip these grooves can be filed down

IRON ANGLE
BRACE ^
WOODSCREH
WASH8R-4yC\

STEFL BAR

MACHINE SCREW

to perfect \"s, and in this of eourse you are

aided by the all-necessary scraper centre

gauge. Be careful to see that each groove is

in answer to the depth given for each depth.

By placing your centre gauge in each pit

you can readily see if they have the right

angle of 60 degrees. If not be sure to true

them till they are. Now when the first side

is done turn the block and mark four lines,

equal distance apart, on the bottom side.

Make a saw-mark down each of these pencil

marks and then with your file and centre

gauge scraper true them up.

In using this block you simply lay the

section of the strip answering to its various

calibers in the groove fitted for it, and then

with your file you can true them up. Having
trued one edge slip it into the next groove and
so proceed on as is.demanded. A rod maybe
finished in either the long mold already or

in this mould; if this is done then the best of

care must be used.

As has been stated the above means may
be used in the first planing. For the final

planing something better is necessary. I

had tried many ways with more or less suc-

cess and a number of blunders till I lit upon
the scheme used by a well-known doctor of

New York City, Mr. George Parker Ilolden.

who described how this was made in the

Field and Stream Magazine oj New York City.

When you read the directions for its making
glance at the drawing, being Figure XI.
This will give relief to the details. Says Mr.
Holden:

"One cannot succeed in turning out joints

to a bamboo rod of satisfactory excellence

until one has adopted a steel mold for the last

fine planing down of the strips to their ulti-

mate dimensions. This steel mold is adjust-

able for the full lengths and varying calibers

of the joints of any rod, from one having a

diameter up to one inch, or more, at the

extreme butt, if so desired, and a width at the

tip of anything from a scant 1-16

inchx upward. This mold is ver\'

simply constructed of two four-

foot bars of three fourths inch

square cold rolled steel. It can be

made at any machine
T"IG. XI. shop at small cost.

One is cautioned that

PNLARGEO
HOLE FOR
LMERAU
ADJUSTMENT'
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the beveled edges must be absokitcly true

in order to correctly form the sixty

degree angled groove when the bars arc

brought together, side by side. But you will

Soon see that they are slightly apart in actual

use, as our taper is obtained by the beautiful

easy "stunt' of spreading the sepapate halves

of our rnold at the ends precisely to the min-

ute fraction of an inch required. The centre-

gauge will attest the mold's accuracy. Each
of the four edges of our square steel bars is

cut ofl' then, to a bevel of the same inclination,

as above noted, but of varying widths,

respectively as follows: 1-32 inch, 1-16 inch,

1-8 inch and 1-4 inch. The bars are held in

any degree and position of expense. The
illustrations will fully explain for you exactly

what is wanted by means of live pairs of

right-angled braces, secured by appropriate

screws to their respective bars, and the whole

to a base of any well-seasoned wood plank

about six inches in width, one inch thick, and
having an unwarped surface. The short or

upright arm of the braces is five eights inch

long the longer or horizontal is one inch, and
they are one inch wide. Machine screws

' with rounding heads, secure the bar arms of

the braces to the bars and they are 3-16 of an
inch in diameter. The longer arms are

fastened to the wooden base by one-inch

wood-screws, having rounded heads, and
small iron washers are used under their

heads. The holes in both arms of the braces

are made enough larger than the screws so as

to permit considerable play and consequent
reparation of the halves of the mold. If

desiring to increase this range of side play

of the bars, enlarge the screw holes in the long

arms of the braces by filing with a small

round or rat-tail file. Five pairs of braces,

centered ten and one half inches apart are

used. The whole arrangement is at once
understood by reference to the sketches,

which represent end and top views of the

mold. (A. shows the end view, and B, shows
the top view). It now but remains to ex-

plain the adjustment of this mold. Suppose
it is desired to make a butt-joint three and
one half feet long, having a diameter of J^
inch at its larger end and 3 1-8 inch at its

.smaller end, measuring, please remember,
from angle to angle. Marks on the base-

board, at AA and BB will note the length

of three and one half feet, AA being at the

butt or larger end of the proposed rod-joint.

We separate the mold halves at this point

so that the space from bevel edge to bevel

e4ge of the mold's surface in exactly J^inch,

or half the diameter wanted there for the

completed joint and we separate the edges
3-16 of an inch at BB. The edges of the
mold that we make use of for our groove,

whether one of the narrower or wider bevels

are those best facilitating the construction

of the particular diameter of joint wanted;
we are practically unlimited as to the larger

rod calibers that may^ be produced but the
minimum is gauged by the 1-32 inch beveled

edges, which, when brought close together

at one end of the mold, enable us to get

out the component strips for a top joint 1-16

of an inch wide at its tip—and this may be
further reduced when the joint is sand-
jpapered afl^ gluing."

I can certainly recommend Mr. llolden's

steel mold. I have never made one myself,

although I passed the complete details

of the making of this mould into the hands
of a friend,, handy with such things, and he
turned out a finisl)^d, better, I am sure than I

could have made with the limited time at my
disposal. You can of course, do the same, or

if specially handy make it yourself at little

cost.

For planing these bamboo strips the Stanley
block plane Number 103 will be found very
good, although any make of block-plane

being small and handy will do. The Stan-
ley plane is an American production. These
planes can be set to cut fine or harsh as you
demand. All fine planing of these bamboo
strips should be done with the plane set fine,

to take off fine shavings. In its very nature
the Tonkin bamboo is like steel; very tena-
cious; very hard. It does not take long

before even the keenest blade is dulled and so

one always has recourse to the oil-stone,

which should always be near at hand. At
this point it is well to give a little warning.

The edges of this bamboo form a knife-like

surface, and as you plane, and are holding

the strip it may slip under pressure and the

result will be anything from a small cut to

the thumb, or fore-finger, to a bad gash.

Many amateurs unaware of this have cut
their fingers badly and have quite given up the

work on this account alone. But it can very
simply be remedied. It is the thumb and
fore-finger of the left hand that do the press-

ing down on the strip as you do the planing.

Therefore supply yourself with the fore-

finger and thumb of a glove. By a hole at

the bottom of each they are connected to a

cord, or band, which passes around the wrist.

Before you slip these on it is well, as an

added precaution to wrap the tip of the thumb
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and the fore-finger with

strips of muslin and slip the

k' glove tips over this. If

the bamboo is real sharp a sudden give of

the wood, while the thumb is firmly pressed
down, will cut through even a glove.

We have previously told about the six

inch block in which you can file your strips

down. Of course there is some difference

in the use of molds here. You can use just

the six inch block mold, or the long steel mold,
or even the long wooden mold. You can
also alternately work in the strip six inch block
mold and then work it in the steel mold.
You can file the strip in the six inch mold and
then shave it down in the centre gauge. Your
attention is drawn to the method employed.
Simply place the centre gauge in the vice, (see

Figure 00), the butt-end, indented V of it

up in the air. Now after you have filed a
section, or the whole strip for that joint work
the strip through this V, the V being the
scraper. This cuts just like a knife by the
way and thus you are able to work it down,
and you are always sure of the strip holding
itself at the right degrees, which is sixty

degrees. As you work along, have your
caliper ready to see that you get the calibers

right at every six inches as shown on the
scale drawing of whatever calibered rod you
are making; that is to say when you lay the
strips side by side to form a perfect half they
will give the width demanded in comparison
with the scale drawing. When Sising the
plane make one long continuous cut, taking
off one shaving. Never bear down heavy to
start w'th and let up when you get toward the
middle of tfie strip for this will give an unequal
cut. Rather keep the same identical pres-

sure through the whole and always see that

the strip lies down well in the groove, with

the rind pressed against the side of one or the

other of the sides of the groove as the case

may be. Again distribute the planing from

one side to the other of the strip.

I vastly prefer cutting one continuous

shaving from one side, then turning
it and taking one shaving off the other

side. Here no doubt is the most difficult

part of it all, for if the planing from one|side
to the other is not equal the stick is liable

to become lop-sided, and then^ it becomes
useless.

In planing, the moves are simple; but should
be understood.

To begin at the heavier end of the stick you
press your thumb down on the stick just

ahead of the block plane. As you shave
forward the thumb is advanced, always
pressing the strip straight in place, and
always seeing also that the rind is against

the side of the groove. When you get just

past the centre and toward the slender part

of the tip the hand is shifted so that the

thumb presses down the strip behind the plane.

The block plane is then pushed forward to

the tip of the strip. Remember what was
said about not planing more on one edge than
the other and keep the V perfect; never get it

lop-sided. A jerky push of the plane is

liable to cause trouble, that will be unexpected.

It may cause the slender strip to buckle up
and even crack. Therefore the need of going

slow. Tonkin bamboo, by its very nature,

is better to plane than the Calcutta in that

the Tonkin allows of the plane successfully

being pushed through any knot. In theCalcutta

bamboo a plane may be brought up against

a knot, and splinters will result. Remember,
that it is the inside edges that you must con-

centrate on most when you plane. If you
concentrate on the rind edge you may get a

strip without any agreeable edge that you
can match and seal up tight against another

strip. In doing this never push the plane

along at a slope or slant anyway. The pith

side should be up; and the plane, as it is pushed
along, should be straight, from right to left,

never sloping. In this way shaving may be
taken off from the rind-edge along with the

pithy portion so that the rind edge is always
kept sharp and straight.
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We will now say that you have planed three

strips for a butt joint, that being half of the

rod. Ho^s' do you know when to stop planing

;i piece? If you have a steel mold such as

1 have spoken of, or a wooden mold with a

right calibers of the rod you are making
every six inches you may place the strip in

that and the rind edges will lie close to the

edges of the mold-groove. True them up if

necessary with the centre gauge in the vice.

Now you are to further true up the whole
six and see how they look when lashed to-

gether to make a full joint. These six strips,

if accurately made will form a perfect whole;

and the three of them when you lay them Hat

side down on the bench, the sides of all three

of them meet Hush, all pressing smoothly'

together. Now take the six strips and with a

thread wind them tightly together with the

thread wound around the rod in spiral fashion.

The thread is drawn tightly and this brings

the strips close to each other same as when
they are glued up. You can now note what
you have done and how well you have done
it. Take your caliper, (which has measure-

ments down to 64th of an inch) and now
measure the section along its length, seeing

how it compares with the scale drawing of

your rod. There will be places where there

are rises along the rind. If these are dis-

covered very sharply and distinctly, mark
along these places with a sharp pencil. Make
a mark, where each of these hilly places occurs

and where it ends. Now take your ferrules

and see how it answers to your constructed

section. It should slip on very tightly (when

the corners are trimmed), under the right

pressure. If the wood is too thick, so that

to lit the ferrule you would have to trim down
the flat of the rind then it stancfJ-to reason

your rod section must be taken down and the

strips trued up so that they will fit. Trim-

ming the flat rind so that it will lit the ferrules

does one thing; and it isn't a good thing: It

weakens the rind and makes that point a

place of weakness. Please remember that

the flat surface rind must be preserved from

the point where it enters the ferrule opening

to where it terminates, so thai you do not

become careless and use the knife unwisely.

It may here be suggested that you can obtain

a slightly larger ferrule, but this entails

making the rod heavier to answer to it and
this you may not care to do. Of course,

at this point you have cut off the surplus

wood on each strip down to the right dimen-

sions. If your strips are not correct, (and

it is doubtful if they will be), take the spiral

wound string off and then piece by piece

with your plane commence taking down the

unequal places and in other ways truing them
up to fit perfect. When next you put them
together and spirally wind them the edges

should meet, without intervening ridges an
when you adjust the caliper over every six

inch termination point that place should

answer, in calibre, to the decided calibre on

the scale drawing of the rod you are to make.
You have now made the butt joint of your

rod we will say—that is, you have the strips

ready to be glued into place. You will now
be ready to get at the middle joint. This
is made in much the same manner, sa\e that

you use the grooves especially made wherein

to trim it down, or if you have the steel mold
you can just pass on' to the place specified

for its particular length. It may be said that

the butt joint (because of it slightly larger

calibre at all points) is the easiest made.

The middle joint (being thinner in calibre)

is proportionately harder to construct, and

the tip, (being the thinnest and most fragile

of all) is the hardest of the three. True

up the strips for the centre joint the same way
you did the butt-portion; use the same care

and deliberation, keeping every detail I have

mentioned in your mind so that you will not

err. When the strips are as near perfect

as you can make them, lash them together

with the spiral-run thread and then pass the

caliper over them at the six inch points.

You must be careful with thefragile tip joint

so when you get to this stage you load your

pipe and sit down to think it over. Make up

your mind that it is going to be a ticklish job,

The block plane is used very sparingly on the

tips. The strips are too narrow and in keep-

ing with their fineness, fine tools may be used

to get the very best of results. For the

heavier portion of the tip-strips run this

portion through the V of the centre gauge; for

the thinner portion I have found nothing

better than an old razor, whose edge, however,

is well preser\^ed. By knocking off the handle

of this you have a fine blade to work with,

something that will "dust down" even the

most slivery portion. Just here the smaller

V's or notches in your centre gauge will come

in handy, for with them you can true up the

parts to see that they hold the sixty degree

slant. In no other part of this branch of

rod making as in this does skilled workman-

ship count for s^ much. These slender,

fragile things are merely slivers in themsftives,

one might say, but when they are glued up

the result will be astonishing. Take your
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time about making the tips and never give up

until you have made six as perfect strips for the

tips as human ingenuity can make possible.

There is need of carefully looking after the

tip strips, to see that they lay nicely, edge to

edge, and round. Therefore, doing the same
as with the butt and the middle joint you wind

them tightly with a thread in the spiral

fashion. Then with your finely set caliper

try every six inch section and see if it answers

true with the scale drawing of the tip. The
tip, like the butt and the middle joint answers

well by fitting in tightly and without shaving

it dow'n with the knife into the tubular tip-top

guide. Survey this tip joint, as it is wound
with the thread, very carefully. Owing to

its extreme slenderness it is essential that it be

as flawless as possible that the least uneven

place be taken down so that edge meets edge

in a nice even line. Of course this is easier

said than done, but what I have alluded to

must be seen through to get clean work.

Mark the uneven places with a pencil, un-

wind the string and with the razor blade

take them down. When you have finished

re-wind the holding thread, spirally, then

search the tip again. If again it lacks at

some point take it apart again and use the

sharp blade with care and deliberation.

Only leave a tip joint after the strips are as

perfect as you can make them. It often

becomes fussy and irritating work, and if

you should find it unpleasant to your mood
lay the strips aside for a few days; then when
you again pick them up to work on them it is

with added zest and a desire to see the job

through.

As I have previously stated the amateur
is often bound to make some mistakes; but

this should only add interest in your work to

see it through to compjetion. It has been

suggested that if you want to experiment

before you start in on the real strips of the

rod, that you take some discarded strips

and work them into V's; then fit them, thus

to get your hand into the game.

As I have stated it is essential that you get

some sort of a caliper. I have used only one
sort; that kind that looks like a monkey-
wrench, and which, with thumb-screw you
set at any space you want. Mr. Frazer after

having tried many calipers gives his recommen-
dation to the micrometer sort, though he

says

:

"If I were beginning all over again, I would
use nothing in rod—and other work—but a

niicromcter caliper; but while I use one a great

deal, in rodmaking. I li«\e been accustomed

to using a gauge marked in 64ths of an inch

and to change would necessitate the correct-

ing of a great many charts and working

plans. There is one thing that will help

materially, and that is to ignore all coarser

designations under one inch, and use 64ths

alone. By this I mean to designate 1-8 as

8-64ths, and so on, the idea being to eliminate,

as far as possible, the necessity for mental

calculations of any kind while you are working.

You may consider this point trivial, but let

someone call you to lunch while you are at a

delicate piece of work, and inconsciously you
begin to rush things in order to reach a
satisfactory stopping place—and the residt

very often is a slip or something that will mar
your work. That is one reason why the

micrometer is so satisfactory; the marks are

all in thousandths."

I have been asked in regard to the making
of a double-enamel rod. The beginner

should certainly never attempt a double-

enamel rod until he has first mastered the

making of the ordinary one-enamel, which

is the one we have previously told about.

After one has become proficient in making the

single-enamel rod then he may choose to go

into the more intricate work of the doubje-

enamel rod. The making of it is, of course,

simple and yet pains must be taken or clumsy

work will result. Figure XII shows the vario-

ous moves in the making of this rod. Very
simply the rinds of two pieces are glued to-

gether, so that the whole rod length, at least

the butt and the middle joint are composed
of the rinds, or enamel. And for the tip joint

it is best to make this single-enamel as the

very thin strips are mostly enamel anyhow
so there is no need of adding a minute second

rind shaving that you could not discover

with a strong lens. In (a) of Figure XII the

rind, is shown, or enamel of a strip of bamboo;

the lighter portion is the softer, or pithy por-

tion and this should be planed off down to

where the wood shows darker and closer-

pored. The dotted line across the wood is.

just about correct. You now select another

strip Jrom another bamboo cane, and, like the

first you plane down taking off the softer or

pithy portion. To make the two pieces lie

flat against each other the plane must be
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used sparingly on the second strip rind to sort

of level it; this also to take down the unequal

or ridgy places. However sec also that the

plane is lightly used, as by cutting too deep it

will result in injuring the rind within itself.

In experimentation lay one strip against the

other and going over each section, carefully

see that they form a good tight-lying glue

edge. If they do, all well and good, they are

now ready to be glued together. Like any
other "strips, however, you must see also

that the nodes or joint places do not lie at

the same place. See that one node is placed

directly between two others. Of course this

matching of them is done before you use the

plane sparingly on the rind of the second one

to fit it to the first one. You will now be ready

to fit the pieces, or strips, together, to form

one piece by gluing. In (b) of Figure XII

the two pieces are shown glued together.

When this is done, wind the two pieces around
very tightly with a strong thread, and, laying

it on the bench place some hea\^' weights

along its length to further press it firm. After

time being allowed for the pieces to be firmly

joined the piece is taken out and is ready for

trimming. I use Le Page glue in gluing,

though any good cabinet-maker's glue is

recommended. You will find that the glue

holds these pieces so firm that if the piece

should split it will split anywhere but at the

glue edges. When the stick is ready you lay

it in your rough mold and with the plane you
take it down to the triangular shape. You
will then have acquired a V like that shown
(c) of Figure XI i.

So much for the double-enamel; sirriply

made if care and consideration is used.

(To be Continued.)

The Cotton Thread Fresh Water Fishermen of

North America
W. M. DoM

The War with Germany demonstrated

that the Prussians were not sports, in the true

sense of the word, for unless they vastly out-

numbered their opponents or had better

equipment and engines of destruction they

speedily withdrew or surrendered thus giving

no thought to equality or to fair play.

Again, the war brought conservation of

natural resources forcibly to our attention, and

as we were not in it for greed or profit, we
should benefit by our experience.

Most of the allied nations sponsored games,

recreation and various sports; as man to

man if they be about equal, or a handicap if

one has some advantage.

Now Mr. Fisherman, how do you compare
yourself with a fish? Are you the equal of

the fish or who should have the handicap?

We hear of many people these days who are

called a fish but there is one safe bet and that

is that all will claim more brains and strength

than most fish possess. What the fresh

water fish lack in size, they excel in their

cunningness and tenacity.

Fish as a food, we never appreciated so

much as during the war; and thousands of

tons were used that would not have been

used under normal conditions. Will you
he\pjiormal cwaditions''

As a measure of conservation of our fishes

and advancement of sportsmanship, we all

must admit there is a needless amount of

fish taken from the water, the great bulk

of which never is used, most of it being

thrown away. Fishermen are at times

unable to resist the impulse to catch all the

fish that they can get hold of and with the

strong lines, lures, hooks and poles, now used,

does the fish have even the shadow of a

chance once it is fixed firmly to the barb?

Certainly not. Then why not play fair and
give him a fighting chance?

There are but few anglers who depend upon
their catch for their livelihood, and, except

where fish are scarce, they could get along

equally as well with less fish and, would

gladly do so if they secured more sport per

fish taken.

The object of the organization as titled

by the heading of this article is: the advance-

ment of skill and sport, conservation of game
fish and to put the angler in a class with other

men; that he can make comparisons of his

skill with that of others and be openly awarded

should he excel, which is, I may say, an

incentive for careful, and, on the whole,

scientific angling.

Luck is proverbial snd always associated
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with the fisherman's outing, but, sad to

relate, many have with them a fishing equip-

ment strong enough to land a whale if one

should attach himself to the hook. Small

fish provide no means to sport; it being a

simple case of winding the windlass. Con-
sequently, they get no real sport unless they

have the luck to hook a grand-daddy that is a

whaler among the brethren of fins and scales.

For the advancement of the sport of angling,

I do not think that anything can add to the

thrills and excitement of the game more than

to know you have a game fish on, and to

realize, first and last of all that you are using

light tackle; also that your skill is on test if

you are to be the victor. Results will cer-

tainly compensate for the means.

The object of the organization that I

have mentioned would be to band together

lovers of sport for the purpose of getting more
pleasure from the fish caught and their com-

parative skill in doing it.

A certain strength cotton thread would be

prescribed for each variety of fisH, each

season's reports would be made of your

largest one of each class, taken on regulation

thread; then the awards will be made, of

valuable prizes in each class; and this, too,

not as to the number but as to the size of the

fish you have captured. Such competition

eliminates to a very large degree the chance

of luck and awards chance and skill.

Competitions are to be conducted along

the general lines that are now used in contests;

the awards being to the largest fish of each

class taken on regulation lines.

Such an organization cannot advance

without an official means of publication, and I

do not believe that by adding 'the Rod and

Gun as the official organ, (including its

subscription), the annual dues would run

over $2.50 to $3.00 per year, per member.
The idea is mainly to band together the

anglers, to work for bettemient in angling

methods. There are thousands who would

gladly spare a few dollars in this labor of love

and real sport. I would be glad to hear

from anglers, therefore, interested in such

an organization as has been proposed. In

writing address me: W. M. Dom, Greens-

burg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. and enclose

stamped and addressed envelope if possible.

Remember that Canadian stamps affixed to a

return envelope to be sent back into Canada
will not pass. Only American stamps will

answer.

Comment by the Angling Editor-—Some
time ago we printed in this magazine an

article by the well-known angling yriter,

"Sproat," which told of the ins and outs, ways *

and means, and fascination of fishing (both

for sea fish and for fresh water fish)by means
of a cotton thread. At the time we did not

think that this article would create any great

interest; at least an interest above the ordin-

ary, but, strange to relate, a great number of

anglers came forward with their remarks
that they thought cotton-threading not only

an exceedingly sportsmanlike method of

fish-capture, but they saw opportunities for

sport in it that exceeds any fine art

hitherto holding forth as the leader. It is

not strange, however, that anglers should

turn to this means of capturing the fishes of

the inland waters. Cotton - threading has

been spoken of as a fad pure and simple. And
yet actual practice has proven that it is a

sport that is equalled by none. To catch

a fish with tackle of the strongest places the

fish on the hook at an absolute disadvantage.

Were the tackle light; the line a cotton thread,

then the cunning of the fish and the cunning

of the man are on an equal basis, and alertness

and skill become to the angler an absolute

necessity, whereas, when using strong tackle,

skill and ingenuity are not so requisite.

Were the object of fishing solely the fish to

be gotten out of the waters then of course

rough tactics and strong tackle would be

considered as essential. There are those

among the comrades of the angle who will

laugh down the cotton-threaders as mild

lunatics; nevertheless, the fact remains that

cotton-threading is the acme of the angling

art, and to catch a fish by this method is a

performance that will surely prove your

angling ability. To test it out for yourself,

try the cotton-thread stunt sometime and

you will be surprised how much genuine
' sport you can get out of a few hours of fishing.

Angling lays no weight of commendation on

your ability to accumulate a great number
of fishes in a day of fishing. This is generally

understood and appreciated. The use of fine

tackle in the past six or eight years has gone

forward very rapidly—-thanks to the agita-

tion for the preservation of our noble fish,

which, otherwise, would soon plunge into the

gloom of extinction and oblivion. Therefore

the more we follow the fine art of angling, and

the less fish we take the more certain we are

of having fish in our streams so that future

generations of sportsmen and anglers may
enjoy themselves as we do.

Cotton-threading comes in the wake of the

light tackle methods that have been made
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famous in ocean fish'ng, in the Gulf of Mexico,

off Florida and in the Pacific waters;. The
use of light tackle at Catalina is an institution

and has claimed, and claims some of the

greatest men of affairs in the world. These

men have been thoroughly satisfied with

light tackle in capturing the ocean monsters.

How natural, therefore, that the cotton thread

shoijld come to the fore as a line to be used

in the fresh waters of this continent. Men go

out with cumbersome tackle, capture, we will

say, the black bass, and protest in print

that it 's a sluggish fighter, hardly worthy of

th's nime. But try out that fish with a

cotton line and use your skill, your ability

and the tables are turned. With the cotton

thread even the sun-fishes in the shallows will

afford you sport that will surprise you, as we
have found out who have tried 't.

As yet the use of the cotton thread has been

confined to the States, but gradually a number
of Canad'an anglers have taken up the sport

and have pronounced it absolutely to their

liking. The letters we have received point

to this.

Rod and Gun goes on record as favouring

and supporting any move made for the better-

ment of sportsmanship and clean angling.

Were a united American and Canadian cotton

thread club formed the magazine would
gladly act as the official organ, thus to pro-

mote a good cause. At present there is one

club, (the originator), that is prominent for

its membership of cotton-threaders, (The
Cotton Thread Fishing Club of America),

and this c'u^ is incorporated.

A gentleman, Mr. W. M. Dom, has proposed

an American and Canadian association of

cotton-threaders to me and has asked me to

further it. I am therefore giving his views

publication herewith.

If there are a sufficient number of ang-

lers who will support this organization on

both sides of the border there is no doubt that

it win lead to unthought of conservation of

fishes, and preservation of waters, which we
should all diligently work for. Mr. Dom will

gladly answer questions sent to him, but it

should be remembered that he is doing this

without pay, purely to aid in establishing

clean angling and to promote conservation.

A stamped addressed envelope should accom-

pany requests for information along this line.

Mr. Dom would call this association the

"Cotton Thread Fresh Water Fishermen
of North America,"—a very catchy title by
the w{iy.

The Making of a Wobbler

THE fish crank writers say: to make a

wobbler, just cut the spoon bowl from
the handle, drill a couple of holes, one

at each end, twist in the split rings also a

treble hook at the big end, and a swivel at

the other, and you have a fine Wobbler.

"Ya - I - tMik - so," as my old Norsky
friend used to say. There are two b's in

wobbler, and ono hole in standard doughnuts
and thereby hangs a tale . I never heard

about wobblers or saw one until I c^me out

of^the west and down into this neck of the

woods in 1891, but I call to mind one fall

at Leach Lake, Minn. The fall that the

Government had the argument with the

Leach Lake Indians at Bear Island, and seven

good soldiers and a colonel "went west," sent

there by the above mentioned "red taps"

all on account of a crooked Indian Agent
and his timber grafters, and incidently

nothing was ever done about it. But that is

another story, and probably doesn't interest

this generation of readers. In calling things

to mind that happened parallel with a fishing

or hunting trip, a gun or piece of fishing tackle.

my mind drifts back to some incident like

this that occurred to me in the "old west"
long ago. That fall a quarter breed Chip-

peway and myself happened to be on shore of

the above lake. We had been having bacon
and crackers for "chew" for some da\'s,

and wanted a sort of side disji. Fish were
plenty here. Says I to Joe, "I've got a hook
and line in my sack, but no bait." "I'll

gettum bait," says Joe. There had been an
old camp on shore and of course the us^ual odd
lot of old cans lying around. Joe picked

out the brightest one of the lot, and with his

pocket knife cut a strip out of it about three

\

inches long, and three quarters of an inch

wide, punched a hole in each end, attached

my hook at one end and line to the other

gave the ends a bend secured a tamarack pole,

and soon had three sizable pickerel or pike

flopping on the beach. Now in watching

Joe's improvised spoon, I noticed that it

didn't spin, but bobbed or wobbled from side

to side, so in thinking back about wobblers,

Joe's was the first one I ever saw and I didn't

pay any attention to it, bu,t this child of the
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forest probably knew as much or more about

them as do the fish cranks of the present day

and probably I am as big a crank as any of

them. Last summer I picked up a magazine

and saw an article on deep trolling, with a

wobbling spoon that looked good to me, and
it recommended the spoon as above described.

I .stole one of i the wife's silver spoons, cut

off the handle, attached the hooks and swivel

filled the bath tub with water, and tested out

my wobbling spoon. Did she "wobble?"

No, dear reader, not one wobble did she

wobble. I started bending it into different

shapes, but without any results, and finally

it went into the discard along with a lot of

more experimental fishing tackle. Then
my mind travelled back to Indian Joe's

wobbler, but I didn't know how he bent it to

iict the wobbler. I remembered that the

piece of tin .Joe cut out of the can was long

and narrow. But (he bend to make it wobble?

That was the rub. Finally I cut a strip of tin

:i shy one half inch wide and three and a

half inches long, attached a line to one end,

a small treble at the other, hied myself to

the river bank and "went to it.' I was sure

the length and lireadlh were right, but to get

Indian Joe's bend in it? To make a long

story shot, I finally struck it, and as nothing

succeeds like success, I will say that when I

got that piece of tin to wobble to suit me it

was just the shape of a letter 'fS," only not so

sharp, sort of wavery like, say about one half

of the curve that the letter has. I also found

that the more weight you hang on his tail the

less he will wiggle. A two and a half inch

spoon should have no larger than No. 3 hooks.

A three and a half inch spoon not larger than

No. 2. I found that the more load you hang

on his tail the less and the harder it is for him
to wobble. Don't use anything on the treble

hooks. After observing many treble "hooks

trimmed with various c^olours, I am thor-

oughly convinced that a bunch of stuff tied

(>n treble hooks scare more fish than they

attract. It's the spoon they strike at every

time. Here in the northernmost side of the

middle west I have found the No. 3 Skinner

Spoon to be the best attractor. They come
with No. 3 treble hooks and No. 3 swivels.

The first thing I do is to take off both swivel

and trebles and replace them with No. 1

swivel and trebles, as oftimes sizable fish will

take the No; 3 spoon. I have had eight

pound pike and pickerel on them, and one of

these when cauglU in cold water and in a

fighting mood, the No. 3's are hardly depcnd-

at)le to say the least, and I use no reel when

after this tribe I want dependable hooks,

swivel and line. I have used many reels

and fancy rods, and I use them no more.
This playing a strong game fish among lily

pads and roots (where they usually lie in the

morning and evening), is all "poppycock."
Of all the fancy tackle I used to use I only

retain my landing net. I have never struck

any of those places whert you hook a large

fish in the edge of lily pads and there was a

large deep water to lead him into to play him,

as som^ of the writers on fishing represent.

The places where I have had my best strikes

was all lily pads and roots for rods around,

and the deep weedless and rootless water

didn't mature. I had moved just far enough
so I could not use it. Before leaving the

sul)ject of wobblers and spoons I wish to say

that the split rings used in the wobblers are

all too large, those I have measured are all

three-eighths of an inch in diameter. I always

take these off anfl replace with one fourth inch,

it lightens up the wobbler and it works better.

I make most of my spoons and wobblers from

the casings of a nickle alarm clock that's "on

the bum," to use a slang expression. It

makes nice bright lures. I like a light spoon

it spins better and will keep nearer the surface.

Hammer, then cut the right shape with ^

round nose han^mer. Get them the shape o\

a spoon bowl for your spinner, leaving a

projection on the small end to drill a hole

through and bend to the right angle to slip

on your wire. It's half the fun of fishing to

make ybur own tackle. As good old Ness-

muk says:

"When the mountain streams are frozen

And the Norland winds are out."

Many pleasant hours, I spent at this, I

make my own snells, spoons, wobblers, flies,

and even my landing net I made myself,

handle, net and all, but the No. S spring brass

frame. I am able to make nets of all sizes

and kinds, just got interested in the work and

picked it up with some assistance from an old

sailor who also taught me how to splice

ropes, another handy thing for an out-door

man to know if he owns a boat. Yes, and,

as some of the brother fish cranks say "It's

not all in the fishing to fish." Before leaving

the subject of treble hooks without any trim-

mings on them, I wish to record two experi-

ences I had this last summer, while on a

fishing trip, an eighteen inch pickerel was

hooked andlanded, and strange to say he was

hooked just below the ventral fins, showing

that he had struck at the spoon and a little

high, so the trebles caught him js above. On
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tlic same day and on the same water, a small

iiioutli bass (one of the short biters) was

hooked and after being landed it was found to

be hooked just back of the eyes on top of the

head, which showed, according to my dope

that this chap struck at the spoon "short"

and the trebles caught him as above described

I could mention other cases, but these two

are the latest. I have never had any reason

to have a "brain storm" regarding the using

of pork rind—frog—or minnows—and trolling

spoon. I believe it is far better and more

successful to use one or the other separately,

at least I have found it so, and I am only

speaking from my own experience. What
e"^perience others have had I cannot say.

Strange as it may seem, I can find no piece of

tackle or fishipg gear in any of the catalogues

made to handle the pork frog, minnow, or

natural frog. So I made a couple for my own
use this vva\ I hied me to a music store

and priK unii a good gut wire wound,
this makes a good pliable snell. Cut of! a

piece say ten inches long, take a bit of shoe-

maker's wax and wax one end, say two and a

half inches, the size hooks to use will depend
on what you are going after. A good all

around size in average water I have found to,

be about 2-0 and 3-0 or 3-0 and 4-0 in Limer-

ick size, or 20 and 21 or so in the Cincinnati

Bass size. If ringed, heat the ring end in

a gas jet and snip it ofT with the pliers, now
file down a bit, also fde the barb down a good

half, now take your larger hook of the pair

you have selected, warm the shank and rub

your pot of shoemakers wax over it, then lay

it on to the end of the snell and wjiip it on
with silk cord, or thread, or linen thread will

do, for three fourths of an inch or so, now
about an inch above. Wax and whip on
your smaller or lip hook but at rir/hl anglrs to

the end hook. Tie a loop in the other end
of your snell and coil it up carefully and lay

it away in your tackle book for your future

trip. You'll have use for it after all baits and
lures have failed. Take a perch or any rough

fish of about a pound or so, take your sharp

pocket knife, start at the head end of the anal

fin, and cut "slantindicular" (as the Irishman

says), to the back bone, run the blade along,

just under the back bone and through to the

caudal fin taking a good third of it. Hook
this on your two hook gang. The lip hook
just back of the anal fin. You are on a river

or lake. You have on your "waders,"
your shadow doesn't strike the water. Now,

right there in (hat opening in the lily pads,

or just outside of them, drop your bait lightly

and skitter it along, and just beyond that big

stone or boulder, where the current makes
that Utile eddy, and by that tree top that's

lopped into the water, let your bait sink a

bit, then draw it through the water, the same
as a cast of flies, a succession of draws, strike

quick, (but" not too quick).'' When this

succession of draws fails, you might as well

go to camp and wait until they are in a biting

mood. Many are the weather signs for this,

good, bad or indifferent. I wish to state a

few things here for the careless fisherman.

For many years I have killed no baby fish,

law or no law, I have no use for a man who
does this, and I have no use for a nation who
kills babies, it's not the way of the white man
or the colored man either. Don't retain any
bass of less than ten inches or perch of less

than seven or eight inches, and follow the

law strictly on trout and salmon. When
returning a fish to the water, n:ct ymn hands

before touching him, otherwise your dry hand

removes a sort of protective scum or slimy

substance, and a sort of fungus will grow in

its place, and kill your fish in time, just as

surely as if you hit him on the head with a

club. If you are a fisherman you will reniem-

ber this. In passing I ha\e yet got to see the

hook that the barb isn't a good half too large.

I file mine dow^n one-half, than sharpen and

smooth the point with a small oil stone, as

sharp as it can be made. This stuff about ;i

muskie or any others of the fighting tribes,

shaking the l^ooks from the mouths is all

"poppycock." If a filed down barb is well

set you will find you have got to give it quite

a hard pull to extract it after landing your

catch. If you have a large barb just open :i

bass'smouth and see what strength you have
to exert in order to set the hook in the bony
part of his mouth, then you will "wise up,"

to the "why" of the reduced barb. Fish

do accidentally shake the hook clear, but it's

when the barb is not set. So here'fe luck to all

fishermen, barring the Fish Hogs.

I am at present interested in a light easy

running , safe, and sane, clinker built skiff. 1

would like to see somcthin.g in Rod & Gun
along these lines. I wish to build the,

above alone. Say about 14 ft. long and a safe

workable beam. I want it for trollings only,

for this coming summer. Can some of the

readers of P.. & G. "wise me up" as to the

building and dimensions?
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Asking About Nets

To the Angling Editor — I am writ'ng to

request an article on making fish-nets.

Your articles are very lucid, and if you can

write on this subject I am sure it will be easy

to understand.

I have on several occasions wanted to make
or repair nets. It is handy, for instance, if a

man is going away back in the woods, and

does not want to load himself with a landing

net, to take a string and a shuttle and make it

himself. Again in Northern B.C. prospectors

and hunters often net fish from the lake

for winter's provisions and for dog food. It

would be useful to such men as these to know
how to repair or make a new net.

Most landing nets I notice are started from

a centre ring and worked outwards in a sort

of expanding way. I am not really anxious

for such refinements as these. So long as I

can make a rectangular net or repair a hole

in a net I am satisfied.

Please give data as to where a shuttle may

be obtained; the kind of string or twme
used, and the general modus operandi.

If I can make a net as well as I could make
a pair of skis, (thanks to your article) I will

be more than satisfied.

Penticton, B.C. E. D. Sismey.

Angling Editor's comment—We are very

sorry indeed to say that we are not up in the

art of net-making, and we have not the means
of acquiring this information. I doubt very

much if an explanation of the art of making
nets has ever appeared in print, although it is

a subject that thousands would be interested

m I am sure. There are many readers of this

magazine, who will come across this, who will

know the art, if not completely, at least

to a ( ertain extent, sufficient to set us on the

right track. If such readers will^e kind

enough to send in what informal iaipRhey have

at their command as to the making of nets we
shall be highly pleased. A few drawings of

the various moves made in making and con-

necting the loops will suffice.

Re The Marston Trout

Angling Editor's CommrnI—We were told

by a correspondent that if we were to write

to Mr. David T. Abercrombie of New York
City we might get some very desirable in-

formation in regard to the famous Marston
Trout, of which we have spoken often in

past issues of Rod and Gun. We wrote to

the gentleman' mentioned and the following

is his letter:

"In my old files I have come across a letter

addressed to me regarding the '\alielinus

Marstoni. I was always of the opinion

that this was not a new species, but was

Alidrus Aurious, a beautiful fish, as you
know. Have never seen one over two-and-

one-fourth pounds, which would be fully

nineteen inches long. There is very little

resemblance to the Brook Trout, except in

coloring, and I regret very much indeed

that I cannot find my drawing and the cross

sections of the fish, which I prepared when I

sent specimens to the American Museum
of Natural History and the National Museum
at Washington, where adult pairs are mounted.

Both at the National Museum and the

AjTierican Museum of Natural History, Mr.

Nichols, identified the fish as Marstoni. My
recollection of the ratio of extreme depth, to

length, is 2:17, and the breadth to the depth is

as 4:3.

"A peculiarity of the color of the top of the

back was its apparent transparency, and

the best way I can convey the impression

made on me was that it was like a light brown

jelly, such as jellied consomme would appear.

The brown faded into a very dark, deep

blackish-blue, and the belly the most golden

brilliant red imaginable. One would alnjost

think it was a-salt water fish, the belly was so

brilliant.

"The tail is very wide and forked, not

square, and the ends of the fork, sharp, and

not round.

"Probably if you should write to Mr.
Nichols of the American Museum of Natural

Historj', »he might obtain a photograph for

you."

David T. Abercrombie, Major Q.M.C.
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Wild Life Protection in Quebec

An Address Delivered at the National Conference on the Conservation

of Wild Life, Held In Ottavi'a, on Febmary 18th and 19th

, J. A. Belleisle

THE Province of Quebec possesses two

great means of seconding the efforts of

the Commission of Conservation; the

creation of a number of fish and game re-

serves and the control of shipments of gairie

and furs. Nearly 25 years ago, the Depart-

ment of Crown Lands created certain hunting

reserves which were leased both to individuals

and to fish and game clubs incorporated in our

Province. The object and the aims for which

these clubs were incorporated are, as pro-

v'ded for by law, to aid in the enforcement of

the laws and regulations concerning the pro-

tection of fish and game in this province.

These clubs may acquire and possess both

movables and immovables, necessary for their

enjoyment of the privileges and the perform-

ance of the duties entrusted to them. They
lease, for sporting purposes alone, certain fish,

and game reserves which have been set apart

for that purpose, by the Lieutenant Governor

in Council, and the first condition of such

leases is an efficient surveillance of the ter-

ritory at the expense of the lessee. Any
neglect of this essential condition of the lease,

or any utilization of the reserve for other

purposes, involves the cancellation of the

lease as well as prosecution of the lessee at the

hands of the Department. Outside of the

clubs, a certain number of individual sports-

men are lessees of fishing and hunting ter-

ritories who are bound to the same obliga-

tions as clubs, in regard to the protection of

their reserves and to the limitations within

which they may utilize the privileges granted

them by their lease. The number of reserves

thus leased to clubs or individuals is 425 and

they cover an approximate extent of eight

thousand square miles for hunting purposes,

in addition to the 469 rivers or portions of

rivers which are under lease for fishing pur-

poses. 1444 lakes are also leased, but 1 must

add that several clubs lease all the fishing

rights within the limits of their hunting

territory; and a large portion of these being

unsurveyed, it is impossible to say precisely

the number of lakes which we actually have

under lease. However it may be affirmed

without any fear of exaggeration that the

number of our leased lakes is at least 2500.

All these reserves are so many special Parks

where the protection is most efficient and in

which game may freely multiply. Moreover,

all these lessees are required to employ one

or more guardians named by the Minister,

and to pay them during the twelve months

of the year. Many of them, in order to fully

comply with their obligations, employ ad-

ditional guardians during certain months of

the year. For- instance, during the two or

three months of the winter, in which the great

depth of the snow most favors poaching opera-

tions, the clubs usually furnish additional

help to their guardians. The same remark

applies to lessees of fishing reserves during the

summer and autumn months, and especially
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in the spawning season. Some of the lessees

of salmon rivers, employ as many as eight or

ten guardians during the month of September
and October. If we add the number of special

guardians of clubs to the Fish and Game
Wardens employed by the Department, we
have a total of 600 officers scattered through-

out the Province. When it is considered that

the reserves are chiefly in the most accessible

sporting localities of the Province, and are

consequently the most exposed to poaching

operations, it will be seen that this system
is a very great aid to the protection of the

lish and game wealth of the Province.

The second of our great means of protection

is without contradiction, the control of the

shipments of game. Up to two years ago,

we limited ourselves to the control of big

game shipments. At the commencement of

the year 1917, the Department of Coloniza-

tion, Mines and Fisheries inaugurated the

control of fur trade. A law was passed
obliging the fur traders to take a license and
to report monthly all furs or skins bought by
them. In order to render this control more
elTicient, the government imposed a royalty

an each skin which must be stamped before

it is paid. iMorn that date, no skin could be

put upon the market without being stamped
^iiid the royalty paid, and no skin could be

!ihipped outside of the Province, without

having been first stamped and the royalty

paid thereon, and this under the penalty of

a fine and confiscation. The same regulations

prevails for furs or skins which are shipped

Irom one locality of the Province to another,

when they are sent from localities where the

Province has officers to mark them. The
shipment of either game or skins, of any kind

whatever, is prohibited unless the contents

are plainly marked on the outside of the

packet, box, valise, or other receptacle? con-

taining them; and this is also under the

penalty of confiscation and a fine. This
measure permits us not only to control the

shipments, but also to prevent the purchase

and shipment of furs taken out of season.

One of the principal results of.this policy of

control of all shipments is a very great

diminution in the number of furs taken ille-

gally, for it is now useless to buy them from
the trappers, seeing that they could not be

disposed of, because none of our officers will

stamp furs which have been evidently taken

out of season. The dealers in furs, are the

most anxious to second our efforts in this

direction, because purchases of furs taken out

of season, is a detriment to the .fur trade.

Furthermore these changes in the law permit

dealers to conduct the trade openly and to sell

their furs like all other traders without fearing

the surveillance of the government officers.

They have only to buy their license, have
their furs stamped, and pay the royalty and
their trade is as free as that of all other

branches of commerce.

The passing of this law in the winter of

1917, gave us a control last year of the ship-

ments of 617 dealers in furs. This year, with

the perfecting of our system, we have been

able to control the operations of 793 licensed

dealers, who report to us each month and thus

enable us to trace and to follow every skin in

the trade. In the first year of the operation

of this new system, the government stamped
and collected royalty on 192,241 muskrat

skins, 38,576 beaver skins, 9,.S46 marten skins,

33,396 ermines, 5,964 mink skins, 7,350 deer

skins, besides a large number of furs or skins

too long to enumerate, but forming a grand

total of 317,060 skins, representing a value of

Si, 500,000. When we consider that this

system is new and that the result just men-
tioned is that of its first year in operation, we
believe that we are j uptified in considering it

most satisfactory The law inposing a

royalty and the obligation to have all tiirs and

skins coming from the Province of Quebec

stamped, enables us further to ascertain very
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approximately the different species and
quantities of the furs taken, particularly in

certain portions of the Province. Thus the

region of Lake St. John has furnished con-

siderable quantities as well as that of Sa-

guenny, more generally! known as the North
Shore. When the system has been longer in

operation we shall be in a position to say

what species are most sought after, or if there

are abuses in certain localities or if it is neces-

sary to regulate the taking of any species,

because of its growing scarcity,- or to ascertain

any necessity which may exist for modifying

our hunting seasons, or to prohibit completely

the hunting of some particular species of fur

bearing animals, in order to permit their

greater increase. I do not wish to pretend

however, that we have succeeded in pre-

venting all poaching; because ill-disposed

shippers are still well able to send packages

through the mails or may possibly succeed in

evading the vigilance of our ofTicers in certain

localities near our boundaries and in evading
the law by shipping furs outside of the Pro-

vince in a I surreptitious n\anner. Once on
the other side of our frontier, we evidently

are at th<> mercy of the authorities of our

neighboring provinces and states and as none
of our neigfibors have a similar law to ours,

the control of these shipments is made very
difficult. I am very happy indeed however,

to be able to testify here to the good will

towards us in this connection, of which the

authorities of the neighboring provinces, and
especially that of Ontario and New Bruns-
wick have given proof. For some months
past, whenever these authorities of our sister

provinces have ascertained that furs shipped
from the Province of Quebec, did not bear

the stamp required by our laws, they have
seized them and returned them to us. We
have also commenced to benefit from the

same privilege at the hands of certain officers

of the State of New York. I am glad to say
also that the postal authorities have given us

their assistance in a certain measure to enable

us to control the sending ot furs by Parcel

Post. This improved system only operates

however in the cities of Quebec and Montreal,
but I anticipate with pleasure the possibility

irf such control being extended, not only to

the large centres but also in the country
Post Offices. The Postal authorities have
shown themselves disposed to second our

efforts, and with their kind assistance, I have

no doubt that before long there will be a

complete control for the shipments of furs

through the mails.

We have not yet discussed the question

with the Department of Customs. This

Department, by its numerous officers all

along the frontier between the Province of

Quebec and the United States, is in a position

to know everything which crosses the border,

and I have no doubt that when we shall have
obtained from the Customs Authorities the

assurance that no furs shall be shipped from
this Province to the United States, without

being properly stamped, the different dealers

who at present, decline to observe the law,

will completely cease their clandestine trade.

I have already said that a certain number
still succeed in evading the law in passing

their furs to the other side of the boundary
line between us and our neighboring pro-

vinces. These furs are then reshipped to the

large fur houses of Montreal or Quebec as if

they were coming originally from New
Brunswick, Ontario or Manitoba, and with
the exception of beaver and otter, of which
the sale is controlled in Ontario, by the

Government of that Province, it is impossible

for us to verily the point of shipment of these

skins. The Governrjient of Ontario in order

to avoid abuses, very properly compels
merchants who receive beaver or other skins

with the Government tag, to return these tags

immediately to the proper Department, so

that there are no means left to establish in a

satisfactory manner whether these beaver or

otter skins really come from Ontario or not.

This inconvenience will completely disappear

when the other provinces will have adopted a

system identical with ours for marking furs

and will also control the shipment of skins,

taken in the limits of their respective pro-

vinces; and I do not despair of seeing this

system of control adopted some day, every-

where, and when this is done, we shall have
an almost perfect protection ot tlie wild

life, which is, after our forests, one of the

greatest sources of our revenue.

The following resolution was passed at the

National Conference:

That in view of the increased impetus given

to trapping operations by the high price of

furs and by more active competition in the

trade, there is now much greater danger than
hitherto of a very serious decrease in the

supply of some of our most valuable fur

bearers, and even in some cases, of their

entire disappearance.

That experience proves that valuable

statistics of much of the wild life of the

country so desirable for ensuring by timely

action the perpetuation of declining species.
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may be best secured by a departmental con-

trol of the trade in raw furs.

That this desirable control, instead of being

a burden upon the public, may be made a

source of income by the imposition of a small

royalty upon raw skins; and that nothing is

more reasonable than that such small royalty

should be contributed to the State from the

vast fur industry based mainly upon the wild

life of the public domain.

That one of the chief difficulties encounter-

ed in controlling the trade in raw pelts, the-

royalties paid thereon and the statistics

thereof, as in the enforcement of all regula-

tions for the protection of wild life— is to be

found in the efforts to evade the law by the

lawlessly inclined, who take advantage of the

differing provisions of law in contiguous

Provinces and Stales, to ship the products of

the chase through territory imposing less

rigorous conditions than those of The Pro-

viace or State whence they originally come.
Therefore be it

Resolved: That while fully recognizing

the complete control belonging to each
Province of the Dominion over the entire

wild life of its own territory, it is the sense

of this Convention, that ko far as possible,

uniformity of laws and regulations regarding

such wild life, and especially, with reference

to the control of the trade in raw furs is

extremely desirable, as well as the utmost
measure of reciprocity in the enforcement
thereof; and further, that even in the absence
of a complete uniformity of such laws and
regulations, most desirable results have been
proven possible by a neighborly reciprocity

in enforcing them as illustrated in the re-

ciprocal return to their place of origin, of r^vt

furs and game, which when seized for illegal

killing or shipment, are declared to have been
shipped from another Province.

Fifth National Game^Conference

An American Conference of Interest to Sportsmen

Alexander McD. Stoddart

TAPS for Theodore Roosevelt, big game
hunter and patriot, were sounded on

Tuesday night, March 4, in the Astor

Gallery of the Waldorf-Astoria hotel. New
York, at the dinner which concluded the two

days' National Game Conference of the

.American Game Protective Association.

Three hundred or more sportsmen arose,

and in the impressive silence between the

bugle notes paid their tribute to the former

President and sportsman and to American

sportsmen who had given their lives in the

world's war.

Previous to the sounding of taps, William

B. Boulton, chairman of the conference, asked

Dr. A. K. Fisher, of the Biological Survey of

the Department of Agriculture, to read a

resolution which stated, that in the death of

Theodore Roosevelt, all outdoor lovers and

conservationists have suffered a deplorable

loss.

"From the moment of his entry into public

life," read Dr. Fisher, "Mr. Roosevelt was

possessed of the single idea of service—to do

all that lay in his power to improve the con-

dition ol his fellow men An ardent sports-

man and lover of nature, he early began to

train himself in the work of observation which

resulted in his becoming an accomplished

field naturalist, whose obsers'ationS received

the respect of all scientific men.

"As founder of the Boone and Crockett

Club and one of its editors, he shared the

responsibility for the first recommendation

for the establishment of game preserves

within the forest reser\'es, of which in recent

years we ha".'e heard so much.
"As President of the United States, he

established new forest reserves and national

monuments, and set aside many reservations,

thus giving to conservation an impetus which

had a tremendous effect in popularizing it

throughout the whole United States.

"This country has not had so great a force

for conservation as Theodore Roosevelt. His

industry, his courage, his persistence and his

devotion to the best interests of America

made him a force whose usefulness to the

country in conservation matters cannot be

overestimated.

"His achievements in other lines of work,

all of them animated by the same motive of

service, need not to be referred to, nor his

personal charm, which made him beloved by

all who knew him well."

Patriotism and sportsmanship were the

keynotes of the dinner. Nicholas Everett,

Fellow of the Zoological Society of .England,
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who like Col. Roose\elt, desired to organize

with Col. Selous at the head, full equipped

regiment of rough-riders and sportsmen, and
being rejected, worked as a member of the

British Foreign Secret Service, where liis

dangerous calling in war brought him bodily

injuries, urged the necessity of the English

speaking peoples standing together in future

world's work. ,
—

At the afternoon session that day, Everitt,

who has hunted big game all over the world,

in displaying magic lantern slides showing how
N'orway, by protection and propagation of

game and destruction of vermin, had made
that country full of game, told a thrilling

story of being charged by a moose, the largest

specimen he had seen in thirty years' hunting

on the Scandanavian peninsula.

He and his Norwegian guide were close

upon the moose, when an Austrian with a

Norwegian guide, whose only means of inter-

communication was the sign language, mis-

took Everitt and his guide for the moose.

The Austrian's explosive bullets took the left

arm and right leg from the guide, killing him.

As soon as the moose saw the hunter, the

beast charged, and Everitt's first shot stuck

tlie animal in the lungs. To the hunter's

dismay, he found that the second barrel was
without a cartridge, and the first bullet had
failed to stop the animal. Finally, Everitt

managed to put another cartridge into the

gun, and as the animal charged for a second
time, the bullet wound merely infuriating it,

the hunter reasoned that aiming for the brain,

the bullet might glance off the forehead, so he
dropped on his knee, and when the animal
was within a dozen feet of him, shot it through
the heart, the animal dropping within six feet

of him.

A novel feature of hunting in Norway, of

which Mr. Everitt told, is the employment of

bird-reporting dogs. The hunter explained

that in the forests of Norway the cover is so
thick that it would be easy under ordinary

circumstances to lose a dog, so dogs are trained

to seek the bird.s, and when they find them,
whether it is within a radius of a quarter of a
mile, a half mile, a mile or two miles, to come
back to the master, and then the gunner
follows the dog to the place where the animal
first discovered the game.

Quite as thrilUng as Everitt's story of his

big moose, was Carl A. Keley's experience with
big game in Africa in hunting the leopard,

elephant, lion, rhino and buffalo. Akeley,
who was with Roosevelt in the African jungles,

told of the dangers when his hunting party

came upon a herd of seven hundred elephants,

and when he had dropped one of the bulls,

the animals circled in a larger growing area

each moment, seeking to find where the

danger lay, while the other elephants tried to

bring the animal to its feet and thus carry it

out of the danger zone.

His fight with a wounded leopard, which fpr

a time threatened to end in favor of the

animal, also carried a thrill Keley had
been following the animal from ant-hill to

ant-hill for some time, his only companion
being a Somoiland boy, who carried a hunting

knife. Keley, of course, had his rifle.

The big game hunter did not see the

leopard distinctly, bu^t shooting at the shad-

ows in the bush he wounded the leopard, and
following it closely he was somewhat startled

by the animal leaping at him. The animal

was so^clofee that there was not time to shoot

before it was upon him. The leopard's claws

caught one arm and sought to bring its mouth
into play. Not quite succeeding in this, it

did manage, however, to seize the free hand
in its mouth, badly mangling it.

Both man and leopard went to the ground
together, happily, the man on top. The
beast sought by its hind claws to get a firm

grip upon the ground and to change positions.

The bullets, however, had cut the tendons of

the legs and the animal thus was unable

effectively to use its hind claws. Keley

called for the boy with the hunting knife, but

the boy in terror had dropped the knife and
was nowhere to be seen.

As. man and beast struggled for supremacy,
the hunter realized that with his knees, by
slightly rising and putting as much force as

his strength would permit, he could crack the

ribs of the animal. For a time it was a

question of enduring strength, and the mo-
ment that Keley lelt the beast relax, al-

though desiring to relax himself, he put ad-

ditional force into his knees and continued

to break the animal's ribs, in the meantime,
struggling to thrust his hand down the ani-

mal's throat as far as possible in order to

strangle the beast. Finally, as the struggles

of the animal grew less and less, Akeley's

voice reached the Somoiland boy, who came
forward with the recovered hunting knife,

and Keley carved out the leopard's heart.

Colonel John H. Wallace, Jr., Fish and
Game Commissioner of Alabama, struck a

national and international note in his address,

and called attention to the necessity of

broadening the scope of the migratory wild
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fowl treaty to include Mexico and the Central

American states.

^\illiam L. Finley's motion pictures of wild

life, showed at close range blue herons break-

ing through the shell and coming into being;

kildeer, avocet, skunks, porcupine, the sage

grouse, with its interesting dance of the males

before sunrise; and intimate pictures of the

pelican.

Finley's angling pictures, particularly those

of fishing in rough waters, had a charm about

them that brought back memories of pleasant

days on rapid streams.

Dr. George Bird Grinnell, who was the lirst

advocate of the no-sale of game, interested

the New York and out of town sportsmen at

the Game Conference, by telling of shooting

woodco(-k, quail, rabbit, duck and snipe on
the marshes of the Harlem River, which is

now a section of the city with a million people

within a very brief radius. He also told of

passenger-pigeons nesting in his father's yard

Dr. Grinnell who participated in many
hunts with the Indians for buffalo, told^of the

preparations made for such a gathering and
of the pleasure when the news came that the

scouts had found a herd, the young men going

forward on their ponies with their bows and
arrows, the white men with their then modern
guns, and the old men and women following

along with the implements for the cutting up
and preserving of the game. As the line of

hunters moved forward toward the last hill,

the sign was given for every man to get into

the game, and the start over the top of the

hill was made in such a way as to give every

one an even break. The Indians would ride

close to the animals, and with their arrows

knock over the bisons. When the hunt was
concluded, the old men and the women with

their knives would begin the w ork of preparing

the carcasses, and Dr. Grinnell stated that

nothing was wasted. He remarked it was
the theory of the Indians that when the white

man had swept the buffalos ofl' the plains, they
merely had driven them to certain sections of

the country where they might have the

animals for their selfish use.

Discussing hunting conditions in the past

and for the future, Dr. Grinnell predicted that

the sportsmen of the future, fifty years from

now, will have bettef shooting than their

grandfathers knew.

Lee S. Crandall, Assistant Curator of Birds,

New York Zoological Park, announced' that

three species of geese had been bred for the

first lime in the history of these birds. H. J.

.lager, of Owatona, Minnesota, bred the first

snow-geese; Arthur M Barnes, of the William

Rockefeller estate, bred the first barnacle-

geese, and in New York Zoological Park had
been bred the first Magellan upland-geese

The Nat- inal Zoological Park bred American
coots for the first time.

John T. Nichols, of the American Museum
of Natural History, entertained the fish and
game commissioners who came from all part

of the country, conservationists and sportsmen
by telling of the habits of shore birds, and
whistling the calls of big and little yellowlcgs,

dowitcher, stilt, sandpiper, curlew, willet and
other members of the family.

The Chief of the Bureau of Biological

Survey, E, W. Nelson, said iCwas the desire

of his department to build up the State game
resources and to co-operate with Statt offi-

cials that the game of every State be kept up
to a high mark. He pointed out that the

Federal government has the men available

for investigation work of everj' kind, and
when there is need for it, these men can be

sent to any State or to the neighboring coun-

tries at the north or south for such work He
thought an investigation might be profitable

of the shore birds that winter in Argentine,

and that a treaty with that republic similar

to the Canadian understanding, would be

well worth while.

Mr. Nelson believes that the controversy

regarding elk in the Yellowstone region could

be stopped if his program made in consulta-

tion with H. S. Graves, National Forester,

could be put into operation.

That program calls for the purchase of

additional lands at a cost of S300,000, which

for the lime being would provide ample feed-

ing ground for a perpetual herd of from

40,000 to 50,000 elk, whi.^h would give 8,000

animals yearly available for shooting. For

the additional purchase of land at a cost of

.1)500,000, such elk shooting could be given

to sportsmen for all time, and the continued

settlement of the region round about, and Ihe

increasing zone of the cattle rangers would

not in any way interfere with this herd.

The program would also call for the co-

operation of the Biological Survey, the

National Forestry Bureau and the State for

the purjjose of determining the number of

animals to be killed, and the State then could

issue resident and non-resident licenses to

sportsmen to kill in certain districts a given

number of animals.

The Nelson-Graves proposal would be

applied in the same manner to the surplus of

the Roosevelt elk now in the Olympic National
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Forest, and to big game shooting in certain

districts in Wyoming whore there are deer and

mountain sheep.

Alex. G. MacVicar, head gamekeeper of the

Firenze Second Farm of Major M. Robert

Guggenheim, discussed the careless indif-

ference that in the Colonial days destroyed

the salmon fisheries of the New England rivers,

and believed that these rivers can be re-

claimed by ceasing to make sewers of the

waters, giving proper protection to fish, and
in the building of dams to see that opportun-

ity is given to reach fresh water to spawn.

George H. Graham, Fish and Game Com-
missioner of Massachusetts, told of the intro-

duction of three and five inch salmon in the

Merrimac River during the past three or four

years, and he looks forward to the taking of

mature salmon weighing trom fifteen to forty

pounds each, either this year or in 1920, the

salmon requiring four years to reach the

adult stage.

The fish culturist' of New York, John W.
Titcomb, stated that an Atlantic s3lmon had

been taken off Montauk Point, L. t. last year,

and he advocated Federal control over the

anadromous fishes, thus giving an opportunity

to salmon, striped bass and shad to ascend

the fresh waters to reproduce their kind.

Mr. Graham pointed out to the assembled

sportsmen and fish and game commissioners

the value of organizing sportsmen's clubs, and
told how to go about doing it.

A paper was read for Aldo Leopold, of

-Mbuquerque, N. M., which brought out a

discussion that led Mr. Graham of Massa-
chusetts to say, that wherever cheap lands

could be purchased for a public domain for

the benefit of the man who does not belong to

a hunting or fishing club, it would be a good
policy for states to pursue.

John B. Burnham, President of the Ameri-

can Game Protective Association, pointed

out that New York already had pursued that

policy in giving free hunting in the Adir^n-

dacks and the Catskills to every lover of the

outdoors.

Conservation on a business basis was the

subject of the talk of George D. Pratt, Con-
servation Commissioner of, New York, who
showed that forests, fish and game more than
pays itself in full value for every dollar ex-

pended. He instanced the case of fur bearing
animals whose pelts will bring this year
to trappers $2,000,000. Of this amount.

$1,000,000 alone was paid for 260,000 skunk

skins.

Ottomar H. Van Norden, of the Camp F'ire

Club, who was a Y.M.C.A. worker in France,

told of the St. Mihiel offensive; Duncan Dunn,
superintendent of the New Jersey State Game
Farm, told of the successful pheasant raising:

Harry T. Rogers, superintendent of the New
York State Game Farm, talked of game farm

activities; John Hair, head gamekeeper of

the Hempstead estate, spoke on game breed-

ing on Long Island; Dr. James G. Needham,
of Cornell University, di.scussed aquiculture

at the University's fish cultural experimental

station; and a paper was read from George

MacReynolds, of the B ucks County Fish, Game
and Forestry Association, on what such a club

has done for game birds.

A visitor to the conference was Carl J.

Lomen, of Nome, Alaska, who is a pioneer in

introducing reindeer meat to northern cities

in the United States. The first shipment was

made last year to Minneapolis and New York,

and the venison met with favor. This rein-

deer meat is a surplus of the animals ori-

ginally introduced by Uncle Sam in Alaska in

1892. The first herd consisted of 160

animals, which ten years later was increased

to 1280, and reindeer have been so prolifii-

that there are now 100 herd consisting of

130,000 animals, and it is intended that the

surplus of this stock be sold yearly in America

to increase the food supply.

Two men were missed from the Fifth

Annual Conference, Emmet .\. Quarles, who
is now in France as secretary of a reconstruc- •

tion committee and Frederic C. Walcott, who
is engaged in war work.

A resolution was passed saying that vagrant

and unrestrained cats constitute a great

destructive agency to the song and game
birds, and are a source of danger to the public

health, and urging adequate laws to control

this menace.

William B. Boulton, of New Jersey, whi>

says that he would rather be the chairman of

the National Game Conference than any other

office that could be given him, was re-elected

chairman. The vice-chairmen include E. C.

Hinshaw, Iowa; R. A. Childs, Kentucky;

and W. B. Mershon, Michigan. Tracy

Dows, of New York, was re-elected treasurer;

Emmet A. Quarles, Connecticut, secretary,

and George M. Fayles, New York, acting

secretary.
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Proposed Principles for Conserving Game
Authority on Wild Life Suggests Lines of Action to Maintain the

Supply of Game

1—In the well-settled regions of the United

States and Canada, the supply of wild game
is nowhere sufficient to render it an important

food ^pply ; and in view of its steady destruc-

tion by man, predatory mammals and birds,

severe winters and scarcity of food and cover,

game killing in those regions must be regarded

as a severely limited pastime, and not as

an industry in competition with the stock-

raiser and the butcher.
2—In well-settled regions, it is impossible

td make bag limits too small or open seasons

too short, for the best continuance of the

game supply.
3—No frontierman can reasonably be

expected either to devise,or to execute, unaid-

ed by his federal government, methods for

the adequate preservation and increase of

large game.
4—Well-settled and well-fed regions require

game laws of greater stringency than frontier

regions.

5—Frontier and savage regions require

to be specially defined on the map, and pro-

vided with game law specially adapted to the

needs of their inhabitants and to the available

supply of game.
6—The strict regulation of game-killing

in frontier regions inures directly to the

benefit of the people most dependent upon the

game for their existence.

7—The sale of game should not be permit-

ted at any time, anywhere; because all com-
mercialization of wild game and other forms

of wild life is thoroughly exterminatory

in its effects.

8—In all countries, the rational utilization

of game is desirable, but only on a basis that

will provide amply and adequately for the

perpetuation of the breeding stock.

9—Regions that are remote from lines of

power transportation, or are in winter en-

tirely cut off from supplies of fresh meat from
without, are entitled to preferential treat-

ment.
10—The relief of persons inhabiting frontier

regions who by reason of sex, or other causes

are unable themselves to take out licenses and
hunt and kill their annual quota of game must
be specially provided for by law.

11—Every comm-unity large enough to

contain a post office should be established as a.

game-protection centre, or unit, and a deputy
game warden should be appointed for each

centre, to whom an annual salary should be
paid during satisfactory service, no matter

how small the salary might be.

12—The duty of even,' such deputy game
warden should be to issue hunting licenses,

check up the reports of license holders, and
generally promote and be responsible for the

observance of the laws affecting game.

13—The cold-storage of legally-killed game
to promote its full utilization by the holders

of hunting licenses beyond the regular

season for hunting, is desirable and necessary.

14—It is time for the Governments of

Canada and the United States to stop all

killing of female hoofed game, other than

caribou, by Indians, by prospectors, and by

all other persons.

15—The waste of game' should, under

certain fixed conditions, be made a penal

offence.

16—^Regulations should be framed to

require the reasonable salvage of game meat

sportsmen.

—

Dr. W. T. Hornaday, at the

National Conference on Game and Wild Life

Protection.
,

Want Annual Meeting on Game Conservation

The National Conference on Wild Life Pro-

tection which was held in Ottawa in connection

with the Tenth Annual Meeting of the Com-
mission of Conservation of Feb. 17, 18 and

19, unanimously adopted the suggestion that

a conference of all those interested in wild

life protection .should be convened annually

and passed a resolution asking the Commis-

sion of Conservation to call the meeting each

year, arrange the details and secure the co-

operation and support of the various game

organizations and others interested through-

out Canada. Such a unifying influence is

lacking at the present time and it was felt
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that much better progress in the conservation

of wild life could be made through the in-

strumentality of such an annual gathering.

Among those who spoke in endorsation of

the proposal were Hon. .T. Daniels, Attor-

ney-General of Nova Scotia; Hon. A. E.

Arsenault, Premier of Prince Edward Island;

Dr. A. Thompson, M.P., for Yukon; Jack

Miner, of Kingsville, Ont; Dr. W. Baker,

Chairman, Provincial Game Conservation

Board of British Columbia; B. Lawlon,

Provincial Game Guardian of Alberta- F.

Bradshaw, Provincial Game Guardian of

Saskatchewan; E. T. D. Chambers, of Quebec,

and S. Harris, of Toronto.

Buck Law Essential to Maintenance^of Deer Supply

The following table wh ch shows the effect

of a law protecting doe deer as compared with

promiscuous killing of both sexes is furnish ng

by the American Game Protection Associa-

tion.

Twenty-four pairs of breeding deer are

taken as a basis, and the table shows results

after the first breeding season. It should

be borne in mind that in states having buck

laws, bucks are only killed when they have

horns and are more than a year old, while

under the other law does and bucks may be

killed before they attain the breeding age.

For purposes of comparison it is assumed
that one-half the total deer supply is killed

each open season. The result of course would

be similar if other fractions were used. The
relative increase of deer under absolute pro-

tection is also shown. Each doe is estimated

to produce on the average one and a half

fawns annually after the first year.

This table was prepared several years ago

by Dr. A. K. Fisher and Prof. F. E. L. Beal

of the United States Biological Survey upon

the suggestion of Hon. George Shiras, 3d. Its

"accuracy as a relative comparisonlhas never

been successfully challenged.

// shows conclusiielij (he fact that a law per-

mitting general killing oj deer leads directly

to annihilation with no great addition to sport

or the Jood upply. On the other hand, para-

doxical as it may seem, a buck law increases

the stock and at the same time permits more deer

to be killed. 7 he table supplies an unanswer-

able arjument in support of the buck law.

Copies of th's table may be had by'addressing the American Game'Protective Association.

Theoretical
Increase Under

Closed Season

Buck Law: One-half
Horned Bucks Killed

Each Year

No Protection of Does;
One-half of All Deer Killed

Annually.

NoKiUing I Killing Remaining Stock |
Killing Remaining Stock

of
I

of including I of Including
Bucks or Does I Bucks Bucks and Does Bucks and Does Bucks and Does

1st year..

2nd "
..

3rd "
..

4th "
..

5th "
..

6th "
.

7th ••
..

8th "
..

9th "
.

10th "
..

42
60
91

1.36

205
308
463
694

1,040
1,.560

42
60
92
137
206
308
462
693

1,040

12
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The election of ofl'icers resulted as follows:

president, Mr. F. H. ConoVer; 1st. vice-

pres., Alfred Miers, Walkerville; 2nd. vice-

pres., John T. Miner, Kingsville; sec.treas.,

Edward R. Kerr, Walkerville; North Essex

executive: F. H. Walker, Alexander Gow, D.

A. Maxwell, Hugh B. Gilbert, J. A. Pent-

land, Windsor and A. Jensen, A. W. Reid

and Nate K. Cornwall of Walkerville; South
Essex executive: F. S. Moss, C. A. Cullen,

George Wiper Winter, J. Hancock, Wallace
Tiiden, Leamington; Dr. J. E. Jenner, Kings-
ville and C. E. Nayior, Essex. A number of

recommendations to the Ontario Department
of Game and Fisheries were drafted at this

meetirig.

Interested in Conservation

Editor, Rod and Gun:

I like Rod and Gun just fine. I am inter-

ested in conservation too. I want to be a

sportsman. I am glad to see that deer,

grouse etc., are increasing in this neighbor-

hood. If does are not shot here at any

time I have hopes of moose, deer, grouse. I

saw a prairie chicken this last summer, a live

one. Fisher were very scarce this winter and
and vers' few deer, moose or caribou were shot

here this year, in fact any year for that

matter. It's wonderful how the red deer

stay so close to towns and settlements the

year round and yet are so seldom seen. I

know of some within one mile of the town.

I believe we are thinning down that pesk>-

weasel and that ought to help the grouse.

There are very few wolves around here at

present.

Drvden, Ont. Albert Mitchell.

The Drift of the Moose

While the advance of civilization has either

exterminated or greatly reduced in numbers

the moose of the United States, it seems to be

the fact that in Canada and Alaska there are

sections wherg this animal is not only in-

creasing in numbers, but is also occupying a

much larger range than formerly. Even in

the province of New Brunswick, the moose

within the memory of the present generation

has occupied new territory. It has also

crossed the height of land in northern Quebec

and Ontario and moved down towards

Hudson Bay and for the first time in history

moose are found around Lake Mistassini, in

the latitude of the south end of James Bay.

Stefansson brings out with him the news

of the most recent northern advance of this

animal to the shores of the Arctic at Corona-

lion Gulf. He talked with an old Indian

woman at Fort Norman, who told him that

when she was young no moose were known east

of Bear Lake. During her lifetime they have
occupied this eastern countrj' and moved on

to Coronation Gulf.' The Esquimaux were

terrified when they saw the first moose on

their hunting grounds, but within the last

few years they have learned to appreciate

them as an addition to the food supply. The
muskrat is also moving north.

Stefansson says that the moose are generally

increasing in interior Alaska. There are fewer

men in that country than at the height of the

mining excitement and less killing. He says

that at Fort Yukon last year, where forty

men and two hundred dogs wintered, the

moose were very abundant and few were

killed. The dogs even were fed on white

flour.

The drift of the moose into new country is

one of the most interesting phenomena of

animal life. This fact, taken in consideration

with the increase in portions of its old range

which have not been correspondingly aband-

oned, is most encouraging.

The reindeer of Alaska have increased in

twenty years from 1000 to 125.000. Big

game responds quickly when given a fair

chance. The future of the game is brighter

to-day in many ways than it has been in a

long time. We all know more of the moose,

and we have certainly gained in wisdom.

American Game Protective Association.



The Single Barrel Trap Gun
Fred Copeland

SOMETIME ago the guns at a trapshoot-

ing tournament were counted in order

- to determine for one shooter, at least,

which type of gun was most popular aipd

hence most effective for breaking clay targets

under conditions as they now exist, that is,

16 yds. rise at 50 yds. flight birds. The
tournament was to be a large one. It was
in the hands of the most efficient and exper-

ienced students of the game, and the manage-
ment had placed in open competition many
extremely valuable, not to say beautiful,

trophies, no few of which ran into the yellow

metal and in several instances the yellow

metal served but for a setting for the rarest

of all gems, the diamond. Assuredly, it was
natural to suppose many of the country's

tuost skilful trapshooters would enter. The
supposition proved correct and not only were
a large number of the country's best men
present but in subsequent trapshooting

history they have further proven their title.

Here, indeed, if ever, could silent, yet expert,

testimony be taken bearing on the most pro-

ficient target breaking weapon. Just as-

precisely and deiinitely as the clay targets

were shattered so also was prejudice snuffed

out by conviction. There were twice as

many single barrel trap guns in use at the

shoot as all others combined by five per cent.

It is evident the expert trapshooter, and
the untold thousands who painstakingly

copy him, is supplying himself with a single

barreled "double hammerless," i.e., a single

barrel, single trigger, hammerless, ejector'

weapon.

The single barrel trap gun is built as close

to the lines of the beautiful, racy, perfectly

balanced double barrel haipmerless as a

single barrel weapon will allow. It is not

only a suitable type but also a fortunate

occurrence that the model of the double ham-
merless has been selected, for behind it stands

an admirable history of solid achievement

at the hands of artists in the gun building

craft on both sides of the water. Although

the single barrel weapon has been in use some

little time, it is only recently by comparison

that American makers have entered the field

and brought this type of gun more fully

into the hands of clay target enthusiasts at

large.

The stock of the gun is practically that of

the double sav'e that it is narrower, of course,

to take the thinner one lock action at the

point where the panels are blocked out. The
same individual taste is met with in regard

to the grip as occurred before the single

came on the market. Here it is that style

may influence a man's choice, if style may be

sa/id to apply to guns. A few half pistol

grips are in evidence but the majority refuse

to linger on the fence and boldly specify

straight or full pistol grips, which in not a few

instances are wound with more or less sticky

rubber tape in spite of the careful checkering

which is an art in itself as all will admit who
have watched one of these skilful wood
carvers at work on a fine piece of walnut.

In this connection it may not be digressing

to say that the writer treasures highly the

opportunity he once had of watching and

visiting with one of these workmen. So

painstaking was this man that he fashioned

his own tools and practiced on ivory to further

train his hand for the exact work. How well
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he succeeded may be known from the fact
that his work on ivory was so fine it resemb-
led but a grey appearance yet it would stand
the searching eye of a magnifying glass.

The action is usually, and in the American
guns always, the so called box action, that is,

the lock is fastened to the inside of the steel

frame and not inset in the wood of the stock
as in the side plate type of lock. And the
action itself is that of the double hammerless
reduced to single blessedness for the trap-

shooter. As for the engraving, the decora-
tion on a hundred dollar double gun will sur-

pass in this regard that of the single gun of an
equal or even more costly model. Undoubt-
edly the reason lies in the fact that a single

» is relatively more costly to make and the
revenue from the number of sales less. It is

reasonable to expect in days to come trap
guns will be more fully decorated for they
lend themselves to this end and they are not
subjected to the mercies of hard usage in the
same way a field gun is. Few perhaps realize

the pride with which not only the makers but
more especially the clever workmen them-
selves show the visitor to a factory the en-
graving and inlaid work in different carats of

gold on an action that may have been under
the hands of the workman for months. The
height of pride is manifested when a gun may
be brought out which is intended for some
monarch; a gun replete with beauty, often

revealing the cunning fashioning of a coat-of-

arms.

Where the frame and barrel join in the
single gun, although modelled with consum-
mate skill, has been the greatest subject
of criticism in maintaining beauty of line.

Here the breech end of the barrel has been
imbedded and strengthened in a block of

steel which, when the gun is closed, seals the
action and connects up its lines. It is here
the ventilated rib starts its run over numer-
ous bridges and the combination, taken
on the whole, drifts at this point farthest

away from the lines of the double hammerless.
The various locking devices, however, in

lugs or extension rib or both are the systems
of the double gun and it is safe to say they are

adequate inasmuch as no gun is subjected to

an endurance test more than a trap gun. In

fact, they are twisted and wrenched by smoke-
less powder and chilled shot as much in a

single day at a tournament as a field gun is

asked to withstand in an entire season.

It is the fore arm and the ventilated rib

that really distinguishes the trap gun. It is

amusing to see what individual taste

will run to in fore ends. Every guu rack at
any of the large tournaments is a museum.
Here are to be found deep, narrow fore ends,

flat beaver tails, long flat specimens deeply
grooved and here and there one whittled out
of soft wood, possibly a try-out. It would
seem the beaver tail is more scientific. It is

wide, comfortably fills the palm of the hand,
keeps the fingers from the hot barrel and
allows the hand that does the pointing to be
very closely lined with the barrel; in brief, it

gives perfect control with comfort. A trap-

shooter must lay |iold on the fore arm, it is

the joint that connects up the wires of comb
and object pointed at. The beaver tail

fore end is not without beauty, its very

unusualness betrays distinction.

To the gunner used to double tubes it is

the ventilated rib that surprises him most
And if it is a surprise when viewed sidewise, it

is a shock when squinted over. As compared
with two broad honest tubes it seems thinner

than a yard stick turned up edgewise. At
first it seems too delicate for guidance in

searching for flying objects. There is no
doubt but that one must get used to its

unusualness and then it will be found to be an
improvement. The human eye is so auto-

matic it all but reaches the Nth power as

witnessed, for instance, when it is given time

to centre a bead in the peep sight of a rifle,

but when it can not take time it sometimes

acts very human-like and the assertion, "you
can't cross-fire with the thin breech and
narrow rib of a trap gun," needs salting. A
man can cross-fire with any gun. Some of

the most famous professional clay target ar-

tists the world had thus far produced hav^
tried to get used to a single tube only to .

return to the double to hold their pace.

This is not an argument against the single,

however, for no dopbt many professionals as

well as amateurs are only waiting to get

their hands on one. In the halo of good fellow-

ship that crowns every trapshoot the bars of

social strata are let down and the humblest

recruit to the sport may seek the opinions

of men whose names and fame not only in

trapshooting but in other walks of life are

household words. It is from such men as

well as many lesser lights who once used the

double gun that you may hear an expression

of firm belief in the merits of the single gun.

Generally speaking the single trap gun

weighs just what the double for trapshooting

weighs, 7)4 to a strong 8 pounds. The
trigger pull runs a trifle lighter, and as low

as 3 pounds is often found. The barrel
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lengths run from 30 to 34 inches, just as they

used to do in the doubles and balance is main-

tained in the same way that a man's nervous

system may be fitted with a slow or fast

handling gun.

This great sport of the out-of-doors is

nothing if it is not a breeder of optimism and
already many dare to think that the world
will sometime become elTicient enough so

that 12 gauge shot gun shells will cost half

what they now do and with the hope comes the

anticipation of shooting targets in doubles.

Surely, shooting doubles or "pairs" will be

vastly more popular than "singles." When
conditions are perfect it takes a great deal

more skill to shatter two "clays" sprung
together than it does one and the satisfaction

from a "dead and dead" is not just so much
greater, it is vastly more so. The army of

trapshooters have so far perfected themselves

that at large tournaments where, if anywhere,

the individual must be keyed up, straight runs

and high scores no longer cause a passing

thought. In fact, it is only when a man goes

through a several day's tourtiament with a

run approaching 500 that calloused scatter

gun artists stand up and shade their eyes. If

events do transpire, after normal conditions

again attained in the shell market so that

double target shooting is available to the

many, what about the single trap gun? Will

the old double be resorted to? The writer

thinks not. It is likely the "over and under
barrel gun" will find favor for it is in reality

a single barrel trap gun with another barrel

slid under the top one. It has been the

writer's privilege to handle one of these

weapons and it is so similar in its "feel" that

the single trap gun user would reach for it

naturally. The price of these guns, however,
would need to take a substantial drop in

price if the many are to use them. The
plainest of over and under double barrel gun
requires the separation of more than a five

hundred dollar note. Assuredly it is some-
thing to look ahead to and if in years to come
the game should ever need a stimulant

the over and under gun with double targets

will furnish a combination to stir the most
jaded senses and in it the game would again

behold its own vigorous youth.

Remodeling a Military Model Mauser

A. A. Merrill, d.m.d.

Aver>- large number of military- model
rifles are used as sporting arms, and
some of your readers may be interested

in the principles used in remodelling a Spanish

war 7mm Mauser recently.

The outside of barrel of this particular arm
is cylindrical for 10 inches or so from a point

some two inches forward of receiver ring.

There the barrel is reduced in diameter

abruptly perhaps 3-16 inch, continuing

undiminished in diameter to within a short

distance of the muzzle, where it is again

"stepped-down" to take on foresight band,
and a recess left for attachment of bayonet,
the barrel being 28 J^ inches from receiver-

ring to muzzle, not only an ungraceful appear-
ing barrel, but one would suppose its vibra-

tion, when fired, to be irregular. At any rate

it was possible, after unscrewing barrel from
receiver and centering the bore in a lathe, to

turn a straight taper from a point 6 inches

from receiver ring to another point where
diameter of barrel will be as nearly as pos-

sible the original size. This results in a new
barrel length of 24H inches and cuts off the

old military rear-sight and the four inches

of old muzzle bearing the foresight-band, said

four inches being apparently the only really

damaged portion of the bore; barrel is then
screwed back into receiver, getting old marks
exactly in fine. These old marks are two,

one on barrel and one on receiver, made by
some cutting tool at the factory when arm was
first assembled.

The bolt handle stuck out like a sore thumb
but was coerced into a more convenient shape
by an oxy-acetylene blow pipe; this is the only

method of applying sufficient heat to do this

work quickly enough to prevent heat from
running up into the body of the bolt-sleeve

known to the writer, and the importance of

this point cannot be overestimated when it is

remembered that the safety lugs are integral

with this part. If any other method is

followed the bolt sleeve must be case-harden-

ed after heating, though this is a very simple

and easy task. The foresight band and base

(in one piece) were worked out of the solid, and
the hood likewise. The former is cross-pinned

to barrel and is capable of instantaneous
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change of different forms of foresights;

first, a shallow slot is filed for the sight and a

fine saw-cut made from the bottom of this

slot downward and slightly for\vard; then

a hole is drilled from before backward just

under the slot and the rear end of hole tapped
where it has passed through the saw-cut;

that part of the drill hole in front of saw-cut

being reamed out smooth, a properly made
machine scre,w with only its end threaded

closes or opens the saw-cut and the forward

direction of this cut was to allow sufficient

spring for this. Foresights are very easily

made of different widths and heights. Gold
or gold-colored metal such as spelter, may be

welded on before stems are worked o^t and
one may have flat tops—one narrow for short

range target, one wide for long range—and
hunting sights of any desired shape which,

by a mark on top of sight base and a mark on

the sights themselves, can be replaced cor-

rectly in a moment; or any commercial fore-

sight may be adapted to this base.

A hood is very necessary in target work.

This hood is attached to the sight base by a

small bolt and nut passing through the front

corners, the rear corners also are drilled and
small rivets inserted having points left on

the inner sides. The sight base is "spotted"

with the drill point to correspond with the

rivets and the front corners of hood rounded

to the cocking-piece, but was unfortunate
enough to lose the base, so a new one was
designed having a hinge same as originally

Hood folded forward

so that the hood hinges on the bolt and may
be pushed forward to allow an unobstructed

view of the sight, the top rounded part of

hood being cut out to suit; then when swung
back the rivets snap into the indentations

made for them and the hood is held firmly

in place. By removing the httle nut and
the bolt, the hood may be quickly detached

altogether. To obtain reasonable sighting

efficiency and longest possible "sight-radius"

I obtained a 1-A Lyman made for the Savage
riile, intending to alter its base and attach

Hood removed. Note saw cut running from
hood-bolt hole upward to base of sight. Is closed
by screw whose head shows in sight base, thereby
clamping foresight. Below—hood with hinge
bolt In place.

for attachment of sight stem, but an[inch long,

same diameter as cocking-piece and shouldered

down and threaded to correspond with

thread tapped on inside of cocking-piece.

Firing pin was shortened, on rear end, to suit.

This gave an extra inch "sight-radius" which
now is 32 inches. The Lyman people make
a 1-A for attachment to bolt head of lhe9mm
Mannlichcr which is much easier to adapt, by
the way, and is perfectly satisfactory. Be-
fore working, the cocking-piece must be heated

and subsequently case-hardened; this gives

an opportunity of working down the "bent"

filing same so that contact with sear will

be only in the middle line vertically. After

hardening the "bent" will be smoothed with

an oil stone; this will give a much smoother
"pull-off." If desired, the "drag" or "double

pull" can be eliminated and the "pull-off" made
quick and sharp but the double pull is pre-

ferred by many and had best be left as it is

unless one have a preference otherwise.

The butt plate was roughly checked with an

ordinary three cornered file and an eclipse

cut out of its centre 2 inches x 1 inches, which

is closed by a piece of saw-plate hinging on

rear butt-screw, a small projection being turn-

ed up while hot to serve as thumb piece, a

small recess filed in butt-plate receiving

it when closed.

As it was impracticable to make a new stock

the old one was remodelled to sporting style

by first being shortened to 30 inches. There

is plenty of wood in the old military stocks

to fashion almost any desired shape—except

a pistol-grip. This was overcome by cutting
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Close-up of butt compartment rhalf
open) lines show block set in to form pistn'
^rip; and other details.

Ammunition is-

Loaded ctg. 139 grain M.C bullet. S.

U.M.C. 175 grain S.P.
Win. 7.

Ideal ga.s-check bullet (midrange). 8.

39 grain M.C. Spilzer.
175 gr M.C. (Spanish).
1 15 gr. RosF copper tube.
Loaded ctg. 175 gr. S.P.

out a section just back of trigger guard and

replacing it with a walnut block from which

as sharp a grip aswould comfortably accommo-
date the finger between it and the guard was
worked out. The stock above this was work-

ed down, leaving the comb high and full;

and the butt was hollowed out to hold two
or three cartridges; oil bottle; pull-through;

oiled rag and screw driver made from old

flat key. Face of butt was countersunk to

take that piece of saw plate we used to close

the trap. Grip and forearm were checked to

pattern. The wood was done with wood-
rasp, glass, coarse and fine sandpaper and

finished with several coats of raw oil well

rubbed in with palm of hand, then French-

polished (equal parts orange shellac and raw
oil) after using the fine sandpaper.water should

be applied to the wood to raise the grain when
it is again smoothed down with sandpaper,

and this should be repeated until the grain

no longer raises. This is perhaps the most
important part of finishing a stock as the

ultimate result depends upon its smoothness.

An expert would smile at my checking-tools

—but this job was done while on a moose-

hunt, rainy days^and the tool was a nail-

poiat filed up into cross teeth, assisted by the

pocket knife. Proper checking tools may be

obtained of dealers. All components were
dismounted, smoothed up, polished with fine

emery cloth, and blued. The process used

was that given in British Army '"Instruc-

lionti for Armorers," but lanv of the better

known methods may be followed. The
writer has alwa>s avoided tampering with

the blued parts heretofore, but never again.

As good a job may be done in the kitchen

at home as should satisfy anyone, and a

permanent one at that. Eyes for sling are

yet to be added to this rifle—one by means
of a band on the barrel and the other in the

stock; they are just that—eyes, and the sling

will have snap swivels attached for instant-

aneous removal. The illustrations will show
the changes made much more clearly and
quickly, than the description may do. The
question may arise: "after all this work on it,

what have you got when done?" In this

particular case, the arm now fulfills some
ideas of the writer, which it was impossible to

obtain otherwise. The gun-lover deplores

the accidents which affect a fine arm, under

severe hunting conditions in a rough granite

countrj' where the arm is continually exposed

to adverse weather and other hard usage, and
the day might come when it would be in-

possible to properly care for a really fine arm.

The writer's Newton ride is yet without

speck or slain and he wishes it to remain so.

As for the beautiful hand-made arms such as

are made by Adolph and others, one could

not with a clear conscience expose them to

such risk. So this mpdelled Mauser will take

the knocks: then ills over half a pound lighter

than the Newton, which is an item. As for

the cartridge; with modern powders we can
obtain upwards of iiOOO f.s., using the 1.'59

-Shows completed rifle with sight hood In place ; butt trap closed.
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grain spitzer, and over 2800 f.s. with the Ross

145 grain copper tube bullet (if we can get

the bullet?) : the latter makes a splendid load

for the 7mm with 48 to 49 grains No. 15

Dupont powder and it should be even better

using No. 16. My friend James White of

Berwick uses the 145 gr. Ross—48 grains No.

15 load in a similar arm exclusiveh, getting

wonderfully accurate results from it— (among

his group 100 yards, prone, with sling are

some as small as 1 J^ inches). Then, for

those who do not care for the meat destroying

effect of bullets at the higher velocities,

there 's the 175 grain soft point, a bullet of

fine lines and good length—made, as are all

modern sporting bullets, with copper jackets,

which reduces fouling to a minimum: is

effective at all game-shooting ranges and
develops very little recoil.

This article is already very long, and it is

impossible to cover such a subject in detail,

but I shall be glad to go more fully into any-

thing herein upon which more information

may be desired; the writer's object is merely

to suggest possibilities to those who may wish

to try this sort 6f work according to their own
fancies with the limited means at their dis-

posal. Many ungainly arras could so very

easily be transformed into models" much more
suitable for sporting use.

Snap or

Running

Shootingl

G. S. LiCKMAN

WHEN I receive

my Rod & Gun
almost the first

thing I look for is to

see if there is anything

said about snap shoot-

ing, my present hobby.

Some years back I

didn't think of much else

along the gun line but

fancy shooting, such as

turning the rifle upside down or lying on my
back with the gun in the same position, or

flat ways. I tried all kinds of shots that

looked hard to make, but which were really

quite easy with a little time and patience.

I had a fox terrier trained to sit up with a

clamp I had made for his head, also a bit for

his mouth, with a small spring in them to hold

a half egg shell and then would break the egg

shell with the rifle.

There was nothing remarkable about this

shooting, only patience in training the dog.

I have hunted with men who I don't think

ever tried to throw a gun into position to

shoot unless they were hunting and just

happened to see something. •

I have spent many an hour alone in the

wood-shed practicing at grabbing the rifle

up quick from most any position, such as

laying it down behind me, turning it around.

It requires only a little time and patience to do fancy sliooting.'

kicking it up and getting it to my face as

quickly as possible. Try it and you will get

good results when hunting.

I liked fancy shooting such as I have spoken

of, but I dropped most of it when I got to

trying running shooting. The point that I

am trying to come at is this, that fancy

shots or the most of them look more wonder-

ful to the bystander than they really are.

In a show some time ago I saw a lady 'ancy

shot run off her program. One of the stunts

was to stick a jack knife up with the sharp

side toward the back of the hall. Then she

placed two candles, one on each side of the

knife blade, about 5 inches away to one side

and about the same distance back of the

knife blade. She then walked back to the

rear of the building, about 80 feet. She

shot a .22 calibre rifle and one shot of course

was enough, the bullet spUtting itself into
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two pieces and each half of the bullet putting

out a candle. Most every one cheered but I

couldn't get it and haven't yet.

If a man can jump to his feet, grab a gun
from most any position it happens to be in,

hop a log and get something on the bound,

why I don't see where there is any fluke to it,

for there is nobody back of the stage wings to

press a button or pull a string to help him out.

There are a few of us in this part of the

country that use nothing but .25-20, or rifles of

about that size, for rabj^it shooting. No—

.

We don't get as many as those do who use

shotguns and ferrets, but look at the fun that

we have getting them, and besides it leaves

some for next year. Lots of times I have

seen dirt or snow thrown up close to a running

rabbit. Sure it's a miss, but first class shoot-

ing just the same. While hunting deer in

the North I was sent to the end of a hill to

watch a runway. I had never been over the

ground before but they told me that right

where the hill ends would be about right.

The leaves were wet, making everything

almost noiseless and quite a strong wind was
blowing. I was within a short distance of the

spot when I heard the noise of something.

Throwing the gun around and following it

myself I saw three gray streaks just disap-

pearing behind a ledge of rock. It was a

case of t^«'o seconds to get a shot at the last

deer or go without any. It caught her (a

fine doe) right in the shoulder but the rocks

hid from me what must have been SOME
TUMBLE.
That night while lying in my bunk 1

thought to myself. \^ ell, you have spent

a lot of money in your time for shells, and
spent many practical hours, too in that old

woodshed, trying for speed but I would not

trade it all for the pleasure of making that

one sensational kill. One of the lads in

going through a small swamp to his runway
had put these three past me.

If you want a boy to be a good shot, I

don't think that you should ever start him
on a target (I am speaking of bush shooting)

but put him up something that he is pretty

sure to hit. Say an old tin can, piece of soft

wood or a bottle. Something that will

break. It will give him encouragement
right from the start. Also impress on him

that the mind should travel ahead, not be-

hind the bullet.

I try to find time to help a boy who has an
old worn out gun and is trying to hit something
with it The big idea is to get him started

right with a good rifle that is sighted right.

Let him play with the gun so to speak, if he
only throws it up and catches it, then bring
it into line on the target and you will see

what wonders it will work when hunting any
kind of game.

In snap shooting, and shooting at a rabbit

or deer that is to pass 100 yards to the right

of you, that is from the first sight that you can
get of him until you know he will disappear,

why any fast man with a rifle could empty
two magazines of cartridges in that time if

they wished but it's ftr better to shoot say
three or four times, picking your open places

and shoot a little slow and deliberately.

There never were enough misses to make
up for one hit. In a settled up country the
.25-20 model 1892 Winchester or a Marlin
with black powder and just a lead ball and
globe sighted makes a handy gun. It gives

you something to go to a turkey shoot iwith.

You can kill a sheep dog with it, and for wild

geese shooting it is fine and can't be beat for

the bunnies.

You have a little and a big gun all in on e

weapon.

Some will say, "Oh." Globe sights are no
good for running shooting. Try them, stick

to them, and you will never use anything

else.

I have often thought what was the most
important thing for every one to do who
expects to hunt. It is this—-bear in mind,

when you get an opportunity to be ready

and make the most of it, for in hunting big

game your chances don't come often and they

seldom last long.

Shooting to those that like it becomes a

habit, and that awful desire to shoot is liable

to take you at any minute.

Did you ever look out of a window on a

stormy Sunday, and all at once you would
give almost anything you have if you could

only be on the old flat rock or big pine tree

runway and could cut loose at a disappearing

white flag?

The Ideal .22 Repeater

The Editor's articles concerning those pro-

posed .22 calibre Mausers were very inter-

esting. I have been waiting for somebody

else to express their views on some new
rifles but they don't seem to come.
My ideal for a .22 calibre rifle would be a
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lever action box magazine with solid breech

and hammerless action. The breecb bolt

should be cut from one half to three quarters

of the length of the present ones, and the

barrel should be made of better material than

used at present.

The manufacturers should either put some

good sights on it or send it out with none

at all. These sights ought to be attached like

on the Newton rifle.

I believe that the .22 barrels could be tap-

ered a bit more than they are at present.

The magazine should be detachable and

hold 10 shots. Fix the magazine so that if the

rifle is chambered for the .22 long rifle shell

it will not work with any other thereby making
the rifle last better in the hands of those who
use shorts in the long rifle.

A strong positive extractor would be worth

any price. Side ejection is also essential,

and a good solid top. Takedown rifles would

be made only with 20 inch barrels and would
takedown by removing the stock.

I think that I would fancy having one of

the above rifles with a 30 or 32 inch barrel,

well tapered out like the Ross or other high

power rifles, and rifle to be made with a full

pistol grip, but no fancy pictures all over it.

Montreal. "R. L."

Queries and Answers

Concerning the .250-3000 Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

Having read with interest for a number of

yeais the numerous articles in this Depart-

ment I thought I would write and ask yoilr

opinion on some questions that have troubled

me as follows :

—

1. Could a .230-3000 Savage be loaded

with the 117 grain bullet used in the .25-35

Savage and would the action handle it and

if it would, would it increase the pressure to

such an extent as to make it dangerous to

the shooter or rifle?

2. What is your opinion of the .250-3000

as a rifle for bear and would you consider it

a suitable ^n to take into the Rocky Mount-
ains where one had a fair chance to meet a

grizzly? I find the action of the soft point

bullet very erratic. I have shot wolves with

it and have seen the bullet go through and

leave a hole just the size of the bullet and then

again I have seen another wolf shot under

similar conditions that was fairly disembowel-

ed.

1 saw a moose shot with this gun and I

cannot say that I was altogether stuck on it.

(The gun I mean not the moose.) The first

shot passed through the nape of the neck just

in front of the hump. The second one

landed on the left ham and penetrated about

5 inches and blew up and believe me it suiely

put that ham on the blink. Now a .30-30

would have broken the bone. The third

shot landed fairly behind the moose's ear

and needless to say it stopped him.

Now don't you think that this gun would

have more penetration to use the full metal

cased bullet and nick the points of them with

a fine hack saw such as jewellers use. I should

like to hear your opinion on this subject

as I like this rifle very much and I do not

believe that there is an animal living that

can stand up the punch she delivers if that

soft point bullet would penetrate a little

farther into flesh.

E. S. M. .

Wilkie, Sask.

Reply— The 117 grain bullet of the .25-35 is

not adapted to the 12 inch twist of the .250-

3000 Savage. To shoot it at all you would
have to load the bullet down into the shell

farther than was intended, you could not

get anything like 3000 ft. sec. in this rifle with

this bullet and it would not be accurate if

you could due to the twist being too slow to

spin it properly. You can often shoot a

lighter than standard bullet fairly accurately

in a given twist but jou cannot reverse the

process.

The .250 would not be my choice of a

grizzly or moose rifle, and neither would
any other .25 calibre rifle, or any other rifle

shooting a verj' light bullet at very high

velocity. 1 am in hopes that the Savage
people will soon give us a bolt action rifle

shooting a cartridge similar to the .256 Newton
but a .250 bore. I certainly do hope that

some good wide awake firm will give us such

a rifle and the same model to shoot a 180 grain

soft point spitzer bullet in the .30-1906 Spring-

field shell. Either of these would be an ideal

real big game rifle.

I believe that practically all soft point

bullets are made with the bullet core too soft

and as a result the rifle gets blamed for the

shortcomings of the cartridge. You are only

one of a great many that want and need such

a rifle and judging by the inquiries that I
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receive I believe that such a pair of rifles,

if made to fit a full grown man, would outsell

any other rifles made for big game.

Editor.

Moose and Deer Rifles Again.
Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am looking for a moose and deer gun and
•in answer to your request on page 820 of the
December issue I am going to give an account
of my experiences with a few rifles and at
the same time ask a few questions that I

have been trying to figure out. My first

rifle for big game was a .303 Savage lined up
with Lyman sights which I used about six

years. I found that this gun fitted me
O.K. and I could seemingly shoot deer,

especially running deer, with this gun better
than anything that f have had since. As for

a moose gun I think there is a chance for a
question mark although I helped shoot
several moose with it I never shot one alone
while hunting but thought it would not be
powerful enough over 200 yards so with this

in mind I got a .35 Remington automatic
which I only kept a year. I shot my com-
plement of deer with it all right but did not
like the hang of her somehow so let it go and
got a Savage .22 high power and here is where
trouble began.

I had hunted with a brother the year before
and saw him shoot two deer with this gun at
one time dropping them almost in their tracks,

both bullets entering through the hips. He
also shot two moose later with the same gun.
So, when I took the Imp, (for that is its name
all right) on my hunting trip I thought sure
I had THE gun but the first morning out I

started from camp with 17 rounds of ammuni-
tion and when I returned at noon I hadn't
any. I got two deer but I certainly had to
work for them. One deer fn particular, I

hit five times in the shoulder and yet he still

lived until hit in the neck.

Last fall I got. a .303 British, which will

do the trick all right but doesn't seem to fit

me and is very awkward and heavy to carry.

The questions I want to ask are:

—

L Whether it would be possible to increase
the killing power of the .303 Savage, especially

over 200 yards, •without ill effects on the rifle?

2. Will ammunition for the Savage .22

high power deteriorate with age, (4 years)?

3. I am partly wedded to the Savage, but
when I close my eyes and dream of a big
moose about 400 yards away in the burnt
lands I give up and submit the question to

you..

Probably you will say ".250-3000 Savage"
but as I had such poor luck with the .22 I

feel shy and will wait with pleasure for the
answer.

Would the .250 be as good to shoot through
twigs as the .303?

R. T. Morrison,
Granite Hill, N.B.

'l/^ep/f/—The .303 Savage cannot be loaded
for much greater power. I believe that it is

the very best moose gun the Savage people
make at present.

The ammunition for the Savage .22 high
power should be as good as new unless exposed
to extremes of temperature, provided of
course that the shells are not cracked at the
necks.

The .250 would not shoot through twigs as
well as either .303 that you mention.
It would not shoot through anything else as
well either but on account of its light recoil,

fairiy good accuracy and very fiat trajectory
over ordinary hunting ranges, it would be
easier to hit game with than the .303 Savage.
Thank you very much for your interesting
experiences.

Editor.

Wants a Shotgun for Ducks and Rabbits.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.
I was thinking about purchasing a 16 gauge

shotgun this season for rabbits.

Do you think that a 16 gauge choke bore
gun wouki he, powerful enough for ducks in
the fall of the year or would you advise a
12 gauge for all around work?
How is the .303 Ross rifle for moose and '

bear, also deer and caribou. The rifle I

have is the model 10 rifle. I have killed one
moose with it at quite a long range and I

fired one shot. I also got two foxes.

I like the sights, though the front sight is

a little dark.

The bullet seems to strike a powerful blow
when fired into wood. I like the rifle fine
and would like your opinion of it.

D. Sickles.

Douglastown, N.B.

Reply—The sixteen gauge makes a good
field gun. I think the 12 is a better all around
gun, especially for both ducks and rabbits.
Have the one barrel bored modified choke and
the other full. I would advise you to get the
12 unless you are a ven.' expert shot and can-
not carry the 12 without undue fatigue.

The .303 Ross should be a splendid rifle

for your purpose, in fact about as good as
you can get at present. Editor.
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Always keep a Daylo alongside your fishing tackle

Catching night crawlers

with a Daylo
Time was when fisher folks dug up half an acre of

hard ground to find a measley handful of undersized angle

worms. To-day anybody gets them by the quart—in a few

minutes— big, fat wriggling bass-catchers—at night—in the

grass on a wet lawn.

Daylo locates 'em, all stretched out, ready to grab, ifyour

eye and hand are quick enough—before they snap back in their

holes. Worm-hunting is only'onc of the thousand uses every

fisherman finds for Daylo, the light that says, "There it is!"

77 styles for sale by EVEREADY dealers everywhere.
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A Rifle for Coyotes and Geese.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I want to ask your advice on buying a

rifle. I have in mind the .22 high power

Savage. Is the rifle suitable for shooting

coyotes and small game, such as jack rabbits,

also for wing shooting geese? Are the factory

sights supplied on this rifle dependable for

ordinary hunting?

A. C. Fleming,

Saskatoon, Sask.

Reply—I do not believe that there is a

better rifle for your purpose than this .22

high power, provided that you depend entirely

on factory loaded ammunition. If you will

reload I would choose the .250-3000.

The factory sights are fairly good but not

equal to a set of Lyman or Marble sights.

Editor.

The Lee Enfieid.

Editor, Guns S: Ammunilion, Depl.

Can a Lee Enfield aimy rifle be used with

good results on big game with the regular

sights that are on it?

Is the Lee Enfield better than other rifles

of the ..303 type?

What is the lightest cartridge that can

be procured for the rifle? I would use this

for woodchucks and target practice.

Could it be arranged to have a Marble's

peep sight on this rifle without inlprfering

with the bolt action?

A. Werlc,

Ontario.

Reply—Yes, provided that you used Chinese

white to paint your front sight with. As
this would rub off frequently better depend

on getting a bead front sight on it.

I do not see why the Lee Enfield is any

better than any other .303 rifles.

The lightest cartridge that you can buy is

the regular factory full charge. You will

need to reload your own reduced loads, a

very easy matter once you have the reloading

tools. You can reproduce anything from a

.25-20 up to the full charge.

You cannot safely use a tang peep sight on

this rifle. You would be practically certain

to have it jammed into your eye by the re-

coil.

Editor.

A rei;uest for information.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Having been a silent reader of the Rod
and Gun magazine for some time, and this

department in particular, I would like Mr.

Landis, if he can spare the time and space,

to give me a little information on some of

the following topics.

To begin with, I notice that in publishing

targets such as those shown in the January
issue, made by John Sharpe, it quite often

fails to give the information as to the kind

of rifle used, what calibre, and the kind of

sights, whether peep or telescope sights,

which is what a rifle crank like myself desires

to know.

I have a Stevens model .41 Ideal single

shot rifle of .22 long rifle calibre equipped
with the Standard number 112 sporting rear

and Sheard front sight. This rifle, for all

around hunting and target work, is the most
accurate I have ever owned, and I have shot

practically every standard make of this

calibre, yet I find it impossible to come any-
where near duplicating some of the targets

shown in this magazine and do not consider

myself a bad shot by any means. Most ot

my practice is in connection with hunting and
that is the reason why I do not. use peep or

telescope sights as I find open sights good
enough for hunting work up to 100 yards.

I should like the editor to tell me what he

considers good groups shot with a rifle such

as mine, with the ordinary open sights at

25, 50, 75 and 100 yards. Shooting to be

from the prone position and without an>

sling strap or muzzle rest for the rifle, and 1

am sure that there are hundreds of shooters

that would like to know the same thing.

It does not often fall to the lot of tlie average

man to own an expensively equipped target

rifle. What he chiefly desires to know is

how to hit game when he sees it. I do not

mean to critcise articles in this department,

in fact I enjoy reading the articles on target

shooting very much, but I would like to see

more articles about the hunting rifle with

some targets reproduced to show what can

be done with this type of arm.

I wish the editor would tell me what are

the sizes of the standard targets, diameters

of the bulls eyes etc., at the various ranges up

to 1000 yards.

Re-shotguns—I have a Stevens single

barrel trap gun, 12 gauge, and would like

to know what saving a man can realize if

he reloads his own shells. I do not mind

. buying factory ammunition to shoot gasne

with, but for practice shooting it is most too

expensive at $1.50 per box.

There are quite a few gophers around here

in the summer and as they are often found

quite a distance from their holes, they usually
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DuPont

Smokeless PoAvders
for low-power Sporting and Target Rifles

Sporting Rifle Powder No. 80
No. 1 Rifle Smokeless

Schuetzen

For proper loads and other data write

Rifle Smokeless Division

E, I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL.

U. S. A.

Let your trap gun purchase be a PARKER. Be one
of the thousands of satisfied PARKER Gun users.

PARKER Guns are made by gun experts. The purchaser of
a PARKER Gun receives in good substantial gun value, the
benefits of experience in gun manufacturing of over 50 years.

Once you have used the PARKER, you will never be
satisfied with anything but the BEST.

Eventually you will shoot the PARKER. Why not now ?

Send for catalogue and free booklet about 20 bore guns.

PARKER BROS., '^^t.efs"" Meriden, Conn., U.S.A.
New York Salesrooms, 25 Murray St.
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have to run quite a distance to reach safety,

and it strikes me a man could get some ex-

cellent practice shooting them on the run this

way. Besides, it is good sport and helps

to clear the countrj' of a pest. Could the

editor tell me what load would be best for

this worli and what these loads would cost

per hundred. Also, what are the best re-

loading tools to use?

Lastly, I should like to know if Mr. Landis

could give me any information on the Stevens

high power repeating rifle. I have never

used one of these rifles, as I did not know until

I received a catalog from the Stevens people,

that they made a high power repeating rifle.

From the cut and description of this rifle in

the catalog it seems to me to be the best

constructed lever action rifle I have ever seen,

having never owned one however, I could not

say what it would be like in actual use in

the bush.

If it is as good as the small calibre rifles

and the shotguns turned out by this company,

there is nothing to worry about, but I would

like to hear from someone who has used it

before purchasing one. This rifle is made in

the four Remington rimless calibres, the

.25, .30, .32 and .35.

I hope this magazine may be as good in

the future as it has been in the past.

"P. J."

Nelson, B.C.

Reply—The targets that were made by

Mr. John Sharpe were not sent to me but were

put in another part of the magazine than my
Department. I suppose that they were

most likely put in by someone in the main

office and therefore I cannot give anything

at all concerning such details as rifle, sights,

loads etc.

I do not know whether the targets were

reproduced exact size or reduced but suppose

that numbers one, two and four were re-

produced exact size and number two, half

size.

If these targets are anything else than very,

very exceptional and in a way accidental

targets, I believe they were not made by

anything except a fine muzzle loading target

rifle or one having the bullets seated in the

bore. Such targets, if full size, are absolutely

impossible with commercial rifles and factory

loaded ammunition, except let us say, once

in 50 or a hundred times and then only in the

hands of a most exceptional shot.

Mr. Thomas K. Lee, probably the finest

small bore shot that ever lived, can average

possibly 98 per cent. (8 bulls eyes out of every

10 shots) in a 2 inch bull at 100 yards, slow
fire, with a rifle selected out of about 50 rifles

and with selected and thoroughly tested

ammunition. He cannot do it with any
good target rifle or ordinary untested com-
mercial ammunition and we have found that

no other rifleman in the United States can
equal him at this kind of shooting.

I would indeed be very glad to publish the

full particulars concerning these exceptionally

good targets if Mr. Sharpe cares to furnish

them.

About five years ago I did a great deal of

accurate testing of .22 calibre rifles and
ammunition and fired possibly ten thousand
shots in this kind of work. Practically all

of my work was at 50 yards, on a one inch

bulls eye. I used a specially made Stevens

rifle, the very best grade No. 52 Schuetzen.

with a selected barrel, and equipped with

double set tiiggers and a telescope sight.

I usually shot 50 consecutive shots, prone
with rest, after getting sighted in. The best

score I ever made was 48 bulls out of the 50

shots, scoring 498 out of 500. I have made,
other scores of 496, 495, 493, several of the

latter, and many of 490 to 492. A score of

488 was a common, (almost) everyday oc-

currence. Cutting the matter down to ten

shot groups, a 97 was common, anything less

'was considered poor. A 98 happened about

one in two or three trials, if the weather was
good and ammunition was the ven,- best.

A 99 happened about once in four or five

times, but a possible score only happened
about ten times altogether.

I suppose that I scored about six or eight

scores of 99 for every possible score and
possibly 15 or 20 scores of 98 for every possible.

I do not say that others, more expert than

fliyself, could not have scored a greater per-

centage of possibles, but I never happened
to compete with anyone who did better.

To get accuracy as good as this, I had to

test each kind of factory loaded ammunition,

then use the one that did the best work in

my rifle. Some factor,' loaded ammunition

that shot well in other rifles, would not give

two inch groups in my rifle.

I should judge that Mr. Sharpe has spent

a lifetime in expert target shooting, in finding

exactly the right load for his rifle, the sights

that exactly suited his eyes and then picked

out the best targets he has made lately and

sent them in.

There are many styles of targets for dif-

ferent kinds of shooting. For .22 calibre

shooting, using target rifles and target sights
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\bixrs for Protection

Automatic ^~~Pistol
^V^...»4-^-. .
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THE SAVAGE Automatic Pistol creates evidence—it protects tlie

law-abiding user. Butlit betrays the criminal. Its sharp reports

Attract attention—inyitel investigation—call help! And its reports

cannot be silenced.

r?After each shot it throws out a distinctively marked shell and leaves

it there. Evidence. It brands each bullet withtits distinctive rifling.

Evidence.
And the pistol itself is evidence. It tells its own story to the expert who exam-

ines it—where it came from—what it has done
For the law-abiding, the SAVAGE is safety insurance—Out for the criminal,

speedy detection and certain punishment.

Savage Arms Corporation
^

UTIGA. N. Y.

SHARON DETROIT NEW YORK GITY PHILADELPHIA

Also makers of Lewis Automatic Machine Guns, Light, Ordnance, Military. HiMh I'owerand Small
Oaliber SportinR Rifles. Automatic Pistols and .^Vmmunitioii. Motor t'ar and Truck I'reased Steel
Frames. Parts, Transmissions, Axles, etc.

Gives you a feeling of real comfort and
the assurance of perfect protection while
exercising. Opc^iine beneath Patent
flap A. Small amount of material be-
tween thighs C. Perfect pouch 1. Welt-
bounJ webbing. Can be cleaned by
boiline without injury to rubber. Fits
perfectly. Can't rub or chafe. Finest
quality elastic webbinz. Ask your dealer,
and if he will not supply you with
MIZPAH JOCK No. 44, send U6 $( in

Gtampa and waist measarement and we will send by mail.

The Walter F. Ware Co. Dept. c, Phila., Pa.

Makers of 'the Celebrated Sanito Suspensory No. 50
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THAT
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DECOY.
"PIIESKFR AI4L1 II I) 1 •( U ^ Patent Ottica

On your hunting trip take along Mason's Decays

—

perfect in shape and calerinR. They bring down the
game everytime.

ASK FOR MASON'S AND GET MASON'S.
We manufacture all species—Crow, Duck, Swan,
Snipe and Geese—in several jfrades.

Write for Illuatrttei Ctitalotue—It't Free.

Mason's Decoy Factory
590 Mllfard and F. M. R. R. Detroit, Mich.

The Schultze Gunpowder Company Ltd.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF

SCHULTZE & LIGHTNING
GUNPOWDERS

The Company desire to inform the
Sporting Public that the constitution
of the Company is entirely British.

The Shareholders are ALL BRITISH
The Directors are ALL BRITISH
The Employees are ALL BRITISH

The SCHULTZE Powders were the
first SMOKELESS SPORTING
POWDERS made in England, and
have been manufactured since
1869 at the Company's Works in
Hampshire. Sportsmen may there-
fore continue to use the SCHULTZE
GUNPOWDER COMPANY'S
products with the knowledge that
by so doing they are supporting
a purely British Industry.

WORKS-Eyeworth and Redbridge. Hants, England
HEAD OFFICES:40. New Broad St.. London, E.G.

I
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and in the matches usually shot in the Nation-

al Rifle Association, the standard target has

a ten ring of one inch for 50 yards and two

inches for 100 yards shooting. So called mili-

tary targets have a two inch five ring (bull)

at 50 yards and a four inch bull at 100 y.ards,

an eight inch bull at 200 yards, for off hand

shooting, and the same target is used at 300

yards with military rifles for prone shooting

with sling, using the military sights. Pos-

sible scores on this eight inch bull at 300

yards are not so very common.

The B. target has a 20 inch bull, and i*

used at 500 and 600 yards.

The C target has a 36 inch bull and is shot

at, at 800 and 1000 yards, and occasionally

at' 1100 and 1200 yards.

An ordinary so called expert shot, a real

good one, will average ten shot scores of 45

at 500 yards. A better shot, such as wiU

be on National teams would average 48 or

49 and occasionally make a good run of con-

secutive bulls eyes.

With a rifle such as yours, and using com-

mon open sights, such as you have on it,

and not using either a sling or a rest (and you

are very foolish to try prone target shooting

without using a sling), I would say that ten

shot two inch groups at 50 yards and ten shot

five inch groups at 100 yards would be very

good indeed, and most likely you would have

great trouble in making as good as this. If

you would attach a sling and use good peep

sights or a scope you should occasionally

get two to three inch groups at 100 yards or

one to 1 3^ inch groups at 50 yards.

To get groups less than one inch at 50

yards or 2i4 inches as 100 yards, will lake a

very good rifle, most excellent ammunition

and plenty of practice, and I might add, real

ability as a shot.

Understand I am considering breech loading

rifles, commercial ammunition, and average

shooting, not just one group out of a hundi-ed.

Understand also, there is a world of dif-

ference between making a one inch group and

placing ten shots in a given one inch circle.

I have made dozens, possibly almost 200, one

inch groups at 50 yards, but as I say I never

made but about ten possible scores at that

range, when shooting on a one inch bull.

The exasperating thing about this is that

one will make group after group that will be

one inch or less and yet each one will have one

or two shots close enough to the edge some-

where to get out for nipper nines. Slight

changes in wind, light, tension on the rifle,

eyes tiring, a false pull or something will

always happen to make a man get in wrong at

least once in those ten shots, just enough to

miss a possible.

Some years ago when the Stevens repeating

high power rifles first came out a good many
of them appeared in this locality but I tiever

used one of them, none of my close friends

used any, and my correspondents have said

very little about them. Then soon after

they did come out, the war began, the Stevens

Arms & Tool Co., got into other work and I

believe never pushed them very- much. They
ought to have been good game rifles and I

have no reason to believe otherwise.

Reloading shotgun shells does not pay the

average man. In fact he had much better

not attempt it. The outfit is rather expen-

sive, provided you get a good outfit, it is

almost impossible to obtain just now anyhow,

and the prices of powder, shot, primers and

wads, particularly the wads, are figured so

close that the resulting cost is almost exactly

the same as factory loaded shells. The hand
loaded, reloaded shells, are nearly always

less eflicient than the factory loads. To a

user of a repeating shotgun they are a con-

stant source of trouble from jams. To buy new
empties and load them costs as much, and

usually more, than factory loads and they

are seldom as good, much let alone being

better.
'

I do, and always have, advised anyone with

a good bump of common sense and sufficient

education, to reload his lifle ammunition,

but with shotgun ammunition, except pos-

sibly for long range wild fowl shooting, and

then only- when done by an expert who has

a good set of tools, (crimper etc.,) the shot-

gun man had better let well enough alone

and invest the price of the loading tools in

loaded shells.

t would like to have more articles on hunt-

ing rifles than I have but most writers are

target shots, most hunters are target shots,

because the hunting season only lasts a short

time and one just naturally^^ gets the shooting

fever while waiting for the hunting season to

begin, has nothing but targets to shoot at

and begins. Then his downfall is certain

because the more he shoots the more he learns,

the more expert he becomes, the more target

shooting refinements he will demand and in

a few years his hobby has him by the neck and

it is merely the beginning of the end.

Editor.

Parts for a .35 calibre Standard rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have a rifle manufactured by the Standard
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TELLS HOW FAR YOU WALK

THE AMERICAN PEDOMETER
H*fful«tae to Step and R«fflBtere Exaot DIs-

tanoas ; Slinpla, Aoourate, Durabla.

Indispensable to every lov-

er of outdoor sport and es-
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cause of value in determining
distances; a necessary ad-
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AMERICAN Pedo-
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AAcnts for the Dominion of Canada

No Trouble to Prepare

/3cnx{e4i4
Reindeer Coffee

or

Reindeer Cocoa
Just Add Boiling Water

Handy for home use, at picnics,

hunting, fishing or camping,

BORDEN MILK CO.
MONTREAL

OF TOMORROW
SPEED the days when

the thrill
"

returns.

The B.S.A. will resume its

place in forest and field—at
targets and traps in friendly
rivalry.

B.S.A. rifles and guns will

be made as before the war,
for all these purposes, and
their reliability and accuracy
will again be unbeatable feat-
ures.

With peace established, we
shall manufacture:

B.S.A. lever cocked air rifles.

B.S.A. .22 calibre sporting
and target rifles—single

shot and magazine.

B.S.A. rifles of various bores
for long-range target prac-
tice and game shooting.

B.S.A.ishot guns.

B.S.A. patent Rifle Sights.

NVe^ want our friends—old

and new—to know more about
these "will be" products.

Therejore. uilt you write for
lurther information and for
rifle hooks, free on request?

THE BIRMINGHAIM SMALL
ARMS COMPANY, LIMITED
Dept. 12, Birmingham, England
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Arms Co., Wilmington Delaware, which

handles the .35 Remington cartridge. I

understand this company is no longer in

operation. Could \ou inform me where

I could obtain repair parts for the above
rifle.

J. E. Vessot,

Joliette, Quebec.

Reply—Try Francis Bannerman, New
York Citj^, who handles the greatest line of

second hand rifles and fireanns of all kinds,

of any firm in America. If he cannot supply

you, possibly W. A. Brock, London, Ontario,

could make you the parts that you need.

Editor.

Trajectory figures for the .250 Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Please give me, through Rod & Gun,
the trajectory of the .250-3000 Savage shoot-

ing at 200, 300 and 500 yards.

A Reader,

Saskatchewan.

Reply—The mid range figures are, 200

yards, 2.45 inches; 300 yards, 6.36 inches;

500 yards, 23.76 inches.

Editor.

Regulations concerning revolvers.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

What are the regulations for purchasing

and carrying a revolver in Ontario?

Does the calibre make any difference?

A Reader,

Woodstock.

Reply To purchase a revolver in Ontario

a man must secure a permit from the chief

of police or from the magistrate in the town
in which he resides or where he buys his

revolver, and he must show good and suffi-

cient reason why he is procuring the same.

So far as I know the calibre makes no dif-

ference.

Editor.

Twenty-five calibre notes.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Please give me your advice as to which is

the best sling strap and fasteners for a .256

Newton rifle. I want one that could be used

for hunting and target shooting too.

What do you think of a 100. grain bullet

in the .256 at a speed of about 3200 fs., for

deer shooting, and of the 140 grain bullet at

about 2900 fs., for heavier game, such as moose
and bear?

What twist would you advise as best for

a .25 calibre barrel in which the .25-35 shell

was to be used, but to be loaded with 101 and
87 grain spitzer bullets at speeds of 1500 to

2400 ft. per second?

The little book from the north is always wel-

come in sunny California.

E. G. Gale,

Alamedia, Cal.

Reply—Butt swivels off the Winchester
musket are good. If you can get hold of a
regulation Army sling, such as is furnished for

the Springfield rifle, it is a mighty good bet in

the sling line.

For a deer cartridge I would prefer a heavier

bullet than the 101 grain bullet and would
consider 2800 fs., plenty for practical work.

Accuracy would be almost certain to be better

and the gun will clean much easier.

I would suggest a 12 inch twist for the

.25 calibre rifle you have in mind.

Editor.

Fitting up a .22 Stevens Little Scout Rifle.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I have a .22 Stevens Little Scout rifle.

About what is the farthest distance that it

will kill rabbits using the long rifle Lesmok
cartridges and how much do these cartridges

cost? Would they kill a fox and at what
distance?

On the outside of the barrel of my rifle are

rust spots that are making holes. What would
be the best treatment?

Is the Stevens Little Scout worth fitting

with good sights? What are the best kinds

and where and at what price could they be

purchased?
^

Is the .22 extra long cartridge better than
the .22 long rifle?

G. MacDougall,
Carleton Place, Ont.

Reply—I would not consider your rifle

worth wasting a good set of sights on, con-

sidering that it is as badly ^rusted as you
suggest. Try coal oil for the rust, then dry

and oil and keep it oiled.

Lyman number lA and 5B make a very

good set of all around sights for -any rifle.

Twenty two calibre Lesmok cartridges would
likely cost you six to ten dollars per thousand,

depends on where you get them. I would

prefer them to the .22 extra long, especially

for your rifle.

Any .22 calibre rim fire rifle will kill small

game at 200 or 300 yards if you hit it just

exactly right but for practical purposes the

.22 rim fire rifles are very little use over 50

to 60 yards forgame shooting. The trajectory
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"Get the Black Devils"
Crows are not only the worst] enemy the farmer

has, but they are also very destructive to other bird

life. Not satisfied with eating all the seed and stand-

ing grain he can find, Mr. Crow must needs also be a

cannibal. He robs other bird's nests and further

drives them away from their usual haunts. This is

particularly true in the case of game birds.

Get after him with Du pont Loads. Shoot every

one you see, and immediately write us about the

National Crow Shoot. We are offering some fine

prizes in connection with the shoot this year, and you

surely ought to be in on it.

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Company
WILMINGTON, DEL., D.S.A
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is so high that one- is continually missing

al longer ranges.

Editor.

Some Questions answered.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I see a new name given to the .256 Newton
rifle. It is called the 6.5 MM Mauser, also

the 6.5 MM Oberndorf Newton. What
difference is there between the standard .25

f alibre and the .256 or 6.5 MM as it is called?

When I say diffeience I mean the diameter of

Ihe bullet. Which is the smaller and which

the larger and what is the difference?

Can I reload the .250-3000 with the .25

calibre auto pistol full patch 50 grain bullet?

Is it all right to do so and what kind and

amount of powder shall I use to make it a

nice load for partridge?

Could the .22 high power be loaded with

the .22 long rifle bullet for small game and

what charge of powdei- shall be used with it?

Will wc in Canada be able to get American

rifles by next fall providing the manufacturers

will be able to supply them and will the

boundary restrictions be taken off?

Has the .22 Colt automatic pistol sights

that are adapted to target shooting?

Some time ago I wrote to the Newton Arms

Co., a.sking them some questions as to their

productions but did not get any reply. Are

they alive or have they been taken off the

map by the "Flu?" I would like to know if

they are making any more of their .256 rifles

and if we will be able to get them soon in

Canada.
[ notice a little pitting or metal fouling in

my .250. I have used the brass wire brush

and Marbles Nitro Solvent oil but cannot

get it out. What shall I use?

Is the so called Camp Perry paste what it

u claimed to be?

I never did pay much attention to a rifle

of .22 calibre as to whether it is easy to clean

or not until I found out that it needed clean-

ing every day anyway when in use.

Arc there any bolt action .22 calibre rifles on

the market that can be cleaned as easily as

.Savage .22 single shot rifles?

la there any book published in America or

Canada on the art of shooting. Also on

the art of hunting American game, deer etc?

Also a book on deer and moose, their habits

etc?

What is meant by a trap in the butt plate?

D. M. Ponich,

Andrew, Alta.

-Reply—When Newton first wont into the

rifle making business he impoited 6.5 MM
barrels from the rifle factoiy;^ at Oberndorf,

Germany, also I believe Mauser actions but
possibly I am mistaken about the actions.

The common German calibre approximating

.25 calibre is the 6.5 MM or .256. Hence
the .256 Newton, so far as bore was concern-

ed. The standard American .25 is .250 bore

and .257 to the bottom of the lands. The
.256 is .256 and .263 or thereabouts.

I do not have the figures for the diameter

of the .25 auto metal cased bullet but do not

think it will fit as I have not heard of its being

used for that purpose. Use the gas check

.256 cast bullet for >jour reduced load.

The .22 long rifle bullet is not adapted to

loading in the .22 high power shell as it is

not the right shape and is too soft for best

work, and is generally not nearly so good for

use in the shell as the regular Ideal cast bullets

for the .22 high power. See Ideal handbook
for these cast bullets. Use 7 to 10 grains

of 80 behind these cast bullets.

I think that American Arms will be avail-

able before the next hunting season.

The .22 automatic Colt pistol has sights

very well adapted to target shooting and it

is a very fine little arm for this purpose.

The Newton Arms Co., is in the hands of

receivers, and has not been any too attentive

to correspondence during the winter.

To get out metal fouling ufee 26 per cent,

ammonia soaked rags, then dry well and oil.

I believe that your rifle is pitted, which cannot

be removed by ordinary processes and will

be considerable of a nuisance in cleaning.

I have never used the so-called Camp Perry

paste. I have heard it well spoken of.

The only American .22 bolt action rifles

are the little Savage and Winchester single

shot rifles. They are well worth their price

but are not all that a man size .22 bolt action

rifle ought to be by any means.

The "Still Hunter" by Van Dyke is the

best book that I know of for the still hunting

of deer and other big game.
Editor.

The .22 high power Savage.

Editor, Guns & Ammuntion, Dept.

I have a .22 high power Savage rifle.

Could I get a 24 inch barrel for it and would

it be better for balance and shooting? Does

the use of .22 long rifle cartridges with an

auxiliary ruin the barrel if it is cleaned every

time after shooting with Major Whelcn's

ways or formula?

L. P. Paul,

Montreal.
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The only way
you can discharge an
Iver Johnson is to pull

the trigger all the way back

You often read of tragedies caused by
the accidental discharge of revolvers. Per-

,1 haps this is why you haven't a revolver
in your home.
Do you know that an accident is im-

possible with an Iver Johnson? The only
>; way you can discharge it is to pull the

trigger all the way back.

IVER JOHNSON
is;^'mV.c revolver

—the only safe revolver for the home. There is

nothing to fear from an Iver Johnson for the man
or woman who owns it. Its safety is automatic and

, sure. There are no levers to adjust or forget to
. adjust. It simply can't go off unless you want it to.

• You can even "Hammer the Hammer" without dis-

. charging an Iver Johnson Revolver.
Iver Johnson Revolvers embody the simplest,

safest principles of mechanism and construction.
No flat springs in an Iver Johnson— all springs are
made of the finest piano wire, drawn tempered—
they will last a lifetime. And the perfect rifling of
the barrel means straight shooting.

The Iver Johnson shown here has the "Western"
Walnut Grip. Other models have "Perfect" Rubber

-and Regular Grips.

IVER JOHNSON'S ARMS & CYCLE WORKS
157 River Street, Fitchbure, M«i««chuaetta

99 Chunbert St., New York 7 1 7 Market St., San Franciuo

Three Booklets
FREE

We have three booklets which
are well worth reading by anyone
interested in firearms, bicycles, or
motorcycles. Indicate which books
you want: A—" Firearms." B —
"Bicyc'es," C—" Motorcycles."

'Hammer the

Hammer"
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Reply—You cannot get a 24 inch barrel

for your Savage unless you could get some
gunsmith to make one for you. It would
certainly add to the balance, looks and ven'

slightly to the value of the rifle.

The .22 rim fire cartridges should not ruin

the barrel with moderate use if it is well clean-

ed but do not expect target rifle accuracy from

any cartridge shot from an adapter.

Editor.

Choosiilg a Shotgun.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am about to buy a shotgun. Please,

advise me between a Fox, a Parker and a

Smith.

Harry Lamontagne,
Mont Joli, Quebec.

Reply—All three are perfectly satisfactory.

Neither make will outshoot the other. If

you want a box lock skip the Smith. If a

bar lock you cannot have either of the others.

The Fox and Smith are bolted about the

same. The Parker uses a different system.

You cannot go wrong on any of them if the

gun fits you and is bored correctly for your
work.—Editor.

The .401 Winchester.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.
i I intend to take a trip to Ontaiio next

season for big game. I would like to know
if/the Winchester moSel 1910 automatic,

cal., .401, using the 250 grain soft point bullet

would be powerful enough for moose?
I have used it with good results on Maine

deer and bear. Will it be necessary to bring

along some heavy artillery, and what would
you advise?

H. G. R.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Reply—The .401 Winchester automatic

would be a good moose rifle provided that

you had no shots over 150 to 200 yards.

Beyond that it would not be very satisfactory.

For shooting over barrens, burnt ground etc.,

a'calibre like the .30-45-220 would be much
to be preferred.—Editor.

Remarks on fanning the hammer.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I read with interest the argument of Mr.
Maxfield and yourself in the December Rod
and Gun on the S.A. Colt .45 and fanning

the hammer. You may think with truth

that I have considerable gall to butt in on

your argument, but I myself, have heard

and read much of the art of "fanning the

hammer," and would like to see it proved.

Mr. Maxfield says "Let some of the old

timers write concerning it, but I fear that

there are very few of them left." I am not

an old timer and have very little personal

experience with revolvers, but I have read

considerable literature dealing with the old

time West.

I am giving you the names of two men who
write stories and authentic articles on the

West and who should be able to furnish proof

that certain men have hit given marks by
fanning the hammer.

First is E. A. Brininstool, who writes ar-

ticles for Adventure magazine. His home is

Los Angeles, California, A. S. Hoffman,

Editor of Adventure, can give you his address.

The other is the author of my favorite West-
ern stories, Clarence E. Mulford. He says in

an introduction to one book that he gathered

the material for his book from stories told him
by cowboy friends while staying on a ranch

in Texas. He has used the cowboys as-

characters in his books, so that if the stories

are only partly true he must have known
intimately some very good rifle and revolver

shots.

In his stories he repeatedly mentions fan-

ning the hammer. In one part he says
' The speed obtained was greater than the

more modern double action revolver." Again

he credits Buck Peters" one of his leading

characters v\nth 6 shots in 3 seconds, when
needed and that at least 5 of them found their

intended billets, which may or may not be an

exaggeration.

I do not have Mulford's address (authors

do not have their addresses lying around

loose) but it may be obtained, I should think

from his publishers, Hodder and Stoughton,

Toronto,. A. C. McClurg, Co., Chicago, or

A. L. Burt Co., New York.

The above information is very vague and

if you throw this letter in the fire still I shall

not be surprised.

As I understand it "fanning the hammer"'

was an art cultivated by some men who
rubbed elbows with all kinds of humanity and
never knew at what moment they might meet

some one who was their equal on the draw so

they determined to save the split second so

valuable to a man in a gun argument. In the

old days this might truly be said to be a

practical method of revolver shooting but it

has fallen into disuse of late years.

Trusting that you may be able to cull
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I was cured of terrible lum-
bago by

Minard's Liniment
—Rev. Wm. Brown.

I was cured of a bad case of

earache by

Minard's Liniment
—Mr. S. Kaulbach.

I was cured of sensitive lungs
by

Minard's Liniment
—Mrs. S. Masters

Manufactured by the

Minard's Liniment
Yarmouth, N.S.

The three ^vords that

tell the whole ^ory of

a perfedl cup of coffee,

from plantation to
breakfa^ table—
"Seal Brand" Coffee.
In 1^, 1 and 2 pound tins. Whole—ground—pulverized—also

fine ground for Percolators. Never sold in bulk. i87

CHASE & SANBORN, MONTREAL.
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something from the above letter that may be

of use to you.

J. P. Smith,

Oshawa.

More remarks on fanning the hammer.

Editor Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

Mr. Maxfield's letter in the January Rod
and Gun has touched on a subject that is of

interest to me, and no doubt of many of your
readers and I think that your request for

reliable information as to the accuracy to

be attained by the old timers was quite

reasonable. The subject has been so highly

colored by writers of fiction that it would be

interesting to get the* real facts. I do not

claim to be an expert on revolver shooting

but my opinion is that the frontiersmen were
not superior in marksmanship, to the target

shots of today. I very much doubt if, on
the average, they were as good.

The first and most important consideration

with these men was speed as Mr. Maxfield

remarks, ".\ man's life depended on his

ability to draw quick" so accuracy was made
to take second place to speed. A short

barreled weapon was the choice of the "gun-
man" so as to shorten the time required to

remove from the holster and to lessen the

danger of catching the muzzle as it was with-

drawn. A heavy calibre was used so that

even if a vital part was not hit the effect

would be so shocking as to seriously handicap
the other fellow in any further exchange of

civilities. Many hours were spent in prac-

ticing "the draw" until the gun could be

drawn, cocked and the hammer snapped,
in any direction with great rapidity. The
idea was to get the first shot in first.

Accuracy was not so important as speed.

As a rule the ranges were short and the tar-

gets were large. It does not require much
skill to hit a man across a barroom, or even
the other side of the street. That is, of

course, taking into considera tion the excite-

ment of the moment.

Mr. Ed. McGiven has been making some
tests of speed and shooting at moving targets.

The results were reported in Outdoor Life.

In making these experiments he states that

upward of 30,000 cartridges were used.

Several thousand shells were used in prac-

ticing one shot alone, a moving target with
the revolver sighted through the aid of a

mirror. Now I don't suppose a cowboy
would fire 30,000 shots in all his life for it

would represent more than a year's pay.

With reference to throwing the gun onto

the target as Mr. Maxfield advises, I do not

believe that fine work could be done by this

method. A fair amount of accuracy can be

obtained with either the rifle or pistol by
just pointing without using the sights, but

it certainly does not compare with the results

obtained by careful sighting. My own
experiences with a .450 Webley, 4 inch barrel,

(I have never used the .45 Colt) was that I

could not get satisfactory results by taking

aim for the kick was stiff and I flinched; I

could get fair results when the gun was
thrown on the target. With the Colt .38

old model with 6 inch barrel, I could do far

better work when aiming carefully, and I

can get the best groups of any with a 10 inch

Stevens gallery pistol, .22 cal.

This only proves that a 10 inch sighting

base is better than a 4H inch, and in my case

I flinch from heavier loads.

In writing this it is not my desire to rob

the old timers of any of the credit that belongs

to them. We all admire them too much for

that. I believe he was quick and could get

his man while the modern target shot was
thinking about it, but I see no reason to

believe that he was any more accurate in

placing his shots. To be successful it was
really necessary to be a very good shot.

Speed was the main thing. I read in a novel

some time ago of how one man held up a

playing card for a bad man to shoot the spots

out of. The distance, I think, was ten yards.

Well, I'd hate to do it, especially if he fanned

the hammer.
H. L. Howard,

Winnipeg.

Reply—Some of this old time shooting is

like the religion of a good many people. The
more you actually know about it, the less

you think of it. Time, distance and repeated

tellingsjof the same good old lie certainly do

add to its attractiveness. Some of our

romancers have done more to misinform the

public about revolver shooting than intel-

ligent and practical men can do to undo it

and men like James Fennimore Cooper, who
was a most excellent writer, but who knew
nothing at all about rifle shooting, did more

to popularize rifle shooting for many years

than the National Rifle Association.

There was a time when I imagined that the

world was made up of men who were after

my scalp and I went fully armed, but that

time has passed, also my pistol toting days.

I have known case after case where otherwise

respectable men, mostly young men, had
become addicted to the reading of this
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of Trade
THE parts of a Ford car

—

every part

-canbe bough tanywftere inCanada,

They need not be "ordered from the
factor>'."

—nor from a Ford Branch.

—nor even from one of the 750 Ford
dealers.

They can be delivered "on the spot" by
over 2000 garage and repair men.

Although highly specialized pieces of

engineering and machining, Ford parts

have become staple articles ofmerchan-
disc. They are as easy to obtain as a
hatchet or a saw.

This is a most unusual service to the
owner of a car.

Its value is incalculable.

The Ford car need never be "tied up"
while repair parts are being "brought
on from the factory."

There need be no annoying
delays while touring because

Ford Service Stations are
located everywhere.

The owner of a Ford (barring

serious breakdown through acci-

dent) may enjoy uninterrupted use

of his car.

Caution to Ford Owners

Never allow "spurious" or imita-

tion parts to be used in repairing

your Ford. Your repair man-if he

IS earnest in his desire to serve you
well—can get genuine Ford parts

and sell them to you at a reason-

able profit.

You neeii never accept "spurious"

repair parts. In any locality, in any
emergency, there is sure to be close

at hand, a Ford Service Station.

Demand genuine Ford pa|rts.

Be firm.

Keep your Ford running at full

Ford efficiency.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, UMITED, FORD. ONT.

DEMAND

Genuine«^^^V%/Parf

s
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trashy wild west nonsense, became liquored

up and promptly shot someone, or else pulled

off a holdup, and had good reason to regret

it afterward. While it has no place in the

above mentioned argument, this custom of

making a hero out of every drunken barfly

who made man killing his amusement has

been responsible for nearly all of the Sul-

livan Laws, and similar laws that make re-

volver owning and shooting almost impos-

sible for many respectable men, who have
very good use for a revolver. It is a thing

that I believe should be allowed to die a

peaceful death.—Editor.

Remarks on greased and oiled rifle bullets.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

In one of the former issues of Rod and Gun
I noticed some experiments with cleaned and
oiled barrels, and the same dry and fouled

with a shot or two.

In the former cases the bullets tipped or

shot wild. The experimenter asks for some
opinions.

Mine is, that the bullets were too small to

properly follow the grooves unless checked
up by the fouling of a dry barrel, making them
swedge. A bullet cannot tip if it had enough
spin.

J. H. Palmer,

Manitoba.

Reply—This would be the likely deduction

but the Editor happened to be the person who
did this experimenting, and a micrometer
caliper showed that these bullets were larger

than the bore to the bottom of the grooves, i

A good look through the barrel toward a gas

flame, after a bullet had been pushed into the

bore, proved the same thing. I am rather

under the idea that it was caused by too much
velocity, as the cartridge was nonnally loaded

to be just below the stripping point.

Bullets can have enough spin and still tip.

The late Dr. Mann proved that the Spring-

field .30 calibre rifle does throw tipping bul-

lets, when tested close to the muzzle, but
that they straightened out farther away.

Usually tipping is caused by too little twist.

Come to think of it, did you ever stop to

think that rifles of the greatest accuracy nearly

always have a velocity around either 1400 or

2800 feet per second. Rifles or cartridges,

giving a velocity either above or below either

being usually less accurate. Possibly the

rate ofi vibration of a rifle barrel has a great

deal more to do with accuracy than many of

us imagine.^Editor.

The makers of the Krag and Springfield

rifles.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

Would you kindly furnish me with the

name of the manufacturer of the Krag and
Springfield rifles.

H. Lehmann,
Prince Albert.

Reply—The Krag rifle was, and the Spring-

field rifle is, being made by the United States

Government at the Springfield Mas's., and
the Rock Island, 111., arsenals. They have
not been made by any private manufacturer
for sale to the public and cannot be purchased
from the United States Government except

by a member of the National Rifle Associa-

tion of America (the United States). There-
fore they cannot be purchased by a Canadian
except from a private individual, a citizen of

the United States, who has acquired title

to same by purchase and qualification from
the government.—Editor.

Turkey shoots and deer hunting notes.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

I am a lover of the great outdoors and
derive my greatest pleasure from my annual

trip to Northern Ontario after the nimble

deer and have not missed a season in 14 years.

I also enjoy attending the turkey matches
which still prevail in this district each fall.

My score last fall was 11 wins at 4 matches,

averaging 8 shots to a match. I use a .22

Ross cadet rifle and shoot the 50 yard small

bore range only, all open sights and muzzle

rest.

I may later send you some scores made un-

der match conditions for your opinion, as I

see some scores published in Rod and Gun
which would have to be made on a windy day
to take birds here. (Ed. Note—You evidently

refer to some targets that were shot at 50

and 55 yards and by an error they were made
to appear as being shot at 25 yards.)

For deer hunting I use a .303 British Ross
rifle which I like fine after getting used to the

bolt action. After using about half a dozen

rifles of all makes and calibres, I came to the

conclusion that to get deer under any and all

conditions, and to make clean kills leaving

no cripples to waste and die in the woods, a

rifle using a long heavy bullet was the most
desirable arm to carry. .

Our party of 4 members has the following

rifles, two .30 calibre U.S.G. model 1906, one

.303 British and one .250-3000 Savage, all

sighted with ivory bead front and hunting
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CLARK'S PREPARED FOODS
An Unrivalled Selection For Camp

or Outing

CANADIAN BOILED DINNER

Prepared from the best of meat, carefully

selected vegetables and seasoned "just right.

"

A perfectly balanced, full and satisfying

meal.

LIKE All THE CURK PRODUCTS "IT'S GOOD."

,ANADIA«1
DlLEDDlNiai

_j»
Canada Food Board
License No. 14-216

W. CLARK, LIMITED, MONTREAL

Hardy's The Great British SpeciaHsts
In "Palakona" Regd. Split Bamboo Fishing Rods

Maaufaeturere to

HIS MAJESTY
KING CEORCE V.

THE "DE LUXE" ROD, made of Steel-hard "PALAKONA" is Hardy's latest

design in single-handed rods for wet or dry fly fishing.

IT is the product of the largest, and best equipped factory, supervised by the
champion Professional Fly Casters and Anglers in Europe, "Hardy's." Don't
forget that as wages in Great Britain are 75% less than in America we can

give greater value in nigh class hand work. All our rods are hand made by ex-

perts whose lives have been spent at this work, for which 50 GOLD MEDALS
nave been awarded. Length 9-ft., weight 5J4 ozs.; 9-ft. 6-ins., weight 5% ozs.;

10-ft., weight 6 ozs. All fitted with Hardy's patent screw grip reel fittings.

PRICE Rod, with two tops, $39.90 net. If in Bamboo protector case to
carry THE WHOLE ROD, $4.66 extra net.

THE QBE AT
ENGLISH FIELD
says, "We must
n«ter ftrget that it

<» (0 HARDY
Bros, of Alnwick we
owe the supremacy
me hate achieved as
Rod makers.

^P?^ DRY FLIES—As made by us for the late F. M. Halford
Esq., for whom we also made rods, etc.,$1.16 net per doz.

GUT CASTS—The Anglo-American tapered mist color
No. 1 medium. No. 2 fine, as made for Mr. Halford.

Stout to 4X Ditto, Ditto to 3X, Stout Lake to fine. Ditto,
to medium. Ex-stout to MEDIUM, Ex-stout to stout, 6 ft.

L„ 13/4. per doz. or $3.32, 9-ft. 17/4 per doz. or $4.32 net

Hardy Bros., Manufactory Alnwick, Engfland

r^"5r
j
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peep rear sighst. Can you beat those for deer

rifles?

What about that "nice doe wth horns in

the velvet" as described in the last issue, and

that by a hunter, gets my goa^. Also those

300 and 400 yard shots. I have seen hundreds

of deer and have yet to see one anything like

those ranges.

A. W. Gardiner,

Orillia, Ont.

Reply—"The doe with the horns in the

velvet," was most likely a printer's error.

Editor

Books on Ballistics.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Depl.

I would like to own a book of useful and
comprehensive information on guns and
ammujiition, giving description of gun, bal-

listics, penetration, loads, etc. Is there in

existence such a book? Is it the Ideal

Handbook? Where can I obtain such books

and what are they worth?

Rev. C. F. Christiansen,

Denbigh, Ont.

Reply—"The American Rifle" by Townsend
Whelen, at $5.00 and "Practical Exterior

Ballistics for hunters and riflemen" by Bevis

& Donovan, at $1.25, are about the best.

Write for the Newton catalogue, which is

by far the besl thing out that can be obtained

free. It contains the ballistics of a large

number of cartridges and many very useful

hints on reloading as well.

The Winchester catalogue and also the

Remington U.M.C. catalogue contain a small

amount of such information.—Editor.

Various questions that trouble him.

Editor, Ouns & Ammunition, Dept.

What rifle would be tlie best for large game,

the .30 U.S.G., 1903 or 1906, or the Newton
256? Which would be better as a rifle, the

Newton or the model 1895 Winchester?

Would the .256 Newton be better than the

.30 Newton for big gam^#?

What is the matter with the Ross rifle that

it received so much criticism in war that it

was aba,ndoned, so I understand?

Is not a straight pull like the Ross quicker

than a turn up bolt like the Newton?
How do set triggers work in rapid fire?

Would a .25-20-86 grain soft point bullet

reloaded in the .250-3000 Savage give better

killing power at long range than the regular

spitzer Savage bullet? What velocity and

trajectory would it give?

What powder and primer and amount of

powder would be used to reload full charge

in the .250 with the .25-20 soft point bullel?

How long do you think it will be before

prices of firearms will be normal again?

D. M. Ponich,

Andrew, .\lta.

' Reply—Any of these three rifles would be

splendid for big game. Which, would depend
on whether you prefer a bolt action or ^le-ver

action.

The .256 Newton would be better than the

.30 Newton for the average man unless be
had nearly all moose shooting.

I understand that the principal trouble with
the Ross was getting mud in the action and
sticking. The straight pull of the Ross has
less leverage than the turn up of the Mau-
ser. I do not see why the Ross should be

considered any quiqker in action than the

Newton as the Newton's were nearly all .25C

calibre, had less recoil than the Ross .280

and what would be gained in action would be

lost in recovering from the heavier recoil.

Anyone who is accustomed to a bolt action

can shoot it much faster than he can aim it

anyhow, at least in the big calibres, having :i

heavy recoil.

A set trigger is a nuisance in rapid lire.

On deliberate shots it is a benefit, on a high

power rifle the best is a 4 pound pull, without

any drag, and without any set trigger.

The .25-20 bullet reloaded in the Savage
.250 would give better killing power than
the regular spitzer bullet would at the muzzle,

and say up to 50 or 100 yards. At long

range it would be much less, as the velocity

would fall off much faster. The trajectory

would be higher, but not much higher over 150

yards.

You could use the same primer, same
powder charge, etc., as the regular factory

cartridge, and you would get one grand case

of metal fouling as a result. This is due to

the cupro nickel bullet compared to the

copper bullet of the .250. I would depend on

about two thirds full charge as a maximum to

avoid metal fouling. Ten grains of 80 would

be a very tine short range load.

I believe that it will be at least five years-

before prices reach their former level, if they

ever do, which I doubt; and at least two yeare

before they come down very much. This

is merely my belief. You can take it for what

it is worth.—Editor.

A .32 Special for turkey matches and

hunting.

Editor, Guns & Ammunition, Dept.

1 have a .32 Special rifle that I bought just
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a short time ago. but it has just the plain

straight front sight and the V sight behind.

Would you tell me what would make a good

set of sights for game and target shooting as

I do quite a lot of hunting and also I go to

a lot of shooting matches.

Erwin Perry,

Rocanville, Sask.

Reply—YouT .32 Special is a fine hunting

rifle but I don't know that I would be so

tremendously struck on it as a rifle for shoot-

ing matches.

The Lyman number 5B front and 2A rear

tang peep with windgauge attachment, or

the number 8 windgauge front and 2A rear

are about as good as you can get at present

for combined hunting and target shooting

sights. You will certainly need a windgauge

§ight, either front or rear, for your target

shooting. It is Just as necessary on a hunting

rillc, if you want to get all out of the rifle that

is in it.—-Editor.

'Now Let's Fish
"HcreVe are, eight miles from camp, right in the big fellows

haunt. Now let's fish. We'll adjust our- Liberty Drive Motor at

troliing speed and just skim about among: these weeds, for weeds
hold no terrors for the propeller o£ a

Libertyl>riv&
ROWBCJATMOTOR

—it poes rip-ht through them like an eel. There are no blistered hands, aching [

muscles or tired backs. Those joy-kiUing oars were left atcamp." You, too,

can enjoy hundreds of such fishing trips with a "Liberty Drive Motor." U
Attaches to Any Rowboat

by simply turning two thumbscrews. The drive is direct from
engine to propeller. Entire motor pivots on stem of boat. Can
be raised or lowered by pressure on steering handle. Steers
by swinging propeller to right or left. Has speed of 5 to 10
miles per hour. Weighs about 70 pounds.
Aclr Y^^ii* T^aal^a* If he cannotsupply vou, write for our beau-
rtSIfc 1 our tyeaier

^iful catalog, if interested in launch nn>-
tors, 2 to 30 H. P., give leogrtb, beam anil draft of boat.

CAILLE PERFEC BSnTION MOTOR COMPANY
Detroit. Michigan

.B Specd

O' Motor
for those wishing: a

. highly refined mo-
tor. H as 5
speeds, 2 for-

_ward, 2 back-
i ward and

neutral. Has a
starter; no crankingr.
Magneto in flywheel.
Positively the highest
development in row-
boat motor design.
Special Catalog on
request.

.^aatagnc<6.iaMr,n"

'

< \NADIAN ADDRESS: E'.rftM (ion Motor Co., 380 tSt. JiimeH St.. Montrenl, Que.

LAURENTIDE HOUSE
Lake Edward, Pro. Quebec, Can.
Finest of Trout Fishing. Moose, Bear,

Partridge and Duck Shooting. Accommoda-
tion in either hotel, camp or tents. Guides,
canoes and full equipment furnished.
Canoeing and tenting trips arranged to as far

as Hudson Bay. Booklet on request.

Mounted Moose Heads
in



Rod and Gun Folk: Jean W. SteVinson
"I am enclosing a snap of myself at your

request," writes Jean Stevinson, who for the

past five years has contributed stories of

outdoor expteriences in Western Canada to the

pages of Rod and Gun. "I laughed when you

asked for something ' not too fussed up,' for

when^one woman is teaching a piano class,

taking care of a four-year-old son with

muscles like a steel trap, and cooking meals

good enough to get an energetic man through

his final exams in theolog>', there is not much

time for fussing up. ^
'•In the first place, I was born in Ottawa,

and am the eldest daughter of Mr. John H.

Thompson of THE THOROLD POST.

Thorold, Ontario, who comes of sturdy U. E.

Jean W. Stevinson

Loyalist stock. My mother is the youngest

daughter of tlie late William Osborn of St.

Catharines, Ontario, English scholar and

gentleman. For many years before his

death he was organist and choirmaster of old

St. George's Church, St. Catharines, and also

wrote /jxtensivcly for the papers on current

topics of the day.

"During the years I was not in school I

was in my father's office, and soon became

his 'right hand man,' but in January, 1906,

after a couple of years' university work, I

kicked over the traces and came west, where

I started a piano class in New Westminster.

For seven years I taught in Westminslcr and

Vancouver, then kicked over the traces again,

and in August, 1911, married Harry William

Stevinson, only son of Thomas and Lucy
Stevinson of Bristol, England. By this time

I was a wild and woolly westerner, and am
glad to say that my husband is just as wild as

I am. For the past seven years we have been

on Presbyterian mission fields in the Rockies,

Selkirks and foothills, and even on a rocky ;

island out on the Pacific ocean; but my hus- }

band's final exams at the university will be

over this week, and then we hope to settle

down.
i

"As to my Rod and Gun work, I have 1

enjoyed it immensely, and have appreciated

very much the courtesy I have been accorded

by the editor. For much of my material

I have to thank our old friend, Mr. Walter

Clough of Slocan City, B.C., who has given

me the benefit of his early prospecting year

in the Slocan hills and I must also testify to

the value of my own good man, who has

hunted in Africa and in many parts of the

Canadian Rockies and Selkirks, and who
brings me down with a bump if I wax too

'high-falutin ' in my Rod and Gun stories.

He is a great stickler for facts, and as Oliver

Wendell Holmes says, 'a fact is a vulgar

thing, there is no getting around if: therefore,

though I resent a fact, I have to recognize

it when it jumps up and hits me on the nose.

Of course one must take into consideration

the fact that I was brought up in a printing

office, where 'lye' is kept by the pailful.

"Howe\er, I intend to go on,~and hope for

many years to conae to be a contributor to

Rod and Gun, for we feel now as though we

own the whole outfit. The Presbyterian

Record has its place with us, we read it when

we gel time, but we grub for the Rod and Gun.

"Now I must gel the potatoes on, for the

everlasting hunger cry is going up from my
hunter man, so I will say good-bye."

Famous Canadian Whippet for

Big Race
Archie Lake, the well-known Toronto

boxer, cyclist and trainer of boxers, cyclists

and racing whippets, left for England recently

with Chauffer, thechampion Canadian whippet

and if he can get the dog by the English Cus-

toms authorities, hopes to clean up the great

whippet handicap at Reading this spring. •

He has papers enough to pass a tlock of ele-
||

phanls.
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,
. 1

Black Bass
in Ontario

Are YOU going to fish with ME?

Frank's Camp
For Fishermen

Now Open

Lake Panache

Sudbury District

Over night from Toronto.

If you know it write for reservations

Accommodation limited

If you don't know it write for information

F. C. Frank
Shelburne, Ont., Canada

.,*

EVERY DROP

ELGOL
GUARANTEED

The finest general utility oil nn the mar-

ket—especially adapted for sportsmen's

use. All that a gun oil sliould be—and

more!

LUBRICATES, PREVENTS RUST,
REMOVBS BLACK POWDER RESI-

DUE AND POLISHES ALL FINISHED
SURFACES.

Positively will not gum—contains no

acid.

To keep your sporting equipment in

tii>-top condition throughout the year

send twenty-five' cents for "Sportsman"

size bottle.

Made in Canada and guaranteed by

CANADIAN GLASSFORD
PRODUCTS

4157 St. Catherine St., W.,

Montreal Canada.

FRESH, sweet, separa-

ted milk witti the

flavor Nature gave it—

that's what is in that tin

of Klim that occupies

such small space in your

kit. Think of the delic-

ious flavor it will add to

the good things you

will cook on your

fishing trip.

Solveyourmilk
problem easily

by putting in a
tin of Klim.

At Your Grocers.

tanada Food Boaid

Songs of Forest

and Stream
—By C. T. EASTON

A Fine Little Collection oj Poems
for the Nature Lover and Sports-

man, Including the Following :

The Trout Stream; Lines on a Mayflow-
er; The Fisherman's Dream; A Morn-
ing's Walk: Winter; The Sanctuary;

The Last of the Buffaloes; A Nimrod;
Hunting the Moose; A Summer Morn-
ing; In Arcady; Wanderlust; The Full-

ness of Joy; Halcyon Days; Plovers;

The Death of Summer; A Flower of

the Wild; Pontiac's Speech.

Neathr bound and moderately priced

at 15c a copy. Orders received and
given prompt attention by the publish-

W. J. TAYLOR, LIMITED
Woodstock, Ont.



Editorial Notes
We have received the Pheasant Rearer's

Manual and the Wild Duck from the pub-
lishers, Gilbertson and Page, England. These
two ipteresting booklets were sent through
the kindness of Lt. Colin C. Moncrieff of the

1st Canadian Division. Mr. Moncrieff, who
wrote from Belgium stated that he expected

to arrive at his home ill Winnipeg about
the last of April.

George Gilbert, the well-known fiction

writer, has completed a gripping serial for

Rod and Gun. Mr. Gilbert's story which
is entitled, "The Bear of Silver Dale" will

appear in three issues of Rod and Gun com-
mencing with the June number. "The
Bear of Silver Dale." is a thrilling story of

mystery and adventure on the trap-line.

The story is one that will hold the interest

•of all true lovers of fair play in the great out-

doors.

Some of the cities and towns of Eastern
Canada have planted avenues of trees in their

parks in memory of those who have made the

supreme sacrifice in the Great ^^'ar. Tliis is a

commendable idea a^d should be carried out
throughout the country.

Why not enlarge on the project by having
the Dominion Government establish a series

of National Parks in each province, or if this

was deemed impractical, tlyee parks could

be set aside—one in the East, one in the

Middle West and the other on the Coast.

A monument of stone erected in any of the

continental countries is very fitting, but what
could be more appropriate for Canada than a

memorial of virgin territory, be it forest, plain

or mountain. The majority of Canadians
are out-of-doors men and of those that have
passed away the large percentage were
Nature's noblemen. A lasting tribute of this

kind would meet with the nation's approval.

Hunting by Aeroplane.

Now that ou/ Canadian airmen, who so

bravely distinguished themselves, are re-

turning home we may look forward to some
novel hunting and fishing experiences. Al-

ready our neighbors to the South have
established a forest patrol of aeroplanes and
E. J. Zavitz, Provincial Forester of Ontario

in an article, "Prevention of Forest Fires"

states that "Some experiments at fire detec-

tion by aeroplane have been made, and it is

possible that the air service will revolutionize

the work of protection from forest fires."

What a radical change in the matter of

transportation alone! Instead of hours of

trudging over a corduroy road or bumping
along a bush trail, we wUl have a few minutes
flying until a suitable landing place can be found

.

Instead of eight or nine days' hunting and the

rest of a two weeks' vacation spent in travel-

ling, the hunter ol the future wilt be able to

enjoy the full duration of his holiday.

One of the advantages of a pleasure hunting

trip by aeroplane will be the easy manner
in which new game fields will be explored.

If the old haunts prove to be a failure, a few

hundred miles over virgin territory will be an
easy two hours' run for the sportsmen for-

tunate in the possession of "wings."

The advent of tiie aeroplane in the com-
mercial and sporting life of Canada opens

up a field of untold possibilities.

i

Alpine Club of Canada
On Feb. 25, Mr. Arthur O. Wheeler,

F. R. G. S. Director of the Alpine Club of

Canada, visited the Vancouver Section and
•delighted them with a lecture entitled "Some
Curious Things about the Canadian Rockies."

Mr. Wheeler selected from his many years'

photographic collection in the Rockies—and
who has a wider knowledge, or has done more
to make known the beauties of our Alpine

regions to us, than Mr. Wheeler,—

a

set culled from here and there, jumping from
Banff to Robson, and the Columbia to the

Illecillewaet, just to pick out the most striking;

the odd and curious in mountain phenomena.

Whether it is a lace falls, a turbine canyon,

a very unusual snow cornice, or ice cone, a

glacial moraine or terminal face, ice cave or

flash-light picture, from the depths of the

Nakiniu Caves — a broken shadow or

startling cloud effect—disappearing river or

thundering waterfall, an emerald lake nestling

in the bosom of a dark forest, a vast expanse of

snow field, a beautiful ice fall and miniature

ice bergs floating in the waters of a lake,
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FISH NETS
AND NETS AND NETTING OF ALL KINDS

SEINES OR DRAG NETS
DIP NETS

TRAMMEL NETS

GILL NETS
HOOP NETS

BROOK NETS

GILL NETS mounted with leads and floats ready for the water, 25 cents per yard. In ordering

give rfze of mesh, stretched measure desired. •

TRAPS
for all animals from a Weasel to a Grizzly Bear. Only
a few varieties are shown here

—

We Carry in Stock
thirteen different kinds of traps in eighty-five (85j
sizes. THIS IS THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT
OF ANIMAL TRAPS IN CANADA, enabling you to

choose the kind and size you desire and be assured of
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

We Sell the Traps—We Buy the Furs.

Hallam's Animal Bait, Hallam's Muskrat Bait,

Hailam's Trail Scent, $1.00 per bottle, or

6 bottles for $5.00, post paid by us.

SAVAGE RIFLES
We expect to receive a shipment of

250-3000 and 22 High-Power Savage Rifles

about May 1st.

Write for prices.

BRILLIANT SEARCHLIGHT
100 Candle Power, with Flat-Flame Burner
and Interchangeable Lens $8.00; with Self
Lighter, $9.00. Mailing weight 3 pounds.

Traps, Guns, Animal Bait, Headlights,
Nets, Shoepacks, Marble's Specialties and
hundreds of other articles for the trapper
and hunter, described and priced in
HALLAM'S TRAPPERS AND SPORTS-
MEN'S SUPPLY CATALOGUE-

948
Write for your copy to-day. It is Free.

Address in full.

_ —iinited
am B-uild.ing,TORONTO.

THE LARGEST IN OUR LINE IN CANADA
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peculiar rock strata, hoodoos or gendarme, or

the outline of a head or figure in rock or snow.

The main impression one gets is indi-

vidtiaiity. This is no doubt one of the main
reasons that leads one to wander from

mountain range to mountain range—to seek

the many manifestations of nature in form

and color; the different efl'ects of wind and
weather, heat and cold water, ice and snow in

different regions and latitudes.

And if a lecturer could talk as easily and
interestingly on mountains as Mr. Wheeler

and go from slide to slide with story and
reminiscence of many years' experience and
adventure and tell us about it in that enter-

taining, amusing maftiner of camp-fire even-

ings, it is not hard to believe that many an
explorer would be made.

The veterans itched to grab ice axe and
goggles, tie up the broken shoe strings on the

old hob-nailed—rusting in the attic, and get

out and see what is beyond the hills; conquer

a virgin peak or startle the whistler from his

rocky boulders—hit the arete and get a good
balance for the long ride down the snow slope.

This reminds me that Air. Wheeler has just

returned from the BanlT winter sports and
mountain carnival.

The Club is taking a more extensive interest

in winter sports and has given a helping hand
to make the hills ring wth laughter and song
in the winter time too.

Canada is a young country but one of these

days—and it will not be long distant we shall,

instead of longing for a few weeks at St.

Moritz or any of the other Swiss winter
resorts, get up to Banff, Lake Louise, Emerald
Lake, Revelstokc, Jasper or Robson and ski,

skate, toboggan, curl, snowshoe and climb.

H. 0. F.

The annual meeting and banquet of the

Vancouver seition of the Alpine Club of

Canada was held on March 28th. at Brent-
wood, twenty-one members being present.

Interesting short speeches by returned
soldier members of the club were given in

response to three of the subsequent toasts,

"The Victorious .\llies," "Our Members
Overseas" and "The Returned Overseas
Members," the speakers being Mr. C. B.

Reynolds, Major Robertson, D.S.O., and
Flight Lieut. Gordon Cameron, respectively.

Mr. S. H. Mitchell, secretary of the Alpine
Club of Canada, responded to the toast to

the Alpine Club of Canada.
Following the Director's address Mr.

Wheeler gave a very interesting illustrated

lecture about the 'mountain territory lying

between the G. T. P. and the C. P. R. big

areas of which he traversed in connection

with the B. C. boundary survey which is

being carried out. The remainder of the

evening was spent in music and dancino.

An Answer to A. Y. D.

Editor, Rod and Gun:

I will endeavor to answer the questions

asjced by A. Y. D. in his discusgion on Page

1047, Rod and Gun of February 1919. The
"Someone" referred to is a gentleman by

birth, nature and education. A lover of

the woods and naturalist of note, broad-mind-

ed, keen and sincere in his dealing with human
nature, with a pleasing personality such is

George W. Bartlett, Superintendent of Al-

gonquin Provincial Park.

The order to kill a number of deer came

from the Provincial Government and was a

war measure. The venison was placed apon
the market and sold to any person wishing to

buy at a very reasonable price. The parties

buying a deer, no doubt, got the head with it

and the killing was legal in every respect.

Six huhdred and seventy deer were killed.

For the information of A. Y. D., I would also

say tl>at a number of beaver are killed each

season. In 1918 a quantity of beaver meat

was also shipped to Toronto and found a ready

market, this is also a legal measure.
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FREE TO MEN
Manly Vigor—Something New

Here is a little free pocket compendium in book form,
illustrated with 40 half-toiie photo reproductions, and contain-
ing 8,000 words of easy advice on private matters which I

gladly send to any man anywhere in the world absolutely free

of charge, and enclosed in a perfectly plain, sealed envelope, so
it is received by you like an ordinary private letter. I take all

this special precaution in sending my free book because, where
the health is concerned, and especially with reference to de-
bility and nerve weaknesses, people everywhere prefer to keep
the matter entirely to themselves. For this reason I seal the
envelope and prepay full letter postage. have thus mailed
over a million of the books to men all over the world who
requested them.

You, reader, will like this little book immensely, and can
grasp the full meaning of its special advice from one or two
careful readings. It contains a great deal of hicretofore un-
published information of interest to all men, young or elderly.

single or married, and may easily be of value to you throughout
your entire lifetime.

In one part of the book I describe my little mechanical
VITALIZER, which was invented by me to assist men to

regain lost vigor. However, you are not to think of getting
this VITALIZER at the present time, but first send for the
advice book and read up on the subject of self-preservation
without drugs.

Please use the coupon below and the book will come to you
free, seaJed. by return mail.

SANDEN, Publisher.
Reader, did you ever stop to consider thatit is not looks

which make the real man? Nor is it necessarily a large man
who wields the most power in his community. However,
whether bi§ or small, young or elderly, we invariably
find that vigorous, manly manhood stands behind all

of the world's greatest achievements and successes.
In this respect, I give it as my honest opinion, based
upon over 30 years' experience, that no man need lose

hope of himself restoring his full manly power, if he
but be willing to make a fair, square elTort, and will

lead a decent, manly life, free from excesses and free

from dissipations. My free book gives you all the
dtsired information. According to my belief, lost

manly strength is no real organic disease in itself, and,
for that reason, should easily respond to any mode of
treatment which puts new vital force into the weakened
nerves and blood. -«<

The little VITALIZER mentioned above was de-
signed by me to render natural aid to the man who
really WANTS to get strong, and who is willing to
make a reasonable effort to regain his manly vigor. To
the man who persists in living an unnatural life of
excess and dissipation, no hope can be offered, but for
the other kind there is every hope and encouragement.
because in regulating his habits he has taken the first

grand and necessary step, which prepares the way for
the action of any natural treatment which may resupply
his body with the FORCE which it has been drained of.

Manly Men Are Always in the Game

With respect to my VITALIZER, you simply buckle
it on your body when you go to bed. Thus, while
you sleep, it sends a great, mysterious power (which I

call VIGOR) into your blood, nerves, organs and
muscles while you sleep. Men have said it takes pain
or weakness out of tne back from one application;
that 60 to 90 day's use is sufficient to restore normal,
manly strength. - . -c «

With special attachments, which carry the FORCE
to any parts of the body, my VITALIZER is used by
women as well as men. for rheumatism, kidney, liver,

stomach, bladder disorders, etc., and I have had some
most remarkable testimony in respect to its almost
miraculous effects in individual cases, where every
known treatment had failed. ^

Therefore, first get the free book of general advice
to men, which also describes my VITALIZER. Then
if in the future you feel you would like to use one of
these little appliances in your own case. I will make
some special proposition whereby you may have one
to wear. If you happen to live in or near this city.I
would be pleased to have you call. Otherwise, just
use the coupon and get the free book by return mall.
Office hours. 9 to 6.

BOOK, 8,000 WORDS FREE
Remember ,1 will send you. as stated above, my little hook or pocket compendium, containing 40 illustrations'

and 8,000 words of private advice free, sealed, by mail.
This book is meant to point out to men certain errors which are being committed all over the world to-day by

those who do not realize the harm resulting. It gives, in a condensed form, and in easy language, the truths that
I have learned from years upon years of experience. It deals with vigor and manly power as against weakness and
debility. One part of the book describes my little VITALIZER so all information is complete in this one volume.
Please write or call to-day. Satisfaction guaranteed in every case.

I

R. G. SANDEN CO., 140 Yon&e St.. Toronto Ont..

Dear Sirs—Pleascv forward me your book, as advertised, free,

sealed.

Name.

Address.
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1. Deer ready for shipment from Algonquin Park to Hamilton.
2. Deer from Algonquin Park ready for shipment to Toronto.

Now a word regarding tlie poachers.

Thanks for the compliment. The poachers

we have to deal with are men of intelligence,

thorough woodsmen and canoeists, first-

class shots, many of them well educated and
real sports. When caught they take a sport-

ing view of the game and pay their fines with

a smile saying the best man won out. Most
of them have served in the Great Adventure

;ind a number of them sleep in Fruntc. A. Y.

D. also refers to the game, being the prop-

erty of the hunters. This park is a people's

park, therefore the game belongs to the

people and not to any special brand of people.

The hunters I have met are most of them

gentlemen and sportsmen who do not go

hunting just for the game they shoot but for

a couple of weeks away from the office, or

farms or other labor. The change of environ-

ment, pleasant associations and bracing air
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Canadian Pacific

The Sportsman's Line

If you're thinking—and you should
be—where you'll go fishing this

spring and summer, let us make
some timely suggestions.

Did you ever try Nipigon River, the iiaunt
of the big speckled trout, and other won-
derful trout streams along the north shore
of Lake Superior?

Or Point au Baril and the Georgian Bay
district, French River, Lake Nipissing,

Trout Lake and Lake Penache, where
you'll get black bass, 'lunge, pike and
pickerel ?
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3. Catching mullet.
4. Wagon load of mullet ready for shipment from Algonquin" Park.

of the north woods gives them a new lease

of life and something worth while to talk

about. Such men \vill not destroygame beyond
the legal provision of the Jaws of the province.

However, I have known a few hunters who
-are always grousing about what the other

fellow gets and I have known men of this

type to shoot at everythiog they see, and kill

a fawn, hang it up, kill another fawn and hang
it up, then ,kill a large buck and take it out,

as hunters could only take one deer. The two

fawns were left hanging in the woods. Some
sportsman eh? Also last season I found a

fine moose shot a short distance outside of the

Park boundary and the two hindquarters

taken, no doubt the work of the latter type

of a hunter. Now, A.Y.D. should you conve

east and belong to the first type of hunter,

dropoff at Joe Lake Station, call on the rangers

and we will furnish you with bed and board
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CANADIAM NATIONAL

RAILWAVS
\paiNcc ALBurr CHARLorrLroKvri
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NOW OBiiUATlNG

CANADIAN NORTHERN RAILWAY SYSTEM

CANADIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS

THE GREAT NORTH WESTERN TELEGRAPH COMPANY

14,000 Miles of Railway

56,000 Miles of Telegraph Line
Traversing Every Province of Canada's Dominion

and directly serving the great ports of

Halifax - St. John - Quebec - Montreal

Vancouver - Victoria

Passenger Freight Express Telegraph Hotels

C. A. HAYES
Vice-President

For litne tables and information—enquire nearest
Canadian National Railways agent.

H. H. MELANSON
Passenger Traffic

Manager

HEAD OFFICES—TORONTO, ONT.

GEO. STEPHEN
Freight Traffic

Manager
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for a couple of days and leave it to your own
convictions as to whether the game has

suffered by the killing of a few deer legally.

Also you may find the rangers human. Sev-

eral of them have served in the Great Adven-

ture and you might find an evening by the

camp fire with them, interesting—^Remember
the terms.

Algonquin Park, Ont. Mark Robinson.

Park Ranger.

The Superintendent of Algonquin Park Replies to A. Y. D.

Editor, Rod andGun:
I notice the remarks of A.Y.D. in your

February number "Taking Issue w-ith Algon-

quin Park Ranger." Now with this I have
nothing to do, Major Robinson, one of our

stall, is quite able to take care of hims^elf.

But it just struck me that some of youF
readers might like to know just what this

taking of deer meant.

Owing to the shortage of food supplies and
the prolonged struggle across the water

the Government dejcided "and wisely too,

I think" to place a little of the abundance
of the Provincial Park within the reach

of those who cannot go out with their rifles

and get a share of the game in the province

but who nevertheless pay as much toward
the upkeep of the park as does the sportsman
and who have as much claim upon it and the

game in it.

Receiving instructions from the Minister

I gave like orders to our rangers and between

650 and 700 deer were taken out making
33 J^ tons of v^ison, this was shipped direct

to Toronto and Hamilton with the under-

standing that it was to be placed within the

reac^ of all alike at a very moderate price.

In Hamilton for instance Alderman Tait and
others took charge of the distribution giving

their services free and the meat was placed on
sale at a trifle above cost giving it to the

people at about half the price of beef. The
deer were shipped with heads on and these

with the skins were sold to help pay expenses.

Several tons of mullet were also taken
*ut and sent to the city being sold at cost I

might here say owing to the fact that the

game fish are taken out by the sportsman and
nothing done to lessen the number of mullet

which are ground feeders, and no doubt devour
a great quantity of spawn, they have become
too riVimerous and it is the intention of tiie

government to take out a quantity' of them
foT a year or two in the waters moSt fished by
the tourists.

The beaver carcasses, too, taken in our

annual trapping were saved and some 2J^
tons of this meat were shipped to Toronto
finding a ready market, I might here remark
that the beaver have not only stocked the sur-

rounding country for many townships but

the annual increase within the park limits is

now many thousands. Otter fisher, marten,

mink, etc., are becoming ver>- abundant while

moose and the Virginia deer are to be seen

plentifully all over this preserve of over four

thousand square miles.

While it is to be hoped the need will never

again occur to take deer from the park it is of

interest to know that should it be a vast

amount of valuable food could be supplied

from the abundance here.

Yours sincerely,

G. W. Bartlett.

Superintendent of Algonquin Provincial Park.

More Criticism of Slaughter of Deer in Algonquin Park

Editor, Bod and Gun.

In your issue of Feb'y 1919, I read an

article by A. Y. D., Alberta, criticizing the

slaughter of deer in .\lgonquin Park.

I heartily endorse his sentiments, it would
seem to be a deliberate attehipt to defeat

the object of the Park. We have been told

that in order to preserve the game we must
have these sanctuaries, so that there will

be places where the animals will be unmolested

in their natural haunts. If this is so then

why slaughter them in the manner described

in your issue of Dec. 1918? It is impossible

that deer should have become so plentiful

that it has become necessar>' to kill them off,

as they would naturally leave the Park and
go into adjoining territory, if this condition

of affairs existed, and this, I believe, is one of

the objects of such a place.

I would like to suggest to "Rod and Gun"
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Vacation in the

Pine-Scented Lakelands
of Canada

In the "'Highlands of Ontario," that wonderful region of scenic beauty you can Fish,
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G. T. Bell,
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W. S. Cookson,
General Passenger Agent,

Montreal.
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Launches,

Cruisers,
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Yachts,

Work -Boats,

and Hulls for

Outboard Motors,

Have ready for shipment finished hulls from
16 ft. to 28 ft., also some launches complete

with engine installed ready to run.

Robertson Bros. Foot of
Bay St. Hamilton

J
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that it would be extremely interesting to a

great manj' readers if you could,by some
means, get a complete report of the killings,

what was done with all the caruasses, heads,

hides, etc., also how many bucks, does, the

ages of same, and what were the gross and net

receipts. If this information was secured

it would perhaps enlighten us.

I cannnot see, however, how there can

Ijc any justification for such slaughter. If

it can be shown that there is, then the proper

person to do this is not the ranger, but the

hunter for whom the game is preserved, and

who would be perfectly willing to pay a

reasonable amount for a license^ Much

of the above would apply to bea\er also.

I believe thai they should not be taken

in the Park unless alive and for breeding

purposes only, and if trapping must be done,

then let it be done by professional trappers

who would pay for a license. Someone might
say that no person except a government
ranger or some other official should do this

as others could not be depended upon to

live up to the law. To this I would say

that being a goverimient official does not

necessarily make a man honest and trust-

worthy, and I believe the average trapper or

hunter is likely to be just as dependable as the

average government official. There could

however, be a supervision by the rangers, that

would help to prevent violations of the law.

Leamington. G. B. Anderson.

A Criticism

Kditor. Rod and Oun.

As a reader of Rod &. Gun for a number
of years I have often thought Ihe Editor must

wonder why, (amongst such an army of

readers as lliis magazine enjoys), they do not

receive more stories of the many hunts that

take place annually in this great North

country. And as a reason for this SEEMING
lack of desire to write of their experience on

the part of this army of hunters I am going on

record as saying it is due to the ravings ol

those semi-crazy so called hunters who write

such gold plated yarns as "The 1917 Deer

Hunt of the Independent Sharpshooters

Hunt Club" contained in your February

issue. Whether it is out of courtesy—or

just for pure enjoyment, that the Editor

publishes such yarns I cannot say, but the

above mentioned yarn "s sure a "King Pippin."

The author mentions a vivid picture of "a

proud creature, standing silent, listening,

silhouetted against the clear gold of an

autumn sunset" and that the memory of this

perfect creature "QUEEN ANNE" had

always formed a central part in his dreams.

No wonder he could recognize the same old

doe after an absence of ten or more years.

The writer has been a deer hunter for a

good many years but never yet has had the

courage to state that he could recognize the

same doe twice, even on the same hunt.

AllonsI Enquiries solicited the fact from

the president of this great Magnate Hunt
Club that Queen Anne was still around, and

that I IE HAD HIMSELF fired a HUNDRED
ROUNDS IN A SEASON at her (Gee Whiz)

that the bullets travelled straight to her

body, and liieii swerved aside, so that she

became known as bullet proof—suffering

rattle snakes—one hundred rounds a season

and all famous crack shots—sharpshooters

in fact. And then "Du Claw," the deer with

the agility of a mountain sheep—no wonder
they took nineteen dogs and a b'unch of New-
tons, and had a membership of fifty—holy

doodle, and listen to this.—He was longing

for a view of Queen Anne."Atlast it came"

—

(I pick it at random)."On they came, and when
they seemed about 400 yards away, I put

my rifle to my shoulder." (What for?) "At
the same instant there were two quick shots

and the dogs quit howling," (and well they

might.) "In less than twenty minutes the

pack was again howling at the top of their

voices" (High G, I guess)—this went on for

ABOUT AN HOUR when every man was
convinced it must be QUEEN ANNE.
EACH MAN FIRED A SHOT AS A SIGNAL
THAT THEY WERE SURE THE DOGS
WERE PURSUING THE LONG LOOKED
FOR DEER. Shades of Daniel Boone!

Fifty good bullets tearing up the atmosphere

AS A SIGNAL. Are you still listening? I

quote further
—

"in a few minutes every rifle

was emptying its magazines INTO THF.
ROCK around her. It was not until after

89 bullets" (get that—-89) "had burst on the

rock that she turned back." (One would have

thought one bullet out of this bunch would

have peeved her) -and further-'she turned at

right angles and ran along its top, again expos-

ing herself to the majority of the boys at a

distance of SIX HUNDRED YARDS. Maga-
zine after magazine of ammunition was fired
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THE FISHERMAN'S
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—a canoe that completes the

CHESTNUT CANOE
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—
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BRANTFORD, ONT. Ralph H. Reville, Editor and Publisher
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at the flying creature," etc., etc., (No wonder
hunters get shot) -"then a lone sharp report

echoed from the mountain side. She

cost the club ONE GOOD DOG AND ONE
HUNDREDAND SIXTY-SEVEN ROUNDS
OF AMMUNITION." By the jumping off-

spring of a flying Kite, can you beat that

Mabel? SulTering tin whistles, and I thought

I knew something of deer hunting. To
quote further—"I was eager for a view and a

shot at Du Claw" (Poor old Du Claw)

"Queen of the forest's cunning and time

honored mate." (And at random,) "Hall the

men went each way to form the circle round

the swamp. It was ten-thirty before the

signal shots were heard that all was ready.

He could no longer control the dogs, so let

them go. The other 14 dogs were held in

reserve at different points around the swamp,
and at intervals of an hour three or four

fresh dogs would be let go" (some swamp)
"as the sharpshooters had learned by experi-

ence that Du Claw could easily tire out 2

or 3 ordinary dogs." (All in the same swamp,
mind.) "Nine dogs were now in pursuit and
the din became deafening—at times they

would be almost upon him" (must have been

in sight and no one shooting all this time.)

"Du Claw made a dash to break the circle

but was instantly met with a bullet from

Dad'sNewton" (always goes to Dad) "and Du
Claw's famous career was ended." And fur-

ther—"the CHAMPION SHOTS OF THE
NORTH had outrivalled and surpassed

wonders beyond my ken." Heavens, I should

say—*9 shots—and not one hit her. And
then to think such a marvellous bag should

be marred by a measly bunch of wolves—of

which they only shot NINE. The old Ford
really ought to have blown up here. How
the Gracious Diana—Goddess of Hunters

—

sleeps, is a mystery. There, Mr. Editor, is

the whole secret. How in the name of gun
grease and ramrods can a self-respecting nut

like myself and the other nut that I associate

with when I sneak shamefacedly into the

woods—for fear of meeting a real hunter—go

up against such competition as that. Great

jumping alligators, spare us further agony.

One Who Hews To The Line.

Sudbury.

Organize Rod and Gun Club

Invermere, East Kootenay, B.C., March
1919.—A small meeting of those keenly

interested in the lines of all hunting or game
fishing, be it the feathered fowl of the foot

hills or the bigger game of the high mountain
tops and deep mountain valleys in this

neighborhood, met recently. After talking

over the matter, pro and con, they resolved

on the formation of the Windermere District

Rod and Gun Club and so the organization

long dreamed of has come into existence.

Mr. John A. Hope, the veteran game keeper

and a well-known outfitter of many parts of

Canada but now residing here_ was elected

President.

Mr. John A. Buckham, the member for the

local legislature, who has ever shown himself

another keen sport was elected honorary
president; Frank C. Stockdale as Vice Presi-

dent and Basil G. Hamilton, of Invermere,

B.C., Secretary-Treasurer. Members for the

directorate were chosen from all parts of the

Windermere Mining Division their names be-

ing, A. M. Chisholni, Al. Cochrane, and
Charles D. Ellis of Windermere; Captain A.

H. MacCarthy and Ed. A. Tunnacliffe,of

Wilmer; S. B. Harrison, Edgewater; Walter

Nixon, Luxor; H. G. Lowe, Spillimachene;

Joseph Lake, Athalmer; J. W. Crawford, C.

E., Fairmont Hot Springs; R. Randolph.
Bruce, C. E., F.R.G.S., W. H. Cleland, M. H.
Craik, Alexander Duncan MacKinnon, J. C.

Pitts, W. W. Taynton, Alexander Ritchie, and
and A. G. Cuthbert all of Invermere, B.C.
The Windermere Mining Division over

which this Rod and Gun Club hopes in time
to hold some jurisdiction lies in the south
eastern part of British Columbia, between the

main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway on
the north and the Crow's Nest Pass branch
of the same railway on the south. It lies

between the watershed of the Rocky Moun-
tains on the east and the Purcell Range of the

Selkirk mountains on the west. Within its

boundaries are the head waters of the great

Columbia River and its main northern tribu-

tary, the Kootenay River. It is in the upper
reaches of this latter river that the chief big

game of the district is now to be found con-

sisting of moose, elk, caribou, grizzly and
black bear, mountain sheep and mountain
goat, two other species of deer and carnivor-

ous animals such as the cougar, lynx, and wild

cat. It is a preserve but little hunted over

as yet except for the occasional lucky man
or the alleged predatory wandering Indian.
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EVINRUDE
Detachable Motor for Watercraft

1
With an Evinrude you can go quickly, without row-
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436 Market St.. San Francisco, Cal.
211 Morrison St., Portland, Ore.

For a CRUISING, HUNTING or PLEASURE CANOE
You cannot beat our Model No. 22—16 ft. long. It is the steadiest canoe on the

market and a very easy paddler.
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Basswood or Canvas Covered.

GET OUR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

WM. ENGLISH CANOE CO. "mited. Peterborough, Canada
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Peterborough Ganoe Co
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Peterborough, Oanada
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"PETERBOROUGH CANOE"
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SOO SPORTSMEN ORGANIZE

A number of enthusiastic Sault Ste. Marie
sportsmen organized a fishing club on March
26. They have adopted the name of The
Steelton Fishing Club and have for their

abject, the promotion of fishing as a sport.

They have one of the finest natural fishing

resorts in the world and they intend to

further the sport by awarding prizes for the

best catches, etc.

, A REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
Editor, hod and Gun

Will >x)u please tell me how *lo re-cover

with canvas a si.xteen foot canoe?

Yours truljji

Toronto, Arthur Hand.

Editor's Note.—Perhaps some reader who
has had e.xperience along this line will let us

have this information.

A-Field With Your Dog

The owner of a dog, especially if the dog is

of the terrier or spaniel family, derives much
pleasure at this time of the year in being able,

once again, to stroll out into the country,

across bare fields and along the wooded
banks of water courses. The company of a

dog on such walks adds greatly to the pleasure

to be had. If it is a spaniel he will be after

birds and if you take along a .22 rifie and shoot

an odd crow you can give your young dog
lessons in retrieving. First of all teach him to

ebey you, don't let him have his own v/ay and
foolishly race all over the country. When
you see a flock of crows on the ground stealth-

ily approach them, along a fence or natural

shelter such as trees and bush or depressions

in the country, make your dog follow you
likewise and he will soon catch the spirit of the

approach to game.

When within range, fire, seeing that the

dog is not gun shy, and then let him race off.

full tilt for the wounded or dead crow, then

see that he brings it to you properly without

playing with it. If your dog is a water

spaniel you can follow up such lessons along

the river or marsh by practice on marsh hens

or blackbirds. Trips of this sort throughout

the spring and summer wll work wonders
and by fall your dog should be well broken
in for the duck shooting.

If your dog is a terrier and above all an
Airedale terrier you will have great fun on
such walks by letting him go for ground hogs.

If he can catch one before it dens, so much the

belter and the ensuing scrap will prove the

mettle of the dog. If you have to dig the

animal out it is wonderful the persistence a

man developes in such things, it renews his

youth. You know the groundhog is in there

and expect, with every foot of earth loosened

that he will come to view, your dog is just as

elated or more so and scratches away the
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LAREFIELD
CANOES

A canof or boat built by iiioti who have

used these under all conditions of Fishing,

Hunting, travel or pleasure is the canoe or

boat for you.

Over half a century in the business of sup-

plying high grade canoes and boats for every
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Canoes the world over gives us assurance to
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Free.

The LAKEFIELD CANOE CO., Limited
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SEND
ONETO
VOUR
SOLDIER

The soldier^ camper or hunter—any-
one who lives in the big outdoors nccd:^

Marbles
Waterproof Match Boi

For the civilian too. it's better. Bafcr than
carrying matches loose in the pocket. Holds

good supply of matches. Is absolute!"
waterproof. Right elite for pocket. Will
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581 Dalta Ave. Gladatone, Micft.

SANITO SUSPENSORY
No. SO

All elastic. Self adjusting.
Anatomic fit. Will not chafe.

No buckles. The pouch is

open at rear, and thereby more
sanitary.

Perfectly comfortable; need not remove
from scrotum when seated at closet, and
can be boiled to cleanse without injury
to the rubber.

U ^ • The Sanito No. 50 should be worn coD-
JI eacn. ^ sizes stantly to promote health and vigor.

If your dealer will not furnish, send us $1 in stamps, specifying
larjie, medium or small pouch and waist measurement. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or money refunded.

The Walter F. -U^are Co. DePt. C, Phila.. Pa.
MaJcers of the No. 44 Mispah Jock

FOLDING PUNCTURE-PROOF CANVAS BOATS
LAixht, easy to handle, no leuks orrepairs: check as bagt^a^e, carry by hana;
safe for family ; all sizes: non-sinkable; stron^'er than wood; used by U. S.
and Forei^'n Uuvernments. Awarded First Prize at Chicapo and St. Louis
World's Fairs. We lit our boats for Outboard Motors. Catalogue.
KING rOLDING CANVAS BOAT CO. 465 Harrison St.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

LOUIS RHEAD J^^de NATURE LURES 4th SEASON 1919are now
Made ^^'^ * UIVIJ L/Ul.\.UO ready.

Heretofore, the maker of nature lures trusted entirely to per.sonal tests of them. So many appreciative
tetters are received, angh^rs may be interested in the following sample from an eminent ^'I.D., fishing in Maine

—

Dear Sir:

—

Knrlosed find hve dollars, for which please send an assortmei^ of nature hires for Truut. I used tlie

lures this summer and had the grandest sport of my life, taking ouananiche with them in two trips. I

used t'lem at one pool where files, worms and live bait were being used, and brought to net more fish
than four other rods. I lost my last feather minnow this week and wisli to be prepared for next season"

Send for new illustrated leaflet with additional testimonials.
LOUIS RHEAI). 217 0(:EAN AVE.. BROOKLYN, N.Y.

NEWFOUNDLAND
A Country of Fish and Game. A Paradise for the Camper and Angler. Ideal Canoe Trips

The country traversed by the Reid Newfoundland Company's system is exceedingly rich in at) kinds of fiah
and game. All along the route of the Railway are streams famous for their SALMON and TROUT fishing.
Also Caribou barrens. Americans who have been fishing and Minting in Newfoundland say there is no other
country ia the world in which so good fishing and hunting can be secured and with such ease as in Newfound-
land. Information together with illustrated Booklet and Folder cheerfully forwarded upon application to

F. E. PITTMAN. General Passenger Agt. Reld Newfoundland Company. ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND

HAND CAST BULLETS
And band loaded shells are almost Invariably used by expert shooters.
They give more accurate results than factory loaded ammunition, and the
saving In cost Is considerable. Every evening you spend reloading with
pleasure and profit will release an ammunition worker needed to help end
the war. Write to-day and send us the name and caliber of your rifle or
revolver.

mEAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
264 MEADOW STREET NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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earth you loosen and digs for himself. If you

carry along a couple of strong hooks and wire

one to the end of a limber sapling you can

often reach in and pull the hog out so the

dog can get him. Then the fun starts.

Altogether likely the dog will get bitten first

but this teaches him caution, so pouncing at the

hog from different angles is the method he

now employs until he sees an opening when
rushing in he snatches the animal by the

back or neck, soon making short work of it.

Occasionally on such tramps a-field you may
come across a coon or a nest of them then you

will want to use more care in having your

dog handle them right. If the coon goes

up a tree, shoot him or climb up and knock

him out, if the dog is any good he should

then kill the coon. If the coon goes in his

den, in a stump or log, pry this open and let

your dog draw Mr. Coon out, if there are any
young ones in the nest don't let your dog go
for these, but gather them up securely, take

them home and you will have a summer's
fun raising them. By late fall the pelts will

realize considerable money or probably you
will keep the fur to trim your wife's or daugh-
ter's coat.

There is nothing which will maintain the

spirit and grit of a terrier like entering

it on such game. Start your puppies on rats.

This is the natural work of the terrier, digging

into the ground developes his legs giving

proper muscle, bone and feet. Fighting the

animal gives him the proper fire. How often

you see terriers, high class ones bred and
maintained in large kennels for show or

city use, that lack this most important

terrier characteristic, fire and courage.

Irish Rifle Association

Notes on Rifle Shooting from Toronto

J. W. Smith

THE Walker House Trophy, presented by Mr.
George Wright to the winning team of the
Toronto Indoor Civilian Rifle League, was won

by the Irish Rifle Association 1st. Team. Shooting
consistently well throughout the season, they came
through with an unbeaten record, their average score

per man being 34.19 points. For a junior team, the
Irish 2nd. did remarkably well, and averaged 33.08
points per man for the season. The final scores showed
four competitors tied for the Maguire Cup, donated
for the individual championship of Toronto. The best
eight scores of each member of the various teams shoot-

ing in the League were taken to decide the winner of

this trophy, and the following finished with 279 points
out of a possible 280—Major Elliott, Irish 1st, J.

Sharpe, Irish 1st. G. Lawrence, Exhibition R.C.. anS
J. W. Smith, Irish 2nd. The shoot off was eventually
won hv the last named, after an exciting contest.

Whilst plans for the prospective trip of the Toronto
Irish-Canadians are still under consideration there is

an element of doubt as to the advisabiiity of under-
taking the project, owing to unforeseen difficulties

connected with the Ross rifle. If the Bisley conditions

call for the sole use of the Enfield rifle, the Canadians
would be seriously handicapped, and would hardly
show to advantage unless permitted to use their Ross
rifles to which they are accustomed. However, should
the Bisley project be abandoned, the Irish Rifle As-
sociation will be able to concentrate their efforts to

the annual shoots of the DR.A. and O.R.A., which are
to be resumed this year. There is some likelihood that
the Government will renew the concession of a free
issue of rifles and ammunition to civilian rifle clubs
which are properly organized and gazetted by the
Militia Department. This will act as a great in-
centive to the sport of rifle shooting, and conditions
would soon revert to those of pre-war days.

This Association is now probably the largest and
strongest organization of its kind in Canada, and the
prospects are bright for a successful season this summer.
The membership, which has increased by 19 new mem-
bers during the winter, includes on its roll many names
famous in the annals of rifle shooting. The ranges at
Long Branch are being overhauled, and should be
ready for practice on the first Saturday in May for the
200, 500 and 600 yd. ranges, and at a later date, the
800, and 1000 yd. ranges will be opened up.

At the 8lh Annual General Meeting held on March
28th, the treasurer's report showed a very favorable
condition of affairs. Thefollowing officers,were elected
for the coming year:—President, David Spence;
Captain, A. Emo; Lieutenant, S. Dean; Treasurer,
W. J. Bennett; Secretary, J. W. Smith, (257 Daven-
Sort Road) ; Council, Major Elliott. R. W. Murray,

. E. Fitzgerald, J. Hillis, and G. W. Bull. Rifle en-
thusiasts who wish to join this Association, should
communicate with the Secretary.
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Get My
New s. o. s.

TANGO
Trade
Mark

It's a wizard for casting. You can
put it in the exact spot where the big

fellows hide, among the weeds and in shallow
waters. Swims on Surface with a lifelike swim-
ming motion. At will you send it wiggling below.

Thousands of professionals, amateurs, women and children
are making record catches of all kinds of game fish, trolling or casting
with all models of my

l^ush X^^So Minnow
Registered Trade Mark

—the liveliest baits that float. They wiggle, dive and swim like a
minnow in action. The Tangoes get the big ones—Bass, Pickerel,

Pike, Muscallunge, Lake Trout and Brook
Trout.

At your dealer's or sent direct post paid
—stamps or Money Order. "Regular,"
"Junior," "Weedless Midget," and * -t (\f\
"S.O.S.Tango" Models, each ^>1.UU

All models patented and guaranteed.

Set of four assorted colors and models $4.00

RUSH 944 S. A. & K. Building,
SYRACUSE, N.Y.

.R)ss Pbrk Rind MJiuioh^

Oriental Wiqgler $125 /'

Little Egypt Wiqgler TSV*
ikiddff 75*,PbrkRind Strips35*jar.,

/ 17121736 Columbus RdflevelandAi.r

BUY YOUR

KEEP-EM-ALIVE
FISH STRINGER

NOW

Prepare

for the

Coming
Fishing

PAT US and CANADA

Prom Your Dtaler or Direct.

WATKINS MFG. COMPANY

The Best Buy
in Tackle Today

Sand for Circular

HOWELL MICH.

PRINCE GEORGE-
TORONTO CANADA
Magnificiently Furnished. Liberally Conducted
(.oisine unexcelled. Courteous and Prompt Service
European Plan. American Plan.

SAMUEL H. THOMPSON, Proprietor

30E WELSH
a LEADERSB

OsT Perfectly

r^
-or

DDY FLV
FLIES
D OR

ELSn
CtoSADEMAQLirODniA
EXCLUSIVE AGEhT
~U,S ''•^A. CAnADA-

BOY!!
'"You certainly

know how to make
Leaders. Send me
some more—I gave
the last ones you
sent, to my friends
for Christmas."

—

wrote Clay D. Man-
ville, Pittsburg, Pa.

You've Been
Waiting For It

a Long While-

Joe Welsh's

Blue Devil

Darning Needle

Get One Quick—
Send 75c for a "Blue
Devil" and a 3-ft.

Leader. Two sizes

—

for Bass and Trout.



KASTERN CANADA TRAP ASSN AWAY TO
A GOOD START.

Secretary George H. Cashmore reports that, up to
\pril 2nd. no less than ten Gun Clubs have affiliated
with the newly formed Eastern Canada Trapshooting
Association. The affiliation fee is five dollars per
Near and all Active Gun Ciubs in Eastern Canada are
urged to join the new organization. The affiliated
< lubs are:

—

St. Hubert Gun Club, Ottawa. Thousand Island
( fun Club. Gananoque; Peterborough Gun Club, Peter-
borough ; Balmy Beach Gun Club. 'J'oronto; Manor
r.un Club, Clarkson: Toronto Gun Club. Toronto;
< '.anadian Indians. Canada; Canadian National Exhibi-
uun; Toronto; St. Thomas Gun Club. St- Thomas;
Hamilton Gun Club. Hamilton.
The following applications for Registered Tourna-

ifients have been approved bv the Association:

—

April 21 —St. Hubert Gun Club. Ottawa, O. T.
King, Sec'y.
May 24-—Manor Gun Club, Clarkson. \V'.H. Good-

••rham. Sec'y-
• Mav 26.—Thousand Island Gun Club. Gananoque,
C. P. Wright. Sec'y.
June 2. .3. 4,—St Thomas Gun Club. St. Thomas.

W. J. McCance. Secy.
June 12. l.'i. 14.—Toronto Gun Club to hold the

l^astern Canada Championship at Toronto. C. Clarke.
Sec'y-
June 30. July 1, 2—Canadian Indians, .\iagara-on-

the- Lake, Geo. II. Cashmore. Sec'y.
Aug- 26. 27, "28, 29.—Canadian National l':xhibition.

Toronto, W- II. Gooderham. Sec'y.
It is the intention of the Association to compile the

averages of shooters competing at registered tourna-
ments in Ea.stern Canada and publish results monthly.
This feature will commence June I. Any Eastern
Canada Clubs desirous of becoming identified with the
IvC.T.A. can get full particulars from George H,
t Cashmore. 27 Elmer Avenue, Toronto

COAST TRAPSHOOTERS START COM PETITION
TO THIN OUT CROWS.

Vancouver, B.C.. April 2 — Following a conference
.f Bellingham, Wash,, and Vancouver. B.C.. trapshoot-
rs, it was aimounced that a series of three crow shoots

will be held during this month, in which ten represcnt-
ilivesofeach of the giin clubs will participate for a
hampionship trophy.
An organized crow shoot is .something new to this

.,ection of the country, but when the United States is

making every effort to exterminate the crow, which is

proving a menace throughout the country, i t is expected
that an organized effort w.ll be made along similar
lines in Canada.
The team shooting the greater number of crows in

the three shoots wdl be awarded the trophy, while
the losers will pay the expenses for the shoot.

REFEREE IN TRAPHOUSE
There will be two innovatiAs at the New York

.State shoot, which will be watched with a great deal
of interest, besides a program that is .something
different than the program usually ofi'ered in
State tournaments. It is a program that will interest
every shooter, no matter what Slate he lives in; no
matter how poor a shooter he is. There is a chance
'fir everyone winning something.
The referee will be in the traphouse, alongside of the

.oy who puts the targets in the trap. He will call
dead" or *iost" from there. He will make his decis-

ions into a magnifier, like those used in railroad ter-
tninals. and the derisions will be convevcd to the
.hooters and scorer through a megaphone at the end of
he shooting stand. A judge will sec that the^hooters
tiey the rules and that the scorer marks the figures
urrectly.
The other innovation is a score luuird invented by

B. E- Eldred. a New York shooter, on which the figures
are marked from the rear, and which is visible from the
front and back and does not interfere with the view of
the spectators.— Xalional Sports Syndicate.

GRAND INTERNATIONAL SHOOT.

The city fathers have granted permission to the St
Thomas Gun Club to establish its new .shooting grounds
at the beautiful Pinafore Park and it would notbe
surprising to see city parks thrown open in a similar
movement at Chatham, Ridgetown, Leamington.
Kingsville, Windsor. Rodney, Essex, Dutton, Gait.
Kitchener, Dresden. Tillsonburg. Brantford and Port
Stanley. The installation of the new club houses
and traps will be completed in time for the Grand
International clay bird tournament-
The Grand Internationa! Tournament dates as

announced by Secretary W. J. McCance are June 2. 'A

and 4. The dates allotted make this event the first

big attraction of the 1919 campaign in Canada. The
best program ever offered will be published shortly,
with more cash added in all the events.

TORONTO GUN CLUB

The Toronto Gun Club held their weekly shoot
at Lakeview Park on Saturday. Hulme for the third
time on the Hutchison Trophy, with 44 birds to his
credit. C Richardson won the Vivian Trophy, with 34
birds, and in the Class C shoot for the winner, with 27
birds.

,THE CREEKSIDE CLUB SHOOT

The regular weekly shoot of the Creekside Gun
Club was held Saturday, Xlarch 22nd. Ed. Brown
was first high gun and J- Golborne second. Ned Elliott
was first in the handicap, W. Curzon second, and H
Peterman third. E- Robertson won the spoon.

At the regular weekly shoot of the Creekside Gun
Club held on Saturday, March 29, many good scores
were made. II- Peterman won the weekly spoon.
At the regular weekly shoot of the Creekside Gun

Cliib, held on Saturday afternoon, April .^th, Ned
Elliott won the spoon, hitting 60 out of a possible total

of 7.5.

HAMILTON GUN CLUB.

The last event of the handicap drew a large attend-
ance at the Hamilton Gun Club on Saturday afternoon.
A strong westerly wind made the birds take unusual
curves, but in spite of this some good scores were made

In "A" class. A Bates broke 24 in the day's event
and won Ihc trophy, with a total of 141. H. Lennox
was a close runner up with 139, while T. W. Barnes
finished in third place with 137. This event proved
of §reat interest, as the winner was forced to go the
limit in order to retain the slight lead he gained at the
last shoot, as H. Lennox has been right at his heels
all the way. The club spoon was also won by A. Bates
in this class-

J. Gomph came to the front and won the trophy in
"B" class with a total of 128. G. Stroud, who finished
second with 123. had been leading in this class, but was
rather unfortunate in breaking only L") for this event,
while later in the afternoon he broke 2-1 out of 25. J.
Gomph turned in the good score of 21, which gave him
the lead of 5 birds. Milton Carr was up close in third
position with 122. .1. Gardiner took home the spoon
in this class by making 24. one of the best scores of the
afternoon
W. W Livingstone, who has had a very consistent

score all through tlu- handicap race, pulled down the
trophy in *'C" class with a total of 113. G. Brown
finished in second place, just one bird behind the
winner. These two men have been struggling for
iirst place all through the contest. The honors of
third position go to .\ .Smith, who finished with a
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Every Red-blooded Man
Should Read This Book

STORY of "fishing in boyhood days"
illustrated by Briggs, famous car-

toonist. A story that will take you
back to the times when "you and
dad" hiked off for a days fishing.

In addition it contains many prac-

tical talks and hints on the "ang-

ling sport today."

THIS BOOK FREE!

In this book is shown
complete line of qual
ity tackle and baits-
the kind that Ian
the "bi^ ones'*—al.^

the South I? en
Anti - i;ack-La.«
Eeel, the re
that needs
thumbing.

Fill out coupon and mail today.

SOUTH BEND BAIT CO.,

8285 Colfax Ave., Souih Bend, I

Send me 4th revised edition
"The Days of Real Sport."

1469

nd.

of

^i

ItHoofes'emEveiuTime!
The position of the HOOK is the reason. Hook releases when fish strikes

and sudden stop when hook reaches end ofsloiselsthehooh
. (irmly into jaw. Dartsand

es just like a real fish,

iches more than any
other spoon or wooden
minnow. Great for all

Bass. Trout. Musky, Pike, Sal-

sizes. Ask your dealer lor
game fish such as Black
moo. Cod. Tarpon, etc. Made in six -

Knowles Automatic Striker or we wiUsend il postpaid. Fully fruaranteed.

Catalog free. Finishes: SILVER—SILVER AND COPPKR-BRASS.
Length l^s" 2V8'' 2%" 3U" AV::" SVs"

Priif«ch:::::.. 35c 35c 55c 75c 90c $1.25

S. E. KNOWLES, 79 Sherwood BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

KEEP YOUR GUN CLEAN!
HOPPE'S

NITRO POWDER SOLVENT
No. 9

( Trade Mark Registered)

A liquid not made with acids; thoroughly
removes the residue of any high power
powder, including black powder—prevents
rusting in any climate—removes metal
fouling and leading. Nitro Powder Sol-
vent has been put to the test at National
Rifle Ranges ; used by U. S. Riflemen;
endorsed by prominent sportsmen; never
fails to do all claimed for it Sold by
dealers in guns and at Hardware dealers.

FRANK A. HOPPE, 2314 N, 8TH ST„ PHILADEIPHIA, PA.

Back Lash
Snarls Stopped
Made possible by the use of

Gem Reel Winder
Gives kite wind to line.

Works automatically, no
gears to get out of order.
Attached to any ordinary
rod very easily.

$1.50 each In U.S.A.

If your dealer doesn't car-
ry send money order to

GEM REEL WINDER CO.
401-131 2nd Street, Milwaukee, Wis.

Al^ates
COLLAPSiBLE
MINNOW-TRAP
—— j4 PfioVEN Success —

—

'Onff of t+ie best anglcri "tricks"
_ produced ir» mar^ 'AcMOrvs". . , , , Ne>vVo«k
•Suparior to anythino of^Hie ktrvd

we hkvc e,v€j-««er»" . , . . Philadelphia
It co.r-t'sinly tatthts ttie minnows ond its

ccirtipact*w^«is an ftxceJIcnf^xature" TORorrro
MADE OF OELLULOlb-UNBREAKABI-E ANOINVtStBLf
IN WATen.THE ONLY COLLAPSIBLE TRAP on rtte MARKET

S'500

A.«J.A.I.GATE.
79 E.Adelaide sr.Toronto-CAN "^^js^ rococo
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score of 104. The day proved to be a good one for
W. W. Livingstone, as he also won the club spoon.

E. Sturt endeavored to take the challenge medal
from M. E Goodalo, but found the going too hard.
Goodale put on I he tidy score of 23. whfie the best
Sturt could do was 21. E.Harris now has a challenge
and will try to' make M. E. Goodale take the count at
the next shoot.

For high average for the day H. Lennox and G.
Beattie tied with 64 out of 75, and the honors of second
position were also divided by J . Gomph, who got 82 out
of 100. and A. Bates, who broke 41 of his 50. E. Sturt
was next with 61 out of 75.

JORDAN GUN CLUB

The annual merchandise shoot of the Jordan Gun
Club was held on Saturday. March 22nd, and was a
huge success. Fine weather brought out a large
crowd to compete for the prizes, but on account of the
handicap system which was used, the scores were
rather below the average.
Mr. George Gunn. local manager of the Dominion

Ganners, who has always been a warm friend of the
Gun Club, donated 16 splendid prizes and was warmly
thanked at the conclusion of the day's shooting by the
Gun Club members for his generosity.

Several St. Catharines shooters were present, includ-
ing Mr. H. Elliott, who has just returned from the
great war, and judging- from the way he busted the
clays, he must have been mighty handy in "strafing"
the flying Huns.

BALMY BEACH GUN CLUB.

On Saturday afternoon. April .^th. Balmy Beach Gun
Club held their fir.st registered tournament of the year
on their grounds at Eastern avenue. H. W. Cooey of

Toronto won the American Trapshooting Association
trophy for high average on the 150 targets, breaking
139, and also the Winchester auto rifle for high gun in
Class A. H. Newlands of Gait, won the Marlin rifle
for high gun in Class B.

At the weekly shoot of the Balmy Beach Gun Club
on their grounds on Eastern avenue C Newton was
high in the club event, while Jos. Jennings was best
in the special handicap event. W. H. Cutler was the
wmner of the McGaw.

PETERBORO' GUN CLUB RE-ORGANIZED.

A most enthusiastic meeting of the Peterborough
Gun Club was held March 21, for the purpose of
re-organizing after -the last few years of inactivity
on account of the war and absence of the members.
After the election of officers a committee was formed
for the purpose of making all necessary repairs to the
club house and getting the grounds in condition for
the first shoot of the season, to be held in the near
future. The club will this year be affiliated with the
American Trap Shooting Association.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing
. ear:

President—C. G. Graham.
Vice-President—S. Coon.
Captain—H. Cook.
Secretary-Treasurer—C.Wood.
Grounds Committee—L. Hall, C. Mills, H. Routiy.

Shooting will be held regularly during the summer
months on the first, third and fourth Fridays in each
month, commencing the first Friday in May. Several
trophies will be offered for competition, particulars
of which will be arranged later.
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Genuine Diamonds
$1, $2, $3, Weekly
Save money on your Diamonds
by buying from U8. We are

Diamond Importers. Terms,
$1, $2 ar $3 Weekly. We
guarantee you every advantage

in Price and Quality.

Write to-day for Catalogue, tt is free.

We send Diamonds to any part of Canada for inspection
at our expense. Payments may be made Weeldy or
Monthly.

JACOBS BROS.. Diamond Importers

15 Toronto Arcade - <- Toronto, Canada

Catch Fish,
Eels. Mink, Muskrats etc., in large
DumberH, with the New, Folding,
Galvanized Steel Wire Trap. It

catches them like a fly-trap catches flies. Strong and dur-
able. Made in all sizes. Write for descriptive Price List, and
onr Free Booklet on best bait known for attracting all kinds
offlfih. J.F.Gregory, 3308 Oregon Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

KEATINGS
» POWDER
KILLS
BUGS

Molh in Furs, Blankets, Car-
pels, Woollens, etc., means
ruination. Keating's Powder
effectually prevents moths. II '

mes no harm to the most deli-

cate fabric.

LIGHTING
-Akion' JOG Candle.Power Lan
tern tnakes and buroB its owi
gtts from common gaEoline
Brighter than electricity. Can?
it anywhere Wind proof. I'epen
dablo. cheap, eafe. guaranteed

COO KINGE
Hacdy t ook Slove. Vse it in
aoorsoroutside. EizzJir^' hotin
V minutes Have a -warm meal
anjvhere. anytime. ttronp.
reliable, inexpensive, guaranteed.

\\ rite for special prices and catalog.

AKRON CAS LAMP CO. f^SS^^o.^'

Geebynite
Compass
$3.00 at Dealers

or Postpaid

GoidFaied
$6.50

If dealer can't supply you don't take substitute. Or-
der direct from us. Folder on 'Taylor-made Compasses
on request.

%yhrInstrumentCompanies
Rochester, N. Y.

WHETHER a fishing
trip, a camping party,
an automobile trek-
king tour or a single
sporting goods need
—put it up to •

v>m^

"The Greatest Sporting Goods

Store in the World"

Mail Order Inquiries Promptly Answered

Abercombie & Fitch Co.
Ezra H. Fitch, President K<

tMadison Ave. and 45lh Street

New York

"Where the Blazed Trail

Crosses the Boulevard"
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Cow Killer of the Choke Cherry, The.
Coyote. Taking the
Compass, The
Coyote with Hounds. Hunting the
Crow, Heigho the
Crow, The Too Abundant

Ashley A. Haines
Frank A. Green

..George Roberts Hunt
James S. Meagher

J. D. A. Evans
403.

D
Deer, A Year with the H. C. Haddon 483, 742. 857
Oeer Hunt along the Moon River, A. T. L.Stevens
Deer Hunting at Myer's Cave Captain W. Henry
Dingo Robert Barr Warman
Don'ts for Anglers Albert E.Jay
Do You Think That NOah Brought Any of These Animals Into the Ark With Him ...William MacMillan
Ducks "Fun Hunter"
Duck (Wild) Hunting in 1917 Bon^vcastle Dale
Duck (Wild) Foods, Three Important Hubert Hutton
Drummer, The Big F.V.Williams

1133
584
151

1275
36
747

994
96S
108
737
1141
1386
1387
29
386
498

Editorial Comments 153,276,454,754,953.1075,1214 1450
El Dorado of Undeveloped Natural Resources, An H. W. Parsons 1281
Ermine E.T. Martin 902
Experiences in Northern Saskatchewan. Some Hunting D. B. D. 515

F
Fantasy. A Spring (Verse) N. Milton Browne 19
Fighting Nature's Huns George H. Corson 1138

•First Aid in the Woods F. V. Williams 509
Fishing and Hunting on the Liscomb River N. S. W. McKinnon 252
Fishing Experience, A: Ireland and Nova Scotia Contrasted William Stronge Campbell 27
Fishing Notes Robert Page Lincoln 37, 155, 279, 405, 528, 643, 769, 903, 1032, 1144 1293
Fishing Rod, My Ilderim 1011
Fishery Service on Cape Breton Island, Reform in the George Kennan 420
Fishing Trip on the North Shore, A Nimrod 133
Fog. Out of the F.V.Williams 252
Forbidden Fruit H. C. Haddon 1108
Forty Minutes from Down Town F.V.Williams 525
FourofUs.The R. P. L. 398
Foxhounds Must Have Superior Hunting Ability 1101
Frog Hunting is Great Sport Thomas Hubert Hutton 1128

Game Sanctuary for Northwestern C.inada

.

Geese (Wild) as 1 have Known Them, . .

.

Ghosts
Goin* Fishin'
Goose Honks High, When the. ..

Government Reserve. A
Grandpa Jumped over the Traces, When . . .

.

Greater Force. The
Guns and Ammunition

..Edward T. Martin
F.V.Williams
F.V.Williams

....George R. Belton

Jean Stevenson
.— H. C. Haddon

180,304,424,547,670,795,927,1047. 1171

1100
1113
628
126
372
1142
248
1233
1314

Hitting the Bull's Eye
How to Build A Skill
How we Butted in

Hudson Bay Region. The
Humors of the Hunt
Hunt. An Old Sportsman's
Hunting Trip, "Their First
Hunting Trip in the Crows Nest Pass County, A.

I

Independent Sharpshooters Hunt Club, The: The 1917 Hunt of the.
Inherited Instinct
Irish Rifle A.ssociation of Toronto
It Seldom Happens

A. L. McCreadv 1369
:. 1364

J. Clarke Morrison 524
Thomas Hubert Hutton 1263

George R Belton 625
R.J.Parrott 638
D.L. Findlay 495

D.W.M. 1160

R.D.Wright 1016
Kdward T. Martin 369

712, 847, 956, 1094, 1332 1466
R.P, L. 28

Jonah in the Ojibwa : Truly a Fishy Tale.
Just Mallards "

.Bonnvcastlo Dale
F. V. Williams

121
1372

Kawartha Lakes. Another Record of a Crui.s

Kearney Hunt Club
Kennel. The
Killjoy, The.
King of the Rockies, The.

on the Gordon H. Graham
W. A. Argue

97,217,335,460,593.716,827, 1084, 1344
A.E.Jay

5
686
1464
900
29

Lake of Bays. The
Lend for Victory
Letter, An Interesting
Letter Box. Our
Loch Alva's Call to an Old Timer
Long Pond Beach, At

Magnelawan. Along the: After B.-iss and Pir-kc
Maverick in Town. A
Medicine Bag, Our
Mergansers, The
Micliipicoten Wolf Story, A
Milking, An Interrupted
Mink's Diary, Billy
Moccasins, On Making.

.

M

..„ 1283
667
1096

350.976.1093.1216 1452
A.S.Cosgrove 131
F.V.Williams 1008

W.S.Campbell 129
Harry W.Laughy 1119

352
JohnTownson 397
Angus Gibson 150

...EstellaG.Snelgrove 1124
Fred Clarke 146, 259 394
George Roberts Hunt 632
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HOTEL TULLER
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Offers

Special inducements to Out-of-Town
Guests.

$1.50 up,* single, $3.00 up, double,

BOO OUTSIDE 'ROOMS
ALL ABSOLUTELY QUIET

Two Floors—Agents' Saninle Rooms
New Unique Cafes and Excellent Entertainment

May we send yon
this guide hooh?.

An illustrated guide to points
of interest in and around Buffalo.
including Niagara Falls. Free
on request.
When in BufFalo, stop at the

Hotel Lenox. BufTalo's ideal
hotel for tourists. Quietly
situated, yet convenient to
theatre, shopping and business
districts and Niagara Falls
Boulevard. First-class garage.

European plan. Ftre-
proof, modern. Un-
usual cuisine. Every
room an outside room.
$2-00 up.

On Empire Tours.
Road map and
running directions
free.

G. A. MINER
Managing Director

Nortli St. at
Delaware Ave.

HOTEL
BUFFALO NIY.

YOU ENJOY A GOOD MEAL

American or European Plan

,.ou5eo,.

Well, who doesn't? When you come to

Toronto stop at a house whose diningroom
service is famous from coast to coast for

good eating, quick, courteous service and
reasonable prices. Our diningroom is our
hobby as well as an important part of our
business. We have a pride in it and our
constant effort is to keep on increasing its

fame. And every other department is

right in line—large, bright bedrooms,
beautiful tiled bathrooms, luxurious furn-
ishings, and everything else the most
fastidious traveler can require for comfort,

convenience and economy.

One minute's walk from the TJnion Station
brings }ou to

The Walker House
Toronto's Famous Hotel

Geo. Wright & Co., Proprietors
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Moonlight and Black Ducks
Monquart
Mother Earth
Mountains in the Rain.
Moose Call, The
Moose Hunt, The Story of a
Moose Hunter, Rover the
Moose, Taken Captive by a Bull.

. F.V.Williams
- .William Matheson
. H. Mortimer Batten

G. F.Hiltz
JackMilnpr

..Mrs. Garland Foster

376
263
1362
381
612
488
635
631

New Brunswick Woods, In C.B.Fisher 138
Night Bill Riverside 396
Nipigon Trophy Announcement, The -. 2.34

Nipigon Trophy, Montreal Business Man Wins 825
Nipigon Waters with H.R.H. Prince Arthur of Connaught, On "Nimrod" 784
No Difficulty in American Tourists Entering Canada 348
No Game Hogs Wanted in the Organization of Ontario Sportsmen E. R. Kerr 340
Nova Scotia. A Successful Moose Hunt in Good Old :....Harold G. McCulIoch 1 168
North Star Hunting Club, The W. Hickson 791

Ogarse, On the Trail of.Ogarse, On the 1

OP Eight Squar".
Old Preparedness.
Open Places, The.

Jack Livingston 20
. Kemper H. Broadus 1360

F.V.Williams 1125
R.J.Fraser 735

Pea Soup
Pine Ridge Hunting Club, The Annual Hunt of the
Pheasant on Vancouver Island, The
Platters was no Decoy Duck
Pla nting Land Locked Salmon > n a British Columbia Lake.

Quail Sickness, The

987
1025
383
100
1274

9

Edward T.Martin 135

Chas. Dorian'
..H.H.Matthews

.:..G.S.
E. T. Martin

Race with Death, A
Reserve at Point Pelee made a Bird Sanctuary.

.

Rod and Gun Folk
Rod and Gun Mechanics

Arthur W. Peck 878
236

857, 983, 1107, 1231, 1448
..106, 178, 297. 422, 668, 953. 1082 1212

S
101
875
1259
142
871
1289

Sand Bar, A Night on a "Bill"
Saskatchewan, A Communique from W.A.Mason
Scaly Wolf. The...- F.V.WUliams
Seventeen Days in the Wild G. T.
Shots in the Show Reginald Gourlay
Smithville Hunt Club in the Northern Woods A. H. Schniek
Snowshoes. On Making Robert Page Lincoln
Something about Porcupines Wm. Sweeney 275
Skis, On Making .". Robert Page Lincoln 762
Skunk and Dolphus, The ...Jane Dilworth 241
Skookum Bill Frank Houghton 267
SomeTrip Freeman Tupper 1279
Speckled Trout Lie, Where the Harrv Moore 141
Speckled Trout of Northern Ontario 1245
Speckled Trout Tyeth Bounsall 392
Sportsmen's and Farmers' Efforts Must Supplement Legislation 842
Squirrel At Home, The H. Mortimer Batten 1121
St. Clair Pickerel Run. The A. L. McCready 1243
Stripe Back, A Visit from W. G. M. 1291

Temple, My Mark G. McEIhinney 421
The Dropping Off Place Bonnvcastle Dale 1355
The Trap 99.223,341,467.586,722,834,844,1088.1222, 1348, 1468
The Woodchuck George Roberts Hunt 1376
Toling Wild Animals P. H. Moore 1256.
Trap Line. Along the 576, 704, 957, 1076. 1200 1334
Trapping Season of 1918 at Rice T.ake, The Bonnycastle Dale 1238
Trails, The ..k R. M. Benson 896
Trout Brook Revisited, A C.T.Easton 391

W
War. When my Laddie went to. . ..

We Were Seven
Wet Breakfast on a Dry Stump, A.

.

What's the Reason?
When a Little Child Prayed
Wild Animals
Wilds, When it's Hard Work in th«
Wildcat, Mr. Brewster Discovers a. .

Wilson Snipe. Shooting the
Winter Camping in Canada..

. ..Robt.H.MacNair
Bill Riverside

Marlow A. Shaw
John Townson

?....Patience Reed
Skookum Chuck
Aubrey Fullerton

Fred Copeland
....Reginald Gourlay

..Leo. M. Rollins
Woodcock, Do Vermin Prev Upon .: "Old .Soldier"
Wolf. A Mixup with a Prairie •. .'. ;...>. N. B. B.
Woodland, HilUand Dale Leo M. Rollins

787
1286
244
1390
1272
494
1117
863
1013
897
1011
152

1684

Vancouver Island, Fishing at Pike Lake Norma Dumbleton 1276
Vancouver Island, Fishing on „ "Spent Spinner" 262
Vanity of Riches. The F. V. Williams 25
Vcdder River. The Master Killer of the A. P. Cummins 33
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NORTHERN
ONTARIO

This vast new land of promise is one degree
South of Winnipeg, and is big enough to include
the six New England and four Middle States of
the American Union.

Aside from its immense resources in timber, mineral, waterpower. fish, game and scenery, NORTHERN
ONTARIO contains millions of acres of fertile, arable land fit for mixed farming which may be had in some
districts at 50 cents per acre, and in others FREE.

Already there are thousands of miles of colonization roads and steam railways spreading like a spider's

web over a huge part of that immense lorest-robed territory.

For free descriptite literature, write

H. A. MACDONELL, Director of Colonization, Parliament Buildtnes. TORONTO. CANADA
G. H. FERGUSON, Minister of Lands, Forests and Mines.

ASSEMBLE YOUR TACKLE IN A

TAK-IT-ALL CASE
HIS one was not made for some other purpose and then con-

verted for tackle—it was made for tackle. You will value
it because it is light and can carry your complete equipment
— all in its separate compartments, with a plush-linea com-

partment for reels.

The all-wool construction eliminates noise aud rust.

Furnished in mahogany, black walnut or fumed old English
or golden oak. Three sizes as

—

No. 1, 12in. length. Sin. high. Sin. deep. Price $ 9.75
.No. 2, I3Hin „ 9in. „ Sin. „ „ 11.50
.No. 3, loin. ., lOin. ,, 9in. ,, „ 14.75

PHILLIPS & McLEAN, Wallaceburg, Ontario

Have shown the greatest improvements of any collars offered to the trade since 1879. The sht

over the re-inforced button-hole, prevents the button pressing on the neck, and allows freedom

in adjusting tie. The Flexible Tabs prevent breaking at the front fold. Worn by sportsmen,

automobile owners, merchants, mechanics, railway employees, and in fact,by everybody. Sold

by the best dealers in every city. MADE IN CANADA, by

THE PARSONS & PARSONS CANADIAN CO. - - - HAMILTON, CANADA

Denfs Condition Pills
A marvelous tonic for dogs that are all out of sorts, run down, thm
and unthrifty.with harsh staring coat, materated eyes and high colored
urine. There is nothing to equal them for distemper, mange, eczema and
debilitating diseases. You will notice the difference after a few doses.

At druggists or by mail, fifty cents. The Dent Medicine Company,
Toronto, Canada and Newburgh, NY. A practical treatise on dogs
and their training, 160 pp. fully illustrated mailed for 10c to all customers.



FOR SALE, WANT AND

EXCHANGE DEPT.

Advertisements will be
inserted in thisDepartment
at 4c. a word. Send re-

mittance with order. Copy
should not be later than
the 10th of the month.

ANTIQUE FIREARMS

BUY. SELL, EXCHANGE old-time and modern Fire-
arms. Antiques wanted. Stephen Van Rensselaer. 80.5
Madison Avenue, New York. 8 12T

BIRDS AND ANIMALS
WILD ANIMALS—Correspondence solicited with

parties interested in Fox Ranching or in purchasing or
selhng stock. Blake Vanalter, Georgetown. Ont. J.t.f

Dr.^. Hisey and Greenwood. Breeders of Silver Cross
and Black Foxes. Registered and Pedigreed New Zealand
Red Rabbits. A fine lot of youngsters for immediate
shipment all Pedigreed. Also Guinea Pigs. 523 S.
Harrison St.. Saginaw West Side.Michigan. 5-2T

WANTED—Five pair 1919 bear cubs, the smaller the
better. Will furnish crates, pay express and $20:00 a
pair. Can also use fox and wolf pups, and live owls and
geese. Portage Wild Animal Co., Portage la Prairie,
Man. 4.2T

BOATS AND LAUNCHES
Second hand boats and motors clearing large stock at

very attractive prices. Ditchburn Pleasure Boats, Ltd.,
Gravenhurst, Muskoka, Ont. ,'5.2T

FOR SALE— 19' runabout equipped with 6-8 HP. 2
cylinder St. Lawrence engine unacr hatch, automobile
wheel controls, guaranteed (irst class running order, used
two seasons, price on cars $290.00. Box 100. Rod and
Gun, Woodstock, Ont. 5-lT

FOR SALE—At Port Rowan. 22 ft. launch; 2 Cvlin-
der; 2 cycle; fine condition; .S180, 00. »>. Apply C" C.
Wheeler. Paris. On t. 5-IT

DOGS.

THE HOMESTEAD KENNELS. GREENWOOD.
MISS.—Have for Sale Trained Hounds, for Fox. and
Cat. Wolf and Deer, Coon and Oppossum and Skunk.
Squirrels and Rabbits, good as live. Fine lot of young
dogs. Trained dogs sent on 15 days trial. 10 cents
for illustrated catalog. 5-T.F.

FOR SALE.—Splendid Llewellin. English, Irish, Gordon
setter pups and trained dogs, pointers, spaniels and re-
trievers in pups and trained dogs. Enclose stamp for
description. Thoroughbred Kennels. Atlantic. Iowa. tf

"FIELD AND SHOW DOG"
With All Breed Directory Combined.
Special Department on all breeds, especially Airedale
terriers each month. The best and most popular
Kennel advertising meciium in America.
Issued monthly; Price $1.00 year, sample copy 15c.
Published bt) JOHN A. WHITE & SON,
739 W. Federal St, Youngstown, Ohio, U.S.A.

WANTED—A Retriever, must be well trained,* Chesa-
peake Bay or Spaniel. J. W. Groves. 40 York St. .'Hamil-
ton, Ont. !4 ^< ai .5-lT

FOR SALE—Fox hound pups, both sexes, i Apply to
Box 163. Forest. Ont. 5.1T

America's

Pioneer

Dog Medicines

liOOIv o>" J

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

Mailed free to any address by

the Author

H. CUY GLOVER CO., Inc.,

118 West 31il Street, New York

Pure bred Fox and Deer hound pups for sale, bred from
No. 1 hunting stock. 10 weeks old. Write W. A. Mitchell,
Wooler, Ontario. 5-lT

FOR SALE—Pedigreed, Tennesee. Red Bone Coon
hound, 5 years old. H. G. Fraser, Woodstock, Ont. 5-11"

St. Catherines Hunt Club are offering for sale a litter
of Fox Hound puppies, bred from as good a dog and bitch
as ever went into the north woods. Price $5.00 each whih-
they last. Apply Charles Taylor, Secretary of the St
Catharines Hunt Club, St. Catharines, Ont. 5-11'

THE BLUE GRASS FARM KENNELS, OF BERR',

.

KY., offer for sale. Setters and Pointers, Fox and C:il
Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds, Coon and Opposum
Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit Hounds, Bear ancf Lion
Hounds, also Airedale terriers. All dogs shipped on trial,
purchaser to judge the quality, satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded. Sixty-eight page highly illustrated,
instructive, and interesting catalogue for ten cents in
stamps or coin. 5-'l"l"

Dqgs Wanted—Trained foxhound or foxhound puppies
at reasonable prices. Give full particulars to Herb. S.
Markell, Wales, Ont. S-IT

ENGINES AND LAUNCHES.

FOR SALE—Marine Engines, two cycle, two, three and
four cylinder, also 2 cylinder 4 cycle. Ail new. Write for
further particulars stating horse power required, to Box L
ROD AND GUN, Woodstock. Ont. TK

FOR SALE—23 ft. Semi-speed launch, beam 4 feet
3 inches, finished ready for engine. This is a new launch,
now ready for delivery. For further particulars, etc..
write Box F. ROD AND GUN. Woodstock. Ont. TF

Row boat Outboard motors and others cheap; also
reverse gears, rear starters, magnetos, etc. Send for list.

Guarantee Motor Co.. Hamilton, Canada. 10-TF

FISHING TACKLE
WANTED—Fishing rod and other tackle by Hardv

Bros. H. W. S. Box 222, Brownsburg. Que. 4-2'r

GUNS

YES— I WILL TRADE GUNS—Send 2c stamp for
complete list of second hand and shop-worn firearms.
Everything guaranteed. Tell us what you want in first

letter. Wm. R. Burkhard (Established in 1855), 143
East 4th St.. St. Paul, Minn. "The Original and Old
Reliable." 12-TF

GUN REPAIRING
W. A. Brock

We make a specialty of Fine Gun Work,
Restocking, Barrel Boring, Stock-Bend-
ing, Barrel Browning, etc.

-4// work guaranteed.
A SNAP IN A

NEW "standard MARLIN TRAP GUN: 12
guage, 30 in. barrel, bored especially for trap use.
Selected English walnut stock and forearm, beauti-
fully polished and checkered. : 'i\

It's the best trap gun made for the man who
likes i!, hammer gun.c, » Only 150.00.

BROCK'S
The Sportlnft Gooda Store of London. Ont.
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BULLETS any calibre, any temper. Expert Gun.
Rifle and Revolver repairs. Reloading, guns bought and
sold. What have you to swap? W. H. Lowo. Gunsmith

TAXIDFPMY AND TAriM^O

New Liskeard, Ont. 5-IT

WANTED—Reminfiton 32 or 35 trombone action riOo
and. for sale or exchange, Winchester carbine 32 special

in first class condition. W. C. Lippit, PetroIia.JDnt- r)-IT

Big game ammunition loaded to order. Progressive
powders with copper jacketed bullets. Henry Bros. 616
Cordova, St.. East.. Vancouver, B.C. 5-6T

FOR SALE—Double-barrel shot-gun, hammcriess
"Tobin", shooting qualities guaranteed, perfect condition;
price $30.00. Address H. D. Atkinson. Box 159, Campbell-
ford, Ont. 5-lT

ROOTS AND HERBS

GOLDEN Seal and 60 Other Plants used in making
medicine, dyes, perfumes, etc. How to gather, high war
prices, and address of Buyers' Book, postpaid, only 20c.
Get yours today. Ginseng Co.. West Milan. N.H.^5-2r

SPECIALS

FOR SALE—The best island for a duck shooter in

Rice Lake, ten acres, one cleared, new one room shanf >,

one hundred cords standing woods, good fishing and trap-
ping. Bonnycastle Dale, Gore's Landing, Ont. 5-lT

SOUVENIRS, novelties; How to make and where to
sell. Book and one novelty only 30c. O. Twitchell.
West Milan, New Hampshire. 5-2T

FISHERMEN:—Catch fish while they are intoxicated.
Japanese Fish Dccovor does it, dime brings the formula.
J. W. Bilodeau, Lyndonvillc, Vt. Dept- 76. 5-JT

TROUT FISHERY and Farm to sell or to rent, cottage
in connection or limited amount of fishing by the pound
John Gibson, Cataract. Ont. Phone. CaledoD 011-11 5-11

FOR SALE—Set of Electric automobile lamps, two side
and one tail. Never been used. Box L. ROD AND GUN
Woodstock, Ontario. TF

MARRY IF LONELY; for resu t- Irv me; best and
most successful "Home Maker"; It u n't -eels rich wish
marriage soon; strictly confidential; most reliable; years
of experience; descriptions free. 'i he Succi^ssful Club".
Box 556. Oakland. Calif. 3 IT

PHOTOGRAPHS—Real prints of Show Life; Points
of Interest in the U.S.; Bathing Girls. Send 25c lor
sample proof sheet contair ig assortment of bathing
pirls. Amount returned w th first order. Frank H
Trafton. Box 726c. Houston, Texas.

Fr7FMA P^ORTA^!^ goitre, tetter, old sores.
CV.//.ClVl/iy rOUIMAOlOy catarrh, dandruff, rheu-
matism, Diles. cured -^. no charge. Write for particulars.
Eczema Remedy, Co . Dept. R. G., Hot Springs, Ark..
U.S.A.

FOR SALE—Moose Head, fine specimen excellent con-
dition. Apply Box L., ROD AND GUN. Woodstock.
Ont. TF

Artificial eyes and skulls for Taxidermists and Furriers.
Oliver Spanner & Co., 2fi Elm St., Toronto. We buv raw
furs. 3 12T

THE THREE VETS
(Bill Potts, Walter Potts and Windy Carr)

Mountain Guides and Outfitters

ForJHunting, Fishing and Exploring Parties.

MORLEY - - ALTA.

FREE!
A

Thermos Bottle
Keeps Hot 24 Hours Keeps Cold 72 Hours

Thermos make hunters,

fishermen and campers inde-

pendent of stated meal hours.

Hot coffee, tea or soup, or iced

drinks can be prepared when
convenient and kept hot or

cold for the morning start, the

all day tramp or long hours

with the rod and gun. Thermos
give heat without fire and cold

without ice. Thermos keeps

liquid steaming hot for 24

hours or ice cold for three

days.

FOR SIX NEW SUBSCRIPTIONS
we will send a Thermos Bottle all charges paid.

PREMIUM DEPARTMENT

ROD AND GUN - WOODSTOCK, ONT.

"SCH^NIE'S THE BAIT
THAT "THINKS"
ITSELF A FISH

Any way you look at it it is a good bait.

Those GROOVE.S make it a MINNOW,—the only bait
that really swims. No athletics—but actual, minnow swim:
that smooth, gliding motion which makers have tried to get.

It reels in easily. Give it a jerk—it scoots and pauses, like
a fool minnow out of "danger."

Yet it's one of the roughest little devils on big fish you ever
saw. It has taken 3 ft. pickerel. If the bass or pike are there
it will get them. You can bank on that—even in August. Get
ready now. If not at dealer's send 75 cents. Pick a Rainbow.
Jr.," for day, or "Red Head, Jr ," for dawn and dusk casting, or.
if you wish, large size (1 oz.) in either finish.

J. R. SCHOONMAKER, DESK B, KALAMAZOO, MICH., U.S.A.

Dealers, kindly write jobbers now for Skooters.
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NEW GOODS IN STOCK
.280 COPPER TUBE ROSS CARTRIDGES

.256 NEWTON CARTRIDGES

We Expect During the Next Few Weeks, SAVAGE RIFLES,
all calibres, REMINGTON RIFLES, Model 12A, .22 calibre.

WRITE FOR SPECIAL PRICES

FOR YOUR SPRING OUTING Provide Yourself With

PIK'P PTII TIPIV/IFNT We are Headquarters for ther AIS.il E.V^IJiriVlIl.A^ i Sportsman's Every Need

"^DPKEGo
ti'^.

128 KiHO St. n^
TOaOlfTO.

IF YOU
like thousands of other men, are

obliged to wear, for comfort or ap-

pearance sake, a TOUPEE, you owe

it to yourself and your friends *o

wear one scientifically made. It

should fit perfectly, and blend na-

turally with the hair you still have

left. Above all, it should be becon

ing, and in every respect suited tc '^^

your type and to your expression.

W.T. PEMBER
129 YONGE STREET

TORONTO

Fishermen
and

Campers

Quick Relief

From the many
minor accidents

and bruises you
receive on your
vacation is afford-

ed by

Minard's

Liniment

Put a Bottle In
Your Outfit

_
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